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FOURTH INTERVIEW WITH JAMES EARL RAY , AT THE BRUSHEY

MOUNTAIN STATE PENITENTIARY , APRIL 29 , 1977 .

MR . LEHNER : The time now is 10:38 , and we are now

here assembled in the conference room at Brushey Mountain ;

and we will all identify ourselves for the record .

I'm Robert Lehner , Deputy Chief Counsel for the House

Committee on Assassinations .

MR. EVANS : Ed Evans , Chief Investigator , Select

Committee on Assassinations .

MR . GANNON :

on Assassinations .

Ray .

MR. KERSHAW :

Tom Gannon , Staff Counsel , Select Committee

Jack Kershaw, attorney for James Earl

MR. RAY: James Ray.

MR . REVEL :
Gary Revel , Investigator for Mr. Jack Kershaw .

( Louis H. Hindle , Stenographer , Select Committee on

Assassinations) .

MR . LEHNER :
We have had some preliminary talks not on

the record , but I understand that Gary has been taping this

so why don't you , James , state what you
portion for your use,

wanted to state on the record.

MR. RAY :
I think you raised an issue , you mentioned

a former Tennessee correction ·
Mr. Harry Avery last week.

You said something about if I have any more information

Well , what I was concerned about now, Mr. Avery , he has made

various statements about the conspiracy and he was sort of

(1)
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a go-between , between Governor Ellington and Governor Ellington '

Exec Asst , an attorney named William Berry. Berry later went to 1

Attorney General's Office . Now, also , Mr. Avery had some letter

from Governor Ellington or something about how to handle me and

possibly about the case . The reason I bring this up , one time

Mr. Avery tried to introduce this letter to Judge William B. Miller '

court , Federal Court , and Judge Miller read it and he wouldn't

put it in . Of course, Judge Miller is , he's one of the most ,

in my opinion , one of the most independent judges in Tennessee .

So , if he wouldn't put it in there , I thought there was some

relevance to the case .

Now, Mr. Avery is about 75 years old now and we was going

to subpoena him for the habeas corpus hearing to testify , but

the prosecutor Henry Hale , told the judge that Avery was too

old or something , of course , I don't really believe that .

But anyway , that , what I'm getting at , is if anyone is going

to talk to him I think they should talk to him before too much

longer . Now, the reason I mention that , I have had about ,

in the last eight or nine years, I've had about 12 or 15 people

look into various aspects of the case in one thing or another .

Now, of all these people four of them have expired . One of

them is a labor leader from St. Louis named Lawrence Callahan .

Now, I'm not positive he's died, but I'm almost positive because

I found out he was sick several years ago .

Another one was an attorney named Osborn from Nashville .

You know his first name , I forget and --

MR . KERSHAW : I know him very well , but it surprises me
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I can't recall it right now .

MR . RAY : And another one --

MR . KERSHAW: C. T. Osborn .

MR . RAY : C. T. Osborn . Another was James Hoffa , Sr.

I think Bernard Fensterwald discussed him in the case

sometime .

And the other individual that has died , he looked

into his , I , I went to him one time when he was trying to send

me to Springfield , Missouri and also on a libel case . And

his hame is Clyde Watts . He's an attorney from Oklahoma City ,

Oklahoma .

Now, the individuals , other individuals are getting

elderly who have investigated some aspect of the case at one

time or another is , one of them is Judge Ralston Schoolfield

from
Chatttanooga .

MR. LEHNER :

MR . RAY :

I think he's the
--

May I have that again?

Schoolfield , he's a judge from Chattanooga ,

Tennessee .

MR, KERSHAW: Was .

MR . RAY : He's a General Sessions judge now and he's, he helped

me certain ways and looked into certain things .

Of course , I mentioned Avery and
--

MR . LEHNER : What are your interest in Avery?

tell us about that one .

Could you

MR . RAY : Well, he seemed to be Governor Ellington

he made several kinds of --
Well , they wasn't really clear

statements , but he said , he made one statement one time and
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I got the clipping out of the paper, that if everything came

out about the King shooting why there would be a lot more

trouble in the United States , so , it's better

clipping to Fensterwald and

-- I sent the

MR . LEHNER : Who made that statement that was reported?

MR . RAY : Governor Ellington made the statement . I

sent the clipping to Fensterwald and he wrote to Governor Ellington

and Ellington declined to answer . But Ellington , his closest

associate was William Berry, Executive Assistant , and Berry was

very close to Harry Avery . So, what I'm more or less concerned

about is the correspondence they exchanged . They had some

written agreements and guidelines about how they would handle

the case and everything , and Avery has the letters and I think

the City tried to turn them over to the newspaper, but they

wouldn't publish them.

whom?

MR . LEHNER : Now, these letters that Avery has are from

MR . RAY : From, well , I don't know whether they are from Ellington

or whether they are from Berry, but they are from one or the

other because I take it that Mr. Berry was a middle man between

Avery and Governor Ellington .

MR . LEHNER : What else does Avery has , do you know?

--MR . RAY : Well , he I think he took all my materials

when I came in, some of these phone numbers , I don't know if

he kept them or not , he gave them all back to me the

next day . But I just don't know what he had , but apparently

he has got quite a bit because the Attorney General made a
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strong arguement . Well , I heard some of it. They had a

bench conference , Mr. Hailey , the Attorney General and Judge

McGray, and this was a bench conference and I was on the witness

stand and Hailey was very opposed to calling Avery up there .

He said he was an old fellow and all that . But , of course ,

Avery is kind of old but he is still somewhat vigorous , and

I don't --

MR . LEHNER : Let me ask you this , whatever materials

Avery has pertaining to the case at all , from whatever sour

he got it , no matter what method he got it , do you give us

permission to get it from him?

MR . RAY : From Avery?

MR . LEHNER : Yes .

MR . RAY: Yes . You can get anything you
- as far as I'm

concerned , whatever I told him or he told me . There's various

clippings I got one here , but you can't , you couldn't xerox it,

it's you could read it but it's xeroxed out . I was going to

give it to
--

MR . LEHNER : Whatever you told him or he told you , or

anything else that he got in anyway that is relevant to the

case, in whatever way he got it?

MR . RAY : Yes , well --

MR . LEHNER : You would give us permission to get that

and look at it?

MR . RAY : Anything he told you I told him or whatever, it

doesn't make any difference .

MR . LEHNER : Anything , no matter where he got it from?

MR . RAY : Yes . Anything .

MR . KERSHAW : I , I'd agreed to that too .
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MR. LEHNER :

Can you

Okay .

You mentioned Lawrence Callahan , what

does he have , what did he have? You said he was deceased?

MR . RAY :

What

Well , he had someone investigate , he said he had

Osborn, but I don't want to go into depth on that . The only

reason I mentioned that , I'm trying to emphasize that

four people have died here from old age or something , and

there's three or four others , Avery , Percy Foreman and

Judge Schoolfield , and it is my opinion that if they are not

interviewed or something that they are That if they expire ,

whatever I say that they told me , well , they will say I just

fabricated that or something .

MR . LEHNER : So you are suggesting that we speak to

Judge Schoolfield, what would he be able to tell us ?

MR . RAY : Well , I'm just telling you that these people

are getting elderly now.

MR . LEHNER : Well , could you tell us what knowledge he

would have of the case .

MR . RAY : Well , I think he made some contact with the

late Hoffa , Sr. They was some type of friends and at one time

they were going to help me investigate the case , but there was

some type of realignment of the labor leaders , there was some

fellow named Hardin and all that and then they decided not to

help me but possibly Fensterwald would know more about that

because he talked to Edward Bennett Williams , who was Mr.

Hoffa's lawyer .

MR . LEHNER : What did Hoffa , Sr. do or was going to do ?
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MR . RAY : Well , these phone numbers , one of them , I've been

told had some type of association , this Baton Rouge number, with

the Teamsters Union . So, I decided at that time to perhaps

contact , this was 1971 when I was down here , to contact

Either contact Hoffa , Sr. , but I didn't want to do that until

It might mess up his probe or something , so I think we instead ,

we contacted Hoffa , Jr. , James , Jr. , and then we found out

later that Judge Schoolfield was some type of an associate of

these people . So, I think Schoolfield When Hoffa got out--

I think Schoolfield contactedof the penitentiary whenever that was .

him and they showed some interest in assisting me, and

Schoolfield said something about there was a realignment of

forces , whatever that means , and they decided not to .

But , there is another side incident on that , when I first

came down here, well not when I first came down here , but when

I was here about a year , there was a inmate in here named Junior

Broom or something , and he told me that he was in the penitentiary

with Hoffa and Hoffa use to save all the clippings and all this ,

to try and find out about the King case . And so I don't know

if there is anything in that or not . This inmate he's paroled

now . I don't know where he's at .

MR . LEHNER : Junior Broom?

MR . RAY : I don't know -- I know they call him Junior ,

and he lives in East Tennessee , but something like Broom,

I'm not just
--

They have records of it .

MR . KERSHAW: Schoolfield will know about him.

MR . RAY : I know I don't know if Schoolfield will know
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about Broom, he knows about Hoffa .

MR . LEHNER : And this fellow Broom was an inmate

with Hoffa?

MR RAY: No Yes , and he later came down here .

MR . LEHNER : And what did he say that Hoffa had done?

MR . RAY : He said Hoffa showed a strong interest in my

case and was always keeping clippings and everything .
And

I think he was asking other prisoners if they saw anything

about it .

MR . LEHNER: And what about Clyde Watts , what was his

connection with the case?

--
He never did get in-

MR . RAY : Clyde Watts , well , he's a , he's a , we originally

contacted him , something about a libel suit against Gerald

Franks and he contacted Mr. Ryan , the Memphis attorney ,

Richard Ryan , but anyway he never did

to the case , the libel case because it more or less petered

out or something . The judge dismissed certain parts of it .

finally it just faded out . But later on when they tried to

send me to the Springfield Mental Institution I had my brother

Jerry Ray call up Watts and ask him about this This facility

Just ,

up there they, he called it a butcher shop . So, I was making, I was

going, was thinking about trying to get him to recoooend somebody to

you know, to fight the extradition and he did , he did recommend

someone . I think the name was, White , a Memphis lawyer named

White, but then they shortly after that the State dropped the

interest to send me up there . I think another, one of the ,

the only other dealing we had with Watts , I think Jerry called

him and tried to get him to check on a name and a guy named
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-- Then later

Rosen or something . I think Watts checked on him and found

out his name was Rosenson or something like that . He checked

some federal records in New Orleans , but his

on I think Jerry called him again and tried to get him, to

ask him some questions about some labor man or something ,

and I think his wife told Jerry that he had been killed in

a plane crash or something . But most of this , all these

letters and everything that Watts had were in the files , whatever

correspondence I had with him .

MR . LEHNER : Okay .

I understand that the Canadian Broadcasting

Company has been here and interviewed you , is that correct?

MR . RAY : That's correct .

MR . LEHNER : Okay , and I understand that you and Mr.

Kershaw are consenting to send us a transcript of that inter-

view?

MR . RAY : Well , if you want to send it , it's all right

with me .

MR . LEHNER : Is that true Mr. Kershaw?

MR . KERSHAW: Yes .

MR . LEHNER : Okay . I also have the last waiver of

attorneys that Mr. Ray had signed and I'd like , if you would ,

to consider adding to that, so that we can expedite that. Is

there anything else that you want to put onthe record before we

start our questioning of you?

MR . RAY : Well , let me read through here . Well, I have

a couple of clippings here I may give you but we can xerox

them .
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MR. LEHNER : Okay . I just wanted also for the record

to state that we are waiting, at your pleasure , as far as

recommending to us a ballistics expert and we will be in

contact with you Mr. Kershaw and consequently

MR. KERSHAW :

right?

MR . LEHNER :

--

I'll locate one directly , is that all

Fine . Okay .

Last time we were here we had gone into the the

beginning of the , your stay in Los Angeles , maybe for contin-

uity sake you could back up at this time and tell us about when

you arrived in Los Angeles from Mexico?

A. I believe it was in late November of 1967 .

Q. How did you get from Mexico to Los Angeles?

Mustang probably .A.

Q. Was there any difficulty in getting across the border ,

did you have anything in your possession at that time that

gave you any problems?

A. No. I was questioned what I had in the car and then

I'd shook it down --
and I told them nothing .

Q. They did shake it down or did not?

A. No. I had shook it down myself before I crossed

and I told them nothing .

Q. Did you have that camera equipment with you at

that time?

A. That's correct .

Q.

equipment?

Was there any questioning of you as to the camera
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A. No. I think what he questioned me , what he asked

me, the customs , was I bringing anything over that I had

purchased in Mexico and I hadn't .

Q. And you came back by yourself?

Yes , sir.A.

Q. And about how much money did you have with you

at that time?

A. Well , it is hard to recall . I would guess , well ,

in the excess of $2000 , I'd say .

MR . GANNON : Did you have the .38 at that time?

A. Yes .

Q. All right , had you hidden it in the car?

A. Yes .

Q. Where was that?

A. Where did I hide that? Well , I hid it , I possibly

I did this once or twice ,put in way up in the upholstery .

I can't recall right now, but I know I had it . I can't recall

two or three places I could have put it .

Q. And where did you cross the border from Mexico into

the United States?

A. Tijuana .

MR . EVANS : Did you choose Tijuana , or was it just that

it was in the direction that was closest to Los Angeles?

A. Yes , it was closest to Los Angeles .

MR . KERSHAW:

A. Power .

May I ask , was that Mustang stick or power?

Q. The reason I ask , did sometime or an other, some body had said
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that you had some clutch trouble with it ? Is this just an error

on their part? Clutches are in, are in stick automobiles not in

power automobiles , right , it was definitely a power automobile ,

automatic transmission?

A. I never had any problems with it except a couple

of flat tires and a new battery and that was it .

MR. LEHNER : Why were you intent on going to Los Angeles?

A. Well , I intended to go to Los Angeles or San Francisco

possibly to get a ship out of the country .

Q. In Mexico had you seen anyone with Raoul ?

A. There was this driver . I didn't see anyone else .

Q. Where was that that you saw that driver?

A. First time?

Q. Yes .

A. Well, that would of been in Nuevo Laredo . The

second time would have been the next day at the customs , border

crossing, not the border crossing but the customs, they had customs

shacks about 40 miles inside the border and that was the

next, the last time I saw him .

Q. Was that the same person with him on both occasions?

A. I'm almost certain it was.

Q. What did he introduce him as , what name?

A. He didn't introduce him .

Q. Did you ever talk to the man?

A. No. I never did . I saw him from the car and I think

the profile , and that would have been about it .

Q. Did you hear him talking with Raoul ?
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A. No.

you

Q.

A.

How would/ describe him, the man with Raoul?

He had a Latin appearance , and the features were more

coarse , but that's I most likely could identify him if I

saw him, but I couldn't describe him, anyone sitting in the

car with any great detail .

Q. Did you ever see him standing?

A. I don't , no I don't believe I did . I think he stayed in

the car all the time .

Q.

A.

Could you give us an estimate of his age?

No.

Or his build?Q.

A. No. In his 30's maybe early 40's . I couldn't give

you any details on that because that was , we crossed the border and

he was parking the car one time and I know we was parked on

the wrong side of the street once . And I seen him from a more or

less a profile angle . He was parked on kind of a

MR . KERSHAW : Well , Jim was he a little man?

A. I couldn't see him. He was in the car.

Q. Skinny neck or fat neck?

A. Well . I don't look at all the details .

--

The first

time it was dark anyway, it was street lights on . There was

no -- I may be able --
I could probably recognize the profile ,

in fact , a little more than a profile , but I couldn't give

you any details about him.

MR. LEHNER: You could tell he was Latin just looking

at him?

42-076 0 - 79 - 2
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A. Well , I assumed he was , he had dark complexion .

What about Raoul could you tell that he was LatinQ.

too, just by looking at him?

A. Well , that word is kind of a broad term, Latin ,

could be an Italian , Spanish , but from my associations it , I

But I think certain Latins have differentwould think so

racial mix , make up, in Mexico there's more Indians and

Spainish . And I assumed in my opinion this was , would conform

more to Puerto Ricans .

Q. Raoul?

A. But I'm not familiar now with Cubans or anything

of that nature .

Q. When you refer to Raoul as Latin are you referring

to him as a Latin American as opposed to an Italian or someone

from the Mediterranean area?

A. Well , I'd have to give you my definition of a Latin .

That would be someone from southern Italy or Sicily or Spain

or South America , but , of course , everybody that lives there

is not Latin , I understand that . But there is certain , you

get certain things in your mind what you
- a Latin is .

Q. But what I'm asking is , when you are talking about

Raoul, are you talking about somone who has Spanish background

or are you talking about someone who has Italian background?

Well , I'd say Spanish from the accent .A.

Q. From his accent , he had a Spanish Accent , Raoul ?

A. It's my opinion based on my association with Mexicans ,

Mexico and the Federal penitentiary .

Q. So Raoul had a Spanish accent?
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A. That's correct .

Q. Did he also look Spanish; as opposed to looking

Italian?

A. Well , that's very hard , I'm not an ethnologist

--

or anything like that . It's difficult for me to say . I think

I would say
I would say, I would just say from his accent ,

I'm not familiar with accents , I'm not familiar with Italian

accents or there's various accents that are different , I think

the Italian , and Portugal , I think they even have a different

language from the Spanish , so
--

Q. So you are familiar with accents from meeting

people with Spanish backgrounds in prisons , right?

A. Not only prison , but in the Mexico I use to have

considerable association with them . I played handball with

them , with Mexicans in Leavenworth .

Q. When he was in Mexico did he speak Spanish to the

people, for instance , in the motel ?

A. I can't ever recall him every speaking to anyone

except maybe ordering a beer or something like that .

Q. And when he ordered a beer this was in the bar?

A. This was in Canada , that was in Montreal , yes .

Q. What about in Nuevo Laredo did he order any

drinks there in the bar?

A. We never did go in any bars or anything . He never did

He didn't go to the customs with me , the only thing that I

assumed he speaks Spanish , he did come to the motel in Nuevo

Laredo so I assumed he was , but, of course , most of these people

-
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speak English , these clerks , but I assumed you might Being

as he's familiary with them why they might let him in whereas

they wouldn't let an English speaking person in there .

Q. Well , did you ever hear him speak a foreigh language ,

Raoul , for instance speaking Spanish in Mexico?

A.

- -

No. I think the two or three times I would have

had an opportunity he was in another car so But I'm that

wouldn't be necessary because I'm converse enough in the Spanist

language to differentiate between Spanish and some other languag

MR . GANNON : Did he ever speak French in Montreal?

He'sA. I don't think so . He usually just ordered beer .

not , but , it's my impression that when you go into these places

and you are with someone they usually speak the language you

speak unless they talk , unless they get into some kind of side

conversation or something . But I never heard any side conversa-

tions with any party .

MR . LEHNER : When did you first realize that he was a

person of Spanish background?

A. I think when I first talked to him .

Q. And has that changed since that first time , your

impression that he was a person of Spanish background?

A. No. That has never changed .

MR . EVANS : Did you ever ask him, James , did you ever

ask him what his background was?

A. No.

ground was .

I was never , he never indicated what his back-

He mentioned one time , I think I have testified

last week something about Cuba , but that was kind of a garbled
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reference that I could go there and get a passport . It was

never any indication of how I was going to get there or under

what conditions .

Q. How many hours in total had you spoken to Raoul?

A. I don't think , in actual conversation I don't think

it would be too much . I think it would be better how much

time I actually was in his presence .

Q. Well, why don't we answer that one if you can?

A. I think, but I don't say too much, but usually

I don't think it would been over , except when we was right in

the car or something , I don't think it would be over three

or four hours in all total . Except maybe driving from one

spot to another .

Q. Well , how many different occasions did you see him

in Montreal?

A.

Q.

Six or seven I would guess .

And you were with him in Birmingham and Atlanta as

well , right?

A.

Q.

That's correct .

In fact , you roomed with him in Atlanta , is that

right?

A. Well , no , he knew where I was rooming at and we

made some kind of arrangements where he could get in through

the back door, but there was never any, I know no one was

rooming there except me and some other individual up stairs .

During the times when you spoke with him, when you

were not talking about illicit activities , planning , planning

Q.
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smuggling operations , what did he talk about?

A.
Well , I don't recall any indepth conversation about

anything . It might be a comment about the weather or some-

thing like that or
--

Q. Did he ever tell you whether he was married , had

any children , had a , had a girl friend , where he spent his

time , whether he had relatives , brothers , did you get any kind

of that conversation from him?

A. Well , I never had any personal conversation . In

fact , I have known people for years , the criminal associates

and I don't know any more about them now then when I first

met them .

Q. Did he ever tell you any of his opinions about

anything , politics?

A. No, I never discussed political things with anyone

while I was out there except , perhaps this Stein woman and

MR . EVANS : What kind of dress , what kind of clothing

did he wear, what kind of clothing did he favor , did he have

the same things on every time you saw him or

A.

--

Usually dark suits and shirt with no neck tie . I

don't think he ever wore a white shirt , it was just a regular,

something to offset the suit he was wearing . I never --

Q. Well , were these sports shirts or were they dress

shirts that , with just the tie absent , just the collar open?

HeA. I don't recall ever seeing him wearing a ties .

always wore a coat and Fensterwald had a , Bernard Fensterwald

had an idea that he might have been on narcotics , but , of course ,
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Fensterwald has his access to more information than

I do. So , it's --

Q. Was he given to wearing sport clothing other

than business suits or?

was .

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

No , this was usually a business suit .

Business suit?

Something .

Did you formulate any ideas as to what his front

I mean , when I say " front " I mean perhaps when he was

not with you that he was engaged in some other sort of business?

type

A. I assumed he had something to do with the sea, some

--

Q. With the sea? What gave you that impression about

his dress , gave you the impression?

A. That he was involved in --

Q. That he was involved with maritime , maritime or seamen

or something of that sort?

A. Well , from his conversation about , well , the

-- I've had some association with

travel documents all our meetings were usually on some

type of seaport or river , in Memphis , Mobile , New Orleans

and Montreal . And I've

Merchant Seamen while I was in the Army and they , I guess

that was in the back of my mind . He impressed me as being

involved someway in, maybe not a Merchant Seaman , I don't

know too much about that trade , I know that business agencies

and recruiters and that stuff , I know that you have to

have schooling . Once when I was in New Orleans , I was trying
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to get some papers down there . They told me you had to go

to Merchant Seamen's School or something . I'm just not

familiar with all the details of the Merchant Seamens .

MR . GANNON : When he talked to you about travel document :

did he talk about why it was essential or important for him

to get them?

A. Well , to begin with I knew there was no really

big problem to get these things , but I think they cost a thous

dollars a piece , but from the criminal sources as far as

passports , but he mentioned travel documents . I assumed that

was either a passport or a Merchant Seaman's papers . But

I didn't go into any detail with him , I didn't want to argue

about it , I was just interested in getting the papers and

Q.

A.

--

Did he give you assurances that he could get them?

Yes . He gave me , well , I believed the assurance

once or twice and then I , after that it was

assurances , but , later on I was more concerned about the money

I was

- there was

Q. This is to go back just a little bit but , when Mr.

Lehner asked you whether you ever talked politics , toward

the end like March, April of 68 he was talking about running

guns then wasn't he?

for?

A.

Q.

Yes .

Did he ever tell you what those guns were to be used

A. Well , I understood that they were to be transferred

into Mexico . Just three or four days ago I read where , I
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didn't know at the time , but I read where , I think I took

the clipping out of the paper two or three days ago where there

was Army surplus rifles and things in Mexico where I think

they are worth seseven or eight hundred dollars . So, I don't

know if this was the same thing seven years ago , but probably

if it had of I'd have been in my own trade .

MR . GANNON : Did he ever tell you anything about , like

the guns were to be used for political purposes to overthrow

a government or something like that?

A. Well he mentioned , he asked me one time to look at

military rifles in the sporting goods store in Birmingham ,

which, I don't know if you have ever been there , but it's a

huge place , it looks like a warehouse . And they do have various

miliary rifles there and I did handle four or five of them and

I asked the owner there how much they sold there for and all that .

So, I don't know, I think that was the extent of our conversation

on the --

Q. He didn't say anything about revolutionaries using

the guns when they eventually got to Mexico?

A. There was never any details on that .

MR . KERSHAW : But they were Army rifles and not

hunting tools?

I think

A. Well , I was under the impression that I was suppose

to get two different kinds , scopes plus the regular .

they were Mauser rifles the ones in Birmingham, if I'm not

mistaken or Ml's

MR . LEHNER : When you got to Los Angeles where did you go?
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I went to a , I rented an apartment on Serrano

How did you come upon that place?

A. Well , I just parked the car in a residential area ,

which, what I thought would be the most safest for police

surveilance and started looking around that area before I

found a suitable place .

Q. And how did you know they had rooms there?

A.

Q.

I think they had a sign on the door I believe it was .

What happened when you went there , what did you say?

A. Well , I believe I told I don't believe I believe-

I rented off a lady , I don't believe she asked me too many

questions . I just don't recall what I did tell her .

What name did you use?Q.

I made , I probably told her I was from Mexico andA.

I was in some business in Mexico . The name I gave was Eric

Galt .

Q. And did you sign the register?

A.

Was there a register?

I don't think there was a register . I can't recall .

I , I didn't have too much conversation with the woman and I

believe she was married or something . I couldn't recognize

her now if I saw her.

Q.

A.

And you say you had in excess of $2000 at the time?

I'm pretty sure I did because I think I spent

I didn't spend too much in Mexico because I stayed in these

more or less frugal establishments .

about $2500 .

Q.

I think I probably had

In what , what country's money , United States currency?
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A. Well , probably most of it . See, you can spend

United States currency in Mexico . I would say most of it,

I may have had a small amount of pesos or whatever .

MR . GANNON : Did you have any Canadian money with you at

this time?

A. Yes , I had Canadian .

Q. well I guess my question is , with that much

deposit box in Los Angeles the

Did you ,

money did you rent a safe

same way you did in Birmingham?

A. No. I didn't rent any safety deposit box in

California .

Q. Where did you keep the money , that much?

A. I usually had, that was kind of divided up .

I think I had some of it locked in the car . I had a different

kind of an apartment in Los Angeles than I had in Birmingham .

In Birmingham they had the maid and things and people going

in and out of your room all the time and cleaning it up .

Where in Los Angeles no one ever came in your apartment , you

had your own keys and everything .

MR . LEHNER :

A.

It was a furnished apartment?

Yes . Well , see in Birmingham had you had meals ard

everything there . It was called economy grill . It was a home

or something . Whereas in Los Angeles it was a considerable

betterplace and no one came in your room or anything like

that . It wouldn't be no problem .

Q. In Los Angeles it was a furnished room, however ,

was it not?
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A. You --

Q.

A.

You didn't have to buy furniture for the place?

Yes , it was furnished , that is correct .

Q. And, but you did not have any maid service , you did , you

cleaned your own room and made your own bed?

A. Yes . I'm pretty sure that's how it worked .

What did you do after arriving in Los Angeles andQ.

taking a room?

A. I'll never be able to get all this in sequence until

probably I get these papers I gave William Bradford Huie , but

Which papers are you referring to that you gave toQ.

Huie?

A. Well , now, not even some of these are not correct

because I made corrections on them, but these are the papers that

I wrote out for Huie that he based , that he wrote his book on .

What's called the 20,000 Words you mean?Q.

A. Well , something , somewhat different than 20,000 ,

somewhat less but that's the one that I think Mr. Kershaw

will be able to get them within a couple of weeks , see Hanes

or someone else --
Well , let me get to your question .

want to know all the details I went on in California?

You

Q. Yes . As best you recollect .

A. I think it would be better --
I can't get them in

sequence . I think it would be better just to take one section

at a time for instance where did I work at , what action did I

take to get jobs , what action did I take to get passports .

I think the first night , the first thing I did , I didn't get ,

But
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--

naturally I didn't try to go find a job but later on I did .

But I think in that area I think I called a Big Bear Lake

one time . I think they had an ad in the paper . I think

I think I put an ad in the Los Angeles Times one time as a

culinary assistant . But then I think I answered several

ads but something always came up, social security card number

for the Galt name , which I didn't have , but I Now, these, this ,

attempt to get jobs came back when I was getting more short

Because things are a little more expensive inon money .

--

Los Angeles than they are in Mexico . Anyway , nothing ever

come of that . Now, these various things which you call

wasteful money , I think I went to bartending school . I don't

consider that too wasteful . I think I spent a couple of

hundred dollars there . And I went to dancing school . I think

I spent about three hundred some dollars there . And I went to this

doctor , that practiced

of them .

-
I had hypnosis , I think I spent, there's two

I think I spent about in excess of a hundred dollars

there .

Q. Why did you go to the hypnosis sessions .

A. Well, that was just
--

That was just something like

the locksmith sessions , it was something I got interested in

in the penitentiary and there was a lot of advertisments in

California about hypnosis and I wrote to some I called some

individual that I had read a book about in the penitentiary .

I can't recall his name now, but again I gave that to Huie ,

and that's all in the papers , and he recommended these indi-

viduals , you know , you go to . I thought it was kind of a
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something to pass the time with or something .

that never come out to too much of anything .

I say time passing .

But anyway ,

I was just , like

Let's see , the bartending school , hypnosis , the

dance school , I can't think of anything else in that area .

I looked into employment . Maybe you want to ask some questions?

MR . GANNON : What about the --
You were talking before

things like that .about the passports , seamen's papers ,

What did you do?

A. The efforts I made to try to get them?

Q. That's right .

A. Well , I think I
-- I think I checked on a country

called Columbia . I know there was an article in the paper when

I got out there saying that Columbia waived , in order to get

more tourist , they waived the requirement that you have a passport .

In other words , you can get into Columbia , South America and

Bogota with just a visa . As I mentioned the last time , I

seen the article in U.S. News and World Report about Rhodesia

and you could get They wanted immigrants . And when I got-1

to Los Angeles I followed that up . I think I wrote to some

organization called the South African Regional Conference

or something and asked them about immigrating to English

speaking countries in Africa. I don't recall ever getting

an answer from them . I did call the Coast Guard several

times , two or three times , asking about information to get

in the Merchant Seamens and I don't know if I ever , these

would probably be in the I rented a telephone . I forgot--
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to mention , as soon as I got into the Serrano apartment

to make these various phone calls with . I don't know if I --

I don't know if the Coast Guard , what information they gave me.

MR . LEHNER : What was the number of the Serrano apart-

ment do you remember the address?

A. I don't recall .

Q. And what name did you take the phone out under?

A.

Q.

Galt .

Did you make any long distance calls from that

number?

A. Well , I think I called the Bear
-- There was an ad

in the paper one time. They wanted employees at a place called

Bear Lodge , and I believe it was in, was close to the Nevada

border . I think Charles Stein Once, this is the individual

that I took to New Orleans , he didn't have no money, I believe

he called his sister or something and said he was coming

down to pick up the children or something .

MR. GANNON : He used your phone in the apartment?

A. That's correct .

Q. I see .

MR . LEHNER : And where did he make that call to?

A. To New Orleans I assumed .

Q. But that was to a relative of his in New Orleans?

A. Now, I
-- There's phone records somewhere . I

don't have them , but , of course , you will probably find that

out anyways .

Q. Have you seen those phone records?
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A. I never saw them. I haven't got a scrap of

evidence from the government since
--

Q. Well , do one of your investigators have them .

For instance , Mr. Lesar , Mr. Lesar was your attorney , but

Mr. Weisberg
--

A. Well , Weisberg filed a Freedom of Information Act

and I signed a waiver . Do you want those waivers by the way?

Q. Yes .

A. From the CIA and the FBI , he claims he's got about 1

pages in there dragging them out . He claims he's got , he wrote

a letter and inferred that he's got all the phone numbers and I

think Gerald Franks has got them, and George McMillian's got

them, everyone has them but me, SO

Q. The phone numbers of the toll calls you are

talking about?

A.

apartment .

Of everybody I called from the Serrano Street

I have a vague idea of the places I called ,

but I can't remember them all .

Q. Now, what efforts did you make to get out of the

country from Los Angeles?

A. Well , other than --
Well , other than contacting the

Coast Guard several times and , of course I had , I wasn't really

just hooked up on this one getting out of the country from

Los Angeles . Later on I thought maybe I could do something

from New Orleans . Now , as I mentioned I did call the Coast

Guard . I think I checked on Columbia . I don't know if I wrote

there . I don't know if they have a consulate there in Los

Angeles or not . I may have called them, but , of course ,
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you would have to see the phone number. I wrote to this

South African Regional Council and
--

I probably made other

efforts , but I just can't recall until I see , until I see these

other papers .

MR . GANNON : What did you do for recreation while you

were there in L.A.?

A. Well , I didn't go out too much . I had a -- I did

have the auto , I was -- I didn't like to drive it too much

unless it was necessary on the freeway or something . I had a

TV in the room. I think I bought a TV off some party in Los

Angeles . I had a set of dumbbells . I use to work out with weights .

Q. You bought the TV in Los Angeles?

A. Thats correct .

Q.

A.

Did you go to any taverns or bars?

That's correct .

Q. Do you remember their names?

A. Well , I just seen one last night . A prisoner here

that was in there , one of them was the, was underneath this hotel .

I moved to a hotel after I was out there about a month and

a half . It was , I done forgot it , I seen the name yesterday .

It was --
Well , I can answer any questions about it , but I

just can't recall the name of it right now.

Q. You don't know the name of the bar?

A. The Burning Lounge , maybe , no , I think that was

one in New Orleans , I just don't recall . I could get it .

MR. LEHNER : You saw it on television
yesterday, you say?

No, a prisoner here he's just come in here from Cali-
A.

42-076 0 - 79 - 3
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fornia and he had a bunch of addresses and he asked me if

I recognized any of them . And I saw this bar and I said yes

Q. Was this in the newspapers?

something about the president was

Did you mention

A. A prisoner .

Q.

A.

A prisoner , all right . A prisoner showed you some

He recently had been extradicted from California

here to Brushey Mountain and he asked me if I knew any of

these addresses and I said yes , I recognize that one tavern .

It was the one I use to frequent occasionally . It was

underneath the hotel I stayed in .

Q. Which hotel was that?

A.

Boulevard .

I can't recall that name . It was on Hollywood

Q. Well , how many different places did you stay in Los

Angeles , the Serrano and what else?

A. The Serrano and the hotel on Hollywood Boulevard .

Q. Is that the St. Francis?

A. The St. Francis , that's correct .

Q. And the bar is underneath the St. Francis?

I would recognize it if I heard the name , but IA.

can't think

Q.

--

When did you move to the St. Francis?

I believe after about two months .A.

Q. What month would that be in?

A. Well , that would be in January .

Q. What was the reason for moving from the Serrano

to the St. Francis ?
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A. Well , there was no particular reason . I believe

the rent was cheaper and I usually just , it's probably a good

idea to move around a little bit , not to stay too long .

MR . GANNON :

party out there .

And you said you bought the TV from some

Did you buy it from a regular appliance

store or was it like a street purchase?

A. No. It was just a private party . I think I got the

I mean the Los Angeles Times . It wasname out of the New York -

a console . I know I had to drive quite a way to get it and

Q. And this was just advertised in the papers that some-

body had a television set they would like to sell ?

A. Later on I traded it to another party in the St.

Francis hotel for a smaller one .

Q. Who was that , the other party?

A. some female barmaid that I -- Gretta SteinWell , see ,

I believe her name was . Merita Stein I think it was .

MR . EVANS : James, you said you ran an ad in the Los

Angeles papers for jobs?

A. That's right .

Q. How long did you take that out , one day , a week,

a month how long?

A. I think it was two or three days .

Q. Two or three days . Did you make that when you

orginally went to the papers or did you call the papers and

run the ad , or how did you go about placing the ad?

No, I went to the newspaper office .A.

Q. Yes .
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A. And I asked , I inquired about it , and they told me

how much they , because they charged so much a word , or line or

something .

Q. Yes .

A. And they asked me to write out I think what , what I

wanted to say , and I paid him and that was it .

Q. Right .

week, what was the

And you asked
- what did they offer you , a

-
what I'm trying to get out

--

A. I don't know if there's a limit on it or not .

Q. Was there a limit on the days , did you have to take

it for a week , did you have to take it for a day , and then ,

just what?

A. I don't recall . I think you had your , I think you

had your choise on it . I think , I took it for two or three

days but , I don't think , there was no certain amount of days

you had to take it out .

Q. Is there any particular reason why you chose not

to use another alias?

A.

Q.

In Los Angeles?

Yes , in Los Angeles , I mean , was it a situation where

you had parking privileges at that particular place?

A. On Serrano Street I had parking privileges , and

I think the St. Francis Hotel there is also parking privileges ,

but , well , it would been ridiculous you know to use another

alias to use an alias when all my identification is in Galt .

Usually the only time I use an alias is when I might be traveling

throught the country and I might stop at a hotel or something ,

and I might use an alias , but
--
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MR . LEHNER : Why would it not be ridiculous to use

an alias when you are at a motel , but you would use an alias

while you are at a hotel? Couldn't a hotel , a person at a hotel

ask you to , for some identification when you checked in?

A. I never had anyone in the United States ask me .

In Europe they ask you for your passport , but I never had

anyone in the United States ask for identification when you

check into the hotel . I guess you usually check in, or if,

as long as you pay in advance they are more or less interested

in getting your money than they are But, of course , if you
-

come in broke , I mean , you come in with no luggage and you

wanted a room for a few days later , why they might

Q.

A.

for it,

Why would you not use Galt at a hotel?

Why would I not use it? There was no, really a reason

I would just rather not use my correct name at a, in a

hotel that I'm staying in over night . I can't-- force of

habit maybe .

Q. Now, at the St. Francis , did you also have a phone

in your room?

A. No, I don't believe there was . I think they had

one down in the lobby .

Q. Where would you make your phone calls from?

Most likely in the lobby or out in the street, orA.

in this phone calls there's phone booths all around . I

think I would probably have made most of them from the street .

Because I know in Los Angeles there was several phones around in ,

area . I know I had a lot of trouble with, with calling

out there because you put your money in and something would

in the
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happen and I know several times the operator would say, well

give me your name and we'll send you your dime back . So , I

know from that , I remember making several phone calls .

MR . EVANS : Did you ever have a dime sent back to you?

A. I'd just tell them to keep it .

MR . LEHNER : Which phone booth did you use?

A. You'd pay 13 cents to get it .

Q. Which street booth did you use?

It would have been the immediate area of the St.A.

Francis Hotel , or the Serrano Street .

Q. Well , why would you use a phone both in front of

Serrano Street , if you had a phone in there?

- I know - I don't recall

A. Well, if I was to make some phone , something that

might be illegal I probably would use

but I know I wouldn't use my own phone if I was calling a

thief or something .

Q. What illegal things did you deal in , for instance ,

that you had to make phone calls from in front of the

Serrano rather than from your own phone?

A. Well , I think twice I called New Orleans . I know I would

never have used that phone number , that particular phone .
Also ,

I know one time I was getting these addresses of various

hippy type organizations and I think I did use the phone to

a certain extent on that , but I was using a different address

than the one I was dealing with?

MR . GANNON : Did you call New Orleans from the pay phone

while you were in Los Angeles?

་སོ
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MR . LEHNER : Was that in front of the Serrano or from

the St. Francis?

A.

Serrano -

It would probably be in that area between the Sir

The St. Francis is not too far from the Serrano

Street , the apartment , I would say it was about three blocks

at the most .

MR . GANNON : Did you call this number that Raoul had

given you?

A. Yes, I called .

MR. LEHNER :

yourself?

Did you call collect or did you pay for it

A. No, I paid for it when I called it .

MR . KERSHAW:

A.

street .

This new prisoner in there

I never made a collect call while I was on the

Q. This new prisoner in here from California , what's

his name?

A. Well , I don't want to go into anybody's name . I

just mentioned that I recognized that
--

Q. Okay , that's all right .

MR . LEHNER : Which calls did you make from the St.

Francis lobby phone and which calls did you make from the

pay booth phone in front of the St. Francis?

A. Well, if I, if I, I think if I made some calls , if I called

New Orleans it wouldn't be in the St. Francis . I think I made

most calls , anything I consider criminal , would have been outside on
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I don't know

if hippy is the right word , I probably called some of them

from outside the , from outside of the regular pay phone .

Q. Which was the calls that you made, say in the St.

Francis lobby, from that phone?

A. I think probably I may have called that dance

studio . I really don't know . I think the FBI got that

phone . Somebody said they took it off a wall , but I don't

know. I didn't make considerable phone calls while I was

in Los Angeles , but I can't recall where I made them all

at --
I think there was a phone in the lobby

I

probably called some harmless phone calls from there , but
--

MR . EVANS : Did you ever do any writing on the walls?

Why would the FBI have those numbers?

A. Did I ever write on the walls?

Q. Yes .

A. I never wrote nothing on no walls .

Q. I think you just said something about the FBI ,

they have those numbers?

A. They took the phone off the wall .

MR . LEHNER : The phone itself?

MR . EVANS : They took the phone?

-
They took the phone andA. I understand they took the

the surrounding areas . They took all the records and in some

places they just took the whole phone .

I don't know why anybody would want the whole phone .

MR . LEHNER: You say you heard about them taking the
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phones . From what source did you hear that they took

the phone?

A. It was in some publication , I think William

Bradford Huie or somebody .
He was privy to the FBI and

he saw a copy down there, at that time at the FBI or something .

Q.
Did you ever write on the areas outside of these

phone booths in the street or the one in the St. Francis or

any other, for instance , telephone numbers?

A.
No. I'm almost positive, I never write any or make

any notes on, on a phone booth, or anything like that .

booth.

MR. KERSHAW:

MR. GANNON:

If you did the FBI has the whole phone

Why were you calling these hippy organizations?

A. Well , I was , I had really two reasons for them , one

reason was kind of irrational . I was thinking about , I did send

them some pictures , they was all exactly a like . They were

à profile . I seen the pictures and I may have them here.

It was all in the exact profile . I
No, I don't neither .

was getting kind of leary , I guess , you would call it

towards the end .

I had been going through Mexico and Canada

and all these various aliases . I thought maybe the police

would make a better effort to look me up, especially if

got Merchant Seamen's papers or something so I wanted

to, to alter my apperance , especially if I got the Merchant

Seamen's papers and I did mail these various pictures out at one

tine. The other reason I used these addresses in several

Incidents, I think when I was stopped
in Montreal -- In
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Toronto after I got , went , had gotten in Canada the second time . I

gave this -
I was stopped for jaywalking . That's a serious charge

in Toronto . It's more serious than it is up here . They

take your name and address and everything and I gave them the

address of this loney hearts hippy female or whatever you

called it .

Q. What name did you give them on that jaywalking charge?

A. I gave themthe Galt name and that was before the

they started looking for me and the FBI hadn't released the

Galt name .

I give them because I had identification under that .

I didn't know if the police were going to ask me for my identi-

fication or not . I gave them this woman's address and I went

back to the apartment and destroyed all the Galt identification

and I decided I wouldn't do any more jaywalking . And shortly

after that I got the Bridgeman passport .

MR . GANNON : How did you find out about these hippy

MR . LEHNER : Sorry . You say you got the Bridgeman

passport?

A. Not the passport , the birth certificate .

MR . GANNON : How did you find out about these hippy

organizations?

A. I read about them in a pub- publication . I read up on

them a little bit . One time, I thought it might be a good idea

to get one of these colonies because they said the police never

come there because the police don't like to fool around in that

type large groups . I got the addresses of most of them out of a
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--
publication called the It's published in Los Angeles , it's

called the L.A. Free , Free Press , I think is what it's called .

Were these organizations running ads in that paper?Q.

A. Yes .

2 . And what was the pitch of the ads?

A. Well , I didn't understand the terminology . It

was all -
They got code names or something , I know I used one

of the ads to get the names and I just copied more or less out

what was written .

Q. Did they ask you to send a picture to them?

A. I think some of them does , but I don't recall .

These ads , some of them are kind of farout . It is difficult

if you are not in that culture to understand what they are

talking about .

MR . LEHNER : What were your motives in doing this?

A. Well , I had two motives . One , I was going to

send these pictures out later on, that was the bright idea

of mine , if I did get some type of a false identification ,

false United States identification - Now, as I mentioned

I was going to use, I did use their addresses several times .

Q. You say if you did get a false U.S. identificatio?

If I did get a false
-A.

Q. If you did?

A. Well , if I got one I thought at one time I had a

} pretty good chance of getting it before I got , went back to

New Orleans , but I thought possibly the way you have to

understand this is that I wasn't just working on one effort
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to get out of the United States . I had to - It was also

the Merchant Seamen, possibility of going to Columbia if I

had enough money and all these other , this New Orleans

connections and all those , I don't think you can look at it in

just one context just tring to get a Merchant Seamen's papers .

Q. You said if you did get a false U.S. identification

then what was your motive as far as this was concerned?

A. I thought possibly that if I got a Merchant Seaman's

papers , it might be a good idea to circulate them

pictures , but I also thought that the possibility if I , if the

police made a greater effort into looking for me, possibly some

informant that said I was doing something illegal on the

borders

-

but I think I thought that they might assist some

way in that way by my appearance , because a lot of people -

when you get a lot of heat on you, especially the FBI start

circulating your pictures , you can get identified through your

pictures and I was attempting to alter my appearance and give

people a false impression of what I looked like .

See, the only pictures I ever had in my life time was

mug shots in penitentiaries and they are , for some reason,

they are very poor identification . I don't know why, but it

don't take too much altering to , in other words , you just have

to make slight alterations and there's no comparison between

two pictures . In other words , a commercial picture that you

take on the outside versus the mug shot that you get in a

penitentiary .
-

But you usually I don't like to get a picture

in a penitentiary , I attempt to alter my expression some

2
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way, anyway , to make it more difficult to identify me .

Would you do me a favor , would you go intoMR . EVANS :

the whole thing about how you happened to select the

doctor or the surgeon to alter your appearance?

A. What?

Q. First of all , you , I'd like for you to give me an idea

as to why
-

I think you just went through why
·

Yes .A.

Q. All right , now how did you go about , what were the

processes you used to make your choice?

A. Well , I knew at the time that it was best to call

a medical association if you wanted a competent doctor . I called

Q.

A.

How did you know that? Did you ask someone?

Well , that's some knowledge I've picked up and I

think that's --
usually you call an organization, well, if you want

If you want a gooda doctor you call a medical association .

lawyer you usually call a bar association , but , of course ,

in my positon that would be an error there , to call the bar

association for a recommendation .

medical association .

But anyway I did call the

I think it was the Los Angeles Medical

Association . They said they didn't recommend specific doctors

but they would give you a list of three competent ones and you

Could take your chioce . And , they give me this list , now, that

was on the phone . I called them on the phone . I don't think , I think

that was on the pay phone on the street .

of three doctors .

They gave me a list

MR . LEHNER : They mailed it to you or gave it to you
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over the phone?

A. I think they give it to me on the phone and I

wrote it down . I can't remember all the details , but I know

I did call the Los Angeles Medical Association , I believe

they call it . So the gave me the numbers , so , I think I

decided on the doctor , well, the one that was closest to the

St. Francis Hotel where I was staying . So, I went and seen

the doctor and I told
--

MR . EVANS : Did you call any -- You made one call or two

calls? Did you talk to any of the other two before you spoke

to Hadley .

A. I don't believe I did . I think I choosed him because

he was

Q.

A.

Closest?

Closest .

Q. And then you called him . Okay, go on.

A. I don't know if I called him. I may have went to

his office . I think I finally went to his office . It's kind

of a casual operation because that's something like hypnosis out

there, everyone is you know into it more or less . And I think I

told the receptionist that I wanted to see the doctor about

some type of plastic surgery and she didn't appear to be

she just asked me where I was , the name and address or some-

thing . I think she asked me , I think I volunteered some

--

other information about my brother in St. Louis or somewhere . But

I'm not sure about that , but anyway , now I talked to him and he

seemed to be kind of a professor type, he didn't seem too interested
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in my business affairs , and I told him I was thinking about

being a commercial announcer and he
-- I aked him about the

details of it and he looked at me and examined me and he said ,

made an appointment , and I think he told me what the price

was and to bring the money when I came and something like

a lawyer .

A.

Q.

So --

What was the price that he quoted you?

$200 .

Had you expected it to be that , that price , had you

expected that price , had anyone given you an idea as to what

the price range might be?

A. Well , I didn't know. I think I asked , I made inquiries

about that . I may have , I don't know if I asked the receptionist

or not . But I wasn't going to spend a considerable amount

of money which I didn't have to spend , but I possibly could

have seen an advertisment in the newspaper , but I knew some-

thing , I did have enough knowledge to know something relatively

minor wouldn't been , you know , real expensive , some of those

operations would cost you a thousand dollars .

Q. Well , the price, the price he quoted , you thought

that was reasonable?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes , that was reasonable .

Was it expensive?

Yes , it -

Were you surprised at all that it would be , that it

would be that inexpensive?

A. Well , I was prepared to go another $ 100 or
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but I might have been surprised in the mid west or something ,

because that stuff it's not , it's an exception there , but out

there it's advertised and it's not considered no big operation .

It's really a casual deal . They just act like it's a simple

operation , the fact is, they performed the operation right in

the office . And they just take a picture of you and then they

Q. Okay , do you want to go through the whole procedures

as to what happened now after you agreed on the price? What

did he do ?

A. Well , he set a date for the operation and then the ,

of course , I came , I went through with it and came back up there

and before he performed the operation I gave him $ 200 and he

seemed very confident other than being the professor type ,

as I mentioned , and did the , then he give me some local anest-

hetic . They con't give you , you don't go under ether or any-

thing and then after , after the operation which doesn't take

very long , 40 , 40-45 minutes they mold your features and put

the tape on and he did all that and told me to come back

and check for infection I think a couple of weeks . I owed

him , he Well , they put this grayish tape on it to just

keep it like they want . Well , I took the tape loose and tried

to mash my nose down further because my nose originally was

kind of a sharp pointed , more or less normal .

--

Then I went

back in about , whenever it was , I think it was two weeks

and he said I was coming along good , there was no infection

he told me to come back . I think it was nother three

or four weeks and he was going to have my picture taken for
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his journal or something . I don't know if I signed a paper

waiving that right or not but I never did return for the

picture taking session .

Q. Were there any stitches in your nose?

A. I think it's possible . I believe it must have

been, I think it's possible he took those out on the two week

examination . Maybe I took some of them out , I can't recall .

I think , I know there was stitches in there , there's no doubt

because there was considerable cutting .

Q. Were these tye type of stitches that dissolve into

your system or were they they type that had to come out?

A. I just don't recall . I assumed they were , they

make stitches but I can't recall . I know he examined me and

he said the operation was a , there was no infection , that's

what they are concerned about .

MR . EVANS : What did you do for the three weeks or two

Did you carry on normalweeks that your nose was bandaged?

activities or --

A. Yes , I ddidn't Actually the soarness went out

in a couple of days . He had me

-

-
My eyes were a little ,

slightly dark , but I didn't that didn't really , the only

thing you had to be concerned about is getting punched or

something , but there was no curtailment of your activities .

You could go , go ahead about our business .

MR . LEHNER: What was your business during this time?

A. Not too much of anything at that time , except what

I have already testified to here .

42-076 0-79 - 4
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Q. Where were you going , and what , what particular

hangouts were you spending your time?

A. Well , there were two of them. There was one between

Now, I didn't spend too much time there , I never did get what

you call drunk or anything of that nature . I think three or

four drinks would probably be the maximum which would be

whiskey or something of that nature . One was a bar right

underneath the St. Francis Hotel , and another one was a club

which I thought was , to my mistake was a quiet place a couple

of blocks to the east of there , but I don't -

Q. What was the name of that place .

A. I can't recall , it set on the corner of Hollywood

and some other street .

street .

Q.

A.

Hollywood Boulevard and some other

How did you get to meet Marie Martin?

Marie Martin . She was a barmaid in the St. Francis

Hotel , and I was just talking to her more or less .

MR . GANNON : Was this the lounge underneath the hotel ?

That's correct .A.

MR . LEHNER : That's the one that you say the prisoner

had the address of, or had the name of?

A.

Q.

Martin ,

A.

Yes . I recognized the name of the bar .

Can you tell us what your activities with Mary

how you came to meet her, and what you did with her?

Well , let's see , I think , well, the first time I

met her would probably be in the , probably before I went to

the St. Francis , before I moved up there , because I went in
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to Serrano

those bars, as I mentioned a while ago they are close , close

Street . I think she was from New Orleans origi-

nally. I think her accent was an
-- She was, as I mentioned

a barmaid in the St. Francis in this lounge and after I

talked to her may be two or three times she started telling

me something about her family, her social relationship or

something . She said she had a boyfriend doing five years in San

Quenten for possession of marijuanna I believe it was .

MR. GANNON : Did she sit down and drink with you while

you were in the lounge?

no .

A. Well , she didn't come around from behind the bar ,

She more or less The conversation - She found out I

was from Birmingham being she was from the south , I think she

thought there was some type of a -

Q.

A.

Q.

place?

Connection?

-
- connection , yes .

Did you ever take her out to some other

A. No, I didn't .

LEHNER : And tell us about the conversations with her?

A. Well , the conversation more or less was like a man

and woman conversation . She mentioned once that she -- one

of the highlights that stuck out in the conversation was

that she was concerned about her boyfriend in the penitentiary

and all that , and she wanted to know about all
- how to get

him out and things like that . But , of course , I didn't tell

her that I was in jail and had some
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MR . EVANS : You didn't give her any escape tips?

A. Hints --
No , and she did mention one time that she would

like to get in politics and see lawyers and all that stuff . So

MR. LEHNER : See lawyers?

-

--

A. Get a lawyer with influence who could possibly help

her . A lot of , a lot of lawyers go before parole boards and

things like that . So one thing led to another and I think we

had some conversation about getting involved in politics , and I

took I've been down to a place in north Hollywood and there

was some kind of a registration place down there and I don't

know just how all the details of the conversation come up , but

anyway I told her I'd take her down there and she should get in

politics or something and , of course , all the time I thought this

was kind of foolish , but you don't want to argue with a woman

about things that may be foolish . So, she registered and I

understand she registred for Wallace , George Wallace out there .

I don't know , if , I'm not positive because I think you can reg-

ister for anyone . So , she mentioned two or three times later ,

she started talking about this , her boyfriend she needed to do

something for him. She had a letter from him and all that I

guess . So , I mentioned to her another time that if she was

really serious about it that she sould try to get someone who

has political influence or something and I suggested that she

register Republican out there , because I think they were in

charge of the government or something , the State government .

she went back down there and registered . I didn't take her down

this time , she went down on her own . The time I took her down

So,
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there I went next door and purchased two tires for my
--

they had a used tire shop right next door . But, anyway, the

second time I didn't take her she went down there herself and then

she come back and told me that she had some registration

paper . She told me she registered for Republicans or something

and I think that's the last conversation I had with her , on her

boyfriend .

-

I think the other conversation had something to

-

do with I told her I had to go to New Orleans one time or

something , and she asked me if I , if I could pick up she had

two nieces down there or something and I said I probably could ,

and she said something about she had some cousin or something

that would help me drive or something . His name was Charles

Stein or Martin or something . So I made some kind of arrangements

with her that if he possibly helped me drive or something why

I'd go ahead and haul these two children back . So, the next

day when we got ready to leave I saw Stein and he was broke

and he wanted to call his sister or something, and he was sort

of a hippy type , he had beads and sandles and all that , a beard

and all that stuff . Anyway , I decided to go on down there

with him and so I think he called and let them know he was

coming down ahead of time and he told me if he , that if he

paid our that he'd pay the trip back if , that he
-

there and pick them up, he'd have the expense money back .

So, we drove on down there and he he was I mentioned he was

kind of odd . He started seeing flying saucers and all that .

when we got down there and I took care of the business
And,

I had to take care of and I was in a hurry to get back, and we
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drove straight on down there and we didn't stop anywhere .

Well , he wanted to stay down there a couple of days and he

had something he wanted to take care of, so I think we stayed

there two days and then we came on back , straight through

back .

Q. Let me ask you this , you say you took Marie down

to the place where she registered , what place was this?

A. It was North Hollywood . I used to go down there

occasionally . I went down there one time to - I seen an ad

in the paper , they had recapped tires on sale or something .

It was right next to this registration office and I subsequently

purchased two tires there or something .

Q. Was this a Board of Elections place or was this a

place where one of the candidates had his headquarters?

A. I think it was a registration place . I have

never registered to vote . I don't I'm not familiar with

that . But I assumed that you go in the place to register .

Anyone can register for anyone you want to .

MR. GANNON : Had you been in this place before you had

took her there?

A. No. I had never been in there . I did go in there

that time though , because I went next door to purchase ,

purchase these tires and I can't, they were busy at that time

and she told me to come back the next day or something and

I went and looked for them, I went and asked them if they were

ready and they said

Q. You hadn't been in the place you had been next door
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looking for tires , is that the idea?

A. I had never been in that registration place, no.

That was the first time I had ever been in there. There's

-
a sign on the There's a large sign on the front , registration ,

something of this nature .

MR . LEHNER : Well , had you been to a Wallace campaign

place in Los Angeles?

A. No. That was the extent of my - I think that was

the place there that's been, at least where I read in the book,

that was the extent of my going in any political headquarters

there . I had Hanes , you can ask me more on this later . I

had Hanes check up on this other deal and he said something

about some senator in California, I can't think of his name , but

anyway, he got beat a couple of years later. But that was the

one that the Stein woman was trying to make some contact with

or something . He was a Republican and he was , he had a law office

in Los Angeles , but getting back to your question .

Q. In Los Angeles , did you go to a Wallace Campaign

Headquarters or was this a story?

A. No. When I first came there, that was my only

contact with any Wallace

for a -

-
When I first came there I was looking

some type of cover some type of front for me to stay

in Los Angeles for however long I stayed there , particularly

if it was four or five months . And I think I called this

Wallace Headquarters once and asked them something about how

long they were going to be there or something . And what I

was going to do , I had all Alabama identification . If I was
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stopped by the police , well , I would just say I was associated

with this Wallace group out here in some manner , but I found

out that they probably wouldn't be there very long , so whenever

I'd apply for a job or dance school or anything , or bartending

school , I'd just tell them I was some sort of a entrepreneur out

of old Mexico , and I was trying to go into business in Los

Angeles somewheres in some manner .

Q. I'm not quite clear with what you say , you had some

contact with the Wallace Headquarters or not?

-

A. When I first, when I first came there I was, I thought

maybe that would be a good cover because there was something in the

newspaper about it or something, and being I had Alabama identi-

fication I didn't , I think I called this organization and asked

I was trying to find out how long they were going to be there

or something , to the best of my recollection it was not too

long .

Q. You called them, did you actually visit them?

A. No. I never did visit them . I just called them

on the phone .

Q. So your only contact with Wallace , the Wallace

campaign was a call on the phone?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

That's it , a call on the phone .

Did you ever sign any petition for Wallace?

No.

To your knowledge , did Marie Martin, or Charles Stein

or the other Stein sign any petition for Wallace?

A. I don't know. If it was a petition I think it was
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a registration . I think Stein did .

Q. Stein did or didn't?

A. That's the reason I went in

I met, I went to the tire shop , I

I think it was him,

When I went to this polling

I believe he did .

the place in the first place .

came back and they wasn't there .

Stein and her, and when I got

place , this registration place Stein was arguing with them

about coffee or something , they didn't have cream or sugar

in their coffee . He'd been arguing with them for five or ten

minutes about that and I asked them if they were ready to go

and they said yes , and I don't know if I went to the car

with them or if I went back later on.

Q.
This registration place was this a place that was

a Wallace place or was it for all candidates ?

A.

Well , I didn't make no assumption , but I assumed

from the knowledge now, that you can register for anyone ,

any of these particular places .

Q.

Was this a place that Wallace had setup , a place that

had Wallace's picture or Wallace name on it , or something like

that?

A.
I think they had the name . I think Wallace was the

name on it. I think they was

some registration on it or something

I remember the name , the registration is about the only thing I

recall
specifically about it .

Q.

Wallace?

A.

Had you encouraged Stein or Martin to register for

No.
I didn't encourage them. I didn't care one
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way or another . As far as my personal opinion, now

not at that time , I'd just assumed he couldn't be any

sorrier than the rest of them, but I wouldn't have spent

any effort or money or anything like that, to , to promote one

of them versus the others .

Q.

A.

That is your opinion now, what was your opinion then?

Well , I didn't give it much thought . If I'd have

give it much thought it would be the same as it is now.

MR . GANNON : Did you drive Charles Stein along with the

woman down there?

A. No. I think there is another

Yes . There was another woman too .

I think she was Stein's sister , but

- I don't know.

Now, I don't know who she ,

-

Q. Did you take all three of them to this registration

place when you were going to the tire place?

A. No. I just drove by there . I didn't take them

there . I parked on the street and they went around to the

registration place and I went to
-

I think I parked in a real

small street , I went to the registration, I went to the , what it

was , I think it was a JNR or Firestone place . And they went

around there , but I didn't go around with them or anything

like that .

Q. So you let the three of them out of the car and they

went to the registration place and you went to the place where

you can get some tires?

A.

I don't

Yes . These places are all real close together .

think they is a half a block separating where I parked
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from the registration place form the used tire

Q. Were the other two going down for the same reason

that Marie Martin was going down there, that is to register

in order to get some , so that they could go to a politician

sometime and say, here's this woman's boyfriend who is a good guy,

can you do anything to help him get out? Is that the reason?

This took me completely by surprise when Stein and

this other lady came along . I thought it was just Marie

Martin. I didn't know , the fact is , I think this was the

first time I ever seen Stein .

A.

Q. But you didn't know the reason why Stein and his

sister were going along with Marie Martin?

A. No, I didn't . I knew Martin , I never
--

Well , as I mentioned I never had any conversation with the woman

before that Stein --
I don't think , I may have seen him one

time in the bar but I didn't , he was I know I always

strike up a conversation with him without somebody , you know,

running in on me .

Q. How long was this before you agreed to make this

trip to New Orleans?

A.
Well , I had already decided that it was necessary

to make a trip to New Orleans before I took them down there .

This came up in a general way . I think I mentioned this to the

Martin woman , that I was going there and she asked me something

about would I pick up a certain party .

MR . LEHNER : Why don't we cut here for a little break

for our stenographer and take a couple minutes to stretch .
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MR . LEHNER : Okay , it is now 12 minutes after 12 and

we are on the 30th of March today.

MR . GANNON : I believe today's the 29th .

MR . LEHNER : Okay , I'm corrected , it's the 29th of

April . I missed a day and a month, 29th of April , 1977 .

We have the year right and we are continuing our interview

with James Earl Ray .

On the trip to New Orleans with Stein, did he make

any phone calls?

A. No. He didn't have any money.

Q. Did you make any phone calls?

A. As I recall , two .

Q. And what were those phone calls?

A. What were the two? To Jerry Ray .

Q.

two calls?

And do you recall where you were when you made those

A. Well , a long ways from Los Angeles . I would guess

in New Mexico or Arizona .

Q. What were the purpose of those calls ?

A. I just called him -- I think I called him once pro-

bably and he wasn't there , and I just wanted to tell him I

was all right and , of course , I didn't want to call him from

California . There was no significance in the calls .

weren't of no importance , just saying that I was

They

Q. Why did you not want to call him from California?

A. Well , there's the possibility of tracing the call

or something of that nature . The police finding out the
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Q. What did you do in New Orleans , on that occasion?

A. The first, the first thing I did was check into a motel ...

Stein found it for me . It was about 9 blocks from the French

Quarter .

Q. What name
did you use?

A. Galt , it was a motel .

Q. And , of course , that was the name that Stein and

Martin knew you as , Eric S. Galt?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. Or Eric Galt?

-24

A. Yes .

Q. And do you know the name of that motel that you

checked in , in the French Quarters you sav?

॰

A. No. I can't recall it now.

Q.

A.

get

Why did you stop there, for any particular reason?

For that motel , well , Stein

I could a motel somewhere in -

- I asked Stein if

or a hotel somewhere in the

business district of New Orleans , or right on the edge of

it , and he said he was familiar with the town and he recommended

that motel , and he showed me where it was at and all .

Q. The time you told Marie Stein that you were going

to go to New Orleans what was your reason for going to New

Orleans that prompted you to tell Stein about it .
I'm sorry,

Martin , Marie Martin .

A. What prompted me to go to New Orleans?

Q. What prompted you to go to New Orleans?
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A. Well , I'd had some contacts with this telephore number

of Raoul , not Raoul but another party . There was some suggestion

that I should, I could come down there and discuss something with

them at that itme I was, I decided I would because I didn't want

to preclude anything of getting a passport , not only a passport

but at that time I was interested in the money too .

Q. Well , what number was this that you called?

A. The New Orleans That was the new number, I was

given that in Mexico . It was a different number .

Q. Which number was this?

A. Well, the last number , well , the number was 7557 or

57, the only thing I recall was the last four numbers .

Q. Which were?

A.
Well , I got them wrote down , but I don't know what

they are .

Q. Do you recall them now, those last four digits?

I think I gave them to Mr. Evans here the last time .

A.

before.

I recall them, probably the same reason I recalled them

I don't , I recall there's two 7's in them, but I don't

recall , or there's two 7's and a five , but I don't recall

the other numbers.

Q. There's two 7's and a 5?

A.
I'm pretty sure there is .

Q.
And when you went to New Orleans where were you

suppose to meet Raoul?

A. No particular place, I just, after I rented to room in

the motel I called this number up , this one here , and they asked

me where I was located at and I told them and they gave me
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directions to come to a bar there on Canal Street which was

not too far from the motel, and I think, I think it was the Love

Bunny Lounge , I believe that's the name of it .

What's the name of the lounge?

they?

Q.

A. The Love Bunny or the Bunny Lounge .

Q. When you say they gave you instructions , who is

A. Well , he , he , this one individual .

Q. Who was this individual?

A. I don't , I have no idea .

Did he have an accent?

A.

Q.

No.

Was he the same person that you spoke to each time

you called New Orleans?

A.

Q.

I believe so, I'm not positive .

Was he the same person you spoke to when you had

the first New Orleans number?

A. Yes .

Q. How do you know it was the same person?

A. Well , I'm not positive , but it sounded like it .

If I had to say yes or no I'd say yes . but I couldn't be certain

of it .

Q.

a name?

How would he refer to Raoul , would he call him by

A. Yes . He wouldn't refer to him, I would just say

I was calling him and give him my name and ask if, make inquiries

about Raoul and that type of conversation and he would give
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me a message or something of that nature .

Q. Okay . Did you go to this Bunny Lounge on Canal

Street?

A. That's correct .

Q. What happened then?

A. Well , I don't remember all the details of the con-

versation . I think I went in there . I got there first and

he came in there later and ·
You want all the details of what

conversation we had?

Q. Yes , please .

A. - I know myWell , there was conversation about the

complaint was I'm short of money and things like that , which

I was to a certain extent . And I talked him about

was the first time the guns come up, going into Mexico and

that type of business .

- That

Q. What did he say about that?

A. Well , he suggested that we do it and this would be

the last time and it would be considerable amount of money

for me, 12 or $ 13,000, and it was mentioned
about Cuba , possibly

I could go over there and get a passport
and that

- there

-

was no extended conversation there and I just mentioned I wasn't

interested in that . I would be , I would probably be interested in

the money and going into Mexico again and I mentioned that

complained about the money again and I did get $ 500 , and

shortly after that I went and looked up Stein again and that

was the extent of the conversation .

Q. He gave you $ 500 ?

A. That's correct .

4-935 0 - 79 - 5
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Q. And what did he say you were going to be doing to

earn that $ 500?

A. Well , I assumed that would been a down payment cr

something .

Q.

A.

What did he say your next job was going to be?

Well , the impression I got , nothing was ever specific ,

but it would be taking some type of military equipment , rifles

or something into Mexico .

Q. When were you suppose to do that?

A. There was no date set at that time .

Q. And when did he say to next contact him?

A. I think he just told me to keep in contact with

him on the phone or something , and something would be worked

out later on .

Q. Did you tell him you were at the St. Francis ?

A. Well , no , not at that time . Well , I wasn't at the

St. Francis at that time .

Q.

A.

address .

Where were you at that time?

I was at the Serrano Street and he still had that

I think I mentioned that I might move and that if

I did I would leave a change of address and subsequently I

Q. Did he tell you where again you were going to

next meet him?

A. No, other than that phone number in New Orleans ,

there was never

Q. Was there any mention of Birmingham, Atlanta ,

Memphis or any other city during that conversation in New

Orleans?

-
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A. No. I think later by phone or, it must have been

by phone , there might have been some mention of Atlanta , I'm

not positive of it, but at that time there was no other than

New Orleans , there was no mention of any other city .

Q. He was just trusting you with the $ 500?

A. Well , I assumed it was a down payment for something

illegal . I don't think it was --

Q.

A.

or less ,

Did you discuss leaving the country with him?

Well , he discussed , he brought that subject up more

about , the passport and things , but I assumed that

was a con job .

Q.

A.

What did he say about the passport and things?

Well , there was some , it was mentioned about the

money , I think it was 12 or 13000 , plus a pass going to
--

Cuba somewhere , of course , he didn't press, press that, I mentioned

I'd rather have the passport and go , I don't know if I men-

tioned it , but I mentioned something . I don't remember mentioning

the details , but I think I probably told him that I would

decide where I would go or something of that nature .

Q. You had not decided?

A. I say I would decide .

Q. Did you tell him you were trying to get out of the

country from California?

A. No. I never told him .

Q. But he realized that you were trying to get out of the

country , is that right?

A. Well , I think he was , I think he was , thought I was
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relying on him, of course , I wasn't relying on anyone .

0. So he thought the $ 500 was money well spent because

vou he didn't realize that you were trying to get out of the

country from California, and that he realized that you , and

he thought that you were depending upon him for passage out

of the country?

A. I would assume that , I don't know. I would assume

if I was dealing with someone eight or nine months and he

still couldn't come up with any results to leave the country

that he wouldn't have too much of a chance to make arrange-

ments for a passport independently , the person I was dealing

with .

Q. How much money did you have apart from the $ 500 that

he gave you?

A. At that time?

Q. Yes .

A. I would say about $ 1500 probably .

Q. Were you making any efforts in California to get

out of the country?

A. Other than the ones I mentioned to you , I don't

know, there may be ohters , but I can't recall them Other than

other than the Coast Guard , Columbia , possibily

Brazil ; I read something about some character that went to

Brazil , a fellow named Barroe, Barell ; but , Rhodesia and

the pass

--

Q. But what effort did you make to get to Columbia

where you did not need a passport as you relayed it?

Well , there was a money problem there , and that'sA.
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one of the reasons I wanted money because if I went to South

America I would have to have more than a thousand , two thou-

sand dollars because , whereas if I went to Australia or

Rhodesia or England , somewhere , why it is a lot easier

to get a job in an nglish speaking country .

Q. How much , well , did you make any inquiries as to

how you could get to Columbia from California?

A. Well , I read this in the paper out there , I'm

almost , I probably, I don't think I went into any depth any-

wheres. I just knew I could get there on a visa . But I think

there was a money problem at that particular point and I'm ,

I'm almost certain that I wouldn't go to a country that I wasn't

familiar with the language short of money . For instance , I

would have stayed in Portugal if I would have had sufficient

funds , but if you are not converse in a language you feel more

or less lost , especially where you are looking for a job and

things of that nature .

Q.
How long did you stay in New Orleans on this stay

this particular stay when you were there with Stein?

hours .

A.

Q.

Well , I was ready to leave within four or five

I think we
stayed two days .

The day that you saw Raoul was the same day that

you arrived, or you arrived in the nighttime and saw him the

next day?

A.
Well , I think it was , I think it was , it may have been

that day or the next day , I'm not positive now . See , Stein ,

he took me to the, we went to the motel , I'd probably have to
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Q. What papers?

A. I think the ones I gave you . I think it was the same

day . I have a clear recollection that I was ready to leave

shortly after I got down there .

MR . EVANS :

Club?

A.

Q.

You met him at the Le Bunny or the Bunny

That's correct .

Do you want to go into that , how did that come about?

You went to the motel first and then you went to the

club or you went straight to the club?

A. Well , did I go straight to the Club?

Q. Yes , in other words did you check into the hotel

or did you go to the club first?

A. No. I checked in the motel . I know that , but

what time and all it was I'm not - I'm not too familiar with

because I hadn't slept for about thirty-three hours . But I think

I'm almost positive it was the same day , but I have no idea what

the time it -
what time of day it was .

Q. Time of day?

A. Except I think it was in the afternoon , but I can't,

I can't e positive of that .

Q. Well , after you got to the club did you call ,

I mean, after you got to the motel and you checked in , did

you call the club to let him know that you were in town , that

you would be there and what particular time you would be there?

A. I called the phone number , but I called it after
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I checked into the motel there but I didn't call from the motel

they had a phone in the motel but I didn't , I'm not sure where

I called from. It was probably a phone booth, it would have

been a phone booth but I have no idea where it was at .

MR . EVANS : All right . And what were the what - how

did the conversation go , what did you say , what were your

replies?

A. Well, I give -

Q. What were their replies?

A. I give them a name of Eric Galt , I just , I mentioned,

I said this was Eric Galt and asked if Raoul was there, and

he said if I could contact him and there was some conversa-

tion about well , yes , at a certain They asked me where I

was staying at and I run down the address and give them the

address of that , I don't know if I gave them the address ,

but I gave them the location of it or something and then he

asked me to meet him at this Le Bunny Lounge , I think it

was, and then I went down there and that was it .

Q. Was the phone number that you called , was that the

Love Bunny Lounge?

A. No, I don't think so , but I think later on I had

sa poeple check the Ie Bunny Lounge and various pawn shops

in that area and everything, and one of them corresponded

to that number there .

Q. Okay , all right . Now, you told them to expect you

or they instructed you when to be at the Le Bunny Lounge ?

A.

Q.

That's correct .

What time did they say for you to be there, do you
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A. Well , it was not too long after I called them ,

but I don't know, I can't recall the exact time , I think

it was some time in the afternoon .

Was this before you had gone to sleep , you

had just driven from L.A. straight through , right?

A. That's correct .

Q. Without stopping?

A. That's correct .

Q.

A.

Q.

And you checked into the motel , right?

That's correct .

Did you want to take a nap or did you want to clean

up or did you want to rest , or you just went right over?

A. Well , I had to get the motel because I asked Stein

where the motel was , I guess I could have found one on my

own, but I wanted to get one in that general area downtown.

I don't know if you ride in a car 33 hours , I think you kind

of cat nap but its not really rest . We didn't stop at no

We didn't stop to make any rest , we stopped at a restroom or

something , but there was no sleep or anything except maybe

an hour or so in the car and this was a small car .

you?

-

And ,

Q. Did you drive the entire distance or did Stein spell

A.

MR.

We drove about half and half.

EVANS : Half and half , okay , so it would be reasonable

to say that when you did get to the motel that you were sort of

fatigued?
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A. No doubt about it .

Q. So what was said that would make you go over there

rather than to rest ?

A. Well , just to get the business taken care of , you

might say is the only thing What I'm - What is sort of

queer is that , well , the queer part was that Stein , I know

Stein he recommended the motel and I checked in and I'm almost

positive that the first thing I did was make the phone call

after I checked in there , I didn't , I didn't -
- And then I

think the next day I think is when I was ready to leave .

I think I seen Stein the next day , but now Stein he's testified

to this too, but I'm just trying to - I'm kind of hazy .

Q. But as you recall you went right over after you

got there?

A. Yes . When I first got there .

Q. Had you been to the Le Bunny Lounge before?

A. No.

Q. How did you go about locating it?

A. Well , he gave me directions and I think it was or , he

said it wasn't too far from where I was located , at , and I went

to -
down the main street , Canal Street , and I found the

-
address and it's easy to find and I think I was Well , it

wasn't isolated , but it's not downtown New Orleans , I think

it was close to the river front .

Q. Okay . Can you give me some idea as to what the

interior looked like when you got inside?

A. Well , see going towards the river front I think it

would be on the left side , the lefthand side of the street ,
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but when you go in the bar is on the left and I think it

has , it was kind of dark , especially in the back , and they

had booths or something on the , on the right and I know there was ,

part of the bar protrudes and I think there was a round

shape protrution in front of it , but that is about all I can

remember other than that I think they had a female bartender .

Q. All right , was the place crowded , was it empty ,

who was there?

A. No, there was very few people in there . I wasn't

in there too long , but I got the impression that that's

another seamen's hangout or something .

Q. Well , when you asked the bartender for Raoul ,

what did he do , did he direct you to the back or to the

front?

A. I didn't ask the bartender.

Q. Oh , what happened?

A. I sat in there for , I don't know how long , 20 or

30 minutes and he came in . I didn't 81

Q. Raoul came in?

A. - theYes , there was no , I didn't ask the bartender

barmaid or anything , anything about him, any names or anything .

Q. Was this a , did they have a bandstand , a restaurant/bar?

A. I don't believe it was any restaurant .

thing I remember about the

The only

- I think the front of the bar had

a protrusion and I can't recall if there was any, I think it

was just the average bar , nothing

Q. You sat at that bar, the booth, or table?
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MR. GANNON : About what time of day was this?

A. I really don't have any idea , but I think it was

in the afternoon . I can't recall what time we got there.

MR . LEHNER : Did anything else happen in New Orleans?

Did you contact anyone else , did anybody else see you there

that you know of?

That I know of? No , I didn't contact anyone .A.

Q. Did anyone see you and Raoul together?

A. Well , the barmaid in New Orleans . The barmaid

in this tavern did, but he came and left , but I was still

in there so

MR . GANNON : Did she appear to know Raoul as though

he were there regularly?

A. Not to my knowledge , no I never , I don't recall

-too much about her , she Barmaids were all alike because they

MR . LEHNER : What can you tell us about her?

A. Nothing, I wouldn't recognize her if I saw her

but I would recognize the interior .

MR . EVANS : Was she attractive, unattractive?

A. Well , Usually barmaids are not attractive

or unattractive . I think they are inclined to be , I guess

if you seen one you have seen them all , I think that's

MR . EVANS : Seen them all .

A. Yes .

Q. How long were you in the bar before Raoul came in again?
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A.

Q.

I think aobut 15 minutes .

Fifteen minutes , what did you have to drink?

A. What did I have to drink?

Q. Yes . What did you order?

A. Well , it was most likely whiskey .

Q. Whiskey .

MR . GANNON : You said before that you had some people go

down there and check things out this phone number and you

mentioned bars and you also mentioned pawn shop places , was

there any special reason why you thought maybe a pawn shop

might be associated with this thing?

A. Well , that's one reason why I found , I thought I

found the first three numbers of the, of the phone number,

-

usually a pawn shops , pool halls , and bars are criminal elements

hangouts , so , I did send a I don't know if I still got all

these pawn shops and everything phone numbers , but I originally

got the numbers from the directory of various pawn shops in

that immediate area , and got all these numbers in the immediate

area, but none of them corresponded to the number I , the last

four numbers I had .

Q. Did Raoul ever say anything to you which suggested

to you that he was associated with a pawn shop?

A. No, but I know from personal experiences that pawn

shops , pool halls , and bars are while they might not be

criminal they are somewhat suspected habitats .

Q. They might handle some things that people don't have

rightful title to , is that possible?

A. Yes .
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MR . LEHNER: Well , could you tell us of anybody that

saw you together other than this barmaid?

A. In New Orleans ? I think it was just two or three people

in there . They were sitting in front, I recall they were sitting in

front , we were sitting about the middle of the bar, and I believe

after they left there I heard, overheard , some of their con-

versation or something .

Q. Do you recall?

A. No. It was something about the
-

Something about

they were involved in the Merchant Seamen somebody said something

about he'd been somewhere or something . I didn't join in the

conversation I just , it was close to the river I think .

Q. What did you tell Stein as to your reason to go

to New Orleans?

A. I don't know what I did tell Stein , I think I told

him I had some type of a business , but it really wouldn't

be important because I could have told him anything I think.

Are you talking about Charlie or the woman?I think

Q.

A.

-

Well , the woman is Marie Martin .

Is that Martin - Yes , her name is - Well , I'm

not adverse in all these names .

Q. Well , let's go to Marie Martin , what did you tell

her?

A. I think I told her I had some business there or

something , and Stein I don't know what I told him, probably

nothing .

Q. But you told Stein you were ready to go and he
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asked to remain , is that correct?

A. Yes . I think I slept overnight and I asked him the

next morning for , but of course I had done paid the motel

bill . I wasn't going to leave after paying the bill , and

I think - I think I told him, the next morning I went and

looked him up and he wanted to stay two days or

something , but I'm kind of vauge on this .

MR . GANNON : Had you already checked out of the motel

when you went to see him?

A. No.

MR . LEHNER : Did you get your car serviced in New

Orleans?

trip?

A. I don't believe I did .

Q. Did you get it serviced in Los Angeles before the

A.

Q.

Yes .

When do you recall getting your car serviced in

Los Angeles ?

A. Before I left?

Q. Any time during the Los Angeles stay?

A. Well , I went one time in Los Angeles, I got the

car serviced . One other time I had trouble with the battery.

I had some other minor trouble , but I can't recall what that

was . I think it was a --
all of these are insignificant .

MR . GANNON : How was that Mustang on gas?

A. I would guess about 20 miles to a gallon .

Q. On the way back did you make any phone calls to

New Orleans or to L.A. ?
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MR . EVANS : Did you use the same service station , did

you have a particular station you went to with troubles or

to gas up?

A. No. I didn't have no - I never went to the same

place twice . I didn't like to make a habit of getting seen

and recognized and all that . I usually go to another place .

And particularly in Los Angeles it's scattered out quite

a bit and some of these places you go to, for instance , where

I bought the tires was on one side of town and the dance

school was the other , and the hypnosis place on the other side

of town . So I never made any practice of giving business to

one place . I had some recollection now of getting some

stamps somewhere several times , but I don't know if I did that

I must have been going to a certain station that put out these

stamps, S &H Green Stamps , whatever you call them .

MR . GANNON : Did you ever cash them in like in a department

store or something like that?

A. Well, I just to have a vague recollection of that

now, but I can't , I can't pursue it any more but I think I

did at one time . If I was probably short of money or something

I might .

MR . LEHNER: Now, your purpose in going to New Orleans

was to get the $ 500, is that correct?

A.
Well , that was my purpose , but after I got down

there I made a strong pitch to get the $ 500 . I didn't ask

for no specific amount , but that's what I got .
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Well , what was your purpose for going down there?

Well , whatever is available I suppose .

In the way of money?

Yes .

Well , why didn't you ask for a particular amount?

A. Well , I don't know, I mean , that's I don't believe

that is something you can do if you were asking somebody for

money just based on your past possible criminal association ,

you wouldn't ask for a certain amount , you got what you could

get and you might ask for a little more, but , which I didn't

do, but I can't, I can't explain that .

Q. When you came back , how long did you stay at

Serrano until you went to the St. Francis?

A. Well , I went there in December probably for

three more weeks I suppose .

Q. When was your next contact with Raoul or the

phone number in New Orelans ?

A. After I came back?

Q. Yes .

A. I think the next contact , he contacted me by letter .

Q. What did he say in the letter?

A. It was a short note , something about calling him

and I know that the letter was forwarded from Serrano

Street and I left a forwarding address with the mailman .

Q. What happened to that letter?

A. I have no idea , I guess it was burned up or something .

Q. When did you burn it?
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A. I have no idea of that either . Probably a short

time after I received it?

0. What did the letter sav , just to contact him?

A. I think there was some mention of the date or some

thing , but I can't remember all the details on that. Although ,

I have them written down somewhere .

Q. Where were you living at the time where you had

the incident where you had the fight in front of the bar?

A. Serrano .

Q. What did you loose in that fight?

A. You want me to go into detail?

Q.

A.

Go ahead .

Well , I use to stop in this particular bar , usually

before I went to the dance studio , I would come in to rest

or something . I'd take no more than two or three drinks

and I'd leave. Now, this particular night there seemed to

be more of a diverse clientele in there than there usually

are, for instance , I think it was later , I think it was 10

or 11 o'clock . I usually go to the place , usually go in there

6 or 7 or 8, it was 6 or 7 o'clock, and I parked the Mustang .

Now, this establishment sets right on Hollywood Boulevard ,

which is one of the main streets , plus it runs into side

streets . It sits right on a corner , well , I parked the Mustang

directly across the street from it on a corner and I went

in there and I usually didn't have too much conversation, and

there was a lot of arguments in there that night , and

some, there was some , I guess people seen my car out

there in the street too, because as I mentioned it had Alabama

42-076 0-79-6
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license on it in bright red and all that stuff , and I don't know

whether they seen that or they might have inferred it from my

accent which was , while not southern it wasn't Los Angeles anyway .

But , anyway , there was some mention about Alabama and the racial

problem down there and all that , and so I , I didn't want to argue

about it and there was some other fellow, and , this was a woman

that that this conversation took place , and there was some other

individual there , he was talking about something , something wrong

with the government and he talked to me about Well, he talked

Well , I didn't talk to him he talked to me about all the problems

with the government and it wasn't exactly a hippy joint where you

would consider where you would look for this type of conversa-

tion , but I guess it wasn't what you call a square place either ,

so anyway , I tried to avoid these arguments , so I started to

leave . I know I left and I got right outside the door and I

started to round the corner and I was going to cross the street ,

so they must have grabbed me pretty close out of the door .

of them grabbed me from behind the , the tall one and the short

one started hitting me . Well , the short one was the more or

less the aggressor and they had my , they had me from behind and

he had ahold of my coat someway and I slipped out of my coat and

got away from him, but I ran across the street . I was going to

get in the car . I had my .38 in it and at that time I was going

to get an equalizer , but anyway , but apparently when I got

out of the car I dropped my car keys in my pocket and the car

keys , they probably, they got the car keys evidently and they

I think they pulled my watch off . I know I had to buy another

watch the next day , a cheap one , and after this thing

One
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After I couldn't get in the car I run across the street .

I run up to a church yard and stayed there a few minutes and

then I went to --
The police didn't come around so , so , then

I went up the street and cut back across the street and come

back down on the same side of the street that the tavern was ,

and there was a house right beside the tavern and I stayed

beside this house in the dark and stayed there until daylight ,

and at that time I was kind of dirty because I was I got

dirty somewhere back behind this house. So, anyway , the police

neverdid come to pick up this car and the next day I went to

a locksmith on Hollywood Boulevard . I'd say it was about 49

hundred block and asked him if he could - I told him I had

lost my car keys and if he could fix them, and he said, he

mentioned something about he was originally from Tennessee .

So, he took me up there in his truck . I think it cost me $ 10

to get a set of keys made and it took 15 or 20 minutes , and then

I went to another place and bought a cheap watch and that's it .

>

Q. Did you loose your wallet during this episode?

A. No. The only thing I lost , I didn't even lose my

I had my wallet and my money and the keys to the rooming

house, of the Serrano Street address in my pocket . I

didn't
lose any of the keys to the rooming house or wallet

or the money.

Q.
Did you have a driver's license with you under the

name of Galt?

At that time?

-

A.

Q. Yes .

A. Yes .
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Q. Did you have a registration for the car?

A. I had a -
Well , in Alabama you have some type ,

it's not a title , but yes I had it .

Q. Now did you lose either of those?

No.A.

Q. Have you heard of anything to do with the fact

that a duplicate driver's license was issued for you?

A. I read something in the paper about it was issued

to me, but I don't recall . I got these vague ideas that

I may have ordered two of them or something , but that wouldn't

made much sense , but if I'd lost the driver's license I'd have

most likely lost the registration , but I just can't recollect

losing it at that time . The only thing I clearly recollect

is the watch and the keys which I replaced the next day .

Q. How many sets of keys did you get from the man you

bought the car from in Birmingham?

A. I got two from him .

Q. Where was the other set of keys?

A. I gave them to the individual called Raoul .

Q. Did you think of calling New Orleans to get the

other set of keys rather than to go to the expense of getting

a locksmith to come to the car?

A. Well , you can't leave the car sitting on the street

all that time . I didn't know how long it would took to get

another set of keys assuming I did get them, but I think it

would have been a lot easier to have someone make you a new

set .
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MR . EVANS : Why did you think the police were going to

pick the car up ?

A.

street .

Well , we were fighting in the middle of the

Usually the police come around and they see these

Alabama tags they very well could have pulled it in . But ,

of course, I don't know what the rules were, parking in the

street at that time . So , I just watched it until daylight .

Q. Well, what sort of fight was it that you thought

the police would respond and pick up your car since you were

perhaps the victim?

A. Well, I got rolled on the main street . The cars

were going by and the people were -

Q.
Yes, but what does that have to do with your car

being parked?

A.
Well , I imagine the police investigated , they would

probably come in the tavern or something and ask about the

car and the person in the fight and everything .

Q.

was yours?

A.

Well , how many people in there knew that the car

Well , this young lady she mentioned , she was kind

of abrasive about politics .
I don't know if they assumed the

car was mine or they saw the tags on it and they assumed that I

was from a southern state .
Well, they did know it because

I actually started arguing about it . I , I admitted

that I was from Birmingham and it was enough circumstantial

evidence that I didn't want to take any chances on that .

Q. Well , during this whole encounter had you done any-
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thing that the police would have arrested you for or would

have wanted to seize your car for?

A. Just from fighting?

Q.

A.

Yes .

Well , they would have finger printed me , I was

concerned about being finger printed not anything else . I don't

know what the police practice is in Los Angeles . I think it

varies from city to city , but a lot of times you can get

finger printed just on a traffic violation .

Q. Well , I mean if you are a victim, you are obviously

a victim of a crime , why would they want to finger print you?

Well , I imagine they usually question a victim ofA.

a crime .

Q. Right .

A. I think the fact is I read in a paper where a

lot of victims after a crime windup in jail .

Q. Well , the point I'm saying , this is the point

I'm making , if it occurred as you said it occured , well , then

I don't see how they could have possibly wanted to arrest

you if two guys came out and pulled your coat down over your

arms and began to assult you and robbed you of whatever items

you had in your coat pocket . I don't know why they would

have wanted to arrest you?

A. Well , I don't know either , but they very well might have

told them that I was trying to rob them or something , you

know how feelings get in a situation like that .

Q. Oh , this was just a felling but there was nothing
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that occurred that you might have done or might have said that

would have made them think that you should have been arrested

and finger printed, in other words was there anything said in

the bar?

A.

Q.

No.

Were there any people in the bar that might have

felt or might have put you in a bad light so if the LA police ,

if they arrived might have wanted to arrest you or taken you

in for
identification?

A.
No, other than me being out of State and having

some problem explaining my business out there . Except that

I was in business in Mexico , it would have been , well, I

just really would rather play it safe on anything like that .

Q. Okay, I see .

MR . LEHNER:

A.

time in

When did you next decide to leave Los Angeles?

When did I decide?

I got a -

Well , I decided to leave some

I think this was a result of a phone call of

ne making to New Orleans I decided .

Q.
As a result of the letter sent to you?

A. Yes . This was , this was a result of a phone call .

Q.
And you called them?

A.

Q.

Yes, I was more or less the instigator of Los Angeles .

Well , this was a result of a letter that was sent

by Raoul to you?

A. That's correct .

Q.
You then called him and what was that conversation

over the phone?
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A. Well, there was some , I know there was mention

of me to go to New Orleans make contact there . I don't

know if there was any I have some recollection , but, of course ,

then again I'd have to see the papers on this . I have some

recollection of a little more detail in the phone call than

I usually got , but I don't know other than going to New

Orleans , I don't know if there was any mention of possibly

going somewhere else or not . There was mention of Atlanta

but I don't know when that was first raised . I don't know

if it was Los Angeles or where . I know it was raised in Bir-

mingham. I'm not certain on that .

MR . GANNON : How did you mean a little more detail than

the usual phone call?

A. I don't remember all the conversation but I just

have a recollection it was more detailed about what I should

do and when I should do it , an I think there might have been

more than one city mentioned . There might have been mentioned

more than Atlanta . I know I know I wasn't, it wasn't definite

enough where I would pull up roots altogether so to speak .

While I don't file a change of address , I knew it wasn't

anything that strong but I think there might have been some

mention of going into another town from New Orleans or some-

thing like that , some extended trip .

Q. Well , you certainly got travel instructions .

get any other kind of instructions?

no .

Did you

A. Well , other than making contact with New Orleans ,

There was a certain date I was suppose to be there , I

was late .
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MR. LEHNER : What date were you suppose to be there?

A. Whatever, I don't recall now. Whatever it was ,

it was no, we agreed on it. I believe it wasn't no really

Well , it wasn't something that had to be done , but it was

thing that was preferable . I know I was late . I think

I was a day late or something .

MR . GANNON : What month was it?

A.

Q.

This was in March .

some-

Was it toward the end or the begining of the month

or where exactly in the month?

you?

A. Toward the middle I believe it was .

MR. LEHNER : Did you take all your possessions with

A. I think I did except the television set and the

weights. I think I left them with this Marie Martin , yes.

Q. Did you ever get them back?

A. No. I think I traded the TV and told

her she could have it if she wanted it or she could trade

it back later , I don't know if -
I know I left the weights down

there and I don't know if I left anything else or not .

Q.
The weights you left with Marie

--

A. Yes .

Q. - you haven't gotten those back?

A. No. I never did go back after them .

ì Q.

for what?

But as far as the TV you traded that TV

A. For another one .
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Q. And you took that TV the small one or the other

one with you?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. Well , this was a different trip than the first

trip to New Orleans , when in the first trip you left all your

possessions there, is that correct?

A. Yes , I didn't know if I was coming back on the

first trip , but , of course , if I had gotten a passport and

Well , naturally I wouldn't have come back , but it wasn't ,

-

I was almost certain I would come back the first time because well,

these kids , these children I'd promised to bring them back .

Q. Well , did he tell you in this phone call on the

second trip that you were definitely going to a particular

place?

A. I have some recollection that he mentioned another

town and it could have been Atlanta or something , but

there's more detailed instructions than there was in other

times , the other time it was just an exploratory talk , the

first time .

Q. Okay, why don't we take our lunch break now.

(The time was 12:59 , p.m. )

MR . LEHNER : Allright , we have started our recording

machine , it's the afternoon of April 29th , 1977 and we are

continuing our conversation with James Earl Ray .

Before lunch we were talking about the trip you were

taking to New Orelans which whould be the second trip , and at

this time you were taking all of your goods except your barbells .
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You had already exchanged the TV sets , what were the reasons

for exchanging the TV sets?

A. Well , the other one was a console .

Q.
So you exchanged it for a, for a portable?̀

A. Yes .

Q. And this time you were intent on going to New Orleans

fr a particular purpose?

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

What was that purpose?

Well , I It was a certain assumption based on the

past , on the other conversation in December and I assumed it

was for the , this weapons deal

A.
Did he say on the phone, the man you spoke to that

it was a weapons deal or anything ?

phone.

A. No.
There was nothing mentioned like that on the

Did you speak to Raoul or the other fellow?Q.

A. The other fellow .

Q. What did he say?

A.
Well basically it was where , when to be there and things

of that nature, the meeting place .

Q
Where did he say the meeting place would be?

A. New Orleans .

Q.

A.

Where in New Orleans?

There was no specific place . I think I was supposed

to call when I got there .

Q. And did you go by yourself?
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A. Well , I took some packages for another party , but

I went by myself , yes .

Q. Who was the person that you took the packages for?

A.
I think I told Marie Stein, Mary Martin a few days

before that that I was going to New Orleans . She asked me

to drop something off at an address which I did .

Q. What address was it that you dropped it off?

A.

Q.

I don't recall .

Did you deliver it to a particular person?

A. Yes .

Q. Who was the person?

A. It was some woman, I don't know her name .

Q. What part of New Orleans was it that you dropped

it by?

A. I think ·
I don't know , I had the address , but I

don't know , I just don't recall it was out , it wasn't downtown

or anything, it was on the edge of town .

Q. What type of items did you drop off?

A. I didn't even go through them . I think it was

clothing mostly.

Q. And what was the purpose of her transporting that , those

items to the lady in New Orleans?

A. Well , I had no idea . I just told her that I was

going down there . I told her that I'd be back , of course , I

thought the possibilities were slim of that . I don't know if

I told anyone else or not . That came up in the casual con-

versation in the bar I believe it was .

Q. Did you ever have any romantic relation with
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A. No.

MR. EVANS :

A.

Q.

A.

I never had any .

Inclinations?

Inclination.

Did you ever want to?

I think she had a boy friend . I seen her with the

another party two or three times and I think the fact is one

time she borrowed 10 dollars off me or something to get his

She didn't make too much money .

Well , were you going out of your way for her?

presents or something.

Q.

A. No.
I don't think I went out of the way. I

wouldn't have made a trip down there just to deliver some

clothing down there , but I just happened to mention casually

that I was going in that direction .

any interest in me or not .

I don't know if she had

But, I wasn't , I always considered

myself in transit, anyway , I wasn't interested in getting involved

with anyone, except in a casual manner .

Q. Did you make the trip in one day from LA to New Orleans?

A.
At that time , no , it took longer than that because

I stopped at motels along the way . I didn't drive straight

through. I think it took, I know I was late getting there . I

think it took three or four days probably .

Q. How long did

Orleans?

the first trip take from LA to New

A.
I read somewhere where it took 33 hours . That was

straight driving .

Q. That was no - you did not stop for sleep?

A. No.

0. Where did vou stop on this trin?
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Q.

A.

A. I don't know this motel is on the way between Los

Angeles and New Orleans . I can't recall motels . I know it

took two or three days .

What names did you use when you stopped?

Apparently I used Galt .

Q. Because you had the car with you?

A. That correct .

Where did you go when you arrived in New Orleans?

I made the phone call to this party and there was

Q.

A.

some mention that this Raoul , he went on to Birmingham and

there was a suggestion I meet him at the same place , the Star-

light Club .

this?

Q. Where did you make this call from where you learned

A. I don't know just where it was at . I didn't check

into any motel , it had been along this phone booth , a street phone

or something and I know I do know it was getting late in the

-

day and then I delivered this stuff to the Stein woman and

that was it .

Q. Well , were you in New Orleans when you made that

call that you found out that
-

A. Yes .

Q.
- that Raoul was not there?

A.

Q.

That's correct .

In route , did you call the number to tell them

that you were being delayed?

A. No. I think I called Well , I wasn't delayed , it
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just took me longer .
I didn't think it would take that long

to get there or something .

Q.
But you waited until you were in New Orleans before

you called the number?

A. I called once right before I left Los Angeles and

I didn't make any more calls until I got to New Orleans .

Well , was any reason given as to why he wasn't there

waiting for you?

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

No. No , there was no reason.

What did the man say when you called?

He said he had gone on to Birmingham and for me to

meet him at a certain , I think it was the next day at the

Starlight Club in
Birmingham .

Q.
So you delivered the packages and did you stay

the night in New Orleans?

A.

No. I had trouble finding the address of when,

where to deliver the
packages to .

I delivered those , I believe

it was dark , I don't know what time it was and after delivering

outside of New
the packages I stayed in a motel on the

Orleans , between New Orleans and Biloxi , Mississippi .

·

Q. And what did you do after staying
that night

, do

you know what place you stayed at?

A.

Q.

A.

No.

What
did you do the next day?

The next day I went towards
Birmingham

, towards

Birmingham, and I think possibly I got off on the main road

although I'm not
certain of that because Alabama roads are

not in the same
condition

as some of the more industrial
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states . After driving all day I don't know what time I

left the motel after driving , however far I drove . I got

I think I checked into later I found out it was a motel

in Selma , Alabama .

-

Q. And what day did you , what day did you arrive in

New Orleans?

-

A. Well, I couldn't i would be impossible to answer that .

could give you approximately the month, it would be in the

let's see, sometime in the latter part of February .

Q. And then you stayed in the motel between New

Orleans and Biloxi?

That's right .

And what's the next night after that?

A.

Q.

A. Mol -- Selma .

Q. Why did you go to Selma?

A. It was getting dark and I checked into the motel

called the Flamingo .

Q. Well , was Selma in route between New Orleans and

Birmingham?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes .

Had you ever been to Selma before?

No , that was the first time I had ever been there .

And the reason you went to Selma was not because

you took the wrong road , but -

A. I'm not certain I got on the wrong road . The road

was not , it was a oneway road, in other words , it wasn't what

we refer to as a super highway . And I mentioned to Bradford

Huie that I may have gotten off on the wrong road and it may
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t. I

have taken me longer to get there but you'd have to look at

the road map to determine whether there was any shorter

if

way between New Orleans and Birmingham, Alabama/there actually

was .

-Q. I mean, what you are telling us What you were just

telling me is that Selma is in route between New Orleans and

Birmingham and that you did not , you intended to go to Selma

to spend the night?

A. No.
I didn't actually intend , it just so happened

that I stopped there after it was dark . But , I'm not certain the

route is, these are the type of roads that they keep twisting

around and a lot of hills and things , so I'm not certain that

that would have been the shortest distance between New Orleans

and Birmingham in fact the next day I got , I was late again when

I went through Montgomery , Alabama . I'm still not certain whether

I was on the shortest route or not .

MR. EVANS:

I can't say at this time .

You went to Montgmomery , what was the purpose?

A.
Well, I had gotten --

Well , I was going towards

Birmingham and I'd thought there was probably a shorter way

through
Montgomery.

on a

MR.
LEHNER: Did you have maps of that area?

A.
I evidently did, yes.

Q. Did you
mark any of those

maps
?

A.

I don't recall marking any , on any road maps , I night

city map, but I can't
recall

.

Q.

When you say a city map you are referring to what

42-076
0-79-7

city?
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A. Well , Los Angeles or Atlanta or a city like that .

Q. Any others that you can recall marking?

A. I don't recall marking any except possibly a

Los Angeles and the Atlanta map , of course , I haven't

the Atlanta map it's been mentioned sometimes in my recon-

struction , recollected that .

Q. Well , what about the Los Angeles map, what happened

to that map?

A. Well , I think those papers I gave you the last

time you were
-
Now, apparently the FBI has them and eight

or ten other maps .

Q. Was that map still in the car when you parked it

at Capitol Homes?

A. I don't know where they got that map . They either

got it out of the case I was carrying when I was arrested

or they got it out of possibly the Atlanta establishment .

Q. Did you have some maps also in the car when you

left it or did you take the maps out of the car when you

left?

A. I'm almost certain I threw everything out of

that car I could throw out except that it was dark when I

threw it out so I could have missed some smaller items because

I didn't look in the car after, after I arrived , after I arrived

in Atlanta there wasn't , I didn't , and got in that parking lot,

I didn't shake it down or nothing like that .

Q. And had you ever fixed that tire that you told us

before that you tried to get fixed or you attempted to get
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fixed in Memphis? Did you fix it after Memphis?

A. I never fixed it , no.

Q. So it had a slow leak in it , is that right?

A. That's correct .

Q. So when you parked the car at Capitol Homes it

still had that leak in it?

was ,

A. It most likely - I don't know if it went bad when it

now that it didn't have any weight on it , but it was , now,

let me get this tire straight now. I want to, yes, I changed

the tire and I imagine , well , I was trying to get straight

just whether I took it off or had it refilled the day before

that on April 3rd , but I took it off and excanged it , so , now

whether it went down any more after , after I put it in the car I

don't know. But it was about I would say 3/5 down when I took it

off .

Q. You took it off when?

A. On April 3rd .

Q. But that was in the trunk of the car when you , when

you went to that Memphis gas station to get it fixed?

That's correct .A.

Q. And you never had it fixed since then?

A. I never did have it fixed .

Q. So when you parked the car in Atlanta it still had

that slow leak to it?

A. That's correct .

Q.

A. I have no idea.

Now , was Dr. King in Selma when you were there?

William Bradford Huie says he was in

that area, but I don't have any independent knowledge of that .
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Q. Well , was he in Los Angeles when you were in Los

Angeles?

A. Well, I don't know. I read in these books , they

said he was there at some point in time while I was there ,

but I don't know when he was there or if he was there as

far as that goes .

Q.

Flamingo?

Now, what did you do in Selma other than stay at the

A. It was dark when I arrived there , I think I went

right on to sleep , there was nothing -

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

What name did you give at the Flamingo?

Galt .

About how much money did you have on you at that time?

It is difficult to say . I'd say I'd guess probably

$1500 or something .

MR . GANNON: You didn't pick up any money in New Orleans

at this time?

A.

Q.

No, I didn't .

You didn't speak to anyone face to face

about a way of going either , did you?

A.

2.

Face to face in New Orleans?

I'm thinking of , you know, when you got to New Orleans

you tried to contact Raoul
-

A. No, I didn't . I was just in there and out that was it.

Q. And your only contact was with him over

the phone?

A. At that time , yes .
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What time did you leave Selma that day?

A. The next morning .

Q. What day was that about?

Well, it must have been sometime in February.A.

I don't remember the day, I'd say , towards the end of February .

Q. And after you left Selma what route did you take?

A.
I don't know, but I got into Mongomery , that's

the only town I can recall .

Q. Had you ever mentioned Montgomery before?

A.

Q.

A.

No.

What did you do in Montgomery?

I sort of looked up the road signs for Birmingham

and went from there to Birmingham .

Q. And what did you do when you arrived in Birmingham?

A.
I went to the Starlight and I met this Raoul there .

Q. What time of day was that?

A.

it was.

Well , that was late again , I don't know what time

It was in the afternoon , I'd say, probably close to

noon time I guess .

MR. GANNON:
What time were you supposed to be there if

you were late in arriving?

A.
Well , whatever time it was . I think I was supposed

to be there towards the morning or something , but I know I

was late or something , a couple of hours I guess . I think, I

think the lateness was caused by going through Montgomery instead

of taking a shorter route.

MR. LEHNER :

What date were you supposed to be there?
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A.

February .

I don't recall that now either .

early March .

him?

-

Sometime in

These dates and they were late February and

Q. What time in the morning were you supposed to meet

A. I don't know, but the only thing I recall he

mentioned, there was some mention or conversation about being

late and I wanted to eat or something and he said well we don't

have time or something .

Q. What time did you arrive?

A. To the best of my recollection sometime around

dinner time , because I know I was
--

Q. In the evening , dinner time?

A. Lunch time, at lunch , yes .

Q. Lunch time .

A. Lunch time , yes .

Q. So you are just talking about a couple of hours

late ?

A. Yes .

Q. And when did you find out the time you were suppose

to be in the Starlight?

A. Well , I found out on the phone , but
-

Q. When you were in New Orleans?

A. Yes . It was mentioned about being there around a

certain time and on a certain date .

Q. A certain time in the morning and a certain date

and it took you a couple of hours longer than you should have
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spent in getting there?

A.
It apparently took me an hour or so longer to get

there than what it did .

Q. What was the conversation you had with Raoul?

Well , it was very short . I recall somethingA.

about I wanted some food or something and he said he didn't

have time or something and he was going to Atlanta .

to get there before dark and that was about it .

He wanted

Q. What else happened?

A.
Well , we went toward Atlanta, toward Atlanta .

Q.

A.

How did it come about that you went toward Atlanta?

Well , he suggested that that's where we were going .

Said that's where we were going .

Q.
And how were you getting there?

A. We drove there .

Q.
In your car?

A.

Q.

Yes .

What did he say was happening to his car at that

time?

A.

Q.

Atlanta?

A.

Well , there was no mention of his car.

How long did you and he drive from Birmingham to

I don't know how long it took us to drive there,

but when we got there it was , it was in the afternoon sometime .

I know that because I hadn't been there for an hour and a

half or so before it started getting dark .

Q. Well, let's see, you got there later than you were suppose
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to , to the Starlight?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

was that?

That's correct .

How long did you spend at the Starlight?

I don't think over two or three minutes .

And when did you leave Birmingham, what time of the day

A. It would have been sometime during the noon hour ,

I don't know. I guess between 12 and 2 probably , closer to

12 I'd say .

Q. And when did you arrive at Atlanta , about what

time?

A. Well , I don't know again , but it's , it was getting

closer to dark because we hadn't been there over an hour and

a half or so looking for a room until it started getting dark .

MR . GANNON : Did you stop at all for food along the

way?

A. No. I didn't get any food until seven or eight

o'clock that night .

Q. Did you have breakfast that morning?

A. I think I had a cup of coffee or something . I hadn't

had no food all that day .

MR . LEHNER : So you were hungry when you met him but

you didn't eat there and you didn't eat until you got to

Atlanta?

A. That's right .

Q. Why was that?

A. Well, it was a rush I suppose .
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Q. Well , you were hungry and he's saying let's rush

is that the way it is?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you ask him why?

A.

Q.

No, I didn't make any inquiries .

You were hungry and you didn't ask him why it was

that you had to go from morning until evening without food?

A. Well , he mentioned he was in a hurry, so I assumed it

was important the reason for him being in a hurry.

Q. What happened when you got to Atlanta?

A.
Well , we started looking for a room and he seemed

to be familiar with the area and we made several inquiries

and ·
I'd say two inquires

· and I think about the third one

we found a place in the area he seemed to be somewhat

conversant with .

Q. What kind of inquiries did you make?

A. Huh -

Q.

A.

What kind of inquiries did you make ?

Well , I would just go up to a place and ask them

if they had a place to rent .

MR. GANNON : Did Raoul point out this neighborhood

to vou as a place where you should look for rooms?

A.
Well , he , he directed traffic when I drove in and

the general area,
but there was no, it was just general

driving around a certain area there in town looking for rooms .

LEHNER: And were you looking for signs on the door saying

rooms for rent or was it a newspaper that you used?
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A. No , just looking for signs on the door .

Q. And how was this particular place found?

A. --
Well , we just went two or three places it was

more or less a rundown neighborhood , kind of a transit , and

I think it was the third place I was able to rent a room.

Q. Under what name?

A. I think we dicided -
I think I used my right name

on that place .

Q. You used Galt?

A. Yes .

Q. Why?

A. Well , later on it was some conversation about it , that

he was going to come there and ask for me or something and , and

I know I used the Galt name . I'm almost certain of that.

Q. So did you sign the register there?

A. No.
When I went in, when I went in the rooming house

there was two individuals in there , there was a fellow who owned

it and then there was another guy . They were both drinking wine

and I asked them about a , I set , I was sitting inthere talking

to them, I think I may have took a drink myself and he said some-

thing about a room, or he said something about , or he said some-

thing that he would show it to me in a few minutes or something .

And he owned the place next door , another house where transits

While I was in there after aobut 30 minutes or SO

this other, Raoul , he came in there and this other guy he'd

been drinking and he left and we talked a little more about

the money and things like that , how much to rent it for and

are at --
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Q. You were there about a half hour before Raoul

came in?

A. Yes . He came in to see what the holdup was or

something .

Q. Where was he during that half hour?

A. He was in the car I guess .

Q. About what time was this that he came in?

A. Well , it was about half an hour after I'd been talking

to these two individuals , of course , the owner as I mentioned

he had been drinking .

Q. Was it dark at that time?

A. Well , it was starting to get dark, yes . I would say it

was more dark than it was light .

Well , this owner
- he claimed to be the owner - I

think he wanted $ 10 or something for a room and I have some

recollection of ·
I don't really think I paid him, I think

he passed out or something , I'm not sure if I paid him or not

and the next day I think I told him I did anyway .

Q. You told him you did?

A. Yes .

Q. What did he say?

A. He said something about losing his money .

Q.

So I guess he figured he drank it up or something.

Oh, you got the first week there free.

A. I believe I did but
-

Q. Now after this half hour that you were there and
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then Raoul came in , what happened at that time when he,

Raoul , came in?

A. Well , at that time I was , I was wanting some food , but

I think what happened here, we went to the restaurant at that

time, we had some other discussions, and he said something about

how you get in the room or something and he also mentioned

about, that we could go to Miami . But I don't know if it was

that meeting or the meeting the next day , but anyway we went

to this restaurant . That's about a block up , that's a restau-

rant that you go in
- See the room - We were, the room, I

finally got it . It's about a half block from Peachtree Street

where you go up to the end of the block and turn right and go

down about a half block and this restaurant it runs , the inside

of it runs parallel with the street .

Q. This is the restaurant that you and Raoul went to

that evening?

A.

Q.

It was just a small , it looked like a box car .

Was this after you brought your possessions into the

rooming house?

A. No. I don't believe so . I think I took them in

there later on.

Q. You left your TV in the car?

A. Yes . I think I --
I think what happened see , he

passed out while we was talking to him, so , but he done told

me I could get a room, I was certain on that .

Q. Did you look at the room?

A. No. I don't think at that time . No.
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Q. When Raoul came in after this half hour wait did

he see the room?

A. No. He said something about he was going to come

back tomorrow and I'm kind of hazy on how I got the room . I

·

think that after , after I went back there he got , he got this ,

the owner sobered up . He give me a He let me sleep in the

house, that he , not the rooming house, but the house that he

was in, somebody else's room that night because he couldn't get

across the street . He wasn't able to get next door in his

condition .

Q. Well , lets see now, you got to the rooming house ,

Raoul waited outside for a half hour , you went in , you had a

glass of wine , he , Raoul , came in you , neither you now he saw

the room at that time , then you both left to go out to eat?

You see, I was discussing this room with this

-

He

A. Yes .

guy, he's kind of a , he was kind of a slurred conversation .

said, he said he had several rooms across the hall, across the

street , across from that house that he could rent but he said

something about he'd he acted like , you know, how a drunk person

is, he didn't want to go over there. He didn't want to go over

there , but he would definitely rent me a , one , and he said some-

thing about I could stay in the ; later on he said something

about I could stay in the house that he was , he stayed in .

had two houses .

So, is it true that you waited there a half hour , Raoul

came in, neither of you saw the room, you didn't bring you posses-

Q.

He

The one he stayed in plus the one he rented out .

sions in, but then you and Raoul went to dinner , is that correct?

A. Yes . After I was more or less convinced that he would

have a place for us .
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Q. Where did you and Raoul go to dinner?

A. Well , this was a restaurant , a small restaurant up

on Peachtree Street . It's right around the corner from the

rooming house we was in . A motorcycle club on one corner and

the tavern on the other. That's when you are going up , when

you turn right on Peachtree Street you and it sits , the rest-

aurant I'd say sits about a half block down the street .

Q. It's a half block from Peachtree Street?

A. Let me drawyou a diagram so you will know exactly .

Here's , here's the , here's the rooming house , the rooming house ,

that's Peachtree Street , here's the first block . Now, the rest-

aurant, the restaurant sets about here and it runs this way

parallel . There was a motorcycle club here .

Q. Put " Restaurant " where you put the restaurant if

you would?

A.

Q.

There's a bar over here.

And what street is this that we are could you name

the streets?

A. Vertical , well , I think it's 14th Street , I'm not

I think this is Peach tree .sure .

Q. And what would this street be here?

A. I have no idea .

Q. Would it be 15th street or 13th street?

A. Well , if that's 14th maybe it would be 13th . This

may be 13th , it was 13th and 14th, but I'm not certain .

Q. Okay . And I'll sign my name here and I'll ask you

to sign yours and I'll put the date of it which is April 29 , 1977 .

(Mr. Lehner signs the diagram that James Earl Ray drew

for the Committee and Mr. Ray also signed acknowledging his
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drawings of the diagram . )

Q. What time was it that you had dinner at this

restaurant?

A. I don't know what time . It got dark at that time ,

I guess it would be around 6:30 or somewheres like that , seven .

Q. And how long did you and Raoul spend in the car

together driving from Birmingham to Atlanta?

A. I don't have any idea . The only thing I could explain it

to you, it was about , what type of day it was dark and things

like that .

Q. Well , how many hours approximately did you and he spend

in the car from Birmingham to Atlanta?

A. I couldn't say , that either . From Atlanta to

Birmingham , it's hard to evaluate time when you are driving

like that, I can't

Q.

--

Do you know approximately how many miles it is?

A. No.

like that.

It seemed to me to be three hours or something

Q. So when I asked you earlier how long you had spent

together with Raoul and you said maybe a total of altogether

in your life three hours , it was a lot more than that?

A.

Q.

I said not counting driving , just on conversation .

Well , in that drive , as you say about three hours ,

what was discussed?

A.
Very little of anything. We just, most of our discussion ,

wehad a little discussion at the restaurant , but most of the

discussion was the next day when he came to the place on how

he would get in and how he would get out and things like that .
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MR . GANNON: When you were in there you were talking to

the landlord who's drinking and Raoul comes in was he talking

to the landlord too?

A. He said a few words to him --

Q. And did he help to sober up the landlord?

A. No, I don't think, we didn't make no attempt to

sober him up because he was too far gone. I was just trying

to keep him from passing out or something like that .

Q. But I thought you said he passed out and then he

sobbered up?

A. Well , I don't know if you are that familiar with

people who drink wine but they go off on a nod for about 45

minutes or an hour .

Q. I wasn't aware of that .

MR . EVANS : No, he's familar with people who drink wine .

Q.

A.

When did you take your leave of Raoul that evening?

From the restaurant .

Q. About what time was that?

A. That must have been 6:30 or 7, I guess . It was

dark at that time , it must have been seven .

Q. Did you ask him when you were going to see him again?

A. No , he said he would see me the next day .

Q.

A.

Q.

Did he say, did he tell you what he, what he had planned

for the next day?

No.

And did he tell you where he was going when he left?

No.A.

Q. Did he tell you where he was going to stay?
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Q. Did you discuss with him how he was going to

get to where he was going to stay?

A. No. I didn't discuss it .

Q. Did he ask you for your car , did he ask you to drop

you off at your place and he go to where he was going and then

he'd see you the next day.

A.

Q.

No, not at that time he didn't ask me anything

Well , did you think it was strange that he didn't

have a car, you had a car and he leaves you at the restaurant?

Did he leave you at the restaurant?

A. Yes .

Q. And doesn't ask you for a lift anywhere?

A. No.

block. I --

Q.

That's not too far from downtown the 1300

Any reason he gave you why he wasn't going to

stay with you?

A.
Well , I don't think anyone would stay there if

they'd had a choice .

Q. Was there any reason why he wanted you to stay there?

A.

Q.

Well , I guess he wanted me to rent a room there .

Well , why did he want you to rent a room there, but

he not to rent a room there?

A. Well, I -

Q.
Or him not to stay with you there?

A.
Yes , well I can understand why anyone wouldn't

want to stay there unless he had to, but I think that was

42-076
0-79-8
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Q. What did he say the next day to explain it?

A. Well , he came the next day sometime about 11:00

I think it was . I don't know how he got over there . I

stayed in the room and

Q.

A.

--

Eleven in the morning?

I think it was aobut that time , 10 or 11. I don't

know if he went across the street and got the , seen the person

that owns it or not , but I had problems keeping the front door

open and he knocked on the door and I was quite a ways from the

front door and I stayed around it . It had a small balcony up

towards the front door and there was no one else in this rooom

or in this , in this house , I think there was one indi-

This was a two or three-story

house with real small rooms . It used to be a doctor's , where

but me,

vidual , I think he was bedridden .

And I just stayed around thehe treated patients or something .

balcony in the front and when he did get there we had a certain

conversation about he we would get in and out . And he made

arrangement whereby I would leave a side door open and there

was , it was locked from the inside . There was no padlock on

the outside or anything , and then he asked me something about

staying around there in that , not to get too far away because

he wanted to go to , he wanted me to take him to Miami or some-

thing and I don't know just what the rest of the conversation

was , that's the main part of it

Q.

A.

--

The main part was what?

For me to stay there because he said , he had , he wanted

me to, he said he wanted me to , he said I would probably have to
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run him, drive him to Miami or something . He wanted to make

a trip to Miami for some reason and I kind of got the im-

pression that I may be there for , you know, a while from that

conversation I don't know what give me that idea , making trips

and things like that .

Q. That you were going to make trips or that he was

going to make trips?

A. Well he said something about me going with him to

Miami in the car or something, so , I figured maybe it was

some business there . I don't know what it was.

Q. Well , then the fact that he wanted you to drive him

to Miami is that what you are saying?

A. Yes .

Q. How did that give you the impression that you were

going to be staying in Atlanta for some time?

A. Well, he said he would get in contact with me in a

something and to stay close to the house and to

keep the side door open.

few days or

I know I'd had trouble several times with the landlord .

I know I'd unlocked it and then he'd , well , he had a sister
·

she was really running it , I found out later , and she kept

locking doors and all that stuff.

Q. The sister of the landlord?

A. Yes .

Q. Did How long did Raoul stay with you that morning?

A. Well , it wasn't too long, it was just after, that disussed,

well the Miami thing is the only thing that stands out and the rest
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of it is just stay there and that would be it .

Q. And then he left you with what arrangements , when

was he going to see you again or make contact with you?

A. I have some recollection of driving him somewhere .

I don't know if it was that time or another time . I just can't

remember. I think, I think I wrote this down one time years

ago . I have some recollection of driving him possibly to some

point and letting him off , but I'm just not sure about that . I'm ,

I'd have to read the past notes on that .

Q. Well , when did you next see him after that morning?

A. Well , he never did come back or apparently he

forgot about the Atlanta situation .

Q.

A.

Forgot about what?

The Miami situation , the Miami trip . And the next

time I saw him , it was probably a week , a week later whenever

it was . I think it was eight days later .

Q. How much money did you have when you arrived at

that rooming house?

A. I don't think I had over about $1400 .

Q. And he just told you to stay by and he'd

get back to you?

A.

Miami .

Q.

later?

It was my impression we would be making a trip to

Yes , that's
--

But the next time you saw him was about eight days

A. Yes .

Q. That day after you arrived , when he came over in the
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morning , did he tell you what he had done after he had left

you at the restaurant the night before?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever ask him what was the big rush going

from Birmingham to Atlanta where you couldn't eat that whole

day and all you did was when you got there you kept him

waiting a half hour outside in the car and then you and he

went to a restaurant to eat?

A. I didn't ask him, I assumed there was some rush to

get this place rented where he could get me situated and then

he would go about his business or something .

Q. Well , on the one hand isn't it odd to you that there

is such a rush that you were late in getting to the Starlight

and then he rushed you out of there and he wouldn't let you

stop on the way to get something to eat , you were hungry when

you got to the Starlight and you didn't even get to eat until

about 6:30 that night , but by the same token when you go in there,

you wait around a half hour and not rushing the people in there ,

in fact, you have a drink you keep him out there waiting ,

finally you and he go to a restaurant there is no conversation

between you and he about what the rush is all about , the next

day you see him there is no conversation about what the rush

is all about?

A. No. I never mentioned it .

Q. Well , isn't that strange that if you are rushing

to get there you keep him waiting a half hour?

A. Well , I assumed the rush from hindsight , I assumed

the rush was to get, to rent a room before , usually you don't go up
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and try to rent rooms during the nighttime . I assumed that's

what the rush was . My reason for staying in there with , with

the landlord for half an hour was trying to talk sense to him

about renting a room or something .

Q. Why did Raoul want this particular place?

A. I don't think he wanted that particular place .

We went , I think he wanted that particular area .

Q. Why?

A. Well , I know now , I didn't know then, but
-

Q. What do you know now?

A. Well , it was a lot of, sort of a , well , I don't

like to use the word hippy all the time , but there was a

motorcycle gang up there and I found out later on there was

a lot of narcotics dealings and stuff like that in that area .

It's more or less a sleazy area . I could understand now why I

wouldn't go in that area to rent a room myself because that's

where the police hangout .

GANNON : Did you suggest to Raoul when you were going to

Atlanta to do what I think you did on other occasions , for

example, you would go in and stay outside like- and then- at

a motel and then the next day you would then leave the motel and

then go in , say for example , Montreal and find a place to stay,

look around , you would have sometime , have a full day to

pick out a place to live ?

A. Well, if I was doing it, that would be the way I

would do it . But I assumed it was a rush to rent a room

and he may have had other business , I can't , I can't discern other
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people's motives for things .

Well , he sort of spent the entire night withQ.

you. Didn't he first -· the rooming house and then the restau-

rant?

A. Well , he left after the restaurant . I took him some-

where, but I don't know, I'm not sure which, I think it was

the next day I took him to some station or something and dropped

him off or something up town, downtown Atlanta , but I can't

be certain until I get these other papers but I think it was

Was that a bus station or a train station?Q.

A. I think it was just up in the main part of town .

-

I think that's what it was , I'm inclined to think it was the

next day really, it's not that particular --

Q. Did he say how he was going to get around town when

he left you that morning , the morning after you arrived?

A. Well , if I took him downtown apparently he , he went

either by cab or, or public transportation .

Q.

A.

When did you take him downtown?

Well , that would have been sometime after , I'd say

after 11 or 12:00 , around lunch time .

Q. Where did you keep your gun at that time?

A. Well, later on I put it in the basement, it's a place

there, there's a basement in there , it had dirt in the basement ,

I remember I think I , I think there was a furnance in there ,

maybe I must have put it under ashes or something .

Q.

A.

Then you actually buried it?

Yes .
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Where did you hide it before you burried it?

A. In the car.

Q. What part of the car?

A. Well , thereare several places you can put it. I

think I recollect one time I put it in the wheel , the tire

sits down and it has a cut out of the back of it . I remember

one time I think I put it down through there and one time I

think I put it in the spring up underneath the , some place

up underneath the seat , but I can't , and sometimes I used to

just , in bucket seats I use to just carry it kind of back

under the seat when I was concerned about somebody. There's

I was

a lot of robbing out there by people jerking your car door

open and you know they will jerk you out of the car .

concerned about something like that in certain areas .

Q. Who was the owner of the rooming house?

I don't recall his name now.

Do you know his name now?

Garner , that's his name .

A.

Q.

A.

Q. Did you know his name , how did you learn his name?

A. How did I learn his name , well , I have since

read it but he told me I'm positive he told me at least when

he sobered up that he was Garner .

Q. How far was Garner's place from the main highway?

A. Well , I plotted all that out on a map.

Q. What map?

A. On the Atlanta map that I told you I marked . Not at

the highway , just one of those freeways , I don't know about the

highway . The Freeway I would say is where we come in , we

come in and drove about three blocks , then we circled around
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here . I'm just talking about if you come to the closest

point to where I rented a room, I think you come here off

the freeway and drive about three blocks then hit Peachtree

Street and come about seven or eight blocks and then hit

about 14th Street and drive about a block, oh I guess it

would be about 12 or 13 blocks from the freeway .

on?

MR . GANNON : What did you come in to Atlanta that day

--

A. I don't know, it was a southwest drection. Well ,

see you would be coming into Atlanta That would be the most

direct route into Atlanta . When we came in we came in from

the west and it turned north . I don't know where the ball

park is in Atlanta , but it could be turned around. I thought

we could have been going to

the best of my recollection .

·
one time going south, but that's

MR . LEHNER : What did you do those eight days that you

were waiting for Raoul that you thought he was going to come

back in a day or so?

A. I thought he was coming back and we were going to

make a trip to Miami at that time . I didn't have any real

understanding, I mean how long I was going to be there .

Q. What did you do during this eight days?

A. Well , I think I really didn't do nothing . I usually

just stayed close to the house . I told you a few days ago

I marked those places off on the map. I bought a map of

Atlanta and I really didn't know anything before I bought that

map of Atlanta .
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Q.

A.

Q.

When did you get that map of Atlanta?

I think the next day .

Now, you were you say that day at 11:00 or some---

thing he came that morning and then you say you spoke to him

a while and you drove him into , downtown or was that the day

after?

A. I'm just I'm almost certain I got it that day

yes, on I can't remember clearly and that restaurant is--

in one of those marks . I went to make two trips to banks to

get money converted form Canadian to English, United States

I mean . I made some kind of a - I wrote some locksmith

company and tried to get that locksmith course transferred

into Atlanta .

Q. So you made the marks , you bought the map , did you

buy it or did you get it free?

A.

Q.

No, I bought it on Peachtree Street at a drug store .

Did you get it the day that Raoul came over to your

room at 11?

That's hard to say .A.

Q. Did you mark it that same day?

A. I probably did .

Q. What time of day did you mark it?

A. -
I just assumed , no, I don't one of my main con-

cerns was not getting lost and having to drive all over town

and finding the rooming house .

Q. When did you mark the map?

A. I'm just assuming it was sometime in the afternoon .
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Q. Did you wait until five or six days later, how

long did you have the map when you did put the marks on

it, or was it and hour later, was it a minute later?

A. I think when I marked that map is when

I went to take -

- is after

I have some recollection after I went to those

banks and got that money converted and tried to determine just

how I had come into town and things like that .

Q. Well how long would you say it was from the time

you got the map until you marked it?

A. I don't know. It would , I think it would depend on when

I got that money . Now I don't know if I got the money exchanged

that same day or it might have been the next day . If it was

the next day but I have some , some connection inmy mind between

buying that map and marking it and going to that bank,

I don't know just what it is .

Q. Well , you , you said just a few moments ago that

you marked it shortly after you got it , the same day . Now,

is that true or is it not true?

A. It could have been the next day . I think when I

marked it , I think is when I went to the bank and , and converted

that money.

MR . GANNON : Did he give you any money at that time?

A. No.

Q. Did you ask him for any?

A. Not at that time .

Q. I'm just curious because look you asked him back

in December when you saw him in New Orleans?
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A. Well , nothing was mentioned aobut money or anything like it ,

I think I might have mentioned money at that time , but I didn't

get none whether I asked for any or not . There may have

been some mention about money .

Q. I'm just thinking how you had just come all the way

across the country practically and here you were you were just

going to hold yourself at his disposal for a few days , several

days , and it just would seem natural to me for him to foot the bill

for that instead of you?

A. Yes, there was some discussion of money later on, but

I don't know all the details of that . I know I asked, I know

I may have mentioned money once , but I don't know when it was ,

and he said he didn't have any right at that particular time .

Did he promise to get you some?Q.

A. I'm not sure just when this money was, you know, I'd have

to look on these back papers , but there was some mention of money

made , but I think it was , it was said wait a few days and we

will go to Miami or something like that . Now, I didn't

receive any money from any source at that particular time .

Q. Were you at all apprehensive when he didn't come

back in the next couple of days for this trip to Miami ?

A. Well , not particularly . I could have called New

Orleans I guess and found out , but I don't think there was

anything definite on it .

Q. Did he tell you that he was going back to New

Oreleans and that's where you could reach him if you needed

to reach him?
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A. No, there was no point , he just asked

stay around close a few days and he -

me to

we would probably or

most likely make a trip to Miami or something .

Q. Did he say what the purpose of the trip to

Miami was?

A. No.

MR . LEHNER: Had you ever been to Miami before?

Yes, I was in there one day in 1954 or something .
A.

Q. What were you doing there that day?

A. Well, my uncle, well, this was in 1955, my uncle went down

there he was going down there to go to work as a painter . He was ,

had a union card , a painter's union card, but he went down there

and he couldn't get any employment and he had a drinking problem

too, and we got lost from each other the first day down there

and I had to catch a bus back to St. Louis. That's the only

time I was ever in Atlanta, I think on the way -

Q. The only time where?

A. In Atlanta on the way from Miami to Atlanta, I

think the bus stopped .

Q. So you were in Miami for that one day and I think

you said 1955?

A. In 55 , was in a lot of these towns for one day.

I think I was in Memphis for a couple of hours , me and my

uncle drove down there like I say he drove, his name was William

Meritt, he went down there to get a painting job and I think

we went through Birmingham and various towns between Miami

and St. Louis .
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Q. This is your uncle on your mother's side?

A. That's correct.

Q. And you were in Miami for a day as well?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. You say he had a drinking problem too?

A. Well , he was Irish and drinks beer , so I thought

Q.

A.

Do you have a drinking problem?

No.

Q. Did you have a drinking problem?

A.

Q.

No , I never had one .

Now, other than that one day in 1955 in Miami were

you ever in the state of Florida?

sure?

A. No, just going through there and coming back .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

In 1955?

Yes .

But in 1967 and 1968 you were not in Florida , you're

Positive .

Q. Now, you say he was gone about eight days and you were

just doing what in Atlanta?

A. I mostly just stayed in the room because I know his

sister was over there several times and I didn't get too far

away fromthe house during that period .

Q. Do you know whether or not Raoul ever went to Florida

in this time in '68?

A. I never did question him about it , no .

Q. As far as you know Florida has no connection with the case ?

No, I, the only , I never did mention it before except

even with attorneys , I would Author Hanes , when he came in

A.

——
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mention --

on the case , Arthur Hanes , Sr. , he was giving attorneys , Huie

various information wherever these parties and me , and all that

was going and I was getting all these witnesses so I never did

I think I mentioned to Hanes one time just briefly

then I wrote to him or something , told him not to bring it up

with Huie because it just possibly get more witnesses against

me and I never discussed this much with anyone except just

previously with Hanes other than just mentioning it.

Q. Could you give us that again slowly , I sort of

lost you, you were talking about a conversation you had with

Hanes pertaining to Huie?

A. When Arthur Hanes first come in on the case I was

giving him various information and he'd give it to Huie and

here'd come more witnesses in against me ; and I'd tell him

various towns I was in , various towns I was supposed to be in

and then apparently Huie investigated them or either give

them to the FBI or maybe the FBI was following him, I don't

know which . And , now, I mentioned I started to discuss this

Miami deal with Hanes because it might have made sense to him

where it didn't make any sense to me at all , then I decided

against it because it would just complicate the case with more

witnesses , so I either wrote him or talked to him or wrote him

and just told him just forget about the Miami situation.

Q. Explain to us how the Miami , how telling Huie

about Miami would in anyway complicate the case since neither

you nor Raoul were in Miami?

A. Well , I don't know if Raoul was or not .
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I think my main concern was if they started

investigating down there that Huie and the FBI and every-

thing why it would be just creating more problems and
--

Q. How, explain that?

A. Well, one thing if it was more witnesses down

there something like that .

Q. How could there be any more witnesses against you

in Miami if you never were there?

A. Well , I'm not talking about direct witnesses , it

just seemed to me at the time , of course , I wasn't thinking

too good under those conditions , it was just something you , it

didn't seem important to me and the only thing it would

cause is more confusion in the case , so I just told Hanes

to drop it .

Q. Well , wouldn't that be a good thing for you to have the

FBI spending all that time down in Miami since you weren't down

there at all ?

A.

Q.

Well , I didn't know what they would find down there.

What could they possibly find that would hurt you

in your case?

A. Well, I don't know. I think you have to explain

my view on the case . I wasn't interested in anyone getting

arrested that's the last thing I wanted to do , is anyone

getting arrested while I was waiting to go to trial .
Of course

Q. Why?

A. Well , usually these , whenever you have a multiple

arrest , someone is going to be a State witness and you know

just, I think a classic example is the case that the former
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Richard Sprague had , the Yablonski case , they started lying

and you get the weakest link and you go right on down the line .

I wasn't concerned . I wasn't interested in about you know

getting involved in that type of case . My idea was just to

take the witness stand and tell everything I knew and once

I did that would be too late for all these underhanded deals

and threats by the FBI and all that . I could have just went

to trial and that would have been it .

--

MR . GANNON : But wouldn't though if they'd found someone

in Miami who knew Raoul , wouldn't that corroborate your story?

A. Well , that might corroborate , I had , there's two , I

still got the problem now of whether to corroborate the story

and possibly getting someone to testify against me . Not only

in this deal but maybe in some other kind of a Now, let me

explain this . Now , William Bradford Huie he said I was involved

with various people smuggling and all that and I think the

prosecution corroborated some of it . He claims that during

the shooting that I peeled off from these other people and

did the deed myself and possibly got help from them to get

out of the country . Well , if that , if the government were

to rpesent a theory like that , and say , yes , he was involved

in all this , but he didn't shoot him himself and he made his

way out of the country and got help . If they'd arrested these

other people mabe six or seven , of them , I don't have any

doubt in my mind human nature being what it is that some

of them would have tried to make a deal and they would

undoubtedly testified against me even if they weren't

12-076 0-79-0
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involved in the actual shooting . They would have said that

they would have layed it on me some way . I don't know if

it's a valid defense or not , but my defense was to , once I

-

got on the witness stand the Jury was in the box, they couldn't

tamper with the case too much because I , I don't think they

would call a mistrial for arresting anyone .

Q. Did your attorney , Mr. Hanes , question you about

who Raoul was?

A. Well , he seemed to have a lot of ideas himself on

who these various things were . He had , he had various sources

in the FBI and he was with the Birmingham FBI and I think he

had another case , Luizzo or something and he got the files

from Detroit police in that case . And , he had various contacts

and he, he didn't , how would you say, confide in me very much .

The fact is , I didn't even know he had a private investigator ,

until I read about it in the paper where he had some conflict

with the police , but he asked me certain questions and then he'd

ask me if I knew someone and I think he investigated some people

in Kentucky and I'd just say , no , I don't know them and then he'd

ask me some names in New Orleans and he mentioned the

--
Progressive Labor Party , that had me I was investigating

them for three years and he just asked me those questions and

that would be it .

Q. What I'm trying to get at is you told your story

to Hanes about Raoul , is that correct?

A. Well , I explained , I , what I did with Hanes , I would

write everything down for Huie and Hanes would take the information

I wrote to Huie , and Hanes was kind of scared to talk to me on ac-

count of microphones in the jail and Hanes would take what I wrote
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down for Huie and I think would use that for his case , plus

let Huie investigate it.

Q. Well , what I'm asking you is this , did you ever dis-

cuss with Hanes your defense , the fact that you were there

with Raoul to sell guns and that Raoul was the one who must

have done it because you weren't the one?

A. I discussed all that with him, yes .

Q.

A.

Did he ask you to describe Raoul?

Yes .

Q. And did he indicate to you that he had trouble

beliving that you could not further describe Raoul than just

give his name and the description of him without in anyway

further being about to identify him?

HeA. He came , no , he never did question me on that .

thought I was holding something back from New Orleans . He

mentioned several names and I don't recall those names now from

New Orleans , Hanes he very seldom gets mad except one time when

he siad , he said I think , I see you sort of angry , I think you

know these people in New Orleans , and he referred to their names ,

but I can't recall their names now. If you question him maybe

he will know them , he'll tell you , but he had his own ideas

based on what I guess he got from the FBI on those couple -

Q. Well , what I'm trying to get at , let me try to explain

what I'd like for you to address yourself to . You were telling

Hanes something I assume similar to what you were telling us ,

that you were not guilty , but that you , that Raoul was the

one that brought you down there on the gun deal , is that right?

To Memphis , is that correct?
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A. That's correct .

Q. And I assumed that Hanes was hoping to corroborate

your story so that it , to make it believable to the Jury?

A. Well , yes .

Q. And he wanted you to give him more information about

Raoul so that the story could be built up and the Jury could

have something more than just James Earl Ray taking the

stand, who could be crossed - examined on his prior criminal

record, and so the Jury would have something more to believe

you than just your bar story , am I getting at what you and

were about as far as preparing the case?Hanes

-A. Well , yes , sort of. Well , he had , I think his

What he told me , he was mainly concerned , of course , he was in-

terested about New Orleans and Kentuck but, now the Kentucky deal

had nothing to do with this business in the paper . This was a poli

tical organization in Kentucky but anyway he , his , what he told me

the only thing he said was of any importance was what happened

during the four or five hours during the time the shooting

took place and he was interested in getting all the witnesses , to ,

you know, eye witnesses and all that , that was on the scene

of the defense .

Q. Now, if you told Hanes about the fact that Raoul

said he was going to Miami , how would it in anyway hurt you

if someone down there could say , yes , I saw Raoul in Miami ,

wouldn't that corroborate what you were telling the Jury?

How would that hurt you?

A. Well
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Q. So, therefore , my question is why did you tell him

not to pursue that , Miami?

A. Well , this was when all the witnesses come in ,

and everytime he come up he'd have a new list of witnesses

based on what information I give Huie . I don't know if my

thinking was rational or not , but that's the way I looked

at it . I think to understand my thinking on this , you had

to read these various letters . I know I was having , I wrote

to Huie a strong letter in September about six weeks after

Hanes come on the case complaining about where he was going

and there was the various letters exchanged between me and

Huie and me and Hanes . And I just , I was having considerable

problems with Huie being in the case with Hanes .

MR . KERSHAW: You didn't think there was really any

probability of Raoul having actually gone to Miami , that

it just wasn't worth the rouble to go into that?

A. Well , I didn't , I didn't go there and I just , and

I'd reached the point , at this time that I wasn't , I just didn't

want to give Hanes any more information than I had already

given him . I thought it would have been just best to present

it to the Jury and let the prosecution take it fromthere , whoever

wanted to take it fromthere .

Q. What month was this that you told Hanes to forget

the Miami connection?

A. Well , if I , if I wrote to him he'd probably have

to look at his letter , but if it was just verbal you'd have

to ask him that , but it was sometime when these various witness

list started coming back in on me .
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Q.

A. Well , it wasn't too long after he got the case ,

as soon as I started giving Huie information . I think it was

about, I think to start out with it was about 200 witnesses

on the witness list on the prosecution's first list of witnesses .

I think within six weeks after Hanes was on the case or six

weeks after I signed the contracts which were dated August 1st , I

got about four lists , four more witness lists , everytime he'd come

up there, he'd have a new additional witnesses and I think there'd

be about 25 on each additional list .

MR . KERSHAW : So you just got fedup with telling Huie

too much of anything along about that time or rahter

A. Yes .

Q. -by way of Hanes?

A.
This was the problem all of these letters are, they're

a matter of record . I have some of them myself, it's somewhat

difficult to work with an attorney under those conditions .

MR . LEHNER : Okay we are going to take a break for our

stenographer and give us a little stretch .

It is now ten minutes to three .

32
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MR . LEHNER : It is now three o'clock and we are resuming

our conversation with James Earl Ray .

3:01 .

MR . KERSHAW: Off the record .

MR . LEHNER : Okay, we are back on the record , it is now

Well, you told us about waiting those eight days ,

could you give us a little bit of a synopsis of what's

happening those eight days between your seeing Raoul , when

you drop him off at about noon until you next see him?

A. Really there wasn't
-

I don't think there was anything

of importance . I stayed close to the, I stayed in the rooming house

most of the time . I probably went around to the restaurant .

meals .

I used to go to the restaurant , the same one I mentioned , for

It's a block and a half . I made several trips , maybe

two or three trips to another restaurant out eight or nine

blocks from there. I went to the bank twice . I purchased

the map and that's it .

MR . EVANS : The areas of the map that were marked , those

are areas you were in, right , you conducted some sort of

business in those areas?

A. That's correct .

I'm just guessing on that .

I'm not so sure about the circle now.

Q. On the circles?

A. On one of the circles . I told you that's where I

went in the restaurant .

Q. Okay . All right . Now, just one other thing , when

you went to the rooming house you were directed from the high-
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way, now when I'm talking about the highway I'm talking about

the Interstate highway, you were directed onto the , the speedway

or the city throughfares by Aroul? So it appeared to you as

though he knew where he was going?

A. Yes .

He had some reason for putting you in that area?Q.

A. Yes .

Q. And allof the rooms that you looked at were in the

same particular area?

A. That's correct , yes .

MR . LEHNER : Did he tell you what his purpose was in going

to that area?

A. No.

Q. It is now in hindsight that you realized that

he wanted you there because narcotics were being sold there?

A. Well , I'm just assuming that . It's sort of a,

what you call a sleazy area . It's motorcycle gangs

this since I've been in prison.

- I learned

Q. Well , why did he want you in that area although

he wanted to stay in a different area , what was the purpose?

A. I don't understand that . May be he had been

familiar with the area and maybe he figured this was a

place where he could rent a room easy . I don't know.

Q. You certainly were not engaged in any type of

narcotics activity being a transient as you termed yourself

and also being a escaped convict because you knew that

police officers are likely to be around people who are selling

narcotics?
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A. Yes . If I was going to pick an area to live in I

would pick one like Los Angeles on Serrano Street or

something where there were trees
--

MR . KERSHAW: Did you suspect that Raoul had any good

reason that he just didn't want to be caught with you or seen

with you or, you know, he wanted to keep away from you for

some good reason?

A. Well , it's a possibility. I assumed he knew I was

a fugitive . I'm not positive .

MR . LEHNER : Did he know you were a fugitive?

A.

So,

No. I was making certain assumptions with all these

different names I had , because I'm certain that he knew that

my name wasn't Galt because I showed him the receipt I had

for the television that was under the Ryan name in Detroit .

Well , I had the same feelings when I'm out there , I don't like

to stay around anyone that I thinks got a, draws heat either,

because two people draws a lot more heat than one.

MR . EVANS : Well , when you were asking him about papers to

get out of the country he didn't ask you why or wouldn't you

assume that he was smart enough to sort of comprehend that

the only reason that you would be looking for papers to

get out of the country is because you were probably hot?

Well , I intimated that but I didn't ·A.

Q. You didn't come directly to that?

A. This is just something I told him I was more or

less tired of the United States and I was , I would prefer

somwhere else .

Q. Did you know that Martin Luther King lived in Atlanta?
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A. No.

MR . LEHNER :

Dr. King was from?

A.

When did you first find out that that's where

When did I first find out?

I think William Bradford Huie probably , reading his

stories on the case .

Q.

A.

What month was that about?

Well possibly , Huie, Hanes might have mentioned it , but I

think Huie's stories , they stared coming out about three weeks

after I was in jail . They started coming out in Look magazine .

Q. Three weeks after you reached Memphis jail Huie

had articles out?

A. It wasn't too long was it?

MR . KERSHAW: That's about right . I think he had two

of them come out in Septemeber I believe the first one was ,

maybe it was a month .

I remember one of them coming out in November and maybe

one of them come out the month before . There were two articles

that came out before the first -

MR . EVANS : The times that Raoul visited you while you

were at the rooming house in Atlanta , how many times did you

say that was?

A. Well , it was the next day , twice .

Q. Twice there after?

A. That's correct , once there after .

Q. On either one of those times did you at any time

drive him somewhere?
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A. I have a recollection of driving him somewhere

once . -I think it was the second or next day I drove I think

I drove him up town somewhere, but
--

Q. Was there ever an occasion for you to ask him ,

or how did you get here, or did you just walk up , or did you

take a cab, or did you drive up or
-

A. I never did make any inquiries how he got to see me

or anything like that .

MR . LEHNER : He would just show up and that was it, right?

A. Well , either that or I would pick him up or some-

thing like that .

MR . EVANS : Oh , when you picked him up where did you go to

pick himup at?

A. Once in Birmingham at the Starlight .

Q. Oh , I meant in Atlanta , did you ever have cause to

pick him up?

A. No. I never picked him up .

MR. LEHNER: When he came to see you the second time

after this eight day period where did you and he meet?

A. The second time?

Q. You say eight days later?

A. Yes , we met there in the rooming house.

Q. What time of the day was that?

Well , that was sometime in the morning .

About what time .

A.

Q.

A. I don't know what time , I'd say about 9:00 or somewhere

around there .

Q. And how did he get over there?
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A. He came in the side door .

Q. How did he know you were going to be there?

A. I guess he made certain assumptions . I stayed , he

mentioned that I should stay around there . Of course , I was

always there around 8:00 , 9:00 in the morning after eating breakfast .

MR . GANNON : Did they give you breakfast in the rooming

house?

A.

house .

No. It was right around the corner from the rooming

MR . LEHNER: Did there come about a conversation as to

where you have been all these eight days?

A. No.
I never made any inquiries .

Q.

A.

Did you ask him, do you want to go down to Miami now?

No , I didn't inquire about that .

Q. Did he mention Miami ?

A. No, he did the talking and he appeared somewhat in a hurry,

A. He mentioned he wanted to go to, he was going to Birming-

ham and he mentioned at first that he wanted me to see abart purchasing

weapons in Georgia, in Atlanta , I guess , and I suggested that

would be a bad idea because if I was going to purchase them based

on my indentification, in the event I had to use my identification ,

and he agreed that it might be better to get them in Birmingham,

and subsequently we drove on to Birmingham. And I think before we

left I think I left a note to the landlord saying I'd be gone

a few days or something .

was it .

I took a few of my clothing and that
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MR . GANNON : Did you , were you renting that room

in Atlanta by the week, is that right?

A. That's correct .

Q. Did you rent the room for a second week?

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

than that .

rent?

Q.

How much, how much was the rent , do you remember?

Nine or ten dollars I believe it may have been less

Do you remember what day it was when you paid that

A. The second time?

Q. Yes .

No, I don't recall what day it was . I think it was ,A.

I think I paid him in advance , that maybe one day . I think I

paid him maybe a day before the rent was due .

Q. And you told us earlier that you really didn't

pay him for the first week , you just told him that you paid him,

is that correct?

A. I think that's correct .

MR . LEHNER : What were the dates of these eight days between

the time you saw Raoul and dropped him off at about noon until

you saw him again when he came at 9:00 in the morning , what

were those dates?

A. Well, it would have to be sometime in March. I

don't know what date .

GANNON:
Middle March , late March?

Yes, the 20th.A.

LEHNER:
Now, this was 9:00 in the morning he came over, what
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conversation did he have with you then?

A.

had some

Well , he just said he had to go to Atlanta and we

MR . EVANS : Atlanta or Birmingham?

A. Birmingham, but that was , he mentioned the gun

transaction .

MR . LEHNER : What did he say?

A. Well , there was a mention of going to Birmingham.

Then there was a mention of making some type of gun transaction

in Atlanta or Georgia , I think he mentioned Georgia , and I

said no , and we discussed that and I thought it was better to

go somewhere where I had identification for it and he agreed

with that and we went on to Birmingham .

Q.

A.

Q.

Originally he wanted you to get a gun in Atlanta?

Yes .

Did he say what kind of gun?

A. Well , he started , I think rifles or something , it

was military equipment , rifles , but the conversation , it didn't ,

the conversation didn't , progress that far where we went into

the details . I just mentioned that my identification was Alabama

and that I didn't think I should try to purchase something in

Georgia with my identification . The point is I've purchased a

-1

lot of guns , not rifles , but pistols and things , but I've

never purchased anything in a sporting goods store , so I wasn't

familiar with whether they were going to ask you for identification

or anything . And everything I ever purchased has been off a

fence or a private party .

Q. And did he say the purpose of him wanting you to

purchase guns in Atlanta?
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he explained that on the way there in the car or in the

motel . I think he explained that later in, in a motel ,

in Birmingham, the Five Points Motel .

Q. Well , originally he asked you to purchase the rifles

in Atlanta is that right?

A. That's correct .

Q. At that time did he tell you the purpose of it , the time

that you said well , I'd rather do it in a place where I have

identification?

A. Well , there was just some oblique reference to it .

It had been referred to earlier in New Orleans about December

of '67 . I never did go into details on it with him or anything too

much , and he was always vaque about things . And he just mentioned

what he wanted to do and that was about it . He didn't tell me what

all he was going to do with them and just what he wanted .

And I never did inquire , make any inquiries or anything like

that .

Q. Now, you say you told him I'd rather go to a state

where I have identification, so you and he went to Birmingham?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you take all your possessions out of the

Garner's Rooming House?

A. No.

Q. You were intending to come back?

A. I didn't know if I would be or not .

Q. Had you paid your rent that day that you went to

Birmingham with him? Were you paid to that day or were you paid

to sometime in the future?
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A. No , I think I was paid in advance , but I'm not sure

just when I paid it . I may have paid it when he was there ,

or later, but for some reason I wanted to keep, to keep the

room I had . I wanted , nothing was definite , I wanted to keep ,

you know , keep it , the stuff I had in there .

Q. When you left Atlanta to go with him to Birmingham ,

it was with the intent to buy rifles , right?

A. That correct .

Q. And was there also an intent that you were going

to go somewhere with those rifles once you purchased them?

A. Yes , I had that impression that they were actually

purchased

Q. You were going to go where?

A. Well , I assumed we were going to go to Mexico .

Q. You were going to go from Birmingham to Mexico?

A. Yes .

Q. To sell them to Mexicans at the border?

A. Yeh . I've got that -- Well , not at the border .

I've got that impression , stronger impression after I once

got to Birmingham in the motel that we definitely were taking

equipment into Mexico .

Q. So you thought that when you left Atlanta you thought

you were going to Bimingham to get rifles and from there going

to Mexico, is that right?

A. Well , I assumed we was going to Mexico , but once I

got to Birmingham I had a stronger assumption that was more

positive .

GANNON :

It was not much -

What did he say to make that impression stronger?
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A. Well , when he directed me what he wanted me to do in

Birmingham . What he wanted , he wanted me to check the military

rifles , purchase another rifle and that type of conversay , led

up to
--

Q. You assumed , you assumed then that you were stronger ,

that you were going to go to Mexico?

A. Yes .

Q. To make this transaction with these Mexicans?

A. Yes .

Did you take your pistol with you when you left Atlanta?

No , I , I , I , I hid that in the basement .

Q.

A.

Q. Why?

A. When I first stopped there .

Q. Why did you leave it there when you left to go to

Atlanta when you thought that , I'm sorry, when you left Atlanta

to go to Birmingham, when you thought that your next stop would

be to Mexico where you would have to deal with some people who

are buying rifles from you?

A. I really wasn't certain that , that I was going to

Mexico . I thought I was at that time , but as far as the

pistol went , I probably should have got it and took it with me ,

but I could have always purchased another , they're not hard to

buy down there if you go enough money , but I don't know about

that , about the pistol . We was in kind of a hurry , I guess if

I had to do it over agian , I would have got it , but I didn't get it .

Q. What did you take with you when you left Atlanta

going to Birmingham?

A. Well , I took a few clothing and I didn't take anything

bulky.

42-076 0-79-10
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Q. You took a few clothing , like what?

A. Well , change of clothes and -
Well, it would be easy

to say what I left . I left the typewriter and a television

set .

Q. And most of your clothes?

A. Well , all of them clothes wasn't mine . I think some

were, he left some there at one time .

Q. Who did?

A. Raoul .

Q. When did he leave it there?

A. I'm not certain just when he left them there , but
-

Q. How many times was he there?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

In the room altogether?

Yes .

He was in there three times .

The first time was the morning after you checked in ,

when was the next time .

A. The next morning about 9 or 10:00 , eight days .

I have some recollection of him leaving a couple of pairs of

pants there , or something but I can't
--

Q. You say that he first was in the room the night after

you moved in?

A. No. He never came in that night , he , he was over there

in Garner's house .

Q. Well , we are talking about Garner's rooming house ,

the place where you stayed . He was there the morning after

you were there?

A. That's correct .
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Q. When was the next time he was there after the

morning after you moved in?

A. About eight days later .

Q. And when was the third time he was there?

A. That was the only times he was there .

Q. Well , you mentioned two times can you tell us the

three times?

Well, the third time
-A.

Q. In your room.

A. Well , I don't think there would have been any third time

except the first time he was in Garner's house . He was never to my

nowledge, was never in the room that I had actually rented except

twice .

time .

Q.

A.

When was it that he left the clothing there?

I think he left something there possibly the second

Q. The second time he was there meaning in your room ,

the second time he was in your room?

A. Yes .

Q. Which is eight days after?

A. Yes .

Q. Is that what you are saying?

A. Yes , I think I had some recollection . It don't

make much sense , but I had some recollection of him leaving

something there .

Q. I thought you just a minute ago said that the

time he left it was the day after?

A.

it was,

No , I don't believe, I don't believe I said that . I think

I think it was the second time he came there .
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Now, he may not have left this , now , I have some recollection

of him leaving some , a couple pairs of pants there or something .

Q. Now, what was your reason for leaving all these

things at the rooming house and for him leaving his stuff at

that rooming house when your assumption was that you were going

to Birmingham and then to Mexico?

A. Well , my assumption , I didn't really have a strong

assumption at that time , but the things I left there , they

would have been small potatoes compared to what, to what I was ,

what we were thinking about .

The TV set was $15 , and the typewriter was $10 , so

Q. And your clothing?

A. Well , I didn't leave too much in there, I don't

believe I left some

MR . GANNON :

- I had some in the cleaners .

Did you leave the camera equipment there?

A. No , I don't think I ever took it out of the trunk.

The fact is I don't think I ever moved it once I put them in

the trunk .

Q. So you were prepared to sacrifice that , that typewriter ,

the television , your clothes and you only took a change of

clothes despite the fact that you thought you were going to

Mexico?

me .

A. Yes . I don't know how much clothes I had with

I put some in the cleaners a shirt something like that ,

and I couldn't get it , I didn't have time to get them out .

And I had a few clothes I didn't take all the clothing I had .

Now, in the rooming house in Memphis up to that so called place ,

that place on Main Street . I think there was a suit or something
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like that I left in the car because of the clientele .

Q. When did you take your stuff to the cleaners?

A. I probably took it to the cleaners four or five

days after I was there , but I don't know.

Q. What date do you put that on?

A. Well , when did I take it out . I took it out the

fifth , I must have put it in about the , it had to been longer

than that . I had to put it in about the 27th of March , so

it would be considerably longer than four or five days .

Q. So you and he went to Birmingham .

you put that?

On what day would

A. March the 28th .

Q. What happened when you went to Birmingham?

A. Well , I checked into the hotel , a motel , the

Five Points I believe it was .

Q. Five Points?

A. Yes .

Q. Where's that located , what part of town?

A. Well, it's in Birmingham, it's not downtown but

it's in the business section . I think the highway runs by

it.

Q. Under what name did you sign in?

A. Galt .

Q. What happened when you arrived there?

A. Well , we had some conversation about the buying ,

the purchasing of weapons and where we should purchase them,

he seemed to have a little knowledge of Birmingham,and , and ,
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but not too much . I think we , I don't know if we looked up or

he looked up a specific place in the cat
-

in the phone book ,

I know we went to a tavern not too far from the train station

where you can , it's not a , it's a tavern and restaurant where

you parked in back and I think that's where we looked in the

phone book .

MR . EVANS : Is this Magoulas ' place?

A. It may be, I don't know , there's a lot of Greek

establishments in that area , and I know the place you are

talking about , but I can't , I was in several places and I can't

distinquish the names between them except the Starlight , that's

the only one I'm clear on .

Then I think we decided on this place . I don't know

if I decided on it or he had another store , on the way out there

we got on a parallel street and I think it was the wrong

street or something . I have some recollection then of getting

a map to see just where this place was . We thought we was

on the road that lead to the airport , but apparently he had

been into the airport before , but anyway we got on the other

street, the right one and went to the sporting goods store .

MR . GANNON : What was the name of that store?

A. That was Aero Marine Supply .

Q. Did you visit any other sporting goods store?

A. No.

Q. That's the only one you went in?

A. That's the only one .

LEHNER : You visited no other store of any type to get a gun
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Q. First and only time you ever went to any store

to get a gun of any type?

A. That's the only time , any time .

Q. About what time of the day did you get to Aero

Marine?

A. It would have been sometime in the afternoon?

Q Of what date?

A. I guess the 28th or 27th?

MR . GANNON : Can I ask you a question about that , did

Raoul stay with you at the Five Points Motel?

A. No, not as I know of. He waited in the room that I

rented , but he didn't stay there that night , but
-

Did he stay in the room I was in?

Q. Yes, or in another room in the motel?

A. Not as I know of.

Q. And when did he come , did he pick you up in the

morning , or what , or did you pick him up some place?

A. Well , let's see , let's see , I rented a room, it must

have been two or three o'clock and I think we had a little

trouble finding the sporting goods store .

MR . LEHNER : You rented the room at what time?

It probably would have been 2:00 .
A.

Q. In the afternoon?

Yes . Well , I had some - when I purchased the rifle
A.

I had to get , I had the wrong type and I know it had to be

late in the afternoon because I couldn't make , make a switch
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that day . Now, I, see I purchased the rifle , I took it back to the

motel and I think that's when he gave me the , the different

kind to exchange it for .

MR . GANNON : Can I ask you a question about that?

Raoul went with you to Aero Marine , is that right?

A. No. I think , no I don't believe he did No,

he didn't go with me, he , let's see , well we was looking

at it in the street , yes , but that's the second time , yes he

went the first time , but the second time that was the next day

I went to the gun shop the next day .

Q. Well , I guess my question was , like the first day

when you went out there , you say you got lost , right?

A. That's correct .

Q. And you had to get a map and then find out how to

get out to the airport . Now, what did he tell you when you

went into the Aero Marine the first time , what kind , what

did he say about what kind of gun , rifle he was looking for?

Well , that was , the first time was verbal instructions .

What were they , exactly , if you recall?

A.

Q.

A. There was something about a deer gun or something ,

but the way this got, the way we got tangled up on this is ,

I think the When I took it back , I told the , I told the guy
-

that it wasn't really a deer gun or something like that . He

said , well , yes it is too , and it seemed to be different deer

guns between Birmingham deers and Wisconsin or something. I told him

explained things the second time . Well, the second time I

had more information about it . I explained it to him, that I

wanted deer guns , rifle for deers in Minnesota or

3
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somewheres like that . I know the owner told me something ,

oh , I thought you was talking about Alabama deers.or something .

Now, apparently they are smaller . Now I don't know if there's any--

Q. The first time did Ral Raoul tell you what caliber

weapon he wanted you to buy?

A. No, it was more or less , he explained to me that he

wanted what you call a deer rifle or something , but the second

time it was more explicit , it was written down.

Q. He wrote it down?

A. Yes , see the first rifle it was really like it was really

like the second one . I don't know all the technicalities to this ,

but I can't remember everything that was told to me, but

these bores , I understand the difference between a rifle , one

type of rifle and another, a.22 , I know a caliber .45 or some-

thing . But these weapons all had numbers . One of them had .243

and the other one had something else , and I just wasn't con-

versed with that type of, with that type of, of gun .

MR.EVANS: Did the salesman take you through any sort

of familiarization instructional process while you were

looking at these particular guns? I mean did he show you how

they operated or --

A. Well , I can't remember too much about that either .

I did ask him about his military rifles and he said something

about they wasn't too good , but I assumed from that he was

trying to sell me something that was more expensive , but I

just don't know anything about those rifles .

Q. I mean , when he was showing you the weapon , did you
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handle the weapons , did you put them up on your shoulder?

Did you sort of demonstrate any, any

A.

Q.

A.

No. Actually I --

-

knowledge of the weapon at all?

I was uncomfortable about buying those rifles

because the guy probably when I was asking for military rifles ,

he assumed I didn't know what I was , I wasn't conversed in ,

in what I was trying to get .

So, I was telling him that my brother was telling

me what to get , see , and I think I even had it wrote down

on paper there once , expecially when it was military rifles ,

I can't go into too much details on what
-

Did you ever examine any gun magazines or armsQ.

magazines?

A. Did I -

Q. Yes .

A. No, I never paid any attention to them .

Q. Did you ever refer to any gun magazines before ,

while in the store?

A. I have some recollection of them giving me some

paper and me showing this Raoul the paper and it had military

weapons on there, but that's just vague . I can't be specific

on it because I , I'm just , I was never interested in, I like ,

I'm interested in pistols , but not rifles .

MR . GANNON : If I understood you properly , it was going

to be like a package , this , this gun deal in Mexico was

going to be a package deal , you were going to have some hunting

2-
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rifles and then some military rifles , say Army surplus , some-

thing like that , cheaper models , is that correct?

A.
It was my understanding that there would be eight or

ten of these scoped , scoped rifles and then a large , large

collection of these military rifles .

Q. Why didn't raoul tell you to buy at least one of

these military rifles as a sample?

Why didn't he just instruct you to buy just a

hunting rifle?

A.
Well he didn't , no , he didn't tell me to buy any

military rifles , he just told me to look at them and ask the

price and look them over and inquire and make general inquiries

bout them and that's all I did . I just asked , I asked the

salesman about them and he said well , he said , no these are

inferior quality or something .

Q. When you bought this , the first rifle , did they

require identification?

A. No, he didn't ask me for any identification .

Q. Did they , did you have to give a name or anything like

that?

A.

-

I don't know if he asked me , well yeh, I think he asked

me my name for the receipt , but I don't believe he asked me for

any, if he'd asked me for identification I just wouldn't have pur-

chased it . I would have just told him that I had forgotten my

Q. Well , what was the reason for that , because the

reason you came to Alabama to buy the rifle was because you

had identification?

A. Well , I didn't -- I looked at it different .
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I worked out something else , I would get more , I don't like

to go in and do anything on the spur of the moment . I don't

like that type of setup there . I mean , if I was buying some-

thing , I would buy it off a fence , but if I would, if he were

to ask me for identification I would most likely told him to ,

told him I forgot it , and I'd discuss it further to see if

there was any other way perhaps where you wouldn't had need

any identification . Of course, if it came down to where I

had to have identification to buy it I would have went ahead

and used mine . But I always found there's always other ways

to get around things like that . I mean , I could have went down

and , usually skid row, I would buy identification off a wino

or something , and use his , but of course I would have used

mine if everything else failed . But I wouldn't have just jumped

in there and give him all my identification and
-

Q. But you did give him a name?

A. I give him a name , yes .

Q. Was that Galt or Raynes?

A. No, I , that was Willard , no , that was Lowmeyer ,

Harvey Lowmeyer I give him .

Q. What time during purchase did you give him the name

Lowmeyer?

A. I think that was when he asked me , I think that was

on the bill of sale when he started to write out the bill of

sale, you know .

Q. Well , did you know at that time that he wasn't going

to say Mr. Lowmeyer could I see your identification?
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A. Well , no , I didn't have any -- Well, no , I didn't

know if he was going to ask me for it or not .

MR. LEHNER : The question that Mr. Gannon is getting at

is the reason you didn't buy it in Atlanta , but bought it in

Birmingham was that you thought you needed to show some identi-

fication and then the time came for the identification , what's

your name , and you say Lowmeyer and you didn't know that the next

question was not going to be , well , Mr. Lowmeyer let me see your

identification?

A.

Q.

No , I didn't .

And then what was the purpose in not giving Galt

ince the reason you go to Alabama was that you had the Galt

identification?

A. Well , I would have used the Galt in the final , if it

came down to eigher getting it or not getting it , but I don't

think there's anything , something , something like this would

possibly, be criminal activity , I don't think there's any point

in jumping in on the first thing and , I would have told him , I

would have probably have told him that , well , I forgot my identi-

fication , I'll come back and get it in a few minutes . But it's

always been my experience if you have the money you don't have

to worry about, too much about other things .

Q.

A.

Well , let me ask you under what circumstances would you

have used the name Galt in purchasing the rifle at Areo Marine?

Well , probably I would have left there and I would have

went and talked to him and explained the situation to him and

then I probably would have sent somewhere else most likely and ,

if I , based on my past experiences on things like this , I probably
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would have went and tried , that right probably , I would have

tried to get some wino's identification and if I couldn't done

that then I would have went ahead and used the Galt , but
-

MR . GANNON : Did you give an address with Lowmeyer?

A. I believe I did .

Q. Was it an address that you had used before?

A. No , I don't believe so . I think it's just an

address , parking , I think it turned out to be a vacant lot ,

but, that was it .

A. No.

Q. But why that address as opposed to something else?

Were you familiar with that address from some place else?

I was familiar with, I probably seen the

street somewheres . Well , I think there's been something written

that if the owner would been familiar with the address he

would have found out it was a vacn't lot or something , but I

knew , I knew the , that wasn't prepared too well , that type of

operation there , I just wouldn't get involved in that type of

deal where you have to improvise on doing something .

MR . LEHNER : Why didn't you do the same thing in Atlanta ,

go in there, the guy ask you what's your name sir , for the bill

of sale , you give the name Lowmeyer and then if they say where's

your identification
say you left it home and walk out? Why

didn't you do it there?

A. Well , I could have , but I just thought it was easier

and more appropriate to get it in Alabama . I mean I could have

Q. Why?

A. Well , I had identification and if I -
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Q. Well , you weren't planning to use your identification ,

you were planning to make up some name as you did, Lowmeyer?

A. Well , I'm planning to use it in the last resort ,

but I don't know , I just felt more comfortable with the Alabama

identification . The thing wouldn't be --

Q. But since you were in Atlanta and you figured your

next stop is going to be , possibly Mexico why not do the

Lowmeyer bit in Atlanta and if it didn't work then take the

Galt identification and use that in, in Alabama?

A. Well , I could have very well did that I suppose,

use the , use it , but I had in the back of my mind of getting

the rifle plural or singualr, whatever it was regardless of

what, using my identification or not . So there's , I can't get ,

you know, answer all these judgment questions . There is a certain

fine distinction between them. I'm just , probably a lot of things

I did were not in hindsight they were not the most brilliant , but-

Q. But don't you think that would raise some suspicion

if you were in Aero Marine and said , Lowmeyer , he says , could

I see your dientification sir , and you say , woops , I have no

identification and then the man sees you get into the car , don't

you think that might have raised some suspicion since you were

the last person in the country that wanted to have anybody

suspicious of you especially buying a weapon?

A. Well , I don't know, I suppose if that would have

happened that's a hypothetical question , I suppose I wouldn't

have went directly to the car . I might have went , worked around

the postion where I could have see where, whether he was watching
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me or not or I might have let the other party drive the car .

Q. Was Raoul in the car or outside of the car when you

were in Aero Marine?

A. No, he was , no he would have been outside of the car .

He was inside or outside?

He was inside .

Inside , in the passenger seat?

Q.

A.

Q.

A. I guess .

Q. Where was the car parked?

A. I don't know, I just don't have no clear picture

of this establishment . I know there was an airport there ,

and that's the , about the only thing I can remember about

it .

GANNON : Why didn't Raoul Was there any reason why Raoul

didn't come into the store with you to look at the rifles as

you were looking at them?

A. Well , I don't know, I suppose the same reason he

didn't go to purchase them in the first place . He's , if he

could have made the purchase -

LEHNER : What time did you buy the rifle about?

A.

time .

Q.

A.

Well , it was in the afternoon I couldn't tell you what

Early, mid , late afternoon?

I would guess it would be two or three o'clock .

Q. All right , when you came out of the store with the

rifle what did you do?

A.
-Well , I went back to the , to the I know I went

back to the motel .

Q. Well , did you go back to the car?
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A. Yes .

Q. Did you show Raoul the rifle?

A. No. I showed him that in the motel .

Q. Was there any reason you didn't show him that

in the car?

A. No. It wouldn't been no reason . See, we made two

trips , we made two trips down there and I can't get a clear

recollectiion just , from one from the other because they were

almost identical trips , and I had a clear recollection of getting

the map and finding the street and that there , but I can't , I

can't have , I don't have no clear recollection of , of , I don't

have no clear recollection of , for some reason , of him going

to that gun , to that gun store with me , but --

Q. How was the gun packaged?

A. Well , I don't recall that . I think that was -- The

first time?

Q. Yes .

A.
-I , I , I couldn't say , I know one time it had a it

had , it had a box on it . The second time , I know , I know it

was some type of trouble getting a box or something to fit it

or something .

Q. Well , the first time you went there , did he show

you how the gun worked?

A. The owner?

Yes .Q.

A.

give me
--

I think he , he demonstrated two , thre times , he just

I think he might have , maybe he assumed I knew some-

thing about ti being I was going deer hunting , but I don't

think he , I can't , I can't recall all the details .

42-076 O 79 11
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MR . GANNON : Did he load it for you , or work the action ,

or anything like that?

A. I think he probably showed me , but I don't have

no recollection of that at all . The only thing, the only

thing I have clear recollection on of purchasing that gun , that

rifle , is getting having some trouble with me and him getting

a map and finding out the right street . We was on the

wrong street or something , but I don't even have no clear

recollection of him being in the car when I purchased the

rifle . But I can't -

MR . LEHNER : Well, when you first bought the rifle did

the owner put a sight on it , did he, the operator of the store

put a sight on the gun for you?

A. Yes .

Q. So you, did he show you how the sight worked?

A. No.

Q. Did you put the gun up and sight it in the store?

A. I don't think so .

Q. Did you buy amunition with it? A. Yes .

Q. Didyou ask for a particular type of amunition?

A. No, just whatever went along with the rifle .

Q. Did he show you how to load it?

A. I don't , I don't recall those details . I just can't

recall them anymore .

Q. Well, were you familiar with rifles?

A. No.

Q. Had you ever shot a rifle before?

A. Army rifle , yes .
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Q.

A.

Q.

So you were familiar with rifles?

Well , not that type , Army rifles , M- 1 .

Well , what type of rifle was this first one that

you bought?

A. I don't know.

Q. Was it a bolt action?

A. I couldn't say if it was or not .

Q. Was it pump action?

A. I don't know .

Q. Do you know the difference?

A. I didn't think it was , I know the difference .

Q. What is an M- 1 ?

A. Well , I took them a part blindfolded, I know what

them are , they are -

Q. They are bolt actions?

A. No. They are semi-automatics .

Q. What does that mean?

A. Well , you just , all you had to do was keep pulling

the trigger on the automatic .

Q. How did this rifle differ from the M- 1 that you knew?

A. Well , I know I could tell the difference . I can

recall there's a difference , but I can't , I can't , just don't know

anything about that first one or the second one, either one .

I can't explain the mechanisms in it .

Q. What were the instructions that Raoul gave you for

the purchase of the first rifle?

A. Well , it was the name more than it was - It was -
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I think what
-

I think the name was similar to the second one

but I think it was a difference , a different number . I think what I

made , made the mistake was in the number or something , but , of

course , there might not have been no mistake , he might have

given me the right one and I got the right one and he may have

aeciaea he wanted the other one , but I can't , I can't give you

any information on those rifles , I just don't know.

Q. You told the owner that it was for shooting deer?

A. That's correct .

Q. And you gave him a name, the type of rifle , is

that what you gave him or did you give him a number, or did

you give him both?

A. I really don't know what I give him. I have a

recollection that there was a name and maybe I give him the

wrong number or may be I give him the right one .

Q. In the store did you pick up the rifle to feel its

weight?

A. No, I don't think I paid any attention to it .

Q. Did you put your eye up to the mechanism so that

you could sight it?

A. No, I don't have any -

Q. Did the man fix the telescopic lens so that it was

adjusted for a particular distance?

A. Well , I don't know if he did or not . I think he -

I have some recollection of me, me looking at it once and lookinc

at it , handling it , and giving it back to him and I think

he showed it to me , and I think I told him just , that's all

right , and that was it . There was no explanation of details .
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I imagine he asked me if I knew how to use it and I

probably told him yes , and that was it .

Q. How much did you pay?

A.

Q.

I just can't recall , it was considerable from my

And then you took the gun and , the rifle , in the

box, was that the same box it came in?

The first one?A.

Q. Yes .

A. I can't -
I can't even recall the first one , if it

came in a box or not . I recollect the second one because

there was some problem getting a box to fit it. But

Q.

--

Well , you took the rifle out and you put it back,

you put it in your car, what part of the car did you put the

rifle?

A. I can't recall that either .

Q. And where was the car parked?

I don't know. It was somewhere in that area .A.

I can't , I can't recall .

Q.

A.

And then what did you tell Raoul as to what you bought?

Well , he , he looked at it and that's

MR . EVANS : Well , could you sort of just go through just

what happened when you got to the room? I mean, you had just

been out and you were nervous not being familiar with buying

guns and you had been put in a situation where you might

have been in a little jeopardy and you come back now, and you

take the gun up to the room, what happened then?

MR . LEHNER : One second if I can . You came back
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and you took the gun and put it in the back seat of the

car , or did you put it in the trunk of the car?

A. I don't know , I can't recall that at all .

Q. And what did Raoul say when you got into the car

about the gun?

A. I have , I have some difficulty in recollecting if

he was even in the car . I've been trying to place whether he

was in the car . That's when he was asking me a while ago if

he was in or out , I can't even recollect whether he was in

or out . I know we was looking for that address , but

MR . GANNON : Well , do you remember him getting out of

the car after you had decided where the , where the supply store

was , or where the sporting goods store was?

A. Let's see , I'm trying to -
I'm trying to get these

two trips separated where I won't have to get them too con-

fused . Suppose I

Q.

--

May be this will clear it up , if I understand you

properly what you said was that you and Raoul setout together to

go to the Aero Marine to buy the rifle and you got lost and you

had a stop , maybe at a gas station get a map to figure out how to

get on the highway or road to lead to the airport where this

sporting goods store was , now, do you have any recollection of

Raoul leaving you there or if he didn't leave you there then he

must have come with you to the airport , to the supply store .

A. Well , let me , let me try to think , this second trip ,

when I made it , that was the next morning . I can't , I just

can't get these two , two trips separated .

Q. Are you sure you made the second trip by yourself?
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A. Well , let's see , the second trip . I know I made

one trip by myself . I'm , I'm a hundred percent positive of

that, but the other one was , the other one I'm kind of vague

on . I think, I may have to kook at these back papers to see

on that .

Q. Well , on the second trip hadn't Raoul written out

the name of the rifle exactly what he wanted?

A. Yes , that's correct . And more specific .

Q.

A.

There was no need for him to go on the second trip?

No , I think I had , I think I got some kind of a

catalogue on the first trip , and I have some recollection of

showing him that in the motel rather than showing it to him

in the car. So, if that is the situation then I apparently

went back to the motel for something .

MR . KERSHAW :

ask you.

Well , that's something I was going to

Do you remember taking the gun out of the car

when you got to the motel?

A. No, I don't recall taking it out . I took it out,

but I don't recall

Q. But you do remember taking it into the motel and

showing it?

A. Well , when you fool with guns and things you got to,

you sort of , you're just not in a condition where you remember

all the details of it . I know I - I know evidently I took

it out of the car , I know I took it out , but I can't remember

all the , if I opened the car or opened the back or whatever it

was , and carrying it up the steps and all that .
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MR . EVANS : Try and recall what happened when you got

back into the room, the conversation between you and Raoul

relative to the rifle and what caused you to get on the phone

and call Aero Marine to exchange it , do you remember that?

A. Well , there was some mention that it was the wrong

type or something .

Q.

A.

Q.

Now all right, does this mean that he looked at the rifle?

Yes .

Okay . How did he go about examining it to determine

that it was the wrong rifle?

A. Well , I think he just looked at it and probably

looked at the chamber or something , and I don't remember too

many details . I think I had a catalogue , but I'm not certain .

I think they give me some kind of a book and I think he either

indicated in the book or wrote it down , I'm just not positive on

that. But , well , I think you'd have to find out what the practice

was of the sporting goods store whether they give you books

or not or whether they did .

Q. Well , were you upset with him when he said this is

not the right gun , I mean , did you get a little pissed off

since he had been in the car with you at Aero Marine and he

could have saved you this extra trip which again might jeopardize

you because you are back in the public eye and you are in a

gun store and sometimes police go in gun stores to buy guns

they come in to check the licensing or something?

A. Well , I'm not a hundred percent sure he was with

me on that first trip . I think he was with me , I know he was

or
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with me in a tavern on a side street , but I'm not certain that

he was with me on that first trip .

Q. Well , the fact that you got the wrong gun did that

annoy you?

A. Well , not expecially, it's , well , it , it , it incon-

venienced me , but of course there was , I assumed that there was

certain financial rewards for going back now. But the whole

operation was something that , that I wouldn't setup myself . I

wouldn't , that's kind of amateurish to me , going in a gun store

and

MR . LEHNER : What financial reward did you have in mind?

A. Well , if I was going to get some money for the

later transactions that would be financial rewards I suppose .

MR . GANNON : But you had already taken one risk being

when you went in there the first time , now, you are going in

there , you had to go in there a second time , a second risk and

really it wasn't your fault you had done the vest you could . The

problem was that he hadn't given you specific enough instructions .

A. Well , I still don't know whether he did or he didn't .

These guns are highly technical from what I know now , and with

my ignorance , I could have very well gave him , gave the manager

the wrong information . The information I explained to him was

a dear rifle and I got some recollection now that the salesman

said something about , the second trip , there was a difference

between Alabama deer and Wisconsin deer . Now if there is , I

don't know if there is any difference or not , but I think I

explained it to him that I was going hunting in Minnesota or

Wisconsin or something , and he explained the difference .
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MR . LEHNER : What did he say was the fault of the

first gun?

A. What did who say?

Q. Raoul .

A. Well , he said it was the wrong type .

Q. What did he say was , what was the deficiency in the

first rifle?

A. I don't know.

Q. And then what did he say he wanted in exchange

for it?

A. Well , he either mentioned the catalogue or maybe made a

mark on the catalogue, I don't know . I explained all this to Woods

ne's the owner of the joint where I went back, but I can't recall

what I explained to Woods or anything like that .

MR . GANNON : Did Raoul say it was too light or too

heavy cr what?

A. I have no idea. I think he may have mentioned caliber ,

but I'm just guessing on that , the number or something .

MR . EVANS : Who made the call , you made the call or he

made the call ?

A. Yes , I made the call .

Q. What time did you go out the next morning?

A. Well , let's see , I think he told me - I think it

was on a -

not even,

Q.

I think it was on a Saturday , but I'm not sure , I'm

Im just not certain what time it was , I can't recall .

Okay .

Did Raoul know that you were returning the next day?

Raoul was there when you made the call the second time for
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the call to replace this weapon with another weapon?

A. Yes . But I don't really know where I made the call

at, whether I made it from the motel or outside , I think I made

it · I can't recall now where I made the call at .

MR . LEHNER :

A.

What time was it that you made the all ?

Well , let's see , that would be later in the

day, I think what time it was , I couldn't say .

MR . GANNON : Did you spend some time with Raoul that

night , I mean did you go out to dinner , go out and

have a drink together?

A. No, I didn't go anywhere .

MR . LEHNER : Did you test fire the first gun?

A. What?

Q. Did you test fire the first gun?4
4

A. Did I personally test fire it? Q. Yes .

No, I never did, I never did anvthing to it .
A.

Q. Did Raoul test fire the first one?

A. No.

Q.

A.

Was it test fired by anybody?

Not as I know of . I read in the paper later on that

it was, it was deficient , but I don't know , it wouldn't matter .

Q. Was there any reason that you didn't exchange

it the same day?

A. Well, let's see , I think apparently he didn't have

time or something , maybe it was too late .

Q. Who is he?

A. The owner of the gun store .
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What happened then between you and Raoul ?

A Well , after I decided to get the gun the next day ,

we discussed that I would meet him at the motel the next

day or something . I think I rerented the room for another

day and I don't know where he stayed at , I took him downtown , I

think , somewhere and

MR . GANNON : Do you remember where you dropped him off

downtown , this was in Birmingham , right ?

A. Yes . I think it was the post office or something .

MR . LEHNER : What was the plan?

A. The plan was , well , the plan hadn't been worked

out , I'd go back the next day and get the rifle .

Q. And then what?

A.

Q.

Well , we didn't discuss that until the next day .

So the next day you went and got the rifle and then

what did you do?

A. Well, I brought it back to the
- Let me see, now,

I think I took that , I think what happened is that I called

that Marine supply place that night and first I'm not , on this

testimony I'm giving on this , I'm not being bound by anything .

This is the best recollectionQ.

A.

as of now.

Yes . I think I called him that night . NOW, I don't

know if I took that rifle back there that night or the next

morning , but now, I think now I have a recollection of taking it

back there at night . See, that would have been

have made three trips out there wouldn't it , so , if I took

it back that night I think what he told me is come back and

- That would
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Q. When you got the rifle was it the next day, when you

got the second rifle , it was the next day?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you then bring it back to the motel ?

A.
Now, I forgot about this third trip , I'm not trying

to confuse you , I think that's probably , that's when this Raoul

went out there with me , maybe on the second trip, because on

reflection I don't think he went out there the first time .

I think I took him back after we located the place and then

Now, what was the question again?

-

Q. When you got the rifle did you bring it back to the

The second rifle?motel?

A. When I went out the third time I went out there three

times , I think it was .

Q. Well , when you got the rifle, the second rifle , did you

bring it back to the motel?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you show it to Raoul?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q.

A.

Did he spend the night there with you at the motel ?

No, he didn't

Q. How did he get to the Motel so that he was there

the next day?

A I guess he drove up there or took a cab or something .

Q. Where did he stay at that night?

A. I have no idea .

Q. How did he get into your place?
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A. Just knocked on the door and that was it .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Was this before you went out to , to get the rifle?

Yes , that's correct .

And he waited there while you went to get the rifle?

Yes .

Was there any reason why he waited while you went

to go get the rifle?

A.

Q.

Well , no , I can't think of any .

Where did you drop him off the , that first day . The

day that you bought the rifle , bought the first rifle ?

I don't think I dropped him off .

Bought the first rifle?

A.

Q.

A. The one , I don't have any recollection of dropping

him off except the one time I think I took him down to the

post office .

Q. That was the first day , the day that you bought

the first rifle?

A. No , that might have been , when I dropped him off

at the post office . I think that was I think that was the ,

no, that wouldn't have been the first time that would have been

the second , the second time .

Q. So that was the nightthat you bought the first rifle ,

you dropped him off at the post office , is that right?

- -

A. Well , let me , let me try to get this straight . The

first rifle , let's see, now, I went Let's see the second

Let me try to get these trips to the gun shop down . You

see the first time I bought the , I bought the , I purchased

the rifle , I came back to the motel and he left and I went,
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I went , I apparently went there again that night , and come

back . Let's see , he came back the next morning , no , I think

it was the second , the second morning , I think, I think I

dropped him off . Yes , I dropped him off at the post office

one time but I don't know which time it was .

Q. Well , you say the second time , you say there's three

trips in all and the second trip -

A.

Q.

Well , this third trip got me confused , now, I can't -

Well , let's wait on the third trip until we finish

the second trip . You say the second trip you go back with

him and you leave the gun off, but you don't get the second

gun, right?

A. Yes , I think that's correct.

Q. What was the reason you left it off without getting

the second gun?

A. I think , I think the , I think ---I think I lefthim

off at the post office before I went to get the second gun

because he said something , the gun owner said something about ,

he didn't have time to do it that day .

Q. Well , the second trip which is the first day , you

return the first rifle , but don't buy the second rifle , is

that right? And Raoul was with you on that trip?

A. Now , run that down to me again?

A. Now let's see, the first , your best recollection now

is the first trip you buy the rifle , you are by yourself; the

second trip is that same first day but it's later in the day , you

go with Raoul, you return the first rifle , but you don't pick up a
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second rifle , is that , is that what you are saying?

A. Yes . But I don't want to be bound by that because

I think that's the way it happened . Because , this is from ,

this is from, I'm just trying to reconstruct this , I don't have

no recollection of it . I know, I know the guy I purchased the

rifle from he told me he , he couldn't get it done that day . I

have somewhat , a fairly good recollection of that , but I can't ,

I don't think I took the rifle out that morning and got it in

afternoon , I think I took it that night , but I just can't , I

just don't have any recollection on it .

Q. Where is Raoul that night between the first day and

the second day , where does he spend that night ?

A. Well now, he , he , on that first night he left , I think

he went, apparently went downtown or something .

Q. Where did you take leave of him? Did you drop him

off somewhere that first night?

A. Not, not that first night .

Q. Well , where did you take leave of him?

you and he when you separated?

A. The motel room.

Q.

the gun?

A.

Where were

Was this after you dropped the gun off , you returned

I don't know if it was or not . I can't , I can't ,

I can't remember it .

Q. As you recollect now, your best recollection , which

of the trips did he go , did he go with you to Aero Marine?

A. Let's see, I wouldn't , I wouldn't want to get settled on

that until I read some of these papers . You, I spent , I wrote
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that stuff down eight years ago and I can't , there's so much

running back and forth during that 14 hour period , 16 hour

period whatever it was , I just can't get in my head . There

was also this problem of getting lost and getting maps , I can't

get it in my head what all we done .

Q.

about it .

Well , let's skip that for a while and let you think

A. I'll go over the record , I know what the record

says , the sales record and all that , but they don't , I can't

Q. Let's skip it for a second and go , go forward and ther

maybe we can go back .

A. All right .

Q. After you purchased the second rifle , did he see

the second rifle?

A. Yes.

Q. Did there come a time after he saw the second

rifle that he approved of it?

A. Yes .

Q. Did he test fire that second rifle?

A. Not as I know of it .

Q. Did you test fire the second rifle?

A. No. I didn't test fire it .

Q. So you never fired that second rifle?

A. No , no .

Q. After you showed him the second rifle did there come

a time that you and he parted company?

A. Yes .

Q. How long after you showed him the second rifle

did you and he part company?

42-076 079 - 12
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A. Shortly, not too long after it .

Q. And , what was the agreement as to where you were going

to again meet?

A. In Memphis .

Q.

April 3rd, New Rebel Motel .

And when was the time that you made that agreement to

meet him at the new Rebel Motel on the 3rd?

A. Well this would have probably been March 29 , that

would probably be the day that I purchased it . I got - I'm

clear on this from here on out and I was suppose to be in

Memphis at the New Rebel I think it was May the 3rd and I

decided I'd drive slow from Birmingham to Memphis and I left

Memphis This is in sequence of events and there's no duplication ,

I went to Florence, Alabama , I think to Decator , and some town

in Mississippi .

MR . GANNON : Was there any special reason why you did not go

back to Atlanta because you still could have made Memphis on the

3rd of April even if you went back to Atlanta? Was there any

special reason for an agreement to drive slowly on the way

to Memphis?

A. There wasn't no agreement , but that waa my sug-

gestion because I wasn't interested if I had to go to Memphis

to drove back to Atlanta and then to drive way back to

Memphis . I know the FBI says I went back to Memphis

Aprill , but that's
-

MR . EVANS : You mean Atlanta :

A. Atlanta , yes .

MR . LEHNER : Well , what was the reason that they concluded
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that you went back to Atlanta?

A. I don't think -
I think Dr. King made a decision

April 1 to return to Memphis I don't think there , and I think they

wanted to show that I didn't decide to go to Memphis until April 1.

Q. You brought , you picked up your clothes on April 5th

from Atlanta is that right?

A. Yes .

Q. When did you put those clothes in?

A.

Q.

I must have put them in around March the 26th or 27th .

Now, you recall that you took leave of Raoul and

decided to meet him in Memphis or he told you to meet him

at the New Rebel in Memphis and when was that that you took

leave of him?

A. What date?

Q. Yes .

A. I think it was the 29th .

Q. Okay , now thinking back, do you remember which time

Raoul went with you to the Aero Marine? If at all?

A. No, I can't think . The only thing I can think of

clearly is certain things stand out and certain things are

blurry . I know there was trouble finding this place because

of some type of a street number or similar name or something .

We had trouble finding them and we had to check a map . What

this place ,
what the front of this place looked like and

conversation I had with him, I just don't have any recol

lection of that . The only thing I remember about that place

is it was near an airport on the left and I can't, I can't remember
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anything else about it .

Q. What I'm going to ask you to do is to think about

this, to consult whatever papers you have and see if you

could recall how many times you went to Aero Marine and which

time if any Raoul went with you?

A. Well , I can't , I can't find that out until he makes

arrangements to get these papers off Lesar . I wrote him

certified letter , but I can't -

MR . LEHNER : Which papers are these , are these the papers

that you wrote to Huie?

MR . RAY: Yes , I wrote these out in 1968 , but I made

several revisions after I wrote them to him because I made

SO

errors and he corrected some of the revisions , but some of them

I don't know if he corrected all of them or not .

MR . LEHNER : If you wish you can sign a form now to give

to us so that we could give it to Lesar , who lives in Washington

and we could pick this up and bring it back the next time ,

if that's what you and Mr. Kershaw, wish or if Mr. Kershaw, you

wish to contact Mr. Lesar yourself and have him send it to

you whichever is more convenient to you, would be

fine , but we would be willing to cooperate if you require it .

MR . RAY : Well , if you want to I could give you a

certified letter and mail it to you and you could give it to him

and I could send a note that, that you could have the papers . But

MR . LEHNER : Or you could send a letter directly to him with

a copy to us telling him to please give that to us .

MR . RAY : Well , Arthur Hanes has tim too, maybe you'd
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be able to get a copy from him. See these papers come , the

way I got these papers , they were turned over to an attorney ,

in Chattanooga , Robert Hill and I had to sue him to get them

in 1972 under a write of detinue and I got them off and

attorney Jerry Sommerson , from Chattanooga , who represented

me and then I sent them straight to Lesar , Bernard Fenster-

wald and that's the last I saw of them .

MR . KERSHAW : Well , let me suggest this , suppose you

send a certified letter to Lesar with a copy to Mr. Lehner

and asking Lesar to give those papers to Lehner and in the

mean while I'll call Hanes and see what he's got .

MR . RAY : Now, on these particular papers there's

two pages missing out of them.

MR . KERSHAW: Well , whatever he's got , he can't give

what's missing .

Hanes .

MR . RAY: Well you might get the rest of them off of

MR . KERSHAW: These papers that you , are in , are asking

for are hadwritten papers that he has?

MR . RAY : That's correct .

MR . LEHNER : Okay . We are going to turn off the machines if

that's all right with you and end the interview .

4:14 .

It is now

MR . EVANS : The entire tape has been transcribed by Louis

Hindle , Stenographer , Select Committee on Assassinations .

(End of April 29 , 1977 , interview with James Earl Ray) .
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THE FIFTH INTERVIEW WITH JAMES EARL RAY AT THE BRUSHY

MOUNTAIN STATE PENITENTIARY ON MONDAY , MAY 3 , 1977 at

10:07 A.M.

10 a.m.

MR . LEHNER : Okay , it is now seven minutes after

It is the 3rd of May , 1977 and everybody will

identify themselves for the record if it is all right .

I am Robert Lehner , Deputy Chief Counsel , House

Committee on Assassinations .

MR . EVANS : Ed Evans , Chief Investigator , Select

Committee on Assassinations .

MR . GANNON : Tom Gannon , Staff Counsel , Select

Committee on Assassinations .

Ray.

MR. KERSHAW: Jack Kershaw
, representing

James Earl

MR . RAY : James Ray.

MR . REVEL : Gary Revel , Special Investigator for

Jack Kershaw.

MRS . KERSHAW: Mary Kershaw .

MR . HINDLE : Louis Hindle , Stenographer , Select

Committee on Assassinations .

MR . LEHNER : All Right .

Before we start asking you questions , Mr.

there anything you would like to bring up to us?

Ray , is

MR . RAY : This may sound somewhat odd , but I do keep

pretty busy at the penitentiary . I can't spend all my time ,

you know, reviewing these records and all that stuff . A lot

(179)
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of records I don't even have , but as I anticipated sometime

down the road where there is going to be conflicts with what

I said nine years , I mean , not substantially . But ,

And I have all ofthere's going to be some kind of conflict .

these records scattered around . I think if I ever, if it

is necessary to testify for public record or something I'll

have my brother or someone go around the country to lawyers

and bank deposit boxes and collect this stuff . And like I

mentioned, in here I've , it keeps me busy . I know there's

work to do , but you have to have some type of exercise plus,

Mr. Kershaw I have to confer with him , all the time , I just

don't get too much time . Now, on these, I mentioned last

week on a book I believe you asked for it, called the "Assass-

ination of Martin Luther King " by Jeff Cohen, and you wanted

these names of, I think, Willy Green and other things .

Now , I'll take a couple of minute of your time to show

you these . I think I got all the pages marked out here ,

42 , 44 , here's the Willy Green on page 42. I'll let you make

a duplicate copy when I get through with it .

MR . KERSHAW: What is this on Jim , " The Assassination of

Martin Luther King " by Jeff Cohen?

MR . RAY : By Jeff Cohen . I don't know what book it came

out of or anything . Someone sent it to me .

MR . KERSHAW : I see .

MR . LEHNER : Okay .

We'll make a copy of what you just gave us; pages

42 and 43 of "The Assassination of Martin Lution King . "
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MR . RAY : Now, I never heard of that name in

there , that Green name , until I got this , I think I

got this from someone named, Donald Freed sent me this about

two or three months ago . And here's page 44 , there is

two articles on there .

MR. LEHNER: Okay . It's the same publication, the next two

pages, 44 and 45 . Okay .

MR . RAY: On page 47 there's the ballistics . The reason

I mention this, one reason is there's a ballistic expert

named Herbert McDonnell . He testified at the evidentiary

hearing. I don't know --

MR . KERSHAW: You think he might be a good ballistics

expert to talk to?

I

MR. RAY: I wouldn't know if he is or not. I think, I think he

makes a practice of testifying at trials and hearings .

don't know anything about him, Fensterwald got him . And

the last pages is 56, you see, some of this is for Mr.

Kershaw and some of it is for the Committee .

just show it to both of you, so that -

So , I'll

MR. LEHNER : What publication is this from?

MR . RAY : Well , it apparently was written in book form

because they not only have the King case they have the Wallace

case, the Kennedy case.

MR. LEHNER : All right , you have just given us in addition

with the previously mentioned pages 46,47 , and 56 .

MR . RAY : There is also the page , the first page, 39. I don't

know what significance that is .
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MR . LEHNER :

We can xerox the entire article .

Okay . We will xerox this if we can during

the recess and get it back to you .

MR . RAY : Yes , I don't know. See , they have a duplicating

machine . I don't know if it's clear but they, you can take

it with you and send him a copy if you are interested , if you're

not -

MR. LEHNER : Yes , I don't know everything that we have

back at the office . And so , we may have it , we may not . I

will make sure that if we don't have it that we have it .

I,

MR . RAY : Now, I have an affadavit here from Charles

Stephens . Now, that's from the evidentiary hearing .

don't know if that was introduced or not , so , maybe you

You don't have to read throught it . But , I was ,better -

you can make a duplicate copy of it .

MR . LEHNER : Okay , thank you .

I

MR . RAY : And here's William Bradford Huie's testimony

before a Grand Jury .

MR . KERSHAW : I don't remember seeing that before , do

you remember that , or is that true?

MR . RAY : No, that's

You have that?

-- I don't remember .

MR . EVANS : I don't think we have it .

MR . RAY : Oh, yes , well that was suppose to be confidential

Grand Jury testimony , but that was
--

MR . EVANS : I don't remember reading it .

MR . RAY : And this is the last one . I don't know, this

is what the State would prove , they contend , if they went to trial,

it's, and I wanted to bring your attention to two things that I thought
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I could prove versus what I can't prove , and that would be

on page 7 ; it has me returning to a laundry in Atlanta

on April 1 , and mean , that's false there , I think we could

prove that ; and there's another place having me , let's see ,

what page is it?

MR . EVANS : Oh, could everyone speak up a little bit .

MR . RAY : Well , the other thing I was going to bring up ,

-

I can't find here . It has me arriving in Toronto , Canada

April 8 , 1960 , 68. That's false . I don't, I believe , I might

be able to prove that . The State was going to contend

I don't know if there is even any signicance in that . The

only other thing here, I have , I have a tape of CBS did

approximately a year ago about the case , and it has, it quotes

Stephens on it . I was going to give it to, let Mr. Kershaw

have it, but if you want it , there's about two minutes of

tape , if you want to listen to that?

MR . KERSHAW: Yes , let's listen to it .

MR . RAY : I think it's Stephens right after he was

arrested or something .

MR. LEHNER : Maybe Gary could play it for us right now?

MR . RAY : Yes , it would be about two minutes .

MR . REVEL : It's just barely two - will it need to be rewound?

MR . RAY : You got the wrong side .

RECORDING : That rather than have a trial in which the

faked , but which would appear to be genuine , but it would

be better for him to go through with a guilty plea proceeding

MR . RAY : That's Jim Lesar talking .
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(Rather) and then try to overturn that .

(Foreman ) I tried to save a man's life . I don't want to

gambel a man's life against the possibility of , as long as

there's life there's hope and to me and to James Earl Ray the

evidence was so overwhelming that we both believed that he would

be electrocuted .

(Rather) This raises the most fundamental of questions ,

how strong was the State's case . Since Percy Foreman chose not

to make a contest in Court there is no way to determine how

convincing the exhibits and the witnesses may have been to a

jury. We do know that prosecution planned to present one

eyewitness to testify he saw Ray fleeing the rooming house

after the shooting . He is Charles Q. Stephens whose room was

next door to the bathroom , and we know Stephens would have

been in for tough cross - examination .

(Rather) What about the witness , a Mr. Stephens?

(Foreman ) Oh , good gracious , we were looking forward to

that one . We were looking forward to that one .

(Rather ) He was impeachable?

(Foreman ) As many wasy as you wanted him impeached .

(Rather) You figure you would have taken him apart on

the witness -

(Foreman ) No question aobut it . Furthermore , you had this

cab driver , we called him Quick Draw McGraw, he was suppose

to say he came by some hour , or shortly before the shot was

fired , that he had a call to pickup Charlie Stephens and when

he showed up he found that Charlie Stephens was too drunk to

ride in a taxi cab . Think about how drunk you got to be not

to be able to ride
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MR. LEHNER : I can tell you we have this tape so if you

want to stop now fine . This is the CBS show?

MR . RAY : Yes . I just wanted to show what Stephens

testimony is .

MR. LEHNER : You wanted to hear it? Why don't we do that

MR . RAY : It'll be , I just wanted to hear Stephens .

(Rather) -taxi cab . Shortly after the assassination

correspondent Bill Stout talked to witness Stephens and showed

him a picture of James Earl Ray that the authorities were cir-

culating .

(Stout ) Mr. Stephens what do you think of that picture ,

does that look like the man?

(Stephens ) Well , excuse me, from the glimpse that I got

of his profile it doesn't .

(Stout) It doesn't?

(Stephens ) No , sir , it certainly doesn't. For one thing

--

he is too heavy and his face is too full . He had too much

hair, and his nose is too wide from the glimpse that , as I said ,

I got of his profile , but that definitely, I would say , is not

the guy.

(Rather ) In fairness it should be noted that the prosecutors

say that witness Stephens would not have been critical to their

case . What the prosecution did --

MR . LEHNER : Is there anything else you want to hear?

MR . RAY : No, there's nothing .

MR . LEHNER : If you want to hear it over , we, I think we

could play the whole thing later when we recess .

MR . KERSHAW: If find Mr. Stephens equipped with remarkable
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eye sight never been recalled it before , I think that Ray ,

you could look at his profile and ascertain about some-

body's nose is wide or not .

MR . RAY: See, there's , there's a gap in there when

I turn the tape over . It's not , you can't notice

MR . LEHNER : Is there anything else that you want to

bring to our attention now before we start?

MR . RAY : No , I was mainly concerned about these

other records and this . Evertime I've ever testified ,

even in front of a television or even court proceedings ,

or nothing , there's never been any advance preparation ,

and , that's kind of amateurish but it just works out

that way . I know I have testified twice and I think

the first time it was a deposition in 1969 in the State

prison in Nashville . We was suing Percy Foreman and

Bradford Huie , and Foreman , he came in raising hell that

he had to catch a plane os we never had the time to

decide on what we was going to testify to . I think the

other time I testified was live testimony in Memphis

in a Habeas Corpus hearing and Jim Lesar , he did a lot

of work on the case , but he claimed that prosecutor

Henry Hill is harassing him and we didn't have a chance

to review the testimony and consequently there is a

lot of surplus in the rocord and garbled testimony and

things like that , so

MR . KERSHAW : Yes , I saw that record and I've had
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many battles with Mr. Henry Hill and I'm sure he's quite

capable of it and he wont ' get away with it, if he's in

the picture again , I'll guaranty you that .

MR . LEHNER : All right , we have these materials

and we will make copies of it and return the originals

to you and we thank you for all of this .

Just to recap how we left off last Friday ,

we were going to try to get certain materials from Mr.

Lesar , and Mr. Kershaw was trying to get something from

an attorney in Nashville . What's his name?

MR . KERSHAW : It's Chattanooga , Jerry Sommers .

MR . LEHNER : Sommers . Ed evans called Lesar and

he said that he would need some days before he got what

we requested of him, so , and I understand , Mr. Kershaw,

that he has not been successful with Mr. Sommers as of

yet . So , what we could do is , if you wish , Mr. Ray , we

could go back to your recollection of the Aero Marine

incident or we could bypass it if you wish and move on

if you want to wait until you get these materials? Which-

ever you wish.

interested inMR . RAY : Well , I don't know if I'm

aterials right now. But what I'm saying , I notice in some

of these hearings like watergate they were reading off

these papers , not from recollection , and if I did testify

to something like that which I'm not certain I will, I

wouldn't want to go up there and try to remember not
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only the 1968 but the '67 , but also my dealings with

former past attorneys , it gets in somewhat detailed ,

but --

MR . LEHNER : I would say this , that if you were going

to testify before our Congressional Committee , that you

would not do that until you satisfied yourself and Mr.

Kershaw satisfied himself that you had opportunity to

review your prior statements .

can,

MR . KERSHAW : That's right , in other words , you

it is permissible , I'm sure , correct me if I'm wrong ,

Mr. Lehner , for a witness , for you , to refer to notes

because after all this happened eight or nine years ago .

You made the notes then and by studying and reflecting ,

you can make notes now which would refresh your memory .

MR . LEHNER : I would say this , that just as any

judge would do in a court if a witness said , may I refresh

my recollection , that is routinely done and I would think

that the Chairman of our committee would do that and I

would so recommend as Deputy Chief Counsel that he be

given that opportunity .

All right .

Let's , let us go to the Aero Marine incident .

You told us that you came from Atlanta to Birmingham

and the reason you came to Birmingham was because you

had ID , identification , under the name of Galt and , there-

fore, you thought it would be wiser to try to purchase
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a rifle in that state of Alabama rather than the state

of Georgia , is that correct?

A. That's correct .

Q. Why don't you , we retrace ourselves so we get

ourselves in continuity , and tell us about from the time

you left Atlanta in route to birmingham . I think this

time you told us you left certain items of personal pro-

perty behind , including your they gun that you had .

What kind of gun was that , that you
--

A. .38

Q. .38?

A. Yes .

Q. And where did you leave that?

A. In the basement .

Q. What part of the basement?

A. I'm not sure . I think it was up towards the

front , because he , in order to enter the basement , you

enter through the back part of the house. There's steps

leading dow, once , you get down stairs there's a furnace

and then you got to go up towards the front again which

would be considered the back .

MR . EVANS : What, did you hade that in the rafters

or under some bricks?

A. I put, I wrapped it up and put it in the ground ,

but I don't recall whether it was in the ashes or just dirt ,
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or something , I know there was ashes or dirt or some-

thing in the basement .

MR . LEHNER : As far as the places that you ate

when you were in Atlanta , where did you eat during

that week you were in Atlanta?

A. Well , usually breakfast or something like

that there's a --
Buy the way , I checked and I found out

that that was 14th Street , you know, where I had my room

at .

Q.

A.

Garner's Rooming House?

Yes . It was on 14th .

Q. 14th Street and where?

A. And , I think it's about a block down from

Peachtree Street . I seen that in some story there . I

don't know which --

MR . GANNON : Does that, that squares with your

recollection?

A. Yes . I think I mentioned 13th or 14th last

week or the last time you were here .

MR . LEHNER : What restaurants would you eat in , did

you eat in , in Atlanta?

A. Well , this one place , now, would be 14th . You go

to 14th and Peachtree Street , turn right and in the middle

of that same block there's a small restaurant there . Its , it

runs parallel with the street , something like , it looks somethin

like a boxcar except it has windows init . I ate there --

Q. It has what in it?
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A. Ithas windows in it , you know, but it's one of these

boxcar type things . Ithink I usually ate breakfast there .

There was another place about two miles I ate a couple fo times .

That would be dinner .

Q. What place was that?

A. I think that's where I made the mark on the map

in that general area .

Q. What's the name of that restaurant?

A. I don't know, it's on one of the main streets

and it's on the right-hand side of the street going away

from where I was living at .

Whcin direction do you remember?MR . GANNON :

A. Well , it must be north . North .

MR . LEHNER : North of Garner's?

A. Yes .

MR . GANNON : Excuse me Bob . When you say the other restau-

rant was like a boxcar do you mean like a diner that sort of thing

A. The first one , yes .

Q. And the one that's you say about a mile away from

where you live or did you say two miles?

A. I'm not , I don't have no clear recollection . I was

just driving around .

MR . LEHNER : Was this , was this restaurant , when you said

noth, that was noth of Garner's , the one you had dinner in , was

this the one that was on a corner , mid block, how could you

best describe it for us if we were to try to find it .

A. Well , going north it would be on the right -hand

side of the street . It would be - I have some recollections
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on the corner , I don't know , either that or there was an

alley right beside it . It was a small place . I think they

had beer there if I'm not mistaken .

Q. Could you drive , describe either the outside , any

name you either saw on it , and the inside?

A. I was just down there about three times . I don't ,

I don't recall the names of either place .

Q. How did it look like , how did it look inside?

A. Well , when you went in , they had stools on the

left , I think they had booth's on the right because I recall

sitting in a booth a couple of times .

Q. Did you go there with anyone?

A. No.

Q. And the first place the one that looks like a

boxcar, did you go there with anyone?

A. One time , yes .

Q. Who did you go there with?

A. The individual named Raoul that called himself

Q. Which day was that , that you went there with Raoul ?

A. That would have been in the evening of the first

night I arrived there , about six , seven o'clock .

That was the evening after you had the wine with Garner?

That's , that's correct .

Q.

A.

Q. Where else did you eat in Atlanta?

A. The only other place I could recollect I've ate

more than twice is another place on Peachtree going up , downtown ,

in the, on Peachtree . It would have been about four or five

blocks going down, I guess it would be south . It was a drive- in
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and had a large parking lot . It ran different directions

than the -
it didn't run parallel with the street , it went

the opposite . It just had stools in it . It was kind of a

long, longer than the average restaurant .

MR. GANNON : This would be four or five blocks away

from the rooming house?

A. That's right . I think I stopped inthere a couple

times on the way to the bank or something . I wasn't in there,

but maybe three times althogether .

say

MR . LEHNER : What bank are you referring to when you

A. Well , I went to two different banks to cash in Canadian

money , but I don't recall the names .

Q. Where were the banks?

A. Well , they were on Peachtree Street, but they were

on the other side versus the two restaurants they were on

the left-hand side , both the restaurants were on the right-hand

side.

Downtown .

Q. As you are going

A.

Q.

A.

-downtown from Garner's?

I assume that's south . I belive that's south , yes .

Q. Could you describe the banks?

A. No. I couldn't describe the banks .

Q. Were they large banks or did they look like small

banks to you?

A. Medium in size .
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When you exchanged the money did you have

to sign a form
-

A. I don't recall that .

Q. a receipt for the money exchanged?

I don't recall signing it , I may have , but IA.

don't have no recollection of signing anything .

Q. If you had signed a receipt for the money which

name would you have used?

A. Probably the Galt name , yes .

MR . LEHNER : Were these banks which were circular or do you

recall how they looked on the inside , there's different layouts

of different banks .

A. I don't have any recollection of those banks at all .

The only thing I remember is I thought they were on Peachtree

Street on the left -hand side going downtown . I would say they

were about a mile to -- a mile and a half from the rooming

house .

Q. How far were these banks from each other?

A. I don't believe they were too far, maybe three or

four blocks .

MR . GANNON : Were they two different banks or two branch

offices of the same bank?

A. I don't recall that , but I think they were different

banks . The reason I picked two I didn't want to go in the

same bank and try to cash roney .

MR. LEHNER :

two banks?

A. No.

Did anybody go with you to either of those
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MR . EVANS : When did you go to the first bank as best

you can recall?

A.

Q.

What date?

When , yes , when , how soon after you arrived in

Atlanta did you first go?

A. I may have went the same day . I know I tried to take every

take care of everything the first day . I think I probably got

the map and probably went to that bank because I was somewhat

short of money. Not real I wasn't missing any meals but--

I didn't have too much funds at that time .

MR . LEHNER : And when did you go to the second bank ,

and when I say second bank I'm talking about that second bank,

time, second time you went to a bank?

A. I don't know I could have went the same day . I

don't know. I think it was a day or so later .

Q. And which bank did you go to first ; the one that

was closer to Garner's or the one that was further away?

Probably closer , I'm pretty sure it was closest .A.

MR . GANNON : About how much money did you have altogether ,

in Canadian money and United States currency at that time?

A. At that time I would just guess 1500 , but

considerable of it was Canadian .

Q. How much Canadian money did you exchange at the first

bank that you recall?

A. I really don't , really don't , can't recall .

Q. Do you recall the second bank about how much?

A. No.
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Q. Could you give us approximation of those amounts?

A. No, I really couldn't . It would be really, it would be how

much Canadian money I had , and I can't
- it was mixed up .

I got Canadian mixed in with the English money.

Q. You say, English

A. United States .

money, you mean U.S. currency?

Q. What were the denominations of the Canadian currency

Were they large bills or small bills ?.if you recall ?

A. I don't recall the Canadian currency . I, all the

United States currency I had was usually always $ 20 bills , but I ,

the Canadian , that money is colored , it's difficult to , but I ,

but it wasn't small bills , I didn't go , I know I had say , I know

I had five or six hundred dollars of Canadian money down there .

It wouldn't be all one dollar bills or anything , it be 10's or

20's probably .

Q. You say the money was colored , you mean , different

colors?

A.

Q.

Yes .

Do you recall whether they were men or women tellers

that waited on you at the banks?

A. I just don't remember anything about that . The

-

for
only recollection I have is one time going downstairs

something but maybe they cash that's where they cash foreign

currency in downstairs . I remeber somewhere I went downstairs .

I can't recall whether they were men or women .

Q. What other restaurants or eating establishments

did you go to while you were in Atlanta ?

A. Well , if I went to any it would just be stopping
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by on the way to or from the bank or something like that .

I would say 80 percent of my meals were in that restaurant

around the corner from the , 14th Street .

Q. That's the diner?

A. Diner , yes .

Q. Have you heard of the restaurant Mammy's Shanty?

A. I heard it from William Bradford Huie .

Q. Did you ever go there?

A.
I don't ever recall going there , no .

Q. What did Huie tell you about Mammy's Shanty?

A. He said --
He said something about I went in there

or something that I told him. But I just don't have no clear

recollection of it. I know that name surfaced from him, but I have

no, I never told anyone I was in there, and I don't have no recollection.

Q. Now, the place you went to with Raoul that first night

that you go into Atlanta was the one about two miles from

Garner's?

A. No , it was right around the corner from Garner's.

Q. The , that would be the diner?

A. Yes .

Q. And that you had most of your meals there?

A. That's correct .

Q. But I think you said you had about three meals

in the one that's about two miles or so away?

A. Yes .

two?

Q. What other restaurants did you go to besides these
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A.

11 It

Those three are the only ones I remember plus the

on up Peachtree Street about four or five blicks from

sits on kind of a hill , a hight place , the street raises up ,

and that's the only one , other one I recall .

Q. The diner , the one two miles away , that you went

about three times and the only about four blocks away?

A. Yes , none , I don't know the names of none of them .

But none of them would be , would have a fancy name to them

like Shanty , what did , whatever name .

Q. Mammy's Shanty .

A. Mammy's Shanty . These were just rest

restaurants , probably.

- transit

Q. And the only one of these restaurants that you ever

went to, or the only time , let's put it that way , the only time

you ever went to any restaurant in Atlanta with anyone else was

the first night you went to the diner with Raoul?

A. Yes . There was never, I can't recall any other time .

The fact is , I had no association in Atlanta with anyone else .

Did you talk to anyone other than Mr. Garner andQ.

Raoul while you were in Atlanta?

A. Well , Garner , I think his sist- his sister run , really

he was , she may have said something to me once or twice but I

stayed pretty much to
--

it really wasn't a room, it was just

a doctor's reception place .

Q. That's where you were staying?

Q.

he stays?

A.

A. Yes .

How far is that from Garner's Rooming House where

I don't think it's over 50 feet . There's two

buildings together.
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Q. Who was with Garner at the time that he was drinking

wine and you had that wine with him that first night ?

A. He was with , I guess , I assumed the other fellow was a

wine drinker too because they were both drinking , but he wasn't , I

don't believe he was as bad off as Garner was .

Q.

A.

Garner was further drunk?

Yes .

Q. When Raoul came in after this about half hour, did

he talk with Garner and the second person?

there .

A. I'm not sure, for certain, the second person was in

He was just in there about a half hour as I recall ,

may be not that long , but I don't recall if he was even in

there, he didn't say too much . He acted like he was , just

stopped by for a short visit or something and

著

Q. Did Raoul and Garner speak?

A. They may have said hello or something .

2.

Q. Now, after that first time that Raoul was there he was

there the following morning? A. That's correct .

Q. And he was there about eight days thereafter?

A. That's correct .

Q. Those are the only three times that you know of that

Raoul was at Garner's , the first night , the next morning , and

then about eight days later?

A. Well , I think so . I assumed so, I do recall now

making a key , trying to make a key to the front door for

him, but I'm not sure the key was kind of a complicated key .

It wasn't easy to make for an amateur and I don't know if the

key worked or not .
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Q. How did you attempt to make a key for Raoul?

A. I was taking a locksmith course and I was , I was trying

to practice some trades .

Q. Well , did you have the materials to do that?

A. Well , they give you a card and you can go , you can, you

can buy a key with a card or something .

Q. Did you go to some place to try to do that ?

A. I evidently did because I have a distinct recollection

of working on the key for a day or so . I think I gave it to him

but I'm not sure , I don't , I'm not sure , it worked . It may have

worked, he had to jiggle it around a little . I had trouble because like I

say the front door key was kind of a complicated key and I

never could get it made just like it should have been.

Q.

A.

Where did you go to try to get this key made?

Where did I go to make it? I was just making it

in the room there .

Q. Well, did you get some material

try to make it?

A.

from somewhere to

Well , I , I would't recall that , but it's really, it's easy

All you got to do isto get these keys in any dime store .

go in there and show them your, show them your locksmith card and

they'll sell you a blank key . So , I don't have any recollection

of where I got it at.

Q. Why didn't you just go to some place that makes

keys and have them make it for you?

A. Well , I could have done that , but I was wanting to

make them. I was sort of practicing one it , so I figured I could

make it .
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MR. KERSHAW: Professional practice?

2
222

MR. LEHNER : And you recall that you gave a key to Raoul?

A. Yes .

A. I think I did but I don't recall if it really worked .

I know we had trouble with the side door and I'd leave it

ve

unlocked and then the woman , she would lock it back up . So,

I don't think the key was proven reliable .

MR . KERSHAW: Interspersing here I will announce that

I have just talked to Jerry Sommers in Chattanooga , who it

turns out that I knew very well , and he was delighted to

send us his files which will include Jerry's hand written notes

and some other papers .

MR. LEHNER :

MR . KERSHAW:

James' handwriting?

James ' .

What did I say?

MR . LEHNER : Yes .

MR . KERSHAW:

MR. LEHNER :

MR . KERSHAW:

today or tonight .

Jerry, I think you said .

All right , James ' , and he will get it off

I should have them tomorrow.

MR. LEHNER : Very well . After the eight days elapsed

and Raoul came to visit you was it that same day that you

went to Birmingham or was it a subsequent day that you went

to Birmingham?

A.
Well, we, from my recollection we, we were somewhat in

a hurry , we went that day .

Q. What time, about, did you leave Birmingham
- leave

Atlanta in route to Birmingham?
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A. I don't recall the exact time . I'd say sometime

in late morning 9 or 10 o'clock .

Q. Why don't you take it up from that time , the

time that you and he were in the car , you might tell us

just what you took with you and what you left behind? I

think you told us the last time , but just to refresh us .

A. I think what I left behind was the television set .

I have some kind of a recollection of him leaving a couple

pairs of pants there , but I don't know if there's a , I never

seen the pants on any records before . So , I don't know if

they were ever found , so , I may be in error on that . But I'm

not certain when the pants were left , whether they were left

there the first time or the second time he was there .

television set , the pistol , and I'd say some miscellaneous items

of no importance .

The

MR . GANNON : On that eight day , did you know that Raoul was

coming that day or was it a surprise to you when he showed up?

No, I had no idea .A.

Q. When did you bury the pistol then? Had you buried

that in advance or did you bury that after Raoul showed up?

A. Yes , I had that buried . I don't know, shortly

after I came there .

MR . EVANS : In respect to the trousers , how did Raoul

happen to leave his trousers? Did he ever change clothes

at your place? Did he bring any luggage there or what?

A. I have recollection that he had some luggage once but I

can't, probably been the first, I don't know, I think he may have said he had
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some luggage or something , but I just can't, I'm just not clear on

this luggage. I know he never carried any big suitcase or anything like

that, but I had some recollection of leaving the pants there .

But if they were there the FBI would have found them, and if

they're not why it doesn't make any difference anyway .

MR, EVANS : They would have been the normal trousers ,

dungaree or suit trousers?

A. No , just dress pants . I never wore dugarees and I

never seen him wear them or in any of our associations with

dungarees .

LEHNER: What papers did you leave the at Atlanta?

A. At that time?

Q. Personal affects , yes .

A. I didn't leave anything at that time .

I just left miscellaneous items . I assumed -
I just can't

recall the miscellaenous items, whatever that would be .

Q. Well , did you leave there any letters?

A. Well , not at that time . No , I did the second time , but

that time I just , I don't recall , it was kind of a rush job. I just,

I may have , I think I may have left some, left a note there saying that

I may or may not be back later on or something , but -

Q. When you say the second time what do you mean by the

second time?

A. Well , I came back there April , April 5th I left some

items there at that time .

Q. Well , for instance , the maps did you leave the

maps there the first time or did you take the maps with you

and then drop them off on the
--
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A. Well , I don't know, I've had so many of these maps .

I can't differentiate . I think, I don't even recall leaving

any maps there . I very well could have , these stories come

out and not all of them are exactly correct , but I

assumed you are basing your question on things that have been

written in books .

Q. Well , let's talk about the, for instance , the map

that you drew the circles on; did you leave it there when you

left for birmingham or did you have it with you and drop it off, for instance,

when you came back , do you recall or whatever?

A. I know I wouldn't have dropped it off on purpose .

If I had a map , anything I left in there

probably the second time would have been
--

Well , I know I

made an effort to get my finger prints off everything , the

car and everything , so I couldn't envision me leaving anything

there that had prints on it .

Q. That was on April 5th that you made that effort?

A. That's correct .

Q. What about the John Birch letter that you told us

about sometime before that , did you leave it there when you

went to Birmingham?

A. No, that's when I came back . I think the Birch

letter , it wasn't a letter , I don't know, I think it was a

phamplet or something . I got that in California along with

the newspaper called the Los Angeles Free Press . I think I

got the Free Press off of the newsstand , and I'm not sure about

the Birch letter, how I got that , I think how I come about it

would have been two ways I called up several organizations
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one time trying to find out about this immigrating to Rhodesia

and I also went to the book store one time and I had some

bumper stickers . I used them in certain locales like I think

I had one " Support your local Police" and I was using that

in Claifornia one time . I figured the police might leave me ,

give me a hustle . So , I, now Weisberg said something about an

investigator , it might have been someone else , possibly, these

had some connections with this Birch Society, but anyway when

I did leave Atlanta I left this letter from the Birch Society

plus this Free Press newspaper . I figured they would be looking

for , harassing him while I got a little breathing spell .

Q. That was on April 5th?

A. That was on April 5 .

Q. Okay, let's take it chronologically . We'll

get back to that . You drove the car to Birmingham from Atlanta?

A. Yes , I drove it.

Q. Did Raoul ever drive the car?

A. Not as I know of.

Q. Did he ever leave anything in the car?

A.

- I know

Well , I found a package of cigaretts in a case one

time and then this clothing in there , there was a , a few items , I

think some of them I threw out from Brimingham to

there was some , some things in there that didn't belong to me, but

Now, the FBI may have found some , but I know I , I tried to clean

the car out between , on the morning of April 5th

somewhere in Alabama .

- between

Q. Well , when you say you tried to clean the car out

you are referring to the time you were throwing the camera

12-075 0 70
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A. Yes .

1
2
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out?

Q. What of Raoul's did you find inthe car that you threw

A. I don't know who this thing belonged to , I know

one time I looked in the trunk and there was a pair of , I think

there was a pair of some type of small shoes like you wear on the beach,

something like shower shoes , and some other under garment ,

but I think I , those I probably threw out , in thinking about it .

Q. You threw that out when you were where?

A. Somewhere , somewhere in Alabama . Either , I would suppose

it would been late April 4th .

MR . GANNON : Could you describe , could you describe these

items that you recall ?

A. I don't even know if they were his . I don't

MR . LEHNER : Could you describe these items that you

recall?

A. Well , the only thing I recall , it looked like a small

pair of beach shoes or something like that . Not, they weren't shower

shoes but they were small like that , sandels , and I think there was

some undergarment, but these were
-

seemed to me very small .

Q. And these were items that you threw out sometime

in the late April 4th?

A. I don't know if they were threw out or not . I

assumed , I don't know what the government has in their pos-

session. That and those pants in the Atlanta rooming house

is the only things that I can recall that didn't belong to
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me except the beer cans . I don't never recall buying any beer,

but the FBI claims they found beer cans with my prints on them

other than that whatever I've read , everything I've read belonged

to me.

Q. You talked about some cigarettes , what cigarettes

did you have reference to?

A. Well , I found a package of cigarettes in the, from Tijuana .

I was shaking it down and I think I mentioned this before in

on other, one of your other conferences or something .

Q. Where did you find this cigarettes?

A. They were down in behind the seat , not behind the

seat but in where your hand drops down between the seat .

The Mustang had bucket seats . In the middle of it, it

had a round gear box or something and you could stick things

down in there or they could drop down in there , something like

that.

Q. Were these cigarettes in a package or was it loose

cigarettes?

A. No, they were in a holder .

Q. Were they regular cigarettes or marijuana cigarettes?

A. No, they were, they were cigarettes , but I don't know. I don't

recall the brand, they were , just regular smoking cigarettes .

Q. Did Raoul smoke that you noticed?

A. I don't recall if anyone the various, there's not been too many

I think Raoul , Charles Stine , thepeople in the automobile .

two children, and I think Marie Stine Marie Martin , and Rita

Stine were in there about thirty minuties . I can't - I can't
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recall Well , I did give a Mexican a ride one time in

Mexico, but other than that I can't recall anyone ever

being in the car .

Q. Any women in Mexico in the car?

A.

something .

I think for about 20 minutes one time I drove some

woman and her boyfriend to a place called "Mesmolaya" or

It was outside of Puerto Vallarta .

Q.

A.

Q.

in Mexico?

A.

Which woman is this ?

I don't recall her name .

Was tere a woman by the name of Irma that you knew

Yes . But I, I don't want to go into all these person

things .

Q. Well -

A. I think that's, that's the one that you are talking abo

her and her boy friend .

Q. Is that the same person?

A. I believe so .

Q. Well , without going if , you don't have to go into

names , just description of a women in such a town in

Mexico .

A.

Who else was in the car , that's what I'm getting at .

Well , I think it was her boyfriend . I'm not , he worked at

this club that she worked at .

Q. Did either of them smoke that you noticed?

A. No, I didn't notice .

Q. Were there any cigarettes in the car or the ash

tray when you bought it from the man in Birmingham back in 67?
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A. I don't ever recall looking in the ash tray . I

don't smoke . It wouldn't be no point in looking .

Q. Well , do you recall anybody smoking of the different

people that you have just mentioned?

smoking while they were in your car?

A.

Do you recall any of them

No, I can't recall . I , I was with Stine quite a while ,

33 hours , once , but I don't know if he was smoking or not .

I assumed he wasn't because he didn't have any money, but I, I ,

can't recall if he was or not .

Q. Did Raoul ever smoke in any of the bars that you

were with, with him that , or in the car?

A. If he did I never noticed that either.

Q. Did you ever look in the ash tray from the time that you

purchased the car until the time, the time you abondoned it in

Atlanta?

A. Well, if I didn't I should have. I mean, I , I had a practice

there toward the end of shaking the car down when I crossed

the border or anything . But something like that I don't smoke

and I wouldn't pay too much attention to cigarettes . If I

looked in the ash tray and seen a couple of butts in there it

wouldn't have it wouldn't have I don't even know whether

the thing come out to where you could pull it all the way

out and dump them out or not .

Q. Well , as best your recollection, did you ever look

in the ash tray as you think about it now?

A. No. I can't recall , but I'm almost certain , of course ,

I could have gotten careless and not looked at it when I crossed
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the border or something , but I'm almost certain that I

would look in any compartment before I -

Q. Did you check the trunk when you bought the

car in Birmingham to see if there were any items in the car

at that time?

A. I think, yes, I believe I don't distinctly remember, but

I'm pretty sure I did because of the sequence . The fact is ,

probably, the owner checked it too , I'm not sure .

Q. Were there any items?

A. No.
The car, when, I recall when I bought, purchased the car it

was pretty clean, it was just a spare tire and the wrench .

Q. Now, the sandles you told us about that you threw out

were they Raoul's?

A. I have no idea who's they were .

Q. And this undergarment, was that Raoul's?

A. I have no idea .

Q. How would you say Raoul was built compared to you?

A. Well , he was more squarer, I would say , lighter .

Q. You mean lighter in weight ?

A. Yes . Maybe an inch shorter .

Q. And inch shorter than you and how much lighter in

weight than you?

A. Well , at that time I weighed about 170. I'd say

he weighed 140 or 50 , 140 pounds .

Q. Where did, where did you arrive at when you arrived

in Birmingham, where did you first go?

MR . GANNON : Can I just One thing . When Raoul came
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to the rooming house on that 8th day did he give you any

indication of how long you were going to be away from Atlanta?

A. No, not really . There was nothing definite.

Q. What did he , what did he say was the purpose of the

trip to Birmingham?

at

A. Well , he mentioned purchasing the gun and looking

surplus rifles and
-
but I never went into long detailed

conversation , that usually was may have been more expanded

on in the car or something like that , but I never --

Q. Did he tell you why he was in such a hurry?

A. No. I never inquired about that .

MR . LEHNER : Could you tell us where you arrived , when

you arrived in Birmingham?

A.

Q.

A.

What time , which one was that, was that after I left Atlanta?

name of it .

Yes , that's what I was referring to.

Well , I arrived at the motel but I don't know the

It's a large motel .

Q. Do you recall the time of day approximately that

you arrived?

A. I would say it was after lunch .

Q. Do you recall approximately how long you were on

the road?

A. No.

Q.
What happened when you arrived at the motel?

A. Well , we had, we had discussion after I rented the room,

there was discussion on the purchasing the weapons and ·
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Q.

you would?

Why don't you go into that , that discussion if

A. Well , it was just discussions of purchasing

of the weapons and things of that nature and it was

decided we would look in , I think it was the phone

book, to get the addresses or something , and after we
the

left the motel we went to a restaurant . It's a drive-

in place , I can't recall the name of it now , but I think

I would find it on a map , a map because I had been by

there once or twice before .

Q. Could you tell us a little bit about the place?

You both ate together there , right?

A. That's correct .

Q. Could you tell us a little bit about it?

A. It was a drive - in place . I think it wasn't

too far from the train station . There was two entrances ,

one in the back and one in the front . I think they

sold beer there , I believe . It also ran parallel to

the street , the booths did , and then it had a counter ,

and it ran parallel to the street also , and I recall

you could look out on the street from the booths . And

I don't recall anything about the waitresses or waiters ,

whoever he was , that's about it .

Q. And approximately what time of the day were

you there?

A. That must have been in the afternoon .
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Q. This was after you checked in?

A. Two o'clock or something .

Q. After you checked into the motel?

A. That's correct .

Q. What motel was that?

A. I don't recall .

Q. And where was the motel?

A. I don't recall that either except that it , it was

on a main street . I would guess it was a mile from downtown .

It was a double -
two-story building .

a room on the second floor.

Q. Under the name of Galt?

A. I think so .

And I was on , I rented

MR . GANNON : It wasn't one of the major chains like

Holiday Inn or Howard Johnson's , or was it?

A. I don't know, this, I've read this place has been written

down on paper by book writers , but I can't recall the name of it.

LEHNER Do you remember which writer wrote that?

A. Not particularly . I may have got this name off

Hanes , I explained it to him, and I think he seen Huie

and Huie checked on it .

Huie goes into more detail about all these hotels

and everything so I assumed it come from him . Huie found , I

think he found every hotel except the , he's got them all recorded

except the hotel in Mississippi , the Desoto he couldn't find it .

Q. Well , did Huie ever tell you that he found anybody

who saw you and Raoul together?
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A. Huie really never told me nothing . He wrote me a

couple of letters .

Q. Well , in any of the letters did he ever say that

he found somone that saw you and Raoul together?

A. Well , most of these letters, I believe , I gave Mr.

Kershaw one of them yesterday , they was always talking

about money or contracts . There was nothing about the case .

- what all he wasHe was talking about how he was going to

going to do for me and there was , I never - I never seen one letter where

he ever mentioned corroborating or discorroborating anything

that I told him.

Q.

A.

Well do you recall from any source, whatsoever, that

Huie saw or spoke with anyone that saw you and Raoul together?

Well , he made reference, he had spoken , he referred

to certain parties I think in Mexico , he said something

about I checked into the Two- Person Hotel and then , after I been

down there about three weeks in this town called Puerto Vallarta

and that I made some phone calls to some party ; but these were

all just , there was nothing specific , he , the only thing I knowh

never told me directly he told me something about New

Orleans , that he checked on people , he , he's , he never

gave me any names . I think the Grand Jury testimony would

substantiate he never gives names , he just says the FBI told

him certain parties and things like that , but he was , he wasn't forth-

coming in that type . But , of course, I assumed he was concerned

about libel or something .

Q. Well , did he ever from any source whatever, whatever,

you ever hear that he came across people that saw you and

did
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Raoul together , say in Canada , Atlanta or Birmingham?

A. No.

investigation .

I'm not, i'm just not certain on the extent of this

He was not an investigator he was a book

writer and he was, he was not interested really, he never took any

tape recording of any , as far as I know , of any place he visited .

He just, he just talked to them. I quess he just made notes . Now, of

course, we subpeonaed all the material he had , and he never gave

us anything. The only thing he had, the only thing he gave us was what I wrote

for him, so I guess may be his attorney he gave it to J. Stine ,

or something , but he never

resenting me or any

·
he never gave anything to attorneys mp-

Q. J. Stine , he gave something to Stine or an attorney

representing Stine?

MR. KERSHAW: J. Stine is suppose to be one of his attorneys .

MR . RAY : Well , in 1968 he drew up all these contracts , and ,

neither Hanes , Hanes didn't draw them up , Arthur Hanes

=
who represented me , he didn't draw them up , so ,

there was

2
a name up on top , J.J.S. , on top of the January 29th , 1969 ,

contract , a mandatory agreement , and Jim Lesar said that was

J. Stine , but I filed interrogatories on Huie and he says he

don't recall who his contract attorney was in 1969 . So , I

think Mr. Stine , or whoever , he accumulated and
-

MR . LEHNER : Okay, you checked in the motel , you went

to the restaurant, what happened thereafter?

A. Well , we checked the phone book . I have some

recollection of him having some , he was somewhat conversant

with Birmingham but not , maybe going from the airport
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and back, public transportation to certain points ,

to the post office or something like that . But, anyway ,

we boked through these various gun shops and I think he decide

on this one, he , may be he already knew about it , and
- NOW,

have a recollection , a clear recollection of driving out

there but I don't know - I don't have - I have another

recollection of him being in the motel when I came back after

the purchase , the purchase of the weapon. I think se made some kind

of decision on what kind to buy. I think what I decided on

is , or he decided on or both of us decided on was just

ask for a deer rifle , that would have been a military type

one . So, now I don't know how many times I was in the place

or I may have went by to case it once , me and him,

to look it over .

Q. I'll tell you what, just before we go into your

recollection of the Aero Marine, why don't we take a break,

our stenographer indicated he could use a strech of his

knuckles , so , we will stop here for a moment .

A. All right .

MR . KERSHAW: Sure .

(The time was 11:08 a.m. )

Okay?
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MR . LEHNER : Okay, it is now 11:15. The same people

are here that were here earlier this morning and let's

continue .

Could you tell us the time that you , you and Raoul

decided to do something in the way of purchasing a gun while

you were in Birmingham?

A. What time was it?

Q. Well , you said you had lunch, you checked in the motel ,

you had lunch, what did you do thereafter?

A. I don't recall having any lunch, we did go to the

restaurant , but I don't think I , we had any food .

Q. You didn't , you did not eat at this restaurant you

told us about that was near the train station?

A. No. I don't believe I did .

Q.

A.

What did you do there?

We just ordered beer or something , checked the phone

book and we looked at these various addresses . I have some

recollection that he was conversant with these addresses or

something to the Birmingham airport , and I think we decided on ,

or maybe he decided on the Aero Marine Supply .

MR . GANNON : Did he have any special reason for choosing

Aero Marine as opposed to some other gun shop in the Birmingham

area?

A. Well , it may have been because it was bigger and

may have been because the airport , I don't know .

Q. Did he indicate to you that he had any prior familiarity

with Aero Marine?

A. I have some recollection that he had familiarity
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with the airport but that may have been why he was conversant

with Aero Marine . I don't have any clear recollection .

Q. So you decided to go to Aero Marine?

A. That's correct .

Q. What did you do then?

A. Well , I have a clear recollection of this ,

we got on the street , I think it ran parallel with Aero Marine

Supply . I don't know how come this is, maybe the street

was a similar name or maybe it was, ran in the same , I think , I

have some recollection of it running , instead of running directl

north or sourth , east or west , it run on an angle , the street we

was on so, we went in a filling station and got a map and we

found out we was one street over too many, or something . Now, my recollection

here is not clear at all . I think where we went by and looked a

the place over or something , and decided to go in there or

something , but the only thing I can think, reconstruct, is that I

took him back to the motel and I went in and got the stuff .

I recall you asking me last week did he stay in

the car or sit in the back seat , or stand on the curb . I

don't recall him even being in the car . So, it was possible

if I drank a beer I was probably , wasn't thinking too good

anyway . But, anyway
--

MR . LEHNER: Did you go to Aero Marine from the place that

you had the beer or did you go from the motel to Aero Marine?

I went, we went to the filling station and got a map.

Then what?

A. No.

Q.

A. Then we found Aero Marine .
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Q. And then what?

A. - I don'tWe wasn't too far from it. Then I think

have recollection , but I'm just reconstructing , I took him back

to the motel and then I came back to Aero Marine and made the

purchase .

MR . GANNON : What was the exact kind of gun you were

looking for? What did you have in your mind when you went

in to Aero Marine to buy the gun?

A. Well , this wasn't really clear . It was a military ,

I thought it was a deer rifle , a military rifle , I had in my

head some way, and I suppose he did from our conversations,

that a deer rifle was a military rifle . You get certain

preconceptions I guess . There was a name , but I don't know , I

don't know anything about technical bits about rifles . I know, so ,

I don't know what, what the conversation was . I have some recollection

that he might have mentioned the name like Springfield and

a deer rifle to got with it , plus check on military rifles .

Of course , I may have just purchased the wrong one when I went

in there and got it .

Q. Was that name you had, Springfield?

A. No, I just got , I just conjured that name up . I don't, I

I think it was another name ,don't think it was Springfield .

but I can't recall .

Q. Well , a deer rifle would be a hunting rifle and ,

therefore , it wouldn't be a military fifle?

A. Well , there are certain
-

I'm getting these things

blurred in together now, the surplus rifles were the military
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rifles and , I , these things kind of blur together , the mili
- the deer rifl

and the scope rifles and the other ones , but I just had some

recollection that the shells would be interchangeable and

things like that . I don't recall all the technical conver-

sation or anything like that . It would be
--

MR . KERSHAW : You don't even remeber what kind of a rifle

you bought?

A. Well , I don't now, but , but I don't , yeh, I don't recall , I

mean it wasn't a Springfield , but I don't recall what the make of it was .

MR . GANNON : Did he give you any idea what caliber of

rifle he wanted?

A. Well , no , I had some recollection of the, now he may have ,

but I thought it was the name of it, that's what stuck in my

mind . The name of it plus the Army surplus rifles .

0. Did he tell you what kind of army surplus rifles

he was looking for , I imagine there would be several different

makes?

A. There was always mention of military , so , of course

I know from experience that there's only approximately two

kinds of military , the M- 1 and the German , and a lot of German

surplus rifles, plus the carbine . But I assumed it was the

I think there was mention of the Mausers or something , German

rifles . I know I looked at various , they had various surplus

rifles in there and I checked them out and the salesman said

something about they were inferior quality or something .

Q. How did you approach the clerk , did you ask him to

look at a deer rifle first , or did, did you ask him to look at these
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military surplus weapons?

HeA. I asked him about both of them, I believe .

seemed to try to discourage me on the military surplus ,

he said something about they were inferior quality and I

guess he wanted to sell me all the other kinds or something .

Q. Were you prepared to buy a military rifle if one

looked good?

out .

A. No. I wasn't prepared , he just said to check them

Q. Did -
Had he given you any money to pay for the

rifle?

A. Yes . But I'm not certain just how much money it was .

It was quite a bit in excess of what it , what the rifle cost .

Q. Would it be in the neighborhood
of seven hundred

several hundred dollars at least?

mind

A.

Q.

·

That's correct , that was to cover the ammunition .

Ammunition . Did -
Oh, there's something in my

When did he give you the money?

A. I think that would have been the motel when we come

up there and decided on getting , getting it .

Q. This was before you went to the filling station?

A. Yes . That would have been before .

MR . LEHNER : Is there any reason you can think of why he

would not have wanted to be in the car while you went in to get

the rifle? Why you would have taken him back to the motel?

A. No. I can't think of it , that's just reconstruction . I

know , I'm almost positive that when I came back to the motel he was

-
-

42-075 0 - 79-15
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there, and what the
--

Whether he cased the joint I don't recal

MR . GANNON : Did the salesman actually show you any militai

weapons , surplus weapons?

A. No. He didn't have them behind the counter they

were on display . They were out , he was on one side of the

counter and these military rifles were out in the, where the customer

could handle them. I did handle several of them . I think

they were on a rock or something .

Q. You did handle several?

A. Yes .

Q. He tried to discourage you is that correct?

A.

A.

The salesman?

Yes .

Yes , I think he thought may be that I was going to

buy one of those instead of the more expensive one I guess .

MR . KERSHAW : Do you remember how much a surplus rifle

were priced?

A. -
They wasn't I don't think they were expensive .

What I did , I just asked him , I think I inquired how much

they cost .

Q.

A.

30 , $ 50?

Yes , they wasn't too much , about 70 or 80 , and then

he said something about the inferior quality and it went

through my mind then that maybe he was trying to discourage

me from buying them . He thought maybe I was , would decide on

them or -

Q. Did you ever have any experience with any military
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weapons or hunting weapons other than the M- 1 ?

ever

A. The M- 1 and the carbine .

Q. Yes , is that the only rifle , high powered rifle you have

handled ?

A. That's correct .

And that was when you were in the military police?

No. I was in the infantry .

Q.

A.

0 . You were in the infantry , in Europe?

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

Did you shoot that gun much?

Everybody that is in the Army is required to . There

is three , there is three catagories, I think , marksman , sharp-

shooter , and expert .

out .

Q. Which did you make?

A.

Q.

A.

Marksman , but you have to make it or they kick you

Marksman , you , everybody has got to be marksran?

Yes , everybody has to be marksman .

MR . GANNON : Could you describe the saleman for us?

A. No , I couldn't .

Q. What happened , you handled some of these surplus

rifles , what made you switch over to looking more intentionally

at a deer rifle?

A. Well , the reason I was I had the impression I was

just suppose to check out the military rifles , look them over and

not buy anything . That wasn't , buying military rifles wasn't nothing really,

there was never any firm decision on that. It was mentioned in Memphis
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that I would go back down there and purchase them, but there

was a firm decision on the scope rifle .

Q. Well , from handling of the military rifles and your

discussion with the salesman , had you formed any impression of

military rifles that you could bring back to Raoul and report

to him?

A. Well, I assumed they was for sale because the salesman

give every indication that they were , but the only thing , he said, he

said they were inferior quality . I don't know what he meant

by that, I think that's salesman talk .

Q. What were you prepared to tell Raoul if he asked

you what about the military rifles?

A. Well , they were there , the fact is , I think I did

mention they were there and I had some recollection that he

knew they were there, but I don't know

some?

Q. Were you prepared to recommend that he invest in

A. Well , yes , I don't know anything about those but

I've heard about them.

MR . LEHNER : What were the prices of the military rifles?

They were nothing like the scope rifle , I think 60A.

or $70. If they were the Mauser I mean, I assumed they were good

rifles , so , what I've heard , you know what I've just heard

from idle conversation .

Q. Did the salesman tell you why he considered them

inferior?

A. Well , he didn't tell me , but naturally he wanted

to sell his highest products and while I didn't tell him , he
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might have figured that I would have bought one of them instead

of the other one, but if that wouldn't have been the case, so, I didn't

go in there and tell him I wanted to buy a bunch of those

rifles , surplus . I think I mentioned , I started pricing ,

and asked him most of the prices and things of that

nature .

A.

Q. And what did he say about the military rifles?

Well , the best I can recollect he just seemed

He just seemed like he wanted to discourage me or something .

He said something about they were inferior quality .

Q. Was he the same person that sold you the rifle , the

one that was discouraging you in saying they were inferior

quality as to the military rifle?

A. I believe he was . I think there was two salesmen

there , as I recall .

MR . GANNON : Who shifted the conversation from military

rifles to the deer rifle?

A. -- I thinkI think I did . I think while he was

while he was running around there looking after the scope

rifle I started inquiring about the military rifles . So,

I know , I know he never brought it up because he wouldn't have

no reason , he wasn't trying to sell me any .

Q. But , how did you get from looking at military

rifles to actually into the process of purchasing the deer

rifle?

A. Well , apparently, apparently, he was doing something , the

other one , and I was waiting . I don't know how long I waited in
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there , but during this transaction he was wrapping or something ,

or before he was wrapping I started asking about the military

rifles .

MR . EVANS : The inquiry here listen, you first went

in and you were inquiring about the hunting rifle or the military

rifles? What did you speak about, the deer rifle or the hunting ,

or the military rifle?

after

A. Well , the deer rifle came up first , and shortly

--

Q. And what sort of conversation did you have

with the salesman about that rifle? Did you inquire

as to what he thought was the best rifle , the range, and

any of the technicalities?

A. No, I didn't . I think what I told him , I told

him, I said something about me and my brotherinlaw was going

to hunt deer and I wanted a certain type , make . I think make is

all I had . And he said , yes , we got that , so , I didn't know

all about these different calibers and shells and all that

stuff . And shortly after that it couldn't have been too much

longer I started to inquire about the military rifles . I

have some vague recollection that he might have thought that I

wanted to shift weapons or something .

MR . EVANS : About how many of the deer rifles did you

handle before you finally made a selection?

A. I don't know if I handled any of them . I may have

handled one or something .

Q. Was this the one that you originally asked for?
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You said you had a name and you asked for the name and you

just bought that rifle?

A. Well , I had the name , but I think it was a

manufacturing name . It wasn't no caliber or anything , and I think,

I think I just referred to the manufacturing name plus the

deer bit . I have a stronger recollection of just telling

about wanting the deer rifle and later on this turned out

there was different types of deer in the United States that

require different caliber .

Q. But prior to your finding that out did he show you

any additional rifles perhaps of the same make , the manufactuer's

name that you had?

A. He may have but I don't have no strong recollection

of it . He may have . I know they have a practice of showing

you the most expensive one they have, but I wouldn't , wouldn't

based on my finances , whatever I had , I think I had six or

seven hundred dollars , I wouldn't want the

Q. Well , did he show you the expensive rifle and quote

a price and did you say, well , let me see another one, I mean that

would have been normal practice assuming that they are going

to show you the most expensive one first?

A. Well , I don't know I was more concerned about getting ,

you know, what, the Springfield and the deer rifle than I was , as

long as it looked fairly good that's the only thing I was in-

terested in , getting , was a fairly good rifle .

Q. The rifle that you subsequently purchased, had you seen

that the previous day or had that been offered to you by
-
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A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Had I ever seen it?

Yes .

Well , the previous day I was in Atlanta .

Well , I'm not , I'm not saying Atlanta . I'm talking

about the day you had the , you purchased the first rifle .

A. That's correct .

Q. Now, we, are we clear in our minds as to whether you

went back that same day that you purchased that rifle and

exchanged it , or do you recall now that you went back the

following day?

A.

Q.

I don't , I don't , I don't recall .

Well , at any time the rifle that you subsequently

ended up with, were you shown that rifle when you first entered

the Aero Marine store?

A. No, I don't believe I was .

Q. You didn't see that one at all?

A. I don't have no recollection of it , no.

Q. So the rifle you selected , did you request or did

he recomend that the scope be put on , or did you?

A. The first one?

Q. Yes .

A.

Q.

Yes . I requested the scope be put on.

Did you give him a name or what did you do ,

how did you go about that?

A. Well , I think I let him decide that, I just told

him what I was going to do and then he told me what I should

do, something in that order .
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MR . LEHNER : What distance did you tell him you wanted

to shoot at?

A.

Q.

I don't even think I told him that .

There was , was there any conversation pertaining

to distance when it got around to the scope?

A. I don't know, no, I don't recall . I think he, there's sare, I

have since read there is various techniques in getting these

things together , mounting scopes and things like that, but he apparently

took car of all that from what I've subsequently learned .

GANNON :

A. Yes .

Did you buy ammunition with that rifle?

Q. Did you discuss with the salesman , I guess the value

of different kinds or the suitability of different kinds of

armunition?

A. No, I don't have no recollection of it at all .

MR . KERSHAW : Had you ever had anything to do with a

telescopic sight before in your life?

A. No.

Q. In other words you just went in like an amateur

and said, look , I want to go deer hunting and want the kind , the

best kind of rifle and mount the scope and tell me what to do?

A. That's it .

MR . GANNON : Did he suggest a particular kind of ammunition?

A. Well , I don't believe he did , he may have,

he probably thought I was kind of naive on this , purchasing

things because I , the way I elxplained what I wanted , I think the

only thing that I ever requested of his is military ammunition ,
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later on , and this is after this Raoul suggested that I get , I

think he suggested something about I get some. But I have, I know I bought ,

purchased military weapon ammunition because it's the same

kind I used in the army in the M- 1 .

Q. This first day when you were in there buying this

first rifle , did you buy military ammunition at that time?

A. I don't believe I did .

Q. Where did you buy the military ammunition?

A. I got some reconstruction , I believe it would have

been the second time . I know I bought some the second time .

Q. You bought it at Aero Marine too?

A. That's correct .

Q. Did you buy hunting ammunition at the same time , the

second day , or the second time you were in there with the rifle?

Yes . I think I just purchased both kinds theA.

second time. Are you talking about the second time?

Q. Second time .

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. But the first time did you buy just regular hunting

ammunition?

A. The first time?

Q. Yes .

A.
-Yes , I believe so . I may have bought Now,

I'm not positive on this . I think , I think there is some

now I may have did something on my own and did it wrong ,area ,

I may, I may have purchased both the same the first time , but

you'll have to look at the records , I just don't recall .
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Q. Did he tell you -
You went in there, and Mr.

Kershaw said , as an amateur, did he tell you why the particular

kind of ammunition the first time he was selling you was ,

was the right kind of ammunition?

A. Well , he probably did but if he hadn't of I wouldn't

have paid any attention to that because I just wasn't con-

versed with that type of operation .

Q. And what made you think that the rifle he eventually

sold you that first time was the kind that Raoul was looking

for?

A. Well , the name and the fact he said it was

rifle , I guess that's it.

a deer

Q. And when you bought it which name did you use when

you bought it? He asked you for a name?

A. Yes, he asked for , I think that's when I used the Lowmeyer name .

Q. And the receipt , did he require you to sign that ?

A. I don't recall if he did or not .

Q. Did it require an address?

A. Yes, I recall that .

Q. And did you give an address?

A. Yes , I did .

Q. And do you remember the address?

A. No, I can't .

MR . LEHNER : How did you get the name Lowmeyer?

A. WELL, I don't know, excuse me. I don't know about all these

aliases. The only thing , I do recall , Lowmeyer is some hoodlum in Illinois

sometimes I'd use someone else's name , would come to mind .
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Q.

A.

Was he someone you knew as a youth?

No, I just heard of him .

Q. And what first name did you use at Aero Marine?

A.

Q.

I think I used Harvey , Harvey Lowmeyer .

Was that this first name of the Lowmeyer that you

had heard of in Illinois?

A. I don't know if that was his first name or not ,

I believe it was , I'm just not sure , for certain .

The reason, a lot of times you'll associate with

one individual and he'll associate with another individual

and I know I've used names like that . I may not even know

the other one , he's a crook mentions somebody's name , so I'll just

use the name, that way you can't connect with your association , or something .

MR . GANNON : The address you gave him was there any special

reason for giving that address ?

A. I think probably the reason I gave it , it was

probably an address , a street close by to where I was living

at on Highland Avenue and I just picked it out . I usually

have these things straightened out before I go in there . I

have it in my mind
--

Q. Had you figured out before you went in there what

address you were going to give him?

A. I probably, yes, I probably had all that in my mird.

Q. Were you sure of that address in a sense that

it seems to me possible that you could give him an address

which he himself might be familiar with and know that it

was a phony address?
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A. That would be a long shot .

possibility of something like that .

There's always a

And , I'd probably

give him an address at Harper House or something . Now, the

address I gave him is on the record and somebody says it's

a vacant lot , but you can't believe what you read , you've got to

but I don't, I can't see me giving him an address of a vacant

lot . It's the possibility he could recognize it . I think,

probably the address I gave him would probably have been in

a fairly conjexted area or something , but I'm not certain of that .

Q. But you say you had it figured out beforehand ,

had you checked the address out beforehand?

A. I didn't go there or anywhere . I think probably I

walked by the street or something when I was there before or

something , but I just had it in my mind .

Q. After you purchased the rifle, do you remember how

much, how much it cost you?

A. The rifle?

Q. The rifle , the ammunition , the total bill for that

first purchase?

- But I don't knowA. Well , it was a considerable

how much it cost . It was considerable more than the hundred

dollars I know that .

Q. And what did you do when you got the rifle , well ,

what , first of all , what kind of , did he put it in the box?

A. I believe I did . I don't know if I -- I

don't know if it picked it up the first time I came there

or came back again and picked it up again . I think I waited around
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and he fixed it and I took over to the motel .

Q. That first time you were in that , in the Aero Marine

Supply Shop , how long were you there all total ?

A. I just don't know.

Q. Well , did he put the gun in a box for you?

A. Yes , I believe he did .

Q. Do you remember the kind of box?

A.

Q.

No, I don't recall .

And after you had the gun in the box you, you also pur-

chased some ammunition at that time, correct?

A. Yes , I believe so .

Q. Okay, then what did you do?

A. I took -
After I purchased the rifle I took it back

over to the motel .

Q. And , what was the conversation
--

Well , I guess , was

Raoul there at the time?

A. Yes, he was there .

Q. At the motel?

A. Yes .

Q. And what was the conversation between you and

Raoul when you brought the gun back?

A. There was some con- there was some mention about being the

wrong type or something. I have a vague recollection of having a

catalogue and he marked , he showed me the difference , or something,

or he wrote it down . But I think, I don't want to get hooked

up on this catalogue because they may not even have no catalogue .

I have a vague recollection of the salesman giving me a cata-

logue of various hunting equipment and I think I showed him
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this catalogue or something .

Q. What did Raoul tell you was wrong with the rifle

that you were purchasing?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

He just said it was the wrong type or something .

Nothing more specific?

No.

He didn't say it was too light , or the wrong make

or anything like that?

A. I assumed he said it was the wrong caliber because

I have since found out they were different , they were , there was

a slight difference between the two calibers , but I don't

recall specifically anything except him saying it was the wrong

type and said you'll probably have to take it back, or something like that.

Q. Did you get impatient with Raoul because he was

telling you to take the gun back after you had spent at least

some time trying to arrange the purchase , had made the purchase,

and you bring it back, and he says no , this isn't what I want ,

did you get upset with him at all?

A.
No , not particularly , I think he gave me $ 700 and

that kind of relieved me of the upset .

Q. Was there any understanding?

standing that you were to keep the 700?

Was there any under-

A. Well , I think that there would have been some of it , yes

after the purchase.

Q. When did he tell you that you could keep all or part

of that money?

A. Well , he gave it to me and I assumed once you

give me money or anything , why I know the experience with
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lawyers , once you pass out anything that's it .

Q. Well, we know , we all know about lawyers . Eut did

he , did he say --
Did he ask , did he say at any time that you

were to keep , say , whatever was left over?

A. I think there was an inference . I don't recall any

direct conversation saying that you can have what's left over.

But I think it's for expenses or something , but --

Q. Did you ever ask him what I , you know, what do I

get out of this for going and buying the rifle?

A. Yes .

Well , that conversation came up in New Orleans in 19 , December

of 1967 , but I , but it was fairly certain what I was going to get

out of it . What I thought I was going to get out of it , it's

obvious I wouldn't cross the border or anything like that

without some type of assurance that I was going to get something ,

although , anything I'd ever done out there I'd been paid after

I done it , but I think we was in a different situation, if

I really took something across the border of a military nature .

Q. So, what happened after he said this is not the right

weapon?

A. There was some discussion , I believe it was the cata-

loge or phamplet , it wasn't a catalogue it would probably been a

phamplet , what kind to get . So , I think I went and made a phone

call . I don't know whether I made a phone call from the motel

or down the street , and I called the salesman and he said some-

thing about , bring it back out, but I don't recall whether

I took it out that night or the next morning .

Q. About what time of the day was that?
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A. Well , I don't know. I think I arrived out there

If I made two trips out there I must have arrived out there

sometime late in the afternoon. The first time , 2:30 , but I don't know

how long I was in there . So , it must have been sometime ,

3 or 3:30, because he was still open , I know that . So , it must, it

was later , it was later than 4:00 but I'm not certain . It was earlier than 4:00 .

Q. So it's the same afternoon when you called?

A. Yes . I called , I called the same afternoon as soon as

the determination was made it was the wrong kind .

Q. And what did he say when you said that you bought

the rifle but it was the wrong kind and you wanted to exchange

it?

A. He said something about bring it back out and he

would take care of it . He said he'd do it the next day, I

recall that , but I don't know if I took it out that night,

or in the morn --
the next day or not .

Q. You don't remember that? Do you remember

what you did in general that night?

A. I don't think I did anything .

Q. Where did you have dinner?

A.

missed --

I don't recall that either because I think I'd

I didn't have no lunch . I think I had a beer for

I probably had dinner some place .

Was Raoul with you when you had dinner?

lunch.

Q.

A. No , he wasn't with me .

Q. Well , when did he leave you?

A. I think after we made , there was some determination
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made , you know , that the rifle would be changed , when it

would, when it would he changed , and things like that .

on

Q. You said something before about writing something

a piece of paper , did you do that?

A. I don't know if he wrote on paper or pointed out

on the catalogue . I think it was a catalogue because it seeme

to me if they wanted to give you a catalogue that have all

their merchandise in it on that particular subject

have --

- SO I

instead of writing it down on paper he may have

wrote something on that catalogue because I know I took the

cataloge back if that's what it was and showed it to the

salesman the next day. I think the stuff was marked or written

there what I wanted .

Q. So as you recall it now, you actually returned the

rifle the next day?

-A. I, I'm not, I'm not certain on that but I think I think if

I had to guess one way or the other I'd, I would say it was the next

day, because I called him up and I know it was pretty late, but

I just, I just don't know about that , he knows , I'd take , whatever he

says I think would be satisfactory to me , but I don't , I don't

recall .

Q.

A.

Did Raoul say where he was going when he left you?

No, there was no conversation about it .

Q. Did you have the idea that he would be staying in

Birmingham that night?

A. Yes , I did .

Q. Did he make arrangements to meet you the next day?
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A. Yes .

Q. What did he say when he made those arrangements?

A. I think he said he would be back up there a certain

time and there wasn't no big thing , all he had to do was tap onthe

door and that was it.

Q. This is at the motel?

A. That's correct .

Q. So , you don't remember where you had

dinner that night?

A. No.

Q. What did you do the rest of the night after

you had dinner?

A. Well , I probably went back to the motel . I wouldn't

have been driving around under

Q. What did you do the next day?

A. Well, I went to I went from I took the rifle

back, if in fact I did take it back , I think I did, and I

think I showed him a phamplet he had and had written on there

what I wanted and we had some discussion about how come the

error was first time . And I , he said something , I said something about , well

we are going to hunt deer in Wisconsin or something, and he said , Oh, he said, I

thought you were going to hunt Alabama deer or something ,

and that was about it and he went ahead .

Q. Did he give you any trouble about exchanging the

rifle?

A. None whatsoever .

Q. No arguement?
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A.

first one .

I think the second one was more expensive so, than the

Q. Did you pick it up right away , did you wait there?

A. I don't recall that either , I believe I did , but

I'm not certain . I don't know how long it takes to fix that .

I'm just not certain, if I had to guess one way or the other

I'd say I waited there until- until he finished it .

too?

Q.

A.

Was the second rifle going to have a scope on it

Yes , it would have been just exactly like the first one

except I guess the caliber would be different .

type of interchangeable with military .

There was some

Q. Did he tell you what the scope would do , what the

power of the scope was?

A. No, he didn't say . I got, I got , the recollection
that

there was just one type of scope and that was it, or two kinds. I think what h

asked me, what kind I wanted on it and I just said put , I

think he mentioned one or two and I just said to put the

best one on there or something like that.

LEHNER: Was that the same scope from the first rifle that

was put on the second one?

A. No , I , I have no idea on that either .

Q. Where did you keep the first rifle over night?

A. I think I kept it in the , I probably kept it in the room.

Q. And before you went to Aero Marine on the next

day, Raoul came to your place?

A. The next day? Did he come the next
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Q. The day, that you got the second rifle, was Raoul

at your place before you went to get that second rifle?

A. Yes .

Q. And did he tell you where he spent the night?

A. No , I didn't inquire .

Q. And did he tell you how he got to your motel?

A.

Q.

He wasn't far from town, it wouldn't have been no big, he could have
walked .

Where had you last see him before the morning of the

second day?

A. The motel .

Q.

A.

The end of the first day you saw him at the motel?

That's correct .

Q. When was that, before dinner?

A. It must have been -
It must have been shortly after

I made the phone call coming back and said something about

to exchange the rifle , but
--

Q. The second day did you deal with the same salesman

that you dealt with the first day?

A. I believe so, because, he took care of the first

job and I think he , I think the same one was there

MR . GANNON : Did Raoul go with you to Aero Marine the

second day?

A. No, no, I'm positive he didn't . He was with me in the

car one time but I think the only, I can only recall definitely two

times that he was . He was with me in the car one time when

we got a map and then the tavern, and he , and I took him to the

post office one time , but I can't recall any other times that

but I never would have --
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MR . KERSHAW : When did you deliver the second rifle to

Raoul?

was .

A. When?

Q. Yes .

A. Well , that's after I got it , whatever time that

Q. But you showed it to him that day?

A. Yes, that's correct , at the motel .

Q. And he said it was okay?

A. Yes, it was the correct one .

Q. Did he pick it up and sight it or anything like that ,

do you recall or did he just look at it in the carton?

A. It was in an oversized box, I think he just , might have

inspected it briefly or something like that .

Q. But you don't recall whether he took it out of the

carton or not?

A. Well , I think he was concerned about the military aspects

of it , whether you can exchange shells or anything like

that , that might have been a front , a kind of a put -on .

Q. But you don't remember whether or not he picked up

the rifle?

A. I think so , I think he did . Yeh, I seen , naturally

he looked at it .

MR . GANNON : You said earlier that when you bought the second

rifle , exchanged the first rifle for the second rifle , that

you bought both hunting ammunition and military ammunition

A. The first time?
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Q. This is when you bring back the first rifle and

exchange it for the second one .

A. Yes , that's right .

Q. You bought two kinds of ammunition , hunting

ammunition and then military ammunition . Had Raoul instructed

you to buy the military ammunition?

A. I'm not certain if he did or not . I'm sort of , I , I'm kind of,

inclined to think he did but I think I was just trying to

satisfy someone or take care of everything. I think I may have

just had him throw the military in there and these are greek

instructions . I'm not even certain I bought the military am-

munition , but I think it was found in some of my effects or

something , so I assumed that I had bought it . I don't have no real

strong clear recollection of buying any ammunition at all ,

but I know I did .

Q. Yes, I remember seeing in one of the books , I

don't know which one , something about that . About the, about

military ammunition being found, and I just wondered , is there

any other place you could have purchased it , if not at

Aero Marine?

--A. That's the only place that I was ever in any

All the time I was on escape I had never been in any other

gun shop, that was it , just that one .

Q. But didn't you buy some ammunition for the pistol ,

the handgun you bought in Birmingham, wasn't it, didn't you have to go

into a gun shop-

A. Yes , that's correct , I did purchase that .
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Q. -to purchase that?

A That was in Texas or something , I don't remember.

LE NEP: Did Raoul ever tell you why the second rifle was

satisfactory where the first was not?

A. Well , he's the one that picked out the second one .

I'm just making assumptions , but it was because of the mili-

tary character of the rifle .

Q. What is the difference between the first and the second

as far as the military character?

A. I don't know. I guess the ammunition can be inter-

changed .

Q. Can be interchanged?

A. Can not .

Q. In the first one it can not but in the second it

can , is that your understanding?

A. That's my understanding since reading periodicals

the last three or four years .

Q. Raoul never explained to you why he wanted the

second in preference to the first?

A. No , there was no details about it , he just said ,

it was the wrong type and that was it .

Q. The second time you got the rifle, did the salesman

explain to you the action , the mechanism by which it could

be activated?

A.

Q.

A.

Deactivated?

Activated , how you could , how you , how you operate the weapon?

He apparently did , but I have no recollection of
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that at all .

or not . He

I don't know if that's the practice they make

may give you a book that tells you how to

operate it, I don't know.

Q. Did he select the ammunition for the second rifle ,

or did you?

A.

He may have run something down , I may have just told

him to give me that , but I don't know. But that ma- have been

There may have been some reference when I bought the rifle ,

Raoul , he may have said get this or that I don't have no

clear recollection of this .

he?

MR. EVANS : That's the second rifle you are talking about?

A. That's the second one .

LEHNER : The first rifle who selected the ammunition , you or

A. Well , I think the

sold it to me .

- I assumed the individual who

I don't know how many different types of

ammunition they got .

I was always under the impression that they

had the one, it was just

Q. You know the difference between hunting ammunition

and military ammunition, being you were in the service , right ?

A. Yes, but I never did any hunting , except , I did hunting

with a .22 but

Q. Well, the ammunition
that you bought

for the hunting
rifle

was that
different than the ammunition

you bought
for the,

the
military

ammunition?

A. I think it was all the same size except there's a

technical
difference .
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Q. Difference in the casings , is there a difference

in the casings?

A.

Q.

Yes . It's a diff- I think it's a different case , yes .

The weapon that you first purchased was the man was the manufac

turer the same for the first and the second weapon?

A. I believe so .

MR . LEHNER: And how was the second weapon packaged ,

was it the same pacakage that you had with the first one

or were you given a different package?

A. I know it was in a box

Q. You know if it was the same box or you had it in a charged box .

A. I don't, I don't know if he changed the box. I don't know the

difference.

MR . GANNON : After you bring the second rifle back,

Raoul looks at it , is that correct?

That's correct .A.

Q. He says it's okay , it's what he wants?

A. Yes .

Q. Okay , what happens then?

A. Well , there is some discussion about what, where I , where I should

go and things like that , five or ten minutes .

Q. What was the content of the discussion?

A. Well , he wanted me to take it to Memphis and

there was some addresses writ down or something .

Q. Do you remember those addresses?

A. One of them was the New Rebel Motel I believe it

it was . And I should take it up there. I think it was February

4th - April the 3rd and
-
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Q. Any particular time of the day?

A. No, I don't recall it , just April 3rd .

Q.

New Rebel?

A.

Q.

April the 3rd you were to bring the gun to the

Yes , that's correct .

You were to check into the New Rebel? Did he

tell you to do that?

A.

Q.

Yes .

And did he say anything about what he would be doing

in the meantime?

A. I do have some recollection of him saying something

about he had to go to New Orleans? But if you asked me that

yesterday I probably wouldn't know it , but that's just something

I recollect now.

Q. Did he tell you why he would be going to New Orleans ?

A. Well , for some type of business or something . It

had something to do with the gun transaction and soforth .

Q. Did he say he would be , be meeting any specific

people in New Orleans?

A. No , I have clear recollection of New Orleans being

mentioned but I never have, I never , I don't recall any names being

mentioned or anything like that .

Q. I was just thinking if he was going to New Orleans

to handle some business related to these gun transactions

it would make more sense to him to take the gun with him to

New Orleans , did he ever explain that , why the two of you say didn't

go directly to New Orleans as opposed to the two of you going

off in different directions?
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A. Well , I don't know, he wanted me to , he wanted me to

haul it to Memphis . I had an automobile. Of course , I guess

it's a federal offense to haul it across the State line ,

I don't know, I assume, I assume it is. I can't explain to you what it

Q. Well , you were in trouble either way hauling it from

Alabama to either Tennessee or Louisiana , weren't you?

A. Well , that's why I wore those bumper stickers, " Support

your Police " and things like that to keep the heat off .

Of course , if I had been usually the police won't stop you

or bother you if you are , observe all the rules and regulations

they got written out . So, I never really - Whenever I'm

-

outside I'm not really too concerned about getting arrested . of

course you keep away from crooks except when you have to

deal with them things like that , stay away from certain

neighborhoods , you usually won't get
--

The police don't

make it a habit of arresting persons that don't appear to

- -be in some type of maybe you could answer this some

type of, if they did they'd be stopping everybody on the

highway .

MR . EVANS : Sure .

While you were still in
-
While you were discussing

or while he was discussing with you the trip to Memphis , did

he give you any sort of time table or time schedule you

should arrive at

A. No. I think he had

Q. Did he tell you to take your time or did he tell

you what to do or he just said , I'll see you in Memphis or
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the New Rebel Motel on April 3rd?

A. He said April 3rd, yes, I, it was my impression he

thought maybe I was , maybe went back to Atlanta or something ,

but I made the decision on my own , I'm pretty sure, to go to

Memphis and just drive slow rather than make the long trip

back to Atlanta , just drive slow and stay, say drive three or four

hours a day and stay at different motels which I did .

Q. Okay . All told how many hours , how long did you

stay in Birmingham?

A. On that particular time?

Q. On this particular time .

A.

-

I don't know if I stayed there that night or not,

you'll have to check the records there, but I think I believe

what I did is , I stayed in a place, drove a few miles outside

of Birmingham and stayed in a motel .

MR .

A.

GANNON: Do you remember what city that was?

I recall , three or four of the cities I stayed in

between, I writ them down , but I, I can't , I may recall some of them .

I think I stayed in Florence .

Q. What state is Florence in?

A. Alabama .

Q.

A.

Alabama .

I recall getting a haircut there. That would

probably be April 1 , when the government had that's

when they had me in Atlanta . I think I was in Florence , that's,

I think that's up towards the north , towards the north .

MR . EVANS : That's right .
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A. I think I stayed in another motel between Birmingham

and Florence and I stayed in a motel one night in Mississippi

but I can't recall the town . If I can see a map I can recall it .

And I stayed , April 2d , I stayed at the DeSoto .

Q. So working back , you had , the DeSoto, rather New Rebel

on the third , Desoto on the second , a motel in Florence on

the first? A. Yes .

Do you remember where you stayed on the night of March 31 ?Q.

A.

Q.

If I could see , saw a map , I could get it, but I can't recall, b

What general geographical area would that be in?

A.
As I mentioned I wasn't driving too far a day, so it

would probably be if Florence is north it would probably

be between Birmingham and Florence . I have a clear recollection

of Florence . It sits off the highway and I drove in . I

cut off on a street and drove downtown and --

Do you remember the name of that motel in Florence?
Q.

A. I'd draw a diagram for all these but I can't I can't
-

recall all the names of them.

MR . EVANS : What would you saw you averaged going up , two

or three house driving a day?

A. Not much, yes .

Q. Not much more than that , right?

A.

Q.

Driving slowly .

Did you see Magoulas before you left Birmingham , did

you go by his place?

A. I don't remember Ma-, the only place I recall in

Alabama is the Starlight , that name, now there are various ,

Magoulas and those other places I've been in them, but I don't,
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Q. Were you ever in Magoulas's with Raoul ?

A. Well, I may have , but I don't recall , I just don't

recall what's Magoulas's and what isn't . I would assume

I use to frequent, other than the Starlight , I use to

go in a place right across the street from it. Now, I went to

two other place but they were down by the train station somewhere .

Q. What did Magoulas look like?

A. I don't , the only person I ever recall , of
-- NOW,

I can't recall his identification now, He was the owner of the

Starlight, he was an Italian , I believe .

Q. What did he look like do you recall?

A.

Q.

Not now, but he's kind of heavy, I'd say 50's.

Heavy set?

A. I believe he was .

MR . GANNON : The owner of the Starlight?

A. Yes .

MR . EVANS : And that wasn't Magoulas?

A.

Q.

No, he was an Italian . I think Magoulas was Greek.

Greek or something?

MR . LEHNER : Magoulas is a place with the name Magoulas

on it or is Magoulas, you called it Magoulas because the

owner is Magoulas and you know him .

A. Well , I don't have any clear recollection of how I know

that . I just don't know it may have had a name on it but I

don't know how some , somethings
--

MR . EVANS : Do you know how to spell that?
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A. I think so .

Q.
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Who were you there at Magoulas's with?

Pardon?

Q. Who were you with at Magoulas's?

A. I don't recall ever being, specific while being th

with anyone . It was I didn't have too much association

with anyone in Birmingham .

Q. How would you describe Magoulas's?

A. Well , there was, there was a place under a hotel , I think

that's one of the first places I stayed in that night right

across the street from the Granada Hotel , but there was a

place I use to go in there two or three times

Q. The Granada Hotel?

A. The Granada Hotel , yes .

MR . EVANS : That's the first place you stayed in when

you went to Birmingham?

A. That first night . I was , I think that was under-

neath the hotel , but I think there's two clubs , two or three clubs

there , I just don't have no clear recollection . The only othe

place I ever went with any, could have been is , I think

this was up by the train station , right next to a big motel .

They had some kind of a floor show in there, but, I think they

had a restaurant in the front and a floor show and bar in

the back .

MR . GANNON : Was that Magoulas's place?
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A. Well , it may have been , I don't know , I just can't

recall .

Q. You told us , I think it was, you apparently did have same

conversation with him because we are talking about your

background, you know, well at least the background that you

were giving to people , you said you told them something about

working on a ship or shipyard , or something like that , did you

have any other conversation with them about your background?

A. With who?

Q. Magoulas .

A. I don't recall talking to Magoulas .

Q. Then how did you get to know him and his name?

A.
Well, I may have seen his name on the , on the

See, I been asked about this Magoulas before , I may have seen

his name on the front of a tavern or something , but these

people are kind , these foreigners they don't talk

MR . EVANS : Does Huie know about this guy?

A. Who?

Q. Huie .

A.

Q.

He never mentioned his name .

No , I'm saying you say you mentioned this guy to someone

else, I'm just thinking that maybe someone else has done something on this, did

you mention it to any of the attorneys or anything , Magoulas ,

Huie or Haines or Foreman?

A. No, I never mentioned that .

LEHNER : Who did you speak to before you mentioned that you

spoke about this before?
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A. Well , some reporter came up here and asked me about

various people . I don't know if he was , Magoulas , was one

of them or not .

MR . GANNON : Do you remember who that reporter was?

A. No, he was from a Birmingham newspaper or something .

Q. Was this recently?

A. Yes .

MR . EVANS : Okay, so, you are on your way up the road on the

way up to Memphis .

MR . LEHNER : The first night you say you stopped at a

place between Birmingham and Florence , is that what you are

saying?

A. That's correct .

Q. Do you remember that place?

A. No.

Q. And you used the Galt name?

A. Yes .

Q. And the second night you say you stopped at a place

in Florence, is that right?

A. Well , let's take it back, if I purchased the rifle

-

on the 30th, if you know I don't know, I think it was the 30th ,

the second one. Well , I had the So, f there's 30 , if 31 days

in a month , 31st , first , second , so , I had to have stayed

somewhere three nights until I got to , until I got to the

Desoto so the 30th I would have stayed somewhere outside of

Birmingham and the 31st would have been I would have either-

stayed in Florence the 31st or the 1st , and I stayed in
-
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somewhere in Mississippi about the middle of , the north

of Mississipppi on the 1st and I would have checked in the DeSoto

the second and the New Rebel the third .

Q. What happened at these various places you went to on ,

during this trip , side stopping at the hotel and driving a

couple of hours , what did you do the rest of the day?

A. I think I drive more , I probably checked in and tell

them I'd stay there until 11:00 , 10 or 11:00 that morning, and they'd

run you out at 12 or 1 , and then drive three or four more hours

and check in to another one. So, I would arrived there

on April the 3d .

Q. Well , how long a driving time was it from Birmingham

to Memphis?

A. Well , I don't know it's hard to pin it down when you ,

when you are driving that , that slow I guess you would , from

Birmingham to Memphis, I guess it's 250 miles . I just guess ,

I don't know if it's that far or not . But these records , the

FBI must have them because I told Huie about all these stops

shortly after he come in the case and he apparently give them

to the FBI .

Q. What did you do the rest of the day?

A. I'm willing to go down
- I know I have -

If there

is anything I do know , I do know about going from Birmingham

to Memphis between March the 30th and April the 3rd .

Q. What did you do during the rest of the day beside driving

and stopping off at the motel?

A. Nothing , there was nothing to do . I probably just
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stayed in the motel room probably about 11:00 that

way I wouldn't want to be hanging around outside .

MR . GANNON : Did you try the rifle out at all?

A.

Q.

or where?

No, I didn't .

Where was it , was it in the back seat or the trunk

A. It was in the trunk, I assumed that, because I wouldn't

have laid it in the back seat .

LEHNER: Did you have a receipt for the rifle?

A.

Q.

I think so .

And if you got stopped what were you planning to

do if the police stopped you and searched the car?

A. I wouldn't have, that's something I never considered , the

police stopping me . I never really did get concerned about

that until, you know, they started to , well , stopped me . I just

Q. Well , you told us before that you usually had a

plan as to what address you were going to use and what name , and

if they stopped you with a gun were you going to show them a

receipt under , with Harvey Lowmeyer's name on it or were you

going to show them your driver's license?

A. No, I would show them my driver's license . I wouldn't

unless they wanted to seeshow them the reciept , they don't

or something .

-

Q. Well , we will take a break now for a couple of

minutes and strech a bit .

MR . GANNON : Well actually , Bob , the Lieutenant came

in and asked if we could come up stairs now for lunch .
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MR . LEHNER : Okay . Do you want to do that Mr. Kershaw,

do you want to start , take a lunch early today , now?

MR . KERSHAW :

MR . LEHNER :

You have forced me into it .

Okay .

(Break for lunch at 12:10 p.m. )

( 12:47 p.m. )

MR . LEHNER : It is now 12:47 and the same group is here

that was here this morning and we are speaking with James

Earl Ray .

We were discussing what you were doing during those days

between March 30th and April 3rd , and you were telling us that

other than driving slowly you were spending your time in the

motels . Was there anything that you can think of other than that that you were

doing during that interval?

A. Yes. I have a recollection of going somewhere to get a haircut in

Alabama one of those days and the barber shop was closed that

day. Now, that may have been

at one place but one of them

closed on that particular day .

was Florence .

- Now, I got a hair cut I believe

was closed because they were

Now, I don't know if that

It may, it may have been, Florence is where the place

was closed on that day and I got a haircut later in Memphis .

I think that is
-
Yes, I recall getting a haircut in

Memphis .

Q. Where in Memphis did you get the haircut?

A. It was

issippi line, but I could find it, I could find it on a street map, but I

on one of the main streets towards the Miss-

can't recall it.

Q. Which day was that , that you got in Memphis?
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A. Well , it was most likely been the second , it would

have been close to the Mississippi line . I think I drove in

and got a haircut .

Q. Now, let's take it from the second . You are

clear that on the night of the second you stayed in the DeSoto?

A. Yes .

Q. Was that DeSoto the name of the county or the

name of the motel?

A. Both.

Q. And what time did you get to the DeSoto on the

2d of April?

A. Well , now I can just guess on that . If I left

Corinth , I'm positive that's , I stayed there .

noon .

Q. You stayed there on the 1st?

A. Yes . I would have probably checked in that after-

Q. Of the second?

A. One o'clock .

Q. What did you do once you checked in on the 2d at

the DeSoto at about 1:00 ?

A. I don't recall anything particular . I know I

got a haircut . I went to the drug store and I think I left

some stuff in Birming Atlanta , a razor or something .
--

think I purchased a razor .

Q. So when you stopped at the DeSoto you spent the

day in Memphis?

I

A. Well , not, now, not , just on the edge of it there.
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Q. That's the day you got the haircut in Memphis on

the 2d is that correct?

I'm not positive , I think it was , I'm pretty
A.

Q. Where was the barber shop?

A.

Q.

It was on a main street , but I can't -

When you say a main street , was it on Main Street ,

the name of the street?

A.
Yes, I say it may have been on Lamar Street , I

got to have a map here .

Q. You are looking at a map that Mr. Kershaw supplied

for you today?

A. Yes .

Yes , it would be on Lamar or maybe it would be on

Highway 55. That looked , it was somewhere on the Mississippi , not too far

from the Mississippi line . Now, I'm not a hundred percent whether

it was April 3d or April 2d .

have been the morning of April 3d but I think that's been

established .

-I may have, It could

Q. When you say it's been established how was that

been established?

A.
I think the government and my attorneys established

some of this . I don't know if they established the haircut

location .
They might not have considered that important but -

Q. Well , did Mr. Haines know about this haircut place?

A. I don't think he -
They had trouble findling it ,

¦

The couldn't even find the motel , the DeSoto Motel ,

I don't think they found it . I probably told them about it

but I don't think he asked me just where it was at , but I do
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I'm, do recall that the street ran on an angle , so if it did it may

have been somewhere on Lamar, but I don't know when what

I would have been doing over there, if I was staying around

the DeSoto Motel . So, that makes me think it may have been

April 3d I got it in the morning .

Q. What else did you do on the 3d?

A. On the morning of the 3d?

Q. Yes .

A. I stayed in the -
Well , see I checked out about

-

11:00 and I think I stalled around . I drove around for a

while, before the time I had setup for the meeting and I ate

Q. This was We are talking about the morning of the

3rd?

A. Yes .

Q. Yes .

A. I know I ate breakfast . There's a restaurant that

adjoins the motel and I stalled aound there for 45 minutes

and I can't I can't recall just what all I did do on the

morning of the 3rd except , like I say, stalled around .

-

Q. When were you suppose to meet Raoul ?

A. That's suppose to be about 3:00 as best of my recol-

lection .

Q. On the third?

A. Yes . It may have , yes .

Q. This was arranged when?

A. The night before at the New Rebel Motel .

Q. Well , when you saw him in Birmingham when was the last
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time you saw him in Birmingham?

A. That would have been the day , the evening before

I left , March the 30th I suppose.

Q. Now, did you have an arrangement at that time to

meet him somewhere in Tennessee?

A. In the New Rebel in Memphis .

Q. And what time were you suppose to meet him in Memphis

at the New Rebel ?

A. I was
I don't think there was any specif time there .

just checking in and he'd, he seemed to know where it was at .

Q. What I'm getting at , on the 30th of March in

Birmingham , Raoul gave you instructions to be at the New

Rebel Motel and that he would meet you there?

A.

Q.

Yes .

Did he tell you approximately what time he would

meet you, what day it would be?

A.
Well , usually in a motel you can't - you can't check

therein until 2:00 I believe it is . So, any time within

and the evening , it's not too many hours. And all you

have to do is stay around if you want to meet someone and they'll

show up.

Q.
Well , he told you that he'd meet you at the New

Rebel Motel on the third of April?

A.
That's correct , 3rd of April .

Q.
That's what he told you onthe 30th of March?

A. 30th of March .

Q. But he didn't specify any time or approximate time

I
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as to the meeting that was to take place?

A. I don't recall any , I , just said to check in there

and he'd make some contact or something .

Q. Now, the morning of the 3rd you think you went to

Memphis to get a haircut?

A. It's either the 3rd or 2nd. It's, the thing that made me belive

it would have been the 3rd was that , if it was on Lamar , see, because I wouldn'

have been in that area . I'd been in the area down here

where the DeSoto Motel was .

Q.

A.

How far was the Desoto from the New Rebel?

I'm not certain . I assumed the DeSoto was right

down where, so , you'd just have to look on the map , I don't

Q. What would you approximate this distance?

A.

because -

Now . I don't have no clear recollection of that

MR . EVANS : You said the DeSoto is where?

A. It would be either here or here (JER pointing to

the map ) , it was right on the line , there's the DeSoto .

think it says DeSoto here

Q.

A.

DeSoto County , right ?

Yes , it would probably be right here . Yes , I

think it would be right here, south .

MR . KERSHAW: You could come in on this highway and

cut across here?

A. It could be , I don't, I don't

-

See, I

MR . EVANS : You don't exactly know where the New Rebel

Hotel is on this map?

A. Well , since I think it was checked out before.
-
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I think it is on Lamar, but I'm not certain, either that or

on Poplar , but I'm not certain .

Q. Well , was there any - Well , let me just ask you

this . Approximately how many miles would it be from the

Desoto to the New Rebel , just approximating , are we talking about

a couple of miles?

A. Well , looking at the map, I'd say, I don't know how big

Memphis is . I'd say four or five miles .

Q. Was there any reason you didn't stay at the New

Rebel on the second since you were supposed to be there on the

third?

A. It would have been no reason except I'd rather

stay out in the boon docks or whatever you want to call it

rather going into town.

Q. Why?

A. Well , I mean there's less traffic and there's

always the possibility you could get stopped for a traffic

ticket or something .
There's less police around .

Q. Which was the better hotel , the DeSoto or the

New Rebel?

A.
Well , the DeSoto seemed like it was kind of a

rundown place.

Q.

The New Rebel was more modern place .

What I'd like to understand is , why if you

had to meet him on the third in the New Rebel and they are only

a few miles away, why didn't you just go there so that you wouldn't

have any hassel trying to change and make sure that you saw him on

time, also , in light of the fact there was no time specified
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for you to meet him, for you to meet him?

A. Well, April the 3rd was specified, of course I could

have went straight to Birmingham and drove right straight into

Memphis , but I just thought I didn't know what my reasoning
-

was at that time , but I just didn't want to , I guess go into

town with the rifles and things like that . Anyway, I made

some kind of a judgment to do it like I did .

You said rifles , you only had one rifle , right ?

Yes , one .

Q.

A.

Q. Did you have your handgun?

A. No , I didn't have it at that time .

Q. Did you have any handgun?

A. No, nothing .

Q. What time did you check in at the New Rebel?

A. Well , it would probably be as soon as I had an

opport As soon as the time span allowed . I think

you usually can check in at 1:00 , I think that's so I would

have checked in as soon as the new day started .

Q. Well , if you get to a motel at 11 in the morning

they won't accept you at that time?

A. Well, it's any impression, it's always been my impression you didn't

go in a motel in the morning and check in for that night

and the next day too for all for one price . I may be wrong ,

that's just, I never did, I know they run you out of them, what is it, 1:00 ,

12 , or 1:00 .

Q. Well, there's check out times

MR . GANNON : Check out times , sure
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MR . LEHNER : -but if they have vacant rooms and you got

there before the check out time your understanding was you

wouldn't be allowed in unless you paid an extra day?

-
I think you checkA. Well , I thought there was a time

in a motel 12:30 a.m. , well , you couldn't stay there until the

following day, 12:30 a.m. , plus that morning . In other words I think

they have a certain time . Now I don't know, but I just assumed ,

I've always assumed they had a certain time where you could

check in . Now, I have went in a motel , motels, at 8 or 9:00 in

the morning and checked out after four or five hours , but I've

never stayed 36 hours on I don't believe

MR . EVANS : How did you know where the Rebel

New Rebel was ?

- the

A. I just checked in the phone book . I think I looked

that up at the DeSoto .

Q. Did you , did you know how Raoul picked , chose , did you

ask him why he did choose the New Rebel?

A. Well , I assumed , now, why he picked it . But I

didn't have any idea then.

Q.

A.

What's , what's your assumption?

Well the police guarding me , told me that it was

run by a person with a criminal record , things like that .

Q. Oh .

A. Shifty activities going in there .

MR . LEHNER : So that you now realize that Raoul picked

it because he knew someone that was associated , or that own

it and that therefore , there might not be any questions asked if

he -
if he was doing anything illicit there?
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A. Well , possibly, if you came in visiting or something ,

I don't know what the procedure is for visiting motels late

at night but I assumed they have night watchmans around there

or something . I know a lot of these motels, they have girls and

things coming in and out , and certain motels , they are not as strict

on the rules as some of the other ones up town would be .

Q. How do you now realize that the person who owned the

New Rebel had some kind of a criminal connection?

A. The police, the police guarding me in Memphis made some reference

to that and I read , then later on I read something about it .

But I think I read something about it . I have a clear recollection

of learning later on , not only the New Rebel but the DeSoto , they,

they had been in trouble with the law several times .

Q. What illegal activities did you and Raoul carry on

at the New Rebel?

gun?

A. I didn't carry on any, except the rifle .

Q. Did you show him the rifle at the New Rebel?

A. No, I don't think I did .

Q.
-

Did you show him the When did you show him the

A. I think the last time he saw it was in Birmingham ,

it was raining that night and he came there and I think he got

it under his rain coat someway,

of it . It was in a box or something .

Q.

not all of it , but most

And after you showed it in Birmingham when was the

next time you showed it to him?

A. I never did show it to him after that .
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Q. When was the next time he got it after you showed

it to him in Birmingham?

A. He got it at the New Rebel that night . I don't

know what time it was. I know it was raining hard and I think

it was 9 or 10:00 .

Q. Where was the rifle?

A. It was in a box.

Q. In your room?

A.

Q.

Yes .

Did you show it to him in the New Rebel ?

A. No.

Q. What happened then?

A.

Q.

A.

Our discussion and all that?

Yes .

Well , of course , he inquired about the rifle and

I told him I had it . It was in a box and of course I assumed

he knew that and there was some discussion about where we'd meet

him, and I would rent a room, and things of that nature .

And I think he gave me the address that was written on

a piece of paper . He give me a certain time to be there.

What time was that he gave you?Q.

A. I think it was around 3:00 , maybe earlier . I think

it was around three . I think it was exactly 3:00, and it was

some discussion about renting a room, I think, I'm not, I'm vague on this.

I would rent a room and I think I mentioned to him, he said

something about , I think he, I got the impression he wanted me to rent,

didn't want me to, but thought I'd rent it under my name or something, and I

think that's the first time we decided on the Willard name .
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Q. How was that name decided on?

A.
I, well , that was my name, I came up with that particular

recollection since then of knowing

someone in some connection with some type of a fence .

not certain , I just can't peg that Willard name down .

look back through my records maybe some Willard would crop

up , I can't think of it.

I'm

If you

Q. And what was the name what was the reason that

another name other than Galt was going to be used at the ,

at the rooming house?

A. That was my, my decision , if there was any weapons or

anything , anything illegal and especially in a rooming house

or hotel, then I That would be standard procedure for me

to use a different name especially a flop house .

-

MR . EVANS : Did he give you any directions as how to ,

when he gave you the address , did he tell you how to get there?

A. He just said it was downtown , it wouldn't be hard

to find .

MR . LEHNER : Did he say how long to rent the room for?

A. Not at that time , no .

Q. When did he tell you how long?

A. Well later on I got the impression that we'd be

there a few days , I didn't

Q.

--

Any time before you rented the room did he tell you

how long to rent the room for?

A. Well , I just got an impression , I didn't get any spec-

ific answer . I assumed the conversation about showing, displaying guns and
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transacting guns , it wouldn't be too long . There was some

mention about going down the river to New Orleans or something ,

there was just nothing specific on about how long I would be there.

But every , all the conversations I had , I had the impression

that it would probably be three or four days .

Q. Now, ou said about displaying guns, was there more than

one gun that was going to be displayed?

A. Well, Yes , there was a reference , I'm not sure where

it was told to me , it was either , I believe it was told me

the next day in the mo-, in the rooming house, that I would probably be

going back to birmingham and getting some , more of the scopecope rifles and

more of the , in addition, purchase some of the surplus rifles .

Q. When was that said?

A. I think that was mentioned the next day, in the

rooming house.

Q. About what time was that?

A. Well , that would have been one of my short visits

in the rooming house then . It would have been , it would have

probably been 5 or 5:30.

Q. Was that before or after you purchased the

binoculars?

A. -That would probably have been after I think that's

one of the first things I did , was purchase the binoculars .

Q. He then told you after about 5 or 5:30 , that

you would be going back to Birmingham to purchase more

rifles?

A. Yes . If the transaction went through, but , those
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were all impressions I got . They were not really definite

but they, they were strong enough to make me believe that I

would be going back .

Q. What time were the purchaser or purchasers suppose

to arrive at the rooming house?

A. Well , apparently it was suppose to be sometime

after six o'clock , somewhere around there . I'm not sure ,

they were suppose to arrive at the rooming house, because he did

ask to use the car once , so , I assumed maybe he was going

to meet them some place else or drive them some place else .

Q. How did he get to the New Rebel ?

A. How did I get there?

Q. How did he get there?

A. I guess he drove a car, I have no idea .

Q. How did he get to the rooming house?

Well , I assumed he drove a car , but I don't haveA.

no idea .

Q. So it is your understanding that he left that car

in Memphis when he got into your car later?

A. When he got into my car later?

Q. Did he leave the car in Memphis or did he take

the car out of Memphis ?

A. The Mustang?

Q. The car that he used to go to the New Rebel . Did

he use that car first of all to go to the rooming house?

Well , I don't know how he got to the NewA.

Rebel . I assumed it was a car, he had a raincoat on and it

was raining, and the New Rebel is laid out so that if his car
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was parked in the street or something you couldn't see it because

it's a horse shoe shaped place, and it's a driveway comes in and

the, as I recall right, where you check in at it , it protrudes

quite a bit out and , ohly way I could have seen anyone coming in

there period would be looking out the window when the- drove up,

that is , if they parked in the motel , if they parked out on

the street it would have been impossible to seen anyone because

the street were just laid out at the motel where you just

couldn't see anyone .

Q. What time did he arrive at the New Rebel at your

room?

A. It was dark, I assumed it was about 9 or 10:00 .

Q. What time did he leave?

A. Half an hour later, whenever that was .

Q.

A.

What did he take with him?

Well in addition to the rifle I don't , I can't

recall anything that he took.

Q. Did he look at the rifle in the room?

A. No, there was no more looking at it .

Q. Had you taken the rifle out of the car when you

stayed at the New

this .

- the DeSoto?

A. I don't know if I did or not . I don't , I'm reconstructing

I don't think I would have taken it out . Because I had it in

the trunk, I'm positive I wouldn't have took it out . I would

have probably took my, I usually had that small suitcase ,

that overnight case , I would have took it out .

Q. What was the reason that you took it out and had
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it in your room at the New Rebel?

A.

Q.

Well, that's where he was suppose to pick it up .

You were expecting him to pick it up?

A. Well , I didn't know, I had the camera equipment

he didn't pick it up, I assumed he was going to , I mean, I was

going, I was going through the bargain or whatever you want to call it .

Did you have the camera equipment in theQ.

New Rebel or did you have it in the car?

A. No , I don't think I ever moved that camera equipment .

I think it stayed in that car from the day I put it in , in

Birmingham until I --

MR . GANNON: Did you ever, did you ever ask Raoul to take the camera

equipment off your hands , it was just , I guess cluttering

up the trunk wasn't it?

A. I asked him in Mexico after we crossed the second

customs house . He said , he acted kind of nervous and he said ,

no, he'd get it later or something .

MR . LEHNER : Did you bring it up to him again after Mexico?

A. I forgot about it . It just stayed in the trunk .

You know, I never thought about it .

Q. Did you think the gun transfer was going

to take place in the New Rebel?

A. Yes , I was, well , I didn't think, but these are

assumptions you make .

Q. Why you brought the gun into the New Rebel?

A. Yes , that's one of the main reasons is , if you are

told to meet somebody at some certain extent , well , I would assume

Q. It was raining when he entered the New Rebel and

when he left?
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A. I'm not a hundred percent sure, but I think it was

raining pretty , he had a raincoat on , and I had some recollecion

of, if it wasn't raining , the weather was bad or something . O.

And when he left your place at the New Rebel he had the rifle

with him and walked out in the rain with it? Is that right?

Well , I'd say he had it under his coat or something , partA.

Q. And you don't know if his car was parked out in

front or was parked some distance away where you couldn't see it?

A. I have a strong recollection it was raining pretty hard,

because, you know, on second thought, because, I quess you'd have to check with

the weather report , but I have I didn't see anything,
-

I do have a strong recollection it was raining hard that night .

Q. Did he tell you how he found out where your room

was at the New Rebel?

A. No, my car was parked right in front of it , so , I think

it's, they're marked off in stalls .

Q. So if your car was parked right in front of it he

would have parked right next to your car , right?

A. Yes , possibly , yes .

Q. And, therefore, his car would be right outside in

front of your window, right?

A. Yes . But I don't, I don't recall seeing any lights . Usually

you see lights reflected , somebody pulls up, I don't recall

I would, I don't recall , now, and I don't recall eight years ago, so , I,

there's an assumption Nowthat nobody pulled up there .

Q.

——

On the third at the New Rebel did he tell you when

ever ,
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the people were going to buy the guns were going to come to

Memphis?

A. I think there was just vague reference made there .

I think most of the references were made after we was in the

rooming house , there was mention made that I was going back

to Memphis or something like that .

Q. Going back to Memphis?

A. Yes -
No, Birmingham .

Q. What was your, what was your understanding on the third when he

told you to meet him at the rooming house , what was your under-

standing as to what was going to happen in that rooming house?

You spoke to him on the third?

A. Well , I , this is an assumption , well , I would assume

there was suppose to be some type of a gun transaction there ,

but

Q. Gun transaction was suppose to take place in the

rooming house onthe fourth?

A. Some type of displav or something .

Q. On the fourth at the rooming house?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. Now, did you ask him why he wanted to take the

rifle since you had been handling the rifle and he had been

the money man and you had been taking the risk, handling the

rifle , did you ask him why, now on the third, he wanted to

handle the rifle?

A. No , I didn't ask any questions . I don't recall

ever asking him over two or three questions at the most . I
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would never ask anybody why he was, he didn't want me to do it or some-

thing if he was a middle man in some type of an arrangement .

Q.
Did he tell you what your function was going to be

on the fourth when he spoke to you on the third? Did he tell

you why he wanted you there on the fourth if he was taking

the rifle?

A.

Well , there was nothing , nothing specific , I think my function

was to rent a room there,and just maybe use the room for

some type of meeting of some sort, that was my only function

that I could
determine

at that, at that time .

And you were to be in the room at what time?

About three
o'clock .

Q.

A.

Q.

A. Well , I'm not - I'm not

Did he say where he would meet you?

I can't recall all the details-

on this, but I think the first meeting was suppose to be in

Jim's Grill
underneath

, and if that didn't work out why I was

suppose to call him or
something -

A.

Q.

Q. Call him where?

-in New
orleans or something

like that .

If you
didn't meet him in Jim's

Grill
you were

suppose

to call New Orleans?

A. Well,
that, that was always

arrangements

we had . If something

happened why get in
contact with some number

MR. EVANS:
Is this the same

number
that you gave

us,

the
partial

number
that you gave us , 7557?

A. That's
correct, yes .

Is that

MR.
LEHNER:

Was there any reason
why he , that

he gave to you

as to why he
wanted the transaction

to take place
in the rooming

house as
opposed to the New Rebel

?
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A.

Q.

No, I made assumptions about that later on , but

What assumption did you make?

A. Well , it's the type of neighborhood, you can come

Usually those places around the riverand go as you want to .

front are all , kind of a lot of questionable operations

going on around there and
-

Q. Was it your idea that you were going to stay there

about three days there with the, with the gun in the room?

A. No, I didn't have, I didn't , it was my , I didn't have

any impression that I was going to stay there with a gun . I had

the impression I was going to stay there . I took , I
--

Q. Well , what was your impression as to your purpose

of staying there for three or four days?

A. Well, I think he was suppose to , trans-, contact some other parties

or something of that nature, and that was just the impression that I got .

I was never told, you know, well , we will stay here a week or

something .

Q. Well , it was your impression that you were staying

there for the purpose of displaying weapons?

A. Either that or they, I had the impression more that, that would

be a meeting rather than displaying the things . That would

be some type of , just a place to, you know, hand your hat while you

talked to someone or something .

Q. And can you think of any reason why a place like

the rooming house would be chosen to show rifles when it didn't even

have locks on the doors such as the rooming house was chosen for that type of

thing, meeting , as opposed to the New Rebel which you now

know which is a place where , which was run by people who had
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criminal connections?

A. Well , I can't think of any on the -- Well , if I had

my choice and I was making some kind of illegal transaction

I'd rather , unless I knew the owner of the New Rebel was

shady I'd rather make it there on Main Street . But I think

what you are getting into , what we will probably be getting

into now, what you know , the reason for renting the room, whether

it was to shoot King or make some kind , make some type of gun

transaction . -I see, the New Rebel I don't think shooting

anyone form there but that's , these are substantial

areas we are getting into , 30 , and that's , based on my judgment

and things like that .

Q. Well , what i'm, what I'm getting at is your state of mind, are,

are you at that time wondering if we are showing guns, why are

we doing it in this , in this rooming house without locks on the door,

as opposed to a place that has a lock on the door , such as

the New Rebel . If you are looking for some clandestine

operation where you don't want other people to walk in on

you and noticewhat is happening , especially where you have a rooming

house where there is a landlady and you don't enter directly

into your room as you do in a motel?

A. Well , of course , I have strong , strong suspicions

now that there was never meant to be any kind gun transactions ,

although there ery well might have been. I guess everyone looks

at things diferent . I think, if you forget a minute, the motel , the New

Rebel Motel was, the proprietor was some type of a shady individual, I

think that by all means I'd rather have the, have the Main Street for a
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transaction because usually there is a lot of winos down

there, while they might pick up , you know, pick up your razor

or something and sell it . I don't think they , they are, harm-

less outside of that , so

Q. What did you say?

-

A. They might pick up a razor, or steal your razor, or

clock or something , but they wouldn't But I don't think they

would come in your room unless they was drunk , really drunk ,

and they'd have to work up their nerve or something .

Q. All right , after he left the New Rebel on the 3rd

with the weapon, you stayed at the New Rebel that night, or did

you go out somewhere before you went to sleep?

A. No , I didn't go anywhere .

Q. And what time did you get up in the morning, and

what did you do then , the morning of the 4th?

A. Well , I stayed , stayed there quite late in the day, late

in the morning , 11:00 and I stalled around and it took me

about an hour to eat breakfast .

haircut that morning , but I think

4th?

Q.

-

I'm not sure if I got a

You might have gotten a haircut the morning of the

A.

Q.

A.

It's a possibility , I'm not certain .

It might have been either the 2nd , 3rd , or 4th?

Second, it wouldn't have been the second .

Q. Well, I thought you, before you said that it was either

the 2nd or the morning of the 3rd?

A. Well , it could have been the 4th, I , I just don't know

that's, they've, I think it was the same day I went to the drug
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store to get a razor . I think I left the razor and I think

the police have the
-

I think it's in the statement I gave ,

I, right thre on the desk, they have , the day I went to the

drug store and got the razor, I think it was the same day,

but I just can't -

Q. What statement are you referring to?

A.

prove .

Q.

A.

There's a statement in there what the police would

I think that's it there .

Oh , this is, this material that you gave us?

Yes . Do you want me to look through here?

Q. Well , it's not necessary now, whatever your

recollection is is what we are now interested in .

A. Well , go ahead , I'll glance throught it while you

are asking me .

once .

Q. Well , I don't want you to have to do two things at

If you want to look over it fine .

A. Well , I don't, I don't even see it in here. No , it's ,

I don't , I don't , see it.

Q. We'll at a recess , we'll take a brief recess this afternoon--

MR . EVANS :

MR . LEHNER:

-
What else did you purchase beside the

Excuse me , there will be a recess here

sometime in the afternoon .

we can get back to them.

If you want to look over them and

A. I don't think that's a stip- I think that would have

been the stipulation . I don't believe that's
-

Q. You don't believe we have the material here?

A. No, I just think that's something the State contended
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they would prove and I think the stipulation was different .

MR . EVANS : James , you said you bought a razor , what

else did you buy?

A. That day

Q. Yes .

A. -or whatever day it was . A razor

Q. Third , fourth , whichever date?

A. I guess that's it , I can't recall.

Q. Did you buy that from a local store or in a motel?

A. I think it would be in a drug store close to the

Mississippi line , somewhere close to DeSoto County .

Q. Did you get a receipt in the bag?

A. Yes , I think so .

MR . GANNON : Did you get a good night's sleep the night

of the third?

A.

Q.

Well , I don't recall , I think I did .

I guess the reason I ask I saw in one of the books , a place , reported

about the night clerk looking up and seeing your light is on, like

at 12:00 midnight , then 2:00 a.m. , then 4:00 a.m.

A. Well , that was just - I think Gerald Franks ,

There's nothing likethat's just jazzing up the book.

Q. The way you remember it , you got a fairly good

night's sleep?

A. Yes , un huh .

Q. Did you make any phone call fromthe New Rebel?

A. I don't believe there was no, I don't believe there was a phone in

there.

Q. Did you make any phone calls from any of the

places on the way from Birmingham to Memphis , including the
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DeSoto and the others?

A.
I never made, no, I never made any phone calls , all the time I

was in Memphis, other than the stops I made in between Birmingham and

Memphis , I never made any phone calls .

- theQ. On the 2nd and the 3rd, you know you were

second that's at the DeSoto and the 3rd you stayed at the

New Rebel , did you drive through Memphis at all in and out

of the town?

A.
I think I just stayed on the edge of it on the

Mississippi side .

Q. You didn't drive downtown at all?

A.

Q.

No , I'm almost positive that I didn't drive downtown .

Did you pick up the newspaper , the Memphis newspaper

during those , during that time?

A.
I have no recollection of it but I usually always

buy a morning paper so it would have been unusual if I hadn't

of bought it.

Q.

strike?

Q.

Did you know anything about the sanitation worker's

A. No, I wouldn't --

Did you know that there was a sanitation worker's

strike while you were in Memphis?

A.
No, I had no idea , sanitation strike .

Q.
Did you know that Dr. King was due to arrive in

Memphis?

A.
No, I had no idea then .

Q.
Did you know who Dr. King was ?

A.
I probably had a vague idea , but I don't
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have any strong idea . As far as him arriving in Memphis ,

I understand he didn't know he was suppose to arrive there

himself . So --

Q. Did you know that he , when you were in Memphis

did you know there was such a person as Dr. King , Martin

Luther King , who was a civil rights leader?

Q. I probably had an idea of him like I'm trying

to reconstruct what I would have an idea of , now , of course ,

I know the President , the Vice President , I'm a lot more

aware of public officials and politics now than I am at

that time . I'm more interested now. But wouldn't , probably

at that time I wouldn't have had any specific knowledge

of any individual at that time .

Q. What I mean is , did you know that there was such

a person when you were in Memphis? Did you know there

was such a person as Dr. Martin Luther King and that he

purported to be a civil rights leader?was a --

A. At that time , at the particular time I was in

Memphis I had no idea but I probably , I may have had a

vague idea that there was such an individual , but if it

would been in the paper not only about him but President

Johnson , or someone else , I usually just buy the paper and

glance through and look at the sports pages or something ,

just a force of habit . I wouldn't , unless I wanted to find

a job or something I wouldn't be reading about all the public

officials at that point .

Q. On the 4th what time did you get up and what time
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did you leave the New Rebel?

A. The 4th , well , I ate a meal there at the restaurant

adjacent I must have -
I probably went in there 11:00 .

I probably came out at 11:45, that's as close as I can

get to it . Let me get , expand on these newspapers a little

more. Sometimes when you are in solitary confinement or

something like that or if you don't have anything to do up in your

room, well , of course , then I might read the paper , you know , from

front to back, but I'm just talking about picking up a news-

paper, when I had some other business to take care of . I wouldn't

be reading up on all the local scandals or anything like that .

Q. All right , what time did you leave the New Rebel

on the 4th?

A.
I believe I left the restaurant about 11:30 , maybe

12:00 , but I can't be sure .

Q. Do you know what time you checked out of the New

Rebel?

A. Probably 11:00 .

Q.
Did you pay, pay in cash?

A.
I believe I paid when I came in .

Q.
And what time did you leave the restaurant?

A.
Just guess, 11:45 or 12 .

Q. Where did you go?

A.
Well , I drove around . I had till 3:00 . I think, I

think I drove towards the Mississippi Line . I think I stalled

around a few taverns down there . Well , anyway I stayed in

that area until approximately 2:00 .
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MR . GANNON : Did you have a couple of drinks in those

taverns?

A. Well , I don't drink . I buy a beer or something

I won't drink over half of it , you know, because I don't

care too much for it . I did have a recollection of eating

a sandwich down there somewheres, but that's about it . I

think my , my activities at that itme would be all in a specific

area of south Memphis .

MR . EVANS : Being a fugitive did you notice any unusual

police activities ?

A. Well , not in particular
. There was a lot of

police around there , are you talking about on hindsight or

at that time?

Q. Well , I'm talking about at that time , did you

notice any sort of unusual police activities , unusual amounts

of radio cars , you know , patrol, prowl cars?

A. No , I don't think --
I have some recollection now of there

being a few more patrol cars than normal , but the different towns have different

things . I know if you go into certain parts of Los Angeles

you don't see nothing but police cars where in other sections

you very seldom see one . So , if I saw a lot of patrol cars

around I'd just assumed I was in a hot neighborhood or something .

MR . LEHNER : And you said you had time till three o'clock,

what did you do during that time?

A. I spent most of that time in South Memphis probably

close to Mississippi .

Q. A couple of taverns?

A. Yes .
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

And what did you drink?

Probably a half bottle of beer in both of them .

Do you remember which places they were?

I think, I, a recollection , I think one of them would

have probably been in the Mississippi , on a line , right on the line

because I think they had some type of a - I don't know if

I don't know ifit was alcohoic beverage law or something .

you can buy beer in Memphis during that time, during that time, of

day or something, but that mifht , that might be false, I don't know ,

but the only thing I do know is that I was in the sourth part

of Memphis, probably close to Mississippi .

Q. What did you do after the, going to these two taverns?

A. Well , well , I went down there from the New Rebel and

I think that's , that's about south middle Memphis . I don't

know how long it took me to get down there , I'd say 45 minutes .

I know I , I stalled around in that area until about 2:00 and then

I, then I left that on the way to Main Street about 2:00 .

Q. What happened then?

A. I may have made one inquiry or something about

Main Street . I know, I knew, it was downtown , I was told that

much but , I didn't know exactly where downtown and I think

the first inquiry I made was, was the public place where I checked

the car at, and I think he give me directions and I stopped

two or three places along there getting directions on where

Main Street was . I just knew it was downtown and that was

it . I think what I did , I think I drove, when I got

towards the area that looked like downtown, I drove off in a
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regular parking lot , a public , a public garage .

MR . GANNON : Did you think of getting a map?

A.

Q.

In Memphis?

Yes .

A. Well , not particularly . If I got a map I wouldn't

knew much more than what I knew by inquiring , because I could

have found Main Street probably , but you got to have some

familiarity with the town before you can found the street .

Q. I was wondering why you , since you had the car ,

that made you much more mobile than you would be on foot ,

why would you bother to park the car instead of driving around

to find the place?

A. Well , I don't like to drive around the middle

of town trying to find the street or anything . I figured ,

I was pretty close to uptown , I just figured I would just ,

you know, walk on down there , and , of course there was no,

not even no certainty that I was going to have to take the

auto down there . But, of course, --

Q. Why do you say that , why do you say there was no

certainty that you had to take the auto there?

A. Well , I wasn't a hundred percent certain , that I

would have to end up , I thought I would, but I wasn't sure

that, you know, that you could even park down there far as

that goes , in that area, so there was no compelling reason

why I had to drive the car down there , looking , you know,

driving around downtown trying to find the street I was looking

for.

Q. How did you decide to park where you did park?
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close to downtown and that's probably the reason I parked there.

Q. What, what was the place that you did park , do you recall?

A. I recall the location , but I recall

the street .

Q. What was the location?

A. Well going from Main Street , now, I'd say you co

north on Main from the rooming house we are talking about before ,

go about five blocks down north, turn right and go five

or six blocks and that would be sort of south , and turn left and

go a couple of blocks , and the main, that was, the parking lot was right in that

area . It would be on the left hand side of the street .

Q. So if you were leaving from the rooming house you

would go five or six blocks north?

A. North.

Q. Then you would take a right?

A. That's correct.

Q. For how far?

A. Five or six .

Q. And then what?

A. A left .

Q. How far?

A. A couple, two or three .

Q. And that's where you parked?

A. That's correct .

Q. Andthen from there you got out of the car , did

you take anything that you had with you in the car with you

at that time?

A. No.
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Q. And what did you do?

A. I started looking for the rooming , for the Main

Street place .

Q. Was there any reason you parked so far away from Main

Street , five or six blocks from Main Street?

A. Well , I parked as close as we could to , from the main

park of town.

Q. Well , you were looking for a particular number on

Main Street weren't you?

A. Yes . I was looking for a street too , and I was

informed the night before that it was downtown so I parked .

Q. Well , you were looking for an address , what address

were you looking for?

A. Main Street , 400 something , whatever it was .

Q.

having,

And yet you parked five or six blocks away without

five or six blocks from Main street without having

passed by this particular 400 number that you were looking

for?

A. No, I never passed , that's the first time .

The first time I passed by was when I drove up there later

but, I was just under the impression that the address was down-

town somewhere and I could get out and make a few inquiries

and find out where the address was and I wouldn't be out the

75 cents , a parking bill , I could then get in the car and

go, you know , find out where it was at .

Q. Well , were you told the name of the grill to look

for Raoul at?
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A. It was mentioned of Jim's Grill , yes .

Q. And you were told that , that was right underneath

this rooming house?

A. I believe , yes , I believe that was it .

Q. Was there any reason you didn't drive up and down

Main Street looking for Jim's Grill so that you'd be able to

find it , and then once you had it located , to look for the

nearest parking lot from there?

A. Well , I didn't even , I didn't even know where Main

Street was at the time . It was my idea just to park the car

there and try to find out the street and where it was at,

and then get in the car and go on up there .

MR. GANNON : Wouldn't it have been easier just to

go in a gas station and say , how far am I from Main Street ,

I'd like to get over there , and get directions that way

while you still had the car? You had much more mobility than ,

than you would have when you were on foot . I mean, it's one

thing to be lost in a car and another thing to be lost on

foot . On foot you're , you know, it's going to take a lot

longer to get where you are supposed to be going .

A. Well , at the time I still had an hour . I can't ,

see those , those are judgment questions how come , you know,

if I were to drove the car up there and found that , then I

could foresee then why someone would wonder couldn't you

just park the car and go find out where you was at . But I

think I did make two or three inquiries of where the street

I think the parking lot attendant and some
was .
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thing like that , but I just don't like driving around town ,

a strange town expecially , looking for oneway streets and all

that , trying to find a, you know , particular address .

MR. EVANS : Was it congested, was the area congested,

this main street area was it congested?

heavy.

A. Where I , it, where I parked, where I parked at it was pretty

Because it was , it was right onthe edge of the main part of the city.

Q. Well, you parked five or six blocks away from

Main Street?

A. Away from Main Street?

Q. I thought you said from the rooming house you had

to take five or six blocks and then a right for about five

blocks I think, and then I think you said you took a left for

about two blocks , so that's about five blocks from Main Street that

you parked?

A. Yes , I would guess there about .

Q. What did you do with the ticket for the parking lot?

A. I guess it's in my, part of the FBI, FBI evidence.

Q. Do you mean, you think you had it when you

were picked up in London?

A.

You left it in the car?

Well, I possibly threw it away. But, I described

this in somewhat detail for Haines and Huie and I assumed

he gave it to the FBI . I could pick this place lout now because

it was , and had certain characteristics which would be easy to remem-

ber, so I know where I parked at .

Q. Well after you parked you then walked to Jim's Grill ,
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is that right?

A.

Q.

Yes .

Did you go directly from where you parked at Jim's

Grill or did you stop anywhere?

A. Well , I stopped at another Jim's place . I think

it was , now , I don't recall the name Jim on it but later on

I was told it was a Jim's Cafe or something , and inquired

about the address . He said something aobut, that I was in

the wrong place or something , and it was down the street or

something .

Q. But you didn't have anything to eat or drink at this

wrong Jim's place , did you?

A. I think I stopped in, yeah, I know I had a half beer but

I didn't drink it all , but --

Q. Well , didn't you have the address you were looking

for, the 400 number?

A.

Q.

Yes .

And by looking at the numbers near this other Jim's

place did you realize that this was not the one that Raoul

had reference too?

hood .

A. I don't know if I had , this is a rundown ar- , neighbor-

I don't know if it had the number on there or not .

But I think, now, I don't know if this place was Jim's but if it

was I might have thought I got the wrong address or something .

But I definitely recall going in a place like that whether there

was a Jim's Cafe , I couldn't say you'd have to check it out .

Q. So after you ordered this beer what did you do next?
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A. I stayed there a few minutes I suppose and went on

in the direction where the grill was suppose to be.

Q. What happened then?

A.

actions .

period .

Well , I forgot , I'm not sure about all the trans-

I made so many of them within an hour , half an hour

Q. Well , tell us as best you recollect at this time .

A. Well my recollection is now that I met this Raoul

in the tavern underneath .

Q. About what time was that?

A. I think before -
Now, before I , met him, well , that

would been aobut 3:30.

Q. So you were about a half hour late?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you have a watch with you on that day?

A. Yes . I think before I met him I run across another

party in another bar or something and I'd forgot about this .

Q. Which bar would that be?

A. Well that would have probably been the other one

down the street, the first one .

Q. Jim's Cafe?

A. Yes . Some individual had certain similarities to

him and he was with some other individual , but

Q.

A.

-

A person that looked like Raoul you mean?

- I know he looked at me two orWell, he had certain, he was dark

three times . I forgot about this until I read Chastain's

book or something here a couple of days ago .

Q. When did you read Chastain's book?

Well , anyway
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A. I read some article he had written, written about

it or something .

Q. When was that?

A. When was that?

Q. When did you read it?

A. A couple days ago .

Q.

A.

A couple days ago , was it since we saw you last?

I believe it was , yes .

I got these various excerpts and stories and I'll

tell someone something and I'll forget it and I'll read the

book.
I told Huie this , anyway, 30, but I think Chastain said I

told Huie and But, anyway , I seen these two individuals in

this first tævem but when I got to the Jim's fill and I met Raoul ,

and then we had the conversation about me renting a room , and

what's, later on I read it . I had some recollection about me and

him being in the car but I , I can't recollect when that was. Cne

of the first conversations was that I would purchase some type

of binoculars with the infrared binoculars .

Q. Well , let's see if you can take it step by step

again . You met Raoul about 3:30 at Jim's Grill and as best

you recollect now what was that conversation?

-A. Well there was, the conversation was about

and rent the room .

I would go ahead

There wasn't much more conversation than

that .

Q. Was there conversation about what name you would

use?

A. I think we made some kind of determination on that

the night before , the Willard name .
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Q. And was there a determination as to what room you

would rent?

A. No. I got the impression from him that there

were rooms available there .

Q. And was there a determination as to what view you

would look for as far as the room?

A. No. The lady that rented the room she said there

was two types of rooms , a sleeping room, and plus some type

of a housekeeping room .

Q. And as far as when you and Raoul spoke at 3:30 in

Jim's Grill was there a discussion as to whether or not it would

be a room for one , just for you or would it be a room for

two, for you and he?

A. There was no discussion on that, I --

Q. What was your assumption?

A. Well my assumption would be for me , because I wouldn't

be interested in two people in one room .

Q. You were assuming that Raoul would stay at a different

place, not at that rooming house?

A. Well , he may stay there but I didn't think he would

-
been staying If I rented one , one room Now, I'm talking about

after I rented the room what assumption I would make . I -

Q. I'm talking about 3:30 when you are talking to him

at Jim's Grill, were you assuming that you were going to rent

just one room under your name and that he was going to rent

another room in that place or was he going to stay somewhere

else , what was your assumption at that time from all your

conversations with Raoul up to then?
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A. Well , I didn't have any assumption where he was staying .

Later on I had some type of assumption he was staying there , but I ,

at that particular time I didn't have any. If I rented a room

I assumed I'd be , I would be the only one staying in there unless there

was some type of business transaction . But, let me say about

-
I know I went back and got the

this area, I had some trouble recollecting all these various

trips and I think I have

car from the parking lot but I'm not real certain just when I got

it , whether it was before I rented the room or after I rented the room .

I'll just have to reconstruct this on what I think I would

do now, and I think I would probably got the car after I rented

the room.

Q. I'll tell you what we'll do , we'll take a break for

you to think about it , if you would , for one moment, and we'll

give our stenographer a chance to rest up .

(Break at 1:44 ) .
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MR . LEHNER: Okay , it is now 1:51 and the same people

are here that were here prior to the recess .

We were talking about your impressions when you were

in Jim's Grill and you met Raoul, and can you take it

from there, what was your impression as to -
your impression

was rather that you were going to be staying in the rooming

house for maybe three or four days-

A. At the most.

Q. -and what was your impression of Raoul?

Would he be staying in the rooming house , staying elsewhere ,

all of your conversations to date including the one at the Jim's

Grill , what was your impression?

A. Well , I thought there was the possibility that

he would be staying at the rooming house , but there was no

certainty .

Q. Had he ever stayed in the same place as you before?

A. I can't think of any place unless it would have

been the motel in Mexico .

Q. Did he stay overnight there?

A. I don't know if he did or not.

Q. You are talking about in Neuvo Laredo?

A.

Q.

Yes .

Can you recollect , think back whether or not he

stayed overnight in that motel?

A. No, I can't, it was a, he had a car there, someone else did,

I assumed that's another one of those

motels like the New Rebel where the owner is somewhat

but I can't - I can't -

under suspicion or something .
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Q. What kind of car was that that Raoul rode in, in

Mexico?

A. I don't know what the make of it was . It was a ,

something similar to a Ford or Chevrolet .

in all these models .

I'm not conversed

Q. Do you know whether or not he ever drove a car in

the United States?

A.

Q.

No.

And you don't know how he transported himself

any time other than the time you were transporting him in

the United States?

A. I thought it was public transportation because every-

thing lead me to believe it was public transportation .

Q. Was that your impression of how he was transporting

himself to the New Rebel and from the New Rebel?

A. I don't know about that . I never even looked .

I never even Ijust glanced outside from the New Rebel . As

I mentioned, it was raining .

Q. Okay . At the time you saw him in the , at Jim's

Grill it was about 3:30 and how long did you spend with him

in Jim's Grill before taking leave of him?

A. Before I took leave of him, I can't be specific about

how long, I would say the grill , not over 10 minutes .in

Q. Did he tell you where he wanted that room to be

in the rooming house?

That was, it was just a mention of the room and thatA. No.

was it .

Q. For all you knew you could have been in a room that
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faced out on to Main Street , right?

A. Well , these rooms are, there's no problem going from one to

the other if you want to go in one .

Q. But he didn't give you any directions, you could have

just as easily taken a room in the, as you just go directly

up the stairs facing the front and Main Street , right ?

A. I don't recall at this time any directions to rent

any specific room. I think it was more or less the mention of

the room. There may have been some recollection, but I dont

have any recollection of that at all .

Q. Well if he didn't give you any instructions on where

you rent the room and you rented a room that faced out on

Main Street and the first building , the building where you

go directly up the stairs , wouldn't that be a bad thing for

his eventual plan to shoot King from the back of the rooming

house in the adjoining building?

back?

A. You mean if a party intended to shoot a party in the

Q. Why would he get a room in the front , especially

that you got

since the room in the back/was not in the same building but

it was sort of in an adjoining building to the building where

you walked up the stairs?

A. Well, you are asking me, you know, to put myself in someone

else's position, I
--

Q. Yes, that's what I'm asking, I'm asking

-
A. yes, I told well, I'm not known for deep planning, I would

think caution more than anything else . I would assume if anyone
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was going to shoot someone that he wouldn't exactly know where

his location was going to be. I would suppose you could shoot

someone from Main Street but , of course , if you are talking

about specific , I seen the mock-up of the hotel and I could

see where it would be an advantage of being in the back , but

of course there has been allegations that the shooting took

place in the back yard or something .

MR . KERSHAW: How many bathrooms are there on the floor?

I have no idea how many there are on the floor .A.

Q. But there was this one,
-

A. I think, yes, there was one.

Q.
·

and all the rooms up there you could get fromone of those

bedrooms to that bathroom if you wanted to?

A. I suppose so .

LEHNER: Of course, if you were getting from a front room

that faced out on Main Street to go to a back bathroom that

forced out on Maulberry Street in the adjoining building you'd have

to carry that rifle through the entire rooming house with

the chance of someone seeing you , wouldn't you?

A. Yeh , I suspect in that type of rooming house , with

that type of clientele you coulda led an elephant down through

there and they wouldn't had been no disturance . They would

just thought they were , they had too much to drink.

MR . KERSHAW: During the morning of that day you didn't

know where Raoul was , did you?

A. Not that morning no .

Q. He could have used that morning to case the

rooming house and could have know that there was only one or
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two rooms available up there as far as you know?

A. As far as I know yes .

casing it that morning myself .

Q. Did you?

Of course I could have been

But I don't believe I was .

A. No. I wasn't in the area .

MR . LEHNER : All right . You went into the rooming house

after being with Raoul for about how long did you say?

A. Not too long . Not ten , I don't think the conversation

lasted 10 minutes .

Q. You walked into the rooming house , was that up a

flight of stairs?

A. Yes, there was a flight of stairs .

Q. And what happened then?

A. I inquired with the lade if she had a room,

and she said she had two . She said she had a sleeping

room and a house keeping room. I don't -

Q.

A.

Sleeping room and what's the other one?

What you call a housekeeping room in that type

of place . She , I told her I wanted a sleeping room.

Q. A housekeeping room would be a bigger room with

a stove and with kitchen utilities?

That's correct .A.

Q. Where was the housekeeping room?

A. I don't know.

Q. Did you go into the house keeping room?

A. I don't recollect if she showed me or not . She

may have showed it to me .
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Q. And do you know where the housekeeping room faced?

A.

Q.

No.

Did Raoul tell you whether to get a housekeeping

room or a non- housekeeping room?

A. No, there was no mention of that .

Q. So you know that at least one other room other than

the room you got was available and you don't know whether

that room faced Main Street?

A. I don't, did the other room face Main St , the housekeeping

room tace Main Street?

Q. Well , I'm just asking you, at this time do you know

where that other room faced?

A. I'm not sure she showed me . I have a vague recollection

that she told me she said something about I have two rooms,

and she said something about a, she may have shown me the one

and mentioned something about, she had a sleeping room. But I

took the sleeping room. I don't recall all the details . I

know I did tell her I wanted a sleeping room, but I don't

know just, the exact time I told her.

Q.

A.

How did you get to the sleeping room?

How do you get there? Well , my best recollection of the

house is there's a lot of winding around going up stairs and

down stairs, so , I don't have no clear idea just, I seen this show

on here a couple of mornings ago about, Mark Lane was

on TV. He had a mock-up about how you get in house and I learned

more then than I know now, how you get in there. There's

two doors into it one you go up one side and come out the

other, but I don't recall . I just don't recall all the details
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of the -
I don't know if you ever been in the house but it's layed

out kind of ood , isn't it? That's , I know up in front the

desk, I remember that .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Did you sign a register there?

Yes .

And what name did you give?

Willard .

How long did you pay for?

A week .

How much did you pay?

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

No.

I don't recall , it's eight or nine dollars .

Did you ask if there was a daily rate?

A. Usually daily rates, they add up to more than,

three or four days will cover a week.

Q. Well , do you know what the daily rate was?

A. I assumed it was two or three dollars .

Q. And because you assumed that you were staying at

lease three days you took the weekly rate?

A. Yes .

Q. What made you assume you were staying three or

four days?

be

it .

A. I don't know, I just got that impression I'd

three or four days . He might of made some reference to

Usually when I , I get the impression or I do intend to

stay somewhere for three or four days in a hotel or place like

that, usually it is just as cheap to pay a week because, you

know, there is always the possiblity that you will stay there

longer so you must rent the place for a week .
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MR. GANNON : Did Raoul say anything specifically to give

you the idea of three or four day stay?

A. He did , but I can't recall what it is, it's uh,
--

Q. Did you say
--

Q. I got the impression that , that transactions were

not consummated and that they maybe , I may be there three or

four days.

Q. Did you say to him anything like, I don't mind spending

the days here if we have to do business , but maybe I can go back

and sleep in the New Rebel , I have a place where the car could

be, I wouldn't have to do all this walking . I have a place

with a lock on the door. I wouldn't be surrounded by winos,

was there any conversation like that as to , with him?

A. It never reached that point , but I'm sure there

would have been, because if I intended to settle down in there

for a long seige or anything I wouldn't , I'd have made some other

arrangements . There was no lock onthe door, that's why I

didn't bring all my clothing up there and things. I just brought

the bare minimum, I don't know you just have to go, you know, from cay

to day in a place like that , but I would never , I would

probably sleep on a bed . I had an extra cover on the bed or

something .

MR. EVANS : Why did you use the word seige , long seige ,

what do you mean long seige?

A. Well , if I'm going to stay around there and the police are

running around there and there's guns floating around I wouldn't, I wouldn't

want to stay at a place like that. don't mind staying a couple days .
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Q. Are you saying you anticipated something happening

and you might have been hold , caught up in there or something?

A. Well , I knew the rifles were somewhere around town ,

somewhere, so I knew there was something going on illegal .

So, I just the location of the place , I just wouldn't want--

Q. Did anything

A. -to get hung up in that type of place .

MR . GANNON : Did anything give you the idea , you used

the phrase, police running around , did anything give you the

idea that the police would be running around?

A.

Q.

No. But they do run around in that type of locale .

Then it's , doesn't that kind of conflict with the idea that

this was a locale where you wouldn't have much trouble with

criminal activity because it was the normal thing?

A. Well see that's , that's a difficult question, now,

you , I mean , that's the answer to that would be yes in both ways .

I really wouldn't care about
-

I wouldn't object to staying

there a couple of days but I wouldn't want to stay around there

long enough where they got, I got on a first name basis

with the people and they started asking well , what do

you do for a living and all that .

Easy if you go there and stay a couple of

days, you tell them that you are doing this or that, and then ,

you can move on out .

Q. But you had been very successful all through this

period from the time you left Jefferson City in avoiding

contact with the law, hadn't you?

A. Well, I had been stopped two or three times , yes .
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MR . GANNON : But not because you had been doing any-

thing suspicious , and it had never led to anykind of trouble

with the police , had it?

A. That's correct , yes .

Q. WEll , what , was there any reason that made you

think this particular occasion , as opposed to say going over

the border from Canada to Detroit , or going over the border

from the United States to Mexico , would be any, any different?

A. Well , except there was more , the time spread was ,

three or four days more . Id did , the Canada and Mexico deal

was just a straight drive over and that was it. I'm not sure

what you are getting at . Is the time , does that account for

the time , in other words if I crossed border , you know, there's

a half hour and that's it , unless I get --

Q. Well , you know , that is one difference that you

being , staying in one place for three or four days as opposed

to one brief motor trip , that's true .

A. See there's advantages , I mean , youknow , you say

something that , if it belies something else , but there is

advantages in being in places like that at certain times ,

but if you are going to stay somewhere for any length of time

I wouldn't want to stay around that place because I know

thre's a lot of informers around there and after two or

three days they are going to start talking , seeing you are

dressed a little bit better than they are andthe next thing

you know the police will be down there , and I just wouldn't

want to stay there over a couple of days .
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EVANS: When you had your hair cut, how did you have it cut?

A. Just a regular cut .

Q. Regular cut?

A. Shorter than it is now.

Q. Shorter .

MR . LEHNER : Did Raoul say to take the weekly rate?

A. No, that was my , I , I would , do that , that was

something that comes natural , but I thought I was going to

be over three or four days I would take the weekly rate .

Q. And the reason you thought three or four days was

something that Raoul said?

A. He gave me the impression that he was going to make

the transaction . It hadn't been made yet . So , I got , he may have

said something , it might take a day or so . So, that's a , that's a

judgment I made , that I may be there three or four days .

Q. Was it your impression that more than one person was

going to come to this rooming house other than you and Raoul?

A. I didn't know if they were going to come there or

he was going somewhere else . I got the I didn't get no

strong impression one way or the other . He did mention that

he was going , that he wanted to use the car to go that evening sometime . But

if he wanted to use the car, I didn't know if he wanted to go

somewhere or what .

Q. If you were going to go somewhere else or he was

going to go somewhere else, rather, to make the transaction ,

what's the sense in having the rooming house? Why move out

of the New Rebel?
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1 A. Well, I don't know why he would, why he would want another place.

See, I'm predicating all this on the gun transaction . I'm

not thinking about the
-

MR . KERSHAW: Well , what you need to do is subpeona Raoul .

MR . LEHNER : What I'm trying to get at is you're not, you don't

seem to be a stupid person . You don't seem to be someone that

is afraid to , to bring up a point when it should be brought

up.

gonna

If your impression was that the transaction with guns was

1 take place somewhere outside of this rooming house ,

did you discuss with Raoul -
hey, why do you want me to

stay here for three or four days , can't I stay at a more

comfortable place like the New Rebel , why do I have to go

to a place where there's no locks on the door , where I'm

subject to winos , I'm subject to the police being interested in

this place because of all the nefarious people here that

might be wanted by the police or doing things that the police

would be interested in?

A. I'm sure that, if there had been enough time, what

short time we was there, I was there two hours maybe, that

type of conversation would have come up and I would have

started mentioned about the police around there and things

like that.
But there was just never no , the time spread what

short time I spoke to him, and the short time that I was in

there we never did get , get into the police and all that stuff.

There was just never any opportunity
for that .

Q.
All right when you went up there and you saw the room,

you told the landlady that it would be acceptable?
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A. That's correct .

Q. And did you look out the window?

A. No, I don't think I even went in at that time ,

I looked in the door .

Q. What did you do next?

A. Well , now this is -- This is the part that I'm not , I'm not

certain of . I either met him out in the street and mentioned

I got the room or I went down in the bar and told him I got

it . But I do , the only thing I am, clear recollection of

is that I did mention to him or someone that I had to go get

the auto and --

Him or someone , who were the other persons?Q.

A. No one just him. And I may have mentioned the

Brewer woman too or something . But I don't think I did , but

anyway , I did leave there and get the Mustang .

Q. So that conversation was either in Jim's Grill or

outside?

A. Yes , I have I have some recollection of talking

with him in the car , but

Q.

-

Well , the car wasn't there yet so we didn't get , we

can't get to that yet , right , the car is back, is at the place

whereyou parked it , right ?

A. Yes .

Q. So it either in Jim's grill or outside of Jim's

Grill that you had this conversation , is that right ?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. Okay . Now, did you go to get the car?
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Q. And did you pay for the car , did you pay when you

entered or did you pay when you left , do you recall?

A. I'm pretty sure I paid , I paid when I entered ,

how much I don't know. I don't know how much I gave him.

I think you pay him so much and then if you run over you pay

them before you get the keys off of them or something .

Q.

A.

And did you drive the car somewhere?

Yes, I drove to the rooming house .

Q. Where did you park?

A. In front of the rooming house .

Q. And what happened then?

A. I went back in the room and I think took , I think I

took the overnight case in the room . That was it .

Q. Did you see Raoul on the way in?

A. No, I think he was in the room, I'm pretty certain

he was in the room when I got up there.

Q. What conversation did you have with Raoul when you

left after leaving the room and before you got the car?

A. I think I mentioned I rented the room and I think

I said I had something I had to get the auto .

Q. You said what?

A. I had to get , pick up the Mustang .

Q. Did you tell him what room you rented?

A. No, I don't think so.

Q. How did he know which room you were in to meet you

in when you came back with the car?
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A. Well , unless he knew it was just two up there . He

may have knew more about the place than I did . I could

have told him which one I rented , but I don't have a clear

recollection of that . I think he may have asked the Brewer

woman or something . I have no idea how that , howthat came about .

He might have spoken with the Landlady?Q.

A. He possibly could have, I don't know .

Q.

A.

Q.

But he was in your room when you returned?

That's right .

With your overnight bag?

A. That's correct

Q. What was in your overnight bag?

A. I can't re - I read about shaving stuff , razor, I

didn't bring any clothing or anything like that in there ,

that was about it .

Q. Did you bring the materials that you would be able

to stay the night there?

A. Well a razor, yes .

Q. A change of clothes?

A. I don't recall having a change of clothes , no .

Q. Well, were you prepared to spend the night there at

that time?

A. Well , yes , I brought -

Q. Where did you park?

A. I brought a bed spread up there and put it on the bed .

Q. Where did you get this bed spread from?

A. California .

Q. From where?
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Q. Had you used that previously , that bed spread in

any of the places you stayed in?

A. I might have used it a couple of times when I thought

it was necessary . I can't -

Q. What would be the circumstances whereby you would

think it would be necessary?

1 A. Well, a flop house or something like that .

Q. What, what other time had you used it before this time

at the rooming house?

A. I have recollection of using it one other time,

somewhere in Texas, or somewhere. I can't That would have
·

been on the way from New Orleans from Texas , from Los Angeles

to New Orleans the second time . But I can't -

Q. You can't think of any place except you think you

might have used it in Texas?

A. Yes . I think I used it there once , but I can't

think of any other place .

Q. Where in Texas?

A. Oh, a rundown motel down there somewhere.

Q. Is that the purpose that you bought it, to use if

you were in a rundown place?

A. Yes. If it was necessary I may have used it there

in the hotel in Los Angeles too .

MR. KERSHAW: Bob, I have here a layout of all this

rooming house, Canipes , and Jim's Grill . It might help

if Jim could look at it and if it seems accurate to him

MR. LEHNER: If it's helpful to him, fine .

-
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MR . KERSHAW : You have seen this haven't you?

MR . RAY : Yeh , I saw that . I think this was on

TV a couple of days ago .

Q. Yes , and does this
-
did yougo up to the rooming

house to the right of Jim's Grill like this is indicated here?

A. Well , I know until a couple of days ago I didn't

recall that . I know this here , I thought there was just one

front door but apparently there was two of , two entrances .

Q. Well , that's the only entrance to the rooming house

indicated there .

A. Well, theres a room, a place there .

Q. Yeh, to the downstairs , that's right . Yeh , and

think, you don't remember if you went in this one or that

one?

A. No , I don't recall .

Q. Do you remember when you got up there turning

to the left, as indicated here, and then to the right going

down to the bathroom at the end of the hall?

A. I know there was a lot of circling around , but I can't ,

the only thing I recall I know that the offices are up towards,

toward the front .

Q. Office up toward the front . Now, was the room that

you rented in this socalled annex or in the main rooming house?

A. I couldn't tell you . I think it was all one place

anyway .

Q. Well , do you remember whether that, how far you had to walk

from your room that you rented to the bathroom or you don't

even remember if you went to the bathroom or not , do you?
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A. No, the only think I remember about the rooming house

was that the office is up to the front and there was a

lot of hallways and short steps and all that around the place .

Q. I see, step down two steps?

A. Yes .

MR . LEHNER :

ever

Did you say you don't recall whether or not

you went to the bathroom in the rooming house?

A. I'm not certain . I may have , but I'm not 100 percent

certain if I did or not because I was out a lot and I could

have very well have .

Q. WEll , let's take it step by step . You came back , you

saw Raoul in your room and what happened, about what time

was this?

A. After I went and got the car, well , I think it must have

been quarter after four by the time I got back with the car .

Where did you park the car?Q.

A. Well , somewhere in front of the rooming house .

I'd say to the north of the rooming house and I think there

was another car parked there somewhere .

Q. To the north of Jim's Grill?

A. Did I -- I ---

Q. To the north of Jim's Grill , in other words , if you

come out of the rooming house and turn right, that's to the

north, right , is that correct?

A. Yes .

Q. Well, were you parked to the north of Jim's Grill ,

or to the front of Jim's Grill , or to the sourth of Jim's Grill?
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A. Well , I don't know about Jim's Grill . Well , I

think I parked north of the rooming house.

Q. The rooming house?

A. -the rooming house door , yes , because I know I had

to go, angle back when I put the suitcase in .

Q. All right , when you came up stairs were vou surprised

to see Raoul in your room?

A. Not particularly , no .

Q. What happened when you entered?

A. Conversations?

Q. Yes .

A. Well , that was, I think the first conversation was

we may need some kind of scopes , would be in on the deal or something

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Sorry?

Scopes would be on the deal , infrared .

Scopes? Telescopes?

Telescopes , or biniculars , biniculars, yes . And

he asked me to go to the store and purchase one .

Q. Did he give you money for that or did he rely

upon the mone that you had?

A. No, the same money that I had .

Q. So that was , how long did you spend with him in your room

that time?

A. At that time, very short , I just , I think I threw the

case under the bed .

MR . GANNON : Did he tell you why the binoculars , or

infrared telescopes were in on the deal now in addition to the

rifle?
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A. Well , I thought -
I got , I cn't recall all the conver-

sation but I assumed there was some type of a military trans-

action .

MR . LEHNER : And did he tell you where to go?

A.
He give me general directions , yes .

Q. And what were those directions?

A.

side of the street that we were on .

It would be downstairs to the right , and on the same

Q. How far?

A. I don't know that .

Q. And did you go there?

A. Yes .

Q. And what happened?

A. I couldn't find it the first time .

Q. You came back?

A. Came back .

Q. And what happened when you came back?

A.
Well , he was more specific .

Q.

A.

What more specific information did he give you?

Well , he told me just about where it was at , how

far it was and all that .

Q. And then you went out and went there?

A. Yes , that's correct .

MR. GANNON: Before , when you left the first time to get

the binoculars , given the kind of place it was did he give

you any assurance that he would be there to look after your

stuff?
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A. Yes . He told me ·
Just asked me to go out and pick

them up and I assumed he was going to be there, he just wanted ,

Was he always in the bedroom when you cameMR. KERSHAW:

back or was he ever in the bathroom?

A. Yes . Well , I assumed if he wanted the binoculars

he would be there waiting for me to get them when I came back .

So I just threw my suitcase on the bed and threw, I think I threw the

bed spread on the thing and sat down onthe bed and discussed

it , and that was it .

MR . GANNON : When you went up the street looking for

this place to buy the binoculars and couldn't find it and came

back, were you at all upset , irritated with Raoul . I mean ,

this was the same thing he had done a couple of days before with

the rifle , he , had given you less than specific directions

and then you go out and try to do the job, you come back and

for one reason or the other , mainly it seems to be, to be

Raoul's fault, you don't have what he is looking for?

A. I'm not sure its his fault . I thought I'd drank

about one beer then and I just cant , I can't drink , makes

you can't think too well , and I think probably just didn't

follow instructions or something .

So you didn't hold it against Raoul that
-

Q.

A. No , I didn't --

Q. -you had been on this sort of wild goose chase .

A. No. It wasn't really a wild goose chase . I just

couldn't, I wasn't familiar with the area and I just couldn't , I had

difficult finding it . I come back and got more specific
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insturctions . There was no hard chore about it .

MR . EVANS : Did you have any liquid, liquid refreshments

in your gear?

A. I don't ever recall again . But the FBI says

I had two cans of beer, but I can't recall buying beer all

the time .

then?

Q. Well , I mean is that unreasonable that you would

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Is it possible that you did have?

It would be very, very unpossible, I just don't,

Unlikely?

Unlikely , yes .

MR . LEHNER : All right . The second time you went for the

binoculars you found the place?

A. That's correct .

Q. And did you discover when you found the place the

second time that you had inadvertently passed it the first

time you were looing for it?

A. I don't know if I did or not . Possibly I could have , but

I don't know . I think I may have, I may have

time?

Q.

A.

About what time was it you found the place the second

Well , it was getting , it was getting , 4:30 , 5 , quarter

to 5 or something like that.

Q. What happened in the store when you found the store .

A. I asked him about the binoculars and he said something , he,

42-076 0-79-21
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the salesman seemed sort of nervous and he said something about

I had to go in a military store and so I just asked him for

a pair of the regular ones or something and I think he said some-

thing, about , there may have been some reference to these things that

slide on any , fit on top of binoculars or something . I just

bought a cheap pair of the other ones and that was it .

Why did you actually buy the binoculars ,MR . GANNON :

because it seems
to me you were like on the way to having

gun . He asked for a specific

kind of binoculars you couldn't get them, I mean , you could

have gone back to the rooming house . He could have said, well

since this isn't what I exactly what I wanted go back and take

these back . Did that thought ever cross your mind while you

were buying the binoculars?

a repeat of what happened with the

A. -Now, that's possible I don't think the I have

some recollection now of hav- of the infrared binoculars .

There is some type of a thing that fits onthe outside of the

regular ones. The store manager said something about an Army

surplus store , and that's

0 .

-

Had Raoul said anvthing like that , well , if vou can't

get the infrared binoculars get a regular ones because we

can put lenses on them?

A. I don't know if he said that or the other auv said that ,

the sales man Somebody, I think might have mentioned it but I just

don't have no clear recollection on it , the infraray.

Q. Well, when you brought them back what was Raoul's

reaction?

A Well, I just told him that the guy didn't have
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them and he said something about going to the military

store and he said something about , well wait ' til later. So, I think

I laid them down somewhere or give them to him or something .

Q. This was in the room?

A. That was in the room.

Q. And what time was that when you got back from the

second trip?

A. That must have been somewhere past , it was past 4:30 or

5, but I don't know just when it was .

MR . LEHNER : Well , I think you told us it was either : 30

or 4:45 , or so, when you got to the store , and so , after you

got the binoculars you went right back to --

A. Yes . Well , I think I stopped at a tavern or

restaurant maybe during that time too . I know I stopped

at a restaurant .

Q. You had the binoculars with you when you stopped

at the restaurant?

A. I possibly could of , I know I stopped at the , I was

in the Chickasaw Restaurant and I was in Jim's Cafe again .

I think I ate a sandwich in there .

Q. You went to Jim's Cafe a second time?

A. I was in there twice , yes .

Q. Well , the time that you had the binoculars did you

go to the Chickasaw with the binoculars or did you give , go to

Jim's Cafe with the binoculars, or did you go to both places?

A. I don't know if I went any place . I said it's

a possibility that I stopped at the Chickasaw and I stopped in and
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got a coke and ice cream . It's possible that I stopped in there,

but I don't think so, I think I went out later on.

Q. But at any rate you did return either directly or

indirectly after you got the binoculars-

A. That's correct .

Q. -to the rooming house and Raoul was still in your

room?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes .

And did you give him the inoculars?

Yes .

Was there conversation to the fact that they were

not exactly what he wanted?

A. Yes . I mentioned that the salesman said something

about an Army Surplus store , and that's where we'd have

to get them.

Q. What did he say to that?

A. He said that it was all right and just leave them

go or something .

Q.

A.

Leave what?

He said it was all right and leave them go until

later on or something to that effect .

Q. What was the next thing that happened?

A. Well , now , I can't get straight of all the places

I went to . I know I was downstairs twice . I went down there

and the second time I think I may have drank , got a sandwich

or something . I know I went to another place, and got a , I think I got

an egg sandwich and I hadn't had anything to eat except I

think I had a sandwich early in the day down in, close to Mississippi .
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And I went to another - I went to the Chickasaw Restaurant and

got ah-
I stopped inthere once and got a coke and ice cream,

but I don't know when I did all these things . But I know

I did them, but I'm not certain

MR. GANNON :

just, on what trip .

Can I ask you , just to go back , what about

the gun, did Raoul bring that up to your room?

A.

LEHNER:

I never saw it in the Main Street place .

You never saw it in Jim's Grill when you spoke

with him and you never saw it in your room in Main Street-

A. No.

Q. -rooming house?

A.
No, I don't think it was under the bed either because

I put some , the overnight case under the bed .

Q.
Did you ask him about it when you were in Jim's Grill

or in the rooming house , where's the gun that we are going to

show to the

A. No.
He mentioned that he was going to see some

people that night , later on , so , I assumed it was - but that,

maybe one reason to assume that possibly he had a room

rented there because he didn't have the material in my room,

well , he may have had it in another so

GANNON: Did he say where
the gun was?

A. No.

LEHNER:

A.

Q.

No.

--

Did he indicate whether or not he had a car?

It was your impression that he was using public

transportation?
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A. Well , I don't know , there was a lot of cars parked

on the street there .

Q. Well , I thought you told us before that it was your

impression that to and from the New Rebel it was your impression

that he was using public transportation?

A. Yes .

MR . KERSHAW : You signed the register
when you went in

to the rooming house?

A. Yes , I signed it .

Q. Do you know if he went in to the rooming house and

got a room at sometime earlier that morning then , would he

have signed the register too?

A. Yes , he probably would have , yes .

MR . LEHNER : So it was your impression that he was trans-

porting this rifle by use of public transportation?

A. Well , I didn't know at the time .

Q. I'm talking about your impression .

A. Well that would be
--

Q. Your impression .

A.

Q.

A.

Well that would be an odd way to transport a rifle .

Yes I agree with that.

I don't believe anybody would carry a, carry a,

especially if it was pouring down rain .

Q. Especially if he is taking all the trouble to have

someone other than him purchase the rifle , he didn't want

to be seen with it evidently, he's going to sell it to some

people in some kind of a criminal venture and he's paid somebody

else to do all the transporting now he's using public trans-
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portation from a motel to a rooming house to take a rifle

there , did this , does this seem to be odd to you?

A. Well , if I'd thought about it , it might have

seemed odd but I wasn't trying to diagnos all these things .

Usually when you are on escape , outside of jail , you , as

time goes by you get less concerned with all the details

and more concerned with getting the money and passports and

things . That's something that builds up
--

Q. Well , lets forget about -

MR . EVANS : Also getting caught , right?

A.

Q.

A.

Uh .

And also getting caught?

Yes . The longer you are out there -

Q. All right , now, was there ever any discussion as to what

what would be the procedure if you were ever caught in this roaming

house or at any time that you two were together engaged in any

of these activities?

A.
Well everybody, everyone for himself I suppose .

Q. Well , I mean did you ever discuss it with him, I

mean you, did you ever discuss what your story would be?

A.
Well, no, he knew and I knew that this was illegal . I never,

I never attempted , except twice, to make any kind of conversation with him

based on anything personal , or anything, and I got a non-commital answer,

so , I never did press him about any type of story or anything .

You didn't know whether he had , he may
MR. KERSHAW:

have had a car there of his own?

A. Well , very true, yes, I mean , if it is puring down raining and you

are picking up a package I don't think he would be up there flagging down a
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-

bus or cab . As you mentioned , I just don't think you, on something

like that you'd probably come up with your own like I say,

everything on your own , but I never had any word with him or

anyone else , I never had any details of what I'd say . I knew

what I was going to say if I was stopped , but I didn't know

what any other party was going to say.

MR .

A.

EVANS : What would you have said?

If I had?

Q. If you had been caught in that room with the rifle ,

with raoul ? what would you have said?

A. If I'd been caught with him? Well , I never thought about

being caught with him . I was thinking about being caught with ,

myself through a traffic ticket or something like that .

Q. I mean in this situation , in this situation , what

would you have done?

A. What would I have told them? Well , I would have

probably tried , tried to jump out the windown . I can't

Q. Which window?

A. I don't reall think you can put a story on , you , if

the police broke in on you and they caught , well , if there's

any wind- any windows around in must of those places

Q. Was there windows in the room that you were in?

A. I think there was but I don't remember specifically .

I usually , if I am renting the place I usually try to get on

the ground floor but that was a different situation there .

LEHNER: Was it your impression that possession of

that rifle in Memphis was a crime of some kind?

A. Well , it's not so much that , it's the idea of it .

I was a fugitive . I have some recollection , now and then , but
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I don't know if it's a law now or not , but if a fugitive , if

anyone with a criminal record transports a weapon across State

lines it is a federal offense and I've always , I don't like to get involved

with anything that involves the federal government because

Q. All right . You told us at that time you weren't

thinking that much about the strangness of Raoul transporting

a rifle through public transportation after going through

all the effort to disassociate himself fromthe rifle by having

you do all the purchasing and transporting while he does the

negotiating in New Orleans. Asyou think of it now can you

think of any reason why he would take the rifle from you

at the New Rebel and do the transporting to the rooming house

rather than let you do that?

A. I can't think of no specific reason on it unless

he wanted to show it to someone that night or early the

next morning .

Q. Was it your impression that he was engaged in

some kind of a con game with these people that he was going

to sell them to , that he was going to say that he could get

a hold of these rifles at a reduced price or that no one

else could get them since these were, this was a rifle that

you or any one else could go into a sporting goods shop and

purchase as you did?

-- I don't know ifA. I don't know what the, what the practice is

anyone can go into a place and buy 8 or 9, 80 or 90 rifles or not .

I imagine that they might call the police on you to try and

find something out about you .

MR . GANNON : Did you check on that at Aero Marine? Did
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you ask if these rifles that you examined , the military

surplus rifles were availabe in large quantities and whether

they could be purchased in large quantities .

A. No, I just asked him the price and things like

that . I think I had it in my mind then that if I was required

to purchase them I was going to try and purchase 8 or 10

there and go some other place in Birmingham and purchase 8

or 10 more whatever it was . But I can't see myself going

into a place and purchasing 50 rifles .

MR . KERSHAW : Jim let me ask you this , assuming that

Raoul shot Dr. King and you gave him the rifle the night before

at the New Rebel Motel he's got all night and all of the next

morning within which to sight in the rifle , that , that could be, I

know it's got to be speculation but this could be a reason

for his having the rifle overnight and during the morning ,

if he did , right ?

A. Well, I think the -
the owner sighted it in .

Q. The who?

A.

Q.

Å
å

The owner .

What owner?

A. Well the individual I purchased it off of .

Q. Well , you mean , the store manager? A. Yes .

Q. He put the telescopic sight on , but he didn't sight --

Do you know what sighting in is?

A. I think they sight it in when they put them on.

Q. Do you think that that is what that is?

A. I assumed that is
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Q. And, so, you think that Raoul would , even though he got the

gun from you the night before that he wouldn't experiment with

the telescopic sight or test fire it or anything like that?

A. Well , see I know only what I've read and the first

rifle had a defect in the barrel or something .

Q. Yes .

A.

Q.

And the second one I assumed it was all right , so

I imagine that anybody
--

-

I take it that you had never shot a rifle with a tele-

scopic sight on it?

A. No.

Q.

your?

So, you don't know what sighting it in means do

A. I don't know the techniques of it . I know there's

a certain

Q. You don't know that
-
you just don't know the tech-

nique involved in sighting it in?

That's correct .A.

Q. Okay .

MR. EVANS : You say the first rifle was defective?

A.
I read that in the paper , I don't know -

Q. Do you know that to be a fact?

A. No, I don't know it to be a fact .

Q.
Did you ever hear Raoul say to you that the

first rifle was defective?

I think his story was, it was the wrong , wrong
A. No.

type .

Q.
When you took the gun back to Aero Marine , the
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you ask if these rifles that you examined , the military

surplus rifles were availabe in large quantities and whether

they could be purchased in large quantities .

A. No, I just asked him the price and things like

that . I think I had it in my mind then that if I was required

to purchase them I was going to try and purchase 8 or 10

there and go some other place in Birmingham and purchase 8

or 10 more whatever it was . But I can't see myself going

into a place and purchasing 50 rifles .

MR . KERSHAW: Jim let me ask you this , assuming that

Raoul shot Dr. King and you gave him the rifle the night before

at the New Rebel Motel he's got all night and all of the next

morning within which to sight in the rifle , that , that could be , I

know it's got to be speculation but this could be a reason

for his having the rifle overnight and during the morning ,

if he did , right?

A. Well, I think the -
the owner sighted it in .

Q. The who?

A. The owner .

Q. What owner?

A. Well the individual I purchased it off of .

Q. Well , you mean , the store manager? A. Yes .

Q. He put the telescopic sight on , but he didn't sight --

Do you know what sighting in is?

A. I think they sight it in when they put them on .

Q. Do you think that that is what that is?

A. I assumed that is
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Q. And, so, you think that Raoul would , even though he got the

gun from you the night before that he wouldn't experiment with

the telescopic sight or test fire it or anything like that?

A. Well , see I know only what I've read and the first

rifle had a defect in the barrel or something .

Q. Yes .

A.

Q.

And the second one I assumed it was all right , so

I imagine that anybody
--

-

I take it that you had never shot a rifle with a tele-

scopic sight on it?

A. No.

So,Q.

your?

you don't know what sighting it in means do

A. I don't know the techniques of it . I know there's

a certain

Q.

-

You don't know that you just don't know the tech-

nique involved in sighting it in?

A. That's correct .

Q. Okay .

MR . EVANS : You say the first rifle was defective?

A.
I read that in the paper , I don't know

Q. Do you know that to be a fact?

A. No, I don't know it to be a fact .

Q. Did you ever hear Raoul say to you that the

first rifle was defective?

A.

type .

No. I think his story was, it was the wrong , wrong

Q. When you took the gun back to Aero Marine , the
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first gun did you notice what the proprietor of the store did with

the weapon? Did he put it back on display after you told him ,

or what did you do?

A. I don't know what he did with it . I , I really, I

really don't recall what he did .

Q. Did he examine the weapon to see if you had fired

it or anything?

A. He may have but I don't know but I didn't notice .

In your gear if you can remember did you have a

pair of plyers or a screw driver or anything?

Q.

A. I mostlikely did .

Q. What was the purpose?

A. I think that was for a locksmith course .

LEHNER: Was there any discussionwith Raoul as to how you were

going to obtain a large quantity of rifles to sell?

A. No, I think he said something about me going back

and getting some certain , he said I may go back and get 50

or 60 of them plus some more of the more expensive ones .

Q. What I was trying to get at a few moments ago, did

you think that Raoul was playing some kind of a con game

with the people he was going to sell it to, because what he

was planning to do was to go into a store and send a person

like you into the store . If you can go in , anyone can, especially

a person that has a criminal record and is a fugitive like

yourself . If you can certainly purchase it anyone can purchase

it .

A. Yes .

Q. His plan was to get rifles through you?
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them

Q. Through legitimate stores , and yet he was selling

was going to sell them to these people from Latin

America , was this some kind of a con game , was he going to

raise a price substantially so as to make a profit where

he's paying the regular price , he's going to charge them a

much larger price and gain it through retail purchases by you?

Was that your impression?

A. Well , he was talking about me taking them down there,

if I , excuse me , if I purchased the rifles and took them across the

border into Mexico at that time I didn't have any idea what the ,

what the value was , the resale value was , but I read in the paper

just the last few days that they were worth 7 or 800 dollars

a piece , these military rifles , to these Mexican dissident

groups who purchased them . But I never had any impressions

that anything was a con game. Everything I ever did with

him was serious and everything I did was serious , I never

Q.

-

Well what I am getting at , is that the value of you and

Raoul had to the Latins is that you would be able to get it across

the border, or is the value that you and Raoul had to the Latins

is that you would be able to purchase the guns or in someway

acquire them?

A. I think it was both . I think probably the main thing

was getting them across the border . I think, it's easy for a person

with a North American citizenship , expecially if he is a non-

Mexican , to take material across the border . I found that out

the first time I was down there . All you got to do is give

them a dollar a piece and you can haul -

Q. You value was in transporting them over the border?
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A. Yes . My appearance, I mean that was my value .

Q. So if you could do that, certainly you could meet

the Latins near the border, purchase them there and take

them a cross the border? Why isthis that you have to purchase

them in Alabama , Raoul has you meet with them in Louisianna ,

you meet with you then show them the rifles in Tennessee ,

merely to transport them across a border to Mexico? How

does that make any type of sense?

A. Well , it might make some sense to anyone , but of

course now on hindsight I don't think that was really the , he may

have been involved in something like that at one time or another ,

but I don't - obviously, now you can see that wasn't the , that was a

cover story . I think the real operation was to shoot King

in Memphis rather than to
-

Q. I'm going into your , the operation of your mind . You are

not an unintelligent person, you are a person who thinks , your

a person who is thinking of many things , you are , you are a fugitive ,

you are thinking of survival , you are thinking of how to get

money from Raoul to get out of the country , you are thinking

of yourself . Now, if Raoul is telling you something about

selling rifles in large quantities to transport across the

Mexican border , you as a fugitive want to know what the risks

are in order to evaluate whether you want to get involved

in this , is that true?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. You had , you had a risk in taking some narcotics

off the Cana -- , over across the Canadian border ,

you had a risk of taking some materials which
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which you think possibly was jewelry across the Mexican

border , and now if you are going to be transporting weapons

from Alabama to Tennessee all the way down to Mexico , you want to

know what's in it for you , right , and you want to know why we are

taking such extraordinary risks, is that true?

A. Yes , well , that really wasn't too much risk as I say it

the time . There was a certain amount of risk but there wasn't, the

risk wasn't comparable to say holding up a supermarket , or

something like that .

MR . GANNON: Once you get into the volume , say well maybe

transporting one rifle is not so much, but once you got into

the volume you know transporting a volume of weapons , say buying

8 or 10 even say at one , two , three, four different gun stores ,

but then you are moving in the neighborhood of 50 , 60 , maybe

a 100 rifles ; that's first of all is a lot , it's a bulky

load , the Mustang wouldn't have been able to handle it ,

you would have probably had to get a truck of some kind and then

anything , you know , the guns are just not , you know , guns in quan-

tity are not that easily consealed . It seems to me it's a much

more serious risk there than in say the Windsor to Detroit

operations or the Lareado

A.

--
Neuvo Laraedo operation .

Well , of course , there's a lot more money mentioned .

think there's $ 13,000 mentioned , but I didn't , I wasn't I wasn't

given any details about how the guns were suppose to be

transported across to Mexico . Maybe they had some other type

of -
maybe they were going to take them across in ships , I

don't know .

I
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Q. Wouldn't that be the next question that would naturally

arise for you, because I mean you were putting yourself in jeopardy again,

you'd have to have some assurance that it was a sound operation?

A. Yes, it would have arisen after I got , if I got that

far, of course, there would be other questions arose too

before I crossed the border again about the money, and the fi-

nance, and things like that .

MR . LEHNER: Well , you are a guy that, you weren't someone who was

beholding to Raoul , he wasn't a long time friend of your's ,

you were thinking of James Earl Ray. If the deal was to get

things across the border, wouldn't you talk to Raoul about how

to do it with the less exposure to yourself; and if the main

thing that you were going to be used for was that you - someone

who looks a little more reputable, may be, than the people who

are involved that you are selling it to , and you have

time crossing the Mexican border than say Latins , wouldn't

it be logical for you to talk to Raoul about minimizing the

risk, about buying the materials somewhere near the border so

that you are not carrying it in a truck? If you got 60

or so , if you are not putting all this stuff in the trunk

of a car or loading up the back seat of the car, you can't get

50 or 60 rifles into a trunk of a car?

A.

an easier

If it, if it would have came down to that , of course I can

see now where it probably

of going through with it .

-11
there was never any intention

But if it would have came down

that far yes I would have asked questions .

Q. There was no intentions of him in going through

with it , I'm talking about what you are discussing in your mind .
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A. Yes, I know , yes well , if I was , if I were -- If

it reached that point , I would want to know some of the details

naturally . But I don't know, there was never any specific , no one

ever told me that I was going to haul the rifles across in the Mustang .

Q. You were told that you might have to go back to

Birmingham from Memphis to get --

A. Purchase them , yes .

Q. -to get the surplus rifles? Well , didn't you say to

him, gee , why are you doing all this here , I have taken this

long trip from Birmingham to here , it took four days , why

didn't you tell me when I was in Birmingham to pick them up .

You told me to look at them they looked all right , why didn't

you buy them, was there a conversation like this between you

and Raoul?

A. There would have been if , if , if , if it came that far ,

but during this two hour period that I talked to him , I talked to

him about 10 minutes , and I was running errands and going here

and there , at that time . There was no time , but if I would have

gotten to Mexico with the rifles or something like that I wouldn't

you know say load up my car and then head me across the border . I

would have made some suggestions myself , before I went across .

MR . KERSHAW: Yes, but you had gotten on down the line

with it . It seems to me perfectly obvious that the very place

not to buy military hardware would be in a well known port of

entry like New Orleans , or Huston , or dallas , or Galveston ,

just a smart thing to do would be to buy them in Birmingham

or in some interior place and then negotiate about them at

42-076 0-79 - 22
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some interior village like Memphis .

A. I don't know how they work these various things

but of course I was concerned about the money .

A.

Q.

GANNON : What was your estimate of Raoul's intelligence?

Well , I think he was a criminal type , I can't -

Did you feel that he was smarter than you were?

Some people are smarter in certain ways if they have

been doing something all their life they get sort of adapted

to doing certain things .

A.

Q. Did you feel he was smarter than you , you were in

evading the law?

A. Well , I thought he was a professional and I was a

semi-professional , that's the way I would describe him .

A.

Q. So that you thought that he was, was making an adaquate cal-

culations of the risk involved for you as well as for himself?

Well to a certain extent, yes , because course if I were

to have gotten caught it might have , why, it may not have been

disastrous to him, it may have been a loss of certain merchandise .

Q. But in effect then you were sort of

Raoul with your freedom?

entrusting

A. Well there is always the possibility of that when

you are dealing with the criminal types because you have , you have ,

I'm always more concerned with informers than I am with somebody ,

trusting somebody else with what you call freedom. See, I can

make certain, certain judgments if I'm working with someone, why I

can protect myself, but if , an informer you can't protect your-

self from that type .
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Q. I guess that's what we have been talking about , the

judgments in this situation about , you know, where you could protect

yourself . -
That, I'm not saying I'm not suggesting that

Raoul was an informer , that he was going to turn you over

to the police or anything , but he could just make a mistake ,

a mistake that if you had been in charge , or had some say in

the affair then you would not have made , and yet that mistake

that Raoul made would get you in trouble , get you back , bring

you back to Missouri , that's the thing I had in mind . that
--

A. Well , I don't think I was working with him whereby

I was more , some type of lawbo---robot , or anything like that .

I can make certain judgments myself . I wouldn't want to get

involved with anyone where I had to do everything he told me

right to the T , I like , certain small things where maybe I didn't

have no experence in them but at the same time I may possibly

know more about it than he does .

Q. But this has been sort of the situation , you know , it,

was sort of the situation with your relationship with Raoul

that you were doing thing to the T. more or less and in

some times in some incidents at least doing a lot of of

unnecessary things because of his own, just the vaguness

of the directions he was giving you?

A. Well, that's correct but of course he was paying me and there was no

there wasn't a lot of work to it and there was a possibility of, there was

at least , over all I think there were less chances of that,

of being arrested, than if I was committing holdups , and there

was a possibility that he had mentioned passports . I think
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if he hadn't mentioned passports I probably wouldn't have gotten

involved in any of that type of business in the first place .

But -

Q. But here it was April of 1968 , he'd first mentioned

passports in July or August of 1967 , it was , what's that four-

eight months later he still hadn't come through with the pass-

ports were you beginning to wonder about where he could ever

deliver on the passports?

A. Yes , I was , of course, it was wishful thinking ,

but I had gave up on the passports , I was concerned with

money at that time .

When did you give up onthe passports?MR . LEHNER :

A. After Mexico .

Q. Okay . So we're to the time that you returned the

binoculars to him, what happened thereafter?

A. After he took them? I'm not clear on that, I know

all the places I was at , I am clear from about 5:20 on , but

prior to 5:20 I know all the places I was in and out , but I

don't know just the sequences .

Q. As best you can recollect, from the time that you

gave him the , the , binoculars until, as you say, you are clear

at 5:20, what happened?

A. Well at 5:20 I think that's when he suggested that

he was going to use the Mustang that evening and

Q.

-

About what time did you return with the binoculars

and give them to him?

A. I don't know, it must have been 4:30 .
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2. Now, from 4:30 to 5:20 what do you think happened during that time?

A.
Well , it could have been 15 minutes , it could have

been quarter to 5 when I gave them to him, during that period

I most likely, I think I was either under Jim's Grill or at

the bar at one time . Cause I know I went in there a second time

and they changed waitresses , a white waitress to a black

wiatress , I was in, only in there 15 or 20 minutes .

Q. They changed from the white waitress to the

black waitress?

A. In Jim's Grill , yes . From the first time we met .

So, I can't , I don't know just what place I was in first

and what, which ones I was in second .

Q. 5:20 where were you?

A.
That's probably when I was at the , I was in the room at

Q.
And what happened then?

A. That's when we had the discussion about , he , he was

going to use the Mustang that night and I could go somewhere and

kill some time , or somewhere , a movie or something , and I

think about that time , I think I - I know I sat in the car one

time about 10 minutes thinking what I was going to do , and I

know I went to , I think it was the same grill I checked in when

I came,

Q.

when I was trying to find the place .

You're sure , that's what you think is called Jim's Cafe?

A. That might be it . It sits right on the corner .

I know one place sits right on the corner I was in twice .

Q. On Main Street .

A. Yes .
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Q.

A.

Where is it in relation to the binocular's store?

Well , it is across the street but I dont ' know

what relation .

Q.

I don't know where the binocular store is at .

The binocular store is on the same side of Main

Street as Jim's Grill and the rooming house?

A. Yes .

Q. And Jim's Bar - Jim's Cafe is on the other side

of Main Street?

A. That's correct .

There was a second time I was in Jim's Grill

underneath, now I may have been in there three times , I

don't know, but that's where I seen these two individuals that

I was kind of suspicious of. I thought they were looking

for me or something .

Q. Had you ever seen them before?

A. No, I never seen them before .

Q. Have you seen them since .

A. Well I seen the picture that looks something like him ,

but I don't recall the picture .

Q. Which picture was that?

A. Someone named Youngblood or something

Q. Where did you see that picture?

A.

pictures .

Q.

I think Wayne Chastain had it . He showed me a bunch of

That might have been one of the two people that was

looking at you strangely in Jim's Grill?

A. Yes , underneath .
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Q. Okay .

A. At that time I went to the now this -

1

Q. The picture that was shown of Youngblood was that

the person that was in Jim's Grill or was that someone that

looked like the person in Jim's Grill?

A. Looked like the person.

Q. In other words you could say it was not the

person but it bore similar resemblance to him?

A. Yes . At that time I suppose if I went in there I

must of arrived atthis other taven about 5:30 or maybe a

little after .

beer in there

I was in there I think I ordered another

and at that time I decided to , sometime

at that time I decided to service the automoble . And

Q.

A.

This was , this was , you were in Jim's Grill at that time?

Yes I didn't decide to service the automobile then ,

that's when I went downthe street . I was going towards the

movie.

Q. All right .

A.

it was .

I went in a tavern right across from the movie I think

Q.
That's where you had this last beer?

A. Yes .

Q.
And you decided to service the automoble?

A. That's correct .

Q.
And what did you do then?

A.
I went back and I was hemmed in because , I , hemmed in

from the front , I think it was , and I think I pulled out and drove

around the service station and
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Q.

A.

What time did you get tothe service station?

I have no idea .

Q. Was it before or after five?

It was suppose to be , it must have been close toA.

six , it was after 5:30 , and I think I went in to two service

stations then. I don't know if I -
I don't even recall if

I got the tire , I know I didn't get it fixed . I don't know

if they put any air in or not .

MR . KERSHAW : Did you ever go back to the rooming house

after 5:30 James?

A. Yes , I went back towards it and I got -

Q. But that's when you got waived off?

A. I don't recall getting waived off , I recall seeing

the police and the squad car parked in front of me .

LEHNER : You are talking aobut after you went to the two

service station?

A. Yes .

Q. Now -

MR . KERSHAW: But you just went back towards the

rooming house after 5:30, you never

it back to it , is that right?

successfully made

A. Yes .

MR . LEHNER : Now each of the times that you saw Raoul from

the time that you first saw him in your room until you last

saw him in your room Let me, let me withdraw that .

Each of the times that you saw Raoul from the time

you first saw him in your room until the last time you ever saw

him all those times were in your room, is that true?
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A. That's correct .

Q. So, that, that was the first time you came back to your

room when you had the bag , your little bag , and each time you

came back thereafter you saw Raoul in your room and that

finally you left and went to get a drink and gp service

the car, is that true?

A. Everything is true except I have a recollection of

seeing him in the car one time, just for a couple of minutes .

We had a short discussion in the car

Q. When was that?

-

-

I don't know when it was , I just can't get thatA.

together .

Q. When could of that been?

A.
I don't, I couldn't , I can't get that together .

Q.
Well , you told us that each time you saw him was

in the room?

A. Yes .

Q. And you also told us that the first time you

saw him in the room the car wasn't even in front of the place ,

it was in the parking lot .

A.
That's what I say , that's what , that's what has got

me confused about the various things . Cause if the car wasn't

there, then I couldn't have been in the car with him, but it must

have been sometime after the car was there . Now this may have

been something that I gave Huie years ago and then we, then

I changed it or something . Let me get , mention these papers

I gave to Huie . A lot of them I altered after I re-think

things because he was wanting them real quick and I wrote the
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first ones out real quick and then I wrtoe first of all I'd

send him a sheet of paper out saying no that's not quite right

and he'd go ahead and make some alterations on it .

MR . KERSHAW: Do you remember about what time it was that you

saw the man you , that could be Youngblood in that , in Jim's

Grill or the Jim's Grill , Jim's Restaurant?

A. It was probably the last time I was in there . Because, I

was concerned because he was looking at me twice . He looked

at me the first place and the second place I saw him .

Q. Correct me if I am wrong , but I thought , I thought

what you had said is that it was a person who was not Youngblood

but who looks like Youngblood?

A. That's what I said , yes .

MR . LEHNER : Let's take a little break with our stenographer ,

and it's 3:00 and we will come back in a couple of minutes .

MR . LEHNER: It is now five minutes after three p.m.

the same day, and the same people are here , and we're --

Let me ask you, have you thought over the recess or

can you think of now when if any time you were in a , in the

car with Raoul in front of Main Street or on Main Street?

A. 1I have a I have a recollection of being in front

of the car but I can't , I can't per it down . It may be false ,

it may be, I know I was in the car once , maybe I was in there

by myself, maybe those papers if you get them from Sommers ,

I made some reference in there to them. I think I didn't make

reference to the individual, I just said I thought he was

watching me .
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Q. Now, you say you corrected these papers from time to

time, and when you thought of things that were not quite accu-

rate you made corrections and sent it to Huie?

A. Yes, at the beginning he was in a hurry for the papers ,

you know, he'd , have to have , in otherwords if you get material

you can't publish it the next day it takes quite a while to

publish it , and I'd had some trouble with contracts .

-

I didn't

I was extradictedwant to sign them consequently it was up -

July 19 , it was up until August before these , we ever decided to

give him papers .

MR. KERSHAW : Bob, if you haven't got any

ask one question on this?

- if I may

MR. LEHNER : Please go ahead .

MR. KERSHAW : I just want to clear up this Youngblood

business .
You saw a man in Jim's Grill that looked like Young-

blood , is it true that you could , you couldn't say positively whether

it was or was not?

A. Oh, yes , I couldn't make no identification .

Q. It could of been Youngblood?

A. It could not . I guess .

Q.
Or, but you just can't say positively whether it was

or was not?

A.
No, he just had some pictures there and we was

discussing these people I saw and I said this looks like

him, and I didn't even know his name at the time . He had an

alias .
I don't think , I think his alias was Armstrong or something .

Q. Who is this that we had the pictures?
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A. Wayne Chastain .

Q. Wayne Chastain , and Young- , you have learned who Youngblood

is suppose to be since the murder of King?

A. Chastain said his name was Armstrong and that was

an alias and then later on he learned his name was Youngblood .

Q. Do you know who Youngblood is supposed to been,

and what he's suppose to have done?

A. No , I don't know . I know he's some crook or

something .

Q. Do you know whether or not he's a professional hitman

or has been charged as such?

A. Well , I read these stories , but I don't know any-

thing . I have gotten the stories

Q. Just what you've read?

A. Six or eight months ago , I guess .

Q. Well, do you know who he is?

IMR . LEHNER : Well , rather than make any statements ,

just thought I'd like to ask some questions to see if I could

clarify this point that I've asked Mr. Ray .

I thought on two different occasions you told me

that when you looked at the photograph you realized that the

person in the photograph, Youngblood looked like one of these

guys that you saw in Jim's Grill , but that Youngblood was not

one of those two guys . I thought that's what you told me

on two, two occasions ?

A. Did I say he was definitely not?

to always determine people by photographs .

It's difficult to ,

This individual

two
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I was talking about I saw in Memphis in these two bars . I just, I

don't have no clear recollection of him at all except he's

dark and somewhat swarthy and he had someone with him, behind

-

him twice, some guy drinking , and the other guy was dressed

in a , I think a Navy pea- coat , a sailor type I probably went

into more details with Huie on what he looked like , but I ,

I can't recall .

Q. All right .

Lets pass on to the time you say you went to two

gas stations . You didn't get the tire fixed , was the tire

on the car or was it in the trunk?

A. It was in the trunk I'm almost certain .

Q. You're not quite certain?

A.
I'm certain, yes , I am certain because I

changed tires . If I hadn't of , it would have been flat .

Q. Did you change it yourself or did you take it to

a service station?

A.

Q.

Yes , I did . I changed it .

And you checked the trunk of the car when you did

that I take it to get the tire out?

A.
Yes, I think, I think I changed it the day, the day, the day before.

I think I changed it right outside of town . It got low or

something ,
I could feel it , I changed it myself .

MR . GANNON : By the roadside?

A. Yes .

MR . LEHNER :
Now after you changed the tire at the

-

I'm sorry , after you went to these two service stations you
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did not do anything in relation to the tire .

do next?

What did you

A. Well , I pulled out and drove I guess four or

five blocks . Well , I turned to the right and went four or five

blocks . In other words in the opposite direction of what I

had been going , and then I made another turn to the right and

I think I made another turn to the right, and the best

recollection there, is, I saw a police car parked in front

of the street . I believe he was quite a ways away , maybe

a block and there seemed to be a little activity in that

people running around , so I went thearea -- a few

other direction, which would have been south and -

Q. Where were these two gas stations in relationship

to the rooming house?

A. Well , I think if, if you left the rooming house and come

out and turned right , say you was driving the car or walking ,

you would go about three or four blocks down north and then

turn right , and go 4 or 5 blocks more somewhere along in that

area .

Q. So it'd be, maybe just a couple of blocks from where you, you

had parked the car?

A.

blocks .

No, I'd say more than that, maybe eight or ten

Q. But in that direction? In other words would it be,

if you drew a line from the rooming house to where you parked

the car, would these gas stations be in that line?

A. If you drew a line from the rooming house to where

you parked the car?
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Q. In other words I thought what you said , where vou parked

the car you went down about five or six blocks?

A. Yes .

Q. And then about five blocks to the right, and

then two blocks to the left , and so the service stations are about

three blocks to the right and about four blocks to the, to the

right acain?

A. Yes . I would say when you come out of the

rooming house , let's say you are walking , you turn right and

go down about four blocks and turn right again and go down

may be five or six .

Q.

A.

Q.

That's where the gas station was?

Yes , that would be , yes .

And where would , and where would the place where you

parked the car be?
Do the same thing , if you would , coming

out of the rooming house .

A.
Well , you'd have to come back

- you'd have to come five

or six blocks back up towards Main Street and then turn left and co-

Q.
I'm saying , come out of the rooming house now, and

take us to where the parking lot is?

A.
The parking lot?

Q. Yes .

Well the parking lot I think you'd go about, maybe
A.

a couple of blocks farther . I think you'd go six or seven

blocks down, then you go -

Q. Go north on Main Street ?

A.
Yes, going north, and then turn right and go , maybe

seven blocks and then turn left and go about two blocks .
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Q. Well , what I'm saying is , if you set an aerial view ,

you are looking up - down from an airplane , would the gas

stations be between, on a line between the rooming house and

where you parked the car, roughly?

A. I never have thought about it that way, but roughly , 1

think, in otherwords if you went straight from the rooming house

as the crow flies , as they say, would you hit the filling stations and

then hit the parking lot . I never did think about it that way .

I don't think you would be too far off if you did that .

Q. All right . You told us about seeing the police officer

making the turn and going south out of town , is that correct?

Yes . I made a turn and went south out of town .A.

Q. All right . Tell us what happened there .

A. After I made the south? Well, this, I drove , this was in the,

After I went a couple ofwhat you call the black community .

-

blocks south . I kind of drove , slowed down through there and

I don't know how far I drove , quite a ways , and the streets

down there didn't seem to be too parallel or something and

I got I kept driving south, but I think I veered off to

the left and I finally hit Main Street then I kept on going

south and then I got on the outskirts and I think I went

about , I don't know how long 15 or 20 minutes , and I heard

on the radio that the Martin Luther King had been shot . And

then 15 or 20 minutes later I heard they was

-

-

looking for the

they were lookingMustang and at that time after I heard the

for the Mustang the first road I came across that was going

left I made a left turn .

There's a map , it might be a good idea to is

that Memphis?
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MR . EVANS : Yes .

A.
I think I would probably have been on one of those

roads there . It would have probably been this one I guess .

MR . EVANS : Is that 55?

A. Yes . I came through this area here somewhere .

I moved off to the left . Now, if I , if I'd moved off the left on

this one

I was -

I'd have been wayover here , but I don't think

I just came straight on down throught here . I

probably hit this road right here and went over here and down

here .

MR. LEHNER:
And you went to what city , the first

city that you passed?

A. Birmingham, first big one . I think I went through

a couple of small ones .

MR . EVANS :

you went through?

A.

Q.

What was the first city in Mem- , Mississippi that

I don't recall going through any .

What are the first road signs that you saw when

you got into Mississippi?

A. I just got · the first one to the left after I

heard the Mustang, I turned on the first

Q.

-

In other words you were still in Tennessee when you

heard about the Mustang?

A. I don't believe I was .

when I heard that .

I believe I was in Mississippi

I have some recollections that I had to

drive quite a ways before I found a highway going towards

Birmingham.

42-076 0-79 - 23
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Q. And continue what happened next as you were

driving east?

A. I think I may have stopped between , before I got

to Birmingham and threw everything out of the trunk of the

car and threw it off in a ditch and made some attempt to

clean the back end of the car out and wipe it off with a rag?

Q. You emptied out the entire trunk of the car except

for the spare tire that had the leak and the jack?

A. Yes . I don't think I threw any of the tools away .

I think I threw just the clothing and the equipment away .

Q. The equipment being the camera equipment?

A. Yes . Things like that . I know I threw all that

away . But , it was dark and was starting to rain so I could have

missed , very well have missed some small items .

Q. What about your own clothes?

A. Well , they, they were , most of them were back in Atlanta .

Continue , what happened next?Q.

A. Well , I went through Birmingham , it was the first

large town I went through . I believe I got off onthe wrong

highway on the way to Atlanta, and I went right straight on

through . Right before , before I got to Atlanta I stopped and got

some gasoline . I was getting short of gasoline right outside

of Atlanta . It was daylight then and I arrived in Atlanta

about , well , it was daylight , eight or nine o'clock . I went

this parking lot, I parked the car there andto -

Q. How did you decide to park it at that particular

location?
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A. Well , I was going to park in the first private

parking lot I came across . I didn't want to park it on

the street because the police could have picked it up there .

Q. Is a private parking lot, meaning a place where you paid

to park?

A.
-

No, you don't pay , you just I was just looking

for a convenient place to park where the police wouldn't pick

it up after I parked it

Q.

--

Wouldn't this be a place where the owners of the

place could realize that this is a car that doesn't belong

there and report it to the police ?

A. Well , it -
the place just give me the appearance

that it would be better to park it there than park it on the

street .

Q. Why?

A. Well , I think if you parked on the street I think

they have these patrols coming by every so often . I don't

think it would stay there very long . Of course , it could

but

Q. You mean because they would be looking out for a

white Mustang because of the shooting or for, for some other

reason?

A. Well just for general reasons . I think they

make a practice, if they see
-

I think police are assigned

a certain area . I think they make a practice of pulling

in cars if they stay there over an abnormal lenght of time .

And they make inquiries of who it belongs to .
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no big deal on that,
I could have veryThere was

well, if I found a good side street , I may have parked it there ;

but anyway I took a cab, I believe, after I parked the car and

went to the rooming house and made efforts to clean up .

Q. What did you do at the rooming house?

A. Well I threw some stuff away, some articles and I

put everything in the case that I wanted to take with me

that was carriable , and I wiped it off and tried to get the

finger prints off of it . And I think I mentioned that I

was going

left two periodicals there , the Free Press and the Birch-Birch--

Birch Society , and I checked on when the next bus

out and I took the case up and put it in the bus locker ,

and I went, got away from the house and that was it

the buss out at 2:00 .

--
Caught

Q. Did you pick up any laundry?

Yes .A.

Q. When did you pick up the laundry?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

As soon as I got back .

When had you put that laundry in?

March the 27th I guess .

Are you sure you didn't put it in on the first of

April?

A. I'm a hundred percent sure .

Q. What kind of laundry was that?

A. I don't recall . It wasn't too much I think-

it was just
-

EVANS : Did they issue tickets?

A. Yes , I think they did .
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LEHNER: And what type of laundry was it?

I think it was a combination laundry and dryA.

cleaning .

Q.

A.

A suit, or more tha- one suit?

I think they had four , five , or six items , but I

don't know just what they were .

I think so .

Q. Shirts?

A.

Q.

A. No.

Underwear?

I think they were just shirts , pants and possibly

a coat or something .

Q. Whats the name of this place ?

A. I can't recall .

Q. Had you circled that place on the map?

A. No.

Q. Where did you go thereafter?

A. I took -
I know I got a cab and took, took the case to the

bus station , checked it in , I think I checked it in the

locker and then I stalled around somewhere . I think a tavern or

somewhere until the bus left , and it was , the bus left about an hour later

and I got on it and went to Cincinnati .

Q. What did you do there?

A. Ithink I arrived in Cincinnati about 2:00 that

night and there was a layover there for about a half hour ,

and I went to a tavern and stayed there until it closed , and

then I went back to the bus station and stayed around there

until about a half hour, until the , the other bus went on

to Detroit .
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Q. You took the bus to Detroit?

A. That's correct .

Q. What happened then?

A. I , see when I arrived in Detroit , I , I think

I checked the case into the bus station or the train

station , one . The station I was at , was outside of town .

I know there was a park in the middle of the street , and I

got, went to the barber shop , and I had , I got shaved at

the barber shop , and , let's see
-- Well , I can't recall

what time I , I crossed the border into Windsor that day some-

time , but I can't recall what time it was .

Q. How much money did you have on your person at

that time?

A. Not very much, 1400 , $ 1500 . Maybe 1600 .

Continue , what happened next?Q.

A. I got a
--

I got a train to Toronto and I think

I arrived in Toronto the night of April the 6th . I'm

positive I did and I believe I checked the case in at the

Toronto bus station , the train station and found a room .

I found a room in Montreal , a couple of miles from the

train station . I think that was Ottinger Avenue .

Q. Under what , under what name did you rent that

room?

A. I don't think she asked me my name . I think I

told her a few days later , a day or so later .

MR . EVANS : What name did you plan to use?

A. I was looking for a name , another name at that time .
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Q. Well what name did you plan to use if she had asked

A. Well I don't know, she couldn't speak very good

english . She could hardly speak english .

Q.

A.

Q.

to use?

Did you know that before you went in?

No I didn't .

Well if she had asked you what name had you planned

A. I don't recall , but

have been the Galt name . I don't

I'd give her a name it wouldn't

-
I would have probably had

something in mind before I went in there .

Q. But you don't recall now what that was , you don't recall

now what that might have been?

A. No I don't recall what the , what the alias would have been,

but I don't think she asked me , and the next day I got the

Bridgeman name, I think it was .

MR . LEHNER : How did you go about that?

A. I went through the newspaper office and I asked the

lady there , the receptionist or something . I told her I

wanted to look at the back births of the year 1932 I believe

it was and she brought some file out and put them on a machine ,

and she showed me how to work it and I started going through

the films .

Q. What year were you born?

A. 29-28 .

Q. Why did you pick that year , 1932?

A. Well, I thought that , I thought I looked closer to

that age than the other age .
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Q. You thought you looked young for your age?

A. Yes . Well I had - that was one reason

I suppose there may have been other reasons .

yes , and

Q. What were the other reasons .

A. Well , I can't recall any specific ones right now,

but there is certain advantages of being a certain age , sc , ah

do you want to go on from there?

Q.

A.

Please .

-

Well , I think I got the Bridgeman name pretty shortly

after I arrived . I think I used that name in renting the

room off her. Then later on I got a Sneyd name. I may have

got it the same day . What I , what I did , I think I got four or five

names and started making these phone calls and culling them out .

I finally determined
-
decided on the Bridgeman and Sneyd,

Raymond George Sneyd , and then I called Bridgeman and Snyed and

I found out that Sneyd never had a passport so I decided to ,

he was a policeman and I decided to get the passport under

his name, and then

MR . GANNON : Did you know he was a policeman at the

time you applied for the passport in his name?

A. Well , no, there was no information on the, on the

newspaper , it just give his birth, that's all .

Q. When did you find out he was a policeman?

A. I think after I got arrested in England sometime .

Q. Do you remember any of the other , whatever it was

three or four names that you had picked out of the newspapers?
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A. No, I don't recall except the Bridgeman and Sneyd .

Bridgeman, I think I called him and I think he said he had a

passport and I didn't want I didn't want a passport from-

someone that had it because they keep pictures on file , so

I decided to use the Bridgeman . I'd had some , the last time I

had been up there I had some false information about the

guarantor and I decided to use the Bridgeman name for the

guarantor and I'd adopt some type of a double identy or some-

thing and use the Sneyd name for the passport . Of course

later on I found out the guarantor wasn't necessary so I got

the name under Sneyd . But in the meantime I'd rented a room and

I didn't want the people there to think I was laying around

and get suspicious and not working . So, I rented another

room off a Chinese lady under the Sneyd name and that was

about two blocks from there .

Q. What street was that on?

A. Well , it was on Ottinger . I don't know what the

other one was on.

MR . GANNON : What part of Toronto were those , what neigh-

borhood , section of Toronto were those , were they close together?

A. About three blocks .

Q. Three blocks .

LEHNER: Why did you choose Toronto?MR .

A. It was no particular reason . I had never been around

Toronto very , too much . I had been mostly in Montreal , I think, and Tororto

is an English speaking province or it's a city, it's an Ontario

province , while Montreal is a French-plus it's a lot farther .
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Q. Do you now recall how you got the Galt name?

A. No, now I don't recall how I got the Galt name?

Q. Did you get it out of the phone book?

A. I, I can't recall that .

Q. You told us earlier in these interviews that you

got the name out of a Chicago phone directory , do you have

recollection

A. No.

about that?

I said that's a possibility . I don't know, I , the

only reason, only , the only time I ever remember looking in a

phone book for the Galt name was in Birmingham and I didn't

want to have someone's name just like mine .

Galt in the Birmingham phone directory , but -

Was it Eric Galt?

It was one

Q.

A. I don't believe it was , I probably -

Q. Did you check the Toronto and environs phone

book to see if there was an Eric Galt?

A. No , I didn't check on that .

Q. You don't know if there is one or not?

A. I seen in the book, I don't know, there might be

a , there's an Eric St. something Galt but I don't know, I

have no knowledge of it .

Q.

A.

Q.

You didn't know about it until after you were arrested ?

No , I had no knowledge of it.

All right , continue , if you would, you said you

put- you had one apartment undet the name of Bridgeman

and one under the name of Sneyd .

A. Well , I went to inquiring about a passport and this
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time instead of calling I went directly to a travel agency .

I asked the lady about the Guarantor, about how I would

go about getting it and she said well you can dispense with

that, you can, you can make a sworn statement . I told her I wanted

a plane ticket to London, two ways, and I figured that wouldbe

less suspicious than, than getting oneway . And she made the

application out and in the meantime I was trying to make

other trying out some other methods of getting out of the

country and I made a side trip to Montreal and I stayed up

there about a week .

MR . GANNON : Did you associate with anybody in Montreal

when you were up there for that week?

A. No. I went - well , the first time I was in Montreal

I stayed in the Notre Dame East . That's on one side . The

next time I wanted to get out of that place so I stayed in

Notre Dame West which is about 10 miles further on the other

side of town.

Q. But you say you were exploring alternate methods

of getting out of the country?

A. That's correct .

Q. What were the methods that you were trying in Montreal?

A. Well , the only method I ever did try, I went to a

inquired about them

But

the tickets were too high
-
they were more expen-

shipping place , a shipping company and asked ,

about the tickets and things like that and passports .

I couldn't

sive . I think, in fact , the lady told me that they were six , $600 or some-

where, whereas the plane ticket would be two or three hundred

dollars .
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Q. It cost more to sail to England than to fly?

A. Yeh, I'm not sure I asked her for a sail to England ,

I may have asked her to sail to somewhere else , but anyway

it was too much money and she was kind of vague on the pass-

I was thinking about maybe getting on a shipport situation .

and jump ship or something .

trip?

MR . EVANS : How long were you in Montreal this second

A. I rented, I rented a room for a week there but it took about

nine days counting the transportation back and forth between

Toronto .

Q.

A.

Q.

I was gone about nine days from the Toronto area.

And how did you travel?

Bus .

By bus, and you stayed in Montreal how many days?

A. About seven days . I think I went there by train and

came back on a bus .

Q.

A.

Did you spend seven days trying to find a ship?

I made some inquiries but they were just , they didn't ,

they didn't help out at all .

MR . LEHNER : Did you ever go back to that bar where

you met Raqul?

A. No, I stayed , I didn't go around that area , that's -

that was, that was in the east side of town, and, see I'd been around a few

of those clubs down there and I'd been in that
- I had that

robbery business and I kept away from that area , there's always

the off chance that someone might see you.

Q. Continue , what happened then?
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A. Well when I came back to Toronto, I just stayed

close to the room and it wasn't too much longer the passport

come through . It was, it was spelled wrong . Instead of Sneyd , in-

stead of having a D. on it, it had , the last letter had a Y. on it.

Had a what?Q.

A. Y. They'd made a
-

Q.

A.

it is .

Do you recall how it was spelled?

Well the correct spelling was S-N- E-Y- D , I believe

And this was S-N- E-Y- I or Y I believe it was . It

was a misspelling of one letter I don't know just what it

was .

Q. Okay .

A. A. that's what the last letter was .

Q. It was Sneya?

A. Yes , A.

Q.

A.

S-N-E-Y-A?

Yeh , that's correct .

Let's see I got the ticket , I went to England , and

when I got to England I cashed the round trip ticket in for

a oneway to Portugal .

MR . GANNON : How soon after you got to England was this?

A. The same day I got there and started making

arrangements to get the ticket to Lisbon .

Q. Had you go into London from the airport?

A. Yes .

Q. And where did you cash the tick-- Where did you

cash the ticket in was it a travel agency or an airline

ticket office?
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A. I believe it was a airline ticket office .

know they had trouble computing it and making the refund .

Q. So what happened happened after you cashed your

ticket in?

A. Well, I went to Portugal and made several attempts

to get
·

to catch a ship and I did get one ship , it was going

somewhere in Africa but I have

Q. How soon after you got to London did you leave for

Portugal?

A. I beleive the next day . It may have been that

night .

MR . LEHNER : Where did you stay in Portugal?

A. I stayed in a hotel , but I don't know . I think

it was the Hotel Portugal I believe the name of it was .

Q. In what city?

Lisbon .A.

Q. Where did you stay that first night in London?

A.

night .

I don't know if I even stayed anywhere the first

-I think maybe I think I left out of there, night, late

that night on a plane for Portugal .

Q. So you think it was Hotel Portugal in Lisbon and

you stayed under the name of, was it Sneya or Sneyd , which

name did you use?

Ah, Sneyd , Sneyd I believe .A.

Q. Did you sign it with an A at the end or did you sign

it with the D at the end?

A. Well when I came in, they are more strict in

Portugal than they are in England with the passports , and I
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explained to the guy that I had trouble withthe passport and

had to get it corrected and he said okay .

Q. So you spelled it with a D at the end?

You spelled it Sneyd the way the true name

of the policeman in Toronto?

A. No I spelled it with an A I believe .

Q.

A.

You spelled it with an A.

Because that -
he told me to sign it . He gave me

a card to sign, the police did , and he said sign it like it's

on the passport , and I did what he siad I signed it like it

was on the passport .

Q. Although you told him your real name was Sneyd with

a D at the end?

A. I, I have some, yes I have some recollection of telling him

that it was an error because I was concerned about the , getting some type of

a hassel on a typ graphical error and later on I went to the

Canadian Embassy and they changed it .

Q. That's in Lisbon?

A. Yes .

Q. What efforts did you make to get out of Portugal

when you were in Lisbon?

A. I went , I spent most of the time trying to get

out on a ship and I finally found one , but, that was not

above my finances .

Q. Was it a passenger ship or was it a freighter ,

or a tanker?

·
it was sort of a passenger ship

There's different types of

A. It was a type of

but it wasn't an expensive one .
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Where was it bound to?

Somewhere in South Africa , I don't , I forget where .

That's where you wanted to go?

I wanted to go anywhere to get out of

Q. And why did you not take that trip?

A. In order to go to these countries to go through them

or something you have to have visa , you have to get a stamp

on your card there , and the ship was leaving in three days , and

I went, I went to the, they got You have to get these visas
--

through the police force , they are some type of secret

police or something , and they told me that it takes seven

days to get it and so I didn't have the ship was leaving
-

in three days so I had to cancel the reservations . I made

several more efforts after that to get on a ship but that, there

was nothing, everything else was too expensive .

Q. Did you make any phone calls while you were in

Portugal?

A. No , I can't recall making any phone calls .

Q. Are you sure .

A. I'm positive .

Q. What did you do next?

A. Well , I returned to England .

Q. Why?

A. Well , I couldn't get no ship out of there . I did

make some type of a contact once to try to get to a country
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called Biafra, but they thought I was a United States

Citizenship, United States Citizen and I couldn't get,

couldn't get in there either . So, consequently , I went

You didn't tell them you were Canadian?Q.

A.

Q.

Yes .

Well , why did they think you were American?

A. I don't know why they got that impression but they

were suspicious of people from the United States which I

MR . GANNON : Wouldn't the passport have convinced them

that you were not an American?

A. Well , yes after I showed them that , but at the

start they thought I was connected with the newspapers or

something and what I did I went to the Portugese Foreign

office and asked them about getting down there , and he sent

me to some other party and the other party wasn't connected with the

government but they were concerned about reporters or some-

thing , so anyway that never , mturally that didn't work out

so I came back to England and I was there about three weeks .

MR . GANNON : James I just have one question about something

that puzzles me .
When you come back to England you have to

use the rest of your airplane ticket , right?

A. That's correct .

Q. And , I was just thinking that , did you think at all

of cashing the ticket in in Portugal for the rest ofthe

money that if whatever you had left on the ticket and using

that money to stay in Portugal until you could get the right

ship?

42-076 0-79-24
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A. I don't think there was all that money left over

and I'm not even sure you could cash it in , in addition I just

didn't have that much money -
my inquiries around didn't

leave the impression that you could , you could , that I could

be able to get down there . This , what I'm trying to say, the ship

I found was about the cheapest one you could ever get . I

think think it was a $ 100-70- $ 80 all the way to South Africa .

Now, some countries in Africa -like all over the United States

I mean the world, they won't let you in there without you got

a round-trip ticket or considerable funds, they don't want

no welfare cases down there .

MR . LEHNER : When you got back to London how much money

did you have?

A. I don't know just how much , not too much, I think

$400 , I forget .

-

Q. Did you commit a robbery in London?

A. No, I didn't , but I don't want to get involved

in that because there's a, we are getting in this civil ha bilties

again and things I have told Huie and mislead people - so I'll

testify to that under oath if it ever becomes necessary.

Q. Without going into details for now you did not commit

any robbery in London?

A. No. But I don't want to get too tied into this

like that's the same way with the escape and a couple of

other things because
-

0. Speaking of the escape have you made a decision as

to whether or not you will tell us the factors of the escape?
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A. I'm, I want to try to find out what the attorneys told

William Bradford Huie and , there's several areas of this that's ,

I don't know what my civil , my civil , what the civil liabilities

are . I know we have suied Huie , and

Is there a present suit pending against Huie?Q.

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

Based up what?

Credibility and libel and things like that .

Q.

A. --

What is the libel that your suit alleges?

Well that Well , he's accused me of various

--

robberis in the United States and England and I've denied

it, and the Sixth Circuit has that now and they should hand

down the decision any day. All the defendants filed motions

to dismiss and the Sixth Circuit refused to do it , so usually

wehn they refuse to Those preliminary motion to dismiss

there's a possibility that they will remand it and if they

do well then we will get discover on Huie and the Government

and all that . But these robberies and all that has come up ,

and now I believe all this will be decided in a couple of

weeks after that why I think we could be , I mean , you , I

think Mr. Kershaw he could do some research to find out what

MR . KERSHAW: Yes , that would be
---

MR . LEHNER : Do you want to hold off from discussing

the escape and the London robbery now?

A. Yes, it might be a good idea , the Canadian robbery

too . Like I say , I won't have any problems discussing these

and probably denying them but I don't want to

Q. When you say, the Canadian robbery too , are you
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talking about the robbery that you told us about already

about the, the house of prostitution ?

A. Well that's a supermarket .

-

Now, he accused me

Now, this may not even beof robbing a supermarket . there , so

relevant to the liable case , I mean that might be legal .

MR . KERSHAW : Yeh , I think so too .

A. I'd rather wait for a couple of weeks to see how the

Sixth Circuit rules and then

MR . LEHNER : Okay, continue .

When you came back to London what happened then?

A. Well not too much happened there , I was trying to -

I figured I could operate better in London in an english speaking

surroundings than I could in Portugal . If necessarv I might

be able to go to work . But really nothing much happened there ,

all the time I was there and subsequently I was on my way to

Belgium and I got arrested .

Q.

A.

Why were you going to Belgium?

I called up the newpaper and he said possibly , the

possibility that if you went to Belgium you could get out of

the country afterwards somewhere by joining same foreign army and

once you got down there why of couse you could take off more

or less .

Q.

A.

What country were you planning to go from Belgium?

It didn't make any difference .

Q. Some African country?

A. Well , preferably an english speaking . I think

there were three or four of them.
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Q. How did you get apprehended in London?

A. I was -
I think when I went, I went to the airport to

get on the plane and when I went to the check out counter there

was an individual there who I thought was a customs officer

and he asked me -
he said there was some slight mix up on

the passport and he asked me to come in the room with him and

once he got me in the room there was another . there was a

that made two of them,

policeman in there/and they lacked me inthe room and said

Scotland Yard wanted to see me or something and

Q. And what did they say to you?

A. They didn't say too much of anything . About

a half an hour later about 20 of them come in there , and

they said something about you are James Earl Ray or 30me-

thing . And 8 or 10 of them grabbed me and they finger printed

me, and

Q. They said you were James Earl Ray?

A. They said are you or something .

Q. What did you say?

A. I told them I think I was --
my name was

Sneyd or something .

Q. I think my name is Sneyd?

A. Yes .

Q. What else did you say?

A I think they, well , they did most of the talking . I didn't

say really much of anything except denying the accusation and they-

MR . EVANS : Were you armed?

A. Yes .
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A. .38

MR . LEHNER : Was it loaded?
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A. That's correct .

Q.

A.

Had you used this weapon somewhere in England?

No , I hadn't .

Q.
Well , had you displayed it somewhere in England?

A. No not to my knowledge .

Well did you say , what did you say besides denyingQ.

that you were involved?

A. Well , there were 8 or 10 of them, they were doing

most of the talking , they were fairly excited .

-

Butler he was

I think it was the flyinghe was the head of the squad

squad they called it and 7 or 8 of them grabbed me and they

fingerprinted me and they held me there for a while and they made

some calls and then they took me to another station in a

car downtown . The airport sits outside of town . They took

me to a prison inside of London and put me in a cell with two

or three other policeman , and they asked me again about this

Sneyd business and the glasses and I didn't say anything .

A.

really had

What glasses?

They asked me if I really wore glasses or if I

-

MR. GANNON : Were you wearing glasses at the time that they

arrested you?

A. That's correct, yes .

MR . LEHNER: Why were you wearing glasses?

A. Well , that corresponded with the passport .

H
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Q.

vision?

Were they glasses that you needed to help your

A.

Q.

A.

Yes .

When did you get those glasses?

I got them in Birmingham in September of '67 I

believe it was .

Q. But you wore them because of the passport photograph

of you had them? I don't , I don't understand why you say to

correspond with the passport?

A. Well , when I got my picture taken I had the glasses

on, so I just kept them on on account of I had the passport .

Do you know if the real Sneyd wore glasses?

No, I don't .

Q.

A.

MR . GANNON : From the time you got the glasses untill the

time you were arrested did you wear them very often?

A. Well off and on if, if I were driving or reading a

lot or something I would wear them, but -

Q. Does that , does that mean that ordinarily through you

would not wear the glasses?

A.
Well , if I was driving or reading something that

was important I'd read them, I've had trouble ever since 61

because my eys -
I recently got examined again and the Doctor said

up here that I had some type of astigma and he said I should wear them

all the time . But I'd rather not unless it was really necessary .

MR . EVANS : Did you have any limitations on your driver's
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A. No, they didn't , just , they don't make no real strict

test , they are more concerned with the fee I think .

MR . LEHNER: Did you make any phone calls before you

were arrested anywhere in Europe?

A. Well , I called this newspaper , I think I mentioned

that , " The London Telegraph " and asked them about various

methods to get out of, to get out of Europe .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

And they suggested that you go to Belgium?

Yes .

Besides that call?

I can't recall any .

Q. Did you state after you were arrested at one time ,

" I feel so trapped?"

A. No, that's silly, I never made any statement like

that .

Q. When you say silly, why do you say that?

A. Well that's just out of character saying
-- I've been

in jail , in and out of jail , so I wouldn't say I feel trapped .

I just didn't -

Q. Well hadn't you been running for over a year after

you escaped from prison?

A. Yes, but , I was never under any much stress except when

I was doing something maybe illegal or the police stopped

me.
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Q. Were you in q ite a bit of stress when you were

trying to get out of the country in Canada when you got

the Sneyd and Bridgeman passports, passport , you got the

passport for Sneyd, did you get a Bridgeman passport?

No.

Did you get a Bridgeman birth certificate?

A.

0.

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

and got it .

How did you get that?

I wrote to the Registar General and sent two dollars

Q. And did you have it with you at time that you were

apprehended in London?

A. I don't know if I had the Bridgeman or not . I

may have . I don't have any recollection . If I did I would

have probably had it hid somewhere in the case .

Q. Well you knew that you were being sought for

the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King didn't you?

A. Well I knew when they started looking for the

Galt name I was 99 percent sure before that and after that

why-

Q. When was that that you first knew you were being

sought for the killing of Dr. King ?

A. Well that was I'd been stopped up there in Toronto

for jaywalking and the police I used the Galt name and some

lonely hearts address . I think just a couple days after

that they come out with the Galt name and I think they got a

picture and all that stuff.
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actually write your name

A. He wrote me a ticket .

MR . LEHNER : Were you surprised when they came out with

the Galt name looking for you in the Dr. King case?

A. Not , no , not too much surprised, not at that time

I wasn't -

Q.

A.

Why not?

Well , I read the paper and put two and two together

and all that stuff .

Q. Well , did you , what two and two did you put together?

Well , the Mustang and all that business .A.

Q. What all , what other business besides a white

Mustang?

A. I don't recall it all now but I, I know I was observing ,

reading the papers and things , reading enough to know whether

while some of the well I could just tell now that they were most-

likely looking for me .

Q. Why?

A. Well probably the same thing , the same answer to

that I gave you, is when I heard them looking for the Mustang on the

radio , I just
-

I just had to make certain assumptions based

on the auto and the rifle and things like , things of that

nature .

MR . GANNON : Well if I remember the papers properly what

they wrote , I mean they were writing about someone coming down,

and, eyewitness accounts like Stevens and some of the other
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people in the rooming house and someone dropping a package

outside of Canipes and then a Mustang speeding away driving

away from the scene in a hurry, you knew that wasn't you ,

right?

A. Yeh , well , I knew they wasn't looking , I was almost

positive they wasn't looking for me after the actually shooting

because I'd seen a diagram in the paper of a red haired guy

with a high forehead and things like , but I thought they had

enough where they could have salted me away for several years

if they got , you know, if they laid hands on me.

Q. For what reason?

A.
Well , the gun , the gun charge would probably carried

five years.

Q. What gun?

A.
Well , the rifle , that's what connected to the

-- The

one I purchased in Birmingham.

Q. The fact that you purchased a rifle how would that

be a violation?

A.
Well , I could easily figure up 30 years right now

where even if I could

Q. Well let's hear you figure them up .

A.
Well the rifle would have been five .

0. What's the violation for the rifle?

A. Well interstate transportation of a firearms by

a fugitive .

Q. How were they going to prove that you transported

it?
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A. Well , with my record I don't think there would have

been too much problem of
-

if they'd hooked me up to buying it ,

and I don't think they'd have had too big a problem with a

Memphis Jury or any other Jury in convicting me . As a

fugitive and all that calls for five . I had 13 in Missouri that's

that's 26 , and I was 40 , 40 at the time and that would have

been 66 and I imagine they could have conjurred up about

15 other charges against me .

Q. Then why did you think they would come after you

since the picture didn't look like you, and the picture was

the one that they were looking for , for the one that dropped the

dropped the package , and you weren't anywhere near there at the

time, you had come afterward from the gas station , the

picture didn't look like you , you weren't seen leaving there , why ,

why were you not surprised when the name Galt came up that

they were looking for you?

A. Why was I not surprised? Well, I wouldn't say

I
I was not surprised I wouldn't say I was , or surprised.

don't know, it's just what evidence I had , there was enough

evidence there to me to be, to have thought that they would

have had some type of accumulation
--

MR . KERSHAW: Had there been stuff in the paper about

the package in front of Canipes and what was in it and

all that ?

Q. Well , I'd read , I'd read several stories on it and

MR . LEHNER : What stories did you read?

A. I don't recall them now, but they were considerable
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stories , I can't remember now all the small details .

MR . KERSHAW: That would give you grounds to think that

they ahd picked up finger prints , right there wouldn't it ?

were suppose to be able to analyze thoseAnd they could

pretty fairly?

-

A. I don't recall what all I read about it . I know

I read enough where I know that I wasn't going to come into

the police station and say here I am.

Q. Well you weren't going to do that because

you owed time . But if you didn't owe time you would have

done it right?

A. No, I wouldn't have done it either .

Q. Why not?

A.
I can't see myself going into a police station

under any circumstances .

Q. Why?

A.

Q.

Well , I don't know that's just my experience in law .

I'm getting, I'm saying if you didn't owe time why wouldn't

you go to the police station? You say even if you didn't

owe time you would not go to the police station .

A. No I wouldn't .

Q. If you're just there in the aftermath of a, of a shooting

why not tell them it's not me I didn't have anything to do

with it?

A. I don't know it's just my experience that things

don't work out that way . You can -
you don't go into some-

body and tell them you don't do it , you go try to get you a lawyer
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and let him go tell them that you didn't do it .

Q. Well , did you try to get a lawyer to tell , to tell

them the story so that he would do it?

A. Well , if I had been arrested I would have tried to

to get one , but now I don't care how weak a case is, now that's

foolish to go tell - try to explain to the police because

a prosecutor they just take what information you got and

they'll build a case against you .

EVANS : What were you doing when you first heard this , I

mean what were your reactions , what did you do after you

heard that they were looking for Galt?

A I threw all the identification away .

Q. Yeh, and?

A. I wasn't positive .

Q. Was that before you went to Montreal? Did you go

to Montreal after that? Did you get panicky and try to

get out by ship?

A. Yes , that's , I went to Montreal after I heard that .

I got rid of the identification .

Yes ,

Then I think I moved out of

that rooming house on Ottinger and moved in permanently with

the Chinese lady .

MR . GANNON : Can I interrupt?

MR . EVANS : Yes .

MR . GANNON : I was going to ask you , you first went up

to Montreal , Canada , you know you tried to make connections ,

and you ended up making connections with Raoul , this was back

in like July or August of 1967. When you were in Toronto
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and then again when vou were in London and even in Montreal

the second time , why didn't , well , did you try to make connections

with somebody since money was a problem , right , at that time?

Did you try to make connections , the same , not necessarily with

Raoul but with the same kind of connections that you made in Montreal

in the summer of 1967?

A. No, those type of connections , I needed more or less

money fast . Those type of connections takes so long to develope.

I did consider robbing a place several times after I got back

there the second time but there was always something that

come up that I had to balance off against robbing a place

in taking a chance in getting caught versus possibly getting

a legitimate passport and getting wherever I wanted to go .

Q. Where were you considering pulling the robbery?

A. Well Canada or England , wherever I was at , Portugal ,

but I never did, there was always some something that held

me back because I figured that if I got caught pulling a robbery ,

especially after the Galt news came out, why
- My real intentions

were getting somewhere and going to work and trying , you know,

more or less fade into the scenery .

GANNON: Did you make any applications for jobs while you

were up there in Toronto for example?

A. The second time?

0. Yeh , well like in April of 68?

A. No, I didn't intend to - I didn't intend to stav

in Canada because that's too close to the United States .

-in addition they had thev had information that I had already

been there through that locksmith course and everything . I
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Q. Did you consider work , going to work in Lordon?

A. Ah, I did at one time , but I was going , more

concerned about getting out of England too , getting some-

where . I wanted to get out in the boons , in the bushes

somewhere , where I wouldn't
--

MR . EVANS : You knew they were looking for Galt , right?

A. Yes .

Q. -
And you just said that you knew that they through the

locksmith, locksmith course they would trace you back to Montreal ,

yet you went back to Montreal .

A. Yes . If I would have stayed up, stayed in Canada I think that

they very well , since they knew I had been up there once , that I

think they would have made a strong effort to find me in

find me in Canada if I had stayed up there .

MR . GANNON : This thing, did they know that you had been

in Canada?

A. I , yes , I they knew I had been in Canada through

the locksmith course .

LEHNER: We asked you before about items that you found in

the car and you told us about the sandals that you threw out on,

in route to Birming in route to Atlanta from Memphis , what
-

else did you find in the car that might have been left by

Raoul besides these sandals?

A. I'm not , I'm not sure I threw the sandals out . I saw the

sandals in there one time . I don't recall just when I saw

I was changing the tire or something and Ithem in there .
-
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I think when I shook the car down in Tijuanna that's

probably when I saw them in there . But I didn't, I don't recall

se ng anything else in there that , that shouldn't belong in

there . I think the only reason I seen these I think they were

stuck down in between the tire and the there's a enclave

inside the back where the tire fits in and -

Q. So there's, there's nothing else that you could recall

that you ever found in the car that might have belonged

to Raoul other than the sandals?

A.

there was

Q.

There was sandals, there was a pair of underwear, and

a cigarette case left in there one time and

The cigarette case was in , found in Mexico?

A. That's in Tijuanna .

Q. The sandals in Mexico?

A. I saw them somewhere but I can't place when I

saw them in there .

Q. And what about the underwear?

A. I saw them the same time the sandals . I think I , I

was cleaning out the car when I saw this stuff . I think -

I have some recollection there was something down in between

the tire and the enclave where the tire fit in .

Q. When was that that you found the underwear?

A. I just assumed I sawI don't, I don't know when I saw,

the sandals and the other stuff in there when I crossed at

Tiajuanna . But I don't ever recall throwing them out unless

I threw them out in Alabama , April 4th.

Q. Did you ever hear of anything being found in the

42-076 O - 79-25
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car that may have belonged to Raoul?

A. I haven't heard anything about sandals , but I have

heard that they said they found some small clothes in there

but I don't, that's just a story , a hearsay story .

Q. Or anything else that you heard, may have, that may

have belonged to Raoul that was found in the car?

A. Cigarette butts , I don't know of anything about that .

They said there was considerable mud on the front seat , the

passenger side , I don't know anything about that .

Q. Any paper or cardboard?

A. I don't recall . I think , well , you might ask my

-
brother about the they give the floor boards -the seat-the

floor pads to him when , after I plead guilty.

Q. They gave what to him?

A. The floor pads out of the car.

Q. You mean the pads on the floor in front of

the driver and the passenger?

A. Yes .

Q. Why did they do that?

A. I don't know, it's on the receipt some place .

Q. Is that the only thing from the car that they

gave to him?

A. They gave him a spare tire , the lug wrench,

this floor pads out of the car, and they give him the radio

that they supposedly found in front of the rooming house ,

and he still has the radio , and I can't think of anything

else .
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Any paper or cardboard?

204

A. Well , there's a list of what, what they've give him

and what they haven't .

I think I -
did I give it to you?

KERSHAW: I've got .

A.
you got it?

Q.
I can send you a copy.

I'm saying have you heard from any source

MR. LEHNER:

that anything such as paper or cardbord with any writing on

it or anything printed on it was found in the Mustang?

A.
No, I haven't read all these stories . I just read

excepts , even these books I haven't the only one full

book I read - I think I read Huie's that was the libel case .

MR.
KERSHAW:

He must be talking about that match

Cover with the phone mumber on it or something
.

A.

Q.

A.

No, I don't

ROS-E-N-O-N?

I don't recall any Robinson, Robinson .

That was a cigarette

package

, but I don't
know

ifwe
should go into

that because

I have
never

gotten
a

chance to talk to Mr. Kershaw
just

on how far we should
go

on these
things.

Q.
Yeh, that's right .

MR.
LEHNER:

Are you talking about something that wasfound in the
cigarette package

in Mexico
?

Well
there's a name in there

by the name
of Rosenson

?

A.
In

Tijuana , yes .

Q.

A.
Yes,

Rosen.

It was Rosen .

Q. Rosen?
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A.

0 .

Yes .

What did vou do with that?

A. I threw it away I think when I threw, when I threw

the other identification away in Toronto .

checked on and the real name was Rosenson.

That was later on

Q. Rosen what?

A. The real name is Rosenson , but it was wrote

down Rosen .

Q. Is there any reason you don't want to go into

that?

A. Yes . I'm -

- I'm more con-

if I go into that I will have to go

into all about who all investigated and I'm

cerned I think before we should go into any detail we

we should see how forthcoming the Justice Department, and

the Rockefeller Commission , and the Church Committee, and

the Abzug Committee is gonna be , and Judge Smith up

in Washington , what he's going to do . So I have no objection

in going into it . The fact is, I filed some of it in court ,

but where the complications would come is where I starting

going in all these people that has investigated . I'm going

to have to talk to some of them to see if they have any

objections and

Q. Well, papers have been filed in court already?

A. But they are vague , yes .

Q. What court is this?

A. Ah ,they are in the Sixth Circuit now, and I also

sent a copy of them, when the Justice Department started
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investigating the case they wanted they told me they wanted

something about the details and the investigation wouldn't

been complete unless they let me testify , so I took a

copy of the writ , two pages , and I said well investigate this

and then I think subsequently I think Mr. Bell the Attorney

General he went on TV and said he didn't want to engage in

something that might be libelous .

Q. This Sixth Circuit case that is pending, who is the

Plaintiff and who is the Defendant?

A. I'm the Plaintiff .

Q. And who's the Defendant?

A. Well actually there's too many defendants on there

but the judge dismissed it before he'd take the discovery

and consequently I didn't have a chance to dismiss defendants

The defendants are , the main ones,after interrogatories .

Time , Inc. , George McMillan , William Bradford Huie , Gerald

Franks , and W. Henry Hill the former Attorney General up there.

Q. Who is representing you in this case?

A. Well , nobody but I'll get an attorney

Q. You did this proces?

A. Yes . What I intended to do is , these things cost

a lot of involvement , work, so I, I intended to file interrogatories

and everything, once I got that done I'd have counsel to take

it over .

MR . LEHNER: Well , Okay .

Mr. Kershaw what I think from what I gather there

are cetain things that Mr. Ray wants to discuss with you
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before we go into it further

MR . KERSHAW: Un huh .

207

MR . LEHNER : -and the time is seven after four so why

don't we suspend now unless there is anything further you

want to put onthe record or that Mr. Ray wants to put on

the record at this time?

MR. KERSHAW :

MR . LEHNER :

No.

Is there anything further Mr. Ray that

you want to put on?

A. No.

MR . LEHNER : There is one other thing . We are planning

to see certain people and inquire of them of what they have

in relation to materials that you have given them and

materials that they have gathered ir your behalf while either

representing you or working with someone who has represented

you and, therefore , I'd ask if you would consider giving us

a waiver now as to any confidentiality and any attorney-client

privilege pertaining to the public defender , you have

already given us a waiver as to Mr. Stanton , Jr. who was

one of your public defenders at one time . Now, if you would

give it to us for the office including Edward Thompson who

is presently the Public Defender as well as Renfro Hayes

who is an investigator working for you and as I understood

worked for Mr. Hanes , your first attorney that would be

helpful to us so if your want to discuss that now with

Mr. Kershaw and if you would do that we would appreciate

you doing it at this time to aid us in speaking to these

people in the near future .
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MR. RAY:
I have no objections if he doesn't?

MR. LEHNER : Okay , we'll go -
We'll , Mr. Kershaw

do you want to take position now on this , we are still

on the record that's

MR. KERSHAW:

--

Yes , I don't see any reason not to.

MR. RAY: Let me say this . I think we may be getting

into civil liabilities
areas again

because
Renfro

Hayes

suied me for investigative
work and he won a judgment

for $9000 and so it

MR.
LEHNER :

MR.
KERSHAW:

MR.
LEHNER:

That has to do with --

It can be a separate case .

-that has to do with that between you and

he,
that's Hayes we are talking

about , Renfro

MR. RAY:
Renfro Hayes .

MR.
LEHNER:

-Hayes , yeh, so we wanted his work

such as
interviewing people

like Carter
, and Jones , and

various people that he worked
with as, I understand

, as a

investigator for Mr.

MR. RAY: Yes .

MR.
LEHNER :

MR. RAY:

mistake.

Hanes .

Would you be able to give us that waiver?

Yes I'll sign it but I think it's a big

MR.
LEHNER:

Okay .

Fine, it is now, it's 10 minutes
after

four

P.m. and we will close the session
and cut off the tapes

if that is
agreeable with you Mr. Kershaw

?

MR.
KERSHAW: Yeh .

(End of Fifth Interview with James
Earl Ray) .
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SIXTH INTERVIEW , JAMES EARL RAY, AT THE BRUSHY MOUNTAIN STATE

PENITENTIARY ON SEPTEMBER 29 , 1977 BEGINNING AT 10:17 AM AND

ENDING AT 4:30 PM.

:

LEHNER : Okay, it's now by my watch 10:17 am. Today is

September 29th, 1977 , and present here are Alan Hausman of our

staff , myself Robert Lehner , Ed Evans , Louis Hindle , Jack

Kershaw, Mrs. Kershaw and James Earl Ray . And we are here in

the conference room of Burshy Mountain State Prison .

Now, before we start let me go over a couple of things .

One, Mr. Kershaw, in order to recompense you for your out of

of pocket expenses in you coming down from Nashville to here

I.would have to swear you in as a witness , and just ask you

didyou make that trip and are you the lawyer representing Mr.

Ray in order to have our Committee to recompense you for that

expense, but I wanted this to be in front of Mr. Ray so you

realize that even though it's your attorney the House Committee

on

Assassinations
isn't going to be paying him, not a fee, nothing

other than out of pocket expenses incurred in the trip in coming

down here with Mrs. Kershaw
,

Mrs. Kershaw, is operating your
tape

recording device
to tape

the entire
conference

, we wanted

to do this
with your knowledge

and your
consent

.

right?

RAY:
Yes , yes.

Is that all

LEHN R: Okay, so maybe
I could

say , Mr. Kershaw

, do you

swear
that

everything
you say

here
will

be the
truth

and nothing

but the
truth so help you God?

KERSHAW I do.

LEHNER And what is your name , sir?

(389)
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KERSHAW: Jack Kershaw.

LEHNER: And are you the legal counsel representing James

Earl Ray in his legal matters?

KERSHAW: i am.

LEHNER: And did you come down from your home in Nashville

to Brushy Mountain to be present during the interview today?

KERSHAW: For that specific purpose .

LEHNER: I thank you sir. End of statement as far as

you are concerned .

Next we have some waivers of privilege between Mr. Ray

and previous attorneys, and I warted to show Mr. Ray the one

that Mr. Kershaw just handed to us , and this is the second one

that we have prepared and given to Mr. Kershaw during his trip

to Washington when he was there speaking with the ballistics

experts who have been working on this case . And as we mentioned

before we intend to interview these various former attorneys

or investigators for you, and so if you wanted to we'll take

this up at the recess . You'll have a chance again to speak

to Mr. Kershaw in private pertaining to these matters and maybe

we'll pick it up after a recess as to what you want to say in

relation to these attorneys . I think one that is not on

the typed list is Arthur Hanes, Jr. , I don't know if we have

received or haven't received a waiver as to him, but he would

be another attorney that should be included in that typed list .

So , I wouldn't ask you to make any comment now , just if you , just ,

we'll hold that in abeyance until after one of the recesses .

RAY: Okay .
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LEHNER: Ah, we left off in our last interview where you

told us about your being captured in London and by and large

what I'd like to do is take you from that time through to the

present with your em--- with emphasis upon your representation

by your attorneys , notably Mr. Foreman, Mr. Hanes and your

dealings with Mr. Huie . I know this has been the subject matter

of some litigation in the past , but with your permission I would

like to get it from you now, as best you recollect , and to

explain to us your, your representation and your contacts with

Mr. Huie, if that is agreeable with you?

RAY : Look, well see, now Mr. Kershaw he called me up and

said they was going to speak about Percy Foreman , and I think

Bradford Huie . Now he didn't say anything about Arthur Hanes ,

so I didn't go through too many papers, but I, I guess we could

go through that . But see, ah , one of my problems in this case

is 10 years old and I have trouble remembering everything . So,

I've decided not to, you know , before I've just been relying

on memory and I've decided from hereafter to try to get all

these papers together. In this respect I had my brother, I

had some stuff locked up in the lock box on the outside and

I've had it , he's brought me almost everything I have on the

street in here and that way I can , in other words after I

testify I don't mind being cross- examined but don't testify

on memory and then have to , because I know in some instances

there's going to be alternatives .

certain things .

I can't - I can't be specific on

Let me give you an example . When I was in

Canada I had to throw all my identification away one time , and
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I had phone numbers and addresses , plus all my bogus identification .

See, I , I really don't know now what caused that . I was , I

was arrested one time on the street and I may have went back

to the room and threw it away, and then they also put out my

regular, real name on TV and I may have threw it away that

time, and I may have threw it away because I got new Canadian

identification, but that's just an example . It's going to be,to

certain times I'm going to have to use an alternative because

I just can't , ah, be specific .

LEHNER: Why don't we , when that comes up, why don't you

specify that you're not sure it's either A. or B. and give the

alternatives to it .

do .

RAY : Yeah, expecially, yeah , that's what I'm going to

That's why I'm trying to get all these papers together.

Now I've got everything together except the Huie papers , now :

I believe you've got those and you are going to get a copy of them.

LEHNER: Right .

RAY: Now on the Huie things , in his book, now, he quotes

me a lot of times giving him false information . I did give him

false information two or three times , but now I inadvertantly

give him false information seven or eight times, but I usually

always correct it . Well , a lot of times Huie he wouldn't

acknowledge a correction , he'd just go ahead and say I , you

know, give him--

KERSHAW: Offhand I can imagine no more worthy recipient

of false information than Mr. Huie , but go ahead .

RAY: Well ---
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LEHNER: Could you give us an example of what you mean

with Huie that there would be like three instances where it

was, where you did it purposely and maybe seven or eight times

where you did it intentionally or

RAY: Unintentionally .

Unintentionally.KERSHAW:

LEHNER:

intentionally?

Seven , seven or eight times that you did it un-

---

RAY : Sometimes it would just be an error and I'd research and
find out it was an error. Ah - Well I think three

two or three times I give him false information . I don't want

to go into details at this time because the next time you're

here I will go into it. I think the three times I give him

false information is one time on the , ah , a robbery in Canada .

I robbed a house , gambling house, whore house , whatever you

want to call it. Which I really did . Well , later on I found

out, I give him false information directly , I told the attorney

I robbed the market but not to tell Huie and he told Huie , and

Huie from then on he had me robbing the market .

LEHNER: Why, why did you tell that to the attorney , that

you robbed the market?

RAY :
Well , I, he was, the problem was , I was having then

whenever I'd tell Huie anything I'd get more witnesses against

me. I started out with a hundred , 299 witnesses and every

time I'd tell Huie something , why , the Attorney General would

send me another four or five, maybe 10 or 15 more people .

So, I , I asked Hanes one time just not to tell him everything .

I was particularly concerned about telling him everything on

the April the 4th, but apparently he was telling him everything so
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KERSHAW: You planted the market robbery story?

RAY : Yes.

KERSHAW: To see if Hanes would tell Huie?

RAY: Yeah, there was no --
Yeah, there was no market

robbery .

LEHNER: You told Hanes not to tell Huie?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : And then How did you find out that Huie was

told about it?

RAY: Ah, ah, well he, he wrote me a note and there was

something, said something about he'd caught me in a misrepre-

sentation , misrepresentation or something .

LEHNER: How did he know it was a misrepresentation?

How did he know that you hadn't robbed a , a grocery store

or supermarket?

A. How did he know I hadn't of?

LEHNER: Yeah . How did, why -

RAY : Well I told him first that , about the first estab-

lishment .

LEHNER : The gambling place?

RAY : Then I told Hanes that was false , that I'd really

robbed the market . So, I said don't say anything to Huie about

it. And of coure he went and told Huie about it .

LEHNER: Then when Hu--- When Huie wrote you that note ,

was that a note saying you lied on one of the two occasions ,

I don't know which or, that you lied about the supermarket

part of it and that the true story is the gambling establishment?
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RAY : No.

LEHNER: In other words had Huie , had Huie made some kind

of, some type of investigation where he determined which one

was the truth and which was false?

RAY: No, but he determined, he assumed that everything

I told the attorney would be correct , you know, of course it wouldn't

be in my interest to lie to the attorney . And now, I'm not

sure whether he sent a note back or he sent Art Hanes , Jr. back .

A lot of times , usually the only thing Art Hanes , the young

Hanes did was, was carry messages , and It could been either

one but I know Well he, he goes into it in detail in his--

book . I don't have the book right here but 110

LEHNER: What, what I'm trying to get at , did Huie , however

he communicated to you, did he communicate that one of the robbery

stories was true and one was false? Did he have a, indicate

which one he thought was true and which one he thought was false?

RAY: Well yeah, well apparently Art Hanes , Sr. explained

what I'd told him, so he assumed that this market was correct,

because I don't know why, but I just guess he just assumed

LEHNER: He assumed that the second one was correct and

that you had lied to him about the gambling establishment?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER: I see .

EVANS : Hold it, one thing , is that a gambling establish-

ment or is that a bar , is that a house of prostitution?

RAY : I think it was both , I don't know.

EVANS: It was both?
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RAY : I think so .

EVANS : Do you recall just how that was set up?

RAY:

EVANS :

How I set it up?

How it was set up, I mean, how the robbery was

set up and how the inside of the premises were set up?

RAY: I think I drew, I drew a map and everything at one

time . I know it was on the second floor. I'm pretty sure it

was on the second floor and I have a pretty good recollection

it was in the French section of the city and I have , I have

a fairly good recollection of where , where it was at.

EVANS :

LEHNER:

Yes .

Where ---
Where did you draw the map?

RAY: Huh.

LEHNER: Where did you draw the map?

RAY : I probably give it to Huie or Bernard Fensterwald

or one. I drew so many maps, but I can't , but I assumed I drew

one of that too , but I'm not positive .

EVANS : Well could you now draw us a map based on your

recollection as to where this location was?

RAY: I don't know if I could give you the exact location ,

I could give you a fairly accurate , I don't want , I don't think

I should draw it now let me see, it's not too far from St. Catherine

Street . I'm familiar with that area pretty good but I never

-

did go back in that specific area after this incident , but I'm ,

but the general area I'm pretty familiar with it . But

EVANS : Yeah. How did you set that up?

RAY : That , that was early on, I think that was , when I

came into Montreal I was fairly, pretty short of money.
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EVANS :

RAY:

Right .

I think I, I think I stayed in a motel or hotel right

after I got close to Montreal. I think I , I think I started

setting up the first from the motel out side of Montreal some-

where. I don't know just how close it was and I was driving

the car and I picked up some girl in a club down there , this was,

this was in the Expo season and --

EVANS : Uh huh , you picked her up in a club in Montreal

or outside of Montreal?

RAY :
In Montreal I think I was , I think I stayed in Montreal .

I'm not certain , I'm not certain when I came into Montreal, when

I came into Canada I didn't , I didn't have really too much money and

-
I think I kind of slept overnight in the

I think I stayed

car for a couple house one night and another night I think I

checked in a motel , and I think I check in the day time or some-

thing and I slept a few hours and went in that night or some-

thing and set this thing up . And the cause for this being short

of money was when I left Chicago the car I had had broke down

and I didn't have too much money and I had to use $200 of the

moneh I did have to purchase another car , and I think , I think

I probably set it up, I know I set it up one day, and the next

day I went ahead and got the money.

EVANS : When did you ---
When did you commit the robbery, day

or night , got a time , approximately?

RAY :
Yes, it was at night time but I don't , just

EVANS : About what time, do you remember?

RAY : Ah , ah , I would say it was before midnight . Some

42-076 - 79 - 26
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time between , between dark and midnight . I couldn't be specific .

EVANS : Well , do you want to sort of just give us a run

through of how it happened and what happened when you got there?

RAY : Well the first time , um, well the first time I went

up there to the room with her. I was more or less casing the

place that time and the next day I went to

LEHNER : Did you do any gambling?

RAY : No, no I don't

EVANS : Okay .

-

--

I didn't have no money to gamble.

RAY: And I think the only reason I new there was gambling

there I think she mentioned something about , you want to play

cards or something , and the next day I went down to the same

establishment , it was on St. Catherine East . I don't know the

exact address , and I got , picked up the same person and went

back up there , and she , she would take some money in, she took

some money in , I think she'd go in the room with you and get

your money and then she would go into the , go into an office

and give it to a fellow down the hall and the first time , like

I say it was more or less just casing the joint , casing the

place. And th next night I went up there and gave her the

money and then I took her in the office and held this French

fellow up,whatever he was And he had some type of a small room

in there or something , a cot , and I had some , I had trouble

getting the money off him. He had a certain amount of money

in his pocket but it was a small amount and after I got it out

I tied him up and got him part the way under the bed and had

her lay on the bed and I --
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EVANS : Well how did you get the money from him?

RAY: Well he had , I think he had $ 5 in his pocket but

he had some more hid in a cabinet or something .

LEHNER : Well how did you convince him to tell you where

the money was hidden?

RAY : Well easy --
Well I had a weapon , a pistol .

LEHERE : Well where did you get the pistol?

A.

--
What I'm trying to do

I got that in East St. Louis. I never have give you

this name, but I'm going to try to give it to you the next time

you get here, because I'm trying to

is get all this stuff together and write it out and let you ,

you know, cross-examine , whatever it is .

EVANS : All right . Well, you know, we are trying to

establish your credibility . We want information you can give

us/something of this type , of course.

On

RAY:
Well the thing is , I want to get it wrote down

because when I ever , when I testify or orally without writing

it down I leave out details and I know when, If I ever am under

some type of cross-examination , and they say, well how come

you left out this detail . So I want to be specific when I

testify against these things in detail .

EVANS : All right . Getting back to the girl , you arranged

Did you arrange to meet with her the next night?

RAY : No. She just happen

club there , I didn't

EVANS :

club?

--

---
She just stayed at that

Which club was this , do you know the name of the
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RAY : I would know the general area it was in, yes .

EVANS : Okay , is this any where near the rooming house or the

Now

hotel that you eventually stayed in when you did move into Montreal?

RAY : No, I tried to get quite a ways from that area.

this area were are talking about , would probably be about 1300 ,

1400 St. Catherine East . The place I evidently moved to was

in Notre Dame Street about 4000 East , which would be about

30 blocks farther away .

LEHNER : When you --
When you first gave the story of the ,

of the gambling establishment robbery to Huie, to
- to - to

Hanes , was there an agreement that this was to go to Huie or

it was not to go to Huie . In other words what was your arrangements

with Hanes as to what was to go to Huie and what was not to go

to Huie?

RAY: Ah, well , I never did --
I never did have anything

down in writing about what I would give Hanes and what I wouldn't.

It was our understanding that we wouldn't give HanesIt was --

too

LEHNER : Huie, you are talking

RAY :

--

-Huie too much of the details on April the 4th , because

I was sort of suspect I didn't know anything about Huie ,

but I , I sort of suspected it being he was in the newspaper

business he was interested in publishing details and, you know,

the facts of the thing . And this things --
This thing sort

Let me cite an example of how this was . Well,of progressed .

for instance , the FBI never did know where I was at between

the day I escaped from Misssouri up until the, I escaped in
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April up until June when I quit qorking the restaurant because I

was going under the name of John Rayns . And when I give Huie,

Hanes the information , he gave it to Huie and back came about

20 or 30 witnesses . And the FBI went up there and questioned

all those people , Well I , in my opinion this thing damaged

the case , not so much because I wanted to keep something a

secret but because , by the fact that the FBI didn't know where

I was at two months indicated that they wasn t infallible.

But now, once they get this information why, you know, it's

ah, they pretend you know that they've, it's some brilliant

investigation .

LEHNER : Well , what I'm trying to get at is , you had the,

an agreement with Hanes and with Huie that Hanes was going to

give Huie certain things and prior to the trial Huie was going

to publish certain things . Was this , was this an agreement

that you Hanes and Huie had? That you would tell things to

Hanes and Hanes would tell certain things to Huie , and Huie

would publish certain things prior to the trial? Was that an

agreement that you had?

RAY : Well , I had everything in contracts . I've got all

these contracts but I'm not sure, what the agreement was.

The oral agreement was like I say , I wouldn't tell Huie too

much about April the 4th because I think that would have been

compromising the case . It was some mention about publishing

certain things , certain things before the trail but I was

never given any details just what would be published . I didn't

even know, know what magazine or anything they'd been published

in.
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LEHNER : What was your understanding as to what Huie

was going to do with the material that he was supplied

by Hanes?

RAY: Well , I assumed he was going to write a book with

it at one time or another.

LEHNER : And that would be after the trial , the book?

RAY: Yes. I assumed that . Yes.

LEHNER: What did you assume that Huie was going to write

and have published prior to the trial?

RAY: Well , that was all sort of vague. I really didn't,

I wasn't , Hanes never did confide in me too much in that area.

He would, well even the criminal area as far as that goes , he

usually just asked me questions and that was it

But I didn't , I didn't , the first thing I knew that some-

thing was going to be published was , that was published . Was one c

the officers who was guarding me brought a copy of Look magazine

in the cell and , and

Well, no, see the first time Hanes brought a copy of Look

magazine and then the second story the officer brought me a

copy of it , and he said something about , he wanted to know if

I wanted to buy it , and I said no , and

LEHNER: Wasn't there some type of discussion between

you and Hanes whereby some of these matters about you was

going to be published before the trial to get you some good

publicity to counter the bad publicity that was being emminated

in the press?

RAY : Hanes had mentioned that but he never did mention
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no details . He never did mention the name of the magazine

or anything . But I , I had some recollection that something

was going to be published but just how and when I didn't know

until I , you know, the magazine came out .

LEHNER : How did you get for instance to Huie , the story

about the white sheet? How did that get to Huie?

RAY: Well , that was one of the three things that I mentioned

that, that , like giving false information . Well, he was pressing

me for some details about my actions on that particular day and

I told him, I said , well just tell him that I was in the car

and somebody with a white sheet jumped in the car and we took

off . This was really kind of a put on . On account of he was

making statements around town about the Klu Klux Klan . And I

said well just tell him anything and he said well all right .

And he came back , and he sent Art Hanes back the next day and

he said well , he didn't want anything , he wanted the facts

or something like that. And that was , that was about it.

Did you write out that story , the white sheet
LEHNER:

story?

A. No , I don't think

anything false except in
11

-- I didn't , I didn't write out

The only actual false story I ever

--wrote out for him was the escape and the , and the I believe

that was all .

If I would tell him something that wasn't accurate , try

to put him on , or something , you know, try to tell him something

that wasn't really wasn't his concern I would just send it out

through Hanes or something .
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LEHNER: You mean Hanes , Jr?

RAY : Hanes, Sr.

LEHNER: Senior .

RAY : Really Hanes Jr. didn't have too much to do with the

case . He just brings messages in from Hanes , Sr. and Huie .

But that would be -- That would be about the --

LEHNER: Well, you said you had three things you purposely

misrepresented to Huie. One would be the escape fromthe Missouri

State Prison -

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : -which you say you put in writing .

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Two would be the supermarket robbery .

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And three would be the white sheet story?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: And you say the whie sheet story and , and the

supermarket
-

the supermarket robbery you never wrote out?

RAY : No I never wrote that out . That, that was something

to be used in defense . The escape from Missouri as far as I

was concerned had nothing to do with, with , you know defense

and the crime .

LEHNER: Did you assume that Huie was going to publish

that white sheet story?

RAY : Ah, no , I think it was considered a put on. Arthur

Hanes , Sr. , testified in the Habeas Corpus in Memphis that

he considered it sort of a put on. So I guess he told Huie that

it was more or less a joke or something . And then Huie told
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Art Hanes, Sr. and then the story come back to me.

LEHNER : Well, did you tell Hanes, Hanes Sr. the real

story of what happened just before the shooting of where you

were?

RAY : No, we didn't go into that . What we did on this

investigation was that Hanes
--

Actually we never did talk

too much , me and Hanes, we'd write out everything . Actually

what he did, he hired , he hired an investigator to investigate

everything inthe Memphis area on that particular day and Hanes

would come back to me and cross examine me, was you here and

was you here and that. And up until the trial date me and

Hanes started having trouble about September or October and

I was
as still cooperating with him to a certain extent , and of

course this was more or less a matter of record , the trouble

with the letters back and forth. The more -- The defense more

or less from Hanes point of view was going to be his , what he

found out through witnesses rather than what I testified to.

Now he told me, the stuff I had wrote out here would indicate

that there was never any intention to put me on trial, on the

But it was my intentions if there was a trial even with

Hanes or later Foreman, just take the stand and tell whatever

I knew about it and then that would be it and there wouldn't

be no possibility of the FBI or somebody getting to witnesses or

let the prosecution get their story to conform to mine or

Something like that . And that was more or less the defense

I had envisioned on.

stand .

LEHNER :
Were you speaking to members of your family during
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this time , from the time of your apprehension to the time

that, for instance , you hired Foreman , were you speaking to

members of your family?

RAY: Yes, that's correct .

LEHNER: Which members of your family were you speaking to?

RAY: Ah, I saw two of them. My brother John Ray and

Jerry Ray.

LEHNER:

--

Did you talk to them about the facts in the case?

RAY: No. That would have been impossible. I give them

some, I gave Jerry some information to check on one time .

What we What we'd do, we'd have to talk through a plate glass

window, and have the small screen about this thick ( indicates

with hands approximately six inches large) . And all this stuff

in here was , was microphones in the cell and everything . So,

you couldn't, you could talk to any one about the facts of the

case or anything that would incriminate you . Well we talked

about Huie and things like that. And I gave him the name one

time to get a phone number on him . I just wrote down on paper

and held it up to the glass and he copied it off.

LEHNER: What kind -- What would that be about? What

phone number was that?

RAY : Well that was the Thompson phone number .

LEHNER : Who's Thompson?

RAY: Ah, the Baton Rouge number.

LEHNER : Oh , the Baton Rouge number that turned out to

be registered to a fellow by the name of Thompson?

RAY : That's correct.
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LEHNER : Who did --
Who did you show that to, which

brother?

RAY: Ah, Jerry Ray.

LEHNER:

was in?

about?

When was that/ Do you remember what month that

RAY: Ah , no, that would have been, see I've got that, I've

got that wrote down somewhere, but this is bad about trying to

remember all these things and you speculate on a date , ah , I

can't remember just what date it was. I'm trying to think whether

it was Foreman defending me or Hanes defending me. Well, later

on I gave it, I gave --- I never did give it to Hanes . I did

give it to Foreman but I can't , I can't , I'm not going to get

pinned down when I gave it because I got it wrote down and

when I do testify about it why I will have it .

LEHNER: But you never spoke to Jerry Ray or your brother

Jack Ray pertaining to what your defense was going to be or

matters of that, of that nature?

RAY: No, No, nothing like that.

LEHNER: Did they do any investigating for you?

--RAY: Well Jerry Ray

on the street , I remembered the name, but I for fot the number.

Of course it really wasn't , if I wanted to give it to Foreman

I could have just gave him the name. But I wanted to get the

So I got the number and later on I gave it to Foreman .

But he came up , he's denided it , he's got two other numbers

But anyway , that's only thing I ever talked to

Jerry Ray about . The only thing I ever talked to John Ray

See I , when I had this phone number

number.

somewheres .
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about , he came up there one time, John came up I think, ah,

two or three days before the guilty plea and he said the FBI

was trying to put my father in the penitentiary for escaping

from Iowa or something . And then one other time Jerry come

up there, I think this was in early March, he had just been

to see William Bradford Huie. He said Huie offered him a cer-

tain amount of money if I wouldn't take the witness stand,

and he said , I know I forget the amount of money, it's either

12,000 or 7,000 and he said I needed another attorney or some-

thing , and I told him it was too late to get any attorney because

it was, I think it was November the 2d or 3d then , and trial

was suppose to start November 10th , so apparently he , then he

went on an fot Foreman on his own . But that's the only, them's

the only two areas , three areas that I can think of right now

where I ever spoke to them about any aspects of the case.

LEHNER: Um, who else did you speak to other than your

attorneys and your two brothers from the time of your apprehen-

sion until, to the time of the guilty plea , let's say?

RAY: In the cell block? Ah , well , see my two brothers ,

the Rev. James Bevel , and another black preacher called

Rufferford. I talked to those and I talked to them about

10 or 15 minutes and they wanted to be co-counsel or something

and ---

LEHNER: What did you say to that?

RAY: I told them it was up to Foreman . I don't think

Bevel had a license , I don't think he can practice . But I

wrote him a letter and told him I appreciate any help he could
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give me , but I , now, I really wasn't too , I don't know what

his interestswere or anything like that . I think the letter

is part of the record now.

LEHNER: Well as far as your, where you were at the time

of the assassination did you have anybody working on that

aspect of the case for you?

RAY: Well when Percy Foreman come in the case , ah , I

worked, I'm I'm I'd rather read this to you but I'm just

going to let you ask the questions so , if there's anything

else --
Well , later on we can go into it , if it's all right .

When Percy Foreman came in the case -- I have to explain the

you

background in order to show how, how they investigated the case.

When he came in the case he had the contracts when he first

come to see me, and we discussed it , and decided to get Hanes

out and him in . And he made certain agreements where there

wouldn't be no
book writings and he'd hire a Tennessee attorney

an all that type of think . Well now, now that was lovember

10th or 11th, 10th. Now, I think the 11th he came up there

and I signed over the Mustang and the rifle and all that stuff

to him and I told him the rifle probably wasn't mine , but he

wanted that for a retainer fee , plus I promised him a $150,000

or something . Well, now that ended it until I think December

18th, and I think on December the 18th he came and saw me and

he
-- I asked him at that time was he interested in me telling

the facts of the case as I knew them, and that type of thing .

And he said, no . He said, its his method whenever he worked

on a case to not to listen to anything the Defendant had to
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say until he looked at the prosecution's side of the case, and

he later testified to this too . And so , I never did go into

any details of the case with him until about , I'd say about

February the 3d , probably February the 4th of 1969 .

--

LEHNER: Well , other than your attorneys did you have any-

body working Well let me just rephrase that . Did you have

anybody, at any time , between your arrest and your guilty plea

working on the , your defense as to where you were at the time

of the crime?

RAY : Ah , no . Hanes was working on it, but he was working

on it based on what he found out other places . I can't think

of anyone that Apparently Hanes had a pretty good defense--

laid out . I have seen the record, but when Foreman came into

the case , see he had , he had the Public Defender come in and

start working onthe case . But see , it's difficult for me just

to explain this just in isolated incidents , because I didn't

want the Public Defender on the case to start with , and he got

in on some kind of a sham. But he didn't , the Public Defender

didn't start investigating the case until , he talked to the

first witness February 3d or 4th . And now Foreman he's testified

now in these papers here that I agreed to plead guilty orally

in January 26th or 27th. So, this really don't make sense when

you try, you know, for me to try to explain something to you

without going through the whole thing , because it's just , there's

been so much lying and everything in the record that you have

to, you know, review the whole record before you can ever, get

a, get a handle on it .

7

さ
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LEHNER : Well , what I'm trying to understand is was there

anybody interviewing witnesses as to your defense , as to

where you were at the time of the crime, did you have anybody

doing that?

RAY : The Public Defender came up there, Foreman got sick

and he was appointed I think January 29th 19th . And he

came up there, I told him I didn't want to talk to him about

the defense or anything else because I thought the Judge was

going to try to get the Public Defender in the case and Foreman

out . So the Public Defender went on out , now , now he testified

that he started interviewing witnesses about where I was at on

February the 3d or 4th . Now who all he interviewed , according

to the Public Defender he was interview witnesses when he read

the paper that I was going to plead guilty, so apparently,

apparently there was no investigation ever, was ever made until

he was still investigating the case , in other words when Foreman

made the deal to enter the guilty plea .

LEHNER: When Hanes represented you was anybody, was

anybody investigating where you were at the time of the crime

on the defense side , anybody?

I got

RAY:

--

See , I doubt that very much. See, Iwrote to

started having trouble with Hanes in Spetember or

-

when

October 1960 - 60 -'68 , I wrote a letter to William Bradford

Huie , I think it's in his book. I wrote a letter to Huie and

asked him to give my brother, I think it was $1250 to hire an

investigator because I wanted to look into some of this aspects

of the case mayself without , you know, independent of Huie .
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And I think Huie wanted to go for it, but Hanes wouldn't go

for it, or something because he wanted the money or something.

So, as far as the investigation goes where I was at during,

during the time of the crime and all that Hanes , Hanes was

making that investigation on his own

LEHNER : What was he doing in that respect?

RAY: Hanes?

LEHNER: Yes .

RAY: Ah , he never would tell me about it . The only

thing, the only reason , the first time I knew anything about

it that he was doing this on his own with a private investiga-

tor was , the private investigator got arrested for contempt

of court or something and I read in the paper , and I asked

Hanes about it , and he said well he's my investigator .

LEHNER: Is that Renfro Hayes you are talking about?

RAY : Yes , that's the first one.

LEHNER: Did you have any contact with Renfro Hayes?

RAY : No. I never spoke to him .

LEHNER: Did you ever send any notes to him or he send

any notes to you?

RAY : No. I didn't even know he was on the case until

I read in the paper where he had been arrested .

LEHNER : You had , afterwards you had written some note

to him , didn't you afterwards when he was suing to be paid?

RAY : Yes . I wrote him one letter I think after I got

to prison or something and that was it .

LEHNER : And that was pertaining to his seeking to get

2
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paid for his services?

court .

RAY : Well , yeah . He won a $ 9,000 judgment off me in

LEHNER: You were intending to testify at the trial when

Hanes was representing you. You were intending to take the

stand , is that true?

RAY : Yeah, I think most all of the evidence would indicate

that. I know Huie's book, he's got Hanes on page 179 telling

me I couldn't testify and Foreman on pages 195 saying that I

couldn't testify with him defending me and Now, some inter--

rogatories in a civil case that's where I fired , I sued Hanes

and Foreman.
Now Huie says I wrote him a letter and said I

wouldn't take the witness stand , that's the civil case number 69199 .

But I never wrote him no letter saying I wouldn't take the witness

stand. In fact , I, I wanted to take the witness stand .

LEHNER : You, you were intending at your trial to take

the witness stand when you , when Hanes was representing you
--

RAY: Yes , see --

LEHNER: Is that True?

--RAY : Yes . The argument was Yes, the argument was that

I had a criminal record and I'd hurt myself . But everyone

in Memphis knew that I had a criminal record so it was no

LEHNER :

--

So you were, you were intending to let the prose-

cution put on their case?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Let Hanes try to do whatever he can in cross-

examination --

42-076 79 - 27
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RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER: --to destroy the people's case? And then you were

intending to take the stand in your own defense , is that correct?

RAY : That's correct , yes .

LEHNER : Did you tell Hanes that this was your plan?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : What did He say about it?

RAY : He said once about , you know, why give testimony

away when you can sell it.

--

He made that remark once and then I got to arguing with

him about it and then he seemed to modify his views . And, but

he never did , he never did come out and say I would testify .

But now I didn't think he would let me testify when he

You know, when my brother went to see Huie and come back with

the story that , you know, it would ruin his book if I testified

from the witness stand . But now on the other hand a couple

days before I dismissed Hanes , Hanes told me to get everything

in my head to what I did on the day of the crime and everything ,

and just think about it in case I had to testify about it in

court . So, I don't know if Hanes was just trying to con me

into thinking I was going to testify or what , but--

LEHNER : Let me backtrack just a bit , when did you first

retain Hanes?

RAY : Ah, it's wrote down here, I think I wrote to him

sometime in June 1968 .

LEHNER: You were in London at the time?

RAY : That's correct . Yes .
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LEHNER : And did you speak to your attorney Mr. Michael

Eugene about your U.S. representation?

RAY: I spoke to him about Hanes and F. Lee Bailey, yes .

LEHNER: Did you give any other names besides Hanes and

F. Lee Bailey?

RAY : That's the only two attorneys, I knew their names

plus their home address , yes.

LEHNER: Did you mention any other U.S. attorneys?

RAY: No, that's it .

LEHNER: What about Melvin Belli , did you mention him?

RAY : I never heard of him or Percy Foreman either one

at that time .

LEHNER: So while you were in London you had never heard

of either Melvin Belli or Percy Foreman?

RAY :
--

I had a vague idea but I don't, I din't Belli,

I'm positive I never heard of him. I may have vaguely heard

of Foreman. I think I had some kind of recollection of hearing

about Foreman , probably the Moslem case, but I didn't know

enough about him where I could write to him or I didn't

know where his home town or anything like that was at .

brother, he wrote telling me something about him too .

LEHNER : And what was the reason you wanted F. Lee Bailey

or Arthur Hanes?

RAY :

My

I didn't particularly want either one of them , I

just , I really, I didn't want no attorney at all at that time .

I wanted , I think when I wrote to Hanes , I
- I -I indicated

that I wanted an attorney when I got to Memphis because I
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didn't want to , you know, get a series of oral statements against

me, and a lot of times when you are in jail without a lawyer

why, you know, they'll say well you said this and that. And

Hanes was , he tried to fly back on the plane , things like that

where he could keep these oral statements out of the record

and the fact is I wrote my brother and told him to give Hanes

enough money to , you know, come to Memphis when I arrived there

and things like that .

LEHNER: Well , how did you come upon the two names F. Lee

Bailey and Arthur Hanes?

RAY : Well , I guess , I guess I
11 I'm not sure how I came

on either one of their names but it stuck in my mind somewhere

that I knew what town they were in and I knew there names and

I probably seen Hanes ' name when I was in Birmingham. I lived

there about two months . I probably seen him on TV or something .

LEHNER: And relation to what?

RAY: I couldn't say about that . I think he was politics

or something .

LEHNER:

saw him on TV?

no -

He's probably, you know how they talk on TV .

When were you in Birmingham when you , when you

RAY: I don't know if I did or not . I don't know, I have

I have no idea how I come across Hanes ' name or Bailey's

either one as far as that goes . I probably heard of Bailey's on the

on some Didn't he repre-- He represented some case in Boston,

a train robbery or something , a bank robbery or something .

LEHNER : And you heard of Hanes you say when you were in

Birmingham some time?
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RAY : I could have . I have no

LEHNER : What year were you in Birmingham?

RAY : I was there in '67 , I believe it was, September ,

August or September I guess .

LEHNER: And did you know about Hanes ' previous trials?

RAY : I didn't have any idea . I've read about them since,

and I've read about the big case where I was suppose to heard

about him or something, but I think I was at the penitentiary

at that time. So, I know now I couldn't of remember him from

being in the penitentiary because there was no TV's in the

penitentiary.

you?

LEHNER: Well, you read newpapers in Missouri State didn't

RAY: Very seldom.

Ah, Missouri Penitentiary was somewhat like being

on Devil's Island , you didn't keep up with all the latest news

I know I've

and everything .

where I use to watch TV and get all carried away but there was

no TV's or radios in there or anything . And I spent a lot of

time in solitary confinement , 18 months and you wasn't even

aloud a newspaper in solitary confinement.

There was no T.-- / read where these TV's ,

So --

LEHNER: Was that because of the attempted escape , that

solitary?

RAY: Yes . For the three of them.

LEHNER: You say while you were in Missouri State there

was no radios and no TV?

RAY: They had an ear phone with channel 6 news , mutual news
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on I heard two news casters for six years . I think one,

his name is Edwards and one was named Fulton Lewis. I can re-

member two names but that was , that was the extent of the news

in Missouri.

LEHNER: Then you had no radio while you were there?

RAY: In 1966 they started selling radios in the commissary,

these small transitors and I got one of them in 1966 , and I

still have it .

LEHNER: You still have that same radio?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: How did that come about that you still have that?

RAY : I think the FBI representative , they got the number

off of it and traced me down through that radio. Well , of

course , the truth is that I told them it was my radio and it

was my number on there . But the number is on plastic and I

sandpapered it off so it's impossible to, to get the number

off of it . So, I think after I plead guilty the prosecution

they give various evidence , I guess it would be harmful to

their case, to my brother, my brother still has the radio.

You can have it if you want it .

LEHNER: Jerry has the radio?

RAY: He has the radio , yes. I told him to keep it .

LEHNER: Was this the radio that was found in front of

Canipe's?

RAY : I think it was . I'm not positive , but --

LEHNER: This is the radio that you brought in to that

rooming house on Main Street?
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RAY : That's correct , yes .

LEHNER : Well , as far as F. Lee Bailey and Hanes did you

give their names to Michael Eugene or did you contact them yourself?

RAY : I believe I gave them to Michael Eugene and he took

them to the American Embassy because I know he come back and

he was against , he said the Embassy was against hiring Hanes ,

so, therefore, must have been, so he probably got the addresses

Because I couldn't know the street address andfrom the Embassy .

things like that .

LEHNER: You mean the Emba--- The American Embassy was

telling Mr. Eugene who you should hire for your defense attorney?

RAY: Yes . I think they wanted to get one. And he came

back and he said that they recommended , this was after Bailey

turned it down, and he said the Embassy recommended against

getting Hanes and they thought I should let them appoint some-

one or something . And I think Well, you can talk to Eugene

about that , but
---

--

LEHNER: The Embassy told you , Mr. Eugene that since

Bailey is not available that you should not get Hanes and that

they would recommend someone to you?

RAY : I don't think -- I think at that -- By that time

I don't know if Eugene talkedBailey had been unavailable .

to 11
told them about Bailey or not , but he did tell me that

they recommended against Hanes and
--

LEHNER : Did you get a letter from Bailey?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : How did you get to learn that Bailey was unavailable?
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RAY: Ah, Eugene told me he was .

LEHNER: Did he tell you what Bailey had stated?

RAY: I think there was a conflict of interest . I

believe he was, at one time he had represented Dr. King and

he said that -- I don't know. There was some conflict of interest ,

I don't know just specifically what it was .

LEHNER: Did Bailey state to Mr. Eugene that he would not

be able to represent you unless you were able to undertake that

you were innocent of the charges since he was friendly with

Dr. King?

RAY: No. He never did say that . I was never told that .

I read , I read that subsequently in magazines and things , but

he never, there was never any representation made to me along

those lines . It was just something about a conflict of interest .

Nothing about Bailey asking you to undertake thatLEHNER:

you were innocent?

RAY : No, nothing like that , no .

LEHNER: Well, how did you hear about whether Hanes would

represent you or not, was that through Mr. Eugene or otherwise?

RAY : Ah , yes , I think Hanes wrote me a letter . I think

Eugene first come back and said something about money or something ,

and then in the meantime Hanes had contacted Huie and he wrote

back and told me he would take the case and I think I wrote to

Hanes first , I got the address from Eugene . I wrote him and asked

him if he would meet me in Memphis . I don't think I asked Hanes

specifically to represent me, just to meet me in Memphis and then

he wrote me back I guess after he saw Huie and said he would
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take the case and later I gave him the letters back and that was

it.

LEHNER : The reason you wanted Hanes is that you say, you

seem to indicate , that you recollect in 1967 when you were in

Birmingham that you knew Hanes was in politics?

--

RAY : I might have saw him on TV or something like that.

I just don't I don't recall exactly how come I knew he was in

that specific town but it must have happened sometime in Birming-

ham , I could have read something about it in the paper .

LEHNER: Well didn't you have to know more than he was in

politics , you had to know that he was a lawyer first?

RAY : Well , it might not have even been politics it might have

been he was a lawyer or something cause I had it in my head that

he was a lawyer for some reason .

LEHNER: Didn't you have to also know when you were in London

that not only was he a lawyer but he was a criminal lawyer?

RAY : Well, I don't know if the criminal lawyer would have

been specific.

I was more or less interested in someone to keep

an oral statement against me. That's what my concern was .

The fact is , I think I sent affidavit to J. Edgar Hoover ,

Ramsey Clark, and two or three others saying I wouldn't make

no oral statementswhen I was on the plane and when I got to

Memphis and that was my

LEHNER: Well , when you asked for F. Lee Bailey and Arthur

Hanes to Mr. Eugene weren't you indicating that those were people

that you wanted to defend you at your trial?
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RAY : No. Not necessarily. I wanted to , I would have

preferred to have talked to them before they defended me to see

what their idea was on the

of fees and everything .

-- Of course there was a matter

LEHNER: Oh , sure.

to them and they --

You mean that you would have to talk

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER: --would have to be agreeable to you and you would

have to be agreeable to them, sure.

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER : I understand that , but when you mention those names

wasn't it because you envisioned either of them representing

you at the trial?

RAY: No. Not necessarily , not at that time . No.

LEHNER: Well , you knew that F. Lee Bailey was a famed criminal

lawyer , did you not?

RAY : Yeah, but you can't just make , go into , you just

can't write the lawyer and say well , I want you to defend me .

You'd have to reach some kind of an agreement when I went

LEHNER: Now look what I'm getting at, James , is this,

that when you asked for F. Lee Bailey as one of your defense

lawyers, it wasn't just that you heard that F. Lee Bailey was

good at corporation law or tax law you know that he was a famed

criminal lawyer .

RAY : Yeah, I heard that he was a, I assumed he was a

criminal lawyer but I just can't get all these details in my mind

where I found his name at and all that stuff .
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LEHNER : All right , but when you asked for Mr. Hanes as

an alternative lawyer you knew that he was a famed criminal lawyer

too, isn't that true?

RAY: I probably assumed he was a lawyer, I didn't know speci-

fically if he was a criminal lawyer. It -- I just can't pin

down where , where I got these names at. I got so many of these

aliases and things they come and go .

LEHNER: You were fighting extradition in London were you not?

RAY: That's correct .

LEHNER: And what was the reason you fought extradition?

RAY : Well, of course , the main reason was to keep

from being extradicted . I wasn't , ah , you talking about the

legal reasons or the instinctive reasons?

LEHNER : Give them all if you can.

RAY : Well, I don't know about , about the extradition.

I really didn't know too much about extradition law at the time,

the fact is, I didn't know anything about it . If there was

anyway I could get out of going to trial and staying out of

jail I would do it. So, naturally I would fight extradition .

wouldn't have any bearing whether I was guilty or innocent or what.

LEHNER : And you were going under what name during the

extradition hearing?

It

RAY: Ah , Sneyd I believe , Raymond Sneyd .

LEHNER : Why was it that you weren't giving your right

name at the time?

RAY:

name Sneyd .

Ah, I had a passport under, I was arrested under the

I think that's what they checked me in the jail .
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Usually when you check in a prisoner usually you always use the

name you give them. It wasn't no specific reason why I was

using that name .

LEHNER : When you were communicating with Hanes what name

were you using?

RAY: I don't know, I --
I- I think I told him, I think

I was using the , probably the Ray name, but we have a contract

here, we had Ray and Sneyd on it . So, I may have discussed

this with Hanes a little bit too but there wasn't no significance

in it, it was just the idea that I was arrested under that one

name and I was relying on
--

LEHNER: Isn't it true when, when you communicate with

Hanes that you were using the name Sneyd also?

RAY : Yes . I may have, I think I I've read these--

contracts last night and I see both names on them, Sneyd and Ray ,

SO --

LEHNER: I'm not getting into contracts, I'm getting into

whether

RAY : Well, I'm trying to use them to recollect what I

put on the letters . I , I may have well of used Sneyd on the letters

Why were you using Sneyd instead of Ray when youLEHNER :

were trying to retain your own defense attorney?

RAY : Well, I suspect , it probably had something to do

with the extradition hearing . I wasn't conceding anything at

the extradition hearing and I don't I don't know-- -- I'm not

sure when I conceded the Ray, my name was actually Ray , I

don't know if I ever conceded it at all .
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Why, why were you not conceding that you were JamesLEHNER:

Earl Ray?

RAY: Well, I think if I was fighting extradition I would

make them prove everything , that would be my thought on some-

thing like that.

LEHNER: Why were you fight extradition?

RAY: To keep from coming to the United States .

LEHNER: Why did you want not to come to the United

States?

--RAY: Well, there'd be a trial , I'd be charged with

Assuming the, at the most murder and at the least escape from

Missouri Penitentiary, and 20 or 30 other charges probably ,

I assumed at the time , although I know now that under the extradi-

tion hearing you are sort of limited .

LEHNER: Why did you not appeal the unfavorable rulling

you got at the extradition hearing?

RAY : It was two reasons for that. One was Hanes recommended

· and the

that I come on back and stand trial . And the other reason was that

I was fighting the case under

english courts they have some commission, over there they have to

approve all these and they wouldn't approve the appeal , and

consequently I couldn't hire a lawyer to fight the appeal .
So

I just --

LEHNER : Who has to approve the appeal for , for , so that you

would then be able to get a free lawyer?

me,

RAY: Well the lawyer rep-- The lawyer that represented

Michael Eugene , said there was a commission . I think it
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was threeor four people sits on a, sits on a commission , and in

order for you to make any appeal or anything or even to defend you

at trial this commission has got to approve , they have got to

approve the funds to pay the lawyer with, and they wouldn't

approve them on me, so even if Hanes had told me to go to

trial I don't know if I could have appealed it or not because I

don't know anything about english law .

LEHNER: Okay .

Why don't we take a little break, give our steno-

grapher a chance to rest his hands and we will all take a stretch ,

okay .

(A recess was taken at 11:16 ) .

--LEHNER : Okay , lets just , before we We were just chitcatting

during the recess as to, huh , the waiver , the question of waiver

of attorneys and that you were going to further talk to Mr.

Kershaw about it over the lunch period, and then also I think you

just stated that you had some matters you wanted to bring up to

us that maybe you will start the post- lunch session with those

matters .

Let me just state for the record that my watch has now

11:23 and the same people are here in the room that were here during

the first session this morning .

Is there something that you were saying that I just cut

you off on , or is that something that we can take up after

lunch , I'm not sure?

RAY : Well , no . I just told you I wanted to go over some
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LEHNER: Okay . Why don't we do that as first thing after lunch

that will be the itinerary.

it.

RAY: As most everything I write down I try to corroborate

There is no use to me testifying to something if there's

no facts supporting me, so that's
--

- Just at theLEHNER: Okay . We were, ah, before the

break we were talking about your being in London, your represen-

tation by Mr. Eugene , your representation , your request for

representation by Mr. Hanes , Mr. Bailey , um, and the fact that

you waived your appeal on the extradition . I think you stated

that-- You were stating that there was difficult in , there

would be difficult in getting a free attorney for the appeal

process?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: But you also told us , I think, that on the

advice of Mr. Hanes you did not appeal the unfavorable extra-

dition rulling .

RAY: I think if there were two things happened, if Hanes

was, suggested that I fought it then I would have tried to make

some, some, well the fact is , if he wanted me to fight , well he

probably would got an English attorney to fight it . But on the

other hand the English government would of financed the

appeal then I would of went on and appealed it. But neither

one of those things came about so I just went ahead and waived it .

LEHNER: What was Hanes ' reason for not appealing the

extradition rulling?

RAY: Well, I guess he had some contracts with Huie by

that time . I couldn't say. I don't --
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LEHNER : Did he give you some reason?

RAY: Ah, he said come back and get it cleared up or something

like that .

LEHNER: Well does this refresh your recollection , did

he tell you something to the effect that it would look better to

an American jury that you were ready willing and able to come on

back and face the charges , and it would be unfavorable if

it looked like you , like you were trying to avoid the charges to

the jury?

RAY: --I don't think the jury would have any That wouldn't

The jury wouldn't know anything about that . Ieven been --

don't think the prosecution would bring that up.

LEHNER: No. No, I don't mean in the trial , but in

the publicity part of it?

RAY: No. I think he said , well we done fought extradition

part of the way anyway . So , I think he said something about

it might look better if we came back and faced the charges,

but I don't think you can make statements about a jury would

think I looked better if we came back .

LEHNER: It would be better publicity in general if you did

not appeal it?

RAY : Yes . I think that.

LEHNER: And you went along with his suggestion on that score?

RAY : Well , I went along with his suggestions on account

of the, the , like I say if I could of gotten either one of them

to go with the appeal I would have went with it . But --

LEHNER : If you could have gotten free, free appeal you
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would have taken it nevertheless?

RAY : I would have taken it , yes .

HAUSMAN : Um, who told you that you wouldn't be able to

get the free appeal from the English?

RAY : Ah , Michael Eugene .

HAUSMAN : At that time what was your financial situation?

RAY : Well , I had about 120 or 30 dollars .

HAUSMAN: Did he explain to you what it would ment if you

were a pauper in their terms , that they would have provided

free advice?

RAY : Um, well he didn't explain too much about the pauper.

I think when I first went to court , I think the court asked me

if I was a pauper or something , and I said yes . And from then

on it was assumed that I was a pauper. And apparently, I

don't know if Eugene talked to Hanes about it or not. I assumed

he did talk to Hanes about it and probably Hanes , I'm just

assuming now that Hanes advised him to let , let it go .

HAUSMAN : They didn't --
Eugene didn't discuss it with you

personally?

RAY : No, he discussed the appeal with me personally, yes .

He just said the commission , I think he called it Commission .

He just said the commission wouldn't , wouldn't approve the

funds to appeal the case with .

HAUSMAN : --
Well , did he Did he explain why he didn't think

they would approve it if you only had a $ 100 in assets at that

time?

RAY : Well, I don't know why he didn't think they would

42-076 79 28
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approve it, I don't know how the commissions work over there .

I guess they approve it , I guess it's sort of an arbitary thing .

They can either approve it or disapprove it. I guess if they

thought it was a, the public interest to approve it they would

of approved it. But if they thought it was the public interest

not to approve they wouldn't of approved it .

LEHNER: How did you and Mr. Hanes arrive at the financing

of your events?

RAY: Hanes?

LEHNER: Yes.

--

RAY : When he first ' came over there, the first or second

time , he had me sign a, I got it here He had me sign a power

of attorney giving him certain Do you have all these contracts ?

Giving me certain , giving him certain rights to sign papers

with and everything . And he suggested , he didn't mention at that

time when he first give me this power of attorney he didn't sug-

gest that, he didn't go into any details , there was no mention of

William Bradford Huie or anything like that . He just asked me to

sign it and he made some kind of oblique reference to selling the

story or something like that . There was nothing specific

either in the contract or in the , or in what he told me .

LEHNER: What was your understanding as to how it was going

to be financed?

RAY : I wasn't positive at that time . I didn't know

anything about how it would be financed . I know he just had me

sign that paper and I signed it Ray and Sneyd and he never,

we never I never did get a chance to talk to him too much.
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There was a , there was two policemen in the room with me and he

didn't , he was just, it was more or less just a pep talk rather

than any details . The onlything he did, he signed contracts

and he had Eugene sign as a witness and I think that was the

second time and that was it.

LEHNER : Did you tell

would be raised for you?

Did you tell Eugene that money

RAY : Ah, no, I never did mention any money to Eugene .

I read that, but that's just something that come out in the news-

papers and the rest of them picks it up and
--

LEHNER: So you had no idea how you were going to be able

to pay Hanes for the defense?

RAY : No, I wrote andtold my brother John Ray to get , try

to get Hanes enough money to , a $ 1000 or something to come

up there and be in Memphis . It was never no mention of big money

or anything like that. It was very small amount .

LEHNER : Now, did you speak to Hanes in London?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: How many times?

RAY: I believe twice .

LEHNER : Was it agreed in London that you , that he was

going to take the case and defend you at trial?

RAY: He talked like it , yeah . He wrote me a letter , he wrote

me a letter and

/I don't know just when I got the letter but he was very specific

about defending me after he got the letter and I guess that's

after he talked to Huie .

LEHNER: Well, when did you agree that he would be your
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defense lawyer at the trial?

RAY: Ah, he just thought , he just seemed to took over after

he come to London. I guess that's after he made the agreement with

Huie and he just took it for granite that he was going to be the

attorney then and he --

LEHNER : Well , you are telling me that he took for granite ,

when did you decide that he would be your attorney for the trial?

RAY : Well, I had a vague idea of it in London. Of course,

I wasn't specific on it. I think when we finally, we finally come

to firm agreements after I got back to Memphis .

LEHNER: So in London it was your impression that you were goin

to be represented by him at your trial and then when you got back

to Memphis then it was firmly decided by you that he would rep-

resent you at the trial?

RAY : Yeah, I would say

LEHNER: Is that correct?

RAY : Yeah, I would say based on his demeanor , demeanor

in London that he was representing me. Of coure it wasn't

nothing positive there . And after we got back to Memphis and

he talked to me and we discussed the finances then it was

pretty well settled that he would defend me .

LEHNER : Now, in London you were pretty sure that he was going

to defend you?

RAY: Yes, I was , yeah.

LEHNER: Now, at that time did you know that he was a criminal

lawyer?

RAY : Ah, I don't believe I did . That's just something
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I assumed I suppose.

LEHNER : When did you learn about his previous cases?

RAY: I probably read about them in the newspapers .

LEHNER : When?

RAY : I, I couldn't say that either .

LEHNER : In London or back in the states?

--RAY : No, I was not In London when I first went there I

was not reading the newspapers then later on I got in them. I

only recall reading one story about him , and he came up there and

had his picture going into the hotel or something . But I don't

think London papers carried anything about his , I think it did

carry something about he was the former mayor of Birmingham, but

I think that was the extent of it .

LEHNER: When did you read that he , about his previous

criminal cases?

RAY : I think I read about that in Memphis then I read con-

sidereable about it later on. I read about the woman with the

Italian name , Lou - Louisa, or whatever it was , I read about that .

LEHNER: Why, why did you decide in London that he would

represent you even though you didn't even know he was a criminal

lawyer?

RAY : I really didn't decide that , these are something that

when he wrote me a letter saying he'd defend me I, I assumed he

was a, he must be a criminal lawyer if he wrote me a letter

saying he would defend me.

LEHNER: Well why did you decide to allow him to defend you

in a capital case when you didn't even know he was a criminal

-
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lawyer other than the fact he decided that he would represent

you?

RAY: Yeah . There was really no firm commitment on, that

he would defend me until we got back to Memphis and started

talking about these contracts and we had, he almost didn't repre-

sent me after we got back to Memphis because we had, we had a

conflict over whether he would try to raise money through some

type of public fund or whether we would go in the contracts with

Huie . The fact is , I held off about 10 days before I ever

signed on the contracts with Huie.

LEHNER: Well who's idea was it to go for the public fund and

who's idea was it not to go with the public fund?

RAY: It was my idea to go with the public fund because I

heard two or three people wrote to me about it and I thought

may be --
It was my suggestion that we get enough money to have

a trial and once the trial was over then I'd just let the book

writers and lawyers go their way and I'd go mine and they could

just do what they wanted to , that is whether I was convicted

or whether I was acquitted .

LEHNER: Why did he not want a public fund?

RAY : Well I think Huie probably promised him more money

There was considerable money , $ 2,000,000 oror something .

something was throwed out one time and I assumed he figured he

got more money from Huie than he could get from the public

fund .

KERSHAW: Let me make an inquiry here if I may.

Did, was Mr. Stoner seeing you at that time?
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Did he suggest that he could rase a public fund?

RAY : No, Stoner wrote me a -- Stoner -- No, some committee

wrote me a letter in England saying they might raise it from a

public fund but I never had no contact with Stoner in England , but

KERSHAW: How about after you got to Memphis , did Stoner

RAY : No, he never said anything --
Yeah, but he never said

anything about a public fund .

KERSHAW: Did Stoner visit you in the Memphis jail?

RAY : One time , yes.

KERSHAW: Or.e time?

RAY: Yes .

KERSHAW: As you attorney or visitor?

RAY: No, that was about a libel thing . It was pretrial

--
publicity and I was trying to find out ways to get the

especially Time , Inc. but there was never anything about a

public fund or anything .

KERSHAW: What, did he get permission from Judge Battle to

visit you in regard to a civil suit then?

RAY: Ah, yes . It was against Life Magazine , yes .

KERSHAW: And he only visited you one time?

RAY: That's correct.

KERSHAW: Was that before you hired Hanes or after you

hired Hanes?

RAY : No, that was after.

KERSHAW: That's all .

LEHNER: Did you sign any contracts in London?

RAY: I think I signed a power of attorney .
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LEHNER: To Hanes?

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER: And then how long after you got to Memphis was

it that you signed the, the next contract?

RAY: I think when I got back to Memphis I saw Hanes the

next day . I think I'd gotten back the 19th of July and I

saw him the 20th. And that was our discussion on the 20th, just

what, how we are going to finance the case, and I suggested the

public fund maybe and he was strong on the contracts and he

excuse me --

--

he left me the impression it would either be the con-

tracts if he couldn't raise the money for the trial and he left

the -

Then

so I didn't commit myself one way or the other. So, he

left the contracts there and told me to think them over.

about a week later or something I thought them over and figured

that would be about the only availabe, you know , way of raising

money . And I think on -- I think I signed the first contract

on August the 1st , 1968 .

LEHNER: But you discussed the public fund as opposed to

the contract the day after you came back to Memphis?

RAY : Yes, that was our first discussion . Yes .

LEHNER: And the only question was whether you were going

to go public fund or the contract?

RAY : The contracts , yeah . He had all the contracts with

him at that time .

LEHNER: When did you first read in the papers about his

criminal cases?

RAY : I couldn't say. It was probably in Memphis newspapers ,

but whenever they was I couldn't be, I couldn't be specific .
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LEHNER :
Well how long after you came back to Memphis was it?

RAY : I really couldn't say about it because I wasn't really

too interested in that . It was

LEHNER :

--

Youweren't interested?

RAY : I know usually in newspapers when you get a lawyer

they run down all his back cases so I probably --

LEHNER: You are saying that you were not interested in his

past cases?

RAY : Well, not at that time. I was

I wasn't --

--
First things first ,

It wouldn't made any difference to me who he defended

or who he hadn't defended . I was more or less , whether he was

competent and he appeared competent .

LEHNER: You're saying at the time you signed the original

power of attorney in London , and the time of, day after you got

back to Memphis when you just when the only decision left
--

was whether or not to go the contract route or the fund raising

route, you still didn't even know if he was a criminal lawyer?

No I couldn't prove it . I couldn't even proveRAY : I - I -

it today except what I've -

LEHNER: Well you still didn't even hear that he was a criminal

lawyer?

RAY : No, I didn't . I didn't

assumption I would make.

-
I just, that's just an

LEHNER: And all you knew about him was that he was a

politician and a former mayor of Birmingham, and that he was

a lawyer?

RAY : I think I knew about as much about Hanes when I
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hired him as I knew about Percy Foreman when I got him.

just , a vague recollection of him and that was it .

I'm

LEHNER : Well , didn't you know when you hired Percy

Foreman that he was a famed criminal lawyer from Texas , and he

had a reputation for acquitting vast amounts of murder defendants?

RAY : No. I had no direct knowledge . I had a vague recollecti

of when my brother first wrote to me in England that he

Probably the Moslem case . Bailey is the only one I ever knew

about because Bailey , they talked about him in prison . But I

never heard any talk about Hanes or Foreman or any of them people.

sureLEHNER: Are you sure?

--

RAY : It's a possibility that Jerry , Jerry, now he may have

told me something about Foreman being , having a reputation , or

John, but I have no independent recollection . But actually Foreman

the only reputation he had was the , outside of Texas was the Moslem

case, and that would have probably been the only one that I would

have vaguely remembered him by?

LEHNER : Are you sure about this now, that the time you

were in London and the time that you , the day after you came

back to Memphis and you are discussing contracts as opposed to

fund raising thatyou didn't even knowwhether or not Hanes was a crimi

lawyer? Is that true?

RAY : That's just something that I would assume , but I really

wouldn't know.

LEHNER : Why did you assume it?

RAY : Well, he was just a lawyer . I don't know . It's just

something , I think it's just something you know.
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LEHNER : Okay . Let's move on -- Go ahead.

EVANS : Let's get into the public fund. You said when you

were in London that you heard from two or three people relative

to their wanting to support you and raise funds?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : Do you recall who those people were or what groups

they were?

--RAY : Ah, all of these letters I never got one letter

where I was in London, they use to divert the letters to Michael

Eugene . Now, he came up there with one letter where the public

fund was from some , it wasn't Stoner but it was some organization

that he was connected with it . It was called the Patriotic Fund .

And that's the only -- I think Eugene mentioned other people or

something where interested in helping me , other lawyers , but

you'd have to

those.

EVANS :

RAY :

EVANS :

--
you'd probably have to get to Eugene to get

Okay . But that's the only one that you can remember?

That's the only one I can recall . Yes .

brought back

Okay . When you returned to Memphis when you were

--
When you were brought to Memphis , when did you

first see Stoner?

RAY: Ah, it was quite a while later on I think it would be

about September.

EVANS : And this was after you had already made the

decision to sign the contract with Huie?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : All right . Did Stoner discuss with you public

funds?
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How did he get there , how did he get there? Did You say he was

representing you on the Life , on a suit you had wanted to pursue

against Life Magazine?

RAY : I wanted to try to do, to do , file some type of

suit to, you know, get stop the pretrial publicity . I wouldn't

try to win a lible suit . I figured if you filed suit you would

force the judge to take some type of action , because the judge

wouldn't move against any big organization he just move against

local attorneys . I figured if we, you sue one of , sue one of,

one of them it would force the judge into some type of action.

I wrote to- Now Hanes didn't want to do that so the only attorney

I knew was Stoner because he sent that letter -- he didn't send

it to me but the letter said that he represented them, and I

remember his address so I wrote --

EVANS : This is the letter you are speaking of?

RAY : The public fund , yes ..

EVANS : The public fund , right .

-
See Michael Eugene give me this letter in

And

RAY : The public

court. I read it over his shoulder in one of the hearings .

he said that, you know, it went down there and said Stoner was

the lawyer and the fund had an address and I think it was

Savannah , Georgia . So, when I got back to Memphis and I was

trying to get this pretrial publicity stopped and I decided to

write to Stoner , because I had never heard of Stoner before except

this Patriotic Fund and I wrote to him about the Life thing and

he come back up there, and I talked to him about well, they

have they have a record of how long I talked to him in jail .

-
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1

They kept thoserecords .

minutes and I asked him -

I think I talked to him about 20

I didn't talk to him about the

criminal case at all and I asked him about the Life thing , and

he said he might file it from Atlanta .

saying

And he had me sign a

paper/that he could represent me in a suit against Life magazine

and that was the extent of the conversation.

EVANS : Was there ever any conversation between you and Hanes

as to whether J. B. Stoner should take part in your defense?

Eut

RAY : Ah, I talked to Hanes once I think about possibly getting

him , getting money off him through a fund or something .

Hanes said he was againsť it and he told me Stoner had bad publicity

on account of his race, the race issue . And then I wrote Huie

saying then later on after I found out about this I wrote Huie

saying that Hanes was probably right and I should , that Stoner

was involved in these race politics , you know it'd reflect on

me and the defense. And that was -- there was no more, there was

no futher contact with Stoner on that .

EVANS : All right . Did you know , or to your knowledge ,

did Stoner ever represent anybody in your family, any member

of your family in any ciminal case or any matter prior to this?

RAY : No.
No one in my family or me ever heard of Stoner,

althought he did represent someone in my family for a shooting

after the, after the conviction .

LEHNER : That would been Jerry?

RAY: Well see, after I -
After I entered the guilty plea

the FBI was harrassing Jerry. I think they was trying to frame

him for a bunch of robberies . So he came to - he told me about

several times they kept questioning him about various robberies
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and his girl friend . And I told him, well , I said -- I said you

should go down there to Stoner or somewhere because he'll give

you a job. I think Stoner offered him a job . I said

because that way you'll have a witness if they try to say you robbe

something and you were somewhere else . So I think he went down

there and stayed about a year and a half . And during the time he

was down there somebody tried to burglarize his place and he shot

the guy and he got acquitted . I think the guy was Amer- , member

of the American Nazi Party or something . That was That was the

extent of that.

HAUSMAN : And you said they were harrassing Jerry after your

guilty plea?

RAY: The FBI was , yes. I think he lost his job one time

on account of it. I think --
Well, later on my brother got

arrested for robbery with the FBI so I just

advice when he went to Stoner.

HAUSMAN:

11
It was really my

All right . Was Jerry or any other member of your

family ever tell you or did you hear that they were being har-

rassed before your gility plea by the FBI or anybody else?

RAY : Well, during that time my sister, I think the FBI burg-

larized her house, and John Ray they finally give him 18 years

for aiding and abetting a bank robbery.

LEHNER: That's after the guilty plea?

RAY : Yeah, but --
Well, this harrassment didn't stop

it's still going on now I guess .

HAUSMAN : Well, I'm talking about before you went to

your guilty plea , did it ever come to your attention that the
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FBI was harrassing members of your family?

RAY: Well they went and told John Ray if I didn't enter

a guilty plea that they might arrest my father. He'd escaped from

Iowa four years before and send him back up there to do a five

year sentence. But I don't know if, I don't know if there's

too much overt, overt threats at that time. But it was more

or less when they questioned John or Jerry, or something they

would tell them something about , I think what they were going to

do.

HAUSMAN : Do to them or do to you?

RAY: --
Well, do to my father or do to I think they told Johr

on time not to come see me. I just don't know what it was all abou

You'd probably have to question them about it.

LEHNER : But this didn't play any part in your , in your, in yo

accepting the guilty plea did it?

RAY: I think some of it might have .

LEHNER : What might have?

RAY: Well, you really can't just pick out one instance and

say how come you entered the guilty plea , there's a lot of

things .

LEHNER : What might of
-- What might of entered into it

pertaining to family?

RAY: Well, I think the threat against my father may have

had a little bit to do with it . But none of these things taken

alone would have -- It's like --
It's like the appeal in England,

just one instance , one thing wouldn't make me enter a guilty

plea , it's a series of things .
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LEHNER: Well , that would be the only thing then that

came to your attention prior to the guilty plea pertaining to

possible harrassment of family was that of your father, is that

right?

RAY: Yeah, I think, well Foreman , Percy Foreman said

Jerry, they might arrest him on the conspiracy thing because they

might alleged that he bought the rifle . I think -- I think they

I think that the person that sold the rifle said , described Jerry

instead of me. And I did, when I purchased the rifle I did

mention my brother-in-law. I didn't mention my brother but

they had twisted around saying my brother . So, I think those would

probably be the only two instances of any type of harrassment

against family members would be Jerry and my father would be it.

LEHNER : And Jerry, you got that from Foreman you say?

RAY: Yeah , he mentioned that, that it would be, if he

didn't get the case cleared up with me , a guilty plea, they

might bring , Jerry might be arrested for some type of a conspiracy

LEHNER : You mean Jerry would be arrested after the trial?

RAY : No, before the guilty plea .

LEHNER: Well, you were about to go to trial they hadn't

arrested him at the time that Hanes was representing you, you

are just about to go to trial then you fired Hanes just a

couple of days before the trial , right?

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER: Jerry hadn't been arrested then. You mean that Hanes

indicated that Jerry was going to be arrested before the trial

if you went to trial in , in , in say March?
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RAY: I don't know what --

LEHNER : Did Foreman indicate to you that Jerry would be

arrested before the trial? You were just about-

RAY: Yeah, they might--

LEHNER: -to go to trial and they hadn't arrested him all the

way to then?

LEHNER: Well this was in February he told me . Of course,

Foreman could of been lying . Now, the FBI may not of had no

intention of arresting him at all . I'm just telling you, you

know, what he told me . The only ah, ah

LEHNER : Did he tell you that an FBI agent told him that?

He just said, he was just talking and he don't really

He talks in circles , and he

RAY: No.

come out and say anything definite .

said that , he was telling me about
-

--

well , the FBI might arrest

your brother if we don't get this case cleared up, or something

of that sort.

LEHNER: So you were concerned a little about your brother

when you took the guilty plea?

RAY : --
Well, yeah, that was one of the like I say that's

not the major thing but that's just one thing that, you know, fit

into the --

-LEHNER: If that's the case when during the guilty plea -

when they , when both Canale and Foreman indicated that there

was no conspiracy why didn't you disagree with that and take

issue with it since you were trying to , ah, um, protect Jerry

to an extent by faking it?

RAY: Well let me say this . Now I wouldn't -1

42-076 0-79-29

I wouldn't go
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like that. But on this thing you are talking about how come I

objected about the conspiracy and things -

LEHNER: Yeah, in view of the fact that you're also, you

are concerned about Jerry being implicated?

--RAY : Yeah, well now I'm

finalized the guilty plea , me and Percy Foreman, March the 9th ,

1969. We signed, we signed two contracts and we made all these

oral agreements and past agreements and all that . He would get

a $150,000 and he'd go down and we'd enter a guilty plea, and I'd

get $500 back and he , he'd give me $500 and Jerry would get the

$500 and we'd get another attorney and I'd try to get the case

open on exculpatory evidence. Now there was no the only

impression he gave me , he was just going to plead me guilty

and that was it. At the time that we entered the guilty plea ,

now he started talking about he was, he was really took up with

what I thought the prosecutor was suppose to, you know, present

their arguments . I assumed the prosecutor would try to make a good

state of the case but Foreman he started talking about he agreed

with Canale and he agreed with, that's the Attorney General , and he

agreed J. Edgar Hoover , and he agreed with Ramsey Clark and that

was just too I didn't want to plead guilty anyway . I thought

he was going too far, I just couldn't go that far with him.

On March the 9th is when we finall

LEHNER :

--

And so you said you did not agree with his statement

and Canale's statement and Hoover's statement pertaining to no

conspiracy?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER: What if Judge battle was then going to say to you,
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Well , Mr. Ray , what do you mean by that , you don't agree with

them that there was no conspiracy , what was the conspiracy , what

would you have answered to Judge Battle at that time?

RAY : If he had put me on the witness stand?

LEHNER : You're not onthe witness stand you are there before

him and you say you don't agree about the no conspiracy statements

of the two counsel , and what if Judge Battle was to say, Okay ,

Mr. Ray what do you mean by that, what conspiracy was there?

RAY : Well , I would just I would of explained, it was-

my intention to explain two things to him. First thing I would

have went through all those contracts we had with Foreman,

and Foreman had told him previously we wasn't going to get in-

volved in any contracts . But what, I would of , I would have

responded to whatever the Judge asked me . If he'd asked me

what do you know about this , well I probably would just told

him what I knew about it and that would have been it .

LEHNER : Well, what if he said this , Mr. Ray you just

said you disagree with Mr. Foreman and Mr. Canale pertaining

to no conspiracy , what conspiracy was there that you are referring

to Mr. Ray,

RAY : See, I don't really know how far the judge would of

went, I mean --

LEHNER : Say the judge said just what I said . Say I'm

Judge , I'm Judge Battle , Mr. Ray you are disagreeing about the

no conspiracy statements just made here , what was the conspiracy

that you were referring to?

RAY : Well, I would just run down on my testimoney what I

would knew and what I've since testified to. I couldn't
--
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LEHNER : What would you have said?

RAY : Well, we've had --
Well, well say he asked me Well ,

the first place I don't use the word conspiracy anyway because I'm

never involved with more than one person . But I would just try,

I would just explained it to him what I've previously told Foreman

in private and

LEHNER :

--

Namely what?

RAY : Well, I would , I didn't think I would just give him

the whole story everything I did from the time I escaped from

Missouri until I got arrested . I'd probably told him. one thing

and that would lead to another question .

LEHNER: Well , what would you have told him?

RAY : I would probably-

LEHNER: Say, say as I , as I just did to you , I said to you

say I'm Judge Battle , what do you mean by disagreeing with this

no conspiracy statement?

Mr. Ray?

What was the conspiracy that was involved

RAY : Well I think I very well of told him that I hadn't

shot Martin Luther King and he
--

And I think that's why he would

of never asked me that question because then that would of

lead to another question and --

LEHNER : You would have said you did not shoot Martin

Luther King?

RAY : I think if he, if he would start talking about the

conspiracy I wouldn't -
I probably wouldn't of told him that

first . I would of probably told him about the , my other associations ,

but I think that --
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LEHNER: What do you mean by that?

RAY: Well, the other associations that I have on the street.

KERSHAW: Raoul?

RAY: Well , those questions , and that, I remember that and -

LEHNER: Well see, see if you can put yourself back in that

spot you, you were, you took issue with Canale and Foreman's

statements that there was no conspiracy , Judge Battle says to you,

Mr. Ray what did you mean by objecting to those statements , what

was the conspiracy , what would you have then said to the Judge?

I don't think I don't think he would of had to

ask

RAY: --

me something specific. If he'd just asked a general question

I'd just said that , I would just said there was , I thought there

was and that would have been it.

LEHNER : You would have said there was?

KERSHAW :

RAY : Huh?

Say Judge Battle -

KERSHAW: You play Judge Battle and ask him, ask him

something specific.

LEHNER: Okay . What do you mean by disagreeing with the

no conspiracy statements? What would you say to that?

RAY : Well

LEHNER: What, what was the conspiracy?

RAY : Well , I would of said based on my associations they
--

it probably would have been a conspiracy .

LEHNER: What do you mean by that?

IRAY: Well , I , I don't know. Those would have been

think if you asked a question like that it would took about two
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or three days of testimony to get around to it. I don't think

you could really start
--

that's the hard thing about starting

in the middle of anything and going from, you know, starting

in the middle and going both directions at once.

KERSHAW: Excuse me . Excuse me just a minute. Let me play

Judge Battle.

RAY: No.

Were you in Memphis alone?

KERSHAW: Were you with other people?

RAY : That's correct.

KERSHAW: Who were they?

RAY : Well, that's the Raoul and various

KERSHAW: And whenever Raoul , was Raoul with anybody else?

Did Raoul refer to being with anybody else?

RAY : I don't know .

KERSHAW: Did he refer to meeting with anybody else?

RAY: Yes.

KERSHAW: About what?

RAY: Well, guns and that type of
--

KERSHAW: What do you mean, what about guns?

RAY : Well , this whole , it's difficult just to pick up

and --

body?

KERSHAW: Yeah , did Raoul have any plans to sell guns to some-

RAY : Yes . I was under the impression he was .

KERSHAW: And had he employed you in this deal?

RAY : That's correct .
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KERSHAW: Ah, did you shoot King?

RAY : No.

KERSHAW: Did --

RAY: You see, now look, let's stop --

KERSHAW: Did you meet other people , did you meet other

people in the rooming house , Mrs. Brewer's Rooming House?

-RAY: No, I didn't . No , I didn't meet anyone else in the

rooming house.

KERSHAW: Did Raoul come and visit you in the rooming house?

RAY : That's correct.

KERSHAW: Well , then you did meet Raoul in the rooming house?

RAY: Yes .

KERSHAW: Did you leave the rooming house anytime that

afternoon?

RAY: Yes.

KERSHAW: Did you leave Raoul in the rooming house?

RAY: I left the rooming house four or five times at least .

All right , and so far as you knew every time that

you , you left the rooming house why Raoul remained in the

KERSHAW:

rooming house?

RAY: That's correct .

KERSHAW: Okay . And when you came back to the rooming house

what happened?

Wait till that thing rehitches . Okay you can go ahead it

don't make any difference we got another one going .

When you came back to the rooming house did you , the last

time what happened?
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RAY : Well the last time I came back there I got the car ,

but --

KERSHAW: I mean when you drove back , did you drive back to

the rooming house with the car were you , what , what happened that

made you not go back into the rooming house?

RAY : Well, that was the police in the area . Well, see the

thing is on this Judge Battle thing, it's , that would have been,

that would been a difficult question . I see, I can understand why

the Judge would never ask me those questions . Because these

agreements were made the night before and the agreement on the,

whether I did or did not do the shooting that was put down on

kind of an ambiguous fashion in the , in the voir dire and it's just

,you know,

difficult/to pick up in the middle of something and go, go from

a conspiracy on into that . But I think if the Judge had of put

me on the witness stand or something we would of got to it.

But these kind of things, these things here are, they are sort

of perverted , the whole thing. Because you can't just , you got

some kind of an agreement and then you go down there and try to

get out of it some way . It's difficult to do.

KERSHAW: Did you agree to plead guilty , ah , to murder in

the first degree as explained to you by your lawyer or did you

agree to plead guilty to pulling the trigger and shooting the gun?

RAY : Well , as I say that's ambiguous language in there .

I just don't know what he's got wrote down there , I believe

it's first degree .

KERSHAW : Here's what Judge Battle -- Here's what Judge Battle

said , is this what you agreed to in the voir dire? Judge : "Are
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you pleading guilty to murder in the first degree in this

case because you killed Dr. Martin Luther King under such circum-

stances that it would make you legally guilty of murder in the

first degree under the law explained to you by your lawyer?"

Do you remember what you answered?

RAY : I guess it was yes.

KERSHAW: Well , your answer here is recorded , if it's

correct, as being "Yes , Legally, yes . "

Now when you made the agreement the night before is that what

you agreed to?

RAY : I don't think ---
No, I don't think that was read off

to me the night before. I think we talked about contracts the

night before.

KERSHAW: Who is we?

RAY : Foreman.

LEHNER: You -- I'm sorry.

KERSHAW: You mean that you didn't

RAY: I don't -

KERSHAW: Did you understand that you were pleading guilty

to what you considered to be , what you have described

a technical plea of guilty?

RAY : Well, I assume that's what it was.

to me as

KERSHAW: What do you conceive to be a technical plea of guilty

as being opposed to a non- technical plea of guilty?

are

RAY : Well , I think a technical plea of guilty is where you

involved in it whether you did it or not , but whether you

actually committed the crime. But, these things really , I

don't really consider them any significance . I think anybody can
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read these records and see that there's fraud in the guilty plea .

I think the only significance is whether I'm guilty of the

crime or not. Because any idiot can read these records and

see that there's been perjury and everything else committee in

there.

LEHNER : What you are saying in essence now, are you not, Mr.

Ray, that you would have withdrawn your guilty plea and gone to

trial if the Judge had asked you a question , what do you mean by

disagreeing with the no conspiracy statements?

RAY : Yes . I think the first thing I would I know the

first thing out when he asked me that , I , I usually don't always

answer questions direct anyway. I know the first thing I went

into was those contracts because that concerned me more than the

other business , because I thought that was fraud there and then

we would of probably got into conspiracy and things like that

when he started being more specific on the questions .

LEHNER : What, what I'm trying to understand is , that

you're saying that you would have withdrawn your guilty

plea and go to trial if the Judge just asked you that one question ,

what do you mean by disagreeing with those no conspiracy statements ,

and yet because the Judge doesn't ask you that question you go

through with a guilty plea and accept a 99 year sentence? Can

you explain that to us?

RAY : Why I accecpted a 99 year sentence?

LEHNER: You say that if the Judge asked you the question,

what do you mean by disagreeing with Mr. Canale and Mr. Foreman

about there not being a conspiracy , if he would have asked you
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that question you would have gone into the whole Raoul account

that you have just given to Mr. Kershaw here and you would then

witdrawn your guilty plea because what you would be telling

the Judge is that you were not guilty and you would have had to

go to trial? And yet because he didn't ask you that question you

went ahead and accepted a 99 year sentence and a guilty plea?

Can you explain how that decision was made, and it was dependent

upon whether the judge asked you that one question or not?

RAY: Well , I think if he would have asked me I would have

told him that I thought I thought there was a conspiracy. But ,

see you have to look at the whole transcript there. When I raised

those questions the judge didn't have , have a chance to ask me any

questions . Percy Foreman cut in and said, he took over there , he

said , in effect he told me to shut up. He said that the , that I

didn't have to agree with anything and so and so , and all that .

But I think that's in the record . But I think the judge , I think

I would have agreed to , I would have probably told the judge that

I thought there was a conspiracy and then he'd had to ask me

the next question . But I don't think you or I , either one can

anticipate what the , what the next question is going to be or

what my answer was going to be.

LEHNER: What I'm getting at , in reading over the transcript

of the guilty plea it's very clear that you were not someone

who was mute standing there scared . You, when you heard the Distric

Attorney General make a statement , when you heard Mr. Foreman

make a statement you didn't just stand there mute you took issue

with it, and you told the judge you disagreed . Nobody asked you
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about that, you volunteered , and at that statement that you

disagreed with both counsel . Now, that indicates , I would

think, that you were aware of everything that was happening

and you decided to take issue when you saw it appropriate to

take issue. My question is, since you were alert , since you were

aware of what was going on, since you decided that you could speak

whenever you wished to, nobody told you to shut up, why didn't

you then volunteer "Hey , I'm not guilty, there was a conspiracy . "?

Why was it dependent upon Judge Battle asking you that question

for that to come out and for you to withdrawn your guilty plea?

Why didn't you withdraw it right then?

--

RAY: Well , I wasn't really interested in withdrawing the

guilty plea because I was in I thought it was an untenable

position there. I think the contracts speak for themselves on

the, when I signed the day before the guilty plea they specified

that if you don't plead guilty certain things are going to come

about if you say something in the courtroom . I really wasn't

trying to get out of the guilty plea I was trying to get rid

of Foreman and I didn't want him to, you know, to over step his

bounds on the agreement we had the night before that .

LEHNER : What was your purpose in pleading guilty?

RAY : My main purpose in entering the guilty plea to get
-

to get rid of Foreman , I would say was the , would be the main reasc

to get rid of him.

LEHNER: It was your intention at the time you took the

guilty plea that you were going to try to withcraw it?

RAY : Well, I have , I found a letter here in my , my brother
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brought down , I think this here would , I gave him this the same

day I entered the guilty plea and I think that --

LEHNER : Could we see that?

KERSHAW: Show, show him that .

RAY: Huh.

LEHNER: Could we see it?

--

RAY: I just found this letter, he gave it to me, I'll

try to explain it . It wasn't, I wasn't introduced in Habeas

Corpus Hearing in 1974 because I don't think, I told my brother

to give all this stuff to Jim Lesar , but I think he missed this

one. Well, this Well anyway on the day of the guilty plea,

March the 10th of 1969 one of the Deputy Sheriffs or something ,

or the Sheriff told me that , he told me indirectly that after

I entered the guilty plea that he would let me see my brother in

the bull pen. In other words inside the cell with me , whereas ,

before he was standing outside . So when my brother came in

And , I'll just go ahead and read the

there I gave him this letter . I wanted him to get another

attorney to reopen the case.

letter if you want me, you want me to read the letter?

LEHNER:

RAY :

Please .

Ah , now I'll have to explain a little background on

the letter. When Hanes was defending me it was Hanes theory that

either communist or the CIA does everything , and being it wasn't

the CIA it must of been the communist . So he'd asked me several

questions about communist several times and I got thinking maybe

he was correct . Well , anyway, here's the letter I wrote to

Jerry . This would be a couple of hours after the guilty plea on,
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it's dated March 10th , 1968. It says:

"Dear Jerry, here's what I would like for you to do if I don't

get to see you for a while . "

Now this was right after the guilty plea so I didn't know

where I was going , whether I was going to Nashville or Petros .

I'll go ahead and rad to you . It says :

"After you find out where I am going, go to New Orleans and

see that guy.. "

Now the guy I'm talking about is just the guy that is suppose

to be the expert on the communism. I think Jack know him.

What did say his name was , Jack?

KERSHAW: Mary, what's the name of our big red headed friend

and his wife who ran the Independent American Newspaper?

MRS. KERSHAW : Ah, Cort -

RAY : Cortney wasn't it?

MRS . KERSHAW: Cortney, yeah. Cortney.

KERSHAW: Cortney .

RAY : Cortney . I said -- Well I said I'm going to

I said:

...

"...after you find out where I'm going , go to New Orleans

and see that guy" , that's Cortney . I said , " .. I would make

an appointment first besides getting all those numbers . Ask him

if he knows a reliable attorney , but you will have to wait

and see where I'm going before you ask him his advice on the

attorney, as I want one fromthe town closest to me. Then send

Stoner $100 and tell him to file the libel suit against Life

and to see me if he can. If I was you I would take a train down
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there as it's a long drive , that's about all .

This is the --

James Earl Ray"

so, I think that would indicate that I wasn't really,

ah, freely entered the guilty plea.

LEHNER: When was that written now?

RAY : Well this was written about two or three hours

after I, after I entered the guilty plea . Now, I don't know

I read somewhere where you can , this Howard Hughes will is

where you can run some kind of a test to find out if the ink

is a certain amount of years old .

LEHNER: Could I see what you wrote? What was your intent

in writing this letter?

RAY : Well get another attorney and , you know, attempt to

reopen the case after I got rid of Foreman.

LEHNER : When did you first decide to enter the guilty plea?

RAY: Ah, I don't think, there was no firm decision made

until about March 9th , the day before the plea . That's when

we signed the contracts .

LEHNER : What contracts did you sign?

RAY: There were two contracts specifying that he would get

a hundred and fifty thousand dollars from Huie and I would get

$500 to give to Jerry.

LEHNER: Well didn't you sign some type of stipulations

for the prosecution as to the , as to your guilt?

RAY : We started arguing about these stipulations I'd say

sometime in late February .

LEHNER: And when did you sign that stipulation?

RAY : The first one?
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LEHNER: Yes .

RAY : Ah, the first stipulation , I think there were 56

Well what I did was sign those stipulations .stipulations.

LEHNER : When.

RAY : They were, they were negotiating stipulations , and

I signed them, I think every page , and I think he signed them

and then the stipulations that I disagreed with he made a

check mark with a pencil .

LEHNER: What did you , when did you sign the first stipulations:

RAY: When we started negotiating that would probably be

late February and then he would come back and say well , I think

the first stipulations he agreed to take out , he had something in

there about Wallace , George Wallace . And he said that , I think,

I think William Bradford Huie wanted that stipulation in . I

think he agreed to take it out and that was one of the first

ones and then later on other stipulations come out. I think

altogether we went back three or four times , three or four

different sets of different stipulations . Now all the time

I was still trying to get him to enter a guilt-- you know, go

to trial during this period . I think, now the last stipulations

I think we signed just a couple days before the guilty plea and

-

I think they were the voir dire . Now later on when I sued Foreman

in civil court , now he came up with what he apparently must

done, he must of wrote , he must of erased these checked marks

off because when he filed the , when I sued him in Federal Court

he come up with the first 56 stipulations and then the Criminal

Court I wrote and got them stipulations and they had one over there

with 55 stipulations , and apparently there was a couple more
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sets . So, I don't know where they are at . Look here on the , on

this letter, do you think you could take this letter and send it

back to me or a duplicate copy. It's the only copy I have, I

don't know, it's been in a car trunk and shawls
--

So, I don't

know --

EVANS : Maybe we can get it done here?

LEHNER: Maybe we could have it copied right here and give

it to you?

RAY : Give me the copy?

LEHNER: Yes --
Give you the original right here if you want?

RAY : Well , I think I'd rather have you have the original

in case it got lost .

LEHNER : Okay , fine , okay .

RAY: If it's necessary to authenicate it or something.

LEHNER : Well , you signed the first set of stipulations you

think sometime in February? When in February?

been

RAY: It probably in the latter part of February .

LEHNER: And how many paragraphs were in that stipulation?

RAY : The first one , 50 , I believe there were 56 .

LEHNER : Now you signed every page and signed in the end?

RAY: I think I just initialed there or something .

LEHNER:

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER:

Initialed every page and then signed at the end?

And how many of them did you disagree with?

RAY : There were

LEHNER:

RAY :

numerous ones on there.

Which ones did you disagree with?

I couldn't specify any special ones , ah , I would say

42-076 079-30
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the majority of them, some of them were outright , some of them

I could prove false and some of them I couldn't .

LEHNER: Well you signed it despite the fact you disagreed

with some of them?

RAY: Ah, they were signed when, I signed them, he wanted

me to sign them to my best recollection so he could take them back

to the prosecuting attorney and show him that I signed them and

indicate which ones that I disagreed with .

LEHNER: And then what happened after you did that?

RAY : Well he'd bring back another copy and , and it would be

arguing about that and that type of
--

LEHNER: And then what did you do with your next copy?

RAY : Well, there be more check marks on them and he'd come

back and we'd argue about them and then we'd argue about going to

trial and that type of conversation .

LEHNER: Well did you sign any further ones after signing the

first stipulation? Did you sign any further

RAY : I believe I initialed all of them every time he'd

bring some up there indicating , I think what his story was that

he wanted the Attorney General to know that I was seeing the

stipulations and were
--

LEHNER: I give you this , these pages , let's count how many

pages we have here . It's 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 and I ask you to

take a look at this .

KERSHAW: Let me look at it .

(Interview is interrupted by Warden Lane)

EVANS : What, do you want to go off tape now, Jack?
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RAY: No, that's --

EVANS : Okay, Bob Lehner has just left the room to confer

with the Warden. We are going off tape , it's now 12:19 .

Okay, it's now 12:19 and a half and we are back on

tape. Mr. Lehner has just returned to the room.

LEHNER : Yes, I just stepped out , Warden Lane had

asked to see me for a second .

KERSHAW: About something important like lunch maybe, Bob?

LEHNER : Mr. Ray do you recognize those papers?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : Are those your initials on the bottom of each

page and at the end of the entire

RAY : Yes, that's it, I'm pretty sure it is .

LEHNER : Now what is this exhibit?

RAY: Exhibit? It looks like 117 .

LEHNER : Yeah, now what , what does that represent? What

is on this exhibit?

RAY: Proposed Stipulations as to Material Facts .

LEHNER: And when did you see this?

RAY: That would probably be late , late February . Well,

this, I believe this is the second set . I think I saw this

one maybe a little bit later .

LEHNER: Now what --
Which one of those paragraphs did you

tell Mr. Foreman that you disagreed with?

RAY: Probably most of them I would say.

LEHNER : Why don't you go down each one and tell us which

number?

RAY: All right .
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LEHNER: Give us the number .

RAY : Let's see, I'd say the first one would be 17 and probably

19 because I couldn't be sure of it , 24, probably 30 , 31, 34 ,

the reason I mention 34 , ah, around February 5th or 6th or something

Foreman asked me to write out complete details of , of where I was

at from the time I escaped until the time I was arrested, which

I did. And I think he mentioned something about the State didn't

have no evidence that I was ever in the rooming house and just

leave that, leave that off of what I wrote out . And I believe I

did. I think that's the only thing that I ever left out of

anything I told Foreman and of course that was on his request.

LEHNER: You wanted 34 out even though as you are telling

us it's true , right?

-- The was no,RAY: Yes . Because there was never any

there wasn't no settlement on entering a guilty plea at this

time . In fact I wasn't even interested in a plea at this time .

LEHNER: What was the reason that you wanted 34 out?

RAY : Well he dom, he, previously he had suggested that

around , I think , I'd say around February the 4th that he asked

me to write everything out from the time I escaped until my

arrest in London. And he suggested to just leave the rooming

house business out becasue he said there was no evidence that

I was ever in the rooming house , which I guess there wasn't.

So --

LEHNER: Who said that , who said there was no evidence?

RAY : Foreman .

LEHNER: So you then told him that you wanted 34 out?
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RAY: Yes, I think I did . Yes, I think that's one of them

I left out .

LEHNER: Even though you are telling us though that 34

is true?

RAY : Yes, that's correct , yes.

LEHNER: And you wanted it out because Foreman had told you

that there was no evidence that the prosecution had

RAY : Yes, at that time .

LEHNER: I mean is that the reason you wanted it out?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : You didn't want to supply them with something that

they didn't have?

RAY : Yes , that's correct .

LEHNER : Okay , go ahead .

RAY : And the other ones , the other ones I mentioned to you

are false anyway.

LEHNER : Which ones are false , the other ones you mentioned?

RAY : Probably 36 , I probably told them that was false .

37, I probably told him that was false .

LEHNER : Is 36 false?

RAY: Yes, 36 and 37.

LEHNER: Why is 36 false?

RAY : It's my recollection that when I parked the car I

didn't move it . After I parked it I left it there and there was

never any driving back and forth . It's my recollection I parked

it almost in front of the restaurant , that John Jower's place be-

cause I know I went in there two or three times , I'm pretty sure

I did, It's just from recollection .
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LEHNER: Which other ones?

RAY: 39 , I would of, I would have told -- I would have

left that one , yeah, I would have left that one in . 40,

that's correct . And I think I , I don't know right now but I

know I told him to leave more than just what I've told you right

now. There was There was not only some of these things

were false but it was more or less and evasive tactic because

I was trying to work into the guilty plea.

LEHNER : Okay . Any others after 38 that you told him to

take out?

RAY : Well, I , I , I know I would - I know I told him to take

those out but I can't, some of these others like I say if they

were just evasive tactics and I can't -

LEHNER: Well , continue reading and see if there is anything

you think you told him to take out?

KERSHAW:

RAY :

Just take your time.

I think 56. I think what I would of told him to

take out would be things that would, would compromise me if

I'd ever went to trial . And I think , 56 , I know -- I know

the main things on here is the , is the shooting , but I was,

that seemed to be the main thing that would concern the averaged

person . But I was also, I was more concerned about these , ah,

these things that they were trying to distort for some reason,

especially 30 and 31.

LEHNER : All right . Now, you just mention

RAY: 31 .

LEHNER : Did you mention 56 just now or not?
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RAY : 31 , huh? Yes .

LEHNER: 56, you would have told him to take out?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : Okay, any other?

That's the last one.

All right, why don't we just go over the ones

Start with 17 , 17 you say you is,that you mentioned, if I can?

was, you would have told him to take out because it was false?

RAY: Ah, well it was half false , yes .

LEHNER : Which part is true and which part is false?

RAY: Well, I have to give you the whole rundown of the whole

thing if you wanted to-

LEHNER: Well if you could?

RAY: I just can't go in the midle of these things and

explain them, because it don't sound right .

LEHNER : Well , if you could , whatever , whatever you could

do to explain it now.

RAY : Well on the Charles Stine , I mentioned first I

met Maritta Stine there, no, Mary Martin. She worked in a bar.

She had a boy friend in the penitentiary and she just talked

about how to get him out all the time. So, I think she mentioned

politics once and I said something about I would take her to

register and she went - I think I knew this registering place

because I bought some tires there for the car. And I guess they

register Wallace plus I guess anyone can register there .

Anyway, I took her down there and she registered , and the next

day her and Stein they went , I went to New Orleans with them,
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or a couple days later anyway or something . Then later on she

came back and she wanted to know more about getting her boy friend

out . I think he was doing five years for selling marijuana.

Now, I think I advised her then to register with a major political

party and I think she registered Republican , I know she showed

me a piece paper, but thing thing her, the reson I objected to

it, it was trying to, you know , indicate that I was hooked up

with some political organization which it was false , and

LEHNER: Okay .

-

RAY : Later on I found out that William Bradford Huie

and Wallace was having some kind of a sham battle and Huie wanted

it in the -

LEHNER: So what you are saying is false here is that you

didn't take them to Wallace headquarters for the purpose of

registration for Wallace?

RAY : I didn't know who they registered for. I took them

down there , and I didn't go in the , go down there myself . I

went to the-

LEHNER : Okay . The next one that you said you asked to

take out was 19 and that, what was the purpose that you wanted

19 out?

RAY : Well , I just didn't know if that won would be

correct or not .

RAY :

LEHNER: What part didn't you know was correct or not?

Well , I mean I wouldn't want to omit something and

not know specifically whether it was right or not . I didn't

Let, I'm really not accused of doing any-

thing here except having a zipper bag . I'm not accused of,

know if I left any --
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you know , planting the bag there or anything like that , it just -

HAUSMAN : 19?

RAY: 20.

LEHNER : I thought we were on 19?

HAUSMAN : 19.

RAY : Eric Galt used a lot --
Well, I don't know if that's

See I don't know if that's correct or not.

LEHNER: Well, why don't you -- Which one did you ask

to have out , 19 or 20?

out .

RAY: Well , I would have , I would have probably asked 19

LEHNER: Why 19?

RAY: Well , I don't like to walk in any mine fields , I

really don't know what , I don't know if I ever used the laundry

or not .

out .

LEHNER : ch , you didn't recall the name of "Abbalon" .

RAY : No, no .

LEHNER : Okay . Now the next one you told us is 24 .

RAY : 20.

LEHNER: What's that?

RAY: Did I mention 20?

LEHNER: No, do you want to mention 20 now?

RAY: Yes, I'm pretty sure I would have took that one

LEHNER : Why is that?

RAY : W 11 it's just kind of ambiguous . It really doesn't

accuse me of anything , but there is a zipper bag or something .
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It doesn't accuse , in other words it doesn't accuse me of

putting , you know , planting it in front of Canipe's .

it doesn't say, there's an inference there .

But

LEHNER : Well 24 is the next one that you wanted out.

RAY : Yeah .

LEHNER: Why would you want that out?

RAY: I'm not positive that maybe true but I'm not

positive . I know I did execute a change of address there

one time . I'm not sure I executed it, executed it for Georgia

although I might have because I, I think I had information I

was going there beforehand . But I did execute a change of ad-

dress one time from, in Los Angeles from one address to another

so I just, I wouldn't , I wouldn't be positive about that .

LEHNER : You had information that you were going where

beforehand?

RAY : Ah, Ah , Georgia .

LEHNER: When did you have that information ?

RAY: From, I think it was a letter .

LEHNER: A letter, when?

RAY: Well, I don't know.

But --

When did you get this letter?

I got it wrote down , but I'm

not going into these dates now, I think it was pretty close to .

the time I left there.

LEHNER : Didn't you tell us when we talked about this in

our previous interviews that you went to New Orleans and that

New Orleans is when you heard that he had left already , Raoul

had left, and he wanted to meet you in Birmingham?

RAY : Yeah , that's correct.
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LEHNER : And you met him in Birmingham at noon and you

were a little late and hour late or so and that he didn't even

want to let you have anything to eat , and he said he had to go

directly to Atlanta?

RAY: Yes, that's correct ...

LEHNER: And that's the first time you were going to,

you knew you were going to Georgia , isn't that what you told them?

RAY : I don't know if I told you that or not. I , the thing

is , I'm testifying on 10 years and that's why I'm not getting any

more of that deals .

LEHNER: Well , let me ask you , is that , is that recollection

that is my recollection of what you said .

RAY : Now, see, I could look back in my, I can look back in

letters I wrote seven or eight years ago and find out just what

happened but when I start , now that's why I'm talking about,

getting into these tricky questions . Now I have a recollection

of filing a change of address , but I don't know if I filed one

or two .

LEHNER: Well what I'm getting at now, is that previously

you told us that the first time you knew you were going to

Atlanta or going to Georgia was when you were in Birmingham

and you met Raoul at 12 noon , he said , look we got to rush

you can't even have anything to eat , now as you sit there is

there something that you recollect where you did know you

were going to Atlanta prior to seeing the Raoul in Birmingham?

Could we halt a moment?
KERSHAW:

LEHNER : Sure .
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KERSHAW: Okay .

LEHNER: Okay . As you --
I'll rephrase that question .

As you sit there now is there some indication that you did, you

recall something , something to the effect that you did know

you were going to Georgia before you met Raoul in Birmingham?

Ah, no, if it's just up to my recol-
RAY: Ah, You know --

lection I would say that I didn't. I didn't that I

did not execute this change of address , if it was up to

my recollection. Because I have some recollection of doing that

after I got to Atlanta .

--

But, I don't always trust my recollection

any more now, I know åh, not on everything . Now, I don't -

I really
- I don't -

I recall specifically executing one change

of address but , ah , if I had to bet money on it oneway on the

other, I would say I never changed no address to Atlanta .

But I do have some recollection of knowing that I was going

there before , before I left California . But, and I have some,

like I say , I think my, the best of my recollection , and this is

just memory, and I wouldn'ttestify to it under oath, but I , I didn't

execute no change of address from St. Francis to Atlanta.

LEHNER: All right . The next one you have is number 20,

ah, number 30. Why would you want 30 out?

RAY : Ah , well of course I'd left , I had left Atlanta

three or four days before that .

LEHNER : And the next one you have is 31 , why do you

want 31 out?

RAY : Well , I was somewhere in Alabama , 30-, April

1st .
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LEHNER : 34 you wanted out , what's the reason for wanting

34 out?

KERSHAW:

RAY :

He already explained that .

Yes I explained that about Foreman .

LEHNER: That you explained was true but you didn't want to

give it to them because you didn't know that the prosecution

had it .

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: The next one is 36, you told us about that, that

you thought that was incorrect that you , that you thought you had

marked , you had parked north of Canipe's , is that correct?

KERSHAW : He said

RAY : I'm, I'm almost I'm almost certain now because I
--

know I , now I know at one time I left the restaurant or tavern

and went right straight into the car , I didn't have to, I

mean I'd testify to that under oath.

LEHNER: Now 37 you wanted out, why was that?

RAY: Well, that was false .

LEHNER : 38 you wanted out , why was that?

RAY: That was false.

LEHNER : And 56 you wanted out , why was that?

RAY: That was false . No, now that wasn't exactly false,

it was , let's see , well I don't know this was , this was some-

thing, I wouldn't know if it was false , true or false .

LEHNER: But in --
after all of the going back and forth

with Percy Foreman you did finally sign this stipulation with

one item crossed out , namely the bottom portion of 17 , is that

true?
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KERSHAW: Okay .

LEHNER: Okay . As you --
I'll rephrase that question .

As you sit there now is there some indication that you did , you

recall something , something to the effect that you did know

you were going to Georgia before you met Raoul in Birmingham?

Ah, no, if it's just up to my recol-RAY: Ah, You know
8-

lection I would say that I didn't. I didn't that I

did not execute this change of address , if it was up to

my recollection . Because I have some recollection of doing that

after I got to Atlanta .

- -

--

But, I don't always trust my recollection

any more now, I know åh, not on everything . Now, I don't -

I really I don't I recall specifically executing one change

of address but, ah , if I had to bet money on it oneway on the

other, I would say I never changed no address to Atlanta.

But I do have some recollection of knowing that I was going

there before , before I left California . But, and I have some,

like I say , I think my, the best of my recollection , and this is

just memory, and I wouldn't testify to it under oath, but I , I didn't

execute no change of address from St. Francis to Atlanta .

LEHNER: All right . The next one you have is number 20,

ah, number 30. Why would you want 30 out?

RAY : Ah , well of course I'd left , I had left Atlanta

three or four days before that .

LEHNER: And the next one you have is 31 , why do you

want 31 out?

RAY : Well , I was somewhere in Alabama , 30- , April

1st .
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LEHNER : 34 you wanted out , what's the reason for wanting

34 out?

KERSHAW : He already explained that.

RAY : Yes I explained that about Foreman .

LEHNER: That you explained was true but you didn't want to

give it to them because you didn't know that the prosecution

had it.

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : The next one is 36, you told us about that, that

you thought that was incorrect that you, that you thought you had

marked , you had parked north of Canipe's , is that correct?

KERSHAW : He said

RAY : I'm, I'm almost -- I'm almost certain now because I

know I , now I know at one time I left the restaurant or tavern

and went right straight into the car , I didn't have to, I

mean I'd testify to that under oath .

LEHNER: Now 37 you wanted out, why was that?

RAY: Well, that was false .

LEHNER: 38 you wanted out , why was that?

RAY : That was false.

LEHNER: And 56 you wanted out , why was that?

RAY : That was false. No, now that wasn't exactly false ,

it was, let's see , well I don't know this was , this was

thing, I wouldn't know if it was false , true or false .

LEHNER : But in --

some-

after all of the going back and forth

with Percy Foreman you did finally sign this stipulation with

one item crossed out , namely the bottom portion of 17 , is that

true?
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RAY : This is the second , this is the, this is the

stipulations he brought me up there the second time . The first

time he come out there, when he came there wasn't nothing , there

wasn't anything marked out .

copy?

LEHNER: Now the bottom portion of 17 is marked out on your

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : Now when did that get marked out?

RAY: When he took them back to the Attorney General I

suppose.

LEHNER: And you had finally agreed to this stipulation with

that portion crossed out, is that right?

RAY: Well , he , when he brought me back, when he brought

them back up there the second time he told me that the Attorney

General had agreed to take the Wallace thing out on account of

William Bradford Huie had got put in there or something , or

had put in . And then he started arguing about others and , and

I think there was a second set , a third , that would have been the

third set .

LEHNER: When did you finally agree to this stipulation with

that George Wallace portion stricken out?

RAY : Ah , well I agreed to this before it was stricken

out , I agreed to , in other words put my initials on all of

these before , before he ever took them back to the Attorney

General's office .

LEHNER : Well when did you finally agree to this version ,

the version that you have in front of you with the George
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Wallace portion struck, stricken out?

RAY: When did I agree to that?

LEHNER: Yeah .

RAY: Well, well what I'm trying to say is, these ,

these were agreed beforehand . I , I , initialed these and he made

marks on the ones that he wanted to, that I was disagreeming

with and took them to the Attorney General .

--
So, when he So after he put the marks on I guess he took

them to the Attorney General and then sometime he rubbed the

off

marks/and he came back and he had the , the 17 stipulation altered .

These weren't , theseThen we , see these were post stipulations .

weren't in the final form.

LEHNER: When did you see this stipulation with the George

Wallace portion stricken out?

RAY: Well, probably when he came back the, probably the

third time.

LEHNER : And was that , did you then agree to the stipulation

with that George Wallace

RAY: No.

LEHNER : -portion stricken out?

RAY: No, I didn't agree to the stip-- No, we started

negotiating on the other 55.

LEHNER: Then what happened?

RAY : I'dAh , well , it was the same thing again .

object to certain ones and he'd make a mark on them and go

down to the Attorney General's office.

what

LEHNER : Well/was the final thing that happened with this
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stipulation?

RAY: Well , I think there was at least four stipulations

that we argued about . I think the last one we finally settled

on was the voir dire . But, now there's three of them in the

court records . There's this one and the original , plus the

voir dire.

LEHNER: When did you finally agree on it , the stiuplation ,

the final , the final formal stipulation? When did you agree

to that?

RAY: Well that would have probably been March the,

maybe the 9th, I think it might have been the 9th, the same

day of the contracts because he had some document up there the same

day he had the contracts .

now?

LEHNER: And was it in the form that it is, that you have

RAY : No , it's not even in this form, no .

LEHNER: What form was it in when you agreed to it?

RAY : I think it was --
See, I was under the impression

that the judge was going to read these questions off to me at

the trial and I would agree to them. And the final ones that I

think I did agree to is the ones the judge read off to me at the

trial .

Did youKERSHAW: Let me ask you something , if I may here .

consider the voir dire the same thing as these stipulations?

RAY : That was my impression that these were, would be

But you sayLEHNER: --

--
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KERSHAW: Did you ever -- Did you ever finally approve of

any stipulations or was it that the voir dire that you finally

approved?

RAY: See, these things here were never entered in the court

record . I wrote, I wrote to the court a year later trying to get

these from Blackwell , and these , these were just something that

Canal- that Foreman and probably Canale had in their private

office.

LEHNER : Well, I thought you said that the day of the con-

tract , which is the 9th, you agreed to the last , the fourth, the

fourth version and last version of this stipulation , is that

what you just told us?

RAY: Yeah, the voir dire , yes.

LEHNER : Didn't you do that on the 9th , the day of the

contract signing?

RAY : Yeah . That's correct , yes.

LEHNER : And you agreed to this stipulation at that time?

RAY : This one here?

LEHNER: Yes.

RAY : No, this was never made a part of the court record .

LEHNER : What --
No, I'm saying on the 9th , the 9th when you

signed , when you signed the contract , did you finally agree to

the final fourth version of the stipulation?

RAY: Yeah, the voir dire , whatever it is . Yes , I

agreed to that . Yes .

KERSHAW: Where is the voir dire?

LEHNER: Was that --
Was that the same thing as this?

076 0-79-31
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RAY: No this-

RAY: No , this was never entered in the court record .

What was the voir dire that you agreed to?LEHNER:

RAY : Well it was more ambiguous than this . It was , it

I don't have a copy of it. You may have it, but it

was a lot of legal double talk and things like that. And

was ——

LEHNER: So it's your , it's your testimony or your

is

--

statement rather here , this/not under oath. It's your statement

here that you signed , or rather initialed each one of these pages

and the last page even though you disagreed with a lot of the,

the, the paragraphs . And you just listed to us those paragraphs

starting with 17 and you gave us the numbers that we've just

discussed .

--RAY : Well , I testified in court that Yes, that's what

I've testified to , but I've also testified to that based on

the position that they had me in that I would have probably ,

if Foreman had really put the pressure on me, and I had no

choice I probably would have had to agreed to all of them . But

the only thing I'm saying is that I didn't agree to them and

that was --
I think the only reason that came about was the

Attorney General wanted the guilty plea so bad .

LEHNER: Well, you know you told us before and in answer

to Mr. Kershaw's question that it was more or less a technical

plea of guilt . I would like you to read with me number 29.

Now this is one that you told us that you did not object to .

" That on March 30th , 1968 , Defendant returned above

rifle and exchanged it for a .30-06 Springfield caliber

Remington rifle , which Defendant subsequently used to
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shoot Dr. Martin Luther King and dropped in front of Canipe's

shortly after 6 p.m. , April 4th , 1968. "

Now, isn't that more than just a technical acknowledgment

of guilt?

bad .

RAY: Did I

LEHNER: No.

--
Didn't I object to that a while ago?

RAY : Well, I would have . Maybe my glasses are getting

LEHNER: Well have you ever testified anywhere including the

habeas corpus that you ever objected to number 29?

--
Yeah , I know I did .RAY: Ah , yes. I think I

LEHNER: You know that in the habeas corpus you testified

that you objected to number 29?

RAY: Unless I overlooked it . I mean, they give you these

papers and they are usually in a hurry for you to read them.

LEHNER: Well did you have much time to prepare for the,

for the habeas corpus testimony?

and

RAY : No, even the attorneys didn't . They were sleeping

LEHNER: When was your habeas corpus testimony?

RAY : Ah , '74 .

LEHNER : You had thought about this case from 19 --

at least about the guilty plea from, from it's inception in

'69 until '74 , you had pleanty of time to think about this ,

right?

RAY: I thought about it? I'd be in a lunatic asylum

if I thought about this case 24 hours a day .
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LEHNER : I'm saying

hours a day.

-- I'm sure you didn't think of it 24

But I'm, but isn't it certain that you had enough

time to think about it, enough time to go over all these

maters?

RAY : --
Usually , usually Usually in a lot of these

documents a , I have , there's probably a bushel basket of these

documents , and I don't , I'm really not even interested any more .

The only reason I'm interested in them is when , like when you are

coming down here why I'll review them and try to catch up on them.

But I have no interest in trying to remember all these things.

I think what you'd have to do on these is look at the records .

There's on set of these in the Federal court in Memphis .

another in the Criminal court , and I think Judge Battle has

another one .

There's

LEHNER : Well , I have now 20 minutes to one, maybe this is

an appropriate time for us to take out lunch break, and

All right, and before you do
-

KERSHAW :

LEHNER: Before, why don't you ask, put some things on the

record .

KERSHAW: Yes. Could I have this copy?

LEHNER: Sure. What we will do is make a xerox of that

as well as the letter that James gave us .

KERSHAW: Well could you read back to me the ones that Mr.

Ray said that he was

LEHNER: Said that he disagreed with Mr. Foreman about?

KERSHAW: Yes .

LEHNER: 17 , 19 , 20 , 24 , 30 , 31 -
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KERSHAW: Wait a minute , 30 , 31.

LEHNER :

RAY : 29.

KERSHAW:

LEHNER :

34 .

29, he decided he would later on

Well I'm giving you the list that he gave me

then we will get into what was said afterwards .

KERSHAW :

LEHNER:

All right .

I'll start again, 17 , 19 , 20 , 24 , 30 , 31 , 34 , 36,

37, 38 , 56 , and then after that I asked him pertaining to

39.

KERSHAW : 29.

LEHNER: 29, I'm sorry .

KERSHAW: All right , okay.

LEHNER: Okay, it's now 12:42 and we will recess now for

lunch .

(Recess was taken at 12:42 , p.m. for lunch . )

LEHNER: It's now 1:31 , um, and we are resuming our

post- lunch interview with James Earl Ray . The same people are

here that were here during this morning's session .

We mentioned this morning that after lunch, if you wished,

you could put some things on the record that you have in mind ,

if you wish to do now, why don't you do it .

RAY : All right. I got

association with Foreman, Percy

I wanted to go over first was my

Foreman , Bradford Huie , Huie and

those, but we went over most of those. But I'll see what I
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got here . Well, I done went over the disagreement with Hanes on

the, wherether I should take the stand or not . I think I mentioned

on what pages of Huie's book and all that , and we went in to it.

I wrote a certified letter once to Judge Battle complaining about

Huie's pretrial publicity , I think that's in the habeas corpus

record. I testified about Jerry came , coming to jail in early

Novermber of 1968. He brought Percy Foreman there on November

the

10th, 1968 , Foreman had/contracts and Now Foreman told me, I

don't know if this was so or not, but he said Huie and Hanes were

personal friends or something and they were just interested in the

money and he said he could break the contracts , that is , Foreman

could . He said there wouldn't be any contracts until after the

trial was over and I mentioned he never did as me anything about

the case until he went over the prosecution's part of it .

LEHNER: I'm sorry.

RAY : He said he never, it's his technique to never ask you

about the case , any details of it until he checks the prosecutions

LEHNER: That's Foreman?

RAY : Yes . He also -- Now, now there's been a lot

of talk about , like Foreman and Huie and all that . I think

Foreman orginally he , most of these, most of the association

with another writer named , ah , George McMillian . I know he, one

time they was suppose to give me $ 5000 and I would confirm some

psychiatric business that McMillian was going to use to write

a book with. And later on , ah , now this was around December

18th . Later on in February the 18th , 1969 , I think Foreman,

I think Foreman took McMillian to my relatives . But I'm going
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letters .

And, I've

to give you these, I don't know if you want them or not , I'll give

you these letters from McMillian and they more or less detail

McMillian's dealing with FBI and Forman, and also me.

got duplicate copies of them so I'll just give you these three

One's dated to me October 2d , 1971 , one April 12th , 1971,

and one to my brother John Ray September 14th , 1971 , and this

letter he says the FBI gave him, gave McMillian the FBI's file

in the case. And , now Forman became ill in December and he didn't

do anything until January 17th. I think he became ill after the

last time he seen me December 18th, and the next , then that's when

they appointed the public defender , that was Hugh Stanton , Jr. -

Sr. , and I never did talk to him and I indicated that I didn't

want him representing me .

LEHNER: You never spoke to Hugh Stanton , Sr.?

RAY : No. He came in the block once and I told him I didn't

want to see him. Ah, the reason for this was first I paid Foreman ,

and then Hugh Stanton , Sr. , he'd represented the State's chief

witness, Charles Stephens , and that would have been conflict right

there .

LEHNER : In what kind of a case?

RAY : Well he was testifying against me , Stephens was , as a

material witness and Stanton did , Hugh Stanton, Sr. , did represent

him , and then he got through representing me and they put him

on my case , so , it seemed to me

LEHNER: He represented him in his material witness

status-

RAY : Yes .
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LEHNER : -or represented him in some other case?

RAY : Material witness . They had him locked up and

later Stephens fired Stanton and when he fired Stanton why they

put Stanton on my case . Now in January 29 , 1969 he give me a $5000

check, Huie did . But I gave that to Foreman and he was suppose

to get John J. Hooker , Sr. to , as co-counsel .

LEHNER: You wanted Mr. Hooker?

RAY : I didn't know him. I, I agreed to it , but later on

he switched over and nothing , nothing ever came of it .

over?

LEHNER : When you say switched over you mean Mr. Hooker switche

RAY : Well , initially I agreed to have Hooker come in as co-

counsel . Then when he tried to get the guilty plea he switched

Well , Hooks, Ben Hooksover and he was going to get Ben Hooks .

I think he was , he was on the FCCC . And I, I didn't object to

him on the grounds of , I think he's black on that , I objected ,

I objected to him on grounds that there would have probably been

a conflict of interest because I think Hooks was a former judge

in Memphis and at the time he was and officer in this SCLC, and

But I don't think Foreman was really sincere in getting him, it

was just more or less a sham.

LEHNER : You say Hooks was involved with the SCLC , Southern

Christian Leadership Conference?

RAY : --
Yeah, I heard about it , yeah , I think But I knew

about, I knew he was a judge but I'm not positive about the

SCLC .

LEHNER : What about the other association you said he was

-
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sociated with some other group?

RAY : I believe he went on the FCC .

LEHNER : Is this the NAACP , the National Association for the

vancement of Colored People?

KERSHAW: Yeah , he is now.

RAY: I don't know what he's doing now, he was on the

deral Communications , wasn't he?

EVANS : He means the FCC .

LEHNER: The Federal Communications you say?

EVANS : He was a judge in Memphis .

RAY : Well , I , I have --

I doubt very much if Foreman ever even talked to him.

think it was just something that he threw in there.

KERSHAW :
Do you think he was threating you with , that if

I had to go to trial that he was going to associate Ben Hooks?

RAY:
Well he switched from Hooker to Hooks so I figured

was something . But that's nothing significant . The only

--
Now on February the 18thtings that significant is that

give, there was another $ 5000 check and that was made out to

#but he forged my name on it and cashed it at the Planters

ank.
He never had any power of attorney or anything .

LEHNER : He forged your name?

RAY: Yes.
Now, on February 3d , well , on January 29th

signed this amendatory agreement getting Hanes out and the con-

ract's in limbo .

Now February the 3d I signed the contracts giving Foreman

verything in exchange for him defending me. And in between
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February 3d and , and February 7th he filed 3 motions to raise money

for the trials, to sell my pictures and sell the trial transcript

every day to the news media and to get William Bradford Huie into

see me. Now in respect to this he's also testified in the

civil case , this , this one Western District of Tennessee, I

think it's 19669. He testified that I orally agreed to plead

guilty between the 25th and the 29th of January, 1960 , 60 , 69 .

Then after that he filed all these motions to raise money .

Now also during this time he brought a clipping up to me written

by Gonzallez , I think he brought it to me about February the

4th . And Gonzallez was a newspaper reporter from Texas and it

had a real detailed writing of the case, and Foreman had me

mark out certain things at that time where it was true or

false , this was around February the 4th and also about

February the 3d or the 4th, he never asked me anything about

the crime , and I asked him if he wanted me to tell him about it

or anything else . Now he never did ask me if I killed Martin

Luther King or anything , but I volunteered the information that

I hadn't. Then, so about February the 4th he wanted all this stuf

written out on paper, I think it was yellow paper just like that ,

so he started writing it all out and he got a cramp in his

hand and about a fourth the way through it , and he told me to finis

it up. So , I writ, I wrote the whole thing up . He told me the

only thing to leave out was my being in the rooming house on Main

Street where the shot was suppose to be fired , I can't think of

the address , 421 Main or whatever it was . And then I did that

and I gave him, I give him the paper . Now these papers I believe
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William Bradford Huie has them or his lawyer J. Stein or probably

Brown , Ned Brown his Agent. Now Brown's in Beverly Hills , Cali-

fornia , J. Stein I don't know where his address is . But what makes

me think that Huie has these papers is that he's never , while

he never enter-, enter- any type of record in a civil criminal

case, in one page of his book he referred , he quoted from these

papers I give Foreman, thats the papers detailing the crime,

detailing my actions. Now I think, now this would be on page 40 ,

84 of Huie's book "He Slew the Dreamer . "

Now I give Foreman these in February and Huie confirms

Now it was alsothat I give Foreman this testimony in February .

during this period that he brought me these various pictures up.

I believe I've looked at one of these pictures for the Committee,

and this charcter had taken · of course, there was other

pictures too . And at one time, it may have been this period,

Foreman told me that Huie could get information from the FBI in

one day where it would take Foreman three days , I think that's

where these pictures came from and they were described as anti-

communist Cubans , or associated with anti - communists or something .

Now, the first time a guilty pleas was referred to was February

the 13th .
There was never no mention of guilty plea until

February the 13th .

LEHNER: How do you know that date Mr. Ray?

RAY: He brought , he brought a document up there , and

I've got it wrote down here . But I can remember that date anyway .

Because it wasn't really , he just said I had a 99 chance for

conviction , or electric chair, or a hundred percent for con-
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viction , but there is also a clause in there. that cleared Look

Magazine and Huie of any responsibility for the, the necessity

of me entering the guilty plea . Ah, we argued quite a bit on

February the 14th about whether we should plead guilty or not,

that was the next day after he give me that paper. And on the

13th I made various notes , and why I shouldn't plead guilty and

all that , and I think the paper would indicate that I probably

didn't want to enter a guilty plea . Well , I throwed these notes

in a waste paper can but one of the guards got them out.

LEHNER: What notes was that?

RAY :
•

Listen, I got them in front of me here. I got a

notation up here, " I said don't talk loud the mic- , microphone

is on, " and I said " I seen Huie on TV and is Huie going to run

the article the 18th?" , and just general conversation . I also

mentioned to him that Huie had been in front of a Grand Jury .

Huie had went in front of the Grand Jury I think February the

7th, 1969 .

LEHNER:

And --

When did you write this note out?

RAY : I wrote it on February the 13th .

LEHNER: Could I see , you have it in front of you?

RAY : Yeah, you can have a copy of it if you want .

LEHNER : Okay .

RAY : The guards ' name is on the side , the ones that got it

out of the garbage can .

LEHNER: Why don't you read it off and explain to us what

each one of these things mean on here?

RAY : All right . Well the top of page , it's difficult to
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see that , but at the time Foreman was talking sort of loud and

I said , I told him, on top I said "Mic- , microphone probably on"

or something like that, that's at the top of the page .

LEHNER: What was the purpose in writing this ?

RAY : Well these, I wrote these as things to , I couldn't

remember everything I wanted to talk to him about so I made

notes, and when he come up I talked to him .

LEHNER: And then you threw these notes away?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: And then what happened to the notes?

RAY : Ah, the guards got it out of the garbage can.

LEHNER : Was this an exhibit in one of the post- conviction

hearings?

RAY : Yes, these two --
Yes, these two officers got it out

of the garbage can and turned it over to the Attorney General

and then we got it on discovery fromthe Attorney General's

office , the Memphis Attorney General .

LEHNER : And during the habeas corpus was

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: -this one of the exhibits?

RAY : Yes .

--

LEHNER : And so you put on the mic don't
-- What was that?

on.

RAY: Well that means talk low because the microphone was

That's at the top of the page .

LEHNER : And this was something that you were going to

tell Foreman or you did tell Foreman?

RAY : Yeah , I talked to him but these were just topics that
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that I wrote down and intended to discuss with him when he visited

me on the 13th .

LEHNER: And you did discuss it with him-

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: -and then you threw it away?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: I see, okay . Go ahead, why don't you explain

each one of them.

RAY: All right . The top , I mentioned to him not to talk

too loud because he was deaf, anyway, and the microphone was on.

Um, I got "pictures " next , I guess that pictures of me, I don't

understand that oo much. And then I got "we'll rent box" , we

was going to rent a box because all out mail was being intercepted .

LEHNER: Was there anything after the pictures, what does

it say then?

RAY : Ah , after the pictures , no, I had , there's something

crossed out , I can't read it and then there's "We'll rent

box" that's the post office box .

LEHNER: That's, which box is that referring to?

--

RAY: A post office box, we was going to rent a post office

box because our mail was being intercepted by the they was

reading it before we could read it , but we never did get around

to that. Ah, at that time I was on restriction , I got a note

here now saying , " Still can't see papers , Huie on TV" , now the

reference to the "I can't see papers" I was on restriction and

Huie was on TV. Huie had went on TV February the 7th and said the

was a conspiracy in the case and he said there were four men and
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they were from New Orleans .

also went on --

And , now in reference to this Huie

That was in, that was in February the 7th, 1969 .

Now he also went on TV in California and said the same thing , but

let me see what --

KERSHAW : What TV station?

RAY : In California? Well that's what I'm trying to find

now. It's W. --
Ah, I can't seem to find it now.

LEHNER: What papers were you not able to see when you said

"Still can't see papers?"

RAY : That's newspapers. I'd had some trouble up there

on shake downs and they were shaking down every 30 or 40 minutes anċ

I objected to it so they put us on certain restrictions .

off.

Ah, let's see.

Ah, well I'll go ahead and finish this paper I'm reading

There's an officer named DeFour wrote right across the side

of the thing .

LEHNER: You wrote that?

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER: What was the purpose?

RAY : Ah , he was
11 he was one of the first , he was the first

one at the scene of, after the shooting , he was the first one on

the scene . And he saw more probably than anyone else but he

wasn't on the witness list so I think that's the reason I wrote

it down .

LEHNER : How do you know he was the first one onthe scene?

RAY : He told me he was .

LEHNER : He was one of those who were guarding you?
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RAY : Yes. And he, it was also in the newspapers .

LEHNER: Was Barry one of those that was guarding you then?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: What did Barry tell you?

RAY : He told me that he was the first one at the rooming

house when, I think he was the first one at the rooming house when

King was shot , and he also told me that , now he didn't,

now that's what he told me , that he was the first one at the rooming

house. He was joking , he said " If I'd seen you coming down the

stairs I'd have got the reward or something and made Lieutenant .

But according to testimony now they said other people was there

first . But, now a lawyer told me that Barry waived me out of

the area when I was driving around that area , so there's two

What did Barry say about that?LEHNER:

-

RAY: Ah

LEHNER:

-

Did you ask Barry if he was the one?

RAY; No I didn't find out till later , Livingston told

me about it .

LEHNER: After you were in Nashville?

RAY : Ah, yes .

LEHNER : You found out about it when you were in Nashville

so you couldn't ask Barry about it?

RAY : Ah, no , I didn't ask Barry. The only thing ,

none of those , none of these officers talked to me directly .

They'd talk to me indirectly .

LEHNER : How was that?

RAY: Well there's two of them in the cell and sometimes they'd
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say something and it'd be my interest and I'd make a note of

it or something .

LEHNER: Were they talking for you to hear or was it inadver-

tant that you heard it?

RAY : Yeah, I think they was talking from, for me to hear

because several - Well , I know one time two of them said some-

thing about the case wasn't like it came out in the newspapers.

I think one example of something that would probably be in my

benefit of what they said was , well two of them was guarding Stephen

and they made several references about what kind of deals they was

making between them. I think probably the most significant thing

is that they told me though was that, again this is indirectly ,

that all police officers within four miles of the shooting when

Martin Luther King was shot had to make sworn statements of

just what they was doing that time and what they observed .

LEHNER: Within how many miles?

RAY : Four miles .

LEHNER : And this was something you overheard?

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER : Do you know who said that?

RAY: Well it was --
The fact is I heard two police

officers say that. Well they, like I say they wasn't talking

to me they was talking to , it might have been talking to , you

know, indirectly.

LEHNER : Were these Sheriff's Deputies that you are

talking about?

RAY : There was a bunch of them up there. Now I don't

42-076 - 79 - 32
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know if the ones I'm specifically referring to were Sheriff

Deputies or police, but they'd have one police and one sheriff

deputy in there.

LEHNER: Now, the ones that , the two that said that about

police officers within four miles of the shooting had to write

statements , do you remember which one of the two, or either of

the two's name?

It was, I'mRAY : No, I don't recall which two it was .

almost certain it was though because later on after I plead

guilty I told Morris , I said , he's the Sheriff . I said, well

if I could of got those statements maybe I wouldn't had to

plead guilty , and he said , well that's the way it goes .

And -

LEHNER : What did they say about Stephens? What did you over-

hear them say about Stephens?

RAY : Ah, well most all the police men up there guarding

Specifically with

me were either at one time they either guarded Stephens or they

was on the scene . I don't know if it was a coincidence or not,

on the scene when Martin Luther King was shot . And , I just pick

up conversation between these things .

reference to Stephens , ah , there were some mention of contracts

with lawyers , and they mentioned they use to have to take him

around to taverns and get him alcohol and things like that .

LEHNER : Let me just see if I understand the Barry situation ,

Livingston first told you when you were in Nashville Prison that

Barry was the one , was the one who waved you off , is that right?

RAY : Yes , that's correct .
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LEHNER : How did Livingston say he got to know about

Barry waving you off?

RAY: Ah, I guess he talked to him as far as I know.

He just described him as a crew cut guy, Barry is, so I
--

LEHNER: Oh, he didn't give the name Barry he just described

some one who you took to be Barry?

RAY: He used the name Barry too , yes , he used it .

Of course there maybe more than one Barry up there . But, see none

of these, none of these individuals was on the witness list of

399 witnesses , they was, they wasn't , no policemen was on

there especially , you know, that were in that area.

LEHNER : Do you still have those list of witnesses?

RAY : No I don't have them I've give him, Jim Lesar has got

all these papers , I don't have any, I never , I don't have no

file.

EVANS : See, Jimmy, - Barry was one of the guards that

was guarding you at the Memphis Prison?

RAY : That's correct.

EVANS : And did you here him say that he waved you off, did

you hear him in a conversation with someone else that sort of

confirmed what Livingston had said to you?

RAY: No.

EVANS : You never heard him mention it?

RAY : . Barry said he was the first one at the rooming

house.

EVANS : Uh huh .

RAY : Now of course theres been testimony that someone else

was there. But, if he was the first one there he would of
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probably been there within 10 or 15 seconds after the shooting

because he was just about a hundred feet from the building when

the shot went off , he was in a squad car right down the street .

But the thing is , I don't know, he couldn't be two places at one

time, he couldntcome to the rooming house, of course, he may of

been joking me there. I'm inclined to think that he was in

this squad car and went downt the street .

EVANS : Went down the street where?

RAY : To block the road off .

LEHNER: What block would that be?

Where would that be in relation to any of the physical

points of that we could try?

RAY : Well I seen these diagrams but I couldn't tell you.

I think it would be , it would probably be a block down the

street from the fire house going south .

LEHNER: Block past the fire house?

RAY: That's correct.

LEHNER : Is that where the police car was?

RAY : Did I see one there?

LEHNER: Yeah , the one that you saw when you made that

u-turn, was that a block south of the fire house on Main street?

RAY : I'm really not positive , I thought it was either a

block or it might have been closer , but it ould of been closer

I'm not positive .

LEHNER : How far were you from that police car when you

made that u-turn?

RAY : I'm not positive .
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LEHNER :
as the police car

Were you in the same intersection/when you made that

u-turn or was the police car a block away from you?

RAY : I thought it was a block away . But according to

Livingston and Barry he said to, he told me to get my ass out

of the area or something . I don't have any recollection of that,

but of course , usually if the police is after me I don't have too

much recollection anyway. So

LEHNER: What time was that when you got turned away, that that

you turned away at any rate?

back?

RAY : I couldn't say.

LEHNER:

,at,

Well what , time would you put it on/trying to think

EVANS : Where were you coming from?

RAY : From the service station .

EVANS : Did anything occur while you were at the service

station that made you think there was something amiss somewhere

else?

RAY : I didn't hear any sirens or anything if that's what .

you are --

EVANS: Uh huh . How long were you at the service station?

RAY : I believe I was at two of them, I think probably

both of them at, 10 minutes at the most at both of them.

Between both of them?EVANS :

RAY :

EVANS :

Yes.

What time did you leave the rooming house?

RAY: I would guess 5:30 .

EVANS : So you are saying that you would have been back and

you would have been waved off before six o'clock?
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RAY: No it would probably been after six because there is

a lot of traffic around there. I went to a tavern, I went to

the tavern after I left the rooming house .

EVANS : Right.

RAY: I think they have a statement on that . Ah , now I came

back and picked up the Mustang , and if I left the rooming

house around 5:30 , it's somewhere around six but I couldn't

be specific because

LEHNER: Somewhere around six that what happened?

RAY : Pardon.

LEHNER : You say somewhere around six , what happened?

RAY : I think it was around 6 when I came back in the

area .

LEHNER: Oh, so you think it was about six o'clock when you

saw the police car?

I think ,

RAY: /well if that's when the shooting took place then

there was people running around . I think it would have been

six o'clock .

LEHNER : Well, I can tell you , you know, in all fairness

I can tell you that the shooting has been reported to be at 6:01 ,

that's the report as to when the shooting occurred . And I'm

trying to understand from you when you think you were waved, when

you think you saw the police car which caused you to make that

u turn on Main Street?

RAY : Well I'm just assuming it was Barry or someone

else, and it was after six because he , if the shooting took

place at 6:01 then naturally he wouldn't be up there until 6,
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probably 6:02 . Because from what I've heard of these police officer

I don't know if you've deposed any of them or not, but as soon

as all this happened they , they didn't waste much time in moving

around and blocking streets off and things like that . Now they

never, they never told me about blocking streets off , ah , Barry

didn't tell me that. He told me he came in the rooming house.

Now, I told you this before , but then Livingston said he blocked

the street off, now whether that's correct or not I don't know.

LEHNER: Did, when , when you were at the, either of the

gas stations did you see any ambulance?

RAY : No.

LEHNER: And where were these gas stations in relations to

where you , where the rooming house was? How did you get to

those gas stations?

RAY : Well, I would just have to guess. I would say going

north , I'd go down about three blocks maybe 4 , and turn right

and go down possibily four or five more. And I think they

were, they may have been three filling service stations

there altogether, I'm not positive , I know there were two there,

but I can't be I had some recollection that they were majors ,-

sold , you know brand name products . But I read inthe paper

after you was here the last time , it gave the number , name, but

I can't remember just what the name of it was. But I don't have

no independent recollection if that's , if that was the place

or not .

LEHNER: You read in a paper , newspaper or something , after

we saw you last?
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RAY: Yeah . The last time I testified I mentioned it

and someway it got in the newspaper .

LEHNER: What did it say in the newspaper?

RAY: It said there was someone there, but , he'd seen me

walking down the street , he'd seen my car, but this individual

I don't even know, I don't even know if he's really the one that-

He's the service station attendant , but the one I'm talking about

I saw, I saw inthe service station where this particular indi-

vidual is talking about he seen me walking down the street , but

I've never testified that I was walking down the street .

LEHNER: The newspaper account said that somebody saw you

walking down the street?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: In the area of a gas station?

RAY : Yeah right before , round about the time of the

shooting, yes.

LEHNER : What newspaper was this?

RAY : I imagine the Tennessee papers .

LEHNER: Do we have a copy of that?

KERSHAW: Look and see . I think it would been the

Tennessean , I think .

MRS . KERSHAW : I remember reading it .

LEHNER : And it was that some, somebody said that they

saw you -

MRS . KERSHAW: I thought it was Willie Green that was supposed

to have said he saw him?

LEHNER : Sobebody that saw you , Mr. Ray , in the area of one
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of the gas stations walking at the time of the shooting?

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER :

RAY :

Is this Willie Green that Mrs. Kershaw suggested?

I think so , but I don't have no recollection of

walking on that side . Only place, street I ever walked on was

And I probably walked on that street when I was

coming up here trying to find the building , but that would

Main Street.

of been -

LEHNER:
That's Main Street you are talking about? You are

talking about walking in the area of Main Street? Trying to

find what building?

RAY:

have no
recollection .

When I first came there it's a possibility but I don't

I could of walked past there when I was

trying to find the rooming house in the first instance , but after

that I never did get off of Main Street , I stayed on Main Street .

LEHNER:
By the way what , what were you looking for when

you were looking for the rooming house? Did you have some note

that you were looking at some, some

RAY : Yes, I had a note .

LEHNER:

RAY :

-

What , what was on the note?

Ah , it was Jim's Grill or restaurant or something .

LEHNER:

RAY:

Was there an address?

- Huh?I don't know if it's a grill

LEHNER: Was there an address on it too , yes .

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER:
What was the address?

RAY: I don't recall now.

I guess it was 4 , 411 or something .
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But there's two, there's two Jim's Taverns and Grills in that area.

There's one farther north , and I got in the one farther north the

first time .

LEHNER: But on the piece of paper that Raoul gave you it

said Jim's Grill or Jim's Tavern?

RAY : Ah, yeah , I think it had the address and name, yes.

LEHNER: And when you went to the one north you just happened

to walk into that place , right?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER: And you didn't , you stayed there for a short time

and then you left , is that right?

RAY : I asked , I inquired about the address . Now the places

I went in , now I don't know if that's a Jim's Tavern or Jim's

Grill , now I'm just saying that because other people told me

it was . I didn't , I don't have a recollection of going in there

with that name on it . The only thing I have a recollection of

going in the tavern and inquiring about a certain address .

LEHNER: Why did you go into that first tavern if you didn't

see any name Jim's on it?

RAY : Just, just to inquire about the address I had on

the paper .

LEHNER: And did you ask in there whether or not there was

a rooming house above?

RAY : Ah , down there , no I just asked about , I just

asked about the address and the guy told me it was further down

the street .

LEHNER: Ah , so it wasn't because you got that confused with
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Jim's Grill?

RAY : I don't have any recollection of that. The only thing

I know about that is that someone has told me I might have got

it confused , the address , but I don't have any independent

recollection of it.

LEHNER : Because you say the first time you know that the

first place may have been Jim's was that someone told you later

on that that was it?

RAY : That's correct, yes.

They say I might of went in there by mistake. I think

Renfro Hayes said something about it.

LEHNER : In that first Jim's did you see some one in that

first Jim's that you saw in the second Jim's?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: Was it one person or two people?

RAY : Two .

LEHNER: Was this something that got you concerned , one

of the reasons why you left Memphis , that you thought this

person was following you?

RAY : I thought the possiblity he was following me , yes.

LEHNER : Do you think, do you think maybe that was

somebody who was associated with Raoul?

RAY:
I associated people more with the police than I do,

I'm not really concerned about crooks .

LEHNER : Well you indicated to us that you had , that

Raoul maybe associated with the, with authority?

RAY : Well that's on , that's on hindsight more or less , I

mean I'm, you know , I'm testifying of what I thought at that
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specific time . I told this to Huie but I forgot about it

for three or four years and then I happened to snap, I was thinking

about it . But, I think at the time I would have been more concerned

about the police than I would any, someone operating illegal or

something like that , that's just something that , you know,

stuck in my mind .

LEHNER: Well how would the police know that you were going

to that Jim's , to be there , the first Jim's Restaurant when you

got there?

RAY : Well I wouldn't have any idea. The only thing that

bothered me was , I wasn't concerned about seeing him the first

time, I was concerned about seeing him the second time because

he was dressed , he appeared to be , I think one of them was dressed

like a sailor , a merchant marine , I was concerned about he

looked more like Well , some poeple you just get uneasy feeling

about because they don't look like they belong in the neighborhood

or something , and that was kind of a skidrow place anyway.

LEHNER: Well , what I'm trying to figure out is , it was

just coincidence that you went to that first place , it wasn't

that on the note it said Jim's Grill or Jim's Tavern and you

saw some other Jim's , you just coincidentally went to that place

to ask for , for whatever the number was and Jim's Grill , right?

RAY : That's my recollection, yes.

LEHNER : Now if that's the case why would any police who would

probably be following you, why would they be in there?

How would they know that you were going to inadvertantly go

in there?
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RAY: I , I couldn't say . Unless they was following me when

I got out of the car or something like that .

LEHNER: Following you when you got out of the car and yet

they were in there when you walked in?

RAY: I don't know if they were in there when I walked in

or not, I just saw them in there. I don't know if I seen them

when I first went in there.

LEHNER :

Jim's?

RAY:

How long were you in there the first, the first

I think I ordered a beer. I, I couldn't of been in

there more than five minutes .

LEHNER: And it's one person or two people?

RAY: Two people.

LEHNER:
And the same two people you saw later in Jim's Grill?

RAY: Yes . Yes, downstairs
.

HAUSMAN : You said that some people make you suspicious be-

cause they don't belong in the neighborhood .

RAY: Yeah .

HAUSMAN:

neighborhood?

I mean , this was really a waterfront

RAY: Yeah.

HAUSMAN:

RAY:

How were you dressed at this time?

skidrow type

I think I had a suit on , and , meduim color suit and

HAUSMAN : Gray suit ? Blue suit?

RAY: Ah -

HAUSMAN :

RAY:

Dark, black suit?

I think it was just probably me , I usually just
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wear something that's not attractive or anything like that . And-

LEHNER:

RAY:

Do you recall what color it was?

No I can't even recall what color it was.

LEHNER: Was this the same suit that you were wearing

when you went back to Atlanta?

RAY: Ah, yes.

LEHNER: What happened to that suit?

RAY : I guess, the prosecution they gave a lot of that stuff

back to us after the guilty plea and I think that's probably

some of it .

LEHNER : You still had that suit when you were captured in

London?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Were you wearing that suit at the time you were

captured?

RAY : I don't know if I was wearing it or not , I had

more than one change of clothes but I don't know just what

LEHNER: Well , what color was that suit that you

RAY :

--

Everything I had was brown, blue or gray . So, I don't

know just what one that one would have been, it probably been ,

it would have been one or the other. Now, I had a sport coat which

was brown, so I either had brown clothes on or medium blue .

HAUSMAN: How many suits did you have when you were

traveling around the country at this time?

RAY : Well I think I had two suits and a sport coat .

I think I had a gray one , a medium blue one , and then a brown

sport coat .
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LEHNER: How many of these things did you take up to

the rooming house?

RAY: Oh, now I didn't take anything to the rooming house.

LEHNER: Just what you were wearing as far as clothes?

RAY : I intended to one time, but there's no locks on the

doors or anything .

LEHNER : What did you take up to the rooming house?

RAY: Ah, I took an overnight case and toilet articles ,

and , well I've seen the list , I took everything on there , on

the list except the beer . I can't, I'm positive I didn't take

it up there.

LEHNER: You took the toilet articles?

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER : The, what else?

RAY: Well, whatever is inthe case I don't recall what's in

there now.

LEHNER:

Whatever is on the list I took up there.

Newspaper?

RAY: I don't re -- I may have took it , I don't recollect .

taking a newspaper.

time .

I may have , yes .

LEHNER : Did you look at a newspaper up in the room?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : Did Raoul look at a newspaper up in the room?

RAY : No. It was no --
I was in the room a very short

It was just brief conversations and that was it , it was

no reading newspapers or listing to radios or anything .

LEHNER: Well --

HAUSMAN : Did you take a hammer up to the room?
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RAY : If it was in the --
I took everything in the case.

If there was a hammer in there then I probably took it up there .

LEHNER : Why did you take the hammer?

RAY : Well it --
I just took the case in there, there was

no specific reason why it was done .

LEHNER: What was in the case?

RAY: Well I was concerned about the toilet, the shaving ,

razor and things like that .

LEHNER: Well why did you have a hammer?

RAY : I think I was talking a locksmith course is the

reason I purchased it originally .

LEHNER : So you took what was in the case , which was your

toilet articles , a hammer was found

RAY : Yes .

-

LEHNER: What else did you take?

RAY : I don't have no independent recollection .

LEHNER: Did you take a cover too , a , a bedspread cover?

RAY : I think did . I think I took a bedspread cover was

This was on account of, youthe only clothing I took up there.

know, the type of establishment it was .

LEHNER: What type of a bag did you take up?

RAY : It was just an overnight case , small blue one .

LEHNER : Did you take up a razor?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Where had you gotten that razor?

RAY : That might have been the one that I bought at the

drug store the day before that I'm certain . But I think it

was because I bought some razor and I think blades at the
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Rexall Drug Store the day before that. I think I left mine in

Atlanta.

HAUSMAN: Did you take any map , excuse me , any maps?

RAY : No. No.

HAUSMAN : Well that was one of the things , two of the things

that were found in your suit case.

RAY : Well I don't have no recollection of that. The only

thing on there that I don't think I took up there was beer

because I don't drink beer and I never, I never do buy it.

Now, however, my finger prints were on it . But if I had to

testify under oath I'd say the beer wasn't mine .

--HAUSMAN : Well why don't we go down the list of

EVANS : Just when you were in Jim's Grill a few minutes ago,

and you bought a beer.

RAY: Yes .

The fact is I bought about three beers that day . Usually

when I go in a tavern or something and I want to stall around

I don't like to go in and not buy anything . I usually drink maybe

a quarter of a bottle or something .

EVANS : Right . But when you were in Jim's bar you bought

a beer yet you just went in to check the address?

RAY : Yes . I usually do that if I go in there and rest

a couple minutes or something , I'll buy a beer and maybe drink

a third of it or something like that .

EVANS : And you say you bought three beers?

RAY: During that, yes I had

EVANS : During that time?

11
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RAY : Yes .

EVANS : Okay , where did you buth the other two beers at?

RAY: Ah , I bought one underneath of Jower's , underneath the

place . Then another time I left the rooming house and went

to a tavern and I bought another beer there .

EVANS : Which tavern was that?

RAY: It would be on the main street going north on the left

hand side of the street, some tavern along in that area .

EVANS :

-

Well where is that in relation with York, is it near

York's, where the place where you bought the binoculars ,

or is it closer to the original place, the original Jim's bar,

the one you went into first?

to a

RAY : I think the last beer I bought would, was close

--
was across from a movie because I did intend to go to a

movie, and it was probably across , pretty close to this movie house

because

EVANS : Uh huh . Well where was the movie house in relation

to Jim's Bar , not Jim's Grill but Jim's Bar , the first place that

you went in?

RAY : I don't remember, I can't connect them up too close,

the first place , but the second Jim's Grill underneath that rooming

house , I think the movies was about seven or eight blocks down

the street .

EVANS : Okay . Earlier this morning you told us you were in

Jim's Grill three times .

RAY: Down stairs .

EVANS : Yeah .
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RAY : Yes.

EVANS : And you just said you bought one beer in there .

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : What did you do the other two times you were in

there?

RAY: Ah, I may have bought a coke in there , or I could of

bought another beer or maybe I was just in there a short time .

I think I went in there one time and we left right quick .

There was no --

We, we?EVANS :

RAY: Yes.

EVANS : Who?

RAY: Me and the other Raoul?

EVANS : Right .

RAY : I think that was the , that , that may have been the

first time . I can't get all these synchronized together .

I know I went in there one time , the first time I was in there,

was ,

ah, the waitress/I forget now whether she was white or black but

I know they changed the waitress when I came in there the second

time and I think one other time I went in there -- when I came

out of the rooming house one time I stopped over in there.

Right . But the time you came out , theEVANS :

frist time you came out of the rooming house?

RAY : See the first time I came out I went to the, I went

I don't believe I went in there the firstto buy binoculars .

time but it would probably be one of the times I was just walking

around the neighborhood .
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LEHNER : Was that before you checked in?

RAY : When I put the binoculars in?

EVANS : No, when you were walking around the neighborhood.

--
I went back and got the carRAY : Now let's see, I went

and came back and checked in . So, when I was walking around the

neighborhood one time I went to the Chickasau Restaurant , the

police told me the name of it . I can't get , you know, I can't

get all these places in order just where I went , you know, from

one place to the next. I know I went in there and I know there's

statements on file to verify that I went in there but I can't get

them all

EVANS: Okay this suspicious guy that you saw in Jim's Bar

RAY: Yes .

-

EVANS : -

RAY :

you saw him again in Jim's Grill?

That's correct , yes .

EVANS : All right. When did you see him in there , the first

time you went into Jim's Grill?

RAY : Ah , no I saw him in there , ah , lets see when did I , I saw

I saw him in the , now let's see , what What I'm trying to do is
——

found out what reason I was in the tavern , the first tavern .

And , let's see, if I went in there then , I think it must of been

the first time , the first time I was in the area .

EVANS : The first time you were in the area you were in

Jim's Grill ?

RAY : That's correct , yes .

EVANS :

Jim's Grill?

That's after you left Jim's Bar you went to

27

.
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RAY : Yes .

EVANS : And you thinkthe person that you saw in Jim's Bar

followed you to Jim's Grill?

RAY: Well I don't know if he followed me or if he

LEHNER:

RAY :

--

But he was in there when you got in there?

Yes, he was in there. Yes I remember, yes I know I

saw him in there one time .

LEHNER: And you saw Raoul in there?

RAY : Yes . But I don't know if it was that same time or

that same instance or not because I was in there three times now,

,on these
but see,

time I saw Raoul in there the first time I came up .

see what I've testified to on these/things , that the first

RAY :

EVANS : Right . /But I don't think , I'm inclined to think

that's wrong because I was basing that on , I was basing that on

the fact that I had the car out there and I came in and met

him. But then I got to thinking it over and see I didn't , I

didn't bring the car up there the first time I came up there and

just looked in the first time and I went back and got the car .

I think that's when I met him there the second time when I

got the car and came back up there . I think the frist time

when I went in there is , I seen the character in this Jim's Bar.

Then when I , then when I went up to Jim's Grill to find this ad-

dress then I seen them again and became sort of suspicious .

LEHNER :

RAY :

Was he in there before you got there to Jim's Grill?

I kind of , I believe he was but I can't , I'm not one

hundred percent but I believe in the second grill underneath the

rooming house I believe he was there when I got there. But --
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LEHNER : How did you get from Jim's Bar to Jim's Grill?

RAY : I walked there I guess .

LEHNER: What's your account for how he got there before you?

RAY: Well unless he went out before I did .

LEHNER: How did he know you were going to go there?

RAY : Well I don't know if he, I don't know if it's just

a coincidence or he knew I was going .

A lot of times you go from one bar to another and you will

meet someone up there .

LEHNER : How did he know that you were going to go to Jim's

Grill so that he would be there?

RAY : Well it may have been a coincidence , he just may of

walked up there. But, I suppose the coincidence made me a

little suspicious or something of that nature .

EVANS : Was Raoul in there when you saw this guy in there?

RAY: No , I don't believe he was.

EVANS : All right , when did you first

RAY: The fact is I'm positive .

--

EVANS : When did you see Raoul?

RAY : Well that's what makes me think that I seen Raoul the

second time and seen this guy the first time because I have

no recollection at all of seeing both in there at the same time .

EVANS : All right, so you , you didn't see Raoul in there

but you saw this guy in there?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Then what did you do?

RAY : Ah , well I think that's when I left there and went
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down and got the Mustang .

EVANS :

you park it?

All right you bought the Mustang back, where did

RAY: Ah, I parked it in front of Jim's Grill .

EVANS : All right , you know there's a guy in there that you

saw in there, right , you parked the car right directly in front

of Jim's Grill?

RAY : Yes.

EVANS: All right then what did you do?

RAY : Then that's, I think that's when I met Raoul after

I parked the car at that time.

EVANS : Where did you meet Raoul at?

RAY: Inside there.

EVANS : Was this guy still there?

RAY: No. Now when I went in there the second time

there wasn't nobody in there except this guy that calls

himself Raoul . I do remember that cleary because the first

time I was in there , there was quite a few people in there .

Okay . So this time what did you buy when you were
EVANS :

in there?

RAY : I don't know if I bought anything , I think I may of

bought something .

EVANS : Well either between that time or the last time ,

you either bought a beer the first time

buy?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : -and a coke this time or what , which did you
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RAY : I think I probably bought a beer the first time but

EVANS : So the first time you went in there and you saw

this guy in there you were having a beer?

car?

RAY : Yes, I think so .

EVANS : All right . Then you left and went and got your

RAY: Yes .

EVANS : And you came back and you went back in and you saw

RAY : The second time .

EVANS : Who did you see in there the second time?

RAY : The Raoul I saw the second time .

LEHNER: But the guy was not in there any more?

The second time there was justRAY : No. I didn't --

- the

one person in there , me , there was three people in there,

me and the one called Raoul , and the one called

waitress that was it.

LEHNER: What color was the waitress?

RAY: Well I don't know if she was black or white . But

-

the second time they changed, on the first or second time . I think ,

I think --
I think the first time she was black and the second

time it was a white waitress .

LEHNER: Did you see the guy again after seeing him that

first time in Jim's Grill?

RAY : Well just those two separate incidents .

LEHNER: Jim's Bar and then in Jim's Grill?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : That's the only time you saw the guy?
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RAY : Yes , that's it .

LEHNER : Was it one guy or two guys?

RAY: Two guys.

LEHNER: Both times two guys?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: And the last time you saw them was in Jim's Grill

the first time you went there?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: So there's no reason for you to be suspicious

of them the time you came back to the , and you saw the police

car, right? That wasn't one of the reason you left town was it?

They weren't even there when you returned the second time when

you met Raoul?

RAY : No. These things build up you know. It's not , it's

just like the guilty plea and everything else , it's never one

it's

thing that causes you any anxieties /an accumulation of things .

LEHNER: Yeah , but what you are telling us is, the two

people you see in Jim's Bar get to Jim's Grill before you do , which

mens that they can't be following you .

RAY: Well I'm not a hundred percent certain they get

there , but as far as that goes they might of asked the bartender

what I was looking for. So, they may have been following me

from the beginning . I'm just
--

LEHNER : When you told the bar --
When you told the bartender

what you are looking for that's when you left Jim's Bar , right?

He told you where to go?

RAY : I don't think I left right there . No, I probably
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ordered a beer , if I did I probably set there and rested two or

three minutes because I'd walked about a mile and a half.

LEHNER: So you think they might of then asked the bartender

what you said?

RAY : Well , I'm just speculating here , what would they do?

LEHNER : Was that what you speculated then way back, way back

when you saw the police car?

RAY : No, I was just suspicious when I saw somebody in the

same bar twice and they looked out of place . It was nothing

It may have been a total coincidence . I'm, I don't really

get that paranoid about it . But it's just something you

wonder, you know, it turns over in your mind and you wonder how

come someones here that you just seen before .

HAUSMAN : You said they looked out of place?

RAY : Well I thought they looked more classier , if that's

the right word , then the averaged person in that area .

HAUSMAN : But before you told me you told us you were

wearing, you were wearing a suit , right?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : Were you wearing a white shirt?

RAY : Un huh.

HAUSMAN : Was else were you wearing besides a suit ?

RAY: Probably a white shirt and a necktie

HAUSMAN : And a tie . So didn't you look more out of

place than anybody else around in this seedy neighborhood?

RAY : Yes , but I'm not looking at myself of course.

HAUSMAN: But, might they think that you look suspicious?
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RAY: They very well could have .

LEHNER: What kind of tie was it that you were wearing?

RAY : I really don't recall .

LEHNER : Was it dark or light?

RAY : I don't know. The Memphis Police got all this,

everthing I had , I don't know what's, it's been so long . I know

I wear blue blue , brown and gray and that's it . And usually

a tie, I'd probably wear one similar to what you have on.

LEHNER: I have on a blue tie with some shield type

things.

RAY: Not just a like now.

LEHNER: Did you always wear white shirts?

RAY : Ah, well at the time they were more or less the style

they didn't wear all the different colors at that time , so , you

just go in and buy a shirt , you buy a white shirt .

LEHNER :

Grill?

What was --
Did Raoul seem out of place in Jim's

RAY: If I were to saw him?

HAUSMAN: Yeah, what --

-

RAY: Well I thought he, well I thought he would have

been similar to the other fellows . He would have probably been a

Well you have different classes of crooks just like you have

different classes of lawyers . So he would have probably been

He would have probably beem

in a tavern and you see one bookie , he's usually dressed up better

than the other ones, so that's the way I described these people

--
Well , you know , like when you go

I saw.
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LEHNER: Well how was Raoul dressed compared to these two

guys that you say looked out of place?

RAY : Ah , I don't recall too much about his dress but he

never did were a necktie usually, he'd just wear a buttoned

up shirt, jacket , not a jacket but a suit coat .

HAUSMAN: Did he wear a white shirt or was he, did he

have colored shirts?

back?

RAY : I never saw him wear a white shirt , no .

LEHNER: You never saw him what?

RAY: Wear a white shirt .

LEHNER: What was he wearing that day , see if you can think

RAY : Just a pair of pants , and a shirt , and the only think

clear , there was no neck- he never wore aI can recollect

necktie?

LEHNER : What color shirt was he wearing?

RAY : Just a dark one.

LEHNER: And was he wearing a jacket over his shirt?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : Did he wear an open collar or a buttoned up collar?

RAY: It's a buttoned up collar .

HAUSMAN : All , all the way to the top?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: The top button would be buttoned but he would not

wear a tie ever?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Was that his regular dress?
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RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: He'd wear a jacket , a pair of pants and a dark

shirt buttoned to the top.

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER : Do you recall what color jacket or what color

pants he was wearing?

that

RAY : No.

LEHNER:

Usually dark, blue or brown, or something to

How did he wear his hair?

RAY: Kind of back a little bit, dark , similar to the picture

I picked out except that his forehead wasn't that high .

LEHNER: When you say back a little bit , what are you

referring to?

RAY : Combed back.

LEHNER: Combed straight back without a part?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: And what color was the hair?

RAY: Ah, it had a red tint to it , dyed .

LEHNER: It was dark?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : It was dyed or not dyed?

RAY : I've seen people dye their hair , black haired people

dye their hair red and a lot of times you dye it blonde it will

have a red tint to it.

LEHNER: So this -
It , looked to you like he was black

haired but he had a red tint to it?

RAY : Yes.
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HAUSMAN : Was it wavy or greased back?

RAY: No just kind of wavy .

LEHNER : Dry looking or wet looking?

RAY : Ah, I never looked , I never looked at people that,

especially if it's a man that close , but I think it was dry .

LEHNER: What were these two guys dressed in, the two

guys that you say were in both bars?

TheRAY : One was dressed like a Navy, seaman or something .

other one he was dressed up, he had dark clothes on too, I

guess everybody was wearing dark clothes around there. He had

dark clothes on.

HAUSMAN : You say dressed up , was he wearing a Pea

coat or -

RAY : One of them was, yes. He looked like a -- Well

one of them looked like a regular merchant seaman , the other

one looked like he may be some type of an officer or something .

HAUSMAN : You mean a uniform?

RAY : No. But, you know, he was -- Just give you

that appearance , some people gives you certain appearances

some don't.

LEHNER : Well we'll take a short break now. It's 2:29

we will give our stenographer a chance to relax and we will pick

up in a few minutes .

RAY : I'll see if I can find that TV station .

(A recess was taken at 2:30 p.m. )

R
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(Interview begins again after recess at 2:36 pm) .

LEHNER : Okay we are back recording , it's 2:36 and every-

body is here that was here before the break.

discussing

Um, we were just what the two fellows , in the two bars

were, looked like , what they were wearing . You were telling us one

looked like an officer , like a Naval officer type?

RAY : Well he just dressed , he just had a more of a

better appearance than the other one , that's all I can say about

him.

LEHNER: You were the best dressed person in either of those

two bars, were you the only one with a tie is that right?

RAY: I suppose so , yes . I'm not a 100 percent certain I

had a tie on. I just assumed I had one on because sometimes--

I usually wear one , So - You want me to go over the rest of

this paper now?

LEHNER : Okay, I think it was one thing , it was one

thing that Alan Hausman was , was going, started to go into

and may be we could just finish that before we go into what your

paper was, that is what was your's and what was not your's that

was taken into the room. Maybe we could go over that list .

RAY : All right.

HAUSMAN : You started talking about what was found in that

blue zipper bag that was found outside of Canipe's , and I thought

maybe we could just go down the list of what the police say

was found in that bag and you could say what was your's and what,

you know, why it was in that bag-

RAY: All right .
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HAUSMAN : -if anything .

Band-aid sheer strips?

RAY : I guess so, I can't -

HAUSMAN : Ah, a brown bag with two unopen cans of beer?

RAY: Well the beer wasn't mine . I don't , I don't have

a recollection of having no beer .

HAUSMAN: A belt?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : A tube of Brill Cream hair dressing?

RAY : Yes.

HAUSMAN:

RAY: Yes.

Bufferin? '

HAUSMAN : A button, gray, brown or maroon?

RAY : Probably so , yes .

HAUSMAN : Would that be from one of your suits?

RAY: I couldn't say .

HAUSMAN : The button . Palmolive Rapid Shave?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : Right Guard deodorant?

RAY : Probably so, yes.

HAUSMAN : Six pack of Schlitz?

RAY : No.

HAUSMAN: Hair Brush?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : Hammer?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : Handkerchief ?
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RAY : Yes.

HAUSMAN : A key to the bag?

I guess , there's a key but I don't think it's to
RAY:

the bag. But I probably had a key.

HAUSMAN : A travel kit?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN: Mennen Lotion?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : Two aps?

RAY : I don't recall the maps , no . I think --

HAUSMAN : O e was of the United States and one was of Georgia

and Alabama?

or no.

RAY : It's possible I had them but I wouldn't say yes

But I usually keep a lot of maps though, so I probably

had them, they probably were mine .

HAUSMAN : You usually keep maps in the car or you stick

them in some type bag or -

RAY: I usually keep them in the room wherever I'm

staying at. I don't recall carrying them around , but I may have

had them in there , I , I couldn't say. Georgia and Alabama?

HAUSMAN: Yeah, Georgia and Alabama .

RAY : Well they was, they were probably mine , yes .

HAUSMAN : Ah, Commercial Appeal Newspaper?

RAY:
Ah, I probably was , I don't have no independent

recollection , but it was probably mine .

LEHNER:

RAY :

That was , that was of the day April 4th , 1968 .

Well I probably purchased it . Because I usually
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buy a newspaper .

LEHNER: Where do you recall you would of purchased that ,

that paper that day, April 4th?

RAY: I don't have no idea , probably the motel .

HAUSMAN:

RAY : Yes .

You mean the motel you checked out of?

LEHNER: The New Rebel?

HAUSMAN: The New Rebel?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : Toilet paper?

RAY : No, I don't have no recollection of that.

HAUSMAN : You didn't carry it around for these type of

establishments?

RAY : No.

HAUSMAN : Bobby pins?

RAY: Bobby pins? What would I want to be carrying them

around for , but they may have been mine .

HAUSMAN:

RAY : Yes .

A pair of pliers?

HAUSMAN : Did you normally carry a hammer and pliers around

with your toiletries?

RAY : Probably
-- Tools of the trade.

HAUSMAN : Kiwi shoe polish?

RAY : Yes, probably , yes .

HAUSMAN : Safty razor?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : Gray paper sack?
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RAY : Yes, I guess .

HAUSMAN : Head and Shoulders shampoo?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN: Then we have three different types of soap:

Cameo, Cashmere and Dial?

RAY: Yes, I guess .

HAUSMAN : Ah, some pairs of socks?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : Tooth brush?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN : Colgate toothpaste?

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN: Toothpick?.

RAY : I don't recall that .

HAUSMAN : Do you usually have a toothpick or

RAY : No.

-

HAUSMAN: A white and yellow towel?

RAY : Probably so , yes.

HAUSMAN : Several pairs of undershorts , multi colored?

RAY: No, I don't recall those.

HAUSMAN :

RAY :

Do you normall wear white shorts or colored shorts?

I wouldn't pay no attention to it , the only thing is ,

I , I usually wouldn't bring any, it wasn't my intention to bring

any clothing in the , in the rooming house because it gets stolen

But they could of been mine but I don't have no
too easy .

recollection of bringing , I guess the laundry number would

verify it.
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HAUSMAN : But if you were bring up toiletries maybe

you know, to bring underclothing wouldn't be unsual .

RAY : Well it's a possibility, yeah .

HAUSMAN:

RAY :

•

Ah , vitamins?

Vitamins? No, I don't have no recollection of

vitamins.

no.

HAUSMAN:

RAY: No.

HAUSMAN :

Did you normally take vitamins?

Any type of pills at that time or anything .

RAY: No, asprin was all I took.

HAUSMAN : And the bag itself? Cartridge case?

RAY : No, I think, I don't think I would have that in there ,

HAUSMAN :

RAY : No.

HAUSMAN:

RAY : No.

Cartridges?

No ammunition of any type?

LEHNER: Where, where did you keep the ammunition?

RAY : When did I keept it? I never did keep any.

LEHNER : Well , didn't you have any ammunition that you bought

at the Aero Marine?

RAY : Yeah, but I got , I got rid of all it .

LEHNER: Where?

RAY: In mo In the New Rebel Motel .

LEHNER: How did you get rid of the ammunition?

RAY : When I got rid of the rifle.

LEHNER : When you gave the rifle to Raoul at the New Rebel,
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did he look at it?

RAY : No, it was raining that night .

LEHNER :

the box?

Did you open it up or did you give it to him in

RAY : I don't have no independent recollection of giving

him ammunition . I think what happened was, was ah, the ammunition

was in the , in a case inside the box. Because I know when I,

when I purchased it, it was put in there and I have no recollection

of every taking it out .

LEHNER : When you purcashed the ammunition was it in the

same box as the rifle or was it in a different box, at Aeromarine ,

think back to Aeromarine .

RAY: I think it was , I think all that stuff was placed in

the same box because I have recollection of having some trouble

getting, well the original box fitting in the rifle , it wouldn't

fit in there or something , and they put a bigger one in there.

HAUSMAN : A bigger box?

RAY : Yes. I think although , I think everything was

in there including the ammunition .

HAUSMAN : But when you bought the ammunition , when you

bought the first rifle , the .243 , did you buy ammunition for that

rifle?

RAY : I don't remember if I did or not . I think so .

HAUSMAN : And then when you then went back on the 30th ,

did you buy ammunition for the .30-06 or did you exchange that

box, or do you recall what you did with that ammunition?

RAY : Ah, there was some conversation about getting different
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types of ammunition or something . Now, I, I do recollect

it was two different types , but I don't know what kind , the

technical term for them was .

HAUSMAN: You don't remember exchanging , specifically

remember exchanging the ammunition?

RAY : Not the ammunition, no .

HAUSMAN: Did you buy any ammunition loose other than

at the, than the one box of cartridges?

RAY : I know there was some conversation about getting

different kinds of ammunition . I know I got two different

kinds of ammunition but what kind they were I don't know.

I found out later that one of them was some type of dum dums

or something , but -

LEHNER: Well after you bought the second rifle you

showed that to Raoul , you told us that , right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And that was at the Five Points place , that

motel that you were staying at?

RAY : Yes .

Now I don't want to get into testifying of where I went

and when I come back because that's

LEHNER : Well we want get into

RAY : That's going to have to be some alternatives on

that , I know that now.

LEHNER: Right . You told , the last time you talked to us

you weren't quite sure which time Raoul was there and how many

times you went.
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RAY : Well I've since seen the paper and it said I was

there, on stipulations I think it said I was there , the next

morning, but I don't
-
I don't remember that . In other words

I thought I got , possibly got the rifle , the second rifle the

same day I took it back , but according to this paper I got it

But I don't, I don't want to get into that untilthe next day .

I find out for sure .

LEHNER : Let's leave that go -

RAY : All right .

LEHNER: -for the time being. Let's just take it to the

I'm just going to ask you about , since we are talking about

this rifle and ammunition, when you got the second rifle and showed

it to Raoul that was back at the motel? The, this was

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : you told us this the last time?

Did you show him the ammuntion too?

RAY: I don't, I don't have any independent recollection,

but I'm almost certain that I would of probably got ammunition ,

but I don't, I can't remember that.

LEHNER: Did you and he discuss the sight that, the sighting

as far as that was fixed to the rifle?

RAY : No, as far as I know the sight was never touched .

LEHNER : Now when he , he agreed that this second rifle was

suitable , is that correct?

RAY: That's correct.

LEHNER: Did he did he aim it , and sight it in and and

do anything of that sort?
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RAY : No, I never did -

LEHNER : What did he do? How did he decide that it was

okay? What did he do with the rifle?

RAY : I really couldn't say , he just looked at it and that

was it.

LEHNER:

did he do?

When you say he looked at it , ah, how did it, what

RAY : Well he just checked it over and that was it . Just

like you check a rifle over I guess , you
-

——

LEHNER : Well , I wasn't there , how did he check it over?

RAY : Well he checked the mechanism and every I don't

remember all the details , maybe he checked the mechanisms I

think and just give it cursory glance and that would be it.

HAUSMAN : Did he check , pick it up and check the weight

to see if it , how heavy the rifle was?

RAY : I think he just said this was , this will do or

something of that order .

LEHNER : When you say he checked the mechanism how did he

check the menchanism?

RAY: I don't recall , see I don't , I don't have the least

idea on what the mechanism was all about .

box?

LEHNER: Well he took it out , did he take it out of the

RAY : Ah, yes I think it was in the box , yes.

LEHNER: And he took it out of the box?

RAY : Yes, it was taken , it was taken out of the box

and looked at yes .
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LEHNER: NOW he did that, Raoul?

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER: Did you lift it and check the weight and check the

and look through the magnifying mechanism?

RAY:
No, I, no the only time I looked at it , and I looked

at it quite a bit when I first purched it . I wanted to try

to give the guy the impress that I knew what I was doing . But

after that I never did touch it. There was never any touching

of the sights or checking the mechanism or anything like that.

From the time you purchased that rifle in Areomarine,

that was the last time that you touched the rifle?

LEHNER :

RAY : Ah, yes , I would say so.

LEHNER: And then after that Raoul picked up the rilfe and

checked it out at, at the motel in Birmingham, is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And then how did it get back into the package?

RAY: Well he must of put it there .

LEHNER: And then he left the package with you?

RAY: Yes..

LEHNER :

RAY :

What about the ammunition?

I'm, I'm about 95 percent positive that the

ammunition was in the , was in the box with the rifle. But

there was more than one type ammunition that's the only thing

that I recollect clearly.

HAUSMAN :
More than one type when you gave it to Raoul or

more than one type when you first bought it and exchanged it?

1
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RAY: WhenI purchased , when I bought it, purchased the rifle.

HAUSMAN :

RAY : Yes.

You purchased two types of ammunition?

LEHNER: What two types were they?

RAY : I don't know.

LEHNER : Now in the New Rebel did he look at the rifle

again or just pick up the box without looking at the at the

rifle?

RAY: Now he didn't. He didn't look at the rifle and that

was unusual , and I think I put it in, I think he had a rain coat

on or something and it's got , he got it under his rain coat .

LEHNER : Now, did Raoul normally wear gloves or not?

RAY : I didn't

LEHNER:

RAY :

LEHNER:

--

You ever see him with gloves?

No, I don't recall now,

And in the , in Birmingham when he looked at the

rifle was he wearing gloves or was he not wearing gloves?

RAY : I don't recollect him wearing gloves , no .

This don't mean anything because I usually always wear

things over my fingers anyway .

do.

LEHNER : What do you always wear?

RAY : Band- aids , colorless band- aids .

LEHNER: Did he use to wear colorless band-aids?

RAY : I kind of assumed he did , most people do, like that

Well I don't know but I just assumed . that..

LEHNER: You've seen him in Montreal , you've seen him
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in Mexico, you've seen him in Atlanta , Birmingham, Memphis ,

did you ever see any band- aids on his fingers?

RAY : I just never, I never looked that close. I mean

I know it's a common practice and I do it all the time or if

I'm going to commit some type of an offense or robbery or

something and he's

LEHNER :

--

You've driven with him from --

RAY : I mean if somebody were to come in June or July, if

you come in July and you have a pair of gloves on it would

look like

LEHNER: Well you've driven with him from Atlanta to

Birmingham , ah, from Brimingham one time to Atlanta , then Atlanta

to Birmingham, you drove with him in, in Mexico , you were with

him in Canada , did you ever see him with band- aids on his hands?

RAY: No.

LEHNER: Okay .

RAY: I've drove with other people . I drove with Stein

all the way to New Orleans and I just never

LEHNER :

RAY:

-

Did he have band-aids on his hands?

I'm just not , I don't , I don't even know what

kind , if he had hands , I just didn't pay any attention to it.

It's just --

LEHNER : You see me do I have band- aids on my hands?

RAY :

is, ah --

Yeah , but I'm just not interest in what somebody else

I mean -

LEHNER : But you , Well you say it's something that you

normally do, when did you have band -aids on your hands during that
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year, '67 and '68?

RAY : Well I wasn't pulling any robberis , but if I was

I would, I'd been wearing them for 20 years , so whenever you go

in a supermarket say , you are going , you put some band-aids on

your fingers .

that.

LEHNER: You didn't

RAY : Huh?

--

LEHNER: You didn't commit any robberies?

RAY: The whole time I was out? Not, not a single one .

LEHNER: Not a single one-

RAY : Not a single one.

LEHNER: -from your escape from Missouri State?

RAY: Not , not one.

LEHNER: Well what about in Canada?

RAY : Well, yeah that one there but that one don't count .

LEHNER: Why doesn't it count?

RAY : Well , that's a legitimate one .

KERSHAW: You don't count whore houses , anybody knows

LEHNER: Well were you wearing band- aids during that robbery?

RAY : Well the point I'm trying to make is I wasn't out

there committing crimes or anything else . I've committed two

or three insignificant things but nothing

LEHNER: Well was Raoul out there committing crimes?

RAY : I don't know if he was or not. I assumed so .

LEHNER: Robberies?

RAY : Robbers?
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LEHNER : Robberies?

RAY : I couldn't say. I can just say what I was doing .

LEHNER : Were you wearing band-aids during that robbery

of the, of the whore house?

RAY : Ah , no .

LEHNER: When was the last time you wore band- aids?

RAY : Ah 1959 .

LEHNER : Did, well why don't we continue on the list , we'll

go on with this .

HAUSMAN :

front page.

RAY :

HAUSMAN :

New Rebel?

Just a few more items that they found on the

Ah, the rifle box for the Browning rifle?

No, I don't recollect that .

The last time you saw that would of been in the

RAY : You're not, you're talking about something else

that was found in the street was you , the rifle box?

HAUSMAN : The package --
Well, with that zipper bag,

the package found in front of Canipe's. These are the items

that were found either wrapped up or
--

RAY : No I, No I don't recollection that.

HAUSMAN: Binoculars?

RAY : Yes , ah, yes .

HAUSMAN : When was the last time you saw the binoculars?

RAY: On the, I think they were laying on the bed .

HAUSMAN: That's after you came back from York?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : You gave them to Raoul or
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year, '67 and '68?

RAY : Well I wasn't pulling any robberis , but if I was

I would , I'd been wearing them for 20 years , so whenever you go

in a supermarket say , you are going , you put some band-aids on

your fingers .

that.

LEHNER: You didn't

RAY : Huh?

--

LEHNER: You didn't commit any robberies?

RAY: The whole time I was out? Not, not a single one.

LEHNER: Not a single one-

RAY : Not a single one.

LEHNER: -from your escape from Missouri State?

RAY: Not, not one.

LEHNER: Well what about in Canada?

RAY : Well , yeah that one there but that one don't count .

LEHNER: Why doesn't it count?

RAY : Well , that's a legitimate one .

KERSHAW: You don't count whore houses, anybody knows

LEHNER: Well were you wearing band- aids during that robbery?

RAY : Well the point I'm trying to make is I wasn't out

there committing crimes or anything else . I've committed two

or three insignificant things but nothing -

LEHNER: Well was Raoul out there committing crimes?

RAY: I don't know if he was or not. I assumed so.

LEHNER: Robberies?

RAY : Robbers?
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LEHNER : Robberies?

RAY : I couldn't say . I can just say what I was doing .

LEHNER : Were you wearing band-aids during that robbery

of the, of the whore house?

RAY : Ah, no .

LEHNER: When was the last time you wore band-aids?

RAY : Ah 1959.

LEHNER : Did, well why don't we continue on the list , we'll

go on with this .

HAUSMAN :

front page .

RAY :

Just a few more items that they found on the

Ah, the rifle box for the Browning rifle?

No, I don't recollect that .

HAUSMAN : The last time you saw that would of been in the

New Rebel?

RAY : You're not, you're talking about something else

that was found in the street was you, the rifle box?

HAUSMAN : The package --
Well, with that zipper bag,

the package found in front of Canipe's . These are the items

that were found either wrapped up or --

RAY : No I, No I don't recollection that .

HAUSMAN : Binoculars?

RAY : Yes , ah , yes .

HAUSMAN : When was the last time you saw the binoculars?

RAY: On the, I think they were laying on the bed.

HAUSMAN : That's after you came back from York?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN :
You gave them to Raoul or -
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RAY : Yes .
I think I just threw them on the bed, I don't

recollect

think, I don't/ anyone handling them. I think I handled them when

I purchased them and I just threw them on the bed and said

here they are or something.

HAUSMAN : Did he check them out to see if they were the

right power or good enough to sell to the people he was going

to deal with?

RAY : I don't know. I think that was the second time .

I made two trips down there. I think that was the second

trip , and I think after that trip I had to go somewhere or something

I think I told him I was going somewhere or something and I was

in there a very short time and , two or three minutes at the

most .

HAUSMAN : You mean you came back from the second trip

to the York Arms and he said throw the binoculars down and

you just threw them down?

RAY: I told him they were the wrong kind and that was it

and I just , he said it was allright or something . I was suppose

to get some type of a infraray binoculars , and I told him that

the salesmen told me I would have to go to , ah, an Army Surplus

store or something and that was it .

HAUSMAN : He didn't care what , it wasn't that important

at that time?

RAY : Not at that , not after I told him that , it didn't

appear important .

LEHNER:
Did, were these adjustable as far as , as far as

seeing through the binoculars?
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RAY : I never did look at them .

LEHNER: Well at the store did the fellow explain to you

that they were adjustable?

RAY: I asked him for the infrarays and he mentioned the

Army surplus, and I asked him what kind he had and he said he

had the regular kind or something and there's some question

about whether you can screw something on them and make them infra-

ray, so I told him to wrap them up, and he handed them to me

and I said , I think he handed them to me and I looked at them

and handed them back to him or something .

LEHNER : When he handed them to you, you looked at them?

Did you look through them to see if they were clear?

RAY : No I think he handed them to me just like a salesman

And then I think he probably, Itrying to sell something .

think he said he had two or three kinds or something . I'm not ,

the fellow was kind of nervous anyway and I think I paid him

and that was it . I don't pay much attention ..

LEHNER : So when he handed them to you, you just handled

them but did not look through the lenses?

RAY: No I have no recollection of looking through the lenses.

LEHNER :

or something?

RAY :

And then what , you put them in a bag or a box

He , I think he put them in, wrapped them up or something .

LEHNER : And then you brought them back to Raoul . What

did Raoul do with them?

RAY: Yes . Well, I told him I couldn't get the ones he

wanted and he said okay them's all right , whatever you got.
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LEHNER: Did he look at them?

RAY : I don't , I don't have no recollection of him looking at :3

them . I think I just , I think I threw them on the bed and that's

the last I saw of them .

LEHNER: In the box or out of the box?

RAY : I guess it was in the box. I don't have any recollecti

of ever taking them out of the box.

LEHNER: And he didn't even look at them?

RAY : No, I mentioned , I mention when I had the wrong

kind and he said , well that's all right or something . I told

him the , the infraray business .

LEHNER: Did he tell you , ah , how much to pay for them?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : How did you decide what price to get?

RAY : I just got the cheapest ones I got , I suppose. Ι

assumed the guy asked me , that's my standard way I operate on

something that's not specified . But I know I did ask him about

the other kind , the other type first and when he didn't have

them why I just took whatever he had .

LEHNER : Well , why did you buy the cheapest?

RAY : I think that was the cheapest , I probably -

LEHNER : Why did you want to buy the cheapest?

RAY : Why did I want to buy the cheapest? It was my money,

he didn't give me any money to buy anything .

LEHNER : How much money did you have?

RAY : At that time? I didn't have too much. Ah, 12 or

1500 dollars I suppose .
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LEHNER : How much?

RAY: 12 or 1500 .

LEHNER : 12 or 15 hundred , how did you have 12 or 1500?

RAY : How come I had that much?

LEHNER: Yeah.

RAY: Well I just had that much .

LEHNER: Well , did you understand that Raoul wanted to sell

these binoculars to the , to the person that he was going to

sell the rifle to?

RAY : Well when he said the infrarays I thought maybe

he was trying to possibly sell something . I didn't -

LEHNER: So that this would be like a, a sample of something

that he was going to sell to the Latins ?

RAY : I thought , I thought that the rifle was a sample and

the whole conversation about the army surplus rifles , but the ,

the, ah, binoculars I didn't put any significance on them except

the infraray business .

LEHNER : Well Infra-

RAY : And as I heard , I heard one time about military rifles .

LEHNER : Infrared binoculars would be an expensive

binoculars-

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER : -so that you could see well at night?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Is that correct? It was your understanding

that he was going to try to sell that to the Latins as part

of the deal , right?
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to be.

RAY : There was no mention of that .

LEHNER: Well was that your understanding?

RAY: Well I made certain assumptions , I just didn't -

LEHNER: What was the assumption you made about it?

RAY : I thought maybe it was the possibly they were going

LEHNER : So why did you take it upon yourself to buy the

cheapest kind , because you certainly didn't buy the cheapest

rifle , you bought a very expensive rifle , why did you buy such

a cheap pair of binoculars?

RAY : Well it was the wrong kind . If they had been the cor-

rect kind then I would of went ahead and bought the right one .

I didnt know where, the fact is I still don't know if infraray

is where you screw them on or whether they come all in one

piece or what . But the guy at the store give me the impression

that they clip on or something like that.

LEHNER : Well , what do you think the reason why he was so

particular about the rifle and made you go back and exchange

it, and yet with the binoculars he doesn't specify that he wants

an expensive pair, that when you give it to him not only does

he not send you back for a different type, more expensive , but

he doesn't even pick it up . You just throw it on the bed

and he doesn't even look at it .

RAY : Well I think there's a difference here , when, when

I bought the binoculars the fellow said he didn't have it . Now

it's entirely different with the rifle . He, you know he did have

the other type of rifle and I just don't see any significance .
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KERSHAW: Besides by that time Raoul knew that King would

be there before dark and he didn't need the God damn infrared

binoculars . I've already figured that out .

LEHNER: Well, I'm just , I'm just thinking about in your

mind , James , in your mind this is going to be sold to the

Latins and you know that he's interested in getting a good rifle

to sell to them and you are taking it upon yourself with 1200

to $1500 to buy the cheapest binoculars even though he's wanting

expensive binoculars like infrared-

RAY: He just said -

LEHNER : -and he doesn't even pick them up to look at

them, doesn't this give you some kind of suspicion?

RAY : No because I got the wrong , I mean, they didn't

have the kind I wanted . If they'd had the different kind , if

he'd asked me to go there and get a certain kind or I got the

wrong kind or something like that it would of been a mis- a

different story . But he didn't seem interested in it,

and I really don't press the point . It's just like in jail, if

somebody gives me a package and says take this down to A cell

and I take it down there and give it to him and he takes it ,

well that's it , I mean I don't , if the other party don't make

no issue of it , I don't make no issue of it either, you know,

I'm just more or less getby or whatever you want to call it .

So, I wouldn't attach , I didn't attach anything to that at all

KERSHAW: I think it might be a wrong assumption at my

own expense and the red- infrared binoculars anyway , it at

anything , it's got a little old red film to snap over them .
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HAUSMAN : Let me just -- Three or four more items . I

think the last one we had was binoculars , and you said

RAY : Yes .

HAUSMAN :

-

-the last time you saw that was when you threw

them on bed. Ah, binocular case?

RAY : I can't recollect that , there must of been as case

there but I don't have no independent-

HAUSMAN: Binocular box? Do you remember how the

binoculars were packed?

RAY : No.

HAUSMAN: Were they'in a case and then in a box?

RAY: They was wrapped up but I don't know what they were

wrapped in .

HAUSMAN: Okay . Springfield Rifle , .30-06 .

RAY : No, I don't have no recollection of that.

HAUSMAN: The last time you saw that would been?

RAY : The day before that probably.

HAUSMAN : Back in the New Rebel?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN: An Adjusto watch band?

RAY: I may have had that I don't know.

HAUSMAN : Did you normall wear a watch?

RAY : No, I'm inclined to think that wasn't mine . Because

I got robbed for a watch in Los Angeles and I bought a new one.

So, I would just have one watch . I can't, I don't recall the

band at all .

HAUSMAN : But it might of had , just a spare band?
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RAY: Yeah, but I don't , I wouldn't know where I got it at .

Because it could have been mind but I don't have no recollection

of it at all.

Well let me just withdraw

Now thinking back you say you remember the

LEHNER: Any of these items , ah
--

that for a second .

newspaper, buying it at the New Rebel , is that right?

RAY: I may have, I don't know. I mean it's just , I

usually buy a newspaper so that's why I think maybe I bought

it.

LEHNER: Did you just drɔp that off on the bed when you were

up there, or what did you do with the newspaper when you were

up in the room?

——
RAY: I don't have no recollection , it may have been I can't,

I can't understand why I , I usually buy a paper and glance through

it and just leave it in the motel or wherever I'm at . I don't

know why I would be carrying it around . But I'm not saying I

didn't, I wasn't carrying it around .

LEHNER: What if, did , do you recall Raoul taking a

look at the paper?

RAY : No.

LEHNER: What was he doing when he was in the room?

RAY: I didn't see anything he was doing . He was , ah,

LEHNER: What did you have the bobby pins for?

RAY : I don't even recollect-

LEHNER : I'm sorry.

RAY : I don't even recollect , recollect having them .

I'm just assuming they may be mine . The only thing that I,
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the watch band I don't have no recollection of having it at all .

I don't have no recollection of having the beer, or the bobby pins,

I don't know what I'd be doing with those. And , but some, some -

Possibly some woman could of left them in there so-

LEHNER: And did he have any possessions up in your room?

RAY : Not as I know of. I think he had a transitor radio,

but I don't know , I'm not positive of that..

HAUSMAN: So you had two transitors up there?

-RAY : I thought he had one in his pocket I didn't

HAUSMAN: And you had your's that you had taken since

Jefferson City?

RAY : Yeah , well I , well the one I had would of been

smaller than the one of his .

LEHNER: Did he handle any of these items that we are talking

about while , while up in your room?

RAY : I couldn't say , I wasn't in there over 15 minutes .

I suppose anyone could handle them .

LEHNER : No, when you were there did he handle any of your

items?

RAY : No I don't think he handled anything of mine .

LEHNER: Where was the , where was the rifle that he had taken

from you the previous day at the New Rebel?

RAY : I don't know where it was at .

LEHNER : Did you ask him?

RAY : No.

LEHNER: Well he was suppose to show to , to Latins up there?

RAY : Well I assumed there was nothing , he had a room rented

in the other part of the building .
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LEHNER: What made you assume that?

RAY: Oh, by his actions , his conversation .

LEHNER: What, could you specify what actions and what

conversation.

RAY : Well he was familiar with the place , ah , I just assumed
--

I don't know it's just certain assumptions you make , it's difficult

to explain how you make them.

LEHNER: Did you ask him where he was going to spend the

night?

RAY : No.

LEHNER: Did you ask him where his car was?

RAY: No I didn't ask him, he asked to use my car so I

assumed he didn't have one.

LEHNER: Well how, what did you assume as to how he got to

the New Rebel , a motel , without a car?

RAY: I don't know how he got there , I assumed that he had ,

that he would of had, would of either had to have a car or

a taxi cab .

LEHNER: Well, what do you assume as to how he left the

New Rebel when it was raining out with the , with the rifle?

RAY : He would of had to have something because the New

Rebel is kind of a , it's not in the main part of town, you

couldn't just walk down the stree with the rifle .

LEHNER: He didn't call for a taxi when he left your

place did he?

RAY : No he could very, well you could of had one waiting

or something .
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LEHNER : How long did he stay at your place?

RAY: --
Very Not very long .

LEHNER: How long?

RAY : 10 minutes I think at the most . We changed, we

exchanged some addresses and that was it .

LEHNER: He didn't ask you to give him a lift with your car?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : He knew your car was out front, right?

RAY: Well he should of , it was parked in front of

the building , I don't know.

LEHNER: So there was no, there was no need for him to

have a taxi cab waiting since you were , you had driven from

Birmingham all the way to, to Memphis just to meet him to give

him the rifle , certainly he wouldn't feel that he was imposing

upon you to have you drive him from the New Rebel to wherever

in town he wanted to go , right?

RAY : Well it's a possibility he wouldn't want me to see where

he was going , ah

LEHNER:

11

Well he could have you drop

RAY : I, I've --

LEHNER: -he could have you drop hom off a block away from

where he wants to go , he could of done that , right?

RAY : Well he could of , I don't, I --

LEHNER : You don't think that he had a cab waiting outside

the New Rebel all the time he was in there , do you think so?

RAY : I think it was very possible , it wouldn't be $5,

it wouldn't be , it probably wouldn't bankrupt him, if someone
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had a cab waiting for a few minutes . But I couldn't

see anybody walking that
-

it was raining that night hard, I

couldn't see anyone walking down the street.

LEHNER: Did you see him taking a, with this box , how,

what kind of box was it that you had the rifle in?

RAY: I don't recall just what , oversized I think.

LEHNER: Did it say Browning Rifle or whatever it is

on the outside of the box?

RAY : I couldn't say, I never paid any attention to it .

Was there any wrapping around the box, plain paper,LEHNER :

or was it in a box that would specify that it was a rifle?

RAY : Ah, no, I don't think so, I don't know if I have

some recollection of something being wrapped around it or some-

thing , but I don't know if it's a sheet or bedspread or what .

I just didn't pay any attention to it. It -

LEHNER: Well

RAY: I didn't - Rifles don't interest me .

LEHNER : Well rifles might not interest you in general

but you being an escaped convict it would be of interest to ,

you would be interested in making sure that someone didn't

catch you with the rifle , is
11

RAY : Yeah, that's the only interest to me, now, I didn't ·

LEHNER : I assumed that you were interested in that . Now

you , you carried this rifle in your , in your car did you not?

RAY : (No response) .

LEHNER: Where did you keep it in the car , what part?

RAY : In the trunk , the trunk .
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LEHNER: Well did you have a sheet around it or was it in

a box without a sheet around it?

RAY : I probably, I think I probably stuck it in the back

and put junk around it to keep it from being exposed in case

I had to get in the back of it.

LEHNER: When you brought it into the New Rebel was there,

was there anything wrapped around it?

RAY : Ah, I have a recollection of something may have been

wrapped around it , but I'm not , I'm not, I'm not positive .

I think --
if I had to testify under oath I would say it was

something wrapped around ' it .

LEHNER : What?

RAY : Maybe a sheet . Possibly a sheet .

LEHNER : So when you gave it to him there was a sheet

wrapped around it?

RAY : It might of been yes , or something darker , but I'm

not, I couldn't the only thing I would say is there was some-

thing wrapped around it when I got rid of it .

LEHNER : What's your reason for sus- , for thinking that

he wanted you to carry this rifle all the way from Birmingham

to Memphis and then he takes a cab up , picks up the rifle and

has to transport this guy rifle by cab with just a,-

possibly a sheet around it to camouflage?

RAY : Well he may have had some
-

He may have had someone

in a car out there, I don't know. But there was some conversation

when we was in Birmingham that he was going to New Orleans

or something and that was the excuse for me to take it to

Tenn- to take it to Memphis .
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LEHNER: Well wasn't it the fact that you , what was the

reason that he sent you into buy the rifle rather than buy

it himself?

RAY: Well, I can't, I can't understand it , I don't know.

LEHNER : Well wasn't it that you were taking the

risk, he was paying you so you were taking the-

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER: -risk of buy the rifle and transporting the

rifle?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: Then why did he take it upon himslef to transport

the rifle from the New Rebel to this rooming house where all the

would could see him walking in with that rifle into that rooming

house in broad daylight?

RAY: Well , I don't know if there's any testimony ever been

house the rifle got to the rooming house . I don't know , it

could of been took up there at nighttime

maybe it was never in there , I don't know.

or it could of been

LEHNER: Well if it was in there at nighttime-

RAY : You ran ballistics , I mean is it the real one or what?

LEHNER: Well the ballistics test as I have told your lawyer

today are still being conducted . The experts have been in

Washington all weekend , and they have finished their test Tuesday ,

and they are going to come back we think at the end of October

to write their final report . Ah, but you're talking about a

rifle that you are transporting all across the Mississippi to

the New Rebel , and then Raoul decides to transport it the last
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leg of the way up until the very place where he doesn't want

to be seen with the rifle if he's planning to shoot Dr. King .

Why, why do you suspect that he would of done that? Why didn't

he have you transport it up there?

RAY: I really don't know why, that would be relving_on

me quite a bit seems like to me to get a rifle in here a certain

time. I, I suppose if you were going to shoot someone , you ,

you'd want, you really wasn't quite sure whether it was going

to be day or night , you'd wan't , you'd want to have it a little

ahead of time, but , there's so many See, I've got a note

wrot- I've got a note wrote down here on this thing , it says ,

reason threw bag down, car gone", ah

-

LEHNER: What does that, what does that mean?

-- these are allRAY: Well, I mean that's just another

hypothesis , it's dif- well you can raise up 15 or 20 hypothesises

and try to conclude which one's correct and which one isn't.

But me and Foreman talked about this here on February 13th,

when I got this note that says "threw bag down , car gone" ,

well , we hypothesized that the car was gone . So, ah
--

LEHNER: The reason, the reason that who threw the

bag down?

RAY : The reason threw bag down-

LEHNER: That who threw the bag down?

RAY : Well anyone threw the bag down .

LEHNER : The reason that anyone threw the bag down was

what?

RAY: Yes . Well we was trying to hypothesize the reason
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someone would would put a bag in , in front of a doorway. So,

we, I think we hypothesized if you run out the door with a

rifle and you see your car was gone you'd probably throw the bag

and rifle down and take off on foot , so -

LEHNER: Did he expect , did he expect the car to be there?

- he mightRAY : Well if I had moved it , it , he might of

of expected it . Of course that's just our , one of our hypothesises

if you, in otherwords if you shot someone and run down the stairs

and you intended to use the car for a getaway and it was gone

why you would
--

LEHNER: Did he expect the car to be there?

RAY : I think so. But --

LEHNER: Well -

RAY: -that doesn't mean it's correct .

LEHNER: Didn't he tell you- Didn't he tell you to go to

the movies?

RAY: Yes .

WellLEHNER:

RAY: But -

LEHNER: How did he know you weren't going to take the car

to go to the movies?

RAY : Well the movie's about two blocks down the street .

LEHNER: Well how did he , how did he know that you didn't

like that movie and you were going to to to another movie in a

different part of town?

RAY : Well he done told me he wanted to use the car that

night for some reason .
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2

What time did he want to use it?LEHNER:

RAY: Well I, I didn't --
He didn't specify the time .

LEHNER: So you could of driven the car away , come back

at 7:00 to give him the car for that night?

RAY : Well that, that was just the hypothesis , I'm not

saying it's correct. We were just trying to work out a, a defense.

LEHNER: What does it say under reason threw car , or bag

down car gone?

RAY: We Can you read your's?

LEHNER: Well --

RAY : I've got one maybe wrote clearer, huh-

LEHNER: It's tuff to read, let me give you my copy and see

if you can read it a little better?

RAY : We buy

LEHNER: Maybe that first word is, use?

RAY : It looks like , use bag to carry binoculars and

shells, yes.

LEHNER : What does that mean?

RAY : Huh.

LEHNER: What does that mean?

RAY : Well that would mean use the bag to carry the binoculars

and shells in .

LEHNER: Why did you write that?

RAY : Well these were just hypothesises we were thinking

up trying for a defense. And these things I would discuss with

Foreman when he came up here or he'd discuss with me.

LEHNER: But if he told you just to go to a movie, and
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he told you he wants to use it that night , and didn't specify

what time, right?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : And he planning to kill Martin Luther King , he

won't know whether, that his getaway car is there or not , right?

RAY: Well, unless he had another one.

LEHNER: Well if he had another one why would he have to

through the bag down if the car's gone?

RAY: Well , no , maybe the other one's for , maybe the police

could see it , I don't know, I'm just –

LEHNER: Where would the other one be?

-- I think there'sRAY: I couldn't say . Wherever, I think

been witnesses testified that there's a car left there in a dif-

ferent area within where I was parked at . Now if that's correct

I don't know.

LEHNER: So you mean he had a second car?

RAY : Well Arthur Hanes , now he, he claims there's a

seond a car, I don't have no knowledge of it myself .

LEHNER : Well what would happen if your car was there ,

if you had left the car there, would he of used your car?

He would of driven off in both cars to confuseKERSHAW :

the police .

RAY : He had , he had a set of keys to my car , I know tha5.

So I don't know if he would of used mine or not .

LEHNER : Well , if you , what , if your car was still there

he would of used your car and left his own car there?

RAY : Well I don't know. These, these are all hypothesises.
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I suppose very vell if he had used my car it would of put the

heat on me.

KERSHAW: Like throwing the bag full down, full of his

stuff to put the heat on you.

RAY : I supose he could
-

LEHNER : He would of used your car and driven away in

your car, but he would of had to left his own car because he had

his own car as a back up car, right?

RAY : I don't know if there was anyone else driving , driving

in that area, you know, to pick him up or what .

LEHNER: But if there's someone else to drive to pick him

up, that somone else would of been there and he wouldn't had

to dropped the bag down.

of

KERSHAW: He would/had to drop the bag down.

LEHNER : But you were hypothecating that he dropped it

down because the car was gone , right?

RAY: Yeah , see these hypothesises , ah , at that time , you

know I'm in a different position now, now I've got to prove

I'm not guilty . But at the time it was, you know,

it was up to the State to prove I was guilty and what we were

doing is tring to get these , the hypothesis to where we could

maybe prove ours and we would be more stronger than the State .

So , ah -

LEHNER: Well did you think, did you think that he, when

you were waiting trial , did you think that Raoul had set you

up?

RAY : Not particular no .
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LEHNER: Well did you , did you think that he dropped the

bag with your finger prints on the gun because he wanted to have

you as the scapegoat?

RAY: Well I don't know. I, I always assumed people do

things , you know, in their own interest. No necessarily opposing

my interest, but it might work out where it would be opposing

my interest. As far as the bag goes that's why I've got down

here, you know, carrying the, I tried to figured out why somebody,

why someone would anything , why he wouldn't want a bag . Well

if he wanted a bag he he might want to carry ammunition in it .

You know, incase the police jumped you up. If the police jumped

you up why I suppose the ammunition and the rifle would come

in fairly handy . So that's why I hypothesized from that position .

LEHNER : Well, what I'm What I'm trying to get at is,--

if he dropped this bag down with your finger prints on the gun

in your mind was he doing that to lay susupicion on you?

RAY : Well I don't think not necessarity .

LEHNER : So you think that he probably would of tried

to get away with the gun?

RAY: Well I think, I think anyone would try to, on a murder

charge would try to shift the heat a little bit . But it could

be done in several ways . I, I assumed that this stuff was

found in my car and parked four or five blocks away and all these

rifles and binoculars or whatever it was in there , it would

probably throw a little heat on me , you know, in order to get the

other person , you know he could get away, but
——

LEHNER : You think that he was going to put the , the gun

in your car and then take off in another car?
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RAY: Well that's possible , or he could use my car, because

I gave him the keys and he could of left it three or four

getaway car. That's the way I lookblocks away as sort of a

at things of course I look at it from the --

LEHNER : Well wouldn't that be that he was trying to put

the heat on you then? Leave a gun with your finger prints-

RAY : Well I--

LEHNER: -in your car three or four blocks away .

RAY : Well that's possible , well that's possible.

You see, but I always try to look at the best , you know the best

in everyone so I don't seem to be
--

EVANS : Gosh, you're doing 99 years.

RAY : Yeah, I know it . But I assumed everyone looks at,

I just assumed everyone is looking out for themself and if, if

it comes between you and them, well naturally it's going to

be them. Because I know that's the way I would look at

anything because if it was up to me or another party then it would

just have to be the other party.

LEHNER: You've had nine years to think about this now.

Do you think that Raoul if he could of would of tried to get

away and not put any heat on you?

I think, well , I think it would of beenRAY : I think --

in his interest , I know it would of been
-- I try to think

you know, what's in my interest, how I would act in a similar

situation. I think it would of been in his interest to shift the

heat on me , definitely
that . Well, how, how much heat he

wanted to shift on me I can't , I couldn't answer that , that's

another question .
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him-

LEHNER : And he shifted the heat on you and away from

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER: -if the gun was found with your finger prints and

not his, right?

RAY : Yeah . See I don't
--

LEHNER : So, therefore, you think that he disposed of the,

of the gun with your finger prints on it to draw heat away

from him and on to you, isn't that right?

RAY: See, the only thing I can think of was , when I

would of been tring to, framed at would been on the binoculars ,

because I handled those , but as far as the rifle was going -

Ah, it could of just as well turned out that my prints would of

never been on them because it'd been so long since I'd handled

it, but

RAY :

LEHNER : How did he know that you handled the binoculars?

You didn't handle the binoculars in his in his presence . For

all he knew you bought those binoculars in the store and you looked

at them and they were put in the box and that was the end of it .

Well there's certain assumptions that you make though .

Because if you go buy something , I mean, they're in a box where

your finger prints are going to be on them . Ah, the only thing

in the whole case that makes me think that somebody is trying

to put the heat on me is the binoculars . It's not the rifle ,

it's not the case and all that stuff . It's --

LEHNER : Just, just try to think of this . Do you think that

he dropped those , that , that bag with your finger prints on whatever
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is in there to draw the heat on to you and away from him?

RAY: Yes, it's just a matter of degrees , is the only

thing, word we differ on. I know I don't think it was malicious .

I look at it as a professional rather than malicious .

LEHNER: Forget about whether it was malicious or not,

he wanted to put-

RAY : All right.

LEHNER: -the heat on you and away from him.

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: So he dropped the bundle there, right?

RAY: Well it's possible I don't know, it's-

LEHNER : All right , then why are you hypothecating that

he dropped it there because the car is gone?

He's gettin- , the way , the way you are figuring it out

is that he has someone else to drive him away. If he has

someone else to drive him away the reason he drops it is not

that the car is gone , if the reason he drops it is he wants to

take the heat away from himself and put it on you. So how does

this comment that you made to, to Foreman make any sense?

KERSHAW: It's an alternative .

RAY: We, we didn't discuss one hypothesis , this is just

one of many. Ah , see I tried to put myself, I don't have

all these devious ways of looking at things , I try to just put

my position of what I would of did if it had been my position .

If I would had the police on me I would want some type of weapon

to defend myself , expecially if I had, you know, on a murder charge.

And, now I figure that's the way someone else, of course, I
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mean you could always , like you say you could , you could lay

something down there to put the heat on someone else , but , you

know there's two ways to look at a criminal . Some criminals

they look at things the devious way , the con man , and then

some type of a armed robber , or something they look at things

more or less more straight on . And I can't look at all these

various angles . The only thing I was doing is just trying to,

you know, get one hypothesis where it would sound reasonable

and go ahead and put it onthe jury .

EVANS : Did you ever hypothesize as to how Raoul carried

out the commission of the crime?

RAY: Ah-

EVANS : Did you ever place yourself in his position?

RAY : With reference to the bag I have, yes.

EVANS : In reference to the whole thing?

RAY : No I haven't .

EVANS : All right , did you ever hypothesize as to whether

Raoul did or did not do it?

RAY : Ah , yeah, yes I have in , for legal reasons .

EVANS : Okay . And what did you come up?

RAY : Well I'd just say I wouldn't know.

see anything and that, where I
--

Because I didn't ,

EVANS : Well based on what you know about the case ,

what you've read , what you've heard, how do you think it was

committed?

RAY : The crime?

EVANS : Yeah .
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Taking into consideration that the bundle was left in front

of Canipe's which implicated you .

RAY: I think this was my head right at the time, and I think

I'm still inclined to think that somebody came down the stairs

to get in the car and the car was gone and so they just left the

junk .

EVANS : All right . Prior to that , say from the time that

you left Raoul , and you left the box in the room, in the time

you left until the box was dropped had you ever thought about

time

what occurred inbetween that/that caused whoever the person was

that dropped that box to drop it there?

RAY: No I don't know , I haven't read enough , I'm not trying

to be evasive .

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : I haven't read enough to really determine just when

the box was dropped. There's some people that say it was 15 or

20 minutes before the shooting . And some people say it was

after . So -

EVANS : All right . Well what I'm saying is , did you ever

give any thought to what occurred in that room in the bathroom

or what occurred in that particular rooming house in that particula

arear of the rooming house after you left , which ultimately

resulted in that box being dropped in front of Canipe's?

RAY : Well , yes , I thought about it , there's really just ,

I mean there's just two, two answers to that, it would be he

was either shot from the rooming house or shot from the bushes

down stairs .
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EVANS : Shot from the bushes down stairs?

RAY: Yes .

EVANS : Okay. All right , let's assume that he was shot

from the rooming house , can you imagine how that could occur?

Have you given it any thought?

RAY: No I really haven't given it that much thought, how ,

how --

EVANS : Could you think about it now and sort of verbalize

for us for us what you think might of occurred?

-- At the

RAY: Well see I've heard, I've heard so many different

things that's it's difficult for me to really come up

evidentiary hearing we had an expert witness testify that it

would be impossible to shot anyone from the bathroom. So it's ,

it's really difficult for me to come up with any hypothesis .

The only thing , I always look at things possibly the way I

do and I figure , I always assumed that a weapon would come

in handy if you every had to make a getaway from some serious

But other than that I could speculate on any other.

EVANS : Okay in that light a weapon needed , is need to

getaway . Ah, why would you need a weapon?

crime.

make a

RAY : Well I suppose if the police jumped, jumped you up

or something like that you would probably need it .

gun?

LEHNER : You would need a rifle or you would need a hand

RAY : Well I mean I'd rahter have a handgun but I could

see where someone else may rather prefer a rifle , since I'm

more conversed with a handgun , but -
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LEHNER: Well if you just used the rifle to kill Martin

Luther King you wouldn't want to have to be found with that

rifle would you? You'd rather if you had to, if you could you'd

try to get rid of it wouldn't you?

RAY : I assumed Well, yeah , after you got out of the

area you'd probably get rid of it , but I'm , I don't know if

you would want to get rid of it right away. Well , like I mentioned,

I'd , I'd much rather have a handgun, not only the police but

somebody might try to snatch, grab you or anything like that,

but I don't know how, some people prefer a rifle, some prefe=

a shot gun. I'm just telling you my preference .

LEHNER : Well is it, do you think that what might of happened

was that Raoul used that rifle to shoot from the bathroom, put

it in a bag , dropped it in front of Canipe's and made the getaway?

RAY : Well I , I couldn't say that.

LEHNER: Is that a possiblity?

RAY : Well 1 guess if there, there's witnesses there that

seen it, the police seen it, they know. I mean you you really

don't have to ask me because people, other people know about

it .

LEHNER: Well I'm asking you not because you are a witness ,

I mean according to your account, but what you think is a possiblit

you knowing Raoul, and you knowing the situation , you being , doing

99 years for it , I'm sure you have a lot more time to think about

it and a lot more interest in it than most other people. Now

I'm just asking you , is that a possibility that Raoul used the,

the rifle that you bought at Aeromarine to shoot Dr. King
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N
j

:

through the
bathroom window

and then dropped
it with

other

items in
front of Canipe's

and made a getaway
?

RAY:

See, see, see Huie,

Well there had to be some reason to drop it there because
the only reason that it could of been dropped there other than

being some type of plant or something is , if he couldn't get to

the car or
something

like that , because , ah, I can't see any

other reason for, for a, for dropping it .

these various book writers they say that I dropped it there so

that I
could get publicity, but I mean I don't really know

how you
could accept that because if you did , if you accepted

something like that you'd have to accept the person was insane

and he should
be in a lunatic asylum, so I can't

LEHNER:

--

Is it possible that someone could of dropped itthere
because they saw some police

officers
and they figured

they
would

rather not be found
with

the rifle
but to rather

to

drop the
rifle and make a getaway

without
the murder

weapon
?

RAY:
No, I

can't see, I can't 171 I mean I've beentold that
several times but I can't

see anyone
dropping

the

bag, the
rifle if he sees the police

officers
, because

if he

does that the
police officers

can see him.

LEHNER:
When

you,times who told you
that?

So --

when you say you were told that several

RAY: Ah,
right after

I got in the prison
apparently

the
prosecuting

attorney told Avery
to say, hold

a news
conference

,

hewas the

Correction Administrator

, he held
a news

conference
and he said

that
James Ray dropped

the bag there
becase

he

seen the
police

officers
.

for a
while,

and I said , well
that

really

don't

make
much

senseAnd I got to thinking aobut that
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because if somebody drops a bag, because he sees police officers ,

well the police officers is going to see him. So

LEHNER: Not necessarily.

RAY: Huh.

LEHNER: You mean you never seen someone who didn't see you?

KERSHAW:
Might, he might be turned the other way, he might

see the back of a police officer.

RAY: Huh?

LEHNER: You never seer, someone who didn't see you, you've never seen a pol

car, and rather than take a chance on having the officers in

the car see you , you , you dispose of something , isn't that a

possibility?

RAY: That's a possibility . I've never been in that

situation, but I , I could see it would be.

LEHNER : You've never been in a situation where you were

traced, where you saw police officers after , after you
--

RAY: Well , well let
-

LEHNER: After you've committed a crime have you every been

in a situation where you saw police officers?

RAY : I can't think of any .

LEHNER : No?

RAY : Let me , let me ask you this , if the police officers ,

if the police officer , if he could see the police officer you

know they are going to see him if he gets in the car and runs

off in a cloud of dust they got to see that .

LEHNER : Well not necessarily .

RAY: There's only a police officer there , and I've talked
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to these police officers , the only police officer there would ,

were within a hundred, hundred feet of the rooming house. And

if there was any cars or people running out of that rooming house

they are going to see them.

LEHNER: That's assuming that they were directed to Main

Street and not to Mulberry Street where the crime occurred .

RAY: Well, from conversations that I've had with them they

all didn't go to Mulberry Street.

DeFour went to Mulberry Street, but Barry never did go

to Mulberry Street . According to Berry and some of the other

ones there was , I think there were three, three attact cars

and there were four officers in each attact car . I have checked

into that.

LEHNER : Well I can't , I can tell you that witnesses have

been spoken to and they heard the bundle dropped and that very

shortly thereafter police arrived . So I can tell you that it

was certainly within the realm of possibility that the person

who dropped the bundle saw a police officer. Now I can also

tell you that no police officer saw the bundle dropped . The police

officers that have been spoken to. So in all fairness I'm, I'm

telling you what has happened as far as the interviews that are

being conducted , that it is apparent that the bundle was dropped

shortly before the police officer found it and that no police

officer saw the bundle dropped . And in viewing that area it is

possible that someone could see police officers in the area

of the fire station and yet the officer not be looking at the

person who sees him. Many times you see someone who is looking

away, because you see someone else doesn't mean that that person
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is seeing you isn't that true?

RAY: Ah, it's possible , I would agree that it's, yes

LEHNER: So it's a possiblity that the person who dropped

it whoever it is, dropped it because he saw some police officers

who didn't see him at that very moment , isn't that true?

RAY : Yes . In otherwards he saw them, but he dropped it,

got in the car and drove off and all the time they never saw

him?

LEHNER: Yeah . Isn't that, you don't think that's a

possibility?

RAY: No.

LEHNER: Well if you , if you committed a crime , let's

hypothe-, hypothesize that you committed a crime and you had

the murder weapon on you, I'm saying murder, it would be to your

interest not to be found with that murder weapon , isn't that true

if you got stopped? You could deny the murder and rely, rely

upon eyewitness testimony and say, well what do you have on me,

right?

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER : Now, it would be to your advantage also to wipe

off any finger prints that you might have on that weapon ,

isn't that true, so that if it's found you wouldn't , your

finger print wouldn't be found on it. If you had time to do

that , isn't that true?

RAY : Well if it would be to my advantage I would wipe

them off .

LEHNER : You would , if you had time?
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RAY: It wouldn't be no question , I , I'd of had time before,

I would, I would of had time before I did it .

LEHNER: Well you have to think-

RAY : Huh .

LEHNER: -you have to think there's one, there's one thing

you want to do is to get out of there as quick as possible too,

right?

RAY: If I were going to use a weapon to commit a crime with

it there wouldn't been no prints on it before I committed

crime .

LEHNER: Well , could I ask you

KERSHAW: Or after either .

RAY : Huh. Just like -

KERSHAW: Because you would of wore the band- aids .

the

RAY : It was like the Mustang ,, the Mustang there was no

three print on the Mustang or anything . I had, I had everything

wiped off when the heat was on me.

LEHNER : Think of this , how did in your opinion , how did

Raoul arrange if there was going to be a police alarm,

look out for a man in a white Mustang?

RAY : How did he arrange that?

LEHNER: Yeah . How did he throw the heat off himself and

put it on you by arranging that there be an alarm, a man in a

white Mustang?

RAY : Well I , I , the only thing I know about that was the ,

the, somebody cut in on a , citizen band radio cut in on a police

but I don't know if, -
call and ,
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LEHNER: That was way later . Way later.

How did he arrange at 6:08 to have on the police, the

police raidio , man in a white Mustang involved in the shooting

of Martin Luther King?

2

RAY: Well I don't think he arranged for that did he?

LEHNER: How did it happen?

RAY: I couldn't say . I've read books

LEHNER :

it happen
--

You've had 9 years to think about this , how did

RAY : I've forgot about this five years ago, I'm just telling

you recollections .

LEHNER: Well --

RAY : All right .

Well see if you can think about it .

LEHNER: You've been --

this question .

You might have an interest in

You might have , if you've had nine years to

think about it you might have 90 more , God willing , for your ,

for your longevity .

RAY: Yeah .

LEHNER: Ah, how did he arrange , or how did it get arranged

that at 6:08 on the police radio they are looking for a man in

a white Mustang involved in the King case? Certainly it couldn't

be your white Mustang because your white Mustang was in the, in

the, in the gas station at the time . Your white Mustang didn't

even get within a block of the rooming house , right?

RAY : It's my understanding that every car on that block was

white , parked there around 5:00 they were all white for some

reason , there's 7 or 8 cars .
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LEHNER : You had seen that during that day, right?

RAY : Huh.

LEHNER : You had seen those cars there? You had seen the

white cars there?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: All right, so you knew about that?

RAY : Well that stuck in my mind all these white cars

parked out there.

LEHNER : Right , go ahead .

RAY : I think the Cadillac , was it white too , Jower's ,

I don't know . But, I think, there was reports of white Mustang

had left the area one right after the crime and one about 15

minutes after . And I suppose , I assume that's why the , the , they

put the all points bulletin out for a white Mustang .

they seen one left right after the
-

Because

LEHNER: What , which white Mustang went 15 minutes afterwards?

Where did you get that?

RAY: Well I got it out of the books , that's where I got

all the information.

LEHNER : Well , 15 minutes after that , the police were on the

scene long time before that , so -

RAY : That one didn't count . The second one din't count .

The first one I think they seen one , however they got it, I

don't know how they got it . I, I--

LEHNER: How did Raoul arrange this , if , trying to take

the heat off himself and putting it on you? How did he arrange

that, that the police would have an alarm for a white Mustang

at 6:08?
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RAY : I don't

LEHNER:

I don't know if he did arrange it.

Howdid it happen?

RAY : The only thing I , I don't know how it happened .

I think --

LEHNER :

KERSHAW:

How do you assume it happened?

Raoul or one of his other confederates they

drive away in a white Mustang rapidly at 6:00 , so that the police

see this , so this is the information from

RAY : Well if the police seen him drive away then they

the person get in the Mustang wouldn't they?

LEHNER: And wouldn't they chase that Mustang?

RAY : Huh?

LEHNER: Wouldn't they chase it?

RAY : Yes , if they saw it drive away . I would assume

they would .

where else .

LEHNER:

Unless , unless they thought the shot came from some-

And wouldn't he then run a risk of being caught?

RAY: Well I suppose so. I'd

LEHNER:

--

And so how does he , how does he arrange as part

of the plan to , to put the heat off himself and on to you,

how does he arrange for a white Mustang to be sought in this case ,

since he was, he was,he was also planning to have your car availab

but he didn't .

MR. KERSHAW : Mr. Hanes ' theory is that there were two

white Mustangs there.

LEHNER : And what, he took off in the other white Mustang?

KERSHAW: Yeah .
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LEHNER: Well if he took off inthe other white Mustang

that means that he didn't do, he didn't do that so as to draw

heat away from himself , he was drawing heat towards himself

if the police are looking for a white Mustang and he's in a white

Mustang.

KERSHAW: But when you drive away from the immediate scene,

every car, every, every job I've pulled, you have another

car waiting within a half block to pick you up. And they leave

in a white Mustang but you always have someone, something else.

That's what I always read in the newpapers .

work
RAY: Well that doesn't always though, because I got

20 years for doing the same thing like that .

KERSHAW:

LEHNER:

·
Well I didn't say it always worked, but right?

What, what if you had gone to the movie theatre,

did you , did he tell you to go to a movie theatre?

RAY: Suggested, yes .

LEHNER : What if you had gone to a movie theatre as he sug-

gested, and you were in that movie theatre at the time of the

shooting , you'd of had an alibi wouldn't you? You'd have

everybody sitting around you , you'd have the ticket taker,

you'd have the stub, how was that going to draw the heat on

you?

RAY: I done said that I don't think anyone had malicious

intent toward me.

LEHNER: So why did he drop that gun with your finger

prints on it in front of Canipe's?

RAY : Well that wouldn't necessarily been malicious , that
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would of just been shifting the heat, they call it.

LEHNER: Because , because the car was gone?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: Well if the car was gone how does he make the

getaway?

RAY: Well if --

LEHNER: Does he make the getaway on foot?

RAY : Well if there's another car there-

LEHNER: Then why didn't he get into the other car?

The reason he dropped the bundle was not because the car was

gone then.

RAY : Well that
---

talking about another car.

I'm talking about my car, I'm not

LEHNER: What is , what's the purpose in your car being gone

if he has another car, he could take that, that rifle into

the other car and get away .

RAY : Well I mean, I don't know, I , either thing it really

don't make no big deal to me. I think you could have two cars

there or you could have one car . One might be a back up or one

LEHNER: So why is he dropping the bundle if his, if his ,

other car is there? Is he dropping it to draw heat on you?

Maybe he is , I don't know.RAY:

LEHNER: Well if he is and they find that rifle and it

has your fingerprint on it and you are in a movie theatre or

if you are in Jim's Grill with 10 other people and the police

come and say, okay , everybody stay here and they ask the people

have, has anybody in the place , anybody entered or left in

the last 10 minutes and everybody says no , youve got a perfect
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alibi in Jim's Grill. It doesn't matter what's on that, that , the

fingerprints in that, on that gun. The heats not drawn on

you, this isn't too good of a plan of his , is it, by - by just

letting you go anywhere you want to go and now drawing the heat

on you by, by dropping a gun with your fingerprints.

doesn't make, seem to make any sense.

It just

RAY: Well, I -- I more or less --
I would probably went

to jail if they, if I had of been in the movies and they

found the rifle and my prints on it, and me e caped and all

that, but
-

LEHNER: You would of - You would of had a great alibi ,

right?

RAY : To the actual murder yes.

LEHNER: You would of had to go back to Missouri State

because you're, you're an escapee.

RAY: Well I would of probably , I would of probably got

50 years for being , aiding and abetting in the killing , and

plus 20 in Missouri . So it really wouldn't make much difference

whether I got 99 or 50 or what.

LEHNER : Well how did he know that if you were picked

And they guy that

up that you weren't going to say, hey, I was in the movie

theatre , and you'd have alibi witnesses .

did it is a guy by the name of Raoul and I'll describe him to

you . And I'll tell the telephone number where , where you

could reach him in New Orleans . I'll tell you , I'll give you

a description , I'll tell you about all his friends , how, what's

what's to his advantage to have you caught , if you are caught

you're a potential witness to, that's going to put the finger
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on him, why does he want you caught?

RAY: Well, I, I don't -- I couldn't answer -- These are

all hypothetical-

HowLEHNER: Ah, yeah, I'll aske you another question .

does he arrange to have none of his fingerprints on the gun

and your's on the gun when you , you handled the gun before

him, you handled the gun at Aeromarine, that's the last time

you handled it , he handled it in Birmingham afterwards and

then he handled it thereafter , anyway, anyway he did, how

dɔes he arrange to have his prints off the gun and your's on the

gun when he, when he handled it after you do?

RAY : I think that's one of simplest things. It's possible

to keep your prints off of a gun, you can put wax on your fingers,

you can put band-aids on there, that's
11

LEHNER: Well he didn't have any band-aids that you saw.

RAY : Well I didn't inspect his hands, I never checked on

anybody's fingers .

LEHNER: Well, you're, you're pretty knowledgable in that

because you've , you've worn band-aids you say in the ' 50's .

How does he, how does he know that your prints are going to be

on that gun?

RAY : I don't think anyone knows my prints was onit, I don't

think my, I think one of my prints was they were, they were-

In other words to bein a very unusual place . They were --

handling the gun if you are going to shoot someone the, the

prints were one here and one here, and I think they were three

parts of a print where , if I would of been griping the gun it

would of been clear prints on the barrel and the stock, probably
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three or four in each place.

LEHNER: So how does it put any heat on you? How does

he know that he's putting any heat on you? How does he know

that you handled the gun at Aeromarine? He handled the gun

later in Birmingham, and he handled the gun afterwards to shoot

King.

RAY: I think the best answer to this question , these

are all just hypothesis- , I think the best answer to this question

is, there was no question. If everything is open and shut like

you might think it is, it would of been a jury trial , they'd con-

victed me and give me 99 years or the death sentence and that

would of been it. But, since they didn't do that and they sur-

pressed everything , I think that indicates that there's more to

it than just a simple answer about possibly someone

as-

-

LEHNER : Well we're seeking from you some information as

hypotheses .

as to these new materials that you are alluding to , different

But I'm asking, you have , you've had more chance to

think about this case than anyone else , how does he, how does

he handle this that he gets, ah , your prints on the gun and not

his?
He has an alarm, 6:08 , for a white Mustang , he's trying

to implicate you by dropping the weapon there, and yet , and

yet you write us one of your hypothesises that the car is gone,

that's why it's dropped , and he doesn't even arrange for you to

be at a place where you wouldn't have an alibi?

RAY: Well there's several arguments you can make on it.

I mean , I want -
I think you are mistaken in the first place

in thinking that I just spent 8 or 9 years thinking about
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my -

this case. I mean , if , if you think that, well that , I would be

putting a lot of reliance on the legal system , which I

my reliance on the legal system is about nill. So the only

time I think about this case and all these different hypotheses

is when I got to testify incourt or come before the Committee.

This don't interest me the least except , you know, when it's neces-

sary for me to testify. So I don't I don't sit around and--

think about all these various hypothesis and why someone did this .

Ah, usually my answer to that is the legal system, if they were

really interested in getting the case solved and getting it off

the books they would of did it 9 years ago, they wouldn't wait

until nine years later and then, you know, interested in the various

hypothesises what You know, what might of taken place , but
--

I think what , all this stuff
-- There's witnesses down there

in Memphis , I think there's 8 or 9 of them, seen people sitting

in the car , they seen people get out of the cars and all that,

and they would probably be a lot better witness on this than me.

The only thing I can testify to is what I did. I can't testify

to what, you know, what is in someone else's head.

LEHNER: When you were in the New Rebel did , what time

did you check out of there?

RAY: In the morning? Ah, I would say about 11 , 11:00

or 11:30.

LEHNER: What did you do in the New Rebel? Was there a

TV there to watch or what?

RAY : Ah , I seldom watch TV, I don't know if there was

a TV in there or not.
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LEHNER: And--

on the list of --

Okay, why don't we -- We were continuing

You, you were reading a piece of paper,

why don't we continue with that?

RAY: Ah, well let me --
-I got these this - this station

that Huie talked about conspiracy in Los Angeles, KNBC TV,

and says there's four people again . Now, I'm going to -

I know two of these people , I'll just give the names . I know,

I think they are bogus because he never got them off me, and

they are probably someone he's prejudice against . I think one

of them's name is , ah, Grady Parton, wasn't it? And the other

one's name was, what was the other guy's name, Lelander Perez?

KERSHAW: Lelander Perez .

RAY: Lelander Perez.

KERSHAW: Yeah.

RAY:: Now he, these are the two, these are the two of the

four people he is talking about . Now Huie said he couldn't put

the heat on them because they'd sue him for lible and he couldn't

testify in public. But like I say that's just , that's just his, ah

HAUSMAN: Did he tell you where he got those names from?

RAY: He got four names, he said he couldn't , he couldn't

testify to them because Well, I think he testified here in a

deposition , he said he couldn't refer to them because the Attorney

General didn't have enough evidence on them, but he never did

discuss them with me and I never discussed them with lawyers .

--

I heard Thompson was connected with Perez- , Parton and that's

it.

EVANS : Yeah. James, you referred earlier to a guy by the

name of, from New Orleans -
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HAUSMAN : Thompson?

RAY: Baton Rouge.

EVANS : Ah, Courtney?

RAY: Yes.

EVANS : What kind of conversation did you have with your

brother relative to Courtney?

RAY: Ah, well Hanes had mentioned him or I had seen him

on TV, and it was relative to communism, and I wanted him to

check some of these phone numbers out in New Orleans or

EVANS : You want Courtney to check this out for you?

RAY: Yes. I was going to have my brother see him first

and let Courtney check them out .

EVANS : Had you know Courtney before?

RAY : I never heard of him before except I use to see him

on TV or Arthur Hanes mentioned him, it may have been Hanes .

I think Hanes mentioned him maybe in reference to some communism

investigation .

EVANS: And why did you think Courtney could help you?

--RAY: Well if he was At that time, I don't think

that now, but at the time Hanes was mention- , well first I

think everybody believes that I was associated with somebody .

I think Huie says they are criminals and I cut off and did it

myself. But anyway with reference to who I was associated

with no matter who they was , Hanes ' theory was that they were

communist or something like that , so I was investigating that

end of it .

EVANS : All right . But why did you choose Courtney?
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RAY: Well he was suppose to be an expert in it or something .

MRS . KERSHAW: He was very rightist.

EVANS: He was a very right wing guy?

MRS . KERSHAW: Yeah.

EVANS : Was the fact that you were in New Orleans , and

that he was from New Orleans, did you think in thoseterms as

to whether he would be able to assist you?

there.

RAY: Yes . And the fact that I had made several phone calls

EVANS : You made several phone calls-

RAY: Yes .

EVANS : -to who? To Courtney?

street .

RAY: No, to the other party while I , while I was on the

EVANS: Oh, to New Orleans .

RAY: Yes .

EVANS :

HAUSMAN :

Okay .

This morning you said that you gave Jerry

a phone number from Baton Rouge , and before you gave him the

number you knew the phone number belonged to a guy named Thompson.

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : How did you know it belonged to a guy named Thompso

RAY : Well , I got , I got the phone number in 1967 while

I was on the street , and I thought it was a back up number . Well

one time I went to Baton Rouge--

HAUSMAN : You got

RAY: This Raoul .

--
You got the number from who in '67?

Well one time I went , I was on the way
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to Mexico and I had these two numbers, one was from New Orleans

and one was in Baton Rouge. So I thought I'd call the

Baton Rouge number up . Well it was , it was busy or something

so I went ahead and called the New Orleans number up. But,

then I went down the , I took, I took the Baton Rouge number,

Iwas in a motel and I went down the last , I went down the last

two numbers of the phone, the phone numbers until I got all the

way through , until I run, I run into the Thompson name. Then I

remember -

HAUSMAN : You mean the last two digits of the seven digit

number?

RAY: Yes. Until the last two digits matched up, I just

kept looking at that.

HAUSMAN : Down an entire phone book?

RAY: Well Baton Rouge is not really a big town , and it

took a couple of hours to do it. But the phone book it seems

to be a bigger phone book than the town should be , and that's

the way I found the Thompson number.

HAUSMAN: Where were you when you were doing this?

RAY : I was in a motel.

HAUSMAN : In Baton Rouge?

RAY : Ah, on the out , outskirts of it , yes .

I'm not a hundred percent positive of it but I know it was

a tall building there and I understand later it was the capitol

building .

HAUSMAN : And when were you there , when you were in

this motel outside of Baton Rouge?
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RAY: I was on the way to Mexico .

LEHNER : James, I think, did I understand this , you

had the phone number at that time?

RAY: Yes.

LEHNER: And you wanted to know who, who it checked out

to so you just took the last two numbers, which were what?

What were the last two numbers?

RAY: Ah, I think they were 84.

HAUSMAN : Do you have the whole number there?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: What's that whole number?

RAY: I got it wrote down backwards , 924-4384.

HAUSMAN : 924-4384, and that's the Thompson number in

Baton Rouge?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: And is that the correct way the number is, or

what you just gave us?

RAY: You got the correct way . I'm reading off here

backwards .

LEHNER: So you had 84 and you just went down the, the

book and when you saw 84 you , you'd go up to the side and then

you'd see it wasn't the correct number , and you'd just keep

going--

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER: -until you found that number, and you found it

all the way in the T's, Thompson?

RAY : Yes .
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LEHNER: And what did you do once you did that?

RAY : I took the name down .

And then what did you do?LEHNER:

RAY: I didn't do anything . I didn't --
I investigated

it later but it got three or four different-- I, I come

to the conclusion later on it that it was planted because I

never did use it.

LEHNER: Why didn't you call it at that time?

RAY: It was busy or something so I went ahead and called

the New Orleans number.

who?

to .

LEHNER: Now, you gave that number after your arrest to

RAY: Ah, Percy Foreman was the only one I ever gave it

LEHNER: You gave him the name or the number?

RAY: I gave him the number after my brother got it.

LEHNER: You gave the name to your brother, Thompson?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Because you remembered that-

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: From having found it in New Orleans?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: In Baton Rouge that was?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: And then from that he got, he got the telephone

number for you and you gave that telephone number then to

Foreman?
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RAY: That's correct .

LEHNER: And was anything done ever to check that number?

RAY: Ah, he came, Foreman came back a few days later

shortly after and he said if there's anything , he said something

about he had interstate gambling connections and if there was

any phone numbers to get he'd get them, and he'd mentioned some

guy named Meyer Lansky or something. He wasn't going to get

them off Lansky but he said he had these interstate connections

where he could get a phone number.

up with two phone numbers, but
--

LEHNER : What numbers were--

RAY : Huh .

And then later on he did come

LEHNER: What numbers were they?

RAY : Well he's got them.

one was a place in New Orleans .

He said one was a tavern and

It's in his deposition , but he

don't give the numbers, but he says he got them but we never

did get them.

LEHNER : And how did he get them?

it.

RAY : Well, he claims that -- he don't
-- he's vague about

He says I confirmed them, that I , he showed them to me and

then I confirmed that I , I was using them while I was on the

street . But , it's in the deposition but for some reason the

attorney, Lesar , he don't, you know, he don't ask him who the

numbers belong to , so Foreman says that he checked the number

out, not the tavern but the cther one and it had been disconnected

and Lesar asked him, well did you see who was a witness and he

said , yes , and that was

42-076 O 79-38
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HAUSMAN: Well then you --
When you left Baton Ruge and

went to Mexico and you met Raoul , ah, in Neuvo Laredo?

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : Did you ask Raoul if Thompson was one of his

associates or friends?

RAY: Nope, no I never mentioned it.

HAUSMAN: You never mentioned to Raoul that you knew who

one of the numbers was?

RAY: No, I never mentioned it .

LEHNER : Why?

RAY: Well, well that wasn't my concern .

LEHNER: Well you might of said, well gee I might gotten

the number wrong . Maybe I was trying to get you but it was

Thompson?

RAY: Yeah, I , I don't say things like that , you know,

he don't pull things like that .

LEHNER: Why not?

RAY: Huh?

LEHNER: Why not? He gave you the correct number in

New Orleans didn't he?

RAY : Yeah, but I --

LEHNER: It wasn't that he was trying to trick you,

you had a New Orleans number that you used twice , two different

New Orleans numbers that you have used , both of which were successfu

RAY: Yes . But I wouldn't ask any type, any that type of

questions that's just , I mean I , you look at things different

from me and I just , ah, I wouldn't the only two questions
--
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that I ever asked him, I asked him something about what a

Spanish word was , and he said , he didn't answer , he was evasive

and I asked him something else. But I wouldn't ask anyone

especially a criminal associate where he was a, whether he

was, some of his personal business.

HAUSMAN : Well it wasn't , it wasn't just his personal business

It was a number that he had given to you-

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN : -to use just incase you needed it.

RAY: Yes .

HAUSMAN: Didn't you want to, you know, to check out that

this number was good and this guy Thompson could be trusted

if you had to call him?

RAY: No, I --
I, I didn't think anyone , I didn't think

anyone would expect me to do something like that , go through

a phone book and try to find a name.

LEHNER : Well you didn't have to tell him that, you

could of just said, hey this number in Baton Rouge do I have it

right , so and so and read it off to him?

RAY : Yeah .

LEHNER : Why didn't you do that?

RAY : Well I just never , I just-- I wasn't interested

in things like that because that's more of a detective type

of work. I was just interested in

KERSHAW: Well you-

RAY : You know in getting the money or get out .

EVANS: James, when you, when you were, Hanes was preparing
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your defense, right?

RAY: Yes .

EVANS : And Raoul had shifted the heat to you, right?

RAY: Yes.

EVANS : And he was sort of shifting weight , why didn't

you tell Hanes about the Thompson phone number and shift the

weight back to Raoul?

RAY : At that time I didn't think, I think it would of pro-

bably caused more harm than good . Because if I would told Hanes

it would of went right straight to Huie and it was always my,

it was always , it's always been my position and it still is

that I would of been much better off going to trial alone than

having someone else saying , you know, like the Jablowski trial ,

everybody else pointing the finger at everyone else because

Well, Thompson didn't know you.EVANS:

LEHNER: Didn't you, Didn't you pick Hanes as your lawyer

tnough, because you trusted him?

RAY: I didn't know anything about Hanes except for , I

seen his name in the newspaperor I heard him on TV or something .

LEHNER: Well , you didn't have any falling out with him

until September , right , at the earliest , September you began

to question him.

RAY : Yeah, we was having trouble in September, yes .

LEHNER:

RAY :

But certainly July , August no problems , right?

Well there's trouble , there was always a certain

amount of trouble with giving information to Huie . I knew

he was giving the information to Huie within the first two

Because you know witness list started coming in withweeks .
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more people on it every time I talked to Hanes .

LEHNER: So you could of cut that out, cut out, cut

Huie out , right?

RAY: Well there There was two million dollars in-

volved in it for Hanes so you know he's not going to cut Huie

out . That's
11

EVANS : Getting back to Thompson. Thompson, did you ever

meet Thompson?

right?

RAY: No.

EVANS : Well then Thompson couldn't of put the heat on you,

RAY: I don't think, I think Thompson had anything to do

with it.

EVANS : Well Thompson knew of Raoul?

RAY: I don't think he did know .

EVANS : Well then you got , you got the number for Thompson

from Raoul?

RAY: Well I got the number from Raoul, but I never did

talk to Thompson or anyone-

EVANS : But that was a back up number, right?

RAY : Yes , that's correct .

EVANS : All right . So, then you can assume then that

Raoul knew Thompson or Thompson knew Raoul ?

RAY: Unless he was trying to put the heat on Thompson .

EVANS : Yeah, all right . Well either way you look at

that it would of taken the heat off of you because you would

of thereby proved the existence of Raoul , right?
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RAY: Yes. See--

EVANS : Which would of been good for your case.

RAY: I see what you mean. But I've always been opposed

to informing and I've also been opposed to, I just don't like to

get, go to trial with four or five other people because I know

how, I know how it ends up. But I never thought there was any

easy way out of a crime. I don't think you can say well ,

this guy did it, let me go. Because it never works that way.

LEHNER: Weren't you planning to testify at the

trial?

RAY: Yes

LEHNER : And you were going to testify as to what you are

telling us about-

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: -the whole Raoul situation .

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: Were you going to testify about the phone numbers,

you would of asked about , they would of asked about that right?`

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: And the first time Hanes was going to hear about

that was when you were on the stand, right?

yes.

RAY: Well we'd of discussed it before I went to the stand ,

HAUSMAN : You did, or you would have?

RAY: We would of yes.

LEHNER : Yeah, after the people's case was in and just

before you took the stand you would of talked to him about it?
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RAY: Yes . Yes .

LEHNER: Which gives him no time to investigate it , right?

RAY: Well we wasn't going to give the prosecution any time

I'm worrying about the prosecution .to investigate it either.

I'm not, in otherwords I'm just going to testify to what I know

and that's it . The jury comes and acquits me or --

LEHNER: Well wouldn't it be good if Hanes were able

to corroborate some of the things you said?

RAY : It would of been ideal if I could of give the infomation

to the attorney and he could of investigated everything . We come in

and we would of knew everything and the prosecution wouldn't knew

nothing . But under the situation we were working under that was

impossible because there was no double that Huie
-

LEHNER: You had no faith that you could tell anything

to Hanes , that , that he would of not tell to Huie, is that what

you are saying?

RAY : No I didn't have no confidence in him at that time .

LEHNER : So, so why did you want to go to trial with him?.

RAY: Well I didn't have no choice in the matter .

LEHNER: Why?

RAY: Well what choice did I have? I, I finally did

dismiss him, but that
--

LEHNER : Well that was-- That was for a different reason

You would , you would not of dismissed him would you unless Jerry

had told you about how good Foreman was?

RAY: No, I intended to go to trial with him , that's right ,

that's correct , yes.
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LEHNER : You were going to continue to go to trial with

him even though you had picked him as your own lawyer , and you

had no faith in telling him anything about your own defense?

RAY: Ah, not certain things like that. See, Huie was,

Huie's made the statement several times that he wanted someone

arrested before I went to trial. And Huie didn't carcare anything

about me at all . And anyone would of been arrested I don't really

if someone,

think that would of been in my interest / ah, you know, would of

been arrested and perhaps they coul shift the heat on me .

Because I'm not , it was never my intentions to do any heat

shifting because I'm more or less interested in living in the

penitentiary without any type of
--

LEHNER : You certainly would of shifted some heat if you

testified, and you testified about Thompson, and you testified

about the telephone numbers , certainly that would of shifted

heat wouldn't it?

RAY: I think that would of been entirely different. I,

that would of been testifying in my behalf rather than testifying

in the prosecution's , and in addition it would of been too

late , I don't see what the government could of been done unless

I got a hung jury and then they would possibly would know something.

But I was just looking for the best way to do it and that was it.

LEHNER: Well
--

HAUSMAN: But it certainly would of been in your interest ,

your interest being not going to the electric chair and not serving

It would of been in your interest to point out that99 years .

you didn't do it and that somebody else did?
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RAY: Yeah, I , I agree with you there. It would been

definitely my interest to --

HAUSMAN : And you--

LEHNER: And this was your- Go ahead .

HAUSMAN : And this was your golden opportunity, you had

the Raoul associate who you knew about , you had a way of confirming

that he really existed by having , ah , Hanes or Renfro Hayes ,

or any of Hanes ' investigators to check out the Thompson phone

number , check out the Baton Rouge end of your story and

that could of given some credence to your story and then may,

you may never of had to do anything else to get yourself acquitted .

RAY : I -- I think on , on reflection yes , I could of, I

could of --
I should of given Hanes a lot more information

and cooperated with him, but that's just on, that's just hindsight .

I think if , of course, I shouldn't, I shouldn't of even fired

him. I see that now. But it's too late to be --

LEHNER : You had nobody , you had nobody checking out the

Thompson thing while you had , before your plea of guilty you

RAY : Not till Foreman, no .

LEHNER: You didn't have Hanes or Foreman , no one up, up

until the guilty plea no one checked out the Thompson thing,

is that right?

RAY:

--

The first time the Thompson thing was ever mentioned .

was sometime in late February of 1969. That was This was

after Foreman started in on the guilty plea stuff , then I

mentioned the Thompson.

LEHNER: Okay . Now when did you have anybody check out
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the gasoline station story?

RAY: Well I told --
I told Hanes about , Foreman about that,

I don't think he checked that out.

4th .

LEHNER: You told Foreman that when?

RAY: That would of been sometime about February the

LEHNER: That's the first time you told anybody about the

gasoline station story, about February 4th?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: So you were planning to go to trial with Hanes

without telling him about the gasoline station story and testifying

to it for the first time on trial?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : Well wouldn't that sort of conclude Hanes from

going to the gasoline station or sending an investigator there

and finding the gasoline attendant who would corroborate your

story?

RAY : No, I think Hanes would of found out everything

in probably 15 minutes if I'd told him, he'd of probably checked

out all the information . I don't think there's any problem

there.

LEHNER: Wouldn't that of been a little chance you'd take

that the gasoline station guy who would corroborate it is

on vacation or that the customers that usually came in at 6:00

could not be found in 15 minutes , it would take sometime?

RAY : See the thing is I--

LEHNER: Because you know the defense testifies last.
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As soon as you finish testifying he can't come up with corrob-,

if he doesn't come up with a corroborative witness right after

you testify both sides sum up that's the end of the case.

RAY : Well , yes, we wouldn't have no problem with that

I don't think. The thing is there's different pulls on

here. I mean I've-, I had- , I wanted to do one thing and I

wanted to do another. It's difficult to get into these cases when

you got, you know a book writer or someone interferring

with attorneys. It's just , of course you make mistakes . I

know, I know I've made mistakes on the defense on how to operate

with Hanes and Foreman .

LEHNER: But, you-- You're dealing with, your life's at

stake , Jimmy. Your life's at stake, you've got an attorney

of your own choice, Arthur Hanes , Sr. , an attorney at that time

you knew was a successful defense attorney and that you knew

he was no left winger, he had defended the Viola Liuzzo case,

you knew that he had defended Klansmen, you knew all that at

that time , right? Is that true?

RAY: See -- I -- See, you're, you're looking at this

political angle , or right wing and left wing . But these

people are not interested in that they are interested in money.

And --

LEHNER : With your life at stake you are going to testify

about a gasoline station story, about a fellow by the name of

Thompson, and the first time your attorney is going to find

out about it is 15 minutes before you testify , you were going

to be the last wtiness on the stand , if he doesn't corroborate
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either with the Thompson or with any witness at the gasoline

station, the gasoline station attendant's on vaction , out of

luck Jimmy Ray, if he doesn't have enough time to find out

who were the regular customers who might of been about

to identify you as seeing you there, out of luck Jimmy Ray,

no, no corroboration. You are doing all this with a death

penalty over your head and an attorney of your own choosing ,

does that make any sense whatsoever?

RAY : Well it makes sense when you think about, when

think about everything you tell the attorney, the prosecution

ends up with it . And it ends up in the newspapers and magazines

before the trial . It's make --

LEHNER: If your life is at stake you then just fire that

attorney and get another attorney .

RAY : Yeah .

LEHNER: You weren't going to do that if it weren't for,

for Foreman coming , coming to the scene .

RAY: It was my intention to take the stand and possibly

three or four days before I took the stand and run what information

I had down to Hanes . But --

LEHNER: Well you said 15 minutes before.

RAY: Well it

LEHNER:

or four days .

11

--
Well let's say three or four Let's say three

RAY : It might have been the last five minutes .

say anything .

Let's

But that's, that's the ways I looked at it.

I mean you can't
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LEHNER: With, - with - With the death penalty over

your head that's the way you're playing it?

RAY: I'm not been worried about, I was never worried about

the death penalty.

LEHNER: Well, why did you plead guilty if you were not

worried about the death penalty?

RAY: That had no in- That had no, not the least thing

to do with the enter-- the guilty plea.

LEHNER: Well weren't you concerned that you were going

to, that you told us before that Foreman told you you had 99

percent chance of getting the death penalty?

RAY: I never did believe him. I've wrote letters and

everything else.

LEHNER: So why did you plead guilty?

RAY : Because I figured he was going to throw the case,

plus all the threats , and then one thing or the other.

LEHNER: So, if he threw the, if he threw the case you

were afraid of the death penalty.

RAY: I would have got 50 years . No I wouldn't of got

the death penalty.

LEHNER: You would of got 50 years instead of 99 years .

RAY : Well, at least with the 99 I've got a chance now

to get a trial . But if I'd of got a 50 , well there would ,

there would of been no You know, the legal system they say ,

well you had your day in court you had your jury trial . But

the way it is now see I've never had no day in court , so --

--

LEHNER: You, the reason you pleaded guilty is because you
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thought Foreman was going to throw the case?

RAY : That was a make-- , he give me every impression

that he was going to throw the case.

LEHNER: And you hoped that you were going to get some

post-conviction relief , right? ..

RAY : I thought I could get exculpatory evidence, get the

case reopened .

LEHNER: On post, post-conviction?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: Well why didn't you use Stanton, Sr. , he was

the Chief Public Defender?

and use him?

Why didn't you get rid of Foreman

RAY : Well he, he done represented the prosecution's

That's all I needed is a, is a lawyer thatchief witness .

represents me and the State's eyewitness .

LEHNER:

right?

Well you, you were being coerced by Foreman ,

RAY: That's, that's correct .

LEHNER: Why didn't you tell Judge Battle? Why didn't

you tell Judge Battle that, Judge I know you told me before that

this is my last lawyer but this is a lawyer that's coercing

me to plead guilty , give me a lawyer that's going to fight for me?

RAY : It's really

LEHNER:

--

Why didn't you tell that to him?

RAY: I's really the judge's responsibility to find

those things out . He, he

LEHNER:

--

You mean you were so quiet and shy that you
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weren't going to tell him unless he asked you .

RAY :

he went --

Well I assumed he was on the judge's side because he,

He, I think he lied to the judge all the way through.

And as far as the death penalty I wrote the Judge one day after

the guilty plea and asked him to revers the case. So, if I

was all that scared of the death penalty I wouldn't of, you know,

wrote him back the next day and wanted him to give me a trial.

LEHNER: Well as I recall you wrote him three days later,

and three days later you just said you didn't want Percy Foreman ,

and you called him some name, -- !

RAY : And I didn't --

LEHNER: -to represent you.

RAY: Want Stanton, that's , right , I didn't want Stanton.

LEHNER: But why didn't you tell to the Judge, look, this

lawyer Foreman is coercing me, I want a new lawyer , and then

at least you'd have, you'd have something on the record for

an appeal . But this way you took the , you took the plea, nothing

on the record for appeal. You have no, no, no position on appeal

because you didn't raise it with the judge. And now for the first

time after, after the guilty plea you are going to try to

reverse it on appeal . Why didn't you tell it to Judge Battle ,

hey this guy is coercing me give me a new lawyer?

RAY : The judge called me down there in January the 17th

or 18th and told me there wasn't going to be any more lawyer

changes and he said I was going to trial with the public defender

if I didn't go to trial with Foreman.

LEHNER: That's before you got coerced.
Didn't you
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think that you should tell that to the judge, this guy is coercing

me, let Foreman then say what he's got to say, why are you so

quiet? Are you the same guy? And you're so quiet unless they

talk about no conspiracy you're not going to say anything, and

then you say well I disagree, and you would have told the whole

thing, withdrawn the guilty plea , if the judge only asked you

one more question, is this you? Are you so quiet? Aren't you

the same quy that defended yourself in a previous trial?

RAY: I realy don't think the judge wanted to hear anything.

He gave every impression that he didn't want to hear anything .

It, really, where would would I got the money to hire another

attorney at?

case?

LEHNER: Didn't you defend yourself in a previous robbery

RAY: No I never defended myself in a robbery case.

What kind of case was it that you defendedLEHNER:

yourself?

RAY: Well these civil case you are talking about.

LEHNER: No, no . I'm talking about way back when you,

you defended yourself in the ' 50's, wasn't that true?

RAY : Ah, well you , you been reading too many books .

mean -

LEHNER : You - You mean you never, you never defended

I

yourself?

RAY : No, I never defended myself . I never, once they

had, let's see what all they had me in that particular book

you read . Defending myself,
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LEHNER: Well didn't, didn't you --

RAY: Watching TV on Martin Luther King, and

KERSHAW: That was McMillian.

-

LEHNER: asn't there a case that the defense lawyer was,

and you got into a hassel and it ended up that, that he sat by,

it wasn't that he left the courtroom but he sat by while you

conducted the defense?

RAY: No. That's--

LEHNER: What --
Did something like that happen?

RAY: I -
I can't, I think I had a hassel one time

about whether I should testify and he let me testify , but

LEHNER: Against--

RAY: -it was

LEHNER:

-- It was no

--

Against his wishes and he put on the record that

he was against it , right?

RAY: He suggested that I didn't , yeah.

no, I wasn't defending myself I was just --

But there was

LEHNER: So you're not a shy newcomer the first time in :

court, that's, that's what I'm getting at without going into the

particulars of that, you were a guy that has been in and out of

courtrooms, in and out of jails , here you got a lawyer who is

coercing you and you are now concerned because a couple of

months before in January the Judge says this is your last

lawyer, you could ·- you didn't have the spurk to say hey,

this guy is coercing me.

RAY :
I got a book I'm going to give you , it , it explains

how the legal system how they get guilty pleas , and it's on a

wholesale basis . Now lawyers--

42-076 O 79 - 39
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LEHNER :

RAY :

Why didn't you tell the judge-

Now a lawyer, it's the easiest thing in the world

for a lawyer and a prosecuting attorney, and you know it as well

as I do, and a judge to put you in a position where you have to

plead guilty.

LEHNER : Even to protect the record, even if you thought

Battle was against you , even to protect your record , why didn't

you make an application to have Foreman dismissed because he

was coercing you? What was the reason for your quietness?

RAY: From every indication I had during the, during the

trial the judge was on Foreman's side . There was never any questio

you know, of being, the judge you know neutral and me on the other

side and Foreman on the other side .

LEHNER: Well this is the same judge that you are relying

to, to upset the guilty plea by, by writing to him after. If

he's on Foreman's side he's still on Foreman's side , why didn't

you make a record before the guilty plea?

RAY : Well , maybe I should have. I can see now where I

should of bought, brought the contracts up with him at the

guilty plea but I didn't do it and , and they usually wear you

down on these things after a certain length of time . You, you

does , it does get a quite a bit of pressure on you after a lenght

of time .

LEHNER: Did he put so much pressure on you that you

weren't able to say, look I don't want that part about Wallace

in there and you got that stricken , didn't you?

RAY : That was a stipulation .

the thing .

That was just one part of
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LEHNER: Well you were able to talk up and, and fight

this to that extent .
Why didn't you fight it to the extent

of getting a new lawyer and fight the stipulations , that,

that had you guilty, not , not a minor stipulation such as the

Wallace stipulation.-

RAY: Well you --
The Wallace is just one thing . The

only reason that was made a big issue out of, is because

William Bradford Huie wanted it in there and him and Wallace

was conducting a sham battle . And, but I objected to

various other stipulations about the Wallace thing. And some

of them were taken out and some of them weren't.

thing?

HAUSMAN: Which other ones were taken out besides the Wallace

RAY: Well the voir dire was what I thought was the final

stipulations . I don't know what's in the voir dire. I think

it's about 20 or 25 allegations in there against me .

We are
LEHNER: Well, well I'll tell you where we are.

just about 4:13 now and we are going to have to leave within

a few minutes to get our plane, ah -1

KERSHAW: Yeah, we are going to have to

LEHNER: I do think there's a lot of things we do want to

get into.

KERSHAW:

LEHNER:

Yeah I think so.

Why don't we stop now unless there's anything else

you want to put on the record and let's see if we could arrange

when it would be convenient for everybody to reconvene .

RAY: Let me get some more on the record while we are on

the record .
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LEHNER : Go ahead .

RAY : Ah , when you

LEHNER: Oh, one second .

RAY: See when you came down

LEHNER:

-

One second, one second Ray, he's going to have

to put a new pad in.

paper) .

(There was a short break for the stenographer to add

LEHNER: Go ahead James .

--RAY: I think No, when you came down here today I

thought you was just going to talk about Huie and Percy Foreman.

The thing is , now I've told, I think I've testified a while ago

that it's almost impossible for me to remember this stuff.

Now what I want to do is get everything written down and read

it off . And you can cross- examine me about anything . But on

these recollections and especially hypothetical questions , well

let's just say the recollections , I can't remember them for

10 years. But I've made notes and I've got letters from my brother

and everything . And if I knew, really knew what you were going

to talk about , if you was going to talk about everything then

I could get it all down and I could read it off and then you could

cross-examine me , but a lot of times when I can't get everything

in the record by you , you know you just ask me certain questions

because there's things that I think should be in there and of

course you are running the hearing, but there's things I think

should be in there that

LEHNER :

--

Let me just tell you this , Jim, on this point ,
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why don't the next session, the very beginning before we ask

you any questions , you put onthe record what you want to put on

the record. Let me just before, before you have anything

further I would like to hear you. But let me just ask you ,

there's one thing that, that I remember that we did want to

ask you and which might help us in the investigation part of it,

is, you had mentioned the Rosenson thing and we, we hadn't really

picked that up. Could you tell us a little bit more about Rosenson ,

so this could part of our investigation? Ah, um, what happened

to that card after you , you told us you found it in Mexico, I

think it was?

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER: Could you tell us a little bit about what

happened thereafter so it would help us in our investigation?

tnat.

RAY : Well that's one reson why I don't like to go into that

because I've investigated everything except certain aspects of

the thing is , now, I think I threw the card away in

Canada , but now, I tried to give you an example a while ago

where I've got these alternatives and I don't know just what-

LEHNER: Why don't you give us the alternatives in the

Rosenson thing , that might be helpful .

RAY: When I threw the card away?

LEHNER: Yes, yes .

RAY: Ah,-

LEHNER: You say it might of been in Canada , what , might

be the other alternative?

RAY : Well I, well I threw
--

I didn't only throw it away,
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I threw other stuff away. But it was either when the, I got

stopped for jaywalking ticket up there. I may have threw it away

then, or I may have threw it away after I got the passport and

didn't need the various other stuff any long . Or I may have

threw it away when they come out looking for James Ray instead

of you know Eric Galt. I'm inclined to think I threw it away

when they, see , I never was certain they was going to be looking

for me until the name come out in Canada. And I think as soon

as my name hit the newspapers then I threw all the Galt identi-

fication away.

LEHNER:
--

So you definitely You definitely didn't have

the card when you were captured in London?

RAY : I didn't have any papers then connecting me with

Galt or anything .

LEHNER: So how did Jerry Ray get the card?

RAY: The card? No, he

LEHNER:

--

The Rosenson card .

RAY: No he never did get the card .

When did he get it?LEHNER:

RAY : Ah, um, he -- Well actually he didn't, Richard

Ryan got the information before he , before he got it I think.

No he didn't , he didn't
-
Richard Rayan didn't get it either .

Another attorney in Oklahoma City got it named Clyde Watts .

Ah, see this stuff gets in , gets so involved it's hard to

pick up a certain thing and, you know, go on threw with it .

I got involved with Watts years ago when they were trying to send

me to Springfield Mental Institution and I asked him about it
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and he said it was a butcher shop or something . Then later on

I asked Watts , the Rosen thing was the last thing we investigated .

Well later on I asked Watts to, if he could find this Rosen,

Rosen. I didn't, at that time I didn't know his name was " son" .

I just, just Rosen.

LEHNER: You just remember that from the, fromthe card?

Ah , theRAY: Yeah, well it was two sides of the card .

Rosenson whatever his first two names were , Randolph Erwin

or something, and the last name was just Rosen. But, I think

later on how come I concluded it really was Rosenson I got a card

from a New York Times ' reporter named Cwredson , and he just

signed his name C-W-R-E and he just put a line for the S-O-N .

Well, anyway, I had the, I had the , I asked Watts to, had my

brother see Watts and ask him if he could find anything about

Rosenson in New Orleans because this card had things marked

off on the inside of it. It looked like a business card and

it looked like New Orleans .

LEHNER: When did you tell Jerry this for the first time?

RAY: Well he has some of this stuff , this information

was on this paper, he had that way back in '69 . He give that

to some labor union guy in St. Louis .

LEHNER: I mean, how did you remember from when you

threw away the card in '68 in Canada, before your capture, how

did you remember all this to tell him in '69?

RAY: How did I remember all what?

LEHNER: What was on the card .

RAY: The Rosenson name?
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Well I tried to remember some of it in Canada, but I didn't
-

I didn't remember all of it correctly like the adress on there,

I had it , I had it switched around. Then when I, run --

Well anyway

HAUSMAN: The address was what, which address?

RAY : It's a front, the front of the card is a business

card . I thought it had the LEAA on it , but I found out that

didn't come in existence in 1968 , but I told Playboy that by

the way , too . But anyway I then also found that there was an

LEAA in '60- , 1967 but we will go into that later. But anyway

RosensonI told Watts , I didn't, at the time I told Watts the

name, well I asked him to check in New Orleans or something .

and he, he come , he said something about it was probably Rosenson,

nad he give , he give Jerry the name and I give the name to

Richard Ryan and he went to New Orleans and checked on it, and

then he got a transcript , and he sent me the transcript and the

name was right and everything but the address , it had, it had

a number, I had a wrong number on the address but it was similar.

Then I checked the- The transcript said Rosenson had, also had

an address in Florida , so I had Jerry go down there on a plane

and check on it and then the address had still another number ,

but they were all similar but it had another number on it.

LEHNER: Did Watts have anything to do with this Rosenson

card?

RAY : The only thing Watts did he had some connection in

New Orleans and he had someone to check these criminal records

in the Criminal State Court .
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LEHNER: Could you tell us about Watts, what's his full

name and where we can locate him?

RAY: Well , ah, I think he's dead but his son knows I

had some association with him. His son's alive. His name is

Clyde Watts in Oklahoma City.

LEHNER: Okay, do you have anything else , address or

phone number?

RAY: No, he has a big office out there but I don't know-

Would you give us a waiver for his-HAUSMAN :

RAY: No, not-

HAUSMAN: His papers?

RAY: No, not unless he would agree to it .

LEHNER: Okay can we ask Mr. Kersahw if you could com-

municate with Mr. Clyde Watts?

RAY : He's, he's dead anyways.

LEHNER: Clyde Watts , Jr. , so that

RAY: His name is Charles. His son's name is Charles .

LEHNER: Oh, Charles. So if he could check, if we could

get a waiver on Clyde Watts then Charles Watts would be

able to cooperate.

HAUSMAN : Unless these papers are executed in his will.

LEHNER : Okay, why don't --I think we --

RAY: Most of his conversation with Jerry was private .

Jerry use to call him at his home. And I don't think there

would be a lot of records laying around in his office .

LEHNER: Well, whatever would be available if Mr. Kershaw

could arrange it we would go down there and see him.
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EVANS : What did you ever find out about Rosenson?

What did they every report back to you?

RAY: Ah, I seen a transcript that said he was involved

in narcotics and
--

HAUSMAN: You say a transcript , do you mean a rapsheet?

RAY : Huh?

HAUSMAN: What type of transcript , court transcript or a

police rapsheet?

RAY: It was a, it was a, he had He was convicted

of smuggling something into Mexico and I don't remember too

much more of that.

EVANS: Well , where do we place Rosenson, how do we

place, do we say that Rosenson is Raoul or do we say Rosenson

is connected with Raoul or which?

RAY : No, no not, I'd just say I found , I found that card

in a , dropped down inthe seat and that was it .

EVANS : --
Oh, but you don't know what

KERSHAW: There were other people with you and Raoul when

you went into Mexico?

cars?

RAY : No, not in the car, no.

KERSHAW: Well they were around? You mean there were two

RAY : There was on other car there , yes . But

HAUSMAN : There was another driver?

RAY : Huh?

HAUSMAN: There was another driver?

RAY : There was another driver yes.

HAUSMAN: Did you ever see him?
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RAY: Ah, yes. Profile.

HAUSMAN: Did you get a good look at him?

RAY: Profile yes.

HAUSMAN: Could you give us a description as you best

remember him?

RAY: Well I done give you the description . I don't

want to go into , too far into that anyway because I'm, I mean

I don't want to get, ah, some of these things I haven't looked

into. I, I don't like to get someone else to know more than

I do about it. And, but I've give this description to you already.

It's on the record already.

LEHNER: Okay . I think --
It's now actually 4:23 . I

think in order for us to make our plane we really have to

move out now. Um, maybe we could end the interview now unless

there's anything that you really want to put on this minute, or

if you want to wait and put it onthe first time the next,

the beginning of next session will be you, Mr. Ray, putting

on whatever you want for the first portion, whatever lenght

you want to make it.

RAY :
I think this description, I think it was kind of

a Spanish looking fellow more slightly more Indian than the

other fellow. I think that's the description I give you.

I mean I want to give you the description here because he

can't say I give one and forgot the other one , so --

KERSHAW: You are talking about the profile of the driver-

Yes , yes.RAY:

KERSHAW: -
that you suspect as being Rosenson?
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RAY : Well, I --
Now I don't suspect him of being anything .

I just say it's , ah ,
--

Well , now, you , do you want
--

Or you

want to tell me what you specifically you want?

The nextLEHNER: Yeah, I think I can tell you this.

session , the way I see it , subject to Mr. Kershaw's input to

conducted.

this as well, is that we start off with you putting on the record

things that you think should get on the record that didn't get

in because of the question and answer way in which these are

That one answer leads to another question and many

times it goes off in a direction that we really don't expect

it to, but it's a free, freewheeling type of question and

answer that we are engaged in . So you start off by putting things

on the record that you wish . Then let's go into the rest of the

things that we haven't covered from the time of your arrest in

London to the present . Ah, which deals with Hanes, we dealt

more with Foreman I think than with Hanes . We had more things

with Hanes . Everything from then to the present . Then after

that's finished let's go into as you suggested in your letter

-
to us, which , ah ah, we, we received where you said that

you received from your brother , most of all , your papers

and that you would then be ready to go into all of the action

from the Mocuri- the Missouri escape until the arrest in England .

So , that will be done after we finish the next session which should

be your putting onthe record what you want to put onthe record ,

and us concluding everything from the escape to the present

time .

KERSHAW: That will be fine . Now, then have you got
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about three minutes because there's one question that you have

suggested to me.

Jim, do you remember when you were at that guilty plea

hearing and the three or four days there prior to your actual

state of mind why you had been in 8 months solitary confinement

with the lights on day and night, monitored by the TV, you'd

been sick, soforth and soforth, did you actually , do you remember

whether you felt deep down to where you couldn't say, look judge

I'm trying to tell you something or were you coldly calculating

if, even if in hindsight, it didn't, it doesn't now seem too

damn smart , were you coldly calculating in planning for a new

trial and, and reopening the case as you say with another

lawyer and this was the only way you saw to get out of it?

RAY : Well I'm not I'm not, I, I fully intended to open--

Butthe case with another lawyer, that's exculpatory evidence.

I was just best, I thought I was in the best deal I could get .

KERSHAW: Well when you stood up that day in court do

you remember whether you felt belligerent or whether you felt

shakey in the knees or whether you felt like you were kind of

bumptious and ought not be standing up? Just how did you feel?

RAY : Well I don't know. They wear you down on these things .

It's more difficult to determine how you feel, if you break

a leg you know how it feels ,, it hurts , but on this solitary

confinement, you know, it just gradually wears you down. It's

not something that , you really can't even tell how you're, how

it affects you, I know when I come down here I'm tried now

where usually if I'm out running around well it wouldn't bother
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me. I, I want to add one more thing here, if you, if it's all

right?

LEHNER: Go ahead, okay.

RAY: When, when ah --
When Sprague, when Richard Sprague

was Chief Counsel he asked me to take a polygraph test and

a, and a stress test. And I think I agreed to both of them.

Now since then I have took one , but I, I'm going to question

the results, and there's another test run on me and it was

just the opposite . But, what I'm concerned about is this last

test I took with Playboy. Now, I think if I , if I took another

one and it would be favorable it might it miht be a question of

which one is the most accurate . Nw, since I've took those tests ,

by the way, I wanted to take the test with Playboy at the same

time with the Committee and that's what I thought they was going

to do, but they got in a hurry. But, anyway, since I took the

test I read thre four texts on polygraphs and that's what I should

of done before I ever took that test . And there's various , I

don't want to make any excuses for it but there is various

things according to the man that put the text out himself.

There's various things, they didn't follow certain rules. And

for instance when you are interupted or something like that or

the room, the room's real hot it'll, it'll affect the test

especially if it's close to, you know, if they really can't

tell one way or the other if you are deceptive. And now, I was -

I was interupted four or five times but what I want to do is just

give you the name of two guards that interupted me, and if it

ever does comes by , get down to where maybe your test is accurate
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or whether the other one is , why it might be a question of which

one was the most technical given . Now the two guards that

interrupted me, one of them was Norman Hardy , and I done spoken

to him, and the other one was James Creed . And I think Jack

Kershaw he interrupted us once and I think it's onthe chart and

then there's various other things about this test but I will go

into that later, and but do you still intend to give those tests?

LEHNER: Yes, we do .

RAY: All right .

LEHNER : We do intend-

RAY : All right.

LEHNER : -to give those tests and that's something we

want to do just as soon as we finish out questioning with your.

Well , what I want to do , ah , you know you got to
RAY :

be ignorant to take any of this stuff without reading up on

them first. It's like playing card with a card shark without

and then crying because you loose your money .

Ah, now you can't beat the test, you can't beat the test

by reading the books, but you can keep the tester honest .

Because , well let me show one exampe. A lot of times when

you are breathing they will ask you a relevant question , well

you will naturally start breathing trying to catch the question ,

you know your breath will come shorter, well that indicating

on the, you know the chart , you're , you know you are being

deceptive. Whereas if you just breath normal all through these

questions they can't , you know, show up things against you

that way.
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LEHNER: Well. I think Mr. Kershaw and I are going to read

up on a couple of these books so that at least we will be able

to talk to you about it , and we will all decide before the test

what the ground rules are, so we will have plenty of time

for that.

KERSHAW: Yeah .

LEHNER: Let's if, if we can now, it's exactly 4:30 , let's

wrap up and end the session and then we will discuss when we are

going to meet again .

(End of Sixth Interview with James Earl Ray on

September 29 , 1977 ) .
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SEVENTH INTERVIEW WITH JAMES EARL RAY AT THE BRUSHY

MOUNTAIN STATE PENITENTIARY ON NOVEMBER 14 , 1977 , AT

9:42 A.M.

LEHNER: Okay, it's now by my watch 9:42 , am; today

is the 14 of November , 1977. We are in the conference room

at Brushy Mountain State Prison.

people on our side of the table .

And , I'll introduce the

I'm Robert J. Lehner , Deputy Chief Counsel ; seated to

my left is Alan Hausman , Staff Counsel ; seated to my right

is Ed Evans , Chief Investigator ; and seated to his right

is Louis Hindle , who is taking down stenographically

what's being said here . We are also recording on tape

recorder what is being said here .

Mr. Lane will you please introduce the people on your

side of the table .

LANE : Yes . My name is Mark Lane , I'm the attorney

for James Earl Ray; to my right is James Earl Ray; and to

my left is Ken (unintelligible) of the firm of Buxton , Lain and

Buxton of Oakridge and Wartburg , Tennessee .

LEHNER : Very good .

LANE: We also are tape recording this to the best

of our ability , I have a little Panasonic and Ken has a

Dictaphone .

LEHNER : Fine . Well in our discussion just before

we started to tape , Mr. Lane , you mentioned the fact that

(1)
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you inquired as to whether or not the previous interviews

here had been under oath . I told you that they had not,

-and that you you requested that this one , starting with

this interview that it be under oath and I concur in that .

So, before we start I might swear in Mr. Ray; if that meets

with your approval?

LANE : That's fine .

LEHNER : Mr. Ray will you raise your right hand?

Do you swear that everything you say here will be the

truth, and nothing but the truth , so help you God?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : As we left off the last - the last occasion

when Mr. Kershaw was representing Mr. Ray , Mr. Ray stated

that he had some papers that had recently prior to that

last interview been brought to him by his brother J- , Jerry,

and that these papers had been kept
-

kept in some safe

place for some period of time and Mr. Ray said he wanted

to read them over and get a chance to review them and wanted

to talk to us about what happened from the escape from Jefferson

City to the capture in London. As well he mentioned that had

some material that he wanted to put on the record that , at

the outset of this interview , so , whatever way you want to

start with that I would give it over to Mr. Ray and let him

proceed .

RAY : Well first , I got all these materials from my
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brother , they were in a safe-deposit vault . Now, the only

thing that I haven't got is , this material I furnished William

Bradford Huie , this written material to write his book with .

Now, I got that-the only time I've ever had that material

was in 1973 , I filed a writ of detinue against a lawyer ,

Robert Hill, in Chattanooga and I got it. When I got the

material Bernard Fens- , Bernard Fensterwald wanted it and

he was representing me at that time . So , I forwarded it

straight to him . Now I never have been able to get it back ,

and, now by letter dated Well , anyway , I got a letter from
--

James Le- , James Lesar and
--

about September .of 1977 wanting

$ 15 dollars for the material , and last week my brother ,

Jerry Ray , sent him fifteen dollars . Now yesterday more or

less confirmed it. I wrote Mr. Lesar a letter dated 14th

of November , 1977 , and I'll just give you , the Committee ,

a copy of the letter and they can see what I wrote for .

(Mr. Ray hands Robert Lehner a copy of the letter sent

to Lesar dated November 14 , 1977 ) .

LEHNER : Thank you .

RAY : Here's the letter from James Lesar , I just have

one copy of it , I would like to get it back . That's September

28th, 1977 .

(Mr. Ray hands Robert Lehner a copy of a letter from

James Lesar , dated September 28 , 1977 , to be copied ) .

LEHNER: Thank you.

LANE : You want to xerox that?
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LEHNER : We'll xerox it here in the prison maybe over

the lunch break and so that we will be able to maintain a

copy of it .

RAY: Yes I don't have --
I just have one copy of the,

Lesar . Now on these papers I gave Huie , I revised those

from time to time because when I came back from Memphis

jail he wanted them right away . And further they are not

all exactly accurate . But there is a lot of things in there

that I recall at that time would help me now.

LEHNER : When you say at that time ; what time are you

referring to?

RAY : Well that would of been -- Well , see, I came in

jail July of 1969 , and I started writing soon after I got

there .

LEHNER : That would be in Nashville?

RAY : Yes . In Memphis . Memphis Jail .

LEHNER: You are saying July of '69?

RAY : Yes . When I was extradicted from London .

LEHNER: Oh, '68 you are talking about?

RAY : '68 , yes . And I think all together they would

help me alot because there is certain things in there ,

while I have a lot of dates , erroneous dates in there probably

In other words the papers were written kind of fast . I think

as I mentioned though, they wouldn't help me considerably .

For one 11
One instance these two people I told you I met

in a bar or something , well I wrote that down for Huie and

then I forgot for 4 or 5 years until I seen Wayne Chastaine .
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Things like that would help me get everything in the right -

LEHNER : And you now have all those papers?

RAY : Well now the Huie papers I should get them this

week because Le , Lesar's got the $ 15 . So --

LEHNER : But other than the Huie papers you have the,

the materials that you have reference to , the stuff that

you wrote after you were brought back from London?

RAY : Yes , I got all that .

LEHNER : Oh , by the way could you tell us where you kept

it in interim? You say you've safely kept it .

RAY : Some of it was in a vault in Lake Zurich ( ? ) ,

Illinois , my brother had it there . And the other was kept

in a vault in St. Louis , Missouri by my sister.

LANE : You mean a bank safe-deposit vault?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Okay , you mentioned you had some things

that you wanted to put on the record . If you want to put

them on now or you want to do that later we can start with

the questioning .

RAY : Well I can just get it all on whatever it is .

This is a --
I think I mentioned to you before something

(?), and got a book off of

about a Progessive Labor Party , we investigated that . I

wrote to someone named ,

him. I got it here. And my brother he got this , he got

it off of a reporter named Finley from the Chicago Dailey

News .
I'll just give you this thing , whatever , whatever

it's worth. It may not amount to anything . That
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confirm my previous testimony , all that would do . (Mr. Ray

hands a group of documents to Mr. Lehner ) .

Now the Finley letter, I want to get it, I'll give

it to you
--

I think , Ed , he can get it xeroxed .

LEHNER : Let me just state what you first gave me was

some, what seems like some newspaper accounts dealing with

the Teamsters , Hoffa , one says "Telling the Story of Plot

of R. F. Ken- " , " R. F. Kennedy" ; and the letter by Larry

S. Finley , of the, apparently of the Chicago Dailey News ;

together with " Hearings before the Committee on Internal

Security of the House of Representatives" , during the 92nd

Congress , it's entitled " Progressive Labor Party" ; and

you just also gave us a letter , another from Finley ,

this letter being June 15 , 1973 , the first one being June

the 7th , 1973 .

Okay thank you .

RAY : I'll give you copies .

LANE : Okay , yeah .

LEHNER : Is there any particular parts of this book ,

the hearings pertaining to the Progressive Labor Party

that you wanted us to particularly concern ourselves with or?

RAY : The reason I got into that , that really doesn't

mean anything . The reason I got into it was that Arthur

Hanes mentioned this party , and he mentioned , then later

on I found there was a Rosenson in there , and plus I had

a Rosenson on this card that I told you I found in Mexico .

Well we investigated that found out that there was nothing
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to it. It was

LEHNER : Now I just found this photograph of a Charles

Rosen and it's on page 4180 of the book, the hearing pertaining

to the Progressive Labor Party , is this the Charles Rosen that

you had reference to? That you
That you say is not , not

related in anyway to your case?

RAY :

--

Yes , I looked at all those pictures and there is

In addition there was , none of those peopleno relationship .

had been in New Orleans . But later on I found the name really

wasn't Rosen , but it was Rosenson .

LEHNER : How did you find out the name was Rosenson?

RAY : Uh , an attorney in Oklahoma named , uh, I think I

give Watts , his name is Charles Watts . He checked down there

someway in the criminal files and he said he thought the name

was Rosenson . And I got
- once I got the name from Watts I

give it to Richard Ryan and went to the Fifth Circuit and got

the transcript from ' em.

LEHNER : Well

RAY :

--

Clyde Watts , Oklahoma attorney is his name .

LEHNER : Yeah , since we are talking about Rosenson ,

I didn't want- I want to give you plenty of time--

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : -to state what you want to state, but maybe we

could follow this up and see if we could get , get it as accu-

rate as you as possible

the Rosenson part of this case . As I understand it you stated

-
accurately as possible as to

that sometime after Raoul had been in the car , in the passenger
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seat while he was in Mexico with you , and the car I am referring

to is the white Mustang , that sometime thereafter you cleaned

out the car and you came upon, amongst other things , a card

with the name " Rosen" and then dash at the end of the Rosen?

RAY : It just had a name and a Miami address , it had

Randolf Erwin Rosen .

LEHNER : It had the word " Randolf Erwin Rosen" , R- O- S- E-N?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: And then a dash at the end of the N?

RAY : Well the name was long and the card wasn't really

too long so I , I think I remember- explained later I got a

reporter's name from New York name Creudson .

His name was Cruedson .

LANE : Yes , the New York Times .

RAY : He just put a dash on the , you know he just put

a line for the last 'son" , so I assumed maybe that's how that

Rosenson on the card came out .

LEHNER : But the card that you saw had Rosen and it did

have a line at the end of it ; is your recollection?

RAY : It might have , I don't, I don't have no clear

recollection .

LEHNER : But you do recall on the card was also ; what

other writing besides Randolf Erwin Rosen ; what else was on

the car?

RAY : On the other side there was some printing on it .

I couldn't see it too well , I thoughtAnd I thought it was
-

the town had two names to it , like New Orleans or Baton
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Rouge , I thought it was New Orleans .

LEHNER: Now when you say printing you don't mean printing by

hand you mean printing by machine printing?

RAY : Business cards , yes .

LEHNER : Yes .

Okay , so it had some name on it , on the print- the printing

part of it ?

RAY : Yes it had names on it .

LEHNER : Do you recall what the printing part had?

RAY : Well the city looked like New Orleans and the other

part looked like LEAA. I'm not 100 percent positive of that .

LEHNER : Did it have a name on it besides -beside New

Orleans , LEAA, which appeared to be LEAA; did it have anything

else that was printed , machine printed .

It was

RAY : It did but I didn't make no attempt to make it

out or I don't think I could of made it out anyway.

just inked out , you know, took a fountain pen and
--

LEHNER : And inked out the name on the printed part of

the card above the New Orleans and above the LEAA?

LEAA?

RAY : Yes , it was all inked out .

LEHNER : Was New Orleans and LEAA inked out as well?

RAY : Yes, everything .

LEHNER : But you were able to decipher New Orleans and

RAY: It looked like it .

LEHNER: Now the reverse side of the card it was written

in ink or in pencil?
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RAY : Ink , yes .

LEHNER: And what do you recall being written in ink?

RAY: Well the Randolf Erwin Rosenson .

LEHNER : Rosen?

RAY : Rosen . And the-an address in Miami .

LEHNER: It said Miami and it had an address?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Now did you write down anywhere any of the

things on the card, either the printed part or the hand

written part?

RAY: I writ -- I writ -- I wrote down the-I'm almost

positive-but I wrote down the address on a piece of paper or

something later on.

LEHNER : When did you write that down?

RAY : I'm not positive , it would probably been in Los

Anglese or maybe it would been in Mexico .

LEHNER : In what --- What piece of paper would this be?

RAY : Well it would just been a card or something that

I put in my billfold .

LEHNER : Did you write down both the printed and the

hand written portions on to that piece of paper?

RAY : No I wouldn't written down the hand - hand - the,

I don't think I would of written down the printed part , I was

concerned with the , what was written down in longhand .

LEHNER: So you didn't You wrote the longhand , you-

didn't write down the LEAA or the New Orleans?

RAY : I don't have no clear recollection .
I probably

tried to remember, something like that , and tried to get it
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in my mind and threw it away , but I do recall writing down

the , the print , the hand written address backwards , because

I always do that .

LEHNER : That would be the Miami address?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Now on the printed part besides New Orleans did

it have a New Orleans address or did it just say , New Orleans ,

and under it LEAA? Was there an address on it as well?

RAY : I can't recall . If the address , it would of been

on the right side of the card . But it was rubbed out . It

could of been , I assumed it could of been Louisiana or an

address , but I'm not , I'm not certain .

LEHNER : What happened to the piece of paer that you

wrote , wrote on in Los Angeles ; did you retain that?

RAY : I'm positive I threw all that -all that material

away in Toronto when I got new identification .

LEHNER: And so , and you also threw away the card in

Toronto?

RAY : No , I'm positive I threw that I would of threw

that away before that , probably in Mexico or maybe in Los

Angeles .

LEHNER : Well let's see now, the piece of paper that

you wrote, wrote on in Los Angeles you threw away in Toronto

after it became publicized that they were looking for you?

RAY :
Uh , yeah , I threw away everything in Toronto ,

but I don't know what - I don't know when I threw it away .

I don't know if it's when it become publicized when they
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was looking for me, or when I got my new identification , or

maybe when I moved , or also when I got arrested up there one

time .

LEHNER: What did you get arrested for?

RAY : Jaywalking .

LEHNER : Under what name? RAY: Galt .

LEHNER: You gave your right name , you gave the alias name

rather, Eric S. Galt?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : What happened in that incident , the jaywalking

incident .

-

--

RAY : Well he asked me my there was two of us jaywalking

and when I got across the street he asked me if I I told

him I was from the United States and he told me he had to

write me up because he had to write the Canadian up . And I

gave him the Galt , I gave him an address of one of these hippy ,

hippy. I had a bunch of these hippy loneyhearts , whatever you

want to call them addresses and I gave him, I gave the policeman

that .

LEHNER: How did you get that address?

RAY : Well the addresses I get them out of these , they

put these advertisements in newspapers and I was using those

addresses for certain things .

LANE :

RAY :

LANE :

Were you with this other person that got the ticket?

No we just walked across on a wrong light , and

Didn't know the person?

RAY: No, I never saw him before .

-

-
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LEHNER : That's the only contact you had with him is

that you were stopped by the same officer; is that right?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER : And do you recall that address that you gave

the officer?

RAY : I think I got it wrote down somewhere .

LEHNER : Where did you write it down? Would it be

amongst the papers that you received from Jerry recently?

RAY : Probably would be , yes.

LEHNER: And did you get a summons under the name of

Eric S. Galt?

RAY : Uh , no I called
- I called them -- I called them

up on a phone a day or so later . I don't know just what day ,

I know I called them up later on and asked them what the

procedure on a jaywalking ticket . And he was kind of vague

on it, I can't remember too clear but thought he said just

forget about it , but I don't know if that's-

LEHNER : So the officer gave you a jaywalking ticket, and ,

did you read the ticket?

RAY :
No , I'm not , I'm not positive he gave me ticket .

I know he wrote me up but I don't know if he gave me a copy

of it or not. I assumed he did if that's the procedure .

LEHNER : Well , was it your understand that you were

suppose to report somewhere to a court or to a police station

to answer the charge?

RAY :
I don't remember him telling me that but he must

of because if he hadn't of told me that I wouldn't of been
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calling up later on.

He must --

So he must of told me to report to some

He must of given me a paper because otherwise

I wouldn't know where to you know where to report at. So I

just assume that he gave me a paper.

LEHNER: Now, of course , did you follow up on anything

after this call , was that the end of it as far as you are

concerned?

RAY : Yeah, I got the impression from what the other

party told me that that would be it. So, I was had other

things on my mind at that time anyway so I never-

LEHNER : What was your purpose in calling up?

RAY : I was kind of concerned about it . I didn't want

to go down to the police station and possibly get a , and have

someone waiting on me .

LEHNER : Well how would they of gotten you to the police

station since you did not give your correct address?

-- they couldn'tRAY : Well I don't know. They couldn't

found me on the address but I was still somewhat concerned about

it . Not really concerned , I was just more or less interested

in procedure and what I didn't want my name in the paper
--

or something , because you know--- I really don't know what

went through my mind at that time . I was just interested in

the jaywalking ticket .

LEHNER : Did you think that they would put your name in

the paper because you refused to pay a jaywalking fine?

RAY : I didn't know what the procedure was in Canada .

I'd never been arrested there .
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LEHNER : How long had you been in Canada on this

occasion. This is now post-post the assassination of

Dr. King at the time that you got this , this jaywalking

ticket .

RAY : Well I don't know , but it would of had to of been

before the Ray name hit the paper-hit the news papers . So

it must of been, I don't know how long it took the FBI to find

out my name , two weeks I guess , so it must of been within a

two week time span between April 4th and

was some time in mid-April .

- in other words it

LANE : I think it was the 19th for the first time , I'm

not sure .

RAY : Well , then between the 19th and April the 4th .

LEHNER: Well had the name Galt been in the paper up until

the time that got the ticket?

RAY : Ah, Galt? I don't know if Galt had been in the

paper or not. I guess it had .

LEHNER : You guess what?

RAY : I guess it had .

LEHNER : Had or hadn't?

I guess it hadn't of .

Had to of?

RAY :

LEHNER :

RAY : It hadn't - It had to of been in the paper . I don't

know when the the Galt hame first came out . I didn't read

the papers all that much . So-

LEHNER : You didn't read the papers every day when you

were in Canada after the assassination?
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RAY : Well I looked at them once and a while .

not really certain .

But I'm

LEHNER : Well , wasn't this the period of time when

RAY : You know just think

I could of gave him
--

--
Just thinking about it now,

I could not of even gave him the Galt

name , I may of gave him another name , so- , that's just--

that's a
-- but I know there must be a record up there . I

know I got a ticket . I know what street it was and everything

else , but I just can't recall-

EVANS : What street was it on?

RAY : Uh, it was running the opposite of the street

I was- lived on. I think the street , if I had a map I could

point just about where it was at . It was , let's see, I was--

If you take the street I was living on the second time , with

the Chinese lady. I don't know if I was living there at that

time . Now, like I say , you take that street , you go down

towards, Mont- , Toronto , you gɔ down
-

I'd say you go down

about 8 or 9 blocks and turn right , and go down about three

blocks it will be on the left side , lefthand side of the

street .

But I was coming , now I wasn't going that way I was

coming the other way but I'm just trying to pinpoint where

I was at.

EVANS :

RAY :

Where were you coming from and going to?

I don't really know whether I was going to or

coming from, but I may of been going to the newspaper file

or anything . I don't know where
- I know -

I just know I

was walking down there and I got stopped and
and - but see
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what I can't think -- What I -- I know the Galt name was out

fairly quick after the shooting so I can't really see me

giving that Galt name , but I can't think of any other name

I gave him , unless it was one of those , unless I done got

one of those names out of the newspaper files and used that

one . I'm inclined to think now that may of been what I done .

Because if , if , now if I only had three names out of the
--

newspaper files so the record would been up there would either

been Bridgeman , Sneyd , Snyed or I think that's the only two

names I got out of the files . In other words if I got a ticket

it would either be under the Galt name , Sneyd name , or Bridgeman

name .

LEHNER : Well , do you recall whether or not you used

the Galt name in Canada after the assassination , for any

Let's leave out the jaywalking ticket forpurpose? Let's

the time being . Any other purpose?

RAY : If I -- If I used it at all it would of been

jaywalking , it wouldn't of been for anything else .

LEHNER : Well , what was the first day that you arrived

in Canada after the assassination?

RAY : Uh, April the 5th, no April the - April the--

Let's see April --
I got

--

LEHNER : Well say on April the 4th , the night of April

the 4th was the night that you were driving all that night ;

is that right?

RAY : Yes.

LEHNER : All right . But that would the night of April
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4th , what about the night of April the 5th , where were

you that night ?

RAY : Cincinnati , Ohio .

LEHNER : Where did you stay there?

RAY : No where . I was waiting on a bus .

LEHNER : Do what?

RAY : Waiting on a bus .

LEHNER: So where did you spend the night , in a bus

station?

RAY : I think I got to Cincinnati from Atlanta about

12:00 and I stayed in the
--

LEHNER : Twelve , twelve midnight?

RAY: Yes I stayed in a tavern until about 2:00 . It was

a wait on the changing of buses .

LEHNER : What time did you take the bus out of Atlanta?

RAY : Sometime in the afternoon , four or five o'clock .

LEHNER : What , what bus line did you use?

RAY : I don't know which one it was .

LEHNER: And you looked arrived in Atlan- , Cincinnati
-

about midnight the night of the , of the fifth?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Okay . And that night , the night 5th into the

6th you just stayed at the bus station or thereabouts and

did not go to a place to sleep ; is that right?

RAY : No , from about two o'clock , yes .

LEHNER: --Okay, now what did you do Where did you go

from Cincinnati?
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RAY : Ah, Detroit .

LEHNER: Okay . And that's-

RAY : That'd been the 6th , yes .

LEHNER : That'd be the 6th . And what time did you leave

Cincinnati and what time did you arrive in Detroit .

RAY : I arrived in Detroit sometime in the morning , I'd

guess 8:00 , I went to the barber shop .

when?

LEHNER :

RAY :

You left Cincinnati what time , about?

Approximately 2:00 in the morning .

LEHNER : In the morning .

RAY : The morning of the 6th .

LEHNER: Right . And then you arrived in Detroit about

RAY : I would guess about 8:00 .

LEHNER : And went to a barber shop then?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER : When was the last time you shaved before that

barber shop?

RAY : I couldn't say.

LEHNER :

RAY :

I--yes .

Did you get a shave at the barber shop?

I can't remember exactly , I think I did . I know

-

LEHNER: Jimmy, let me just ask you in general during

the year that you that from the escape from Jefferson City

to your capture in London , were you in the habit of shaving

every day?

RAY : About every morning , yes .
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You shaved yourself?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : So you took --
You went to the barber shop in

Detroit on , about 8 am on the 6th , then you got a haircut

or a shave , or; do you recall?

RAY : I think I got a shave. I don't recall if I got

a haircut or not.

LEHNER :

RAY :

LEHNER:

Okay, what happened thereafter?

I made arrangements to go to Toronto .

And how did you make those arrangements?

RAY : I don't recall specifically . The only thing I

do recall specifically is when I got to Toronto , I got to

Toronto that night about 7:00 I would say .

LEHNER : Seven o'clock pm on the night of the 6th?

RAY : It was still daylight yes .

LEHNER : And you went by bus?

RAY : I can't recall now whether I went by bus or train .

I think I went by train, I'm not certain . I mean , well I wouldn't

testify to that one way or the other .

LEHNER : Okay when you got into Toronto at about 7 pm

on the 6th what did you do?

RAY : I went looking for a place to stay , lodging .

LEHNER: And where did you go?

RAY : Well I just walked down the street . I must of

walked 2 or 3, two miles and I probably found this place on

"Arseno" I believe the name of the street is , " Ossington " .

LEHNER: Right .

And what did you do there at Ossington?
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RAY : Well I think they had a room for
--

places for rent .

And I rented one . I think the lady was Polish , she couldn't

speak , she spoke broken english , and I told her what I wanted .

I think I told her I was a seaman or something and she rented

me things , and I think I told her my luggage was in the,

somewhere else and , and that was it .

LEHNER : What --

RAY :

What name did you rent it under?

I don't think , I don't think she asked me for a

name . I think I just , I know she spoke broken english and

all that. I think I gave her a name a couple of days later .

LEHNER : What name were you prepared to use if she had

asked you to sign the register .

RAY : Well I don't know, I most likely would of been

prepared to use a name , but I can't think just what I had in

mind. It's probably -- I'm searching I had some type

of name to give her . I don't think it would of been the Galt

name .

LEHNER:

RAY:

Would it been Sneyd or Bridgeman?

No, I didn't have the information at that time .

I think I got that the following Monday then gave it to her,

wrote it down on paper , and told her if I got any calls or

anything this was my name . I'm pretty sure that's the way

it came about .

LEHNER: So the following Monday would be the 8th if

I'm not mistaken?

RAY : Ah,

LEHNER :

yes .

So this was the 6th which is a Saturday night?
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So you get in there Saturday night about 7 pm into Toronto?

RAY : Yes . I know it wasn't dark but it was getting ,

getting that way .

LEHNER : And you stayed at this Ossington apartment

the night of the 6th?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER : And did you stay there the night of the 7th

as well?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And when did you

second apartment?

--
When did you take up this

RAY : I'm not quite certain on that . I think I stayed

there about three weeks and I wanted a place to stay in the

daytime and sleep at night , but I didn't want to stay in one .

It looks suspicious if you are just laying around in , you know,

the room all the time . So I went in one place for days and

one for the nights . I checked into I rented another room

from a Chinese lady on the street , about three or four blocks

from there .

-

LEHNER: Now, in fairness to you , I should tell you that

the investigation thus far that we have been able to check

out indicates that you first stayed in the Ossington place

on the 8th, the night of the 8th; and could you give us

any insight as to why that would be any indication?

RAY : I heard that in all these books and everything ,

1but the reason I -I think probably if you ever talk to , if

she's still alive , do you know has anyone every talked to the
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lady that runs the rooming house?

LEHNER : What's her name?

RAY : It's a polish name , I can't pronounce it .

But I'm almost , the fact is , I'd go under oath and

say that she didn't ask me my name the first day I come

up there because I read this in a book one time that I

didn't get there until April the 8th and I tried to think,

well , how come she didn't have no record of me being there

until April the 8th . And they I'm , I'm almost positive that

she didn't ask me my name until The fact is she never did

ask me and I just volunteered

-

it on Monday after I went down

to the newspaper files and got the Bridgeman name and gave

it to her . Because I -
there is a lot of things in the case

that are not clear to me , but this is , this one is clear to

me that I got there on April the 6th .

LANE : Bob , what information do you have that leads you

to believe that he wasn't there on the 7th .

LEHNER: As I -
I recall in not having looked into

this directly , Mark , that there are reports , as a matter

of fact I think there's the FBI reports that would indicate

that he first was in that rooming house on the 8th in Toronto .

They have no record of where he was on the 7th or the night

of the 6th . That's why I think if he can explain that to

us I think it would-

LANE : I'd like to know how the FBI explains it .

LEHNER: Well this is one of the -

LANE : Or just what they base their report on .
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LEHNER : And as you well know this is one of the things

that we want to do when we do our field interviews to , to

speak to people directly and we have not spoken to the person

at the rooming house yet .

You can't give us any further insight other than what

you've told us thus far as to the , as to why there is no

record of your being in Ossington at , at the Ossington Ave.

rooming house on the night of the 6th and 7th?

RAY: Well I don't recall signing any kind of an

entrance book into the rooming house or anything . It's

just , I don't think the lady really made a practice of renting

out rooms . I think it was just one . I wasn't no business

of where you keep a big record of it . And , but I'm positive

on the following Monday I got the Bridgeman name from newspaper

files and volunteerly gave it to her. I think I wrote down

on paper and said if anybody calls here this is my name .

LEHNER : How did you come across the Bridgeman name?

RAY : In the newspaper files .

LEHNER : Where did you go to get those newspaper files?

RAY : I don't know which newspaper . I went to a newspaper

and they, there was a machine there and they gave some films ,

some woman did and I checked out the back birth certificates

near to my own age . And the only thing I recall about them ,

they gave the name and the birth certificate and they gave

the name , the husband's name and I think they give the wife's

name , I think they
- NEE -

I think it is , NEE something and

that's all I recall .
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LEHNER: And how many names did you get out of the

newspaper files?

RAY : I think I got two , three, but I can't recall but

two , Bridgeman and Sneyd is the only two that I recall .

LEHNER : What newspaper office was this?

RAY: I couldn't say .

LEHNER: How did you think about going to the newspaper

office , what prompted you to do that?

RAY : Well there's really only two I'd been trying to

get out of the United States for years on some system like

this . There's really only two ways I've ever read where

you get out, either through the newspapers and get back names

or go to the graveyard , and , I did both , and I figured the

newspapers seemed to have more information .

LEHNER: So you did both . You went to the graveyard?

RAY : Yes , that's correct .

LEHNER : Where did you do that?

RAY : Ah , in Toronto .

LEHNER : Can you tell us about that?

RAY : I remember too much about it . I went out there

one time trying to get some names , these old names off of

the tombstones .

LEHNER: When did you do that?

RAY : That must of been after I went to the
- after I went

to the -
after the post office . I know it was a way out there ,

I had to walk a long ways to get out there . I walked out

there .

LEHNER : What were you planning to do with those names?
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RAY : For passport .

LEHNER : How were you going to do that?

RAY : Well I was looking for two or three alternatives .

I didn't know about the, in otherwords I was trying to get

all the different information that I could get before I applied

for the passport . And I think I did get one name at the

graveyard but I decided to use the , I think I decied to use

the newspapers . See, what, I went to Canada twice . The first

time I was up there I tried the same thing , but the first

time I made the mistake instead of going directly to the

travel agency I got the information on the phone . They

told me I had to be there two years and , or get some kind

I can't pronounce the name , Guarantor ; is that it?of ·

LEHNER :

RAY :

Guarantor?

Guarantor , that's it . So, anyway I didn't pursue

it the first time I was up there . But the second time I

did .

LEHNER: The first time you didn't go to the newspapers

or the graveyard?

RAY : The first time I tried to get all the information

from a travel agency by phone , and when they told me I had

to stay there two years I was thinking that maybe I'd just

stay at the Notre Dame address , that's where I had rented

a room for two years and then use the people that lived

there, you know, vouch that I had lived in Canada for

and then I got involved in some other thingstwo years,

11and I decided that two years might be too long and Where
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I made the mistake at is not going directly to the travel

agency and getting the information like I did the second time .

LEHNER: So you got both Bridgeman and Sneyd and the

third name out of the newspapers, and what did you do with

those names?

RAY : I , I called up
-- I called up the names . I wanted

to find out - I knew you had to have a picture on your passport .

I wanted to find out if these people ever got a passport .

Because if they had of I thought possibly that their pictures

would been on file . I called up two or three people and I

think Sneyd was the only one that had never had a passport .

I think I told him that I was with the Registrar General's

- Office .

LEHNER : What General's office?

RAY: Registrar General , whatever you call it .

I'd done found out that that's the people that has charge

of birth certificates and the passports and things . I may

have told him I was with the passport office . Now I think

the Registrar General , I think that's who has control of

the birth certificates , and that's where I wrote to for

birth certicates .
I don't think they have controll of pass-

ports . I think when I called up these people and asked them

about the if they had a passport , I think I told them I was

with the passport division from Ottowa . I think that's where

that's located .

LEHNER : Did you call all three of the people?
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Or Or less than three?

RAY : I know I called at least two . I think Sneyd would

probably been the second one . I don't recall if I called three

of them or not .

LEHNER : Was Lowmeyer the third name?

RAY: Lowmeyer, no I think that's an alias I used in

somewhere else , yes.

LEHNER : So you called first Bridgeman to find out if

he had a passport?

RAY : I don't know if it's Bridgeman or not. I know

I called -
the first person I called he had one , or maybe

the first two I called . I know I , the other one that I found

didn't have one, and that must of been Sneyd .

LEHNER: The name Bridgeman, did you ever know anybody

in Jefferson City by the name of Bridgeman?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : Did you decide to use the Galt name while you

were in Jefferson City?

RAY : No , I think I must of decided to use that probably

in Chicago or somewhere .

LEHNER : Are you sure you didn't decide that in Jefferson

City to use the name of Galt?

RAY : No , I wouldn't of made all those type plans , you

know , I atempted to escape three times , so it's , the only

thing I , well I decided when I escaped from Jeff City I'd

probably use the name of Raynes , that's the name me and my

brothers had used various times , John Raynes , to get

a job . The only thing I really decided on when I got escaped
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from Jeff City if I did , was to get out of the United States .

It was no details or anything .

LEHNER : Well , when you were in Jeff City and you say

you tried to escape three times and the third time you were

successfull , right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : What were your plans , were your plans to go to

Canada , you say to get out of the United States-

RAY : Yes , yes .

LEHNER : And what were your plans as to what you were going

to do in Canada while you were in Jeff City, what were you ,

you had plenty of time to think about what you'd do on the

outside .

RAY : I don't think it was any farther than , other

than get to Canada and get a passport and go somewhere on

another continent .

LEHNER : Had you heard why you were in Jeff City that

there were passport rings , phony passport rings in Canada?

Yes , I read a case about a guy that went to Brazil

named " Byral " , I think his name was , and how he got passports

and got to Brazil . It was difficult to extradict you from

RAY :

Brazil .

LEHNER: Well did you have any information while you were

in Jeff City as to where to go in Canada and how to go about

getting false identification?

RAY : The only thing I ever got , any information I got

was from newspapers or magazines . I never got anything from

42-077 O- 79 - 3
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other convicts because most convicts they get 20 miles away from

the prison and that's usually as far as they go . So you can't

get too much information from them .

LEHNER : Okay , so you say that you called up maybe one

you

or two before /got to Sneyd and Sneyd said that he had never

had a passport before; is that correct?

RAY :

LEHNER :

That's correct , yes .

When, when did you make these calls in relation

to when you first go into Toronto?

RAY : I think those calls had been made probably the

first week I was there because I was interested in getting

it as quick as I could .

LEHNER: You had already used the Bridgeman name at

Ossington Street before you called Mr. Bridgeman?

RAY : Yes , I'm -
I'm positive I used that on Monday ,

yes .

LEHNER : And what about the Sneyd name at the other address?

When did you start when did you take up a second address

in Toronto?

-

RAY : I'm not just , I'm not positive when I moved in the

other address . It'd probably been in, it wouldn't been too

long not over two weeks anyway . Because maybe , possibly

not that long , because I wanted a place to stay in the night

time and another place to stay in the daytime incase I wanted

to tell the polish lady that I was working or something .

I just don't like to stay in one place all the time .

Canadian

LEHNER : Did you have / money when you arrived
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at, in Toronto in April?

RAY : I thought I had

small amount , yes .

- I believe - I think I had a

LEHNER: About how much?

RAY : I couldn't say.

quite a bit at one time but I cashed it in in Atlanta .

I know I cashed I know I had

I don't think I cashed it all in .

But

LEHNER : You cashed it in Atlanta which was during late

March of '68?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER: How much Canadian money did you retain?

RAY : I couldn't --
I can't say , but I know I must of

retained some . I don't think I cashed everything in. But

if I did retain any it wouldn't been too much, it'd been

small amounts .

LEHNER : Why did you have all that Canadian money

with you still when you were in Atlanta?

RAY: Well I got the first when I crossed the border.

It wasn't a whole lot of money .

LEHNER : How much was it?

RAY :

at the most .

I don't think it was over four or five hundred dollars

LEHNER: Now you came from Canada into the United

States , what month was that?

RAY : Uh , let's see. It must of been in August .

LEHNER: August of '67 . You kept four or five hundred

dollars in Canadian money through to late March of '68 ; is

that right?
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RAY : Um, yes I think so .

LEHNER : And was during the period of time that you were

also staying in Mexico . What was the purpose of keeping

such an amount, 4 or $ 500 of Canadian money, in your possession

during that time?

RAY : Now I'm not positive that it was that much now

but I think it was , I know it was $ 200 , I'm not sure . I'd

say, I would say it was between three hundred and 450 , something

like that .

LEHNER : What was the purpose of keeping all that Canadian

currency in your possession for almost a year?

-

RAY : It was no it was really no reason for it , it

was just money . I got some of it, think I got about I

think I cashed some of it in when I first got it . I think

I got seven hundred dollars the first time and I think,

well I don't know maybe I made a mistake in keeping , I know

I kept a check one time for a $ 150 for 4 or 5 months and

had to throw it away, but
--

LEHNER: Why did you have to throw it away?

RAY : Pardon?

LEHNER : Why did you have to throw it away?

RAY : Well I got the heat on me from the , I had the

Galt name and when I got the heat on me I couldn't cash it .

LEHNER : Well , when did you cash it When did you

throw it away rather , I'm sorry.

--

RAY: Well I did that after the police started looking

for the Galt name .
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LEHNER : Well when did you --
Do you remember the day

that you threw away that check?

RAY : Well I got the check , I come by it , I ordered the

camera equipment and the material I got was the wrong kind

or something . So, I wrote So instead of ordering-

ordered from Chicago , so instead

- I'd

instead of reordering from

there I was in a hurry and I just bought the camera I was

suppose to get in Birmingham . Then I wrote to Chicago and

told them to send me , I'd probably be going to Mexico and-

No I don't think

in Mexico.

- I think I waited - I think I waited until

I got to Mexico and wrote and told them to send me the check

Then I decided I couldn't stay there I had to go

somewhere else . I got to Los Angeles and them send the check

to Los Angeles .

EVANS : Who sent the check to Los Angeles?

RAY : This Chicago camera firm . And when I got the check

in Los Angeles I never did cash it , I just put it in my billfold .

Then when I got the heat on me I had to throw it away .

LEHNER :
Where were you when you threw it away?

RAY : I probably threw it away in Canada when , when the,

when I threw the other material away .

LEHNER : Now didn't you tell us sometime in the past

that you threw it away when you threw the camera equipment

away? That was on your way from Memphis to Atlanta .

RAY :
No I didn't throw a check away then , I'm positive

on that . I didn't throw no identification away then , the only

thing I did is throw everything out of the back of the car.
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LEHNER : What about in Atlanta , did you throw it away

in Atlanta?

RAY : I could of throwed it away in Atlanta or I could

of throwed it away in Montreal . The only thing I'm--

LEHNER : In Montreal you are talking about or are talking

about in Toronto?

RAY : No, in Toronto . I'm clean , I mean I can picture

myself throwing stuff away in Toronto . And I threw a lot of

stuff away in Atlanta . I started putting it in the garbage

can and throwing it downstairs and everywhere else . But I

can't, you know, specifically remember tearing a check up and

throwing it away . But I know I Later on I wrote to the

company after I was in jail and tried to get the check back

and they said the FBI impounded the records . So I never did

get that .

LEHNER : Thinking back , didn't you , didn't you throw

that check away before you went to Toronto?

RAY: I could of throwed it away in Atlanta , yes .

LEHNER : Well what would be the purpose of your throwing

it away in Atlanta?

RAY: Mostly when I threw everything else away just to

get, get rid of everything in the Galt name.

LEHNER: But didn't you say you may have used the Galt

name with police in Toronto?

RAY : Yeah, but I think I made a mistake , I don't think

I would of been that foolish to give them that name , especially

without -
That's just something I can't remember , you know,
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from not thinking about it . But I think if you look on

the records up there you'd probably find it was the Bridgeman

or , or Snyed.

LEHNER : What happened to the ticket that the officer

gave you?

RAY : I must of threw it away too if I didn't , if it

wasn't in my , it wasn't in my suitcase when I was arrested ;

I don't think it was , because I've looked over , I've never

seen , I've never seen it in my record .

LEHNER: Did you get any mail when you were in , either

in the Ossington residence under Bridgeman or the other place?

Now where were the other residence that you took up in Toronto?

RAY : I can't think of the street name on that . Now, I know,

I know you go from , from Ossington you go up about a half a

block and turn right and go down about 5 or 6 blocks and it's

on the lefthand side of the street , but , I forget the name

of it .

LEHNER: Would Dundas Street ring a bell?

Yes .RAY : Yes , that's correct .

LEHNER: And what name did you use there?

RAY : I think I used the , I think I used the Snyed , Snyed

name .

LEHNER:
Had you called Snyed up until then?

RAY : I think - Yes , I done called him.

LEHNER: Did you receive any mail , either under the

name of Bridgeman at Ossington Street , or Snyed at Dundas

Street?
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RAY : I think I -- I think I received -
I went up and

bought , I know I bought a money order one time and ordered the

ordered the - ordered the birth certificates . I think the

only, the only mail I recieved was the birth certificates .

I don't -
I don't clearly I don't recall receiving them ,

but I must of received them if they come in the mail .

LEHNER : How did you apply for those birth certificates?

Now I don'tRAY : I think I called the Registrar General .

recall doing this , but that's the only way I did it . I think

I called the Registrar General and he told me how much money

to pay, and now I do recall going to get a money order and

mailing it . And I think it was a $1.50 or something .

LEHNER: Did you recieve both birth certificates , both

from Bridgeman and Snyed?

RAY : I don't recall about the Bridgeman . I may not

of even went back and picked it up. But if I did I threw it

away because I wouldn't want to get caught with two birth

certificates . What I ultimately did , I was still under the

impression, you know, from my first visit to Canada that

you had to have a -

LANE : This Guarantor?

RAY : Guarantor , yes . I was going to use the Bridgeman

name as a Guarantor and use the Snyed name to get the pass-

port, but of course I found out that wasn't necessary , so

LEHNER : How were you going to do that if it were

necessary?

RAY :

How were you going to work that out?

Well I'd just have to found out what the procedure

was and try to pretend who I was , because I didn't know what
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the procedure was . I thought maybe you just had to get a

sworn statement off of Bridgeman or something , well I could

of probably made out a sworn statement on my own and took it

down there and said I got this from Bridgeman .

But like I say I don't know what the procedure is .

LEHNER: Well wouldn't you need the Bridgeman birth

certificate for that purpose?

RAY : I imagine if you went to a Notary Public and

wanted to make a sworn statement you would of had to give

some information to-

LANE : Identification .

RAY : -get an affidavit , yes .

LEHNER : Well what if the passport people required

Bridgeman to be there , how were you going to arrange that?

RAY : I would of probably just went to the hills . If

it's too difficult to get I couldn't of

LEHNER: Were you planning to use any type of disquise

to pretend one time that you were Bridgeman and coming back

later at Sneyd?

RAY : Yeah, I thought about that one time , disquise ,

I also thought about a disquise on Snyed , but

LANE : Are these suggestions?

--

LEHNER : No , I'm asking Mr. Ray questions .

RAY : I really did think of that , I don't know.

LEHNER : You did think of that?

RAY : Yes, I thought about using disquise for Bridgeman

and coming , that would of been sort of far fetched if I did

think of --
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LEHNER: So did you -
Do you now recall that you had the

Bridgeman birth certificate?

RAY: Yes , I think, I don't really recall having the

Bridgeman birth certificate , I may have , or I may have just

went off and left it there . But I have kind of a slight recol-

lection of getting the Bridgeman birth certificate and throwing

it away.

LEHNER : How did you get the passport?

RAY : I went --
Well I went to a travel agency and I told ,

I believe I told the lady that I was from another town, I

got a town off a map and told her I was a used car salesman

there or something , but I hadn't been , I told her I had

been in Toronto for two years and couldn't prove , or something ,

that I was there . I told her , I think I wanted to go to

England ; London , England , a round trip ticket . And she explained

And I took her

to me that it wasn't necessary to prove I was in Canada two

years if I wanted to sign a sworn statement .

up on it . I think before I Before I went into this pass-

port business too much I went into the money angle because

I figured she'd be interested in money and ticket and every-

thing. I told her I wanted to go to England and all that

stuff .

- If I had a

Then I went and started explaining to her about the,

being out of the city of Toronto . I think I

map I could pick up the city I told her from.

she explained the procedure for getting, for making a sworn

statement .

LEHNER: And then what did you do?

And she , then
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RAY : I think she told me I had to get a picture and

fill out a form. I don't remember filling out the form,

but I apparently did , then I went down to get a picture , but

when I went to get the picture I used a different name from

Snyed, I used the Bridgeman name I think to get the picture.

Or maybe it's another name , I know it wasn't the Snyed name .

LEHNER : What was the purpose of that?

RAY : I can't recall , it don't .

-

Just being devious I

suppose trying to But anyway I got the pictures and that

was , I think I had to come back a few days later and get them

or something .

LEHNER: Did you ever see the real Bridgeman or the real

Snyed?

RAY : I seen the pictures in the paper , that's all .

LEHNER : You never saw them personally?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : Did you ever attempt to see them?

RAY : No , I never made no attempt to see them .

LEHNER: How did How did it come off that you

happened to bear a strong physical resemblance to both Bridgeman

and Snyed?

--RAY : I don't if I I don't if I bear a strong physical

resemblance to them. Uh , uh, most these in Eng- , in Canada

I don't know about now, but I don't think that'd be really

something extraordinary
, because most of them are the same

nationality to me , English or Irish . I don't think you'd

have too much problem having two features , you know . You
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might, I mean, there wouldn't be no radical-radical difference

in appearnce , Chinese or something like that .

LEHNER: Well , how did you know their height and weight ?

RAY : I had no idea their height and weight . I didn't

know if it was similar to mine or not .

LEHNER : Well , how did you know when you were applying

for the Snyed passport or the Snyed birth certificate that

Snyed might not turn out to be 5'2 " , 250 lbs . or 6'8 " a 140

lbs . ?

RAY : That's one reason I wanted to , to get the passport .

I wasn't thinking about what you just said , but I was thinking

about the picture . That's one reason I wanted to try and make

sure that the individual that I was applying for the passport ,

apply for his name , under his name for the passport was never ,

had never applied for one , because I assumed that they would

of at least had the picture inthere .

tall he was and all that . I didn't

Like you mention , how

think of that part but

that would of been on there , prior passport too , if he had one .

But I was I really didn't have too much to loose at that

time, all the heat on me. So I wasn't worried . The first

time I went up there I was too cautious , and the second time

I was a little too bold I guess you would call it .

LEHNER: Well at the passport , at the travel agency ,

did you leave your address under the name of Snyed?

RAY : Did I give them my address? Yes , I , um
-- I don't

know what address I gave them. I guess I gave them the Ossing- ,
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not the Ossington , but the Dunda Street .

LEHNER : Dundas Street?

RAY : Dundas Stree , yes .

LEHNER : Did you --
Did you leave a phone number?

LEHNER :

RAY :

RAY : I don't know if I did or not , I probably did .

Did you know the phone number at Dundas Street?

think there was a phone down stairs . There wasn't

none in the room. But I don't ever recall recieving a phone

call there. I think I I think I pretty well kept contact

with the travel agent myself, where she wouldn't have to be

calling me , I was kind of anxious to get the passport and so ,

--

LEHNER : When you took the passport photograph did you

disquise yourself in any way?

RAY : I think I combed my hair a little bit different ,

other than that I don't think I did .

LEHNER : How did you comb your hair?

RAY : I think I plastered it down maybe just a little

bit more.

LEHNER : Did you wear glasses during that passport photo?

RAY: Ah , yes .

LEHNER : When had you started to wear glasses after

your escape during Jefferson City?

RAY : I've been wearing glasses ever since 1961. I just

use them to , if I'm driving or reading , or something , I usually

don't use them if I'm just walking down the street or anything .

LEHNER :

RAY :

Did you ever use them when you took photgraphs?

When I took photographs of myself?
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LEHNER: Yes .

RAY : No , I don't think I ever went -- I don't think I

ever took a picture except for the . passport .

LEHNER : Didn't you take pictures of yourself in Mexico?

That's why I was thinkingRAY : I think I took a couple .

of plastic surgery , or something , I was thinking about the

passports and things .

LEHNER: Did you wear glasses with them-

RAY : No I never did take-

LEHNER : -when you took those pictures of yourself in

Mexico?

RAY : No, I never took pictures .

LEHNER: How did you arrange to take pictures of your-

self in Mexico?

RAY : Uh, I never did --
That was no big thing , I think

I took a couple , they have , they have some type of delayed

action thing that you put on a polaroid camera and take a

picture of yourself, and I took two or three of them I think .

I was trying to determine what features stood out in the

pasport- , in the picture and things like that.

LEHNER : Where did you buy that polaroid camera?

RAY : In Birmingham , I think.

LEHNER :
And what did you evenually do with that camera?

in my

RAY: I guess the police have it , I don't know, it was

-
I bought that for my own use and I think I kept it.

I believe the Memphis police - I think it's on the
- I think

But I don't know, theyit's on my pesonal property record .

give my brother some stuff and they kept some .
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LEHNER : You mean you had it with you when you were

arrested in London?

RAY : That's correct ; yes .

LEHNER: On -
On your person?

RAY : That's correct .

EVANS : Did you use any 35 mm equipment when you were

in Toronto?

RAY : I don't know what , what that is?

EVANS : Any 35 mm cameras?

RAY : I don't know anything about cameras .

EVANS : You don't know anything about cameras . Did you

take any photographs of yourself when you were at the Dudas- ,

Dundas Street address?

RAY :

passports .

I think the lady took about three of them for

I think you have to turn in three. I think that's

what you do . I think she kept the negative because-

EVANS : Did you take any of yourself when you were in

Toronto?

RAY : No.

EVANS : Did you have any camera equipment at all beside

the Polaroid camera when you were in Toronto?

RAY : I may have had some film .

EVANS : Where

RAY :

- Where is the film from?

Uh, I don't know if the film was for the polaroid

for

or whether it was/the material that I throwed away . But if

it was something small I may have overlooked it and just left

them laying in the , the overnight case . But I never, I
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never took any, I never I never did open them up or I never

id take any pictures with them or anything .

EVANS : Um hum, Um hum. You had polaroid film with you

in Toronto?

RAY : Ah, I really don't know. I had some film but I

don't know where it was polaroid or whether they were for the

material that I threw away .

EVANS : The material you threw away being which?

RAY : This is complicated stuff . I can't recall whether

it's for moving pictures or-

EVANS : Movie pictures?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : You had a motion picture camera?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : And when did you throw that away?

RAY : I threw it away somewhere between, on April the 4th ,

somewhere between Memphis and Birmingham . I threw it away

in Alabama. I threw everything out of the back of the car,

and that was some of it.

EVANS : Yeah, and what was the purpose of the movie picture?

RAY : Well the individual , this Raoul , he'd asked me to buy

this stuff . I purchased it in , I'd ordered it from Chicago.

A Chicago mail order house , and I think that's the only place

you could get . I never did, I put it in the trunk of the car

and that was it , I never did take it out , so-

EVANS : You had never used that equipment?

RAY : It was never out of the box , no .
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EVANS : All right , how come you had film in Toronto?

RAY : When I threw it away, I don't think the films ,

I don't think I had the films with the camera equipment in the

trunk of the car.

EVANS : All right .

RAY : And the film was probably small . I probably just

left them in the suitcase , because I didn't throw everything

out of the suitcase .

was irrelevant as far as me traveling . I just left everything

in the suitcase and it was dark when I threw this large,

I had some things in there that really

you know, these large packages away.

words , this material wasn't together .

I just threw it away and that was it .

And so I can't , in other

When I threw it away

What

EVANS : How did you happen to have the motion picture

material or cameras with you when you were in Memphis?

was the purpose of carrying it to Memphis?

RAY : There was no purpose , I put , put the material

in the suit , in the trunk of the car when I left Birmingham

for Mexico . And I don't have any recollection of ever taking

it out or looking at it or anything . And when I went through

Customs in Mexico I think they might have put a mark on it .

That was it when I , I think I touched them twice when I put

them in the trunk of the car and when I threw them away and

that was it.

And ,

LEHNER: What was the purpose of throwing them away?

RAY : Well I just didn't want I wanted to throw every-
--

thing away in the trunk of the car , and get rid of everything that

possibly would connect me with the car , and wipe the prints
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off of it and everything .

LEHNER:

why didn't--

RAY :

Well you didn't throw the polaroid camera away;

Well , no that was something that wanted , versus

what I didn't want if someone else may ofwhat , I mean ,

wanted it .

LEHNER: Well you need money couldn't you sold that , that

was new camera equipment that you had in the trunk of the car;

wasn't it?

RAY : Well , it's possible that you would want , you know,

if I wanted to pawn it or something , but I wasn't thinking

about that . I was just thinking about getting rid of everything

that had my name on it possibly. Or anything bulky that I

couldn't carry in --
The only thing I wanted was what, you

know, what I could get in the suitcase and that was it .

LEHNER: What did you do with your typewriter?

RAY : I threw it away too.

LEHNER: Where did you keep the typewriter?

RAY : Where did I keep it?

LEHNER : Just before it was thrown away , where was it?

RAY : I think I left it in Atlanta .

LEHNER: Why did you throw it away?

RAY : Well I couldn't carry it . The only thing I I just -

The only thing took with me is what I carried in the case .

LEHNER : Where did you throw it?

RAY : I threw it in a garbage can outside or either that

or I threw it downstairs down in the basement . I can't
-- I
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threw some stuff in a gargabe can and some , some things in

the basement .

LEHNER: Why not just leave it in the room?

RAY : Well I could of, but as I mentioned I was trying

to , there was an assumption that I was going to get a lot

of heat on me , and I was trying to get rid of everything

that had , that possibly connect me or anything with the

Galt name or anything . I think I think I threw everything--

away except a couple af articles I left in the room or something .

LEHNER : Why did you decide to leave those articles in

the room?

RAY : I think I left-- Well I didn't leave , I think the

only articles I left in there were a, I think there were some

clothing there , I don't think they were mine , I think they

belonged to this guy they call himself Raoul , there was some

pants , they were way too small for me. I think he left a couple

pair of paints in there one time . The only thing I left in

there was , was a copy of a Los Angeles Free Press newspaper

and a John Birch Society letter . I'd wrote to them asking

for imigration information . I left them in there and-- You

know , to try to throw the police off
111

the police got

these , you know, kicked in the door or something .

LEHNER : All right we will pick this up when we stop ,

when we come back , our Stenographer indicates he wants a short

break, so lets take five minutes .

(The time was 11:47 , am) .
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LEHNER : Okay it is now one minute after 11 am, November

14th , 1977. We are at the same place, Brushy Mountain State

Prison , the same people are present as we were before the break .

I know that our plan was to let you tell us some things about

that you had in mind. Let me take just a few more minutes

what we are on and then we will get back to you and do it

that way .

We were talking about Atlanta and we are talking about

certain things that you threw away and certain things you

didn't . You left the maps there together with the John Birch

Society letter and an underground newspaper; is that right?

RAY : Uh, if I left the maps there it was inadvertantly .

I don't recall leaving the maps .

LEHNER: Well you told us some time in the past about

the map where you put the circles ; one for the bank;

one for the restaurant; one for the highway where you came

in; and one for the place where you were staying at , four

circles ; right?

RAY : Yes .

I don't know where that map was at though . I could

of been, I could of threw it down stairs .

LEHNER: Okay . How did Raoul get his clothing in your ,

in your room at Garner's?

RAY : I think he must left a pair of pants there sometime ,

two pair of trousers there or something , one pair or something .

I mean, I don't , I think they were still hanging there when

I left .
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LEHNER: Well did he ever spend any time in your place?

RAY : Twice , yes .

LEHNER : But that was just once , the day after you arrived

there, and the next time to ; the day after you arrived just to

talk to you a few moments as I recall , wasn't that it? And the

next time was when he told you that he wanted to go to Birmingham

with you.

RAY: Well
-1

Well he came there the day after I rented

the room. I think what -
the first night we rented the room we

we, ah, the guy was drunk and we couldn't
-

-

we had trouble

renting the room and there was some doubt where I was going

to stay at . The first night I , I stayed in the I didn't

I stayed in another place, the regular office , the regular

office building . The next day when he sobbered he told me he'd

move me across the street . And then I moved across the street

the next day I told this Raoul that I'd be next door. And

some time the next day I don't know if he went to see the rooming

house operator or just knocked on the door and come to the

place I got next door , and I think that's when he left a pair

of pants there and he said something about he wanted to,

that maybe we'd be going to Miami for two or three days . And

I think he I think he left one or two pair of pants . I didn't

pay any attention to it , I'm not even sure they are trousers ,

they may have been shirts or something but they were still

hanging there

-

when I left.

LEHNER:

RAY:

Why
-
Why did he leave those clothes there?

I couldn't say .
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LEHNER: Where was he staying?

RAY : I don't know , I have no idea.

LEHNER : Well what did he say when he left the clothes

there?

RAY : He just said that , he said something about could

he leave these here or something until he come back to pick

It was my understanding that he would be back in

two or three days and we was going to Miami but it never did

them up .

work out that way.

LEHNER: Well, when you eventually went with him to

Birmingham, did he have a suitcase or did he have clothes

with him?

RAY : Uh , no .

LEHNER : Just the clothes that he had on his person?

RAY : Uh, yes.

LEHNER: And he went in your Mustang?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And did --
He told you he was planning to

go the Mexico ; right?

RAY : Well that's the impression I got .

LEHNER : What -- What was you thought as to how this

fellow has absolutely no, no clothes , goes with you in your

Mustang and then is planning to go to Mexico with you , did

you think it was strange?

RAY : Well when he left that night after we had purchased

the rifle , and he said he was going to New Orleans , so I assumed

that he possibly had some clothing somewhere else .
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LEHNER : How was he going to get to New Orleans?

I didn't inquire on that .RAY : I -

LEHNER : How many --
How many nights did you stay in

Birmingham?

RAY : I testified to this about last week, now I'm going

to have to give you two alternatives to that , because I still

don't have these Huie papers . But I think I'm going to have

to testify now the alternatives are going to be when I left,

when I got the rifle , when I took it back that day and got

it exchanged . Now whether I bought the rifle back and he

was still in the motel and left that night , or whether I went

back the next day and got the rifle . Now, I've been looking

at the stipulations , and they say I went back the next day and

got it .
If that is so then he'd already left when I went back

and got it . On the other hand if went back and got the rifle

exchanged the same day and he was still, he would of still been

there and I would of still been in that motel . But to specifically

answer your question , uh , I stayed in the motel one night .

LEHNER : Just one night in that motel , this is in the

Five Points area?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : So, you were just there one night?

RAY : Yes , I'm positive . Yeah, it would of had to been

one night .

LEHNER : Well where did you spend the night of the day

that you purchased the second gun?

RAY : -
Well , now like I say it's difficult regardless
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of whether the stipulations are correct or whether I am

correct , I still would of just stayed one night .

LEHNER: Well we'll get back to that , I didn't want to-

RAY : I wrote everything down on paper but I think I

better--

LEHNER : Just to finish with Atlanta for a questior. or

two, you told us that you took a bus to Cincinnati and that

bus you took sometime in the afternoon , about what time did

you say it was?

RAY : I can't recall just exactly what time it was .

I believe it was , I have some recollection of the bus being

late . And it must of been 4:00 or 3:00 or 4:00 .

4:00?

LEHNER : What did you do in Atlanta that day up until

RAY : Well the first thing I did I threw a lot of things

in the garbage can and I threw, I think I threw a lot of stuff

in the basement of the rooming house and I went up and got

some clothing I had in the cleaners .

LEHNER : This is the same The same person waited on

you when you picked up the clothing as when you put it in?

I can't recall that . I think it was ,RAY : I can't --

but I know, I believe it was a woman but I can't recall if
-

it was the same one .

LEHNER : Did you ever use the laundry , that particular

laundry , before that occasion?

RAY : No.

I think about

I put those I put some laundry in there

I put them in there before I went to Birmingham
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and then I picked them up when I came came back. It wasn't

nothing , nothing, just a couple of shirts . If I left them

there it wouldn't of amounted to anything .

I picked them up .

Beings I was back

LEHNER : You picked them up on the morning of the 5th

of April?

up?

RAY : Yes , that would of been about right .

LEHNER : About what time would you think you picked them

RAY : It would probably been as soon as they opened ,

8 or 9:00 .

when.

LEHNER : And when did you put them in?

RAY : Before I went to Birmingham, but I can't say just

Probably during some time in the week before I went

to Birmingham , during that week .

LEHNER : And you never used that particular laundry

before that time ; is that right?

RAY : No, that was the only time . Of course I hadn't

been there , you know, long enough to be using laundries and

that was the only time I'd ever used it .

LEHNER : What was the name of that laundry?

RAY: I don't know, but it's written down somewhere .

It may be in the stipulations , I don't know .

LEHNER: Is the Piedmont Laundry the correct name?

RAY : Yes , I believe that is .

LEHNER : Did you have the ticket for the laundry when you

went there on the 5th?
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RAY : I don't know if I did or not .

you get your clothing without a ticket .

Sometimes you know

But it wasn't all

When I put the laundry inthere I didn't

It was , it

that significant .

care whether I come back and got it or not .

didn't make all that much difference.

LEHNER: So the laundry was not your purpose in going to

Atlanta after leaving Memphis?

RAY: Oh , no, that wasn't nothing .

LEHNER : What was the purpose?

But

RAY : Well I had to go some place and I did have some

material back there in the room and actually if I could of

gotten out of the car somewhere and ditched the car I would

of ditched it in Birmingham and caught a bus somewhere .

it just so happened that it was nighttime and I didn't know

where to, it was no where to go . I mean , Birmingham , Atlanta

would of just been just as well off as anywhere else .

-

EVANS : What kinds of material are you talking about

that you had at the rooming house?

RAY : Well I had -

You go

I don't know just what I had in there

and what I had in the car. It wasn't really important what

I had in there but I really can't explain why I went back to

Atlanta , I just went , you know, I had to go somewhere when

you got the heat on you , you think you got it on you .

somewhere to get out of the area. And, I guess all that went

through my mind on the way to Atlanta and I figued , well , I'll

just ditch the car here and clean up the room and get what I

I think I had a, I had a pistol there too , I think I probably

--
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wanted to get a hold of it . It was in the basement , buried

in the basement .

EVANS : Did you have your , what kind of holster did you

have with that pistol?

RAY : Holster? I didn't have no holster .

EVANS : You had no holster at all?

RAY : Just carried it in my back pocket .

LEHNER: Did you ever carry a holster?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : In your whole life you never had a holster?

RAY : No, I don't-- I really don't like to carry pistols

because they weight you down. I usually just hide them in

the car or hide them in the house some place .

LEHNER: Is that true in your li- , in your whole life

you have never wore a holster?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : I mean that is , that is ture?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER: Yeah . Okay .

RAY : Never owned one .

LEHNER : So what else did you do in Atlanta before you

went to the bus station you say about four o'clock in the

afternoon?

RAY : Well I know I -
I know I didn't get , I did get

the .38 pistol , and I threw some items downstairs . I kind

of think I threw the cash , the typewriter down stairs . I

don't know if you've ever checked but it mit, it might still

be laying down there . There's a stairwell in there and you
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can throw things under the stairwell . I think I threw some

other items in a garbage can . In other words , everything

I couldn't get in the suitcase I threw away except the couple

pair of pants and the two items in, the Birch material and the-

LEHNER: The underground newspaper?

RAY : The underground newspaper , yes .

LEHNER: You left them there purposely to throw the FBI

off in case they came there that they would go to the West

Coast?

RAY : Well that was kind of a weak thing , yes . But that's

why I left it there , yes .

LEHNER: And the maps you left there inadvertantly?

RAY : I don't recall leaving the maps there at all , al-

though I didn't consider them important .

LEHNER : Well where do you recall leaving the maps?

RAY: I don't have no idea . I must of because unless

they got them out of my personal property when I was arrested .

But I do recall marking the maps . So if I marked that one

I may have threw it in the garbage can and the FBI could of

gotten the garbage can.

LEHNER : What about the Los Angeles map , did you mark that

one as well ?

RAY : I don't know what , which ones I did . I had so

many maps . I'd throw them away and collect them and it's

difficult to remember .

LEHNER: Which ones do you recall marking?

RAY :
I don't recall , I may have marked the Birmingham map .
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LEHNER : Did you leave any Canadian maps?

RAY : I don't know now. I know one time I had a To-,

Montreal map, I can't recall where I left it . A lot of time

I just assume you just leave a map , you know, and you just

forget about it. Like if I , now if I left that map in

the room in Atlanta I'd probably left the others , similar just

walk off and leave them or something , so
--

LEHNER : Do you recall marking the LA map?

RAY : I have a vague idea of marking the Los Angeles

map one time .

LEHNER :

-But , well I can't I can't remember specifically .

What areas would you of marked on that map?

RAY : Well usually when I am marking a map I'm trying

to get my bearing to get directions , because usually when you

a town

go into /it's hard to keep - but Los Angeles it'd be hard to

mark anything on a map like Los Angeles because it's so many

suburbs you really couldn't , it's more difficult than a town

like St. Louis or Birmingham or something .

LEHNER: Did you have a map of St. Louis?

RAY : No, I wouldn't need no map of St. Louis . I just

went through St. Louis I would had no time to get any map .

there anyway .

LEHNER : And can you now think of areas that you might

of marked on that Los Angeles map?

RAY :
If I had marked any areas it would of probably been

some place , that dance school ; or probably somewhere way out

where I would of had to drive way out , maybe the- this guy

that the hypnosis , possibly his ; but I can't - I can't think
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of anything else that I would mark on it .

LEHNER: Okay , can you think of anything else that you

did in Atlanta before you went to the bus station at about

4:00 pm.

RAY : I think before the bus --
I think what happened

I think I took the suitcase down and checked it into the bus

station , and stalled around , I do recall being in a tavern

once . And that's the only thing I rem-, I can remember being

in the tavern , and I can remember taking a cab, and I can

remember being in the- picking up the weapon that I had

buried in the basement , throwing stuff in the basement ,

throwing some stuff in the garbage can . And I can remember

leaving the cars , see, I threw the car/away things like that ,

but I can't -

away , if I, if

keys

I don't have no recollection of when I threw them

in fact I did throw them away, I may have left

them in the car . But I can't remember all those details like

that .

LEHNER: When you left the car in that parking lot , did

you lock the car?

RAY : I don't if I did or not . I believe I probably did , but

I can't recall specifically .

The only thing I recall specifically is wiping the rearview

mirrow off because I didn't want no prints on it .

car?

LEHNER: Did you -- Did you have to use a key to lock that

Or did you lock it without a key?

RAY : I believe you had to use a key to lock the door?

LEHNER : What did you do with the key , the keys to the

car after you left it in the parking lot in Atlanta?
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RAY : Well I apparent- , I apparently threw them away

if I didn't leave them in there. But I can't

recall specifically what I did with the keys?

-- I can't

LEHNER : What was in the car when you left it there?

RAY : Um , there shouldn't of been too much of anything in

there . But I never did look into it, after , after I threw

everything in between Birmingham and somewhere before I

-got to Birmingham, I don't I never did look into the back

of it any more . Because I think when I locked it up I

wiped it off because it was raining slightly , and I wiped

it off good because I didn't want any prints on it . And

there may have been something left in there , but if it

was it would of probably been small items or something

might have fell down in between where you put the tire at

but I can't recall leaving any large items in there .

LEHNER:

RAY :

Were there any names of any people in there?

They very well could of been, I wouldn't know.

LEHNER :
A couple of names of some girls from Los Angeles?

Remember those names?

RAY : You mean people I knew personally in Los Angeles?

A couple of names of women in Los Angeles , do

you recall them?

LEHNER :

RAY : I never -- I never knew anyone real good out there .

This bar maid , Marie Stein and them, I knew them occasionally .

I don't know how their names would of got in there. But I

took some items for Marie Stein to New Orleans and I , something

might of fell out , some , some of her material might have fell

out with her name on something and stayed in the car , but I
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don't have any recollection of it .

car?

LEHNER : Did you have any book ends in the trunk of the

RAY : Book ends? I don't recall , no .

LEHNER : Book -ends with animals on them?

RAY : Animals? No I don't think I'd have , I don't recall

ever having any book ends .

LEHNER : Did you have Did you , the tires that you had

on the car , the four tires that were on the car , were those

tires that you had purchased or were they original tires from

the car?

RAY : No, I bought those , two of those tires in , uh , North

Hollywood on Lankershim Boulevard I believe
- - Lankershim

it is; is there a street like that in North Hollywood , in

West Hollywood? In the Valley they called it .

LANE : Lankershim?

LEHNER: So where do you --
Where do you recall buying

tires for the car?

RAY : Uh, well that's another story in itself . I went

down on Lankershim Boulevard , I think that's in the Valley ,

I went downthere one time and bought- checked on buying some

tires . They had wore out in Mexico , and they said they was

busy that day , and that's when this registration place,

the voter registration place was right next door . And then

later on the woman, Marie Stein she wanted to register

to vote and then I told her , I said , well I'll take you

down there , I said I got to - I said there a place down there ,

I said , I got to buy some tires anyway . And I think I took
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her down, and I went down to get the tires and they were

busy again . Then I think I went down there a third time

and then they put the tires on. I know it's a place in the

back , you drive in the back and you come out in an alley ,

and get the tires on. The only thing I
-- The one thing

I remember about the tires , I had two tires on the front

they were bigger than the ones on the back , and

LEHNER: Different size tires?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: What was the purpose of that?

RAY : I don't know. I think -- I think I bought -- In

Mexico its very hard on tires now, and I think , I think I

had to purchase a tire down there too big a tire and then when-

LEHNER : A front pair?

RAY: I had to purchase one tire.

LEHNER : It was too big?

RAY : Yes . It was the only size I could get , you know.

LEHNER : Was it a new tire?

RAY : Puerto Vallarta , yeah, that's where I bough it at

and it was , it made the car lopsided , so when I got back to

Los Angeles I got another one to even the car out and I think

I had the two big ones on the front .

LEHNER : So , lets see , the first tire that you bought

for the car was in Puerto Vallarta?

RAY : I believe so , yes .

LEHNER:

RAY :

What type of place was that that you bought it?

I can't recall , it was just a place on the main street

42-077 079-5
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where they sold tires .

LEHNER : Do you remember what , what was the name of it

or the, was it a name brand store, or was it a garage , was a

tire store specifically?

RAY : See I never did , this just come to mind , I never

did have , I never have told anyone this before , book writers

anyway . I'm almost positive now that that's what happened .

But it was a big , it was a, or Puerto Vallarta it would be

a big tire shop and that's where I bought , I bought one . And

when I got back to Los Angeles I got another one to match it .

LEHNER : So you got the first one in Puerto Vallarta ,

the second one in Los Angeles?

RAY : Well I may have got two in Los Angeles , I know , I

don't know if it's one or two . They was on sale there . And,

I know I got at least one , I may have got two but I'm not

positive .

LEHNER: Did you buy any after that?

RAY : No that was the last one .

LANE : The one in Lankershim was that off of the Ventura

Freeway?

RAY: Well it's some Freeway there, you drive off and

then turn to the right and go down Long Street?

LANE :
That's probably Lankershim Bloulevard .

RAY: I know it's Lankershim , yes .

LEHNER:

the car?

Did you collect Green Stamps that you kept in

RAY : Green Stamps? At one time I collected , I kept the

stamps , yes .
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I don't know what kind they was. I was going to this

supermarket all the time. They'd always give them to , so

I'd just kept them . I think I did cash some in once ,

you get some premium or something or something .

any strong recollection of this .

LEHNER :

I don't have

Okay . Before we leave Atlanta , was there any,

did he give you any reason why he left any of the clothes in ,

at your place?

RAY : He said he'd -- I think he said he'd back to

And , I didn'tpick them up and we'd go to Miami or something .

think --
I didn't think anything about it . I think I hung

them up or throwed , throwed , layed them down or something .

I have some recollection of hanging them up, but I got , that's

just a vague recollection . I'd forgot about that until , I

think I told Huie about it , but I think I forgot about it for

three or four years .

HAUSMAN : Did you know anybody named Paul Bridgeman

while you were at Leavenworth?

RAY : No.

HAUSMAN : A guard or a fellow convict , possibly somebody

that was there before you?

RAY : Galt?

HAUSMAN : No , Bridgeman , Paul Bridgeman .

RAY: I had used aliases of people I knew as convicts

but I never, I never,

HAUSMAN :

the Bridgeman wasn't one of them .

Sure about that?

RAY : Pardon?
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HAUSMAN : Are you sure you don't remember any at time

or in the late 50's?

RAY : In Leavenworth?

HAUSMAN : Yeah .

RAY : I knew three or four people in Leavenworth real

good and that was it . I didn't know any, if there was a

Bridgeman up there then I didn't know his name .

LEHNER : Now, as far as the names of girls; remember I

was asking you before that if there were any names of

girls in the car .

RAY : Yeah .

LEHNER: The names of Nita Katzwinkle or Ginger Day mean

anything to you?

RAY : No, not, nothing .

LEHNER : The name Sue Harris mean anything to you?

RAY : No.

LEHNER: Okay .

LANE : Were these names which were found in the car?

LEHNER : They were-- It is my recollection that the

report is that the names is Nita Katzwinkle and Ginger Day are

the names found in the car .

LANE : With L.A. addresses?

LEHNER : I don't know what the, whether the card had

an L.A. address or not , but my , my impression was that these

were people from L.A. I wanted to know if James had any

recollection of them.

RAY : The only reason I could of been connected with
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names like that , is if I got names out of some of these Free

Press, and I was using their addresses . But , I had used womens

addresses , you know, when I checked into the hotel or like the

police stopped me in Toronto , so it wouldn't be unusual for

me to use someone's addresses , man or woman .

: What were the names inscribed on? Were

they inscribed on something by hand or were they typed out?

Some hand writing that could be traced?

LEHNER : You are aking me questions that I really don't

know the answer. I do know I have a report that I've read ,

and I'm not , that I've read which had these names on it.

My impression was that they were names on a piece of paper

that was found in the glove compartment of the Mustang , and

I wanted to know if James had any recollection of those being

there?

LANE : Well if the names not connected to him, then they'd

be useful .

RAY : The only women's that's ever , ever in

LEHNER:

RAY :

I'm aware of that .

I mean I could give you a list of all the women

that's ever been in the car and they wouldn't , they wouldn't

been in there.

: Did you clean the glove compartment out

when you bought the car ?

RAY : I probably looked in it and checked it out . I

never made a habit of cleaning . The only time I ever checked

the car out was usually when I crossed the border or something
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to see if there was anything in there that was , you could

get arrested for having .

EVANS : Could we get that list of women that's been in

the car?

RAY : Yeah, it wouldn't be too long . Of course the

Mexican , the Mexican women you wouldn't be interested them ,

I think I drove some Meican woman and her boyfriend , but--

LEHNER: Why don't you tell me--

EVANS : What -- What were the Mexican-- What was the

Mexican woman's name?

LEHNER: Why don't you tell me --
Why don't you tell

us everybody that was in the car , that might be a useful .

thing for us.

RAY: Well there was some guy named Charlie Stein in

there ; there's some guy named Raoul in there ; some woman

named Marie Stein in there; some- , another woman named

Marie Martin; now I'm there's a Stein and a Martin woman ,-

I don't know their first names , uh , I can't think of anyone

else in there .

HAUSMAN : In Mexico?

RAY : Yeah , well there's , there was a Mexican woman

in there . I took --
I took her and her boyfriend down to

a place one time and drove them back.

LEHNER: What's her name?

RAY: I can't think of her name . She worked in , I think

she, she's a hostess or prostitute or something . She worked

in a bar there in , in Puerto Vallarta , and her boyfriend was,
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I guess he was her employment agency or something , that's

the only thing I know about her.

EVANS : Well where did you take them?

RAY :

EVANS :

Pardon .

Where did you take them?

RAY : I go into a place one time , while I was in Puerto

Vallarta , I drove them to a place called Mesmolia , I think it

was , about 15 miles down from Puerto Vallarta on a gravel

road . I drove them there one afternoon and I was trying to

trade the Mustang for, this guy owned some property, uh , it

never did come through , I had some other problems or something .

EVANS : Why did you want to purchase the property?

RAY : So I could stay down there . I was going back to

get me another Mustang , just stay down there.

And , he owned a place on a mountain or something .
And ,

and that was --
That was the only time them two was ever in

there . There was one other time , there was a bartender, a

he

fat bartender , I think/worked the Oceana Hotel . One

time I drove him out to , to the airport and back . In fact he

drove the car himself . And that was the only peole in Mexico .

EVANS : What was the bartenders name?

--RAY : I can't think I think Bradford Huie knows the

name , the bartender's name . He's a fat guy , he was a , he

was a bartender there on ocean front in a hotel , I think

the name of the hotel was the Ocean- Oceana or something .

EVANS : And this is Puerto Vallarta?

RAY : Yes , that's right .
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HAUSMAN :

RAY :

Would the name , Garcia, refresh your recollection?

Yeah, that might have been it , yeah . He's a -

I know he's a heavyset guy , weighs about 250 and about , wasn't

too tall.

HAUSMAN :

RAY :

You don't recall his first name?

-
I may recall if I hear it , but I can't , I'm not

those names down there are a little different to remember than

the average name .

I think I think I gave that material to Huie . The

fact is I think Huie went downthere and checked on it .

HAUSMAN : Would the name Irma refresh your memory about--

RAY : Yeah, that was the name of the woman, yes .

HAUSMAN : That's the woman with the boyfriend?

RAY : Yes.

HAUSMAN : Do you remember her last name?

RAY: His last name?

HAUSMAN : Her last name.

RAY : No, I don't remember her last name .

HAUSMAN : Do you remember his name at all ?

RAY : No I don't recall it at all . I may recall it if

I heard it . He was the bartender there so I wouldn't be no

problem finding-

HAUSMAN : The bartender which place?

RAY : The Casanova, was that--

HAUSMAN : Which city is this in now?

RAY : Puerto Vallarta, yes .

LEHNER : Well was the person that was with Raoul was he

ever in your car?
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RAY : No.

LEHNER : And when was the time that you shook down the

car and found the Rosenson card?

RAY : Well thatwas in Tiajuana in a, by a motel, I

stop there. That was the day before I come back to the

United States .

LEHNER : And where was the card found?

RAY : Uh, it was slipped in, it , well actually it was in

It had slipped in beside the , ina package of cigarettes .

the seat , the passenger seat .

LEHNER: What type of cigarettes , do you recall ?

RAY : I think the --
I think they were a United

States brand but I don't recall what , what the brand was .

EVANS : Ray , when you say slipped in , do you mean that,

did it appear as though someone had placed it there as though

the cigarette pack had been dropped accidentally or what ;

what are you saying?

RAY: Well I assumed someone just dropped them out of

their pocket or they possibly could of laid them there on

the seat , or , there was a thing between the seats too , I

guess was a gear box . I mean you could probably lay something

down there and then you hit a bump in the road or something

and they fall down inbetween the seat .

EVANS :
Oh, so you are saying between the seat , meaning

between the floor and the seat, along the console , you are

speaking of the gear box , is that like a console?

RAY : Yes, yes .
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EVANS : Between the two front passenger seats?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : And it was on the passenger side?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Had you shaken down the car before that?

RAY : Yeah, I can't -- I shook it down -- Let's see,

the last time I shook it down would of been in Birmingham

probably when I looked through it real good .

And ,

HAUSMAN : You mean right after you bought it?

RAY : No , right before I left Birmingham for Mexico .

LEHNER : What was the purpose of shaking it down then?

RAY : Well , I I'd almost got arrested in Canada ,--

inadvertantly leaving stuff in the car and having them

al --

shake it down . I just made a practice of trying to , you know,

keeping from getting arrested just shaking , you know

shaking the car down real good before I crossed the border.

What was the incident where you were almostLEHNER :

arrested in Canada?

RAY : Well I'd made two crossings over there in Canada ,

the first time was alright , I had no trouble . The second

time I --
The first time I went through the tunnel, the second

time I came over the bridge and I got thinking of the TV I had

in the back of the car that I'd purchased in Canada . So

I told the -
I told the Customs Agent that right before I

got there that I wanted to declare a TV . And he had me pull

over and they started shaking the car down . And , I had some

stuff in the back of the seat and he was doing a pretty
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thorough job and he almost , he was fooling around in the back

and another Customs agent came out and told him to leave it

alone , it was all right , and the other guy went a way and

they let me on, they let me go on through .

LEHNER : What you had in the back was the stuff that

Raoul had you smuggling in?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : All right . So when you checked out the car--

LANE : Excuse me for a second . Why did the other person

come over and say to leave you alone , do you know?

- he said ·

RAY : I think, I guess he had something else to do , and

he just told me the other guy he was going in all

the details and talking alot , and the other guy was a boss

and come over, I think he was the boss , he said to do something

else or something and I went on, went on through . I think

I signed a form and paid a tax on the TV or something

that was it .

and

LEHNER : Was it your impression that the second guy was

trying to hide something and maybe was trying to get you free

without and harrassment?

RAY : I think he thought the other guy was just too,

you know, taking too much time or something , the guy just

kept hanging around and looking .

LANE : When was that , can you set the date?

RAY : Well it could be --
The day could be set because

I fill out a form declaring the , declaring the TV, I think

I had to pay a three or four dollar tax , to get the TV in the

United States .
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LEHNER : Did Raoul ever indicate to you that a particular

Customs agent for the Canadian-American border area was someone

that would be helpful to him?

RAY: He never said so, but the first time we went through

1 we went through the tunnel . That was --
I guess that was a

1

dry run because nothing happened there. Then when I came ,

came through over over the bridge , well that when he had ,

Of courseI think he had the real thing , probably the car
-

I guess I made a mistake of even stopping there , but anyway

I stopped there and I had to go through that routine .

LEHNER : Well did Raoul indicate to you that some , someone

or more Custom agents would be helpful to him and was in his

employ or something of that nature?

RAY : He never did , he never -- I don't think anyone

would indicate anything like that to me, but he never did

indicate that, you know, I don't think he would tell me that

even , even if he did have a-

LEHNER: Well was it in your impression that , on reflection

that on looking back that someone was in his employ at that

crossing?

RAY: Well I don't know, I just looked at it at the time,

I just assumed at the time the other guy was stalling around

too much and the other guy figured he had more work to do

than just spend two, you know spend an hour and a half shaking

a car down .

LEHNER: So you don't see anything suspicious about

that , that the same fellow was somehow or other trying to

help Raoul out?
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RAY : Well he could of been, but I didn't think anything

at the time . I thought it was just , just like what I say ,

stalling around .

LANE : Who picked that border crossing , crossing point?

RAY : He did .

LANE : Raoul did?

RAY: Yes .

LANE : I think it might be worthwhile to find out who

it was who said to stop the search of his car because if he

was being monitored during this entire peiord that could be

of course very relevant .

LEHNER : Let me ask you this , how many different Customs

agents were there at this area, the second , the second time

you crossed?

RAY : Two of them was all I saw.

LEHNER : Did Raoul tell you to try to get your car

to one or the other?

RAY : Well it wouldn't of been no one or the other,

--
it was just , it was just To the best of my recollection

it's just one stop there , when you stop at this place it's

one individual standing out there and he asks you if you are,

I think he asks you if you have anything to declare , and you

say yes and he asks you to pull over there in a lane or something

LEHNER:

EVANS :

How long was--

Excuse me . When he asked you if you had anything

to declare what did you say?

RAY : I said , yes.
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LEHNER:

long

How was the first person searching the car

until the second person came over and told him to finish?

RAY: Well about 15 minutes I would say .

LEHNER: Okay. Now--

RAY : He got to the back , he'd been through the front,

I think he was under the hood and I think he was in the back

seat and the guy come over and told him to--

LEHNER : Okay . Now where were you when you found that

pack of cigarettes with the Rosenson card on it?

RAY : I was , in a mo- , motel .

LEHNER : Where?

RAY : In Tiajuana .

LEHNER : Now up until that time who had been in your car

from the time that you had purchased it?

RAY : Fromthe time that I'd purchased?

LEHNER : The time you shook down the car and found the

card , who had been in your car through that period of time?

RAY : Uh , well there'd been a State Police in there

that give me the driver's test ; and Cherpes had been in there ,

he'd went down with me to take the test; I think Raoul he sat

in the car for a few minutes at one time after I bought it ,

purchased it .

a--

EVANS : Where?

RAY: Up there by the rooming house , right on a , there's

EVANS : In Birmingham?

RAY : Yeah, there's a place where you can , there's a
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place you can park. There's two streets that you park right

in the middle and he sat there for a while .

EVANS :
Was that before the driver's test or after the

driver's test?

RAY:

EVANS :

RAY :

Uh, yes , that was before the driver's test .

Before the driver's test .

Um , I can't think of anyone else during Birmingham .

LEHNER:
In what order did they sit in the car, between

the State Policeman , Raoul , and Cherpes?

RAY:
Well see they all--

LEHNER:

and who third .

RAY:

What order , who sat in the car first , who second ,

Well it would of been Raoul first , Cherpes second ,

and the State Police third .

LEHNER:

When was this in relation to when you shook the

car down before going to Mexico?

RAY :

Uh, you mean dates?

LEHNER:

Well , when did you shake the car down in

Birmingham in relation to when Raoul , Cherpes and the State

Policeman sat in it?

RAY: When
-- When I left --

When I left for Birmingham

I mean I didn't--

I don't think I made a real thorough
check

.

LEHNER:

RAY:

When you left for Birmingham or from Birmingham?

From Birmingham .

I
don't think I made a real thorough

check
, I think

I

just
looked around in it and things

like , kind of clean
it up
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and things , but--

-- WhateverLEHNER: Well when did you do that? When

search that was , did you do it after these three people sat

in the car?

of --

RAY: See , that would of been after, so there wouldn't

I'm pretty certain there wouldn't been anything left

in there at that time. It might

LEHNER: Did you look in the area of the front passsenger

seat at that time?

RAY: See my problem was I
--

I really wasn't too concerned

about having things planted and then going into Mexico. I

was more concerned about United States because they are more

thorough . So , I don't think, I wouldn't of made it more, I

wouldn't made a thorough search going into Mexico as I would

coming out.

LEHNER : Let me just ask you this, when you made the

search in Birmingham did you search the area where you eventually

found the cigarettes in the car?

RAY: I don't recall specifically , but I imagine I did.

LEHNER : Okay , after Raoul , Cherpes , and the State policeman

were in the car in Birmingham who was next in the car with you?

RAY : Uh, Raoul and then the next one .

LEHNER: Where was that?

RAY : That would of been in the The first time?

It would probably been in a motel in Mexico , the first time .

LEHNER: What town was that?

RAY : That would of been in Puerto Vallarta .
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No, Neuvo Laraedo .

LEHNER : Okay . That would be the first town you got

into in Mexico ; is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : All right , how long was he there in the car at

that time , in Neuvo Laraedo?

RAY : Ah , from the motel to Tax- , taxi stand which

would of been , but see I had the car parked there in the

motel , anyone could of easily got into the car while I had

it parked in the motel . It was parked in kind of a dark spot

down there and I was in the motel about two , two hours

before he ever came there. If you are trying to insen--

you know someone planted there , anyone could of come up there

and got in the car and put something in there .

LEHNER: Okay, who was next in the car after Raoul

was there in Neuvo Laraedo with you?

RAY : Well he was in again when we came back across the

border . We went back in the United States side and got some,

we got a tire and we came back and , and he came all the way

back this time .

LEHNER: All the way back to where?

RAY : To the Mexican Customs .

LEHNER : Where was that?

RAY: That was in Neuvo Larado .

LEHNER : Okay , so then , what, who was next in the car

after that?

RAY : Uh -- Well he was in the trunk of the car , but are

not interested in the trunk, he was in the trunk of the car

3.
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the next day. But I think the next individual in the front

seat of the car would of probably been Irma and her boyfriend .

LEHNER: Okay, where was that?

RAY: That would of been Puerto Vallarta .

LEHNER: Okay, who was next in the car?

RAY : That would of been the bartender , the fat bartender

in Mexi- , in Puerto Valla ta.

What's his game?LEHNER :

RAY : I can't -- Garcia; is that it?

LEHNER : Well what bar was he from?

RAY : Uh, on the Oceana , I think, Oceana Hotel , he

worked on-- He worked , he was a bartender in a beachfront

hotel .

LEHNER: Why was he in your car?

RAY : I don't know, I just got to talking to him, and

one time he wanted to go ot a place called , some club out-

he wanted to see some , there's a club out by the airport and

I drove him out there and he asked me if he could drive and

I was feeling bad anyway so I let him drive on out there

and I was with him. And , he was on the driver's side .

LEHNER : Okay, who was next in the car?

RAY : Well I'd forgot about this , but the next , the only

other individual in there was a Mexican I picked up hitchhiking .

LEHNER: And when was that?

RAY : Well that would of been when I left Puerto Vallarta,

and he wanted - he - I picked him up somewhere around "Tee peck"

or Tampecko or somewhere and hauled him, I hauled him till

it got dark, then I checked into a motel , I don't know the name
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of the town. Then the next morning I got out and drove

So I -- I think he was -

about 10 miles and here he was walking down the highway hitch-

hiking again . he was going I think

he was going to be an illegal immigrant , so I picked him up

again and I hauled him, he was going to, I don't know if it

was Mexically or Tiajuana . We was going that way and we run

out of gas , we got in the dessert or something and he stopped

in a Mexican farmers house or something and he got enough gas

to get to the next gas station . And I let him out in Mexically

or, I think I let him out in Mexically and he was the last

one in there.

LEHNER :

you then?

And then when did you find the card , where were

RAY : I was in Tiajuana then .

LEHNER : And what were you planning to do?

RAY : Cross the border .

LEHNER : And this is the card that you say you threw

away where?

RAY : I'm not positive where I threw it away . I may have

threw it away in Los Angeles or , I don't think , I know I wouldn't

carry it to , I wouldn't kept it with me . Because I know,

I wrote , I recall writing the address down backwards on a piece

of paper and retaining it .

LEHNER: When you say backwards , the name backwards or

the number backwards , or both?

RAY : Well it would just been the , the , the address of the--
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1

LEHNER: On the address did it have a number and a name

to it , the address?

RAY: Yes , it had a street number but I think I used

the right street number , maybe just altered it a little

bit , because tha would look too phony if you had a name

wrote down backwards . But I'm, I wrote , I wrote the , the

address down backwards , any numbers or anything like that .

LEHNER: How many numbers were there?

RAY : There were quite a few of them as I recall .

I think there were about five of them .

LEHNER: What was the number?

RAY : I don't recall now, I've got them wrote down.

LEHNER: What was the name of the address?

RAY : The street number?

LEHNER:

RAY:

Street name .

I don't-- I don't recall .

LANE : You say you have it written down some place?

RAY : Yeah, I think I've got it right here as far as-

LANE : Why don't you find it?

LEHNER: If you would .

——

RAY : I say I must of remembered it wrong because some

of these numbers are, are similar. I got I got it wrote

down backwards here , 0-8-1-1 North West River Drive,

Miami , Florida .

LEHNER : Let me have that again .

RAY : 0-8-1-1 North West River Drive , Miami , Florida .

HAUSMAN : That's the address that was onthe card?
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RAY: Well that's the address that I remember .

LEHNER : How did you get that so that you wrote it down

on a piece of paper that you have in front of you?

RAY : Well I wrote this down after I got in the

Memphis Jail .

down?

LEHNER : How did you , what did youuse to write that

RAY : I think --
Well some of this stuff the Sheriff ,

this is money receipts , some of it the Sheriff wrote down ,

some of it is wrote down either pencil or paper . Then

-- Nowsome of these names on here I see where it's big

Percy Foreman he left me some legal pencils up there one

time and some of it is wrote down on that legal pencil .

I think this here would be the State , they got various

statement and that looks like legal pencil . And it's got

my brother's name and address , that looks like legal pencil .

Who actually wrote this , Vera Staples?
LANE :

RAY : I wrote that down , that's someone wrote to me ,

it don't , she sent some money or something .

LANE : And what's that, who wrote down this 0811?

RAY : I worte that down with a penci there .

LANE : Is that based upon your memory at that time?

RAY : Ah , yes .

LEHNER : This is based on the memory of the paper that

ou threw away in Toronto?

RAY : Uh , yes , that's correct .

LEHNER : Is that right?
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RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Is that 0811 backwards or forwards?

RAY: It's backwards .

LEHNER: So the actual address on the , onthe card was

1180 North West River Drive , Miami , Florida?

RAY : As best as I remember, but that's not the correct

address , but that's what I remember .

LEHNER : Why --
Why is it not the correct address?

RAY : Well I'm not sure what the correct address is .

LEHNER: I mean --

RAY : I've got a transcript from the 5th Circuit and

it had another number in there I think.

LEHNER : You mean an investigation came up with a different

address?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And we say the 5th Circuit , how did you get this

from the 5th Circuit?

RAY: Uh, Richard Ryan got it .

LEHNER : How did he get it? How did he get it?

RAY : Well I got the name , the Rosenson name off of a

Clyde Watts indirectly , he got, my brother Jerry Ray got

it from Clyde Watts and I give it to Richard Ryan and he

went, he was in New Orleans for some reason and he went to

the 5th Circuit and got a transcript .

LEHNER: Okay , now, that was a lot , a lot of things that

you just said and I want to see if I can break it down , see,

see if I could give you what I recall you saying and then we
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will fill in if you would .

You are searching the car in Tiajuana and you come up

with the card .

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : You keep that card until Los Angeles , you

write what's on the , the handwritten part of the card on to

a piece of paper in Los Angeles and dispose of the card .

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : You don't write down on that piece of paper the

printed part ; is that right?

RAY : Uh, no, not on the front , no .

LEHNER : That would be the LEAA, that would be New Orleans ,

and that would be some name that was scratched out ; is that

correct?

RAY : No, I could of wrote part of it down but I don't

recall . I don't
--

I specifically recall writing what was

written down in longhand down .

LEHNER : You may have written the stuf- the material on

the front of the card , the printed material , also on this

piece of paper in Los Angeles?

RAY : Well I could of put the LEAA on there or something ,

but I don't recall because the only thing I recall clearly is

printin-, is writing down what was on the back, putting the

address down backwards . I don't recall all the details of it .

LEHNER : Now, you are in Toronto after the assassination ,

you throw away this piece of paper ; is that correct?

RAY : Yes .
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LEHNER : Now sometime thereafter material that was on

the card gets written onto a piece of paper ; is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: How does that come about?

RAY : Well I got three different things wrote on the

paper; I had a name , name , I done give you the name. I had

my brother call out and get the phone number and I wrote it

down here , the Thompson name , that's the Baton Rouge . Now

on the, on the North West River Drive, I wrote it down back-

wards , I don't know just what date I wrote it down .

LEHNER : Where were you when you wrote it down?

RAY : Well some of this , it's my recollection that I ,

originally I wrote some of this down on envelops and put it

underneath my bed because theywas always shaking it down,

I'd just write it down backwards and put it , I'd get a letter

or something and write it in the letter . Then later on I

trans- , before I came to the Nashville Penitentiary I transferred

all these numbers and everything on this receipt .

brother's name and my sister's name and all so it would like

possibly my relatives addresses.

I put my

LEHNER : Well , after the arrest , where , when did you first

write down anything pertaining to Rosenson?

RAY : After my arrest?

LEHNER: Let me Let me phrase it another way and see

if I can't After you wrote down the material pertaining to

Rosenson in Los Angeles when was the next time you wrote any-

thing down pertaining to this Rosenson card?
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RAY : Well it would of been when I got back from the

Memphis Jail sometime in July of 1968 .

LEHNER : And what did you write down and how did you ,

how did you come about running- , writing that down?

RAY : Well everything I had wrote down I use to write it

down on the envelope or in a letter I had , some , somewhere

to write , and my brother'd write me and I'd just make a notation

on it or something , something in that manner .

LEHNER : What did you write down?

RAY : Specifically?

LEHNER: Yes .

RAY : Well I put the Rosenson stuff , I wrote it down . I

wrote the Thompson phone number down and I think I wrote

Rosenson- , Rosen , LEAA down .

LEHNER: Did you write the address , the Miami address?

RAY: Yes , I wrote it down backwards .

LANE :

holding .

It's all here on this document that James is

LEHNER : Is this something that we could see? This document-

RAY : Yeah.

LANE : Sure . Why don't you just tell us what it is

though , before you When did you
- -- This is a xerox of

something he has . What's the xerox of.

RAY : Well the xer- , the xerox is a money receipt some ,

my sister Carol Pepper sent me 10 dollars in ; the Sheriff ,

William N. Morris ; the date's December 23rd , 1968 .

LANE : So you had the Sheriff's receipt and sometime after-
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RAY : Yeah . Sometime after .

LANE: you got that receipt , after December 23rd , 68 ,

you wrote this material-

RAY : I wrote this material .

LANE : -on this Sheriff's receipt .

RAY : Yes , I transferred everything from the envelopes

onto this receipt .

LANE :

RAY :

And then you xeroxed that, or had it xeroxed .

Uh , I xeroxed it after, sometime, I don't know

when it got xeroxed , probably sometime after I got to the

penitentiary in Nashville .

Where's the origianl of this?LANE :

RAY: Well my brother he
--

I think he had the original

once . And some of this stuff has been filed in court.

LANE : Okay , I'm not
——

LEHNER : In which court is that?

RAY : The 6th Circuit, the United States 6th Circuit .

LANE : Do you have any objection to the Committee looking

at this?

RAY : Well they can make a copy of it if they want to.

LANE : Let's see the LEAA is on there, Rosen's on there ,

0811 is on there .

LEHNER: Now this is a piece of paper that you just showed

us that you put down what you had written on envelopes when you

returned to Memphis ; is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: Now the part that pertains to Rosenson , is
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Rosen, and then an LEA, and it's difficult to see in the

xeroxed copy what comes after that A. And then above that

I see 0811 NW River Drive , M- I , F- L . That also pertains

to the Rosenson card; is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Now above that addres is Vera C. Staples , does

that refer in anyway to the Rosenson card?

RAY : No, she sent some money down one time . Appparently

she sent it down after I got that money receipt and I just wrote

her name down and I had a reason for writing them other names

down too because I figured if the Sheriff or anyone seen the

thing well they'd just figured it was some of my , one of my

relatives name or phone number or address .

LEHNER : Who is Vera Staples?

RAY : I don't know who she is?

LEHNER: She sent you money?

RAY : I think she sent a $ 5 money order at one time .

LEHNER : And what are the other names? It seems to be

Dr. , and it's difficult to read , McCarthy .

RAY : The man , well he's a, he's a doctor down there ,

was my doctor , he was the prosecutor's brother- in- law,

William Garth's brother- in- law .

LEHNER: What is , what's his name?

RAY : McCarthy Demur.

LEHNER: hat was the purpose in writing his name down?

RAY : Well he wanted me to write him after I got to

the penitentiary.
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LEHNER : And then after that there's an address ,

underneath that , of, Memphis Tennessee address and it's

difficult read the address , can you tell us what address

this is?

RAY : Well Demur's address I suppose .

LEHNER : Can you read what it is?

RAY : It says Madison Avenue, Memphis , is the only thing.

I can't read , I can't read the numerals on it. But I can see

Madison Avenue Memphis .

LEHNER: Now when you wrote this 0811 NW River Drive ,

Miami , Florida this was from a piece of paper , an envelope that

you wrote this on this slip of paper?

RAY :
-

Originally I think I I'm positive I wrote various

information on letters I'd receive from my brother and sister .

LEHNER: Now when you wrote on these letters that you

received from your brother and your sister you wrote every

thing that you could recall from the Rosenson card?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER: And that was this number 0811 NW River Drive ,

Miami , Florida I take this stands for-

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : -and Rosenson and the LEA and whatever comes

after that?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER: That was all you recall from the card?

RAY : That was just recollection , yes .

LEHNER : Now, but you now say you recall that there was also
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a New Orleans on that card?

RAY :

card , yes.

Well that was the side that was inked out on the business

LEHNER: When did you first write that down, if ever that

New Orleans part of the card?

RAY : Uh, I don't recall ever writing it down . I don't

believe I wrote it down . I couldn't read it anyway too well ,

so I'm not even positive it was New Orleans , I just assumed

it was because , I'm , I apparently seen enough where I thought

that's what it was .

LEHNER : Now, so everything that you recalled when you

were in Memphis Jail , pertaining to the card that's what you

wrote down here; is that right?

RAY : Yeah , I didn't write everything there but I wrote

enough where I figured I wouldn't forget it or something

if I got--

LEHNER : Well what What didn't 11 What did you not

write down that you recalled at that time when you were

in Memphis?

RAY : Well I didn't write the Rosenson first name down ,

and I didn't write the New Orleans or anything like that ,

or the

LEHNER : What was your purpose in not writing the

Rosenson first name?

RAY : Well at that time I was dev-- At that time I

didn't know what the prosecution's game was , I didn't want

to tell more than what I thought they should know . I didn't
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know, I really didn't know what the prosecution , what kind of

a game they were playing at that time .

LEHNER : You mean you gave the name of Rosen, and LEA,

and this Miami , Florida address to the prosecutor?

RAY : No, I didn't want to give them to the prosecutor

at that time?

LEHNER: Did you give them to him?

RAY : Well no, I can see now that they didn't want to

know anything but I mean at that time I thought they were

trying to , you know , trying to find out what was going

on more or less .

LEHNER : Ah, if you could just verify that. Did

you plan to give this address , Miami , Florida address and the

name Rosen to the presecutor?

RAY : No , if I would of testified in trial , I think

you're asking would I of testified as a State witness , no ,

that wasn't my intention . If I would of testified in a

trial and I would of give that as a , you know, a witness

for myself . But

LEHNER : You were planning to testify in your defense

and you were going to testify about the Rosenson card ; is that

right?

RAY : If I would of took the witness stand and the lawyer

asked me or the prosecution then I would of testified to it .

LEHNER : And youare planning to testify as to this

Miami address as well , is that right?

RAY : Yes, I would of testified to that .
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LEHNER : Were you going to testify the name as Rosen

or Rosenson at that time?

RAY : Rosen , yes .

LEHNER :

you

Were planning to testify as to the first and

middle name of Rosenson?

RAY : The first two names? Probably would , I had

the problem for a while whether it was Erwin or Edwin , but

I would of probably just give both of them if it became

a issue .

LEHNER : Now, so this note here was the purpose,

for the purpose of refreshing your recollection so when you

testified , you'd be able to testify as to everything that

was on the card?

RAY : Well it was two , it was two reasons , yeah ,

for what you say it recollects if I took the witness

stand , and also if I got back down to the penitentiary somewhere .

I'm just sure when I put that on there , if I got down to the

penitentiary somewhere. I'm not just sure when I put that

on there if I got down to the penitentiary then I wouldn't

forget . And--

LEHNER : This you wrote down while you were in Memphis ,

is that right?

RAY : Yes , that's correct .

LEHNER : Why did you not write downthe first two names

if you wrote downthe last name?

RAY : I , I , I don't really recall any reason why I did ,

I thought the last one would of been enough and there
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was some doubt about the , there still is some doubt about the

middle name , and there was no specific reason why I did it .

LEHNER: When you say there is some doubt about the middle

name , is there any doubt about the first name?

RAY : Uh, not , not legally there's doubt .

LEHNER : Not what?

RAY: Legally there's no doubt . I mean I know, you are

talking about his first , you are talking about his real name

versus his alias?

LEHNER: I'm talking about your recollection and what you

saw on the card .

RAY : No, there's no doubt about the Randolph , no . But ,

there is about the Edwin, there was about the Edwin or the

Erwin .

LEHNER: What's the doubt about the middle name .

RAY : Well Edwin and Erwin seem similar and now for

some reas I got those name confused over the years . I'd

try to think of his name and I'd get this Edwin and Erwin

mixed up .

LEHNER: What's your best recollection now as to

what the middle name is?

RAY : Erwin I think .

LEHNER : And what was your reason for not writing down

the first name of, Randolph?

RAY : Well I just didn't want to put too much information

I just wanted I just wanted to put enough onon the paper .
--
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there where I could remember it if it became necessary .

LEHNER: Well when you say you didn't want to put

too much on the paper wasn't this for your own recollection?

Well I couldRAY :

LANE :

RAY :

--

He was in prison at the time .

Yeah . I could put something down there and remember

the rest of it , but you can remember a name but remembering

numbers and all that is a little bit more difficult .

LEHNER: You mean that you thought that you had put down

the address , and you put downthe last name , but you didn't

want to put down the first name because you were in prison?

LANE : One second , I don't think that's fair . He put

down the address in code under another name . This whole docu-

ment is a coded document , the reason he obviously wrote it,

from his testimony , from what you can see before you is the

purpose of that if someone picked that up they would not be

able to figure out the whole story.

LEHNER : Did you -- Did you put down the first

Well , let me ask you this , was the first name Randy or Randolph?

RAY : Uh, I sent my brother down there , to Miami in

1974 or 5 and he found out it was Randy, so , but the name I

had on the card was Randolph .

LEHNER: And is it your statement the reason you didn't

put Randolph on this piece of paper is that you thought someone

would be able to put together that Randolph , if you put it on

any part of this paper , and Rosen were part of the same name

and you didn't want anybody to find that out?
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RAY : Uh, yes . I didn't want to put -- I didn't think

it was necessary to put too much information , some of the

things I could remember. I was more concerned about things

that maybe I'd have trouble remembering . And--

zero?

LEHNER : Do you know of any addresses that start with a

RAY : Uh-,
I can't think of any right now, but--

LEHNER : Would it not be a little obvious that 0811 would

not be a correct address?

RAY : Yeah , but it would be difficult , if a prosecutor

found it , it would be difficult to prove what was the correct

address .

LANE : Criticism of his code system?

LEHNER : What was the reason that you didn't want a pro-

secutor to find this out?

RAY : Well I really -- As I mentioned I didn't know what

the prosecution's game was at that time , I didn't know if

they wanted to get everything they could and get it on

record and prove it or disprove it , or just more or less forget

about it and just get me in the penitentiary and let it go at

that .

I think

So, I'm really not certain what their game is yet ,

--

LEHNER : Well let me ask you this , what if, what if the

prosecutor had known the name Randolph Erwin Rosenson; how

would that of affect you plans at the trial?

RAY : Well I suppose if he'd arrested Rosenson , and

Rosenson was an informer he might of got up and said that
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I did everything and he didn't do anything . There's two

or three ways to look at it . As I mentioned before I , if I

go to trial , I always wanted to go to trial by myself , I

don't want to get like the Yablonski case -where everyone's

testifying against everyone else.

LEHNER : You were hoping that , in otherwards that the

prosecutor would not find Rosenson?

RAY : Ah , it really didn't make much difference , but I

wasn't interested in helping them to find him . I always

thought it was best if I went to trial by myself without ,

not exactly, maybe someone really wasn't involved directly with th

but let's just say Rosenson was involved inKing case ,

some narcotics , I can't see him, I can't picture anyone

helping me with the FBI putting presure on them , helping

me by coming up and testifying .

HAUSMAN : Do you have any reason to believe that Rosenson

is connected with narcotics in anyway?

RAY : Well I got the transcript , I didn't , I just read

it once and threw it away . But it said he was convicted of--

That's now or when you got the
HAUSMAN : That's now

transcript , but back when you found the card in '68 did you

have any reason to believe that he was connected with narcotics?

RAY : No. But I say if he was convicted in some type

of criminal activity and he came up , I can't
- I can't see him--

Well , from my associations with theives I can't see one testifying

in my favor it would be one chance in a hundred I'd say .
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LEHNER: Well you found the card in '67 and you wrote on

this paper in 1968 ; is that correct?

RAY : That's correct .

LEHNER : And you wrote on this paper before the trial ;

is that right ?

RAY : Ah, yes .

LEHNER : Now you wanted to remember the name so that you

will be able to testify to it to the jury ; is that right?

RAY : Yes , I wanted the address , I wanted as much , you

know as much information as I could get in case I went to trial ,

yes .

LEHNER : And when you testified at the trial you were

going to give the correct address , you were going to give 1180

North West River Drive, Miami , Florida ; is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And you wanted to remember the full name , Randolph

Erwin , or whatever the middle name was , Rosen; the purpose

that you wanted to remember it accurately was what?

RAY : Uh , well it was my
--

It was my intentions if I

took the witness stand to , to just testify what I knew about

It was no, really no purposeit and that would of been it .

except , of course I would of had to prove myself not guilty

of the offense , but it was no, in other words it was all in

my self interest , it was no prosecution interest in it .

LEHNER: Did you tell Mr. Hanes about the Rosen, the

Rosenson name?

RAY : No.
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LEHNER : Did you tell Mr. Foreman about it?

RAY : I told him about another name I didn't tell him

about that one .

LEHNER : What name did you tell Foreman about?

RAY : About the Thompson name .

LEHNER : Did you tell , but you did not tell Foreman

the Rosenson name.

RAY: Ah, no, I didn't tell him that .

LEHNER: Now was you purpose of first having Mr. Hanes

if he were your wit- , your attorney at the time , or Mr. Foreman

if he were your attorney at the time of the testimony , to

first hear the name Randolph Erwin Rosen or Rosenson and the

address 1108 Northwest River Drive at the trial when you were

testifying?

LANE : Bob I think this really gets into the whole question

of his relationship with Foreman and Huie and Hanes , and maybe

we ought to start at the beginning of that and then the answer

to this question becomes explicable then .

EVANS : All right . Suppose we just ask what , what

was the significance of the card to you? What did that

card mean to you when you found it in the car?

RAY : I thought that possibly someone lost it there .

I , I knew it wasn't no Mexican name .

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : And I just thought it was something that might

come in handy one time or another .

EVANS : Someone like who , someone who , who would be

that someone? Who did you speculate might of dropped that card ,
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that it would of been of some significance to you?

RAY : Well I speculated it , that Raoul would of been

the only one that dropped it in there or planted it in there .

I didn't think a Mexican national would drop it in there .

And , I really didn't know too much of what I was all involved

in . And, I guess you just call it some type of insurance or

something like that . I I couldn't , it's the same reason

when I was in Baton Rouge I tried to find out a name , something ,

it wasn't anything to take to the prosecuting attorney or any-

thing like that , it was just something to know in case I needed

it.

--

EVANS : Well Randy Rosenson , the Randy Rosenson card which

you found , you assume now that Raoul planted it or dropped it ,

which?

RAY : Well it could of been either one . If he laid it ,

if he laid it on the gear box it could of fell in there , but

on the other hand-

EVANS : Well if he laid it on the gear box and it fell

in then he wouldn't of planted it ; correct?

RAY : Yeah , well I

gear box .

--
But I never seen anything on the

Uh , it would be kind of awkward to drop it , I

assumed it was planted in there .

EVANS : You assumed it was planted in there and it was ,

had fallen between the seat and the gear box?

yes.

RAY : Yeah , I assumed now that it was planted in there ,

EVANS : Okay , now did you assume that Randy Rosenson
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was , if he planted it , did you assume that Randy Rosenson ,

that was not Raoul then , Raoul was not Randy Rosenson , is

that what you are saying?

was

RAY : Ah, yes , uh huh .

EVANS : Okay . Did you assume that Randy Rosenson then

someone that Raoul wanted to be , wanted to hook you up

with?

RAY : I , I assume that now, because Rosenson , the individual

that I was associated with was either Spanish or French , I

think Spanish , and Rosenson that'sEnglish name or something .

EVANS : Well what do you think he , what do you think he

was trying to do , hook you up with a narcotic traffic or hook

you up with an assassination plot ?

RAY : Well I assumed it was narcotics . You are talking

You are talking about what I assume now?

EVANS : What did you assume then?

RAY : Well the same thing , yes , it would been narcotics ,

but I'm more convinced of it now.

EVANS : Do you know anyone , did you ever know anyone

named Randy Rosenson before this?

RAY : No I never heard of it.

EVANS : Did Raoul ever mention anyone named Randy Rosenson?

RAY : No there was no mention of Rosenson.

EVANS : All right . Subsequent to this date did you

ever hear the name Randy Rosenson anywhere else in your

travels .

RAY : No I never heard it .
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EVANS: Why did you hook Randy Rosenson up with New Orleans?

RAY : Well it was onthe card and I thought , you know on

the type written card , that's the only reason I hooked him up

with it .

EVANS : Well what made you think that he was involved in

narcotics?

RAY : Well I was, I assumed I was involved in them .

You mean at the time I found the car?

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : I assumed I was involved in them from Canada , but

I couldn't , I didn't think I was involved in them in Mexico ,

but I thought , you know I mentioned I think the Canada , Canada

business was narcotics .

EVANS : All right , right now what do you assume Randy

Rosenson is? Or who do you assume he is and how is he hooked

up with Raoul ; if at all?

RAY : I don't know, the only thing I read is the trans- ,

I read his transcript , I just read it briefly and threw it

away .

EVANS : You threw--

RAY : The only thing that impressed me about him,

he was pauper and he had four or five expensive lawyers ,

-
and that's that's the only thing that made me think,

give it more thought than what I did . Plus he used three

or four different addresses and various names . In other words ,

I remember one address , I got the transcript , it was another

address on it and I sent my brother to Miami and it was

another address . But all the numbers were similar , but they
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were-- Apparently he had give it
--

Apparently he had give the

Miami Federal Court a different address from what his real address

was in Miami and things like that made me a little more sus-

picious than I ordinarily would of been just on -- in other

words if he would just been a dope runner I wouldn't of been

too suspicious . But using all these various addresses and telling

the Judge that your address is
--

I couldn't see why you wouldn't

give misinformation onwant to tell the judge that you had
--

an address where you could get , you know , charged with perjury

or something like that .

LEHNER: What transcript did you throw away?

RAY : It came from the 5th Circuit . It was , it was

apparently an appeal from , from a New Orleans conviction .

LEHNER: And was this testimony that Rosenson had

given?

RAY : Uh, it was a trial , he was being tried for smuggling

birds out of Mexico or something I think it was . And it had

something about narcotics and he'd , he'd been arrested for nar-

cotics or something . I don't remembe too much about the

transcript . The only thing that I remember about clearly

was that he was a pauper and had four or five expensive lawyers .

LEHNER: How did you get the transcript?

RAY : Uh , Richard Ryan he went down and , he was down there

on business in New Orleans or something and he picked it up.

LEHNER : Did it have Rosenson's testimony in the transcript?

RAY : Uh , I think that , I think that he did have some

his testimony in there but I can't recall .
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LEHNER: When did you throw it away?

RAY : About two days after I got it .

LEHNER : Why did you throw it away .

RAY: Well I just didn't feel safe with it in my cell and

I didn't --

LEHNER: You didn't feel what?

RAY : I just didn't feel safe about having it laying around

in the cell , you never know who's going to shake your cell down

so I just threw it away .

LEHNER : What year was that?

RAY : I really don't know . Mr. Ryan came down to visit me ,

I think it was about 19- , I guess '74 or somewhere .

Well what was your purpose in asking Mr. RyanLEHNER:

to get it?

RAY : Well I wanted to find out --
I've always wanted to

find out , know what's going on afterwards , you know with

Foreman and them I wanted to find out what's going on before

the attorneys or Committee or anyone else knew. I mean I don't

There's too many traps you can walk into when you don't know

what's going on .

LEHNER: In 1974 why were you concerned that someone would ,

from the prison authority was going to find the transcript?

RAY: Well I wasn't really concerned .

want them to find it in there, and I just

was just playing it safe , I didn't think

--

--

I just didn't

In other words I

I don't know just

what date that was . Maybe something was going on , I don't know.

But anyway I threw it in the garbage can .
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LEHNER: What was your plans to do -- What was you plan

as to what you were going to do with the Rosen identity?

RAY : Well I don't know. I assumed if I had a civil trial

or something and it came in , it would of came out in the civil

trial , I know I tried use it in a civil trial once , but -

LEHNER :

---

How did you try to use it in a civil trial?

RAY : Uh , I think Gerald Franks wrote a bunch , a bunch

of slanderous , I considered slanderous . I think later I sued

him and George McMillian and three or four others and I, I

used the Rosenson name in there .

LEHNER: How -- How did you ---
How did you use it ,

in what context?

uh -

RAY : Well I worked it in , I said something about the,

uh , I think was questioning the Justice Department's

theory on the case , and I mentioned that . And I think I

sent a copy of it to
-

I think I sent a copy of it to Griffin

Bell , the Attorney General .

LEHNER : A copy of what?

RAY : A copy of the complaint .

LEHNER : What the civil complaint?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : When was this complaint litigated?

RAY : It's still being litigated . I think it's been

in

up there about seven months the Sixth Circuit , I don't know

if they are going to reverse it or not . It was no discovery

or anything , it was perfunc- , perfunctory dismissal .

was I was libel proof and

They
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suit?

LEHNER : Who represented you in that case?

RAY : No one.

LEHNER : You doing that pro sae?

RAY : Yes that's correct .

LEHNER : And you were -- Who were the defendants in the

RAY : Geogre McMillian , he's a book writer ; Gerald Franks ,

he's another booker writer; William Bradford Huie , that's another

book writer ; Deputy Henry Hale , he's the prosecutor in Nashville ;

Time , Incorporated , Time Magazine they wrote the article ;

they're the main defendants .

LEHNER: When did you institute this suit?

RAY : Well this article came out in 1970- , '76 , January ,

and I instituted it after January 1976 but I don't know just

what date , probably that fall sometime .

LEHNER: Did you have a transcript of the Rosenson testimony

at that time?

RAY : I think
-- Yeah, but I didn't use it . I didn't --

I had done thrown that material away so I didn't use anything

inthere.

LEHNER: You didn't have it with you? The Rosenson

testimony when you instituted the suit?

RAY : No , I'd done throwed that away .

LEHNER: Why were you anxious to throw away the testimony

in '74 and yet make public the Rosenson material in a civil

action in '76?

RAY : Well I just wanted to get some background on the

Rosenson business . See I didn't . I didn't know anything about--
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I didn't know anything about Rosenson until I finally come up

with the transcript . I just wanted to know some background

material and see what , you know, I didn't want to put as

much , I didn't want to put anything in a civil suit and not

know what I was talking about or anything .

LEHNER : Well at your criminal trial , with either Hanes

or Foreman , you were planning to testify about this card ; right?

RAY : Yeah . Yeah , I would of give Hanes --- Foreman all

that material when he first come into the case if he'd asked

me, because when he came into the case I asked him, you know

if he wanted me to tell him everything about the case and

he said "No" . He said " That ain't the way I work it , see

I don't I don't ask the Defendant nothing until I investigate

the Prosecution's case. And of course when he got around to

asking me what was in, sometime in February well then he was

connected with William Bradford Huie just as much as Hanes was .

If I had told him anything it would of went straight to the

FBI and so I just decided to operate with him in the same

manner that I had been with Hanes .

-

11

LEHNER: What do you think the purpose were- of Raoul ,

what do you think Raoul's purpose was in having you discover

that card; did he want you to discover the card when he planted

one

it there , or did he want some/else to discover the card?

RAY : Well he might of wanted me to discover it or the

Customs agents , I don't know

LEHNER : What --
What do you think his purpose was in

wanting either you or Customs agents to discover that card?
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RAY : I, I don't I don't have no idea on that . That
-

would just be speculation .

LEHNER : Do you have any speculation that you want to give

to us that might be of assistance to us?

RAY : No, I don't have any speculation .

--
LEHNER: What do you

benefited youto testify about that card at your criminal

How do you think it would of

trial?

RAY : I assumed that if I - If I would of testified I

would of had to testified on everything , from the time I

escaped from Missouri Prison on up until , up until my arrest .

And , I assumed

I've been --

--
I assumed that then , I don't know now.

I've had various trials and hearings and the

prosecutors like to escape trial , they'll ask you one or

two or questions , they want to get you off the stand as quick

as they can .

LEHNER: But if you testified at your criminal trial

you

the person that would be asking/the questions in the first

instance would be your own attorney presenting your direct

examination, you were planing to testify about the Rosenson

card in your direct examination; right?

RAY : If the attorney would of asked me, now you really

don't know what they , what they are going to ask you . In the

Habeas Corpus hearing is the same way , there was no thorough

the Judge give the , both attorneys , theexamination in -

defense and the prosecution , they'd could of asked me about

this Rosenson stuff then and anything they wanted to . But
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they complained in the news-
--

The newspapers complained

they wasn't asking these questions and the Judge told them

they could ask me and neither one of them asked me . So I

can't , I can't speculate on what they are going to ask you .

LEHNER : Well you understood when you went , the time that

you were preparing to go to trial in you , in the murder case

because you had previous experience with criminal cases . You

understood that your own attorney could ask as many questions

as he wants subject to the other side objecting and the Judge

ruling on relevancy and things of that sort . But you understood

that your own attorney could bring out the Rosenson story

from you ; did you not?

RAY : At that time , yes , I assumed that he could bring out

almost anything . that's erroneous thinking ,Of course , I'm
——

but I , at that time I thought he could bring out most anything ,

yes .

LEHNER : What did What did you think would be the advanta

of you getting the Rosenson account to the Jury in your criminal

case, how would that give you an advantage of any kind in your

criminal case?

RAY : The only advantage I could see at that time , I can

see now, was the FBI couldn't arrest you in someway and start

putting pressure on them . The FBI they can use a lot of pressure

on you to, you know , alter you testimony or modify it and often

they can get you in a situation where you a state , where the

other party is a state witness against you .

LEHNER : No, what I
-1-

Let me try to explain my question
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a little better . You were intending to give the Rosenson

information to the Jury that was trying you for murder .

How did you think it would aid your defense if the jury got this

information that there was a card in your car with the Rosenson

name on it?

RAY : It's difficult to how, how it could aid me.

Possibly Formean or Hanes , whoever was defending me , could of

subpeonaed the individual or , or something of that nature ,

I mean I could-

LEHNER: Subpeona who?

RAY : Well Rosenson or all these various different

names , and of course I think once Hanes had the information

I would of give it to him before I went on the witness stand

anyway . I think he could of probably made some type of

cursory investigation and decide whether to use it or not.

I didn't I just didn't intend to take the stand and give

all the information without ever talking to the attorney

because would , he could, he wouldn't known whether to ask me

or not.

LEHNER: Well how would the fact that your attorney

subpeonaed Rosenson, and Rosenson came up and testified ,

how would that help you in the murder case where you were

charged with the murder of Dr. King?

RAY : Well I , I , I don't know , how it would of been

relevant , I suppose if someone was trying , the government

or something was trying to frame Rosenson it might of been help ,

but I , I just can't speculate on various ways it could help .
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Because I really don't know anything about Rosenson today

except , you know, what I've read in the transcript .

LANE : It doesn't seem awefully mysterious to me , it appears

that it is a clue to Raoul , and

LEHNER: Well--

LANE : -one of the , the one writen clue --

LEHNER : I wanted to get if I could , Mr. Ray's thinking

back at that time . The one think --
On one hand you're writing

not all the information on this piece of paper , but some

information , I'm talking --
referring to the piece of paper

that had the name Rosen and the address written backwards that

you gave us , and you're keeping other things in your mind

that you didn't want the prosecution to know in case this

piece of paper came to their attention . And you were planning

to testify at the trial pertaining to this card , was it because

you wanted that card and the information on the card , you

didn't have the card , the information on the card , to convince

the jury that there was someone in your car in Mexico that

dropped the card with the Rosen name on it?

LANE : --
Let me just say , Bob , you I know you were a

prosecutor and I'm a defense lawyer , but there's nothing

unusual about a defense lawyer or a defendant not showing

all their information in advance with the prosecuting attorney .

There's nothing unusual about keeping information for themselves

and utilizing that in trial , that's we prepare cases all of us .

LEHNER : First of all I should tell you that I was a

prosecutor, I'm not I'm now a Deputy Chief Counsel on-
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the House Committee on Assassinations .

LANE: Yes .

LEHNER : And I'm not --
My question is not directed

towards your telling Mr. Hanes to give this information to the

prosecutor, to share with the prosecutor , my question is first

directed toward the fact that you are writing these materials

down on this piece of paper so you can remember it , and you

are doing in code , writing an address backwards , not puttting

the first name on this piece of paper , because you don't want

the prison authorities to find out about it , so that they

won't know about Rosen; is that right , prior to your trial?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : The reason you say you didn't tell Hanes about

it; well do you want tell us what's the reason?

LANE : Let him explain that .

LEHNER : Well we could ask him that ; what's the reason?

LANE : Well that's complicated , and that--

LEHNER : Okay then we will hold out .

LANE : --

relationship .

and that really goes into his attorney- client

LEHNER: Okay, okay we'll hold--

LANE : He's happy to talk about it , but I think we should

do it in order.

LEHNER : We'll do it in order , fine . And I won't ask

that question .

But you then intended to testify on direct examination

pertaining to this name Rosen, and I take it that the purpose
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that you wanted to testify about it , is that you wanted this

to bolster your story that there was someone by the name of

Raoul who was in your car who possibly planted this card in your

car , is that , would that be your purpose of testifying about

Rosenson?

RAY : Yeah , well that could of been one , one , one thing

that helped me . My, my thinking when I was It was my

intention when I went in front of the jury of just telling

everything I knew, of where I was at and what I did , and

that was it , because I knew then and I knew now that the jury

would be the only place that I ever get any relief from a

criminal offense , something like that .

LEHNER : Well what I'm --
What I'm trying to understand

is , and I won't get into for now your reason for not telling

your attorneys , but what I'm trying to get into is your thinking

at the time as to how this is going to aid you . The fact that

there is a card , I mean you didn't have the card , it would be

your testimony , you won't have a card to produce to the jury,

the fact that there was a card planted in your car by Raoul

with the name Rosen on it , how does that help to support your

claim that you're an innocent dupe in the King case?

LANE : Well first of all he said that when he testified

he presumed that he would have to tell everything and that

was one thing that he would have to tell , Whether it helped

him or not .

LEHNER: Well I'm asking you , how do you think, do you

think now or did you think then , either way, the fact that

you testified to the name Rosenson would help you , other than
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as Mr. Lane just saying , well it's a part of everything and

therefore , therefore , you are going to say it, just like if you

had mentioned what you had had for breakfast every day during

the year--

LANE : So that's what he said--

LEHNER : So I'd like --
I'd like to know--

RAY : Yeah , yeah , I think
--

LEHNER : what your thoughts were then or what they are

now as to how the fact that Rosen came out would it be of

any assistance to you at your defense?

RAY : Well first , I think under the Under the conditions

that I was confined under my thinking might not of always

been real logical or brillant or anything like that . You

know the lights were on all the , 24- hours a day and things

of that nature . But I thought

plan on it , I was just
--

--
I didn't have any big devious

It was just my intention to go up

there and testify what I knew about it , and just let the jury

decide right or wron-- , you know, yes or no and then forget

about it . I can't -- I can't be more specific on how I think

it would help me , I , it could of helped me someway, but I think

more, the more I could of told the jury and the more I explained

to them, I think that would of been my assistance . If I

just went up there and , you know , held back that I didn't know

anything , well I don't think that would been, you know would

been -- And of course the other I think you can look at it

another way, it's a possiblity that the FBI knew something

about Rosenson and they could of accused me of holding

back something or something .
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LEHNER : You mean you could be cross- examined if you

didn't mention Rosen on the the direct as to why you

didn't mention it?

LANE : Tennessee you can, you know , they can cross-examine

on things that were not covered on direct .

LEHNER : Well how
--

How would that aid the prosecution

if they asked you on cross - examination , if you hadn't mentioned

it on direct , that Mr. Ray isn't it a fact that there was

a card left in your car in Tiajuana with the name Rosen on it?

Do you think that , that would be some tactic that the prosecu-

tion would take?

RAY : Well I suppose if would tried to cove up on direct

examination my attorney might of have been at a vantage of

the prosecution to show the jury that I was holding out on

them or something .

LEHNER: Wasn't it the prosecution's theory that there

was no Raoul , no one did drop a card ; why would they want

to cross-examine you on your failing to testify about a

card that allegedly Raoul dropped it in your car?

RAY : See the prosecution they were running their case

out of Time magazine and the Washington Post . I'm talking

about when they, when I actually went to trial they usually

come up with another story then , but usually the public don't

know about it the only thing they know is what they read

in the newspapers . They can
--

They can alter public opinion .

In other words they can come out with one story one day and

one the next and there's nothing said about it .
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LEHNER: Was it your thought that Raoul did want you to

find that card?

RAY: I just don't --
I , I assumed -- I assumed now that

it's only two people he wanted to find it , either me or the ,

the Customs agents .

LEHNER : Why would he want you to find the card?

RAY : Well shift the heat to someone else I suppose .

LEHNER: How would that shift the heat?

RAY: Well I could see why it would put the heat on me.

If someone drove across the border , you know , not me or anyone,

and later on the police found my name in the car , I know they'd

be , they'd probably want to question me about it ,

if I was some type of a criminal .

especially

I'm trying to put my position in Rosenson's point .

LEHNER : First taking the hypothesis that he wanted you

to find it , how would it help him or hurt you if you found

the card ; why would he want you to find the card?

RAY: I can't say except if he , if he wanted to , you

know shift the heat to someone , an innocent party or something

of that nature .

LEHNER: How would that shift the heat to an innocent

party if you found the Rosenson card in the car?

RAY : If Rosenson was innocent how would it shift the

heat to him?

LEHNER: How would it shift the heat in anyway if you

found the Rosenson card in the car?

RAY : I don't know I might , it , on reflection it could been ,
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just been narcotics , it couldn't of been anything to do with

the King matter , but , see I'm not sophisicated enough to

know about how they people operate .

LEHNER: Well I'm just trying to understand your thinking

in the matter and if you could think of what your thinking was

at the time of the trial, or now as, to what advantage it would

be in anyway to Rose- , to Raoul or what disadvantage it would

be in anyway to you or to Rosen or Rosenson if you were to find

this card that was planted in the car; can you think of any?

RAY : Well I can't think of any specifically . I could

think of them but it would just be hypothesis , of course, there's

always there's always the possibly that the carton , that

the cigarettes was planted in the car they were dropped in there

accidentally, so I really don't

it

11

LEHNER : Well let's first take the , your thought was in response

to Mr. Evans question, that/was planted . I'm just trying to run

that down and then we will take the accidental maybe then .
One

of them you said you might have a hypothesis , what hypothesis

would you have that it would be an advantage to , to him, or

to Raoul , or a disadvantage to you or Rosenson , if you were to

find the card that he planted in the car?

RAY : I really haven't thought that too much about it , but

it's always , there's always the advantage to try to shift the

heat from something else . They might of had , in other words

if you are thinking , if you were thinking about doing a serious

crime a year later , why it would be some advantage to , if it

was really necessary , in other words if the prosecution really

couldn't pinned it on me , or they knew I did it , it might be an
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advantage to shift the heat somewhere else . Especially if I

think it was , if it was an intelligence agency or something

like that .

LEHNER : What --
What lead you to answer our question about

that it was planted , why did you think it was planted?

RAY : Well I think you usually carry cigarettes in your

shirt pocket . It would be Let's see , if it was something

that you carry in your pocket and you pull it out and it

might drop down there , but cigarettes it seems like you would

have to , it would be hard to drop unless you laid them down

somewhere , laid them on the seat or something , you know ,

accidentally moved them over. That's- , it's been my observation ,

you people who carry cigarettes , of course I don't ob- , observe

them every much because you keep them in your pocket .

LEHNER : And was it also the place where you found it

that you though it was planted?

RAY : Well I could of been dropped off planted . If it

had been on my side of the seat I would knew it was planted .

But it's on the , it's on the driver's side , the passenger's

side .

LEHNER : Okay, let's take the hypothesis that he , that

Raoul wanted the guards , the Customs guards to find it , how would

that be to his advantage or your's or Rosenson's disadvantage

if the Customs guards found , guards found that card?

RAY : I can't think of -
I can't think of any reason

he, unless they had a, unless they had a, I don't know what

they have in these Customs , if they have a arrest area of

all the people that's got heat on them, a lot of these dope
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I know from years back I use to talk with narcotics peddlers

in Leavenworth, they said they keep your picture and your

name if you're a narcotics dealer . Now this is just hindsight ,

If they did have Rosenson's name innow I've seen --

there well they might have arrested me or something for

some type of investigation or something and

LANE :

--

While you were crossing the border?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : Was it your thought as you were preparing for trial

that Raoul and Rosenson know , knew each other?

RAY : Uh , I never
---

I never thought about that too much.

Uh uh, I just didn't give that, I thought maybe it was some

indirect connection , but I never did give it too much thought .

LEHNER : -Now you mentioned that when your lawyer

might , might at your criminal case subpoenaed Rosenson , what

would his testimony do , to the best possible light that you

can think of to help you?

RAY : He could subpeona him or possibly investigate him ,

and found out what , what kind of a racket he was in .

LEHNER : How would that help you?

RAY : I couldn't say from investi- , I , I couldn't say

now until an investigation would been completed .

of

I assumed that Hanes would have a lot/connections with

the police department . It wouldn't of took him long to find out .

LEHNER : It was your thought that maybe that Rosenson was

somebody that knew, that knew Raoul ; is that your thought?

RAY : Well it could of been . In fact on the Hanes deal I ,

I wrote him a letter one time , mentioning Miami I think , and also
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I was thinking about discussing it with him , but I don't know

if he's ——
I either wrote him a letter and I could ge- , if it

was in a letter then you could probably get the letter, verbally

he wouldn't have it . I was thinking about going into that

with him at one time there , and of course I didn't--

EVANS : You didn't know anything about Rosenson before you ,

and when you were in Tiajuana and you found the card?

RAY : I never of the name or anything .

-- WhatEVANS : You never heard of his name ; right? Do

made you think that when you crossed the border and the

Customs agents found that name they would of stopped you?

Were you smuggling anything in particular , were you smuggling

anything from Mexico into , into California?

RAY :

one time .

Uh, no, not particular

. I was thinking

about
it

EVANS : All right . Well why did you think that if they

found that card that they would stop you for an investigation?

RAY : Uh --

LANE : Why at that time did he think anything?

EVANS : Yeah, why at that
--

LANE : He didn't say he thought at that time ; did he?

EVANS : Oh, no, but my understanding was that he said that

the card might of lead to him being investigated .

LANE : He says that now.

EVANS : Yeah, all right , but at that time , what now makes

you think that name would of been, why did you take the card

out, why did you
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up?

-RAY : Well I thought I thought the same thing then .

EVANS : You thought the same thing then .

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : You thought that perhaps Raoul was setting you

RAY : I thought that name in there or something , I just

wanted , it just looked suspicious laying in there . I , I'd

discussed this with people in the penitentiary years before

on that same thing .

EVANS : Right .

RAY : In fact when I left Birmingham I started up to

Dallas , Texas to see an individual just about that same--

EVANS : Had you been stopped by the Customs as you were going

into California , what , what do you think would of happened?

You had nothing in the car ; is that right? You were under the

name of Eric Galt ; right? What , what would of happened ,

what do , what do you envisioned would of occurred?

RAY: If he found the card?

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : Well he prob- , well I envision they are all suspicious ,

he would of probably asked me who's Rosenson is or something .

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : And he'd shook my car down and then , it really

wasn't anything hot in the car except all that camera equipment

things .

HAUSMAN : Why is that hot? You had bought that from a

legimate business and you'd paid cash for it .
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RAY: Yeah , but
--

I mean I'm, I was hot myself , I don't

know how much questioning I could of undertook, fingerprinting

or anything like that .

LANE : You're a fugitive then?

RAY : That's correct , yes .

EVANS : Yeah . In other words you had the feeling then

that, of course , you may have been a little paranoid so to speak,

you may of thought that he was setting you up , right , getting

stopped at the border?

RAY : I thought
-

I thought about that both and plus

finding something in there that would of got me arrested for

it . And I had a pistol and all that stuff , I didn't want

to take any chances on it .

EVANS : Yeah, all right . When you got to LA you contacted

Raoul?

RAY : No, he contacted , yeah , I contacted him, yes , by

EVANS : I'm trying to get your ment- Understand me ,

we are here just to get-

RAY : Yeah .

EVANS : -the facts .

--

--

RAY: I wrote all this stuff down a couple of nights ago .

EVANS : Yeah , but we are here to get the facts , right?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : And you are in fact trying to help us get the facts;

correct?

RAY : Yeah , I'm just telling you what I know, I'm really

trying to
-

You know everybody's got their own interest , but I'm -
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EVANS : Well , what --

RAY : trying to state here

EVANS : What interest do you have other than to bring the

true facts out?

RAY : Yeah, that would be my interest , yes .

EVANS : That that would be to your interest to

bring the true facts out ; right?

RAY : If it wasn't I wouldn't be here .

EVANS : All right , exactly . All right , now when you got

to L.A. you inturn called , or you got intouch with Raoul?

RAY : When we --
When we crossed the border we passed the

second Customs he got in the car and we discussed this a little

longer. I said something about I was going to Los Angeles and

try to get some , after I couldn't , after he didn't have the

passport I mentioned I was going to Los Angeles or San Francisco

and try to get a , possibly try to get a passport or something .

EVANS : Right .

RAY :
And later when I got , when I did get to Los Angeles

he said something about he was going to write a letter to general

delivery.
When I got back to Los Angeles I did go to general

delivery and there was nothing there .

EVANS : Uh huh .

RAY : And then later on I contacted him by, by phone , yes .

EVANS : Okay , now,

LANE :

EVANS :

It's now 20 to one , do you want to break it now?

Can I , I'd just like to ask one more question .

I mean we are talking about shifting the weight , I mean
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RAY : Yes .

EVANS : -you've been doing time for a while and here you

are you feel that this guy is , he's screwing around with you

a little bit ; right? Uh, why do you continue , why do you

correspond , or why do you communicate with the guy who is

shifting the weight , already he attempted to shift the weight

to you, according to what you were thinking at that particular

time .

RAY : Well that could of been an accident . I mean , I'm ,

Well to startI was corresponding with him later on , same -

out it was more or less passport , and then I got interested

in money when there was considerable amount 10 or $15,000 all ,

to take some other material into Mexico , but I wasn't just

corresponding with him alone . I was attempting various other

ways to get passports , I was contacted the Columbian Embassy

and --

EVANS : But you were a fugitive ; right ?

RAY :

EVANS :

That's correct , yes .

And you are dealing with a guy who is involved in

smuggling; right?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : Who's left a card in your car , that you feel may

implicate you when you cross the border , which may cause you

again to re- , to be arrested .

RAY : Yeah .

EVANS : All right , so you confiscate the card , you hold

onto the card and you get into LA and you still deal with this

guy, what's, what's the , what's the rational behind that?
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-- IRAY : Well there's no rational except that I was

didn't , I didn't have any way to make money, I couldn't

work, I had to get money , there's no way to get around that .

And of course I made several attempts in Los Angeles to get,

to get jobs , I think four or five . But , there's , usually

you have a certain amount of options and that might have

been one of the last options . And of course as I mentioned

I did make other attempts to get passports and things , these

other embassys and things . But that was just , I didn't want

to, you know, cut anything loose where if really got to

where I needed something I'd have to go ahead and go through

with it .

EVANS : Yeah , even if it meant that around the corner

there may be another setup for you , that you would be in fact

sent back to Jefferson City as a fugitive?

RAY : Yeah, I wasn't --
I wasn't a hundred percent sure

that it was a setup , I was suspicious of it , but it could of

always been an accident . Plus I wasn't stopped when I

crossed the border , that might of indicated , you know, that

it wasn't a set up .

EVANS : Well you didn't have the card . The card wasn't

found .

RAY : Well the guy didn't shake down at the border, of

course that might of indicated that it wasn't a setup . But

LEHNER : Did you tell Raoul , hey , you might of dropped this

card in my car , here's this card?

RAY: No I don't tell anyone anything like that because
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usually when you are involved in illegal things you don't

start cross- examining the person that paying you .

I don't , I don't know if anyone else would or not .

LEHNER : Well as a friend --

I mean ,

as a favor to Raoul , hey ,

you dropped this card you might need it for something , I

want to give you back this card , why didn't you do that?

RAY : No, I wouldn't ever do anything like that .

LEHNER : Why?

RAY : We'll you'd --
It'd indicate that you knew someone

in the business when you , you know , when you shouldn't of .

LEHNER : Okay , we'll have lunch , thank you.

(We had a recess at 12:43 for lunch) .

LEHNER : It's now 1:53 P.M ..

Okay , your tape is ready , it's now 1:53 p.m. , November

14th , 1977 , we are here at Brushy Mountain State Prison,

we are the same people who were here during the morning session

and we are continuing the sworn statement of James Earl Ray .

LANE : Um, before we begin do we have an understanding that

I'm going to get transcripts of all the testimony that

James has given?

LEHNER: Right .

LANE : Not just the day that I'm here but the previous

testimony .

LEHNER : That is correct , and , it should be known that

both you and we are tape recording the present conversation .
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LANE : Bob, did you tape record all of the interviews with

James?

LEHNER : Right , Mr. Kershaw did as well .

LANE : Yeah , but we are having a little problem with

communication with Mr. Kershaw , if you could give us copies

of the tapes we would appreciate that .

LEHNER : Fine .

LANE : That means you will?

LEHNER : That means we will .

I guess one of the things that we wanted to this time

down here was to give you an opportunity to say certain

things that you requested to say . Maybe we should start

off the afternoon session with, with that session .

LANE : You want to begin by talking about the best

details you can recall of your con- , the nature of your

confinement in the Memphis Jail?

RAY :
From beginning till end, until I was checked in

there until I checked out?

I believe I checked in there July 19th , 1968. I was

the only one in the block at the time , the only prisoner in

there . I think there was seven or eight cells . They had two

guards in there with me 24-hours a day, and they had a television ,

they had television where they observed me 24- hours a day .

And they had a microphone in there where they could overhear

everything that was said , that was I think that was on 24-

hours a day but they claimed it was on , they turned it off

when the lawyer come in there .
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The first two weeks

LANE : They just had it on when you were silent , they

cut it off when you were talking-

RAY : Uh huh.

LANE: They were suppose to .

RAY : They had -- I think the first two weeks I was

there they had two lieutenants fromthe Department of

Corrections in there , I think they set the security up in

there , things of that nature .

security .

LANE : Federal or State?

Because I know they spoke

RAY : They was Federal , from the-

LANE :

RAY :

Federal Bureau of Prisons?

-Federal Bureau of Prisons . They was two , they were

both lieutenants .

LANE : What did they -- How were the windows?

RAY : The windows were all barred , barred , iron slats barred

over them.

LANE : Could you see outside?

RAY : No.

I know the lights were on 24-hours a day.

I guess I'll go into medical problems , I think those are

all in the record down there .

LANE : How long were the lights on for 24-hours , what

period of time?

RAY : Every day for 24-hours a day .

LANE : For how long?
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RAY : Well until I got out .

LANE : Which is about how long?

RAY : The duration . I was there -- I was there 8 months .

LANE : And for the entire eight months the lights were

on for 24- hours a day?

RAY : That's correct .

LANE :

RAY :

Did you ever ask that they be put off?

Well we filed a motion and they said it was , use

a mask if you couldn't sleep , the Judge said use a mask,

the trial judge .

Uh, the medical problems , I had several headaches . I think

he prescribed asprins . And nose bleeds , I know one time I

had , I think that was from the dry air , I had blood on my

shirt once and they shook me down to see if I stabbed myself

something of that nature .

One time I thought I was poisoned and I broke out with

a rash and I had a blood test and they finally did give

a blood test two or three days later but I never did find

out the results .

LANE : Who gave you the blood test?

RAY : Uh, the doctor , McCarthy Demur . Well later on we

tried to get the , the Habeas Corpus hearing in 1974 we attempted

to get the results of all these various tests that was run

on me and they said the Sheriff , William Morris had ordered

the , all the medical records destroyed . And , I think on the

poison bit , food poisoning or LSD , or whatever you want to say ,

that their contention was that all the food that came up from
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the kitchen was all exactly alike , in other words me and the

two guards eat just the same type of food , but

LANE : It was published .

RAY : Well it's been published in books , and Gerald Franks

published it , I think, and he got his information from the

prosecutor.

LANE: Right .

RAY: Geral Franks , he wrote the "American Death " . But

anyway that was incorrect . I use to eat in the prisoner dining

room , I'd eat sausage and beans , and that type of food while

both

the guards , /their trays came from the officer's dining room .

So it would of been very easy for me to got food poisoning

or some other type of drug poisoning .

LANE :

RAY :

You say you ate from the prisoners .

Yes , they'd send the food up in a, in a enclosed

box with three trays . Two trays would be for the guards

what came from the officer's dining room and the tray I got

was from the prisoner's dining room .

LANE : Now could you see by looking at the different

kings of

RAY :

-8

----
Oh, yes , you could Well, bacon and egg versus

grits , that

the nose

--
Well , other than the food poisoning and

bleeds and the headaches , I can't think of any

more problems . The problem is that

LANE : Let me ask you one question .

Renfro Hayes told me this , and I haven't had a chance to

ask you off the record until now . Did one of guards have a

nervous breakdown , one of the guards that was in there with you?
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RAY: Yeah , he asked to be taken out , he couldn't handle

it any more.

LANE : And he was in for how long each day?

RAY : It was eight hours .

LANE : Eight hours .

RAY : Yes . Uh , one of the guards named Munch , one time

he complained about how bad I looked , he said he seen me look

good one day out of all the time he was there .

LANE : What was the name of the guard that asked to be

taken off?

RAY : I don't know what his name was , he was from from

Mississippi . I just don't know He was just assigned there about
--

two weeks and then they signed him outside .

Theyhave a list of all the guards there .

Uh, I was going to say something . I had one other thing

to say about it and then you--

LANE : Sorry .

RAY : No, but I can Medical problem

Well , we can come back to the medical problem .

LANE : Did you have the impression that while you were

in there that you could speak freely with your lawyer?

RAY: No, we always had a problem like that . I know I

had a problem one time , the fact is , somewhere in these

papers and I think I showed Mr. Lehner the last time , we had

to keep the conversation down on account of the loud , on account

of the microphones . Percy Foreman had that problem because

he was deaf in one ear.
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LANE : What was your relationship with Hanes like? What

was Hanes relationship with Huie?

RAY : Well I think when I first retained Hanes , I really

didn't retain him, I got him in, in the , I had him come --

he came to England on his own. And , I wrote to him and asked

him about , I wrote to him and F. Leee Bailey and I asked if they

would consider representing me and Bailey declined on a conflict

of interest and Hanes he , he accepted after , I think after

he contacted Huie . Uh, now I'm not sure how I come to know

about Hanes . I knew about Bailey from conversations in the

penitentiary because he defended criminal defendants .

I think the only way I can remember , I , I had some recollection

of knowing about Hanes on these racial cases , race cases .

I'm, I can't , I know it wasn't from the Missouri Prison , so

I think it was from Birmingham , of course, since I've last

talked to the Chief Counsel here I've found out that Hanes

represented other defendants , not just the Liuzzo case

but various other ones . And during the time I was in Birmingham

I recall once where I went and got the license plates that it

was a fellow coming down the line , when I was waiting on license

plates , shaking hands and he said he was running for Mayor .

So I think there was a lot of publicity like that in the news-

papers and I probably , I probably seen Hanes ' name in one of

the newspapers and that stuck in my mind. Because I know

when I was in, I was in England , I had some recollection of

him trying that type of case.

LANE : Did you know of Hanes ' relationship with the Federal

Bureay of Investigation?
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RAY : No, the only thing I knew about Hanes probably was

what I picked up in Birmingham .

LANE : Did he ever tell you that he worked for the FBI

after you met him?

- I learnedRAY : No, I don't think so . I think I found

in the paper about , but I knew he didn't have , after he came

on the case I knew he was in the FBI .

LANE : Did he ever tell you that he worked for the CIA?

RAY : I never did know that until after the case was

disposed of .

Well anyway I signed a power of attorney , Hanes , with

Hanes in England specifying that I would give him a certain

amount of money from literary ventures .

When I got back to the United States in Memphis he had
-

I think the first time he visited me he had the contracts with

Huie . He recommended that I sign them and I said it would

be best if you try to get a public donation or something and

he overruled that . So he said he would talk to me later

about it , and he left the contracts with me there . He said

study them and when you make up your mind and whatever you want

to do let me know. And I decided before his next visit I

would sign the contracts . I think the contracts were dated

in July, that's when I came back , sometime , July the 8th

and I think I signed them on August the 1st , 1960- , '68 .

Then after that I started giving information on the

case . He was using , he was What he was using as information

was what I was writing for Huie . I'd write something for
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Huie and I assumed he would make duplicate copies of it and was

working from there.

I got , we had difficulties about three weeks after I signed

Originally I think I had 299 witnessesthe contract , I guess .

and whenever I'd give him any names why I'd get , we'd get another

I think we got about a hundredlist back from the prosecution.

extra witnesses back based on information I'd give him and

he'd give Huie . Now for instance , while this might not ,

while this may of not been revelant to the case I told Huie

where I at between the time I escaped from prison until I

left Chicago and went to Canada , that was a two month period ,

April, May , June . The FBI never knew about that until I was ,

until I gave the information to Huie . And then Huie give ,

I suppose , to the FBI and it came back on me. I think one

of these waivers I've signed , this Doctor , this plastic surgeon .

The FBI never knew about him until I give
-

I give the information

to Hanes and he inturn give it to William Bradford Huie .

LANE : Then you assume Huie gave it to the FBI?

RAY: Yes .

EVANS : Was Huie writing articles at that time?

RAY : He was preparing one, he said he had to have the

information quick because the Look magazine had to have

the information about two months before they published .

Because see , apparently they run three or four months ahead

of time . I think the first article came out in October , I

know, so it would be about Well we-- I think the first --

was having disagreements then , me and Hanes , and then I think
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I wrote , I tried to get him to
-- we altered the contract

in September and I was trying to get some money off of him,

now all this is a matter of the Habeas Corpus record , it

would be in 1974 in Memphis .

alter the contract and he

investigator

-

But, anyway , I asked him to

I think I asked him for $1200 to get an

to go to New Orleans and he didn't want to do that he wanted

Huie to take care of it , and we never did , I never did get

any money for that project .

I think I wrote a letter to Huie --
I think Huie had give

a news conference in Memphis around September , he said some-

thing about I was going to be
-- he inferred that I was going

to be a State witness , and then I wrote Judge Battle , the

trial judge , saying that I didn't intend to be a State witness ,

it was words to that effect . I believe that was around some-

time in October or late September . And , then it was my inten-

tion then to probably try to change attorneys but I decided

not to because we was too close to trial date , and , and it would

of been too much bother to change attorneys on the eve of trial

and go through all that again .

LANE : Did you have discussions on whether you were going

to testify at the trial?

RAY : Yes , we'd discussed that , and he said something

about , you know, why give testimony away when you can sell

it . And

LANE : Who said that?

RAY : Arthur Hanes , Sr. During the last couple of

weeks he was defending me , he didn't even , he didn't talk to
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me too much, he was having his son do most of the talking

the last couple of weeks because his , my testifying on

the stand But right before we was suppose to go to trial

I think about November 10th , I think we was suppose to go

to trial November 12th, 1968 , November 10th, 1968 my brother

came up there and he'd been to see William Bradford Huie .

And Huie , I think Huie offered him some money, it was either

six, six or $ 12,000 out of the contracts and Huie would get

the money off of Hanes and give it to me and , but Huie told

my brother, that was Jerry Ray my brother, that if I took

the witness stand it would destroy his book or something

because he would have first rights to it or something , but

if I took the stand why it would be public rights . And

then my brother then he asked me if I wanted to change attorneys ,

and I said , no , it's too late , let's go ahead and leave things

as are.

EVANS : Even though you thought that Huie and Hanes

might be working for the FBI you didn't want to change

attorneys?

RAY : I didn't think Hanes worked for the FBI . But I

thought , what happened , everything I was telling Hanes and

he was telling Huie , and in turn Huie was either telling the

FBI or telling people to tell the FBI . Huie claims that

he didn't tell the FBI , he claims that when he interviewed

anyone that he told them to tell the FBI , but it , it amounted

to the samething .
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EVANS : Well , in other words when your brother came to

you about changing attorneys , at that particular time you

bad feelings or thoughts of changing from Hanes?

RAY : I would of changed if it of been a way where I

could went to trial without waiting too much longer .

had no

EVANS : What would you reason of been for changing from

Hanes?

RAY: Well on the grounds that he was giving information

to Huie and Huie in turn was in effect giving it to the

prosecution .

EVANS : Oh . In other words you are saying that Hanes

as far as you were concerned was straight with you and

legit with you?

RAY : Uh, well , other than being

somethings .

EVANS : He was doing what you

to do; right?

-- I mean I overlooked

you signed the contract

RAY : Uh , yeah . Other than , other than I thought he

was kind of somewhat rapacious . I think he was

don't think you

-- I mean I

I thought Foreman would threw the case ,

I don't think Hanes would of threw the case . But I think

Hanes was , I was scared he was going to get some compromise

by giving the information to Huie and who in turn was giving

it to the prosecution , it would make it that much more

difficult for us to, uh-uh, you know, get acquitted .

as far as my personal relationship with Hanes if there

hadn't been no problem with Huie I don't , I think we would

But
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went on to trail ; if that's that you are asking .

EVANS : In other words then you didn't , it was Huie who

you thought was interfering in this relationship between

you and your attorney , -

RAY Yeah I thought it was a conflict , yes .

EVANS : All right . Did you
What did you know about Hanes

when you , when he became your attorney?

RAY :

EVANS :

RAY :

Nothing .

Did you

Except I had a vague , I'd read somewhere or had some

idea that he handled cases that had race racial overtones

to them.

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : But--

LEHNER: Where'd you read that?

RAY : I must of got it in Birmingham , because it would

of been nowhere else where I could of got it .

LEHNER: When? When did you get that?

RAY : Well I must of got it when I was there because

as I mentioned, like I told you there was a mayor's race

down there. And it was probably all that kind of talk in

the newspapers during this particular period .

LEHNER : So you were mistaken in the last interview with us

when you told us all you knew about him was that he was a politican ,

you didn't know anything about his representing anybody?

RAY : Since I've Since I've last testified here, I've

read a article on Hanes , some paper or magazine or something ,
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when I
-when I last talked when I last spoke with you I

thought he just handled the Liuzzo case and I don't recall

anything about that particular case . But since , since I've

last saw you there's a publication , I don't know if I may

have it in the cell , but it said that he defended a lot of other

people in similar cases that had racial overtones to them.

LEHNER : Well , when you last spoke to us , the last inter-

view, you told us that you didn't know any case that he spoke ,

that he defended you , you did not know the Liuzzo case ,

you didn't even know if he was a criminal or a civil attorney .

RAY : Yeah , I didn't know , no , I still don't know if

he's a criminal or civil attorney . I think a civil attorney

can handle a criminal case , because I heard

LEHNER : But you didn't --
But you told us you didn't

know of any criminal case that he'd , that he had handled ,

all you knew was
8-

RAY : I still don't --
I still don't know no specific

case . But beings he had , he had handled so many those

type cases and he was so widely publicized in Birmingham,

it's very easy that you retain something like that and when

I know when I was in Canada I was thinking about getting

a lawyer and who , who he would be. So , I might of conjured

up his name and two or three other ones , but just like

Bailey I don't know and particular case he handled , but I

know he handled a robbery case one time and , in the east coast

somewhere , Boston . But I don't know whether it was a bank

robbery or a supermarket or--
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LEHNER : Well , just to clarify the record , it is my

recollection of the last interview that you did not know

that Hanes defended criminals , you knew that he was some

type of politican , you knew he was a lawyer , but you didn't

know that he defended criminal cases , civil cases , corporation

cases, and that was what you told us the last . I just want

to know if you recall telling us that , and if so , is there

something that happened since the last time that made you ,

that refreshed your recollection of what you knew about him?

RAY : Yeah, I think there's two things that refreshed my

recollection . First , the reference to criminal and civil ,

I don't make no , I don't considere that to be any difference

because they are interrelated because a civil lawyer can

handle a civil , you know , criminal cases . There's two

things that refresh my recollection , I think the most was

that I recalled shaking hands with the Mayor in , running for

Mayor when I was in line to get my license tags . And I

assumed based on that there was probably , there was a lot

of publicity about past elections and all that . And I also

read in this some tabloid that Hanes had , ah , defended several

other people , not just the one case where I knew of , I think

Huie told me about it , but he defended several other cases

that had race connected criminal offenses , and I think that

would be, that would probably where I first heard his name

at would been in Birmingham , you know by reading the newspapers ,

because I did read the newspapers , the local newspapers and

I probably saw his name on it . He possibly could of been on
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TV or something . But I think , I'm more inclined to think

it was a newspaper because I didn't watch TV near , very much .

But that's all , really , that's the only thing I have , this

is all , just that mayor and the other crimes .

LANE : Did you have extended discussions with Hanes about

whether you were going to testify?

RAY : We didn't discuss that too much until about , he was

in on the case about three weeks and I just mentioned casual ,

I said , well I started telling him what I was going to testify

to and he said , no we won't put you on the stand .

LEHNER : He said what?

- --
He said you can'tRAY : He said we didn't he said you

testify or something . He said something about
- I don't know

if him or Percy Foreman , he said something about my criminal

record being brought out , but everybody in the United States

knew about my criminal record. And , I know a Jury usually

likes to hear what the defendant has to say regardless of his

criminal record and I think , I'd testify , statistics usually

you have more of a chance of getting acquitted if you testify

on your own behalf where if you don't take the stand . So ,

you know , I think another I think we was getting ready to

leave and he mentioned about , why give testimony away when

you can sell . He thought that we was going to make two or

three million dollars on the selling books . And , I think

that's the way that That's the way it was up until my--

--

brother brought Percy Foreman to the jail .
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Well I had no idea Percy Foreman was coming , I didn't

write no letters or anything . The fact is I told my brother

not to get him . Now he came to the jail--

LANE : How did he get in?

RAY : I think the Sheriff , the Sheriff let him in .

LANE : What I mean ,

RAY : Well I think he was Yeah , but he was a friend

of the judge or something and you can get in if you're

friends with the judge .

LANE : Oh .

RAY: But anyway he came in and he had--

EVANS : Which Judge , which Judge?

RAY : The trial judge , Preston Battle .

LEHNER : Percy Foreman was a friend of Battle's before

Foreman represented you?

RAY : Uh, I don't know if he was a friend of Battle's ,

but later on he became a friend of him . I think what happened

is he came in the jail and the Sheriff William Morris called

the judge and wanted to know if it would be all right to let

him in and he said let him in .

LEHNER : But , do you --
Do you have any knowledge that

Foreman and Battle knew each other prior to Foreman coming

to represent you?

RAY : No I don't have information now, but he always

spoke well of the Judge , like you know you come

never hostile to the Judge .

hostile to was Robert D

- he was

The only person that he was

" the prosecutor , and
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D wanted to go to trial .

LEHNER : Do you know if Foreman ever appeared as a lawyer

in Tennessee before your case?

--RAY : Uh , I think he , he use to recommend I think John

J. Hooker , Sr. , he use to be an attorney , he's dead now. And

they use to recommend lawyers back and forth . I think if some-

one gave him a Tennessee case why he'd recommend Hooker , and

Hooker would get a Texas case he'd recommend Foreman , something

like that .

But, you
- What -- Your case --

What is you question now,

did Foreman ever defend anyone in Tennessee?

LEHNER: To your knowledge , before you?

RAY : Well I'll give you this case , see I was going to

give it to you anyway . It's , it's a single case , now this

was in February of 1969 , this is about a, this is about a

month before the guilty plea and he took a case in Tennessee .

But , there's some question here of whether it's a Tennessee

case or a Florida because it evidentially wound up in a , in

a Florida , but it's entitled Singerman versus , Singerman vs.

Foreman , cited as 435F 2d 9-16-1970 , you can have it if you

want to I've got another copy .

LEHNER: Thank you.

RAY : And , uh-- But , I don't know if --

LANE : What date did Foreman come to see on?

RAY : He came to see me on , it must of been on November

11th , it was on a Sunday , the day before we were scheduled

to go to trial .
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LANE : Were you scheduled for Monday or Tuesday?

RAY : I don't know, I believe it was Monday , because

the Sunday paper came out with a prejudical story in it

and in it about Hanes being , defending the Klu Klux Klan

and all that , and the prosecutor being upstanding in that

nature . When Foreman came there he had the contracts , he

had some of them , I think he must of got them off off my

brother because I think William Bradford Huie give my

brother a copy of the contracts when I my brother went down

to visit him .

EVANS : Did you know who Foreman was?

RAY: I never heard of him. Just vaguely .

EVANS : Had you -- Had your brother Had you and your

brother spoke about Foreman?

RAY : One of them , I think one of them , I think it was

John , or one of them wrote to me I think in England , said

something about hiring Percy Foreman and I wrote back and

said something , I didn't know him and just
--

EVANS : In other words when he showed up at the jail

that was a complete surprise to you?

RAY : Complete surprise , yes .

EVANS : You hadn't anticipated , you hadn't had a conver-

sation with your brother at no time relative to hiring Foreman

and dumping Hanes?

RAY : No, he came up there in November the 1st , and , but

he didn't -
I don't think he mentioned Foreman , my brother
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Jerry Ray , he said I should get another attorney because there

were conflicts between Hanes and Huie , and the conflicts being

keeping me off the witness stand . Now , I don't think he

mentioned Foreman or any-- I think he had mentioned Foreman

-

before , either him or my other brother , but , but that specific

conversation it was , uh uh , I had no idea that he was going

to send Foreman up there or any other attorney .

EVANS : Well why did you agree to see Foreman?

RAY : Uh--

EVANS : I mean you were asked if you wanted to see him?

RAY : Yeah, they asked me if I wanted to see him .

EVANS : Okay .

RAY : And I went ahead and seen him , I think , I didn't

think it would cost anything to talk to him and I went ahead

Did you sign any paper or write any note or

RAY : No I didn't send no note to him or anything , not

EVANS :

at that time , no .

--

LANE : In jail did you sign a paper saying that you were

willing to see Foreman?

RAY : I don't believe I did , now, I could but I don't

recall I did . Because he was at the jail and he came on

he got in the jail some way . And the only other attorney

that. ever came in the jail was J.B. Stoner but he came up

there , he had a letter for me , I was going to sue Life

magazine .

-

So, I think he got , he apparently got permission

from the trial judge , because whenever they wanted to do any-
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thing with me the trial judge was directly i charge of me.

And they always go see the judge , and if he okayed it , it

was okay , and if he didn't okay it wasn't okay .

and

Uh- ,

LANE :

RAY:

What happened when you saw Foreman?

Well he had the contracts and we had a discussion

LANE : The contracts were with Huie?

RAY : Yeah , he had them in his hand . And, I think his

first --

LANE : Did he , did he tell you that he had seen Huie

already?

RAY : No , he didn't say anything about Huie . He got the

contracts from my brothers , they came down there with him .

They met him at the airport and drove him to the jail . And ,

he said something about , he started telling me about the

conflict between Huie and Foreman , about Huie and Hanes , and

he said , they were old friends and if I stuck with them I'd

be barbecued or something like that .

Oh , now we just
-- One thing lead to another and I

aked him about if he defended me what would be , what would

be his decision on contracts and everything . He said , there

wouldn't be any contracts until after the trial was over. There

wouldn't be no association with book writers and he said he

would retain a Tennessee lawyer and I think he said a few other

things , like , a couple other commitments , but I can't recall .

The main thing is he said , he'd hire a Tennessee lawyer and
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it wouldn't be no association with book writers before the

trial was over.

LEHNER : What book writer did he mention would be

associated after the trial?

RAY : William Bradford

would --

--
He didn't mention , he just he

After the trial was over he said he'd contact

a book writer and get his fee .

LEHNER: You didn't ask which book writer he had in mind?

RAY : No , I didn't ask , ask that , no .

LEHNER : And did he say anything to you about about

William Bradford Huie on that first time that you met with

him?

RAY : Just the fact that him and Hanes had had a conflict

of interest , and they were old friends and they were after

the money .

LEHNER: Well did he spell out what he meant by conflict

of interest?

RAY : Well the conflict would be the book contracts , I

got that strong impression by him saying that he , he didn't

intend to get any contracts until after the trial was over .

LEHNER : Well when you contracted with Hanes and Huie ,

you knew that there was a potential for conflict ; did you

not?

RAY : Uh , well it dawned on me later on and I just had an

uneasy , uneasy feeling about getting involved with reporters

and book writers , because they want to publish what they have

in the newspapers . You know lawyers they , they are more interested
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in keeping things secret . That's just opposed to a reporter ,

everything a reporter gets he wants to write about it , it wouldn't

be no point in being a reporter if you didn't .

LEHNER: Well One of the agreements that you had with

Huie is that he was not going to publish anything about the

day of the crime until after the trial ; wasn't that right?

RAY : I don't if he ever told me that or not , he may

have put it in writing , but I wasn't concerned about that .

What I was concerned about was giving Hanes the information

and then he was going Huie was , then Huie would go to the ,

indirectly to the FBI .

Huie's

LEHNER : Well what was your understanding with Hanes

and Huie as to what was to be published prior to the trial?

RAY : I don't have no clear recollection of that .

said that he's told me now, but I don't remember it . Huie

told me that he wouldn't publish anything until the day of

the trial begin , but they published two articles before the

trial ever begin. I think they published one in October and

one in September .

LANE : You never expected Hiie to be giving information to the

FBI , did you , during the preparation of the trial .

--RAY : No, not indirect Not, not in that manner . I

know they were going to publish something , but I didn't know

exactly which . Because the first time I knew that articles

was coming out in Look magazine was a, was a Sheriff Deputy,

brought it up there to me and asked me if I wanted to buy a
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copy of it , it was a complete surprise to me .

LEHNER : Well let me see if I can understand .

When you contracted with Hanes and Huie , was it your

understanding that something was going to be published

before the trial , or some-, or nothing was going to be

published before the trial?

RAY : Well now, that's really dif- , 11
Hanes made the

reference kind of indirect reference , he said , he said

something about , told me he wanted to change my image , but

that's more or less telling me that he wanted to publish

something before the trial , but on the same time , I'm

not sure if he wanted to change my image with the Jury,

you know he could of published it the same day of the trial

started and that way the Jury could of , you know read it .

But I was never come and told and said , well , look we are going

to publish an article in September and October, I was never

told that , no .

LEHNER : Well , once that first article came out in September

did you then tell Hanes that you wanted no more articles until

the trial or did you tell him that you did want more , or did

you have not no discussion one way or the other about that?

I don't believe I said anythingRAY : I -- I don't think
--

one way or the other about the article , because the article ,

uh-uh , I don't know it's just an article I didn't think too

much of it one way or the other .

- Huie, he wasWhat was hurting hurting me with Hanes

giving interviews in the City in Memphis and they were a lot
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more prejudicial than the article was .

LEHENR : Let me ask you this , what conversation did you

have with Hanes after the first article came out and before

the second article , pertaining to the article , or pertaining

to Huie?

-- All

RAY : Well , I don't think we had too much argu- , directly,

direct comment on an article , because in other words I didn't

think too much of it anyway, together . All our

our disagreements was is these witnesses coming in based on

the information that I'd give Huie to write the article .

LEHNER : Well is it , is it true then that you had no

objection to the first article and you had no objection to

another article coming out before the trial?

RAY : Well, I objected to it on legal grounds . Now

at the time we were trying to get , we were trying to force

pretrial publicity to stop , like Life magazine and Reader's

Digest , and that type of article . And I didn't think we could

really get them to stop as long as we were doing the same thing .

The article didn't mean much to me one way or the other , just,

just the article , like I mentioned it was legal reasons I objected

to it .

LEHNER : Well did you state to Hanes that you had a legal

objection to the article , the first article , you didn't want

a second article before the trial?

RAY : Yeah , I mentioned I didn't think , I didn't think

it would be a good idea to publish it on that grounds . And ---
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LEHNER :

RAY :

What did Hanes have to say?

Well I think Hanes was interested in the , in the

money to-, coming from the article . That was the conflict .

LEHNER : So it is true that you told Hanes that you did

not want a second article before the trial?

RAY : I don't think I specifically told him not to come

out with it , I just think I told him it wasn't a good idea ,

you know, since we were trying to get , we were trying to get

the other publicity stoppped . And I did write the trial

judge and complain about the articles , another article .

LEHNER : Well after the second article came out did you

have a conversation with Hanes pertaining to the second article?

RAY: Uh, that one came out in October . I think I did

discuss it with him, but
--

LEHNER: What discussion did you have with him then?

RAY : It's probably similar to the first one , I don't

remember it specifically .

LEHNER : At -- I'm sorry .

RAY : I think I didn't write the trial judge , that's

all . I think the record will state itself on that .

LEHNER: Well , as you told us just a few minutes ago

if it weren't for the fact that Foreman came to visit you ,

you would of gone to trial with Hanes ; is that right?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : And this despite the fact that between the

first and the second article you told him that it wasn't such

a great idea for legal reasons , and yet a second article came
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out and he didn't do anything to stop it .

explain that?

RAY : No, I can't even explain it --

Could you

Uh, I'd of went to

trial with him even after Huie came back and told me that

they had a deal to make , keep me off the stand , I would of

still went to trial with him , because I didn't know no

attorneys in Memphis , the only two attorneys I knew was

him and this , uh , Russel Thompson or something , that's the

only two attorneys I knew names of them, and along with , he

mentioned an attorney named John J. Hooker , Sr. But I

didn't think I had any choice inthe matter of , you know ,

firing an attorney , I may get , I may of, I could of got one

worse than him. And in addition he'd done got all the money

so it would of been difficult for me to finance another

attorney .

LANE : Had he investigated the case , or had an investigator

look into the case?

RAY : Well he , I was more or less in the dark with Hanes .

The first time I knew he had an investigator was he got arrested

for Renfro Hayes for - attempt of Court , that's the first time

But that was , he had a legitimateI knew the investigator .

reason for that , because on the microphone he couldn't discuss

too much with me.

LANE : Isn't it true that he was unable to tell you what

he was doing because everytime he'd talk to you the State heard

the conversation?

RAY : Yes , that's right .
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LANE : At least that was your suspicion .

RAY: Yeah , we use to write things down, yes.

LEHNER : Oh , did he write things to you , Hanes?

RAY : Hanes , yeah we use to write things , notes back and

forth, yes .

LEHNER : Did you consider the first two articles written

by Huie to be favorable publicity or unfavorable publicity for

you?

RAY :
Uh I really didn't consider them either way .

Originally I thought they wer unfavorable , but
--

LEHNER : Why were they unfavorably written?

RAY : Well , they were restricting us from , restricting

I think we would of went into Court , or ifour movements .

we could of got the contempt of court order against Life

magazine and Reader's Digest , but we are playing the same

game they are . It's really like , it's really like my situa-

tion on this money deal . I don't take no money from the commun-

ication industry , and I never have , and I can in , back and sue

them , but whereas people like maybe Foreman or Kershaw they

take the moneyand it compromises them . But I really can't

afford to get compormised .

LEHNER : Well let me see if I understand it .

Is it your position that it was a disadvantage of you

to have the two look articles because it restricted your ability

to silence the unfavorable publicity because you were doing

in effect the same thing as the other side , but that apart from

that you did not consider the two articles unfavorable to you
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as far as publicity as your defense is concerned?

RAY : Well that would be a legal question for a lawyer

to decide. I just considered the articles just more or less

commercial venture . Whereas the , not really hostile either ,

either way, whereas I considered the Life and Reader's Digest

article a malicious against me . They were They'd of had

a

-

me convicted before I ever went to trial . I didn't consider

the Look articles in that same , in that sense .

LEHNER: So you thought , is true that your that you thought

tactically it was bad to have them come out because it restricted

your ability to deal with the unfavorable?

RAY : Yes , I thought that was it .

LEHNER: But the substance of the articles that Huie wrote

for Look you did not consider them damaging to you in relation

to a possible Jury trial?

RAY : UhNo , not legally speaking .
-
uh, well under the

terms that I was extradicted from England , the only thing they

I don't think --
could try me for was first degree murder.

The only way they could damage me is mentally because I was

getting notes in there from Huie , towards the end , kind of

threatening notes , if I didn't say this why he , he was going

to publish this . I think I got one letter here , he said some-

thing about if I didn't make some type of omissions or denials

that he was going to publish something that would incriminate

me in the King case .

LANE : Do you have that here?

RAY : Uh, I don't know if I have it here or not . I have
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a couple of letter from him here .

LEHNER : Could you check and see if you have that please .

(We paused for a moment for James E. Ray to look for the

above-mentioned document ) .

RAY : Well , I don't have all these letters from Huie ,

I've got one here , I'll look through it .

--Well here , he says on Well this letter here is dated ,

February the , February 11th , 1969 , and this is , this is about

two weeks after Foreman said that I done admitted , agreed to

plead guilty which was false , but nevertheless , on page 2

he says , "it is therefore my hope that there will be no trial

that you will plead guilty and give , be given a life sentence

which will give you a chance to survive as a human being

and give me a chance to help you with what I write . " And

right before that he says , you are certain to be found

guilty and sentenced to either death or 99 years in prison . "

Well here he says , uh , this is on page one , he's talking about

his book here , he says " ..I'm sure , I am sure you will under-

stand that I can't wait until your trial is underway or until

it is over to write my story , if I wait until then I couldn't

possibly publish anything until summer , and since books and

important magazine articles are never published during the

summer if I delay finishing my story any long , I couldn't

publish it until fall , and that would be too late to do any

good . It would also greatly reduce the income from what I

write because I would then run into three competitive books

and I suspect that you are going to need all the money you can
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possibly derive from my efforts . " So , this was
-- He was kind

of pressuring me to get all the information he could before

I went to trial , so I assumed if he wanted the information he

wanted to publish it .

LANE : Just on the side , his stating that books are never

published in the summer , I'll tell you as an author that it

is totally untrue . " Rush To Judgment " the first book I wrote

was published in August of 66 and became the number one best

selling book in America and 23 other countries , and it was

published in the summer . It's not true that the summer is a

poor time to publish a book , I don't know why he was saying

that .

RAY: Uh this is

LEHNER : So , will you give us this letter so we could

Xerox a copy of it?

RAY: Yes .

LEHNER : Now you planned to testify at your- , in your

own trail on your defense ; is that true?

RAY : That's correct , yes .

LEHNER: What -- What Huie wrote in the first two Look

articles wasn't that what you were going to testify to any-

way in court?

RAY : Uh , I made several revisions in it when I gave it

to him the first time . The fact is I made two or three

revisions on the , the whole thing , because the first article ,

the first material I gave , I gave to him real fast because

-he wanted to get he had a deadline or something . And , he

even got the hair color wrong on individuals I was associated with.
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But , I think generally, that's what I intended to testify

to, yes .

LEHNER : What revisions did you make?

RAY : Uh , I made revisions all during the time you

-1
I think, well , you got theI couldn't , I couldn't speci-

copies of those Huie papers , haven't you? I don't know if you've

read them or not but they, every once and a while I'd , well

I had one trouble , I was in a motel one time and , April the 2nd ,

neither Hanes nor Huie could find the motel and I think I got

mixed up and said I was suppose to meet someone in that motel

because I , I'd get the Rebel ho- , Motel or something , and

and - uh Well , anyway, Hanes and them, they never could

find the motel , I finally asked a policeman in jail and he

told me what it was . Well this was after Percy Foreman got

in on the case and they found out it was the DeSoto Motel

and things like

-

--

LEHNER: That was one of the revisions , what , what

other revisions did you make?

RAY : Oh, he at one time , the individual I called Raoul

I associated with was blond hair and that wasn't the hair coloring ,

I changed that . I think I changed one time the date I left

Birmingham , I had , I gave erroneous information on that .

LEHNER : What --
What information did you give him?

RAY: Uh, I told him I think I think I left Birmingham a

certain date when actually I think I left earlier or something .

LEHNER : And what , what other revisions did you make?

RAY : There were quite a few of them, now one thing on

these revisions , now, a lot of these , some of these revisions
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I gave to Percy Foreman and he claims he lost , he lost his ,

but - uh -
let's see the other revisions , uh , I know I gave

uh,him revisions on the , what I was doing April the 4th

-
uh renting the room and everything like that .

-

In this

respect, when I wrote this material out to Foreman , he told me

to write everything just like it happened , except not to

admit , not to admit that I rented a room there in the Main

Street .

LEHNER : Who said this?

RAY : Percy Foreman.

LEHNER : Right .

RAY : Uh, now that was about April 4th or 5th, he had

me write everything out , well he started to write it out and

he got a cramp in his hand and he told me to write everything

out, but he said , just don't just leave the part off where
-

you have to , whether you rented the room or not.

that off.

LEHNER:

And I left

And, I think Huie got a copy of that . Uh,
--

What other revisions did you make?

RAY : Well I know , I know - I know I - I know I revised the

April the 4th , plus I give him misleading information on

that once . And I know I revised April the 4th, and -- Now

this , this , this is beyond what the three , four misleading

statements that I deliberately give him .

LEHNER : Well what were the misleading , deliberate misleading

statements?

RAY : Well that was the robbing thing Whore House , vs. the

Market .
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LEHNER : Right .

RAY : And how I escaped fromthe Missouri Penitentiary.

LEHNER : Right .

RAY : And the bit about the , I was sitting in the car and

a guy come out with a sheet over his head and jumped in the

car .

LEHNER : All right , you told us about that .

RAY : And

LEHNER :

--

When did you make these revisions , the ones that ,

where you had made mistakes?

RAY : I think some of them, I didn't keep no copy of them ,

but I think when I make them, I'd read the articles that he'd

wrote , and I'd see certain errors and everything , and I'd get

laying on the bed and start thinking about them and see it

was , see it was incorrect .

LEHNER : Now these re- , revisions that you made they were

the results of mistakes that you had made in relating the

story because of the rush of getting it to him?

RAY : The first ones , yes .

LEHNER: The what?

RAY : The fist ones. The first things I wrote to him,

yes , that was, they were a big rush then .

LEHNER : I'm not talking about the robbery of the

whore house as opposed to the gambling establishment , or

the escape from Jefferson City or the story involving the

sheet , those were intentional statements-

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : -where you made intentional misstatements .
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RAY : Yes . Yes .

LEHNER : But the other things were just because of the rush

of getting it to him you made errors ; is that correct?

RAY : That's correct , yes .

LEHNER : And that would revis- , that entails the DeSoto

as opposed to the New Rebel ?

RAY: I don't really know how that come about . We

-

-

We were having trouble I was having trouble trying to

establish where I was at on certain days and that was , I

think that was one of the early part of information I gave

him, the DeSoto . And , I'm not
--

I'm not just sure how

those errors come about , all of them .

LEHNER : But these were errors , I think you told us ,

because of the rush to give it to him; is that right ?

RAY : Uh, yes , I think so .

LEHNER :

to him.

What was the reason for the rush to give it

they

I believe were , he mentioned to me they were , a

magazine had to have , in other words they just go from month

to month, they got to know two or three months ahead of time

what they are going to publish .

LANE : Some of this was spelled out in the letter; isn't it?

RAY : Uh -,

LANE :

huh?

Some of this is spelled out in the letter .

LEHNER : I haven't read the letter yet , just

RAY : Well , I haven't either , I read

LANE : He just read portions of it .
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LEHNER : Yes , I haven't read the full letter .

RAY : Well that
-1

Now, he's talking about a book there ,

but I think a magazine , according to him works on the same

principle, they have to have the information a few months

ahead ot time . And I didn't start giving the information

until sometime in , after August the first because I didn't

sign the contracts until August the first .

LEHNER : Okay, and that's -- That's the reason why you

gave him the wrong date that you left Birmingham, the wrong

color of hair for Raoul and those type of things ; is that

right?

RAY : Now see I didn't make the hair on him the wrong

color hair, he made that himself , he couldn't read my writing

I guess . And I --

LEHNER : Well what was your writing?

RAY : Well I don't write too plain .

LEHNER : How did you write it?

RAY: I wrote everything in longhand , there was no

typewriter there , but I did make the revisions where I

noticed they were an error .

LEHNER: But what did you write down?

RAY : What did I write? Well I just wrote what I

was doing , and , he wanted me to write a diary and I told

him I couldn't remember that good .

LEHNER : Well what color hair did you write?

RAY : Oh , it had a slight red tint to it , I told him

that it looked like it might been dyed , and on the , it

was dark.
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LEHNER : And he mistook that , your letters for blond?

RAY: I don't know how he did it , but he did it . What

I think he did , he thought that it was someone that I'd taken

to Louisi- , New Orleans that had blond hair was a

involved in the case .

-- was

LEHNER : Well , I thought that you had just told me that

these revisions related to mistakes that you had made because

of your rush to get it to the, before the deadline ; and you

listed those as the motels , the DeSoto , the New Rebel ; the

blond hair ; the date that you left Birmingham, those were

the things that you mentioned that you'd made mistakes on.

Now, did you make those mistakes or didn't you?

-RAY : Uh, I didn't He made the mistake on the blond

hair, that was his mistake , everything else was mine . Now

I think the papers would , would substantiate that on the blond

hair because I know that was one of the first things I told

him , that I wasn't associating with anyone with blond hair.

LEHNER : And you recall that you wrote out reddish tint

hair and he just mistook it for blond hair?

I think I went in detail , dark ,RAY : Yeah, I think --

dark hair, it may have been
- uh Now if it was blond --

Now I might of mentioned that it blondish , it was you know ,

might of been dyed , but I specifically mentioned it was

dark hair.

LEHNER: So when you were rushing to give him this

material , this was in August ; is that right?

RAY : Yes .
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LEHNER: And you understood that he was going to publish

it in a magazine , because you understood that there was a rush

to get it?

RAY : Yeah, it was mentioned that they wanted , they

wanted , were in a hurry for it .

LEHNER: So you weren't surprised when it came out in a

magazine a couple of months later were you?

RAY : I'm telling you what I know now, see I

didn't know at the time that you had to have the material

two or three months ahead of time , I know it now , but I

LEHNER: How long ahead of time did you think he had

to have it?

RAY : Well I thought you just got it one day and was

on the street the next .

--

LEHNER : So in August when he told you he needed it

quickly you figured it would come out in August in the magazine?

RAY : Well I just didn't think too much about it .

I mean I had other things to think about besides

LEHNER : Well , I'm sure you thought about a lot of other

things , but you thought it would come out the next day , you

said , so you thought the magazine and article would come out

in August ; is that true?

RAY : I didn't
--

I didn't know when it would come out,

I just assumed that something was going to be

published and that was it .

LEHNER : Hanes never did --
They never did explain no

details to me about it , they just told me when they wanted
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something and I'd give it to them.

LANE : You have to understand the circumstances , if

he doesn't meet the obligation of the contract his lawyer

doesn't get paid and he doesn't have a lawyer for trial .

Whatever his feelings maybe about the problems of the

arrangement he's going to trial on the murder and he has

a lawyer who's being paid because he's giving information

to a lawyer to give to a writer, what he didn't know when he

entered the contract was that the writer was giving it to

the FBI .

LEHNER : Well I just wanted to clarify that he was

not , he was not surprised when the article came out because

he expected it to come out in a day or two after he gave it ;

isn't that - isn't that true?

RAY : I wasn't shocked when it came out . I I just

wasn't interested in it at all really , I was thinking about

the case versus what , when I signed the contract I knew there'd

be books and articles written, in fact I told Huie that .

But I was never told what date or anything it was coming out .

LEHNER: Well when Foreman took over you didn't - did

you expect first that there'd be a writer connected with him?

RAY : He said after , after the trial there would be,

yes .

LEHNER : When did you first find out that there was going

to be a writer connected with him before the trial?

RAY: I'd say about , somewhere in January of

LANE : '69?
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RAY : Yeah, but I can't get the date, he was sick .

He took him up there and , the first time he mentioned a

writer was December of '68 , he , he had a deal where , with

George McMillian , he wanted to give him, McMillian was

suppose to give us $ 5,000 and we were , the only thing I

would do was just confirm something that didn't have really

anything to do with the case . I think it was psychiatric

business or something like that . I didn't-- and I disagreed

with that , I said you might of just stick with Huie if you

are going to get involved with another character .

LEHNER: So, did you know about the one that he had

in mind?

RAY : George McMillian?

LEHNER: Yes .

RAY : There was an article in the paper , something about

he was writing a psychiatric profile on me or something , and
-

LEHNER : Did you have
--

Did you know anything detrimental

about him at that time which Foreman

RAY : McMillian?

LEHNER :

RAY : No,

Yeah , when Foreman recommended him?

I just didn't want to get involved with two

of them. If you got one you might as well , why get involved

with another one , one's enough .

LEHNER : Well , when was this that , that Foreman suggested

McMillian be exchanged for Huie?

RAY : He didn't suggest the change , he just said we'd

give McMillian some information and he'd give us $ 5,000 for
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defense .

LEHNER: When was that .

RAY : Now, I think it was Dec- , December , we had a hearing

in December 17th or somewhere .

LEHNER : 19- , 1968?

RAY : But I remember specifically the time it happened ,

because when it happened Foreman use to always go out the

front and they'd take me up the back . Well this particular

time Foreman went back in the bull pen with me and went halfway

up to the jail and we was discussing McMillian . Now, I guess

maybe Jerry would remember that time , but I'm pretty sure it

was the December '68 hearing . Now they had some hearing there

in December of '68 but I don't know what it was . I think it

was when, maybe it was when the public defender came in on the

case , I think that's when it was , when they got Stanton in on

the case.

LEHNER : So in December of '68 Foreman suggested McMillian

be used at a writer ; is that correct?

--RAY : I think was just the one , one I mean , in other

words McMillian just wanted me to confirm some type of

psychiatric theories he had , I think that's all it was .

LEHNER: And you said to him , why change writers at

this stage?

RAY : I told him at the --
I told him if you have to

get involved with writers why not , you know, just stick

with Huie if you have to get involved with them .

LEHNER : Now, what's you reason for December of '68
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sticking with Huie when you had all the time thought that

Huie was giving information to the FBI ?

RAY : I didn't want to stick with either one of them,

see how it is , if you are already with one why get involved

with another one and have two people working against you .

You knew already, in your
LEHNER : Well , the one --

own mind at any rate , that Huie was working with the FBI ,

what is the sense in continuing

than changing?

to work with him rather

RAY : That wasn't the suggestion , the change , he

suggested that he add one more.

LEHNER : Well , from what I understood , you told us just

now, and correct me if I'm wrong , that Foreman said , why not

get this fellow McMillian into it , he could do an article for

us, and you said, well if you need a writer, stick with the

one we have , what was your purpose in saying stick with

Huie if you thought that Huie was an FBI informant?

RAY : Well why get --
Why get two , I mean , if Huie

was an FBI informant I think I rather have the FBI on my

side than against me , or on my side other than a psychiatrist ,

that's the last thing I wanted .

LEHNER : Oh , you thought that Huie was turning the FBI

around in your favor?

RAY : No , but a psychiatrist and all that crazy talk

about being a narcotic addict, and a sex pervert, and a pronographer ,

uh , that'd be --

LEHNER : Well , I could see you saying to Foreman , look
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I don't want McMillian because of what , the reasons you have

just given us ; and also I don't want anything to do with

Huie because he is an FBI informant , but I cannot understand

from what you are telling us now, you are saying to Foreman ,

I don't want McMillian and if you need somebody to write ,

stick with Huie .

RAY : I didn't say that . I said , if you have to get some-

one you might as well stick with Huie in order to get , why , why

get two of them in there if you can
--

LEHNER: Why, why not say have none of them?

RAY : Well that was our agreement when he came in the case ,

but you know how lawyers are , he got in there and he started

thinking about
--

LANE : You, you skipped over some of the essential

elements , and that is , from Foreman coming in and saying there

are going to be no writers to Foreman saying you have to give

information to Huie .

LEHNER: Yeah, well I --

LANE : We haven't gone through that material .

LEHNER : Well , let's go right into that .

EVANS : I see --

LEHNER : If If Foreman is saying we have to have a

writer and you don't like McMillian , why not say get some

other writer , why - why do you put Foreman , push him towards

the one writer that you believe to be an FBI informant , namely

Huie?

RAY : But see I thought there was going to be two in there
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all the time . I figured Huie would be in there anyway , SO

I mean, why--

LEHNER: Why did you figure that?

LANE : What was your discussion with Foreman about Huie

at the time?

RAY : Well I think I had trouble with Huie all , all through

the --

LANE :

RAY :

Did Foreman enter the contract with Huie?

No , well , he was getting to that on the , he asked

me that originally , when , when Huie first- , when Foreman first

bring up Huie's name? That was when he came back from being

ill , I think that was about January the 25 or 6th . He , I think

the first time he , I think time I knew anything about Huie

and him living together was , he brought a check up there ,

for $5,000 and he asked me to sign it , and he also , he had

me sign another document called an Amendatory Agreement , I

think that was dated January 29th , 1969. That got Hanes out

of the contracts and the contracts were in limbo then , that

was January 29th . Then February the 3rd he brought another

contract up there , and that contract give Foreman everything

that Hanes ever had , plus the 30 percent that I was suppose to

have , and , but that contract now, the February 3d contract ,

1969 , it specified that he would defend me in a trial , the

trial was in Shelby County Tennessee .

EVANS : Ray , can I ask you a question? You, at this

particular time , you were preparing for trial , facing 99 years-

RAY : Yes .
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EVANS : -or possible death , and you stuck with Huie

rather than McMillian , and you had just given up Hanes who

you felt pretty certain was not an FBI but who was acting
told

in your behalf and you still/Foreman that you thought that

if we needed a writer why don't we stick with Huie , although

you thought that Huie was feeding information to the FBI who

obviously were trying to ensure that you were in fact the

assassin.

RAY : Well , what I told Hanes , Foreman , I'm trying

to get real specific . I said , if you have to get a writer ,

I mean, why get involved with two of them, just , you know

stick with one of them . But I didn't want him to get involved

with either one of them. It was my intention , see , I figured--

EVANS : But you choose one of them, you didn't want him

to get involved with either one .

LANE : He didn't choose one , one had been chosen for him.

EVANS : One had been chosen though?

LANE : One had been chosen, it was not chosen by Ray .

EVANS : Correct .

ThenLANE : It was chosen by Hanes , they had a contract .

Hu-, then Foreman came in with the contract and Foreman re-

negotiated the contract with Huie, and either Ray goes to trial

without a lawyer or he goes with a lawyer who is working with

Huie .

LEHNER : What we are trying to get at , is , if you fire

Hanes becaus- , not because you didn't like Hanes , but that

you thought he was a conduit to Huie , who was a conduit to the

FBI . And Foreman comes to you and says , we need a writer , why
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are you not saying , hey , take X-Y- Z , take anyone in the world ,

but don't take Huie. In stead you say , you don't know

McMillian at that time , you just don't like McMillian because

he has some psychiatric theory that he is going to advance .

And you say to Foreman , I'd rather just stick to Huie . Why

didn't you say take X-Y- Z , anyone else you can find , but don't

take Huie?

RAY : Well I didn't want to get involved with any of them.

I mean you got to , well there's certain inflections of the

voice and things , it's difficult for me to try to , you know ,

to tell you how Foreman acted and that . I didn't tell him

to --
well , let's go Huie , Huie's a good guy and all that ,

we'll get him and he'll , he'll give us the money and everything .

What I -- What my intentions was at the time , if you got to

get involved with one writer , just get involved with one,

why get involved with two . So , I assumed that Huie was going

to going be in on the deal anyway because he had contracts with

Hanes at that time and it was my intentions to
--

I mean why

add some character like McMillian on there especially if you

already had , if you already had Hanes . But, you know, if you

already had Huie .

LANE : If you read Huie's book he describes his meetings

with Foreman prior to this time , and his entering into a contract

with Foreman , so there already was a contract between Foreman

and Huie .

LEHNER : Why don't you continue . What we are interested

in is your state of mind and what was transpiring at that time .
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: Did you mean it sarcastically?

RAY : What's that?

: When you When you said that you might as

well just stay with Huie?

RAY : Well , no --

--

Really what was my intentions to make

the statement was that one writer would do less damage than

two writers . And I assumed if he was going to get involved

with McMillian he was going to be involved with Huie too .

um, between the two , I don't know , I'd , it's difficult ,

So,

I really think that McMillian was the most damaging and vicious

of the one , between him and Huie .

EVANS : Rather than Huie with the FBI?

RAY: Well , I'm not talking about
-- Uh, McMillian he's

with the FBI too . I've got a letter right here saying that

he looked in the files . Of course I didn't know it at that time .

LEHNER : Well , we're taling about what you knew at the

time . We are talking about your state of mind at the time .

LANE : Well , he's told you , he's answered the question

about eight times .

EVANS : Yeah, okay .

LANE : You may not be satisfied with his answer, but that's

what he says .

EVANS : Yeah , let's go .

LEHNER : Okay , continue .

LANE : Why don't you talk about your relationship with

Foreman , did Foreman , did Foreman indicate that he was optimistic

about the trial at one point and he had a change and had he

talked with you?
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RAY : He was very optimistic when he first came into

the case . when he first came into the case , as I mentioned ,

he made these certain agreements about lawyers and everything .

And the next day he came up there with a, with these re- ,

what you call retainer fee. And , I signed the Mustang over

to him , and he wanted the rifle , I said , well , it's questioned

whether that belongs to me or not , but I've got some equity

in the Mustang . He said , I'll get the rifle and the Mustang .

I signed that over to him , and I think that was the retainer

fee .

LEHNER: Let me just stop you now, it's three minutes

to three , our stenographer has indicated that he could use

a break , so lets take a short break .

(Recess at 2:58 p.m. ) .

LEHNER: It's now five minutes after three, we are still

at Brushy Mountain State Prison with the same people that were

here before the recess .

Mr Lane , did you want to start with something?

LANE : Yes . James Earl Ray would like to testify before

a polygraph expert and he would like to have questions prepared

also to be submitted to one or more PSE experts , and we

wonder when that can be arranged?

LEHNER: Well , what we were hoping to do , is to finish

our investigative questions with him here so that we could know

exactly what his final position is , so that we know where the

areas are that should be probably be subject to the polygraph
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concern . So that is something that will take place as far

as I am concerned immediately after our concluding our discus-

sions with him down here .

--

LANE : Well there is a little bit of a problem with that .

We have, whatever leverage we have is that James Earl Ray is

willing to speak openly and frankly and answer questions in

all areas then after he has done all that there is no leverage

left . So we would really like that to be arranged prior to the

time he finishes . And , secondly , certainly some areas of

and arrived at already . I mean , you might ask him for example

if he shot Martin Luther King , that's an area where the State

takes one position and he takes another . So there's some

areas which I think very well defined and could be a basis

of a polygraph and PSE now.

LEHNER: Well , when you are talking about leverage , he

has every right in the world to , to continue to speak to us

or to stop, he can demand openly and freely to speak to the

Committee or not openly and freely speak to the Committee .

Take his own polygraph/PSE tests that you can arrange .

However, it is our intention to give him a polygraph , but

it is our intention to do it after we have hit every , when

I say hit , after we have gone into every area of the case

so that we can conduct one polygraph examination that , you,

Mr. Lane , could participate in questions that you wanted

framed to add to questions that the Committee might to decide

to ask him and so that this one test can be the one and final

test that we give , not that we do it in segments .
So, that
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is the present plans of the Committee to finish our inquiries

here with him and to give him a polygraph . So when you are

talking about leverage , this is all on the record here , you

have a copy as well as we . It is not our intention to finish

questioning him here and then deciding not to give him a

--
polygraph exam so I don't think you have to concern your-

self with leverage on that .

LANE : Well I understand that , I know, but I know that

you don't make the final decision , and even the General

Counsel of the Committee doesn't make the final decision ,

and may be the Select Committee will say we don't want to

give him a polygraph and nothing that has happened up until

then can force the Select Committee to give him a polygraph .

I think that maybe it would be useful . It may be the closest

thing that he's going to have to a trial .

LEHNER : Well --
Well ,

--

LANE : For a while .

LEHNER : You also realize that we do plan to have hearings

in Washington , there will be a final report , and I think you

have to, we have to proceed on the basis that both sides ,

yourself and Mr. Ray as well as the Committee is going to

continue to do the things to find out as much of the truth

And we're , and I would suggest that we continue

that way. And I can tell you that our intent is to give him

the polygraph examination after concluding his interviews .

LANE: All right , and is it also your intention to give

us the results of the polygraph test , including the copies of

as possible .
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the tapes , and the analysis made by whoever conducts the tests ,

whoever does the analysis?

LEHNER: Well , this is something that we would have to dis-

cuss . I'll tell you --
I'll tell you why , our rules , I don't

if you have a copy of our rules or not.

LANE : No , I participated in drafting them .

LEHNER : In drafting our rules?

LANE : That's right , in meetings with Dick Sprague ,

in meetings with Don Edwards .

LEHNER: Well , rather than commenting on this I'll just

tell you that our rules prohibit anyone from learning whether

someone took a test or declined to take a test . Prohibit our

publicizing the results of the test .

RAY : You mean for all times .

LANE : Yeah, Committtee can't release them, so , but it

doesn't, certainly the person takes the test can , there's nothing

in the rules I'm quite sure which prohibits the person who is

being tested from getting a copy of the test .

LEHNER : I can tell you this , that it is our intention

of the Committee to give the resluts of every test to the

person taking the test .

Now , the person then taking the test obviousing has the

right to communicate that to his attorney . Um, the problem,

the problem that we would get into is that an attorney receive

the results from his client and then were to publicize these

results prior to the Committee holding its hearings , in other

words to --
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LANE : Let me give you a little bit of what I understand .

Let me give you a little bit of legislative background about

how these rules came to the Committte actually .

Don Edwards had spoken on the floor of the Congress ,

he's a member of the House in California and he's was the

Chairman , or at least he was at that time , last year or

the year before , of the FBI Oversight Subcommittee of the

House Judiciary Committee , he made some very strong statements

against the rules and procedures which he thought were going

to take place by this Committee based upon a story that he

read in the Los Angeles Times about a purported interview with

Dick Sprague , at that time the General Counsel . And I went

to see Edwards and raised these questions with him . He was

horrified that hidden tape recorders and little electronic

gadgets would be used and polygraphs and PSE's would be used

on unsuspecting witnesses . And I talked to Dick Sprague about

that and he said that was never our intention , he never said

he would do those things , and in fact Mr. Edwards , I got an

agreement from Edwards as to what he thought would be just fine

in terms of rules and I arranged a meeting between Edwards

and Sprague and others . And from that the rules that we are talking

about developed, so I'm familiar with the legislative background

of those rules and they were not done for the purpose of preventing

a person who was being questioned before this Committee from

getting the results , they were prepared so that the person who

was being questioned couldn't be tricked , couldn't be bugged ,

couldn't be tape recorded , couldn't have his words analyized
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in such a fashion without his knowing in advance that it

is what happened . The rules went very, very far in

thorough investigation , in Committees of Congress , probably

further than any other Committee of Congress in terms of

protecting the rights of the witness . For the Committee ,

I think that's fine , but they aren't done to limit the rights

of the witness they were done to increase the rights , to

protect them .

(We had an interruption by the Penitentiary Notary

to notarize Mr. Ray's signature on some documents . )

MR . LEHNER : For the record we just had a hiatus when

the notary from the institution , Mrs. McPeters came in and

notarized Mr. Ray's signature on a waiver of privilege between

himself and various counsel .

Mr. Lane , you were talking for the record when we were

interrupted .

LANE : Yeah. That's all I have to say , but I think the

rules were designed very clearly to protect the rights of

the witnesses before the Committee , and I don't think those

rules which were designed to protect the rights of the witness

should be used to deny rights to witnesses . And I think that

Ray is in a very unusual position , of all the the witnesses

in this country , he's the only one you cannot force to testify

obviously , he's not worried about a contempt citation from

Congressmen , he's been sentenced to 99 years , yet he's come

forward , he's brought documents , he's signed waiver's , he's
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been, on almost all the lawyers who have represented him , he

talked to you freely and openly , and I think in exchange for

this effort to get the facts out it would be useful if the

Committee would say , yes , there will bee a polygraph, yes

there will be a PSE , yes , we will give Ray and his attorney

all of the documents about the PSE and the Polygraph .

if they want to do with it what they want to do with it ,

they do what they want to do with it .

And

LEHNER : You know the rules and I think you should also

know that we are interested in finding the facts , letting

them lead us where they may and that is the very purpose of

our coming out here and having these discussions with Mr. Ray .

We are going to investigate as much as we humanly can , every

aspect of the case that we can , we are planning to

at our command .

So, if we could , if we go back to what Mr. Ray was talking

about , I think you just finshed with his stating that he in

his discussions with Mr. Foreman he did not wish the services

of Mr. McMillian .

LANE : Okay , before we do that , I'mm going to ask you ,

Bob, that when we meet back here on December 2nd to continue

the testimony , that you see if you can to secure for us by that

time and agreement from the Committee that there will be a

Polygraph , that there will be a PSE of the Defendant , and that

the results and the raw material which leads to the results

of those tests will be made available to him.

LEHNER : Well , let me tell you that there is not , I do
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not think that there will be a Committee meeting between now

and then, I don't know if there will be a Committee meeting ,

it may be hearings that are , that do not require a majority

under our rules , there has already been authorization for a

polygraph test to be given , so that's no problem . The question

of when it should be given is something , that , that we have

been discussing here , and as I told you , it is my intention

and as I have stated this to the Committee as well , to continue

and complete discussions down here prior to that being done

so that we know what the issues are . So that we can frame the

issues and also I as I stated to you just a moment ago , I'd

like you , Mr. Lane to participate in the planning of the

questions .

-

If you have some suggestions , questions , please

give it to us and we would then forward that to the polygraph

experts .

LANE : Yes I

LEHNER: I don't think --
What I'm saying , I don't think

there is a conflict between us here and I think that my intent

is that we do not have polygraphers coming down more than one

time and we that we do it all in one, one session .

LANE : Yeah , I wasn't talking about today , I was talking

about the Committee , that it will be done and that we will get

the results .

LENER : All right . Well the results , as far as the

results , the Committee rules do not entitle anyone to be made

aware of it , other than Counsel designated by the Chairman ,

or by the staff , the staff members designated by the Chairman ,
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and the subject . Now the subject obviously is entitled to tell

his counsel , I think it will be appropriate that he tell you .

Now the question is , can there , whether there should be some

kind of agreement that counsel and the subject not publish

the results until a future date which , which would be after

the public hearings . Now, that , that is something that I

think we would have to discuss , and I don't know whether

we have to discuss it now on the record , and I think I'd be

very happy to discuss it further with you and talk to you

about the rules and relay any suggests you have back .

LANE : All right , then we would request that December

2nd we get a letter from Congressman Stokes stating that

there will be a polygraph, there will be a PSE , the results

and the raw material will be turned over to the subject

James Earl Ray , and that will happen , it doesn't have to

happen before the second , but we would like the letter before

the second saying that it will happen subsequent to the

original first stage question of the Committee .

LEHNER : It will subse- --
It will be subsequent to

it?

LANE : Yeah , it will be subsequent to that , but we

want a letter prior to the second saying that is the , that

will follow the first stage question .

LEHNER: Well , we've been talking about the polygraph ,

as far as the PSE we have no expert presently that we have

contracted with, and I , as you well know , the PSE can be done

from existing tapes and that is something that can be done
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independently . I think what we are really now concerned about

is the polygraphs , and that's the first thing we want to do,

and as far as , I will communicate your requestion to the

Chairman and I can tell you that my understanding is that he

is away on vacation and will be for a couple of weeks , but I

do expect him back before the second . I think he will be

back just about that time , maybe the first , so it might require

a phone conversation where maybe you and he could be intouch

by phone . I could talk but as far as a letter it might be
-

a difficult thing as far getting a letter to you . But as I

told you that there is already authorization by the Committee

to give Mr. Ray a polygraph examination .

Okay , can you -- Did you want to continue as to where you

wanted to pick up?

LANE : Where were we , James?

RAY : What were we, on Percy Foreman, I think when did

he first come into the contracts?

Well I think I mentioned he , I think he brought the

first contract up there , Amendatory Agreement , he got Hanes ,

he got him in, he got a $ 5,000 check from William Bradford

Huie and he had me sign the check on the grounds that he

wanted to use the check for John J. Hooker , Sr. retainer

fee.

LANE : Did he ever retain Hooker?

RAY : No.

I believe February 3rd he signed the other- , I signed the

other contract giving him everything that Hanes had originally
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had plus the 30 percent that I was suppose to of had . I

think that's the contract that specified that it would be

a trial or a trial in Shelby County and he would defend me

at trial . About that time around February 4th or 5th , he

brought me some pictures up, some various pictures , I think

the one of them I , we looked at either the D Plaza

picture and he asked me if I would identify one of those

individuals as the , as the individual who shot Martin Luther

King , that the FBI would arrest him and bring him up there

or something .

LANE : Did he tell you where he got the pictures from?

RAY : He either got them fromthe FBI or Huie got them from

the FBI , but they come , he was kind of vague on it , I'm not

certain where he got the pictures . I think on- , the individuals

in there , they are most of them , a lot of them were kind of Latin

types . I think there was one black and I think the rest of

them were white . So I told him I didn't want to get into that

type of business . Uh , I think during that time , now , that's

around February 4th or 5th . At that time he also had me ,

he said he was ready to go to trial or he indicated he was .

He had me write out everything about the , the offense that I

knew, from the time of the escape up until the time I was

arrested . Except he had one provision in there that I not

write anything about renting a room at 422 Main Street .

So I wrote everything out up until I was in Canada somewhere ,

after the, after the offense took place .

Uh, as I mentioned I think that was around February 4th

or 5th . February 6th, 7th and 8th , during that period he filed ,
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he had me sign about three different motions , I think I gave

you one them . One of them was to sell pictures with Life

magazine , I think 15,000 to raise funds to go to trial with .

And he filed another motion to get William Bradford Huie an

interview with me . And he filed another motion to sell the

copies of the trial transcript everyday to the news media .

I think the judge turned down all three of these motions .

I think on February the , February 12th the Grand Jury subpeonaed

Huie and they told Foreman by letter that Huie would be a

witness for the State , that was on February 12th. On February

13th Foreman brought me another document up there and asked me ,

wanted me to enter a guilty plea . That's the first mention

there ever was on the guilty plea , February 13th. They said

I had a,

percent chance of conviction
.

I think a 99 chance of electric chair and a hundred

But --

LANE : Did he write you a letter when he --

RAY : Yes , this was a document he wanted me to sign .

He wanted me to sign the document signifying that I'd received

it which I did .

RAY : Now, I think on February 14 he came back the next

day , the next day I'd , well I'd wrote out some reasons why

I shouldn't enter a guilty plea , plus I wrote out on another

paper , I think we I think me and Mr. Lehner discussed this
--

other paper your last visit here , didn't we? The one the

guards found in the garbage can , which indicated we was still

thinking about going to trial . I think Febr- , February the

18th , he had me sign another paper I think it was . We hadn't ,
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I hadn't agreed to enter a guilty plea . I think we took that

paper from my brothers and sister , and they wanted them to have

me enter the guilty plea and I think they refused him . I

didn't findout right then, but I found out later .

LANE : That's February 18th?

RAY : Yes . I'd say he went to see my sister February

19th , 1969 .

HAUSMAN : Excuse me. Are you so sure about all these dates

now, because you refreshed your recollection since our last

meeting?

RAY : No , I've had these dates in my mind quite a while

because with , I've had suits with contracts , which had nothing

to do with the King matter we was just trying to break the

contracts . But I'm familiar with all the contracts because I've

read them contracts numerous times . Now everything I'm telling

you is not contracts but they are associated with contracts ,

their documents .

HAUSMAN : Are you sure of these dates in terms of dealing

with Foreman in relationship to the guilty plea and those con-

versations?

RAY : Well I'm positive on the guilty plea , February the

13th . Now on the , what I signed the , when he wanted me to look

at the pictures I'm within two or three days of them .

And I'm really , I'm pretty close on those , yes .

date?

HAUSMAN: What makes you so positive of the February 13th

RAY : On February 13th?
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HAUSMAN : The guilty plea .

RAY : Well , see , I've read that document several times .

Uh, I think I have it in the cell some place .

LANE : During the time he was actually encouraging you to

-
plead guilty , did you discuss discuss with him what the evidence

was in the case?

RAY : Uh--

LANE : Did he tell you that you could --
He gave you a

document which he said the chances were what , 99 out of a 100

that you'd be convicted , or a 100 percent you'd be convicted.

RAY : Well , well he --

LANE : Did Did he tell you why he thought you would

be convicted?

RAY : No, he , he said the news media had done convicted

me and he said they'd bribed the witness Charles Stephens ,

they'd promised him a $ 100,000 and most of the news media and the

bribing the witness , and there were other , two or three other

reasons why we should enter the guilty plea . He acted like

he were doing me a favor by going to plea because the business

community, the Chamber of Commerce they wanted a plea .
And ,

So, therefore , they were going to do me a big favor and let

me enter a plea conviction , 99 year sentence .

LEHNER: Did he enter Stephens?

RAY : No.

LEHNER: Did he know what testimony Stephens was going to

give?

RAY : Uh -- No. The only testimony , the only place he could

of got that was from the English extradiction file and he never
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did get it. He made an effort to get it I think February 14th,

1969 , but he never did get it .

LEHNER : What was that testimony?

RAY : From the Stephens file?

Well , Stephens give a statement , one of two statements ,

-I heard in England . And he said he he saw someone running

down the , running down the , after the shooting he saw someone

running down towards the steps and he said he turned around and

he seen a profile that looked like the person that rented a

room , which was me . They said he identified the individual ,

that one of the main characteristics was he had a sharp pointed

nose. Well that was my description before I got plastic

surgery. And , so , I assumed by that statement that the FBI

told Stephens lawyer that I had a sharp pointed nose and use

that as a means of identification .

of a bent nose now.

Of course , I've got kind

LANE : During one of the habeas corpus hearings I think

it was , something like that , maybe it was a trial when Foreman

was a defendant , when Foreman was questioned about Stephens ,

who in fact I believe ends up as the only eyewitness for the

State against the defendant , he confused him with Mrs. Brewer.

Mrs. Brewer and Stephens and he didn't know them apart .

LEHNER: Who confused them?

LANE : Foreman , it was after the trial , after the so called

trial , he still was unable to distinguish one from the other ,

and it is very important , I think, document for you to use in

the cross- examination of Foreman . Because in it he says , that

he , he admits that he didn't talk to Renfro Hayes who was the
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only real investigator that talked to Grace Stephens , and

Charles Q. Stephens and many other people . He didn't talk

to him, and he said he doesn't rely upon investigators . He

got a group of investigators of students , he only relys upon

students , and then he said something about he had 6 students ,

and 8 students, and 10 students , he never could get the number

straight. But when asked by the attorney the names of students ,

he said, I'm too busy trying cases to rember names of students .

And then was asked how he got the students , he said it was

through a professor , but he didn't remember the name of the

professor , and he asked what school they came from , he didn't

remember the name of the school but he thought maybe it was only

one school in Memphis anyway . That's that aspect . Now Renfro

Hayes told me yesterday , and I don't know if this is so or not ,

he examined the files on the Friday before the trial was to

begin , and it showed that the State had not issued any subpeonas ,

in the state of Cali- , in Tennessee I think you give five

working days notice . Yet Hayes to believe on Friday that they

were not going to go to trial early the next week although

it was set , but it was on Sunday that Forman came .

I don't think there is a single lawyer who was involved

in this case or investigator who was familiar with the facts

at that time , that includes ; Art Hanes , Sr .; Art Hanes , Jr .;

Renfro Hayes ; and these others who believe that Foreman did

anything in terms of the preparations of the case. So , he

never I think he never intended to try the case .--

RAY: I think as mentioned to Mr. Lehner a while ago , Ι

don't know what the Committee is iterested in . I mean I
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If the Committee is interested , if they think Foreman Well

first I think everybody agree there's fraud in the guilty plea

except , I think all the judges know it too but they won't

reverse it . I think what --
I'd just assume , I don't want

to tell the Committee what they , what their, what they are

suppose to do , but I think if , if he got me to enter the

guilty plea for financial reasons just to make money I don't

think it would be any interest to the Committee . Now I

maybe wrong but on the other hand if he , his motives was to

cover up something I think it would be of interest to the

Committee . But I don't know how I could prove whether he was

just greedy and wanted money or whether he had something ,

the Justice Department was putting pressure on him to get

the guilty plea .

But anyway , where were we at , February the 18th?

LANE : February 18 .

RAY: Uh , I think he took that to my sisters , of

course my brothers they were all there , but I never did find

out about it until later that he was trying to get them to

have me enter a guilty plea .

I think sometime along--

LANE : He was trying to get you brothers and sister to

urge you into the guilty plea?

RAY : Yeah , he wanted them to write me a letter and

come down and tell me to enter a plea. In turn I give him

a paper of why I shouldn't plead guilty . I had on there that

I wasn't guilty and that the newspapers while they did have
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my brothers .

a lot of influence they probably didn't have as much influence

on a jury as they would have on a judge and things of that

nature . And , there were four or five other reasons , I can't

remember them all right now, but I think he did read them to

Also at this time , I think , around February 18th

he brought a check up there , no , he didn't bring it up there ,

I think Huie give it to him to give to me and he forged my

name on it and I think the Planters Bank cashed it for him.

It wasn't too long after that that I think he started bringing

the stipulations up there . And then we started arguing over

the stipulations . And we finally determined later on that I

use to make marks on the stipulations , he'd bring them up there

and see if I would agree with them , he'd make pencil marks on

them , indicate the ones that I was in disagreement with

then I'd sign them and he'd take them down to the Attorney

General and say , well Ray wants- , doesn't go along with this

that there. Well that was really a delaying action on my

part , onthe stipulations . I think we argued back and forth ,

not only on the stipulations but whether we should go to trial

or not.

LANE : Were you thinking of firing him at that point?

RAY : No, I don't think I could of fired him .

LANE : Why?

RAY : Because of the prior ruling by the Judge . I think

when I fired Hanes the Judge said he would look very critical

on any further changes in attorneys . And I think in the

meantime he --
I think the Judge had already appointed the

Public Defender , Hugh Stanton , Jr. to the case anyway .
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So if I should of fired Foreman well I would of had Stanton

which would of been just as bad .

RAY : Well , anyway, the stipulations I think , I think

ultimately,
I signed four copies of them. I think two of

them now are on record , I think ones on record in the Shelby

County Court , and another different version of them is on

record in Federal Court in Memphis District Court . I don't

know where the third set is . The fourth set was the one

we finally agreed to , and that's the one the voir dire the

judge read in the court .

Uh-uh , I think , during
-

during the end of the period

he gave me the impression he was going to throw the case ,

I guess the psychology that certain lawyers use on certain

defendants , try to force them to trial--

LANE : Which is possible .

-RAY : Yes . Well, you know, to in order to keep them

from going to trial . During the later stages of it he never

mentioned Hooker's name no more after he got the money,

he did mention Ben Hooks , he's a , he was a former black

judge in Memphis . He was connected with the SCLC , and I

thought that would of been a conflict of interest , expecially

being an ex- judge . Because it was my opinion that no judge wether

he is black or while could be independent of the system and

still be appointed--

RAY : Did , did Rev. Bevel come to visit you?

RAY : Bevel came up there about January or sometime

early , late January , one of the first trips after Foreman

42-077 0-79 - 12
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came back. And he wanted to leave Foreman as co- counsel .

Bevel talked to me on, through the visiting cage area ,

he talked about 15 minutes and not let up .

LANE :

RAY :

What he say?

Well he wanted to be co-counsel and he had informaion on the

case . And I told him I didn't have anything to do with co-

counse , that tha would be up to Foreman , he'd have to decide

who would be co- counsel . But I think Formean told Bevel that

uh- , Bevel wasn't a lawyer so he could defend anyone but him-

self . And then later on Bevel wrote me and I wrote him back

and told him that I appreciated his help , but I couldn't,

I mean I didn't know what his game was or anything like that .

I wouldn't get involved with his , whatever type of things he

was promoting .

RAY : I just wanted to get it straight with him before

he got into the case . And later on I talked to Foreman and

he said he was mad about Bevel and he said something about

Blacks could absob- , couldn't absorb formal education , but

I don't , I don't think -
I think it was just directed to

Bevel on that because Bevel was raising hell out in the

street or something .

was?

EVANS : Did Bevel say he had some information?

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : And did you enquire as to what that information

RAY : I don't think he wanted to talk, it would of

been picked up on the microphone anyway because we were talking
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through a thick door , small screen .

that he had information .

But he told me definately

And he was with another fellow there

named Rufford. I don't know if you know him . He's another -

EVANS : Rufford , if he an attorney?

RAY : No he's just like Bevel , he's

EVANS : He's a black guy?

RAY : Yeah he's a

EVANS : SCLC?

--

RAY : I don't know if he's SCLC or not . His name is

Rufford and he's a minister , but I don't know if he's SCLC

or not . But he didn't do any talking , Bevel did all the

talking .

EVANS : Did you tell Foreman that Bevel had some informaion?

RAY : Ah, Foreman heard it . Foreman was standing right

beside--

EVANS : Oh, Foreman was there .

RAY : He was standing right beside Bevel , you know.

EVANS : Did Foreman ever relate to you the information

that Bevel alleged to have had?

RAY : No , he was , he was kind of angry the next day

on account of --

EVANS : Did you --
Did you ask Foreman?

RAY : To get the information from Bevel?

EVANS : Yeah .

RAY : Uh , I talked to him about it and he , he was kind

of upset about it for some reason , he didn't want to , well

his story was that they were just more or less raising hell
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out in the street or something , they wouldn't help us .

LANE : Foreman said that?

RAY: And he didn't want --
Yeah , he didn't want to

I don't know if he said it in that certain words or not but his ,

Foreman had give me the impression that , you know creating

a disturbance wouldn't help me any in talking about conspiracies .

And , he just wanted to forget about it . But I imagine Bevel

could , why he's in Nashville I think , isn't he? I think

Bevel he's been interviewed by Kershaw , so I think he could

probably explain it to you what happened between him and

Foreman a lot better than I could . Because the only thing

Bevel and Foreman was out, were outside

the thing and I was on the inside talking to both of them.

I heard is what --

EVANS : Right .

LANE : One thing I heard which might be of some value to

Foreman is that when Renfro Hayes finally got Foreman to talk

with McGraw, the taxi driver who said Stephens was drunk just

before the shot was fired that Foreman said , don't tell Stanton .

He said , don't talk to Stanton . So it appeared that when

Foreman got information, he got very little information , but

when he got information he tried to get the witnesses not to

share that with his co-counsel .

RAY :
No , the habeas corpus hearing reflects in Memphis

of 1974 , Hugh Stanton , Jr. testified that when the news come

out and I was going to plead guilty , he didn't know anything

about it . The first thing he knew about it was what he read

in the paper , or I think the Sheriff called him and said that

Percy Foreman was going to enter a guilty plea for me . And
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that's the first thing he said he was co-counsel and that's

the first thing Hugh Stanton knew about the guilty plea .

But on the other hand now, Foreman says in this , this

letter here , this newspaper article , I think you got a

clipping of it , the Tennessean dated

-

dated October 30th , 1977

now I'm just quoting theForeman says here , he says , Ray ·

newspaper now. It says , " Ray has been quoted as saying ' nego-

tiated guilty plea was Foreman idea ' and Foreman has been

quoted as saying ' it was Ray ' , but Foreman last week gave

credit to the late Shelby County Public Defender , Hugh Stanton ,

Jr. , this was the great contribution of Hugh Stanton , Jr. ' ,

·
Foreman said , I never would have wrote this up with the District

Attorney General Phil Canale . ' " So, here you have Stanton

testifying at the habeas corpus hearing that he didn't know

anything about the guilty plea until he read in the paper

two or three days before the plea . Now Foreman he says that

Stanton went to the Attorney General the first day he was

appointed to get the plea . So, I don't know how you'd reconcil

those .

EVANS : Right . Now getting back to Bevel , you never

felt that Bevel had any information that would assist you ,

would of assisted you in your case?

RAY : Did I think he had?

EVANS : Yah .

RAY : Well he didn't tell me , and he said he had any ,

and he made statements in all the newspapers he did , so I

assumed he had something because he was--
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EVANS : But did you ever find out from Foreman , or

did you ever instruct Foreman to findout what the information

he had , Bevel had , and whether that would of , would or would

not assist you in your case?

RAY : Well I asked Foreman but he didn't want any type of

involvement with Bevel for some reason. He just wasn't interested

in talking to Bevel , he was he seemed to be concerned that there

was going to be trouble inthe streets or something , so he wanted ,

he didn't want to get involved with what Bevel had to say .

LEHNER: Was there anything further you wanted to say?

RAY : About Percy Foreman? Uh , well I think , you know ,

we never did enter the- , finally enter the agreement until I ,

I mentioned he brought Hooks , and we started discussing it

February 7th or 8th . And I think February 7th, my brother

John Ray come down and said that FBI told him that if we didn't

enter a guilty plea why they might arrest my father or something

and put him in the penitentiary . He was on escape from Ft . Madison ,

Iowa . And Foreman had done mentioned to me previously that they

might arrest my other , my brother Jerry Ray for a conspiracy .

I think they were

EVANS : An informer?

RAY : Huh?

EVANS : You are saying--

RAY : Percy Foreman-

EVANS : Oh, Percy Foreman.

RAY :

Oh, Percy Foreman .

-informed me that they might arrest Jerry , my brother

Jerry Ray , for conspiracy . I don't remember just what date
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that was , it was a couple of weeks before the pleas . I think

what evidence the FBI was going to use onhe was looking
-

that is I think there was information that the individual who

brought the rifle or someone with him there looked like my

brother , it was a Latin type , and my brother's a , he's

consid-- looks more Italian , he's considerable more dark

I think they were going to charge him with Raoul

or something like that .

than I am .

Anyway , that was Foreman's story.

-- we decided toNow, we never did decide to plead

plead guilty March the 9th and he brought two contracts down

there and he revised them and promised to give my brother

$500 and my brother would use $500 to contact another lawyer

to open the case with. And these were written contracts .

LANE : During this time also didn't you , weren't you told

that the FBI broke into your sister's house?

RAY : Uh , no, I don't think I learned that until later.

She was scared to go I mean , she , I think she was worried-

about the FBI taking her kids away from her or something so she

wouldn't say anothing about . And , later on I
- the FBI had

less , less influence so we mentioned it .

EVANS : But , did this have any reason , anything to do with

your pleading?

RAY : Ah , yeah my Well, it was an accumulation of--

things not one thing . As I mentioned I didn't find out about

my sister until later on .

EVANS : Yeah, but you'd already pleaded?

RAY : Yeah, after my sister . But my, the threat , the

threat on my brother and I think my father that had some bearing
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with it . But there's no one thing , usually on something like

that it's an accumulation of things built up . And I can't

I can't just pick up one thing say well this is the reason

why I entered the guilty plea .

LANE : I'd --
I'd just like to ask you , we'll probably

do this in a motion for a new trial here , but I think the

Committee can consider the effect of someone being in a room

with bright lights on them 24 -hours a day for eight months ,

the affect of that. No Nazi war criminal was ever treated

that badly, ever. And I don't know if anybody in the State

of Tennessee was ever subjected to that prior to that time .

But I think there have been studies which psycholigists have

made regarding brain washing techniques , theses various methods .

And I think that the general agreement with that is that the

key methods , which over a period of months , totally destroy

the will to resist . I think it would be a good thing if we

consulted with some experts inthe field in terms of what

affect that means of being in a room with that on for- , they

did bring a motion , which was denied , they also asked that a

blanket be put up so that it would block the light when he

slept at night , the answer was no , it was on for eight months .

I don't think I don't think the Defendant himself has the--

faintest idea what affect that has on you , that's what

psycholigists say, that the Defendant doesn't not even himself

know what affect that has .

RAY : I was going to mention that .

LANE : It has a very decided affect .
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RAY: I was going to mention being in this lockup .

Now, I don't like to complain too much about lock up anyway ,

certain conditions , because if they think you are weakening

they'll just put more pressure on you . But I was locked up

here five months , I just got out two days ago , but you really

don't notice this thing because you gradually get weaker and

weaker, but once you get outside you do notice this . I know

I went outside the first day and I run around- , walked around

about two or three times , and lift a few weights about 10

minutes and I went to sleep 6:30 that night . Whereas usually

I go to sleep at 11:30 , so it just shows you get a weakened

condition . But you don't notice it because you never do any

work in the cell , you just lay around and you do less and less

exercise , but once youget outside then you notice how- , what

affect it has on you .

LEHNER: Do you have anything further you wanted to bring

up before we continue on?

RAY : The only thing I have is this one other thing here .

Uh , I've- , I've written thos SCLC member in Chicago two or

three times , his name is , Marcel E. Randolf . And I've written

to him about getting these things released , the things this

Judge Smith in Washington sealed . And I junderstand that there

is a lot more onthere other than just personal things .

And he's , he's , and I've agreed to destroy anything on there

that would pertain to Martin Luther King in , of a personal

nature . But, and he's agreed to it , but there's other people ,

I think they are white politicians that won't agree to it .
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But , now, in relation to this I've always had doubts myself

about this , if there were anything in there that were scandalous .

Now, like I know a column here by Jack Anderson , dated 10- ,

Nashville Tennessean dated October 10 , 1975. And he says they

made a thorough investigation of all these tapes, and he says

there's not one thing in there detrimental to Martin Luther

King , but he says there is something in there that may be

detrimental to other people. So apparently that's just all

a sham about this , you know, putting all this material under

seal under grounds that it's privacy . But I think , I think I

told the Committee behand that I , that was my main concern

to get this material unsealed .

anybody's word for it that it was just scandal and as far as

I'm concerned I know -

And if they could , why I would

I guess I'm the only one that would

have a legal interest in seeing it not destroyed . But if it

was just scandalous they could go ahead and destroy it . But

on the other hand if there is anything with assis- , with

assistance or possibly could develope leads then they could

give it to Mark Lane or the attorney representing me .

But I don't know

LANE :

moment?

--

Do you have access to all FBI material at this

LEHNER : We have access to some FBI material . I think

through the Freedom of Information Act there is certain materials

that are accessible to non members of our staff .

RAY : Well , if it's under seal I think that would be

difficult to get out , wouldn't it?
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--
Well we're not talking about Well, Mr. LaneLEHNER :

just talked about FBI materials in general . The materials

you are referring to are in the Archives under seal .

LANE : Do you have access to that .

LEHNER : No we don't .

RAY : Well that's where everything is , because you know the

would help me under seal ,FBI is not going to put everything

say it is something else .

LANE : Do you have access to material showing whether

King was under surveillance by the FBI that day, early in the

day, when that ended , and under surveillance , 24 -hour surveillance

by the FBI all over this country , and that Oswald-- , during

that whole period , everywhere he went .

at the time he was shot .

Except , evidentally ,

LEHNER : This is matter , a matter that we are looking
:

into , but I have no such information now if he was under surveilland

on that date .

LANE : Uh, yeah , well when did it end?

LEHNER : I-- I do not know. It's a matter that we have

interest in .

EVANS : It's a matter that we are still pursuing as to

who was doing the surveillance .

LANE : Isn't it a little odd that you are both relying

upon the FBI to conduct the investigation and trying to get in-

formation from them which they won't give you which is extremely

relevant , isn't that a very serious conflict?

EVANS : Well we're conducting the investigation , we're
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not relying on the FBI to conduct the investigation .

LANE : No , Bob earlier said that well , you know ,

I forgot what the conflict was between what James said and

the information he had , and he said he'd gotten this from

the FBI .

EVANS : No, what --

LEHNER : Are you talking about the names of the two

women in the car?

LANE : When he checked into a hotel in Canada , he said he--

LEHNER : Oh . Yeah . Well --
Well , Mr. Lane , what we

are trying to do is try to get information from every source .

We are trying We are not relying upon the FBI but we are trying

to use their information to help us in our investigation .

When I told you that the FBI report has him, had him in that

Ossington Street address on the 8th of April , he's saying he

got in there on the night of the 6th .

LANE : Right .

LEHNER : I'm asking him to help us with it , but obviously

we are not relying upon any , any particular thing , but we

are using everying to help us in our investigation .

LANE : But how , how can they not give you , if you are

investigating a murder? How can the FBI not give you infor-

mation relevant to the murder?

LEHNER: Well , you are talking about different , different

matters .
When you are talking about the tapes that are sealed ,

the King tapes , that's now sealed under a Judicial order ,

no longer a staff matter from the FBI and they don't have the

ability to do that at the present , to give us that access of
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material that is , that is subject to Judicial order .

LANE : That's true . But all of the information regarding

the surveillance that Dr. King had been under , all of his

later years of his life , including the last moment of FBI

surveillance before he was killed , that's extremely relevant

obviously .

LEHNER : I wish --
I wish to assure you that we are

attempting to secure all of the information that we think

would be the remotestly , remotest , have remote bearing upon

the case . We are mindful of just what you were telling us .

Could you send to me all FBI material thatLANE :

you that you can send to me . And I think anything which you

have under the circumstances when you can send it to me , okay .

But, I mean , to request to bring an action under the Freedom

of Information four years from now and get an answer saying

that you are not very high up on our list is not very useful .

LEHNER : Well , let me tell you what , what my understanding

of our role here , and maybe we could use these few minutes to

air that . We have a mandate to investigate the Martin Luther

King investi- , death . We are attempting to see information from

any source that we can . Obviously included in those sources

would be; any investigative agency that originally investigated

the case , the Memphis Police Department , the FBI , any other

agency; as well as individuals , the individuals that they

spoke to, eyewitnesses , witnesses of any sort. Part of the

independent nature of our investigation includes the fact that

we are not going to divulge to other people what we learned .
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So I can not tell you now

LANE : Excuse me.

LANE : Okay .

202

LEHNER : Okay , your tape is now working .

So, I cannot tell you now that I am going to give the

interview of X-Y or Z because every one that we speak to ,

we are speaking to them hoping for them to reveal the facts

to us, and hoping to conduct a thorough investigation without

giving the impression to potential witnesses that we are going

to reveal what they say because we haven't revealed what past

witnesses said .

LANE : I appreciate that .

LEHNER: If we enterview a witness , and the next day

that interview that interview is in the paper , the next

person we speak to might not be as open and candidate with

us as we would like .

LANE : I appreciate that , and I would like for you to

get all of the information and release it at the appropriate

time , but on the other hand I know that and that's my main

concern , that's why I worked for a long time talking about

the establishing of the Committee .

--

But I'm also representing

James Earl Ray , he's been sentenced to 99 years in jail .

Any evidence which you have , which may exculpate him in the

motions which we're about to file for a new trial , I think

you are honor bound to give to us .

LEHNER : I was just about to go into that , and I've gone

into it in a phone conversation to you and on the other hand ,

if what is commonly called Brady material comes into our possession ,
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material that exculpates your client , I would then as I told

you on the phone , immediately go to the Chairman , tell the

Chairman about it and ask for his permission to release it to

you since you are
--

LANE : Well you must of found of course--

LEHNER : -defending Mr. Ray.

LANE : You must have some of that already .

LEHNER : Well , when you say some of that already , there

are matters in the public record , matters that you have published

in your book " Code Name Zorro " , that from your writing you

indicate tend to exculpate the defendant . These are matters

that we are looking into , matters that you brought up in your

book , just as in other books , Mr. Weisberg's book amongst

others , there are materials that are brought up if found to be

true would tend to be helpful to Mr. Ray's defense . Now,

you understand that we are a Congressional investigative

agency . Our intent is not to keep things secret , our intent

is to reveal what we find to the public at the appropriate time .

And the approporiate time would be after we interviewed all of

our witnesses , and so that we had a professional investigation

without leaking information and without losing the confidence

of potential witnesses .

So , withink those rules we have to operate . I understand

your position , you would like to know it as soon as possible .

You would like to know it yesterday because you want to
--

LANE : If we bring a new motion for a new trial , Bob , and

that motion fails because we didn't certain information , then
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we are ever foreclosed as bringing that motion again . And then

sometime next winter you issue a report saying that it was a

conspiracy and there is no evidence that James Earl Ray was

involved in it , he'll be very happy about that , but during

the next 90 years that he has to spend in jail , it will give

him little comfort .

LEHNER: When you say When you say you would not be able

to raise that motion again , what , what factual scenario do

you envision?

LANE : Well , let us say that we raise a question , we

exhaust it , we , it's denied because of out inability to pre-

sent certain evidence which we are not familiar with that

is not as a matter of prejudice and we can therefore never

raise it again . And then you come forward with a report next

year with information which if we had it would of resulted in

a new trial .

LEHNER : Well would that
-- Would that information under

the scenario that you are possing , wouldn't that information

that you learned from you be then newly discovered evidence

and wouldn't that entitle you to a new motion . That's on

the one hand . On the second hand , I've told you that if there

is brady material I will go to the Chairman and will ask the

Chairman to release it to you .

LANE : Then you must have some material by now which will

be useful to the defendant . I cannot believe that in this

investigation that you have come across nothing which would

be of any value .
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LEHNER: Well , when you say of any value , that is not

understanding what brady material .

LANE : Well , see , unless I have a chance to look at it

and argue before a judge how are you going to know.

LEHNER : Well , as you know you have

LANE : We have different disciplines in determining what

is brady material ; right?

LEHNER : Well , no . I was --
I don't know what your discipline

is and I won't get--

LANE : As a defense .

LEHNER: I won't get into it .

LANE : I'm a defense lawyer .

LEHNER: I understand , yes , and brady material is something

that a prosecutor has to deal with on a daily basis as to whether

it is or not . I should tell you --

LANE : Sometimes overruled by a judge .

LEHNER : I should tell you that I am very much aware of

it , and I have read the recent decisions involving brady , and

so I am aware of brady . We are not bound in my opinion by

brady because we are not a prosecutorial agency . Nevertheless ,

I feel as an attorney bound by brady and therefore that's why

I have told you as I have told Mr. Kershaw in the past that

if I come across material that I consider brady material , I

will go to the Chairman and ask that it be released to the

defense attorney .

LANE : And you are telling me that you have come across

nothing so far?

42-077 079 14
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LEHNER: Well , I have told you about matters that are of

public knowledge . Now, you can consider your book as well

as all the books that have been printed . And you will , there

will be matters that you will consider barady material ,

I'm sure , in those areas , so those are not areas

that are , that you're--

LANE : Take the FBI report for example which tells some-

thing about Holloman or somebody else which I don't know--

LEHNER : Tells about who?

LANE : Holloman , Frank Holloman , at that time the

Director of Fire and Police in Memphis . Which gives infor-

mation about him which is , although I've talked about Holloman ,

I've interviewed Holloman , he hasn't told me everything , but

there's some material about him which would be useful to us ,

merely because I've talked about Holloman and written about

Holloman doesn't mean I know everything about Holloman that

you may of found out .

LEHNER : Well --

LANE : I'm sure you must of --

LEHNER : I think that if your , if , if what you wish would

be to to be a part of our investigative team so that you would

you would have our daily reports and then you would be able

to evaluate whether they are helpful to you or not. I think

you are going to have to rely upon the good faith statement

that I'm making and
--

LANE : I do , and I

LEHNER: And I am making it in good faith .
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LANE : But you have uncovered no evidence at all which would

be useful to the defense in this case?

LEHNER : I'm not making that statement to you . I'm making--

LANE : That's what brady material is .

LEHNER : I'm not --
I'm not going to be put in a position

Mr. Lane where you are going to be interrogating me . I am in

I'm in a position wher I am stating to you that we are coming

down here to speak to Mr. Ray . We are asking him questions .

We are -
We are investigating what he is saying . We are

-

attempting to arrive at the truth . We are investigating matters

wholely apart from him , and that that if there are mat- , materials ,

material comes to us which tends to exculpate him in a brady

sense I will make that motion to , to the Chairman to have it

release to you .

LANE : All right . But I would just ask --

LEHNER : And that-- That is the sum of my statement . And

I don't think that anything further is going to be beneficial .

LANE : But to say it may be in somebody's book some place

that's no bar in a trial to brady material . You can't say no

I didn't turn it over because it was in a book published in

a book 14 years ago . That's no grounds for refusal to turn

over brady material . To say, yeah we have some stuff but it's

been published already.

LEHNER : Well if the matter that I have is from a book

you have the same access to it as I do .

LANE : If it's from book, but if you went directly to

the source and a statement about that , a firsthand account ,
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that's different from my reading a book by Harold Weisberg .

So , if it's in Weisberg's book it doesn't mean to me that

it's true , if you have an FBI report that says this is ture , that's

something else .

LEHNER : Well , I think , I think the record is clear of

what , of what we both siad . I think it's clear that we are

intent on publishing our findings . We are intent on having

public hearings before the published findings . As you know

our mandate runs out the end of 1978 , so our final report is

due before that . Of necessity out public hearings must be

prior to that and I let the record stand as it is . If you

wish to have further dealing with the Committtee I suggest

that you take the matter up with the Chairman of the Committee

who you are known to .

LANE : Okay . I've raised this question already about

the ballistics .

LEHNER : Okay .

RAY : That's uh, this other thing you might be able to

find that somewhere . So I'll let you take that picture .

LEHNER: Are there any other matters you wish to bring

up?

RAY : I'd just like to say one omore thing about Foreman ,

that would be. I think I've told you before , one of the

officers there in the jail to me that every- , all the police

officers within four miles of Martin Luther King of when he

was shot had to make a sworn state of what they was doing

that particulat minute in order to clear them in case the

police were involved in the offense . Uh, Percy Foreman he , he had
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information on this too but I don't know where he got it , so ,

I think Memphis , now the Memphis Police Department they've des-

troied all their files , but I think the Sheriff Department has

the files. I think Percy Foreman has some information about

them too , So --

EVANS : Where did you hear this from? Who told you this?

RAY: I think the two policeman who were guarding me in

there , they were talking , I don't think they were talking ,

they wasn't talking directly but they were talking at me , but

indirectly . They were talking about these four mile statements .

And they were talking about they had to make them and everything .

EVANS : In order to , in order for what , was that during

the course of the investigation or
--

where you do you get the

part that they said this was to clear them? Did you hear them

say that or did you just summarize that?

RAY : No they said that .

EVANS : They said that?

RAY: The reason , they were required to make the statements

in the event later on the Memphis Police force or the Sheriff's

Department were accused of being involved in the murder.

And they said, they went into it in some type of detail . And

they also said that , you know , they var- , the version of the

case was being printed in the newspapers by the prosecution

was incorrect based on statements they had made . So, now I

wrote to Chief Lux , when he was the Chief of Police there ,

and tried to get the statements , and he forwarded to the Attorney

General , Phil Canale , and the Canale never did ask me- , never
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answer , but Lux , Chief Lux did indicate by his letter and I

have it somewhere that there were , all these police did make

these statements . And the Sheriff had a copy of them , plus the

Memphis Police Department had a copy of them.

EVANS : Are these officers that were engaged in this

conversation that you overheard-

RAY : Yes .

EVANS : -were they in the cell with you , outside the

cell, in the lunch room or where?

RAY : No they were right inside guarding me .

EVANS : Were these guards that were constant companions

of your's?

RAY : Yeah, they were in they 8 hours a day .

EVANS : Do you know their names?

RAY : --No, I know, I would know I would know one of

them's appearance , he was a short dark fellow , he looked like

a French man or Italian , he was the smallest one in there .

But if you ever get the list--

EVANS : He was the smallest guard of the group that

guarded you?

RAY : He was dark , sort of short and dark.

EVANS : Were they in a pair , I mean were they always

paired off , did
--

RAY : Yes , they were always paired .

EVANS : In other words the same two guys continually worked

together during that whole five month period?

RAY : Well usually one of them , now one of them I say he
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bugged out , he had to quit . And then there was about 18 or 20

of them in there and sometimes they have a day off and you have

a different one in there . But usually I'm pretty sure the

same two would be together in there .

EVANS : Okay .

LEHNER : Is there anything else you wish to state to us?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : Mr. Lane is ther any other questions you wish to

bring up?

LANE : No, No, but I wonder if you could tell us what you

would like to talk aobut on December the 2nd , because you know

James has a lot of files and things to go through .

LEHNER : Yes . We'd like --
We'd like to speak to James

about from the time of his escape from Jefferson City to the time

of his arrest in London , get all of the details .

RAY : I better write that down .

Well , when will you be here , so , I'm going to start
--

I'm going to start writing this stuff down , because I think I'll

have the Huie papers by then , and I'm going to have

LANE : December 2nd.

RAY : Huh?

LANE : Well I'm going to have to rely on

--

You are getting papers from Lesar is that what it is?

RAY : I sent him the $15 .

LANE : If you would , perhaps you could call Jim Lesar

when you get back . I don't know what your relationship is

with him is , it's probably not too good. And ask him if he's
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sent the material to James , and if not if he would?

LEHNER : What material are you referring to?

RAY : That's all this Huie material .

RAY : That's the same material you got from Jerry Sommers.

LANE : If you could do that , the soon he gets it the more

complete he'll be prepared .

LEHNER: Um, were you shown some photographs by Mr. Auble ,

the reporter?

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : How many photographs did he show you?

RAY : I've got them here do you want to see them?

LEHNER : Yes , if we may.

(A brief interruption while Mr. Ray located a photograph) .

RAY : This is the only picture he gave me . I tried to

get it -- I ---

LEHNER : And do you recognize the person who is shown

in this photograph?

RAY : No. I think I mentioned before the

one he --
I believe I've give a description

- the individual

I give a description of , sort of an indian type . And I think

I went into detail with the Committee . That individual could

be a profile but that's too weak to
--

LEHNER : And who is this picture referring to?

RAY: And individual I was in Mexico driving a car in

October , August , 196- , '67 .

us

LEHNER : And you say this person who you just showed

a photo of could be that person?
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RAY : The only thing different , the profile is similar

except the individual I saw was heavier , more was dark,

a bit more heavier and his hair wasn't that long .

EVANS : So this is not the guy then?

This

RAY : I couldn't say oneway or the other. He did ,

the guy looked to me , he looked like he was heavier .

guy here looks like he's ill . This guy I saw from I just

saw -

-

I think, I saw a profile , I think the car turned and handed

me the car keys out of the door or something . I just saw

the profile . He looked like he was a Mexican but he was , he

had Indian features .

LEHNER : Well , if I could I would show a group of photo-

graphs and ask you if yourecognize any of the people in the

photographs .

RAY : All right .

LEHNER : I place the book in front of you and each

photo has a number and I ask you if you could recognize those

people?

HAUSMAN : Le me just state for the record that that is

Volume 7A of a group of photographs that the Committee has

prepared as an exhibit .

LEHNER : Let's try one at the time if we could . Okay ,

this is number one , do you recognize him?

RAY : It looks like I seen the picture some time but I

can't recognize him .

LEHNER: All right , number two .

RAY : That's my picture from years ago .
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him .

LEHNER: Number three?

RAY : No, I've never seen that .

LEHNER: Number four?

RAY : No, I've seen pictures of individual that look like

LEHNER: You've seen what?

RAY : I seen individual that looks something like him

but I can't place him .

LEHNER : Number five?

RAY : No.

LEHNER : Number six ?

RAY : That could be something about the profile , this

fellow I was talking about .

LEHNER: Which fellow?

RAY : I don't think that's him though . This could

be a profile of an individual I saw in Mexico , but I can't ,

sort of an Indian profile .

This is a picture I had in the passport .

LEHNER: That is number seven you just referred to ;

right?

RAY : Seven?

LEHNER: Yes .

RAY : Yes that's the passport photo .

LEHNER : Number eight?

RAY : I don't know who that is .

LEHNER: Number nine?
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RAY : That's my brother.

LEHNER : Which borther?

RAY : Jerry Ray.

LEHNER: Number 10?

RAY : I've never saw that one .

LEHNER : Number 11?

RAY : Now that's a , that's a picture of one that I mailed

out about 15 of them.

LEHNER: Where did you mail those to?

RAY : That's the one I took with the Polaroid .

That's right before I had the plastic surgery I had that

one made .

LEHNER : Where did you take that photo?

RAY : In ah, Los Angeles .

LEHNER : Number 12?

RAY : That's the one I done
- I viewed it before several

times .

LEHNER : That's a photo that you had viewed where?

RAY : Uh , Percy Foreman. I first saw it with Percy

Foreman .

LEHNER : And do you recognize the person in this photograph

number 12 from having never seen him in real life?

RAY : No , I think I testifed that was a striking similarities

but I can't be positive .

LEHNER : Similarities to who?

RAY : To Raoul .

LEHNER : Number 13?
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RAY : No I haven't seen that .

LEHNER : Number 14?

RAY : Uh , this is a picture I had , this is composite ,

I think you call them , one of the drawings , official drawings .

I was suppose to have been me .

LEHNER : Was this a picture of you?

RAY : It would if my eyes are closed . I think the

LEHNER: Where was that photo taken , number 14?

--

RAY : This was taken
--

The one with the eyes closed ,

the composite , I think that was taken in a bartending school

in Los Angeles in 1967 or '68. I haven't saw that one ,

15 .

LEHNER :

RAY : No.

Number 15 you have not seen?

LEHNER: Number 16?

RAY : That's my brother John Ray .

LEHNER : 17?

RAY : That looks , that looks similar to this other one

over here , I don't know that could be a profile view.

These are front pictures , I'm just trying to look for

a profile , I don't know if that's the same individual .

never seen anyone from that , from the front point .

I've

LEHNER : I'm sorry .

RAY : I've never seen anyone from a front , frontal position .

LEHNER : You are talking about the , the associate of

Raoul in Mexico?

RAY : Yes .
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LEHNER : And what about number 17 , do you recognize him?

RAY: --
Well , it could be possibly a profile , but

HAUSMAN : The picture's a frontal picture do you think--

RAY: Yeah , well , that's why it difficult . I'm trying

to look at his nose and try to determine .

LEHNER : It, it --
It's a possibility that he is the person

who is with Raoul in Mexico?

RAY : Well , just , have , there's a similarity in the profiles

and all I'm saying . I couldn't make any
--

LANE : You're guessing at the profiles?

RAY : Yes. I --

LANE : You can't see the profiles .

RAY : Yes . I'm --
More or less like this one here basing

it on the nose , except

LEHNER : You're talking You are pointing to Number 6

now?

RAY : Yeah , 6 and 17. The only thing I'm saying is ,

the guy I saw had longer hair than 6 and shorter hair than 17 .

18

LEHNER: Or 18 ?

RAY : I never saw that one .

LEHNER : 19?

RAY : I seen an individual that looked like this but I can't

place him.

LEHNER: Number 20?

RAY : 20 I never saw him .

LEHNER: As far as the person who you are designating
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Raoul , are any of these people Raoul?

RAY : No, the closest one I've that I've ever- , I could

identify I think I done mentioned number 12 , that would be

the closest similarity from a frontal view.

LEHNER: Okay , thank you .

Well is there any thing else you want to state to us

before you finish today's session?

RAY : No , the only thing I didn't want to keep bugging ,

you know, bringing this up again , but I don't , I don't , I think

if it's not possible for the Committee or someone to listen to

uh-uh , material under seal I don't think we'll ever,those

I don't think we'll ever resolve anything . Because I've

read several articles where they put considerable material in ,

under seal that that has nothing to do entirely with Martin

Luther King's personal life . It's just things that the FBI

don't want published under the possibly the Freedom of Information

Act .

LEHNER: Well , as I've stated previous time when Mr. Kershaw

was here , I think it's something that we would like to get to

look at , there's probably , legal problems that we will be in

touch with Mr. Lane as well in order to work out some arrangement

where maybe this can be viewed by someone to determine whether

there is any material that would tend to be helpful to your

case.

LEHNER : I never did get an answer; can you send me the

FBI Freedom of Information stuff that you have , just the stuff

that is not classified any longer or not made available just

to your staff but which is available generally , because I don't
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think I have most of it .

LEHNER : Well , I will take that request back to Washington

with me and I'll be in touch with you , I would appreciate if

you would call us later in this week and would could talk

further .

Okay , if there is nothing else anybody wants to put on

the record , we will cose the record , it is not 4:17 ( pm) .

(End of Seventh Interview With James Earl Ray) .
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EIGHTH INTERVIEW WITH JAMES EARL RAY AT THE BRUSHY

MOUNTAIN STATE PENITENTIARY ON DECEMBER 2 , 1977 , BEGINNING

AT 9:55 AM .

LEHNER : Okay , it's now Friday , December 2d , 1977 ,

it's 9:55 am, we are in the conference room of Brushy

Mountain Stae Prison . Present are Alan Hausman , Edward

Evans , myself Robert Lehner, plus Louis Hindle our

Stenographer who is typing on stenotype what I'm saying

now and is going to record everything that is said in the

room stenographically , also present is Mark Lane , and

James Earl Ray . Both Mr. Lane and ourselves are tape

recording this conversation as well .

Mr. Ray, when we left last time our plan was for you to

read and study some of the materials that you say you received

from your brother Jerry , and starting from the Brushy- ,

from the , I'm sorry, the Jefferson City incident right up

to your capture in London .

you start in if you'd like .

So , I'll give it to you and let

RAY : Well , first I made some notes on the , before I've

just been testifying spontaneously on memory , I've made some

notes , and , now on these , these papers I've told you I tried

to get to help me on my memory, these papers I give Willian

Bradford Huie , I've been trying to get them for four or five

years . I think the Committee's got of them , I belive you got

a copy of them from Mr. Sommers from Chattanooga , Jerry Sommers?

42-077 O - 7915
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LEHNER : That's correct .

RAY : Well I , I , I had my brother send Mr. James Lesar

who formerly represented me $ 15 . And then, Mr. Lesar , now

he claims that he don't want to send them to me unless an

attorney sends the $ 15 rather than me sending him the $15 .

So --

LEHNER : Do you think Mr. Lane could , you could handle

that since you are the attorney?

needs .

LANE : I could send him $15 , I don't know how many he

Of

RAY : Well this , I mean , this could go on indefinitely

so , I'm, I think I'll just try and sue him, sue Weisberg ,

Harld Weisberg through Detinue and try to get them.

course , I've been trying to get these four or five years

now, and probably if I , I think maybe if you could give Mr.

Lane a copy of them I might
--

LEHNER : Well the copy we have we certainly would xerox

a copy for Mr. Lane . Maybe before we leave we could ask you

to write a letter to both Mr. Lesar and Mr. Weisberg and we'll

hand deliver it to him since they are both in our area , in

Wash- , Washington area , and see how successful we could be.

RAY : Well here's a copy of the letter dated Novermber 15th

to Mr. Lesar and I'll get a copy of it made and give you a

copy of it , so --

LEHNER : Fine . If you'd xerox a copy of this and also

if you could write a short note to Mr. Weisberg we'll also

hand deliver that if that meets with your approval .
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RAY : Yeah, well , I don't know if it does any good ,

I've wrote so many letters and I've never got any satisfaction

from them.

LEHNER : Well , I can tell you we will definitely make

the attempt and if , and report to Mr. Lane once the success

we have . And we certainly, we certainly would give a copy

to him.

LANE : Okay , that's fine .

Do you want to raise those other questions and explain

it to them?

RAY : Well , I've raised I've raised these questions

before the Committee , but Mr. Lane wasn't here then. But ,

these people the Committee might interview Harry Avery ,

he's , I think he's about 80's years old and he had some type

of letter from Gov. Ellington , this , I think apparently they

got this letter before I even entered the guilty plea on what

type of confinement we would be held in . He tried to put the

letter into evidence before Judge Willian E. Miller , that's

a federal judge in Nashville , in 1969 , and Judge Miller wouldn't

permit .

LANE : Avery offered the letter at that time?

RAY : Yes , to justify his conduct in handling me in the

prison .

LEHNER : What letter was that Mr. Ray?

A. Apparently the letter was from Gov. Ellington to

Mr. Avery on how to
--

Apparently, Gov. Ellington sent Mr.

Avery a letter before I even entered the guilty plea on how
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to handle me and all that stuff once they got me into prison .

So , I think both, both Avery and Ellington spoke of conspiracy

and I thought maybe the letter referred to that or something .

That's conspiracy in the King case .

Now, the other thing is a 1974 deposition Percy Foreman

gave to the , in a habeas corpus hearing when he referred to

various phone numbers and addresses , but I don't know whether

the Committee's deposed Foreman now or not , but
-

LEHNER: We have spoken to him once , we plan to speak

to him again .

RAY : And he's 76 years old .

And the --
The other individual that I , I don't know

if I ever mentioned him to Committee or not , his name is

Cliff Hagen" , he's 36 of 306 S. Cleveland , 62 Memphis , Tenn .

LEHNER : 306 South Cleveland Ave. , I guess?

A. Yes .

And 62 , then Memphis, Tennessee .

I think ---
I think, Mr. Hagen , he wrote me a letter saying

that he'd interviewed , he inferred that he'd interviewed Judge

W. Preston Battle's widow . She's a - Judge Battle was the

trial judge , he's the Judge that give me the 99 years .

LEHENR : So, Mr. Hagen told you that he interviewed

Judge Battle's widow and what , did he tell you what she

said?

RAY : Well she said the government or something handling

his death or something because he wanted to reverse the case

after, after I plead guilty I wrote him a letter and wanted to
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get the case reversed , and he wanted to and I think either

the government or Gov. Ellington didn't want to . And , I think

Hagen says he has the story , but he wants to give it to me

personally, but I've never have had an opportunity to talk

to him personally .

LEHNER : He's a writer , is that the

A. He's a reporter , he said something about he had

some type of statutory protection from the government

or something .

LANE : You mean, he was talking about pressure being

brought on Judge Battle , right ; is that what he was talking

about?

A. He said that Judge Battle's widow told him that .

I have talked to Judge Battle'sLANE : Well , I --

neice , and she said great pressure was brought upon her

uncle , she wasn't going to go into any more details at that

point . This might be something worth while to look into .

James didn't make an application for new trial before the

Judge could act it , because he died .

RAY : What do you , you just want me to read off what I,

I don't have everything wrote down , but just generally tell

you what I did from the time I escaped until my arrest?

LEHNER : Yes . You have before you some papers , could you

tell us what you have .

A. Well , they are just notes on recollections of various

They are based on what I've , notes I've saved and athings .
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few letters I've read . They are based on everything except the

papers I gave to Huie and I've never been able to get the

Huie papers . And, in several incidents here I think they'll

have to be alternatives . And somethings I've testified be-

fore the Committee before I've deliberately left out some

things because I didn't think it was relevant and , but I've

come to find out if I don't refer to them I can't testify ,

I'll have to leave out something farther down , down the

road . I've talked to Mr. Lane about this a while ago and

there's a couple illegal entries or something like that ,

and he, he says it best not , to just refer to what I got in

the entries but don't refer to the entries .

LEHNER: Would you say --
I'm not quite catching what

you are saying about entries .

LANE : Well , I was talking about the possibility of

his having committed a burglary while he was a , after he escaped

from Missouri Penitentiary , for example , he may have gotten

some clothing as a result of a burglary , and then if you ask

questions later on about where he got this new clothing from ,

he'd rather not go into all the details of the burglary.

LEHNER : Well , let me just say this that the statute

of limitations is long run, is absolutely zero chance of

anybody interested in prosecuting on such a minor

LANE : Do we really know that? Do we know that it's

really run?

LEHNER : Well , I'm

LANE : I don't know.
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LEHNER : Well I'm sure there's five , there's a five year

statute of limitations on , on felonies , federal felonies I

know, and I'm sure as a practical matter that , I'm just saying

this as sure a layman's opinion that nobody's interested in pro-

secuting on burg- , a 10 year old burglary . We are talking

about 10 year old burglaries when Mr. Ray is facing some

substantial incarceration on other things .

LANE : We expect to have a trial , this year we are

expecting a trial this year, and expect that problems down

the road , and one of them that I see is one of the problems

is that time is still owed Missouri Penitentiary . And if

there are burglaries in Missouri , and if we are asking for

a pardon , if he tried and acquitted for the murder of Dr.

King , which I think will happen here , if that happens and

he still owes a lot of years in Missouri Penitentiary , but

if he's already 10 years here which he shouldn't have , I

think there will be a moral demand for a pardon , and if it's

going to be complicated by well he committed several more

burglaries in Missouri that can be somewhat of a problem .

LEHNER : Well , if he , what we are interested in , is his

time , his time and his contacts and where he was and who he was

with for determining if we can whether or not there were

people that aided him inconnection with the King case

LANE : Right .

LERHNER : - that's what we want to know . So , maybe ,

maybe we could handle it that we are not going to get into

the minute details of the burglaries , but we could allude to
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them enough so we would know where he was and who he was

contacting at that time , that would help us in our , in our

investigation .

LANE : Yeah , well --

LEHNER : And we certainly are not interested in any

burglaries , and we certainly are not going to be turning

over any of that information to the local authorties for

their prosecution , we are interested in only to determine

what relevance , if any , it has with the King case .

LANE : I appreciate that , and he'll speak very fully

and factly about all the details except the specifics of

perhaps the burglary , but we will tell the results of it as

you talk to us .

RAY : I'd like to distinguish between insignificant ,

you know , offenses and major offenses too . Not just burglary ,

if I would of got 10 or $ 15,000 that would be significant ,

but if you get a pair of pants and shirt But , I'll refer--

to it , but the only reason I want , if , if it ever becomes a

question of when I escaped from Missouri and whether I walked

on the railroad tracks six days and then went to Chicago ,

I think then maybe tell about the burglary then because they

can check on it and see if there was burglary.

LEHNER: Right .

RAY : So , I'll just refer to it.

I escaped April 23d , 1967 , from Missouri State Penitentiary ,

and I escaped from the manner as follows:

Now, Several days prior to the escape I fashioned a board
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approximately three by four feet which would fit into a bread

box , and in addition I made several holes in the lower side

of the box with a hammer and nail .

Thereafter , on April 23d , 1967 , I entered the prison

kitchen where I worked afternoons , I worked in the bread box- ,

in the bread room in the afternoon , at approximately 8 am I

entered the Kitchen . Later I entered the bread room where I

worked in the afternoons and where the brad was loaded into

a box to be trucked to a outside Honor Farm , the Renz Farm .

Sometime after entering the bread room I got into a box

in question and covered myself with just , with a three by

four board . Thereafter , a prisoner filled the box with bread

and later the bread box was transferred downstairs by elevator

to a platform . This platform was used by trucks to pick up

Shortlyitems in the prison for transfer to outside the prison .

thereafter the box with me enclosed was placed on a truck .

The truck was then proceeded through a prison gate where a

guard searched the box by rising the , rising the box lid and

viewing inside . In other words he didn't go all down in the

bread . After passing through the prison gate I got out on ,

I got out of the box . After the truck crossed the Missouri

River it stopped while turning into the road entering the

Renz Farm . When the truck stopped I disembarked . I then

crossed the highway turned right and followed a dirt road until

it came , it crossed several junked automobiles . And, I stayed

in one of these vehicles until dark . I think left the vehicles

at dark , crossed under the Missouri River Bridge , that's the
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same bridge that I had previously crossed in the truck , then ,

then I made my way to a railroad track. I'll stop right here

just a second . Now, on this , on
--

(Interruption just a second by guard) .

LEHNER: Yes , continue .

RAY : Okay . Uh, I was right in here . Yes , I told , I told

William Bradford Huie from a , going through a , going over

the wall there by the, the same place I went through the

tunnel . Now this was possibly , actually there was three diff-

erent ways you could escape from there , I , we determined , or

I determined . And , the reason I told Huie this was that

possibly some convict would of been prosecuted if I give him

the right , right answers , and in addition why the possibility

of a guard could of been , two or three of them could of been

harrassed .

LEHNER: What did you say , what was the additional

opinion that you
--

A. Well , a guard or something like that . No guards

helped me , but they usually look for a scapegoat when someone's

escaped just like they fired this out here when we escaped over

the wall , so I thought it was best just to tell Huie that the

other alternative that , you know , I could of escaped over the

wall like I told him , but I didn't . So , I decided to tell him

that to, you know, to protect the prisoners that did help me

escape , and although no guards helped me , I thought that I had

some obligation to , since they didn't do anything to hinder me

I thought I had some obligation to all the parties .
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LANE :

about it?

How many people did help , or how many peole knew

A. Not very, probably one or two at the most .

Q. Was it one or two?

A. Two probably .

Q. Two .

LEHNER: When you say the guards didn't do anything to

hinder you , what do you mean by that?

A. Well that , that might of been a misstatement .

I mean , they didn't , they just did the same thing they always

do . Usually the guards have a routine and you watch them

after six or eight months , and usually if you have a relief

guard on , you don't try to escape when he's on because he might

do something to hinder you , you know , he might go and make

a more thorough search or something . Usually anyone who follows

a routine a certain length of time , just like I go to bed a

certain time every night . The was no collusion or anything

between and any of the prison officials .

Q. How would it be of -
Well let me just ask you this ,

did any guards conveniently look the other way because they

knew that you were going to be escaping?

A. No , they didn't , they just followed the routine

they always did .

A.

LANE : You don't really know , right , you were in the box .

Yeah, well , I heard them lift , I them lift the lid when

I was in the truck and they dropped it down , so , it was a

heavy lid , so I know they looked in it , but they didn't feel

in all the bread and stick his arm down through the bread or
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anything , so

LEHNER:

you were in?

You mean someone lifted the lid of the box that

A. Yes .

Q. While you were where?

A.

LANE :

I was in the bread box .

Well you got a board over your head and bread on

top the board .

A. I had a board on me too , but the box was about four

high, I was down underneath of it , I put a board on me and

then there was two or three layers of bread criscrossed on

top of it .

LEHNER : Now this , the box on a loading platform or

was it on the truck at that time?

A. It was on a truck at that time, but it was going through

a tunnel , and it's , it's a , the tunnel is hemmed in , there's

door on both sides of it . While both doors are closed on each

side the guard comes down the steps or something and gets in

the back of the truck and shakes everything down plus looks

underneath the truck .

LANE : Now did anybody pick up the box after you were

in it , pick it up physically by hand?

A. No , it was trucked downstairs on the elevator and

then two convicts set it on the platform , and then another

convict , two convicts they pushed it off on a , slid it off

on the truck. See , the truck backed right up to the platform ,

it's even with the truck bed , they just slid it off on a truck
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and that's it .

LANE : Well it must of been a lot heavy with you in it

than it would of been otherwise?

A. Well , if you are sliding it might sound a little

heavier , but I guess , I don't know what convicts carried

down, they may of knew I was in there , but it wouldn't of

been a matter of lifting it up , it would just been a matter

of sliding it .

LEHNER : Well that truck was coming in delivering bread

to the institution?

A. No, they , they
-- See we bake the bread in the

institution-

LEHNER : Yes .

A. -
and the farms they don't have no bakeries , and

they send , they send in bread boxes every day to pick up

a certain amount of bread .

LANE : The farms are also correctional institutions ;

right?

A. Yes , they are just trustees .

LEHNER : So at your institution the job of people

involved with this particular aspect was suppose to load

bread into these boxes?

A. Yes .

Q. Now, were you one of the people that was suppose

to of load bread into the boxes?

A. Well there's two shifts there , if I was working the

morning shift , then I would be loading bread in the boxes
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but at that particular time I was working the afternoon

shift so the only thing I come in the morning would be to

have breakfast and usually after breakfast I would go on ahead

on back to the cell block . But you had a privilege if you

worked in the kitchen or a bakery, rather than going into

the dining room you'd come directly to the kitchen and have

your meals .

Well , what was your job at that time?Q.

A. Working in the bread room .

Q. But your job was not to load the bread into the

boxes?

A. If I'd been on the morning shift it would of been .

But on the afternoon shift all you do is just take care of

bread for the institution .

Q. How was the the escape planned .

A. Uh , well I watched the , I watched the

the bread going out and I could see that
--

-- I watched

I'd watched it

leave the platform , and I know , the only place it could be

shook down would be in between the , in the tunnel . So that's

just a chance you take , it could be very well , you know you

could be caught in the tunnel , but , you know , it's worth a

chance , six months or whatever.

Q. How many people did you plan this with?

A. I think probably one or two . I didn't plan it

with no one , I think, I just told them what I was going to

do . I think probably two people at the most knew and , Uh ,

I think one individual he told a , an informer that I was
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going to hide inside the prison and the informer told the

Warden and then that way they wouldn't be looking for me

too quick .

Q. You told this informer

tell the informer?

-
You told the prisoner to

You know it might be easier if we use names , this thing

happened so long ago .

A. But -- But I can't

run.

Q. Certainly the statute of limitations on this has

A. But I can't remember these prisoner's names , I

don't want to get in that stuff .

Q. Well the statute of limitations has run on this

anyway .

A.
Yeah , well , this , this has caused me more trouble

in the King case , this

Q. Why?

A. Well , referring to other people's names . But it's

been such a long time anyway and --

Q. Well is Mr. G involved in this?

A. Who?

Q. G

A. G is he a convict? Q. Yes .

A.
I've never heard of him, no , or a G

Q. Who are the people that are involved in this?

A.

I may

It's just too long and I don't have the memory

to get all these names .
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LANE : I think one of the problems

A. I may give you wrong name , and another thing , I was

in the bread box , it was dark in there , I was in there with

this box on me for 20 or 30 minutes , and someone come in and

put the bread over me , it could of been any one . One person

could of told another one go in there and cover up Ray in the

bread box .

LEHNER :

But --

Well , what I'm getting at is , is , if this

happened , you had to have some people helping you , because if

you got into the box you had to have other people put bread on

type of you and then you had to have people lift the bread box

onto the truck, right , knowing that it weights a lot more

than just bread?

A. No, here's , here's the procedure , you bring a truck

there , it's a , you bring the truck in the bread box , in the

bread room.

LEHNER : Yeah.

LANE : The bread box .

--A. Oh, I've got Okay, you got a small cart , you

got this box sitting on top of the cart . I rolled that on my-

self it put it beside the bread machine and when the guy come

in the only thing he had to do was cut the bread and stack it

over there in the box , and the box is already on the cart .

Once he got it filled up , close the lid , pull the cart down

to the elevator , take it down to the , to the , platform and just

pushed it off.

LEHNER : What --
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LANE : How big was the box?

A. It was about , I would say , three by four or maybe

possibly four foot. I think , I would guess it would about--

Q. How high?

A. I would say about , uh, three and a half or four

foot, four foot high .

And three by four-

Inside , yes .

Q.

A.

Q.

A. Well , you have to double up and
--

Q. I understand .

Well you took up a lot of that room, right?

A. -when you put the , you put the board in on top of

you when the guy covers you up . One person could take a hold

of the whole thing . But I think, the only problem with another

person besides this one , was I think the other one , see a lot

of informers you know they are informers but the prison officials

don't know you , they don't know what you know. So, you can tell

them things and when they go tell the officials will think they

are bonafid .

Did you say that an informer told the Warden?Q.

A.

Q.

He told a prison official the way I understand it .

Before you left?

A. After I left . See , I escaped once before , tried

to escape , and I'd hide in the prison and they thought that

was my modus operandi I guess , so this one guy told the

informer that I was in the prison the informer told the

42-077 O - 79 - 16
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prison officials and consequently they didn't notify the

police on the outside until 24 - hours later and by that time

I was 30 or 40 miles down the railroad track .

LEHNER : The fellow that told the informer, is he same

fellow that loaded the bread on top of you or is he a different

fellow?

A. I think he was a different one , yes .

Q. And the fellow that loaded the bread on top of you

is he the same one that who helped drag the box down the

area way to put it onto the truck?

A. I , I couldn't be certain , he could of told someone

else to do that , but , I assumed he did it because I couldn't ,

you know I was covered up with bread I couldn't see anything .

Q. Well , how many people did you ask to help you?

You had , you had , you had a couple of things that you needed

to be done: one, bread was put on top of you ; two , have the

bread box loaded onto the cart; and three , have the informant

notified to tell the warden about your escape , your escaping

inside the institution and hiding in the institution?

how did you go about this plan?

A.

How,

Well , there couldn't been more than two individuals

because you know the least people that knows about anything

the better chance of success .

Q. Well , how many people did you tell of this plan?

A. There couldn't been over two, I'm positive , unless

they told someone else. But personally I never told over

two, two individuals .
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Q. Well who are these two people?

A. Well I -
I just can't remember the names of the two

people .

Q. Could you give us the first name SO we could , we

could go about it that way?

LANE : Let's --

A. Could you check on the box?

LANE : Let me just try for a moment . I think there may

James is livingbe a problem which is not being stated .

in a prison , he may be living here for the rest of his life ,

I hope not , but he understands that that is a real possibility ,

and I think it's clear that everybody knows what happens to

informants in prison . Now I think this is , I think this is

one of the problems that James has in his mind now . I don't

know how to deal with it , I mean , I would like this information

to get out because it maybe , and one has to consider the possi-

bility in this case that James was actually released so that

he could be eventually setup as a person who would be involved

in -
I understand that and it's very serious , but there is

also the other problem that James may spend the rest of his

life here and he's concerned about that .

HAUSMAN : The situation is , James has been a stand up

guy for almost 10 years now , and , not only for the escape

from Jeff City but as you go on and he comes in contact with

more people , it would be much easier for us to verify his

story as the truth in what we are trying get if he gives us

names to check it with, and for most of these people we are

not trying to get them in any trouble related to James ' escape
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where a statute of limitations may of run anyway , but try

to get to the truth involved in the King assassination .

LEHNER: I can say this also for the record that we have

interviewed people there and one person has already admitted

helping Mr. Ray in the escape delaing with the bread truck .

LANE : Could you give that name today?

LEHNER: Well , I've given , I , I don't want to put words

in his mouth, I'd for the story to come from him.

A. Well , if you'd give me the name I'll confirm it

and if he says , you can show me a statement where he says he

did I'll confirm it , but I
--

LEHNER: I have brought no statements with me , I can

tell you that .

A.

on it .

And , --

I'm interested in burning any bridges or anything

LEHNER : Well as Mr. Lane has indicated there is a body

of thought and there are people who are speculating that this

escape was a part of, of an overall plan to kill Dr. King .

And part of our report will deal with, part of our final

report will deal with his escape just on that issue .

you claim it has no connection as far as you know.

LANE : And I say if it had a connection he wouldn't

Now,

know anyway .

LEHNER : Well , but the --
But the point is , if he gives

up the information we can check it out and maybe we could

find out .

LANE: Right .
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LEHNER: I don't know that would definitely but we have

a chance to do it.

LANE : I --

LEHNER : Now I can tell you this that
--

LANE : I would like for him to tell you everything

but I don't have to live in this prison everyday , see , I

go home at night , he has to stay here .

LEHNER : Well , let me tell you this .

LANE : --
I would really like I would really like for him

to tell you everything .

--LEHNER: Well let me tell you this I could give you

this assurance then Mr. Lane , that prior to his public testi-

mony it will not be reveiled , he is going to be asked this

in his public testimony and that's down the road a little bit ,

but we will just use it for investigative purposes and not

LANE : If he tells Ifhe tells you now, let's be frank

about , but if he tells you now and then during his public

testimony he says I don't want to talk about , he may very

well be confronted with this statement and will become public

by it.

--

EVANS : By whom though?

LANE : By you all , by
--

EVANS : Once we know , once we have been about to estab-

lish the facts , we're not going to , we don't want to hurt

him or have him hurt . I a former prison guard , I know what

the situation is . But in order for us to verify his story

to conduct a thorough investigation , I mean , we are talking about-
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LANE : You're a former guard?

EVANS : Yeah.

We're talking about 99 years .

LANE :

EVANS :

Then you know his problem?

Yeah . We are talking about 99 years though .

So , we are therefore not going to come up and publicize

the fact that there is a guard

LEHNER : I've got a solution I think that might be

a compromise that might be acceptable to you . We want the names

now so that we can investigate , but I'll give you this assurance

on the record , we will not cross- examine him on the stand

using his statement here as to the names , so if he gives us

the names we can investigate it so we won't use that to cross-

examine , the names , we use them to cross -examine him in public

session .

LANE : How do you feel about that .

RAY : Well , see , I know for a fact one of these indi-

viduals is still in the penitentiary . These Wardens and

things they are very, they are kind of klanish and they are

vindictive on us.

LEHNER : We have been interviewing a lot of inmates .

We are interviewing them not just for this but for other

aspects of the case as to what you said in Jefferson City ,

as to, as to , as to finances , your finances . This is rather

minor compared to the finances and to what you may of said in

Jefferson City , but it is important for the reason that Mr.

Lane mentioned and that I mentioned that there is speculation

that this is connected with the King case .
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RAY : Well let me ask you this--

LEHNER: Why-- Go ahead .

RAY : I don't know I assume various people , especially

informers like Curtis and Billy Miles and that type . They

Will wesaid various things that I was suppose to of said .

have any opportunity or me , you know, in the immediate future

to be confronted with what they said against me?

•

LEHNER : Well , I'll tell you this , just as we are not telling

anybody what you are saying , we are not telling you what other

people are saying , but that doesn't mean that you won't get

to know it , because if they are going to be called to public

session , that will matter for public record and so therefore

you will know about it and therefore will have opportunity

to comment upon it , if , if they are called .

RAY : See, this informer business , it's , it's not so

much to protect someone else , it's a personal thing with me .

Because I'm never , I'll probably testify to this under oath ,

I've never been any informer , you know , for the FBI or prison

officials or anyone .

LEHNER: Well , I just told you , and I put it on the

record-

RAY : The implication-

LEHNER: -and Mr. Lane has , is obviously taping this

as well as we are, that you give us the names and we will

not use the fact that you gave us these names to cross- examine

you in public session but , but we will further our investigation

and use it for our own investigation and we wont report it
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that you gave us the names .

RAY : I think there's another way to substani-- to--

LANE :

RAY :

Substantiate .

substantiate the way I escaped without going

into these names , but one name I can't remember anyway , but

I assume that , again I don't want get off have you keep

asking someone else , but I assume that if you questioned

the prison officials and took statements from everyone that

worked in the kitchen when I escaped , so if anyone helped me

in there it would be most likely, if he's told the Committee

or he's , either that or he don't want to tell the Committee .

LANE : I think that sums it up .

RAY : So if he don't want to tell the Committee--

LEHNER: You know, this happened more than 10 years ago .

That's correct but I know one of the individuals

he's in another penitentiary now , and I think the other one

A.

he might still be in there .

HAUSMAN : Do you remember who they both are?

A. Huh?

Q. You remember who both are?

A. I think I remember the one , but I don't remember

his name. But he, he may be in Missouri now.

But the other one I recall his name but he didn't help

me escape or anything , the other one didn't , he just planted

the false story , but
--

Q. Jimmy, this is going to be indicative of what's
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going to be happening through this whole session of up to today and

I guess another day or so , your whole story , if we want - If

we can be -- want to be able to verify the truth we are going

to have to find some of these people that can confirm what you

say about activities with them and how you obtain money , if these ,

ah , as it turns out out as we discussed earlier , that's the

way it is going to have to be confirmed .

LANE : I don't think it is going to be a long range

problem . Because I think , I think it is basically , James

is basically is talking about people who are in prison now.

RAY : See on the money , now , I want to take a polygraph

on how much money I sent out of prison and how much money

I carried out with me , I think we might be able to settle that

that way . But --

LEHNER : Well , Polygraph is one thing , and , but investi-

gation is another . We are planning to do it as thoroughly as

possible and certainly it is no intent here of giving to any

local authorities verbal information , escape information , they

are not interested in prosecuting a 10 year old escape , you can

see how, how much activity they did in trying to apprehend you .

It's , it's just so minor compared to what we are trying to do

to determine whether this has any part in the connection of the

assassination of Dr. King .

LANE : Well I think he's willing to talk about the

burglaries , I think the problem is talking about somebody

who is still in another prison .

LEHNER : Well , Okay , We will --
I will put this in
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the record , we'll make it very clear , we are not in anyway

going to going to indicate through public cross - examination

of you or from any report that you gave us this information ,

but we are going to question these people as well as everybody

else, and we've already , I can tell you this for the record ,

we have already spoken to one person who admitted helping you .

Now, sometimes people admit to helping for vibrato sake we

don't take everything everything everybody says as gospel ,

se we try to check these things out .

RAY : Well , could you give me his last initial ?

LANE : Well , I , -- I have a suggestion at this point .

would you write down his name on a piece of paper , if you'll

do that , just , I won't show it to James , show it to me , I'll

ask James to write the names of the people and if it's the

same I'll tell you . That way James is protected--

LEHNER: Well , Mr.
--

Mr Lane , I don't want to put

in a position where , where you are an intermediate , you have

an advocate role with Mr. Ray and you have a confidentiality

with him that I don't want to get involved with .

LANE : No, no , I'm saying this in front of him , it's

obviously going to be with his permission or not at all .

LEHENR: But But in the future you have a duty I think

to discuss everything that happened in the case with your

I don't want us to do that . I'llclient . I don't want --

tell you the first initial of the name of the fellow who

spoke to us , so -
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RAY : I don't know the first name , I know the last name .

LEHNER : The first letter of his last name

RAY : Yes .

LEHNER : -is G.

RAY : No , that , that wouldn't be it .

LEHNER : Well , then as I -- This might be a case of

vibrato , someone trying to
--

LANE : Is this the name you mentioned a little while ago?

LEHNER : Yes .

LANE : G

" no, I never heard of him .

LEHNER : Yes .

RAY : G

LEHNER : Well --

LANE : It didn't help .

LEHNER: Well , I'm telling -- I'm telling you

RAY : There's just going to be two , a couple of incidents

where I can't testify
--

Well , when I go , if I testify public ,

and I don't know if you are going to have public hearings , but

there's been allegations that I've been an informant for the

FBI and everything . And it's my position that I'm going , I

haven't been an informant for anyone , the Committee or anyone

else .

LEHNER : I don't think anybody is ever going to accuse

you in 1977 after spending from 1968 to 1977 in prison of

being an informant , I don't think that's going to be any

accusation that any , any sensible person is going to make or

to, or pay any heed to . I can assure you of that , I think
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Mr. Lane would agree with that , with that analysis?

RAY : Well , I , I think later on we may be able to get

to this issue of names because probably I could contact them

in some way. But I , I , I'd rather not go into them right

now, but I will say under oath that the person you asked

me , I , I don't know anything about him.

LANE : Could I , can I suggest this , if you are not going

to suggest names now, would it be all right if I , would you

give me the names and give me permission to contact the people

and ask them if it's all right if you reveal their names?

long .

RAY: Yes , you can do that , yes. That wouldn't take too

LANE :

EVANS :

How about that , it doesn't resolve it for now , but--

Did you originally plan this or was this an idea

that was brought to you or was it something that you conceived?

RAY : Uh, I think it was just talked about , usually

escapes , people are always looking around for escapes , but

they never do , they just talk about them, they never do take

any action on them.

EVANS : All right .

RAY : And --

EVANS : I mean , but a good escape or a new method is

something that is jealously guarded , that information is

jealously guarded?

A. No, not particulary because people talk about

them all the time , like I say they never go though with them ,

they just , it never gets beyond the talking stage , but
--

8
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Yes, I thought about this for quite a while because I

use to , I use to , I worked in that job for three or four

years . In fact , one time I attempted to escape while I was

on that job and then when I , I was locked up for six months ,

or nine months and then when I got out I asked to get back

on that job thinking that it was a possibility that I might

be able to escape from that position . Not exactly , not

particularly in the bread room, but there was another way

to escape too from the kitchen , but that's really the reason

I asked to be transferred to the kitchen the second time .

Q. In other words though this was your idea?

A. Yea .

Q.

A.

And you brought the other two people into it ?

Uh , yeah , you usually got to have some help on

something like that . So

Q. Yeah, but you solicited them , you went and asked

them to help you with this ?

A. Yes , that's correct .

LEHNER : This is clear in your mind, and I want this to be

very clear , that this is your idea and you asked two other

people to help you, is that ; is that true?

RAY : Yes .

Q.

A.

And what did they say when you spoke to them?

Well , I , I knew them knew them for quite a while

and they agreed to help me .
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two .

LEHNER : Well , let's call them number one and number

RAY : Yes .

Q. Can you tell us what the conversation with number

one and number two was and what each one did to aid you?

A. Uh, well number one , let's say he's the person

that put the bread on top of me. I didn't know him too

well , I knew he wasn't an informer and that's the thing I

knew about him.

LANE : You knew that he was not an informer?

A. Yeah , from his associates .

Uh , of course , I'm not , I couldn't take and oath on

top of me , he could of sent someone else in there to do it .

LEHNER : Well , he , in the plan he was suppose to put the

bread on top of you .

A. Yeah, he --
Yeah, he was suppose to come in and when

he seen the bread box sitting there and me go in and after

five minutes me get in the box or something and he was suppose

to come in and put the bread on top of me and close the lid down

and transport it down to the loading dock.

Q. And he had access to that area because he worked

there?

yes .

A. Uh , yes , that's correct . He worked in the kitchen ,

Q. In the kitchen -
in the bakery part of the kitchen?

A. Uh, he just worked in the kitchen that's--

Q. He could be in the bakery or
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A. It could be in the bakery or kitchen .

too many people

There's not

that works in there now , I think it's about

35 or 40 people . But you'd, you'd have to be assigned to

the bakery or kitchen to get in the bread room .

Now, number two , the individual--

Q. The bakery or the kitchen , you say?

A. The bakery and the kitchen are combined . It's a

it's just all one big , one big room except there's a side ,

a side , a small side , like there's a small side room in the

bread room. Then there's another room that houses the bakery

and then there's a larger place that houses the kitchen .

If you
You've probably been in there , but I'm trying to

give you

Q.

A.

--

I have not personally been there , no .

Well , let me show you on this , say here's , here's

the bread room , here's the bread room, here's the door here .

And here's the --

Q. Why don't you put --
Why don't you put BR in the

Bread Room, and put door where you just drew the door?

(Mr. Ray draws a diagram of the bakery/kitchen area) .

A. Here's the -- Here's where the , here's where the

bread , bread racks , and there was a door here. This here

is a bakery . This is a , here's the store room.

all the rest the kitchen .

This here's

There's a table here .

What I did , I sat here after breadfast , went back in

the bread room.
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Q. You sat at the table you just , that you just drew?

A. Yeah . I ate breakfast here. I went back here to

the bread room, when things were clear I got , there was a,

I don't know if I took the truck back or not , the truck ,

plus the truck and the bread box .

Q. The truck, are you saying is a truck that , that has

boxes on it?

A. Yeah , you put a truck that has wheels on it , and you

just roll it back--

Q.

A.

A cart?

A cart , a cart , some type of truc- , cart . I rolled

it back there and got underneath, I got in the bread box ,

put the 3x4 board on me and then a few minutes , this guy

he was sitting there , he was watching me .

LANE : Where was the box when you got into it James?

A. It was sitting in the bread room .

bread room

LEHNER:

Because the

Who -- Who walked -- Who walked the cart with

the boxes to the bread room, was it you or one or two?

A. I don't know. I think , I'm pretty sure it was

me because I knew where I wanted to sit and everything like

that . I wanted to set it right in front of the bread machine

so the guy could cut , slice the bread . There's a bread machine

there and you slice the bread and lay it right on top of you .

So, as soon as I got in here well this guy he seen me going

in , he give me four or five minutes .

Q. That's number one you say?
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A. That's number one .

Q.

A.

He had been sitting at that table ; right ?

Yes , that's it , that's the table right here . That's

--

Q. Why don't you put where number one was, just put the

number one?

A. Number one .

Q. And the plan was for him to wait until you got into

the box and you covered yourself with the , with the board?

A. Yes .

Q. And the plan was for him to cover you with bread ;

is that right?

Yes .A.

Q.

A.

Where was the bread to come from?

There's a bread machine right here . Bread--

LANE : What's a bread machine?

A. Bread slicer .

LANE : Oh.

EVANS : They don't package it?

A. No, it's just whole loves , they cut it and

Q. They cut it and they just sit it right in?

-they sit them up .A.

Sometimes they , for the guards now, they package them

for the guards , but the prisoners they just throw in the box .

Q. Oh , they prisoners they just

A. So, uh-uh, he come in and sliced the bread and put

it in on top of me. And , uh--

42-077 O - 79-17
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That you heard him operating there,

and did you see him also ?

me .

RAY : I didn't see him I had a, I had a thing on top of

Q. But , you , you assume that it was number one because

that was the plan and it happened according to the plan?

A. Yeah, either number one or he told someone else .

But I can't see him telling anyone else though.

EVANS : How did you get the board down , how did you get the

board that covered you? Was that hidden somewhere in the ,

in the bread room?

A. Yeah, it was just laying in the bread room. What

I did I got a saw and sawed , measured the breadbox and sawed

it down to the right size and fit it in there where you could-

Q. Well , when did you do this , that same morning?

A. Oh , no , I didn't saw it down then . I worked on

that for , I had to drive nails in the bottom of the box where

you could breath and everything else , that all took two or

three weeks . You can't do things in front of , you got to

wait till you get what you call a show down , the guards not

around , and then you take
--

Q. Um hum , yeah, but you drove nails in the bottom

of the box ; right?

A. Yes .

Q. So that means there was a particular box that you

had selected?

A Yes .
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Q. And how was this box , how did the box remain in

the bread room?

A. They'd bring it in every day from the farm.

Q. Is that the same box?

A. Same one . They just have one box , yes .

Q. They just have one box?

A. Yes.

Some of them have two boxes but there wouldn't be no

problem there , you just knock a hole in two boxes , but some

times they alternate a box . But usually they always have

one box . They bring it out there , they take the bread when

they get it out to the farm , I guess , and put it in a pantry

or something . And then the next morning they send the same

box back in and fill it up .

EVANS : All right .

LANE : Let me ask you , how much bread was generally

put in that box? Was it enough to fill up the whole box?

A. They usually send an order in , sometimes they'd

order 30 loaves and sometimes 50. But then whenever , when-

ever they'd order they'd give you an order and then you put

that in there . But they didn't count them or anything like

that . If they ordered 30 , you could put 50 in them and

then go on out. They just told you what they wanted , the

minimum they wanted .

Q.

A.

Would 50 loaves fill up the whole box?

Uh, I think the box would hold , I think it would

about six or seven layers . I think I had about three on top
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of me .
Six layers I guess you would get about 15 layers on

each-, 15 loaves on each layer , 12 or 15. So, six times

twelve, whatever that is , is that 72?

EVANS : Well , did you considere though , that when you

were in the box and there were only three layers of bread

that that would not of been sufficient bread , in fact , when

you got out of the box I assume that the bread was strown

all over the back of the truck?

A. No, I just kind of --
When I got I kind of got

out where I raised my shoulder up on one side where the

one side dropped and the one side rised up , and not bread

dropped out or anything , it was just
--

Q. All right . Well , you left the false panel ,

the false bottom was still in there?

A. It was still in the bottom, yes .

Q. All right , when the bread got to the farm, whoever

was at the kitchen there , they obviously would of been short

of bread?

A. I don't know how much they ordered that morning .

I wasn't assigned there , but if they do short of bread they

wouldn't , it wouldn't be no big deal , they just , they usually

have a little bread left over anyway , and if they run out

they
--

Q. And someone there at the farm would of discovered

the false bottom , I mean in other words of they are use to

getting six or seven shelves of bread and there is only three

in there and they remove those three , and they say, hey ,
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you know, where's the rest of the bread , and of course then

they examine the false bottom .

--
A. No , they wouldn't think In the first place convicts

take care of all that , that's the trustees , they unload the

bread and count it and put it inthe shelves and everything .

On a , usually on a Trustee , the convicts does more- , does more

on that place than they would the inside . But it would be

no problem there at all . Un , for one reason they usually have

all this extra bread . And two , if they don't have enough all

they got to do is send a truck in and get some more .
And ,

I think they ,
-- I don't re- , I don't ever, ever recall of

them sending in to get more bread except maybe if we were

short in the bakery or something. But , there's not problem ther

Q. All right , but

LANE : The point is , wouldn't they , when they , when they

opened the , looked in the truck and they found there wasn't

all that much bread , some of it probably got crushed by your

getting out and there's a false bottom there , wouldn't the

people who unloaded realize that there is something strange

there?

A.

Q.

A.

No, they wouldn't think that .

They wouldn't?

Convicts anyway .

LEHNER : Well , you mean the convicts would , would notice

it was strange but wouldn't say , is that what you are saying?

A. No --
No, they probably would say if they was on

the farm, but that's not what I'm saying . They just wouldn't

pay any attention to it because they wouldn't think somebody
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had been in the box . But as far as the panel being in there ,

they wouldn't think anything about that , they'd thought some-

body just threw a panel in there and left it laying in there.

LEHNER: Were you wearing shoes when you were in there?

A.

Q.

Yes .

When you got out did you step on some of the bread

and crush it?

A. There might of been a little of it broke up , but

that bread is kind of hard anyway, it's not
--

EVANS : Yeah , but Ray , you and I know that one thing the

Kitchencon can do is they take bread back into the cell .

people make their sandwiches and that's barter, they use that

for barter . And if you are in a situation where they are

trustees and they are on a farm, now you know they are living

high on the hog ; right? That means they've got bread , they've

got , they've got sandwiches

LANE : Can you just wait one second?

EVANS : Okay .

(Mr. Lane had to switch tapes ) .

EVANS : And of course if they are light on bread , even

though they may not want to expose anyone , but they are going

to say, hey , you know , this is spokey , somebody got out .

They are going to make a request for bread , for more bread;

right?

A.
--They may See , now, I don't know if they made a

request or not , but I know they always kept extra bread out

there , because they always order more than they want too .
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And , there's really no problem there, because I know, I know

they have extra bread out there , they don't wait until they

get down to the last slice and say , well , send me out , you

know , thirty or fourty more loaves.

--

EVANS : All right . But did you consider this in the

escape plan , did you consider the fact that once it got to

the farm that they would discover this was Say , for

instance , if you didn't have any contact with the trustees

that they would automaticly discover how you got outside

of prison , so , therefore , they wouldn't of spent time looking

inside for you?

A. Yeah , well , you know there's always a risk involved

in escape , I never thought about that . My main concern was

getting outside of the walls , you know, and

EVANS : Just getting out .

A. -and I didn't --

-

I didn't , I mean you can't trust

trustees anyway . Of course , I don't mean they are all informers

but I would never rely on one of them not to say anything .

EVANS : Okay . Now the two boxes , they had one box come

to the prison each day , and that was the box you drilled or

you nailed holes into the bottom?

took some nails and drove them.A. Yeah , I took --

Q. All right .

And you did this while you were assigned to the , to

the kitchen or the bakery?

A. That's correct , yes , yes . That was

Q. In other words then this , suppose the other box had
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come that morning instead of the box you were planning on?

A. Well , see , there were , there were three farms ,

there was three farms came in there getting bread.

There's the Renz Farm , " Algoa" Reformatory , and then I

think there's another farm, but I can't think what it , well ,

it may be number two farm .

Q. So that would been three boxes?

A.

Q.

On the truck altogether?

That would of been three different boxes coming?

A. Yeah , but I wasn't going out on those boxes .

See , the " Algoa" and these other farms , I wasn't concerned

about those boxes because , uh , well they were different type

boxes anyway . For instance , " Algoa " Farm they didn't even

sliced the bread , they just threw it in a box and carted

it out , so you couldn't of got in there. On the , and the

guard came in with them on "Algoa" Farm anyway .

now on this --

But , now,

Q. The box you were concerened with was from which

Farm?

A. That's the Renz Farm .

Q. The Renz Farm?

A. Yes .

Q. Okay, and they had two boxes?

A. I'm not positive , they may of had . But I know

one of them farms had two boxes because they'd send a different

box in once and a while , I guess

Q. Yeah , well , which one , how did you select the

box to nail , to put the holes in?
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A. Well that's the one that came from Renz Farm all

the time . I'd filled that box up probably a thousand times

with bread , so , it was no question of where it went or any-

thing like that .

What they do , when they bring the bread box in from the

farm , the guard would , he'd , he'd bring it up , the guard would

bring it up there some times . Sometimes they'd send a convict

to bring it up there , in the kitchen . And then once it got

to the kitchen then we'd take over with it . And then the guard

he'd , in the truck, he might go around picking up other things.

Q. When does that When does the box come up , what

time in the morning?

---

A. It would be in the morning , but usually when they

start to work but sometimes probably about , I'd say 8:00 .

About 8:00 the box comes in?Q.

A. Yes .

Q. Okay .

What time did you get in the box?

A. I'd just guess about 9 but I couldn't be certain

on that , probably 9:00 .

LEHNER : You were telling us that you were in the box

and a couple of minutes after you got into the box and had

the cover over you , you felt and heard the bread being put on

top of you?

A. I can't hear it now, but I know that's the procedure ,

yes .

Q. What happened then?
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A. Uh , I heard the rolling downstairs , I heard , you know ,

the truck moving .

Q. The cart -
When you are talking , when you are talking

about the truck , you mean the cart where you were--

A. Yeah the cart was rolling , someone was pulling it

downstairs . And , then the next thing I knew it got on the ele-

vator and I could feel it going down on the elevator .

Q. Now, was the person who was wheeling the cart saying

anything to you , such as everything's okay , all's kool ?

A. I didn't hear anything . Couldn't hear

hear, heard it anyway through that .

-- I couldn't

Q. What was the plan as far as after number one was

suppose to load the bread on top of you? Was number one the

one that was suppose haul the , the cart with you in it down

to the , to the truck?

A. I -- I don't know . I wouldn't of made any difference .

He , I assumed he did . But it really wouldn't of been important

because once I was on the truck that would of been it , because--

Q. Well I'm talking about - When we are talking about

truck , I'm talking about cart is one thing and truck is the-

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

-is the vehicle-

Vehicle , yes .

Q. -that, that took you to the farm .

What was the plan as to what was suppose to happen after

one loaded the bread on top of you and you were in this area

where the near the blood- , bread slicer in , in the box that's

on the cart?
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A. Well , the plan was for , this is an assumption , I think ,

I assumed that if one would , I would assume that one would of

took the bread down on the cart , took it down on the elevator

and pushed it out on the dock and then once it was out on the

dock he , he would of probably helped the trustees from the farm

push it on the thing , or he might of did it himself from keeping

the trustee from getting suspicious about , you know , being kind

of heavy, sort of heavy .

Q. What -- I'm ---
My question is directed to the plan ,

what was the plan as to what was to happen , I realize that

you were inside a box so that telling me what exactly happened

might be a little more difficult for you .

A. Well , then , I think that was the plan , you know , just ,

just get me in the box . Then the guy, number one , would push

it down the elevator , push it , then take it down to the dock,

scoot it off of , off of the cart onto the platform and it ,

then the truck is is already , probably already being backed

up there. Then maybe number one could just push it on the

truck or get the trustee that , the truck driver had , he had a,

they usually had a trustee driving the truck sometimes .

just both push it on the truck .

Q.

They'd

Wouldn't that trustee realize that there was more

weight in that truck than it should be?

--
Yeah , I'm pretty sureA. Well , I , I assumed number

number one would put that on there hisself because , although

they wasn't lifting me on there , they just slid it off , I

don't think that number one would of believed that , would of

trusted , would of trusted the trustee , yes .
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Q. So, it is possible for one person to just slide that

box with you in it without being ex- , an extremely strong person

that would have to do it?

A. No, it wouldn't been no problem at all .

Q. You didn't have to lift the box , you just had to , could

slide it onto the truck ; is that right?

A. No, the only boxes you had to lift were on " Algoa "

and that's why I wouldn't get on them because they had three

boxes and you had to put one on top of the other and all that

stuff .

Q. So the plan was for number one to do all this , to

cover you with bread , to take the cart with your , with your

box in it down to the loading platform and then to push the ,

the box that you were in on the truck , is that correct?

A.

Q.

Yeah , I assumed he did , he did most of that , yes .

Well , when you say most of it , what do you mean

by that , " Most of it " ?

A. Well , I'm just assuming , I assume he did all of it .

Let's put it this way , I assume he did everything . Although

I don't know.

EVANS : Was that the plan though? I mean , you wouldn't-

That's , that's the general plan .A.

A. -of gone though with the if you were going to assume ,

I mean you either had to know it or you didn't know it . You

had to know that the trustees weren't going to
--

A. That was the plan , but I didn't know if that was the

way it come out. But that's , that's--
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

That was the plan as

Yes, yes .

It had been fully discussed?

Yes .

LEHNER : Before you go any further with what actually

happened , tell us what the plan was . What Number One's

assignment , what's Number Two's assignment and how it's

suppose to go off. Because as you are indicating to us ,

you put some thought into this .

A. Well , yes . Well , number one like I say , that was

his , I can't recall all of the conversation now , but he was

suppose to fill the box up and
--

Now I assume he was going

to , I assume he wouldn't let , go out and tell somebody else

to do it . I mean , I assume he wouldn't go out inthe kitchen

and say , well , Ray is in that box . Take him downstairs

and load him on the truck , I assume he did it , but I don't

know .

Q.

A.

I'm talking about the plan now , you are getting

That was the plan .

Q. You are getting into the action , I'm just saying

what was the plan? You went down

A.

Q.

I just like to testify what I know , see ,

If it happened ideally what was one suppose to do

and what was two suppose to do as far as your plan?

And you conceived this plan is that true?

A. Yes , I --

Q. They didn't have any part in conceiving it?
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A. That's correct .

Q. Okay, tell me what the plan is .

A. Well , I think the plan was , I would get in the box ,

cover myself up . Number one would come in , slice the bread ,

put it on top of me. Then push it down on the elevator and onto

the dock and push it off onto the truck . Now, Number Two ,

uh, I'm not positive now. Number Two knew something about it ,

but I don't know if he was suppose to , now I told him something

about it , you know , telling an informer creating a little

diversion . But I don't know, number one he also might of

went and told number two that I had successfully got threw the

gate , because I mean , I assume he watched the gate and then when

they didn't drag me in about five minutes after I got in there

why he'd assume that I went ahead and got out .

LANE : Did you have discussions with Number One and Number

Two together?

A. No , huh huh. No.

LEHNER : All right , so what was your discussion with

Number Two , what was he suppose to do?

A. Well he was just suppose to tell an informer , and

an informer would , there was an assumption that he would

tell , there was a guy named Major Poury there, he was the

head of Security , this

Q. Major, who?

A. Major Poury , POURY .

And the assumption was that the informer would

go tell Poury that I was hid inside , and , it was really
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simple , there wasn't nothing complicated about it .

Q. When was number two suppose to tell the informer?

A. I think once it , it was established that I was

outside .

Q. How was number two going to know that?

A. Well , if they didn't bring me in through the gate .

If I'd of got arrested the prison would know I've been caught

and it would been on the so called grapevine .

Q. Well , was number two going to see you loaded onto

the truck or was was he going to wait to hear from number

what was the set plan?one ,

A. No , he was , no , those things get around . If he'd ,

if , if I'd of been caught it would of been within a half an

hour after I got through the gate and everyone would of knew

about it in the prison, so , number two he didn't work around

there anyway , so --

LANE : He didn't work in the kitchen?

A. No , he didn't work in the kitchen , so

LEHNER : Did number two know that number one was

going to help you?

A. Uh, I usually don't tell someone else if it's not

necessary .

--

I don't know if, I think , I think I may of told

number one to tell number two , I just

you
--

I mean , say me and

Well , say me and you embarked doing something , I wouldn't

necessarily tell you , I'd just tell him to go tell you that

I was going and that would be enough . He wouldn't have to ,

he wouldn't , it wouldn't be necessary for me to go into details
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on what to tell you.

Q. Well, the question that I'm getting at , did you

tell number two to tell the informer at such and such a time ,

and what was that such a time?

A. Yeah, I
--

Q. When number one tells you I'm out , when you hear

it through the grapevine that I'm out , uh, what was number

two's instructions that you gave him?

Now,

A. Uh , I think if , if I would of been caught it would

of been shortly, and if I hadn't of escaped or anything ,

well , then I could of seen number two when I come back from

the kitchen . So, there's really no problem there .

also , I may have told number one to go tell number two that

if I'm not caught within a half hour or something , why , you

know, see the informer .

Q. So, num- , number one was someone that you told

to tell number two to tell the informer , but number two

you didn't tell that number one was going to be the one that

was going to tell him?

A. No, number two wasn't
-- I would --

I'm positive

I didn't tell him anything about number one.

Q. But number one you told about number two?

A. Yes , I , I think I would of .

Q. Why was number two used , why didn't number one

do the telling to the informer?

A. I, I don't think he had contact with the informer .

Number two was an old timer around there and he knew who was
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informers . A lot of times you can find out who an

informer is through a guard . Uh , Guards don't like informers

either .

Q. Well , which is the one that you think is in Missouri

State Prison now , number one or number two?

A. Uh , number one.

Q. And what about number two , where is he now?

A. Uh , well , I'm not positive , I'm going to talk to

Mark and then we'll find out if we can locate him possibly .

Q. Uh , after your , felt yourself being put onto the truck,

what happened next?

A. Uh, after I got on the truck I went through a

tunnel . I heard the , in a few minutes I heard the lid raise

up and drop . The lid was up two or three seconds , I guess

he was just looking in there . And then the next thing I knew

I was started off again , and then I started to get out . I

had a little trouble getting out because I didn't want to

throw bread all over and everything , and I moved my shoulder

where one side could come down and one side could go in .

And once I heard , I know I went through two or three stop

signs , and I didn't get out of it , I think I got somewhere around

the bridge which was quite a ways from the prison , probably

eight or nine blocks .

real good until I got , until I crossed the bridge . I wanted

And I didn't get out and get situated

to go , get out on one of those stop signs .

LANE : Did the driver of the vehicle look into the back

of the truck where you were?

42-077 O 79 18
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A. No, I don't believe he could . I looked to see if he

could , but he, I think it was just a small , I think he had a

rear view mirrow on the outside . But , anyway , I couldn't see

anything . I looked up there and I never saw anything .

Q. Was it an open truck or closed?

A. It was a, I think it had a
-- I think it had a

canvass top on it but the back end of it was open except for

the tailgate . And , then once I got across the bridge he

slowed down and turned into a driveway . I guess that went

to the farm . I don't know how come he stopped there , because

I don't , I could see him stop , you know , and wait for cars

to come by and he pulled off on this gravel road and he stopped

and when he did I jumped off. I acted like I kind of waved

when you see any cars coming by, you know , I figured
--

LEHNER : You waved to who?

A. Well , I just faked a wave or something like I was

just getting off. But I didn't get around where he could see

me in his rearview mirrow. And I crossed the highway and that

was it .

LANE : Why did he stop there , do you know?

A. I don't know , I don't think there is any , any

stop sign there , I don't know what he could of

LEHNER : Who'd you wave to?

--

A. Huh?

Q. Who'd you wave to?

A. Oh, it was just a fake , I thought maybe some cars

going by or something on the highway or guarding him or
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something , and

LANE : You were making believe that you waving to

somebody in the truck who had dropped you off ?

A. Yeah, just waving him off , yeah , I guess .

HAUSMAN: What were you wearing at the time?

A. I had a pair of dark clothes , I had a prison clothes

on on the outside , but I had a pair of dark pants that I'd ,

Well , I think they came from the band room and I also--

Band?LANE :

A. Band room, yes . They'd --

Q. Musical band?

A. They use to dress them up, yes .

And I think they had a white mark on them, and I think

I'd got the white mark off through a marking pencil .

I had a pair of black pants on .

So,

Q. Stripe down the side of them?

A. Yes , I think that's the way , some kind of a stripe

down it , I think I

HAUSMAN :

·
I blanked it out with a marking pencil .

You wore that under your prisoner pants?

A. Yes, that's correct . I may of had a sweat shirt

on or something , but I'm not positive .

Q. Well , when you jumped out onto the road were you

wearing your prison clothing?

A. Uh , I don't know if I -- --
I -may of I may of

took them prison pants off and was carring them or something .

I may of put them in a sack . Because I had , I think I had a

sack , and I think I had a few candy bars . I think I had , I
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I put a little bit of bread in there ,

not too much .

Q. But when you got into the bread box were you wearing

your prison clothes?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you take your

A. I'm not a hundred percent sure on this , but I'm

pretty , I know I had two pair of pants .

box?

LANE : You were wearing two pair of pants in the bread

A. Yeah the box , yeah , I think it would been prison

clothes on the outside , yes.

Q. Well , the minute you jump off the truck and you are

now standing in the middle of the highway , are you wearing

prison clothes?

A. I'm not , I'm not a hundred precent sure on that ,

because I don't think it was , because see prison clothes they

had a green , they're green pants with black stripe down them.

And I think I took I may have took them off in a , in a--

truck and put them prison clothes in a sack .

LANE : The sack is a paper bag?

A. I can't Yeah , I can't remember that clearly ,
--

but I think that's what I would of done , I know if I had

to do it over again I would do . So, that's why I'm testifying

on what I think I would of done. But I know I had some

bread and I know I had some candy bars .

--
EVANS : Did you have a What would of happened if
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the truck hadn't of stopped?

A. I think I would of been in trouble if it had , if

it went to the Renz Farm , unless it slowed down for a curb

or something . But I'd never been to that farm. So , and I'm

not even certain that that gravel road lead to the farm ,

but I'm assuming it now because he turned off the highway

and probably a couple blocks from the bridge . He was going

across the bridge and he slowed down and turned left , he turned

into a gravel road . And , then for some reason he stopped .

LANE : Was that being driven by a trustee from a farm?

A. I'm not positive , sometimes it rotates , sometimes it's

the trustee or sometimes it a guard . But I think , I think on

the inside of the prison the guard drives it , and once he

gets outside the gate he lets the trustee drive it . So

LANE : What was

A. They got some kind of rule like that .

Q.

--

What was your plan about when you were going to get

off the truck?

A. I was going to get off at the stop sign but I got

hung up getting out of the box and everythink , and it wasn't ,

it just stopped about twice before I ever , I really got

situated , I guess I wanted to get those pants off and things

before he was crossing the bridge .

EVANS : Yeah . How did you know about the stop signs?

And then , IA. Well , you make certain assumptions .

know he was stopping because I think before I ever started

getting out of the box I heard him stop once . It wasn't
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too easy to get out of the box . It was , it wasn't too much
·

Q. I mean , how did you know he was going to stop anywhere?

How didn't you know that he didn't just get right on a high and

just , zoom, he's gone?

A. Well , there's certain assumptions you have to make .

I mean , you can't -- --I didn't I wasn't 100 percent certain

that he was going to stop . He could of , in other words , he

could of took me from the prison right straight to the farm

and jumped out whenever I --

Q. Yeah , well , this is a consideration .

A. Yeah, that's just something you have to take ,

you have to consider.

LEHNER :

A.

What did you do with your prison clothes?

I apparently , I evidently threw them away .

I know it was know kind of cold out there , it was in April ,

and I think , I ultimately threw them all away , but I think ,

for a while I used , I used them until I got some more. I

know I got some more clothes out of a , of a illegal entry

into a place , and then I got some more clothes out of
--

I think I got one other garment out of a illegal entry

into a fishing cabin , which I've already testified to before.

Q.

A.

Fishing , what?

It was a fishing shack or something . It was

a trailor with a , with some wine and eggs in it .

Q. When did you remove your prison clothes?

A. I kind of think I took the pants off in that

truck. I don't -- I don't have no clear recollection of

that because usually when you get , you are kind of excited
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you can't remember everything afterwards .

Q. So where were the pants when you got off the truck?

A. I know I didn't leave them in the truck so they must

of been in the paper sack.

Q.

A.

Or you were still wearing them?

Now, I'm positive I wouldn't of jumped out of that

truck with that black stripe down them , not that close

to prison with guards driving up and down there .

Q. Where was the paper sack?

A. I would of carried it in my hands most likely .

Q. Did you later on hear how the , how successful

you were in , in getting that rumor back to the, the prison

officials?

A. I read somewhere where they , they said they had

some information that I was read in the prison and they got

a State Highway Patrol right outside the prison , he's for

prison breaks , as soon as you escape they notify them

and they block off the roads . But they said , they prison

officials said they didn't block off the roads because they

had information that I was hid inside , so

Q. Where did you learn that from?

A. I read some type of an interview or something .

Q. When did you first learn that?

A. Oh , this would of been years ago . I forgot about

where I read it or anything else .

Before your arrest or after your arrest?Q.

A. It could of even been before my arrest , I don't know.
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Q. Where would you of read that before your arrest?

A. I don't know , I just , I just have a vague recollec-

tion of that . I read somewhere where they didn't , they waited

24-hours before they reported me missing , that's all .

Q. Would that be in 1967 that you learned it?

--A. No , I , uh , No, I don't think I would been '67

because , you know , there wasn't no big deal on it in '67 .

Q. Was it before the assassination of Dr. King?

A. No , it would of had to been after because there

wasn't notion , there wasn't no , like I say there wasn't no

big issue of me escaping until after the King murder .

Q. But did you learn that the informant actually told

the warden what you had hoped he would?

A. No, I never did learn that , no .

Q. But, you suspect that , that he did because of what

you read later on?

A. No. I know how they operate , I wouldn't regard

what I read as significant , but I know how prison officials

they consider informers with a holy writ or something , whatever

they tell them. Especially , you know, if he's a good one .

Q. Yeah . What , what I'm saying is , do you assume from

what you've read that the plan worked , that number two told

the informer and the informant told the prison officials and

the prison officials considered that you were hiding in the

institution?

A. Uh , it could of been that way or it could of been
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another way . I , I didn hide in the institution one time.

And then, the fact is the informant might not of even went

to him , I don't know , but I did hide in the institution one

time . But I don't think they would rely on that too much ,

because there is different ways to escape , I don't think

they would just assume without any other evidence that I

was hiding in the prison and therefore not inform the highway

patrol .

Q. But you think that they did assume that you were

hiding in the prison, right?

A. Yeah , I think they'd have to have something to corrob-

orate . I think they would need an informer to say well Ray is

hid but we don't know where he's at , but we know he's hid .

Q. So , you're, you're judgement is that the informant

actually did go through with it and did tell the prison

officials because of the fact that you were not looked for

right away?

A.

Q.

Well , let me tell you , let me say this .

Is that right?

A. Yeah , let me say this , but when you start trying to

put yourself in another person's position , based , trying

to figure out what his judgement is , you can get in a lot of

You know , I've tried to think sometimes , well , howtrouble .

is the judge going to rule , I know he rules differently,

I mean that's just , I don't like to try to figure out how

a Warden is going to think . And --

Q. Well , who was the informant?
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is .

A.

Q.

I don't know, I don't have any , any ideas who he

Well , how did you know that number two would be

able to tell the informant?

A.

like that .

Well , he said he knew certain parties and things

I mean, I wouldn't inquire , you know ifHe

he told me --

--

If he told now I'm going to tell Smith over

here that , you know , if you escape .

But I just don't ask anything , you know , that wouldn't in-

terest me .

LANE: James , one and two evidentally really assisted

you in this , so

A. I think the guy was from St. Louis though , the

informant .

LANE : Uh , one and two are sitting-- One and two didn't

get anything out of this , right?

A. Other than the satisfaction of me beating them ,

that's all .

Q. Is that unusal in the prison , that two prisoners

will help a third one escape and take that risk without getting

anything for it forthemselves?

A. Yeah, it's not -- I would rather rely on somebody

like that rather than pay someone , because if you pay someone--

Q. I can see where you would , but I mean is this--

LEHNER : Why

than paying someone?

Why would you rather rely upon them

A. Well , if you pay someone that's kind of a mercenary ,
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he, the warden might pay him more .

cause he want's to do it--

LANE : Is this unusual thought?

A.

But if he just does it be-

I , I don't think , no , I don't think it's too unusual .

If you know some one , you know, 7 or 8 , 5 or 6 years , I think

it might be if you didn't know them too well .

EVANS : What kind of time were these, were they doing ,

one and two?

A. Uh , well they wasn't doing considerablly light .

Q. Well , what were they , I mean , what were they--

A. I think they were getting out , they wasn't doing

no life sentence , I think Well , they were serving a

sentence where by now they would be out , legally , I think.

Q. By now?

A. Yeah, if they didn't loose no good time for helping

me escape .

Q. Yeah, but what was there , what was there bit,

what were they doing time for?

A. Uh , robbery , that type .

Q. Robbery?

A. It wasn't no moral -- It was -- In otherwards it was

a crime for money . It wasn't murder or rape--

HAUSMAN : Did they have two years ahead of you or ten

years ahead of you?

A. Well , they would , I think both of them would of

been out by now.

Q. You say at that time they may of had ten years ahed
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of them?

A. Um , I'm not sure if they'd of had enough time to

escape on , or anything like that . Some people

LEHNER : Didn't have enough what?

A. I don't think they would of had enough time to

escape themselves .

LANE : No motivation to escape because they didn't

have a long time to serve.

A. In other words they wouldn't try to move in on me

and go out . Well , they wouldn't of been , I don't think one

of them would of done that anyway .

Because you think they were short timers?LEHNER:

A. Well , that depends on what you consider short .

Q. Well , what do you consider short?

Not, not now , I mean , then?

What did , what did you , about how much time did they

have to do?

A. Well , if I had six or seven years I probably wouldn't

escape , it would be --

That's a short time .EVANS :

A. Yes .

Q.

right?

If you are doing more than a dime it's long time ;

A. I believe, yes , I think that
-- For me, some people

it would be one .

LEHNER : So, were these two people doing less than 10

years?
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A. Well , I'm not certain . I think they were doing under

20, let me put it that way and they had
---

EVANS : Oh, okay , but what was their , you know,

in prison there are groups of people , I mean you have the

robbers , the bank robbers and you have the petty , the burglars ,

and then you have the con men , there's a , there's a structure

inside the jail , these guys were in what class , were they

muggers or were they bank robbers or were they--

A. No, they were just robbers , supermarkets , and things

like that .

Q. Supermarket people , right ?

LEHNER: Were they both friends of each other?

A. No , I don't they knew , I don't think they would-

they would of probably knew one and another but they weren't

friends , they didn't associate .

Q.

A.

They both were supermarket , market robbers?

Well , I don't know, I just saying they are robbers ,

I don't know if they were robbing a supermarket , but , I don't

-1
go into details , I know if If somebody mentions he's

robbed something , I just don't go into details with people

of what they do . I know , I would know if they were robbery

or murder or rape or something like that , but I wouldn't know

all the details unless they told me , and neither one of

these individuals I never did ask them anything , although one

of them I knew 7, 6 or 7 years , but I never did ask him , --

HAUSMAN : You knew him for seven years and you didn't know

what he was there for?
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A. Yeah , the other ones I didn't know too well .

The fact is , I don't , I couldn't , I'm not positive of his

name even . But , I knew, yeah I knew he was in there for

robbery , the one I knew 6 or 7 years , but I don't know ,

I don't know the specifics of it .

You were in for robbery also ; right?Q.

A. That's correct , yes .

Q. In the course of a six year friendship you never

discussed different robbery techniques or what types of

establishments you would hit?

A. No , not too much , no . I mostly discussed how to

get out and things . I probably discussed this but I don't have

any recollection of this .

LEHNER : Well , let's , let's move on to , as far as number

one and number two they helped you and you are reluctant to ,

to tell us their names , as far as the informant , he didn't

do anything to help you , in fact he was someone who was helping

the prison officials , so you have no reason to protect his

name; do you?

A. I don't even know him.

Q. Well , if you were using number two to aid you to , to

escape wouldn't you make some inquiry of number two as to , hey,

are you just shooting the breeze about telling me you know some-

one who has a line to the Warden , or is there such a person?

Wouldn't you make some kind of inquiry?

A.

people .

We probably We probably discussed a couple different--

Usually in a prison there's a , there are certain people ,
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informers like I mentioned that have been there a long time ,

but , I mean , the Warden or the I think the best thing , I ,

I don't know his name . I imagine Poury , Major Poury the

Warden would know , who the informants is and who isn't .

Uh, I mean , I -
I can't , I think different from you thinking ,

I just can't explain these things . Because I know this one

one individual , number two , now he's known people that's been

undercover informers for years and years , and he wouldn't

come and tell me , because it , you know, it wouldn't be any

of my business and I really wouldn't want to know. But,

unless something , if something happens when I'd want to use

him , I'd say hey, you know some guys that's informers--

EVANS : Yeah , Ray-

A. Huh .

Q. -you know the most important thing in jail is to

find out who the stoolies are , and that's everybody's con-

cern to know who the stoolies are , because as you say your

mind is always working about getting out , right? And

of course you don't want to spook any plan that you've

made discussing it with anyone , or discussing it with anyone

that's even friendly with an informant , right ?

A.

Q.

Yes .

So, this guy number two or number one had knowledge

of an informant , he wouldn't tell you , he's your friend , he's

helping you escape and you wouldn't inquire of him as , well ,

who's the stoolie?

A. Well , no, well , the first place I wouldn't the
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people I was associating with on escape , I knewthe one guy

a long time , and the other guy I didn't know a long time ,

but we know he's all right . Now, on the
-- About the informers ,

a lot of times someone will come up and tell me , say , that

fellow over there is no good , that's usually the term they use .

And , that's enough for me , he don't have to tell me he's

an informer or anything , so I just

Q. All right , but right away when a guy says , that

guy's spooky or that guy's no good, right away he's marked

informant , right?

A. Yes .

Q. So, but I mean if a guy says to you , I know who

an informant is-

A.

Q.

Yeah.

- right away you , I , I would think reason would say

to you , con reason would say to you , who is he?

A. Yeah , I could , I'm not positive about that , I just

could-

Q.

right?

I mean , that could get you in a lot of trouble ;

A. Yeah. Yeah, well , I mean he wasn't going to tell

an informer or anything until after I got away, so
--

Q. Yeah , but , I mean wouldn't it seem natural that

you would want to know who the informant is , say this plan

didn't work, say that the box didn't come in with the nails

holes in it that you were looking for ; right?

A. Yeah .
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Q. All right , say that occurred , wouldn't you still want

to know who the informant was in case you had other plans ,

or you had other things that you were into?

A. No , I don't
--

I don't think so , no , that , that would

of been too far ahead of time for me. I think different,

I look at things different , I wouldn't of
111

LEHNER : In this insti- In this institution do you--

A. The only thing I'm thinking Huh?

Q. In this institution don't you want to know who the

informants are? Not , not because you have an escape plan

in the next day or two , but you want to know , don't you?

A. Well , somebody might say something about, he makes

inference against someone . I'm not really too concerned about

informants anyway because I don't associate with maybe five

or six different people , but
--

I

EVANS : Yeah , well wouldn't you even want to know whether

those five or six different people were informants ?

mean the best informants in prison are the people that are on

inside .

A. Yeah, but you can always try and find out , it's

difficult for an informant to hide himself because there's

certain things that gives them away and if you talk to him

and watch him right close , you can, I mean there's reference

has been made that you can smell them, but
--

Q. Yeah, I know. But some of the best people in ,

the best informants inside are the people that are in business ,

the people that everybody respects and says , oh, that guys

42-077 O - 79-19
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A.

Q.

Yes , yes.

--he does this , he does that , he may be even running

a little drugs or a little swag .

A. Yes .

Q. He's buying his way , he's doing his thing and the

Warden's making use of him, we both know that ; right?

A. Yes .

Q.

the per

And if you are in that circle , or if you are on

of that circle you still would want to know ,

hey, is Joe Joe who is suppose to be a stand up guy, is

he an informant , and I mean , tha't important information

for inside .

A. Yeah, I think you could , but I don't think you

could make a big issue out of it .
--

Q. All right . In this instance though you just didn't

do it?

A. No , I didn't know who , I didn't know who they

had told . But I know there were a couple of guys from

St. Louis who were informers , but they were accepted , but

certain things they weren't told about .

Q. Right .

A. In otherwards , for instance , a drug addict , you

might tell him a certain amount of things , and I'm not

saying that I'm involved in drugs , but I say you might tell

him a certain amount of things and you know he goes to the

Warden , and you might have asso- , certain association with
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him , but let's just say for instance you were going to get

a bunch of drugs in prison, well , you would never tell him

when they were coming in or anything like that , but you

would, you know
--

Q. In fact you'd give him a false lead?

A. Well , I don't know , I don't know if you would do

that or not , you might be giving yourself away , but it might

be , come a time when you could give him a false lead , but
--

EVANS : Okay .

LEHNER : All right . Now, you told us that you told

Huie that you went over the wall because you wanted to pro-

tect the guards . What --

A. Well , the convicts , the convicts mostly . And ,

I know prison officials they like to use scapegoats on guards ,

just like when Well I'll forget about this place . But any-

way they do use , there's no point in getting , I may come back

to prison myself , there's no point in getting guards down on

you by , you know, putting the heat on him.

Q. So , therefore , because you thought you might be going

back to Missouri State Prison some day you told Huie that

you went over wall rather than you went through the bread

room?

A. Yeah , there's two reasons . There's one reason about ,

you know, being an informer and , you know , putting the heat on

someone else . And there's another reason , I'm just , uh-uh,

just feel bad about them personally . I can't explain that .

Q. You what?
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A. I just have -- I'm sort -- I'm sort of hostile to

them for personal reasons , I can't explain it , but
--

Q. Hostile to who?

A. Informers , I don't know. I mean informing on someone,

a close associate or something like that , I'm just opposed

to it .

Q. Well , what I'm trying to
--

A. I think it's short sighted .

Q. Well , what I'm trying to understand is , how does

it helps the guards any if you, if the story is that you

went over the wall as opposed to going out the bread room?

LANE : Well , first of all he said that he did it for

two reasons .

LEHNER: I'm asking him about this reason .

A. Well , well , for instance , what if they would of

suspended the guard where I went through the tunnel at? And

they also suspended the guard in the kitchen?

the wall?

Q. What about the guard of the area where you went over

Isn't that something that the guards are , are more ,

more at fault at if they let someone go over the wall , they

are sleeping on the post , as opposed to a guy in the bottom of

a bread box?

A. Yeah, but that would of been a different situation .

They would , they very well could of suspended him but he

would of been suspended Well , I think it would of been a--

false charge and , but they could of suspended the guard on

the wall .
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LANE : Well , there was no guard at the area where he went

over the wall , because he didn't go over the wall , so how could

they locate the guard that was involved?

LEHNER :

A. Then they could of suspended the guard on the tower.

Then you are telling Huie a story that you went

over the wall , you say one of the reasons is to protect the

guard , but how does that protect the guard?

A. The one that didn't let -
he let me go through but

he didn't .

Q. What do you mean by that?

whether he knew

A. Well , I went through there but there was no prearranged

plan or anything , so , being he let me go through there , well ,

I figured I had some type of obligation to him

it or not . I mean , I , that's the way I look at it . I look

at things different than , possibly some other people . Now

Q. You wouldn't mind the guard on the wall getting hurt

because he didn't let you go through , but you wouldn't

want the guard who let you go through on the truck get hurt

because he did let you go through .

A. That's the way I look
--

Q. Even though neither of them knew any thing about

your escape?

A. That's the way I look at it . I mean if there's a

choice of which one's going to take the consequences , I'd

rather the one that , that inadvertantly helped me not take

the consequences .

LEHNER : Okay , could you put your name and the date
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next to this diagram that you drew? And today is December

2d , 1977 .

LANE : You want to keep that ?

LEHNER : Yes , I'll ask Mr. Hausman to put his name

on it to witness it .

EVANS : You want a copy of it?

LANE : I want a copy of this .

LEHNER : And , I'll also state that we'll send you a copy

maybe we could xerox it during the luncheon recess and I'd

ask Mr. Lane if you would put your name underneath Mr. Hausman's .

LEHNER: I'll further ask Mr. Hausman to put Exhibit #1

above where Mr. Ray signed his name .

Okay , I'll
--

I also suggest that we take a break now

and let the stenographer rest for a few minutes .

( A recess was taken at 11:21 , am ) .

LEHNER : Okay, it's now 11:28 , am . The same people

are here at Brushy Mountain State Prison .

EVANS : Yeah, I just have a question . James , on

this escape , on this escape you had two associates , two

helpers ; right? On any other escape that you had , or any

other escapes that you attempted did you have any assistance

from any other people?

RAY : Well are you , you talking about Brushy Mountian

here too?

Q. Well , Brushy Mountain we know about , what about

the other escape attempts?
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A. I was going to say on Brushy , -

Q. Here at Brushy--

A. I still have an appeal and everything on this .

Q. Yeah .

A. Uh-Uh--

Q. Not your latest escape at Brushy .

A.
Let me say , the first thing on escapes I don't

have long , I don't , contrary to popular opinion I don't

have a long history of escapes . The only time I attempted

to escape was Missouri , but prior to Missouri

I was 24 years old before I got into the penitentiary .

prior to Missouri I never made any attempts to escape .

-- Well , first ,

And

Now,

in Missouri I made three attempts , I believe . Now the first

time --

Q. Is that Jeff City we are talking about?

A. Jeff City, yes .

Q. Right .

A. I think the first time I , I tried , I attempted to

escape from the , from the dry cleaning place . That was a

Trustee place and you couldn't trust anyone there , and I

didn't , no one knew about that
-

Uh, let's see , what was

the next time , the next attempt to escape I made was , it

was the same prison but it was
- I think that's when I

went out the back of the cell house and attempted to escape .

No , no one assisted me there . I think that's the only -

I think that's the only two escapes . The third time I did

it, that's , that's the extent of my escapes , my attempts ,

three times .
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Q. Did you have an attempt --
Where , where was it that

you went down into , you got out of the back of your cell or

the top of your cell?

A. Yes .

Q. Is that the one you--

A. That was here , yes .

Q. Okay, and that was single , I mean that was

A. No, me and the plumber went to the hole for that ,

for 30 days , a guy named Jake Morlock .

lives in Oak Ridge now.

He's out and he

Q. Jake Morlock , he lives in Oak Ridge .

A. Yes . Yes . They said I got tools from him or something ,

he was in the cell with me then .

LEHNER : He has been paroled since that time , is that

what you mean?

A.

Q.

I think the case got reversed and he's out altogether.

While you were in Jeffereson City did you send any

money out of the institution?

A. During all of the period I was there?

I would say may be a $ 150 , and I think 50 of that was

sent to lawyer in Kansas City that represented me on a habeas

corpus case . I can't recall his name . That would of been it .

Plus I sent about maybe $80 out to me sister under a stationery

company .

Q. What stationery company was that?

A. Uh , Albert J. Pepper Stationery Company , it was

a false front. It was all legal , I got the money legal , but
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they had a rule in Missouri where , in otherwards , one inmate

couldn't give another inmate a check from an account . Like

another inmate owes you a small amount $20 , he'd have to give

it to you in cigarettes , of course , most of them in there are

always broke anyway , or he'd have to order you something from

the outside , legal paper or something of that matter ; or , so

the way I got around that four or five times , I think someone

owed me $20 , two or three times , maybe three or four times ,

but just have them mail a $ 20 check out to a stationery

company which happened to be my sister--

Q.

A.

Ordering some stationery that would not be delivered?

It would never come back in , yes . And she would

get

Q. And your sister would put it into your account?

A. She'd just send the money back to me , yes.

Q. That would be Carol Pepper?

A. Yes .

EVANS : What --
What were the occasions or how did you

happen to , what did you do for them to owe you the $20 . It

might be a gambling debt or

Q. What did you play?

A. Cards .

Q. What kind of cards?

A. Well , you play poker or anything you want to , it's

just everything is legal in there .

I'm not saying it was a gambling debt but it was something

insignificant , it was no small , it was no large amount of
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money . And I think all the checks went to a bank, her , in

her account and they wouldn't of been more than three or four

checks totally $ 80 all during the seven year period that

I was in the penitentiary .

LEHNER: Who's the people that send money to the Pepper ,

is it Pepper Printing Company?

A. Uh, yes .

Q. Who were the people that sent checks?

A. I don't recall who they were . It's just , it's

just one , it wouldn't of been over three or four at the

most .

Q. Do you know a fellow by the name of John Kenneth

Hurtt , HURTT?

A. Hurtt , I heard that money , but I don't know if

he sent any money out .

Q.

A.

You've heard what?

I believe I've heard this last name , I can't recall ,

he's no associate of mine or -- Well --

Q. Did you explain to , to the people who made the

money orders out that this was the only way you could get

money to you?

So,

A. Uh, they knew it. If someone owed me money , see ,

you couldn't draw too much money up there . I think the

maximum was $ 20 a month . Well , nobody wanted to , to give

their $20 because they wanted to spend that in prison .

if they had money on he account rather than giving you $ 20

they'd rather give you a check where you could order something

from the outside , and then they could spend the 20.
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Now a lot of times --
Now, I think probably the way I

got this , a couple of these checks is buy them . A lot of

times on the in, like I mentioned they could just spend $ 20 .

A lot of times if you give someone $10 and , you know , he

had to get quite a bit of money and he'd give you a $ 10 check

for , say , $ 10 worth of cigarettes . That's probably where I got

a couple of those checks at . I'd probably give someone , say ,

$ 10 in green or $10 worth of cigarettes and he's giving me

a $20 check , figuring they'd send me the $20 back in and

I've made loan shark .

HAUSMAN : You Did you smoke at that time?

A. No , I never have smoked?

Q. You compile them?

No , but they use cigarettes for No I never have-A.

used cigarettes .

Q.

A.

I mean you steadly used it as a means of exchange?

Yes . Yes .

Q. You would just get the cigarettes you had and

use them to deal in but you would never the substance?

A No.

People were let
-- in the institution wereLEHNER :

allowed to spend as much as they want on the outside as

as far as sending checks to the outside?
far as ,

A. If it was legitimate . He could order legal paper,

you send it to a lawyer , and he could send it back to you .

Of course , that's paralel- to send it to a lawyer and ask

him to send it back , so
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Or you could order -
at certain christmas times you can

order certain amounts of things so , but it , it was kind of

limited , there wasn't no ordering a bunch of , just anything

you wanted to , it had to be something on an approved list .

And legal paper , legal paper and pocket novels was the things

to order because you'd sell the pocket novel .

LEHNER : Were you trading in any goods in the institution

in Jefferson City?

A. Uh , what , what type of goods?

Q. Well , that's what I'll ask you.

A. Uh, no , I can't think of any goods that I was

trading in . Most of the things , I was working in the kitchen ,

a lot of people would take things out of the kitchen but I

never did want to do that because I didn't want to go to the

hole , except , the only thing I wanted to go to the hole for

was escaping . And , at one time a guy asked me to take some

food, real small items from the kitchen to the hospital ,

and I was working on the the hospital cart and I wound up

10 days in the hole on that nonsense . That's the only

instance where I ever dealt and any type of prison contraband ,

But I did , youyou know , stealing food out of the kitchen .

could make money other ways , gambling or running card games ,

or, I know I sold , I use to rent books out at one time. I

never did do it myself , but I would purchase them and let

someone else do it .

Q. But it , would let someone else rent books , how,

now do you mean that?
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A. Well , for instance , you could order four or five

pocket novels and you let someelse rent them out for you.

Because I didn't like to do that type of thing myself .

Q. Is that what you did?

A.

Q.

I have did that , yes .

How many books did you have that , that you amass

in the institution?

A. Three or four hundred probably .

Q. Well where did you keep them?

A. I didn't keep them nowhere . Another guy kept

them , the guy that rented , the guy that was renting them

out would keep them in his cell .

Q. And he would work for you; right?

A. Yes .

Q. How much did you make a month on that?

A. About 15 or $ 20 , that's all .

Q. What did you do with that money?

A. I spent it .

Q. You have You have , you have overhead in

prison , you got to pay for your laundry , if you want to

buy, you got to have food because you don't , you don't

get too much in there . You don't get all you want in the

kitchen , you don't get what you want . And , you got to pay

for haircuts , if you want clothes you got to pay for them .

So , it's not , it's not a matter of making money to salt

away in a bank account , it's just to keeep , keep going from

one day to the next .
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Q. How many total books did you amass while you were

in Jeffereson City from '60 thru '67?

--

A. Uh, well , this book business you are talking about

I wasn't in that for I think someone owed me some money

one time , $ 20 or $ 30 , and he just give me the books , and I

let someone else rent them out for about a month, for about

a year or year and half until I got some of my money back

plus maybe a little interest , and I sold them to him . But , I

don't want to give you the impression that I was in the

book business all the time I was there . If I was in the business

it wouldn't of been over a year and a half .

Q. So when you escaped you didn't have any books at

that time?

A. No, that's why I don't get , like to get involved

in these long range deals because you get distracted from

more important things .

Q. Who was the fellow who was renting the books out for

you?

A. I can't remember his name now , he's a

Q. Is this something where you legitimately can't

remember or you don't want--

A. Yeah, it's legitimate , I know he

Q.

--

Or you don't want anything , to implicate him as

well?

A. No , I'll , he's got , I know he had a , he had the

shoke treatments , I know he didn't have now hair on each

side of his head but I can't recall his name .
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Q. What was he in there for?

A. Light complex guy .

I don't even , I don't even know that . A lot of people

don't like to rent these books out , just certain kinds of

people wants to do that type of thing .

Q. Was he there when you escaped , was he still an

inmate?

A. No I don't believe he was there, no .

had any type of personal relationship with him .

Q. When did he leave the institution?

I never

A. I don't know.

Q. What year?

A. I don't know, he may still be there .

Q. He was still there when you escaped?

A. He was , he was in K Block , yes.

Q. When you escaped he was still in K Block?

A. -- HeHe may have been I don't know. I didn't

was no friend of mine , I was just associated with him in

a business deal for --

Q. What years was it that , that he was renting books

out for you?

A. I don't even know that .

Q. Well --

A. I know it was in K Block.

Q. -was it in the beginning of your tour , of your

tour there , or in the middle or the
--

A. No, it would of probably been 1964 or 5 .
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Q. What was he in there for?

A. I couldn't say , I know he'd been in Fulton once.

Q. Could you describe him?

A. Yes . He was , I mentioned his hair , he had light

hair , I'd probably know his name if I heard it again , and

he talked a lot.

Q. You say he had light hair , and there was something

wrong with him you say?

A. He had shock treatments and he had hair along side

of his head was thin on, when , the electrocudes or whatever

they call him attached to him .

had?

EVANS : Where they'ed shaved off for the electrodes?

A. Yes , I think it kills the nevers or something .

LEHNER : Was that for some mental disorder that he

A. I think a shock treatment .

Q. And how would you describe him physically?

A. About five foot nine , a hundred and fourty- five

pounds , light hair , light complexion.

I would probably know his name if I heard it again .

Q. How tall is he?

A. Five foot eight or nine .

Q. How old? Say in 1965 .

A. It's difficult to tell , 27 or 8, I guess .

Q.

A.

Q.

And what was he in there for?

I don't have no idea .

Was there narcotics being sold in the institution?
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A. Uh , you talking about controlled substances or

narcotics .

Q. Well , tell me everything that was sold in the

institution , from narcotics down to marijuana or , or pills

or anything else?

A. See , I don't know too much about things that doesn't

concern me . I do know that At least I never heard of--

any narcotics being in there , I'm talking about heroine and

cocaine . There's so many pills in the penitentiary that

EVANS : Uppers and downers?

--

A. Huh?

Q. Uppers and downers?

A. Yeah , all that , tranquilizers and , I know the drug

store there , it had a large drug store and all these pharma-

ceutical companies use to send their drugs into give the

prisoners , more or less experiment . I know if you come up

there with a headache or something they put you on one

of these pills and you may be asleep 10 minutes later ,

that's just the type , type of drugs they had in there , you

never knew what they were . But in a big prison like that

you could sell , sell those type of pills , but I , I never

did work in the drug room so I don't know what kind of

trans- , transactions was going on .

Q. You had no connections with any type of pills or

marijuana in the institution?

A. Uh , no , up until Up until 1965 , I think I got

mono, mononucleosis there or something . Up until 1965 I

42-077 O - 79-20
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had never been in the hospital maybe two or three times in all

the, in the six years I'd been there , the five years I'd been

there .

Q. Who dealt with drugs in the institution when you

were there?

A.

Q.

I couldn't tell you who dealt with drugs .

Who dealt with uppers and downers or marijuana when

you were in there?

A. Uh , I never heard of any marijuana being in there .

But who dealt with the uppers and downers , I don't know,

that would be just rumors .

Q. What were the rumors?

A. I couldn't say who the rumors was .

Q. You don't recall , or you don't want to say?

A. No , I wouldn't-
---

I wouldn't say , or I wouldn't-

I don't recall anyway because it would just be speculation

because if someone was dealing this unless i was involved in

it personally they wouldn't tell me anyway , so it would just

be scandal , you know, rumors .

But a big prison like that there's usually

EVANS : You know what a mule is?

--

A. No, I never heard of a mule at all .

Q. Did you ever do any carrying , or did you ever do

any hauling or holding of narcotics or uppers and downers

in jail ?

A.
I neve held anything . I worked in the cell block

one time about , before I escaped , I worked five or six blocks .
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A lot of time somebody will give you a, a dollar or something ,

say take this to another cell , where it might be a fence or

it might be dope . It's just who ever gets the dollar and

that would be it , so I

Q.

A.

Q.

--

Did you ever do it?

No, I never was interested--

All right . Do you know a guy by the name of Bradey

or Bradley in Jeff City?

A.

about .

Uh, I think that's Jim Bradley you are probably talking

Q. Yeah, do you know him?

A. Uh , no , I know he's from St. Louis and I know him

when I see him, but I don't know him personally .

Q. All right , do you know what he did in Jeff City?

A. Uh --

Q. All right , let me get
—— Inside there is always

a structure , there's a social structure inside , right?

Where did Bradley come out in that social structure?

A. I don't know what Bradley , Bradley , he's a

He was locked up , they kept him locked up , I think that's

the guy they kep locked up quite a bit . I believe he was

locked up when I escaped .

LANE : You mean solitary?

A. Yeah, he wasn't doing anything . You don't have to

do anything to be locked up
--

EVANS : Yeah , but where was he at in the structure , I

mean how did he rate?
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A. Well , I don't think he was an informer if that's

what you mean.

Q. No , I mean was he top con or was he running the

business , or did he have connections , or
--

A. I really don't know what , what his business was ,

I never did ask him , but I know who you mean . I know , of

everyone in the prison I probably know 15 or 20 on sight ,

and if you mentioned their name I would recall because they'd

been there a long time . And Bradley I recall him mostly be-

cause he escaped and he swam the river and they shot over his

head or something and forced him back to the walls , but that's

the most I , I recall him , and he lived close to my relatives

or something .

Q. All right , do you want to give us an idea of what the

structure is inside , or what the structure was inside of

Jeff City as you know it? Who was dealing , uh
--

A. The individual ?

Q. Yeah .

A. No, I don't know anyone about - on the , you talking

about narcotics or gambling?

Q. Yeah, narcotics . Who was , who handled the gambling?

A. Well--

Q. Who handled the favors , who could get you jobs ,

who could get you details?

A. I don't think convicts could have anything to do with

jobs . They might

if you wanted to --

I wouldn't be no money deal , in otherwards ,
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A. Well , if you wanted to get a job a convict boss might

go tell a foreman that , you know , get you a job , but there

wouldn't be no money involved in it , you know , he just knew

you . But on the narcotics , like I say , I'm , I'm 95 percent

convinced that there was never any heroine or cocaine in the

prison. But the pills , I guess , whoever got their hands

on them were , you know , they bought them from them. Uh , of

course , I guess someone might , you know , salt someone or

some click might jump on some other local or something .

Q. All right . Who were the leaders of the clicks?

I really don't know about that , I don't know

Now, you mentioned Bradley , he may have been but I don't have

no recollection . But , I don't think , he was just , in Jeff

City there was two groups , the St. Louis Group and the Kansas

City Group , and there was no big mafia boss amonst them,

they were just all friends and that was it .

A. --

Q. All right . Well , who was incharge of , who would,

who was recognized as the head of the St. Louis Group?

I really couldn't say who , I don't thinkA.

there was any certain individual there . Uh --

Q. Which group did you associate with?

A. Uh , both of them when it was my financial interest .

But I never did, I never was involved in any bigtime financial--

Q. Had your brother John been in Jeff City?

A. No, Jerry was .

Q. Jerry was in Jeff City?
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Had John been in Jeff City before

you got there?

A.

Q.

No, he hadn't , no .

Did you run into anybody in Jeff City that knew

your borther John?

A. Uh, no , John -- I don't know John too well myself .

Uh, John was

Q. John's your brother .

A. Yeah, he was in, he was in " Bernard " he never was

in Jeff City . Jerry was in Jeff City for two years in 1955

or something for robbery . But John was in 'Bernard " and that's

a, from what I understand , it's an entirely different prison

from Jeff City . Jeff City is more or less gangsters whereas

Bernard is a bunch of different types of prisoners .

And John was in Bernard--

LEHNER : What do you mean by the difference? What is

Bernard like?

A. Well , rustlers and things like that , that's southern

Illinois . People from Southern Illinois in there for stealing

chickens and rustling cows and things . I think , I think John

was in there for a long time for breaking out of jail and

stealing a car , something he did from 1953 until 1960. And

before that he was in some prison in Indianna . So, I don't

know , but I know nobody in Bernard- , in Jeff City would of

knew him unless when he got they knew him on the street

where he was , I think he wrote from St. Louis somewhere .
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EVANS : Were you protected inside?

A. Prison?

Q. Yeah .

A. Uh, no, I --

Q. I mean, when I say protected , I mean , you know when

you go inside you belong to one group or another . If there

are clicks inthere you usually have to decide with one or

the other? Were you ever confronted with that kind of a

situation?

A. No, they don't --
They usually don't , I don't ,

I never been threatened anywhere . I knew people , usually it

concerned whether you were an informant or not , the main thing .

EVANS : Right .

A. But I knew --
Well , first , first , after I was there

about 18 months I attempted to escaped and they assumed if

you are trying to get out you are not
--

Q. You'll all right .

A. -trying to get out some other way . So I never , I

never had any , much trouble with the convicts because I never

was involved in any narcotics or the muggingsor homosexual

bits , so , that's usually most of the problems coming to that .

Q. All right . In that structure where would you place

yourself? In a click , a leader of a click , a sub- leader or--

A. No , no, I just there's a lot of people in there
--

that really are not in clicks , I never was , I knew people but

I never was --
Well , you're talking about a click , talking

about a gang that will catch some guy and work him over or

something --
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Q. Work him over, bang him , a number of things?

A. No. No I never was involved in any of that because

usually that
---

Q. All right . Who did you hang out with in the yard ,

when you went in the yard , who did you , which side of the

yard did you sit on , which area did you usually gravitate?

A. Uh, I don't know . I was associated with two , or

maybe seven or eight people in there I knew , but I , I don't

like to give their names because
--

Q. Yeah , all right . Which click did they belong to ,

which group did they belong to?

A. Uh, most of them were from St. Louis .

Q. All right--

LEHNER : Did you know a guard there by the name of Smitty?

A. I might know him if I seen his picture , because I

probably knew all the , the guards there were more , they're not ,

they're more standoff. You know, you don't have as much

association with guards there as you would here , this is a

small place , but I can't remember Smith , no .

Q. What about Dude?

A. Dude? NO .

Q. Did you get money sent into the institution for

you , while you were in Jeff City?

A. Very little .

Q. Who sent it in for you?

A. Probably Jerry , maybe John once or twice , that

would of been it .
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Q. What amounts would that of been?

Oh, very , very small .A.

Q. Like what?

A. During the seven year period?

Q. Yes .

A. It couldn't of been over a hundred , hundred dollars

over the seven years . Because I never asked for any money ,

if I'd of asked for it it would of been different .

Q. How much money did you send out including these

checks to the Pepper Stationery Company?

A. At most it must of been 200 .

Q. Who visited you before you escaped?

A. Uh , it was John , uh , well it was one of my brothers

that visited a couple of days before I escaped .

Q. Which one .

A.

was .

John or Jerry , I'm too positive now which one it

It was , I believe it was John , I'm not certain .

Q. What happened during that meeting?

A. Uh, nothing .

Q. Did you tell him that you were going to come out?

A. No , I didn't tell him anything . That would of been

illegal .

Q. Why not?

-- I can't remember allA. Uh , I don't know. I don't

what I told him , but I mean they all knew, both Jerry and John

knew that I was thinking about escaping . So, it wouldn't of

been no revelation if I , if I would of mentioned something
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about escaping . But there was no prearranged deal where

he would be outside waiting in front of the prison and I'd

jump out and jump in the car .

Q. Well you told us that he was not boy scout , he's

been to a couple of prisons , didn't you want him to know that

you'd be around so that he'd , you could get a little help

on the outside , you'd been in for seven years , you needed

some help?

A. Uh, well , the first thing I couldn't get involved

with John because in St. Louis and the police all know me there.

I had other people to go to anyway .

Q. Who'd you have to go to?

A. Well , uh , people I knew. Well , there was a, well

Jerry and I , he's a long ways from St. Louis , he's in

Chicago , I could go to him. I could of went to , in fact ,

I did go to one guy named Jack Goins and --

Q. How do you spell that?

A. He called him, this individual called himself a

Catman or something , I don't know how you spell his last

name , it's --

HAUSMAN : How, you pronounced it?

A. I knew him as a Catman .

LEHNER:

HAUSMAN :

Well , what was the last name?

What was the last name?

I think it was , I'm not positive , I think it isA.

GOINS .

Q. GOY--
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GOINS .

GOINES?

A. I.

Q. NIS?

A. GO--

LANE : GOINS .

A. Goins , GOINS .

LEHNER : NS , oh, Goins .

And where is he from?
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A. Uh, he knew my brother Jerry. He's a -- I knew

him a short , I knew him for a while in 1959 , when he was

living up on LaFayette Street , I think in St. Louis .

a burglar or something , I'm not positive .

He's

HAUSMAN : Was he a fence also?

A. No, he was just a small time burglar , he's not

a fence .

LEHNER : You were planning to ask him to help you?

A. Uh , when I escaped I did go to his place and he

wasn't there or something , he was sick or something .

Q. Did you know --
Did he know that you were coming

out?

A. Uh , no , I don't think I would of told him. I had

his phone number and I knew where he lived at . But he didn't

have no phone number but he had a place where you could get

phone numbers .

Q. Did you see him when you were out?

A. Yes , once .
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Q. When was that?

A. I had all this wrote down here . That was in , uh,

that would of been sometime in , in July.

Q. Oh , al- , we'll get to it then chronologically .

A. Yes .

Q. Why don't you pick up from , from
--

Do you have a

question?

City?

EVANS : Yeah .

How many times did John visit you when you were in Jeff

A. John Ray?

Q. Your brother .

A. Oh , very seldom. He came down there about I usually

get most of my visits from Jerry . I, I don't think John was

down there over twice probably the whole time. But I think

him and Jerry use the same pass or something , and , I think

Q. So he was there once before you escaped and he was

there once previously?

LANE : You just before this

EVANS : Yeah, just before you escaped?

A. I'm not --

LANE : He wasn't sure whether John or Jerry .

A. I'm not --
I'm not a 100 percent sure about this

because when they come in there they look something alike

and I'm just , I'm , I think if I had to say I'd say it was

John , but I'm , I wouldn't say a 100 percent it was .

EVANS : You -- I mean, you know the difference between
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your brothers , you just

or Jerry?

can recall whether it was John

A. I don't recall a 100 percent . But I say if I

had to take an oath one way or the other I'd say it was John

who came down the last time .

LEHNER : Well , would it help you remember if we , if we

reminded you that it was Jerry that saw you before the escape

here from Brushy Mountain?

A. Well , John's in jail I know he couldn't be

Q.

--

I'm saying that if , you know, you escaped from

Jefferson City , you escaped from Brushy Mountain . Now it

was Jerrry that say you just before you escaped from here ,

isn't that right?

A. No, it wasn't just before , it was a

Q. It was a week before wasn't it?

A. I don't know , a couple of weeks .

EVANS : It was a Friday .

A. Uh, Jerry was in Chicago when I escaped and I think

when I escaped from Missouri or Jerry

LEHNER:

--

No, what I'm What I'm getting at is , you
--

might of thought of the coincidence that Jerry was , had seen

you just before you escaped from Jefferson City , and shortly

before you escaped from here as opposed to John the first time

and Jerry the second time , and I'm thinking about it in that

context , do you recall who it was that saw you just before you

escaped from Jeff City?

A. I would say it was John , but I wouldn't say , I wouldn't
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say it 100 percent because it's been 10 years , I'd never give

that too much thought .

LEHNER : Okay , we'll take it chronologically , we won't

get into Goins now, why don't you tell us what happened after

you got out of the bread truck?

A. Uh , I'll just make a note there , I mean , I can

remember that very , fairly easy . But, the only thing I get

mixed up in is when it's repetition , but

But I'll go ahead and read the notes .

--
So , I'll --

-

When I crossed the highway , right across , directly

across the highway from this road , I don't know if it's directly ,

but it's almost directly , there's a dirt road . I turned right

on it going towards the river , that's the bridge I just crossed .

And after I went down there a certain piece , I don't know just

how far there was some , I came across several junked automobiles ,

but I stayed in them until dark , I got in the back. When it

got dark I got out , went underneath the bridge and made my way

to a railroad track . I don't know how far this is , it may be

a half mile . And , then I walked down there , I know I didn't

walk on the railroad track far but I came to one of these secions

where it separates the railroad tracks , one from the other ,

and I crossed it . Now, it wasn't very far and then I got on,

started walking then on the regular tracks . I walked about

three days , I was walking in , I was walking at nights and

sleeping days . Now, I think I should back up just a second .

When I got out , when I escaped I took , I think I had , I had

a radio , small transitor , I had between , say , 250 and $ 300 ,

I had a social security number and under the name of John Raynes ,
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and I'm pretty sure I had a phone number on this Jack Goins

where I could contact him. Although I may have got that

phone number later from Jerry but I don't think so .

Where did you get the radio?

In the prison commissary .

LANE :

A.

Q. Did it have any identification on it?

A. It had a -- It was a plastic radio and they put your

name on it when you purchase it . But I'd sanded my name off

with sandpaper .

Q. Was there any number on it?

A. Well , my prison number was on it , yes , but it's

sanded off .

EVANS : When did you sand off your name?

A. Uh , probably the day before I escaped?

Q. Why?

A. Well if I --
I was thinking about taking it with

me I know that , so I probably kept , if you were arrested on

the outside or something , there just would be no point in

having your number on there .

Q. Well why did you want to take your radio?

To listen to news broadcast , you know , -
--A.

Q. On the -- On the escape?

A. Yeah, up in the mountains or wherever I was at , yes .

To see if --

Q. Yeah , that was a portable , right?

A. Yeah , it was small and it was about the size of

your Sony mic there .
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Q. And then you sort of you attempted to erase the

prison numbers?

A.

Q.

I did erase it , yes , with sandpaper .

In otherwards you erased it so that you couldn't see

it?

A.

Q.

A.

The number?

Yeah .

No , no one could see it . It was , it was sanded off ,

the number was . It was just put on by small engraving machine

and then you could sand it off fairly easy, but if you got

caught sanding it off in the prison why you could lost the

radio plus you went to the hole .

Q. Right .

A.

LANE :

radio?

Approximately the third day out
--

You have the radio , you have possession of the

A. My brother has it .

Q. Your brother has it?

LEHNER: How did your brother get it?

A.

-

The Memphis Police give him certain things back

and kept certain things , and I told him to keep everything

they gave him back . For instance , they give , they give my

watch that I'd been rolled in California for my old watch

and I bought a new watch and anyway I had the new watch on

when I was arrested and they give it to my brother and I

told him to keep all that stuff , because it may be needed

for evidence later on.
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LANE : Does your brother have it now?

A. He says he has , yes .

LEHNER: The radio?

A. Yes .

Q. And the watch

LANE : Is this

LEHNER : And the watch that you say was taken from you

in Los Angeles , in 1967?

one,

A. Well, the one was taken from me and I got a new

and the new one the Memphis Police give it to my brother

Jerry Ray and then he give it to my father , so my father has

the new watch.

Q. That's the new one , where did you buy the new one?

A. On a , a watch store on Hollywood Boulevard .
That's

the day after I got mugged .

--

——

Q. What other things did the Memphis police

LANE : Look on the question of the Radio , if I can , I'm

I'm going to try for arrange for Jerry Ray to surrender the

radio to you so that it can be tested at least . If that is the

radio which was found in the suitcase , which I presume it was ,

which was in the possession of the FBI on April 4th , 1968 ,

I think it would be relevant to find out whether or not even

though James says he sanded off the name and number whether

it could be determined by any kind of a test .

LEHNER : We thank 11
We thank you , if you would be

able to get that to us Mr. Lane .

LANE : Okay , I'll see if I can get that .

42-077 - 79 - 21
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LEHNER: What --
What else did the Memphis Police

Department give your brother?

A. Uh, I didn't find out until quite a bit later ,

he said they gave him the spare tire . And , it was probably

flat . They took the floorboards and the , the things off of

the floor coverning , out of the Mustang , they give me floor

coverings out of the Mustang .

Q.

are mats ?

You mean in the front portion of the floor there

Yes , floor mats , yes .A.

Q. Okay .

A. And they give him some food items .

I think they give him a tire tool or something .

Q. A what?

A. A tire tool?

Q. What food items would that be?

A. I don't know what that would be.

But , I think there is a list somewhere , I think maybe

I have a list . But it's kind of odd items , especially the

floor mats .

Q.

A.

Do you have that list with you?

Uh, I got so much junk over there it's difficult

for me to remember everything I've got , I could look in it ,

and I think I also wrote --
I think Jerry signed for the

things he gave me. I know , I know there's a list somewhere

around what he gave him .

Q. Has he maintained all these things as well as the
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A. Well , I didn't -- I didn't know he had that stuff

untill later and he got rid of some of it before I could tell

him to keep it .

Q. What did he get rid of?

A. Well I think he got rid of the tire and floor mats ,

and , but you know when I found out what he had I told him to

keep the radio , whatever he had left and the watch . I don't

know if he has anything else now, I imagine the food would of

already been perished . So --

Did he sell the floor mats and the radio?Q.

I'm --
I'm sorry the floor mats and the , and the

tire?

A. I think he said something about he threw them away

He may of give someone the tire or something ,or something .

but --

Q. Who did he give the tire to?

A. I don't know , I questioned him about it , when I

found out about it , but I didn't pay too much attention to

him , but I just told him to keep whatever he had left and

Q. What year did he give the tire away?

A. I assume it was right after he got it .

Q. Why did he give it to someone?

A. I suppose he would of , he wouldn't of had no use

for it .

Q. Did he give it to someone without a car that he could

use that tire?
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A. I don't know , I didn't , I didn't even follow him

very close on that .

Q. Was that tire a flat tire?

A. Yes .

Q. What was wrong with it?

A. I had a flat , I had a slow
-- I had had a flat tire

two or three days before that .

4th?

Q. Where was it flat , what portion of it was cut?

Excuse me. Two or three days before April theLANE :

A. Yeah, two or three days before April 4th .

LEHNER :

A.

What was the damage to that tire?

Well , it was just a slow leak is all the damage was.

Where was the leak?Q.

A. I don't know where it was at .

Q. And the person he gave it to that person patched it

up or it wasn't when he gave it to him?

A. No , it wasn't patched up because I tried to get it

patched up in a filling station a couple , in a service

station a couple times . It wasn't patched up , and I imagine ,

but it was plum flat by , but it had a slow leak in it is what

happened , just driving and it'd gradually go down , so
--

Q. Well , when Jerry gave it away did it still have the

slow leak in it or was it patched up?

A. Well , if it was patched up I didn't do and I'm

certain Jerry didn't do it.

Q. Well , when did he tell you that he gave it away?
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A. Well we just had the conversation and , and I don't

know how come it come up and he started telling me --

We might of been talking about the Mustang , he started telling

me what they gave him or something and I asked him what they

gave him back and he started talking about all these crazy

items that they gave him back ; floor mats , spare tire , tire

tools , and food . And I told him to , whatever he had to just

keep what he had and , it might , you know , it might be evidence

or whatever you call it .

Q. What year about was this that you had the conversation

with Jerry?

A. That's been quite a while ago .

Q.

A.

Approximately?

But I've told him two or three times since that time

to keep the radio so I know he's got it .

Q. But you know -- But you know at the time that

you had spoke to him that he had already given away the tire?

A. Yes , I know he had given
--

Q. About what year was that you started talking--

That must of been a year or so after , after he ,A.

after he had got it .

Q. Was it a friend of his that he gave it away to?

LANE : He says he doesn't know .

A. I don't know , I could him, but I can't , I can't -

It might of been his brother- in- law or someone .

Q. His brother- in- law had a Mustang?
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A. No, I mean the tire might of fit
--

LANE :

a Mustang .

A.

Certainly a Mustang could use a tire which fits

Yes .

LEHNER :

it was?

Well , I'm asking do you know what kind of car

A. Yeah , I don't know , I , I don't even know who he

give it to . The only thing I know is he said he gave some

stuff away and he threw some stuff away. What he threw

away and what he gave away I don't know .

Q.

A.

Well , do you think we can retrieve that tire?

You probably , you might get the rim. It depends

on who he gave it to , it's been

LANE :

I'm sure--

--

Well , why don't you , why don't you ask Jerry ,

A. Well , I can --
I can get the watch back and the

radio , but I don't know if I can get anything else back or

not .

LANE : Well , I'll ask Jerry to see if he can locate every-

thing that he got . Of course , he'll testify if you want

to .

LEHNER: Did Jerry tell you why the Memphis Police

gave him these items?

A. No , he , I think he --
To the best of my recollection

he was in there to see me , I guess , and they asked him if

he wanted some of my personal property and he went , he went ahead

and took, he , he took it .
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Q. Was this after you had gone to Nashville , you were

already in , in Nashville Prison?

A. I think it was the same , same day . And then the

next day , it might of been the next day .

us?

Q. Okay , why don't you continue with what you were telling

--

A. Well on the third day I came across a trailer , it

was probably a fishing cabin by , I think it was by the river,

I'm not positive , and , I I entered it . By that time I'd done

ate up all the food , the candy bars and what few slices of bread .

I entered I entered the fishing cabin and I may of got an

item of clothing out of there , I think I didn't , but I don't

know what , I don't recall what it was now. I also got some

eggs out of there , about a dozen eggs , and a , and a half a

fifth of wine . And then I drank , I mean , I recall drinking

wine and going to sleep and waking up to the rain .

Two , a couple days later , it would of probably been

about the fifth day or fourth day , I , it was raining again and

I got under neath of a , I was on a track , by that time , the

4th or 5th day I was walking days and nights because I was out

of the line of fire so to speak . And I got a, a , I got under

a tussel I guess you would call it and built a fire and two

indiividuals came along with a handcar and checked on a fire ,

I told them it was raining or something and I was drying off ,

and they went ahead and said it was all right .

Probably about the 5th day , the fourth or fifth day ,

I'm a , my shoes wore out and everything , and I made and

illegal entry into a small store or something .
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Q. Where was this , in what town?

A. I couldn't say .

I'd done discussed this with Mr. Lane here , the counsel ,

and he says just go into it .

What do you want me to do , go into the--

LANE : Well you mentioned the town .

A. It's a --
It's a small town probably the population

wouldn't of been over 150. It was on the righthand side of the

road going towards Kansas , towards San- , Kansas City , on the

righthand side of the railroad tracks .

LEHNER: Well , how far from some point that we could

get a
--

A. From Kansas City? I can only speculate . I would

say it was about 35 miles from the prison going toward Kansas

City on the righthand side .

I think I got some food out of there

Q. What was this , a store?

A. Yeah , I went through the back end of it , it was

a small store , yes .

LANE : General Store?

A. Yes . I got some --
I think I got some food out of

there and a pair of shoes and maybe a couple other items

of clothing and that was it .

HAUSMAN : How much money had you taken out with you?

A. Did I take out of the prison?

Q. Yeah , before you left .

A. Somewhere between 250 and 300 I'd guess . I'd say
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about 275. And , well anyway after I got out of the store I

remember it was just about daylight .

EVANS : How much did you , how, how ere you able to

accumulate that much money?

A. Over seven years?

Q. What was the --
What was the carrying money inside ,

I mean , what could you carry? How much could you carry?

A. You couldn't carry any inside , so

Q. All right .

A. Uh, you had books inside , but there's a lot of

green money in there , you
--

Q. Yeah, I know , all right .

And what demominations were the bills?

A. Uh, they were , I think I had a couple of small

ones and the rest of them were big ones because I had them

all in my shoes .

Q. Yeah, big ones meaning? Hundreds , fifties ?

A. Yeah , I think there were 50's . I remember I had

a couple of small ones , a dollar or something in case I

needed it . And the

change .

Q. Go ahead .

-- Then I think I had 20 or 30 cents in

A. Uh , well after I , after I made the entry into the ,

into the stores , I know it was about daylight when I came out

and I believe it was either the next day or the day after

that that I came to a city , where I could see a city , that

was the first , the second city , the first city was where I
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made the entry , the second one was , I could see it but I didn't

want to go in there until dark. When it became dark I entered

and I went to , I went to , uh-uh , a pool hall or something

and got some , I think I got some coke or a can of beer and

some sandwiches and went back down to the railroad tracks

and ate those and sometime later I caught a train out of there ,

just the opposite of the direction of where I was coming .

EVANS : You caught a train , you mean a freight?

A. I don't know if it was freight , it , it seemed kind

of odd , I don't , I'm sure whether it was a freight or a--

Q.

A.

Was it a work train or was it a passenger train?

No , it wasn't a passenger , but I don't think it was

a freight either , because it wasn't quite long enough , and I

think it had a passenger --
It was dark when I got on it , but

it might of been some kind of a special or something .

Q. Where did you secrete , I mean , where did you ride

on the train?

A.

Q.

There was a coal car and , sort of a coal car and

Is that the coal car that we normally see in the

back of the engine or , which coal car?

A. No , it was just a regular car , it wasn't nothing

in it at all .

Q. Uh huh . How far removed was this from the engine?

A. Not too far , because if I remember correctly it

wasn't , it didn't appear like a regular train or something ,

it appeared like some kind of a special , or maybe a half ,

you know you see some of these trains they have a passenger
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on it and then they'll have a coal car or something on it .

Q. Well how did you catch this?

A. Well , when it slowed down , when it started out

why I just , it was dark there at the tracks and I just

jumped on it when it started running .

Q. Is this a chance thing or was this , had this been

part of your plan?

--A. No, no , it was just a chance thing . I was just

I'd been there all day and I thought that would been a good

place to catch a train or something .

Q. Why did you think that was a good place?

A. Well , it seemed a little bit bigger than the

average yard for a small town and I assumed it would be

trains coming through . Because I had an opportunity once

before to catch a train but I didn't think I was far enough away

from the prison , I thought maybe they'd be shaking them down .

But , anyway , I got the train and I think I arrived in St.

Louis about , it was dark , and I'm not positive just what time

it was .

HAUSMAN : Excuse me .

Did you have any idea when you got on the trian where it

was going?

A. Well , it had to be going to St. Louise because the

tracks just run two directions , east and west .

Q. No spurs where it could turned off and headed towards

another city or another town?

A. Well , it could of but I don't think it would of.
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I know I crossed these spurs once , but I think there were just

short spurs that , in other words , they didn't go to another town ,

they'd just go to another track going the same direction .

Q. Well , did you know you had to get back to St. Louis

to meet someone?

A. No, I was just trying to get away from the prison ,

that's the only thing I was trying to do . Uh-uh, I could

of just as well went the other direction , it was no , there

was no significance in going any direction , it was just putting

as many distances between me and the prison as possible .
But

it would of been advantage in going to Kansas City because

I'm not from Kansas City and they probably wouldn't of been

looking in that area as much as they would in the other direction .

Q. So why did you go towards St. Louis? You said before--

A. Well , if
--

Q. -that the St. Louis Police knew you .

A. Yeah , well if the train would of been going to

Kansas City I'd of got on it in Kansas City . But, you have

to take a certain amount of chances , so, I could of been there

for a week waiting for a train to go to Kansas City , so ,

there's no , there's no signifigance to it . The main thing

I wanted to do is --
Usually after three or four days

they quite looking for you and then you , I could probably

walk through Jeff City three or four days later if I'd went

through there quick it'd been all right .

EVANS : So you rolled into St. Louis on a train?

A. That's correct .
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Uh, this is when I'm, first went to the guy they call ,

the individual who called himself the Catman , Jack Goins ,

I believe his name was . He wasn't there and

LEHNER :

A.

--

Where did you go to look for Goins?

He had a room up there on , not too far from my

sister's house , I'm familiar with the neightborhood pretty

good but I don't know, I think, I'm not for certain the

name of it, it's , I think it's 11th Street , the name ,

the number of the street .

Q. 11th and where?

A. Just 11th.

Q. And what's the intersection?

A. It's a funny street , there's a main street going

up and down there , I think it's a , I don't know the main

street , but if I've got a map I can point it out real easy.

there's a main street and then when you come off of the main

street there's a little side street that comes around in a

half U-turn , and then you go down about , about after you

get around this U you go down about a block and Goins had

a room in one block and my sister had a room in the other

block.

EVANS : Where did your sister live?

A. She lived in the other block.

Q. What block was that?

A. I don't know what block it was . I think the

address was 11 something , so Goins must of been 12 something .

Q. Well , what street? Eleven something , what street?
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A. Just 11th Street is all I know.

Q. Eleven something , 11th Street .

A. Let me show you or draw you a diagram here .

Q. All right .

(Mr. Ray draws a diagram of the area ) .

A. Here's the main , here's the main street , it runs

on an angle . I know this street as well as I'm sitting

here but I can't think of it . Now there's a street that

comes off --

LEHNER : Let me just put that , the main street that

you are referring to so that we have a record of it .

A. I think it's a French name to it .

There's a street comes off here , it goes around like

this . Here's a street , my sister lives here , and Goins ,

he lived down here somewhere , he lived on this block.

LEHNER: Now, do you know any of these other streets ,

the one that comes off the main street or the one near

your sister or near Goins?

A. Well , I , I know, now Park Avenue sits down here

about five or six blocks , I know that because I got arrested

for robbing a supermarket down there .

LEHNER: Put an arrow in the direction of where you are

pointing and put Park Avenue there , so
--

A. All right .

Q. Where's 11th Street within this framework?

A. This might be 11th here .

EVANS : Okay , that's 11th Street .
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HAUSMAN : She lives on 11th Street , just off 11th?

A. That would be on 11th . But St. Louis has got funny

Now, here you come off thisstreets they , they circle around .

street and you get on this one, now my sister's house

is here and Goins ' is here , and you mentioned Jim Bradley ,

his mother has got a tavern down here a little farther .

LEHNER: Why don't you put an arrow towards that

and put his , "Riley's" Tavern?

A. Well , I don't like to write the name Bradley ,

I'll just put a tavern down here and

Q. Who is , who's the owner of that tavern?

A. I think that's Bradley's mother.

Q.

A.

Bradley?

Yeah, Bradley's mother , yes . But I don't know

her and I've never been in the tavern .

EVANS : In otherwards, Goins lived on the same side of the stree

that your sister lived on only he lived in the next block down?

A. I'm pretty sure he did , yes . I was up there once

at night time .

Q.

A.

Okay . And that's a rooming house?

Yeah, he's a
--

I think he had a room on the back ,

I think he had a room in the back somewhere on the first

floor . It must be a rooming house because that's the only

type place he ever stayed in .

Anyway , I went up there when I escaped , that night , I

don't think he was there , he may have been in the hospital ,

because he was in and out of the hospital all the time .
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Q. Was this , we are talking about the next day, we are

talking about two days from the time you escaped or the

third day or

A.

Q.

St. Louis?

A.

--

No, that would of been about the 6th day .

This would of been the sixth day that you got to

Because that would of been that morning because

it was the same day I was in Chicago , the same day I got to

St. Louis .

Q. Okay.

A. So , I , I got out of this , St. Louis , as quick as

possible . I got a cab and took me to E. St. Louis .

Q. All right .

A. Yes .

You went to Goins , right?

Q. All right , what happened after you got to Goins?

Uh , I guess , he wasn't there , he was probably sick .A.

Q. All right .

A. Uh-- I took a cab to E. St. Louis , and from E. St.

Louis I got me another cab , I know
--

Q. And where did you catch the cab at?

A. In E. St. Louis ?

Q. No, where did you cab at after , after you left Goins?

A. I caught one going down this street here but I

don't know

Q. You went back to main street?

A. Yeah, it's not main street , but that's the name of

the street .
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LEHNER : It's not the name of the street , but that is

the main street in the area?

A. Yes.

Q. And it has a French name , you think?

Uh,--

A. It's right across , it's right close to the bridge .

EVANS : And you caught a cab from there? What cab , what

kinda --

I walked down

I walked down this

A. I don't know , it's pretty close to

the street when I , when I didn't get him .

--

street here .

Q.

A.

Right .

And somewhere down there between there and the

bridge I got a cab .

Q. What kind of cab?

I don't know.A.

LEHNER: Wher would the bridge be in this diagram , which

direction would the bridge be?

A. The bridge would be here.

Q. You know what type of cab it was?

A. No , I don't know what kind . He , I remember he said

something about he was going off duty or something , I don't

know even --

EVANS : What color was it?

A. I couldn't say , it's a

Q. Was it a regular cab or was it a " For Hire " cab ,

42-077 O - 79 · 22
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in otherwards , did it have a meter , no meter , --

A. I don't recall what

Q. -or what , why did you recognize it as a cab?

A. I think he had a sign on it or something .

they all look the same .

Cabs ,

Q. Okay, what was the fare do you recall?

A. I think he got , I think it was , it wasn't too much .

I think it was , it was somewhere around $ 2 , a $ 1.75 or $2.25.

Q.

A.

Black driver or white driver?

I think he was white . I know he was old-- , kind of

--

a old fellow, he said something about he was , he was off duty

or something , it was getting , it was it was just after ,

it was a little while after daylight , it wasn't too. Then

when I got , I got to E. St. Louis and I got

I went to Edwardsville , Illinois and

Q. Why did you change cabs?

East St. Louis?

--

another cab ,

Where did he take you in

A. Uh, he dropped me off , I think it was , I'm too

familiar with these names , I think it was around the Courthouse

or around the Post Office over there in that general area .

It's not really up town but it's around the , the business

section .

Q. Yeah .

LEHNER : You took a cab all the way to Edwardsville?

A. Yes .

Q. How far is that?

A. It's quite a ways . It's about , I'd say it's 10
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miles anyway, it might be more .

A. I'm pos -- I'm almost positive.

LEHNER : Are you sre it was a cab that you took Edwardsville?

Because I didn't want

to catch, I may have called about , you know , in St. Louis I

may have called aobut the bus , making the schedule , and I

didn't want to catch it in E. St. Louis because I'd have the

police to deal with.

EVANS : All right , but you left Goins , you caught a cab ,

you went to E. St. Louis , all right .

A. Yes .

Q. What was the reason for going to E. St. Louis?

A. Well I wanted to catch a bus to Chicago from

Q. From E. St. Louis?

A. No, from Edwardsville .

Q.

A.

Well , what was the reason for going to E. St. Louis?

Well , you got to go to E. St. Louis before you get

to Edwardsville .

Q.

A.

Okay, and why didn't you just keep the same cab?

I don't know, he said something about when I got

in that he was going off duty or something , but even if he

wasn't going off I would of still got a cab in E. St. Louis

because , you know, they could trace you or something from

St. Louis to , you know , Edwardsville or something like that .

Q. All right . Did you see anybody in E. St. Louis

at all?

A. No , it was early morning .

Q. Did you make any phone calls from E. St. Louis to
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anyone?

A. No , I made one phone call , I think , from St. Louis

to, I think I called E. St. Louis , I called the , I may have

called the St. Louis Greyhound Bus Station trying to make

arrangements to catch the bus . And , I think I asked them

the Edwardsville , what time the bus left from Edwardsville ,

And they said , well , anyway it was early in the morning .

Q. Why Edwardsville--

LEHNER : This is a bus from Edwardsville that you are

talking about ?

A. Yes , from St.- to Chicago .

EVANS : Why not from St. Louis?

A. Well , I thought the police would be watching me ,

watch those things , and I'm known, I'm known , I'm know in

St. Louis because I was arrested there .

Q. All right , what about , why not from E. St. Louis?

A. Well that was too close too , I didn't-

Q. Okay, so you made no calls in St. Louis other

than to the Greyhound Bus Station?

A. Yeah, I called , I know I called the station but

I don't know whether it was E. St. Louis or whether it was

St. Louis . I know I called and asked about the schedule

and that would be , would probably be it .

Q.

A.

Uh, huh . Did you call your sister?

No.

Did you call John?Q.

A. No. The fact is I don't think either one of them had
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a phone number , neither did Goins as far as that goes .

HAUSMAN : Are you sure you took a cab to Edwardsville?

Yes , I know I did .A.

Q. Do you recall telling Huie that a friend drove you

there?

A. Yes .

Q. Is that true?

A. If I told Huie that I had William Goins bit and all

that stuff , yeah , I know I told Huie that , that a friend took

me over there and I was thinking of Goins but if I would

of told him who Goins was well then Goins would of been

Q. What was Goins--

LEHNER : What does -- What does Goins have to do with the

fact that you took , that you told him you took- that a friend

took you to Edwardsville as opposed to a cab?

A. Well , I made this , I told Huie that he , injuction

with the whole testimony I gave Huie , I did later see Goins

and I just thought it would be best not to mention Goins at

all , when I did see him.

Q. Well how does Goins fit into it , how do you protect

Goins by telling Huie that you took a , that a friend too you

rather than a cab took you to Edwardsville?

A. Well , I took, I used this in the whole context

of the story , not just that one incident .

LANE : Why don't we --

A. I was going to have to tell Huie

(Interruption for a second to switch tapes ) .
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A. I was going to have to tell Huie latter on anyway

that I had seen a friend , Goins or whoever it was in E. St.

Louis , so , I just put it all in that , there is no logical

reason for that , I could of just as well said , well , I got

a cab and went to Edwardsville , instead of saying a friend

too me , but
--

HAUSMAN : Well , he could of checked that out though .

A. Who's that , Huie ?

Q. Huie could of checked out whether a cab had taken

a fare from E. St. Louis to Edwardsville .

A. I wasn't interested in Huie checking anything out .

That was just money , you know , to raise money for trial with .

LEHNER : Did you tell Huie who the friend was?

A. No , I never did tell him who it was.

Q. So, what was the purpose in putting a friend into

it as opposed to just saying a cab? Which is much , which is

much less , gives much less chance of anybody being implicated

with you?

A. Well , see , there wouldn't been no point in , I mean

I could of put the cab . I don't have no logical reason for

it . It's the same reason I told him I got some clothing off

a friend . And if I hadn't of told him I got some clothing

off a friend I would of had to told him I burglarized this

store down here .

Q. That I could see

A. Yes .

Q. -you want , you want to hide another crime . But why
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do you want to inculpate a friend if all it was was a cab? I

could see if you , if you actually had a friend who took you

there , to lie and say , I took a cab.-

A.

Q.

Yes .

Because you don't want to implicate the friend, but

if it really is a cab why implicate the friend and tell him

that a friend took you?

A. There really is no logical reason for it , I just

wrote it down for Huie , and I was thinking about the friend

in the next sequence too , because soon or later I'm going

to have to get to that part so I just , you know , just put

it all in there .

Q. Do you recall telling us earlier that it was , that

it was a friend that took you to Edwardsville?

A. Uh-uh, I don't know if I did or not . I don't think

I did; did I?

HAUSMAN : I believe you did . And I believe you told us

you can tell us who the person was also .

Well , I was thatA.

Q. How can you --

-- But I --

How can you promise to tell us who

the person was if you are now telling us there was no person

at all ever?

A. Well , there is a person , but it was , it's the

individual that I just mentioned .

LEHNER: Who was it?

A. Huh?

Q. Who was it?
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A. You mean the Goins? There was a friend that I was

associated with .

Q. Did Goins take you to Edwardsville?

A. No, he didn't take me to Edwards , no .

Did John take you to Edwardsville?HAUSMAN :

A. No, he didn't me .

LEHNER : Who did?

A. A cab driver.

Q. Well , why did you promise to tell us who it was ,

if--

A. I promised
--

Q. -if all it was was a cab driver?

A. See , you'll telling me what I testified , now, I'm

not certain that I did testify to that . But I am testifying

that Goins , I did meet him later on , I think it was July of

the same year , and we made some arrangements to --

HAUSMAN : Was this cab driver a friend of your's,

an associate of yours?

A. No.

Q. Did you , had you ever seen the cab driver before ,

the one who took you from E. St. Louis to Edwardsville?

A. I was just walking down the street , I was just

walking down the street and I seen a cab driver come along

and I waved him down .

Q. No, the one, now the one in E. St. Louis , the one

that drove you to Edwardsville was he a former associate of

yours?
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I told Huie that the guy lived in E. St. Louis , I assume

the FBI was on my brothers , they was on Goins and everybody.

So, I'm not going to tell Huie that the friend was in E. St.

Louis , in St. Louis when in fact , you know , I'm not going

to tell Huie the guy lived in St. Louis when he

HAUSMAN : Well , we're now talking about what you told

us , you told us that a friend drove you from E. St. Louis to

Edwardsville , and that wasn't true either now?

A. Well , I don't know . I wouldn't call him a friend ,

it was just a cab driver , I don't

EVANS : Jerry --

--

I mean , James , listen , the American

people are interested in your case , the Congress is interested

in you case , your attorney , Deputy Chief Counsel , Assistant

Chief Counsel , myself , Staff Counsel , we are all interested

in what happened , all right .

HAUSMAN : The truth of what happened .

EVANS : The truth of what happened , okay . We are here

to conduct an objective and thorough investigation , right , now

I would think that you have an obligation to put it on the

line , to tell us the truth as it happened , right?

A. Well , I'm going to have trouble getting these

I

various names because this has nothing to do with the King

case , and the only thing that cases me , if I don't get a

trial the only thing it causes me is a lot of trouble .

men, I don't have no objections of telling you anything what

I was doing on April the 4th or somewhere around that , in that
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date , so , if we get going into all these various names of

people that I may of knew in the penitentiary--

HAUSMAN : Tell us the truth of whether it was a cab

driver or an associate .

-- You've said that

EVANS : The American people are going through a great

expense to hear your story, to hear your truth , the things

that you have been saying ; right? You

you've been framed , all right , now I think it's an obligation

upon you to make your case known to the people ; right?

Give us an opportunity to investigate it ; right?

HAUSMAN : There are various elements to the story that

you have been telling over the years that can be checked out

in someways , we are seeking the truth, whether it involves

you or it doesn't involve you , if you want any help from the

Committee in terms of getting the truth out and possibly

helping your own story , we have to know what the truth is of

every aspect of it including names , Mr. Lehner told you before

to extent possibly that it would never be brought out , but

on little parts of your story like this you can't keep switching

and making up stories each time we come down here .

A. Well , I think the best thing I can do is , is give

you certain things that I did a certain , a certain time .

In otherwards , I can tell you I was on , in other words , between

Jeff City and the City . I can show you where maybe I made

an illegal entry into a store . You know, in otherwards if I

can't prove that I was between Jeff City and this town within

six days I can tell you somewhere where I was at at that particular
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time then you could check on that and say , well he must of been

there because the place was robbed .

EVANS : No. James , you are sidestepping here , you're

sidestepping , you
--

HAUSMAN : Until December 2nd , 1977 , your story has always

been that a friend drove you from E. St. Louis to Edwardsville ,

and now you are telling us that a cab driver did it , why are

you changing your story right now on this point?

A. Well , I , I think you are talking the Goins , the

Goins individual?

Q. No, we are talking about what you told Huie , and you've

told us that a friend who you said you would probably identify

at some future time took you from E. St. Louis to Edwardsville ,

we are now sitting here today , you are telling us that you got

out of one cab that took you from St. Louis to E. St. Louis ,

you hailed another cab who , a cab driver who you had no

association with, and he drove you to Edwardsville .

truth, or are you telling us the truth when you said a friend

did it?

Is that

RAY : Well , the cab driver is the truth about it .

I can't -

Q. This is this truth , this is what you are telling

me right now?

A. I'm , was I under oath when I told you that the

other part of it?

LEHNER :

A.

You've not under oath now , either .

Well , I'd rather be under oath . Because I wrote all
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this stuff down as , as the way I remember it . I've made

- I don't

a lot of mistakes in what I've told Huie and probably what

I've told you the first time here, but , I'm not

want to get under oath on something that happened 10 years

ago and I've maybe gotten vague on something that was truth ,

myself , or actually wasn't true .

HAUSMAN : Rather you are under oath or not , the fact is ,

we want the truth . We're not going to --

A. Well as a matter of fact --
See, when I come in here

and I'm not under oath and things , like I was to start with ,

I'm really not to, just a rambling conversation .

HAUSMAN : Jimmy, you don't have to worry about any kind

of a conviction on whether it's a cab driver or a friend ,

I mean that's irrelevant to ultimate issue here . So, it pays

for you to tell us the truth on even the little points ,

nobody is going to try to convict you of perjury on something

like that now.

A. On these repetitious things , it's , it's very easy

for me to get mixed up on them. Now on this Goins , I've ,

I've , I contacted him twice, I tried to contact him once ,

I know it would be a very simple thing for me to get one

incident mixed up with the other because he did come in

there at one time . But what I'm trying to do is get all

this wrote down , but I can lay in the cell and get everything

down and write , and read off to you , and then you can examine

me on it . But

LEHNER : Okay , well just
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A. But 10 years it's difficult for me to get all these

things

LEHNER : Why don't we take the lunch break, I think it's

an appropriate time now. I just want , well , maybe I could

just sit my thinking on the record . We don't expect over

a years time , from April of '67 and back past April of 68 ,

through June of '68 , to either know every detail and what you

were wearing every day and every movement that you make ,

but by the same token there is much speculation and much

theory as to different people aiding you or not aiding you,

the conspiracy starting on day as the conspiracy starting

on another date , no conspiracy , conspiracy , all these

different speculation that they we are trying to put through

us by coming up with the truth after this entire investigation .

Now, the only reason we have an interest in a buglary of a

store of a town of 150 is just to determine where you are ,

or who your contacts were , who contacted you the different

days and whether someone else was part of a conspiracy and

when that conspiracy started if a conspiracy took place .

That's the only reason we are going into all these minute

details . Not inorder to try to trip you up in some kind

of a perjury case , we , in fact we did not even swear you in ,

and we have no purpose in swearing you because we are not

really interested in , in pinning you down for perjury purposes

we are pin- , we want to pin you down for investigative purposes .

A. Well , I'd like to say
--

EVANS : In addition to that also , if you were an innocent
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dupe, in other words , if you were used by a person or persons ,

who you yourself may not know of , it's obvious that we need to

know the true story so that we can even detect and investigate

and find those persons .

A: Let me say one--

LANE : Why don't we take a break for lunch and talk about

this later?

RAY : Let me say one other thing , I mean , you come down

here a hundred times and I have a different testimony every

time, I can't remember , but I can write this down and then give

it to you and then you can examine me on or something like that ,

but I can't , I don't , you know , going down the railroad tracks

and crossing bridges and all that stuff , I can't get it all--

LEHNER: One of the reasons why we have the question and

answer technique is that obviously you can't memorize every

detail and you can't you can't give us 100 percent accuracy
-

as to a full years activity. However , during the question and

answer process we hope to jar you memory and we hope that you

are using your best recollection and not trying to hide

anything , for anything , any reason of trying to protect anyone

else , but give us as best you recollect 100 percent accuracy

as best you can, and that's all we can ask for. And if you do

that , and studing whatever you have written in the past and

use that to refresh your recollection , that's all we're asking .

We are not expecting that every T to be crossed and I to be

dotted , but we are expecting you to use your best efforts to

get it as accurate , accurately as possible .

we take a lunch break now .

So, why don't
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LEHNER: It's now 1:25 , pm , December 2nd , 1977 , this is

the afternoon session and the same people are present who

were here this morning . Well , we were ---

LANE : Do you wnat to make reference to Exhibit 3?

LEHNER : When it comes back . It's being xeroxed now

and we'll , I'll refer to it when we get it back .

You were telling us about the time that you took the

cab from Edwards- , to Edwardsville ; is that correct?

That's correct .A.

Q. And that was from E. St. Louis to Edwardsville?

A. Yes, that's correct .

Q. Why don't you pick it up from there if you would?

A. Uh , I'm not certain about the bus station . I think

I may have paid the bus driver to go to Chicago . I have some

recollection of the station might of been closed , but I'm

--not ready to swear on it yet . But , anyway , I did get I

did get a bus and went to Chicago . I arrived there about

probably one o'clock I just guess , and then I went , I'm

going to start reading from this paper . I'll give you the

correct address of where I went .

LANE : When did you prepare that document?

A. Just last night . Yesterday . It's just notes .

I went to 2731 N. Sheffield Ave. and rented a room , they

had a for se-, for rent sign .

LEHNER: How did you come about deciding to go to

that Sheffield address?

A. I lived in that general area once before . I lived
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on Sheffield , in fact , once before . I lived at 1900 Sheffield

in 1952.

Q. What day did you staft to reside at Sheffield?

A.

April the 30th I would guess .

It must of been several days later , it was probably

Q. And what's the Sheffield address?

A. 2731 .

Q. Is that Sheffield Avenue?

A.

Q.

A.

North Sheffield .

Avenue?

I don't say now, I think it's a street , but I just

have Sheffield .

Q. And what's the apartment?

A. The number?

Q. Yes .

A.

Q.

2731 .

What's the apartment or room number?

A. I don't know it was in the back .

Q. First floor?

A. Yes . Basement I believe .

Q. And from the time that you escaped from Jeff City

until that , as you think it was , April 30th when resided at

North Sheffield , where had you slept during that interim?

City?

A. From the time I escaped prison until I got to Jeff

Q. From the time you escaped Jeff City on the 23rd

(Prison offical from in the documents that were xeroxed ) .
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LEHNER: From the time that you escaped from Jefferson

City until you resided on April the 30th at North Sheffield ,

where had you slept?

A. Nell , except for night night I'd , I had either

slept in a , a long side of a road or , or just walking .

But I usually , the first three or four days after I escaped

from Missouri State Penitentiary I slept in the days , I slept

in the daytime and walked at night . And the night before I made

the entry into the General Store , I , there was a shack across

the railroad track in the general area of the store .

Q. What day would that be?

A.

the escape .

That would probably be four or five days after

I couldn't pin it down any closer than that .

Q. Was this the same town which was a population of

about a 150 you say?

A. About a 150 , yes .

Q.

A.

How did you know the population of the town?

I just guessed , it looked like a small town .

Q.

A.

Did you later learn the name of the town?

No , I didn't .

Q. And how did you come about the North Sheffield Street

address , you told you had lived in the area before , but how

id you come upon 2731?

A. I just walked down in the gen-- I just walked down

the street , and , I'd , I a, I , you know , I saw the , saw the

for rent sign . Now you mention 2731 , I'm not sure that's the

correct address . I know Sheffield's the correct address , but

42-077 0 - 79 23
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--it seems to me like I use to live at 1900 Sheffield or

Sedwick I use to live on , 1900 Sedwick , that seems like to

me it would be farther , farther north . But , so , I'm not

a 100 percent per- , certain about this 2700 , it may be 1731.

Have you got a record of , do you know if that's the correct

address or not?

2731 .

Q. Let's leave it that you think it's either 1731 or

A. All right .

Q. And it's North Sheffield?

A. Yes , it's north , North Chicago , yes .

Q. When you lived in 1900 was that also North Sheffield?

A. Uh, I believe that was Sedwick , instead , Sedwick

Street .

Q. What years was that?

A.

Q.

Uh, that was 1950 , 51 I suppose .

Okay, you saw the sign for rent and this was April

30th and what happened , did you go into the building?

A. Yes .

Q. And what did you do when you were in the building?

A. I just asked them if they had any places for rent ,

and they said yes . And I believe I told them that I had been

out of town or something and my luggage was in the train

station and then they rented me a room for 12 or $ 14 a week

whatever it was .

Q. Who'd you deal with?

A. I believe it was a female .
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Q. Did you pay in advance?

A. Yes , I'm almost , I'm almost certain I did, yes .

Q. Did you have anything with you , any possessions

when you went in there .

A. I believe I told the lady that I had them in the

I'm not positive but I think that's what I toldbus station .

her .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Had you amassed anything by that time?

Clothing? No.

Bundles , packages?

No, no .

Possessions?

No , I didn't have any .

Continue , what happened now?

Well , I think later on I did accumulate some

clothing that , you know , in order to take something in to

make it look good like I was just rooming . I think I got

some clothing at various , used clothing .

And on May , May 3rd , 1967 I responded to an ad in the

Chicago Tribune for a restaurant , restaurant help . The

name of the restaurant was the Indian Trail Restaurant in

And I was hired there from , byWinnetka , Illinois .

the land , by the proprietor . During the time I was employed

there I also purchased a 1960 Chrysler for $100 . It was my

intention to accumulate some identification . I also took a

Driver's Test uner the name of John L. Raynes . But the,

I did get a temporary permit , I never did get the , the
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permanent driver's license . I also contacted the Canadian

Embassy while I was there , and I think , I believe I wrote

them a letter and they sent me , sent me a brochure on immigrating

to Canada .

Q. When you left the prison you were planning to go

to Canada , were you not?

A. Yes .

Q. Why was that?

A.

Q.

To get out of the United States .

And did you have any plans as to what you were going

to do in Canada at the time the escaped?

A. Yes , I thought that maybe I could get a passport

once I got to Canada and go to Brazil or some english speaking

country.

Q. Did you have any contacts in mind that you were

going to meet in Canada?

--A. No, I thought I hadn't had any details but I thought

there was a procedure where you could get a passport whereby

you could leave the country , and I've read a case on an indi-

vidual by the name of Byra- , Biral , I believe his name is .

He went to , he went to Brazil on a forged passport from

Canada .

Q. Continue please .

A. Well during the period that I was working at the

restaurant and living in Chicago I saw my brother Jerry

Ray not more than twice .

Q. Where?
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A. Once on the dividing line between Chicago and

Evansville , I think on Howard Street , that would of probably

been the first time I saw him . I think I saw him again

but I don't recall which , what , it might be out in the area

were he worked at . He worked in a type of club out there ,

in similar , proximity of where I was working .

HAUSMAN : Why did you meet on Howard Street? Was

that a chance meeting or did you?

A. Yeah , I think we just meet , or I think I called him

or something and asked him to meet me on the tavern on Howard

Street .

him?

EVANS : Did he know you were in the Chicago area?

A. Yes , after I called him he did .

Q. When did you , when was the first time you contacted

A. I don't know , I'm not certain , but it would of been

fairly , fairly early after I arrived in Chicago , probably

the first week.

Q. And you didn't see him until after you start working

at the Indian Trial?

A. No , I don't believe because I was kind of busy

the first few day , and on , I applied for that job just two

or three days after I arrived there .

Q. All right . Speaking in timeframes , when was it

that you let him know you were in Chicago , and then when was

it that you saw him?

A. I , I , I would assume that it would be about , this
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is my recollection that it would been about a week after I

was there , after I got the job I probably , I think I called

him up and asked him to , I probably asked him if the police

was around there or something of that sort , and asked him

to meet me in a certain place , I think the place was Howard

Street .

I , it wasn't my intention , you know, to work there for

a long period of time . While I was working there I did

move to a different address about the last three weeks to

get close to the , closer to the place of employement . I

moved to 1648 W. Lunn Street . That's about , probably five

miles closer to the Winnetka address .

Q. Let me have that address again , please .

A. Uh, 1648 West Lunn Street . I got this address out

of the list of witnesses , and , the FBI was going to use

against me . So I don't know if it's correct or not . But

I know Lunn Street's correct , but if the F- , if the Government's

case , I mean , that's their address it's not mine .

Q. Which witness did you find that , at that 1648 W.

Lunn Street?

A. Well , I got the, I have the witness in my cell ,

I think I showed it to you the last time you were here ,

there's about three hundred on there . I don't remember

the name . I know it's a female but I don't know her , I guess

she's a clerk .

Q. Why did you move from No. Sheffield to W. Lunn

Street?
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Well , it's considerablly closer to the place of

A.

When did you move?

It must of been about , probably about a month after

I moved into the Sheffield Street .

Q. Was there any other reason other than the fact that

W. Lunn was closer to the place of employment?

A. No, there was no other reason .

Q. Who did you contact while you were at the North

Sheffield address?

A. Other than the Canadian Embassy I can't think of

anyone else that I contacted .

Q. Well , your brother Jerry where were you living

when you first contacted him after the first time?

A. Well that would be the Sheffield or Sedwick Street ,

whatever it is , that's , I contacted him the first time from

that address .

Q. How did you contact him , by phone?

A. Yes .

Q. And how long was that after you arrived at Edwardsville

that you contacted him?

A. Well this is just recollection , I think it would

be about a week at the most .

Q. And what was that conversation pertaining to?

A. I think I asked him to meet me somewhere , and

I think I also asked him if he , if the police were around

surrveilling because I think they were , I understand in St.
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Louis they were watching my brothers and sisters .

Q. And what did he say?

A. He said no . He said -- Later on he told me that

the FBI came to his place and told him if they saw me to

contact them and turn me in or something , but I don't think

that was that time .

Q. That what?

A. I don't believe that was the first time , I

think that happened two or three months later .

Q. And when you spoke to him on the phone did you

arrange to meet with him?

A. Uh , yes .

Q. Where id d you arrange to meet with him?

A. That would probably be the Howard Street . I

know it's the, it's the street that divides Chicago from

Evansville , Indianna- Evansville , Illinois .

Q.

A.

while .

What happened when you met with Jerry?

Well we just went in the bar and talked for a

Q. What day about was that?

A. That would of probably been about a week after I ,

week after I checked in , I rented a room on Sheffield .

And what did you two talk about?Q.

A. I think he said something about how I got out of

prison, I think I said I made a parole , but it was a joke ,

so , and I think we discussed , and I think I told him I was

going to leave the United States when I got some money and

things of that nature .
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Did he give you things of value , money and , or any-Q.

thing else?

A. Uh , no . He usually don't have too much money .

Q. Well , did , did you talk about money with him?

A. -- INo, I didn't discuss money with him I was

probably just discussed getting identification , I was thinking ,

I had an identification problem at that time .

Q. How much money did you have in your possession

at the time that you met with your brother Jerry?

A. It was somewhere between two and and three hundred .

I would say it was at least two-fifty .

Q. This was the money that you had accumulated in

prison you say?

A. Yes , that's correct .

Q. You kept it in the soles of your shoes?

A. Well , I did when I got out , after I got out why I ,

it wasn't soles , it had a place underneath the heal inside where

you could scape it out and then move it back down and then

Q. How did you get that high , those high demonination

bills , the 50's that you told us about?

A. Oh , you can get about , some people had a considerable

amount of green money in there , you could get , it wouldn't

be no trouble in getting a hundred dollar bill .

Q. But you did not request money from the family after

you came out when you didn't have any possessions at all and

all you had was a couple hundred dollars?

A. Actually I didn't need any more and as far as ,

as I mentioned the family didn't have all that much money
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anyway , $250 is --

Q. Well , Carol had a business didn't she?

A. Uh , no , I don't believe she did . The paper was a

sham , she wasn't running any , she was , I think she was employed

by the school I believe it was .

Q. That paper company was always a sham?

A. It was a sham as far as the four checks , the three

or four checks I mailed her it was . She didn't mail any-

thing back.

Q. So , you did not request any money from the

family is that what you are saying?

A. No , no .

Continue .

What identification did you get from Jerry?

Q.

EVANS :

A. From Jerry?

Q. Yeah .

A. None . The only identification I had when I left

there was a social security number that my brother use 20

years before .

Q. Well , did you get a card , did you apply for a card?

A. Uh , yeah , later on I applied for a card under , under

the number .

Q. Under that number?

A. Yes .

Q. Did you ever recieve that card?

A. No, I don't I , I think I got a perm-- I think I got

a temporary card and just typed that number in on it . But I
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never , I don't recall ever getting a, a bonified card .

Q. And that was inthe name of who? Which?

A.

Q.

Rayns , John Rayns .

John Rayns .

LEHNER : You had that all the time you were in , inside

Jeff City , that social security card?

A. I got it off , I probably got it off him and Jerry

some time because , because I know around the home there we

use to have 15 or 20 different social security cards and

you could just .

Q.

A.

Did you get it that , that day before the escape?

No , I wouldn't of got it the day before I escape ,

I'd of probably had it in there five or six years , I'm

pretty sure of the number because I attempted to escape

before that time .

Q. Did you ask Jerry to help you get a car?

No.A.

Q. Why not .

A. Well , I got the car on my own . I imagine I got

the car not only going , go back and forth to work but , but

to establish identification .

Q. I mean is it the fact that you don't want to get

your brother involved in aiding an escapee that you are

telling us that you didn't ask for any help?

A. No, I don't think he could be prosecuted now any-

But actually Iway because of the statute of limitations .
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didn't , there was nothing he could do for me , because he

couldn't apply for a driver's license or buy a car for me

I had to do all that myself under my own name. And I didn't

want to have too much association with him anyway because

I assumed the police would be , you know, surrveilling or at

least they had some questions about me.

Q.

A.

When did you get the job at Indian Trails?

That was probably May the 3rd, I have it wrote down

here , so , I know it was shortly after I got to Chicago .

How did you pick on that place to apply for a
Q.

job?

A. Well , the Tribune which has , the Chicago Tribune

always has more what ads than anyone else , and I'd bought a

Tribune and went downthe list and it ended I got the job

through the Tribune .

Q. And what name did you give them there?

A. John Rayns .

Q.

A.

Q.

And is that the same name you gave at Sheffield?

Yes .

And is that the same name that you gave at the W.

Lunn Street address?

A. Yes .

Q. Continue , what happened after you met with Jerry,

that first time , when did you meet him again?

A. I'm --
I'm almost positive I met him again , but I

can't recall the circumstances of where it was at . I think
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it was at , I think it was out somewhere in the vicinity

where he , where he was employed at , I think that's where I

met him , and I probably told him I was leaving and going

out of the country or something . And I think that would

of been close to the time that I quit work .

LEHNER : While you were , from the time you escaped

until the time that you quit work at Indian Trails had

you contacted you brother John?

A. No , he was in, he was in St. Louis I believe

at that time .

Q. You hadn't contacted him from the time of the

escape until you left the Indian Trails?

A. Uh , no . Uh, he was working in St. Louis . I

had , somebody told me , I think it was Jerry that the police

were sitting in front of his house or something so I didn't

make any contact through there .

Q. What about your sister Carol ?

A. Uh, no she had been in the same situation , she

was in St. Louis too , I imagine the police would of been

surrveilling her .

Q. What about a phone contact?

A. Uh, I'm not sure , now , I don't think any of them

had phones , I'm not positive . I know John wouldn't have

any . I know Goins I had to contact him through a tavern

I believe it was . So I don't think anyone had a phone to

to call them on.

Q. John was at the Grapevine at that time?

A. I don't know where he was at at that time . I think ,
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he was working on a construction gang or something .

Q. He didn't have the Grapevine then?

A. Well , I , I don't know, I didn't , I didn't keep

too much in contact with Jack as I did with Jerry . I don't

know if he had , had the , I guess he could tell you more

about that than I could .

Q. Continue . When did you next meet Jerry after that

first time?

A. I think it was after , in the neighborhood of where

he worked at. But I think it would , it would of probably been

close to the time that I was quitting , maybe even after I quit .

What was the purpose of meeting that time?Q.

A. Well , probably just telling , just a social visit

and telling him I was probably quitting work and I was going

to Canada or whatever it was .

Q.

A.

Continue .

--
Well we're getting in We're getting into days

now and I can't , I can't account for day by day . But I'll

Q. Well , were you at, were you at the Hotel Victoria

while you were in that , after the time you started to live

at the Sheffield?

A. No, the only two places I was , I was ever, the

only two habitats or whatever you want to call it , I was

ever at in Chicago during that period was the Lunn Street

address and the Sheffield address , I was never in a hotel .

Q. Well , on April the 24th did you meet with John

and Jerry at the Hotel Victoria?
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A. On April 24th I was about 20 miles from Jeff City

walking down the railroad track .

HAUSMAN : Were you ever in the Atlantic Motel in Chicago ?

A. I don't even know where it is at .

LEHNER : Were you ever in the Hotel Victoria with either

of your brothers?

A. No , I don't know where it's at either , either.

Q. You never been in the Hotel Victoria at all?

A. No, I don't know where it's at .

Q. Chicago , you ever heard of it?

it .

A. I never heard of it except George McMillian mentioned

EVANS : Well , did you ever meet with your brothers ,

John and Jerry, in a hotel in Chicago ?

A. No.

The only place I met with Jerry was at two different

bars and he may of been in the Lunn Street address , I

And then I gave him the car ,was getting to that , one night .

and that was it , I was never,

Q.

I was never in any hotel with

When was he at the Lunn Street address?

-

A. Well , that would of been when I went to Qunicy ,

Illinois and then returned , after quitting the job at the

Indial Trail restaurant .

LANE : Is it possible that the bars were in a hotel?

A. The bars we was in , no , no . It was no, I was in

bars at the hotel I was at .

I think these addresses you are talking about are all
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in, close to the near north side , and I remember in that

area all the time I was on escape except coming through there

when I first came to the Sheffield , you know, renting the

room on the Sheffield .

Q.

address?

Where did you sta when you left the Lunn Street

A.

Q.

A.

Uh, I went to Quincy , Illinois then.

Where'd you stay there?

Let's see , I've got it wrote down here . Well ,

I won't have to look, I stayed in , I was there about , well

when I left , when I left the restaurant and quit I had a

check coming and you couldn't get the check until, they had

to process it or something so I had them mail me the check

to a post office box that I'd rented right across the street

from the restaurant . And then I went to Quincy , Illinois ,

I had an aunt named 'Mable Fuller" I was going to possibly

contact her, plus I didn't have any heat on me in Quincy ,

Illinois , and , although I had lived there for years when I

was young , so I went to Quincy . I must

Let me , I better start reading this when I arrived

there .

I think I must of arrived in Quincy around the 28th

day of June I would guess , approximately 28th day of

June . The hotels I stayed at I don't recall their names

any more . But one of them was Second and Oak Street and

the other one was on Third and Oak Street . I think I

stayed two days in each one of them, and they are

cheap motels , a $ 1.50 . And then I stayed in a , I think I
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stayed in another hotel , I'm not positive of this now , I

stayed in another hotel called the Victory- , the Victor Hotel

on, that would be on about 8th street between Hampshire Street

and Main Street.

Q. Why did you go to these places?

A. These hotels ?

Well, they were inexpensive and I didn't have too much money .

I was just waiting until I got the Chicago check, plus I was

intending to see some of the relatives there and some people

that I knew on the street .

Q.

A.

Well , where are these hotels located?

Well , one is located on the corner of Second and Oak

and the other is Third and Oak . And the Victor , I , I think

it's on Eighth, between New Hamp- or Hampshire Street and Main

Street .

Q.

Street?

And you stayed at these places after you left Lunn

A.

Q.

A.

Uh , yes .

Why did you leave Lunn Street?

Well , that's , that's after I terminated

employment at the restaurant .

Q. Well , why did you leave there?

A. Why did I leave? Well , I was going to Canada

after I got the last check .

Q. Well , why didn't you just stay at the Lunn Street

until you went to Canada?

A. Well , I wanted to go to Quincy to see, see some

42-077 O 79 - 24
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relatives , I was intending to see my aunt there , although

I never did , plus see some other people , just hang around there

until the check got , you know, I got the check back and then

go on ahead back to Chicago and I could wait there just as

well as I could wait anywhere else .

Q.

A.

Did you stay at the Lincoln Park Hotel?

No , I stayed there one time , but that's an expense

hotel , but I know where it's at , and I stayed

Q. Where is it ?

A. It's jut the Park Hotel , it's not the Lincoln Park .

But the Park Hotel is on , I'd say about four straight ,

Fourth and Hampshire probably or in that general vicinity .

It sits on a corner , the Park Hotel does .

Q. When did you stay there?

A. 1954 I believe it was , I stayed there about a week .

HAUSMAN : When you were staying at either the Sheffield

Street address or Lunn Street address did you ever receive

any mail?

A. At the Sheffield address I received mail from the

Canadian Embassy , I , that , I believe that was it .

Q. How many letters , just one , several times?

A. Probably not more than twice .

Q. Both of them the Canadian Embassy?

A. Pardon?

Q. Both times from the Canadian Embassy?

A. Yes, they both, that would of been the only mail I

recieved unless , yes , that would of been it , yes .
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Q. Whoelse knew you were staying?

A. I don't know if I told my brother or not? I

doubt if I did .

LANE : Jerry;

A. Yes , Jerry . If I would of told him he would of

been the only one that knew about it .

HAUSMAN : John wouldn't of known about it?

RAY : Uh , no .

Q. And had you contacted anybody else besides the

Canadian Embassy and tell them , tell that person or institution

where you were staying?

A.
Well , probably the people that I was employed by

wouldn't know about , of course , the driver's license people

would knew about , professional people in other words , it wouldn't

of been no relatives or friends .

Q. Which profession?

A. Well , if , I applied for a driver's license while I

was in that place . And naturally I give the lady's address ,

Mrs. " Claymer " , I believe her name was , the proprietor of

the Indian Trail Restaurant , I told her where I was , where

I was staying at . And I can't think of anyone else that I

gave the address to .

Q. Had you looked up any old friends?

A. I didn't know any people in Chicago . Well , I knew

a few people from years back but I didn't know , they were

not, they were not , they were inside the law so I wouldn't of

saw any of those .
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LEHNER : What do you mean by that .

A. Well they're not , they weren't involved in anything

illegal .

HAUSMAN : At that time neither were you , who worked in a

restaurant , other than the fact that you were escaped , they

wouldn't of known you were escaped , but you would of now had

a legal job , right?

A. Yeah , but I was thinking different then, I suppose

you would say , so I never did contact any of , any one that

I knew , well I didn't know any that , anyone that well anyway .

Are you talking about women or men , I didn't contact either

one .

Q. Either?

A. Yeah , neither one , no .

LEHNER : You say you were thinking different, how were

you thinking ?

A. Well , I mean I wasn't thinking about staying there and

permanently working and doing that cycle or routine , I was

just thinking about working a couple of months and getting some

identification and a few more dollars and catching a bus .

Q. Did you see your brother in the Cypress Inn?

Your brother Jerry?

A. Cypress? That could of been it if it's in that

area of where he's working at . I know I seen him once out

there , I'm almost positive now being that we've talked about .

I saw him once in that area where , general area of where he

worked at .
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Q. And that was you say was the social visit you

paid him?

A. That was probably , yeah that was just probably the

visit with me telling him that I was leaving the country or

something of that nature .

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Just , that's all that , that , that discussion entailed?

Yes .

Did you ask for transportation?

I think I had transportation , I don't know if he

-- At that time I had ahad transportation or not. I had a

Chrysler , I don't know , I don't even know if he had an auto-

mobile?

Q. Well, how --
The Chrysler was the first car you

got after the escape is that right?

A. Yes .

Q. How did you get that?

A.

Q.

A. One

I believe I got that out of the Tribune too .

How much did you pay for it?

hundred dollars .

Q. Where did you buy it?

A. I don't know , It was , it was in south Chicago ,

southwest Chicago , but I don't know where , what the
--

I think now, I'm not positive about that . I know I went

to south Chicago , Southwest Chicago , I went to buy an

automobile , but
--

I , I really don't know when I bought the

Chrysler , I know I went several places until I found the one ,

until I found that one .
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HAUSMAN : How long after you had started working did you

go to try to buy a car?

A. I think I started looking for one almost as soon as ,

as soon as I went to work. But some of them are too expensive

they wanted two or three hundred dollars for it and I didn't

have that much, quite that much to spend on a car , on an

automobile .

one?

Q. So how long did it take before you finally bought

A. I don't know when I bought the Chrysler , I don't

think it was too long , it probably wasn't over two or three

weeks after I started working . But I know I went several

places . I recall once going to Southwest Chicago for an ad

when I , after I was up there about a week, but I don't

believe that was , I don't think that was the Chrysler .

or

LEHNER : Did you buy the Chrysler from an individual

a dealer?

A. I just don't have any recollection about buying

the Chrysler, I have recollection about selling it , but I

can't recall much details about buying it .

Q. Okay , continue with your account .

A. Uh, well this is after I put the , I quit the Indian

Trail Restaurant and went to Quincy , Illinois , and I gave

you descriptions of the hotels where I stayed at . It was my

intention of one the individuals I wanted to see was Ralph

Davis , I knew him at Leavenworth , but he wasn't there or something .

The fact is I think he died during that immediate period .
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The only individual I did see there that I knew, I knew him

from when I was eight or ten years old was Ted Crowley , he

run, he ran a tavern on the , on Vermont between

Street between Vermont and Hampshire .

- on Fifth

Q. What day did you meet with Ted Crowley?

A. I didn't meet with him , I just went to the bar

and I don't --
naturally I didn't tell him I was on escape

from prison or anything , and he know'd me , he knew, he knew

me off and on for years , so

Q.

A.

--

He didn't apparently know that you were an escapee?

No, he wouldn't . He probably wouldn't. I wouldn't

of told him anyway because it would put you in jeopardy .

Q. What did you and he discuss?

A. We didn't discuss much of anything , he just talked

to me for a while and that was it . I think , I can't think

of anyone else , unless John Shirt he may of been in there .

He --

Q. John who?

A. A guy named John Shirt , but I think he

Q. How do you spell that?

A. SHIR I can't , I'm not
-- Shirt he died there

some, sometime , it's a possibility that he died before I

even got up there . But I have a recollection of seeing him

but that might of been in 1959 .

Q. What about Crowley, where is he now?

A. Now he still , he still runs the bar there in Quincy .

It was a hotel there in 1959 when I was there but when I went

back in '67 they'd tore the hotel down , that was over top of his
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bar , I mean , there's nothing there but the bar.

Q. Continue , James .

A. Well I did intend to see my aunt while I was there

but I never did do it . Her name was Mrs. Frank Fuller, she

lived , she lived in

where she lives at.

- I can't recall her address but I know

Now during this time sometimes , like when I come from

Chicago to Quincy or something and , well I was fairly short

of money I'd instead of going and checking into a hotel I

might just sleep in the car two or three hours and then the

next day I'd , you know , go and check into a hotel .
And , I

know I did that several times during that period until I got

to Montreal , Canada , I know I did that . I don't know how

many times , it might , it'd probably account for seven or

eight days . Uh, when I went back , I did go back to Chicago ,

I don't know just how many days , it may be 10 or 12 days that

I stayed around in Quincy and I went back to Chicago , now ,

I'm not , I went out , I did get the check from the Post Office

box , but I'm not certain if it was after the first time I went

there or not. I know I I know I did stay in the Lunn Street

address maybe one night possibly two but , now I think Jerry

came to see me there one , once .

When the check did come I think I cashed it , you know, from--

Then from there I went to East St. Louis . I was going to

possibly see some associates there , my relatives , and , on

Then when the check did come--

the way to East St. Louis I had car trouble it , it would heat

up and then it wouldn't stop , it wouldn't start again , and it

got so it would be impossible to get it started .
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When I got to E. St. Louis it was almost gone so I took

it to, I took it to a filling- , a service station and I sold

it . I think that --
Now I'm just going on these dates by

what I've picked up out of the Government's case . I think

Let's see , I think I sold itI sold it on July the 14th .

on July 14th and then , then I looked around for another one .

I think I , I purchased another car on July the 15th , the

one I purched on July the 15th was in E. St. Louis on Main

Street . It was a 1962 red Plymouth .

Q. And where were , where were you staying at the time

that you purchased that car on July 15th ?

A. I know one night I slept in the car and I don't

have any clear recollections of are you talking aobut that

night?

Q. Yeah .

A. Well I'd probably, I'd probably - The night of the

14th I probably slept in the car .

Q.

A.

Do you remember staying in a motel in Indiannapolis?

Yeah, but that Yeah, I don't remember
-- that --

staying in a motel , I remember staying in a hotel but that

would of been, that would of been , that would of been the

same day I bought the red Plymouth . That would of probably

been, that would of been July the 15th .

Q. What , what hotel or motel was it?

In a,
in Indiannapolis?

A.

Q. Yes .

A. I don't recall the name of it .
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Q. Where was it located?

I don't recall that either .A.

Q. How did you come upon it?

A.

into it .

Q.

was like?

It was just kind of a run down place , I just checked

Do you have a reco--, a recollection of what it

A. No.
Just a small , pit wasn't too busy , a brick

building , it was a red brick is the only thing I could ,

I don't have no clear recollection of it .

Q.

A.

It was a red brick . Wis it a motel or a hotel?

No, I know it was hotel because I usually give them

false names when I go in a hotel .

Q. What name did you use there?

A. I don't recall .

Q. Was it Rayns?

A. No , I don't - I don't -- Of all the times I checked

into hotels I don't recall using the correct name except mayb

Quincy I used the correct name there , I'm not positive

there .

Q.

A.

Usually I just

You say correct , what do you mean by correct?

Well, the corrrect alias . In otherwards if I'm

using the Rayns for an alias and I've got identification

I'll use the correct one . But usually if I stay in a place

three or four days I'll use the correct , the correct alias ,

what I got identification under . On the other hand if I'm

just staying there one night I'll just give them a bogus .
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LANE : Can I ask , What kind of luggage did you have

James?

A. Uh, not too much at that time , it was either

Q. Did you have a suitcase?

A.
I have some recollection of having one , but I

think it was one of these false kinds , but I didn't have too

much , too much- well , I didn't have a lot of luggage or

anything because I was more or less interested in money and

identification .

LEHNER: How did you come upon your last pay check from the

Indian Trail?

A. I got it at the post office .

Q. How did it --
How did it come about that it was sent

to you?

A. I think when I quit , when stopped employment I

wrote the lady a letter and told her I had to go to , I was

getting a new job on a boat or something . And I asked if she

could forward the checks to a , to the post office . I knew you

couldn't get no , I knew you couldn't get your check when you

quit because you had to wait a week or 10 days or something , so--

Q. What post office did you have them deliver it to?

A. It was right across the street from the street from

the Indian Trail , fromthe restaurant .

Q. So, you went there to , to Winnetka to pick it up?

A. Yes . See, you have to have identification to rent

these post office boxes and when I went in there I had some
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problem with it . And , I told the Post Office , the Post Master

I was working across the street . So, he took that into consideration

and rented me the box .

Q. When did you decide you were going to Canada?

A. Oh , about 1959 I guess .

Q. Well , you first went in in 1960 .

Yeah , but I'd been to Canada in 1959 and it wasA.

my intention to staythere that time but I had trouble finding

employment so I never

Q. After you picked up the check in Winnetka did you

go back to St. Louis?

A.

Q.

Uh , E. St. Louis , yes .

Why'd you go there if you were , if you had already

decided to go to Canada?

A. I would intend to see some of my relatives down

there but I never did see them but I did see a , this friend

I mentioned to you , I was going to

Q. Which one is this now?

--

A. Goins .

Q. When did you see Goins?

A. I must of seen him, uh-uh , let's see , I got there

the 14th . I seen, I saw him the 15th .

Q. The same day you bought the car?

A. Let's see , I bought the car the 15th . Let's see ,

the 14- I'm trying , see , when I came in, see the 14th that's

when I came from Chicago . See , I'm, I'm getting these days

confused because I sold the one car and I can't
--
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Q. When did you sell the Chrysler ?

A. I can't think of what day I sold it . I think I sold

it, I don't know when I sold it , that's , that's the problem there ,

I can't figure out what day I sold the Chrysler . I think it

was the 14th- I must of, I - I- I would of had to of done all

that stuff on the, on the 15th because I got in there late

on the 14th . So I'm pos -- I must of saw Goins on the 15th

and sold the Chrysler , I think I sold the Chrysler that

morning and purchased the , purchased the Plymouth later

on about 12 or 1 o'clock .

Q.

A.

Where did you get the Plymouht?

I got it close to where I met Goins at . I got it on

a , on a main street , it's in E. St. Louis buts its , it's a

main street that connects a , it connects E. St. Louis and

Bellville , Illinois .

Q. Is that a used car place that you bought the car?

A. Yes .

Q. How much did you pay for it?

A. I think a 100 , a100- $ 195 .

Q. How much did you get for the Chrysler?

A. I think 50 .

Q. The same place , you trade it in?

A. No , I didn't trade it in . I took the Chrysler ,

I took the Chrysler , I had trouble selling it . I took it

to several diferent places . I think where I finally

sold it at was the service station , uh , well it was a service

station but I don't know where it's at . It's somewhere

in that , not too far from , maybe two or three miles from where
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I purchased it at. Because I know I went several places and

tried to, trying to sell it and nobody you know wanted to

purchase . And I think the guy that finally , finally did

purchase one for junk or something of that nature.

Q. Why did you want to get rid of the Chrysler and

get the Plymouth?

A. Well , it wouldn't , it wouldn't

after you , it , you drove it for a hour.

-- It wouldn't start

If you stopped it

would take you four or five hours to get it started , so I don't

know what's wrong with it .

Q. What , what correspondence did you get when you

were in the Chicago area?

A. I can't recall . The only thing I can recall is

just the , just the Canadian , the Canadian letter .

Q. What did the Canadian letter say?

A. It was kind of a brochure , I think I wrote to him

or called him about , I think I talked to them and wrote to

them about immigration and I think they sent me a brochure.

Q. When did you first purchase a gun?

A. Well I had one gave to me. I think the first one

I purcashed was in Birmingham probably .

Q. No, about the first one you received , that one that

you were given?

A. I got that off of Goins .

Q. When did you get that?

A. I must of got that July the 15th because I called

him up over there. I called him , I think I called , I don't
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think he had a phone in his home , I think I called him through

a tavern . I don't know what tavern it was , I had his number .

And , he came over to E. St. Louis , I had him, I met him in a

tavern not too far from where I purchased the car at.

think he had someone with him because he couldn't drive or

anything .

And, I

Q. He had some what?

I think he had someone with him because he couldn'tA.

drive .

Q. Was it a male or female?

A. I think it was a male although I didn't see it ,

I'm pretty sure it was a male , and I think he we went to

Madison, Illinois and got a .38 .

Q. How did he get it , you know?

A. I think he got it off a fence .

Q. And he sold you the .38?

A. No.

Q. He gave it to you?

A. He gave it to me.

Q. Did he give you ammunition with it?

A. No , I don't recall him giving me any ammunition ,

I think, I think I got some ammunition on my own , I don't ,

I don't recall

Q. When he gave it to you did it have any ammunition in

it?

A. No, I'm pretty, I'm almost positive it didn't . I

think I had , I purchase some somewheres .
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Q. Was it a revolver?

A. Yes .

Q. How many shots did it hold?

I think it was five or six , but , I think it was five,

yes .

A.

Q.

A.

What was your purpose in asking for a gun from Goins?

Well , I , I didn't have too much money , especially

after buying the other car and I assumed I was going to have

to rob somebody sooner or later , or

Q. And how did you know Goins?

A. I knew him from 1959 I think . I knew him as the

Catman or something like that .

Q. You mean a burglar?

A. Yes .

Q. Where is he now?

A. I think he's dead .

Q. And when did he die?

A. I don't know.

Q. Did he die within recent years?

A. Uh , I don't know just when he died . He , uh , he's

involved in my brother's bank robbery trial or something .

Q. How was he involved?

A. He was a witness at the scene or something . I don't

think it's against my brother. My brother was never accused

of robbing anything . He was accused of using these , aiding

and abetting someone .

Q. Well , wasn't he accused of driving the getaway car?
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A. I think that was a bum wrap . He was accused of,

they was trying to get him to testify against me and so they

railroaded him on that .

Q. I was just saying what he was accused of, not, not

whether it was a bum wrap or not , but what was he accused of?

A. I think he was accused of picking up someone while

he was drivin-- I think either picking , yeah picking up some-

one and taking them to this tavern or something that robbed

the bank . I think that's 'Mathew Racey" .

Q. Did Goins testimony mention your brother John?

A. I don't know the details , I think it's indirectly

or something . I think Goins --
I think what happened is Goins

testified against someone else and someone else knew my brother

John, I think that's how it come out .

Q. So, you have no love for Goins for what he did in

the case involving your brother John , right?

A. Well , he never did do anything to me and I'm not

certain of what he did to my brother John . But I know of some-

thing indirectly that he did to him, but I can't , I don't know

the details .

Q. What was the reason for not telling us early in

the year that it was Goins since he had testified in your

brother John's case and he's dead , what't the purpose of

not telling us that before?

A. Well , it was my, it was my intention not to mention

any names of any individuals if didn't really have to . So,

it was no , there was no strong reason for it . But I guess

42-077 O 79-25
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he's give statements to the FBI about my association with

him, I don't know. I assumed he did .

Q. Despite that , despite you knowing that you did not

want to give his name even though you knew he was dead?

A. Well , now that doesn't have anything to do with

what I'm testified to . I mean I wouldn't testify against

an informer or anyone else .

Q. You are not testifying against a man if he's dead .

I can't explain toA. Well , I mean , there's a --

about this testifing against someone . It's a certain , I

just have certain inhabitions against bringing peoples name

into things if they're not , you know, involved in anything

especially about the King case .

Q. well , what I'm getting at Mr. Ray is this , you

are saying now it was Goins . You were reluctant to say

anybody early in the year , and part
--

LANE : What

asked?

What was answer before? What was he

HAUSMAN : Who gave him the gun?

LEHNER: Who gave him the gun? yeah .

And part of what we are trying to find out is whether

or not, for instance , this is the truth . It would seem that

early in the year you have no reason not to mention his name

if in fact Goins was the one that gave you the gun because of

the fact that you knew he testified against your brother or

in your brother's trial . You knew he had informed the FBI

about you , and you knew he was dead . That's why I'm asking

you questions to determine whether or not when you are now
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telling us that it was Goins that it's truth . Because it would

seem that you would have no reason not to mention his name

earlier .

A. I think it would be a process of elimination , of

who I , who I associated with . My association has been very

limited on these various brothers and siters and friends .

The people I knew out there : Jerry Ray , John Ray ; Carol ,

I don't even know her brother- in- law I wouldn't know him if

I saw him; and Goins and the other guy he's a , well the other

guy's dead too , Shorty Owens ; and the other guy is in the

penitentiary . So, I really just had about six people who

asked any , any type of assistance of , and I wouldn't go to

my relatives , so I mean this has been 10 years , it's

not my fault that everybody is dead after 10 years . It's ,

you know, if the Government was interested in all this they

would of tried this case 10 years ago and they would of had

all these names . So, I don't want them to come tell me ,

now all these people are dead so it's yourwell , you

fault .

--

--

Q. I'm not talking about 10 years , I'm talking about

earlier this year why , why you didn't tell it to us . And I'm

just using this , I'm questioning you about it because I'm

trying to determine whether or not what you are telling is the

truth?

LANE :

A.

LANE :

Bob--

I think --

Let me just say, you may not agree with his position ,
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but I think it's pretty clear he doesn't want to mention any

names of anybody , whether they are informants or whether they

are dead or anything else .

LEHNER : I understand that . But --

LANE : His position-- His position has been, and it's

been since I've known him since last August , which is a year

and a half , that he will provide information and he still

wants you to investigate and find out what the facts are , but

he is not going to point the finger directly at anybody .

LEHNER : I understand what you are saying

LANE : And now --
And now, I'ver urged him to make , to let

you know everything , I just think that is the best thing ,

I have confidence now that I've talked with him and more ,

frankly since I've talked to other witnesses--

RAY : Well , he says

LANE : -and I've said to him that I just think that

you ought to tell everything you know to the Selct Committee ,

everybody's name , and sign all the waivers because I believe

that , and I think it would be the best thing for you . And it

may be because of that that he will be a little more forthcoming .

LEHNER: Well , I -- I appreciate what you are saying

and we do appreciate the fact of your , you advice to him.

All I am trying to relate to Mr. Ray is that because you said

something we are not going to say that it's truth or not the

truth , we are going to try to investigate everything you

tell us .

LANE : Sure.
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LEHNER : And I'm trying to state to you or find out from

you, your reasons for not reveiling it at an earlier date .

For instance , if , it's obvious that if someone wants to tell

a lie and not , not name someone who, who had contact with him

in the past , but once named someone who will not be able to be

checked out , he'll name a dead person , and then it's very

difficult to check that out .

LANE : By that smae logic Bob you could of give him

this dead person's name the first time you asked him about it .

LEHNER: True , that's--

There's really no logic for him doing that , earlier .LANE :

LEHNER: That's: -- That's ri ---
That's right , that's

my very point that if earlier when he knew he was dead he

could of given us that name , but he didn't .

LANE : But he didn't .

- onceLEHNER: And it might be , it might be , one

scenario might be that it was someone else he had in mind

and now when, when he is allegedly cooperating and and

giving us everything fully, he has decided to give us a

dead person's name when he could of given us the same dead

person's name earlier and not in anyway implicate someone who

could be involved in the crime , and that's--

LANE : Sure that's possible , that's possible .

LEHNER : I'm not say-- I'm not now saying whether it

is true or not ture , I'm

LANE : Yes .

LEHNER : I'm trying to determine what was Mr. Ray's state
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of mind at an earlier time when he withheld the name of the

dead person, that's all I'm asking .

--

LANE : It's quite ture that he could of given you another

name or given you this name before , but to tell you this name

before, it's not an indication that he's making it up now be-

cause he's thought about this for 10 years , and he could

He's not just come this moment to say Goins was the person ,

he could of said that the last time you talked to him . But

there's really no logical saying now that he's giving you the

name , that he's made up the name , he could of made it up the

last time .

LEHNER : The only logic is is that he can now be under

the guise of fully cooperatiing and tell us things that we cannot

corroborate . So , that that - that is what I'm trying to

get his theory , his reasoning as to why he did not , you know,

and you've given my your analysis of why it's possible but

I want to get his state of mind
--

LANE : I'm just repeating
--

I'm jsut repeating what

he said , he doesn't like to give any names , he has , in his

words , he inhabitions about naming anybody for anybody .

I know that to be true based upon my own questions .

But to tell you , to give you a lot of information , that

is until now, he's given me a lot of information but not

named any names and he said just go check it out and you'll

find out yourself what it is , basically I guess he's done that

with you also , and now I think he'll be more forthcoming .

But I think you should be happy that it is more forcoming
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because it is going to be easier to check out when he gives

you some of that because ---

RAY : I think I --
During

--
During the lunch period

I mentioned to him about these names and he's going to

talk to them and if they , if it's all right with them why

I'll go ahead , it's two of them--

LANE : That'a about people , one and two .

RAY : If they want to

EVANS : Yeah , okay .

RAY : He's got them I don't --

EVANS : Why did Goins give you the gun?

A. I asked him for it .

Q. I mean Goins and you were tight enough so that if you

just asked him he'd give you the gun?

--

A. I wasn't real tight with him . I went on one burglary

with him, but I was He knew my relatives for years and

he'd been in the penitentiary with my relatives , and

Q.

--

Well , did he receive any compensation for giving you

the gun , to your know
-

to your knowledge?

A. No, I -
I told him that I was sort of money and he,

he got a pension or something and he got , he , I think he went

to Madison , Illinois and got the pistol , I didn't
-- I know -

LANE : Jimmy did you have any information which can be

checked out to indicate , to support the statement that Goins

gave you the gun?

A. He said he went to Madison , Illinois and got it

from a fence , so Madison is a small town so I don't think
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it would be too much trouble of finding a fence .

Q. Did you ask him what it set him back, did you

ask him what it cost him?

A. No, I didn't ask him.

Q. How much money did you have-

A. At that time?

Q. -when you got the gun . Yeah .

A. Not very much. I got it wrote down somewhere, but

it's very, very small amount , I don't think it was over
--

Q. Well , how much did you leave the Indian Trial with?

After you got the last check and cashed it what did you have?

I got it all wrote down but I don't know , it was
A.

a small amount. It was -- I think --

Q. Small amount?

A. I cleared -- I think at the Indian Trail Restaurant

And ,I cleared about 700 dollars after taxes and everything .

I think when I left E. St. Louis I don't think I had a little

over , after I purchased the Plymouth I had probably $250

I'd say . Somewhere in that area of 250 .

Q. In otherwards when you left the E. St. Louis

area on your way to where?

A. Uh, Uh, Toronto .

Q. Okay, you had $250?

A.

Q.

A.

Somewhere around there yes .

And why did you quit the Indian Trial Restaurant?

To go to , to Canada .

Q. Okay .
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A. I would of been alright if I hadn't of had the

problem with the car. That was the , that was the problem .

Q. While you were in the E. St. Louis area did you

participate in any crime , any type crimes at all ?

A. Not in E. St. Louis , no .

Q.

A.

Q.

In E. St. Louis and in that area?

No.

Well did you participate in any crime between

the time you left Indian Trial and the time you arrived in

Montreal , Canada?

A. No.

LANE : You're not referring to something like receiving

a possibly stolen pistol are you?

EVANS : No, no .

LANE : You mean a robbery --

EVANS : In a robbery , burglaries

LEHNER : Other than what he's told us --
We are talking

about other than what he's told us . He told us about the

pistol and he's told us about a burglary

LANE : Or false identification

LEHENR : A burglary

RAY : See, my --

LEHNER: -into a place after the escape which is , which

LANE : But's that's not after
--

LEHNER : -is prior to the Indian Trail .

RAY : See, I told you the last time I didn't commit any

crimes , you know , when I escaped until I got to Canada . But
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actually probably I committed 20 or 30 crimes of trespassing

on a railroad to breaking into things .

EVANS : No, no .

RAY : But I'm talking about the insignificant crimes

where the necessity
--

EVANS : Yeah , that's what we are making reference .

LEHNER : We are talking about crimes in which you gained

money or goods .

RAY : In excess of

LEHNER :

--

Not trespassing , no .

RAY : -
-2 or three hundred dollars , something like .

Well , I mean everything is a crime except breathing but I'm

talking about significant crimes .

LEHNER : We're talking about-- We're now dealing with

the financial--

RAY : Yeah , supermarkets and things .

LEHNER: We are talking about finances now.

RAY : Yeah .

LEHNER: So we are talking about crimes in which you

gained things of value?

A. No, there wasn't anything like that .

LANE : Well that includes stolen , when you talk about

some , stealing eggs and stealing clothing-

RAY : Yeah .

LANE : Were there more things like that , other instances?

RAY : No, eggs and clothing was the

HAUSMAN :

--

Getting back to the Indian Trails for minute ,

did you never have any friends or associates visit you there?
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A.

Q.

No.

Nobody ever came into the Indian Trails to see you , to

meet you, to speak to you?

A. No one . No one called there .

I may of gotten one

LEHNER:

--

You didn't receive any phone calls there?

A. I possible called one from Jerry but I don't

recall it . But that would be speculation . But I know no

one came there to visit me or anything of that nature .

HAUSMAN : Well , if Jerry called you there he would of

had to of known where you were working?

A. He possibly did , but I don't
- I don't recall that .

If he did I called him up on the phone and told him where I

was working at or something like that , I could of very well

called him on the phone and said , look I'm working in a

certain restaurant , which I probably did and if , if I was

working , and I may of told him when I first met him in the tavern

there on Howard street that I was working in a certain restau-

rant , which that , that's very

tell him that .

- very possible that I did

All right . Besides Jerry whoelse may of called youQ.

there?

A. No one. No one , nobody called me .

LANE : At the Indian Trails Restaurant were there any

black employees?

A. Yes , there were .

Q. What was your relationship with the black employees?
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A. The same as the other ones . They were mostly,

actually they were mostly minority employess in there .

Except for waitresses they were all Philippianos or blacks .

LEHNER : Did you receive a phone call while in the,

at Indian Trails where you were agitated , where you had

some emotional reaction to the phone call?

A.

Q.

No.

You've heard that there is a report about that

haven't you?

A. Uh, I think someone said that , I'm not positive

who it is now , but there was , that was no substance .

LANE : What is this source of that incident? Is

that published?

LEHNER : It's in one of the-

HAUSMAN : One of the books .

LEHNER: One of the books Mr. Lane .

What about the , Mr. Jack " Gaudrin " ,

contacts with him?

do you have any

A. Gaudrin , I don't recall that name .

Q. What about J D. Dailey?

A. J. D. Dailey , no , is that John Dailey?

Q. Well , I know him as J. D. Dailey .

A. --
I knew, I knew I knew a John Dailey in Jeff

City Prison, but it's an Italian/Irish , I don't anything

more about him . I think later on he went to Atlanta or

Leavenworth.

Q. What about James Carpenter?
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A. Uh , the only Carpenter I know is , he was associated-

girlfriend , is that one , is thathe was the son of my father's

the one you're talking about , I don't know if there is a

carpenter involved in there. But I, I know -- I know if that's

the one in Jeff City , he was kind of a eccentric so I never

did speak to him if that's the one you're talking about .

LEHNER: Well --

LANE : Bot, if you have some specific information about

these people in addition to James saying , no , he doesn't

remember , if you could provide some information maybe it

would refresh his recollection , on any of these people .

A. If that's the Carpenter--

LEHNER : Well , I'm , I'm just seeing what Mr. Ray can

tell us about this .

What about James Boyd?

A. James Boyd , I don't recall . I may recall him if

I see him but I can't recall him .

Q. What about Jimmy Owens?

A. Yes , I know him, yes .

Q. Where do you know him from?

A. Uh, we committed the , if it's the same one we

committed the robbery and , on Park Street where your , where

I referred to a while ago .

Q. Did you have a contact with him after your escape

from Jeff City?

A. No , I believe he , he moved to the Hawaiian Islands

and I think he --
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A. I belive he died in the Hawaiian Islands before

I escaped .

Q. Now, what about the James Carpenter you had in mind ,

did you see him after your escape from Jeff City?

A. Now I don't even -- The only Carpenter I know is

the one I mentioned a while ago and I've never-- This woman

had two sons , one of them was in the penitentiary and one was

on the street , and I never spoke to either , either one of them .

The one who was in the penitentiary was eccentric , he never

did talk to any one .

LANE : You say that his name was James?

A. His name was Carpenter is all I know . I don't know

what his first name was .

LEHNER: What about the man you know as John Dailey

did you see him since you escaped from Jeff City?

A. Uh , no , I never did see him after Jeff City .

Q. What about James Boyd?

A. I don't know who he is , I never , I never heard of that

name .

Did you say James Dailey?

LANE : John Dailey .

LEHNER: I said J. D. Dailey and you John Dailey .

A. I said John, Yes.

EVANS : Did you go to St. Louis at all?

You were in E. St. Louis did you go to St. Louis?

A. No, I never
-- No. I'm known by the police in

St. Louis , I'm not known by E. St. Louis .
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EVANS : to St. Louis once and

RAY : Well , I went through there once but I didn't have

to go back.

Q. All right . Did you meet your brother John in E.

St. Louis?

A. No.

Q.

A.

Q.

Did you meet Jerry in E. St. Louis?

No.

Did you meet any of those people that Bob named

in , in E. St. Louis when you were there?

A. No.

LEHNER : Did you have dealings with any banks from the

time that you left Jeff City before , up until the time you

went to Canada?

A. I can't recall any dealings with any banks ?

LANE : Does that include like cashing checking and

anything?

LEHNER : Having anything to do with a bank?

A. I didn't , no , I didn't have enough money to have

any, you know , to cash the checks .

LANE : Well , you got a check from Indian Trail?

LEHNER: Yeah , but I can't --
That's why I'm trying

to think about where I cashed it at . Yeah , I did , I did

have dealings with banks .

LEHNER: What banks and what dealings did you have?
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A. Kenmore , I think it was . Kenmore Bank, I believe

the Kenmore Bank and that's right in Winnetka , Illinois .

I know I went down and cashed the check. I believe that was

the , I believe that was the check that I got , the last

check that I got.

Q. Do you have an account there?

A. No, I had trouble cashing it .

Q. You didn't have an account there?

A. No , I think that's what the trouble was .

Q.

it?

A.

Q.

A.

And it was made out to John Rayns?

Yes .

And what did you use for identification to cash

I have some rcollection now of having the manager

or something call the Indian Trail Restaurant , that might

of been it .

Q. What other bank did you have any dealing with from

your time escape from Jeff City to your arrival in Canada?

A. Well , that would of been it.

LANE : Did you , when you were paid , you were paid on

a weekly basis by Indian Trail?

A. Yes .

Q. Was it generally cash or a check?

A. I think it was a check .

Q. So you had to chak that every week?

A. Yeah , I may of went to a bank but I just don't

recall where I cashed it . I know I , I know I had trouble cashing

one because , I think that was the last one , because , I don't
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how come it was . I don't

LEHNER: Did you ever buy traveler's checks before your

arrival in Canada since your escape from Jeff City?

A. Uh, no , I can't recall buy any traveler checks .

Q. What about the Manufacturer's Bank and Trust Company

in St. Louis , did you have any dealings with them especially

pertaining to Traveler Checks as you recall?

A. No , I can't recall .

Q. Did you have any dealking with them at all?

A. I don't even know where that's at.

EVANS : Did you have any traveler's checks when you

went to Canada?

A. No, I don't think I ever dealt in traveler checks .

The fact is I can't recall ever having traveler checks .

LEHNER : Well, list the banks that you've had contacts

with , say , since 1959 .

RAY: List of contacts?

Q. Banks and the contacts?

A. I usually always deal in cash. I did have some

contacts in , with a bank, before I went to Mexico in 1959-

Q. What bank?

A. -but I can't recall which one .

LANE : What city?

A. It'd be in Oklahoma probably .

Q. What kind of contact did you have with them there?

A. I think I bought some traveler checks there in 1959

when I went to Mexico . But , I can't , I can't recall the

42-077 O - 79 26
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details , but know , I knew while I was in Mexico I had some

traveler checks but I can't recall the situation .

Q. All right , what other bank have you had dealings

with, you told us about your cashing your check at Winnetka

at the Kenmore .

A. From 1959 on down, that's it . I was in Jail and there

was no.--

Q. Well , while you were in jail did you have any type

of account somewhere? Money , money that you had in a bank

account?

A. No, I didn't have any money .

Q. What other banks , and we're leave out for now the

Birmingham Bank where you had a trust- , a safety-deposit box ,

what other banks did you have dealings with?

A. You mean from 1959 on down I can't think of any.

Q. To the present?

A. No , I can't think of any.

Q. Okay , why don't you continue then , with , with

your account if you would .

A. Uh , Where'd you leave me off at in the , in a hotel in--

EVANS : You were in E. You were in E. St. Louis .--

A. I told you --

EVANS : One question , one additional question .

In E. St. Louis did you see any of the relatives that you

had gone there to see?

A. No one .

Q. You didn't see anybody?
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A. I mentioned Goins , he might of told them that
--

2. Goins was the only one that you saw?

A.
-I was going out of the country , and I also

-- but

I also told my brother Jerry the same thing so it wouldn't been

I think Goins mentioned something about the police hanging around

my relatives house or something because he lived right close

to them.

HAUSMAN : You siad before there were several family

member and associates that you were there to see about ,

besides Goins , whoelse , did you go to see maybe--

A.

Q.

I didn't catch the first part of your question .

A little while ago you said that you were going to go

that area to see some family members and other associates ,

besides Goins what other people would you have gone back

ther to see, possibly you didn't see them because they weren't

around but you wanted to see up there.

A. Uh , I don't really know who I wanted to see in East

St. Louis . I didn't know too many people in that area . I

knew quite a few people in the , in St.- , in Quincy , Illinois ,

people I knew for years , you know , on the street and inside .

But I didn't know too many people in that area . If I said

other associates that's probably and over statement because

Owens was the only other one I knew and he was , I think he

was an informer anyway , so I got 20 years and he got seven ,

so I would be , I wouldn't been looking for him .

Q. Which other people were there in Quincy

knew once.

that you
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A. I knew considerable people in Quincy. Ted Crowley;

Ralph Davis , of course he was dead ; Junior Qualls and his

dad ; Betty Bradfield ; there's various people in Quincy ,

Illinois .

Q. What were these people you would of looked up at

that time?

A. I would of probably had if they would of been there

but they were either going or , or died or were in Jail .

The only one I knew there was , was Ted Crowley and a fellow

called " Kurt Job " and that's the only two I , I recognized .

I think the other Shirt I mentioned , I believe he was dead .

I may, I may of got '67 mixed up with 1959 .

HAUSMAN : Okay .

LEHNER : Wherewere you when the Alton Bank Robbery took

place?

A. When was that?

Q. Have you heard of the Alton Bank Robbery?

A. I've read something about it in Huie's book , but

I don't know

Q.

--

Other than hearing about it and , or reading about it

in Huie's book you didn't care about the Alton Bank Robbery?

A. No , not , not outside of his book.

I think Percy Foreman mentioned it to me.

Q. Oh, in what context?

A. Huh?

Q. In what context?

A. Uh , after he thought we were going to get the guilty
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plea he came up there with various , it must of been 40 or 50 ,

40 or 50 robberies , I think that was one of them. I think they

were bank robberies and , let's see , Alton , Birmingham , E. St.

Louis and Springfield , plus several supermarkets . And he told

me it was kind of foolish , and he told me if we entered the

guilty plea the State , the Government would want to know where

I got the money at . So , I told him , I said I can cop out on

one of these robberies but then when they start wanting details

I might have some problem supplying them.

LANE : What you mean , you'd cop out to a robbery that

you did commit or did not commit?

A. I did not commit . He wanted me to , you know,

admit to a robbery in order to squelch , in other words , whatever

you want to call it , he wanted just to , you know , account for

And I just mentionedthe money that I'd spent on the street .

to him that I couldn't.

LEHNER : The money that had spent on the street?

A.

-- I told

Yes . Nine hundre-- , a thousand dollars , ten

thousand , whatever it was . And I told I couldn't

him , I said , well you have a problem there because if they

start cross-examining you on the , on the details it would of

been , it would of been a problem of suppling the details .

And , he said , well that's right , he says , so he never did

he never did press it any farther.

Q. Other than that , for that problem of supplying details

you would of pleaded guilty to a bank robbery that you did not

commit?
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A. No, I wouldn't of. That was just my answer to him .

-

I said, well how, how would we work out the details when they

started to examine me on details, and he said, well that's -

he said , maybe that's right , so he just

Q. Well , did he phrase it that he wanted you to plead

guilty to a bank robbery that you did not commit or that he

was asking you if you did commit the bank robbery?

--

A. I think he wanted me to plead guilty to one that I

didn't commit. But it wasn't I wasn't only banks , it was

supermarkets and various places where I had been and they

were unsolved crimes and

Q. What was his reason for wanting you to plead guilty

to a bank robbery that you did not commit?

A.

Q.

To account for the money that I had spend on the street .

Why did he want to do that?

A. Well , to make the government's case to look ,

credibility.

That's his story but I , it sounds weak but that's what

he put on me .

Q. And he mentioned the Alton bank robbery?

A. I think he mentioned --
Yeah , I think that's one

of them he mentioned , he mentioned several of them.

Q. Well have you heard who committed the Alton bank

robbery?

A. Well , I assumed since the FBI solves all the crimes,

all these crimes would of been solved including the only at Alton .

Q. You have not heard who committed it?
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A.

Å
å

Q.

No, I haven't heard .

And you haven't heard any speculation as to who?

No, I haven't even discussed it except with you
A.

here .

Q. Okay . Continue , why don't you

LANE : Who did it , do you know?

LEHNER : Why con't you continue on in you account?

A. I think I should mention before we go too further

about various , the robberies . I think most of this speculation

come out before The FBI didn't find out where I was out--

between the time I escaped until the time I returned , until

I went to Canada , they didn't know that until I told William

Bradford Huie . Well most of these various robberies around the

country were attributed to me-- were attributed to me within

that period and once , once I told Huie where I was at , and I

think the FBI was able to pinpoint where I was at every day ,

I think most of these robberies they , they quit talking about

them I think. Because once they , once they got down to the ,

you know, the day , the date--

A. Well I'm --

EVANS : What's the date you left E. St. Louis?

I'm going by what I read , I read ,

you know, the government's record . I've got down July 15th

but I don't have no recollection , I may have been-- The way

I did I back tracted it fromthe motel that I checkinto and -

in a , on a sub- , a suburb of Montreal , I think I checked in

there on the July 17th . So, backtracking I'd of had to left

E. St. Louis the 15th .
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Q.

A.

Where'd you go from E. St. Louis?

Uh , Indi-- Indiana , uh , Indianapolis .

Q. Where did you stay in there?

A. A hotel .

Q. Do you remember the name of the hotel ?

A. No I can't recall .

LEHNER : That's the one you told us was red and was

sort of broken down?

A. Kind of a brick, yeah , opal .

Speaking of names of hotels on these , the one hotel was

the Milner Hotel in Quincy and I don't know the

LEHNER : How do you spell that?

--

A. MILNER , I think , but I don't know the name of the

other one .

Q. And what days did you stay there?

A. Well , I stayed there after , after I left the , after

I left the Indian Trail Restaurant , but I don't know just ,

I think I stayed several days in one and several days in the

other , you know, to keep the heat off of me. And then I

went -- I think stayed in one , one in the hotel called the

Victor Hotel .

Q.

A.

What name did you use at the Milner and the Victor?

Probably Rayns . I know if P stayed three or four

or five days I would use my correct identification .

Q.

A.

Do you recall how long you stayed at each hotel ?

Probably not more than four or five days each . I

think I stayed at the Victor
11
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Q.

pint it?

A.

What days are we talking about now if can try to pin-

It would be between June the 27th or 8th when I left,

when I left Winnetka until sometime in July around the 12th ,

13th of July.

Q.

That's the closest I can get to it .

Continue .

A. Well , where'd you have me now in Indiana?

EVANS : In Indiana , right . Indianapolis .

A. Well , let's see, I must , I must of left there the ·

I left E. St. Louis the 15th , I must of left there the 16th ,

and I crossed into , into Canada the same day, the 16th . And

I believe I , let's see , I believe it's the night of the 16th

I don't think I checked into any motel , I think I just slept

in the car, I know, I know the police had stopped me two or three

times on sleeping in the car but I'd just tell them that I was ,

got sleepy and I wanted to rest awhile .

I think on the 17th, now I'm going by the Government , I

think the government stipulation on the 17th, I staying in

mo- , motel on the , the suburb , I think I stayed there three or

four hours , maybe a little long on the suburbs of Montreal .

And, it was that night It must of been that night that I

went into Montreal and cased this bar and this girl works in

the bar , the whore house, and this was in the Frency section.

I'm , I'm not sure just where it would be at on the street ,

but it would be in the St. Catherine East , probably between ,

somewhere between 600 and 1200 block in that area on the

lefthand side of the street going east , going towards the French

Quarters.
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Had you been in Montreal before .Q.

A. Yes .

Q. When?

A.

Q.

Uh , 1959 .

Did you know any people and did you make any acquaintances

in 1959 in Montreal?

A. No.

Q. Oh , where'd, where'd you go?

(Mr. Lane has to add another tape ) .

EVANS : What was the purpose of your trip in 1959?

A.
Well , it was my intention to stay up there if could

find employment .

me for

At the , at the time the police were after

Q. Where did you stay then?

A. 1959?

Q. Yes .

A. I stayed in a , not too far from the train station .

I went up there on a train and I stayed in , probably about three

or four blocks from the train station . I think the - I think

the train station is , is in the Queen Elizabeth Hotel .

Q. yeah.

A. the train station is underneath if you ever been there .

Q. And how long did you stay there in 1959?

A. the first time?

Q. Yeah .

A. Uh, probably about three weeks .

Q. Okay , where did you go , what did you while you there

that period? Did you establish any relationship with any person ,
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anybody that you saw on your second trip?

A. No, the first I didn't , I didn't do to9 much there .

I stayed in the , well Montreal is the , kind of a separate

city, once side is English and one side's French . I stayed

in the English section that time and I mostly I checked on

apartments two or three times and they got some type of thing

they call social insurance that you have to have before you

get employment , and at the time , the police in St. Louis they

were after me for some robbery , and anyway I got short of

money and I assumed I couldn't stay there so I left . But I

didn't make any type of contacts or , or I didn't make no attempts

to leave the country , I just wanted to stay right in Canada .

Q. Yeah, did you --
Did you , were you involved in any

ciminal action while you were in Canada at that period?

A. Uh , I don't think so . I may of told Huie that I robbed

something or something , but I don't , I , I've

Q.

I wasn't

Under what name were you in Canada at that time?

-- --

A. Uh, I believe it was O'Connor .

Q. You were using the O'Connor alias?

A. Yes .

Q. First , first name?

A. No the last name.

Q. What was your first , what was the first name you were

using?

A. I can't recall . I just recall the O'Connor name

because later I got arrested in St. Louis by a police named

O'Connor and he accused me of using his father's name for

committing robberies . That's the only reason I recall the
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O'Connor name.

LEHNER : We are going to take a,

our Stenographer .

a 5 minute break for

Before we do I just wanted to put in the

record that the map that Mr. Ray had drawn for us previous

to the luncheon break, he had signed during the luncheon

break while we were not on the record , it was witnessed by

Mr. Lane and Mr. Hausman and it's noted at Exhibit 2 .

Let us take a break , please .

( A recess was taken at 2:50 , pm ) .

LEHNER: Okay , it's now three minutes to three , December

the 2nd , 1977 , the same people are here that were here before

the break .

Why don't you continue , Mr. Ray , chronological .

A. I believe I was asked , someone was asking me the

question about was I in Canadain in 1959?

EVANS : Yeah.

A Do you have anything further on that?

Well , not apparently I , apparently I arrived in the suburbs

of Montreal July 17th and I cased this bar on E. , E. Catherine

Street during that evening , picked up a girl and took her to

her apartment . Now this apartment is on , it's in the French

section and I , if I had a map I could show- point it out within

a four or five block area but I can't . I would say that , I'd

say the apartment would of been about four or five hundred

blocks east , kind of sit on a slight hill . The next night ,

July the 18th I picked up this girl again in the same bar and

2
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I also deter-

we went back together and the night before that I'd measured

the house off by counting the houses down from the side of the

street plus I'm not sure if I got the number of the house or

not , I may have , but I was trying to determine where the house

was in relation , you know, from one house to the next until I

got to the regular house . This would of been

mined where I parked the car at . Now, on , let's see , July

the 18th I picked her up again , we went back to the same place ,

this was on the second floor . You had to go up a flight of steps

it was on the second floor, and the same procedure we used the

first time except the first time when I went in there she let

me in the door and she got the money , I think it was $ 25 and

she took it down the hall , and I guess she gave it , I assumed

she gave it to whoever was running the house. And the next

night it was the same procedure all over again except when she

got ready to leave why I put a pistol on her and took her down ,

went down the hall with her , and when she knocked on the door

I just went on inside with her. And , the guy , the proprietor

in there he was apparently a Frenchman , a small fellow , and

I asked him for the money and he said something about he didn't

have much, I think he had five or ten dollars and then I become

a little more hostile with him and told him I wanted the rest

of it , and he got me he had some up in the cabinet It was

kind of a small room , and after I got the money from him I

-

put it in my pocket naturally.

LEHNER : How much was that?

A. I think ultimately it was about $ 1700 , mixed United
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States and currency money. United States and Canadian currency .

And after I made her take her stockings off and get under the

bed , and it was kind of a small bed . Then I tied him up with

her stockings as best I could and then I , I run out , run out

the door and run down the stairs and I had the car parked about

three , one-two- three , about three and a half blocks away.

-And I got in the car and went over in the I dove around, I

got back on St. Catherine Street E. This time I went south,

I went in the English section and I stayed there in a parking

lot the rest of the night I didn't go into a motel or anything .

And , that was on the, that was the , that would of been on the

18th, if I , if I've got it wrote down right .

HAUSMAN: Is that the first time you used your pistol

since you obtained it?

A. That's correct , yes .

Q.. And did this establishment have a bouncer or a

guard or anything like that?

-
A. I guess he was , he had a , I guess I guess he was,

it just looked like a rooming house and- I don't know
about

if are talking/he had a " Panderer" around or anything?

it was,

I don't think, I mean , I didn't notice anyone , it just , it

just the two individuals is all I saw in there .

out?

Q. They didn't scream or anything when you went running

A. She didn't , no . Uh huh, I had her under the bed.

And , I guess she figured I might shoot her or something .

EVANS : You had her on the bed?
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Q. Under the bed .

out

HAUSMAN : What direction did you run/when you took the

money and put it in your pocket and you ran? You didn't

hear nobody screaming after you or --

A. If they did I didn't hear them because I , it didn't

talke me long to get downstairs .

EVANS : Had you checked in at the , the Montreal apartments?

The Har-K Apartments?

A. Yeah, I think --
Yes , I'd done checked in there ,

I'm almost positive .

EVANS : Under what name?

RAY : That would been , yeah I think that was the first time

I used the Galt name.

HAUSMAN : Where did you Where did you get that name

from?

A. I don't
-- I don't recall . I got it somewhere

but I can't recall where I got it .

HAUSMAN : Had you used it before?

A. No , I think I decided on it before I got into

Canada or maybe after I got there , but I think the first ,

the first time I ever used the Galt name was on, that , that

would of been on July the 18th when I rented , rented the ,

let's see , 18th -- I can't --
I can't get these dates straight .

I think , now, I'm going here by what I've got wrote down on

these dates . I -- I got rented apartment . I know I rented

it six months , I took out a six month lease on it .
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EVANS : Where was that apartment in location , in reference

to the bar where you picked this girl up at?

A. That's quite a ways . I'd say at least 2 miles ,

but it was in the same , same , it was in the French section

except the bar was close to the English part of the city .

The, the apartment was 28 , 2589 East Notre

Dame Street .

- Notre - Notre

HAUSMAN : Did they have a parking area or a garage for

these apartments? Was there parking spaces back in , back

behind the apartments some places in Montreal have , or, what

were you going to do with the car?

A. Well it was my , I think, to answer your first

question I think the parking lot , I think there was a parking

lot down the street there , but it wasn't connected with the hotel ,

you just had to rent it or something .

Q. Did you?

A. And--

Q. Did you rent a parking space there?

A.

recall .

I don't know if I did or not , I made , I can't

But I know I had the car parked down there somewhere ,

I must of, it could of been an empty lot but I thinkbut I guess ,

it was
a parking space there , I think it was a cheap parking

space in that area because that area of town is not too expensive

anyway . And , but I couldn't I couldn't answer you specifically

whether I rented it or not .

--

Q. What did you do with your car? Did you park it on

the street? Did you park it in that garage , you moved there

for quite a while.
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A. Yeah, I , I can't recall . I can't recall what I did

with it . I know I had it parked around inthat area somewhere .

I think I rented , I think rented a parking space though , a

cheap parking space because that's kind of a rundown neighborhood

I assumed I mustand things really are not too expense ,

of rented a parking space there .

So ,

Q. What name did you use for that?

A. Probably the Galt name although I had the car

registered under Rayns , but see I
-

I just don't know because

I was using two names at that time and I'm not positive , I

mean , what name I used . Now , because I hadn't established

the Galt name too clear .

Q. At that point why didn't you just your Rayns names ,

you were now in a foreign country and you already had established

ID in the Rayns , why did you switch names?

A. Yeah , but I was going to stay up there , I wanted to

get a , I wanted to get a , establish a Canadian , you know, a

Canadian birth , a Canadian birth and things like that , and

Rayns was all in the United States and at that time it wasn't

my intention to come back to the United States so I wanted

to keep the -

LEHNER : You were going to establish a Canadian birth;

is that what you said?

A. Uh , well , yeah , Canadian citizenship or whatever you

want to call it .

Q. Yeah . Well , if you used the name of Galt you

were using a real person; right ?

42-077 O - 79 - 27
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A. No, it's just a
--

Q. Well , how were they going to establish a birth?

A. Well , I knew I couldn't establish anything in

the Rayns , that's a, that's all United States identification.

Q. Well you know there is a real person by the name of

Eric Galt ; right?

A. Well , I know now but I didn't know at the time .

But --

Q. And you know he lives in an area not too far from

the real Paul Bridgeman and the real George Ramon Snyed ; right ?

A.

Q.

I know it now but I didn't know it at the time .

Well , if you were going to establish an iden- , identifi-

cation you'd had to use a birth date of a real person , right ,

so it could be checked ; isn't that true?

A. Yeah , that wasn't --
I mean that wasn't no , just

the one thing , there was other angles too . I mean , that was

just one of the angles , but , there was no
- I knew I couldn't

establish no Canadian identification under the Rayns name

because that was a United States citizenship and I wanted to ,

you know , use another name for the Canadian citizenship .

Of course, that didn't mean that wasn't going to apply for a

pass- , for a passport or birth certificate in a different

name .

Q. Were you planning to apply for a passport or birth

certificate under the name of Galt?

A. Uh , no . When I first come there that's one of the

first things I did was call the travel agency trying to

establish a , trying to find out what the procedure was for
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getting a passport and I got false information . It wasn't false

but it just wasn't thorough enough . They told me , uh , it was

necessary to have a Guarantor , someone who knew you two years ,

to vouch for your passport and of course I found out later

that that wasn't necessarily so , you just had to , you know,

make a sworn statement that you

HAUSMAN :

A. On a,

Q.

--

Well , who gave you that information .

a travel agency , I called it on the phone .

What about the information you received on Canada

when you were back in Chicago?

A. See , I didn't--

Q.

Embassy?

You say you got a couple of letter from the Canadian

A. That wasn't passport that was just immigration

information .

Q. You got a few letters from them?

A. Yes .

Q. All just about immi-- Immigrating?

A. Yeah , about the vir-- , virtues of Canada and things

of that nature . There was no how to get a passport after you

get there or anything of that nature .

LEHNER: Well in 1968 you used the names of real people ,

Snyed and Bridgeman in order to get identification ; right ?

A. Yes .

Q. Is that true?

A. Yes .

Q. In 1967 when you went there why didn't you also

use the name of a real person to get identification?
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A. Well I was too cautious when I went there the first

time , and of course the second time it didn't make any difference ,

I didn't have anything to loose . But , I should of been less

cautious the first time and , and went ahead and , well the fact

is I should of stayed there two years and tried to , you know,

get a passport under that in fact I did try to get a pass---

port through a female up there but I douldn't--

Q. Under what name?

A. What was her name?

Q. Under what name?

A. Well , I was just going to have her for, you know

swear that she knew me for two years but I decided that that

not , might not be prudent because she was employed by the

Canadian Government .

Q. Well , when , when did you decide that you were going

to try to use her to swear that she knew you two years

in order to get identification?

I first thought about it , I went to a resort in--A.

Q. Gray Rocks you are talking about?

A. Huh?

Q. You talking about Gray Rocks?

A. Gray Rocks , that's correct .

Q. Well , you decided that you were going to use her

to help you get a passport ; is that right?

A. Yes .

Q. When did you first find out that there was a real

Eric Galt?
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A.

it might

Probably when I , when I read Gerald Franks book ,

--

Q. Well , how were you going to get a passport if

there was no person such as Eric Galt in existence , even

if you had her to say she knew you for two years and swear

to it?

-- The information I gotA. Well , I thought that , that

on the phone I thought that's all you have to do is just take

somebody down there , but they had to know you two years and they

had to make a sworn statement that they knew you two years .

Q. Well , how were you going to get a birth certificate

and how were they going to check that you were a real person

if , if at that time you didn't even know that there was a

such a person as Eric Galt?

A. I didn't even know you needed a birth certificate .

I the only thing I thought you just had to get somebody to swear

you , knew you two years , and walk on down there and say well ,

here I am, I've knew him two years and maybe they'd give him

identification.

Q. When did you find out otherwise?

A.

Q.

Oh , when I went back the second time .

How'd you find out otherwise?

A. Well , I went directly , instead of calling I went

directly to the travel agency and

Q. How long were you in Canada the second time before

you went to the travel agency?

A. It was probably the next day .

Q. Well , had you stayed , had you stayed overnight before

there?
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A. Well , I stayed in this -- I rented this room from the

Polish lady .

Q. Well , what name were you prepared to use withthe

Polish lady?

At that time? If she'd of asked me I don't whatA.

I would of give her. It's a -- I'm --
I apparently had

one made up to give her but I can't recall which one I was

prepared to give her.

Q. And the very next day you went to the passport

agency?

-- I --I'm inclinedA. I went to the passport agency or I

to think I went to the newspapers and got a name out of the

newspaper files before I went to the passport agency .

Q. Well , how many days were you there the second time

before you went to the passport agency?

A. It was probably right after I went to -- I think as

soon as I got the , I don't know what day I got up there ,

I imagine it was the following Monday if I got up there on a

weekend , as soon as I got the name out of the newspaper I went

to the passport , the travel agency .

Q. When you went to the newspaper place you were looking

for the name , the , the identification of a real person; right ?

A. Yes .

Q. You had not yet gone to the passport agency?

A. No, I'm positive of that because when I went there

Well all you need, you knw at that time ,I gave her a name.

all you needed was someone who would guarantee your name

that he knew you for two , that he or she knew you for two
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Q. So for all you know at that time you still did not

need a real person ; right? The time you went to the newspapers .

A. How's that again , I can't --

Q. The time you went to look up the newspapers you still

had the same impression that you had the year before when you

were planning to have this lady from Gray Rocks say you knew-,

she knew you , Eric Galt , for a couple of years ; right?

A. Yes .

Q. So why'd you have to get someone , a real person?

Why didn't you still use an alais , any other alais name ,

why did you have to go to the newspapers because you didn't

at that time yet know that you needed a real person with a

birth certificate?

A. I- I- I 11
No , I can't answer that , I can't I just

can't get these things down straight , I know what I did but

I can't get the sequence down , what day I went . I know I

went --
I know I went to the newspaper office , I know I got

three names out of there , I know I called the names up on the

telephone , two of them .

Q. What I'm getting at

A. Yeah.

Q. What I'm getting at is , since there was a real Eric

Galt and since he lives in the area of Bridgeman and Sneyd

isn't it possible that in '67 you knew you needed a real person?

A. No. No.
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Q. It's just coincidence that there is an Eric Galt that

lives near Sneyd and , and Bridgeman?

A. That's right . If , if I would knew what I knew

the second , if it knew it the first time I wouldn't be here

now, I'd be in Australia somewhere . It wasn't my intentions ,

if that's what you are getting at , to come back to this place ,

because I'd reather be in a lunatic assylum than be in a

penitentiary or Jeff City .

Q. Well when did you first get the name Galt?

A. I can't re- -- I don't -- I first used it when I

rented that room in Montreal , it's Har- K Apartments .

Q. Did you know about , that you were going to

use that name when you were still in Jeff City?

A. No , I never , I didn't have no idea I'd use that

name in Jeff City . I don't know when I picked it up . But

probably I picked it up in Chicago when I , probably when

I was going to leave or something of that nature .

sign?

Q. Did you see the name Galt on a road sign?

A.

Q.

NO, I never saw it on a road sign .

Did you ever tell anybody that you saw it on a road

A. No , I never did.

Q. Did you ever tell Huie that?

A. No.

Q. Do you know how he got that information?

A. He made it up .

Q. Is there a real , a town Galt on the way to Montreal

from, from the Chicago area?
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A. I think there is . I think I looked it up after I

read Huie's book. And I think , that's been several years

ago . I think there's a town named Galt . Because that's an

English name and it's probably fairly common .

Q. Where - Where as you best recollect now, will

you give us some alternatives , as you said sometimes you are

not exactly 100 percent sure and you have alternatives , what

are alternatives that you think could possibly be the truth

as to how you got the Galt name?

A. It , I apparently seen it written down somewhere ,

but where I seen it written down I dodn't know. Because

that's the only way you could get a name is , you know, to see

it written down somewhere , or some former associate maybe ,

I know the Lowmeyer name now, I got it from a convict , I'd

heard his name , I didn't even know him, I heard somebody

talking about him several times and it's , it's a easy name

to remember because you know it's long and it's not a Smith or

Jones . So , the Galt name stands out too , you know it's different

than the average

Q.

name .

Where'd you see it , where were you when you saw it

written down?

A. Well , I don't know , I don't know where I could of

seen it at , I've read in a magazine article I've seen it , it

had a Galt name in a pocket novel .

Q. Could that be true?

A. No, impositive . Now, I got that book I tried to--

get the book but I couldn't find the book , it's by A n R
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he said he names , but I

LEHNER: You --

--

Pardon me.

HAUSMAN : The writer Ayn Rand .

LEHNER: Oh, Ayn Rand .

LANE : There is , I believe there is a character .

A. Well , I got the book.

LEHNER : What's the name of the character?

LANE : Galt .

LEHNER :

HAUSMAN :

What's the full name of Galt?

John Galt .

A. But it's a different name , I , the one I was using

was Eric Galt . But , anyway , the only book I ever written , I

got a book , I tried to find it , but I couldn't find the book,

I did get one named Fountain Head , but it had a different

name in it , so

But I , I could of very well seen that book , but I don't

ever recall reading that book so I don't think unless it was

an advertisement or something I might of seen the last name .

Q. Had you ever sat down with the phone directory ,

maybe in Chicago , and gone through it and try to find a name

to use in Canada?

A. I don't --
I don't recall going through it in

Chicago . I know when I arrived in Birmingham I went through

the directory . I was trying to find ot if I had the same

name that someone else had and it might be confused .

there was just one Galt in there I think .

But

Q. But you knew when you got to Canada you were going
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to try to establish a new identity?

A. Yes .

Q. So you --
Had you given some thought as to what name

you were going to use?

A. Yes .

Q. What sources were you thinking of , or what were

you going to use to try to get a new name?

A. I'd come up with that name in Chicago but I just don't

know where , what I , where I'd I was taking first things--

-- I didn't

first , you know, I was in Chicago I had to get a job , I had to

get identification and then go to Canada . I didn't

plan this whole thing out seven or eight years in advance .

Q. All right . You are here in Chicago you end up

spending seven weeks in Chicago or the Illinois area , after

the first couple of week you realize that you are going to go

to Canada soon , right?

A. Yes .

Q. So you start giving it some thought what's going

to happen when you get to Canada ; right?

A. Yeah .

Q. Did anybody else in Chicago or Southern Illinois

area suggest that name to you?

A. No. But I probably got it in Chicago , I very well

could of got it out of the phone book but I just don't have

no recollection of where I got it . The only name out there

that I recollect is the LOwmeyer and the two bonafided names

in Canada , the Sneyd and Bridgeman .
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Q. What about the Willard name?

A. Uh , now I have some recollection of that name somewhere

but I don't know where I got it at . But it must of been some

kind of a criminal associate because most of my namese were ,

not most of , but some of them comes from some type of indirect

criminal associate . In otherwards , maybe somebody, somone

else used that name for an alias and I heard about it or something

and

LEHENR : Where'd you get the Lowmeyer name from?

A. That come from -- that was someone who'd been in

the penitentiary from Quincy , Illinois .

Q. What was the first name of the person in the

penitentiary?

A. Well there was a Harvey Lowmeyer , I met him once .

When you got the Galt name did you get Eric at the

same time or did you get Eric and Galt from different sources?

Q.

A. No, that all come at the same time , or at least I

put it together at the same time .

Q. What about Doug Collins , you ever use that name?

A.

Q.

Doug Collins , no , I never used that name , no .

It doesn't sound familiar at all ?

A. No.

LEHNER: What name did you use in Los Angeles?

A. Galt .

Q. Any other name?

A. No , I can't think of any . When I was fooling with

those people with getting those , like this Six Condor Street ,

I mentioned awhile ago that , you know, I got arrested at in
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Montreal- , in Toronto .

HAUSMAN : The Jaywalking ticket?

A. Yeah . That's Six Condor Street I gave you . I may

have used a different
name there , I'm getting these women's

addresses
and things and , you know, to get their addresses

.

Now, I'm not positive
but I , the only reason, the only name

I can recollect
using out there is the Galt name .

LEHNER : How do you get Six Condor Street?

A.

Q.

A.

I got it off one of those addresses .

How did you get the address?

I think I got it out of the Free Press , the Los

Angeles Free Press , an underground newspaper .

Q. What did you do when you got that address?

A. I just kept it for future reference I guess . I

had a bunch of them.

Q. Did you send photographs of yourslef to the people

at those addresses?

A. At one time I sent a series of photographs before

I got plastic surgery and they were all , well , I had a suit

coat on and they was all , they were all profile view .

Q. What was the purpose in sending all those photo- ,

photographs out?

A. That's kind of foolish , at one time I thought I'd

get , you know , heat on me crossing these bord- , crossing the

border plus the escape and all that . And I wasn't

time I was working on a procedure where I thought I could get

-- At that

a merchant seaman papers and I was going to --
I was going
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use them to get these crazy pictres out , the ones I was sending

to these people. Then I'd get plastic surgery and put them on

the Merchant Seaman papers , and , but I never , I know I contacted

the Coast Guard several times but I never did go through with

it . I think I was probably , well , I thought I had more heat

on me than I actually had on me .

LEHNER : Well , how would it of helped you if you had these

other pictures that didn't look like you because they were

prior to the plastic surgery and these different addresses ,

how would that help you?

A. Well I thought
-- All right , I suppose if I would

of been over in the Pacific somewhere and these sea- , if they

had a record of my , of my pictures in the , on the Coast ,

on file in the Coast Guard then it would been difficult to match

them up .

Q.

What -- How

How would the Coast Guard get?

A. Well , they could get , well , if they got my picture

put on the papers they would of had it .

Q. And you were sending photographs to different people

from, from ads they put into the Free Press ; is that right ?

A. That's correct .

Q. Well , how was that going to help you , the fact that

different people , civilians would have your photograph that was

taken prior to your plastic surgery?

A. Well , it was foolish thinking but I thought it would

cause some confussion or something if I did get some , you know,

some type of a, See, there's a guy who escaped from Missouri ,

he got on the top ten just like , you know, he escaped about a

--
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year before I did . And I was thinking at one time that I

had a lot more heat on me than I did on account of I escaped

from inside the walls . Now, specifically I- I sent these

pictures , these picture out before I got the plastic surgery .

I intended to get two phases of plastic surgery ; once on the

nose and the other on the ear , because that's what shows up in

the photograph . I thought maybe then if I could get a merchant

seaman's paper while I was in California and somewhere, work

somewhere around where I could get someone else finger prints

and then, you know , go ahead and get the papers . And then

I'd be on a ship somewhere , and then later if I did get on the

top 10 or something why these pictures I circulated around ,

you know, they wouldn't correspond with the ones on the --

Q. The pictures you circulated around were under the

name of Galt ; right?

A. Yeah .

Q. And you thought that the authorities might be able

to get these photographs from these various people that had

ads in the paper?

A. I assumed that type is all informers , I don't know,

but I just

Q. You assume what?

A. I assume most of that type are , from my information

most of them are , well I wouldn't say they are informers but

they can't stand up under too much pressure from the
--

Q. Who can't?

A. These type of pictur-- , people that run these ads

in newspapers .
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HAUSMAN : The time that you are developing this entire

scheme you are in California ; right?

A. Yes .

Q. And you are already at liberty for about six months

or so?

A. Yeah , maybe nine or ten , yes .

Q Nine or ten . You've had no real heat or pressure

anywhere; right ?

A. Yeah , but I think crossing the border and I escaped

from inside the walls and there's , there's not a lot of pressure

but it's , it's an accumulative effect .

- since theQ. But at this point you've been, from the

time you escaped what were you anticipating your future troubles ,

what type of problems were you anticipating? You were doing

quite well , the whole time you were at liberty , you had a job ,

you'd been to Canada and Mexico, and now you are out in California

10 months after your escape , what are the troubles you might

have?

A. Well , I mean , I wasn't anticipating it , it was in

the back of my mind that I could very well get a little heat

on me in these crossings of the border. I'd been involved in

some type of smuggling business in Mexico , and it was enough

for me right then to assume there would be a strong possible

of future problems at that time . I wasn't thinking about guns

or going into Mexico I just thought , plus the Rosenson name ,

stuff like that . I don't think you get parinoid , you felt ,

figure that something could happen , you could get heat after

things like that , it was pretty strong .
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Q. Are you allergic to sea air or salt water?

A.
On the Gult of Mexico I was or I juse to get a headache

a lot in that area .

Q.

A.

Did you ever tell that to anybody?

I had this trouble in Leavenworth , I got a headache

a couple of times . I know one time in Canada because we were

discussing where we would go , New Orlean or Mobile , I wanted

to got to Birmingham because , it wasn't the climate but I wanted

a bigger city . But as far as the climate I'd been to New Orleans

two or three times and I'd usually always end up with a headache

or something .

EVANS : After the hold up of this whore house what did you

do after you left the car in the parking lot? What did you do

after that?

I don't know if there is anything I did after that .A.

Q.

A. Yeah , I - I had -
but what few clothing

-- I didn't

You mean, you had money now; right?

have no clothing .

Q. Where was the clothing store in relationship to the

apartment?

A. Um , they were in the English section of the city .

I can't tell you just the address but it was , it was in Montreal

East and West . It was somewhere in the west part of St. Catherine's

Street .

Q.

A.

What was the purpose of buying the clothing , the suits?

I believe I gought one , one suit at that time . There

well , one purpose is that at the time I didn't have

any, hardly any other clothing , that's about all I had . And ,

was two

42-077 79 - 28
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later I made the decision to Bis--, to Gray Rocks and I would

need clothing up there.

Q. When did you make the decision to go to Gray Rocks?

A. I don't know just what , what date I made it , but

Q. Uh, when in relationship to your meeting with Raoul ?

A. I don't know when that got in the back of my mind ,

about the possibility of meeting a woman and trying to get

a passport through her.

Why Gray Rocks ?Q.

A. I don't -- I don't --
Well , I didn't pick out that .

I went to a resort -
I went to a travel agency and asked them

to pick a recommended place where you could make acquaintances

I think it was .

What travel agency?LEHNER :

A. I don't recall the name of it .

Q. Where was it?

A.

Q.

I think , was it the Kennedy Travel Agency?

The same travel agency you used to get a passport

the next year?

A. Uh , no, no . No , that wasn't the one . Uh , I don't

recall the name of it , and I don't recall where it was at .

But it was a different one than when I got the passport .

HAUSMAN : At this time had you given any thought to

getting a job and trying to establish a legitimate identity

in Canada?

A. Well , I'd given that a thought , yeah . But , after

I found out the information about the two years I didn't want ,

I didn't want to stay there two years , but I had different
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I wasin other words I was pulling in different directions .

trying to get a passport from this woman and this guy named

Raoul , he mentioned the passport and they had another option

of two years . And , I wanted to get it as quick as I could because

I just didn't see no point in staying there two years if it

was necess-- , if I could of got out on a earlier date .

Q.

met Raoul?

-
But you met the you went to Gray Rocks before you

No , I went there after.A.

Q. After you met Raoul?

A.

do?

Q.

Yes , yes .

So after you purchased the clothes then what did you

How did you get to the Nep- , Neptune Bar or , had you been

in the Neptune Bar when you were there in '59 ?

A. No.

When I went down there I was most- in the beginning I was

just following drunks and things like that , I was going to try

to roll somebody and get his passport , but I never could get

one that I thought I could , you know, handle him or anything

like that where I could get his , get his identification .

Q. But you had a gun ; right ?

A. Well , I didn't
——

I don't ever recall carrying a

gun down there , but I guess beings you mentioned it I could

of , but I , holding up somebody that is drunk with a gun to

get his passport I don't think, I mean , beings you mentioned

it that might that might be a pretty good idea but I never

did consider , you know , holding up someone for his identification .
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I did follow him -- follow drunks out two or three times in

that general area. And I use to go into bars and talk and ,

you know , inquire about the seaman papers and things like

that . I think one time I even made some effort to get a

seaman's paper from a Merchant Marines club in that area ,

but there was some mention of a waiting list or something ,

but I never did formally apply for anything .

Q. You ever been in a fist fight ?

A. Have I ever been?

Q. In a fist fight , right .

A. It's been a long time .

Q. How long?

A. Oh , let's see , probably Jeff City . That would of

probably been

Q. Before Jeff City?

A. No , I've never been real , I've never been in a whole

lot of brawls . I try to dodge them all them , but usually

if somebody grabs me or something I'm more or less interested

in getting away from them or use the pistol .

Q. All right . We are talking about rolling drunks

then, right?

A. Yeah .

Q. Andyou realize of course if you are going to roll

a drunken sailor that you might end up in some fistcuffs;

right?

A. Yeah , yes .

Q. And you took that into consideration , rather than

use the gun?
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A. Uh, I think --
Yeah, I think I can handle someone

who's drunk and maybe , because I was fairly well conditioned

if he were a little bit smaller than me . But I just never did

think about , about the gun for some reason .

Q. Okay .

A. Okay , I mean , there's different types of fist fighting

you know if someone just fights because he wants to fight or

in otherwards if you wanted
--

HAUSMAN : Well , tell us about how you existed in Canada ,

what were you doning on a daily basis ?

A. Well , most of the time after I checked , after I

rented the room in Notre Dame I , after I purchased the clothing

I think I got them fairly quick , probably a couple of days or

the day after the robbery , I started going down to the , in that

general area of where the waterfront is and inquirying about

passports and talking to people and I wasn't taking too many

chances , I was just feeling them out . And --

You were going down to these bars at night?Q.

A. Yes .

Q. What were you doing during the day?

A. Not much of anything . Well sometimes I'd go down

in the day and mostly it'd be after , after supper, dinner ,

the noon meal . Because you know you can't

to throw anybody during the daytime .

- it's difficult

Q. Where were you staying during the day , what were

you doing?

A. Not much of anything . I just stayed around there

in the rooming house or around in the room I had rented .
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I wasn't doing too much of anything at that time. I can't think

of anything that I was doing .

Q. Were you sightseeing , window shopping , were you meeting

anybody?

A. No, I wasn't -- No , I wasn't interested that . I

wasn't involved in no type of females or anybody , I was just ,

I more or less stayed pretty close to the room and I might walk

around a little bit and that would be it .

a little bit and that would be it.

I might walk around

Q. Now you started frequenting the bars down by the

waterfront?

A. Yes .

Q. Why type of bars were they?

A. I don't recall . I don't recall those that I went

to . I had been in them . I couldn't recall any of the names

-of them . I described I think I described some of them to

Huie and I think he went up there and based on the description

I gave him he found them , so , I could probably three or four

but I couldn't give you the names of any of them . The one that

I met this guy who called himself Raoul in , he , he

found that one after I described it to him.

- Huie

Q. Before you started getting involved with Raoul ,

were there any other contacts that you had made in any of

these bars who seemed promising like Raoul ?

A. I think maybe someone told him that I was making

inquiries because I don't know how, I made inquiries like

that a lot of times before in bars . It's just a certain way

you talk and you don't, you don't ask anyone that que- , that
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type of question , you know, right off , you got to work around

to it . But , I asked him about - I think I mentioned I was from

the United States and I , I'd asked him how you'd go about getting ,

would it be difficult for someone from the United States to

get Canadian Seamen Papers or something of that order.

And , then one thing leads to another .

Q. Did you tell

A.

That's--

Do you remember telling Dan Rather

that you had met some people in Canada who were dope smugglers?

No, but that , that would of probably been the Raoul

that he was talking about . I didn't tell him I met people .

If I did , a lot of times it's a slip of the tongue , but I don't

recall ever telling him that I met people , which I could of.

LEHNER : How --
You used the words " some people" .

A. Well , that was probably the Raoul I was talking about .

I'm not really too precise on the language , so I don't
--

Dan Rather when he was here , that transcript , now that transcript

is not exactly precise either . I read the transcript before

I gave it to you and it's not

HAUSMAN : What --

--

Were there any other criminal types that

you meeting at that time in these bars?

A. I think there was other criminal types but I never

did have any long association with them . I just talked to

them may be , I never talked to anyone over one , one day or

maybe two or three hours . Except Raoul I never did make any

contact with anyone and then go back the next day and talk

to him , you know , make an appointment with him and talk to

him the next day , it would of been no one else .
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Q.

A.

Did you pull any more jobs during this time?

In Canada?

Q. Yeah .

A. No , no . No, that

Q. How was your money holding out?

A. I don't know just how money I , when , I had when I

left there . I think I had about -

$1,000 all the time I was there .

I think I spent about a

Now, now I'm not positive

on that , I've got it all wrote down somewhere , but I wasn't

spending too much money . And --

Q. Well , you had gotten up there with about three

hundred ; right?

A. I don't think I had quite that much when I got

there . I was very , I was close to being broke when I got

there . I think I had about 250 at the most when I got there .

Q. And then you scored about 1700 when you hit the

brothel?

A. Yes .

Q.

A.

So you had almost $2,000?

Well , I had 2,000 , but I , it was clothing and

things like that and the Gray Rocks . Those wasn't , the

Gray Rocks , I was just up there a week but , you know , it was

$150 , so-- In otherwards I didn't have enough money to just

lay around and think about what's going to happen a year from

now, I had to

do?

--

Q. Well , when you went up to Gray Rocks what did you
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A. I didn't do too much up there either. I finally , I

did meet a woman up there and I was thinking about trying to

use her as a guarantor but I decided against that later on .

Q. What was her name?

A. I don't recall her name right how. I'd rather leave

these names out of it , I mean , I think you know the name , So --

LEHNER : Was she Claire Keiting?

A. Yes .

HAUSMAN : That name's been out already .

LANE : It's been out , but she's sued everybody who made

reference to it except Huie because it was an America and

not in Canada and she's won all her cases up until then .

HAUSMAN : Well , you didn't meet her until almost your

last days you were up there ; right ?

A. Yes .

HAUSMAN : Had you met anybody else prior to her?

A. Well , I'd talked with a few but I never had any ,

I never , I never developed any further , it never got beyond

the talking stage .

Q. And you didn't do anything else up , you didn't do

anything else up in Gray Rocks?

A. Other than talking to a few people and I can't

recall anything specific .

Q. Okay , you came back to Montreal then; right?

A. Uh, yes , I made arrangements with this woman , Keiting ,

the Keiting lade to see her somewhere , I think it was montreal .

But I came back, I came back to Montreal I guess .
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Q. Okay . You said you had met Raoul before you went

up to Gray Rocks?

A. Yes .

Q. Then, why don't you tell us about? How you met Raoul?

What was your first couple of conversations with him like?

A. I don't think it's necessary for me , I got it wrote

down but I think , the first few conversations are just like

the conversations I always had with criminal elements , I'd

just start in , you know, asking harmless questions about how

I would get a passport if I'm a United States citizen and one

thing leads to another and then you'd get , you'd start talking

about, how would you get one illegal or something like that .

Q. Did you just walking into the bar and sit down next

to him or did he sit down next to you? How did you start

talking?

A. No , I , I was sitting at the bar and he sat down

beside me , it was a

was kind of a table .

- it was a booth , it was a booth either it

And , we started , stared talking and

then I think I'd been , a few drinks . I can't talk too good

straight unless I get a drink a little bit and get more loosened

up .

Q. Did he know that , before he sat down with you that

you were interested in possibly making some contacts to help

you , in otherwards , when he sat down did he know what you were

in the bar for?

A. No , I think he, I think now he did , but I don't know,

I didn't - I didn't know then . At that time I didn't know.
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As I said , he may of , someone else may of told him that I

was inquiring about a passport or something . So, consequently

he might of sat down and started a conversation with me where

I thought I'd started one with him .

LANE : It's now quarter to .

It's quarter to , if , should we break now , do you think?

LEHNER: I was thinking of this , Mr. Ray is using some

papers , it might be helpful if we could get a copy of that--

I think he's got them all xeroxed for you?
LANE :

RAY : No, not these .

LANE : Not those , okay .

LEHNER: Can we do that while you're discussing some

matters with Mr. Ray now and then we would be in a better

position to speed things up maybe in the future .

RAY : You want a copy of what I've been reading off of?

All the papers that you have so that weLEHNER : All
--

might be in a position to speed it up and not , not go into

great detail of matters that maybe we don't see any investi-

gative leads into .

RAY : I'll give you , see these been notes of where

What I try to do is , is to get things , things real clear in

my mind and I , I get them and try to fill in between them .

LANE : Will that be okay , James , to make them copies of

them?

RAY : Yeah , you can have these , you can make a copy of

everything on there . But these are just notes for my use,

if you want to copy them , why--
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LEHNER : Okay , why don't we do that now. We will close ,

it's 16 minutes to four . We will make copies and then close

and then Mr. Lane and I will discuss future plans . Okay?

Is there anything else , anything else you want to say

on the record before we close the record Mr. Ray?

RAY : Uh, well , yes . I had some things here that you

asked me the last time , I think you asked me the name of that

street in, in Toronto wher I got arrested , it was Six Condor

Street .

HAUSMAN : Is Condor Street where you got arrested or

you , the address you gave them?

RAY : That's -- That's the address that I gave them ,

but I don't know what name I gave them . It could of been--

"
LEHNER : You don't know where you were arrested or do you

recall where you were arrested too?

RAY : The next time that you come here if you'd bring

a map of Toronto, and Montreal , and St. Louis I could point

some things out but I can't describe them.

HAUSMAN : Anything else from the last discussion?

RAY : I don't see anything in here . There's one

question I want to ask you about the Committee Rules , I want

to get a copy of the Committee Rules , would that be possible?

LEHNER : Surely , we'll bring them down the next time .

LANE : If you could mail them he'd have a chance to

read them before you'd get here .

LEHNER : Sure we will . I'll mail a copy to you, to

Mr. Ray .
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RAY : I'm just going to give you everything I got here

and you can copy it .

LANE : This is also , if you want , it's an answer to the

letter which you have from Huie .

LEHNER : Oh, this is a letter from Mr. Ray to Mr. Huie?

LANE : An answer to the letter which you have , or Ed has .

EVANS : Yeah .

LANE : Are we concluding now?

LEHNER : Yes .

RAY : I'll just give you everything I've got here. Some

of this stuff I wanted to talk to him about but you can have

it .

LANE : Well , do you think
--

LEHNER : We'll xerox it right now and give you back

the originals and

LANE : Xerox two copies of it .

LEHNER : We'll xerox two copies .

RAY : I don't --
I don't want no copy of it .

LANE : You want the original?

RAY : Yes .

LANE : Well , I want a copy .

EVANS : So , it is just two copies .

LEHNER : So, we'll xerox two copies , one for us and one

for Mr. Lane and we'll give you back the originals .

RAY : I don't know if it makes sense now, I just made

those notes last night , so I don't know
--

LEHNER: All of these notes you made just last night?
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RAY : Well , not all of them , almost , most all of them .

Some of them this morning .

LEHNER: What about the notes that your brother Jerry

had taken out of the safe for you , where would they be? Are

they back in your cell?

--
For an example , now ,RAY : They are, well , the thing

three of those letters there that I wrote to him in 1968 ,

four or five letters , they're in there , I think you've done

xeroxed them though haven't you?

EVANS : Yeah , we've xeroxed some of those letters .

RAY : Well , some of them -- some of that is over there.

As far as what I got in the cell , I've got about an orange

crate full of various papers , I don't know what's the signif-

icance of them. But whatever I've got , or you can have it if

you want to look through it , but I don't think

LEHNER: Was that , those , the matters that I had

reference to was the papers that your brother Jerry had had

in some safe and brought down to you this week, those are

the ones that we would like to see because as I understand

they were written some time ago maybe when recollections were

fresher .

LANE : Some of that material is there .

LEHNER : Is it amongst the the material that I have

there?

EVANS :

LANE : No, no, it's already be xeroxed for you . /So of

it's in , it's been xeroxed .

LEHNER : Do you think the next time down we could have
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the rest of that because that would be material and , if you could

identify in the record when it was done it would be of some

assistance to us because we would be able tell your recollection

at that earlier time and may be that would be a little more helpful .

See, a lot of this stuff , a lot of this material now that

you are speaking of , letters and everything , now some of it

I have and some it's over there , and I've got some in the cell ,

but now a lot of it Jack Kershaw was representing me . My

broth- , Jerry brought it all down here one time and he gave

it to Kershaw when I was in the hole up in D. Block . And I'm,

I'm going to have to sue Kershaw to get it back so , but if

now if the Committee got a waiver you can have
the com-,

anything that he has .

LANE : Did you get it? You have a waiver .

LEHNER : Fine .

LANE : You have James ' permission ; correct . You got all

the material from Kershaw?

RAY : Yeah , you can get whatever you want from Kershaw.

LANE : Make us a copy and give us a copy .

LEHNER : Fine .

Okay , is there anything else before we end the tape that ,

that you want to put on the record Mr .--

RAY :
--

Well , I'm interested Yes , I think there's going

I'm going to get,to be a problem of me testifying at random .

start getting things mixed up . I wanted to get it all written

down and , but I wonder how long before the Committee will be

here again when I'll have enough time to get most of these
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things written out . I'm speaking specifically of after I got

in jail , I don't know if you are going to question me about

this , after I got in jail up until a year from now, because a

lot of people did investigations onthe street , now , if you

want me to refer to them , I'm going to have to write all that

stuff down.

LEHNER : Well , I'll tell you what our plans are , so that

you can plan accordingly , if it's all right with you . We are

planning to take you chronologically as you are now in Canada

in '67 right through to your arrest in London . So , if you

prepare for that in chronological order , then from there we

will take you from your arrest to the present and that's what

you just had reference to all these years that you've had these

litigations with different counsel . So , if you could prepare

it that way that would be helpful to both us and you , I would

imagine .

RAY : Yeah , well , if I knew how, how much time I was going

to have that way I wouldn't have to be doing it all in one

night or something .

LEHNER: Well , we --

RAY : I've got other things to do , I've got to go to

court out here in town and

LEHNER :

--

Well , okay , well , we can end We can end the--

record and I think Mr. Lane and I could discuss our plans , we

are available and --

LANE : James has a very busy schedule .

LEHNER : Thank you very much end of session .

( 3:58 , p.m. )
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INTRODUCTION

After his arrest on June 8, 1968, for the murder of Martin Luther

King, Jr., James Earl Ray retained Arthur Hanes, Sr. and Arthur

Hanes, Jr. to represent him in the upcoming trial in Tennessee. To

fund the defense, Ray and his attorneys entered into a contract with

an author, William Bradford Huie. Ray then began to provide Huie

with written materials concerning his activities before and after the

assassination . This material provided much of the information for

Huie's later writings on the assassination .

In November of 1968, Ray fired the Hanes team, and hired Percy

Foreman as his lead attorney. After an interruption of several

weeks, Foreman and Ray reinstituted the arrangement with Huie.

Ray then sent additional materials to the author. The materials

which Huie received from Ray have come to be known as the "20,000

Words."

A set of the "20,000 Words" was introduced as an exhibit in Ray's

Habeas Corpus proceedings following the guilty plea . A complete

copy of this exhibit was obtained from the Federal District Court for

the Western District of Tennessee by the staff of the House Select

Committee on Assassinations in August of 1977. It appears on the

pages that follow. No effort has been made to impose an organization

on the material contained in the Habeas exhibit.

(1)
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LONDON STRTFIRENI,

UPON ARREST AT LONDON HEATHROW AIRPORT

I WAS TAKEN TO A DETENTION CELL AND TOLD

THAT A SCOTLAND YARD OFFICER WOULD BE

Their
THEIR SHORTLY TO TALK TO ME.

A BOUT

AXSHOUR PASSED, THEN I WAS SEARCHED

AND A PISTOL WAS FOUND ON ME, ABOUT

ONE HOUR LATER SEVERAL OFFICERS FROM

SCOTLANDYARD ARRIVED, ONE whom I LEARNE

LATER WAS Supt. Thomas"PROCEED TO ASK

ME QUESTIONS ABOUT WHERE I WAS GOING

AND WHYI HAD THE PISTOL, I TOLD THEM

THE REASON I HAD THE PISTOL WAS THAT

I WAS GOING TO AFRICA. I WAS THENASSL

IFI WOULD GIVE MY PERMISSION TO BE

FINGERPRINTED, I SAID NO, WHEREUPON FIVE

OR SIX TOOK A HOLD OF ME AND SAID I

WAS GOINTING TO BE PRINTED ONE WAYORTLE

OTHER (BUTLER SAID This) I WAS THEN

FINGERPRINTED, ON OFFICER LEFT with the

PRINTS AND RETURNED, UPON RETURNING HE

NOPED TO SUPT. BUTLER Who ThER ASIT ME

To SIGN THE PRINT CARD, I REFUSED, HE

THEN ASKED ME TO SIGN MY PERSONAL

PROPERTY RECEIPT,I REFUSEDTO SIGN

THAT PAPER, WHEREUPON SUPT. BUTLER

SIGNED Both ofthemi(I. FOUND OUT LATE

UNDER ENGLISHLAW IF A SUSPECT DOES NOT

WANT his PRINTS TAKEN THE ARRESTING OFFIC

MUST GET ACOURT ORDER) I WASTHEN

TAKEN TO A LOCK up زوم LONDON which

15 MILES FROM THE AIRPORTis ABOUT

I WAS AGAIN PRINTED AFTER BEING

Page 4
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I AGAIN REFUSED TO SIGN THE PRINTCARO

(IDio This To Show I OpposED HAVING MY PRINTS TARAN)

I WAS THEN PLACED IN A CELL WITH AN OFFICER,

ABOUT AN HOUR LATER(This WOULD BE ABOUT 3 hours

AFTER MY ARREST) MR. BUTLER CAME TO THE CELL

with ANOTHER OFFICER WHO TOLD ME I DIDN'T HALF

TO MAKE ANY STATEMENTS, MR. BUTLER THEN SAID

WE HAD REASON TO BELIEVE I WAS
WANTE

D
IN THE

U.S. FOR MURDE
R

AND MY NAME WAS JAMES RAY.

ITHEN ASK hiN FOR PERMIS
SION

TO CONSUL
T
WITH

AN ATTOR
NEY

, HE SAID I COULDN
T
HAVE OR SEE

AN ATTOR
NEY

BUT, IF IWOULD HELP him he WOULD

HELP ME.I THEN TURNED AND WALKED AWAY FORM

him AND SAT ON A Bench
i

AT ALATER COURT ROOM APPERAN
CE ON MY

EXTRAD
ITION HEARIN

G BUTLER SAIDI MADE

A STATE
MENT (ORAL) I DENIED This IN OPEN

AS I WAONT MADE ANY STATEM
ENT

COURT

C

GET.
S STATEMENT FROM ATT, GENERAL).

WHEN MR. BUTLE
R

RETURN
ED

METO THE PRI

AFTER THE HEARIN
G
I WROTE A LETTE

R
(REG.)

TO THE FOLLOW
ING

OFFICI
AL

.

MR. JAMES CALLA
GAN

HOME SECEAT
ARY

HOUSE OF COMMO
NS

LONDO
N
, ENGLA

ND

I ASH MR, CALLAG
AN

TO

BAR MR. BUTLER FROM

175 .
HAVIN

G
ANY FURTHE

R
CONTA

CK
with ME

IT WAS MY BELIZE
E

HE WAS LYING ABOUT ME

AT THE
IN COURT IN REGUAR

DS
TO A STATAM

ENT

BELE
ST

OF THE U.S. ATTORN
EY

PENERAL
S

OFFIC.

I

NEVER REED AN ANSER, WOULD IT BE possivi.

TO GET A DUPLICA
TE

OF This LETTE
R
FROM

CAFFA
LAN

OFFIC
E
?)

MR.
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SOMETIME LATER MR. BUTLER

pg 3

CAME TO THE

PRISON AND REQUESTED TO SEE ME, I REFUSED

AS UNDER BRITISH LAW YOU DON'T HAVETO SEE

ANYONE WHILEYOUR IN PRISON, ALSO I DIDNT

WANT him TO MAKE UP ANOTHER STATEMENT.

HE TOLD THE GUARD THAT CAME TO TELLME THAT

BUTTER WANTED TOSEE ME THAT HEWAS

GOING TO CANADA AND THAT HE COULD GO TO THE

WASHINGTON.D

THE NEXT DAY I READ IN THE PAPER WHERE

MR. BUTLER DID GO TO CANADA.

"WHAT DID HE WANTTOSEE ME ABOUT?

GIVE OUT A STATEMENT WHEN WE GO TO

SUPT. BUTLER ALSO. THREATEN ONCE TO

PUT NX PICTURE IN EVERY PAPER IN LONDINрот

IF I DIDNT ANSER
His QUESTIONS.

UNDER ENgLish LAW I NOT SURE IFYOU

ARE ENTILED TO AN ATTORNEY AT THETIME

OF YOUR ARREST AS YOU ARE IN U.S. EVEN

IF YOU REQUEST IT..

WOULD IT BE ADVISEABLE TO GET The

PRINT CARDS AND PERSONAS PROPERTY CARDS

FROM LONDON To Show THAT I DIDNT

CO OPERATE AND HELP DISCREDITTHE

STATEMENT.?

Page 6
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JonasMay

ShillycountJou

Ming Tan, USA.
154

To. Mr.Jomic Celliyon

Home Serestory

Hause ofcommona

London England

Page 2
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врому

ACTION IN CANADA.

FROMAPRIL - 6-1968

ThRough ENGLAND,.

-PORTUGAL, EXCLAND.

AN_RETURN TO, U.S.

opon my arrival in Toronte I rented a

room at 1.02 oxcington ave. Igave me

nome,Ithen went tothe newspaper office

and want throught it's alefile Looking for Two

pomesto use to applyfor a possport

under.Iget about 10 nomefrom thepaper,

I then called some of there peopletosu

iftheyhad ever and a passport(anyonewho

And ever lod a passport 2 couldn't use his nose

Ias hispicture would have been onfile)

I called Sneyd posing. as on emplye for

the bureau of internal affairs, passport Division.

he said be bad neww bida passport. Ithen

went to Browns thesbruise supplies on yongest-

and broughta make by kit, atthis time

I was under the impression you had toknow

someoneTwo years toget a prosport; Iwas

Going tochargery appende, onoth wordbeдойдя сводилу

theprosport applient jobs its witrer, Ithen

Foldthe lady. on assingtime.It this my

nome vos Bridgeron (This would be blowitres)

I. Then went to Dendra dts and rented a

Pom under Romm George dreyd for tho

mem timeI had been stoped by apakvie

andgiven a Jaywally ticket andhadto

distry all of my Galt I. D. ) I then wat

to the Trovel ageng and applied for

a postfent under Rasam George Sneyd
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-passport

2. found and after I gottothe trovel.

Agency Ilab Ifyou

didn't know anyone
.

ifre two years you could file answorn.

Stoteant that you were a coodia Citize

And geta prseport, Idid this, Imortald

it would take about Two weeks toprocess.

It's passport, I then went to Montrealto

Chuck on some ships in case,thepassport

dealfellthough,I was going to look.possage

on a ship, Jump overboard at a postifthe

shipabided at night housun I wastold

you hadto have a prospect Mo.,Tobyaticket,

Ithen returned to Toronto, after a coupleof

daysthepomport come. The nome in speeled

wrong but I tookit and broughta round

trizticket to fordon Erglood, &ponry

arrival in England 2 calldtheportugee

embrey ast then low long it wasand toke

togeta viss, they toldme oneday.

I then used myreturn ticky To Condecto

go to portugal that day, upon my arise

inportugale I spentallmy.
spentall mytime lookingfor

a ship to go to angolas. Congela portugal Colmie).

I finalyfound onen theprice won 3777Escudos

one way(app.# 30.00) The ship wire lening

inTwo claps, Ithen waitto getthe vists.

butwere told it would tere Idys to get

a visa in portugal, I then retured to.

England on I won getting shortofmany.

ging from Eiglad toFermento

JEH try to get in the mirremayne,But

Thy havingristrein france and

plmen wrint looday their, Ifinely.

Contacked a peaspoper reported who sand

Iwas

were

125
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the
mercenarys

had on.on

t

office in Brussels

Belgium, I Then brought a ticket to Brussell_

(nespopicreportre gave me on oddees).Upon my

arrival at The orjent I wit totod

bonding zone,I wowas told by on Officen

that he wanted to and me a few question

2 accomposed him to on office where

onother affice was, be then leftto note

a phone call, a little laterleretured

and shock me down finding a 38pustul

I also had a blueprint on how to make

A silencerfor a pistol.]

L

Red enclose mite show smartly couldof

shoot bath.

I have already gave you paper on the

procedure I went througt after the arrest

and questioning,I will now takeup

my priam Dentition in Engled andcratum

To the U.S+

After Home's bad agreed toreprennt

me and my extraditen had been ordered

(2 waived opped on Homer's advice) Hones made

Two Trips over to seeume, the lost

trip was when I wained the appeal, Hones

at Thistime contacked Romay clock and

asked to ride book with me.Jaler

osted the English police tointereed

JEH withthepolice tobutHomescome.

book with me. The revam we wanted

to dothiswas so.
・thy would not

16
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4

say I made anard statemet onthe

plone trip back tothe U.S. Onereven

was worried about this was that

while I was in the English prism Mr.

"Fred Winson_ame toLondon and helda

news conference and said hehadhada

private Conversation with me, However 2

Gotthe English att repressly the U.S...

To retrow's this is open courty anyhow

they creouldn't let Hones come back with

me.In themem time I hadwrate

A letter to Romsy Clock Telling him.

that Ihad no intention of making anyoral

stitementeuntil I got in court,Ialar

wrote Hones the some kind of letter.

When the flew me back toth. U.S. thy.

pickedme up abut 10 : oclock at night

I had theflu and

My gove me some pillewhich thy and

was aspire torelieve it, aber the bed

me put in leg irons, Belteddown in

the seat and Handcuffs buton me.

15.Took about 7 Hours to getto memphis

That met I had been awoke abut 23 Hours,

Upm my arrival atthejailthe took about

a hundred pictures plus moving pictures,

won on the way up tothe cell. after

Iarrend at the cell the sheriff read

someting, andI asked tocalled butter

JEH Hones Jr. on Homes Sre wos in London

Thiswas refined, I then asked togo

en tho

vay
over here

This

To sleep.
as I was sick and had been

up about 24 Hours they I was told Icould
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JEN

(5

notgot to sleep intex.I And myfingerI

-Polo printer toke and somitted tomove

pictures. Ithen ask to calls Hanesfr.

Again and one ofthe officer (major. Itt__

said thesheriff would dojet,hes
мн

did as
asfor as3 Onow,(Gen. Conale

had writeHones saying he Hones would

Love occesttothe
ormally

opening

arrival at thefoil) aftedThe print

and picture
were toke I was fisillybet

go tosleep. Thy contacted
itmea the

next dy and told him I could see him .

INFORM THAT YOU HAVE RIGHT TO

イ

COLL ATT. IN JENN. AN HOUR AFTER ARBEST-
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Din Si;

Mi.famus Cellypur (no Sat. 1-5-67

هت

While in Wondiwrth prison writing extr

isLs United Siis I write a bills t

njour affier repeating thatyou relive cheif dan

Themis Bitter from my case, Iitune my

Contuction Shithe

سل

gores folie infromion to

the count. I would apprente it wey

if you waved Love a cleplente cipey of

this litte sent to

my letting beberasit

mits be on iseve inthefort coming buil

The acting addison.

Mr.
Percy

Faremo
main

Altermig atlow

Hauston, Teris

US.A.

The nome litter -wre sintto your office

under

0.

13FED1969

Romin George Smegch.

Sincenly:

La
ma

C.

Thanks

E. Ry

Shelby County Jail

Moniphis;

Zinn.

Page 1
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UPON MY ARRIVAL IN BIR. I CHECKED INTO

-A HOTEL. FOR THENIGHT, THE NEXT DAY

This

il
d
meto

sh,hi
n

ba
t
di
ss

h
a
l
f

t
o
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d
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I MOVED INTO CHERPES. PLACE, AS I SAID.HE

BOVAL WOULD FIND . A PLACE TO MEET.AND_MAIL_

METHE ADDRESS G.D. HE HAD ALSO GIVEN ME.

ph._NO. IN N.O. I_REED.A LETTER FROM him

ABOUT THE 2ND OR. ThinD_DAY_V_IN_BiR_AI This

TIME I DIDN'T HAVE NO GOOD I. P. BUTTHE POSTAL

CLEAK JUST ASK ME FOR MY MIDDLE INITIAL.Fi

Met him FITHER THE MEXT DAY ORTHE DAY AFTER

RECIVING THE LEITER AT THE STARLITE LOUNGE

ACROSS THE STREET FROMTHE POSTOFFICE. HE SAID DE

WANTED A GOOD CAR FOR ABOUT $2.000, IF I REMEMBER

Riens it JoeK A COUPLE DAYS TO FIND ONE, WE WOULD

MEET AT THE STARKITE OR ACROSS THE STREET while

I WAS LOOKING FOR THE CAR AT PRE ARRANGED HOURS.

•I Think WE MITE HAVE MET ONCE ON A SUNDAY

AS HE CALLEY ME ONCE AND HAD ME MEET him.

iN FOR A RESTRMONT.

I hAD GIVEN him my Ph.NopAFTER I HAD FOUND

A CAR The MUSTANG I TOLD ROUAL ABOUT IT

THAT EVENING I TOLD him how mush THE CAK

COST AND WHAT KIND IT WAS, WE SAIDWOULD

hE•__WOULD HAVE THE MONEY FOR ME IN THE MORNING,

WHEN WE METTHE NEXT MORNING HE GAVE METHE

MONEY I ASK him to Go with ME TO GET THE

CAR TELLING nim HE COULD DRIVE ITTO CHERPES.

PLACE AS MY I FLIND'S LICENCE HAD EXPIRED.

HE SAID NO, TO HAVE THE SELLER DRIVE IT HOME,

BUT I PICKED UP THE CAR IN A PARKING LOT

BY THE BANK AND. MADE IT ALLRIGHT TO THE.

-PLACE I WAS STAYING THE PEOPLE who

SOLD IT TO ME WERE BOTH WORKINGSO.

COULDND DRIVE IT. AND I DON'T THINK

I ASKED THEM.

12
9
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-JE
H

AFTER I PARKED THE CAR I WENT TO THE

STARLITE AND GOT ROVAL, ARRIVEINS BACK

__AT_ CHERVES WE SAT IN THE CAR AWHILE.

AND TALKED ME SEEMED CONCERNED A BOUT_
BOUT MY

DRIVERS LICENCE EXPIRING BUT I ASSURED_IN_

IT WOULD BE EASY TO GET THE RENEWED. hewas

OTHER WISE SATIFER,EXCEVI FOR THE COLOR

which I MENTION WAS NOT TO GOOD FOR WHAT.

WE MITE BE DOING HE THEN GAVE ME$1.000.00

$500.00 FOR LIVING EXPENSE AND 50000 FOR

Photo bR#phic EquiPMENT,ITWASSOMETHING

IN THE CAMERA LINE THAT WAS Supposeto

TAKE MOVIES AT A DISTANCE.I WAITED TO

LONG TO ORDED THE EQUIPMENT AND LOST

ABE REFUND CHECK FOR$140.00 ) F GUESS

ROUAL WENT BACK TO NO, I GAVE himn A SET

OF THE KEYS AT his REQUEST, I Think I GOT

ABOUT 3 SETS FROM The ORIONAL ONER. BEFORE

hE LEFT HE TOLD ME WE WOULD BE TAKING

SOMETHING INTO Mexico i A COUPLE OF MONTHS_AND_

THAT HE WOULD WRITE ME WHERE TO MEETI him,(HE

"TOOK MY BIRI ADPRESS.) MYSTAY IN BIR WAS.

UNEVENTFUL
,IthinkI TOLD YOU I WENT TO THAT

DANCE SCHOOL 3024 TIMES IT COST$410,00 I WAS

ThiNKING I MITE MALF TO GO_TO_A_LATiN__AMERICAN

COUNTRY AND IT HELYS SOLINLY IF YOU KNOW A LITTLE

SOMETHING ABOUTTHE LATIN PANCES. HOWEVER.

YOU HALF TO BE PROFILENTATTHE OTHER DANCES.___

BEFORE YOU CAN LEARN THE LATIN TYPE IF

YOU CAN BELIFUE THE SCHOOLS. I ALSO TOLD

YOU ABOUTS THE DOCTORS FLU, REST PILLS. WOULD.

IHAVE GOT REST PILLS FROM FLU PR. BUTDEHAD_

WENT TO ALANTA, WHEN I LEFT CANADA.

:I Took with ME SOME CANADIAN NEWSPAPERS

I GUESS YOU SAW THE ARTICLE IN NEWSWEEK

1
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SEX

:THEIR ACQUAINTAN

LEARTS.LINKING ME with the hippie LONELY

CLUBS, WHAT I DID WAS ENROLE IN ONE OF THE

INTERNATIONA CLUBS I HAD GOT OUT OF A CANADIAN.

NEWSPAPER. THESE PEOPLE ARE who_BELONG TO.

...THESE CLUBS ARE NOT CRIMINALS BUTTHEY.....

ARE NOT WHAT The hippiee_ REFER TO AS SQUARE,

I STILL HAD NOT RULED OUT A CANADIAN_PASSPORT.

AND I THOUGHTI MITE CONTACK_SOMEONE_IN_CANADA_

THROUGH ONE OF THESE CLUBS, AFTERIHAD GOT

ThEiR ADDRESS I WOULD GO TO CANADA_AND_MAKE_

TANCE THROUGH NORMAL WAYS/

ANOTHER WORDS NOT TELL THEM I WAS FROM The

US, BUT A CANADIAN, THEN TELLTHEN IWASFROM_

ANOTHER CITY IN CANADA AND ASKTHEM TO SIGN_

A PASSPORT FORM,This WOULD BE AFTER I KNEW

・THEM AWRILE. HOWEVER I NEVER HEARD FROM

ANYONE AND FORGOT ABOUT IT UNTILI ARRIVED :

IN CALIFORNIA. AFTER BUYING THE BI JE READING

ABOUT FILMS AND CAMERAS I GOT INTERESED IN

PICTURES AND BROUGHTA CAMERA. I BROUGHT New

LICENCE TAGS ABOUT OCT. 1St, SHOOK HANDS with

MR. SIEBELS WHO ASH ME TO LOTE FOR HIM, HEWAS_

GOING DOWN THE LINE OFPEOPLE WAITINGTO BUY

LICENCE TAGS, I GUESS I Shoutp MENTION I

Took A DRIVERS TEST which I PASSED.

SOMETIME,I WOULD GUESS ABOUTTHE 5out of

OCTOBER ROUAL WROTE ME AND ASK ME TO

COME TO HELVO LARADO MEX, HE GAVE ME AND

ADDRESS AND ADATE AND ASK ME TO CALL him

IFI COULD MAKE IT_I_CALLED HIM AND TOLD..

him I HADN'T GOT ALL THE Photo Craphite EQUIPMENT

XET, ALSO I HAD A FEW__ OTHER MINOR ThiNGS.

To Do, I TOLD him I WAS JURE I COULD GET

Their AT A CERTAIN DATE BUT IF SOMETHING

CAME UP AND I COULDNT I WOULD CALL HIM BACK

131
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JEFF

HE SAID THAT WOULD BE ALTRIGHT. AFTER I GOT

THE LETTER FROM ROUAL I QUITE TAKING

ROOM & BOARD FROM CHERMES AND JUST TOOKA FOOM

AS I WASN'T JURE JUST WHEN I WOULD LEAVE.

WHILE IN BIR I TOLD PEOPLE I WORKED oor

Ships & in shipYARD..

13
20
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1

-ден

MR. Huis;

Filid 20 Sept. 74

Colle . Ex. 7 ms.

Hire Deposition

By John Hamline

Court Reporter

10.16-68

I WILL ATTENYT TO ANSER YOUR LETTER_THAT_

LUAS SHOWN TO ME TUESDAY BY MR. HANES.

1

FIRST.I WOULDNT WORKY TO MUSH ABOUT A CONTEMPT

CHARGE, JUDGE BATTLE HAS SAID DIMSELF THATTHE

ORDER DOSENT EXTEND OUT SIDE OFHis JURISDICTION

which is CONFINED TO SHELBY COUNTY.

HOW EVER IF you PiD_PET CONVICTED OF CONTEMPT

I Think The MAXIMM PENTARY isS ONLY SIX MONTHS

which WOULD GO BY PROTTY FAST, ALSO IF YOUR

IX. GOLONOR GETS ELECTED YOU WOULD BE USES TO is:

•(Their AN ARTICLE OUT IN THE AUGUST READERS

DICEST WHICH ALSO CAME OUT AFTER BATTLE'S ORDER)

My POSITION ON This BOOK AND ARTICLESYOUARE..

WRITING IS,THAT WHILE ITWAS MR. HANE'S IDEA,

(HE HAD ME SiON TWO CONTRACTS IN LONDON FOR That

PUPROSE I GUESS) IS THAT I NATOBRLY APPROCE

OF IT, BUT I DON'T WANT TO GET TO TIED UP WIER

"WITH MULTIPLE CONTRACTS which I WILL HOW

ATTEMPT TO EXPLAIN.

I HAVE HOW SiON FOUR CONTRACTS INCLUDING A

POWER OF ATTORNEY which GIVES YOU AND MR.

HANES THE NEAR AS THING AS POSSIBLE TO

UNLIMITED RIGHTS TO SAY OR MAKE DEALS OFANY

KINDIN MY NAME. IHAVE NO OBTECTION To This upto

A CERTAIN POINT, AS I KNOW THEIR'S GONDING TO BE ALL

KINDS OF BOOKS WROTE RELATINGTO ME AND TOBHACO.

BoMD_TYPE_MOVIES, AND UNDER THE LIBELLOWS IN

THE U.S. Which MAKES IT DIFFCULT FOR A CONVICTED

FELON TO FET ANY RELIEF INTHE COURTS,I CHAT

DO MUSH ABOUT IT.

I

་

120
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2 .

IT SEEMS TO ME.THAT FOR THE LIST 12 or 15 MONTHS

TVE BEEN TOLD__iP_I WOULD DO_This of that BUERTAINL

WOULD BE ALLRIGHT. THERE_FORE BEFORE BEFORE GOING TO

TRIAL I WHAT TO GET OUT FROM UNDER SOME.

·OF THESE CONTRACTS, ONE is THE POWER OF

ATTORNEY,IT'S SEEMS TO ME THATthe CONTRACT

YOU,MR. HANES, AND I HAVE SIGNED WOULD BE

ENOUGHT.I CERTAINLY DON'T WANT ANY MORE

DEALSAS I Think THE ONE CONTRACT SHOULD.

COVER EVERYTHING. AND I WANT MY BROTHER.

To hAVE A POWER OF ATT. which I WILL EXPLAIN.

LATER,

THEREFORE This is what I WANTTO DO BEFORE

"NOW THE 1ST. AND THAT is FOR YOUR ATTORVEYOR

AGENTTO START ON NOU,TO PUTTING Y2 OF MY 30%

IN A BANK DEGISNATED BY MY BROTHER This

WOULD BE ABOUT$1,2.50.0 THE OTHER HALF

MR. HANES UNTIL I GET him

PAID OFF, I Don't Think This WOULD BE A

HARDSHIP ON MR HANES AS HE HAS ALLREADY

WOULD Ge To

RECD ABOUT#20.000 , His 308 AND MINE,

HOW I WILL ATTEMPT TO EXPLAIN MY REASON

FOR MAKING This RequEST AND which I have

ATTENDED TO EXPLAIN TO MR HANES.WITHOUT SUCESS,

ONE, IF I AM CONVICTED OF A CRIMEIou

GUNG TO DIRE A TENNESSEE LAWYER TO HELP

with MY APPEAL This is USUALLY DONE AS

LOCAL LAWYERS SIMETIMES KNOW THEIR WAY

AROUND A LITTLE BETTER THAN OUT OF STATE

LAWYERS, ALSO if I GO TO JOME PRISON AND

I AM CONFINED UNDER THE SAME CONDITIONS

AS I AM HERE I WILL NEED SOMEONE

ON THE STATE LEVEL_TO_TRY TOGETIT

CHANGED, ANOTHER WORDS A STATE LAWYERL

Pr
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WITH A LITTLE POLITICAL INFLUNCE

Two. I AM GOING TO TRY TO HAVE the Ethics

COMMITYLE TO INVEGISTATED MY ADVERSE PUBLICITY,

+.. WiLL PROABLY NEED AJAWYER FOR This.

This wiLL TAKE A LITTLE MONEY AND YOU.

·CAN'T SHOW LAWYERS JUST CONTRACTS,

THREE. WILL hiRE PRIVATE DECTIVE INVESTAGING MY CASE,

ON THE NEGATIVE SIDE I GUESS YOU HAVE READ

WHERE YOU HAVE GAVE ME THOUSANDS OF POLLARS__

FOR PUBLISHING RIGHTS, THEREFOREIF THE

UNFORSEEN SHOULD HAPPAN IT WOULD BE DIFACULT

FOR ME OR ANDATTORNEY TO MAKE # PUBLIC

APPEALI

ALSO AS YOU PRIABLY KNOW SOME STATES RIGHTS

PARTY HAS OFFERED TO FINANCE MY DEFENCE,

HOWEVER MP. HANKS is PRIABLY RIGHTIN THAT

I SHOVENT GET INVOLVED with POLITICSUNLESS_

I HAVE TO

IF WHAT IVE WROTE SOUNDS REASONABLE AND

JOGICAL, OR IF NOT LET ME Know

WHAT EVER YOU AND MR. HANES DESIDE WON'T

HAVE ANY EFFECT ON BOOKS ORINTERVIES ak

ANYTHINGIN THE CONTRACT.

HOWEVER IF IT'SDESIDED BY SOMEONE TO KEEP

ME FROM ROCKING THE BOAT GRTHAT AIM TO Domato

HANDEL MY FINICIAL& LEGAL AFFAIRSIAN GING

TO HALF TO MAKE SOME OTHERLONG TERM AFRAINGMEN

RATHER THAN GO ON LIKE I LAVE BEEN, SO I WOULD

LIKE TO KNOW YOUR VIEWS ONThis BEFORE NOVEMBER

3-

124
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This is THE LAST TIME I WANT TO COMMENT

ON This SUBTBOT AS I WANT TO CONSTRATE ON

THETRIAL,

ON A RELATED SUBJECT MY RELATIVES ARE

STILL BEING PESTERED BY WRITERS MY BROTHER

TELL ME HE HEARD ONE DAP CLAIMED

HE_HAD INTERNICU SOME RELATIVE OF MINE

Which he hADANT, this wouLENT COME UNDER.

THE JURISDICTION OF YOUR ATTORNEY

MENTION IN THE CONTRACT WOULD IT?

SINCERELY

c

formas.Ray

JEAL
4.
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I

To. WILLIAM B. Huis

HARTSELY HLA.

DEAR SIR;

FEB-24-69

I WILL BEGIN ON MARCH 30, AND GO ON

FROM THEIR.

WHENI LEFT BIRMINGHAM ON MARCH 30, IF

THAT WASTHE DATE,INEVER_RETURNED TO

ALANTA, I was suppecS TO BE IN Memphis

BY THE 3NH OFAPRIL, I PAID CHRNER PENT

TWICE, IThink i PAin him THE SECOND WORKS

PENT ON A FRIDAY, THE ASTHOR 29th, ITHINK

The EB). KNOWS ALL OFF THEMOTELS I STAYED

_AT_BETWEEN_BiR +Memphis, ButTheir WOULD

BE NO ADVANTAGE FOR THE STATE TO BRING

This OUT AS THEY,THE STATE, WOULD PRsanLY

THINK IT To Their ApoANTIDE NOT TO SHOW

THATI DIDNT ARRIVE in Memphis UNTILAPRIL,3.

ALSO, GARNER STAYED PRUNK MOST OF THETIME

SOI THINK IT POSSIBLE HE MITE OF BEEM NUSTREN,

ON THE TRIP FROM HEAANTA TO TORONTO I

TOOK A BUS FROM ATLANTA TO CINN, Onio

ON THE5THOF APRIL, THE BUS WAS DUE

TO LEAVE ATLANTA ABOUT 11:30 AND BUT

IN LEFT ABOUT 1:00 P.M., LATE FOR SOME REASON.

I ARRIVED IN CINN, A BOUT 1 : 30_A.M. ON

THE 6TH OF APRIL, I HAD ABOUT AN HOURTHALF

LAY OVERIN CINN, I WENT TO ATAUSRI AS

I DiON'T WANT TO STAY IN BUSSTATION,

I THINK THE TAVERNS CLOSE THEVE AT 2:30

I ARRIVED AT DETROIT ABOUT 8:00 Fran

STILL THE 6TH. Apail, I TheN CAUGHT

A CAB TO A TRAIN STATION.

GEE DIAGRAM ).

--413--
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WAS TOLD_AT_TRAIN STATION WOULD WILLF

TO TAKE CAB TO WINDSOR CANDYA. TUAN

I WENT AND GOT F SHAUS,I REMEMBER—

I NAD TROUBLE_AS_THE_BARBEL_SHID_WE DIDNT__

ANYMORE.
SHRUT_CUSTOMERS

'ThisSTATION WAS NOT IN MAIN PART OF TOWN !

THE BELOW BLOCK IS NOT SQUARE, BUT HIND..

OF TRIANGLES

RAILROAD.

STATION

Sh
ee
t

GRASS

P
A
R
K

. ?

-BARBER Shop

Street

#

I TOOK ACAR TO WINUSOR AND GUT

THER ABOUT 10100 0211:00 AM . THETRAIN

LEET FOR TOMEINTO ABOUT 20 MINUTIS AFTER

I GOT THEiR, I ARRIVED IN TORONTO

ABOUT 5 P.M. ON THE 6TH OF APRIL.

I RENTED THE ROOM ON OSSINGTON THAT

EVENING ABOUT 6 OCLOCK FOR $10.00, The

PEOPLE_WhoFRAN IT WERE IMMIGRANTS IS
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III

WHEN

I

CALLED BRIDGEDIN SNEYD I TOLD THEM

WORMED FOR "BUREAU OFINTERNAL AFFAIRS AND

WAS CHELYING ON A Mix up IN PASSPORTS,

THEWOMAN COULDNT SPEAK HARILYANY-INSU

Pup The MAN_NOT_MUSA_BETTER_I_HEDER .

GAUS ThuM R_NAME_AS_They_Neusz FSH ML___

FORONG, BUT THENEXT WEEK NETER I

HAD_COT THE_NAMES OUT OFF THE BIRTH

COLUM OFTHE NEWSPAPER I WRATE THE

NANE PAUL BRIDIEMAN ON Apisce OFPAPER

FOR HER AND TOLD HER JE ANY MAIL CAME

IN THAT NAME THAT IT WOULD BE FOR MET

'I HAD CRUID_A_BIRTH_CERT. IN THAT NAME!

I TUSH CALLED BRIDCEMAN AND SEVERAL OTHER

PEOPLE THAT I HAD CUT OUT OF The pApsi,

BRIDGEMAN TOLD ME he hAD GOTTEN APASSPORT

FBONT IYRR. PASVISOLY, WHEN I 667 TO SNRYD

HE TOLD ME HE NEVER HAD A PASSPORT,SOz

DISIDED TO GET A PASSPORT in his NAME as

his pictions wOULD NOT BE ON FILE AT THE

PASSPORT OFFICE, IF WE NEVER HAD A JASIRIATI

I Than WENT TO THE DUNDAS ST ADPRESS

AND RENTED A ROOM, I TOLD THE CHINESE LAN

I WORKED NIGHTS, I WAS GOING TO STAYThai's

NIGHTS

DAYS +HOSSINGTON DAYS, I ALSO ORDERED A

BIRTH CORT. UNDER SNEYD'S NAME.ISTILL

IL WAS NOT SURE ABOUT HOW TO GST_P_passport_

AND STILL THOUGHT You hAP TO KNOW SOMEONE

2 YRS, I WAS GOING TO USE BRIDGEMAN MANL

FOR THE WiTiNESS, HOWEVER WHEN I WENT

FOR THE AYYLICATION IFOUND OUT YOU COULY

MARI A SWORN STATEMENTIF YOU DIDNT

KNOW ANYONE FOR 2423, BLS. IF YOU Dio

#NOW SOMEONE HE HAD TO BE SOMEONE

IN A PROFFESION.WHEN I PRRIVED IN

CANADA I HAD ABOUT J. 2000D I KNEW

»

I WOULD HALF TO GET TO AN ENGLISH SPERHINI.

REH COUNTRY IN ORDER TO FIND EMPLOYMENT.
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IIII

JEH

I DIDN'T WANT TO STAY IN ENGLAND _AS_IT_

_his_To_Close police + other Ties with the

U.S. AND I DIDNT HAVE ENOUGHT ONLY TO.

GET TO AUSTEALIA, SO I DISIPED_ON_SOUTH.

AFRICA,THE TRAVEL AGENT SAID THEPRICS

FOR ROUNY TRIP TICKET WOULD 13€ App #32 ....

YOU CAN'T GIST IN THAT COUNTRY WITHOUT IN

ROUND TRIP TICHET, AFTER I HAD FULLED OUT

THEPASSPORT FORM I WAS TOLD IT WOULD TAKE

ABOUT 2 WEEKS TOPROCESS IT, ITHEN CHICITED

OUT OF THE OSSINGTON ST. ADPRESS AND WENT

TO MONTREAL, (I MULONGER NEED_BRIDISMAN'S

NANE I HAD USED ON OSSINITON) WHEN I 6.67

TO MONTREAL I GOT A ROOM ON The appiSITE?

SIDE OF TOWN, (THAN MY FORMER APPRESS).

The ADDRESS WAS App. 1200 or 1300 huNDARD

BLICK ON NOTRE DAME WEST, "THE POLICE

IN CANADA WAS FOUND OUT ABOUT"This ADDRESS"

AS I SAWIT ON THE LAST LIST OF WITINEss!!

THAT WAS CLUEN MR. HANKS.I DON'T THINK

HANKS Shower You This LIST,AS ITWASN'T

in The PAPRNs You CAUR MR. FOREMAN. ALSO,

I HAVE NEVER SAW THE COMPLETE SECOND bist,

Anyhow,WHAT I WAS GOING TO DO IN MONTREAL

WAS TO RENT PASSAGE ONA Ship THATSAILER

AROUND THE CUAST OF SOUTH AFRICA AND TRY

To SiLY IN AT ONE OF THE Stops. OK LET

QUIFBOARD & Swim & Sheah. I FOUND A.

SCANDINAVIAN Shipping LiN = which had Linces

GLING TO Mozomains,The PRICE FOR ATICHET

WAS sooo0 BUT THEY WANTED A PASSPORT NO.

SO I CAUF UP ON THAT, WHILE IWAS IN

MONTREALTHE polica MUST hAUS HADH

Tip THATI MITE BETHEIR 1BECAUSE SEVERA

PEOPLE WERE ARRESTED, I REMEMBER.

115
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་ །

READING IN A PAPER. WHERE A MAN...A PILOT,.

WAS ARRESTED IN FROMAT. of his hOTEL, BILSO

TWO MALES WERE ARRESTED IN.A WhiteCAR

WITH A DOG, FOR This REASON I NEVER LEFT

1.THE ROOM EXCEPT FOR.MEALS, AND WHEN

I WENT TO THE SHIPPING OFFICE, I THINKI.

GAVE THE LANDLORD THE NAME WALTERS, ALSO.

I REMEMBER GIVING THE LADY.AT THE.

SHIPPING OFFICE __MY_ADDRESS_AS_ST_MARG

ST. I RETURNED TO TORONTO AFTER A WEEKATOTAL

OF 9 DAYS COUNTING TRAVELTIME. THEDAYAFTER

I RETURNED TO TORONTO I CALLED THE TRAUR AGENCY

AND WAS TOLD THE PASSPORT HAD JUSTARRIVED.

WHENI WENTNEXT DAY TO pick itup I FOUND

OUT THE NAME WAS SPEED_WRONG(SNEYA

INSTEAD OF SNRYD) THE NAME ON PICTUREWas

SNEYD SO THE AGENT SAID SHEWOULD SEND

IT BACK, SHE CALLED OTTWA AND WAS TOLD

IT WOULD TAKE 3 PAY TO CORRECT, BUTWHEN

I WENT BACK 3DAYS LATERThe AGENT LAD_

FORGUI, SOI LEFT TOKENTO WITH A FAULTY.

PASSPORT.CLIFE MAG. CHAIMS I WAS INsome

Go Go BAR IN TORONTO & VERY NIGHT FRONDThe

TIME I ARRIVED IN TORONTO UNTIL I LEFT,IN ORDED_

To Do This I would.HAVE HAD TO TRAVEL BETWEEN

TORONTO & MONTREAL_EVERYDAY.) WHEN I GOTBACK

TO TORONTO FROM MONTREAL I LAP_ABOUT

$3.00.00, I THOUGHT OF GOING TO BRAZIL POTI HAD

TOLDTHE TRAVEL AGENT I WAS GOING TO.

AFRICA, 50.ThoughtI hAD BETTER NOT.-

The $300.00 WAS NOT ENOUGHT FOR THE

ㅍ

ROUND TRIP TICKEY SOI BROUGHT A

RONIND TRIP TO ENGLAND, WHEN I ARRIVED.....

JEX IN LONDON INCALLED THEPORTUGERSE
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EMBASSY
ABOUT A VISA TO ANGOLA, I WAS

TOLD IT WOULD THHE ONE DAY TO PRICESS, I

THEN TOOK A PLANE TO LISBON,I SPENTMOSTOF.

The TIME THEIR TRYING TO GET A Ship TO ANGOLA.

(I WAS GOING FROM ANGOLA INTO ONE OFTHE

ουENGLISH SPEAKING. @OUNTRIES.IFI COULD__NOT_

_GET__ A JOB_THEIR) I FINALLY FOUND A Shipp

1: A_ONE WAY TICKET COST__ 3 , ??? ESCUDOS, I

THEN WENT TO GET A VISA BUT WAS TOLD..

IT WOULD TAKE 7 DAYS_TO_PROCESS_VISA,THE

Ship_WAS LEAVINGIN TWO DAYS, SO I MISSED_

(The ship.THE ONLYTHING ELSE Ipio,̀N LISPON
་

WAS GET A DIFFEREN PASSPORT ATTHE CANADIAN

EMBASSY AND CONTAC A REPRESENTATIVE OF

BIDERA ABOUT JOININGTHE MILITARY THEIR) B.UT___

HE SEEMS TO THINGI WAS A NEWSPAPER.

REPORTER,BUT HETOLD MEIFIWENTTO FRANCE

" I MITE FIND SOMETHING IN THATLINE, I FLEW

BACK TO ENGLAND INSTEAD OF TAKING A TRAIN

AASHINES -> TO FRANCE, AFTERI GOTTO ENGLAND THEYSTOPED

PLANE SERVICE TO FRANCE BECAUSE OFTHE RIOTS,

I THEN CONTACTED A REPORTER ON THETELEGRAPH

THE REASON I CALLED This PERSON WAS THAT

I NOTICED THE TELE_GRAPH_CARRIED A LOT

OF STORIES ABOUT ENGLISH SPEAKING AFRICA,

HE CAVE ME_IN_O.RL._TO_GO-TO IN BELGUIM BUT

I WAS ARRESTED ATTHE AIRPORT.

II

JEH.

MADR)

(NO I DIDN'T PULL No, hoLPUPS IN CAN.

iFI HADI MITE NOTOF BEEN CAUGHT,

ALSO I GUESS YOU SAW THE LETTER I WROTETO TRAULI_

AGENT SAYINGI WAS GOING TO CAPREAL, THATS

WHENIWENT TO MONTREAL). ONE OTHER THING

WHILE WORKING INTCRíCAGO I LIVED THE LAST COUPLE OF

WEEKS ON LUNTST. CLOSER TO WORK ADDRESSON2ND, WITINESS
LIST.

1B
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Forrowing is SOMETHINGS THAT HAPPEN WHILE----

I
WAS...IN CANADA, AFTER LEAVING ATLANTI.

which MITE HELP YOU.

WHEN I WAS IN TORONTO, IT COULD NOT OF

BEEN MORE THAN 4 or 5 DAYS,
BEFORE.THE

F.1.1.RELEASED THE GALT NAME.I WAS STOPED-

BY_A_TORONTO-POLICEMAN_FOR_CROSSING the

MEN
STREET AGAINST A RED LIGHT, HE GAVE

A_TICKET, HE TOLD ME HE HAD TOSINCE HE

GAVE A CANADIAN ONE WHO_LAD_CROSSED

WITH ME.ITCAUGHT ME.BY Supris.EAND

I GAVE him THE ADDRESS OF 6 CONDORST___

I ThinkI TOLD YOU I INROLED_IN_PA_A

CORRESPONDENCE CLUB which LISTED CANADIAN

∙WOMEN, AND THAT I WAS THINKING OF HAVING

ONE OFTHESE PEOPLE Sion A PASSPORT FORM,

This 6 CONDOR ADDRESS WAS ONE OF

Two I HAD ON ARRIVING IN TORONTO,

ALSO ABOUT This TIME I BROUGHT A MAKEUP

HEST KIT ON YONGE ST, ABOUT THE SAME TIME

AS I GOT THE TICKET, IT COST ABOUT$2.0.00.

THE MIRROW is STILL IN MY PERSONAL PROPERITY.

I ThinkTHENAME OF THE THEATRICAL STORE'S

NAME.WAS 'BROWN'

I BROUGHT ITIN THE EVENT THE POLICE FOUND

OUT I WAS IN TORONTO, ALSO I THOUGHT IT

MITE .HELP TO CHANGE MY FEATURES_FOR__THE

PASSPORT PICTURE.

CONDOR OF CONDON ST, IS IN THE EXTREME SECTION

JEH
OF NORTH EAST TORONTO...
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CALIF I

--

MY TIME IN CALIFORNIA WILL PROADLY BEThe

MOST DIFICULT TO RECALL CHRONOLOGICAL UNTIL

I GET A FEW DATES FROM PAPERS &CORROSIONES,

which I wilL LIST ATTHE END OF ThisWRITING..

UPON MY ARRIVAL I MOVED INTO AN AYYAKTIMENT

AT 15.35 SERRANO. SPENT$00.00 MONTH) -AFTER__I_

...WAS IN LA, ABOUT 10 DAYS I WENTTOTHEPOST

OFFICE AND INQUIRED IF I HAD ANY MAILCzen Dil.).

I WAS TOLD NO,I THEN CALLED ROUAL_IN_NO.

SOME ONE ELSE_ANSERED AND ASK ME IFI COULD

COME_DOWN_AROUND XMAS,I AGREED. I ALSO HAD

A PHONE INSTALED AS I WANDED ONE TO INQUIR ABOUT

JOBS. DURNING This TiME I MADE THE FOLLOWING

EFFORTS TO OBTAIN EMPLOYMENT.BATTENYT TO GET TOR

(FILLED OUT FURM) WITH INTERNAL REURINUE,THISCONSIST

OF FILLING OUT PEOPLES INCOME TAX FORMS This .

ADD WAS IN THE LA TIMES,

RAN TWO. ADDS IN LA.TIMES BUT ALL WANTED

SS CARDS OR REFFERENCE.

TOOK BARTENDING COURSE, $25.00.

ALSO 7

4. MADE LONG DISTANCE CALL TO BIG BEAR SKI LOPCE.

Took DANCE COURSE BUT COMPLETE ONLY WALE

OF IN, PRICE$4.66.00, THE AVD IN THE PAPER SAID.

IT WOULD COST$32.00 BUT THEY CONED THE

COUNTRY BOY, THE REASON I TOOKThisWAS THAT

I Thought I. MITE STAYIN MEXICO IFI WENT

THEIR AGAIN, ALSO ABOUT THISTIME I FOUND

OUT-YOU COULD GO TO COLUMBIA SA, WITHOUT

A PASSPORT. (_MR. FOREMAN, YOU WEoTra

THE PART ABOUT THE WALLACE REG.).

Filed 20 Sep 74 Collec, Ex 7to

DOWN

Alep Ms.Huie By John Nomlin,CantReporter
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WAS GOING

GET ATOB

RING T.U.

MMERICALS

AS WHYIWANTED
LASTIC SURGERY,

CALIE II

WHILE I WAS IN CANADA. AN EXCAPED __CONUTCT

NAMED BENNY EDMONDSON WAS FRRESTED WORKING

IN MONTREAL AT EXPO,. HE HAD EXCAPED FROM

THE SAME PEN. AS ME, I KNEW.KIMAND.HEHAD.

BEEN OUT ABOUT A YEAR_WHEN THE F_BJ_PUT_

him.
ON THE TOP10, THERE FORE WHENI GOT

CALIF.I.Thouent. ThEIR WAS A GOOD_CHANCE_

I would. BE ADDEDTO THE List in The Not To

To

MYSELF

DISTANCE FUTURE. IT WAS WHILE IN MEXICO.

I Thought OF A WAY which I miTE BEATA

CHANCE IDENTIFACTION,AND THAT WAS TO HAVE

PLASTIC SURGERY, ALSO I HAD TOOK A PICTURE

OF THE IN MEXICO THE ONLY ONE I EVER HAP.

-TAKEN OUTSIDE OF PRISON,I SAW ITMADE

ME LOOK YOUNGER THANIWAS.I HAD ALSO

READ THAT IN A PhotoGRAɣh YOUR NOSETEARS

·OR_PRODMINENT FEATURES Show up, so I DESIDER

TO HAVE THEM ALTERED, I hAD ALSO READ

SOME PROPLE ARE NOT Photo GENic, whichIAM NOT

THEMEFORE I MADE AN APPOINTMENT with DR.

OLD DR. RUSSELL HADLEY FOR PLASTIC SURGERY ON MY

NOSE, BUT BEFORE I HAP THE SORCERY I TOOK

ABOUT 8 PICTURES OF MYSELF WITH THE CAMERA

"I THEN RAN__AND_ADD_IN_ONE OF THE UNDERCRIUNE

NEWS PAPERS ASKING TOEXCHANGE_PHOTOGRAPH).

WITH WOMEN, I THING MOST OF THESE ARE hippie

TYPE As hippiesSELL The PAPERS. I DIDNT

GIVE MY ADDRESS IN THE ADD AS I DIDN'T

WANT THE POLICE OR ANY OFTHE hippies.

COMING AROUND, I_INSTEAD_RENTED_A_MAIL.

DROP IN ALHAMBRA CALIF.ITHEN SENT$3.00

To This SAME PAPER FOR A LIST OF THESE

ADUITISERS...

DEN

WOMEN.
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CALIF III

WHEN I GOT THE LIST They hAD SOMEADVERTISE

WHO WANTED TO EXCHANGE PICTURES, I SENT...

THESE 8 PICTURES I HAD TOOK OF ME ALL

OVER THE U.S. THEYWERE ALL THESAME.A.

KIND OF PROFILE VIEW, I THEN HAD_THE_

·PLASTIC SURGERY. WHEN YOUR OPERATED ON FOR

PLASTIC SURGERY THEY FREEZE THE ABER,My_

CASE THE NOSE,THEN THEY TEAR DOWNThe

CARTLIAGE AND MOLD_ITANY WAY THEY WANT

To, MY NOSE WAS STRAIGHT AND POINTED BEFORE

-OPERATION ANDTO ONE SIDE,AFTER HE HAD FINISHED

I WENT BACH TO HOTEL BROOM AND WHILE NOSE

WAS STILL NUME.I REMQUED THE TAPE PUSHED

NOSE TO OTHER SIDE AND DOWN TO CHANGE

WHY DOCTOR HAD SHARED ITIN CASEHE

REMEMBRRED ME, IWAS SUPPOSED TO GOBACK,

FOR PICTURES LATER BUT NATURLLY NEVER-

Dio.I was THEN GOING TO ANOTHER PLASTI

SUGERY TO HAVE EAR SET BACK BUT NEVER

DID_AS R.HAD TO MEET ROUAL AND NEVER-

HAR TIME DURING This TIME I hAD,
FOR

WROTE COAST GUARD ABOUT PROCEDURE PROT

GETTING JOB ON Ship,COAST GUARD MAY

hAVE RECORD OR LETTERMAY HAVEBEE LEFT

IN PLANTA, This WAS ONE REASON I WANTED_

U.S. OLCANON PLASTIC SURGERY, FOR THEPICTURE ON

F
O
RA

M
I
G
R
A
T
I
O
N

YSEAMANS PAPERS OR FOR PASSPORT DURING

ThisTIME I SAW AN ARTICLE ABOUT THE SOUTH

AFRICAN_REGIONAL CONCIL.This CONCUL WAS Suppose

"is_To_hAVE INFO ABOUT ENGLISH SPEAKINGCOUNTRYS

IN AFRICA, BUT IT DIDN'T GIVE THEADDRESS

I THEN CALLED SEVERAL ORG. ASKING INFO,

ABOUT This CONSUL, ONE OFTHEM WAS

THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY...

JEA
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ND

MISTAKE

JEH

CALIFITT

THEY SAID THEY HAD THE ADDRESS ANDWOULD.

SEND IT TO ME which.They DiD ALONG WITH.

A PAMPLET. This PANYLET AND THE UNDER---

GROUND- NEWSPAPER ARE.THE ONLY PUBLICATIONS

which COULD. BECALLED CONTROVERSIAL._

(WHENILEFT_ALANTA I LEET THESE TWO_PUBLICATION__

ON A TABLE AN THREW THE OTHER BOOKS AWAY,THAT..

MiTE BE WHY THE HUNT CENTERED_IN_LA_RIGHT AFTER

THE SHOUTING, BOTH PUBLICATION WERE FROM CALIF.

ANDTHEYMITE OF THOUGHT IWASINVOLVED WITHTHEM.)-

(F_ALSO WENT TOLAS VAGAS • NEW YEXES,

I ALSO TOOKA COURSE IN hypnosis while

L.A. I HAD READ A LOT ABOUT IT IN PRISIN

وس
ON bow it WAS USED IN DINTISTRY& MEDICINE.

THEFIRST PERSON I WENT TO WASN'T A HYPNOSIS

BUT I GAVE HIM MY RIGHTNAME(RAY) MAR

ASIThowantI MiTE IFLLhim UNVER

hypnosis INFULKALE . The OTHER ONE I WENT

To WAS QUALIFIED HULB QUARTED him in LOOK

AS SAYING I WAS LOOKING FOR PUBLICITYANOTHE

'WORDS WE WAS PLAYING The psychonogist..

ACTUAL This GUY WAS A PREACHER , HERAY

This BUSINESS CONSULANT SCHOOL ON THESIDE.

MOST OF his_CLIENTS WERE SALESMEN

i

AND PEOPLE WHO WERE TRYING TO STop

SMOKEING. OR PRINKING AND I DON'T TRUNK

HE HAD ANY DOCTORS LICENCE, IN This PART

OF THE COUNTRY MYYNOTISIN is ITIND OF FROWN.

UPON I GUESS BUT IN CAVIR THEIR ARE MANY-

OF THESE SCHOOLS. (ALL OF THIS: COST ABOUT 65,00.

1
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CALIF.I

THEIR WAS ALSO AN ARTILLE IN LIFE WHien

SAID I MADE AHANTI NEGRO STATEMENT_IN_

A_LA_BAR. IT QUOATED THE BARTENDER AS...

SAYING THAT I HAD COME IN ABOUT 5026Times

AND NEVER SAID ANYTHING BOT ON THE LAST

-APPERANE MADE THE STATEMENTS,

This is MY VERSION; I DID GO IN THEIR

ABOUT 6 TIMES AND DIDNT SAY NOTHING

THE ONLY REASON I WENT IN THEIR WASTO

WHICH The FLOOR Show. ON This PARTICULNK

NITE They WAS SOMEONE SITTING NEXT TO

ME WHO TALKED ABOUT 30 MINUTES without

STOPING ABOUT THE STATE OF THE WORLD

THEIR WAS ALSO A YOUNG GIRL SITTING ON

THE OTHER SIDE OF ME,I MITE OF TOLD The

Guy who WAS TALKINGTOME WHEREI WAS

FROM AS IThink he ASK ME, OR SHE

LAVE SEEN DAY CAR with ALABAMA LICENCE

ON IT ANY how WHEN THE THE CONVERSATIONLIST

LEFT SHE STARTED BY ASHING ME HOWCAME

THEY DENY COLORS Their RIGHTS IN ALABAMA

ITHINKI ASHHERIF SHE HAD EVER BIEN

Their OR SOME THING LIKE THAT AND WALKED_

OUT.THEIR WAS TWD GUYS NEXT TO HER AND

WHEN IWENT OUT they MUST OF FOLLOWED ME.

MALTE

*THE STORYIN LIFE DON'TMENTION THIS PART).

AKYhowthe BIG ONE GRAP ME FROM BEHIND AND.

PULLED MY CORT OVER MY ARMS(IHAD ASOTTON)

THE SHORTER ON STAREED LITTING AND ASHINGFOR

MY MONEY, HE PULLED MY WHICH OFF I JERKED

A WAY (ASI WAS SCORED JOLICE WOULD show up)

BUT NE LEAD ON TO MY COAT AND GUESS

WE STILL HAS IT I RAN ACROSS THE STREET

BUT COULDNT GET IN ASTHE

DEFF

TO THE CAR
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KEYS.

CALIF II

WERE IN MY COAT, I HAD
A.38 UNDER..

THE SEAT SO MAYBEIT WAS JUST AS WELL,

I Than RAN ThRouch A CHURCH YARD AND...

CIRCLED AROUND AND GOT BACK TO APRRIMENT.

THE NEXT DAYI WENT TO # Locksmith ON

HOLLYWOOD BLUD, AND HAD him TO MAKE ME

A SET OF KEYS AS I arly HAD ONE.

FALSA BROUGHT ANOTHER WATCH ON HOLLYWOODBLUP

The Locksmith GLY ASK ME WHAT HAPPEN AND

Iale his ILest THEM OUTSIDE THETHURRH

I DIDN'T WANT TOTELL him IWAS ROBBED AS

HE MITE OFWENT TOpolice, HE ALSO TOLD

ME HE WAS FRIM TENNESSEE.

(I KNOW THE BAR. ADDRESS OF BOTH LECKSMITH AND

THE STORE I BROUGHT THE WATCH AT)

ALSOTHE PANTS of This Suit CAAT Thiy :

Took Frem me is in my PERSONAL HERE..

The NEXT DAY IWENT BACK TOTHE TAVERN

AND ASKED IF MY COAT WAS Their AS.

SOMEONE MICE OF FOUNDIT ON STREET, BARTENDER

SAID No, The Girl was Ansa in their

This PLACE WHENT

THE CLIENT WERE

H
a
l
e

M
I
T
E

H
A
V
E

T
h
e
s
e

La
te
s

JEH

A hippie JoiN'T BUT

NOT AUCRAGE PEOPLE.

CORROSPONENCE Which WOULD

HELP ME CHRONOLOGICALY

1. DATE I PUT ADD IN LA PAYER

2. CORR. With docksmith School.

3. DATE MADE App. with PLASTICSUG

4. DATE I STARTED BARTENDING SCHOOL
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IT WAS IN México

To

THAT THE MARIHUANA

CHARCE AGAINST ME ALSO CAME OUT,ITHINK THAT

ONE REASON FOR This CHARGE WAS. THAT GN THE WAY-

The BEACH I picked Up A hippie_who was.

hitchhiking, he PROABLY REMEMBERED MY CAR FROM

NEWS PAYER REPORTS, ANYWAY SEVERAL OF THEM WAS

LIVING ON THE BEACH.AND I WAS TALKING TO

ONE OF THE CIRLS ABOUT THE EFFECT THE DRUG

LAD ON YOU, AND I THINK OUT OF This

BY

CONVERSATION AND MY THEM KNOWING ME ON

SIGHT THEY MITE HAVE INFORMED ON ME TOTHE FBi

-ALSO I WOULD Think That The hippies

WOULD BE SympThic to PEOPLE LIKE_KiNG.AND

TheyThought I WAS INVOLVED THEY WOULD INFORM.

WhiLE IN PUERTO UPLLARTH I STAYED THE FIRST 3 WEEKS

AT THE HOTEL RIO,THECLAST WEEK ATTHE

TROPICANA, THE TROPICANA is RIGHT ON The Bench.

Their is ANOTHER BARTENDER WHO WORKS AT ONE

OFTHE HOTEL'S WHO MITE GIVE YOU SOME INFORINATION

_ON_MY_SOMEWHAT ILLECAL ACTIVES BUT ITHINK You

SHOULD TALK To him FIRST,THEN I WILL VERIFY

WHAT HE SAYS, HE WAS A FAT CUY ANDI

DON'T REMEMBER THE HOTEL HE WORKED_AT_

BUT WILL ALSO DRAW A DIAGRAM_OF_This Hotela

I ThinkTHAT COVERS ABOUT EVERYTHING I DID

WHILE IN MEXICO.
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MR. HuiE;

MR. HANES READ ME YOURFIRST STORY AND ON

This PAPER IWILL ATTEMPT TOEXPLAINTHE

PART which you PRUABLY MISUNDERSTOOD.

-IT DEALS WITH PLASTIC SURGERY & LONELYHEARTS

CLUBS ....

FIRST I DIDNT GET PLASTIC SURGERY TO CHANGE.

MY PERSONALLY OR FUTURE AS YOU.. MITE HAVE.

CONSTRUED BY READING THE MALTZ-Book .

I GOT The SURGERY TO CHANGE MY_FACIAL

FEATURES SO IT WOULD BE HARDER TO IDENTIFY

ME THROUGHT PICTURES CIRCULATED_My

LAW_OFFICIALS,I GOT THE MALTZ BOOK

ON ROCOMMENDATION OF A hypnosis, IT

WAS JUST A coincided that Ihad Surgery

and.Itsmalty Book.

Theandmistodoyou made in the stay was

in temeing notfort. I joined

a club with

international nomesinit butitnever.

Come out in the papers, the article mention

in life + Newsweek and which you referto

Din
your first story is a club that a

contacted in Irs onglee from theS. H. FREE

·PRESS PAPER, WHATI DID WAS CIRCULATE

A LOT OF PICTURES AROUND THROUGH This...

CLUB THEN I HAD PLASTIC SURGERY.

THE REASON I DID This WAS THATI KNEW SOONER

OR LATER THE F.B.I. WOULD CET ME ON THE TOP10,

AND I ASSOMED SOMEONE THATI HAD MAILED A

PICTURE TO WOULD_SEDIT TOTHE F.B.I. MEAN

WHILE I WOULD HAVE HAD MY FEATURES.

ALTERED .PLUS THE FACT THATTHE PICTURES

MADE ME LOOK CONSIDERABLE YOUNGER.

201
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I DON'T KNOW How`To CONNECT THE PLASTIC..

:. SURGERY.WITH THE LONELY HEARTS CLUB AT This

STAGE OF THE STORY SINCE MOST OF THIS HAPPEN

DURING The LATTER STALES OF THE STORY IN CALIFORNIA

I suppose. YOU COULD
hine ATSOMETHING IF you

DON'T WANT the PLASTIC SURGERY PART TO COME.

-OUT UNTIL AFTER THE TRIAL STAKTS,-HowRVER

THATS YOUR DEPT. I'M JUST TRYING TO

Get The SEQUENCE OF EVENTS RIGHT FOR YOU...

I GUESS ARTHUR HANAS JR. GAVE YOU THE ADDRESS.

OFTHE PLASTIC SURGISON. SO YOU COULD CHECK ITOUT..

ITWAS, DR. RUSSEL HADLEY at app. 7000 HOLLYWOOD_BLUP

LA CALIFORNIA.

THE ONLY OTHER PART_OF_THE_STORY THAT____

MITE BE MISINTERPRETED is THE ARMY PART.

IT TRUE THAT I ASK TO_GET_OUT_AFTER BEING

TRANSFERED TO The
INFANTRY BUT This WAS NATURANY_

DENIED, WHAT_FINALY HAPPEN WAS THAT I WAS.

SENT TO THE STOCKADE FOR BREAKING CONFINEMENT

TO QUARTERS, I WAS THEN GIVEN A DISCHARE

UNDER HONORABLE CONDITIONS, MY_ONLY COMPLAINT.___

ON This POINT WAS THAT THE ARMY_WAITED_WHITIN

2 DAYS OF THE END. OF MY 3 YEAR ENLISTMENT BEFORE.

ThEy__GAVE ME This_TYPE_OF_DISCHARGE, ITSEEMS

iF I WAS THAT CLOSE TO AN HONORABLE DISCHARCE

THEYSUGOULD HAVE WHITED THE TWODAYS, BOT IN

GENERAL I HAD NO OBTECTION TO THEIR ACTION.

OR NEVER MADE ANY, AND They WERE PROABLY.RIGHT_IN_

TAKING THE ACTION THEY DID,

I Thought I shoolD WRITE THESE TWO_PAGES.

BECAUSE IF THEIR'SA MISTAKE IN THE STORY THROUGH MY

FAULTYGRAMMAR IT NITE REFLECT ON THE

JEH CREDIBILITY OF THE RESTOFTHE STORY.
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・YOU ALSO HAD SOMETHING ABOUT ME SCREAMING

MY SLEEP, I GUESS.THAT WAS IN SOME

ARTICLE I DIDNT READ, THEIR BEEN A LOT.

OF This TYPE OF THING WRITTEN IGUESS AND

I DON'T CARE ABOUT ANSEXING AND OF IT.I

SUPPOSE They white This TYPE OF THINGS.

TO SELL THEIRARTILLE. ALSO THAT'STHE REASON.

I AM GIVING YOU This INFORMATION.you

in
MY OPINION THE PLACE TO ANSER THESE

MAGAZINE ARTICLES ISINA COURT OF LAW WIPER

LIBEL_ACTION, THEIR THEY WOULD HALF TO_PROUS

THEIR ALLEGATIONS

I WOULD RATHER YOU STATE THATYOU ASK ME

( whichyou DID) ABOUT THESE CHARGES Such

AS SCREAMING IN MY SLEEP WHEN YOU WRITE

THE STORY....INSTEAD OF GIVING THE IMPRESSION

THATI Just thouart This UP MYSELF.
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I WILL ATTEMPT TO ANSER

LETTER IN A GENERAL WAY/
YOUR

SOME OF

Iis.

DIFFCULT TO EXPLAIN ANY THING WHENTHE QUESTION'S

ARE RANDOM, ALSO I SEEMS TO REMEMBER MORE

WHEN I WRITE THAN WHEN I. ANSER QUESTIONS ....

FROM MR. HANES...

FOR EXAMPLE IN THE LIFE MAGAZINE ARTICLE...

MR. HANES. ShowED ME YESTERDAY I WAS

SUPPOSED TO HAVE TOOK OUT:AN_ADD_IN.

THE FREE PRESS OF LOS ANGELES. I DID

hAVE THAT ADD PUT IN THAT PAPER BUT

THEIR WAS MORE toitThAX THAT,FOR

INSTANCE I TOLD THEM I WANTED TO

EXCHANGE PICTURES, IF YOU GO But Their

GET A COPY OF THE PAPER WITH THE APD IN

IT AND CHECK. ALSO I RENTED A MAIL DROP

FROM A PRIVATE PARTY IN ALHAMBRA CALIF,

"HEDCEPETY I THINK is THE NAME FOR ALL

MY MAIL FROM This APO TO GOTO, THEN ISENT

ABOUT 12 PICTURES TO ANOTHER ADD THAT.

WAS IN THE FREE PRESS;I THEN WENT..TO

DR. Russer HADLEY AT. APR . 7000 HOLLYWOOD.

BLUD, AND HAD PLASTIC SURGERY ON MY NOSE..

IT HAD BEEN MASHED TO THE LEFT. AFTER

I GOT TO THE HOTEL IMOVED THE BANDALE

TO THE RIGHT TO CHANGE MYAPPERANCE

MORE.I INTEND TO GO TO ANOTHER PR. AND

LAVE MY EAR CHANGED,THESE THINGS.

ARE NOT NOTICABLE ON PERSONTOPERSON.....

CONTACK BUT THEY Show up iN PICTURES).

#PIDNT UAVE TIME FORTHEEAR,
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THE REASON I Did This WAS THAT.I.

! EXPECTED TO BEBUT ON THE TOP 10

ANY DAY. SINCE I EXCAPED GUER. THEGUER...THE ..

WALL,[WHILE I WAS IN MONTREAL THEIR...

WAS A FORMER MAN who EXCAYED FRIDON...

THE SAME PRISON I HAD, WHO GOT CAUGHT._

Up.Their I FORGET WHAT his.REAL

NAME WAS BUT HE WAS WORKING_AT_

The_Expo_upTHEIR AND USING THE NAME

OF ALEX BORMANN.) I REASONEDIF

I HAD PLASTIC SURGERY THEY COULDNT VERY.

WELL IPENTRY ME PLUS THE FACT I

DON'T HAVE PRONOUNCE FEATURES AND DON'T...

2007 Mush riKE MY PICTURE....

BUT I CERTAINLY WOULDN'T HAVE CIRCULATED

MY PICTURE AROUND IF I Thought I

WAS GOING TO BE THE OBJECT OF A

WORLD WIDE MAN HUNT.THE NEXT MONTH..

PLASTIC SURGERY ORHOT. ANOTHERWORD I Thouen

SOMEONE WOULD SEE ME ON THE TOP TEN AND SEND IN ONE OFTHE

NowIWILL TRYTO PINSER. THERESTOFYOUR. LETTER.

....IThinkI MITE HAVE GOT INVOLVED IN The

KiNG AFFAIR GRADUDLY AS I HAVE EXPLAINED to

MR. HANES,

-PICTUR

2. ITHINK I EXPLAINED THAT I WAS INTORONTO

AT 102.0SSINGTON AVE...WHEN LOMAXSAIO

I.WASIN MILWAKEE, YOU CAN CHECK This...

·VERY EASY....

-JEH

पर
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I DON'T KNOW

Why

KING WAS

WHEN, WHERE, The Time of

KILLED F.Suppose_I BECAME

INVOLVED WHEN I FIRST TOOK. THOES PACKAGES

IN TO THE

CAR WAS

U.S. FROM CANADA.

.I WOULD THINK IT WAS DESIDED BEFORE THE

BROUGHT IT BIRMINGHAM ASNOONE

WOULD CIVE $3.000.00 TO SHAUL NARCOTICS... ACKIES

THE BORVEX,

$

I WAS UNDERTHE IMPRESSION. I WAS TO BE

PAID IN MEXICO BUT NO MENTION WAS EVER

MADE OF MURVER_OF KING_OR_ANYONE ELSE.__

AS FOR MY BEING STUPID I WOULDN'T GOTHAT

FAR BUT I WOULD NEITHER SAYI WAS SMART.

SINCE I HAVE SPENT ABOUT 12 YERAS IN PRISON.-

ON THE DUPE PART IM SURE UNDER ORDINAN-

CIRCUMSTANCES I WOULDNT, BUT YOU_HALF.

TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE psychology

ASPECT OF MY POSISITION,I WAS PROMISED

TRAVEL. DOCUMENTS AFTER TWO JOBS AND

NEVER GOT THEM AND I KNEW IWAS___

GOING TO HAFT.TO GET THEM AND GET OUT.

OF THE COUNTRY OR GO BACK TO PRISON FOR

...ABOUT 2 5-YEARS, I WAS PROMISED THEM FOR

AFTER THELAST FOR Plus 10or12 .

THOUSAND FORTHE JOB. IT HARD TO EXPLAIN.

IT, BUT WHEN YOU GET IN This FRAME OF

MIND YOU DON'T dook.AT ALL THE ANGLES

OR ALTERNATIVES, THE WAY I GOT MY... ANADIÁN

PASSPORT is DN EXAMPLE,I NEW THEIR WAS.

NO OTHER Choice BUT To Apply FOR IT.

SURE

1

078
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I WOULDNT SAY.I HATED KING I DO THINK_____

MOST PREACHERS ARE A LITTLE PHONY BUT.

I WOULDN'T CONSIDER SHOOTING THEM,

I
WOULD ALSO ACRES THAT BYMY_NOT_HAVING

ANY POLITICAL OPINIONS THATI WON'T GET

SYMPATHY FROM EITHER SIDE.Mush

HOWEVER I AM GOING TO TRY TO CHANGE.This...

CAGAINST LIFE?

ALSO IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE I AM FILEING

SOMELIBELSUITS EST ME OR MY FATHER

WiLL, WE MAY ALSO FILE. AGAINST LOMAX.

AND HAVE THEM PRODUCE ALL OFF THESE.....

PROSTITUTES & PICTURES THEY HAVE-BEAN

TALKING.ABOUT.

HOW ABOUT MY BROTHERS, John MY OLDEST.BROTHER.

WAS NEVER SAID ANYTHING TO ANYONE OR HAS

NEVER ·BEEN QUOTED AS SAYING ANYTHING,

JERRY TOLD ME ON his LAST Visit THAT

HE DID NOT TELL LIFE THAT HE THOUGHT.

IWAS INVOLVED IN THE KING MURDER,OR

ThatI DID IT FOR MONEY AND WILLTESTIFY

SO IN THE FORTHCOMING LIBELSUIT..

I WOULD ALSO BEFER YOU TO THE ARTICLE

IN LIFE OR NEWS WEEK GUOATING WARDEN

SWENSEN AS SAYINGI WAS COLD BLOODRO

AND RUTHLESS AND CAPABLE OF THE MURDER

OF KING, YESTERDAY MR. HANES Shower

ME A.LETTER TO THE EDITOTOThus

MAGAZINE CALLING THE QUOATE A LIE,-дос

FROM SWENS
WY

99
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IN SHORT IDON'T INTEND TO INVOLVE SOMEONE

OR SOME ORAGANATION THAT I DON'T Think is......

INVOLVED JUST TO
GET INTO THE GOOD GRACES

OF SOMETHING LINE LIFE MAGAZINE, AND WHAT_

I TELL You is WHATI WILLTELL THE JURY..

LIFE MAGAZINE INFERED THAT AS FAR AS I.

WAS CONCERNED ίτ WAS OVERY ANOTHER WORDS.

THEY HAVE GOT ME CONVICTED , NOW THEIR LOOKING

FOR SOMEONE ELSE, I WOULD SAY To This

iF LIFE CAN GET ME IN T

Through TheSE LIES THEN Their D_GOOD.

possibility THEIR POSITION is NOT TO FIRM,

I HAVE

THE ELECTRIC CHAR

ALSO TOLD MY BROTHERS . NOTTO TALKTO

ANY ONE EXCEPT - YOU AND HANE SO IF ANY.

MORE STORIES COME OUT
qUOATING THEM

IT'S FAISE.

WRITINGALSO I DON'T HAVE NO OBJECTIONS TO YOU.W

ANYTHING I SEND YOU THROUGH MR. HANE INCLUDING

CRIME...AND NATURLITY IF I WRITE SOMETHING YOU.

THINK is WRONG, GIVE YOUR VERSION..

Their ALSO is MORE TO THE STORY ABOUT

THE PLASTIC SURGERY IN CALIF. BUTICAN

EXPLAIN IT BETTER WHENIGET TO THAT.

PARTOF THE STORY

I DON'T WANT TO GIVE YOU THE IMPRESSION AM.

SOME KINY OF A SAINT.BUTI THINK IF SOMBONE

THOUGHT OUT SOME OF THE THING I AM Supposé To

HAVE DONE, THAT THEY COULD SEE That_MOST_

OF IT_IS_NOT_LOGICAL.

-фон
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Ex

Jup 6.

IN THE LIFE MAGAZ
INE

ARTICL
E
THAT MR..

HANES SHOWED ME YESTER
DAY

THE ARTICL
E

MENTIO
NED

VARIOU
S

COUNTRI
ES
.I WAS IN_AND

_

IT SEEMS IN ALL OF THESE COUNTRIE
S
GA Found

PROSTI
TUES

AND PORNOG
RAPHY

PEDDLER
S
CAME

FORWA
RD

AND IN VULVED..
M
.MEIN SOME OFTheir____

_

ACTIVE
S
, NOW BERTITE BETWEEN APRIL AND AUGUST

OF 19.67 THEY WAS A LOT OFPEOPLEW
N
SEEN ME

AND I WORKE
D

With SOME Such AS THE

KLING
EMANS

AND YET NONE OF THES
E_PEop

rz
.

_CAME_
FORWAR

D
AND IDENTI

FY
ME FROM MY

·PICTUR
ES

IN THE PAPERS, YET ALL OF THESE

PERVE
RTS

WHO PROABL
Y

CAN'T EVEN OR LAUANT

READ A PAPER HAVE_CO
NTACTED

LIFE AND SHID

THEY KNOW ME, I Suppos
e

THROUGH
T
MY PICTURE

SINCE No ONE HAS SEEN ME SINCE MY ARDESI,

TO BE MORE SPECIFIC LIFE SAID AFTER I WENT

BACK TO TORONTO THE SECOND TIME AND APPRIED

FOR THE PASSPORT I SPENT EVER NIGHT IN

SOME GO GO PLACE CALLED THE SILVER DOLLARY WHAT

is NOT KNOWN is THAT I SPENT_9_DAYS IN.

MONTREAL ON BUSINESS DURING This TIME ANO CAN

SEND YOU TO WITINESSES WHERE I WAS STAYING

TO PRIVE IT, SO I EVIDENTLY COULDNT HAVE.

BEEN IN SOME CLUB EVERY NIGHTI

ON THESE PHONE CHILS. I WAS SUPPOSE TO HAVE MADE WHEN

I WENT ON WITH STEiN_TO_NEW_OLEANS I DID MAKE

TWO COMING BACK BUT I DON'T WANT YOU TO 8UOTEME

JUST SAY YOU FOUND IT ON YOUR OWN. THE PAINE CALLS

WERE TO MY BROTHER AT THE SPORTSMAN GOUNTRY CLUB IN

WHEELING ILLINOIS, MY BROTHER WASN'T THEIR BUTTHE

MANAGER ANSERIDAN I AM SURE HE WOULD REMEMBER JEYOU

CONTACTED HIM,IT WAS ABOUT 11:30RM. AND HE SAID HE WOULD

TELL MY BROTHER I CALLED,
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Filid Clice.Ex 7-20 Sept34

2057.74

дел

John Hemlin,It.Reps.

Jak

NOTHING HAPPEN ON THE WAY TO Mexico FRSTA BIZNINA

ALTHOR I DID MAIL THE SAFETY DEPOSIT KEYS TO THE BOND IN

BIRMINGHAM ASI WAS SURE I WOULDN'T COME BACK, I Goess.MR.

HANES SHOWED YOU THE ROUTE I THINK ITOOK. I DON'T REMEMBER THE

MOTEL I MET ROUAL IN BUT WILL DRAW YOU A MAY OF ITS_

APP.LOCATION IN LARADO MEXICO . I ThinkIHAD BEEN IN

THE MOTEL ABOUT 2 hRS, WHEN ROCAL CAME TO THE ROOM..

HE TOLD
ME WHAT he WANTED which WAS FOR ME TO FOLLOW.

him ACROSS THE BORDER, HE TOOK ACAB AND GOT OUT

"AFTER WR PASSED THROUGH U.S. CUSTOMS, AND GOT_IN

WITH ME, HE THEN DIRECTED ME TO A CAR IN FROUNE

OF A FRAME HOUSE(SEE PIAGRAM) AFTER_GOTTING THE

KEYS FROM THE DRIVER HE OPEN THE TRUNK+TRANSFERED.

A TYRE ON A WHEELTO MY CAR I HAD TOPUT SOME

THINGS IN THE BACK SEPT ASTHE TRUNK WAS FULL.

ON THE TRIP BACK He ROPE WITH ME, WHEN WE GOTTO MEXICAN

"CUSTOMS HE GOT OUT & WAITED BESIDE THE BUILDING,AFTER

GETTING THE VISA THE CUSTOMS_MEN_SEARCH THE CAR

OR. STARYED TO SEARCHIT I GAVE THEM$3.00_AS_ROUAL HAD

SUGGESTED AND THEY STOPED THE SEARCH &PUTA MARK ON

EVERY THING. I DIDNT GO THROUGH CUSTOMS THE FIRST TIME

AS I WAS NOTSURE I WAS GOING INTO THE INTEROX OF MEXICO

A VISA IS NOT REQUIRED FOR CROSSING THE BORDER.

WE DROVE TO THE MOTEL WHERE I HAD CHECKED IN AND

TRANSFERED THE TYRE AND WHAT EVER HE HAD INITTO

THE CAR WE HAD GOT IT OUT OF. WE THAKED A SHORT WHILE

AND. HE TOLD ME WHAT HE WANTED ME TO PO which wAS TO

HAUL THE TYRE AND ITS CONTENTS THROUGH THE CUSTOMS.

Check iN THE INTERIOR, I GUESS THAT WOULD BE

Αβουτ SO KLMS. FROM THE BORDER.
BORDER.(HE ALSO TOLD ME

TO KEEP THE PHOTOCRAphic EquiPMENT FOR THE

TIME_BEING.)
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I STAYED Their That NiGHT AND THE NEXT...

MONNING HE CAME AND AGAIN TRANSFERED THE TYFE.

To MY CAR, I Forrower his CAR.OUT OF.
TOWN

TO THE CUSTOMS HOUSE THEY CHECKED ...his CAR...

AND MINE AFTER WE HAD GOT OUT OF

SIGHT. WE AGAIN TRANSFERED THE TYRE TOhisCAR.__

HE GAVE ME $2,000.00 BUT I DON'T THINK IT WAS.

WRAPPED LIKE YOU GET THEM FROM A BANK (MR. HANES.

ASKME ABOUT This) ALL I CAN REMEMBER isThat

I_AND_SURE THEY WERE
IN$20,00OU BILLS. HE ALSO.

SAID HE COULDNT_GET__THE TRAVELS POCUMENTS

YET BUT HE COULD BE SURE AND GET THEM,

to
THE NEXT TIME PLUS HAVE_ENQUENT MONEXorme

GO INTO BUSINESS IN A NEW COUNTRY, HE MENTION

10 or 12 THOUSANDS POLLARS, HE ALSO SAID ITWOULD.

INVOLVE TAKING GUNS& ASSEROLES INTO MEXICO.

I THEN TOLD him THAT I WOULD GO TO LOS ANGELES_

WHEN I LEFT MEXICO, HE SAID THAT WAS ALLRIGHT

THAT HE WOULD CONTACK ME Throoon GENERAL

DILIVERY.(THE MAIN REASON I WANTRY TO GO OUT

THEIRWIS WAS TO SEE IF I COULD GETA JOB ON

AN OCEAN GOING ship) #They'

OBSERVATIONS; I AM SURE ROUAL LICANCE PLATES

WERE MEXICAN BUT NOT POSITIVE AS US. + MEXICO-

PLATES LOOK ABOUTTHE SAME, ALSOTHE MEXICAss

CUSTOMS CHECKS_ME KILAN_CARS_A_POT_CLOKER

THANTHEYDO AMERICAN TORIST CARS.

ArsoIthink theiR IS A LOT OF JEWLERY.

SMUGGLING INTOBENS THE CUSTOMS ALWAY_ASK____

YOU WHAT TYPE OF JEWHERY YOU ARE TAKING_

INTO THE COUNTRY,.

EX
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...I TOLD BOVAL I WOULD

Just

BE IN MEXICO- ABOUT-_-

A MONTH AND I DESIDED TO GO TO ACAPULCO.

+ DON'T KNOW THE NAMES OF THE PLACES.I

STOPED AT ON THE WAY BUT THE FIRST PLACE.

I CHECKED IN AT AFTER I GOT TO ACAPULco was

THE SAN FRANCISO MOTEL H STAYED THEIR_ONE_

NiGHT AND MOVED.(IWILL DRAW YOU A DIAGRAM_

OF THE OTHER PLACE I MOVED TO,I STAYED.

THEIR A BOUT_H_ DAYS. AND DESIDED TO GO.

TO PUERTO VALLARTA . (THE REASON I STAYEDT

-

BEMEMBEREDTHE SAN FRANCISO MOTEL IS THATI

STAYED THEIR IN EARLY 1959, THE REASONI

LEFT ACAPULCO WAS EVERYTHING WAS_MONEY, YOU

COULDNT EVEN PARK OR CO TO THE BENCKWITHSUI

SOMEONE WANTING PESOS.)I HAD READ ABOUT

PUERTO VALLARTA IN ARCOSY OR TRUE MAGAZINE

HOWSYEARS EARLYER, ON THE WAY FROM ACAPULCO_

TO PUERTO VALLARTA.I STAYED AT THE

5

PONCHO VILLA MOTEL.IN GUALDAHARA FOR 3 DAYS

Tepic

I HAD AN INFECTED TOOTH AN The MANAGER.

GAVE ME THE ADDRESS OFA DOCTOR. I LEFT

ThEiR AND-WENT TO TAMVICO which is THE

CUT OFF TO PUERTO VALLARTA, This Pomp.

BETWEEN TAMPICO& PUERTO VALLARTA WAS.

BAD AND THE BAIN SEASON WAS JUST CLOSING,

WHEN I GOT WITHIN ABOUT 30 KIMS. Ofthe

CITY I GOT STUCK, SINCE THE ROAD IS JUST

ONE LANE SOME MEXICANS IN A TRUCK PULLED

ME OUT With A ROPE SO THEY COULD GET THROUGH

WHEN I ARRIVED THEIR I CHECKED INTO THE

HOTEL RIO, I Thought This WAS ABOUT THE

BEST TOWN in Mexico I HAD BEEN IN_AND_

WOULD HAVE LIKED TO STAYED THEIR is quiTE

JEH A FEW BUSINESSESTHEIR OWNED BY ENGLISH

SPEAKING PERSONS,
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Jus P

·DURING MUST OF MYTIME THEIR I SPENT ONTHE BEACH-

(IWILL ALSO DRAW A DISGRAM OF THIS) THEIR WAS ONE BrothaLIN

TOWN WHICH I WAS IN ABOUT 4 TIMES, PLUS TWO TIMES DURING..

THE DAY ON BUSINESS, IT SEEMS THAT A MALE WAITER.IN THE

PLACE HAD A SMALL LOT HE WANTED TO SELL OR TRADE FOR MY....

CAR, I WENT OUT AND LOCKED A THELOTONCE, THE MAIN REASON.

"I DIDNT TRADE THE CAR FORTHE LOT IS THAT IT ILLEGAL.

TO TRADE YOUR CAROR SELL IT WHILE IN MEXILO_AND_SINCE

IT WAS A SMALL TOWN. THE POLICE MITE HAVE SEEN__

THE WAITER with the CAR AND TOOK IT THEN I WOULD.

_OF HAD TO GIVE THE LOT BACK AND WOULD HAVE_ALSO_

BEEN OUT THE CARI_AT ONE TIME I WAS.

GOING BACK TO THE U.S, STEAKING A MUSTANG_2} HE MINE.

REPORT I HAD LOST MY BILL OF SOLE_AND_GET_A_WEW

ONE TAKE THE STOLEN ONE AND THE BILL OFSALE AND

TRADE IT FOR THE LOT,WIN_A_CASE_Like This the.

MEXICAN POLICE DON'T INDEGESTATE_THEY JUST__KEEP

THECAR. This WAY I WOULD HAVE STILL HAD The

ORIGINAL CAR +_BILL OF SALE..

__THINKING ABOUT

ON ANOTHER OCCASION_A_MAN_CAME_TO_MY_HOTEL_ROOM_

LATE AT NIGHT AND Snip he waS FRIDON ALA__tt_SHIP_

HE SAW MY CAR PARKED IN FRONT OF THE HOTEL,I GUESS_

he Thought I WAS CRAZY AS I DIDNT SAY MUSH AS F.

PIDN'T KNOW MUSH ABOUT THE STATE SOI DIDN'T WANTTO

SAY MUSH SEVERAL PEOPLE HAVE

1

SAID Things To Me

ABOUT ALABAMA BOTH PRO + CON. AFTER SEEING THE

CAR TAGS AND ONE TIME IN LOS ANCLES_I ALMOST GO.

ARRESTED IN AN ARGUMENT, THEFUNNY_ThiNG IN THAT

NEITHER THESE PEOPLE NOR I NEW. ANYTHING ABOUT...

THE STATE. AFTER A COUPLE OF THESE RUN INS

I_ DESIDED if possible I would.WOULD pick ANOTHER

STATE To GO TO IF I WAS_A_FUGITIVE,

-JEH

94
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IT WAS HERE THAT THEFBI. GOT A BLURRED PICTURE

OF ME ITHINK WHAT HAPPEN WAS THATITORE

--IT INTO BUT DIDNT DESTROYTHE ACTUAL PICTURE

_OF_ME, AS YOU PROABLY KNOW EVERY_COUNTRY_IN.

THE WORLD HAVE These PEOPLE TAKING YOUR

PICTURE_IN_CLUBS + THE STREET AND THENTRY

_TO_SELL THEM TOYOU,I HAVE BROUGHT SEVERAL

OF THESE PICTURES WHEN TAKEN BY_POLOROID.

JUST TO TEAR THEM Up.As ITold you I hap

BROUGHT A CAMERA IN BIRMINGHAM , ITWAS

D ABOUT This time That IThoughtof The

PLASTIC SUGERY AFTOR I HAD SENT OUT SOME.

PICTURES TO VARIOUS PEOPLE. I will ATTEMPT

NOW TO EXPLAIN ALITTLE MORE CLERLY.

HAVING

I THINKTHE FIRST Time That I Got To ThiNGING

ON This SUBJECT WAS UPON MY DischANCE FROM

THE FEVERALPRISIN AT LEVENWORTH KAN. USUALLY

WHEN YOUR DISCHARGED THEY CHECKYOU with

YOUR PICTURE BUT IN MY CASE THE

OFFICER SAID HE DIDN'T THINK THE PICTURE

WAS
OF ME AND THEY WOULDN'T LET NIE.

LEAVE UNTIL THEY CHECKED MAX FINGERPRINTS

·ALSO I THINK I TOLD YOU WHERE I READTHAT

PEOPLE With PRONONLED FERTORES ARE MORE

EASY TO IDENTIFY THAN OTHER PEONLYLO

Through PICTURES.

ANYWAY I WAS TAKING SOME PICTURES ON

This DESERTED BENCK AND THEN TOOK ONEOF

MYSELF with A TIMER,I THOUGHT IT MADEME,

LOOK ABOUT 7028 YEARS YOUNGER THAN THEPRISON

PICTURES I hAD SAW.

THE REST OF This PART OF THE STORY WOULD

RELATE TO CALIFORNIA.
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This STORY TAMS

UP WHERE is ON

OTHER STIRY
задъ

After 2arrived in I.A. Iwent tothepart

office afterIwas theirabout10daysortud

weeks,a colored women said I had nothing

but mite love sometty bouniture ofthe

moilbod been their long,buttheiruns

nothingdownstive,2then called 1.0. Bot

somone said Raval vontul me tocomedown

abut Ximer Zsaid youandgave thepoly

mjodder,after Iget toW... Icalled to

N.D. No.2 was ache whire I was styiz then

told where Rand would meetme tile

guist ofits conversation usa

thathe

a good dealfor me he waited metohelp

somegune ints mading andtheirwaved

be 10or 12 Grad in itfreeme
paxth

usualpromise of Thronel Documete. During

the conversation be sind afterIgotto Cusa

I could go ony place in theworld told

him I wasn't interult in going tocube and

Iwanted the browel Drenants andpartofthe

mony before I wentinte inchine again,the

sandallightIwould get halfett smypal XID

I told himIwon gettyslutofmywed

13&
gove

me$500.00, He also toldme

contred me toletoport ofopul

project word stort about the 1st ofMay.

and that he would writsme the quifuldete

lottoon to meet hindtold him Iwould proably

mocks butwould leave a huge ofaddres

SomethingI think in toFeb.deweedand

alk me to meet him atthe bowwe hadmuct

in before in 2.0 thatwe moveel gefrom

"Na to plants Geoyear tite gove mea
dets

and abk me to call acknolding theletter

Condal. it'scruel mor his on that Dale

on the

84
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I called andussid I would be then butcomes

call him book ifsomething AppenElos7

Couldn'tmakiet this left mepressedfor.

time, as Iwas due for operation and wonitty

A Couple Causes Iwroteto locksmith School.

dazing 2.

I was gone to alates andnottoand

ony mne cavrses, upon myarrival in Ma

2 called Loved Iwas found he hadmeton

ahead to Bire and tomeet him atth

asad place in two days I had somepackagin

for some people andI dupedthem aft, 2

stayed closeto me.Thatdy

two days toget to Riv.

asIhad

get to Div.uponmy arrival

→ in BirI wenttothe stulite, Roundwom

a

thereand ready togo, when wegotto abad:

me abited booking around fry a placeforem
forame

To stay,whe
finelyfound a place butthe

londlord won todrunk tomakeit next

done where he hadthesoon torest betke

said I could stay in matter sommersom

for itsnight as he was out oftormfor

Db weekend.2 fod been tolky totheIndled

long time and localcome ints seewhatleve

gong en je explained tohimobut theroom

nextdoorywethen wenttoa restenton

perotica street as I hadn't lite sme

Morning Breakfat,opentel Ronalanda

arrived in alonta he hadn't said what

he united me todo,He Fild me while

me were lating thathe wouldcome backthe

next day about 12oclock astto lendend

would proablybe sohe theas andhe could

"find outwhatroom 2 body, the comethis,

thenextdyat about that hour Ihadmoved

ine and Idon'tknow ifhewentnextden ornot,
1
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Лин

buthe had trouble getting in as he didn'thave

no key,Their wasa bit ofextra Keys in End-

hause(thisplee was procitydraud andIhadthe run

ofitincludy the room where thy heap allthe

spore keys) and I madeakyfor Roual but

itdidn't work to good. Iwas tiky bockimethcourse,

we decided to leave the side door open in

the eventhecometo see me and the rey

Ihad made hin did't work, I guess itd bondled

was wonding wlythe sidedoor was always

unlockedas he or somebody was. always lockingit

Romale thereexplainedtome what he wantedme

to do and thatwas to geta bye breder

riflefitted with scope,plus omno, alsoto

inquire aboutthe price of cheap foriegn Rifles.

after 2 hadbrought the rifle we would takeit

to the buyerse and ifit was at, I moved

then by 10 of them,the scopedones, and

about four hundred of the cheap foreign ones..

The scoped ones waved halftobenove to

alter thy were not toportails about the

wonted meto buss the Gun their andhe

moved come to plants when he
-дат

word

that the buyers were ready to lookatthe

Then meand him would tokethegun and stor

it tothe byers togetit .tree.Ithen

explind tohim thatI had Alaboun I.D.

and mite have trouble getting a gun inalomate

especialy isshad to buy many ofthem,thesaid

Albright maybe I was right and thatwewould

getthegune in Birminghome thesaid aber

that de wain't sure what dots he wanted

to make thepurchase in Beringhen butthat

JEZ he would contact me probly By mail.

динам
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I also asked him for some mong

low on miny

Ру
н

buthe

said he clidit have any right.then but would

love the next time we met. Before he

left he said he would likefor meto

toke him tomomé in a couple days, buthe

neves did slow up for the trip,whitein

Alonte I get and wenttotwo

differnt banks and exchanged comodion curring for

U.S.Currey, I ales resumed,Als locksmith Course

asI dicht Know how long Iwould be theer,

Raval newn did write but come to tto laun

personallyfor me, when we got toBire bebad

meduy me offatthe post office, he saidofted

Igota rice tomeet him at the strilitelunge.

ofter I checked into a motelIpicked his

after

up and
we brought

a paper
, the got

the
addres

ofthe
aresmoine

supply
abt

ofthe
wast

and sectione

I called
the

areamaine

and
thy

said
thy

had

a large
supply

of rifles
. Ronal

told
meajan

we got
their

to get
a bye

bore
deurifle

over
by 00.00

, 3 ook
the

sabem

for
a deer

rifle
and

he shoud
me one which

I brought

, I also
unpaid

about
some

foreign
gans

ordisply

, ofter
the

purelove

me and found
went

ind
gove

me overty

backtothe motel. He lookedatit andwid

ituse the wrong Kind,I.Anda catalogthy

bod given me a aeromarine and he showed

me whatKindhe wanted. I then called t

Greomoina and told then it won the wring

Hand of rifle, Ithink Itold him mybriten

in lowtold methes.The sabeom said he

would exchange it but couldn'tfitsthe

scope on until the next day, disaid

deg alliges andtookthe rifle back.
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told the sabem it won'ta derrifle.

and showed him what I wontedfromethe-

catelog, I don't think they bond.It's eyookKind

butthey bad one allmost like the one Ronal

waited ).The salesmontold me he had

thoughtI was tolky about alabone den

when be sold me the fist Rifle. 2

wat backto its matedandtold Rawal that

2 bad ordered the kind of rifle he wonten

andit would be ready tommorow ,the said

allright andthen told me what hewantedme

to do, and that was togoto memphisand

chuck iste the new Rebel motel, Iguess.it

was april tts 3rdthathe saidheused

meetme this at8 or 9 aclock at niter,

He then said that he had togo to N.O. on

for a couple clays and left. The nextday 2

storted for memphis, I had opp. 4.dopetoget

tomemphis an I drove slow and stopedat abit

3 motels on the way their. I checked in the

new Rebel upon myarrival in memphis, Rowal

showed up tht mite at about 8or9 os hesaid

sourcent on as it won roing out .

He told me he would haft torusta rim as

we mitebein meaphs for 3or 4 days, thetred

me he knew a plee on the waterfront andthat

The would rut it in mynome, I told him

"no,that I didn't think he should usemy

inomeif hewon goingtohaveony guns up their

I thengave him a come that I had used

induristy before (willed),and onethatI wouldn't

forget. He said allrightand told mettet

if eveythy wantallright, which he wasure

Jif itwould that me and him would go bookto

a

49
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Page 6

ones/

Bir; and buy about 10 ofthe supeditifler.

-plus a large supply oftheforze mele.

He mentionsomiting abut shipping then down

theriver toN.Orlems when he got ready

to leaveshetold me tomeet him at E

address at about 4 oclock , hethenwrite the

Address clown peice ofpaper, Isarate

hineIt none to use torenttheromunder

He ale said thatif he won'tattherome

" he would be inthetowerminderneaththei

on as

in

next day 2 stilled arend around anlat after

thattime checking out ofthe motel, I then wenttoa

bakaut? downtown parking lotandstated tookyfor the

اذه

2

address, a that I asked theparking acted tabut

"tte address plus a couple of hosteder .(2

one guy tours in bath towns on main a le

lookedatme kind offuny) ofter a foundwhat

I uss sure was the address a wet and

gutit can and parkedit nen thetaverne

Then 2 went in the tower with the

intution of asking to address butRoundwave

in their; he won'tintheir thefirsttime.

the gotup asIcome in,Itold him I had

hada little tracks finding theplace,the asked

me ifIhadbroughtthecor with me 2 ponted

toitandsandtheiritis, after whenhadgot

up tothe room he told me I mite aswell.

bing mythignup, anthe used bethis3014

days.Also to godown toa stre(whichle

directed me) andgeta pair of infreund Burcube

as the people writed someofthemLod.

I wanttothe store and ask offer a set

of impaired glisse butthe sobom tell

If meyou hadto get thow at any surplus.

as you coved bythattypesof leve at curlin's stres.
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pre 7.

I then brought a set of regulor biners thesp

I caned get it's line at a surpare stre.

on the way back I got my suctions Outof

thebookofthe car, I also put a ledspread

in the case as a chaht unttobleyon

Ito one thy badtherring 2had tosiztheir..
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One of itsguys whorobbed me

was a bortenby atthe club, he won struttabut 28 yr

I MUS
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off.5100 Black

BYBITGUTCLUB

ROBERY ATTEMP GOTWATCH
-+

KEYS

chat

PANTS IN IN

MY PERSONAL

-PROPERITY-

ST.

-FRANCIS 5533.

HOTEL

W
H
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R

S
h
o
p,

SUPER

MARKET

AM-positivE I BROUGHT

NEW WATCH INAREA_

CIRCLED,THE WATCH

IS NOW IN MYPERSING

PROPERTY,

SERR
ANO

HUE,

50.00 budred

4800

E

4700

4600

49.00
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15

This IN A DIAGRAM WHERE I WAS STAYING

THE MAN WAS FRENCH this WIFE WAS GERMAN

ShE.COULDNT SPEAK TO GOOD. ENCris.n..

THATEMPTY.LOT WAS FOR ANIMALS,FOR

EXPO I GUESS.

LOT
WHERE

ANIMALS

WERE

KEPT

JEH
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G
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HTCLU
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ST CATHRINE EAST

D
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PUERTO VALLARTA

HOTELWHERE

FPT BARTENDER

WORKED,

BROTHEL

RIVER

HOTEL

TROPICANA

ANOTHER BEACH

HOTELRIO /

RIVER

WITH SMALL SHACKSHACK, DESERTED,

Fryzy

Lot.whichI.Thwant

GETRADING MYCHEFOR

PIVER WHERE BURTON.

YEH DESERTEP BENLY.

TAYLOR FILM MADE

HIPPIESLIVINGON

WHERE I USED TO GO
BEACH, ALSO SMALL

PESTADLA
NT

.

83.
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EXPLANATION'S

D

FROM TIME TOTIME IWILL ATTEMPT

TO EXPLAIN Why IDiD WHATI DID.

YOU HAVE MENTIONED SEVERAL TIME ABOUT

CRIMES AND WHERE IGOT PISTOLS WHEN

I FIRST GOT OUT OF PRISON, I Didn't

COMMIT ANY CRIMES IN THE US. BECAUSE

I WAD SOME MONEY, ALSO IFIWOULD HAVE

BEEN COMMITING CRIMES I CERTAINLY WOULDIST

HAVE BEEN Washing Dishes, TheOTHERREASON

FOR NOT COMMITING CRIMES IN THE U.S. is

IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN CAUGHTI

That

WOULD HAVE HAD TO DO TIMEIN THE

STATE I WAS CAUGHT IN PLUS what

I hAR LEFT IN MISSOUR! IFIWOULD

HAVE BEEN CAUGHT IN CANADA They

WOULD HAVE JUST SENTME BACKTO

The US.. (8597
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ALSO BY ROBKING A BROTHELI

FIGURED THEY MITE NOTOF CRILED THE

POLICE, SOME OF This INFORMATIONI

AM GIVING YOU is NOT KNOWN To The

FBI AND THEY MITE USE SOME OFITTO

has haXASS SOME OFMY RELATIVES

They hAVE THREATEN TO PUT ALL OFFTHEM

IN JAIL AT ONE TIME OF ANOTLER

INCLUDING MY SISTER, THEREFORE IF

THEY STARTED UP AGAIN ON THE

I AM GIVING YOU I
INFORMATION

WOULD APPRECIATE IT IF YOU WOULD

MAKE AMILD PROTEST,

Thanks

Filed20 Sept.14

Collec .Ex.7to

Dep.of Mr.Huie

Bey CourtReporter
John Hamlin,

-
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I

Mr. Huse
Filed 20 Sep. 74 Collec Ex 7to

Dep.Mr. Hire By JohnHamlin

CourtReporter

I read Heroclima pilot yestudy, I hadallingand

tts atter several year agein tweeorayy

Butgetting Bookto theHerashuoneBook is seemed

allright not a lot ofsentimentes nonsense...

2.regardstomylodgingduringmy 2 yempiinprime

1. calen I first arrive attoprima I won is a Tum

non cell for about 2 weeks

2. When I gestandof Islation for It firsttimed

une in a twomom cell alsofor about2 weekse

3. whileI was in seibtsttbesttimsfor about

Imitt isawas layin a 3 mm call

He right after I was relivefrom Isolationthebagtoe

I reos in and non cellfor obuta month.

5. Therestofmytime asttheprisonwas spentina

one mancell,Idon'trentender who was in two cell

:

withme anddon't liketomeition nomes, Cheak withwordentBrank
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1.MyBrottesJohn & Jorp Ray were

vesites except vonious lawyers.

myonly.

D. Ithink I get a visit on to overge of

ofat one way_
8 months.

3. about 10 To14 ussets

4. nowomen visits

5. in when Ihad my butmitI would wither

you checked on that when you watgotoitspriim

6. I read mostall Riids ofbooks & nearpapers.

Imagine suchas twee,gryong, andfiresandEriks

But I this a rend more leurbook them enything

ele since you help todoa lotofyou owns

legeladek inprism ,

a

I. Iwrits tomy butte obat are a week andrend

th some amount in return

3. Theives very beltlo vocations trangin

Sigale prism and whattheirwas didn'tinteresetme

ن But needy, erant
adanten pit willyGrantgrain drtilhabdstillab matanty.
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So workers..

9. Ihadmy litte convention with what thy call case

D. on atopicaldy in prim Iwould get up about 8. aclock

go totheNitchenfor breakfect go look to ceel.

go toworkat 11. aebek go toYord abut 12:30

I and Comble or pay Handbill come backin

about 2:30 finite work about 6:30 after.

countwas closed we had certain evingfor

differntthinksfor instinet mandy mildbe

show night treadly night we would you

To librey,every two weeks was world-

depilinge shift then I would getupasit.B.

Handfinish at 11: AM atterwith everything

was thesome mat ofmytime was

spentthinking up ways togetoutofprison

lege or illegal

ден

tw
o

ch
an
el
s

La
nd

R
e
t
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11.On watching TV. They And me onthe good.

abutall I ever watched was sprits.

programa & news IThink that where a

Fist sow artter Homes & F. Lee Bailye

12, we had rindo headjehones in the cella butI
buy

horday every listened tothemIdidofasmell

transiststo take with me when I leftprese

13 I never attened church I was Christen a cathbi

but never attended I think theprison round

will show I was a prot butI useto

tellthemsmetkany diffent on arrival at

differentprisma.

14a.I join the lagles when I was abut 16 yrs.

ved in alta all. if w
waslocated on E. Broadurg

Iwasn'tallowed todrink about all Ididwas

ply the abt machine once in awhichmy

indle BelongTo it andhegotmein .
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15..regardingthe$300.00 I would stit by saying getting

in prism is very easy and I could p

spend therestof the day exploring allofthem

for instrue in mycase I didn't smoke I worked

in theKitche was a didis halftobyfaned.

so I could take the$20,00 a monthwhich

we were allowed tospud afto commutery

buy cigs with it and sell the ciguts

someday who did snake for cash,aberato

A simplematter togive a priam explopee

BOLD to Bring you a hundred Follow in

simsy bothersdidit bring meory momyit

agonines thelow for anyone tohour monysut

ithyou expept thelayed way no 2dicht

ster monyfrom the other presmers alr

this sonallmost impossible at cashinillyel

and anyonewhohas itkeepsit hide

Iwill explosion everything from the Beging

the next pagesoyou come note better understandit

on
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!

Des
Arther;

8-31-68

These are some things I forget to

Tell Hime an ifyou can getther

Tohim.Thanks.

Filed 20 Sept.74

Coller. Ex.7to

Dep.Mr. Huie

ByJohn Hamlin,

CourtReporter
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Nu: Rivie

I

thep

8-31-63

WOULD LIKE TO CLARIFY ON

ONE POINT I WROTE INTHE LAST PAPERS

WHEN IQUITE WORKING AT THE INDIAN

TRAIL RESTURANT I DIDN'T GO TO

EAST ST.LOUIS I WENT TO QUINLY

ILL.IThink ISTAYED THEIR 607 DAYS

I DIDN'T SEE ANYOF MY RELATIVES

AS ISAID The

KNEW ME

ONLY PERSON ISAW Who

WAS TED CHOWLE
Y
HOWEV

ER

I DIDN'
T
STAY AT THE HOTEL Their

e

I STA
YED A FEW DAY ATA HOTE

L ON

THE CORN
ER

OF 5TH, AND
3 RD

(+36)

AND OAK BUT I DON'T KNOW whit

NOM
E I USED (ALSO IN RECAR

DS

TO HELPI
NG

MY BROTH
ERS

I WASN
T

SPEAK
ING

OF MONE
Y

BUTVERB
AL

SUPOR
T
IF THE F.BI. GET ON THEM
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B

FROM THE INFORMATION I HAVE CAVE YOU.)

AFTER I LEFT QUINCY I WENT

васк то WHERE I WORKED AND GOT

My ChEch which WAS AT A POST OFFICE

BOX I HAD RENTED IN WINNETKA.

THEN I WENT TO E, St. Louis IL

Jus

Thanke

(JEH
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•

UPON MYARRIVAL IN BIRMINGHAM

I CHECKED INTO A HOTEL FOR ONE

ut @

NianTy

(I THINK HANES WAS THE HOTEL ADDRESS)

INTO CHERPES
THE NEXT DAY I MOVED

PLACE,ASI SAID BEFORE
BOUAL SHIP

FIND
A MEETING PLACE in

THE WOULD

BIRMINGHAM AND MAIL ME THE ADDRESS,

I ALSO HAD A NO. Ph.No. HE GAVE ME)Ipeco

The LETTER FROM him ABOUT MY 2ND OR 3RD,

DAY IN BIRMINGHAM, AT THIS TIME I DIDN'T

HAVE VERY GOOD ID. UNDERTHE CALT NAME

BOT ALL THE POSTAL CHEAK ASKME WHEN

I ASHFOR MY MAIL AT THE GENERAL,

PILIVERY WINDOW WAS MY MIDDLE JEH)

INITIAL. IN THE LETTER ROOAL ASKME

TO MEET him ATTHE STARLITE RESTAURANT

I RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE

POST OFFICE.

¡
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I MET HIM THEIR EITHER THE Jak 1

NEXT DAY OR THE DAY AFTER. HEWANTED

2.000,00,ME TO GETA GOOD CAR, AROUND

IFI REMEMBER RIGHT IT TOOK ME ABOUT 30K4

DAYS TOFIND THE RIGHTONE. DURING This

TIME WE WOULD MEET AT THE STARLITE CAFE

OR THE ONE ACROSS THE STREET. I HAD Arso

GIVEN him my PhoNENO, AND HNOWHE

CALLED ME ONCE, ITHINK THE REASON WAL
ThaThecarp

BECAUSE IT WAS ON A SUNDAY AND ALOT

OF THE PLACES ARE CLOSED ON SUNDAY,

THE CARIFINARY BROUGHT A 1966MUSTANG

hAD ABOUT 18.000 MILES ONIT ANDWAS

costrerest),Areen $1,995.00.IN COLD CONDITION, I COS.

THE ONLY THING I DIDN'TLIKE

WhiteWAS THE COLOR IT WAS Wh

ROUAL MENTIONEDTHAT TO,

DEH
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ROUAL ALSO GAVE ME $500,00

foR 11

LIVING EXPENSES PLUS $500.00 FOR

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT, I DON'T WANT

TO GO INTO This tomush AS I DON'TKNOW

TO MUSH ABOUT The EQUIPMENT IWAS

·BUYING.I DO KNOW IT WAS ANEW

TYPE OF CAMERA OR MOVIE AND HAD

SOMETHING TO DO with DISTANT MOUTE

TAKING & INFRA RED. I ORDERED SOME

OF This EquiFMMENT SINCE ITHOUGHT I

COULD GET IT CHEAPER, THEYSENT

ME THE WRONG THINGS AND I HAD

TO SEND SOME OF IT BACK. I ENDED

UP LOSING A CHECK FOR $14000 BY

This. RoUAL WENT BACKTO (JEH)

NEW ORLEANS (I GUESS) AFTERTHE

CAR PURCHES. I GAVE him A SET
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OF THE KEYS AT his REQUEST.

HE TOLD ME BEFORE HE LEFT THAT WE

WOULD BE TAKING SOMETHINGS INTO MEXICO

IN A COUPLE MONTHS AND THAT HE

WOULD WRITE ME WHERE TOMEET

(HE

him.

E ALSO HAD TAKEN DAY BIRMINGHAM ADDRESS

MY STAY IN BIRMINGHAM WAS UNEVENTFUL

I THINK I TOLD YOUI WENTTO THAT DANCE

School 3TIMES, ITCOST$10.00 TOTAL. I

THOUGHT I MITE HALF TO GO TO A LATIN

COUNTRY AND IT HELPS SOCIALY IN Thoes

COUNTRIES TO KNOW A LITTLE ABOUT LATIN

DANCES, HOWEVER YOU HALF TO LEARN

The STANDARD PANCE FIRST TO LEARN

THE LATIN IF YOUCAN BELIEVE E

The Schools
. AlsoIhAVETOLD

YOU ABOUT MY EXPERIENCES with

THE DOCTORS IN BIRMINGHAM.
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Fall

GOING BACK TO CANADA A MINUTE

WHEN I LEFT THEIR I BROUGHT SOME CANADIAN

PAPERS WITH ME, I GUESS YOU SAW THE

ARTICLE IN NEWSWEEK LINK ME with

A hippieLONELY HEARTS CLUB, WHATI

DID WAS ENROLE IN ONEOFF THESE

INTERNATIONAL CLUBS WHILE IN BIRMINGHAM ,

The PEOPLETHAT BELONG TO THESECLUBS

PRE NOT CRIMINALS BOTTHEIR NOT WAT

YOU WOULD CALL SQUARE, I STILL HAD

NOT RULED OUT A CANADIAN PASSPORT AND

I Thought I MITE CONTACT SOMEONE

INCANADA THROUGH This CLUB, AFTER I

NADAGOT THEIR ADDRESS I WOULD GO TO

DEH

AND MAKE THEIR ACQUAINTANCE THROUGH

NORMAL CHANNELS, A NOTHERS WORDS NOT

TELLING THEM I WAS FROM THE US.

OR HAD BEEN WRITING TOTHEM BOT

I WAS A CANADIAN FROM ANOTHER
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1

CITY AND AFTER AWHILE ASK

fuse

THEM TO SIGN A PASSPORT FORM, HOWEVER

I NEVER HEARD FROM ANYONE AND I

FORGOT ABOUT IT UNTILI GOT TO CAMPORNIH,

ALBO AFTER REAPING SOME OF the

MATERIAL ON MOVIE CAMERAS I GOT

INTERESTED IN PICTURES +BROUGHT

A CAMERA BUT This PART OF THE

STORY WILL BE LATER,

I ALSO BROUGHT NEW LICENCE TAGS

ABOUT THE FIRST OF APRIL,I REMEMBER

THE MAN Who LATER GOT ELECTED MAYOR

SHOOK LANDS with ME ASIWAS WAITING

IN LINE TO BUY THE TAGS AND AST

ME TO VOTE FOR HIM .

I ALSO HAD TAKEN A DRIVERS

TEST AND PASSEDIT,

JEN
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SOMETIME,I WOULD GUESS ABOUT THE

5Thor 6Th, OFOCT, REAUL 'WROTE ME AND

ASHME TOMEET ME INLORADO, HE GAVE

ME AN ADDRESS AND A DATE , I CALLED

him + TOLD him I HADN'T GOT ALL The

PhotoGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT YET ALSOIHADA

FEW OTHER MINOR THINGS TODO
Such AS

• WHIT FOR SOME BOOKS I HAD ORDERED,ITOLD

him I COULD BE THEIR ON A CERTAIN PATE

BUT IF SOMETHING CAME UP AND I COULDNT

I WOULD CALL him which HE SAID WAS

ALLRIGHT. AFTER I GOT THE LETTER FRONT

ROUAL IQUITE TAXING ROOM + BOARD

FROM CheapES AND JUST TOOK AROOM AS

I WASNT SURE JUST WHENI WOULDLEAVE,

WhiLE IN BIRMINGHAM I TOLD PEOPAR

I WORKED ON A Shipt ShipYoRDS,

I
ALSO PENTED A BANK SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX

Which HANES KNOWS THENAME

D
E
H

I MAILED THEM THE ITBYS BACK FROM LOUISINIA .

1
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!

¦

Sup o

YOU ASK ABOUT THE DOCTOR who GAVE

ME ANTI DEPRESSANT PILLS IN BIRMINOWEM

I Think IF I GAVE YOU A SHORT HASTORY

Of This SUBJECT YOU MITE BETTER UNDER

STAND.BUT I WILL ALSO MENTION THIS SUBJECT

WHEN IT BELATES TOTHEFROM TIME Το

STORY,

Timb

THE FIRST TIME I EUER BECAME INTERESTED

WAS WORKING IN THE

PRISONI

IN HYPNOSIS OR DecortiSM ITHINK THEYCALL

IT WAS While I

HOSPITAL KITCHENTOKEN AT THE MA PRISON, AM

INMATE HAD SEVERAL BOOKS ON THE SUBFECT

WhichI READ MOST OF THEM DEALT With

THE USE OF HYPNOSIS IN MEDICINE&

DENTISTRY, HOWEVER I NEVER PID FOLLOW

UP THE SUBFECT AS THE PRISON LIBRUDY'

WOULDN'T LET This Tyre OF BOOKS IN.

8574
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демо
I THINK I TOLD YOU I TRIED

Το σετ το FULTON STATE HOSP. Without

SUCESS. AFTER I HAD ATTEMPTAIEXCHYE AND

WAS PUT IN ISOLATION I MADE ANOTHER

SUCESSFUL
ATTEMPT which was SaseFFULL, AFTER I

DAD BEEN IN IKE ISOLATION ABOUT 6 MONTHS

ANOTHER PRISONER TOLD ME WHAT TO SAY

TO HAVE A MENTAL EXAMINATION, THEY WERE

1, SAY YOU HAD AMNESIA

2. HAD CUM PURSIVENESS

3, HEARD VOICES

4,
SEE Things

UNDER MISSOURI LAW IF YOUR ATT.

REQUEST A MENTAL EXAMINATION THE (JEx

COURT MUST GRANT AN EXAMINATION

I FORGET WHAT I TOLD THE JUDGE

No,I or NO2, BUT IGOT THE

EXAMINATION, THECOURT RECORDSWOULDTELL

WHAT I TOLD THE JUDGE
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!

FoR 1

!

WHEN I GOT TO BIRMINGHANT
GOT THEI

FLU OR SOMETHING WITH A SORE THROAT.

I WENT TO A DOCTOR SCHWARZ who GAVR

SHOTS PLUS
SOME Pires

ME SOMB

I GUESS THEY WERE FOR SLEEPTREST,

LATER ON I WAS STILL FELLING BAD WHEN

I WENT TO The OTHER
DOCTOR FOR

THE PILLS BUT I AM NOT SURE IF THEY

WAS ANTI DEPRESSANT PILLS,I SAW AN

ARTICLE IN THE A MAGAZINEwhich

SAID THEYWERE A READIANT, I TOLDTHIS

DR.(I THINK HE WASA PSYCHIATRIST (84)

OTHERWISE HE COULDN'T GIVE PRESCRIPTIONS
)

# had BEEN WORKING ON A Shiptwas

FEELING BAD. AND HE GAVE ME A PRECRIPtion

WiLL DRAW JOAD OF

WHERE TWO DRS. OFFICE'S ARE,

Also CAFE HYPNOSIS.
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GOING BACK TO CANADA A

fak

MINUTE.I HAD BROUGHT gog Books

ON hypnosis WHILE THEIR AND THE

Book
PhyChocEBERILS BY MALTZ, WHENI

GOT TO LOS ANGELES I CALLED A WIDELY

KNOWN AURTOR ON hypnosis, I CAN'T THING

OF his NAME BUT WE has AN OFFICE

DN HOLLYWOOD BLUD IN THE 7000 BLOCK.

HE GAVE ME тие NAME OF A PSYCHOLOGIST

whoes ADDRES WAS
iN BEVERLY HILLS

IN THE 9900 BLOCK IN BEVERLY HILLS

His NAME MITE OF BEEN SCHWART T

(ALSO WE COULD GIVE THE NAME OF

TheARThor who

тол

JEH)

RECCOMED HIM AS I ASSUME

TO GATHER

THEY WORK TOGETHER.)I WENTTO

him ABOUT 3 TIMES BUT HE

DIDNT ITNOW NOTHING ABOUT hypnosis

SOI STOPED GOING TO him.

I ALSO FORGET WHAT ITOLD him WAS BOTHERING

ME, EITHER COM PUSSIVE OR AMNESIA .
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·
тек о

I HAD ALSO GAVE him my Right

NANE (PAY) SINCE IWAS THOUGHT HEMITE

GrETGET ME UNDER

OUT MY RIGHT NAME,(In

him my PhoNE NO, AND This is ONE OF

HYPNOSIS AND FIND

hAP ALSO GIVEN

THE REASONS I MOVED FROMTHE

!

ST. ADDRESS

:

1

SEREMNO

AS I ThouGHT I MITE BE

PUT ON THE TOP 10 AND HE WOULD

FIND OUT)I THEN ANSERED AND ADD

In The

WAS

PAPER OF AND HYPNOsis school

WHEN I WENT THEIR, IT WAS IN THE

130.00 BLOCK ON CRENSHAW ACROSS

FROM ACOLLEGE I FOUND OUT IT,

(EH)

A BUSINESS CONSULTANT OFFICE

This hypnosis USE THE ART TO IMPROVE

SALESMAN'S + ACTORS, I wenttheir

2 OR 3 TIMES AND HE WAS PRETTY

GOOD, HE RECCOMENED READING
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TheMALT
Z

BOOK whichI

hAD, PLUS HOWTOIMPROVE YOUR MEMORY

Jap

ALL OF THESE BOOKS ARE STILLIN

MY PERSONAL PROPERTY, AND This

is THE EXTENT OF MY PILLS TAKING

AND HYDNOsis, I ThoughtIWOULD

MENTION THIS SUBJECT SINCE A LOT OF

PEOPLE LOOK uron hypnosis AS SOMEKIND

OF BLACK MAGIC.IKNOW ONE OFTHE

NEWSPAPER
S

SAIDI HAD A BOOK CALLED

Phyco ix
MY PASSION PROPERTY THEY

LEFT THE CEANITICS OFFI

JER
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I

I

!

THE MEDICAL DR. SWARTS OFFICE WAS.

INA PRINTE RESIDENCE SITTING ON A HILL NO TO FAR

FROM THE MOVILAL CENTER I WOULD SAY 26Th0221stof

NOT TOFAR FROM THE MOTEL ISTAYED ON RIGHT SIDs

OF THE STREET GOING SOUTH,

2608
HITHAND

Ave,

To`N CARROL

Hian school

The Pixx DR.

OFFICE WAS IN A

H
I
G
H
L
A
N
D

A
V
E.

NEW
BUILDING ABOU5STORIEL

w

high The BIDE WAS
BLACK I

Think

iT WAYIN THE
REGION OFTHE

CIRCLE I
THINK.

B
I
R
M
I
N
G
H
A
M

(JEH)

FI
VE

PO
IN
TS

SO
UT
H

?

#P
OS
T

,OFF
ICE

MED.

DOCTOR
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on
Louis

Somal

Fuled 20 Sep 74 Colle. Ex.7to 1.

Depo. Mr.Huie By John Hamlin, CourtReporter

Mist of these articles and as theone

he write were just
somethingthey

node up, the articles he cutswere

corried in on ofthetont

Newspopra,itunsروح cettedthe

Toronto Stor or thetorontoTelegrad

one ofthe ortubes and Iwasin

milurker with a Europen womon,

the otherthat the F.B.).wasin

some way helping
me,andth

other said that I had crewa

bunch of signs ina phone Boots

IThink he and Iron Crosses

+ homer&sickler

8E0F
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most all ofthese articles

were silly and Idon'tcare2

abut readingthem rather a

will justtellyou and you

con check on them.Getting

book toLomax when hewas

suppose tobe rightbehindme

I was staying at 102 ossington

in Torontoyou could check thes

out addsome alltotrobes

of checking orTomyt's articles.

I am allmost certain theaddres
s

was 102 OSSING
TON howEVE

X

IT MITE OF BEEX 106-THE NEX

NAME IUSETHEIR WAS, PAUL BRIDEMAN.
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:1

ON THE CONUERSATION
I had with

BROUL I CAN'T BE CERTHIN OF WHAT ALL

I SAID, I KNOW WE TALKED in GENERAL

ABOUT THE FALT THAT WEKNEW NEW ORLEAN

AND THAT WE MITE MAKE SOME MONEY BY

TAKING THINGS INTO MEXICO + CONVERSATION

MOBILE.HOWEVER
TEGOING

IABOUT ME

WAS NEVER POSTIVE UNTIL HE LEFTME

IN DEDETROITIF IWOULD HAVE COU

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS OF OFF him THEIR

I WOULD HAVE NEVER WENT TO ALABAMA

AND ITHINKHE KNEW IT. ABOUT BY

OPINION OF BIRMINGHAM IT SEEMS

A LOT LIKE ST. LOUIS EXCEPT NOT

AO BIG.
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igeI

引

MENTAL HISTORY.

POINTS THAT COULD BE USED AGAINST NIE.

1....INTERNED AT FULTON MO STATE HOSPITAL FOR.....

-2 MONTHS. AT OWN REQUEST TO GET OUT OF

ISOLATION, FOUND_SANE.

2. RECEIVED ANTI DEPRESSION PILES FROM DR._AT_BIRMINGHA
who?where?

3. UPON ARRIVAL AT LA.CALIF. CONTACTED FAMOUS_

bypnosis/- )AT This TIME IWAS.

READING OR STURING this Type OF MATERIAL.

HE RECOMENDED A CUNCIAL PSYCOLICIST ALTHO

GOING UNDER THE NAME OF GALT I GAVE

F
i
l
e
d

2
0

S
e
p
t

7
4

C
o
f
f
e
e

E
x

.7t
o

D
i
p

.M
r
.

H
a
v
e

B
y

J
o
h
n

H
a
m
l
i
n

,

C
o
u
r
t

R
e
p
o
r
t
e
r

him My RIGHT NAME (JER) As iT WAS MY

BELIFE IE HE WAS A. hypnosis I WOULD.

TELL him MY REAL NAME
WhiLE UNDER

THE IN ELUNCE OF HYPNOSIS.

45
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ра
дя
ть

AFTER APP. 3 SESSIONS WITH him

...I DESIDED WE
WAS NOT A GOPLIFED BYNNOSIS

WHERE UPON.I WENT TO A BUSSINESS

CONSULTANT. ON CRENSHAW BLVD, App. T_46_...

10000. BLOCK. (ACROSS FROM COLLEGE) HE WAS.

SATIFACTORY AND RECOMMED SEVERAL-Bocks.

TO STUDY AMONG THEM (HOW TO INCREASE.

YOUR_DIEMORY_POWER t phycocLBERTIC).
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роз

玉

JEH

-POINTS THAT COULD BE USED

AGAINST ME...

I... TAKING NEW CLEANS PEOPLE in LA. TO REGISTER.

FOR W ALTHO THEY REQUESTED IT. LATER F. TOLD_

ONE OF THE PAD PERSONS TO REREGISTER. IN___

THE REPUBLICA_PARTY_AND VOTE FOR SEN. KUSKEL

SHE HAD TOLD ME_HER_BOY FRIEND WASIN TROBLES

END WANTED_ SOME POLITICUL HELP I TOLD

2.

LER I DIDN'T Think THE W PEOPLE WOULD

BE TO SYMPATHIC TO CRIMINALS-

BUYING FREE PRESS PAPER TO RUN A.DO.

This is AVERY LIBERAL PUBLICATION).

3. ARGUMENT IN RABBIT FOOT CLUB IN LA. ABOUT ALABAM

Li WAS A150 ROBBED THEIR BY HER BOY FRIENDS I

LATER(NEXT DAY) HADTO HAVE A Locksmith To

OPEN MY CAR his ADDRESS isApp. 5200 HOLLYWOOD

-BLUR
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# 4, CPIED THE JOHN BIRCH. SOCIETY. PLUS OTHER

ORG. AND ASK FOR INFO..ON THE ENGLISH- SPEAKING

OF AFRICA THEY SENT.ME.THECOUNTRYs

ADDRESS Of The AFRICAN. REGIONAL CONSIL

IWANTED This INFO. FOR POSSIBLE IMMIGRATION

-PURPOSES...

-UpoN.. MY LEAVING ATLANTA AND THINKING THAT

I.WAS WANTED FOR QUESTIONS IN THE_KING_CASE

AT_LEET THE BIRCH LETTER_THE_FREE PRESS.

-PAPER THEIR THINKING THEY WOULDINDESTIOAT

THEM whileI GOT AWAY..

I LEFT THESE PUBLICATIONS ON A TABLE I

BUTOTHER BOOKS_IN_BASEMENT.

JEH & THE ONLY ORG...I HAVE EVER BEHANG...TO.

WAS. THE EAGLES

트

where?
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F
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I Think ITWILLPROABLY BE IMPOSSIBLE_FOR_

ME TO ACCOUNT FOR EVER DAY SINCE .

SOMETIME INTHEPERIOD I USED DIFFERENT HOTELS

+ A FEW TIMES I WAS UP ALL NIGHT TRAULING.

OR SHEA,IN THE CAR HOWEVER I THINK

I_C.AN_GIVE YOU ENOUGHT INEO.TOGET

A FAIR IPEA__WHERE I WASAT.___

ON THOES PHONE CALLS I GOT ONE PHONE

CALL THEIR THATI REMEMBER ITHINK

WHERE SHE GOT THE 3 FIGURE is THAT

THE FIRST TIME THE PARTY CALLED

THE TELEPHONE OPERATOR ATTHE_

BESTRBUNT SAID I DIDN'T WORK THEIR

SO THE PARTY CALLED THE NEXT DAY

!

36
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AND THAT TIME GOT THROUGH, This wAS

AN AQUAINTANCE. AND WAS NO BEDIING ON

T4B CASE.....

THE REASON why I QUITE THE JOB WAS THATI

HAD BEEN THEIR ABOUT2 MONTHS AND THAT

I_h.AD. USED THAT S,S. CARO BE
TE FOREL-

THERE FORE I Thought The EB.I WOULD

BE ON TO ME UNDER THAT NAME BEFORE

LONGTBUT I SEE NOW THAT I WAY

OVER ESTAMATED THEM. IT WOULD SEEM_____

THAT AFTER THEY RUN QUI OF IN FORIMERS

THEY LOSE THEIRIMAGINATION.

NO, NO ONE IN_CHICAGO_CONTACTED ME. I DON'T KNOW

-JEN IFTHEIR is ANYWAY FOR YOU TO VERIFYITOR

NOT BUT WHITE LIVING with THE DONNELLY.

37
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Jan

EX

I WROTE TO THE CANADIAN EMBRCY FOR...

INFO ON IMMIGRATION....

I THINK IEXPLAINED THAT I DIDN'T GO_

ST. Louis As the poricE WERE PROABLY...

WATCHING MY_RELATIVES HISOJE I_WourD_

"WAVE BEEN ARRESTED IN MISSoupiR.I

COULDN'T HAVE MADE A FUGITIVE BOND,

I EXPLAIN THE CHRYSLER CAR IN THE

OTHER PAPERS. I AM NOT SURE

WhAT DAY I LEFT CHICAGO-

!

My BROTHER JERRY WAS LIVING IN NORTHBROCH

AT THE TIME HE WAS MARRIED, NO I.

DIDN'T GO OUT THEIR AND visit him I

Suppose The FBI has. Asis his wIFE.

TRY IF I WAS OUT THEIR. ALSO

38
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деж

THEIR SEPERATED NOW. I THINK.IDID

...MENTION MY BROTHER TO MES,KLINGMAN To.

A COUPLE OF TIMES. I DID HAVE A FAIRLY

FOOD TO B. TheiR BUTI THINK-YOUKNOW

IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN ARRESTED THEIR

THAT I WOULD HAVE BEEN SENT BACK_

To Missouri. I DON'T KNOW WHERE I WAS

July 4Th HOWEVER I TOLD YOU THE CHRYSLER

WAS GIVINI ME A LOT OF ITRIABLE & I SOLD_IT_A2_

FOR $50,00 + BROUGHT THE THE 62 RED_PLYMOUTH

FOR $100,00 This DEALER WAS ON MAIN STREE

IN EAST ST. LOUIS, MAIN STREET is THE STREET

THAT CONNEST E. ST. Louis & BELLVILLE I WOULD

SAY I BROUGHT THE CAR BETWEEN THE 1500t

3000 BLOCK ON MAIN THE LOT WAS ON

37
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fet. 3热

t

THE LEFTHAND SIDE OF THE STREET GOING

TOWARD BELLVILLE.I USED THE PAYNS. NAME,

I KNOW I SPENT A FEW DAYS IN QUINCY ILLINOI

BEFORE I WENT TO EAST ST. Louis SOME OF MY

RELATIVES LIVE THEIR

NO,NO_ONE_GAVE ME ANY MONEY HOWEVER I

DID GET A NEW PISTAL BOT I DIDN'T PAY FOR

IT RIGHT THEN AS I WAS SHORT OF MONEY,

Also ABOUT THAT$13.000 AS YOU KNOW The

JUSTICE DEPT. HAS BEEN LEAKING FULDENCE.

OR THEIR VERSION OF EVIDENCE HE (SEE READERS

DICEST AUGUST 19.68) ABOUT This CASE MR.

REH HANES TOLD ME THAT THEIR WAS A STORY

ABOUT ME ROBBING 17. BANK OR SUPERMARKET

45
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JEH

fat 6

I suppose THEY WERE...ASSUMING THAT. I. ROBBED

This PLACE_RIGHT AFTER I GOT OUT THEREFORE

•THEY CAME UP with This STORY They will

FIND OUT. NOW THATI HAVE TOLD YOU THAT__.

" I HAVE BEEN WORKING AND SO THEY WILL

.HAVE TO COMB Up...WITH ANOTHER STORY To

TIBE with THE FACTTHAT I WAS WORKING.

"BUT WOULDNT IT SEEM LOGICIAL IF THEYThought

I LAD_COMMITED_P.S.RIME BEFOREILEAT

FOR CANAPA THEY WOULD HAVE BUTOUTA

BULLETIN FORME....

41
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Jax B

AM GOING TO GIVE YOU This WOMAN NAME HOW.EVER

I WOULD RATHER YOU NOT SAY ITOLD YOU..

Aso she has PRODBLY BEEN QUESTIONED MY

_THE_R.C.M.P. A.S.I TOLD YOU SHE WORKED.

ForThe CANADIAN GOLEANMENT AND I USE

THE GALTNAME.IThink I ALSO TOLD

+YOU I DESIDE NOT TO ASK HER TO SIGN AFASTPORT

FORM SINCE S.DE__WORK.E_D_FOR___The_GOVERNMENT

AND BOAULSAID HE WOULD GETME_ONE...

HER NAME is CLARA KEATING IThink hER

Phone is LISTED IN THE PHONE BOOK ALSO IT MITE

·BE A SUBURB OF OTTAWA.

ALSO I Think I TOLD HER I WORKED FOR

B REALESTATE COMPANY,

&H

42
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Jur.

..NO ONE WOULD REMEMBER MEAT GRAY BUCKS..

..THE REASON I WENT TO TORONTO_FIRST IS IT IS ON

THE ROUTE TO MONTREAL, I WAS JUST THEIR ONE NICHT.

I STAYED IN THE SMALL TOWN OF DORION.RIGHT__

OUTSIDE OF MONTREAL THE DAY AFTERI

LEFT TORONTO I DON'T KNOW IF I USED THE_HAVE__

GALT OR RAYNS,IF YOU COULD GET THAT PATE

You CourD BACKTRACT TO TORONTOL

IF I ARRIKER IN BIRMINGHAM THE 25TH OF AUGUST

"I MUST OF CAME THROUGH WINDSOR THE 23RR_OF_A06.

NO I NELER PERD THE CAPOTE BOOK I KNOW

IT WAS ABOUTTHE KANSAL OR IOWA KILLINGS,I.

||CONSIDER IT A WASTE OFTIME TO READ This

IXPE OF Books.

43
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THE ST.FRANcishotelis LOCATED_AT_5_5_33

HOLLYWOOD BLUD, I ALSO LIVED AT 15.35-N- SERRANO

THE WAITRESS_NAME__IS_MARIE DENNO.IThink

・SHE WORKES IN THE BAR AT THE HOTEL.

GETTING BACK_TO_QUINCY ILL. FOR A MINUTE IMNOTSURE

WHERE ISTANED BUT TED CROWLEY WHO RUNS THE GEM

HOTEL ON 5Th&vermont.sITE_REMEMBER THE DAYSI

WAS THEIR,I TOLDYOU I NEVER HAD A PICTURE TAKER

1 UNTIL I HAD SOME CIRCULATED THROUGH A LANDLY HEART

" OUTFITS, BUT I FORGOT DAY AUNT HADONE JAKEN.

WHEN IWENT IN THE ARMY HER_NAME_IS_MRS.

JEH FRANK FULLER ITHINK HER ADDRESS IN 2601

ChestnutST. QUINCY ALSO, HANES SAID YOU WANTEDT

PICTURE FOR THE MAGAZINE ARTICLE.

44
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It was surly I was working the 11AM.

To. 7p.Ms. Shift. IN THE BREAD SLICING Room

IFYOU WERE WORKING IN THE FOOD SERVICE DEPT.–

YOU COULD.FAT IN THE KITCHEN, I CAME DOWN

THAT MORNING ABOUT 8.OCLOCK AND.✈ BROUCHI

WITH ME IN A SACK ABOUT 20 CANDY BARS,

RAZOR BLADE, PEICE OF MIRROR, PIECE OF SOPP,___

TRANISTER RADibo, This is Not UNUSUAL AS

. YOU CAN_Show FR +SHAVE IN A BATHROOM INTHE

KITCHEN, UPON EATING_A_GOOD BREAKFAST(I

KNEWThis MiTE BE THE LAST ONE FOR AWHILE) OF

ABOUT 6 EGGS I WENTTO THE BREAD ROOM

WHERE I HAD LIDDEN A White ShiRT ANDA

-PAIR OF THE STANDARD GREEN PRISON PANTS

DYED BLACK With STENCIL INKIPUTTHESE

ON THEN PUT MY PRisen CLOTHING OVERTHE

TOY ON THEM.ITHEN PROCEED TO THE

ELEVATOR WHERE I WENT DOWN TO THENEXT
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FLOOR AND OUT ONTO THE DOCK. BEFORE.I

hAP CAME DOWN ON THE ELEVATOR.Ihad

TRANS_FERED_THE ARTILLES MENTIONED TO MY

-POCKETS FUNDER MY SHIRT AND PICKED.

UP A_HOOK ABOUT H FT. LONG THEY. U.S.E.

TO POLL PANS AROUND IN THE KITCHEN,

I THEN PROCEED TO THE WALL (SEE DIAGRAMY.

I DAD_STUIED THE GUARD'S ACTIONS ON The

TOWER FOR COUPLE WEEKS They Art

ACT DIFFERENT WORK ING IN THE TOWERS_

SOME OF THEM DOZ BUT THEY HALFTO

CALL IN EVER 15 MINUTES SO IF YOU TAKE

ANYACTION YOU HALF TO DOIT RIGHT +

AFTER YOUSOU.SEE THEM CALL IN.(SEE DIAGRAM

FOR THE ROUTE I TOOK AND HOWI GOT OVER.

THE WALL) AFTER I GOT OVER THE WALL(IDAD.

ACCURATE ABOUT$300.00 IN PRISON whichI hid

IN MYSHOE. AND_A__S.S._NUMBER NOT ACARD.)

JERF

21
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PROCEED...AROUND THE WALL ( SEE DIAGRAM) ACROSS

THE RAIL ROAD TRACTS. AND ALONG THE RIVER___

UNTIL.IWAS OUT OF SITE OFTHE TOWER.

GARDS.ITHEN TOOK OF MY PRISON CLOTHES....

hiD THE PANTS BUT KEAP THE SHIRT ASBUT_KEAP

I WANTED TO WEAR IT AT NIGHT ALSO IT

WAS COOL AT NIGHT.IputTheShiRTAND.____

THE OTHER ARTICLES IN THE SACK,F.TheN_

WENT TO DOWN THE IKACT_TO_PP__RAILROAD_

-BRIDGE_WHERE I LIDE OUT FOR THE DAY LISTEN!

TO THE RAIDO. BUT I DON'T HERE ANYTHING_

ONTHE RAIDO,I FOUND OUTLATER THEWARDE

-DIDNT REPORT ME MISSING AS he thought

I WAS HIDING IN THE PRISON . THE DIRECTION

I WAS TAKING WAS IN THE DIRECTION OF:

ST. LOUIS I KNEW THEYTHEpotice WOULD THIN,

IWOULD GO THEIR SOI CROSSED THE BRIDGE

-JEH AND DEAPED BACKTHE OTHER WAY TOWARD.

KANSAS CITY,I WALKED ALL THAT NIGHTEXCEPT

30
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FOR SHORT RESTS IT WAS A LITTLE...COLD

BUT I WASN'T.COM PLANING.

gid days2 step and list.torodion reporte.

2nd night. AFTER SLEEPING DURING THE DAY.

AND LISTING_TO_REPORTS ON the RAIDO I

AGAIN_STARTED WALKING THATNIGHT_IT_WAS_

SIMOLARTO THE FIRST NIGHT THE ONLYTHING

That I CAN SEEM TO RECALL_is_SELING THE

STARS_MAYBE BECAUSE I HADN'T SAW THEM

FOR AWHILE.

3nd Day,IAM GETTING TIRED OFCANDY BARS.

ALSO ABOUT OUT, I SLEEP SINCE THE AREA

YS MOSTLY BLUFFS I CANSEE QUITE FAR ON.

THE LICH ONES, I SEE A POLICE CAR.

NOW AND THEN(HIGHWAY PATROL NATURLY-

Think THEIR AFTER ME. ALSO ITSEEMS

H BYTHE RAIDO_REPORTS THAT THEY HAVE.

DESIDED THAT I HAVE EXCAPED,
-ден

1

31
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JEH

3rdnight

NAS

F..DURNING MY NIGHT TRAULING
.

OCCASIONALLY COME BY. A HOUSE BY THE

TRACTST STRONG LIGHTS which

FLOOD THE TRACTS. THERE FORE I HAVE TO...

-PETOUR, SOME TIME This LEAD ME THROUGH WATER,

SMALL CREEKS_AND_BAD_TRAVKING IN GENERAL AND

This is hAYING AN EFFECT ON MY FEET ANDI

HAVE TROBLE GETTING MY SHOES ON AFTER I TAKE

Them OFF ALSO I CAME BY A TRAINER This.

NIGHT IT SETS BY THE RIDER AFTER_BREAKING A

SMAIL LOCKI ENTERIT I FIND A HALFA BOTTLE

OF WINE & SOME FOOD I TAKE WHAT FOOD F

CAN CARRY AND DRINK THE WINE ALSOTAKE.

A BLANKET AS ITS COOL/ AFTER EATING &DRINK

A FALL OF TO SLEEP AND WAKE UP withit

RAINING ON ME.THE WINE MUSTHAVE GOT

ME.I GET UPAND WALKTHE REST OF THE NIGHT.

За
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Jut

4THDAY SAME THING SLEEPING... WATCHING.

AND__LISTING.TO. RADIO.

4Th Nicht. This is ABOUTLIKE THE ThiRo..

EXCEPT I CAN'T WALK AS MUshp-

MORNINGOF5 DAY. AS DAYLIGHT COMES IT RAINING

I DESIDE TO BUILD A FIRE AS ITS RAINING

I FIND A JONNEL IT'S AFARCE. ONE ABOUT 4FTRICA

RUNNING UNDER THE TRACTIHAD GOT SOME.

MATCLES OUT OF THE TRAINER AFTER I GET

THE FIRE GOING GOOD I hERE SOME MOTOR

I PUT THE FIRE OUT BUT TO LATE TWO.

BAILROAD WORKERS_GET_OF_A_HANDOOR AND COME_

DOWN TO CHECK THE SMOKE I TELL THEM_

FIRES PEOPLE+ BEEN HUNTING AND GOT WET STARTED THE

ITALK TO, FIRE TO DRY OUT THEY SAY OK. AND LEAVE,

ISTAY THEIR THE REST OFTHEDAY MYFEET

JEAN ARE IN SOCH CONPIOLIN THATI DON'T TAKE

33
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Just

JEH

MY SHOES OF AS I DON'T THINK I CAN GET.

THEM ONIF I DO.

STH.NICHT...MORE WARKING GETTING LOW ON FOOD

Their is PLOT OF SPRINGS. ALONG THE TRACTS.

YOU CAN HERE THEM RUNNING AT NIGHT SO

I HAVE PLENTY TO DRINK. ATTHE BEGOING_OF_

DAY LIGHT I CAN SEE A TOWN AND LIGHTS:

6TH DAY. I FIGURE S THE HEAT IS OF NOW

50+ DESIDE I WILL GO INTO This TOWN_IF_

IT'S BIG ENOUGHT.(IHAVE DHREDDY WENT ThRoush-

SEVERAL SMALL TOWNS AT NIGHT).

NIGHT. AFTER WALKING ACOUPLE hours I'

GET TO THE TOWN I HAVE CLEAN UPTHE

BEST I CAN QURNINGTHE DAY I GO INTO THE

TOWN AND BOY TWO CARS OF PEER AND SOME__

SANDWICKS AND GO_BACK TO THE RAIL ROAD TRACTS,

34
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JEx

T.ThAs NIGHT I_CATCH_A_TRAIN THAT'S

HEADING BACK TO ST. Louis_I CETThaiR_...

EARLY INTHE MORNING AND CATCH_A_CAB___

_TO_EAST__ST. Louis AFTER GETTING A PAIR_OF_

__OVER_SIZE_Shoes__+_A_JACKET I CALL A FRIEND

Who TAKES ME TO A SMALL TOWN OUT OF

EAST ST. Louis WHERE I CAICH THE BUS

To Chica.GO.

Edwardsville

35
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In relationto
myprevious attempt.&how tocom byinvey.

On myfirst attengtwhich was in thefallof1961

I was working in the clening plouttheirwas6of

was working.their andwe were on a speint count__

which meatwe was not counted until off 7.PM...

which mentthat itwas dark bythetimeswe had

togo toame cells on thenightofthatteeps I simply

hid intoplotinteltoalter sumitin went tothe

cell house Ithen removed some stelee from the well

2X8 Off Boards nailedthemtogetherthey were about 8.Alison

noiled steppeon theBondandwesttoa blind spot

on the wall

4
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# The Braids were made outof ark and were very

heavystherefree can I get about 3/3 upthe looder.

themailepulled out love to my weightt

thehery lumber .IAnd about$60.00 walich. I. And

pecumlated byselling commsongs..

The send was also afileIgot ajob in the

ceelHouse rightwhen the cellhouse wattothe

showsItook some were Cutters I.And come by aut

the screen out of the bokocundows atrok a long

Irm joule which was wardtogeen window fastueda

bookon it went throughtthe hole onto a tunnel

which connects all the allhammer a crowded upthe

tunneluntilI get to the security chief office

JEF crabbed owes itlooked the pale onthe adminstrat

buildayrost,stwas roinglightly that mightand
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the pale had got met when I got whattothe

Top my had slipes of and Ifell on myame

resulting in it getting nume I thendidina.

Small Buildy near bywhich hisseda generatowa

Icome outthe noft nightbutthey had_a_good

in thesecunt,office + he caught me when Ifell

feel office ofthe Bailly by shes come offd had

If 10 Dollar Billsin one slave+ 4r 12 in theathis

I lostthe10 But the one won't lost and the

offienne gotthen when thy seach me.Ihad

Recumbitsthismay the some way doing

frvous andthing. I.sporestyou talkto sove

gords on these matters asIto worden will

JEH Hellyar he's is running a sudley schooltheir,
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or my drinking I would say if dronk a cuple.

of beer abouteverynightin my room 2 Iwatto

a club which avenge alat one a week I would.

dreik vodha torangefine as Idon't likethe texts.

of octal

on thesocialgical questions I sleep about6he a

first nightIcan'trerentur seeming Idon'tknow if2

snoveorjump butthegarbadon't mentionitif

Ido. Isleepin pajores if I love throudhave

considered marring as allmost everything else .

no Ican'tsay that myarm lasy ment mushe

app.6 moiteisthelongest Dear watwith

are women,also Inever tags.Iwas

finimail able for mange, derit would.

JEH
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# never
Interfere with mytrouby, also Ilove

been a homoremad, maandistordraz

Their was nothing eventful what mytupfrom chings to

montreal_dstyed one night in tornitoon one

in DORION you could proably check on the one as

Dorineawamall Towne the next by I mand in at

2608_E -NoterDomeotin montreal.

I could Be more accurate aboutthe monthed combatif

I hada montred map, butIknow theToween wee

close tothe river orlock, custom house and anderman's

club, one of thestreet byit was St.Leone thyuse

Tolove two seamos Clube in matreelbutthecombined

(prote)into onewiththis infor

youcouldfindthebration.

JEH them(arecottabion
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I

while on excops,

on the 5.5. Cord, yes 2 havea card wordenmy

own nome but I couldit not use that

excope,the cord I used moosone

2.got years ago, ofted I was out dusent

thenumberin tothe 5.5.office andthysut

methecord.

for I.Dr Ihad TempoyDrivers Sience &cu title..

plase 55.Cord I brought the carof ofa private

person sodidit halftoshow I.Defistmoney

on aquiring a gun thata simplematterfor oneinho

Los criminal computerit wallygoes like these

JEH A Bugler will rob a sporty good stre

and sellthen toa fence yout
then comby

thenfrom thefence after onejob you.com.

throw thegun oway, evenif they catchyou

9
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with it thennot much they com doas

you was some place else when itwas stran

_WHEN I_LEFT_CHICAGO_ AFTER_QUITING MY JOB IHAD..

ABOUT$45000 AND ACAR, I DIDN'T HAVE MONY.

-POSSESSION JUST CLOTHING& SPORTINCHET &ports,

I TheN heDDED_FOR_E. ST. LOUIS ONTHEWAY Thrie

I HAD CAR TROBIE BUT MADE ITTO E, ST.dools

THATNITEI STAYED THEIR with The FRIEND WOD

hAD TOOK ME TO EDWARDSUILLE WHEN I_LAD_EXCAPED,

I TOLD him I WAS LEAVING THE COUNTRY AND_ASK_

him TOTELL MY FAMILY BUT TO WAIT 304 DAYS.

•CASE The police SAW him I DIDN'T TELL bias.

: Which COUNTRY I WAS GOING TO SONO ONE.

WOULD KNOW NO EVEN FAMILY, WEATHER WE DID.

10
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JEH

This OR NOT I DON'T KNOW, THE NEXT DAY.I.

BROUGHT ANOTHER CAR FOR $200.00..I ALSO GOT A.

NEW 35 PISTOL FROM MY FRIEND__BUT_DIVNI Pathem

AS IWAS Short OF MONEY,I TOLD him I WOULD

SEND him THE MONEY, I THEN LEFT FOR

CANADA THEIR WAS A LOT OF TRAFFIC GOING TO

Se No TROBLE CROSBING BORDER..Etpo.

My Ityansfrom E. St. Yours to trischel
were.

listnight Indimplates
Inclinary

andTortsConde,

3. Model Dorion , while in theprison 2And

anda hut abutpeople gettinelDocumentsson

Conada I alsorented a Broker from NY.

nome Burell or Birellget Commion freeport,

Therefore thefirst thing 2 deel expon of

arrival in Machelandout whatwas
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:

To Call A TRAVEL AGENCY AND ASK Wht.

DOCOMENTS WAS. NESSARY.• TO GET-A -PASSPORT)..

TheyTOLD ME NONE.
ME NONE BUT I HAD TO HAVE SONCONE.

WHO KNEW ME FOR TWO YEARS.(I LATER FOUND OUTThis_

I WAS WRONG) I THEREFORE HAD_TO_FIND_DNOTHE WAY-___

for

TO GET OUT OF CANADA I WAS ALSO GETTING Short

ON MONEY AFTER LEASING AN APARTMENT FOR:

6 MONTHS,I PAID THE FIRST &LAST_MONTHS RENT-

which ToTAND$150.00 This WAS THE PLACE

IN THE 1600 BLOCK ON NOTRE DAME EAST,

ON ST. CATHERINE EAST INMONTREAL BETWEEN-

The 1400 BlOCK+ 2000 BLOCK THEIR IS A LOT OF

NICHT CLUB AND PROSTITUTES HANG OUT IN

JEH THESEPLACES, THE PROCEDURE IS THE

GIRL LEAVES THE CLUB with YOU AND THE

!

こ
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JEH

Two Of You__ TAKE___A___CAB TO AND Apport.MENT._

__RUN_BY_Who_EVER SUE IS_WARKING FAR,I PickUp..

ONE OF THESE GIRLS,THE BEST LOOKING ONE I

COULD FIND AS I THOUGHT SHE WOULD BE

IN THE MORE PROSPERECES PLACE, WE WENT

TOTHE APARTMENT WHERE_UPON_I_GAVE hER

$25.00 which SHE TOOK TO THE OFFICE,AFTER

I LEFT I GOT THE ADDRESS,THE NEXT Niant

I TOOK MY CAR AND PARKED CLOSE TO this

housE THEN WENT BACK TO this CLUB AND

PICKED UP THE SAME GIRL,WE THEN CAUGHT

A CAB To The SAME HOUSE AFTER I DAD!

GAVE DER ANOTHER $20.00 ATLD WE WERE

READY TO LEAVE I PUT THE GUN ON HER-

AND TOOK HER TOTHE OFFICE. AFTERSHE

13
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II _MAD GOT THE MANAGER THEIR BY KNOCKING I PUT__

The GUN ON him I HAD HER TAKE_DER____

STOCKING OFF &TIE his HANDSAND FEET WHILE

_ME_LAYED ON BED, AFTER A LITTLE_PERSUASION_

I GOT APA$1.7.0.0.0 OUT OF A_CABINET.__F___ Then

TOLD THE GIRL TO GET UNDER THE BED.

AND LEFT. AFTER A Couple DAY. I• LOENT TO.

GREYROCKS,FOR A WERK, WHEN I GOT BACK I

BROUGHT SOME CLOTHING AND STARTED HANGING

AROUND THE WATERFRONT, (BUIHI, (BUT GOING BACKTO

TAILORS ON GRAY ROCKS FOR A MINUTE THE LAST DAY-

Atgainest Their I MET This _GIRL__SHE WAS GOING TO:

EXPO AND SAID SHE WOULD STOP_BY_

MY ADDRESS. WHEN SHE CAME TO MONTREAL,)

BROUGHT

:LOTHING

AT.TIDTOP

WEST

-JEH
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# WAS
MY REASON FOR FREQUENTING THE WATERFRONT

TO SEE IF I COULD GET SOME DRUNYEN SEAMANS...

-PAPERS OK GET A TOB ON A ship.I HAD CALLED.

THE UNION WALL ✪ THEY SATO THEIR WAS NO.

...JOBS_AVAILABLE_AT__THE TIME.IThink THE__.

FIRST TIME I CONTACTED RAOUL WAS ABOUT

The 2ND, TIME I FREQUENTED THE BAR WITH.

The pidot WHEELS IN THE WINDOWS. HE STARTED.

THE CONVERSATION I KNOW HE ASK ME IF IWAS

AND AMERICA IJOLD him YES AFTER SOME

GENERAL CONVERSATION I TOLD HIM I WAS THINKING

ON IMMIGRATING TO CANADA AND QUESTIONED

him ON THE PROSPECTS OF GETTING A JOB ON A

JEH Ship,HE HAD INDICATED TO ME THAT HEHAD

WORKED ON A Ship OR WAS WORKING ON ONE,
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XII

Gut

-ALL TO GERTHER. I WOULD SAY I JALKEDTO.

him ABOUT For 8 TIMES, IT WAS ABOUT THE.

ThiRoTIME THAT__ I_JOLD__him I HAD BEEN

IN. A LITTLE TROUBLE IN THE U.S._AND_COLLONT_

...FIND WORK ON CERTAIN JOBS Such As Ships_

fThis is NOT So,people with RECORDS CAN WORK ON

Ships_AND IThink he MITEOFKNOWNTHIS).

AS YOU PROABLY KNOW YOU JUSI DON'T TELL ANY ONE.

THE FIRST TIME YOU MEET THEM YOU HAVE BEEN

IN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW.

I ALSO TODD him THAT IWOULD LIKE TOIMMIGRAT

TO ANOTHERENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRY IF I COULDNT_

-JEH FIND WORK IN CANADA AND THAT IFI HAD SEAMANE

PAPER I COULD USE THEM TO BOARD ship

AND THEN TO DISEMBEACH, ANOTHER WORDS USE
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THE PAPERS LIKE A PASSPORT, IT WAS AT ABOUT.

This STACE THAT HE TOLD ME THAT hemite

BE ABLE TO GET ME THE PAPERS ORA PASSPORT...

BUTI WOULD HALF TO herp_him to_AND_THAT_

I COULD MAKE A LITTLE MONEY TOVELDME WHEN.

I GOTTO MY COUNTRY OF CHOICE. I Touphim_

-AFFRIGHT IF IT WASN'T TO RISKY HE THEN_TOLD_

ME OF THE PLAN TO TAKE SOME PACKAGES ACROSS

THE BORDERY)- * I Ask him whAT AND

HE TOLD ME I WASN'T GETTING RAID TO ASK QUESTIONS...

WE THEN MADE_PLANS TO MEETATWINDSOR THAT

WAS his IDEA I WOULD GUESS BECAUSE THEiR_

-ONE_A_TUNNEL
BRE TWO CROSSING POINTS THEIR, ONE A TUNNEL

THE OTHER A BRIDGE. DURING THIS TIME THE GIRL

"I MENTION CAME BY MY PLACE_SHE SAID SHE WAS

?A

JEN GOING TO EXPO AND HAD TO BE BACK TO WORK SHORTLY.;

SUB HAD A GIRL FRIEND with hER AND SHE STAYED

BTMYPLACE THAT NIGHT I DIDN'T HAVETO MUSH TIME

TO TALK TO HER WITH RECARDS TO SIGNING A PASSPORT.
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FORM FOR ME AND I DIDN'T WANT TO

ASK HER TOO PIRECT SINCE SHE MITE GO

XII

Len

TO THE POLICESO I TOLD HER I MITE DRIVE

UP AND SEE HER BEFORE I RETURNED TOTHE

STATES, ME + ROUND HAD AGREED ON A DATIE

TO MEET ATTHE WINDSOR TRAIN STATION,

I CHECKED OUT of the APT. AND

FORFEITED MY LAST MONTH'S RENT, E

I HAD ABOUT 303 DAYS

MEET BOUAL IN WINDSO

BEFORE I WASTO

·NDSOR I DROVE TO

OTTWA FIRST AND CALLED This GIRLI

FOUND OUT
THE NEXT DAY THAT SHE WORKED

FOR THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT SOI DESIDED

AGAINST ASKING HER TO SiON A PASSPORT

FORM ESPECIALLY SINCE THEIR WASA

PROSPECT ROUAL WOULD GET ME ONE,

AFTER TWO DAYS THEIRI LEFT FOR

WINDSON I

DUE TO MEET ROVAL AT

WAS

.00 PM IN THE RR.STATIO
N
,

37.00PA

་

VEX
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XUT

AFTER I ARRIVED ATTHE STATION

I WAITED ABOUT 30 MINUTES AND HE

CAME IN with AN ATTACHE CASE AND

SAID LET'S Go ON THE WAY TO THE TUNNEL

HE TOOK 3 PACKAGES OUT AND Put ThEM

BEWIND THE BACK PART OF THE SEAT WHERE

YOU REST YOUR BACK,I LET him OFFAFTER

This AND HE SAID HE WOULD MEET ME

ON THE OTHER SIDE(ITHINK ITWAS

WHERE THEY EXCHANGE MONEY) BUT TOLD

ME TO GIVE him ABOUT FIVE MINUTES

-

TO GET ACAB TO CROSS, I WENT

ALLRIGH
T
AND

Throug
h
the CUSTOM

SIDEh E MET ME ON THEOther

WE THEN DIRECTME TO A SIDE

STREET WHERE HE REMOVED THE

DEH
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BUS

PACKAGES, HE THEN DIRECTED ME TO

WHAT I AM FAIRLY SURE ISTHE

STATION HE WENT IN THEIR WHILE I

DROVE AROUND THE BLOCK,I PICKED

THEN HE SAID WE HAD TO GO

UPI
kin

BACK ACAIN, HE DIDNT HAVE THE CASE,

HE TOLD ME WHERE TO MEET him, Train

STATION, AND HE PLAIN GOT A CAB,

WHILE I WAITED ABOUT 10 MINUTES

WHEN I GOT TOTHE R.R. STATION HE WAS

STANDING IN FRONT WE WENT THROUG

THE SAME PROCEDURE EXCEPT WE ORI

WENT OVER THE BRIDGE I NOTICED THE

CUSTOMS OFFICER WAS St Shakking

DOWN ABOUT EVERY OTHER CAR AND

I REMEMBERED THE TU SET IN THE

TRUNK THAI HAD BROUGHT IN

Joll

MONTREAL

JEF
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2 Declaredthe T.. set. I had

xer

tex

To pull in a love a customs officercome

aut and notonly looked atthe T. set

put seruch the ann be pulled on the book

seat butsime you had toraiseit

up plus thefactIAnd clothing hung

on thebookseat,hedidit getthesest

aut, thisprocedure took about 30 sinto

oddcost about$4.50. Raval
was a littls

nervous and writedto Know where a hood

bean Istand him a receips & gotfrom

the custime office forpayingthe import

taps on ItTV we then wentthroughth

some proudus except when apicked him up

The second time we wettoa side

street + porked, He gave me$750.00 but

toldme he
couldn't as getgetany

trovel
Documents;

Dea
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He then told me that ifIwould go ust

along withhim he moved notonly

getme trovning Documents butalso 10m

12 Thamad dellors, Me then told me what

he unitedme to do,

No!..get rid of toen Ihad(Itwas ald).

112. go to mobiel als ,where we

at a place ofhis choices.

would meet

I then ask him whatI was expectedtodow

and Igot theimpression that be writedme

to toko wespors into mexico orhelpin

some ung,he ossund me itwould to relative

sofe, Ithem aspeedtogo along withwhat

he ooked except Itold Him ammal

ither go to Bersaglion Instal of mobil

Becausepre, a love on allergy ,The

автрака
on the

GolfCrest Bälten me,

Two. Bermington is longerhease looyer to

getlookim .

DEN
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HE THEN TOLD ME HE WOULD GO TO

BIRMINGHAM To SET UP A MEETING PLACE

AND THAT HE WOULD WRITE ME A GENERAL

DiLIVERY LETTER To
BIRMINGHAM TELLING ME

where &whEN TO MEET nim, AND THAT HE WOULD

Jap

FINANCE D CAR PLUS LIVING EXPENSES,I THENTOOK

him BACK TO THE STATION AND LEFT FOR Chines

I DIDN'T STOP IN DETROIT I STAYED IN A MOTEL

THAT NIGHT IN AMOTEL ABOUT 5MILES EAST

OF GARY INDIANA, THENEXT DAYISOLDTHE

CHICAGO + CAUGHT A TRAING FOXCAR IN

BIRMINGHA 4.

Je
x
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Lat

I

After I reached. Chiengo distortedbooking for.

A place tostay, Brented a roor on

Sheffield Ithink(see dinjorm .) Itwas about

72 Block from divery pork on the leftford

side
the street going southythey was a...

Bldg right across thestreet

a new

мульт
а

of

Building

from mymyroma.the nextday 2 Brought

a tribune and got tho got I mentioned out

of Itswon't addsection.Thiswas. nothingevertfal

while in chings Iremember one of thefemale

employes gave me on ore Bondage towrapp

my onkles. The cor & Broughtfor$100.00 wos

also got out ofa tribune addr

no 2 diditgo to attemorsee any

relatives, myreasm for not seeing ony-

DIVERSY P.K relative to that criminal Chargercon la fill

ogant a relatus oranyoneaberfor harboring

S
h
E
F
F
I
E
L
D

D
U
E

T
.
N
E
W

3.

is

Zand a fugitive ifthepolice com proverete

my

|DE)t__ Filed 20 Sep. 74 Colles . Ex. 2to Dep. Mo. Here By John Hamlin,CourtReporter
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I didn't see any wormen until I wenttocanada,

I don't know what day 2 reacted cherings you

Cared check this by getting myon- address

from the restant or the room I created whink..

is onfilswith the restrant.IDeli't stil.

anything distillhad app 27.0.0.0.0.

4

This a ben close tothe& on Divery stale

A legon Store 2 une in their abat a dog,time

whichI landin Clinge. Ihad a 5.5. card-

which Ihad usedyear ago I later got a

cord byfill outa former

Iwent towork in Hartford in Dry 19.4.4 andwas

byed ofin Dec 1.9.45, I was to young to hang out

inbos.theplace I worked wasthe Internationl hee

The only peopleI can readrementer are.

Mr.Milton Hart, Dove they andClayton Hidershay

allforemen the only BusinessIcould recommend

istheAfter thing wedge Bonke

Jeff on East Broadway inAlton,

า
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# never
Interfer with mytrouby, also Ilove ne

been a homoserval, massistordrag.

Their was nothing excelful about mytup from chings to

montred Istyed one night in toints on onne

in DORION could proudly check on the one an

Dorm awamall Town the next. aby I mound in at

2608 E -Noter&omestine montreal..

you .

I could Be more accurate aboutthemontedcombetif

2boda montred map, butI know thetower wee

close tothe river ordock, Custom home and a dermeni

club, one ofthestreet byit was St.Leone they use

To love Tue seamos Clube inmatreedbutthecombined

JEH them(arecoltube on prete) into onewiththisinfor

youcouldfindthebeating
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立

off

on the S.S. Cord, yes 2 have a card inrdommy.

own nome butI couldid not use that

while on excope, the card I usedsomeone

2. got years ago, ofted I was out I sent

themunterin tothe 5.5.office andthyset

methecord.

for I.D. Ihad TempoyDrivers Sience &an title.

plus 55,cord I broughtthe creof ofa private :

person sodidit halftoshow I.Defestmony

Me aquiring & gonethata simplematterforoneinhon

Los criminal computeritbelly goes like thedas

JEH A Bugler will rob a sporting goods store

andsellthen toa fence youthen com by

thenfrom thefence after onejob youcon

throw thegun oway, even if they catifyou

9
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pr

To Call A TRAVEL AGENCY AND ASK WHA

DOCOMENTS WAS NESSARY TO GET A PASSPORT...

TheyJaro_Me_NONE BUT I HAD TO HAVE SONCONE

WHO KNEW ME FOR TWO. Y.EXRS (I LATER FOUND OUT This

WASWRONG) I THEREFORE HAD TO FIND A NOTHE WAY___

GET OUT OFSANADA I WAS ALSO GETTING Short

ON MONEY AFTER LEASING AN APARTMENT FOR:

6 MONTHS,I PAID The First +LAST MONTHS RENT

which TOTAMP$ 150.00 This WAS THE PLACE

IN THE 1600 BLOCK ON NOTRE DAME EAST,

ON ST. CATHERINE EASTIN MONTREAL BETWEEN-

The 1400 Black+ 2000 BLACK THEIR isA LOT OF

NIGHT CLUB AND PROSTITUTES LANG OUT IN

JEH THESEPLACES, THE PROCEDURE IS THE

GIRL LEAVES THE CLUB with YOU AND THE

T
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I
Two OF YOU TAKE A CAB TO AND ApportMENT._

-RUN _BY_Who_EVER SHE IS WORKING FAR,I Pickup.

_O.HE OF THESE GIRLS,THE_BEST_&_OOKING ONE I

·COULD FIND A.S. I ThouGHT SHE WOULD BE

_IN_THE_MORE_PROSPERECES PLACE, WE WENT

TOTHE APHRTMENT WHERE_UPON_I_GRVE hER

$25.00 which SHE TOOK TO THE OFFICE, AFTER

ILEFT I GOT THE_ADDRESS,THENEXT NIGHT

I TOOK MY CAR AND PARKED CLOSE TO This

housE THEN WENT BACK TO this CLUB AND

PICKED UP THE SAME GIRL,WE THEN CAUGHT

A CAB TO THE SAME House AFTERI HAD

JEH GAVE DER ANOTHER=
GAVE DER ANOTHER $20.00 A_ILD__WE WERE

READY TO LEAVE I PUTTHE GUN
_ON_UGR-

AND TOOK HER TOTHE OFFICE. AFTER SHÈ

13
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II

Jek

_MAD_GOT THE MANAGER THEIR BY KNOCKING I PUT______

The GUN ON him I HAD HER TAKE HER

STOCKING OFF + TIE his HANDSAND FEEL WHILē

HE_LAYED ON BED AFTER A LITTLE_PERSUASION

I GOT__APA!1.700.0OUT OF A CABINET_F Then

TOLD THE GIRL TO GET UNDER THE BED_

-AND LEFT. AFTER A Couple DAY I WENT TO.

GREY ROCKS,FOR A WERK, WHEN I COT BACK I

BROUGHT SOME CLOTHING AND STARTED HANGING

AROUND THE WATERFRONT, (BUT GOING BACKTO

TAILORSON GRAYROCKS FOR A MINUTE THE LAST DAY-

ATggineST Their I_MET This GIRL. SHE WAS COING TO

EXPO AND SAID SHE WOULD STOP BY

•MY ADDRESS. WHEN SHE CAME TO MONTREAL,)

BROUGHT

:JOTHING

AT. TIDTOP

WEST

JEH
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LEL

* *

sto

2

2

f

JEH

WAS
MY REASON FOR FREQUENTING THE WATERFRONT

TO SEE IF I COULD GET SOME DRUNKEN_SEAMANS..

-PAPERS OK GETA TOB ON A ship. I hAD CALLED

THE UNION WALL ✪ THEY SATO THEIR WAS NO

JOBS AVAILABLE_AT_THE TIME.ITHINK THE

FIRST TIME I CONTACTED RAOUL WAS ABOUT

THE 2ND, TIME I FREQUENTED THE BAR With

The pidoT WHEELS IN THE WINDOWS. HE STARTED

THE CONVERSATION I KNOW_NE_ASK_ME_IF_IWAS

AND AMERICA ITOLD Him YES AFTER SOME

GENERAL CONVERSATION I TOLD HIM I WAS THINKING

ON IMMIGRATING TO CANADA AND QUESTIONED

him ON THE JOROSPECTS OF GETTING A JOB ON A.

Ship, he hAD INDICATED TO ME THAT HE HAD-

WORKED ON A Ship OR WAS WORKING_ON_ONE..

15 ;
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Gut

-ALL TOGEATHER. I WOULD SAY I IF TALKEDTO.

him ABOUT You 8 TIMES, IT WAS ABOUTTHE.

ThiRDTIME THAT__I_JOLD_him I HAD BEEN

IN A LITTLE TROUBLE IN THE U.S.__AND_COULDNT_

FIND WORK ON CERTAIN JOBS Such As Ships.-

fThisis NOT So,people with RECORDS CAN WORK ON

Ships_AND IThink he MITE OFKNOWN THIS)

AS YOU PROABLY KNOW YOU JUSI DON'T TELL ANYONE.

THE FIRST TIME YOU MEET THEM YOU HAVE BEEN

iN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW..

I. Also TOLD him THAT I WOULD LIKE TO IMMIGRAT

TO ANDTHEL ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRY IF I COULDNT_

JEH FIND WORK IN CANADA AND THAT IFI HAD SEAMANS

-PAPER I COULD USE THEM TO BOARD Ship

AND THEN TO DISEMBRACK, ANOTHER WORDS USE
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WL

+

fut

9

THE PAPERS LIKE A PASSPORT, IT WAS AT ABOUT_

This STAGE THAT HE TOLD ME THAT_he_Mite

BE ABLE TO GET ME THE PAPERS OR...A_PASSPORT.....

BUT I WOULD HALF_To help him TO AND THAT_

I COULD MAKE A LITTLE MONEY TOHELPME WHEN.

I GOT TO MY COUNTRY OF CHOICE. I Toup him_

-AFFRIGHT IF IT WASN'T TO RISKY_DE_THEN_TOLD_

•ME OF THE PLAN TO TAKE SOME PACKAGES_ACROSS_

THE BORDERY. I Ask him whAT AND

HE TOLD ME I WASN'T GETTING RAID TO ASK QUESTIONS...

WE THEN MADE_PLANS TO MEETATWINDSORTHAT

・WAS his IDEA I WOULD GUESS BECAUSE THEIR

RRE TWO CROSSING POINTS THEIR, ONE A TUNNEL

THE OTHER A BRIDGE. DURING THIS TIME THE FIRL

I MENTION CAME BY MY PLACE_SHE SAID SHE WAS

1:

JEH GOING TO EXPO AND HAD TO BE BACK TO WORK SHORTLY.:

SHE HAD A GIRL FRIEND WITH HER AND SHE STAYED

ATMYPLACE THAT NIGHT IDIDN'T HAVE TO MUSH TIME

TO TALK TO HER WITH REGARDS TO SIGNING APASSPORT.
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+

FORM FOR ME AND I DIDN'T WANT TO

ASK HER TOO DIRECT SINCE SHE MITE GO

XIZ

Lan

TO THE POLICESO I TOLD HER I MITE DRIVE

UP AND SEE HER BEFORE I RETURNED TOTHE

STATES, ME + ROUAL HAD ACREED ON A DATIE

TO MEET ATTHE WINDSOR TRAIN STATION,

I CHECKED OUT of the APT. AND

FORFEITED MY LAST MONTH'S RENT, ET

I HAD ABOUT 303 DAYS

BEFORE I WAS TO

MEET BOUAL IN WINDSOR I DOPOVE TO

OTTWA FIRST AND
CALLED This GIRLI

FOUND OUT

THE NEXT DAY THAT SHE WORKED

FOR THE CANADIAN GOVERNME
NT

SOIDESIDED

AGAINST ASKINGHER TO

Sien A PASSPO
RT

FORM ESPEC
IALLY

SINCE THEIR WASA

PROSP
ECT

ROUAL WOULD GET ME ONE,

AFTE
R
TWO DAYS THEI

R
I LEFT FOR

WAS DUE TO MEET ROVAL AT

WINDS
ON
I

100 PM. IN THE RR.STATI
ON

,

37.00

SEX
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AFTER IARRIVED ATTHE STATION

I WAITED ABOUT 30 MINUTES

Lik

TUT

he

CAME IN with AN ATTACHE CASE AND

SAID LET'S GO ON THE WAY TO THE TUNNEL

HE TOOK 3 PACKAGES OUT AND PUT THEM

BEWIND THE BACK PART OF THE SEAT WHERE

YOU REST YOUR BACK,I LET him OFFAFTER

This AND HE SAID HE WOULD MEET ME

ON THE OTHE
R

SIDE(ITHINK ITWAS

EXCHAN
CE MONEY)

But

་

TOLD

:WHERE THEY

ME TO GIVE him ABOUT FIVE MINUTES

TO GET ACAB TO CROSS, I WENT

'Thro
ugh

The CUSTOM ALLRi
ght

AND

hE METMEONTHEOTHERSIDE

WE THEN DIRECTME TO A SIDE

STREET WHERE HE REMOVED THE

DEH
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•

TO

Joth

PACKAGES, HE THEN DIRECTED ME XVIT

WHAT I AM FAIRLY SURE ISTHE BUS

STATION HE WENT IN THEIR WHILE I

DROVE DROUND THE BLOCK,I PICHED

THEN HE SAID WE HAD TO Gokim
UPI

BACK AGAIN, HE DIDNTLAND THE CASE,

HE TOLD ME WHERE TO MEET HIM, TRAIN

STATION, AND HE PLAIN GOT A CAB,

WHILE I WAITED ABOUT 10 MINUTES
MINUTES

WHEN I GOT TOTHE R.R.STATION HEWAS

STANDING IN FRONT WE WENT THROUGH

The SAME PROCEDURE EXCEPT WE ORI

WENT OVER THE BRIDGE I NOTICED THE

CUSTOMS OFFICER WAS Steel Shakking

DOWN ABOUT EVERY OTHER CAR AND

་

I REMEMBERED THE TU SET IN THE

TRUNK THA I HAD BROUGHT IN

MONTREAL

JEH
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Xour

Jay

" Decled the T.V. sest. I hod

comeTo pull in a love a customs officeres

aut and notonly looked attheTV set

put scouch the car hepulledon the book

sest butsime you had toraiseit

up plus tofactIand clothing bung

on thebookseat,hedidit getthesast

aut,This procedure took about 30 sinto

add costabout$4.50. Raval littls

and waitedto Know where 2 hod

been I showed him a receipt &gotfrom

nervous

wos a

the customs officer for payingthe import

Tails on ItTV we then wastthraysth

some proudua except when Ipicked him up

The second timewe wenttoa sile

street + porked,He gave me$750.00 but

toldme he couldn't asget get any

JEH

troved Documents;
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He then told one that ifIwould go just

along withhim he waved notonly

get me thoning Documente butalso con

12 Thamad dellors , He thentoldmewhat

he unitolme todo,

No!..get rid of thocan Ihad(Itwas ald).

112. go to Mobielals,where we

at a plue ofhis choices,

would meet

I then ask him whatI was expectedtodo

and Igot the impress that he wontedme

to toke werpors into motion orhelpin

some voy,he ossund me itwould be relative

carfe, Ithem agreed to go along withwhat

he ooked except Itold Him a umed

rother go to Bersaglion quotal of mobil

Becauseyne, a love on
allergy,The

Impress on the Gulf Coast Ballers me,

Two. Bermington is logerLease ecoyerto

getlostim.

DEH
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GO TO
HE THEN TOLD ME HE WOULD

BIRMINGHAM To SET UP A MEETING PLACE

AND THAT HE WOULD WRITE ME A GENERAL

DiLIVERY LETTER TO BIRMINGHAM TELLING ME

where + whEN TO MEET nim, AND THAT HE WOULD

fash

FINANCE D CAR PLUS LIVING EXPENSES,ITHENTOOK

him BACK TO THE STATION AND LEFT FOR Chines

・I DIDN'T STOP IN DETROIT I STAYED IN A MOTEL

THAT NIGHT IN AMOTEL ABOUT 5MILES EAST

OF GARY INDIANA, THENEXT DAYISOLDTHE

IN CHICAGO & CAUGHT A TRAING FOX

CAR

BIRMINGHAM.
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3

I

After I revered cheengo distorted booking for

a place tostay, Greateda croor on

Sheffield I think(see disjorm )_ Itwas about

72 Block from Livery pork on thelefthord.

the street going southythey
Zside

(
2
4
1
8

M
A
N
I
S
H

a new .
of

Building

from my

wes a

Blog right across the street

roma the next day 2 Branget

a tribune and got thefat I mentiriedout

ofItswon't addsection.Thinewas. nothingevertfal

while in chings.I remember one ofthefemale_

employes gave me on ore Bondage towrapp

my onkles. The cor & Broughtfor$100.00 was

also got out ofa tribine addr

no 2 diditgoto atten orsee my

relatives, myreasm for not seeing any

DIVERSY.PK relative that criminal Chayescomb fill

agant a relatus oranyone elesfor babaing

S
H
E
F
F
I
E
L
D

D
U
E

3.

a fugitive ofthe police com promerete

20
Belt Filed zo Sep 74 Collee.Ex.2to. Dep.Mo.Heire by John Hamlin,CourtReporter
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I didn't see any wormen until I wenttocanada,

I don't know what day 2 rented chirings you

Cared check on the by getting my.addreas-

from the restant or the roon I rentedwhink

is on filswith the restraunt IDidi's stil

anything distill had opp 2 20.000.

A

Their a bon close tothe on Divery staler

legon Store a une in their thatadoz,tinie

whileI landincligi. Ihad a 5.5. cond

which Ihad usedgeau ago I later got a.

cod byfill outa former

Iwent towork in Hartford in my 1944 andwas

byed of in Dec 1945, I was toyoung to hang aud

in bos.theplace I worked.-ploce I worked wasthe International stel co

The
only people Icon realremenher are

Mr.Milton Hart, Dove they andClayton Hidershay

allforemen the only Business.I could recommed

istheadding by wedge Bonke

Jean on East Brooduas im Alton,
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FORM FOR ME AND I DIDN'T WANT TO

ASK HER TOO PIRECT SINCE SHE MITE GO

XII

Lan

TO THE POLICESO I TOLD HER IMITE DRIVE

OY AND SEE HER BEFORE I RETURNED TOTHE

STATES, ME + ROUAL HAD ACREED ON A DATIE

TO MEET ATTHE WINDSOR TRAIN STATION,

I CHECKED OUT of the APT. AND

FORFEITED MY LAST MONTH'S RENT, ER

I HAD ABOUT 303 DAYS BEFORE I WASTO

MEET BOUAL IN WINDSOR I DROVE TO

OTTWA FIRST AND CALLED This GIRLI

FOUNDOUT
THE NEXT DAY THAT SHE WORKE

FOR THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT SOI DESIDED

AGAINST ASKING HER TO SIEN A PASSPORT

FORM ESPECIALLY SINCE THEIR WASA

PROSPECT ROUAL WOULD GET ME ONE,

AFTER TWO DAYS THEIRI LEFT FOR

WINDSON I WAS DUE TO MEET ROVAL AT

37.00

1.00 PM IN THE R.R. STATION,

SEX

་
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Jik

XUTAFTER I ARRIVED ATTHE STATION

I WAITED ABOUT 30 MINUTES AND he

CAME IN with AN ATTACHE CASE AND

SAID LET'S GO ON THE WAY TO THE TUNNEL

HE TOOK 3 PACKAGES OUT AND Put TheM

BEHIND THE BACK PART OF THE SEAT where

YOU REST YOUR BACK,I LET him OFF APTER

This AND HE SAID HE WOULD MEET ME

SIDE(ITHINK ITWAS

ON THE
OTHE

R

:WHER
E
THEY EXCHAN

GE
MONEY) BUT TOLD

-

ME TO GIVE him ABOUT FIVE MINUTE
S

TO GET ACA
B TO CROS

S, I WEN
T

Thr
oug

h
The CUST

OM ALLR
IGHT

AND

SIDE

ME THEN DIRECTMETO A SIDE

hE MET MEONTheother

не

STREET WHERE HE REMOVED THE

QEH
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He then told me that ifIwould go gust

along withhim he used motonly

get me throwing
Documente butalso 10n

12 Thema dellors , Hethen toldmewhat

be unitedme to do,

No!..get rid of thecar Ihad Itwasald).

112. go to Mobielals ,where we

at
a place of his clones.

would meet

I then ask him whatI was expectedtodos

ond Igotthe
impress that he writedme

to toke wespons into moxing or help in

come way,he assund me it would to relative

arfe, Ithem aspeed to goalong withwhat

he ooked except Itold Him ammed

rither go to
Bersaglion Inotal of mobil

Becauseone, a love on

Impress on the Gulf Coast
Ballers me,

allergy,The

Two.
Bermington is

lorgerLease
loyerto

getlostim .

JE
H
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.

He ThON TOLD ME HE WOULD GO TO

BIRMINGHAM To SET UP A MEETING PLACE

AND THAT HE WOULD WRITE ME A GENERAL

DiLIVERY LETTER TO
BIRMINGHAM TELLING ME

Where +whEN TO MEET him, AND THAT HE WOULD

FINANCE A CAR

him BACK TO

Jap

PLUS LIVING EXPENSES,I THEN TOOK

THE STATION AND LEFT FOR CHIBIS

I DIDN'T STOP IN DETROIT I STAYED IN A MOTEL

THAT NIGHT IN AMOTEL ABOUT 5 MILES EAST

OF GARY INDIANA, THENEXT DAYI SOLD THE

CAR IN CHICAGO & CAUGHT A TRAING FOR

BIR MINCHAN

JE
AK
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After I reached. Chiengo distorted lookingfor.

ploce tostay, Greated.A roor on .

Sheffield Ithink(see dinjorm )_ Itwas about,

72 Block from diverypork on theleft hood.

the street going southythey

side

of

Buildi
n a new

we a

Bldg right across the street

from myroma. the next day 2 Braught

a tribune and got the fat I mentioned out

ofItswon't addsection.There
was

nothingevertfal

while in chings.I remember one of thefemale_

employes gave me on ore Bordage towrapp

onklese. The car I Brought for$ 100.00 wos

also got out ofa trifone addr

no 2 diditgo

my.

to atten or see my

relatives,myreason for not seeing ony.

is
DIVERSY.PK relature that criminal Chargercon la fille

agant a relatur oranyone ellerfor harboring

fugitive ifthepolice comproveit.
a

&E)t Filed 20 Sep. 74 Colles. Ex. 2to Dep. Ms. Here by John Hamlin,ConstReporter
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I didn't see any wormen until I wenttocanada,

2.don't know what day 2 rented.Cherings you

this by getting myCared check
16 address

from the restant orthe roon I rentedwhink...

is on fill with the restrannt.IDili's stil

anything destillhad app220.0.0.0-

4

Their a bon close tothe& on Divery staler

&legonStre 2 une in this abut a dog, trie

whileI landin cligi. 3.had a 5.5. cond

which Ihad usedgeou ago I later got a.

candyfill outa former

Iwent towork in Hartfordin my1944 andwas

byed ofin Dec 1.9.45, I was to young to hang and

in bos.theplace I worked wastheInternationalAveco

The
only people Icon rentalrementer are.

Mr.Milton Hart, Dove Grey andClayton Hidershay

allformen the only Busines.I could recommed

isthetinglywedge Bank

JEFF on East Broadway imAlton,
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I suppose.The alton pobre could give

you a little up about mer

Ifyou gotoJefferson City I will tellyou whate

reand andyou can see.

ony discrepancyts.

if their in

1._attempt_Exeape 6 months Isalatine

Woh 2. refusing towork with a a job which was

resumed for sex offenderse 30 days lockup.

3.Taking Controbord throughcatul center. 3ayhale.

4. Attempt exampe, Isolation gop 9months I monthe

of the une atthefulton atto hospitalat

myrequent,see att. Willion quing who was apported

for mee after charges were filed concerning this makes

The people who were most assoints wilt

me were.

The worden.

Major painy

JH Officer Higgins,deRook.

26
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fat

I wait connect on any.

on my

-pressure relied o

Thefirst 6 years ther use nothing

medial record about thistime I hadsome treble.

with low blood
which was diagnosised.

as cynpoltiks nervestriblo In Theaped to

makeitseem me seve andbe sus tofulton

as security was more lox their

3.found out later that Dre Rook had write

A report thatI was taking stimulated, I

theneask one ofthedoctère aboutthis

andhe sind Rook was mistaken asfrequent

bloodtext were take ofame or Iwould

sayject ifthe bing upthis subject ask

them ifIwas evey given a mediedtust

fount

no2 didn'tdo ory Ioning infact itdon't

interests me much which I will explore.

late.

JEN thecoreahad inChingvos 1960 Cycle ,

27
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side was a

After I revered cheenger.I storted booking for.

A place tostay, Frenteda rooron

Sheffield I think(see dinjorm )_Itwas about

72 Block from Livery pork on the lefthord.

of
the street going southythey

Building a new Blog right across the street_

from myroma.the nextday 2 Brought

a tribune and get the fat I mentioned out

of Its won't addsection.Thinewas. nothingevertfal

whilein chings Iremunhas one of thefemale

employes gave me on ore Bondage towrapp

my onkles. The cor & Broughtfor$100.00 was

abo got out ofa tribune addr

no 2 diditgoto attem orsee my

relatives.myreasm for not seeing ony.
is

DIVERSY.PK relative that criminal Chargercon lafille

aganta relature oranyone elesfor huboring

fugitive ifthepolice comprimerek.3
a

Belt Filed 20 Sep.74 Colle . Ex.2to.Dep.Ms.Here by John Haralia ConstResorter
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I didn'tsee any wormen until I wenttocode,

I don't know what day 2. rented. Chirago you.

cared check on this by getting myaddreas.

from the restent or the roon I rented white

wse onfillwith the restrant.IDidi's stal

anything.Istillbed app270.000.

Their a ben close tothe& on Divery staler

A legon étre 2Iwasin their abat adog trie.

whileI landincligi. 3.had a 5.5. card

which Ihad used geau ago I later got a.

cord byfill outa former

Iwent towork in Hartford in Dry 1944 andwas

byed ofin Dec 1.9.45, I was to young to hang out

inbas.theplace I worked wasthe Internationl she co

The only peopleIcom redrementer are

Mr.Milton Hart, Love they andClayton Hidershay

allforemen the only Business Icould recommend

istheagewedge Bank

JEH on East Broadway in Alton,
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II

Wat

Isuppose.The alton pobre could give

you a little ups about me.

Ifyou go toJeffersom city I willtellyou whats

in myreind and you can see

any discreponyt.

ifthere in

1. attempt_Excope 6 months Isalatine

2.refusingtowork with on a job which was

reserved for sex offenderse 30 days lock.ap.

3. TakingControbord through coctral centive 3aylale.

4. Attempt exsape, Gestation gop &months Imouthe

of the une atthefulton atto hospites at

myrequest,see att William quing who was apported

infor afted charges were filed concerningthis mated

The people who were most assointswith

isse were,

The worden.

Major painy

JH Officer Higgins,deRook.

26
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fab

I wait connect on any..

Thefirst 6 years this was nothing on my

medial crecord about thistime I hadsome treble

withlow blood pressure which was diagnosised.

as synpattins newvestroblo II Stenged to

makeitseem more sewn andbe sustofulton

as security was me lox their..

Ifound out later that Dre Rook had write

A report thatI was taking stimulates, I.

then ask one ofthedietire abutthis

andhe wind Book was mistaken as frequnit

blandthat were taken of one or I would

sajectifthe bing up this subject ask.

thear ifIwas evey give a medienetest

frit.

no2 didn'tdo any coming infact itclosint

interested me much which I will explore.

late.

JEN thecoreahad inChing now 1960 Chrysler,

27
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E
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I

fuk

Du Mr. H.

you

You

con

Often reading thegaideline ofthe infraction that

will need tocompleteyour work Ithis

I can giveyou most oftheinformation required,

Hamann I con't give onyone informberthat would

leadtotheprosecution ofonyou elsey.I think

industedthis in short I don'twantto

burn any budge and I think aus sarathyTo

thren who have helped in thepest, But.

since I have worked mostly alone theabove stationt

Tuoned cover a my small part of thestory.

Also there maybe difficulty in recalling off

The timent stype I madeis my trowels..

Ithinkitmite te helpfulltoyou in

Condustridingony actions before and after its expops
my.

ifof gueyoujust a little of mythights_

F
i
l
e
d

2
0

S
e
p
t
.

7
4

C
o
l
l
e

.

E
x

.7t
o
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e
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.

H
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i
e

B
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J
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H
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,

C
o
u
r
t

R
e
p
o
r
t

and intini
ons
.

me
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3.Tines

"First, atthe time of my excope I wore wanting trial

on attemps excape, I had justgot out ofisolates

for this attempt, I had tried without sucess altogeli

on theseature including onefrom the

Countyjail in St. Louis, and tothisthe wonder

had sent word to men of what toexpectif

I was caught trying again, therefore when Iget

aut. I new I hadtouse a little selfdiscipline

I dicht.
go_arand my relation

reletuvos or friends ofploun

IhadHow to frequent.My intention was toget

enought money andthe mems to
getout of

tho U.S. Therefore when I went to work

at the Indian trail restaurant at winnette 262.

afted myexcope itwas for the porpore of

establishing I.D. andto accurautate capitate.

JEH regardless ofwhat newsweek saya I wasn't taky

dope ,styg drunk, and hunting prostitutes
x
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Jut

JEH

It wasn't that the women port didit interest

me but after 712 you . I things I could..

wait a caycle move mouths I this after you-

investigateyou will get a clear piction.

2
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G
a
l
t

QUESTIONS

I HAVE HAP.A pccOptiNCES TWICE OH

CONVICTIONS THEFIRST TIMEI GOT 3 YEARS & 9MONTHS

THE OTHER PARTIE CO. 3 yrs...This WAS AT FEDERAL

CRIME.

SHAE ON

THE OTHER TIME ICOT JOYRS AND THE OTHER

PARTIE FOT 7.Y28, SOI AM A LITTLE CON

COMMITINI CRIMES WITH OTHER PEOYLE,

This WAS ON THE CHARGE I EXCEPEY ONL

ONE OTHER THING ON MEXICO,

MY NAME HAS BEEN MENTION IN CONNECTION. WITH

PhoDesin i's SOME OF THE MAGAZINE ARTICLES,

WhiLE IN PUERTO VALLARTA. I CAME ACROSS AN

ADD IN THE NEWS MAGAZINE - U.Si NEWS AND

WORLD REPORT- ASKING PEOPLE who WANTED

TO IMMIGRATE TO RHODESIA TO WRITE to Soma

ADDRESS IN Rhodesia. I WROTE TO. This ADDRESS

AND TOLD THEM I.WAS A FORMER U.S. CITIZEN

BUT NOW STATELESS HAVING BEEN IN A FOREIGN

ARMY AND LOST MY CITIZENSHIP, HOWEVER I

NEVER RECEIVED AN ANSER.O1 MY.IMMIGRATION

REQUEST. ITS possiBLE THEY KNEW This was

A FALSE STATEMENT SINCE THE U.S. SUPREME

COURT HAD RECENTLY RULED IN A CASE INVITYINE

A U.S. CITIZEN OF Jewish ORIGIN Who hay

FOUGHT IN THE ISRALE ARMY THAT U.S. CHIZEH

Ship COULD NOT BE REVOKED FOR SERVICE IN.

.A FOREIGN ARMY..

you HAVE ASK ME where.I GOT THE NAME GALT NAME,

SAID I DIDNT THÌNK IT IMPORTANT AS.ICOULDNT PROve WIGHTI

SAY, BUTI HAD CLOSE THATNOME ABOUT 3CH YRS, SEFERS

I EXCAPED, I hov. Tnken is BecpOSE IT WAS UNUSUAL,HENCE EASY TO Reporę

2 PACA 71
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Moun- 7-1969

To whom it

my

Cmeen.

I force End Ray love been clogs wit

to murder ofon mortion father ping.

I would like to state thatIhave

no intention oftolky wit's onjone about

this clage, such as primers or Gurde.

antherword I don't intend to make
ony

oral statemity, this would bein keeping

with my postposition, If show

Aythytosay ofthe above mention

othesitwillbe only in open cont

with Attomy of my choice or anything

which I write out and sign, myrecen

for makingthis statement inthatitis

theprotive of some stats prosecutres

touse this methat to sewre convictions,

Alav some newsppuse and magazin orthors

will use this device to sell books .

Signed;

Some Ent Ray

(ShelbyCountyJail

Meophing Tennisu .

intinised by

Page 7
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FOR MR.HOTE

☺

اک 2nd

cop
y

Эту

ग

I WILL ATTEMPT TO ANSER SOME OF

YOUR LETTER IN A GENERAL, WAY; ITS...

DIFFCULT TO EXPLAIN ANYTHING WHENTHE QUESTION'S

ARE RANDOM, ALSO I SEEMSTO REMEMBERMORE

WHEN I WRITE THAN WHEN I ANSER QUESTIONS

FROM MR. HANES..

FOR EXAMYJE IN THE LIFE MAGAZINE ARTICLE

MR.HANES ShowEDME YESTERDAY...I WAS.

SUPPOSED TO HAVE TOOK OUT.AN ADD IN

THEFREE.PRESS OF LOS ANGELES. I Dio

HAVE THAT ADD PUT IN THAT PAPER BUT.
"

Bl
as
te
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T
H
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I
R

W
A
S

M
O
R
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T
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H
A
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T
H
A
T
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O
R
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t

•

INSTANCE I TOLD THEM I WANTED TO

EXCHANGE PICTURES, IF YOU GO OUT ThEiR

GET A COPY OFTHEPAPER with the ADD IN

IT AND CHECK. ALSO I RENTED A MAIL DROP

FROM A PRIVATE PARTY IN ALHAMBRA CALIF,

"HEDCEPETH I THINK isTHE NAME FOR ALL

∙MY MAIL FROM This APO TO GO TO, THEN ISENT

ABOUT 12 PICTURES TO ANOTHER ADD THAT

WAS IN The FREE PRESS ,I THEN WENT TO

DR. Russer HADLEY AT. APR 7000 HOLLYWOOD

BLUD. AND HAD PLASTIC SURGERY ON MY NOSE

IT HAD BEEN MASHED TO THE LEFT. AFTER

I GOT TO THE HOTEL I MOVED THE BANDELE

TO THE RIGHT TO CHANGE MY APPERANCE

MORE.IINTEND TO GO TO ANOTHER PR. AND

LAVE MY EAR CHANGED,THESE Things

ARE NOT NOTICABLE ON PERSONTOPERSON

CONTACK BUT They.Show up in PICTURES)

#PIDNT HAVE TIME FORTHEEAR,

nh
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The REASON I Did This WAS THATI

EXPECHED TO BEBUT ON THE TOP 10

ANY DAY SINCE I EXCAPED OVER THE

WALL.(WhiLEI WAS IN MONTREAL Their

WAS A FORALL MAN who EXCAYED FRIGON

THE SAME PRISON I HAD, who GOT CAUGHT

Up Their I FORGET WHAT his REAL.

NAME WAS. BUT HE WAS WORKING AT

The

OF

Expo Up THEIR AND USING THE NAME

ALEX BORMANN ) I REASONED IF.

I HAD PLASTIC SURGERY THEY COUNT VERY

WELL IPENTRY ME PLUS THE FACT.I

DON'T HAVE PRONOUNCE FEATURES AND DON'T

200k Mush LIKE MY PICTURE,

BUT I CERTAINLY WOULDN'T HAVE CIRCULATED

MY PICTURE AROUND IF I Thought I

WAS GOING TO BE THE OBJECT OF A

WORLD WIDE MANHUNT THE NEXT MONTH

PLASTIC SURCERY OR HOT. ANOTHERWORD ITHOUGHT

SOMEONA WourD SEE ME ON THE TOP TEN AND SEND IN ONE OFTHE
PILTUSO

NOWIWILL TRYTO ANSER THERESTOFYOUR LETTER.

1.IThinkImiTE HAVE GOT INVOLVED in the

KING AFFAIR GRADOLLY AS I HAVE EXPLAINED TO

MR. HANES,

2. IThink I EXPLAINED THAT I WAS IN TORONTO

AT 102 OSSINGTON AVE, WHEN LOMAX SAIO

I WAS IN MILWAKEE, YOU CAN CHECK This

VERY EASY,

Page 75
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DON'T KNOW WHEN, WHERE, THE TIME OF

WHY KING WAS KILLED I Suppose I BECOME

INVOLVED WHEN I FIRST TOOK THOES PACKAGES

IN TO THE U.S. FROM CANADA.

I WOULD THINK IT WAS DESIPED BEFORE THE

BROUGHT IT BIRMINIVAN
CAR WAS

WOULD GIVE#2

THE BORDEX.

3.000.00

AS NO ONE

TO SHAUL NARCOTICS ACRIES

I WAS.UNDER THE IMPRESSION IWAS To BE

PAID IN MEXICO BUT NO MENTION WAS EVER

MADE OF MURDER OF KING OR ANYONE ELSE,

AS FOR MY BEING STUPID I WOULDN'T GO THAT

FAR BUT I WOULD NEITHER SAYI WAS SMART

SINCE I HAVE SPENT ABOUT 12 YERAS IN PRISON.

ON THE DUPE PART IM SURE UNDER ORDINARY.

CIRCUMASTANCES I WOULDNT, BUT YOU HALF

TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT The psychology

ASPECT OF MY POSISITION,IWAS PROMISED

TRAYE; DOCUMENTS AFTER TWO JOBS AND

NEVER GOT THEM AND I KNEW IWAS

GOING TO HAFT TO GET THEM AND GET OUT

OF THECOUNTRY OR GO BACK TO PRISON FOR

ABOUT A SYEDES,I WASPROMISED THEM FOR

SURE AFTER THEAST JOB plus 10or12

THOUSAND FORTHE JOB.IT HARD TO EXPLAIN

it
BUT WHEN YOU GETin this FRAME OF

MIND YOU DON'T dook AT ALLTHE ANGLES

OR ALTERNATIVES, THE WAYI GOT MY CANADIÁN

PASSPORT IS AN EXAMPLE,I NEW THEIR was

NO OTHER Choice BUT To ApplyForIt
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Juth @

And

IT WAS IN MEXICO THAT THE MARIHUANA

CHARCE AGAINST ME.ALSO CAME OUT, ITHINK THAT

ONE REASON. FOR .This CHARGE WAS THAT ON THE WAY

TO THE BEACH I picked up. A hippie whowas

hitchnimicic, he pROABLY REMEMBERED MY CAR FROM

NEWS YAYER REPORTS, ANYWAY SEVERAL OF THEM WAS

LIVING ON THE BEACH AND I WAS TALKING TO

ONE OF THE GIRLS ABOUT THE EFFECT THE DROC

LAY ON YOU, AND ITHINK OUT OF This
t.
BY

CONVERSATION AND LAY THEM KNOWING ME ON

SIGHT.THEY MITE HAVE INFORMED ON ME TOTHE EB).

ALSO I WOULD Think That The hippies

WOULD BE Symythic TO PEOPLE LIKE KINE.AND

IF THEY THOUGHT I WAS INVOLVED THEY WOULD INFORM,

WHILE IN PUERTO UBILERTH.I STAYED THE FIRST 3LoōEKS..

AT THE HOTEL RIO,THE LAST WEEKATTHE

TROPICANA, THE TROPICANA is RIGHT ON The Benei.

Their is ANOTHER BARTENYER WHO WORKS AT ONE

OFTHE HOTEL'S WHO MITE GIVE YOU SOME INFORMATION

ON MY SOMEWHAT ILLEGAL ACTIVES BUT ITHINK YOU

SHOULD TALK To him FIRST,THEN I WILLVERITY

WAS A FAT. CLY AND I

DON'T REMEMBER THE HOTEL HE WORKED AT

BUT WILL ALSO PRAW A DIACHAM . Of This HOTEL.

WHAT HE SAYS,HE

I Think THAT COVERS ABOUT.EVERYTHING I DID

WHILE.IN MEXICO

{ Page 72
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MR. Huif;

D

MR. HANES READ ME YOURFIRST STORY AND ON:

This PAYERI WILL ATTEMPT TOEXPLAIMTHE

PART which you PRUABLY MISUNDERSTOOD.

IT DEALS WITH PLASTIC SURGERY & LONELYHEXITS

CLUBS.

FIRST I DIDNT GET PLASTIC SURGERY TO CHANGE

MY PERSINALLY OR FUTURE ASYOU MITE HAVE

CONSTRUED BY READING THE MALTZ BOOK,

I GOT THE SURGERY TO CHANGE MY FACIAL

FEATURES SO IT WOULD BE HARDER TO IDENTIFY

ME THROUGHT PICTURES CIRCULATED MY

LAW OFFICIALS, I GOT THE MALTZ BOOK

ON ROCOMMENDATION OF A hypnosis, IT

WAS JUST A coincided thatIhad Surgery

andthemalts Books

you
The2ndmistino made in the stry was

in temeing notfort. I joined a clubwit

international nomes init butit never

Coma aux in this paper, the article mention

in life +Newsweek and which you referD

in your first story is a club the a

conturbed in Le ongle from the f. H. FREE
I.

PRESS PAPER, WHATI DID WAS CIRCULATE

A LOT OF PICTURES AROUND THROUGH This

CLUB THEN I HAD PLASTIC SURGERY-

THE REASON I DidThis WAS THATI KNEW SORNER

OR LATER THE F.B.I. WOULD GET ME ON THE TOP10;

AND I ASSOMED SOMEONE THATI HAD MAILED A

PICTURE TO WOULD SAYIIIToThe F.8.1.MEAN

WHILE I WOULD HAVE HAD MY FEATURES

ALTERED PLUS THE FACT THAT THE PICTURES

MADE ME LOOK CONSIDERABLE YOUNÉST .

Page 68
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I DON'T KNOW how`To
CONNECT THE PLASTIC

SURGERY WITH THE LONELY HEARTS CLUB AT This

STAGE OFTHE STORY SINCE MOST OFTHIS HAPPEN

DURING The LATTER STALES OFTHE STOXYVIN CALIFORNIA

# Suppose YOU COULD hiNT AT SOMETHING IF You:

DON'T WANT the PLASTIC SURGERY PART.TOCOME

OUT UNTIL AFTER THE TRIAL STARTS, HOWEVER

THATS YOUR PEPT IM JUST TRYING TO

GET
THE SEQUENCE

OF EVENTS RIGHT FOR YOU.

F. GUESS ARTHUR HANAS JR. GAVE YOU THE ADDRESS,

OfThe prastiC SURGISON SO YOU COULD CHECK ITOUT.

ITWAS, DR. RUSSEL HADLEY atapp. 7000 HOLLYWOOD BLUT.

LA CALIFORNIA
......

THE ONLY OTHER PART OF THE STORY THAT

MITE BE MISINTERPRETED is The. Алму раст. -

IT TRUE THATI ASK TO GET OUT AFTER BEING

TRANSFFOLD TO THE INFANTRY But this WAS NATURDAY

DENIED, WHAT FINALY HAPPEN WAS THATIWAS

SENT TO THE STOCKADE FOR BREAKING CONFINEMENT

TO QUARTERS, I WAS THEN GIVEN...A DISCHARGEA

UNDER HONORABLE CONDITIONS, MY ONLY COMPLAINT

ON THIS POINT WAS THAT THE ARMY WAITED WHITIN

2 DAYS OF The END OF MY 3. YEAR ENLISTMENT BEFAS

THEY GAVE ME This TYPE OF DISCHARGE, ITSEEMS.

iFIWAS THAT CLOSE TO AN HONORABLE DischaIce

THEYSHOULD HAVE WHITED THE TWODAY'S, BUT IN.

GENERAL I HAD NO OBTECTION TO THEIR ACTION

OR NEVER MAKE ANY, AND They WERD PROBBLY RICHT IN.

TAKING THE ACTION THEY DID,

I Thought.ISHOULD WRITE THESE TWO PACES

BECAUSE IF THEIR'SA MISTAKE IN THE STORY. THROUGH MY

FAULTYGRAMMAR IT NITE REFLECT ON THE...

CREDIBILITY OF THE RESTOFTHE STORY

Page 69
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YOU ALSO HAD SOMETHING ABOUT ME SCREAMIAS

is MY SLEEP, I GUESS THAT WAS IN SOME

ARTICLE I DIDNT READ, THEIR BEEN TY LOT

OF_ This TYPE OF THING WRITTENIGUESS

I. DON'T CARE ABOUT ANSERING ANY OF ITI

Suppose They white This Tyre of THINGS

AUD

SELL THEIRAPTILLE. ALSO THATSTHE REASON

I AM GIVING YOU This INFORMATION.

IN MY OPINION THE PLACE TO ANSER THESE

MAGAZINE ARTILLÈS ISINA COURT OF LAW WIDER

LIBEL ACTION, THEIR THEY WOULD HALFTO PRous

THEIR ALLEGATIONS

IWOULD RATHER YOU STATE THATYOU ASK ME

( which you DID) ABOUT These CHARGES SUCH

AS SCREAMING INMY SLEEP WHEN YOU WHITE

THE STORY. INSTEAD OF GIVING THE IMPRESSION

THATIJustThouing this up MYSELF.
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FORM You N AND I DIDN'T WANT

Lat
wpy

ASK HER TOO DIRECT SINCE SHE MITE GO

TOTHEPOLICESO I TOLD HERIMITE DRIVE

UY AND SEE HER BEFORE I RETURNED TOTHE

STATES, ME + ROUAL HAD AGREED ON A DATIE

TOMEET ATTHE WINDSOR TRAIN STATION,

I CHECKED OUT of the APT, AND

FORFEITED MY LAST MONTH'S RENT, I

ގ

BEFORE HEWAS to

I HAD ABOUT 393 DAYS

MBET BOURL IN WINDSO
R
I DROVETO

OTTWA FIRST AND CALLEDTHIS GIRL.I

FOUND OUT THE NEXT DAY THAT SHE WORKED

FOR THE CANADI
AN

GOVERN
MENT

SOI DESIDE
D

AGAIN
ST

ASPIN
G
HER TO SIGN A PASSPOR

T

FORM ESPECI
ALLY

SINCE THEIR WASA

PROSP
ECT

ROUAL WOULD GET ME ONE,

AFTER TWO DAYS TheirI LEFT FOR:

DUE TO MEET ROVAL AT.

w
WAS

INDSON I

37.00 RM IN THE RR. STATION,

Page 62
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AFTER IARRIVED ATTHE STATION

I WAITED ABOUT 30 MINUTES AND HE

¡CAME IN WITH AN ATTACHE CASE AND

SAID LET'S GO ON THE WAY TO THE TUNNEL·

HE TOOK 3 PACKAGES OUT AND PUT THEM

BEHIND THE BACK

ACK PART OF THE SEAT Where.

YOU REST YOUR BACK,I LET him OFFAFTER

HE SAID HE WOULD MEET ME

This AN

ON THE OTH
ER

SIDE(ITHIN
K
ITWAS

WHE
RE

THE
Y
EXCH

ANCE
MON

EY
)

IT TOLD
BUI

ME TO GIVE him ABOU
T FIVE MINUT

ES

TO GET ACAB TO CROS
S
,I WEN

T

Thr
oug

h
the CUST

OM
ALLRigh

t
AND

SIDE
MET MEON theothe

r

ME THE
N
DIR

ECT
ME TO A SID

Eh E

STREET WHERE HE REMOVED THE

Page 63
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SWHAT I AM ,AIRLY SURE ISTHE

STATION HE WENT IN THEIR WHILE I

DROVE DROUND THE BLOCK,I picked

bim up,theN HE SAID WE HAD TO GO

BACK AGAIN
HE DIDNTWAND THE CASE,

HE TOLD ME WHERE TO MEET HIM, TRAIN

STATION, AND HE PEAIN GOT ASAB,

WHILE I WAITED ABOUT 10 MINUTES

WHEN I GOT TOTHE AR. STATION HEWAS

STANDING IN FRONT WE WENT Through

ExcertTHE SAME PROCEDURE EXcer
WE ORI

WENT OVER THE BRIDGE INOTICED THE

CUSTOMS OFFICER WAS SLAY SHAKEING

i.

DOWN ABOUT EVERY OTHER CAR AND

I REMEMBERED THE TU SET IN THE

TRUNK THA I HAD BROUGHT IN

MONTREAL,

Page 64
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Westred the Y: set. Ihad

To pull in alone & customs officercome

aust and notonly looked attheT.4set

put search the car bepulliton the book

seat butsive you hadto raise

was a

est

-littes

wp plus I factI and clothing hung

on bookseat,hedidit gettherest

aut, this procedure Strok about 30 mato

oodcost about$4.50.faual

nervous and writedtoKnow wherea bad

been I shoundhima receiptagotfrom

the customs office for jessingthe import

Tails on theTV we then was throughth

sone procedura except when apicked him up

The second timewe wat Basile

street + porked,He gave me$750.00 but

toldme he cared't as get getany

trovalDocuments;

Page 65
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He then told that ifIwould go fust

along with him he revoved watonly

get me trowning Documents butaber 10n

.12 Thound dillon, He then Goldisewhat

he unitedme todo,

nol, get ridof them Ihad(Itwasand).

112. goto Mobielala, where we would meet

at a place ofhis chines,

I then ask him whatI was expectedtodow

ond Igotthe impresa Sthat he wanted,the

to toks werpms intomexionor helpin

sme voy,the assund me itwould to relative

arfe, Ithem agreedtogoalong withwhat

he ooked eeepp stred Him ammed

rithe go to Berangan guotalof mobil

Becauseone 2 Love on all theone, a

Impress

alberang

on the Galf const patter one.

Two. Bermugton is lorgerheave easyerto

getlostim .

Bi
rm
in
gh
am

Page 66
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He THEN TOLD ME he would GO TO

BIRMINGHAM To SET UP A MEETING PLACE

AND THAT HE WOULD WRITE ME A GENBREL

DiLIVERY LETTER TO BIRMINGHAM TELLING ME

fash

Where &WhEN TO MEET him, AND THAT HEWOULD

·FINANCE D CAR PLUS LIVING EXPENSES,ITHENTOOK

him BALK To THE STATION AND LEFT FOR chiomes

I DIDN'T STOP IN DETROIT I STAYED IN A MOTEL

THAT NIGHT IN AMOTEL ABOUT 5MILES EAST

OF GARY INDIANA, THENEXT DAYISOLD THR

CAR IN CHICAGO + CAUGHT A TRAING FOR

BIRMINGHAM.

Page 67
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ང་

In relatiestomyprivers attempt+ how tocomply way.

ごい

on myfirst attemptwhich was in thefallof1961

I was working in itsclining plant their ass 6 of

was working their on!we were on a speint count

which meatwe was not counted until off 7.pm.

which mentthat itwas ditbyIt's tireswe had

togo toove cells on the night oftheattaps I supy

hid in to plotintilthe atte sumtion went toI'

call have Ithen remmedsme shelvefrom the wall

2X8 Off Boards nailed them togetherthey were abut suffer

noile stops on theBoodand wenttoa blind spar

ceel.

on thewall

Page 48
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#

alh

THE MERCHANT

The Breads were made outof ank and were way

Leaystherefree raden d.get abat 5/3 up the buildin

L'sthemailepulled out dents myweight&

theheay lumber , Ihad alat 60.00 which I had

peculated isseller commisory.

су

The seend was also afalue I get ajobin the

Ceel Have one nightwhen the cellhouse waytothe

shan.Itrak some were cutters I had come by cant

the screen out tis bokhoundows Itrek along

Irm joule which were rosed to open minden fastarda

hook onit went throughtthe hole itsa tunnel

which connects all the allhammer crowded upthe

tunnelintil.Igot to the security chief office

crubbed over it looked thepale on the admustits

fuellingrest,Itwasroing lightly that mystand

Marc
hant

.

20
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뷔

the pole

Форму

bad.
got wet when I got what to

top my hand sliped of and Ifell on my own

resulting in it getting.

Small Buildy

Cnum Ithen did in

near bywhich hasarda generation .

Icome out the next nightbutthey had a good

in thesecant office & he caught me when Ifill

Jeck office of theBuilly by shes come offIInd

44 10 Dollar Bilfein one shae + 4/2in theattir

I lostthe10 Butthe one wantlost andthe

offier gotthewwhen thy seach me. Iand

"recoubtsthis mous this some way doi

frooms adthing. I srggestyou tilltosome

"gorde on there matter as to worden well

tellyar his is viuning a sudy schoolfair,

Cit
y

To
ff
at
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Dr
in
ki
ng

or my drinking.I would say I dunk a cuple.Cons

of beer about everynightin myrom I Iwast

a club which averye about the a thack I wouch

dreik vodha ton fine as I don'tlikeL'sties

of achal

on the socialogical questions I sleep about 6 hrs.a

ful! nightIcan'treventer serving Idon't know ifI

snove or Juny buttheguies don't metanitif

I do. Isleepinpajomnes if I lovethem.Ihave
Ma
rr
ia
ge

considered marries, on Allmost eveything

That

che

mentmusno I can't say
my son lasy.

opp. 6 muits is thelongest.2ear wat mind

and womon, plas Inever turfIwas

Zenoncil
able for mig , der it would

2
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然

Interfer with mytrawling alin 3true

creditor copibeen a homesisuse,

Theirwas nothing evelfed about mytop from chinzo

mosthread Istayed one night in toronto on Dirha

in DORION you could proudly check on the one as

Dorin a small town thenext byI mound in at

2608 E-NotesPomestin montrent.

I could.Be more accurate aboutlomonted combatif

I had amontred map,butI KnowtheTromwre

closerto the river orclock, Custom house and a Sermeni

club, one ofthesheetbyit wre St,Leon they

To love tud isemmosClube in montrealbutthecombined

them(oneCottube on pret.) into one withtheir infe

you couldfindthelocation.
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Ge
ti
ng

Ju
sta

on the 5.5. cord, yes I love a cord wordering

own some butI caredit not use that

while on excope, the cod I used invasore

I got years ago afted I was out desent.

the munterin to the 55. office andthysat

meitscord .

for I.If Ihad Tempoy Drivers Lience &contitle.

plus . &5, cord I broughtthe creof ofa private

person so didi's half toshow J. D. festmony,

on aquiring a gun thata simpe matterfor oneinho

Fos criminal connection itusually goes like this...

A Buglerwill rob a sporting goods stre

andsellthen toafence youthe commby

thenfrom thefence after onejobyoucon

throw thegun owny,evenif they catchyou
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foll

with itthis notmuch they can do as

you was some plice else when itwas stilen.

WHEN I LEFT CHICAGO AFTER QUITING MY.TOB I HAD

ABOUT$45000 AND ACAR, I DON'T HAVE MANY

POSSESSION JUST CLOTHING & SPORTJACKET.&PANTS,

I TheN heDDED FOR E. ST. LOU'S ON THEWAY Thisis

ITTOBE,ST.Louis

THAT NITEI STAYED THEIR with THE FRIEND who

I HAD CAR TROBLE. BUT MADE

h.AD TOOKME TO EDWARDSUILLE WHEN I HAD EXCAFED,...

I TOLD him I WAS LEAVING THE COUNTRY AND ASK

him TOTELL MY FAMILY BUT TO WAIT 304 DAYS is

CASE THE POLICE SAW him I DIDN'T TELL him
-

Which COUNTRY...I WAS GOING TO SO NO ONE

WOULD KNOW NO EVEN FAMILY; WEATHER WE DID.

4.

3or
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This OR NOT I DON'T KNOW, THE NEXT DAY =

FOR $300.00 I ALSO COT #BROUGHT ANOTHER CAK ..

NEW 32 PISTOL FROM MY FRIEND. BUT DiGHTpayhim

AS IWAS SHORT OF MONEY,I TOLD him IWOULD

SEND him THE MONEY. ITHEN LEFT FOR

CANADA THEIR WAS A LOT OF TRAFFIC GOING TO.

Et po So No TROBLE
CROSBING

BORDEX
.

My Ityen from E. St. Joundto Deters we

1stnight Indimplatio Inaliona and Torontoconsole,

3. Hommand Dorion , while in theprison alad

read a bit abutpeople gettravelDocuments

Comada I alsorented a Broker from N.V.

nome Burell or Birell geta conscion freeprit.

thefre thefirst thingI did expon my

arrival in Motreal andouts what was
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Jor

To Call A TRAVEL AGENCY AND ASK Wha

DOCUMENTS WAS NESSARY TO FEF A PASSPORT)

They Toro ME... NONE BUT I HAD TO HAVE SOMEONE .

WHO KNEW ME FOX TWO YEARS(I LATER FOUND OUTThis

WAS WRONG).I THEREFORE HAD TO FIND ANOTHE Way

TO GET OUT OF CANADA I WAS ALSO GETTING Short

ON MONEY AFTER LEASING AX2 APARTMENT. FOR

6 MONTHS,I PAID THE FIRST LAST MONTHS RENT

which TOTALED$150,00. This WAS. THE PLACE

د

IN THE 1600 BLOCK ON NOTRE DAME EAST,...

ON...ST..CATHERINE EAST IN MONTREAL. BETWEEN

The 1400 BJOCK + 2000 BLOCK THEIR IS A LOT OF...

NICHTCLUB AND PROSTITUTES HANG OUT IN

THESEPLACES, THE PROCEDURE ISTHE

GIRL LEAVES THE CLUB with YOU AND THE
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leas

TWO. OF YOU TAKE A CAB_TO_ AND ApportMENT

RUN BY WHO EVER SHE IS. WORKING FAR,I pickoup

ONE OF THESE GIRLS, THE BEST LOOKING ONE I

.

COULD FIND .AS IThought she WOOLD BE

IN THE MORE PROSPERECES PLACE, WE WENT

TOTHE APARTMENT WHERE UPON I GAVE hee.

$35.00 which SHE TOOK TO THE OFFICE, AFTER

I LEFT I GOT THE ADDRESS, THE WEXT. NIGHT

I TOOK MY CAR AND PAOKED CLOSE TO This

1

house THEN WENT BACK TO This CLUB AND

PICKED UP.THE SAME GIRL, WE THEN.CAUGHT

A CAB To The JAME house. AFTER I HAD

GAVE. DER. ANOTHER $20.00 AND WE WERE.

READY TO LEAVE I PUT THE GUN ON HER

AND TOOK HER TOTHE OFFICE. AFTER.ShÈ

1

P
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عبرم

·HAD GOT THE MANAGER. THEIR BY KNOCKING трот

THE GUN ON him I hAD HER TAKEL KER

STOCKING OFF + TIE.his MANDSAND FEET White

WE LAYED ON BED, AFTER A LITTLE. PERSUASION

I GOT. APA$1.700.00OUT OF A CABINET I then

TOLD THE GIRL TO GET UNDER THE BED

AND... LEFT. AFTER A Couple DAY I WENT TO

BROUGHT GREY ROCKS,FOR A WEEK, WHENI Got BACK I

CLOTHING BROUGHT SOME CLOTHING AND STARTED. PANGING....

AT.TIPTOP AROUND THE WATERFRONT, (BUT GOING BACKTO

TAILORS ON GRAY ROCKS FOR A MINUTE THE LAST DAY

CATHRINEST THEIR I MET This GIRL SHE WAS GOING TO

WEST EXPO _AND_SAID SHE WOULD STOP.BY.

MY ADDRESS. When She CAME TO MONTREAL.)

1
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WAS
MY.REASON FOR FREQUENTING THE WATERFRONT

TO SEE IF I COULD GET SOME DRUNKEN SEAMANS

PAPERS OK .GET ATOB ON Aship I hAD CALED

THE UNION HALL & THEY SAID THEIR WAS NO

JOBS AVAILABLE AT THETIME.IThink The

FIRST TIME I CONTACTED RAOUL WAS ABOUT

THE 2ND, TIME I FREQUENTED THE BAR with

THE.. pidoT WHEELS IN THE WINDOWS. HE STARTED

THE CONVERSATION.I KNOW HE ASK ME IF IWas

AND AMERICA I TOLD him .YES .AFTER SOME

GENEPAL CONVERSATION. I TOLD HIM IWAS THINKING

ON IMMIGRATING TO CANADA AND QUESTIONED.

nim ON THE PROSPECTS OF GETTING A JOB ONA

Ship, WE HAD INDICATED TO ME THAThebad

WORKED ON A Ship OR WAS WORKING ON ONE.

Page 59
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ALL TOGEATHER. I WOULD SAY I TALKED TO

him ABOUT For 8 TIMES, IT WAS ABOUTTHE

Thiro TIME THAT. I TOLD him IHAD BEEN

IN ALITTLE TROUBLE IN THE U.S.. AND COULDN'T

FIND WORK ON CERTAIN JOBS Such As Ships

This is NOT.So,people with RECORDS CAN WORK ON

Ships AND IThink he miTE OFKNOWNTHIS)

AS YOU PROABLY KNOW YOU JUST DON'T TELL ANY ONE

THE FIRST TIME YOU MEET THEM. YOU HAVE BEEN...

IN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW..

F.ALSO TOLD him THAT.I WOULD LIKE TO INMIGRAT

TO ANOTHERENtrish SPEAKING COUNTRY IF I COULDN'T

FIND WORK IN CANADA AND THAT IFIhAD SEAMANL

PAPER I COULD USE THEM TO BOARD suip

AND THER TO DISEMBRACK, ANOTHER WORDS USE
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fat

"

THE PAPERS. LIKE A PASSPORT, IT WAS AT ASCUT

This STACE THAT HE TOLD ME THAT HEMite..

BE ABLE TO GET ME THE PAPERS OR A PASSPORT

BUT I WOULD HALF To help him TO BIRD That

I.COULD MAKE A LITTLE MONEY TOKerymE WIGH

I GOT TO MY COUNTRY OF Choice. I Youphim.

AFFRIGHT IFIT WASN'T TO RISKY WE THEN TOLD

ME OF THE PLAN TO TAKE SOME PACKACES ACRISS

THE BORDERY — I ASK him WHAT AND

HE TOLD ME I WASN'T GETTING Paid TO ASK QUESTIONS.

WE THEN MADE. PLANS TO MEETATWINDSOR THAT

WAS his IDEA I WOULD GUESS BECAUSE Their.

BRE TWO CROSSING POINTS THEIR, ONE A TUNNEL

THE OTHER A BRIDGE, DURING This TiME THE GIRL

I MENTION CAME. BY MY PLACE. SHE SAID SHE WAS..

GOING TO EXPO AND HAD TO BE BACK TO WORK SHORTLY

SHE HAD A GIRL FRIEND WITH HER AND SHE STAYED

·AT.MYPLACE THAT NIGHT I DIDN'T HAVE TO MUSH TIME

TO TALK TO HER with RECARDS TO SIGNING A PROSTORT
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2nd CyryCopy

E
s
c
a
p
e

I

fa
k

Dear Mr...

Ofter reading the guidelines oftheinfraction that

you will need to complete your work I thish

I can give you most ofthe informationrequred,

Hamene.I con'tgive anyone informtesthat world

lead totheprosecution of anyone else Itim

you con inducted the in short.I don'twantto

bura
ony

belger and I think one.

thren who have helped.

smathyD

past

since I have worded mostlyalone the above sitement

mein the Ber

mussed cover a my small part ofthestory!

also thees may be difficulty in recalling

thetimentstype I made in my trowels.

I thinkitmite to helpfulltoyouin

undustubingany actions before and after theexpops

ifof gue youjust a little of mythoughts

and intesions
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one

First, atthe time of my cxcope I was waitingtil

on attraps crope, I had justgot out ofisstatis

for this attempt, I had tried without sucessLivin

3 times on the seature including from it's

Countyjail in I? Louis, add tothistheworker

hod and word me of what to expect ifbad

I was cargettrying again. Therefore when Iget

out I new I hadtouse a little selfdisciples

2.dicht

the

да
arand

ny
relation or

orflouen.or friends

Ihad How tofrequent. my intestin was toget

enoughtmoney andthemems to getout of

U.S. Therefore when I went to wo

at to Indolin tralrestunt at winnette gee.

afted myexcope itwas for the purpose of

establishing I. D. andto accumulated capitat

regardless ofwhat neverish says Iwasn't tid

dope ,stying drunk , and hunting prostitut

пешей
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It wasn't that the women portLiditintern

me but afted 7/2 you. I things a comed

wait a caycle more mouths 2 this afted for

investingetsyou will get a clan piston.
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i

:I

Mr. Hiss
3r
d

I read Heroclima pilat yestudy, I hadallungread

tto atter several you ourin timeorayy.

Butgetting Brodate the Heraching Book isseemed

allright not a lot of sentironitat momsme.

Irequietomy ladingduring my 7 yempiinpain,
gut

J
E
F
F

C
I
T
Y

1. sahen I first arms attoprion I was in a Tran

non callfor about 2 weeks

2. When I getand of Isolation fortofirsttime.

ure in a two mom cell alesforabout

3, while I was in DeclatorsDDbetthis

a

2 weeks.

for about

Imitte as I was hangin a 3 mm cell

4. right afted I was relinefrom Teolitie the batTime

I revs in a In cell for about a months.

5. The restofmy time attheprism won spectina

cell,Idon'trentenber who wasinthe cell

Checkwithwordenfrein

one maw

withme and don't liketomeitin nomes,
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t
h
e
m

h
t
o
l
d

Grade4

འ
ཀ
ུ

༥

Brettes
14MyBrother he &Jorge Ray we

асныvesites crept borious lawyers .

myonly

Ithink.Iget a visit on to overge of

ofat one way 8 motha.

3. about 10 to 14 vesets

4. nowomen visits

5. in when Ihad my but must I would rather

you checked on this when you watgotothe prives,

6 I read mostall Reids ofbooks + neareppers

Imagines such as tuss, grgony, andfines and Boilie.

ButI think I read more low book them on th

cle since you helptodoa lit

legal work in prism,

of

ofyourown

2. Irurets tomybuilding obat once a week andrend

sime amount inreturns.

8. Their is very beltlovocations rangin

priam and rubttheirwas didn't interesedme.

But repaintpuiting,wildy,amanteun dertilhabe ;matant
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2
4
-
4

t
a
b
l
o
y

9.Ihad any listed conucation with why this calci

So whers.

D. on

atipicitdy inprim Iwould getup abut5. celds

go totheKitchenfor buckfed gobacktocell

go towork at 11.aebet .got youd abut 12:30

and Gamble or ply Handball come backin

about 2:30 finitework about 6:30 after

count was clored we had certion maiingfor

differentthinksfor instinet mondysetsbe

Stow night trendly night we would you:

To libray.every two weeks was would

reduling shifts thenI would get up as48.12.

Hand finish at 11: AM atherwith everything

was thesme.Mat.ofmytime.

по

spentthinking up ways toget outof prison

leger or illegal.

Jeff

Ci
ty

Tw
o
ch
an
ne
ls

La
nd

R
e
t
i

T
u
a
i
z

J
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11::on waters L.V. Thing And one on the god

abutall I ever watched was sprits

programs & news IThink this where a

fint sow arthed Homes & F. Lee Baily.

buy

12, we And med deadphones in the cells,but I

horday every listened tothem Idid itasmell.

tronsiststotake with me when I leftprin.2

...

Citheli13. I never attened church I was christen a

but never attended I thinktheprism round

willshow I was a prix butIuseto

tellthen sometiting diffent on arrival at

differentprisma.

14. I join.The laylee when by was abut 16yra.

old in alta set.ifwasbeated on E. Broadung

Iwasn't allowed todrink about all Ididwas

ply the sbt machine once in awhichmy

usile Beborgto it andhegotmein.

Eagles

in Alton - WillieMaher
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D
o
n
'
t

S
M
O
K
E

2
3

may
in prison is syste

1. regardingthe#300.00 I would stir bysaying

ver loadsand a crail

speed in restofthe dy explong allofJilina

for instance in mycase I didn't smoke I workers

in It's Hitche was a diulis bolftobyfred

so I could take the #50,00 a month wading

we were allourd to spud attwo commvery

buy cigs, with it and well the cig

sometany who did smoke for cash , dersis

a simple matter to give a prism expluse

20.00 toBring you a hundred Dollarsin

посту
many bothers didn't bring me on myit

agonistthelawfor anyone tolovemanysut

ityouexpept thelead way,no 2dicht

stes monyfromthe atted presmers aber

this is allment impossible at cash is illyel

and anyonewho has itkeepsit did.

Iwill explosion everything from the Beging
the next page soyou come note betiesonbustsat

T
h
e
M
e
r
c
h
a
n
t

،

on
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J
e
t

I
.

S
H
E
F
F
I
E
L
D

D
u
e

C
O
N
S
T

.N
E
W

B
L
P
G

)

After I reached Chringerde wited booking for

a place tostay, Frented a crom on

Sheffield.Ithink(see dinjorm ) Itwore about

72 Block from Livery pork on theleftfood

side of thestreet going southythey was a

Building a new Bldg right acrossIts

from myroma.The next day 2 Braught

a tribune and got thefot I mentioned out

of thewintaddsection , their was writhingevertfal

while in chings Iremember oneof thefinale

employes gave me Bording towripp

my onkles. The con IBrought for 100,00 was

also got out ofa trifone add,

on ore ...

no I diditgoto atten or see my

relatives, my reasm for not seeing ony

JIVERSY PK. relative that criminal.Changes con la fille

ogant a reliter oranyoneaberfor honing

a fugitive ifthepolice compruered.
२.
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Zet.

T
i
k
e

o
n
l
y

a
t
h
i
f
t

p
e
r
s
o
n

Iw

i
n

t
h
e

a
l
t
e
n

o
r
s
a

f
o
r

af
o
r
m
e
n

s
o
m
e

w
o
r
s
e

i
n

E
x
e
p
r
e
y

i
n
4
3
6

4
4

,

2 Jedil untilIwenttocracke

I don'tknow'cavat day2 rested chiringsyou

could check on this by getting myaddres

from the restent or the room & created white

is on fillwith the restrant . I.Dedi's steel

anything distillhad opp 270.000

this a bon close tothe2 on Divery itales.

A legonStre Iwas in their abut adoz.trie

whichI land in Chingi..Ihad a 5.5. card

when Ihad andyear ago I later got a

cord byfilling outa forme.

Iwent to work in Hartford in Tray1944

The

and

Co

byed ofin Dec 1945,Iwas toyour tohangout

in bois.theplace I workedwasthe International Ske

only people Ican readandrementer are

Mr.Mition Hart, Dave they andClayton Hidasia.

allforamen Ile only BusinerI could recommed

is theth

on East Broadua, inAlton,

Tan
ner

y

per
iod
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Isepp & Its alon polu cued give
see

you
a leita upe aboutme

...

Ifyou gotoJefferson city]I will tell you unlite.

or myrend and you can see

ony discrepancyt...

iftheirin

1. attempt Excope 6 months Isalatine.

.

3. refacingtowork aid n a Lot whicswas

reserved for sex offenders- 30 days look wo.

3. Taking Controbord throns cortul center . 3ay halls.

4...attemptexcape. Gestition gap 9mouthingImonthдар

of this and at the falton atto hospites at

request, see att..Willion quing who was appuild

for me afted charges were filed concerning thismes

The people who were most assountswith.

me were ,

The worden.

major parry...

officer Higgins forRook.

check ↑

J
E
F
F

C
I
T
Y
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fat

wat met on any.

Thefirst to use this use nothing onmy

medial crecord about thistime 3.And some trubles

withlow blood pressure which come descasived

as

a

cynpattiks nervestrible I 3.2 Thenjues to

make itseem me sewe andbe sustofallin

of security une me lex thei.

Ifound out tated that Pre Rack had writ

A report that I was taking stemalition, I

Then ask one oftheLetire about this

andhe and Rook was mistihen as Fresent

bloodtext were taken of me or Iwould

sajject ifthe bring up this subject act

them ifI was every giving a machinedthe

trit.

no2didit do onydominginfort itcan't

interested we must what Iwill explore

late.

thecoreshed inding vos 1960 Cycles.

7
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"

fe and

Capay

NOTHING HAPPEN ON THE WAY TO MEXICO FROM BIRMINGHAM

ALTHOR I DID MAIL THE SAFETY DEPOSIT KEYS TO THE BAND IN

BIRNINGHAND AS I WAS SURE I WOULDNT COME Back, IGuess AR,

HANES Shower you The ROUTE I THINK I TOOK, I DON'T REMEMBER THE

MOTEL IMET ROVAL IN BUT WILL DRAW YOU I MAY OF ITS

APP.LOCATION IN LARADO Mexico . I THINKIHAD BEEN.IN

THE MOTEL ABOUT 2 has. When ROCAL CAME TOTHE ROOM.

HE TOLD ME WHAT HE WANTED which WAS FOR ME TOFOLLOW

him ACROSS THE BORDER, HE TOOK ACAB AND GoT OU

AFTER WR. PASSED THROUGH U.S. CUSTOMS,AND GOT IN.

WITH ME, HE THEN DIRECTED ME TO A CAR IN FROUNT

OF A FRAME HOUSE(SEE DIAGRAM) AFTER GETTING THE

KEYS FROM THE DRIVER HE OPEN THE TRUNK TRANSFERED

A TYRE ON A WHBEL TO MY CAR I HAD TOPUT SOME

THINGS IN THE BACK SEAT ASTHE TRUNK WAS FULL.

ON THE TRIP BACK NAHODE WITH ME, WHEN WE GOT TO MELIèan

CUSTOME HE GOT OUT & WAITED BESIDE THE BUILDING, AFTER

GETTING THE VISA THE CUSTOMS MEN SEARCH THE CAR

OR STAPYED TO SEARCH IT I GAVE THEM$3.00 AS ROUAL HAD

SUGGESTED AND THEY STOPED The SEARCH &PUTA MARK OM

EVERY THING.I DIDNT Go Through CUSTOMS THE FIRST TIME

ASI WAS NOTSUREI WAS GOING INTO THE INTERIX OF MEXICO,

A VISA IS NOT REQUIRED FOR CROSSING THE BORDER,

WE DROVE TO THE MOTEL WHERE I HAD CHECKED IN AND

TRANSFERED THE TYRE AND WHAT EVER HE HAD IN IT TO

The CAR WE HAD GOT IT OUT OF. WE THAKED A shortwhile

AND HE TOLD ME WHAT HE WANTED ME TO PO which witsto

HAUL THE TYRE AND IT'S CONTENTS. THROUGHTHE CUSTOMS

CHECK IN THE INTERIOR, I GUESS THAT WOULD BE

ABOUT . SO KLMS. FROM THE BORDER.(HE ALSOTOLDME

TO KEEP THE PHOTO GRAPHIC EquiPMENT FOR THE

TIME BEING.)
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I STAYED. THEIR THAT NIGHT AND THE NEXT

жоннінь не саме AND AGAIN TRANSFERED The Tyke

TO MY CAR, I Forrower his CAR OUT OF TOWN

TO THE CUSTOMS HOUSE, They checked

AND MINE AFTER WE HAD GOT OUT OF

SIGHT WE AGAIN TRANSFERED THE TYRE Tohis CAR.

HE GAUS £2,000.0ME BUTI DON'T THINK IT WAS

his CAR

WRAPPED LIKE YOU GET THEM FROM A BANK (MR.HANES

ASK ME ABOUT This) ALL I CAN REMEMBERisTHAT.

H AND SURE THEY WE'RE IN$20,00. BILLS. HEALSo

: M
E

SAID. HE COULDN'T GET THE TRAVELS POCUMENTS'

YET.BUT HE COULD BE SURE AND GET THEM

THE NEXT TIME plus hAVE ENQUENT MONEyouto

GO INTO BUSINESS IN A NEW COUNTRY, HE MENTION

10 MIA THOUSANDS POLLARS, HE ALSO SAID ITWOULD

IN VOLUE TAKING GUNS & ASSEROES INTO MEXICO.

I. Then Tord him THAT I WOULD GO TO LOSANGELE

WHEN I LEFT. MEXICO, HE SAID THAT WAS. ALLRIGHT

THAT he WOULD CONTALK ME THRIDIN GENERAL

DILIVERY.(THE MAIN REASON I WANTED TO GO OUT

1

'

THEIRWAS WAS TO SEE IF I COULD GETAJOBON

AN OCEAN GOING ship)

OBSERUATIONS; I AM SURE ROUAL LILANCE PLATES

WERE MEXICAN BUT NOT POSITIVE AS US& MEXICO

PLATES LOOK ABOUTTHE SAME, ALSO THE MBIKAN

CUSTOMS CHECKS MEXILAN CARS. A LOT CLOSER

THAN THEYDO AMERICAN TORIST CARS.

Also IthinkTheir is A LOT OF JEWLERY

SMUGGLING INTONAS THE CUSTOMS ALWAY ASK

YOU WHAT TYPE OF JEWIERY YOU ARE TAXING

INTO THE COUNTRY,.
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2

I TOLD BOUND I WOULD BE IN MEXICO. ABOUT

A MONTH AND I DESIDED TO GO TO ACAPULCO

# DON'T KNOW THE NAMES .. OF THE PLACES =

STOPED IT ONTHE WAY BUT THE FIRST PLACE

I Chacked iN AT AFTER I GOT TO ACAPULCO WAS

THE SAN FRANCISO MOTEL I STAYED THEIR ONE

NiGHT AND MOVED(IWILL DRAW YOU A DIAGRAM

>

*

OF THE OTHER PLACE I MOVED TO,I STAYED.

THEIR ABOUT:4 DAYS AND: DESIDED.TO GO

TO PUERTO VALLARTA. THE REASON I STAYED ..

REMEMBEREDTHE SAN FRANCISO MOTEL is THATI

STAYED THEIR IN EARLY 1959, The REASONI

LEFT ACAPULCO WAS EVERYTHING WAS MONEY,YOU

COULDNT EVEN YARK OR GO TO THE BEACH WITHOUT

SOMEONE WANTING PESOS. ) I HAD READ ABOUT

PUERTO VALLARTA IN ARCOSY OR TRUE MAGAZINE.

HOW'S YEARY EARLYER, ON THE WAY FROM ACAPULCO

TO PUERTO VALLARTAI STAYED AT THE..

PONCHO VILLA MOTEL IN GUALDAHARA FOR 3 DAYS

I hAD AN INFECTED TOOTH AN The MANAGER.

GAVE ME THE ADDRESS OF A DOCTOR.ILeft
Jonic

THEIR AND WENT TO TANESCO which is the

CUT OFF TO PUERTO VALLARTA, This ROAD

BETWEEN TAMPICO& PUERTO VALLARTA WAS.

BAD AND THE BAIN SEASON WAS JUST CLOSING,

WHENIGOT WITHIN ABOUT 30 KLMS. OF THE

Tiric

CITYI GOT STUCK, SINCE THE ROAD IS JUST
་

ONE LAHE SOME MEXICANS IN A TRUCK PULLED

•ME OUT with. A ROPE .SO THEY COULD GET THROUGHO

WHENI ARRIVED THEIR I. CHECKED INTO The

HOTEL Rio,IThought This was ABOUT THE

BEST TOWN in Mexico I HAD BEEN IN AND

WOULD HAVE LIKED TO STAYED THEIR is quiTE

A FEW BUSINESSESTHEIR OWNED BY ENGLISH

SPEAKING PERSONS,

J
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DURING MOST OF MYTIME THEIR I SPENT ONTHE BEDAH.

(IWILL ALSO DRAW A DIBORAM OF This) THAIR WAS ONE Stither IN

TOWN WHICHI WAS. IN ABOUT 4 Times, plus Two TIMES DURING

THE DAY ON BUSINESS, ITSEEMS THAT A MALE WAITER IN THE

PLACE HAD A SMALL LOT HE WANTED TO SELL OR TRADE FOR MY

CAR, I WENT OUT AND LOOKED A THELOTONLE, THE MAIN REASON-

I DIDNTTRADE THE CAR FORTHE LOT ISTHAT IT ILLEGAL

TO TRADE YOUR CHAOR SELL IT WHILE IN MEXILD AND SINCE

IT WAS A SMALL TOWN. THE POLICE MITÈ HAVE SEEN ...

THE WHITER with THE CAR AND TOOK IT THEN I WOULD

OF HAD TO GIVE THE LOT BACK AND WOULD HAVE DISE_ !!

BERN OUT THE CAR. AT ONE TIME I WAS THINKING ABOUT

GOING BACK TOTHE U.S, STERLING A MUSTANG LIKE MINE.

REPORT I HAD LOST MY BILL OF SOLE AND GET A HEW.

ONE TAKE THE STOLEN ONE AND THE BILL OFSALE AND

TRODE IT FOR THE LOT, IN A CASL Like This The
1

MEXICAN POLICE DON'T INDEGESTATE THEY JUST KEEP

THE CAR, This way I WOULD HAVE STILL HAD THE

ORIGINAL CAR + BILL OF SALE,

ON ANOTHER OCCASION A MAN Came to my HOTEL ROOM

LATE AT NIGHT AND SHip he was FROM ALABAMA HE soia

OF THE HOTEL, I GUESS

DIDNT SAY MUCH AS I

SOI DIDN'T WANTTO.

SAID THINGS TO ME

HE SAW MY CAR PARKED IN FRINT

LE THOUGHTI WAS CRAZY AS I

DIDN'T KNOW MUSH ABOUTTHE STATE

SAY MUSH. SEVERAL Psopic hAVE

ABOUT ALABIMA BOTH PRO + CON. AFTER SEEING The

CAR THES AND ONE TIME IN LOS ANCIES.I ALMOST GO

ARRESTED IN AN ARGUMENT, THE FUNNY THING in that

NEITHER. THESE PEOPLE NOR # NEW ANYTHING BEAUT

THE STATE. AFTER A COUPLE OF THESE RUN INS

I DESIDED IF POSSIBLE I WOULD pick ANOTHER

STATE To Go To iF.I WAS A FUGITIVE,

L.
A.

a
g
u
m
e
n
t
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ےریم

(5

IT WAS HERE. THAT THEFBI. GOT A BLURKED PICTURE

OFME I THINK WHAT HAPPEN WAS THAT.ITORE

IT INTO BUT DIDNT DESTROYTHE ACTUAL PICTURE

·

رذن
OF ME, AS YOU PROABLY KNOW.EVERY COUNTRY

THE WORLD HAVE These pEOPLE TAKING YOUR.

PICTURE IN CLUBS + THE STREET AND THENTRY

TO SELL THEM TOYOU!Ihave BROUGHT SEVERAL

OF THESE PICTURES. WHEN TAKEN BY POLOROID

JUST TOTEAR Them up. ASITOLD YOUIhad

BROUGHT A CAMERA IN BIRMINGHAM, ITWAS.

P ABOUT This Time THAT ITHOUGHTOF P

PLASTIC SUGERY AFTER I HAD SENT OUT SOME

PICTURES TO VARIOUS PEOPLE. I will ATTENÝT

NOW TO EXPLAIN ALITTLE MORE CLERLY,

LAYING

I THINKTHE FIRST TIME THAT I GOT TO THiNene

ON This SUBJECT WAS UPON MY DISCHARGE FRIM

THE FEDERALPRISIN AT LEVENWORTH KAN. USUALLY

WHEN YOUR DISCHARGED THEY CHECKYOU WITH

YOUR PICTURE BUT IN MY CASE THE

OFFICER SAID HE DIDN'T THINK THE PICTURE

WAS OF ME AND THEY WOULDN'T LET ME

LEAVE UNTIL THEY CHECKED MY FINGERPRINTS.

Also.IThink ITOLD YOU WHERE I READ THAT

PEOPLE WITH PRONONCED FEDTORES ARE MOLE

EASY TO IDENTRY THAN OTHER PEOPLEI

THROUGH PICTURES...

ANY WAY I WAS TAKING SOME PICTURES ON

This DESERTED BENCK AND THEN TOOK ONE OF

MYSELF WITH A TIMER,ITHOUGHT ITMADEME.

ABOUT 7023 YEARS YOUNGER THAN THE PRISONLook

PICTURE
S I

hAD SAW .

THE REST OF This PART OF THE STORY WOULD

RELATE TO CALIFORNIA
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J
a
x

2

Itwas surdly I was working theFillAm.

To. 7p.m. Shipt In The BREAD SLICING Room

in

IFYOU WERE WORKING INTHE FOOD SERVICE DEFT.

YOU COULD EAT IN THE XIKITCHEN,I CAME DOWN

THAT MORNING ABOOT. 8.OCLOCKAM. BROUGHT

WITHME IN A SACK ABOUT 20 CANDY EARS,

RAZOR BLADE, POICE OF MIRROR, PIECE OF SIP?,

TRANISTOR RADIO This is NOT UNUSUAL AS

You CAN SHOWER &SHAVE IN A BATHROOM INTHE

KITCHEN. UPON EATING A GOOD BREAKFAST(I

KNEWThis MITE BE THE LAST ONE FOR AWHILE) OF

ABOUT 6.Eccs.I. WENTTO THE BREAD ROOM

WHEREI HAD: HIDDEN A White ShiRT AND A

PAIR OF THE STANDARD GREEN PRISON PANTS

DYED BLACK with STENCIL INKIPUTTHESE

ON THEN PUT. MY PRISEN CLOTHING OVERTHE

Toy ON THEM.ITHEN PROCEED TO THE.

ELEVATOR WHERE I WENT DOWN TO THENEXT

E
s
c
a
p
e

f
r
o
m

J

e

f

a

t
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FLOOR AND OUT ONTO THE DOCK. BEFOREI

hAP CAME DOWN ON THE ELEVATOR Ihad'

TRANS FERED THE ARTICLES MENTIONED TO MY

POCKETS FUNDER MY SHIRT AND PICHED

UP A HOOK ABOUT HFT. LONG.THEY USE

TOPOLL PANS AROUND IN THE KITCHEN-торон

THEN PROCEED TO THE WALL (SEE DIACKANG.

IDAD STUTED THE GUARD'S ACTIONS ON THE

TOWER FOR COUPLE WEEKS...THEY ALL

fur ACT PIFFERENT WORK ING IN THE TOWERS

H
O
O
K

B

M
E
T
A
L

SOME OF THEM DOZ BUT THEY HALFTO
<

CALL IN EVER 15 MINUTES SO IF YOU TAKE

ANY ACTION YOU HALF TO DOITI RIGHT

AFTER YOU SEE THEM CAFL IN.( SEE DIAGRAM

...

・FOR THE ROOTE ITOOK AND howI GOT ODER

THE WALL) AFTER I GOT OVER THE WALL(IhAD

ACCUIRATE ABOUT$300.00 IN PRISON which 1.hip

IN MYSHOE. AND A SS. NUMBER NOT ACARD.)

1
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IF

lat

I PROCEEL AROUND THE WALL ( Sub. DIAGRAM) ACROSS

THE RAIL ROAD TRACTS AND ALONG THE RIVER :

UNTIL I WAS OUT OF SITE OFTHE TOWER

GAROS.ITHEN TOOK OFMY PRISON CLOTHES

hiD.THE PANTS BUT HEAP THE SHIRT AS

I WANTED TO WEAR ITAT NIGHT ALSO IT.

WAS COOL AT NIGHT. IputThe SHIRT AND

THE OTHER ARTICLES IN THE"SACK,ITHEN

WENT TO DOWN THE TRACT TOP RAILROAD

BRIDGE WHERE I hiDE OUT FOR THE DAY LISTENING

To THE RAIDS.BUT.I DIDN'T HERE ANYTHING

ON THE RAIDO,I FOUND OUT FATER The WARDEN

DIDNT REPORT ME MISSING AS ME Thought

I WAS HIDING IN THE PRISON. THE DIRECTION

I WAS TAKING WAS IN THE DIRECTION OF

ST. LOUIS I KNEW THEYThepolice would think

I WOULD GO THEIR SOI CROSSED THE BRIDGE

AND HEAPED BACK THE OTHER WAY TOWARD

KANSAL CITY,I WALKED ALL THAT NIGHTEVENT

Pag L
.
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#

Jut

FoR Short RESTS it was A LITTLE COLD

BUT I WASN'T COM PLANING.

Fidddy's2 step and listen torodion reporte,

and night. AFTER SHEEPING DURING THE DAY

AND LISTING TO REPORTS ON THE RAIDO I

AGAIN STARTED WALKING THATNIGHT.IT WAS

SIMOLAR TO THE FIRST NIGHT THE ONLY THING.

ThatICAN SEEM TO RECALL IS SEEING The

STARS MAYBE BECAUSE I HADN'T SAW Them

FOR AWHILE..

3rd Day I. AM GETTING TIRED OFCANDY BARS

ALSOABOUT OUT, I. SLEEDS.SINCE THE AREA

YS MOSTLY BLUFFS.ICANSEE QUITE FAR ON..

THE LIGH ONES, I SEE A POLICE CAR.

NOW AND THEN (HIGHWAY PATROL NATURLY.

Think THEIR AFTER ME. ALSO IT SEEMS.

BY THE RAIDO REPORTS THAT THEY HAVE

DESIDED THAT I HAVE EXCAYED,

...
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ناربرا

NIGHT AULING

OCCASIONALLY COME BY A HOUSE BY THE

TRACTS THE STRONG LIGHTS which

FLOOD THE TRACTS THERE FORE I HAVE TO

PETOUR, SOME TIME This LEND ME THROUGH WATER,

SMALL CREEKS AND BAD TRAYLING IN GENERAL AND

This is hAYING AN EFFECT ON MY FEET ANDI

HAVE TROBLE GETTING MY SHOES ON AFTERITAKE

Them OFF ALSOI CAME BY A TRAINERThis

NIGHT IT SETS BYTHE RIDER AFTER BRESKING A

SMAIL LOCKI ENTERIT. I FIND A HALF A BOTTLE

OF WINE & SOME FOOD I TAKE. WHAT FOOD I

CAN CARRY AND DRINK THE WINE ALSOTAKE.

Sports

A BLANKET PAS.ITS COOL/ AFTER EATION &DRINK

# FALL OFTO SLEEP AND WAKE UP Withit.

RAINING ON ME. THE WINE MUSTHAVE GOT

ME.I GET UYAND WALKTHE REST OFTHE NIGHT..
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اهيلا

#ThHTH, X...TAME Thing

AND. LISTING TO RADIO.

EXING.. WATCHING

4Th NiGHT. This is BBOUTLIKE THE THIRD.

EXCEPT I CAN'T WALK AS MUSLA

MORNINGOF5DAY. AS DAYLIGHT COMES IT RAINING

I DESIDE TO BUILD A FIRE AS ITS RAINING

I FIND.A TUNNEL IT'S ALARCE ONE ABOUT 4Fthic,

RUNNING UNDER THE TRACTIDAD. GOT SOME...

MATCIES OUT OF THE TRAINER AFTER I GET.

THE FIRE GOING GOOD I HERE SOME MOTOR

-I PUT THE FIRE OUT BUT TO LATE TWO

BAILROAD WORKERS GET OF A HANDCOR AND COME

DOWN TO CHECK the SMOKE ITELLTHEM

FIRITPRODE* BEEN "HUNTING AND GOT WET STARTED The

ITALK TO, FIRE TO DRY OUT THEY SAY OK. AND LEAVE,

ISTAY THEIRTHE REST OF THEDAY MY FEET

ARB AH SOCH CONDITION THAT.I DON'T TAKE
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Jut

My Shoes. OF AS I DON'T THINK I CAN GET

THEM ONIFI DO,.

STH.NIGHT.. MORE WATKING GETTING LOW ON Food

THEIR is ALOT OF SPRING'S ALONG THE TRACTS

You CAN hERE THEM RUNNING AT NIGHT SO

I HAVE PLENTY TO DRINK. ATTHE BECOING OF

DAY LIGHT I CAN SEE A TOWN AND "HIGHTS"

.

6TH DAY. I FIGURE S THE HEAT IS OF NOW

SO.I DESIDE I WILL GO into This Town iF

IT'S BIG ENOUGHT. I HAVE AHREDDY WENT THROUGH

SEVERAL SMALL TOWNS ATNIGHT)___

HIGHT. AFTER WALKING A COUPLE LOURS.I.

GET TO THE TOWN IHAVE CLEAN UPTHE.

BEST I CAN RURNING THE DAY I GOINTO THE

TOWN AND BOY TWO CARS OF PEER AND SOME

SANDWICKS AND GO BACK TO
THE RAIL ROAD TRACTS,
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GHT HAS NIGHT.I CHCH TRAIN. THAT'S

HEADING BACK TO ST. Louis.I CET.Their

EARLY INTHE MORNING AND CATCH A CAB

TO EAST:ST.- Louis AFTER GETTING A PAIR OF..

OVER SIZE Shoes +A JACKET.I CALL A FRIEND.

Who TAKES ME TO A SMAAL TOWN OUT..OF ...

EAST...ST. Louis whERE I CATCH THE BUS.

B-EHICAGO..

Edwardsville
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2nd
183

on Louis Jomot
J.

Mest of Ilese ortutes such astheone

he wristswere just somethingthey

node up,the articleshewrotewhere

carried in on ofIttotent

Newspapers,itusa lettedthe

Toronto stir or theTorontotelgrad

one ofthe orteles andIwasin

milurker with a Europen woman,

the atherthatthe F.B.). wasin

some way helping
me andth

other sand that I had drewa

bunch of signs in a jahone Boot's

3Think he and gron Crosses

+ homertisickler
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40-500 O 79 13

Most

чили

хотілио счисле

silly and I don'tcarea

that readingthem rother I

will justtellyou and you

con check on them.Getting

book toLomax when hewas

suppose tobe rightbehindme

I was
isteying at 102 ossintor

in Toronto you could check this

out astedsome allthetroble

of checking or Limits articles.

I am allmet certain theadhere

SSINGTONwas 102 OSSINGTON HOWEVER

IT MITE OF BEEN 106-THE

NAMEIUSETHEIR WAS, PAUL BRIDGMAN.
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}

on Louis
Somax

2nd
cups

1.

Mest ofthese articles such astheone

he writswere just somethingthey

mode up, the articles be curtswere

corried in on ofTheToront

Newspopr
a,itune littedthe

Toronto Stor or thetowont telipedToronto

one ofthe ortube andIwasin

miluske
r
with a Europen womon,

th ather thatthe F.B.). wasin

some way helpinghelping me,Ате

andth

other said that I had drewa

bunch of signs ina jahone Boot's

3Think he and gron Crosser

+ homer tisickles
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cost

'x of these crve

were silly onsilly and Idon'tcar
aว

abat readingthem rother2

will just tellyou and you

con cheat on them.Getting

book toLomax when hewas

suppose tobe rightbehindme

I was

at 102 ossinte
r

stayi
ng
at 102

in Toront
o
you could check this

sove allto trobl
e

ou
t

asi
a's

of check
ing

or some
t's

artic
les
.

I am allm
ent

certa
in

theadhe
re

case 102 OSSINGT
ON

howeve
r

IT MITE OF BEEN 106-THE

NAME I USETHEIR WAS, PAUL BRIDGMA
N
.
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ON THE
CONVERSATION I AND with

BHOUL I CAN'T BECERTAIN OF WHAT

ISAID,(I KNOW WE TALKED in GENERAL

ALL

ABOUT THE FACT THAT HERNEW NEW BXLEAT

AND THAT WE MITE MAKE SOME MONEY BY

TAKING THINGS INTO MEXICO + CONVERSATION

GOING
MOBILE. HOWEVER I

ABOUT ME

WAS NEVER POPOSTIVE UNTIL HE LISTME

IN DETROITIF IWOULD HAVE COU

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS OF OFF him Their

I WOULD HAVE NEVER WENT TOALABAMA

AND I THINK HE KNEW IT. ABOUT BY

OPINION OF BIRMINGHAM IT SEEMS

A LOT LIKE ST. LOUIS EXCEPT NOT

A6 BIG
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2nd
copy

EXPLANATION'S

FROM TIME TO TIME IWILL
ATTEMPT

WhyIDiDWHATI

TO EXPLAIN

YOU HAVE MENTIONED SEVERAL TIME ABOUT

CRIMES AND WHEREIGOT PISTOLS WHEN

I FIRST GOT OUT OF PRISON, I DIDN'T

COMMIT ANY CRIMES IN THE US. BECAUSE

I WAD SOME MONEY, ALSO IF IWOULD LAVE

BEEN COMMITING CRIMES I CERTAINLY WOULDIST.

HAVE BEEN WASHING Dishes, THEOTHERREASON

FOR NOT COMMITING CRIMES IN THE US. IS

IFIWOULD HAVE BEEN CAUGHTI
THAT

WOULD HAVE HAD TO DO TIMEIN THE.

STATE I WAS CAUGHTIN PLUS WHAT

I HAD LEFT ININ MISSOUR! ¡FIWOULD

HAVE BEEN CAUGHT INCANADA THEY.

WOULD HAVE JUST SENT ME BACKTO

The US..
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Ra
y

fa
mi
ly

ALSO BY
ROBRING A BROTH LI ම

FIGURED THEY MITE NOTOF CRALED THE

POLICE, SOME OF This
INFORMATIONI

AM GIVING YOU is NOT KNOWN то тие

FBI AND THEY MITE USE SOME OFITTO

haeres haxAss SOME OFMY RELATIVES

They hAVE THREATEN TO PUT ALL OFFTHEM

IN JAIL AT ONE TIME OR ANOTLER

INCLUDING MY SISTER, THEREFORE IF

They STARTED UP AGAIN ON THE

INFORMATION I AM GIVING YOU I

WOULD APPRECIATE IT IF YOU WOULD

MAKE A MILD PROTEST.

Thanks
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2nd

MENTAL HISTORY.

POINTS THATCOULDBE USED AGAINST ME,

1. INTERNED AT FULTON MO STATE HOSPITAL.FOR...

3 MONTHS AT OWN REQUEST TO FET OUT OF

ISOLATION,FOUND SANE.

2. RECEIVED ANTI DEPRESSION PILLS FROM DR. AT SEMINA

who?where?

3. UPON ARRIVAL AT LA CALIF. CONTACTED FAMOUS

bypnosis ... --).AT This TiME.IWAS.

READING OR STORING This Type : OF MATERIAL...

HE. RECOMBEDED A CLINCIAL PSYCONGIST ALTHO

GOING UNDER THE NAME OF GALT I GAVE

him MY RIGHT NAME... HTER! AS IT WAS MY

BELIFE IF HE WAS. A hypnosis.I WOULD

TELL him my REAL NAME WHILE UNDER

ThE IN FLUNCE OF HYPNOSIS...
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pa
ge

II

t

AFTER APP. 3. SESSIONS with him

I DESIDEDHE WAS NOT A FORLIFED BYNNOSIS .

WHERE UPON.I WENT TO A BUSSINESS

CONSULTANT ON CRENSHAW BAVD, APF. THE

10000. BLOCK. (DCROSS FROM COLLEGE). HE WAS

SATIFACTORY AND RECOMMED SEVERAL BOOKS.

TO STUDY AMONG THEM (HOW TO INCREASE

YOUR THIEMORY-POWER + phycoCCBERTIC).

1
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AGAINSTST ME..
པ. ཕཤཱ ཎཱ ཐ

II.
TAKING. NEW OLEANS people IN LA TO REGISTER.

FOR W ALTHOTHEY REQUESTED IT. LATERITOLD

ONE OF THE PE PERSONS TO REREGISTER.IN

THE REPUBLICA PARTY AND VOTE FOR SEN. KUBKOL...

SHE HAD TOLD ME HER BLY FRIEND WASIN TRIBLEL

AND WANTED SOME POLITIEDL-herp I TOLD

hER I DIDN'T THINK THE W PEOPLE WOULD

BE TO SYMPATHIC TO CRIMINALS-

3. BUYING FREE PRESS PAPER TO RUN ADD.

This IS A VERY LIBERAL PUBLICET,Ins

3 ARGUMENT IN RABBIT FOOT CLUB IN LA ABOUT ALABAMA

i was Also ROBBED Their By hER BOY FRIENDS I

LATER(NEXT DAY): HADTO HAVE__A_Locksmith To .

OVEN MY CAR_his_ADDRESS IS APP. 5200 HOLLYWHOP

Brud.
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Lag:# #||CALLED THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY PLUS OTHER

そ

ORG. AND ASK FOR INFO,_ON_THE ENGLISH SPEAKING -

COUNTRYS OF AFRICA. THEY-SENT ME THE

ADDRESS OF THE AFRICAN REGIONAL CONSIL..

I WANTED. This JONFO FOR POSSIBLE- IMMIGRATI

PURPOSES....

UPON MY LEAVING ATLANTA AND THINKING THAT

I WAS WANTED. FOR QUESTIONS IN THE KING CASE

I. LEFT The BIRCH LETTER &THE FREE press.

PAPER THEIR THINKING THEY WOULD INVESTIPATE.

Ther .WhileI_EP..GOT AWAY,

I LEFT THESE PUBLICATIONS_ON_A_TABLE_

BUT OTHER BOOKS IN BASEMENT,

THE ONLY ORG. I HAVE EVER BELONG TO

WAS THE EAGLES.

EAGLES,where?
=

A
l
t
o
n

W
i
l
l
i
e

M
a
l
i
e
r

.
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16.00%!
cow us deferred char
serer is indicated bythe
proper symbo TELEGRAM LT-

The fling time shown in the date line on domestic telegrams à LOCAL TIME at point of origin. Turie of receipe in LOCAL TIME a point of Janscen

42SP EST JAN 18 69 CTA487 PA361

P LLH217 PD PHILADELPHIA PENN 18 315P EST

JAMES EARL RAY

SHELBY COUNTY JAIL MFS

100020

I WOULD LIKE TO INFORM YOU THAT I WOULD BE VERY HAPPY TO TAKE

YOUR CASE WITHOUT FEE. I WAS PRESENT ON APRIL 4 AT THE LORRAINE

MOTEL WHEN DR KING DIED. YOU HAVE BEEN ACCUSED OF MURDERING

HIM. OF COURSE I KNOW YOU ARE NOT GUILTY. YOU CAN REACH ME

AT THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 2511 GIRARD

• AVENUE PHILADELPHIA OR CALL ME AT AC 215 CE2-8049

REVEREND JAMES L BEVEL DIRECTOR OF NON VIOLATE EDUCATION

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 919 NORTH 18 ST PHILA

(407).

85:2012-65)

名

B

E

V

E

L
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c
h
u
m
o
r

Den Die;

I reid
your tekigrom monday and apprin

your offer oflyst assistive, However I cond

not execpt four offer for several resma,

one; I have one ofthe bestattingin thelis.

altine being from Texas hewould'tadintit."

Tur; 2
Love

neverbeen interested in the civil

rightsmovement, But I also don't bebineILove

Lone
anything amount the movement

If Iexcepted ony and from any of
thesi

Organizations I would be guilty ofthesim

phony whitelisuel besprenisy thatis sirsonating

by thelocal press During tis stude Dir. King

was refered to an on agentors, after the shoving

Te
was just the apposite.

They Love also refered toyou in incomplimentary

terma, sine thetileprom .

at present thin running editouile tryingto

the court into bring metotried before a complite

investigation can be carried out bythedefenses

Hince, a quick conviction and cover up,

Alerthy assume theblock Community wound

then be
plocated .

In closing I on sore Mr. Younon wovedbe

gled tohere from you or any subject.

Simely

جیسب
E.
р
у
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TAKEN FROM

5 H.C. Copy

of 20,000

IN SHORT I DON'T. ÎNTEND TO INVOLVE SOMEONE

OR SOME ORAGANATION... THAT I DON'T THINK IS

INVOLVED . JUST TO GET INTO THE GOOD GRACES

OF SOMETHINGLIKE LIFE MAGAZINE, AND WHAT

I TELL..You is WuntIWiLLTEND THE JURY.

LiFE MAGAZINE INFERED THATAS FAR AS I

WAS CONCERNED IT WAS OVER, ANOTHER WORDS.

THEY HAVE GOT ME CONVICTED, NOW THEIR LOOKING...

FOR SOMEONE ELSE, I WOULD SAY TO. This._..

IF LIFE CAN GET ME IN THE ELECTRIC Chere

THROUGH THESE Lies Then Their B.GOOD..

POSSIBILITY THEIR POSITION is NOT TO FIRM.

NOTTOTALKTO

I HAVE ALSO TOLD MY BROTHERS

ANY ONE EXCENT YOU AND HANE so if......ANY..

MORE STORies come OUT QUOATING THEM

it's FAISE.

ALSO I DON'T HAVE NO OBJECTIONS TOYOU WRITING

ANYTHING I SEND YOU THROUGH MR. HANS INCLUDING

CRIME.. AND NATORLITY IF IWRITE SOMETHING YOU

THINK IS WRONG, GIVE YOUR VERSIon.

Their Also is MIRE TO THE STORY ABOUT

THEPLASTIC SURGERY IN CALIF. BUTICAN

EXPLAIN IT BETTER WHENIGET TOTHAT

PARTOF THE STORY-

Wide

I DON'T WANT TO GIVE YOU THE IMPRESSION AM

SOME KINY OF A SAINT BUTI THINK IF SOMEONE

Thou inτ ουτ SOME OF THE THING I AM SUPPOSE TO

HAVE
DOBIE, THAT THEY COULD SEE THAT MOST

OF IT IS NOT LOGICAL.

о
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INTRODUCTION

( 1 ) * Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., was fatally wounded at 6:01

p.m., as he stood in front of his room, No. 306, on the second-floor

balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tenn. Within minutes,

an ambulance was dispatched to the scene from Memphis Fire Sta-

tion No. 3 at Third and Linden Streets . While enroute to St. Joseph

Hospital, the ambulance crew administered oxygen to the unconscious

Dr. King and tried to stop the bleeding.

(2) Dr. King was admitted to St. Joseph emergency room No. 1

at 6:15 p.m., and was examined initially by Ted J. Galyon, M.D. In

his report concerning the emergency room treatment of Dr. King, Dr.

Galyon noted that the victim was unconscious. He observed a "large

gaping wound in the root of the neck on the right which was not ac-

fively bleeding ..." ( 1 ) and blood covered Dr. King's neck, shoulder,

and clothes. Dr. Galyon noted a palpable heartbeat and radial pulse,

and began blood transfusions. John Reissner, M.D., began a second

cutdown for a transfusion through the saphenous vein of the left

ankle.

(3) Rufus Brown, M.D., the chief surgical resident-in -charge of

the emergency room , arrived at 6:18 p.m. and made a tracheotomy

incision in the neck because breathing had ceased. That operation,

into the trachea or windpipe, was completed with the assistance of

Jerry Barrasso, M.D. , a general surgeon, who came into the room

at 6:22 p.m. The cardiac monitor indicated weak to no heart function .

Intracardiac adrenalin was injected into Dr. King and cardiac mas-

sage begun.

(4) Dr. Galyon and Dr. Barrasso explored the neck and concluded

there was a complete loss of spinal cord substance in the lower neck

area between the seventh cervical and first thoracic vertebrae. A

neurosurgeon, Fred Gioia, M.D. , confirmed this diagnosis. At this

time, Dr. King's pupils were dilated, and the electrocardiogram in-

dicated no heart function. Resuscitative efforts were continued, but

there was no indication "of any kind of vital signs." Dr. King was

pronounced dead at 7:05 p.m. by Dr. Barrasso. Death was attributed

to a gunshot wound to the right side of the face and neck.

(5) Postmortem X-rays were taken before Dr. King's body was

removed to the John Gaston Hospital city morgue. Officers of the

Memphis Police Department retained Dr. King's clothing and other

belongings that they recovered in the emergency room. Shelby County

Tennessee Coroner J. W. Ross and Shelby County Medical Examiner

Jerry T. Francisco, M.D. , recommended that an autopsy be performed.

*Arabic numerals in parentheses at the beginning of paragraphs indicate the

paragraph number for purposes of citation and referencing ; italic numerals in

parentheses in the middle or at the end of sentences indicate references which

can be found at the end of each report or section.

(3)
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County District Attorney Phil N. Canale ordered the autopsy after

notifying the next of kin, Mrs. Coretta Scott King, wife of Dr.

King, as required by Tennessee law. (2)

(6) Dr. Francisco began the autopsy of Dr. King at 10:45 p.m.

that same evening. (3) He removed a deformed bullet from Dr. King's

back, scratched the autopsy No. 252 on the fragment, photographed

it , and then gave it to Lt. James D. Hamby, Memphis Police

Department. Lieutenant Hamby gave it to agents of the Memphis

Federal Bureau of Investigation field office, and the bullet, as well

as other evidence, was sent to the FBI Laboratory in Washington,

D.C., early in the morning of April 5, 1968. It was identified as a

.30-06 caliber, metal-jacketed, soft point Remington- Peters bullet .

(7) On April 11 , 1968, Dr. Francisco submitted his autopsy find-

ings, a report which became a public document under Tennessee law.

(4) He concluded that Dr. King's death was the result of a single

"gunshot wound to the chin and neck with a total transection of

the lower cervical and upper thoracic spinal cord and other struc-

tures of the neck." (5) He also noted that these injuries were fatal

shortly after Dr. King was wounded.

(8) Dr. Francisco testified to his findings on March 10, 1969, at

the guilty plea hearing of the accused perpetrator, James Earl Ray.

At this hearing, the prosecution entered into evidence proof of the

corpus delicti , or body of the crime, as required by Tennessee law.

Francisco said, among other things, that he had visited the crime

scene at the instruction of the prosecution, and that, in his opinion,

the angle of the bullet through Dr. King's body was consistent with

a shot fired from the second- floor bathroom window at the rear of

a roominghouse located at 418-4221% South Main Street. (6) Other

evidence indicated this was the site ofthe origin ofthe shot.

(9) Several critics have taken issue with Francisco's testimony con-

cerningthe angle of the shot . (7) Some have charged that his testimony

was deficient, that it provided no basis for the conclusion that the shot

came from the bathroom window, and that he did not state he knew

where Dr. King was standing, the direction he was facing, or whether

he was leaning over when he was shot . In addition , at least two eye-

witness accounts placed the origin of the shot in a clump of bushes be-

neath the windows of the roominghouse, not the bathroom window.

Solomon Jones, Dr. King's chauffeur in Memphis, said that he saw

someone run from these bushes, on the embankment sloping down from

the roominghouse, immediately after the shot was fired, and Harold

Carter reportedly heard the shot and saw a man with a rifle run from

the bushes.

(10) Questions also have been raised about the autopsy report itself.

Critics have asserted that there are several ambiguities and errors in

Francisco's report. First : That although two entry wounds are men-

tioned in the chin and neck, there is no explanation of how the bullet

exited from the first wound. Second : The angle of the bullet's trajec-

tory and its path through the body was not clearly delineated , further

clouding the issue of the shot's origin. Third : The bullet fragment re-

moved from Dr. King was not weighed and Dr. Francisco did not men-

tion whether other bullet fragments were present in the body. Fourth:

It was charged that Dr. Francisco failed to include the results of post-
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mortem X-rays in his report . Finally : Dr. Francisco did not attempt to

identify the "blackened debris" found in the entrance wound.

(11) To fulfill one aspect of its obligation to investigate all of the

circumstances surrounding the death of Dr. King, and in its attempt

to resolve the issues raised by critics, the committee convened a panel

of forensic pathologists to review the medical treatment provided Dr.

King and the autopsy procedures and conclusions.

(12) From among the nine leading forensic pathologists it had pre-

viously engaged to evaluate the death of President John F. Kennedy,

the committee chose three pathologists to study the death of Dr. King.

(The selection process is reviewed in the introduction to the John F.

Kennedy medical panel's report. ) Each panel member is an experi-

enced medical examiner, qualified to conduct medical-legal investiga-

tions to determine the cause of death in cases of violent, suspicious,

unexplained, unexpected or medically unattended deaths, and specifi-

cally trained to evaluate attendant aspects of death that might have

medical-legal significance. The forensic pathologist has expertise , by

training and experience, in correlating circumstances of death, the evi-

dence at the scene of death, the autopsy, and toxicologic and other lab-

oratory findings, to evaluate injury or illness and to determine the

cause of death . A medical- legal autopsy includes determination of the

identity of the deceased, the cause and manner of death, and other

information that may be of value in subsequent proceedings. In this

instance, the three member panel reviewed medical reports, physical

evidence, photographs, X-rays, clothing, scene investigation, the au-

topsy findings, and microscopic slides.

( 13 ) The three forensic pathologists chosen to serve on the commit-

tee's King panel were Dr. Michael Baden , chief medical examiner of

New York City ; Dr. John I. Coe, chief medical examiner of Hennepin

County, Minn.; and Dr. Joseph H. Davis, chief medical examiner of

Dade County, Fla.

(14) Dr. Michael Baden received an M.D. degree from New York

University School of Medicine in 1959 and completed his residency in

pathology at Bellevue Hospital in 1964. He has been a visiting profes-

sor of pathology, Albert Einstein School of Medicine, adjunct profes-

sor of law, New York University Law School, and lecturer in pathol-

ogy at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University.

A lecturer at various law and medical schools on legal medicine, he is

presently an associate professor of forensic medicine at the NYU

School of Medicine.

( 15) Dr. Baden was a special forensic pathology consultant to the

New York State Organized Crime Task Force that investigated the

violence and deaths at Attica Prison in 1971 , and he is a member of

New York State Commissions investigating deaths in prisons and

mental hygiene hospitals. He is the author of numerous professional

articles and books.

(16 ) Dr. John I. Coe received his M.D. degree from the University

of Minnesota in 1945 and completed his residency in pathology in 1950.

He received certifications in pathologic anatomy and forensic pathol-

ogy from the American Board of Pathology.

(17) Dr. Coe is a fellow of the American Society of Clinical Pa-

thologists and the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. He is a
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founding member and 1979 president of the National Association of

Medical Examiners, and also belongs to the International Academy of

Pathology, among other professional organizations. He is a professor

of pathology at the University of Minnesota. Dr. Coe is the author of

numerous articles that have appeared in professional journals, and he

has contributed to several books.

(18 ) Dr. Joseph H. Davis received his M.D. degree from Long Island

College of Medicine in 1949 and completed his residency in pathology

at the U.S. Public Health Service Hospital in New Orleans. He re-

ceived his certifications in pathologic anatomy and forensic pathology

from the American Board of Pathology.

(19) Dr. Davis has served as vice president of the American Acad-

emy of Forensic Sciences. He has been a vice president and, from 1975

to 1976, president of the National Association of Medical Examiners.

(20) Dr. Davis is chairman of the Florida Medical Examiners Com-

mission and a professor of pathology at the University of Miami Med-

ical School. He has written numerous articles for professional journals.

(21) The medical panel was assisted by Ida Dox, a medical illustrator

with the Georgetown University School of Medicine and Dentistry in

Washington, D.C.

(22) Ms. Dox graduated from Tulane University in 1951 and from

the Johns Hopkins University Medical School Department of Art as

Applied to Medicine in 1954. From 1954 until 1957, she was a medical

illustrator for the Anatomy Department of the Georgetown Univer-

sity School of Medicine and Dentistry, and since 1957 she has worked

as an illustrator with the Department of Medical-Dental Communica-

tion at Georgetown. Over 4,000 of her illustrations have been pub-

lished in medical journals, textbooks, and periodicals.

(23) The committee asked the members of the King forensic pathol-

ogy panel to consider the following issues :

(24) 1. Was the damage to Dr. King's body and clothing consistent

with that normally caused by a missile of the type recovered from his

body?

(25) 2. What medical treatment was administered to Dr. King by

the ambulance crew hospital staff ? Was it responsible and complete ?

Were reports of medical treatment and accompanying exhibits accu-

rate and complete ?

(26) 3. What autopsy procedures were followed ? Was the autopsy

conducted responsibly and in accordance with prescribed practices of

forensic pathology ? Were autopsy reports and accompanying exhibits

accurate and complete?

(27) 4. Does the trajectory of the bullet as it can be determined from

the entrance wound and the path of the bullet through the body indi-

cate the point of origin of the shot?

(28) The panel was encouraged to explore any additional issues re-

lating to the death of Dr. King that it deemed appropriate.

(29) On May 26 and 27, 1978 , the forensic pathology panel met with

the committee and medical illustrator Ida Dox at the committee offices

in Washington, D.C. The panel examined the available evidence re-

lating to the injuries sustained by Dr. King, including the clothing

worn by Dr. King at the time of his death ; the bullet fragment recov

ered from his body ; color and black and white photographs and 35-

millimeter slides taken in the emergency room and during the course
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of the autopsy ; microscopic slides and tissue blocks from the autopsy

and the neuropathology study ; medical reports, notes and documents

submitted by the physicians who treated Dr. King and the medical

examiner; X-rays; and firearms evidence, including a preliminary

report of the committee's firearms panel. The committee obtained

evidence from the offices of the Shelby County medical examiner, the

Shelby County attorney general and the Criminal Court of Shelby

County. The materials were stored in the committee's security unit,

and all available original materials were examined in the committee's

offices.

(30) The panel visited the scene of the homicide in Memphis on

June 10, 1978, with Herbert G. Koogle and Joe M. Stewart of Koogle

and Pouls Engineering, Inc., the committee's civil engineering con-

sultants who surveyed the scene. While in Memphis, the panel mem-

bers also interviewed Dr. Francisco, Dr. Galyon, and Dr. Brown.

( 31 ) The panel consulted with other specialists in the course of their

work. At the request of the panel, Dominic J. Cara, M.D., Memphis,

Tenn., reexamined the X-rays that were taken at the St. Joseph Hos-

pital emergency room, and David O. Davis, M.D. , Washington, D.C.,

independently reviewed those X-rays. The panel also asked McCrone

Research Institute, Chicago, Ill. , to analyze particulate matter in the

skin on the microscopic slides that had been prepared from the

autopsy.

I. SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE

( 32) The King forensic pathology panel reviewed the following

evidence related to the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (Federal

Bureau of Investigation questioned evidence index numbers or Q

numbers are noted where appropriate. )

A. Physical evidence

(1 ) Clothing worn by Dr. King at the time he was shot :

(a) White shirt (Q76) .

(b) Necktie (Q77) .

(c) Suitcoat (Q78) .

(d) Trousers (Q79) .

(e) Socks (Q80 and Q81) .

(f) Undershorts (Q82) .

(g) Undershirt (Q83) .

(h) Shoes (Q84 and Q85) .

(i) Handkerchief (Q235).

(2) Materials from Shelby County Medical Examiner Dr. Jerry T.

Francisco's autopsy :

(a) Microscopic slides ( 15 ) .

(b) Paraffin blocks (14 ) .

(c) Microscopic slides of brain sections ( 18 ) .

(d) Paraffin blocks of brain sections (18 ) .

(3) Firearms evidence :

(a) Remington Gamemaster .30-06 rifle with a Redfield telescopic

sight (Q2) .

(b) Peters high velocity centerfire cartridge box (empty) .

(c ) Five unfired Remington -Peters .30-06 cartridges (Q4-Q8) .

(d) Four military .30-06 caliber cartridges (Q9-Q12) .
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(e) Bullet fragment recovered from Dr. King's body (Q64) .

(f) An expended Remington-Peters .30-06 Springfield cartridge

case (Q3) .

(g) Browning rifle packing box (Q1) .

(h) Remington Gamemaster rifle packing box.

B. Photographic evidence

(1) Photographs of Dr. King's white shirt (Q76) , necktie (Q77) ,

and suitcoat (Q78 ) .

(2 ) Postmortem photographs taken in the emergency room and at

the autopsy :

(a) Color 35 -millimeter slides (20) .

(b) Color prints ( from slides ) (20) .

(c) Black-and-white prints (14) .

(d) 35-millimeter slides of brain sections (6) .

(3) Photographs of the crime scene.

C. X-rays of Dr. King (10) , some duplicates, from St. Joseph Hos-

pital and the office of the Shelby County medical examiner

(33) The panel also reviewed reports and notes written by the physi-

cians who treated Dr. King at the St. Joseph Hospital emergency

room, as well as the reports of Dr. Francisco. On June 10, 1978, the

panel examined the scene of the homicide in the Lorraine Motel/

Brewer roominghouse area of Memphis, Tenn.

II. OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE

A. Physical evidence

(1) Dr. King's clothing :

(34) The panel examined the clothing worn by Dr. King at the time

he was shot on April 4, 1968. The clothing had been analyzed by the

FBI Laboratory in Washington, D.C., during its 1968 investigation

of the assassination . The panel studied the clothing and made the

following observations :

(35) ( a ) Black suitcoat (Q73) with a single button in the front,

manufacturer Petrocelli label-distributed by Zimmerman of Atlanta,

Ga . Three defects are present in the right lapel, damaging the outer

suit fabric which is not torn completely through. The point of disrup-

tion begins 2 inches above and medial to the small 1 -inch lapel notch.

The defects extend upward along the edge of the collar for 2 inches,

revealing the inner liner material. The lower defect is triangular,

measuring approximately 0.3 by 0.4 inch ; the middle defect is irregu-

lar, measuring approximately 0.6 inch at its widest point ; and the

superior defect is approximately 0.4 by 0.4 inch with a rip extending

0.5 inch laterally along the upper margin ofthe defect. The tan-colored

lapel lining of coarse weave material is intact except for a tiny vertical

rent, approximately 0.3 inch in length, at the uppermost defect. The

edges of the cloth were frayed, but the collar is not perforated com-

pletely through its multiple layers. The outside and inside of the coat's

collar and back show apparent bloodstains. The right sleeve of the

coat and the material immediately above the right inside pocket had

been previously cut.

(36) (b) A narrow-collared , long-sleeved white shirt (Q76) , Arrow

label, made of Dacron polyester. The top button is missing but the
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button threads, although frayed and bloodstained, are still on the

shirt. When viewed with the collar down in the usual wearing posi-

tion, one defect completely penetrates through the collar on the right,

disrupting the top seam along the upper edge of the shirt. The defect

begins about 1 inch from the front of the collar and about 0.3 inch

from the side of the free edge of the collar. The margins of the defect

are frayed and irregular. When viewed with the collar spread flat,

the defect varies from 0.5 to 1.4 inches wide by 3 inches in length.

Immediately adjacent to the upper edge of the large defect is an addi-

tional small superficial defect that does not completely perforate the

collar but only affects the outer layer. This defect measures approxi-

mately 0.4 by 0.2 inch, about 0.4 inch from the side of the collar, and

is similar to the three superficial defects on the collar of the suitcoat.

The shirt cloth had a chemical odor and purple to red dye specks on the

material. The panel was advised that the odor and specks were the re-

sult of testing bythe firearms panel. The back of the shirt and the right

shoulder are stained by what appears to be old dried blood . The shirt

sleeve has been cut.

(37) With the suitcoat and the shirt in the usual wearing position ,

the defect in the shirt would be immediately below the angle of the

jaw with the coat collar a little lower and to the side of the jaw. The

defect of the shirt corresponds to the neck injury described in the

autopsy and shown in the autopsy photographs. The thin strand of

skin between the skin defects approximates the uppermost edge of

the shirt collar.

(38) (c) A gold and black necktie (Q77) , labeled Apparel Shop .

The tie is severed just to the right of the knot, and the edges are

frayed.

(39) (d) A white T-shirt (Q83) of Lewis manufacture, size M. Its

collar, apparently bloodstained, is free of defects. The shirt has been

cut in the front. The panel also examined other miscellaneous items

of clothing, which were free of any significant defects : a bloodstained

handkerchief (Q235 ) ; one pair of black trousers that matched the

suitcoat (Q97) (2812 - inch inseam measurement) ; one black slip-on

right shoe (Q84) ; one black slip-on left shoe (Q85) ; one black boxer

shorts, Sherwood brand, size 34 ( Q82) ; and one pair of black socks

(Q80 and Q81 ) .

(2 ) Materials from the autopsy :

(40) The panel examined 15 hematoxylin and eosin stained slides

from the autopsy. Each slide was labeled "A-68-252 mm" except one

slide of a larynx section labeled "Francisco, Decal, P.D." Eighteen

additional hematoxylin and eosin stained slides were of the central

nervous system; they were labeled "A-68-252LH," and numbered

from 1 to 17, two slides having the number 13.

(41) Three duplicate sections of skin are mounted on one microscopic

slide. Numerous hair follicles and sebaceous-oil-glands with mel-

anin pigment of the hair and the basal epidermal layers characterize

the skin. The epidermis and underlying tissue along one edge are

disrupted showing changes typical of a gunshot entrance wound.

Hemorrhage without reaction is evident. There are several black

opaque fragments of material in the margins of the tissue depths, vary

ing in size, with the largest approximately 30 by 100 micra. The frag-

ments do not transmit light. The edges of the largest fragment tend
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to be rather sharp. This amorphous debris is not characteristic of

gunpowder residue and there is no other evidence of such residue.

Another slide of the skin was made after reimbedding, according to

Dr. Francisco, and has the same characteristics as the previous slide

but lacks epidermis and is seen from a different angle.

(42) One slide of a larynx and vocal cord shows extensive hemor-

rhage in the submucosal and muscular tissue. The cartilage shows

some ossification along one edge.

(43) Two slides of lung show intra-alveolar hemorrhage focally and

focal intrabronchial hemorrhage. Sections of thyroid gland reveal

scant interstitial hemorrhage. A coronary artery section has a minimal

to moderate amount of arteriosclerotic plaque formation-an indica-

tion of hardening of the arteries-containing a few lipid-fat-

deposits. Two slides of the heart are not remarkable. The liver shows

pronounced vacuoles within the cytoplasm diffuse throughout the

lobules but not involving every cell. The pancreas, spleen, kidney,

prostate and adrenal glands are not remarkable. No sickling of the red

blood cells is evident.

(44) The opaque debris in the skin section noted above could not be

further defined by light microscopy. The panel submitted to McCrone

Institute, Chicago, Ill. , two slides for analysis of the dark, opaque

material. In subsequent analysis, this material was identified as lead

particles, and it was the interpretation of the panel that they were

derived from the bullet proper after impact. The particles were not

gunpowder residue. The following report, dated August 10, 1978, was

submitted to the panel by Mr. Skip Palecik, senior research microsco-

pist with McCrone.

(45 ) We have identified the black amorphous particles in the tis-

sue sections which you submitted-2 slides labeled A68-252

mm-as particles of lead metal.

(46) The particles were examined microscopically when they

were found to be completely opaque by transmitted light

*** and silver-gray by reflected light. *** Particles

were present in the same position in each of these serial sec-

tions. The presence of striations on the surface indicated the

metal was soft. They can be accounted for by the edge of the

microtome blade used to cut the sections. The striations all

run in the same direction on each of the particles which con-

firms that they were caused by the microtome blade and are

not, for example, due to the rifling of a gun.

(47 ) The particles were then readily identified as a gray metal,

ruling out such metals as copper, brass and bronze, for in-

stance . With your permission we cut out a small circle of

coverslip *** and removed and washed the 60 x 21 mm

particle of metal shown in the figure. This was then mounted

on a beryllium plate with amyl acetate and collodion for

analysis with the electron microprobe analyzer.

(48 ) The analysis shows the particle is principally lead , possibly

with a trace of zinc. Some silicon , sulfur and potassium were

also detected. The silicon may be due to glass particle con-

tamination on removal of the sample from the slide. The

traces of sulfur and potassium could be due to contamination

from the explosive power used to propel the projectile. The
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possible sources of these minor elements is, however, open to

speculation since they may conceivably be associated also with

the tissue dyes used , the tissue itself or a fixative.

(49 ) The 18 hematoxylin and eosin stained slides of the central nerv-

ous system include sections of cervical spinal cord. One spinal cord

slide shows a scant amount of hemorrhage beneath the arachnoid

membrane along the edge. Tissues from the injured area of the spinal

cord were not submitted for gross or microscopic evaluation.

(50) The paraffin blocks obtained from Dr. Francisco corresponded

to the microscopic slides received and reviewed by the panel, except

for one section of skin, mentioned above, that had been reimbedded

and recut.

(3 ) Firearms evidence :

(51 ) The panel examined the following firearms evidence (FBI

questioned evidence index numbers or Q numbers are noted where

appropriate) .

(a ) Model 760, Remington Gamemaster, .30-06 caliber pump-action

rifle, serial number 461476, with a Redfield brand two-to-seven-

power telescopic sight (Q2) .

(b) A Peters .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridge box. (The box

was empty and the surface was soiled with fingerprint powder.

The box contained a styrofoam receptacle .)

(c ) Five unfired Remington- Peters .30-06 Springfield caliber car-

tridges with the bullets pulled and separated from the powder

(Q4-Q8) . (Each bullet had been cut longitudinally to expose

the core. )

(d ) Four military .30-06 caliber cartridges of Remington-Peters

manufacture with the head stamp RA55 (Q9-Q12) .

(e ) A bullet fragment in a small cardboard pillbox (Q64 ) , labeled

"A68-252 Bullet removed from Dr. Martin Luther King on

4-4-68, at 2140. Placed in plastic by J. Francisco No. 252 on

base." (The evidence envelope contained a major portion of a

bullet jacket with "252" scratched on the base, and showing six

right handgrooves. A corresponding fragment of a lead core and

a small fragment of bullet jacket were also present. Some specks

of transparent material consistent with dehydrated tissue re-

moved from the bullet were also included in this exhibit. )

(f) An expended Remington-Peters .30-06 Springfield caliber car-

tridge case (Q3) . (There was no powder debris inside the

cartridge.)

(g ) A Browning rifle packing box (Q1 ) .

(h) An empty, cellophane-wrapped cardboard box, labeled

"Remington Gamemaster Slide Action High Power Rifle, serial

No. 461476, model 760 , .30-06 Springfield, stock number 9684."

(NOTE : The panel was informed that the alleged murder weapon

was recovered inside the Browning box (Q1 ) on April 4, 1968 , in the

doorway of Canipe's Amusement Co. at 424 South Main Street,

Memphis, Tenn. The Remington box was found subsequently by the

FBI during the course of its 1968 investigation of the death of Dr.

King.)

(52) The medical panel reviewed a preliminary report of the King

firearms panel including the results of the Greiss nitrite tests and four
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11- by 14-inch glossy sheets of paper upon which testing had been done

for nitrites. One sheet contained a test fire pattern of gunpowder resi-

due labeled "3 to 6 inches away" that bore an orange stain. The other

three sheets, dated September 24, 1977, were patterns of Dr. King's

jacket, shirt and tie that showed no stain, indicating no nitrites were

present and, therefore, a firearm was not discharged in close range

of the clothing.

B. Photographic evidence

(53) The panel examined 20 35 millimeter color slides taken at the

time of the autopsy. Eighteen of the transparencies were numbered

and labeled "Medical Photography UTCHS and BMC, Memphis,

Tenn.." and the other two slides, numbered 19 and 20. were labeled

"Kodachrome duplicate" and dated "November 1978 F10." The trans-

parencies reviewed included the following views :

(1) Right side of the face with gloved fingers approximating the

wound margins.

(2 ) Bullet fragment, poorly lighted from the side. (This photo-

graph was made before autopsy case number "252" was in-

scribed on the bullet. )

(3) An underexposed photograph of the bullet fragment from the

side.

(4) Entrance wound of right cheek with partial abrasion collar

along upper anterior margins. The head is supported by an

autopsy block.

(5 ) The back with a mass under the skin to the left of the midline

at the inner margin of the scapula (shoulderblade ) and sev-

eral inches below the level ofthe shoulder.

(6) Corner of the right side of the mouth with the wound edges

approximated.

(7) The right cheek with the inferior posterior aspects of the

wound margins approximated by fingers. (A thin strip of

skin separates the face portion of the wound from the neck

portion. )

(8) Neck portion of the wound with fingers approximating the

cheek wound margins.

(9) More distant photograph showing the head supported by an

autopsy block.

(10) Deformed bullet fragment base alongside a ruler.

(11) Upper part ofthe body seen from behind.

( 12 ) Poorly lighted photograph of the base of the recovered bullet

fragment.

( 13) The thin strand of skin that separates the cheek from the

neck injury is shown. The strand is narrow, indistinct in its

posterior margin, and the epidermis is not completely intact.

The fractures of the mandible are also apparent.

(14) The right cheek showing an abrasion collar along the upper

anterior margin closest to the mouth. There are small splits of

skin at the upper and lower wound margins.

(15) Wound area closest to the mouth, margins held in place. Poor

lighting obscures detail.

(16) Wound reviewed from the right with the head supported by

a block. The depth of the wound is poorly illuminated.
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(17) View ofthe back.

( 18 ) Right side of the head turned to the left to stretch open the

margins. The large triangular shaped defect of the right cheek

and large oval defect of the neck, with only a thin strand of

of tissue separating the defects, are apparent.

(19) Transparency of a black-and-white print of Dr. King on a

stretcher.

(20) Transparency of a black-and-white photograph of the back.

(54) Color prints made from the transparencies were also examined,

as well as fourteen 8-inch by 10-inch black-and-white prints taken at

the emergency room, including nine ofthe wound and five of the back.

The black-and-white photographs show a healed transverse scar above

the nipple level extending from the chest midline toward the right

armpit. There is a healed midline vertical scar over the upper

midsternum.

(55) The panel also reviewed six 35-millimeter transparency photo-

graphs of formalin fixed brain (labeled "A68-252 , May 1968, D3." ) .

These photographs show the ventral and dorsal surface of the brain,

three coronal cross sections, and the vessels of the brain dissected free.

No evidence of brain injury is evident in these photographs. The cut

margin of cervical spinal cord is slightly irregular.

C. X-ray evidence

(56) The panel examined two folders of X-rays. One folder, labeled

"Department of Radiology, City of Memphis Hospital, University of

Tennessee," contained three 17- by 14-inch copies of original X -rays

including: a view of the head and upper chest with a trail of bullet

fragments proceeding from right to left ; a view of the upper abdomen

and chest showing a portion of the bullet track ; and a 17- by 14-inch

duplicate of an original 11- by 13-inch X-ray showing the upper cer-

vical spine and the lower chest region, that also reveals bullet

fragments.

(57) The second folder contained seven X-ray films, including origi-

nal and duplicate X-rays. The original showed the head and upper

chest with a label in the upper right-hand corner "St. Joseph's

Hospital, Memphis, Tenn." and the printing, "King, Mr. Martin L.,

No. 5016" and "April 4, 1968." The date is indented punched out,

April 4, 1968, in the lower left corner. A fracture of the right mandibile

is apparent with some fine metal fragments discernible next to the

fractured bone. Multiple radiopaque fragments extend from the right

supraclavicular or collarbone region across the midline to the left with

apparent destruction of the second and third thoracic vertebrae. The

largest missile fragment is to the left of the midline in the upper

back. The fragment track proceeds slightly downward from right to

left and from front to back. The X-ray is indicative of a single-bullet

track.

(58) Another X-ray, labeled in the upper right corner "King, Mr.

Martin L., No. 5016" and "April 4, 1968," indicates the thoracic and

lumbar spine. The heart appears enlarged and there are suggestive

fractures of the second, third, and fourth thoracic vertebrae with

small bullet fragments in the track.

(59) The third X-ray is a side view of poor quality. It shows radio-

paque metal fragments in the upper portion.

42-636 O - 792
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(60) The remaining four smaller X-rays are duplicates with the

identification label "St. Joseph Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee, King,

Mr. Martin L., 5016, April 4, 1968" in the lower left-hand corner. One

X-ray shows the lower part of the face, the neck and the upper chest,

with fine metallic particles in the right supraclavicular region proceed-

ing in a slightly downward direction into the area of the second, third,

and fourth thoracic vertebrae. An underexposed view of the left

lateral lower half of the skull and upper chest with many radiopaque

metallic particles in the lower cervical region is apparent on another

X-ray. The other two films are poorly exposed lateral ( side ) chest

views.

(61) The medical panel is satisfied that the injuries shown in the

X-rays are indicative of a single, highly destructive gunshot wound

track producing a trail of metal bullet fragments after striking the

mandible, with the largest fragment removed by Dr. Francisco

beneath the skin of the left upper back and inscribed “252.”

Supplemental X-ray interpretation

(62) The medical panel requested that the X-rays be reevaluated by

Dr. Dominic J. Cara, Jr. , Memphis, Tenn., who had examined the

original X-rays at the time of the homicide. The panel asked Dr.

Cara to restudy and validate the available X-rays. Dr. David O. Davis,

chairman of the department of radiology, George Washington Uni-

versity Medical Center, Washington, D.C., a special consultant to the

panel, was asked to independently reviewthe X-rays.

(63) Dr. Cara's 1978 analysis of the X- rays substantially agreed

with the findings he made 10 years earlier. On August 4, 1978, he

submitted the following report :

(64) Four films are available for interpretation. They are in

fact copies of original films of King taken at the time he

was in the emergency room of St. Joseph Hospital on

April 4, 1968. These films were made with a portable X-ray

machine in the emergency room. The copies fail to demon-

strate the detail that was present on the original films, but

they can be interpreted satisfactorily. Films are of the cervi-

cal spine, the chest and the left shoulder area.

(65) The films of the cervical spine demonstrate a missile track

outlined with multiple metallic fragments that begin in the

right cervical area extending across the right apical area and

then across the midline of the patient, and the main frag-

ment lies in the region of the left shoulder area.

(66) The significant radiographic findings concerning bone de-

tail are as follows :

(67) There is demonstrated in the lateral view absence of out-

line of the bone architecture of the posterior inferior aspect

of the body of C-7. Also in the lateral projection is demon-

strated a relatively large missile fragment measuring almost

1 cm. in size lying just dorsal to the disc space between C-7

and T-1. This fragment is considered to be in the lateral aspect

of the spinal canal. In the AP view there is demonstrated a

fracture ofthe transverse process of C-7 on the right side and

a fracture of the transverse process of T-1 on the right side.

There is a fracture of the first rib on the right near the verte-

bral border and a portion of the bone at this point has been
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(68)

(69)

displaced. There is a disruption of the body of T-1 and T-2.

A bone fragment is identified along the left side of the tho-

racic spine overlying the first thoracic vertebra and the first

thoracic interspace. This fragment is from one of the

thoracic vertebral bodies or a portion of a neural arch.

There is a loss of bone substance of T-2. These findings indi-

cate that the missile has passed along the right lateral aspect

of the lower cervical and upper thoracic region fracturing

bones as above described and indicating that the missile has

passed through the spinal column, both the vertebral bodies

and spinal canal.

The films of the chest and left shoulder area demonstrate

the following :

There is contusion of the right lung and there is blood in

the right pleural space, but no pneumothorax is demon-

strated. The trachea is intact and the left border of the

mediastinum is sharply delineated. There is no pathology in-

volvingthe left side of the chest.

(70) There are two metallic fragments overlying the bodies of

T-4 and T-5 that maintain a constant relationship in the

three frontal films of the patient, each of which is always

taken in a somewhat different position. In view of the fact

that they maintain a constant relationship to themselves and

to the respective vertebral bodies, this places the missile frag-

ments in the vertebral bodies or in the spinal canal. Logically

they are in the spinal canal.

(71 ) Summary.-It is known that the missile entered the right

side of the patient in the cervical area near the thorax. It

is known that the right first rib is fractured and also that

the main missile fragment could be palpated in the region of

the left shoulder posteriorly. The missile fragment did not

enter the soft tissues of the mediastinum because there is no

mediastinal hematoma, the left border of the mediastinum is

normal, and there is no air in the mediastinum. There is no

pathology involving the left lung. The fractures above de-

scribed and the absence of mediastinal pathology indicate

that the missile passed through the spine and spinal canal.

(72 ) Dr. Davis independently examined the X-rays for the panel,

and on August 10, 1978, he submitted the following report :

(73) I have reviewed the films taken of Dr. King, at St.

Joseph's Hospital in Memphis, Tenn. , on April 4 , 1968. They

consist of an AP film of the upper trunk, neck and most of

the head, labeled No. 1 (an original film) , an AP film of the

upper chest, mediastinum and lower cervical spine, labeled

No. 2 (a copy film) , a lateral swimmers view, with the patient

supine, of the spine and mediastinum from C3 down to ap-

proximately T5 (labeled No. 3) (an original film ) , and a

lateral view of the cervical spine, labeled No. 4 (a copy film) .

(74) There is a 1.5 x 1.5 cm metallic fragment just above the left

third rib, approximately at the medial border of the left

scapula. This missile apparently entered in the region of the

right mandible, where there is a transverse fracture, near the
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mandibular angle, and as evidenced by the metallic frag-

ments, coursed downward along the lateral aspect of the

cervical spine, striking C7, T1, and T2 regions where it then

crossed over the midline and went into the left upper chest

region posteriorly and tracked to its final position.

(75) There are fractures of the lateral mass of C7 on the right

side, the transverse process of T1 on the right side, fractures

through the right first and second ribs on the right side, prox-

imally, just lateral to the transverse processes, and a verti-

cal fracture, seen only on film No. 1 , ofthe body of C7. There

seems to be a break in the body of T2, along the left infero-

lateral region, suggesting that there is a significant fracture

in the region of that break, and lack of visualization of the

body of T2. Unfortunately, there are a great number of me-

tallic fragments immediately overlying the T2 area, which

makes evaluation somewhat difficult, but when combined

with the lateral view, there is some suspicion that there has

been significant damage to that vertebral body.

(76) Just below and medial to the pedicle of T1, there is a frag-

ment of bone, the origin of which is not identifiable, but

which has a configuration suggesting that it is tubular, which

could mean that it is part of the head of the right first rib.

On the other hand, because of the nature of this injury, I

cannot be sure that this is the source of that particular bony

fragment, and it could conceivably even be from a vertebral

body in that region.

(77) There is soft tissue swelling behind the trachea at the C6-7,

T1 level. Additionally, there is an air fluid level just anterior

to the prevertebral soft tissue, which suggests that there is a

pooling of secretions or blood in that region, perhaps in a

cavity formed by the bullet, or possibly in the esophagus.

There may well be some evidence of minimal cervical soft

tissue emphysema, although this is less evident .

(78) The right apical region is opacified and there is rather

marked soft tissue thickening extending downward along the

right chest wall . Whether this is due to old injury or new

injury cannot be determined accurately, but one would pre-

sume that the upper lobe, apical, density is clot secondary

to the recent injury.

(79) OPINION : It is obvious that this patient was struck by a

high velocity missile in the region of the right mandible,

the course of which took a turn through the lateral cervical

region, just lateral to the cervical spine, striking the cervical

spine at about C7, and coursing downward medially from

that point to its final resting place posteriorly in the thoracic

cage at the medial scapular third rib area on the left side.

While I have enumerated the identifiable fractures in the

above discourse , I feel that it is very likely that the fracture

of T1 and presumably of T2 are relatively extensive, although

obscured bythe overlying metallic fragments. It is very likely,

in my opinion, that extensive injury to the spinal cord behind

this area occurred, but I cannot be 100 percent sure ; that is,

without the shadow of a doubt, on the basis of these films.
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FINDINGS OF THE FORENSIC PATHOLOGY PANEL

(80) On June 10, 1978, in Memphis, the panel interviewed Shelby

County Medical Examiner Dr. Francisco, and Dr. Brown and Dr.

Galyon, at the office of the Shelby County medical examiner. Also

present were Deputy Medical Examiner Charles W. Harlan, M.D.,

Chief Deputy Medical Examiner James Spencer Bell, M.D. , and

Director of Toxicology David T. Stafford , M.D. (8)

III. INJURIES TO DR. KING(9)

(81 ) Dr. King was struck by a single rifle bullet tangentially on

the right side of the face, one inch to the right of and one-half inch

below the angle of the mouth. The missile entered the mouth, frac-

tured the mandible (jawbone) , exited the inferior aspect of the right

side of the chin and reentered the base of the neck just above the

collarbone, tearing the suit jacket and shirt collar. The bullet con-

tinued from right to left, from front to back and slightly downward

in the body. (Fig. 1 ) The right cheek was burst open by the bullet ,

FIGURE 1.- Diagram of the entrance wound to the jaw and the reentrance wound

to the neck after emergency treatment.

leaving a gaping wound about 3 inches long. The upper leading edge

of the wound showed a one-eighth inch marginal abrasion indicative

of an entrance wound. The destruction of skin and soft tissues of

the cheek and chin obscured the exit perforation ; the entrance and

exit wounds were connected by a large excavated area. The bursting
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lacerations were caused by the bullet's high velocity and the fracture

effects of its impact on the mandible. No gunpowder soiling was

present on the surface or inside the face or neck wound, indicating

that the fatal shot had not been fired at close range.

(82) The neck injury caused by the bullet was modified by the re-

suscitation efforts in the emergency room: The lower border of the

reentrance wound was elongated during the surgical attempt to stop

the bleeding. In figure 2, the dotted line extending downward depicts

FIGURE 2.-Reconstruction of the reentrance wound to the neck before emer-

gency treatment. The dotted line indicates the surgical incision made to

enlarge the lower edge of the neck wound for resuscitative treatment.

the surgical incision made by the physicians in the emergency room

to permit exploration of the wound. The size of the initial neck wound

was reconstructed from photographs, X-rays, clothing, medical re-

ports, interviews with the doctors, and the autopsy report. Dr. Fran-

cisco's report indicates that the skin defect in the neck was "3 inches in

length." The perforations in the clothing and the absence of damage

in the undershirt also assisted the panel in establishing the original

wound size. A bridge of skin at the inner crease of the neck was intact

and separated the exit perforation beneath the jaw and the reentrance

wound in the neck. The bullet, partially deformed after striking the

mandible, then tore the suitcoat collar, perforated the shirt collar,

and severed the necktie just to the right of the site of the reentrance

wound. (Figs. 3, 4, and 5. ) The outermost layer of the suitcoat collar
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EVIDENCE

FIGURE 3.- Suitcoat (Q78) worn by Dr. King at the time of the shooting.

HEROW

DATE
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MEMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT WASH BE 20001

RIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

FIGURE 4.-Collar of shirt (Q76) worn by Dr. King at the time of the shooting,

spread for observation of damage.
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EVIDENCE

FIGURE 5.-Tie (Q77) worn by Dr. King at the time of the shooting.

material was torn immediately to the right of the large defect in the

outer fold of the shirt collar. By means of microscopic and chemical

tests, the firearms panel found lead particles in the shirt and coat de-

fects but there was no trace of gunpowder, indicating that the shot

had not been fired at close range.

(83) The X-rays showed fractures of the right side of the mandible

with small metal bullet particles in the mandible. There were a few

fragments in the skin at the base of the neck and multiple fragments

were evident in the X-rays where the bullet reentered in soft tissues

just above the right intact collarbone. (Figs. 6 and 7. ) The track pro-
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FIGURE 6.-X-ray of Dr. King after death and before autopsy.
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FIGURE 7.-X-ray of Dr. King after death and before autopsy.

ceeded from the right to left, spraying fragments of metal in its

course, downward at approximately a 30-degree angle, fracturing the

right first- and second-ribs posteriorly and the lower cervical-upper

thoracic spine, stopping just beneath the skin of the left upper back

where a bullet was apparent. The seventh cervical vertebra and the

first and second thoracic vertebrae appeared to be fractured and there

was most probably injury to the spinal cord at this level. The specific

extent of these injuries could not be determined conclusively because

the track and spinal cord were not examined at the autopsy. Incorpo-

rating all the available information, the panel agreed with medical ex-

aminer Francisco's conclusion, based on his autopsy findings, that Dr.

King's head was facing downward and to the right at the time he was

struck by the bullet.
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(84) Figure 8 is a reconstruction of the bullet pathway. The panel

FIGURE 8.- Reconstruction of the bullet pathway in Dr. King's body from

photographs, X-rays, clothing, and medical and autopsy descriptions.

was unable to precisely identify all the injured structures in the neck

from the medical and autopsy descriptions, so the extent of injuries is

indicated by a broad shaded area. The panel did conclude that major

blood vessels, including the external jugular vein, the subclavian

artery, and the vertebral artery, were probably injured as was the

right upper apical portion of the lung. The black material depicted

in the drawing represents some of the metal fragments in the path

ofthe bullet that were evident in the X-rays.

(85) A deformed .30-06 Remington- Peters soft-point rifle bullet

was recovered from beneath the skin ofthe left upper back. According
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to the firearms panel, this fragment had an aggregate weight of 64.4

grains, less than half ofthe bullet's original 150 grains. It was removed

by Dr. Francisco, photographed and marked on the base with autopsy

No. 252. Handling and examination of the bullet fragment since the

1968 autopsy had caused its separation into three parts: the residual

lead alloy core, the main jacket base, and a small piece of the deformed

jacket.

(86) The initial entrance wound in the right cheek was 59 inches

above the right heel with the chin turned toward the right to afford

alinement of the wound pathway. The bullet was recovered 3 inches

to the left of the posterior midline at the medial aspect of the left

shoulder blade, several inches below the upper surface of the shoulder,

and 55½ inches above the left heel. (Fig. 9. ) The main bullet mass

FIGURE 9.-Diagram of the back with protrusion to the left of the midline where

the main bullet fragment lodged.

was thus approximately 3 to 312 inches below the level of entrance

with the chin turned slightly toward the right and tilted slightly

downward. The track proceeded from front to back, right to left,

and downward.

(87) The extent of deformation of the recovered bullet fragment

was consistent with the damage to be expected after a similar missile

strikes the mandible and vertebra. The X-rays also indicate that only

one bullet struck Dr. King.

(88) The panel concluded that Dr. King's injuries and the damage

to his clothing were entirely consistent with that caused by a single

bullet fired from a .30-06 caliber rifle.
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IV. MEDICAL TREATMENT OF DR. KING

(89) The panel reviewed a 14-page report concerning the treatment

of Dr. King in emergency room No. 1 , St. Joseph Hospital, Memphis,

Tenn., on April 4, 1968. (10) The report contained the following

material :

(a) Acover letter listing the contents.

(b) A handwritten note releasing Dr. King's body to a funeral

director.

(c) A list of therapeutic procedures.

(d) A note by registered Nurse M. Steinkirch listing the doctors

who were in the emergency room.

(e) A note from Shelby County medical examiner Dr. Jerry T.

Francisco regarding duplicate copies of Dr. King's X-rays.

(f) A typewritten description of events in the emergency room by

T. J. Galyon, M.D. ( 3 pages)

(g) A typewritten description of events in the emergency room

by J. N. Barrasso, M.D. (2 pages)

(h) Atypewritten neurosurgical report by D. Frederick Gioia, M.D.

( i) The electrocardiograph report on Dr. King including a card-

board folder that contained the terminal electrocardiogram

strip with readings. (2 pages)

(j ) A St. Joseph Hospital press release concerning the death of

Dr. King (unsigned) .

(90) The report indicated that Dr. King was admitted to the emer-

gency room at about 6:15 p.m. , on April 4, 1968. He was pronounced

dead by Dr. J. N. Barrasso at 7:05 p.m. During this time variously,

12 physicians, a registered nurse, a practical nurse, and an attendant

treated Dr. King.

(91 ) Dr. Galyon, the only doctor in emergency room 1 at 6:15 p.m.,

initially examined Dr. King when he was admitted . He noted that

he was unconscious and had "a large gaping wound in the root of

the neck on the right side ***" (11) that was not actively bleeding,

and blood covered his neck, right shoulder, and clothing. Dr. Galyon

began blood transfusions after he detected a palpable pulse and a

heart tone "of good quality". (12) Dr. John Reisser started a second

transfusion in the saphenous vein of the left ankle.

(92) The chief surgical resident, Dr. Brown, arrived at the emer-

gency room at 6:18 p.m. He noticed that Dr. King was not breathing

and began a tracheotomy incision into the neck to assist breathing.

Dr. Barrasso, general surgeon, arrived at 6:22 p.m. , and assisted with

the tracheotomy. Following the establishment of an airway, little

heart tone could be heard. An electrocardiogram showed poor to no

heart function. Intracardiac adrenalin injections and cardiac chest

massage were attempted without success.

(93) Dr. Galyon, with Dr. Barrasso and a neurosurgeon, Dr. D.

Frederick Gioia, explored the large wounds in the face and neck. In

his report, Dr. Galyon described the wound : (13)

(94) There was a large wound through the right side of the face

with broken shattered fragments of mandible lying in the

wound. The wound opened directly into the mouth ***. The

wound in the right side of the neck was in the immediate
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supravascular area with approximately a 5-inch wound with

massive soft tissue damage ***. The apex of the right lung

was extending up into the wound. Through the wound could

be palpated a large bony defect in the region of the pedicle

and body of the first, second, and third dorsal spines or per-

haps the C7, T1, and T2 vertebral bodies. The spinal cord was

felt to be completely absent from where it should normally

have been, posterior to the bodies of the upper thoracic and

lower cervical vertebrae. The bullet tract [ sic ] had apparently

completely transected the cord in shattering these posterior

elements and posterior edges of the vertebral bodies.

Dr. Gioia, the neurosurgeon, confirmed the damage to the seventh

cervical and second thoracic vertebrae noting "loss of spinal cord sub-

stance," according to Dr. Barrasso's report. ( 14) Barrasso also wrote

that Dr. King's jugular vein had been severed.

(95) Dr. Joe Wilhite, a chest surgeon, and Dr. Julian Fleming, an

internist, were consulted . Resuscitative measures continued but the

electrocardiogram indicated diminished activity and then no activity.

Dr. King's eyes dilated and showed no reaction. Dr. Barrasso noted

"no response of any kind of vital signs" and he pronounced Dr. King

dead at 7:05 p.m., 50 minutes after he was admitted to the emergency

room . (15)

(96) On June 10, 1978 , the members of the forensic pathology panel

met with Dr. Galyon and Dr. Brown in Memphis, Tenn. (16)

(97) Dr. Galyon explained to the panel that Dr. King was accom-

panied by his close friend Rev. Ralph David Abernathy when he was

brought into the emergency room. A pulse was present, but he was

completely comatose, unresponsive, and breathing ineffectively. He

was not actively bleeding, probably the result of shock. Primary re-

suscitative measures were started immediately. Catheters were inserted

into the veins for blood transfusions and Dr. Brown began a tra-

cheotomy. An electrocardiogram showed that heart function was

abnormal but there was an indication of heart rhythm. Dr. Brown

recalled that the tracheotomy took about 5 minutes. He said he made

an incision "separate and apart from the principal perforation," surgi-

cally enlarging the lower neck wound to perform the operation, and

there was no difficulty in establishing an airway. (17) (See fig. 2. )

(98) Once resuscitative measures were begun, Dr. Galyon attempted

to assess the extent of Dr. King's injuries. He noticed two separate

injuries, one in the face and one in the neck, that appeared to be

entrance and reentrance wounds. The lower wound in the neck was

surgically enlarged during the resuscitative measures. There was no

surgical enlargement of the upper jaw wound. Dr. Galyon said frag-

ments of bone "were visible in the wound of the mandible." (18) He

was uncertain whether the neck wound was caused by bullet frag-

ments alone, or by bullet fragments together with mandibular bone

as "secondary projectiles." (19)

(99) Dr. Galyon reviewed slides with the panel portraying Dr.

King's wounds and said that it was his impression that there were no

powder burns, noting that there was no tattooing or soiling, character-

istic of such burns. (20)
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(100) In response to a rumor that a police officer put his hand in Dr.

King's wound and tried to feel the bullet, Dr. Galyon said that only

medical personnel touched the wound. (21).

(101 ) The panel concluded , based on the hospital records and inter-

views, that the emergency medical treatment administered to Dr. King

was entirely proper and appropriate. Cardiopulmonary resuscitative

measures, transfusions, a tracheotomy, and surgical exploration of

the right side of the neck were performed. When Dr. King was

brought in at 6:15 p.m., although he showed a pulse and weak heart-

beat, the panel determined that his brain had been irreparably dam-

aged from lack of oxygen. As Dr. Michael Baden noted in his testi-

mony before the committee on August 15, 1978, Dr. King

could have been pronounced dead at 6:18 or 6:20, if they-

the doctors-had wished but it is clearly the judgment of our

panel from what the doctors told us, from the autopsy report

and from other independent evidence that the nature and ex-

tent of the injuries to Dr. King were such that in no way,

shape, or form could he have at that time or could he pres-

ently, with all additional medical knowledge that we have,

could he have been saved from dying. (22)

V. EVALUATION OF THE AUTOPSY REPORT

(102) The panel reviewed Shelby County, Tenn . , medical examiner

Dr. Francisco's autopsy report (23) and related materials, including :

(a) Autopsy report, dated April 11 , 1968.

(b) Autopsy protocol, dated April 11 , 1968 .

(c) Report of the external examination of Dr. King's body. (5 pp. )

(d) Diagrams with Dr. Francisco's marks and notations indicating

the location of Dr. King's wounds, measurements, and so

forth . (4 pp .)

(e) Microscopic summary, dated June 10, 1968 , and signed

Thomas C. Littlejohn, Jr. , chief medical examiner, State of

Tennessee. (2 pp.)

(f) Report of investigation by county medical examiner, dated

April 4 , 1968, signed by Dr. Jerry T. Francisco . (2 pp .)

(g) Case report , office of the Shelby County medical examiner,

dated April 4, 1968, concerning the bullet fragment Dr.

Francisco recovered from Dr. King's body and turned over to

Lt. J. D. Hamby, Memphis Police Department.

(h) Identification of body, dated April 4, 1968, signed by Dr.

Ralph D. Abernathy, "friend and associate". (2 pp .)

(i) University of Tennessee Toxicology and Chemical Pathology

Report, dated May 2, 1968, signed by E. Faye Sinclair, M.D.

(j) University of Tennessee neuropathology report, dated April 30 ,

1968, microscopic description , submitted by J. H. Garcia, M.D.

(4 pp.)

(k) Memphis Police Department homicide report, dated August 15 ,

1968 , indicating name of the accused , James Earl Ray.
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(1) Recommendation and order for autopsy, dated April 4 , 1968.

The recommendation is signed by Dr. Francisco and J. W

Ross, Shelby County coroner. Notice of impending autopsy

to Coretta Scott King, Atlanta Ga. , signed by Shelby County,

Tenn. district attorney general Phil N. Canale. Return,

signed by Lt. J. L. Harrison. Order for autopsy signed by

Phil N. Čanale.

(m) Release of the body to R. S. Lewis Funeral Home, signed by

Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy.

(n) Telegram to Dr. J. T. Francisco from Mrs. Martin Luther

King, Jr., dated June 28, 1966. Request for a copy of the

autopsy report.

(0) St. Joseph Hospital Department of Roentgenology report

concerning April 4 , 1968, X-rays of Dr. King indicating

injuries to the cervical and thoracic spine.

(p) Certificate of death for Dr. King, dated April 5 , 1968 , signed

by Dr. Francisco .

(q ) To-whom-it-may-concern letter, dated May 23, 1978 , signed

J. T. Francisco, W.D. , concerning destruction of organ samples

taken at Dr. King's autopsy.

The panel also reviewed Dr. Francisco's testimony from the March 10,

1969 guilty plea hearing of James Earl Ray. (24)

( 103 ) The records reviewed by the panel indicated that immediately

following Dr. King's death on April 4, 1968 , Shelby County coroner

J. W. Ross and medical examiner Jerry T. Francisco, M.D., recom-

mended to Shelby County District Attorney General Phil N. Canale

that an autopsy be performed on the body of Dr. King. At 9:30 of the

evening of Dr. King's death, Mr. Canale notified the next of kin,

Coretta Scott King, Atlanta, Ga., that he was ordering an autopsy.

He then told Dr. Francisco to perform the post mortem operation . (25)

(104 ) According to the autopsy report, Dr. Francisco began the

procedure at 10:45 p.m., on April 4, 1968. (26) In his report, dated

April 11 , 1968, Francisco indicated that the cause of death was a

"gunshot wound to spinal column, lower cervical, upper thoracic. ” (27)

In the narrative of findings, he wrote :

(105) Death was the result of a gunshot wound to the chin and

neck with a total transection of the lower cervical and upper

thoracic spinal cord and other structures in the neck. The

direction of the wounding was from front to back, above

downward and from right to left . The severing of the spinal

cord at this level and to this extent was a wound that was

fatal very shortly after its occurrence. (28)

( 106) Francisco completed his final pathological diagnoses in the

April 11 , 1968, autopsy report, (29) ( See addenda ) :

Primary Series

I. Instant gunshot wound to body and face

A. Fracture of right mandible

B. Laceration of vertebral artery, jugular vein and sub-

clavian artery, right

C. Fracture of spine (T-1, C-7)

D. Laceration of spinal cord (lower cervical , upper

thoracic)
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E. Submucosal hemorrhage, larynx

F. Intrapulmonary hematoma, apex right upper lobe

Secondary series

1. Remote scars

2. Pleural adhesions

3. Fatty change liver, moderate

4. Arteriosclerosis, moderate

5. Venous cut-downs

6. Tracheotomy

(107) In his report , Dr. Francisco noted various evidence of surgical

efforts that had been made in an attempt to resuscitate Dr. King

including packing and clamping the neck wound ; a tracheotomy ;

incisions in the inner left elbow and inner left ankle ; insertion of a

thoracotomy tube in the right side of the chest near the right axilla

(armpit) ; and injections of medication made directly into the heart

from the front. (30) He also described evidence of prior surgery, in-

cluding an 8-inch horizontal scar above the right breast, a 61/2 -inch

midfrontal scar on the upper chest and a small scar below and to

the side of the right breast. Internal examination showed scarring

between the right lung and the inner chest wall. (31) These scars were

the results of a stabbing in 1957 and the resultant treatment at a New

York City hospital. The committee attempted to obtain for review

the 1957 medical records and X-rays from Harlem Hospital, New

York City, where Dr. King was treated. The hospital administrator

advised the committee that despite a careful search, the X-rays and

records could not be located . Apart from the gunshot wound, the

internal organs were normal except that the heart was slightly en-

larged, weighing 450 grams, there was evidence of moderate arterio-

sclerosis of the coronary arteries, and the liver showed moderate fatty

change. (32) A May 2, 1968, toxicology report, prepared by Dr. E.

Faye Sinclair, M.D., of the University of Tennessee Institute of Pa-

thology at the request of Dr. Francisco, indicated extremely small

amounts of alcohol present in the blood and urine specimens removed

at the time of the autopsy. (33)

(108 ) Dr. Francisco described Dr. King's wounds in his report on

the external marks and scars :(34)

(109) * There is an extensive excavating lesion affecting

the right side of the beginning at a point 1 inch lateral to the

right corner of the mouth and one-half inch inferior to the

right corner of the mouth that measures approximately 3

inches in length. At the superior aspect of this gaping wound

there is an abrasion collar that measures one-eighth of an inch

in maximum thickness, having brownish discoloration present

at the superior margin. Adjacent to this area there is extensive

laceration of the soft tissues of the face with a fracturing of

the right side of the mandible. A re-approximation ofthe tis-

sues reveals the laceration to extend to the base ofthe neck and

into the base of the neck with intervening skin unaffected in

this area. The second penetrating wound at the base of the

neck in the superior aspect of the chest measures 3 inches in

length. The missile path is through the external jugular vein

and vertebral artery. There is a penetration into the lateral

42-636 0 - 79 - 3
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aspect of the base of the neck into the upper thoracic and

lower cervical cord totally severing the lower cervical and

upper thoracic cord passing through the spinal column at

the level of C7 and T1 into the posterior aspect of the back.

The bullet is removed from the posterior aspect of the back,

56 inches superior to the right heel and 55½ inches superior

to the left heel , 3 inches to the left ofthe midline of the spine

in the medial aspect of the left scapula. The entrance wound

is 61½ inches superior to the right heel and 59 inches superior

to the right heel with the head turned and positioned so that

the wound in the face corresponds with the path of the

missile into the neck and spine. The total thickness from the

entrance wound to the posterior aspect of the back is 812

inches in thickness. The angle of the penetrating wound is

approximately 45 ° from a sagittal plane at an angle from

right to left inferiorly and anterior to posteriorly at about a

30° angle with a coronal plane.

Dr. Francisco also noted about 25 cubic centimeters of blood in the

right thoracic cavity and some subpleural hemorrhage "affecting the

right and left (lung) in the posterior apex. " (35) His examination of

the left lung indicated a diffuse congestion and "hemorrhage affecting

the right upper lobe" of that lung. (36)

( 110) Dr. Thomas C. Littlejohn, Jr., chief medical examiner for

the State of Tennessee, noted in the June 10, 1968 , "Microscopic Sum-

mary" that his examination of Dr. King's skin samples showed

"Blackened debris throughout the hemorrhagic area of the dermis

having no identifiable form." (37)

(111) Dr. J. H. Garcia, University of Tennessee Division of Neuro-

pathology, found the brain to be normal on gross and microscopic

examination. (38) Dr. Garcia noted, however, that no samples were

submitted from the injured part of the spinal cord. (See panel's

analysis of microscopic evidence . )

(112) During the course of the autopsy, Dr. Francisco removed a

bullet fragment from Dr. King's back and identified it by scratching

the number "252" in the base of the fragment. (39) He gave it to Lt.

J. D. Hamby, Memphis Police Department. When he measured the

body in the anatomic position, Dr. Francisco determined that the

bullet fragment had lodged 56 inches above the right heel, 55½ inches

above the left heel, and 3 inches to the left ofthe midline of the spine

in the medial aspect of the left scapula . (40) The bullet fragment was

examined by the FBI and the committee's firearms panel. (See report

of the King firearms panel. )

(113 ) Dr. Francisco testified at the March 10, 1969 guilty plea hear-

ing of James Earl Ray for the first degree murder of Dr. King, in the

Shelby County Criminal Court before Judge W. Preston Battle. Dur-

ing the presentation of the prosecution's case against Ray, Francisco

said that his autopsy examination of Dr. King's body "revealed a gun-

shot wound to the right side of the face, passing through the body into

the neck, through the spinal cord at the base of the neck, with the bullet

lodging beneath the skin near the shoulder blade on the left."(41)

He stated that the cause of death was "a gunshot wound to the cervical
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and thoracic spinal cord." (42) Francisco testified that the angle of

the wound was "from above downward, from right to left, passing

through the chin, base of the neck, spinal cord into the back

(43) After discussing his examination of the scene, the Brewer

rooming house and the Lorraine Motel, Dr. Francisco indicated that

the wound Dr. King suffered was consistent with a shot from the

second-floor bathroom window at the rear of the rooming house. (44)

( 114) On June 10, 1978, the panel interviewed Dr. Francisco at his

Memphis office. (45) He discussed the procedures preceding the autopsy,

including his recommendation for an autopsy to Shelby County At-

torney General Phil N. Canale, and the notification of the next of kin,

Mrs. Coretta Scott King in Atlanta. He explained that the require-

ment for permission from the next of kin did not constrain his per-

formance of the examination, including the extent of his dissection . He

emphasized that he was only limited by his own sensibilities and

judgment. (46) The panel concluded that Dr. Francisco had complete

control of the autopsy room and performed the autopsy without as-

sistance and without interference. Dr. Francisco explained that Dr.

Srpunt's name customarily appeared on every autopsy protocol ,

whether or not he was present, because he was head of the pathology

department at that time. Dr. Sprunt was not present at this

autopsy. (47)

( 115) Dr. Francisco also reviewed with the panel photographic slides

that he had taken of Dr. King's injuries. It was his conclusion that

the bullet entered Dr. King's right cheek, exited the jaw and reentered

the neck. Dr. Francisco explained that this finding was based on his

examination and lining up ofthe wound components. (48) (He did not

have access to Dr. King's clothing which had been retained by Mem-

phis police. ) An inner crease of skin on the neck separated the cheek

wound from the neck wound. Dr. Francisco determined that Dr. King

must have had his head downward and to the right at the time of

impact. (49)

( 116) Dr. Francisco described the incision he made to recover the

main bullet fragment from the back that had lodged about 3 inches

to the left ofthe midline. (50) When asked about his failure to dissect

the bullet pathway through Dr. King's body, Dr. Francisco stated

that he believed such a procedure would have been an unnecessary

mutilation of the body and would not have added materially to the

autopsy. (51)

(117) The panel also asked Dr. Francisco about the note "Blackened

debris present throughout the hemorrhagic area of the dermis having

no identifiable form." (52) Although he was unable to identify the

material, Dr. Francisco said he had concluded that it was not gun-

powder and that there was no evidence of powder burns in or around

Dr. King's wound. (53)

(118) The panel raised the possibility with Dr. Francisco that the

procedure for notification of the next of kin had the potential to

impair a medical examiner's ability to exercise freely his medical

judgment. (54) Under Tennessee law in 1968, an autopsy could be

performed at the discretion of the prosecutor, but only after a rather

cumbersome formal notification of the next of kin by legal service of

notice of intent to perform an autopsy. In this case, however, Dr.
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Francisco stated neither the prosecutor, Mr. Phil N. Canale, nor

the next of kin, Mrs. Coretta Scott King, hindered him and he was

under no constraints.

(119) Dr. Francisco documented his autopsy findings with photo-

graphs and a written report. (55) The panel did conclude that the

autopsy was deficient in some points, particularly the failure to ex-

plore the wound and track. The extent of injury to the blood vessels

and other structures in the neck and the spinal cord remains unclear.

It is not apparent, for example, whether the common carotid artery

was torn, although it does appear that the subclavian artery was torn.

Such a distinction may have no importance with respect to the sur-

vivability of Dr. King, but accurate documentation of all injuries is

desirable in all homicidal deaths in anticipation of issues known or

unknown at the time of the autopsy that may arise later and to permit

others to independently review the findings. Nevertheless, the medical

reports, photographs, and X-rays do supplement the autopsy report

sufficiently to permit adequate evaluations of these injuries.

(120) Further, Dr. Francisco noted in his report that the cause of

Dr. King's death was the missile's severance of the spinal cord, the

main pathway of all nerve impulses from the brain to the rest of the

body. He reached this conclusion based on his autopsy and subsequent

discussions with other doctors, but the bullet track was not dissected

because he believed that such dissection would be an unnecessary muti-

lation of the body. He made this decision because of his own sensi-

bilities. As a result, the panel in the review of the evidence could not

determine conclusively whether the spinal cord was indeed severed.

Even if the spinal cord was not destroyed by the bullet, the lines of

force emanating fromthe missile could have caused significant damage

to the spinal cord. (Much of the hemorrhaging and destruction of

tissues in the face and neck were caused by such emanating lines of

force and not by direct physical contact with the bullet. )

(121 ) The panel concurred with Dr. Francisco's conclusion that Dr.

King died as the result of a single high velocity bullet wound of the

face that proceeded through the body and that these injuries were

rapidly fatal despite proper medical attention.

VI. ORIGIN OF THE SHOT

(122 ) In Memphis, Tenn. , on the morning of June 10, 1978, the panel

met with Mr. Herbert Koogle and Mr. Joseph Stewart of Koogle and

Pouls Engineering, Inc. , Albuquerque, N. Mex. , the committee's engi-

neering consultants. The purpose of the meeting was to review the

crime scene-the roominghouse at 418-42212 South Main Street and

the Lorraine Motel at 406 Mulberry Street . (Fig. 10 indicates the rela-

tionship of these buildings. The measurements and relationships to

scale are included in the civil engineering survey report. )
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CRIME SCENE
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FIGURE 10.-Diagram of the homicide scene.

(123) The roominghouse at 418-4222 South Main Street, a brick

building with wood interior, is in the middle of a block of storefront

buildings. Access was through a narrow door, and a flight of steps

led to the second story. A hallway extended from front to rear along

the left side as one faced the rear of the building. A small bathroom

with a window in the rear wall on the left side as one faces the back-

yard was at the extreme left rear of the building. The window sash,

which could be raised about a foot, revealed a view of the backyard

and Lorraine Motel across the street. One could make out the location

where Dr. King had been standing when shot, although foliage, shown

in 1968 photographs reviewed by the panel, had grown considerably

since the assassination . (The angles and measurements from the win-

dowsill to the victim are detailed in the civil engineering survey

report. ) The rearmost bedroom was on the right of the second floor

of the building. Immediately in front of this rearmost room was room

5-B. Posing as John Willard, James Earl Ray rented this room on

April 4, 1968. Its two windows faced the wall of the adjacent building

only a few feet away. A view from these windows toward the Lorraine

Motel was possible by leaning out of either window, but foliage

blocked the viewofthe motel.

(124) At the left rear of the building, in front of the bathroom, a

steep flight of wooden steps led to the ground level where a door

opened into the backyard. In 1978, the backyard was a garden. Foliage

at ground level was rather dense along the retaining wall separating

these premises from the street below.

(125) The panel also examined the Lorraine Motel at 406 Mulberry

Street. The motel, an L-shaped building of two stories, faced a park-

ing lot and a swimming pool. An outside balcony ran along the second
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story with access by outside stairways. The longest facade ofthe motel

was parallel to Mulberry Street. A glass enclosure, erected since the

assassination, covered the second- floor balcony outside room 306, the

place where Dr. King was standing when shot. A wall plaque and

flowers identified this area as the assassination site. The glass enclosure

consists of sliding doors affording an opportunity to stand in the

approximate location and position of the victim. When one faces away

from the building, the balcony stretches straight to the right to a

right -angle wing of the building. Immediately to the left the balcony

curves sharply rearward alongside room 306.

(126 ) Members of the panel simulated Dr. King's position at the

moment he was struck. He was standing on the second-floor balcony

of the Lorraine Motel, talking with someone in the courtyard one

story below and slightly to his right, according to information the

committee supplied to the panel. The bullet pathway, as identified

at the autopsy, was entirely consistent with a shot from his right and

slightly above. Dr. King collapsed immediately, his feet adjacent to

the railing, knees bent, back on the balcony floor, and head to the

right, as one enters, of the door to room 306. Thus the panel was

able to eliminate certain firing locations such as the firehouse which

wouldhave been to Dr. King's left at the time he was hit.

(127) Although it was impossible to determine how far Dr. King

was leaning forward or backward, the information on his approxi-

mate position immediately limited the possible trajectories and made

the trajectory from the direction of 418-42212 South Main Street

reasonable. If he were standing bolt upright, head straight forward,

in the anatomic position, the point of impact would have been 59

inches off the ground. If he were bent forward in normal posture,

this point could have been as low as 54 inches. The panel determined

that 56 inches off the ground was a reasonable approximation of the

height of the entrance wound, thus giving the engineers a point of

reference above the balcony floor. In consultation with the engineers,

the panel concluded that the difference in the trajectory from the

backyard or the bathroom window was between 54 and 59 inches.

The sensitivity of the engineering equipment was much greater than

the autopsy findings, which the forensic pathology panel believed

could not distinguish 5 degrees or 10 degrees of trajectory in this

situation.

(128 ) Based on its examination of the scene and the available medi-

cal evidence, the panel concluded that the bullet that struck Dr. King

came from across Mulberry Street from the right. The shot came

from an elevation higher than 8.5 feet, the height of the retaining

wall on Mulberry Street, opposite the parking lot of the Lorraine

Motel, from either the backyard of 418-42212 South Main Street or

from the building. Above the retaining wall the yard, now a garden,

slopes quickly upward at an angle from a point 56 inches above the

balcony floor, the approximate height of Dr. King's right cheek at

the moment he was shot. This point is horizontal to the backyard level.

A prone rifleman could not have fired the shot that caused Dr. King's

injuries. Either a rifleman standing at the bushy edge of the yard

firing slightly downward at a vertical angle of 2 degrees 20 minutes,

or one firing downward from the second- floor bathroom window at

the rear of 418-42212 South Main Street at a vertical angle of 4 de-
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grees 36 minutes, at a slope of 207.17 feet from the window to the vic-

tim could have caused the wound pathway. It is not possible, from

the medical evidence, to rule out either possible location of the assassin

because the difference of 2 degrees 16 minutes was negligible medically,

and because it was impossible to determine the precise posture of

Dr. King at the moment he was hit. This determination must be made

from evidence other than that derived from wound analysis . (See

report of civil engineering survey.)

(129) The panel concluded that either firing position, the backyard

or the bathroom window, was consistent with the bullet trajectory in

the body.

VII. CONCLUSION

(130) The medical panel concluded that the injuries to Dr. King

and the damage to his clothing were caused by a single bullet fired

from a .30-06-caliber rifle. The emergency medical treatment of Dr.

King at St. Joseph Hospital was appropriate. Although his report

of the autopsy of Dr. King's body was deficient in some respects, the

panel concluded that Dr. Francisco's autopsy was performed without

constraint or pressure from any source and that he conducted a gen-

erally thorough post mortem examination . Based on the medical evi-

dence it examined, the panel was unable to determine the exact point

of origin of the shot that killed Dr. King, but it did eliminate certain

possibilities and determined that the injuries to Dr. King were en-

tirely consistent with a shot originating from the second-floor bath-

room at the rear of the roominghouse at 418-42212 South Main Street,

a point of origin suggested by other nonmedical evidence.
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PROVISIONAL ( )

FINAL

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER

859 Hadison Avenue

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

AUTOPSY REPORT

NOAGS - 252CASE NO

COUNTY Shelby

NAME OF DECEDENT Martin Luther King, Jr. RACEN SEX. MAGE 39

HOME ADDRESS Atlanta , Georgia
CITY OR TOWN STATENUMBER OR STREET

COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINER J. T. Francisco, M.D.

ADDRESS
Memphis, Tennessee

DISTRICT ATTORNEY GENERAL Phil A. Canale

ADDRESS

ANATOMICAL DIAGNOSIS .

Memphis, Tennessee

Gunshot wound to body and face with:

Fracture of mandible

Laceration vertebral artery , jugular vein and sub-

clavian artery , right ,

Laceration of spinal cord (lower cervical , upper

thoracic) ,

Intrapulmonary hematoma apex, right upper lobe

CAUSE OF DEATH _Gunshot wound to spinal column, lower cervical, upper

thoracic

NARRATIVE OF FINDINGS Death was the result of a gunshot wound to the

chin and neck with a total transection of the lower cervical and

upper thoracic spinal cord and other structures in the neck. The

direction of the wounding was from front to back, above downward and

from right to left . The severing of the spinal cord at this level

and to this extent was a wound that was fatal very shortly after its

occurrence .

The purpose of this report is to provide a certified opinion to the County Medical

Examiner and the District Attorney General. The facts and findings to support these con-

clusions are filed with the office of the State Medical Examiner.

DATE April 11 , 1968 SIGNATURE : M.D.
Francisco

ADDRESS 858 Madison Avenue -Memphis , Tennessee

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH - 144
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• Form 388

THE CITY OF MEMPHIS HOSPITALS

AUTOPSY PROTOCOL

Autopsy No. A68-252 Service Med . Ex . Hospital No

Name Martin Luther King , Jr. Age 39

Date of Admission DOA Date and Hour of Death 4-4-68

Race Negr
o
Sex Mal

e

Unkn
own

-Appr
oxim

atel
y

P.M.

Date and Hour of Autopsy 4-4-68 10:45 P.M.

Pathologist Drs.Sprunt and Francisco Assistant

Checked by Date Completed
4-11

-68

FINAL PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS

PRIMARY SRIES :

I. Distant gunshot wound to body and face

A. Fracture of right mandible

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Laceration of vertebral artery, jugular vein and subclavian

artery, right

Fracture of spine (T- 1 , C- 7)Laceration of spinal cord (lower cervical , upper thoracic }

Submucosal hemorrhage , larynx

Intrapulmonary hematoma, apex right upper lobe

SECONDARY SERIES :

1. Remote scars as described

2 .

3 .

4 .

5.

6.

Pleural adhesions

Fatty change liver, moderate

Arteriosclerosis , moderate

Venous cut -downs

Tracheostomy

LABORATORY FINDINGS :

Blood Alcohol 0.01%
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A63-252

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION OF THE BODY

This is a well developed, well nourished flegro male measuring 69 1/2

inches in length and weighing approximately 140 pounds . The hair is

black, the eyes are brown . There is a line mustache present.

EXTERNAL MARKS AND SCARS

There is a remote midline scar present in the center of the chest

and a remote scar present extending to the right axilla measuring 8 .

inches in length . There is a sutured vertical surgical incision present

at the base of the neck. A sutured incision is present in the right chest

at the anterior axillary line . Three needle punctures are present in the
precordium, having no hemorrhage present surrounding the area. There are

blood splatters present on the palm and dorsum of the right hand . A remote

scar is present in the right lateral chest . Sutured incisions are present

in the left ante cubital fossa , one that is obliquely directed measuring

2 inches in length , one that is horizontally directed measuring 1 inch in

length . There are two sutured incisions present on the medial aspect of the

left ankle. The superior incision measuring 2 inches in length , the inferior

incision measuring 1/4 inch in length . There is an extensive excavating

lesion affecting the right side of the face beginning at a point 1 inch lat-

eral to the right corner of the mouth and 1/2 inch inferior to the right

corner of the mouth that measures approximately 3 inches in length . At the

superior aspect of this gaping wound there is an abrasion collar that measures

1/8 of an inch in maximum thickness , having brownish discoloration present

at the superior margin . Adjacent to this area there is extensive laceration

of the soft tissues of the face with a fracturing of the right side of the

candible . A re-approximation of the tissues reveals the laceration to extend

to the base of the neck and into the base of the neck with intervening skin

unaffected in this area . The second penetrating wound at the base of the

neck in the superior aspect of the chest measures 3 inches in length . The

missile path is through the external jugular vein and vertebral artery.

There is a penetration into the lateral aspect of the base of the neck into

the upper thoracic and lower cervical cord totally severing the lower cervical

and upper thoracic cord passing through the spinal column at the level of C7

and T into the posterior aspect of the back . The bullet is removed from the

posterior aspect of the back, 56 inches superior to the right heel and 55 1/2

inches superior to the left heel , 3 inches to the left of the midline of the

spine in the medial aspect of the left scapula . The entrance wound is 61 1/2

inches superior to the right heel and 59 inches superior to the right heel with

the head turned and positioned so that the wound in the face corresponds with

the path of the missile into the neck and spine . The total thickness from the

entrance wound to the posterior aspect of the back is 8 1/2 inches in thickness .

The angle of the penetrating wound is approximately 45° from a sagittal plane

at an angle from right to left inferiorly and anterior to posteriorly at

about a 30° angle with a coronal plane .

SECTION

The abdominal panniculus measures an inch in maximum thickness . The

skeletal muscles are red and fibillary. There is scarring present over the

right anterior-superior chest with pleural adhesions present in this area .
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Form 388

THE CITY OF MEMPHIS HOSPITALS

AUTOPSY PROTOCOL

Autopsy No. A68-252 Service Hed. Ex . Hospital No.

Name Martin Luther King , Jr. Age 39 Race Negro Sex
Male

Unknown-Approximately

Date ofAdmission DOA

Date and Hour of Autopsy 4-4-68

Date and Hour of Death 4-4-68

10:45 P.M.

P.M.

Pathologist Drs . Sprunt and Francisco Assistant

Checked by Date Completed 4-11-68

FINAL PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS

PRIMARY SIRIES :

I. Distant gunshot wound to body and face

A. Fracture of right mandible

B. Laceration of vertebral artery, jugular vein and subclavian

artery, right

C.

D.

Fracture of spine (T- 1 , C-7)

Laceration of spinal cord (lower cervical , upper thoracic )

E. Submucosal hemorrhage , larynx

F. Intrapulmonary hematoma, apex right upper lobe

SECONDARY SERIES :

1. Remote scars as described

2 .

3.

4 .

5.

6.

Pleural adhesions

Fatty change liver, moderate

Arteriosclerosis , moderate

Venous cut - downs

Tracheostomy

LABORATORY FINDINGS :

Blood Alcohol 0.01%
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A63-252

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION OF THE BODY

This is a well developed, well nourished flegro male measuring 69 1/2

inches in length and weighing approximately 140 pounds . The hair is

black, the eyes are brown . There is a line mustache present .

EXTERNAL HARKS AND SCARS

There is a remote midline scar present in the center of the chest

and a remote scar present extending to the right axilla measuring 8

inches in length . There is a sutured vertical surgical incision present

at the base of the neck. A sutured incision is present in the right chest

at the anterior axillary line . Three needle punctures are present in the

precordium , having no hemorrhage present surrounding the area . There are

blood splatters present on the palm and dorsum of the right hand . A remote

scar is present in the right lateral chest . Sutured incisions are present

in the left ante cubital fossa , one that is obliquely directed measuring

2 inches in length , one that is horizontally directed measuring 1 inch in

length. There are two sutured incisions present on the medial aspect of the

left ankle . The superior incision measuring 2 inches in length, the inferior

incision measuring 1/4 inch in length . There is an extensive excavating .

lesion affecting the right side of the face beginning at a point 1 inch lat-

eral to the right corner of the mouth and 1/2 inch inferior to the right

corner of the mouth that measures approximately 3 inches in length . At the

superior aspect of this gaping wound there is an abrasion collar that measures

1/8 of an inch in maximum thickness , having brownish discoloration present

at the superior margin . Adjacent to this area there is extensive laceration

of the soft tissues of the face with a fracturing of the right side of the

mandible . A re-approximation of the tissues reveals the laceration to extend

to the base of the neck and into the base of the neck with intervening skin

unaffected in this area. The second penetrating wound at the base of the

neck in the superior aspect of the chest measures 3 inches in length . The

missile path is through the external jugular vein and vertebral artery.

There is a penetration into the lateral aspect of the base of the neck into

the upper thoracic and lower cervical cord totally severing the lower cervical

and upper thoracic cord passing through the spinal column at the level of C7

and T1 into the posterior aspect of the back. The bullet is removed from the

posterior aspect of the back, 56 inches superior to the right heel and 55 1/2

inches superior to the left heel , 3 inches to the left of the midline of the

spine in the medial aspect of the left scapula. The entrance tound is 61 1/2

inches superior to the right heel and 59 inches superior to the right heel with

the head turned and positioned so that the wound in the face corresponds with

the path of the missile into the neck and spine . The total thickness from the

entrance wound to the posterior aspect of the back is 8 1/2 inches in thickness .

The angle of the penetrating wound is approximately 45° from a sagittal plane

at an angle from right to left inferiorly and anterior to posteriorly at

about a 30° angle with a coronal plane .

SECTION

The abdominal panniculus measures an inch in maximum thickness . The

skeletal muscles are red and fibillary. There is scarring present over the

right anterior- superior chest with pleural adhesions present in this area .
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BODY CAVITIES

There is approximately 25cc. of blood present within the right thoracic

cavity and some subpleural hemorrhage that is present affecting the right

and the left in the posterior apex . The missile did not enter the right

pleural cavity.

HEART:

AORTA:

ESOPHAGUS:

TR.CHEA:

LUNGS:

BRAIN:

KIDNEYS:

GROSS DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANS

The heart weighs 450 grams . The myocardium is pale

brown . The valvular surfaces reveal no significant

changes . There is focal yellowing of the subendo-

cardial areas affecting the left aspect of the inter-

ventricular septum . The right ventricle measures

5cm . in maximum thickness . The left ventricle

measures 20. in naximum thickness . The coronary

ostia originate in normal position and have a normal

distribution over the epicardial surface. There is

minimal intimal proliferation present . Focal yellow

placueing is present in the ascending aspect of the

aortic arch but ulceration is not present. There is

no significant dilatation affecting the chambers of

the heart.

Focal yellow plaques are present throughout the

aorta but ulceration and calcification is not present.

The great vessels originate normally. There is

perivascular hemorrhage affecting the right carotid

artery but no penetration of the wall . The right

subclavian artery is lacerated.

Partially digested food fragments are present throughout

the esophagus.

Hemorrhagic mucoid material is present throughout the

upper trachea .

The right lung weighs 300 grams . The left lung weighs

325 grams . There is diffuse congestion , consolidation

⚫ and hemorrhage affecting the right upper lobe of the

lung. Frothy fluid is expressable from the sectioned

surface. There is minimal wrinkling of the pleura

diffusely throughout the pulmonary parenchyra .

The brain weighs 1400 grams . There is some flattening

of the gyri and narrowing of the sulci . The cerebral

vessels are symmetrical . There is no subdural ,

epidural , cr extradural hemorrhage present . There is

no significant flattening throughout the cerebral vessels .

The kidneys weigh 175 grams on the left and 150 grans

on the right. The capsular surface is smooth . The

parenchyma is of normal coloration . The cortical-

nedullary junction is proainent.
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PANCREAS:

LAPYHX:

THYROID:

SPLEEN:

STCHACH:

DUODENUM:

GALLBLADDER :

LIVER:

BLADDER:

PROSTATE:

COLON:

SHALL INTESTINE :

ADRENALS:

The pancreatic parenchyma is well preserved . The

lobular pattern is preserved . There is no fatty

infiltration present . The parenchyma is yellowish-

grey.

There is diffuse hemorrhage present throughout the

superior larynx along with submucosal hemorrhage

that is present within the intra-laryngeal areas .

There is a tracheostomy perforation that is superior

to the thyroid penetrating to the right of the pyra-

midal lobe.

No significant changes .

The spleen weighs 80 grams . The capsule is wrinkled .

There is no capsular thickening present . The follicles

are not prominent .

The stomach contains approximately 10cc . of partially

digested food fragments . There is no ulceration present .

No significant changes .

The gallbladder contains approximately 5cc . of light

green bile . No stones are present.

The liver weighs 1600 grams . The parenchyma is pale

yellowish-brown . The lobular pattern is accentuated .

Theparenchyma is quite soft.

There is approximately 25cc . of cloudy yellow urine

present.

No significant gross abnormalities are present .

The appendix is present. The colonic contents is normal .

There is alternately liquid and gaseous distention

present throughout the small intestine.

The adrenals are in normal position and weigh 8 grams

together. The cortex is bright yellow. The medulla

is grey.
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AG8-252

LUNG :

PANCREAS:

KIDNEY :

THYROID :

LIVER :

ADRENAL:

SPLEEN:

HEART :

SKIN:

MICROSCOPIC SUMMARY

Focal areas of intra-alveolar hemorrhage are present

throughout . Otherwise the alveoli are well preserved

without hyperdistention or collapse . There is a loss

of bronchial epithelium free within the lumens of the

bronchioles . The pulmonary vessels reveal no signifi-

cant changes .

The pancreatic parenchyma is well preserved . The islets

and acini are well preserved . There is minimal conges-

tion present but no fibrosis or hemorrhage.

The glomeruli and tubules are well preserved . There is

no parenchymal fibrosis evident or vascular prolifera-

tion present . The tubules are filled with eosinophilic

material . There is no collapse of the tubular lumen .

The follicles are uniform and regular . Thereis a small

quantity of extravasation of mature erythrocytes into

peri-follicular locations . Cellular inflammatory reac-

tion is not present . There is no margination of poly-

morphonuclear leucocytes within the areas of hemorrhage .

There is diffuse cytoplasmic vacuolation throughout the

hepatic cytoplasm being distributed throughout the lo-

bules and in both pericentral and periportal locations .

A small number of mononuclear cells are present in por

tal areas . There is some variation in size , shape of

the hepatic nuclei . The vacuoles that are present are

irregular in size , being numerous in some cells and

being single large vacuoles in others with a disruption

of cytoplasmic borders in some .

There is congestion of the inner cortical zones of the

adrenal . The cytoplasm is otherwise well maintained .

The cortico - medullary ratio is maintained .

The follicles are present but without secondary reactive

centers . There is some congestion of the pulp but focal

hemorrhage is not present .

The myocardial fibers are well preserved . The nuclei

are regular . Fibrosis is not present throughout the

myocardium and cellular inflammatory reaction is not

present . The atrium reveals no significant changes .

There is dermal hemorrhage present but no accumulation

of polymorphonuclear leucocytes . Blackened debris is

present throughout the hemorrhagic area of the dermis

having no identifiable form . There is pronounced eo-

sinophilia of the collagen bundles . There is hemorrhage

into the dermal layers with an alteration in the tinc-

torial properties of the epithelium with focal fragmen-

tation of the epithelium adjacent to the area of dermal

hemorrhage .
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CORONARY:

PROSTATE :

There is moderate intimal proliferation along with an

extra cellular deposition of lipid within the sub-.

intimal areas along with lipid filled macrophages pre-

sent in this location . Small foci of perivascular mono-

nuclear cells are present in the regions of most pro-

nounced intimal proliferation .

The glandular elements are well preserved without any

significant increase in collageneous connective tissue .

Inflammatory reaction is not present .
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DECEDENT

HOME
ADDRESS

Memphis and Shelby County

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINER

858 Modison Avenue

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38103

Case No

08-656

A68-252

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION BY COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINER

Wis Mantel L.
First nam Middie asme

KING

allora

City or County StateNumberand Street

CasualtyTYPE OF DEATH: Violent
(Checkone only)

In Prison

Comment

RACE E53x1-4

MWSD OCCUPATION:

Suicide Suddenly when in apparent health

Suspicious, unusual or unnatural

Short

IfMotor Vehicle Accident Check One: Driver

Notificationbyatide

Cremation

Passenger

Address

Clothed Unclothed Partly Clothed

PedestrianD

City

AGE:39

Found Dead

Unknown ]

Investigating Agency

DESCRIPTION OF 2097: Circumcised Yes G ToD

Byeafr

Weight

Hair

: Length

.: Mustacha

: Body Temp.
Pounda Inches

Rigor: Yes No Lysed

+ : Beard

Fahrenbeit

Livor Color

: Date and Time

Р
Fixed Non-Fixed

Marks and Wounds

Irtatcont

chest

Brilledin sutbyofbrd-

Bullit

here

PROBABLE CAUSE OF DEATH MANNER OF DEATH DISPOSITION OF CASE

(Check one only) 1. Not a medical examiner case

NoO
O

Suicide 0 UnknownD Yey No O

Homicide Pending O

Accident O Natural 2. Autopsy requested Yes

Autopsy ordered

Pathologist

I hereby declare that after receiving notice of the death described herein took charge of the body and made inquiries regard-
ing the cause of death in accordance with Section 38-701-38-714 Tennessee Code Annoted, and that the information contained

herein regarding such death is true and corect tothe best of my knowledge and beket .

77-68
The

County of Appointment Justice of County Medical Examiner
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PERSONAL HISTORY: Suicide attempts O

Domestic, premarital or marital conflicts O

culties O Criminal record O

Suicide threats O Hobbies, aptitude and skills with firearms, chemicals, etc.
Financial or business reverses Social or religious conflicts Legal diffi-

Unemployment O Fear of disease Other (specify) ..

CONDUCT BEFORE DEATH: Elforts to prevent help
Refusal to talk O Written declaration of intended suicide

Efforts to obtain help D Suicide attempt : Admitted

Accusations against others O Other (specify)

Denied D

DATE

TIME

MEDICAL EXAMINER
LAST SIIN ALIVE INJURY OR ILLNESS DEATH DISCOVERY VIEW OF BODY POLICE NOTIFIED

4-4-68

NOTIPISO

4-4-687-4-68 Sama

2047 2047

TYPE OF PREMISES ( HOSPITAL, HOTEL . HIGHWAY, ETC.)

INJURY OR ONSET OF
ILLNESS

DEATH

VIEWING OF BODY BY
MEDICAL EXAMINER

LOCATION CITY OR COUNTY

Serrains Mitel-

StGoogle

Mo

MEDICAL ATTENTION AND HOSPITAL OR INSTITUTIONAL CARE

HAME OF PHYSICIAN OR INSTITUTION ADORESS

FOUND DEAD BY

LAST SEEN ALIVE BY

WITNESS TO INJURY OR
ILLNESS AND DEATH

DIAGNOSIS DATK

CIRCUMSTANCES OF DEATH

NAME ADDRESS

"

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING DEATH:

"Thatbyont

oralintatalone Location:
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL UNITS

DIVISION OF NEUROPATHOLOGY

Autopsy Report

Case ": A68-252

Age: 39

Name: King , Martin Luther Jr.

Race: Neqro

Date of Death: April 4 , 1968

Sex: Male

Date of Report: April 12 , 1968

Macroscopic Description

Specimen consists of brain only (weight 1560 gms . ) which

was received fixed in formaldehyde . The specimen has been

resected approximately 1.5 cms . below the lower end of the

medulla (level of the foramen magnum) , and therefore only

this small portion of the cervical spinal cord is available

for examination .

Cerebral hemispheres are symmetrical . There is no evidence

of swelling . There are no atrophic changes . No anatomical

variations or anomalies are observed on external examination.

No areas of softening are felt . The leptomeninges are thin,

glistening , transparent and except for two very small areas

of recent subarachnoid hemorrhage over the right frontal lobe

and the left parietal area ( each measuring less than 1.0 cms . )

there are no abnormalities . Herniations of brain tissues

are observed on both uncinate gyri to a minimal degree

(0.5 cms . on the right and 0.4 cms . on the left) .

The vessels at the base of the brain are carefully dissected

away to demonstrate perfectly normal blood vessel walls

free of atheroma . No aneurysms are visualized . The anatomi-

cal configuration falls within the pattern of the majority,

with two very wide posterior communicating branches and a

relatively small , rudimentary, single , anterior communicating

artery.

External examination of the cerebrum and spinal cord discloses

no abnormality in the origin of the cranial nerves or in

the rest of the anatomical landmarks . No significant

alterations are observed in the stump of cervical spinal

cord that is available, in the way of petechial hemorrhages

or similar type of changes . The ventral surface of the

cerebellar hemispheres also shows a minimal degree of recently

collected blood in the subarachnoid space .
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Coronal sections of cerebral hemispheres disclose no shift

of the midline structures . The ventricular system is normal

in caliber, shape and location . Cerebral cortex has a

uniform width and measures 0.5 cms . in average thickness .

No abnormalities are observed in the white matter in the

form of myelin loss , hemorrhages , or destructive lesions of

any other type . Lenticular nuclei , caudate nuclei , claustrum,

amygdaloid nuclei , thalamic nuclei , hypothalamic nuclei ,

subthalamic nuclei , lateral geniculate bodies , corpus

callosum, fornices , internal cerebral veins , choroid plexus ,

and other commonly easily identified structures are carefully

evaluated for any other abnormalities , but they all appear

to be well within normal limits . Intracerebral blood

vessels are inconspicuous . No exudate is observed over the

surface of the ependymal lining .

Transverse sections of the brain stem are made approximately

at 0.3 cms. intervals and no petechial hemorrhages, softening,

or other type of abnormalities are detected at any of the

levels examined . No evidence of compression ( i.e. , deformity)

by the uncinate gyri is seen at the level of the midbrain .

Sagittal sections of the cerebellum show no demonstrable

abnormalities in the cortex, the white matter, the dentate

nucleus or the lining of the fourth ventricle . All the

anatomical landmarks that are visible to the naked-eye are

identified and they appear free of abnormalities .

Sections taken : frontal cortex, hippocampal gyrus ,

basal ganglia , cerebellar cortex , midorain , pons , medulla ,

and several sections of the small portion of the cervical

cord that is available . The left side is labeled with a

notch .

Specimen is permanently saved; photographs are taken .

Julio H. Garcia, M.D.

Neuropathologist

JHG: aw
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL UNITS

DIVISION OF NEUROPATHOLOGY

Autopsy Report

Case : A68-252

Date: April 30 , 1968

Age: 39 Race: Negro

Name: King , Martin Luther Jr.

Sex: Male Expired: 4-4-68

Final Neuropathological Diagnoses

1. Normal central nervous system.

Other Pertinent Anatomical Findings*

*
Trauma - gunshot wound

hour prior to death.

-
by history, approximately one

Microscopic Description

Samples obtained from the following areas were examined

after embedding in paraffin and staining with Hematoxylin

and Eosin : left frontal gyrus , right basal ganglia , left

hippocampus , right parietal lobule , optic chiasm, midbrain,

cerebellum, pons , medulla , and multiple sections of the

small fragment of cervical spinal cord available . All sections

show histological structures that are well within the

normal limits . There is a minimal collection of red blood

cells in the subarachnoid space observed in some of the

sections taken from the cortex . A slight degree of thickening

and early hyalinization in the arterioles in the basal

ganglia is also noticed . A few of the capillaries in the

medulla display accumulation of lymphocytes at the periphery.

No further histological changes are noted .

J. H. Garcia , M.D.

Neuropathologist

JHG : aw
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1. Q1, the rifle box recovered from in front of Canipe's Amusement Co. It was

designed to contain a Browning rifle

2A. Q2, Ray's alleged assassination rifle, a .30-06 Springfield caliber pump action

rifle. Remington Gamemaster model 760. serial No. 461476 , with a Red-
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2B. Q2 , Ray alleged assassination rifle, a .30-06 Springfield caliber pump action
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etration of the lapel's lining was noted by the panel--
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10. Photomicrograph of one of the land impressions on the Q64 bullet removed from

Dr. King's body. It shows the type of damage sustained by the bullet...

11. Photomicrograph showing correspondence of class characteristics on the Q64

bullet removed from Dr. King's body (Left) and those produced on the panel

T-2 bullet ( Right ) test - fired from the Q2 rifle .

12. Photomicrograph showing the individual identifying characteristics machine

marks) on the bolt face , and the location of the ejector of the Q2 rifle...

13. Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual identifying

characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case ( Left) and those produced on the panel

T-3 cartridge case (Right ) by the bolt face of the Q2 rifle--

14. Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual identify-

ing characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case ( Left ) and those produced on the

panel T-2 cartridge case ( Right ) by the extractor of the Q2 rifle.

15. Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual indentify-

ing characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case ( Left ) and those on the FBI test-2

cartridge case (Right ) produced by the chamber of the Q2 rifle.
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16. Photomicrograph showing one of the bolt locking lugs of the Q2 rifle .

17. Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual identifying

characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case (Left ) and those on the panel T-3 car-

tridge case (Right ) , produced by the bolt locking lug of the Q2 rifle-

18. The ammunition link belts and an eight-round ammunition clip used for com-

parison purposes by the panel .
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INTRODUCTION

*

(1) From the outset, the King assassination task force of the Select

Committee on Assassinations believed that a complete scientific ex-

amination of all firearms evidence was essential to its investigation.

The committee wanted to address the many questions that had arisen

since the assassination concerning the alleged assassination rifle, the

bullet recovered from the body of Dr. King and other evidence related

to the actual shooting. A particular question was whether the bullet

recovered from Dr. King had been fired from the rifle , a question

that the FBI had been unable to resolve.

Background

(2) In early April 1968, the FBI laboratory in Washington, D.C. ,

examined the bullet removed from Dr. King by the autopsy patholo-

gist, Dr. Jerry T. Francisco. It also examined several other items,

allegedly related to the shooting, which had been recovered at the

entrance to Canipe's Amusement Co. (1) by the Memphis police soon

after the murder-a rifle in which was found an expended cartridge

case and a Peters cartridge box containing nine .30-06 Springfield

caliber cartridges. These items had been delivered to the Memphis

FBI office on April 4, by Memphis Police Inspector N. E. Zachary (2)

and were brought to the FBI Laboratory in Washington, D.C. at

5:10 a.m. on April 5 by Special Agent Robert Fitzpatrick. (3)

(4) The FBI tests consisted of visual and microscopic examinations

and comparisons of each item of evidence. The Laboratory identified

the bullet removed from Dr. King as a ".30 caliber metal-jacketed

'soft-point' sporting type bullet of Remington-Peters manufacture,"

the same type as the bullet portions of five of the cartridges found in

the Peters cartridge box.

(5) On April 17, 1968, the FBI issued its report, (4) which con-

cluded, in summary, that :

(6) The expended cartridge case had been fired in the rifle.

-The bullet recovered from Dr. King's body could have

been fired from the rifle, but its deformation and the absence

of clearcut marks precluded a positive determination .

(8)

(9)

It was not possible to establish a positive link between the

bullet and the cartridge case through marks on the bullet.

Of the nine cartridges in the Peters cartridge box, five

were commercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber of Reming-

ton-Peters manufacture. The bullet removed from Dr. King

matched the bullet components of those five.

(10) The four remaining cartridges were miltary type am-

munition made by the Remington Arms Co.

*A glossary of technical terms can be found at the back of the report.

(55)
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(11 ) Similar Peters cartridge boxes normally contain Rem-

ington-Peters ammunition identical to the five commercial-

type cartridges. The expended cartridge case was also a

component of this type of ammunition.

(12 ) In a further attempt to establish links between the bullet, the

expended cartridge case and the five commercial-type cartridges, the

FBI conducted spectrographic and neutron activation analyses. It was

hoped that by comparing the elements making up these items, it would

be possible to determine if all had been packaged in the same Peters

cartridge box. (5)

(13) On April 29, 1968, the FBI issued its report. (6) Though the

five cartridges were from the same manufacturer, they varied in their

elemental composition and could not be used as standards for compari-

son with the bullet.

( 14 ) The FBI also examined Dr. King's clothing to see if anything

could be determined about the cause of the damage, specifically whether

it had been caused by either the bullet or secondary missiles or both,

and the possible direction of a shot or shots. The clothing had been

obtained by Memphis Police Detective E. S. Berkley from St. Joseph

Hospital where Dr. King was given emergency treatment. Subsequent-

ly, it was delivered to the FBI laboratory. (7)

(15) In a report dated April 18, 1967, (8) the FBI concluded that

it was not possible to determine if a bullet or bullet fragments had

struck or penetrated the clothing because of the ambiguous nature of

the damage.

(16 ) An additional item of evidence examined by the laboratory was

a section of a windowsill removed from the second floor, north wing

bathroom ofthe rooming house at 418-42212 South Main Street, Mem-

phis the assassin's alleged location. It had been removed by Lieut.

James P. Hamby and Special Agent Franklin Johnson after they ob-

served what appeared to be a recent indentation on its surface which

they thought might have been caused by the rifle. (9)

(17) In a report dated April 11, 1964, (10) the FBI concluded that

the characteristic markings in the indentation were insufficient for a

determination of whether the impression was made by the rifle.

(18) At the conclusion of its examinations, the laboratory returned

all firearms evidence to the Criminal Court of Shelby County, Tenn.,

the court of jurisdiction.

( 19 ) Criticism of the FBI for failing to link the bullet positively

with the rifle stemmed in part from the common belief that the tech-

nology existing then was so exact that it should have been possible

to determine if a certain bullet was fired from a certain rifle, as long

as a substantial portion of the bullet were available, the case in this

instance.

(20) Some critics claimed that if the bullet and the rifle could not

be tied together, it could not be proven that Ray was the assassin or

the only person involved. Mr. Lane, Ray's counsel, wrote in Code

Name "Zorro", "The failure of the State to prove that the 'death slug'

was fired from what was alleged to be Ray's rifle reflected very poorly

upon the case against Ray."(11) In his book "Frameup," Harold Weis-

berg said that he sought firm proof "from the very precise science

available *** that the bullet had been fired from that rifle to the

exclusion of all others." (12) .
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(21) In light of the criticism of the FBI's treatment of the fire-

arms evidence, and as part of its obligation to investigate fully the

events surrounding Dr. King's assassination, the committee decided to

convene a panel of experts to reexamine the firearms evidence.

Selection of the panel

(22) In April 1977, the committee sought recommendations for

membership for the panel from the Association of Firearm and

Tool Mark Examiners, the Forensic Science Foundation, and the

American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Candidates were to be lead-

ing firearms experts who had had no prior affiliation with either the

King orthe Kennedy assassination case. *

(23) A list of 27 experts was proposed. Five were eliminated initially ;

three were current or past employees of the FBI ; one had authored

material on the firearms evidence ; and one was unable to undertake

the project.

(24) The remaining 22 prospects were asked to submit résumés, with

information on past affiliations with the case and opinions about the

assassination or the firearms evidence. Eighteen responded, 10 of

whom did not want to be considered or did not meet the committee's

criteria .

(25) Prior to final selection of the panel, the committee advised

Jack Kershaw, then attorney for James Earl Ray, of the names and

qualifications of each prospect. Kershaw declined to participate in the

selection.

(27) Five experts were chosen to serve on the panel :

(28) John S. Bates, Jr.-senior firearms examiner in the New York

State Police Laboratory at Albany. He has been a lecturer at the New

York State Police Academy, New York State Municipal Police Train-

ing Council, and various community colleges.

(29) Bates is a member of the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark

Examiners, serving as secretary since 1973. In that year, he received

the association's Distinguished Member Award. He has written numer-

ous professional articles.

(30) Donald E. Champagne-firearm and tool mark examiner with

the Florida Department of Criminal Law Enforcement in Tallahassee

for the past 10 years. He served in the Crime Detection Laboratory of

the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Ottawa, Ontario, for 15 years,

and he has lectured extensively at the Canadian Police College and

other law enforcement agencies.

(31 ) Champagne is president and a distinguished member of Fire-

arm and Tool Mark Examiners. He is a member of the Southern Asso-

ciation of Forensic Scientists and the Canadian Society of Forensic

Science.

(32) Monty C. Lutz-firearm and tool mark analyst with the Wis-

consin Regional Crime Laboratory in New Berlin. He has been the

chief firearm and tool mark examiner for the U.S. Army.

(33) Lutz is a past president of the Association of Firearm and

Tool Mark Examiners. He has been named a distinguished member

of the association. He has lectured at colleges and law enforcement

schools across the country and is the author of numerous professional

*The same panel was to conduct an examination of the firearms evidence in

the Kennedy assassination case.
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publications. He received a B.S. in criminal justice from the Uni-

versity of Nebraska.

(34) Andrew M. Newquist-special agent and firearm, tool mark

and latent fingerprint examiner for the Iowa Bureau of Criminal

Investigation.

(35) Newquist is a distinguished member and past president of the

Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners and currently

serves on its executive committee. He is a member of the International

Association for Identification and a lecturer at the Iowa Department

of Public Safety.

(36) The panel conducted its examination at the facilities of the

Metropolitan Police Department Firearm Identification Section,

Washington, D.C. Assigned as liaison to the panel and working closely

with it as technical assistant was George R. Wilson, senior firearms

examiner, Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, D.C., a po-

sition he has held for 9 years. The Laboratory, which he established ,

was the first in the Department's history.

(37) Wilson is second vice president of the Association of Firearm

and Tool Mark Examiners. In 1974, he received the association's

Distinguished Member Award. During his 25-year tenure with the

Metropolitan Police Department, he has been awarded over 30 com-

mendations for outstanding and meritorious performance of duty.

(38) Photographic services were provided by police photographer

Gary R. Phillips of the Metropolitan Police Department's Photo-

graphic Services Section.

Issues addressed by the panel

(39) The panel was asked to study the evidence and attempt to an-

swer the following questions :

(40) Was the bullet recovered from Dr. King fired from the alleged

assassination rifle?

(41 ) Was the expended cartridge case found in the rifle fired in that

rifle ?

(42) Had the expended cartridge case been loaded into the rifle

through the magazine or directly into the chamber?

(43) Is the expended cartridge case the same type and brand as the

five commercial- type cartridges or the four military-type cartridges

found in the Peters cartridge box?

(44) Is the bullet removed from Dr. King the same type and brand

as the bullet portions of the Peters cartridge box commercial-type

cartridges or the four military-type cartridges?

(45) Were the bullet recovered from Dr. King and the cartridge

case found in the rifle components of the same cartridge?

(46) Were any of the cartridges found in the Peters cartridge box

ever loaded into the chamber or magazine of Ray's rifle or any other

firearm ?

(47) Did the rifle cause the indentation on the surface of the win-

dowsill taken from the roominghouse?

(48) Was the damage to Dr. King's shirt, necktie, and suitcoat pro-

duced by a bullet, bullet fragments, or something else ?

(49 ) The panel was informed that it could also pursue other areas

at its discretion.
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Procedures and equipment

(50) As noted, the panel conducted its examination at the Firearms

Identification Section of the Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Police

Department. These facilities were conveniently located to the National

Archives and the select committee's offices, and were made available

by Police Chief Maurice J. Cullinane and Firearms Section Supervisor

George R. Wilson.

(51) The panel members met initially on August 24, 1977, with the

committee and the technical assistant from the Metropolitan Police

Department's Firearms Laboratory. At that time, the following

examination procedures were adopted :

(52) Each panel member would independently examine and com-

pare under a microscope the bullet recovered from Dr. King, the

cartridge case found in the rifle, the bullets and cartridges test-fired

by the panel (see below) and the bullets and cartridge cases received

from the FBI and listed as having been fired in the rifle.

(53) The panel would jointly conduct microscopical, chemical and

visual examinations of all other evidence, as well as of the rifle, bul-

lets and cartridges test-fired in it (see below) . Each examiner would

keep individual worksheets and notes.

(54) Among the specific tests to be conducted were :

(55) Comparison of the bullets test-fired by the panel from the rifle

(see below), and with bullets received from the FBI and listed as hav-

ing been fired from the rifle.

(56) Comparison of the cartridge case found in the rifle with car-

tridge cases test-fired by the panel in the rifle, and with cartridge cases

received from the FBI and listed as having been fired in the rifle.

(57) Comparison of the exterior of the rifle with an impression in

the surface ofthe windowsill.

(58) Before discussing his findings with other panel members, each

examiner would submit his individual notes and worksheets and a final

report to the technical assistant.

(59) On completion of the individual examinations, the panel would

meet to discuss the findings of each member, reexamine the evidence

as necessary, and then prepare a final, joint report, to be submitted to

the select committe.

(60) Members would not be shown the results of the earlier FBI

tests. The FBI reports were, however, to be reviewed by the technical

assistant.

(61) After considering the results of the FBI's neutron activation

analysis, the committee decided not to conduct further examina-

tions of this type. Because the elemental composition of the five Peters

cartridge box commercial-type cartridges differed , they could not be

used as standards of comparison with the bullet recovered from Dr.

Kings ' body.

(62) As noted, the panel was to conduct visual and microscopical

examinations, as necessary, on each item of evidence. A summary of

general principles follows:

(63) A cartridge, or round of ammunition, consists of a cartridge

case, primer, powder, and bullet. The primer contains a detonable

mixture and fits into the base of the cartridge case, which contains

powder. The bullet, constructed of lead or a lead core encased in a
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stronger metal jacket, fits into the mouth of the cartridge case. A

bullet is fired by placing the cartridge in the chamber of the firearm.

The cartridge base rests against a solid support, called a breech or

bolt face. When the trigger is pulled, the firing pin strikes the primer,

igniting the detonable mixture, which in turn ignites the powder in

the cartridge case . The combustion propels the bullet through the

barrel.

(64) The bore (inside of the barrel ) of modern firearms is rifled

with spiral grooves in it to give bullets fired through it a spinning

motion for flight stability. The raised portions between the grooves

are called lands. The number, width and direction of twist ofthe lands

and grooves are called the class characteristics of a barrel.

(65) In addition to the class characteristics, the components of every

firearm , such as the barrel, firingpin and breech face, bear distinctive

microscopic characteristics. While the class characteristics are com-

mon to all firearms of a given model and manufacture, an individual

firearm's microscopic characteristics differ from all other firearms, re-

gardless of model or manufacture. These distinctive markings, usually

referred to as individual identifying characteristics, are produced

initially by the manufacturing tools, which change microscopically

during operation and vary from one firearm to another. Further in-

dividual identifying characteristics may be produced as the firearm

is used, during its disuse, and as a consequence of maintenance or the

lack of it.

(66) When a firearm is discharged, the individual identifying

characteristics of its barrel, as well as its class characteristics, are en-

graved onthe bearing surface of the bullet . The individual identifying

characteristics of the firingpin and breech or bolt face are impressed

on the base or primer of the cartridge case at the time of firing.

(67) Using a comparison miscroscope, an expert can compare the

markings with those produced on a similar cartridge test-fired in the

same firearm. If the patterns of the microscopic markings are suffi-

ciently similar, it can be concluded that both cartridge cases were fired

in the same firearm.

(68) Microscopical examination of other firearm components and

the markings they produce may also demonstrate such things as

whether a cartridge was ever loaded into a particular firearm or was

loaded into a firearm more than once. It is also possible, through com-

parative miscroscopical examinations, to determine whether two

bullets were fired fromthe same firearm .

(69) The committee obtained the firearms evidence from the

Criminal Court of Shelby County, Tenn. , on March 11 , 1977 ; the au-

topsy photographs came from the office of the Shelby County medical

examiner. All items of evidence were inventoried before and after

being transferred to and from the police laboratory in Washington in

August and September. Deputy Clerk of the Criminal Court of Shelby

County, Charles Koster, came to Washington on August 24, 1977, to

oversee the transfer of the firearms evidence to the police laboratory

and to review security precautions generally. The evidence was se-

cured in a safe in the laboratory ; a log was maintained to record when

the evidence was removed for examination.

(70) The bullets and cartridge cases test-fired by the FBI from the

rifle were obtained for the committee from Special Agent Cort-
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landt Cunningham, Chief of the FBI Firearms Identification Unit,

by George R. Wilson.

(71) The examinations were conducted August 24 to 27 and Septem-

ber 23 to 27, 1978. The following equipment was used :

(72) Two American Optical forensic comparison microscopes,

model K1453, serial Nos. 328 and 277, with fluorescent and in-

candescent lighting, fiber optics, photographic unit, and 10X eye-

pieces and objectives. One had a combined magnification of 12X, 20X,

and 40X, the other of20X, 40X, and 80X.

(73) American Optical low-power binocular microscope with zoom

lens of 0.7- to 3-power eyepieces.

(74) EPOI "Electromike" measuring projector, model MP6.

75) Mico model 5100 balance, with a 1,000-grain capacity.

(76)
Slocomb "Speedmike" direct readout micrometer.

(77) Brown and Sharpe stage micrometer for air gap measuring.

78) Marshall's reagent (Griess test) .

(79)

(80)

Sodium rhodizonate reagent.

Horizontal water recovery tank.

81) Horizontal cotton waste recovery box.

(82) .30-06 Springfield caliber, 150-grain, soft-point, jacketed

cartridges of Remington-Peters manufacture, index 3033. Those

cartridges test fired by the panel were designated panel T-1 to T-12.

No designation was made for the unfired cartridges which the panel

loaded and unloaded in the rifle.

(83) This ammunition was supplied from the police department's

stock. It was similar to the expended cartridge case found in the Q-2

rifle and to the five commercial-type cartridges found in the Peters

cartridge box.

(84) The panel conducted 12 test firings of the rifle using the .30-06

Springfield caliber cartridges. The first test shots were fired into a

water recovery tank. This resulted in excessive expansion of the bullets'

nose portion. Subsequent shots were fired into a horizontal cotton waste

recovery box, which left the bullets more intact. All test-fired bullets

and cartridge cases were used for comparison.

(85) Additional .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridges were used, un-

fired, for loading and unloading in the rifle to obtain class and individ-

ual identifying characteristics produced in that process.

(86) At the time of the panel's examination, the telescopic sight

mounted on the rifle was set at "3X." An FBI report dated April 17,

1968, noted that the sight was set at "61/2X" when the laboratory re-

ceived the rifle the day afterthe assassination . (13) The laboratory had

test fired the rifle, as received, on April 5, 1968, to determine its ac-

curacy using the sight. Groups of three shots were fired at 205 feet,

the distance from which Dr. King was believed to have been shot. Ac-

cording to its report dated April 14, 1968, "the center ofthe groups was

approximately 3 inches to the right and only slightly below the line of

aim." (14) The report noted that the sight could have become mis-

aligned when the rifle was abandoned or during subsequent handling

before the FBI laboratory received it , and that this could have caused

the distortion found in the tests. For this reason, the panel decided not

to test the rifle for accuracy using the telescopic sight.

42-636 O
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(87) The panel's examination required a total of 257 man-hours. The

panel submitted a final joint report of its findings on October 28, 1977.

Evidence examined

(88) The evidence examined was:

(89) Exhibit Q1 -One two-piece gold, brown, and black box, la-

beled "Browning Mauser," found along with other evidence at Canipe's

Amusement Co. (See figure 1. )

(92) Exhibit Q2-One .30-06 Springfield caliber pump-action rifle,

Remington Gamemaster model 760, serial No. 461476, found at Canipe's

Amusement Co. Attached is a Redfield 2X to 7X variable telescopic

sight, serial No. A17350, and a Weaver sight mount.³ (See figs. 2A

and 2B.)

(96) Exhibit Q3.-One expended commercial-type .30-06 Springfield

caliber cartridge case of Remington-Peters manufacture, found in the

Q2 rifle. (See figs. 3A and 3B. )

(97) Exhibit Q4-Q12.-Q4-Q8-Component parts of the five com-

mercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridges of Remington-Peters

manufacture, with 150-grain, jacketed, pointed soft-point bullets,

found at Canipe's Amusement Co. in the Peters cartridge box. (See

fig. 4A.) Q9-Q12-Four military-type .30-06 Springfield caliber car-

tridges of Remington Arms Co. manufacture, with full metal-jacketed

bullets, found at Canipes Amusement Co. in the Peters cartridge box.

(See figs. 4B and 4C. Cartridge box-One Peters .30-06 Springfield

caliber cartridge box, found at Canipes Amusement Co. (See fig . 4 n. )

(98) Exhibit Q64.-Three fragments from the damaged jacketed

bullet removed from Dr. King. They were : ( 1 ) the base portion of the

bullet jacket, weighing 30.9 grains ; (2 ) a jacket fragment weighing

6.7 grains ; ( 3 ) a portion of the lead core material, weighing 26.8

grains. The combined total weight was 64.4 grains. (See fig. 5.)

(99) Exhibit Q71.-A piece of wooden board with a tag marked,

"part of windowsill from window of bathroom on east side of apart-

ment house, second floor (north wing) , over 418-422½ South Main

Street, Memphis, Tenn." It was about 31 % inches long, 5 inches wide

and 1 inch thick, highly weathered, with a considerable quantity of

white paint on one edge. It had a shallow, elongated indentation about

' The "Q" numbers were designated by the FBI.

The panel found it to be in poor condition, held together with masking,

transparent, and orange tape. It was wrapped in white twine, with a tag marked

"James Earl Ray State No. 3035 and 3487." This box was originally intended as

a shipping container for a Browning brand rifle.

The panel found the rifle to be in good operating condition . The trigger pull

was measured at 44 pounds, well within the manufacturer's specifications of 3%½

to 6½ pounds. The magazine was a detachable box-type with a four-cartridge

capacity. The barrel was rifled with six lands and six grooves, right twist.

An examination of the rifle barrel revealed a residue in the bore which the

panel believed should be removed prior to test firing. This was done with a dry

cloth patch pushed through the barrel.

A red-colored substance was found on the front of and inside the magazine

where the operating rod screws into the receiver. Pursuant to the panel's request,

the Remington Arms Co. identified it for the record as most probably "Loktite,"

a red-colored cement used by the Remington Arms Co. to secure certain threaded

connections. (15)

The bullet was recovered intact from Dr. King's body. As a result of subse-

quent handling, the bullet has since fragmented into three pieces.
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five-sixteenths inch long onthe top surface midway along its length and

4 inches from the painted edge. (See figs. 6A and 6B. )

(101) Exhibit Q76.-One white, men's long-sleeved button-down

shirt by Arrow and a pill box containing a small piece of cloth re-

moved from the shirt by the FBI for analysis. ( See figs. 7A and 7B. )

(102) Exhibit Q77.-One gold, brown and black necktie by Super-

laine and a pill box containing two small pieces of cloth removed from

the tiebythe FBI for analysis. (See fig. 8.)

(103) Exhibit Q78.-One black suit coat by Petrocelli and a pill box

containing a small piece of cloth removed from the coat by the FBI for

analysis. (See fig. 9.)

(104) FBI laboratory test-fired cartridges.-Four deformed com-

mercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber jacketed softpoint bullets of

Remington-Peters manufacture and two .30-06 Springfield caliber

cartridge cases, all fired in the rifle by the FBI.

(105) Autopsy photographs.-Autopsy photographs of Dr. King.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE FIREARMS PANEL

(106) The findings and conclusions were prepared by staff of the

House Select Committee on Assassinations based on material submitted

by the panel members. The panel has read and accepts those findings

and conclusions.

WastheQ64 bullet firedfrom the Q2 rifle?

(107) The Q64 bullet had been substantially distorted and generally

damaged because of impact and penetration into Dr. King. Wiping

effects from penetration were also noted. ( See fig. 10. ) Of the three

Q64 bullet fragments (fig. 5 ) , the panel found that only the base por-

tion of the jacket showed class characteristics, which consisted of six

grooves and six lands, right twist .

(108) Each panel member made a total of 81 comparisons between

the Q64 bullet, the four bullets previously test -fired by the FBI, and

the 12 bullets test-fired by the panel in the Q2 rifle. With respect to

class characteristics, all members found correspondence among all

bullets. (See fig. 11.) On the other hand, with respect to individual

identifying characteristics, no significant correspondence was found

between the Q64 bullet and the test bullets ; conversely, no gross dif-

ferences were found. The panel was unable positively to identify or

eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been fired from the Q2 rifle.

(109) The panel noted that it is not unusual that a bullet cannot be

positively identified with a particular rifle. This can result from one

or more factors :

-Damage to the bullet ;

-Variations in the hardness of the bullet's metal ;

-Variations in gas pressures created during firing from one car-

tridge to another ;

-Natural variations caused by the intense heat and friction result-

ing from the high velocity of the bullet as it is driven through the

barrel.

(110) When the bullets test-fired by the FBI and the panel in the

Q2 rifle were compared microscopically, the panel found so much vari-

tion among the individual identifying characteristics that most could

not be identified with each other.
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(111) The panel concluded that the Q2 rifle inconsistently engraves

individual identifying characteristics on successively fired bullets.

Wasthe Q3 cartridge case fired in the Q2 rifle?

(112 ) The Q3 expended cartridge case was compared microscopically

with the two cartridge cases test-fired by the FBI and the 12 cartridge

cases test-fired by the panel. The panel found correspondence among

the individual identifying characteristics produced by the firing pin

and bolt face. ( See figs. 12 (bolt face and extractor of the Q2 rifle ) , 13

(bolt face impressions ) , 14 (extractor impressions) , 15 (chamber im-

pressions) , 16 (bolt locking lugs of the Q2 rifle ) , and 17 (bolt locking

lug impressions ) ) . The panel concluded that the Q3 cartridge case was

fired in the Q2 rifle.

Was the Q3 cartridge case loaded into the Q2 rifle through the maga-

zine or directly into the chamber?

(113) The panel identified bolt drag marks (longitudinal striations)

on the Q3 cartridge case (see fig. 17) , similar to those produced experi-

mentally on the test-fired cartridge cases and unfired cartridges. The

relative position of bolt drag marks to the extractor marks (see fig. 12)

on the rim ofthe Q3 cartridge case, which were engraved by the extrac-

tor and the bolt locking lugs (fig. 16) of the Q2 rifle, was also similar.

Is the Q3 cartridge case the same type and brand as the cases of the

Q4-Q8 orthe Q9-Q12 cartridges?

(114) The headstamp on the base of the Q3 cartridge case ("R-P

.30-06 SPRG" (see fig. 3B) ) indicated to the panel that it is com-

mercial-type Remington-Peters ammunition-the same as the Q4 Q8

cartridges ( see fig. 4A) . The headstamps on the Q9-Q12 cartridges

("RA 55" (see fig. 4C) ) indicated to the panel that they were mili-

tary-type Remington Arms ammunition , unlike the Q3 and Q4–Q8

cartridges.

Is the Q64 bullet the same type and brand as the bullet portion of the

Q4-Q8 or the Q9-Q12 cartridges?

(115) The Q64 bullet and the bullet components of the Q4-Q12

cartridges are all .30 caliber. Examination of the bullet jacket and core

material of the Q64 bullet revealed that the jacket was of the same

design and caliber and had cannelures similar to those of the bullet

components of the Q4-Q8 cartridges ( fig. 4A ) . The Q64 and the Q4-

Q8 bullet components are therefore the same type.

( 116) There were differences in design between the Q64 and the full

metal-jacketed bullets loaded into the Q9-Q12 cartridges (fig. 4B) .

The Q64 bullet is not the same type of bullet as those in the Q9-Q12

cartridges.

Are the Q64 bullet and the Q3 cartridge case components of the same

cartridge?

(117) The panel concluded that the Q3 cartridge case and the Q64

bullet had the same physical characteristics as the case and bullet

components ofthe Q4-Q8 cartridges and that Q64 and Q3 could there-

fore be components of the same cartridge. However, the panel noted

that there is no scientific procedure available that allows a fired bullet

to be related conclusively to an expended cartridge case.
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Were any of the Q4-Q12 cartridges ever loaded into the chamber or

magazine ofthe Q2 rifle or any other firearm?

(118 ) Visual and microscopical examination of the cartridges by the

panel revealed no extractor, ejector or other marks to indicate that

they were ever loaded in the magazine or chamber of the Q2 rifle

or any other firearm.

(119) The panel did find marks within the extractor grooves ofthe

Q4-Q8 cartridges similar to those made by an inertia-type bullet

puller. Because the cartridges were originally recovered intact, the

panel assumed that the FBI laboratory had taken the cartridges apart

for its examinations.

( 120 ) The panel found a series of marks and striations in the ex-

tractor grooves, on the sides and across the bases of the Q9-Q12 car-

tridges that differed significantly from the marks and striations that

the Q2 rifle leaves. The panel concluded that these cartridges once were

part of a disintegrating machinegun link belt or were contained in an

eight-round clip of the type used with the Garand M1 rifle. (See

fig. 18.)

Did the Q2 rifle cause the indentation on the surface of the Q71

windowsill?

( 121 ) The windowsill board was examined visually, microscopically

and chemically. The sodium rhodizonate test for lead, conducted at a

point on Q71 removed from the impression area, was positive, indi-

cating possible contamination from lead in the paint. The Griess test

for nitrites from gunpowder residues yielded negative results. The

panel decided that nothing of significant value would be obtained by

further testing.

( 122) Evidence of class characteristics (size and form ) which could

indicate the type of object making the indentation were likewise not

found.

(123) The panel concluded that class and other characteristics were

insufficient either for identifying or eliminating the Q2 rifle with re-

spect to the identation. (See figs. 6A and 6B. )

Wasthe damage to Dr. King's Q76 shirt, Q77 necktie and Q78 suit coat

producedbya bullet, bullet fragments or something else?

(124) The Q76 shirt was visually, microscopically and chemically

examined (figs. 7A and 7B) . It has been cut across the left and right

front and on both sleeves. A small rectangular bit of material had been

removed from the back collar area, as well as two small rectangular

bits of material from the left cuff area. The collar button and part of

the right collar stay were missing. The shirt was extensively blood-

stained.

(125) The shirt had a large, elongated hole of irregular shape in the

right point area of the collar, extending below the collar line. Visual

and microscopical examination revealed no partially burned or un-

burned gunpowder in this area. The Griess test for nitrites indicated

no gunpowder residue. The sodium rhodizonate test for lead showed

lead particles at the perimeter of the hole in the right collar area.

(126) The Q77 tie was visually, microscopically and chemically ex-

amined (fig. 8) . It was completely severed next to the right side of the
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knot . A small bit of material had been cut from the rear of the neck

band and two small bits from the inside lining.

(127) Visual and microscopical examination revealed no unburned

or partially burned gunpowder particles in the severed area. The

Griess test for nitrites was negative. The sodium rhodizonate test for

lead was positive on the light-colored strand of lining protruding from

the severed edge of the tie.

( 128) The Q78 suit coat was visually, microscopically and chemically

examined (fig. 9) . It had been cut on the right sleeve and across the

right chest. Small bits of material had been cut from the right upper

sleeve area and the inner lining. The coat was extensively bloodstained.

The upper right lapel area shows a series of irregular, tear-like holes

in the outer layer of cloth. No penetration of the interfacing of the

lapel was noted.

( 129 ) Visual and microscopical examination revealed no unburned or

partially burned gunpowder particles. The Griess test for nitrites was

negative. Sodium rhodizonate testing revealed several areas with lead

particles around the damaged right lapel area.

(130) Based on the visual, microscopical and chemical examinations

of the clothing, the examination of the autopsy photographs of Dr.

King, and considering the relative position of the garments when worn

in the usual manner, the panel concluded that all damage to the Q76

shirt, Q77 necktie and Q78 jacket was consistent with the damage that

would be caused by a high velocity bullet which fragmented on impact,

and by the resultant secondary missiles such as bone and teeth frag-

ments . The absence of gunpowder residues indicates that a firearm was

not discharged in close proximity to the garments.

Summary of the findings

(131 ) Every effort was made by the firearms panel to identify or

eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been fired from the Q2 rifle. The

panel conducted numerous microscopical comparisons among bullets

test-fired from the Q2 rifle by the panel and by the FBI. Not only

could the Q64 bullet not be identified or eliminated through compari-

sons with test-fired bullets, but the test-fired bullets could not, in a ma-

jority of cases, be identified with one another, although they are known

to have been fired fromthe same rifle.

(132) The panel found that the Q2 rifle, when the type of high veloc-

ity ammunition that was recovered in this case was used, did not pro-

duce similar individual identifying characteristics with any degree of

consistency on bullets fired through it. Because of this situation , the

panel could not identify or eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been

fired from the Q2 rifle.

(133) The panel was able to determine, based on visual and micro-

scopical examination, that the Q64 bullet is of the same type as the

bullet portions of the Q4-Q8 cartridges. Thus, Q64 is the deformed

bullet portion of a commercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber car-

tridge of Remington- Peters manufacture and is unlike the bullet por-

tions of the Q9-Q12 Remington Arms cartridges, which are military-

type.

(134) The panel determined that the Q3 cartridge case was fired in

the Q2 rifle and had most probably been loaded into that rifle through

the magazine rather than directly into the chamber. Further, the Q4-
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Q12 cartridges possess no marks indicating that they had ever been

loaded into the magazine of, or chambered in, the Q2 rifle or any rifle.

The Q9-Q12 cartridges do possess marks indicatingthat they may have

been loaded into disintegrating-type machinegun link belts or an eight-

round clip for the M1 Garand rifle.

( 135) The panel finds that the Q64 bullet, the Q3 cartridge case and

the Q4-Q8 cartridges are consistent in type with ammunition which

would normally be contained in the 20-round Peters cartridge box.

There is, however, no method of conclusively determining whether the

cartridge case and the Q64 bullet were packaged by the manufacturer

in the same box as the Q4-Q8 cartridges.

( 136) Spectrographic and neutron activation analysis by the FBI

of the Q64 bullet and the bullet portions of the Q4-Q8 cartridges con-

ducted for purposes of elemental comparison, were inconclusive be-

cause of variation among the bullet portions of the Q4-Q8 cartridges.

(137) The panel found that the damage to the collar ofthe Q76 shirt,

the Q77 necktie and the Q78 jacket is consistent with the damage caused

by a high-velocity bullet fragmentation on impact and the resulting

secondary missiles such as bone and teeth fragments. Chemical analysis

revealed particles of lead throughout the damaged area of the cloth-

ing, but no gunpowder residue.

(138) The panel found no characteristic markings within the im-

pression area of the Q71 windowsill which would either identify or

eliminate the Q2 rifle as having been the cause. Chemical analysis for

the presence of lead was performed on the windowsill, but the tests

were negated by the lead-based paint in the impression area. Chemical

analysis for the presence of gunpowder residue was performed, with

negative results. The panel noted that these findings did not eliminate

the possibility that a rifle was discharged at a point above or nearby

windowsill.

(139) The results of the panel's microscopical examination of the

Q76-Q78 clothing and the Q71 windowsill essentially correspond with

those of the FBI . There is, however, no indication that the FBI had

performed any chemical analysis ofthe Q71 windowsill.
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KING

METROPOLITAN

POLICE DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON DC.

00172/

BROWNING SHOTGUNS RIFLES PISTOLS

MauserR

(Q1) RIFLE BOX

FIGURE 1.-Q1 , the rifle box recovered from in front of Canipe's Amusement Co.

It was designed to contain a Browning rifle.
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(02) RIFLE - Action Side

METROPOLITAN

POLICE DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C

00208 25-77

KING

FIGURE 2A.-Q2, Ray's alleged assassination rifle, a .30-06 Springfield caliber

pump action rifle, Remington Gamemaster model 760, serial No. 461476, with

a Redfield brand 2X-7X telescopic sight, right side.
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2 PIELE- Non-action Side

METROPOLITAN

POLICE DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C

0026 25.77

KING

FIGURE 2B.-Q2, Ray's alleged assassination rifle, a .30-06 Springfield caliber

pump action rifle, Remington Gamemaster model 760, serial No. 461476, with

a Redfield brand 2X-7X telescopic sight, left side.
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DATE

8/26/77
EVIDENCE

MCI NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT. WASH D.C. 2000

CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

003
KING

403) CARTRIDGE CASE- Extractor Side

FIGURE 3A.- Q3, the expended cartridge case found in the chamber of the Q2

rifle, side view.
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DATE

8/26/77

EVIDENCE

MCI NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT. WASH. D.C. 20001

CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION
003

KING

(03) CARTRIDGE CASE - Headstamp

FIGURE 3B.-Q3, the expended cartridge case found in the chamber of the Q2

rifle. The headstamp, seen here, indicates that the cartridge case is a com-

ponent of commercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber ammunition of Remington-

Peters manufacture.
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DATE

8/26/77 EVIDENCE

MCI NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT. WASH. D.C 20001

004 KINGCRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

(04-08) FIVE ( 5 ) CARTRIDGES

(Component sets)

FIGURE 4A.-Q4-Q8, component parts of five commercial-type .30-06 Springfield

caliber cartridges of Remington-Peters manufacture, found in the Peters

cartridge box recovered from in front of Canipe's Amusement Co.
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DATE

8/26/77 EVIDENCE
M NUMBIE METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT WASH DC 20001

CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION
KING

(09-012) FOUR ( 4) CARTRIDGES

Side

FIGURE 4B .-Q9-Q12, four military-type .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridges,

found in the Peters cartridge box recovered from in front of Canipe's Amuse-

ment Co.
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DATE

8/26/77

2 3

EVIDENCE

MC NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT. WASH. D.C. 20001

05 KING

CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

(09-012) FOUR ( 4) CARTRIDGES
Headstamp

FIGURE 4C.-Q9-Q12, headstamps of the four military-type .30-06 Springfield

caliber cartridges.
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DATE

8/26/77 EVIDENCE

MLE NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT WASH DC 20001

004 KINGCRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

CARTRIDGE BOX (no ' Q ' number)

12

FIGURE 4D.-The Peters cartridge box recovered from in front of Canipe's Amuse-

ment Co. It contained the Q4-Q12 cartridges.
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DATE

8/26/77
EVIDENCE

MCI NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT. WASH. D.C. 20001

006 KING CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

(064) BULLET
Fragments - Side

FIGURE 5.-Q64, three fragments of a bullet removed from the body of Dr. King,

side view.
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(071) WINDOWSILL

METROPOLITAN

POLICE DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C.

00708 25-77

EVIDENCE EVIDENCE

KING

FIGURE 6A.-Q71, windowsill board retrieved from the second floor, north wing

bathroom of the roominghouse at 418-4222 S. Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.,

the assassin's alleged location.
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(071) WINDOWSILL

Close-up of Impression

FIGURE 6B.-Q71, windowsill board retrieved from the second floor, north wing

bathroom of the roominghouse at 418-4222 S. Main Street, Memphis, Tenn. ,

the assassin's alleged location, closeup of the indentation .
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KING

EVIDENCE EVIDENCE

METROPOLITAN

POLICE DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C.

009 08-25-77

(276) WHITE DRESS SHIRT

(Removed From Dr. King

FIGURE 7A.-Q76, the shirt worn by Dr. King at the time of the shooting. It has

a large, elongated hole of irregular shape in the right point area of the collar,

extending below the collar line.
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(Q76) WHITE DRESS SHIRT

(Removed from Dr. King)

BROW

86-2-78

DATE

KING

MC NUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT. WASH. D.C. 20001
CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

EVIDENCE

FIGURE 7B.-Q76, the shirt worn by Dr. King at the time of shooting. This closeup

shows the large irregular hole in the right point area of the right collar, ex-

tending below the collar line.
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BATH

EVIDENCE
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT WASH DC 20001

RIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

(077) NECKTIE

( Removed from Dr. King)

15 12

FIGURE 8-Q77, the necktie worn by Dr. King at the time of the shooting. It was

completely severed next to the right side of the knot. This closeup shows a

strand of lining protruding from the severed edge.
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(078) SUIT CONT
(Removed from Dr. King)

DATE

KING EVIDENCE
MCI HUMBER METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT WASH. D.C. 20001

CRIME SCENE EXAMINATION SECTION

FIGURE 9.-Q78, the suit coat worn by Dr. King at the time of the shooting. This

closeup shows a series of irregular tear-like holes on the upper right lapel area.

No penetration of the lapel's lining was noted by the panel.



(064 EVIDENCE BULLET)

One Land Impression

FIGURE. 10.-Photomicrograph of one of the land impressions on the Q64 bullet

removed from Dr. King's body. It shows the type of damage sustained by the

bullet.
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(064) Evidence Bullet (L) vs.

(T2) 2nd Test Fired Bullet ( R)

FIGURE 11.-Photomicrograph showing correspondence of class characteristics on

the Q64 bullet removed from Dr. King's body (left ) and those produced on the

panel T-2 bullet (right ) test-fired from the Q2 rifle.
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BOLT OF (02) RIFLE

FIGURE 12.-Photomicrograph showing the individual identifying characteristics

(machine marks ) on the bolt face and the location of the ejector of the Q2

rifle.
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ACE MARKS

dence Cartridge Case ( L ) =

( c3) 3rd Test Fired Cartridge Case ( R)

FIGURE 13.-Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual

identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case ( left ) and those produced

on the panel T-3 cartridge case (right ) by the bolt face of the Q2 rifle.
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EXTRACTOR MARKS

(03)Evidence Cartridge Case (L)

(Tc2) 2nd Test Fired Cartridge Case (R)

FIGURE 14.-Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual

identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case ( left ) and those produced

on the panel T-2 cartridge case (right ) bythe extractor ofthe Q2 rifle.
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(2)

= (1) seo артериер (£ )

SAND

FIGURE 15.-Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual

identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case (left ) and those on the FBI

test-2 cartridge case (right ) produced by the chamber of the Q2 rifle.
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(02)EvidenceRifle

BOLTLOCKINGLUG

FIGURE 16.-Photomicrograph showing one of the bolt locking lugs of the Q2 rifle.
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BOUT DRAG MARKS

(03) Evidence Cartridge Case (L) =

(Tc3) 3rd Test Fired Cartridge Case (R)

FIGURE 17.- Photomicrograph showing the correspondence between the individual

identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case ( left ) and those on the

panel T-3 cartridge case ( right ) , produced by the bolt locking lug of the Q2
rifle.
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utilized for comparison

purposes

FIGURE 18.-The ammunition link belts and an eight-round ammunition clip used

for comparison purposes by the panel.

GLOSSARY

Action : The heart of any firearm. It consists of the receiver, bolt or breech block,

feed and firing, and unloading mechanisms.

Bearing Surface: That part of the outside surface of a bullet which comes in

contact with the rifling as it passes through the barrel.

Bolt face: That portion of a rifle's bolt which engages the cartridge case head

and from which the firing pin protrudes when the rifle is fired.

Bore: The interior of the barrel of a firearm .

Breech Face: In revolvers, the area ofthe frame which supports the cartridge case

head and through which the firing pin protrudes when the revolver is fired .

Breech Face Impressions: When a cartridge is fired, the burning gases exert

pressures that force the base of the cartridge back against the bolt or breech

face. When this occurs, the toolmarks that are present on the bolt or breech

face are imprinted on the flat areas of the contacting surfaces of the primer

and cartridge case base.

Bullet: That part of a cartridge intended to be fired from the barrel of a firearm .

It is usually composed of lead, plated lead, or lead encased in a metal jacket.

Cannelure: A knurled or plain ring around the bearing surface of a bullet, used

to hold surface lubricant, retain the bullet in the cartridge case, or identify

the type or weight of bullet. Cannelures may also be found on cartridge cases.

Cartridge: A complete assembly of a round of ammunition consisting of the case,

primer, propellant powder, and bullet.

Cartridge Case : That part of a cartridge which holds the bullet, primer, and pro-

pellant powder together.

Cartridge Clip: A device for holding a number of cartridges to permit their easy

insertion into a magazine. The Mannlicher-Carcano clip remains in the maga-

zine until after the last cartridge is fed into the chamber, at which time it is

designed to fall through the bottom opening of the magazine.
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Chamber: In a rifle, the rear portion of the barrel, designed to hold and support

a cartridge. In a revolver, it is also the recess cut into the cylinder to hold

each cartridge.

Chambering: The manual or mechanical process of feeding a cartridge into the

chamber of a firearm .

Comparison Microscope: A scientific instrument designed to allow the similarity

or dissimilarity of individual identifying characteristics of two bullets or

two cartridge cases to be observed at the same time.

Cylinder: A rotating cartridge container in a revolver.

Double Action : The mode of firing a revolver in which the hammer of the firearm

is cocked and released by a single pull of the trigger.

Eject: The act of throwing the expended cartridge case clear of the action during

the firing process.

Emission Spectrography : Allows the metallic composition of samples to be com-

pared so that the possibility of common origin can be determined. This is done

by subjecting the material to intense heat and comparing the color of gases

emitted.

Extract: The process of withdrawing an expended cartridge case or unfired car-

tridge from the chamber of a firearm, either by mechanical or manual means.

Firearms Identification : A study of firearms, bullets, cartridge cases, and other

ammunition components with the purpose of identifying those ammunition

components as having been fired from, or in, a particular firearm to the

exclusion of all other firearms.

Firing Pin : That part of a firing mechanism which strikes the primer.

Firing Pin Impression : The indentation caused by the firing pin striking the

primer of the cartridge case.

Gas Erosion: The wear caused by the action of the hot propellant powder gases

on the bearing surface of a bullet.

Grooves: The depressed areas between the lands of a rifled barrel.

Horizontal Cotton Recovery Box: A box, filled with cotton material, designed to

recover fired bullets in an undamaged condition.

Horizontal Water Recovery Tank: A metal, water-filled tank designed to recover

fired bullets in an undamaged condition.

Individual Identifying Characteristics : Unique reproducible microscopic marks

which can be used to identify a fired bullet or expended cartridge case with

a particular firearm.

Lands: The raised areas between the grooves of a rifled barrel.

Loading Ramp : A device that aids in guiding a cartridge into the chamber of a

firearm .

Magazine: A device, either separate or integral to the firearm, in which cartridges

are held in position to be fed into the chamber of the firearm .

Microscopic Examination : An examination of evidence which is enhanced by

the use of scientific instruments.

Muzzle: The forward end of the barrel where the bullet exits.

Neutron Activation Analysis : A method of nucelar elemental analysis in which

samples are irradiated to make their various elements detectable by radio-

active measurement. The elemental composition of the activated samples

is then compared to determine the probability of common origin.

Photomicrograph : Photograph taken through a microscope.

Primer: The ignition part of a cartridge.

Rechambering: The process of altering the dimensions of a chamber to accommo-

date other cartridges.

Recrowning: The process of restoring the rounded contour to the muzzle after

the barrel has been shortened.

Rifling: The spiral lands and grooves in a barrel which impart spin or rotation

to the bullet stabilizing it in flight.

Rifling Class Characteristics : The number, width, and direction of twist of the

lands and grooves in a barrel.

Sear Mechanism : The part or device designed to hold the firing mechanism in a

cocked position until released by pressure on the trigger.

Secondary Missiles : Objects put in motion due to the impact of a bullet.

Single Action : The mode of firing a revolver that requires that the hammer be

manually cocked before it can fie fired.

Spectrographic Analysis : See "emission spectrography."

42-636 0 79 - 7
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Striations: Minute grooves, ridges, or scratches normally running parallel with

each other that are caused by an abrasive action.

Toolmark: Characteristics of a surface imparted to a softer surface when they

come in contact under pressure and motion . Toolmarks may be impressed

or engraved.

Trigger Pull: The amount of force, expressed in pounds, required to release the

firing mechanism .

Twist: The spiral direction of lands and grooves in a rifled bore, expressed as

right or left.

Visual Examinations: Examination of evidence without the assistance of a

scientific instrument ; also referred to as macroscopic examination.

Wiping : The removal of some of the fine microscopic scratches on a bullet, par-

ticularly the lead variety, as it enters and passes through fabric, heavy

tissue, and muscle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

(1) Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., was shot and mortally wounded

on April 4, 1968, as he stood in front of room 306 on the second-floor

balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tenn. A .30-06 caliber bul-

let entered his face and neck, destroying structures in his neck and

damaging the upper thoracic and lower cervical spinal cord . Accord-

ing to the autopsy report of Jerry T. Francisco, M.D., chief medical

examiner of Shelby County, Tenn., the direction of the bullet's path

was from front to back, downward, and from right to left. As a result

of its investigation of Dr. King's death, the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation concluded that the bullet that killed Dr. King was fired

from a second-floor bathroom at the rear of a roominghouse, man-

aged by Bessie Brewer, at 42212 South Main Street in Memphis. Wit-

nesses at the roominghouse decribed a man who fled from the bath-

room immediately after the fatal shot was fired. The window of that

bathroom does provide a view of room 306 at the Lorraine Motel.

(Fig. 1.)
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FIGURE 1.-Diagram of the crime scene.

(2) On April 22, 1968 , Frank Holloman, director of the Memphis

Fire and Police Departments, requested that Charles Blackburn, di-

rector of the Memphis Division of Public Works, conduct a survey of

the scene of Dr. King's assassination . Holloman told Blackburn that

(97)
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the FBI had requested that the Memphis Police Department furnish

triangulated measurements from the point where the murder weapon

was fired to the point where the bullet hit Dr. King. Arthur C. Hol-

brook, Memphis city engineer, and a crew of six persons from his of-

fice met with Lt. A. S. Zelinski and Lt. J. L. Harrison, Memphis

Police Department, on the morning of April 23, 1968, and surveyed

the Brewer roominghouse/Lorraine Motel area where the shooting

occurred. Holbrook described his survey in an April 23, 1968 letter to

Director Holloman :

I was shown, by Lieutenants Zelinski and Harrison, the

spot where Dr. King was standing and the window from

which the shot was fired and that the bullet entered Dr. King

at a point 59 inches above the balcony floor of the Lorraine

Motel, and that the gun was resting on a point on a window-

sill of a building which fronts on South Main Street and

across Mulberry Street from the Lorraine Motel.

An engineer's transit was placed over the spot where Dr.

King was shot. The telescope being 59 inches from the bal-

cony floor, and the instrument was made level.

From this position two triangles were established, with a

base line common to the two triangles, established and meas-

ured. Angles were turned , checked, turned again, and checked

again and every effort was made to provide for the utmost ac-

curacy of the calculations.

The level distance from the point from which the shot was

fired to the point where Dr. King was standing is 206.36 feet.

The distance along the flight of the bullet from the point

from which it was fired to the point where Dr. King was

standing is 207.02 feet.

The windowsill of the building from which the shot was

fired is 16.63 feet higher than a point 59 inches above the floor

of the balcony on which Dr. King was standing when shot.

(3) According to the Holbrook survey, the shot that killed Dr. King

may have come from the window of the bathroom at the rear of

Brewer's roominghouse. His survey, however, did not eliminate other

possible locations of the assassin, particularly the bushes beneath the

bathroom window. Holbrook resurveyed the scene in November 1968.

(4) On June 8, 1968, suspected assassin James Earl Ray was arrested

in London, England. Ray pleaded guilty to the first-degree murder of

Dr. King on March 10, 1969, in the Shelby County (Tenn. ) Criminal

Court, and Judge W. Preston Battle sentenced him to 99 years in

the State pentitentiary. Dr. Jerry T. Francisco, the medical examiner

who performed the autopsy of Dr. King on April 4, 1968, testified at

Ray's guilty plea hearing. Francisco said he had visited the crime

scene and, in his opinion, the angle of the bullet through Dr. King's

body was consistent with a shot fired from the second-floor bathroom

window at the rear of the roominghouse at 422½ South Main Street.

(5) Eyewitness accounts disagreed over the point of origin of the

fatal bullet and Dr. Francisco's report did not resolve the ambiguities.

A number of critics attacked the conclusion that the shot came from

the roominghouse bathroom window, and specifically Francisco's testi-

mony about the angle of the bullet's flight. For example, Mark Lane
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wrote in Code Name "Zorro" that the value of Francisco's opinion

about the origin of the shot was reduced considerably because he did

not know where Dr. King was standing, the direction he was facing or

whether he was leaning over when he was shot. Lane also discussed

accounts of eyewitnesses who said the shot came from a clump of

bushes under the bathroom window. According to Lane, Solomon

Jones, Dr. King's chauffeur in Memphis, said that he saw someone run

from the bushes on the embankment sloping down from the rooming-

house immediately after the shot was fired . Harold Carter also said he

saw a man with a rifle run from the bushes after he heard a shot.

In "Frame-Up," Harold Weisberg also wrote that Francisco's testi-

mony provided no basis for a conclusion that the bullet that killed

Dr. King came from the bathroom window, charging that the medical

examiner made no effort to explore whether a shot from another point

was possible.

(6) Among other issues, the committee's forensic pathology panel

looked into the question of whether the angle of the wound and the

path of the bullet through Dr. King's body indicated that the bullet

that struck him was fired from the bathroom window or from another

location. The panel found that the bullet pathway was consistent with

a shot coming from the right and downward, from across Mulberry

Street. The bathroom window looked on to Mulberry Street, and was

to the west-northwest of Dr. King as he stood on the Lorraine balcony,

or to his right. The slope angle of the bullet was downward. An 8.5-

foot retaining wall runs along Mulberry Street , opposite the Lorraine

Motel parking lot , so the shot had to come from above that elevation.

Thus, the medical panel concluded that the bullet was fired from the

roominghouse building itself, or from the backyard of the building.

Above the 8.5 - foot retaining wall, the yard slopes quickly upward so

that the slope angle from a point 56 inches above the balcony floor,

the approximate height of Dr. King's cheek at the moment he was shot,

is horizontal (zero degrees zero minutes) to the level of the backyard.

Although the panel found that a prone assassin could not have fired

the shot, a rifleman at the bushy edge of the yard would fire slightly

downward at a vertical angle of 2 degrees, 20 minutes, or one at the

second floor bathroom window at the rear of the roominghouse at

42212 South Main Street would be firing downward at a vertical angle

of 4 degrees, 36 minutes, at a slope distance of 207.17 feet from the

window to the victim. Either of these shots could have caused Dr.

King's wounds. The forensic pathology panel could not establish the

exact location of the assassin from the medical evidence it reviewed

because the exact position of Dr. King at the moment he was hit could

not be determined and the difference of only 2 degrees, 16 minutes ver-

tical angle between these two alternatives is negligible.

II. SELECTION OF THE ENGINEERING FIRM

(7) In its effort to resolve the location of the assassin at the time Dr.

King was shot, the committee, in 1978, decided to retain an engineering

firm to resurvey the scene of the Memphis assassination. It learned

that since the 1968 survey by Arthur C. Holbrook, Memphis city

engineer, the state of the art has advanced tremendously as increas-
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ingly precise and sophisticated engineering devices have been de-

veloped. The committee considered a number of firms based on the

recommendation of Dr. Eugene Zwoyer, executive director of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, N.Y. Zwoyer was

instructed that the survey would require a reputable and experienced

firm that had no previous involvement in the investigations of the as-

sassinations of either Dr. King or President John F. Kennedy. He was

also informed that the survey would involve a two-block commercial/

residential urban area in Memphis, Tenn. , and require the determina-

tion of several lines of trajectory from possible locations of the

assassin to the victim, using the most sophisticated equipment avail-

able. The committee considered five civil engineering firms suggested

by Dr. Zwoyer. It chose Koogle & Pouls Engineering Inc., of

Albuquerque, N. Mex. The firm satisfied two important committee

criteria : It had no previous involvement in either the investigation of

the death of Dr. King or President Kennedy, and it was unfamiliar

with the scene of Dr. King's assassination and never before worked in

Memphis, Tenn. Thus, the Koogle & Pouls firm demonstrated its

objectivity, which complemented its experience with other surveys.

The firm specializes in engineering, geodetic, and land surveys as well

as photogrammetric mapping and data acquisition. It has surveyed

over 2,000 miles of high-voltage line and other route location projects

in the Rocky Mountains and desert of the Southwestern United States.

In these surveys the firm used precision surveying instruments and

methodology for the measurement of angles and distances designed

to meet rigid National Geodetic Survey accuracy specifications.

(8) An experienced crew surveyed the Memphis scene in June 1978,

including Herbert G. Koogle, president and chief engineer of Koogle

& Pouls, and Joe M. Stewart, assistant vice president of the firm.

(9 ) Koogle received his B.S. degree from Stanford University. He

has worked on projects involving, among other things, geodetic con-

trol surveying and photogrammetric mapping, as well as engincering

design of many civil projects such as water supply drainage studies

and location surveys. By 1978, he had 26 years experience in civil engi-

neering. He has served as president and chief engineer of Koogle &

Pouls since 1964.

(10) Koogle served two 5-year terms as a member ofthe New Mexico

State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land

Surveyors, and twice served as chairman of the board. He is a mem-

ber and has served as president of the New Mexico Society of

Professional Engineers. He is also a member of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, the New Mexico Association of Surveyors and

Mappers, the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, the

American Society of Photogrammetry, and the American Public

Works Association .

( 11 ) Stewart had 18 years of experience in 1978 in surveying

projects, including photogrammetric control and geodetic surveying,

ordinary and precision leveling, and route surveys for roads and trans-

mission lines. He is responsible for Koogle & Pouls field management

and data reduction on specific surveying projects.

(12 ) The committee asked the Koogle & Pouls firm to survey the

scene and report on the probable location of the assassin, specifically
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III. TECHNICAL INSTRUMENTATION

requesting determination of the horizontal and vertical angles, dis-

tances, and physical relationships involved in possible trajectories to

the point of impact.

(13) Koogle & Pouls Engineering Inc. , used the most sophisticated

engineering equipment available in its survey of the scene of Dr.

King's assassination in Memphis, Tenn.

( 14) The Kern theodolite is a standard 1 -second direct reading pre-

cision instrument used for surveying angular measurements in

vertical and horizontal planes. It is manufactured bythe Kern Instru-

ment Co. of Aarau, Switzerland, and is capable of extremely precise

and reliable angular measurements. The Kern DKM2-AE theodolite

is one of the most recent developments in a product line that represents

advanced technology with respect to optical sighting and angular

measurement. The theodolite has automatic collimation for zenith

reference in the measurement of vertical angles. It presents an upright

image to the eye of the viewer. The angular measurements are read

from precisely engraved glass plates through an eyepiece that allows

for precise vernier settings and direct reading to 1 second of arc. The

telescope magnification of 30 diameters permits precise sighting on

small objects. This theodolite was chosen for its accuracy, ease of

handling, and suitability to the methodology used by the firm to

develop basic geometric data at the assassination scene.

( 15) The AGA model 12 Geodimeter, an electronic distance measur-

ing (EDM) unit weighing 6.2 pounds, uses an infrared beam carrier

to measure the time it takes a modulated carrier to traverse the dis-

tance from the EDM to a reflector at a given point and return to the

instrument. This amount of time, based on the established velocity of

light, is extremely short. It is measured through complex electronic

circuitry that reduces the information to a direct readout of distance

in feet. The light source is an infrared gas-emitting diode modulated

by a radio frequency signal, which is decoded out to the returning

infrared beam from the reflector. The phase modulations are then

compared in the electronic circuitry to establish the amounts of time

measured in nanoseconds (billionths of seconds) . The information is

fed into a small microprocessor (computer) within the circuitry of

the instrument, and a direct readout of the distance in feet is produced.

(16) The Geodimeter is manufactured bythe AGA Corp. of Lidingo,

Sweden. The equipment is assembled at the U.S. AGA office in

Secaucus, N.J. That instrument was developed to satisfy a severe

need in civil engineering and land surveying for an instrument that

could accurately measure distances directly, particularly over ob-

stacles in urban areas and in rough ground terrain.

IV. THE SURVEY

(17) On Friday evening, June 9, 1978, Herbert G. Koogle, president

of Koogle & Pouls Engineering Inc., met in Memphis, Tenn. with

the committee and with members of the committee's King forensic

pathology panel : Michael Baden, M.D. , chief medical examiner for

New YorkCity ; John Coe, M.D., chief medical examiner for Hennepin
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County, Minn.; and Joseph Davis, M.D., chief medical examiner for

Dade County, Fla. The medical examiners described Dr. King's

wounds, and explained that they were unable to fix conclusively the

precise azimuth (horizontal direction ) and trajectory of the fatal

bullet on the basis of their examination of the medical evidence. The

physicians noted that it was impossible to determine Dr. King's

exact position at the moment he was hit.

(18 ) On Saturday morning, June 10, 1978, Koogle and Joe M.

Stewart, supervisor of field survey operation for Koogle & Pouls,

with the committee and its medical examiners present, surveyed the

area of the Lorraine Motel on Mulberry Street and the roominghouse

at 418-422½ South Main Street, After a general examination of the

area, the firm set up a Kern DKM2-AE theodolite on the second-

floor balcony of the Lorraine Motel in front of the door to room 306.

The center of the theodolite was placed 6.65 feet from the adjacent

(southerly) corner of the concrete floor ofthe balcony, and 1.47 feet in

from the edge of the floor slab which is a 5-inch structural steel chan-

nel beam. This probable location of Dr. King at the time he was shot

was selected on the basis of photographic evidence and eyewitness

accounts furnished by the committee. The polar method of determin-

ing angles and distances to various points required for checking

previous data and development of independent information was

considered most suitable and efficient for this survey. An AGA geo-

dimeter, model 12, was mounted atop the Kern theodolite for electronic

distance measurement. (See "Instrumentation" section for a descrip-

tion of this equipment.)

( 19) Usingthe Theodolite and electronic distance measuring (EDM)

unit, certain measurements were made using the polar system of meas-

urement which involves a relative azimuth ( horizontal) and the meas-

urement of a slope distance to a retrodirective reflector prism at the

exact point on the other end of the line from the theodolite and EDM

unit. The horizontal azimuth angle, measured from a reference base-

line, the vertical angle from zenith, and the slope distance were meas-

ured and recorded.

(20) To serve as the zero index for all horizontal angles, a base

azimuth was established to the utility pole located on the northwest

corner of Mulberry Street and Butler Avenue. Zenith (vertical )

angles are automatically indexed to gravimetric level by the automatic

leveling system in the Kern Theodolite. Special care was taken to

insure that the line of sight for the EDM unit did not pass through

any portion of the glass enclosure built around the area in front of

room 306. (This glass enclosure was put up after Dr. King's assassina-

tion to protect a shrine erected in his honor. ) For orientation , three

polar measurements were made to specific points at or near the motel,

and one to the utility pole on the sidewalk just west of the motel

swimming pool. These polar measurements were reduced to horizontal

distances and carefully plotted on the film copy of the "Plan of Lor-

raine Motel Area," prepared in November 1968 by Arthur C. Hol-

brook, Memphis city engineer. Based on the plotted points, this site

map was determined to be an adequate graphic representation of the

area.
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(21) A direct measurement was made to the center of the bathroom

windowsill at 418-4222 South Main Street. Three additional measure-

ments were made in the area of the tree and bushes at the east end of

the garden area behind 418 and 4222 South Main Street where one

witness reportedly saw a fleeing figure immediately after the shot that

killed Dr. King was fired. (Fig. 2 and 3. )
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FIGURE 2.-Plan view from 418 Main Street (rear) to front of Lorraine Motel.

(This diagram has been reduced to about one-third its original size . One

inch equals approximately 30 feet. )
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(This diagram has been reduced to about one-third its original size. One

FIGURE 3.- Section view from 418 Main Street ( rear) to front of Lorraine Motel.
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V. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

(22) Based on the polar measurements, the firm determined that the

"Plan of the Lorraine Motel Area," prepared in November 1968 by

Arthur C. Holbrook, city engineer of Memphis, is entirely adequate

for the analysis required in this survey. The slope distance, or direct

line distance, from a position 56 inches above the point on the surface

of the second-floor balcony that was established in front of room 306

at the center of the theodolite, to the center front of the bathroom

windowsill at 418-4221% South Main Street is 207.17 feet at an angle

above the horizontal of 4 degrees 36 minutes. The height above the

balcony of 56 inches was selected on the basis of the examination of

evidence by the members of the forensic pathology panel and eyewit-

ness accounts furnished by the committee. This evidence indicated

that the most probable posture of Dr. King at the instant he was hit

by the projectile was with his head forward and looking down into

the parking area with a probable slight forward bend at the waist,

typical for an individual standing with his attention focused down-

ward. A difference of 1 inch in the height above the surface of the

balcony floor will make an angular difference from the bathroom

windowsill of approximately 1.4 minutes of arc, a negligible variance

for the purposes of this survey. The 1968 autopsy report of the Shelby

County, Tenn. , Medical Examiner Dr. Jerry T. Francisco noted that

the distance from the right heel of Dr. King to the probable point of

impact of the bullet was 59 inches. After consulting with the com-

mittee and the members of the forensic pathology panel, the firm

determined that the point of impact could have been within a range

of 54 to 59 inches above the floor of the balcony. Again, this relatively

minor difference in height above the floor would result in a small

angular change from the bathroom window to the point where Dr.

King was standing and these small differences would have no dis-

cernible effect on Dr. King's wound.

(23) At least one witness stated that he saw a person in the garden

area behind 418-42212 South Main Street immediately after the shot

was fired. The firm was unable to eliminate the garden area as a possi-

ble location of the assassin . Survey measurements made to selected

points in this area indicated that the general ground level in the vicin-

ity of the top of the terrace beyond the retaining wall is essentially at

the same elevation as a point 56 inches above the surface of the balcony

floor. Therefore, the angular range in a vertical plane will vary from

level to an incline of approximately 2.5 degrees from the selected

point 56 inches above the balcony floor measured to a shoulder height

of 5.4 feet for a standing person.

(24) After considerable discussion with the three medical examiners,

it became apparent that a 3- to 4-degree difference in angularity of

the trajectory would not enable them to reach a definite conclusion

about the possible location of the origin of the shot. With the lack

of photographic or specific eyewitness evidence concerning Dr. King's

posture when he was hit, it is not possible to establish with certainty

the vertical angularity of the trajectory. The lower the ballistic angle

the more Dr. King would have had to be leaning forward, perhaps

somewhat over the balcony railing, to cause the resulting wound. As-

suming Dr. King was standing with his head forward and facing
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downward, his body titled slightly forward from the waist, the path of

thebullet through his face, neck and upper body indicates a descending

trajectory, although the angle cannot be determined because of the

lack of evidence of Dr. King's posture at the moment he was shot.

VI. CONCLUSION

(25 ) Although the top of the sloping ground behind the retaining

wall within the garden area at the rear of 418-42212 South Main

Street cannot be eliminated from consideration as a possible location

ofthe assassin, based on the eyewitness information and photographic

evidence furnished to the firm, the engineering measurements, and

discussions with the medical panel and the committee, the geometric

data tends to favor the second-floor bathroom window at the rear

of 418-42212 South Main Street as the most probable location of the

assassin. This location is consistent with the azimuth (66 degrees

from the edge of the balcony measured counterclockwise) and the

slight downward inclination of the trajectory of 4 degrees 36 minutes.

This conclusion is supported by most eyewitness testimony, as well

as the medical panel, given the path of the bullet through the body

and the most probable posture ofDr. King when he was shot.
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I. INTRODUCTION

( 1 ) A fingerprint is an impression made by ridges on the ends or

bulbs of fingers. These impressions are useful as a means of identifi-

cation because no two persons have the same ridge characteristics

appearing in the same positions on the fingers, and fingerprints do not

change during one's lifetime. Three features are considered in classify-

ing fingerprints : general shapes and contours ; finger positions of pat-

tern types ; and relative size, determined by counting the ridges in

loops and by tracing the ridges in whorls. This information is incor-

porated in a concise formula, the fingerprint classification.

(2) Fingerprints found at a crime scene are referred to as "latent"

(hidden) impressions because in most cases they are difficult or impos-

sible to see and, therefore, require development to make them visible

for preservation as evidence and for comparison with fingerprints of

a known person. The fingertip ridges are covered with perspiration

that exudes from sweat pores in the ridges. When an object is touched ,

an outline of the ridges is left on it in a deposit of perspiration or

oily matter from the fingers. Latent prints are made visible by the

use of various chemicals, by photographic enhancement, and by dust-

ing them with fingerprint powder that adheres to the moisture or oily

matter present in the latent prints. The value of a latent print for iden-

tification depends on its number of identifiable characteristics and

where it is found.

(3) Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated on April 4, 1968 ,

in Memphis, Tenn. The Federal Bureau of Investigation's Laboratory

and Identification Division, Latent Fingerprint Section , examined

hundreds of fingerprints collected in the course of the FBI investiga-

tion of the assassination of Dr. King. This fingerprint analysis even-

tually helped lead to the identification and apprehension of the

assassin.

(4) Dr. King's killer apparently fled the scene after firing the fatal

shot from a second story bathroom window at the rear of a rooming-

house, managed by Bessie Brewer, at 4222 South Main Street. This

bathroom window provided a view of Dr. King's room at the Lorraine

Motel. The suspect, however, left behind important evidence, includ-

ing a .30-06 caliber Remington rifle with a Redfield telescopic sight,

binoculars, and a blue zipper bag containing clothing and personal

articles. These items were found in a bundle that had been dropped

almost immediately after the assassination in the doorway of Canipe's

Amusement Co. , 424 South Main Street. Investigators determined that

the suspect had rented room 5B at the roominghouse on the afternoon

of April 4, 1968, usingthe name John Willard.

(5) The rifle found in the doorway of Canipe's Memphis store was

purchased on March 30, 1968, at the Aeromarine Supply Co. in Bir-

mingham, Ala. , by a person using the name Harvey Lowmeyer. On

April 11 , 1968, the FBI discovered the suspected assassin's getaway

(111)
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car, a 1966 white Ford Mustang, in the parking lot of an Atlanta, Ga.,

apartment house. The car was registered to Eric Starvo Galt. Galt had

stayed at James Garner's Atlanta roominghouse in late March 1968,

and he spent the night before the assassination , April 3 , 1968, at the

New Rebel Motel in Memphis. Additional evidence was recovered from

Garner's roominghouse, including a map of Mexico.

(6) Onthe evening of Dr. King's murder, April 4, 1968 , Capt. Nick J.

Carimi, Memphis Police Department, Bureau of Identification, lifted

several prints from the second-floor bathroom at the rear of Bessie

Brewer's Memphis roominghouse, and from room 5B. (1) On the

following day, James H. Brandon and Bobby F. Ewing, technicians

with the Memphis Police Department Bureau of Identification, lifted

several more prints from the roominghouse. (2) The 10 fingerprint

lifts taken by Captain Carimi and the technicians were given to the

FBI on April 6, 1968, and Special Agent Robert Fitzpatrick person-

ally delivered the specimens to the FBI Laboratory and Identification

Division in Washington , D.C., on the same day.

(7) Of the 10 lifts from the roominghouse, only 2 were of value for

later comparison. One latent fingerprint, lifted from the dresser in

room 5B, matched the print of a Memphis police officer, and a finger-

print removed from the fireplace in room 5B was not identified . (3)

(8) The evidence from the bundle was examined, and the following

latent prints were found . (4) (FBI "Q" numbers are noted. In index-

ing evidence, the FBI assigns "Q" numbers to "questioned" items and

"K"numbers to "known" items. )

Black rifle box (Q1 ) -

Rifle (Q2 ) ---.

Telescopic sight ( Q2 ) --

Binoculars (Q14 ) --.

Memphis (Tenn. ) Commercial Appeal newspaper,

April 4, 1968 ( Q19 ) –

After shave bottle (Q24) .

Schlitz beer can ( Q53 ) .

1 palm print.

1 fingerprint.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

The palm print on the black rifle box (Q1 ) was identified as that of

Donald Wood, a clerk at Aeromarine Supply Co. , Birmingham, Ala. ,

where the rifle had been purchased . Of the other prints from the evi-

dence in the bundle, the fingerprints from the rifle and the fingerprint

from the binoculars were made by the same finger. The position of the

prints and the shape ofthe ridges indicated that the prints were prob-

ably from a left thumb. (5) .

(9) The windowsill from the second-floor bathroom at the rear of

Bessie Brewer's Memphis roominghouse was sent to the FBI Labora-

tory and Identification Division, Washington, D.C. The FBI found

one latent fingerprint on the sill, but determined it belonged to FBI

Special Agent Frank Johnson. (6) . The FBI took 25 latent lifts from

room 34 of the New Rebel Motel in Memphis, the place where Eric S.

Galt stayed on April 3, 1968, the day before Dr. King was killed. Only

four of these lifts were valuable. Two prints from Galt's New Rebel

Motel registration card (Q86) were later found to belong to a motel

clerk and an FBI agent. (7)

( 10) On April 15, 1968, the FBI recovered a map ofMexico (Q194)

in the room where Galt had stayed at Garner's roominghouse in

Atlanta, Ga. A latent lift from the map matched the prints from the

1
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rifle and the binoculars. (8) The FBI determined from the map lift

that the print, probably from the left thumb, had an ulnar loop of

12 ridge counts.

(11) In its efforts to identify the latent prints, the FBI experts

under the direction of George Bonebrake reviewed all sections of its

single fingerprint file and compared all outstanding identification

orders. The FBI noted that the map print was similar to that found on

the rifle and the binoculars. From a search of the records of 53,000

fugitives, the investigators discerned that approximately 1,900 of

these fugitives had ulnar loops of 10 to 14 ridge counts in the left

thumb. On April 19, 1968, 15 days after Dr. King's murder, the

three latent fingerprints were identified with the prints of James Earl

Ray, an escapee from the Missouri State Penitentiary who had been

serving a sentence for robbery. (9)

( 12 ) Ray was apprehended at Heathrow Airport in London, Eng-

land, on June 8, 1968. Four days before his arrest, he allegedly robbed

the Fulham Branch of the Trustee Savings Bank in London of about

£95. A holdup note printed on a paper bag was left at the scene by the

suspect and recovered by officers of the Metropolitan Police, New Scot-

land Yard. Fingerprint specialists at New Scotland Yard and the FBI

positively_matched the print found on the note with the left thumb

print of James Earl Ray. (10) Ray, however, denied that he robbed

the Fulham Bank.

(13) The committee, in its investigation of the assassination of Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. , decided to review all fingerprints identified

as those of James Earl Ray as well as prints on other evidence that

had been associated somehow with Ray and might indicate conspiracy.

It determined not to reexamine, for example, fingerprints that were

identified as those of investigating officers ; prints from anonymous let-

ters ; and prints related to suspects other than Ray. The fingerprints

that the committee determined should be reviewed came primarily

from (1) the bundle found in the doorway of Canipe's Amusement

Co.; (2) the Brewer Memphis roominghouse ; (3) the New Rebel

Motel ; (4) the 1966 Ford Mustang ; and (5) the Garner Atlanta room-

inghouse. Some miscellaneous items were also selected for review, such

as the June 4, 1968 London robbery note, because of Ray's contention

that he was not involved in the holdup .

(14) The committee needed a highly qualified expert in fingerprint

analysis to review more than 60 questioned specimens related to the

death of Dr. King. It first retained Victor J. Scalice of Forensic

Control Systems, New York, N.Y., who had served as a member of

the committee's John F. Kennedy fingerprint panel. (See Kennedy

fingerprint panel report for a description of the selection of those

panel members. ) Scalice reviewed six of the prints selected by the

committee. He compared a photographic copy of the fingerprints of

James Earl Ray to latent lifts from the following items : the rifle

(Q2) ; the binoculars (Q14) ; the Memphis Commercial Appeal news-

paper (Q19) ; the Schlitz beer can (Q53) ; and the London robbery

note (Q389) ; and determined that these impressions had been made

by James Earl Ray, confirming the conclusions of the FBI analysts.

Scalice was unable to compare a lift from the telescopic sight (Q2) ,

however, because the photograph of the original lift was poor. (11)
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(15) Scalice could not examine all of the relevant prints because of

an extremely full schedule of other work so he agreed that the com-

mittee should employ an expert in the Washington, D.C. , area who

could review the original latent lifts at the FBI headquarters if

necessary.

II. SELECTION OF FINGERPRINT PANEL

(16) To fulfill its obligation to investigate all the circumstances of

the death of Dr. King, the committee convened a panel of fingerprint

examiners to review relevant latent prints that were collected by the

FBI in 1968. The panel members were asked to review the fingerprint

exhibits selected by the committee and compare them with the finger-

prints of James Earl Ray and, as part of its investigation of possible

conspiracy, with the prints of his brothers , John L. Ray and Jerry W.

Ray. They also were asked to compare selected latent lifts with the

prints of known or suspected Ray associates, including : Jesse B.

Stoner, president of the segregationist National States Rights Party

and an associate of Jerry W. Ray (12) ; Randy Rosenson, an alleged

associate of Raoul who Ray mentioned in a 1977 Canadian Broadcast-

ing Co. interview (13) ; and Gus Prosch, an alleged gunrunner

and supposed purchaser of a weapon at the Aeromarine Supply Co.

in Birmingham, Ala. , on April 3, 1968, a weapon that according to one

source, may have been used in Memphis the next day. (14)

(17) The committee, following the suggestion of fingerprint examiner

Victor J. Scalice, sought to use highly qualified fingerprint examiners

from the Washington, D.C., area to review latent fingerprint lifts

relevant to the death of Dr. King and, if necessary, examine the origi-

nal materials at the FBI headquarters. On the recommendation of

Burtell M. Jefferson, Chief of Police, Metropolitan Police Depart-

ment, Washington, D.C., the committee employed as consultants Ray

H. Holbrook and Darrell D. Linville , fingerprint specialists with the

Metropolitan Police Department.

(18) Ray H. Holbrook completed a Federal Bureau of Investigation

fingerprint training course in 1959. He worked in the FBI Identifica-

tion Division from 1959 until 1969. He began his present work as a

fingerprint specialist with the Identification Branch, Fingerprint

Examination Section , Metropolitan Police Department, Washington,

D.C., in 1969. Holbrook has lectured at the Metropolitan Police

Academy and at the Antioch Law School in Washington, D.C. He is

a certified latent print examiner and a member of the International

Association for Identification.

(19) Darrell D. Linville completed a Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion fingerprint training course in 1957. He worked with the FBI

Identification Division from 1957 until 1970. He began his present work

as a fingerprint specialist with the Identification Branch, Metropolitan

Police Department, Washington, D.C., in 1970. Linville has taught at

the Metropolitan Police Department Academy, Washington, D.C. , and

has instructed foreign police officers in the Henry System of Finger-

print Identification . He is a certified latent print examiner and a mem-

ber of the International Association for Identification. On numerous

occasions he has testified as a fingerprint expert.
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(20) Both Holbrook and Linville examined latent prints collected

at the scene of the June 1972 burglary of Democratic National Head-

quarters in the Watergate Hotel, Washington, D.C. Senator Sam J.

Ervin's Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities

used their report in its investigation ofthe burglary.

III. REPORT OF THE FINGERPRINT PANEL

(21) The following fingerprints were examined and compared. (The

FBI questioned evidence index numbers, or Q numbers, are noted if

they were assigned. )

FBI photograph

No.:

3. One fingerprint on side of telescopic sight . (Q2) ( Identified

by FBI as right ring fingerprint of James Earl Ray. )

6. One fingerprint on aftershave bottle. (Q24 ) ( Identified by

FBI as right index finger of James Earl Ray. )

10. One fingerprint on latent lift marked " right side of fire-

place" from room 5B, Brewer roominghouse, Memphis.

17. Two fingerprints and one palm print on Browning rifle.

25. Two fingerprints on bathroom door-New Rebel Motel,

Memphis.

26. One fingerprint on bathroom door-New Rebel, Motel ,

Memphis.

27. One palm print on bathroom door-New Rebel, Motel,

Memphis.

28. One palm print on bathroom door-New Rebel Motel,

Memphis.

29. One palm print from 1966 Mustang, left door handle.

30. One palm print from 1966 Mustang, 8 inches from right

door plunger under right rear glass.

31. One impression of value on 1966 Mustang right door handle.

44. Two fingerprints on lined piece of paper, Garner rooming-

house, Atlanta, (Q168)

45. Two palm prints on piece of newspaper, Garner rooming-

house, Atlanta.

46. One palm print on latent lift A-1, Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

47. One palm print on latent lift A-3, Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

48. One palm print on latent lift A-5, Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

49. Two palm prints on latent lift 9, Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

50. One palm print on latent lift 10, Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

51. Two palm prints on latent lift 11 , Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

52. One palm print on latent lift 12, Garner roominghouse,

Atlanta.

53. Two fingerprints on change of address order, signed Eric S.

Galt. (Q173)
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54. Two fingerprints on change of address order, signed Eric C.

Galt. (Q173 )

55. One fingerprint on Mexican map. (Q194)

56. One fingerprint on Mexican map. (Q194)

57. One fingerprint on Mexican map. (Q194) ( Identified by

FBI as left thumb print of James Earl Ray. )

58. One fingerprint and one impression of value on Mexican

map. (Q194)

59. One fingerprint on Mexican map. (Q194 ) ( Identified by

FBI as left index fingerprint of James Earl Ray.)

60. One fingerprint on Mexican map. (Q194)

61. One fingerprint on paper bearing notation . (Q214 )

62. One fingerprint on money order. (Q216)

63. One fingerprint on money order. (Q216)

64. One fingerprint on money order. (Q217)

65. One fingerprint on money order. (Q219)

66. Two fingerprints on money order. (Q221 )

67. Three fingerprints on money order. (Q221 )

68. One fingerprint on money order. (Q222)

69. One fingerprint on money order. (Q223)

70. One fingerprint and one palm print on money order. (Q223 )

71. One fingerprint on letter signed Eric S. Galt. (Q225)

72. One fingerprint on back of envelope to Locksmithing Insti-

tute. (Q215)

76. One fingerprint on Futura Books order blank, dated Feb-

ruary 17, 1968 signed Eric S. Galt. (Q255)

77. One fingerprint on order blank. (Q255)

87. Two fingerprints on envelope. (Q254)

88. One fingerprint on envelope. ( Q253)

89. One fingerprint on envelope. ( Q253 )

111. Two fingerprints on envelope. (Q293)

112. Three fingerprints on envelope . (Q293)

113. One fingerprint on envelope. (Q294)

115. One fingerprint on coupon from Eric S. Galt to Modern

Photo Bookstore. (Q326)

134-135. Three fingerprints on letter from Galt to Southern

African Council. (Q334)

153. Palm print on Sneyd paper with name and address. (Q367)

154. Five fingerprints on Sneyd letter. (Q367)

158-159. Four fingerprints on Royal Bank of Canada

newsletter.

162-164. Letter signed Galt. (Q385)

165. One fingerprint on London robbery note. ( Q389) ( Identi-

fied by FBI as a fingerprint of James Earl Ray. )

166-167. Eleven fingerprints and two palm prints on rooming-

house ledger and card. (Q 407 and Q408)

173. One fingerprint on check from Indian Trails Restaurant,

Winnetka, Ill . (Q404) ( Identified by FBI as a fingerprint of

James Earl Ray.)

(22) Also, two unnumbered latent lifts taken from the second-floor

bathroom at the rear of Bessie Brewer's Memphis roominghouse were

examined.
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(23) The following print photographs were provided for compari-

son to the questioned fingerprints.

(24) A. Inked finger and palm impressions of James Earl Ray.

(25) B. Inked finger and palm impressions of John L. Ray.

(26) C. Inked finger and palm impressions of Jerry W. Ray.

(27) (The impressions of James Earl Ray and his brothers, John and

Jerry, were compared with all of the latent prints examined. )

(28) D. Inked impressions of Gus Prosch, Jr., who allegedly bought

a weapon at Aeromarine Supply Co. , Birmingham, Ala., on April 3,

1968, the day before Dr. King was killed . (Compared to photograph

17 only. )

(29) E. Inked impressions of Jesse B. Stoner, president of the segre-

gationist National States Rights Party and an associate of Jerry W.

Ray. (Compared to photographs 31 and 44 only. )

(30) F. Inked impressions of Randy Rosenson, an alleged associate

of Raoul who Ray mentioned in a 1977 Canadian Broadcasting Co.

interview. (Compared to photographs 31, 44, 55, 56, and 60. )

(31 ) No palm prints were available for Prosch, Stoner, or Rosenson.

(32) The results of the comparisons were as follows:

Photograph 17 was compared with inked impressions of Gus

Prosch, with negative results.

Photographs 31 and 44 were compared with inked impressions

ofJesse Stoner, with negative results.

Photographs 31, 44, 55 , 56 , and 60 were compared with inked

impressions of Randy Rosenson, with negative results.

(NOTE : No palmar impressions were available for Prosch,

Stoner or Rosenson . )

Photograph 3, developed on side of the Redfield telescopic

sights, is an impression made by the right ring finger of James

Earl Ray.

Photograph 6, developed on aftershave lotion bottle, is an

impression made by the right index finger of James Earl Ray.

Photograph 57, developed on 1966 Republica Mexicanna , Guia

Roji (map of Mexico) , is an impression made by the left thumb

of James Earl Ray.

Photograph 59, developed on 1966 Republica Mexicanna , Guia

Roji (map of Mexico) , is an impression made by the left index

finger of James Earl Ray.

Photograph 115, one fingerprint on coupon from Eric S. Galt

to Modern Photo Bookstore.

Photograph 165, developed on London robbery note, is an im-

pression made by the right thumb of James Earl Řay.

Photograph 173, developed on Indian Trails check, is an im-

pression made by the right thumb of James Earl Ray.

(33) The panel concluded that James Earl Ray made the latent im-

pressions from the telescopic sight (photograph 3) , the aftershave

bottle (photograph 6 ) , the Mexican map (photographs 57 and 59) ;

the London robbery note (photograph 165 ) ; and the check from the

Indian Trails Restaurant (photograph 173) Indian Trails Restau-

rant (photograph 173 ) ; a coupon from Eric S. Galt to Modern Photo

Bookstore (photograph 115) . These results agree with the earlier

findings of the FBI . Two impressions from an unnumbered latent

lift card, taken from the second-floor bathroom at Brewer's 42212
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South Main Street roominghouse, Memphis, were also examined. One

latent palm impression from the bathtub was of no value for com-

parison. The other palm impression from the bathroom windowsill

was compared to the palm print of James Earl Ray and found not to

match.

( 34) The remaining latent impressions were compared with the

inked finger and palm impressions of James Earl Ray, Jerry William

Ray, and John Larry Ray, but no additional identifications could

be made.

(35) The following consolidated identifications were made. The

fingerprints are considered identical with an unknown person or

persons.

Photograph 44 : Two latent impressions of value developed on

lined piece of paper (Q168) . The two latent impressions are iden-

tical with each other.

Photograph 53 : Two latent impressions of value developed on

"Change of Address Order" signed Eric S. Galt (Q173) . The two

latent impressions are identical with each other.

Photograph 62 : One latent impression of value developed on

back of Bank of America money order No. 0799-18037 (Q216 ) .

The one latent impression is identical with the latent impression

in photo No. 65 and with one latent impression in photo No. 67.

Photograph 63 : One latent impression of value developed on

back of Bank of America money order No. 0799-18037 (Q216) .

The one latent impression is identical with the latent impression

in photo No. 64.

Photograph 64: One latent impression of value developed on

back of Bank of America money order No. 0799-18288 (Q217) .

The one latent impression is identical with the latent impression

in photo No. 63.

Photograph 65 : Two latent impressions of value developed on

back of Bank of America money order No. 0799-17281 (Q219) .

One of the two latent impressions is identical with the latent im-

pression in photo No. 62 and with one latent impression in photo

No. 67. The other latent impression is identical with the latent

impression in photo No. 69.

Photo 67 : Three latent impressions of value developed on back

of Bank of America money order No. 0799-19701 (Q221 ) . One

ofthe three latent impressions is identical with the latent impres-

sion in photo No. 62 and with one latent impression in photo No.

65. One ofthe two remaining latent impressions is identical with

one latent impression in photo No. 70.

Photograph No. 69 : One latent impression of value developed

on front ofBank of America money order No. 0799-19704 (Q223) .

The one latent impression is identical with one latent impression

in photo No. 65.

Photograph 70 : Three latent impressions of value (one of

which is a palmar impression ) developed on front of Bank of

America money order No. 0799-19704 (Q223) . One of the three

latent impressions is identical with one latent impression in photo

No. 67.
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Photograph 76: One latent impression of value developed on

order blank for Futura Books dated February 27, 1968, signed

Eric S. Galt (Q255) . The one latent impression is identical with

one latent impression in photo No. 77.

Photograph 77 : Two latent impressions of value developed on

order blank for Futura Books dated February 27, 1968, signed

Eric S. Galt (Q255) . One of the two latent impressions is identi-

cal with the latent impression in photo No. 76.

Photograph 134 and 135 : Four latent impressions of value de-

veloped on letter from Galt to Southern African Council (Q334) .

Three ofthe four latent impressions are identical with each other.

Photographs 158 and 159 : Five latent impressions of value de-

veloped on bank newsletter, Royal Bank of Canada. Two of the

five latent impressions are identical with each other.
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I. INTRODUCTION

(1) Inthe course of its investigation of the assassination of Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr. , the Federal Bureau of Investigation obtained and

examined hundreds of documents that contained specimens of hand-

writing. Many of these documents were signed by or related to James

Earl Ray, convicted assassin of Dr. King, or related to Eric S. Galt,

John L. Rayns, and Ramon George Sneyd, aliases used by Ray. The

documents examined included motel registrations, laundry receipts,

checks, bank records, sales invoices, money orders, passports, corre-

spondence, and other miscellaneous writings. The FBI also analyzed

letters from citizens, including anonymous and crank mail, as well as

handwriting samples and documents relating to suspects other than

James Earl Ray.

(2) Based on their examination of handwritten Eric S. Galt signa-

tures, the FBI determined that the signatures were all written by the

same person, and ultimately concluded that the relevant documents had

been executed by Ray. Further comparisons revealed that documents

bearing the signatures of John L. Rayns and Ramon George Sneyd

were also written by Ray.

(3) Since Ray admitted using the Galt, Rayns, and Sneyd aliases,

there was little controversy about the origin of these writtings. The

committee, therefore, determined that a comprehensive review of the

FBI handwriting examination was unnecessary, and decided to ex-

amine only the following items :

(4) 1. London robbery note (FBI specimen Qc389 ; MLK exhibit F-

242) (Figs. 1-1 and 1-2) . On June 4, 1968, 4 days before his apprehen-

sion, James Earl Ray allegedly robbed the Fulham branch of the

Trustee Savings Bank in London, England, of about £95. The Metro-

politan Police of New Scotland Yard sent the FBI a photocopy of a

robbery note left at the Fulham bank by the robbery suspect. The FBI

laboratory received the copy on July 15, 1968. The committee's King

fingerprint panel, as well as the FBI examiners, determined that a la-

tent fingerprint on the note was the right thumbprint of James Earl

Ray. The FBI experts, however, examined the handwriting on the note

and were unable to identify the handwriting as that of Ray because the

writer, rather than printing the note, outlined the letters and filled

them in so that the normal identifying characteristics were not evident.

Ray denied that he was involved in the Fulham bank robbery. The com-

mittee, therefore, decided that a second handwriting analysis of the

note might provide further evidence bearing on Ray's part in the

holdup.

(123)
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PLACE ALL

£5-10 POUND

NOTES IN THIS BAG

FIGURE 1A.-Note found at the Fulham branch of the Trustee Savings Bank, Lon-

don, England, on June 4, 1968 (front) .

PUT

ALL

FIGURE 1B.-Fulham bank note (back) .
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(5) 2. Three items were examined that related to Ray's efforts to

obtain a Canadian passport in April 1968. Following the April 4 ,

1968 assassination of Dr. King in Memphis, Tenn., Ray fled to

Atlanta, Ga. and from there he traveled to Toronto, Ontario, Canada,

where he arrived sometime between April 6 and 8, 1968. While in

Toronto, Ray applied for a Canadian passport at a local travel agency

on April 16, 1968, and the passport was issued from Ottawa, Ontario,

the Canadian capital, on April 24, 1968. The passport was issued to

Ramon George Sneyd, the identity Ray had assumed. He used the

passport to travel from Toronto to London, England , on May 6 , 1968.

In the course of obtaining the passport, Ray first adopted the alias

Paul Edward Bridgman, which he used in a request for a Canadian

birth certificate he made on April 10 , 1968. He learned, however, that

the real Bridgman already had a passport. Afraid that his ruse would

be detected if he used the Bridgman name, Ray adopted the alias

Ramon George Sneyd by April 16, the day he applied for his passport

and ordered a birth certificate from the Bureau of Vital Statistics in

that name. In connection with his passport application, Ray com-

pleted a Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor form so that he

did not need a witness to swear that he had been a Canadian citizen

for at least 2 years.

(6) Ray maintained that he secured his Canadian passport without

assistance. The committee analyzed the handwriting on the following

items related to his efforts to secure a passport to determine whether

they had been prepared by Ray or by someone else :

(a) Photocopy of an April 10, 1968, letter from Paul Bridgman

requesting a birth certificate. (MLK exhibit F-233A) (fig. 2. )

The committee obtained a photocopy of this letter from the

FBI file of Canadian materials related to the investigation of

the death of Dr. King, received from the Shelby County, Tenn.,

district attorney general's office on July 25, 1977.

42-636 O - 79 - 9
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CANADA

4.10.68

DEAR SIR;

INCLOSED is$2.002.00 MONEY OFFER

FOR BIRTH CERTIFICATE,

NAME PAUL EDWARD BRIDGMAN

BORN: TORENTO, ONTARIO, NOVEMBER 10,1932

Mo

EDWARD G.B. BRIDGMAN.

GAIDEN NAME, EVELYN GODDEN,

THANKS:

Semmily

PaulEdward Bridgme
n

162- OSSINGTO
N AVE,

TORON
TO

, CANA
DA

.

Pers & cauf.

How Robert Helch

Prom Seed

ONTARIO

"Minister of letzenship & Registrar sen

ParliamentBlogs , Torontortation

certifi
ed

abstrac
t
ofbirthrecord

s
question

2554
2

FIGURE 2.-April 10, 1968, letter of request for birth certificate, signed Paul

Edward Bridgman.

(b) Photocopy of an April 16, 1968, letter from Ramon George

Sneyd requesting a birth certificate. (MLK exhibit F-233B)

(fig. 3.) A photocopy of this document was also found in the

FBI Canadian materials which the committee received from

the Shelby County Tenn., district attorney's office.
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DEAR SIR

4-16-68

INCLOSED IS A MA FOR $2.00,

WOULD You
PLEASE SEND

BIRTH

CERTIFICATE,"

NAME: RAMON
GEORGE

SNEYD.

'
BORN

OCTOBER- 8- 1982

TORONTO,
ONTARIO

FATHER'S
NAME

:
GEORGE SNEYD

MOTHER'S NAME,
MAIDEN,

GLADYS MAE KILNER

Remon Genge Ineyd

962 DUNDAS ST, W.

TORONTO
, ONTARION

THANKS,

CANADA

3

FIGURE 3.-April 16, 1968, letter of request for birth certificate, signed Ramon

George Sneyd.

(c) Photocopy of the Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor

signed by Ramon George Sneyd on April 16, 1968. (FBI speci-

men Qc364 ; MLK exhibit F-234) (fig. 4. )
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ONYA HOW

W-38861 JK 36

FBI

LABORATORY

STATUTORY DECLARATION IN LIEU OF GUARANTOR

& SHRLEMUND

of

I,

do solemnly declare that:

1. The statements contained in the attached application for passport

are true and correct;

2. There is no one in Canada , eligible under the Canadian passport re-

gulations to vouch for passport applications, who knows me well enough

to vouch for my application . The reason for this is that

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it

to be true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if

made under oath, and by virtue of the Canada Evidence Act.

Declared before ne

at ...The........... in the

Province of ..............

day of ARR! ....
this

.16.
of

AD 19.6
8

ད

Commissioner for Caths or a Notary

Public

(Strike out inappropriate)

FIGURE 4.-Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor, dated April 16, 1968,

and signed Ramon George Sneyd.

(7) 3. Photocopy of hand-drawn map of escape plan from Brushy

Mountain State Penitentiary, Petros, Tenn. (Fig. 5.) In 1978 the com-
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BAC
K
ofPri

son

FIGURE 5.-Hand-drawn map labeled "Back of Prison".
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mittee obtained a hand-drawn map of an escape plan, allegedly made

by James Earl Ray. The map was analyzed in an attempt to deter-

mine if it indeed was drawn by Ray.

II. SELECTION OF THE HANDWRITING EXPERT

(8) The committee needed a highly qualified questioned document

examiner to analyze the writings relevant to its investigation of the

assassination of Dr. King. It chose Joseph P. McNally, who had

served on the committee's John F. Kennedy handwriting panel. That

selection process is set forth in the introduction of the report of the

Kennedy handwriting panel.

(9) McNally received a B.S. and an M.P.A. in police science from

the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New

York. He began work in questioned document identification in 1942

with the New York City police laboratory. He has worked as super-

visor of the document identification section of the police laboratory,

training officer in the police academy, commanding officer of the po-

lice laboratory, and handwriting expert in the office of the district

attorney of New York County. He retired from the police depart-

ment at the rank of captain in 1972 and began private practice in

questioned document identification. He is a consultant to the Human

Resources Administration of New York City.

( 10 ) McNally is a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic

Sciences, a member of the International Association for Identifica-

tion, the American Society for Testing and Materials, and the Ameri-

can Society of Questioned Document Examiners. He has lectured at

the City University of New York, Rockland College, and the New

York Police Academy.

III. FINAL REPORT OF DOCUMENT EXAMINER JOSEPH P. MCNALLY

(11 ) The following writings were examined and compared :

(a) Two photocopies of a note (apparently written on a paper bag) ,

(MLK exhibit F-242A front, 242B back) (Fig. 1-1 and 1-2.)

Front: "P LACE ALL

£ 510 POUND

NOTES IN THIS BAG"

Back: "P UT

ALL"

(b) Photocopy of April 10, 1968 , letter requesting birth certificate,

signed "Paul Edward Bridgman”. (MLK Exhibit F-233A)

(Fig. 2.)

(c) Photocopy of April 16, 1968, letter requesting birth certificate,

signed "Ramon George Sneyd". (MLK exhibit F-233B )

(Fig. 3.)

(d) Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor, dated April 16,

1968, signed "Ramon George Sneyd". (MLK exhibit (F-234)

(Fig. 4.)

(e) Photocopy of hand-drawn map. ( Fig. 5. )

(f) Photograph of a handprinted note exemplar (or specimen )

printing of James Earl Ray. (Fig. 6. ) Designated "last page"

and "pg. 20". The note consists of 28 lines and begins as

follows:
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1A

AGE

"IT IS SUGGESTED THATON -L AND DEPENDANT

UPON, ThE SUBMISSION OF THE ISSUES HERE

PROPOSED TO BE RAISED HAS BEEN..."

IT is UGGESTED THATUN
AND DEFENDANT

UPON, THE SUBMISSION OFTHE ISSOES WERE

PROPOSED TO BE RAISee nAs BEEN ADJUDICATE,

BEAND UNLESS SUCHSUCH ADJUDICATION

FAUORABLE TO MOVANT, THESE ISSUES AND

THE RECORD OF THE ADJUDICATION THEREON

ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE SUBMISSION OF A

PROPER RECORD FOR APPEAL, IF THERE is

TO BE AN ADEQUATE APPELLATE

REVIEW within The MEANING AND THE

SPIRIT OF THE "AUTHORITIES HERE IN

CITED.THE RULE THAT CONSTITUTIONAL

QUESTIONS SHALL BE RAISED AS EARLY

IN THE PROCEENING AS is PROXER, ANDprof

THE RULE THAT WHAT is NOT BRIEFED

ON AN APPEAL IS DEEMED TO BE WAIVED,

SHALLEFFECTIVELY OPERATE. то

FORECLOSE MOVANI'S RIGHTS ON THE

Appear HEREIN, UNLESSThis HONORABLE

COURT ABIDES BYITS OBLIGATION TO

"ENFORCE THE CONSTITUTION OF THE

UNITED STATES" ( Smith V. O'GRADY

312, U.S. 329 334, 615 ct. 572, 574,

85L. ED. 859 )

AN MOVANT RESPECTFULLY URGES tika

THESE THINGS.

RESPECT FULLY SOBMITTED BY:

NOTORIZED BY!

JAMES RAY P4.20

FIGURE 6.-Hand-printed note, containing notations "last page" and "James

Ray pg. 20".

(g) Canadian passport application papers, Form A-O, May 16,

1968, in the name Ramon George Sneyd. (FBI specimen Q369)
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PENANT

(Fig. 7.) Four photographed pages which contain :

Page 1-Hand printing.

Page 2-Print and signature "Ramon George Sneyd".

Page 3-Affidavit (script) signed "Ramon George Sneyd".

Page 4 -Typed letter, dated May 17, 1969.

[EPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
File N

FORM A-O-APPLICATION FOR CANADIAN PASSPORT

For by person 18 years of age and
Please detach

end the instruction Sheet before completing application

ANSWERS TO BE TYPEWRITTEN OR PRINTED IN IN

RAMON

DATE OF DEPARTURE
KNOWN, ENTER HERE

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

6 E с RG E

LAST NAME

NAME SEFOR
MARRAGE

SNEY D

2. A PASSPORT TO IN CARE OF 11 Apple

962 DUNDAS ST.W.
STREET BOW OF WE NO

8.10 32
1. DATE OF BATH DAY MONTH YEAR

4. HEIGHT

APART NO

TORONTO
CITY, TOWN, ETC.

TORONTO
CITY, TOWN, ETC.PLACE OF BIRTH

SOCCUPATIONCOLOUROFHAIR COLOUR OF EYES WEIGHT
5-10m BLACK BLUE 170 AUTO SALESMANINS

CANADA
COUNTRY

Patre

TELEPHONE OFFICE

ONTARI
O

PROVINCE

HOME-

COUNTRY

CANADA
EEMAL

& VISIBLE DISTINGUISHING MARKS (See Instruction No. 9)

COUNTRY OF TH

7. PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS Mos 2AND 10 BEFORE ENTERING NAMES OF CHILDREN TO APPEAR IN PASSPORT

GIVEN NAMES
LAST MAME

DATE OFB

DAY YEAR

Please attach a separate sheet showing children's names ifspace above inadequate

& PERMANE ADDRESS OF CHILDREN CHILDI NAMED ABOVE

+ APPLICANTS PERMANENT ADDRESS NOT SAME AS
GIVEN IN QUESTION NO 2 PLEASE PROVIDE HERE

NAME

STREET

STREET

FOR OFFON US

4-1-A

CITY, TOWN PROVINCE
COUNTRY

CITY,TOWN PROVINCE RELATIONSHIP

18. PERSON TO NOTIFY IN CANADA
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY PAUL BRIDGMA

N
102 OSSINGTON TORONTO ONTARIO FRIEND

11. APPLICANTS MARITAL STATUS

SINGLEX
MABRIED

12. HAS YOUR NAME BEEN CHANGED

WIDOWIER DIVORCED

4 485
GIVE FORMER NAME

SEPARATED
ANNULLED

YES NO
AND COMPLY WITH INSTRUCTION NO

YES

1968

13. HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A CANADIAN PASSPORT OR CERTIFICATE OF IDENTITY TRAVEL DOCUMENT)

WITHIN THE LAST TEN YEARS!

" 985
PLEASE ENCLOSE AND ENTER DOCUMENT NO

ANADIAN PASSPORTIN LAST TEN YEARST

NO D

3CANCELLED PRILDJ909 324 of

14. HAVE YOU LOST A
PLEASE COMPLY WITH INSTRUCTION NO. 12

15. HAVE YOU A VALID DE EXPIRED PASSPORT OF ANOTHER COMMONWEALTH COUNTRYI

PLEASE ENCLOSE AND ENTER
CCCMENT NO

YES

YES

DATE OF ISSUE
VES16. HAVE YOU THE NATIONALITY OR CITIZENSHIP OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY IN ADDITION TO

ANADIAN CITIZENSHIP

PHOTOGRAPHS

19
ENTER NAME OF COUNTRY

POLIMENTS

BIRTHUERT

(11 SIRTH AD

FOT NAT

IN .

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

3879 ARE MADE BY

INDEXRS/ BY

APPLICATION
TRAMINED BY

CARDED BY

PASSPORT
RITTEN BY

PASSPORT NO

DATER

to

223014

way1616
8

24 4 13

NO P

NO

NO

BEMARKS
gration

Passport and

to replace spocket ,

forexpert De407524

dot

24
Cap

ul1968

6
9
7
3

1
7
t
-

4
1

Joust

FIGURE 7A.-Form A-O : Application for Canadian Passport, Department of

External Affairs, printed name of applicant "Ramon George Sneyd". (Page 1)
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ALL APPLICANTS NOT BORN IN CANADA

PLEASE READ INSTRUCTION NO. 13 AND ANSWER QUESTIONS 17 TO 20 INCLUSIVE

WERE ADMITTED TO CANADA AS A LANDED IMMIGRANT NAME OF SHIP OR AIRLINE

DATE

17. YOU ORYOUR FATHER

GIVE PORT OF ENTRY

18. GIVE PERIODS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE IN CANADA UP TO PRESENT TIME

FROM 10

19. HAVE YOU ACERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION

FROM

OF CITIZENSHIP
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX IF QUESTION APPLIES TO YOU
AND SUBMIT CERTIFICATE FOR INSPECTION ENTER CERTIFICATE NO.

TO FROM

OR HAS YOUR NAME BEEN INCLUDED IN A CERTIFICA OF NATURALIZATION

DATE OF ISSUE (See Instruction No. 13
NO20. DO YOU CLAIM CANADIAN CITIZENSHIP THROUGH YOUR FATHER (THIS EXCLUDES ADOPTIVE FATHER YES

IF "YES", GIVE FATHER'S NAME

FATHER'S COUNTRY OF BIRTH

AND FORWARD FOR INSPECTIONS BIRTH CERTIFICATE . (See Instruction No. 13)

FATHER'S NATIONAL STATUS WHEN YOU WERE BORN

PRESENT MARRIAGE-This section must be completed by women who are married or who have been married. NOTE: If married

more than once, please answer questions below regarding present ormost recent marriage. In next section enter details of your

earlier marriage ormarriages. (Please note Instruction 13(c) and Questions 29 and30, if applicable)

22. PLACE OF MARRIAGE

22. HUSBAND'S FULL NAME

23. PRESENT NATIONALITY OR CITIZENSHIP OF HUSBAND

24. MARRIED BEFORE JANUARY 1,1947 AND YOU CLAIM
A CANADIAN NATIONAL,
OR BRITISH SUBJECT BY BIRTH BY NATURALIZATION
YOUR RESIDENCE IN CANADA HAS BEEN ( Give Dates)
FROM: TO

DATE OF MARRIAGE YOUR NATIONALITY OR CITIZENSHIP BEFORE MARRIAGE

HUSBAND'S BIRTH DATE HUSBAND'S PLACE OF BIRTH

IF WIDOW, GIVE DATE OF HUSBAND'S DEATHAT TIME OF MARRIAGE

CITIZENSHIP SOLELY THROUGH MARRIAGE, WAS YOUR HUSBAND AT THE TIME OF MARRIAGE

ORAY INCLUSION IN HIS FATHER'S CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION
YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY RESIDED IN (Name Country or Countries)

(See Instruction No. 13)

PREVIOUS MARRIAGE(S)-This section must be completed by women who have had a marriage other than the one noted above. If

there has been more than one previous manage, please answersame questions for each previous marriage on a separate sheet and

attach. (Please note Instruction 13(c) and Questions 29 and 30, ifapplicable)

25 PLACE OF MARRIAGE

26. HUSBAND'S FULL NAME

27. PRESENT NATIONALITY OR GRIZENSHIP OF HUSBAND

28. MARRIED BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1947 AND YOU CLAIM
A CANADIAN NATIONAL,
OR BRITISH SUB BY MATH BY NATURALIZATION
YOUR RESIDEN IN CANADA HAS BEEN (Give Dates)
FROM TO

DATE OF MARRIAGE YOUR NATIONALITY OR CITIZENSHIP BEFORE MARRIAGE

HUSBAND'S BIRTH DATE HUSBAND'S PLACE OF BIRTH

AT TIME OF MARRIAGE

CITIZENSHIP SOLELY THROUGH MARRIAGE, WAS YOUR HUSBAND AT THE TIME OF MARRIAGE

OR BY INCLUSION IN HIS FATHER'S CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION
YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY RESIDED IN (Name Country or Countries)

IF HUSBAND DECEASED, DATE OF DEATH

( See Instruction No. 13)

30.

IFMARED MORE THAN ONCE, FORWARD PRESENT MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE FOR INSPECTION.

MOST RECENT MARRIAGE WAS DISSOLVED OR ANNULLED, FORWARD DIVORCE DECREES OR OTHER SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS.
(All Certificates and Documents willbe Returned)

DECLARATION OF APPLICANT

I solemnly declare that the statements made in this application are true, that the photographs enclosed are a true likeness of

me, and that I am a Canadian Citizen. I enclose the fee of five dollars ( $5.00) Canadian funds or its equivalent in bank draft

or postal money order

LISBOA,PORTUGAL 16
LOCATION ( CHY, TOWN, ETC)

Do not Send Cash

1968
DAY MONTH YEAR

Resin Senge dayd
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT (See Instruction No. 14)

DECLARATION OF GUARANTOR

Please see Instruction No. 4. for list of eligible quarantors and procedure for certifying photography

FIRST NAME

(Only Guarantors listed will be accepted)

NOTE: No Fee is Chargeable For This Declaration

MODLE NAME

declare that tothe best of my knowledge and

from myknowledge of the applicant

the statements made in this application are true. I make this declaration

whose name is

whom I have known personally fo yafs
The Teard

LOCATION ICITY, TOWN, ETC) DAY MONTH YEAR

BUSINESS ACONES GUARANIOR IN FULL Frat
TELEPHONE OPPO

J
K

Q
3
6
9

1
9
8
8
-
1

FIGURE 7B.- Application for Canadian Passport, dated May 16, 1968, and signed

"Ramon George Sneyd" in Lisbon, Portugal. (Page 2)
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of

AFFIDAVIT

(in lieu of guarantor)

1. ...Romon.Menge.Soyd..

make oath and say:

1 .

Sony .

The statements contained in the attached application for a passport are true and

correct;

2. There is no one in
Liskon portugal ....

eligible under the Canadian passport regulations to act as guarantor for passpert

applications , who knows me well enough to act as guarantor for my application. The

reason for this is that

2. om...any writes here on vacation

3. Attached hereto and marked Exhibit "A" to this my Affidavit is a true photograph

of myself.

Sworn before me at >

....(city) }

.. (ocuntry) )in ......

this ........ day of .......)

A.D. 19 .......

Bandera day.....

(Signature)

(Signature of qualified official )

A-BREY I MORANTZ

NOTE: In addition to usual signature please PRINT below name and address of official

before whom Affidavit 18 Forn .

Nase

Your A tr
* teft zei.

...

I JV.

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL QUESTIONS ON THIS PAGE!

Altrese)

FIGURE 7C-Affidavit ( in lieu of guarantor ) , dated May 16, 1968, and signed

"Ramon George Sneyd" . (Page 3)

J
K

1
9
8
8
-
1
9

R
B
A
A
-
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AFFAIRES EXTÉRIEURES

Te andian 1ss ort ivi on

FROM
D The an d n bassy, isb

REFERENCE
Reference

SUBJECT Re 1 cesent of oiled assort

ENCLOSURES
Aangros

DISTRIBUTION

SECURITY NASSIF EL

DATE May 17, od

NUMBER
Numéro 172

LE
OT AWA

MISSION
84-11

r. Ramon Jeorge Sneyd visited thin Emasy to inlicate

that an error sad been made in the spelling 11 an in

passport nu ar 1 909324 ised to imit ottawa 5 pril

29, 1968. His name had been spelled "Sneya" in this document.

2. We ancelled this inaccurate ass ort and after checking

his ntario birth certificate w issed ratis a replacement

passport IT 002294 on May 16, 1968, valid until April 24, 1973.

3. This latter is being sent with the issport returns

for May-June 1966.

1

FBI
LABORATORY

The Ebassy.

DOSSIER

FIGURE 7D.-May 17, 1968, typewritten letter from the Canadian Embassy,

Lisbon, Portugal. (Page 4)

(h) Photograph of a letter (script) from H.M. Prison, Heathfield

Road, Wandsworth, London, SW. 18, signed "R. G. Sneyd".

(FBI specimen Q387) (Fig. 8.)
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In replying to this letter, please write on the envelope :-

Number05984Name SNEYD .

H. M. PRISON,

HEATHFIELD ROAD,

WANDSWORTH,

LONDON, S.W.18.

DearSir,

Iom atpresentin dention at

the above listed address inLondon England

In the
preably nearfutureofwillmost

deported totheUnitedStates.

curityson is

that you willproadly dispatch

agents toLonday toreturn me

toto us and I wayed like

tohave it on reand now

that I hire no intentions of

making any

leftIhave path
to tell

eny

guilty dedi

The reason Iom

oral stalemategrot

but I would

my

toa

suggest you used

Judge+Jury.

someone

with lessimmagination thm

Mr. Winson . Therealsowitter

My attowy Mr.wither Homes a

simlerletter. Sincred

No 243 (28150-3-10-62)

R.GSnyd

101 JA -307

FBI

LABORATORY 4

387

FIGURE 8.-Letter in script from H.M. Prison, Heathfield Road, Wandsworth,

London, SW. 18, signed "R. G. Sneyd".
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"

(12) The London robbery note (item 1 ) , the Bridgman and Sneyd

birth certificate request letters (items 2 and 3) , the Sneyd statutory

declaration form (item 4 ) , and the handdrawn map (item 5 ) , were

examined as questioned documents. The 28-line hand printed note

(item 6) , the Sneyd Canadian passport application (item 7) , and

the Sneyd letter from H.M. Prison, Heathfield Road, London (item 8)

were used as exemplars or specimens of the writing and printing of

James Earl Ray for comparison to the five questioned items.

(13) The quality of most of the photocopies and photographs of

the questioned documents was rather poor and any opinion is nec-

essarily qualified. The following determinations were made, however,

from the examination of the five questioned items.

(14) A. The handprint on the birth certificate request letters (items

2 and 3) , and pages 1 and 2 of the Sneyd Canadian passport applica-

tion (item 7) were made by the same person.

(15) B. The script writing on the Sneyd letter from London (item 8)

and page 3 of the passport application (item 7) were made by the

same person.

( 16) D. The signatures "R. G. Sneyd" (item 8 ) and " Ramon George

Sneyd" (item 3) , pages 2 and 3 of the passport application (item 7) ,

and the Sneyd signature on the statutory declaration form (item 4)

were made by the same person.

(17) E. The script writing "Pers. & Conf. . . . in question" at the

bottom of the Bridgman birth certificate request letter (item 2) does

not correspond to the script writing in the Sneyd London letter (item

8).

(18) F. The handprint notations on the statutory declaration

form (item 4 ) , although difficult to see, do not appear to resemble

any handprint on the other documents.

(19) G. The bulk of the handprint on the map ( item 5 ) , identified

as being by the same person, is in uppercase handprint. There are only

a few exceptions that occur in the lowercase letters ; "h", "i", and "p".

There are many more lowercase handprinted forms on the hand-

drawn map, including : "a", "d", “e”, “f” , “g”, “h”, “i”, “1 ”, “r” , and

"t". The letter "g" in script also occurs on the hand-drawn map. In

the writing of the documents used for the applications for passport

and birth certificates, the writer may have tended to be more formal,

precise and careful to have everything consistently in the same type

of handprint (uppercase) . The hand-drawn map ( item 5) is certainly

an informal writing, intended for the writer alone and may have de-

viated from the other writings described here primarily because of

its informality. This map is intended as a series of "scratch" notes and

the method of writing lowercase handprint, uppercase handprint,

script forms writing in different directions-bear out this observation.

The circumstances surrounding preparation of the hand-drawn map

apparently caused the deviation in the method of writing-a greater

use of lowercase letter forms mixed with uppercase letter forms than

found in the bulk of these writings.

(20) Unfortunately, there are no "spontaneous" writings of the

subject contemporaneous with the writing of the hand-drawn map

(item 5 ) available for comparison .
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(21 ) The uppercase writing forms of the hand-drawn map, plus

lowercase writing forms which parallel those found in the other writ-

ings were examined and compared. From this examination and com-

parison it was determined that the uppercase forms of the map (item

5 ) and the other handprintings correspond. Similarities occur in the

"A's" (both written with a tendency to flatten out the top section ) .

The "B's" agree. The "D" of the map is written without interruption

with the left vertical continuing on to form the right semicircle. This

"D" occurs in the other writings. The "E's" are also similar. The small

"h" of the map and that of the subject's writing corresponds. The

odd quirk of using the lowercase "i" and dotting it appears in the

writings. The "L" of the known documents with the curved horizontal

stroke is common to the map and other writings. The "M" of the map

has the middle section coming down to the baseline of writing. It

does the same in the other writings. The "N" of both sets of writings

agrees. The remainder of the uppercase handprinted forms in the map

and the other writings agree.

(22) There is sufficient agreement in the uppercase handprinted let-

ter forms and the few lowercase handprinted letter forms which are

comparable in the map and the rest of the documents to warrant a

conclusion that the writing on this hand-drawn map resembles that of

other documents.

(23) H. The script writing and signatures have been associated with

each other. The handprint on some documents has also been associ-

ated. Where one has à combination of print and script on the same

documents, it seems obvious that the documents involved emanated

from the same source or the same person, though print and script usu-

ally cannot be compared adequately because they are different forms

of writing.

(24) I. On comparison of the printing on the two photographic

prints on the paper bag London robbery note (item 1 ) and the hand-

printed, 28-line " James Ray" note (item 6 ) , the writing on the holdup

note (item 1 ) could not be identified as the same as that on the Ray

note exemplar (item 6).

(25) There is a loss in clarity and detail of the writing pattern in

both the questioned document (item 1 ) and known document (item 6).

In the questioned document, the London robbery note, it appears that

the individual letters were first written in dual lines, one paralleling

the other, and the opening then filled in. ( See figs. 1A and 1B. ) The

writer of the questioned document has carefully "lined-off" letters

making up the message. In this way, the writer has effectively dis-

guised the writing pattern, thus precluding positive identification.

(26) A letter-by-letter examination and comparison ofthe questioned

holdup note (item 1 ) and the known Ray note (item 6) indicated as

follows:

"A" In the questioned note, a triangular shape with the horizontal

placed right in the center. This "A" indicates that it has been

constructed with three separate strokes-two diagonals and

a horizontal.

In the known document, some of the "A's" are written in

one continuous movement with a horizontal continuance of

the right diagonal. Others have been written in two strokes-
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a double-staffed left side continuing on to the right diagonal

and the horizontal written as a separate stroke. Others are

written in three movements, such as the questioned "A," but

the right side is more of a curve, and in some forms appears

like a "7" with a horizontal stroke.

The four "A's" of the questioned note are careful and con-

sistent. The "A's" of the known are careless and inconsistent.

"C" In the questioned note (item 1 ) the arc at the left is flattened

and the bottom curve is shallow.

The "C" of the known note appears to have more of a curve.

"E" In the questioned document, the "E" of "PLACE" is writ-

ten with the top horizontal slightly longer than the bottom .

The "E" of "NOTES" is written with the bottom horizontal

slightly longer than the top.

In the known note some of the "E's" have been written with

four strokes-one vertical and three horizontal-all sepa-

rated. Some of the known "E's" have been written as an "L"

and then the last two horizontals added. The "L" form of

these "E's" has a little "hump" at the bottom left. It seems

that the questioned " E's" have been written with four separate

strokes but they are much more carefully formed than the

known " E's". Neither of the questioned "E's" show the “L”

design found in some of the known "E's."

"i" Inthe questioned document (item 1 ) , the "i" of "iN" is written

without a dot while the "i" of "THIS" is written with a dot.

In the known note ( item 6 ) , the capital "I" is written like

the typed "I" with serifs at the top and the bottom of the

vertical . The small "i" is usually written with the dot . Only in

three instances is the dot missing over the "i" : "iSSUES" (line

5) , "SPIRIT" (line 11 ) , and "NOTORIZED" (line 28 ) . In any

event, a straight line stroke with "i " is of little identifying

value.

"L" In the questioned note, this letter is composed of two straight

line strokes. The vertical is apparently one stroke and the hori-

zontal is added as the second stroke.

In the known note, the "L" is written in a continuous move-

ment with a little "loop" or "spur" at the bottom left.

The questioned "L" is much different from the known "L."

"D" In the questioned document (item 1 ) , it appears to be written

in two strokes-a vertical and a curve.

Most of the known "D's" appear to be written in the same

manner with some made in a continuous writing movement

with a double-staffed vertical at the left side continuing on to

the curve at the right.

"G" The questioned note ( item 1 ) gives the appearance of being

written in two movements-one for the "C" curve and another

for the short horizontal that makes "C" a "G."

The "G" of the known document is written in a continuous

movement with the short horizontal spur a continuation of

the circle.

"H" A commonplace design form in the questioned note . Only one

capital "H" in the known note ("THE" on line 6, fourth
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word) , and this "H" is changed from a small "h". The rest

of the "h's" of the known note are lower case.

"N" In the questioned note is a standard letter design form. Some

of the "N's" of the known document are carefully written,

similar to the questioned "N." Most of the "N's" are sloppily

written, differing from the questioned writing.

"O" Commonplace design form in the questioned note, which is

somewhat similar to some of the "O's" of the known note.

"P" In the questioned document (item 1) , a carefully written letter

form. In the known note, most of the "P's" appear to have

been written in lower case with design forms different from the

questioned writing.

"T" In the questioned note, the "T's" are made up of two straight-

line strokes.

In the known writing, the "T's" are made in the same man-

ner of many of the letter "T's". In the known note, however,

the horizontal appears to be longer. Many of the known "T's"

have a little eyelet loop beginning the horizontal cross - stroke.

This does not occur in the questioned writing.

"U" Carefully written standard letter form in the questioned

writing.

In the known, the "U" is written carelessly. It sometimes

looks like an "O," and other times like a "V."

"S" In the questioned note, this is just an ordinary standard form.

It is similar to one or two of the "S's" of the known, which

tend to be somewhat inconsistent. But the bulk ofthe "S's" of

the known are different from that of the questioned.

(27) There are one or two similarities occurring between the ques-

tioned writing (item 1 ) and known writing (item 6 ) . But these simi-

larities are not significant personal characteristics that would tend to

individualize the writing. They fall more into the category of "class"

or "group" similarities. On the other hand, there are a number of

differences that occur. Since the amount of writing in question is rather

restricted, these differences indicate lack of similarity. The writing of

the questioned document has been done carefully and methodically, in

a manner that virtually defies identification. Almost all the letters are

composed, in whole or in part, of straight lines : "A," "E," "H," " ,"

"L," "N," "T" (20 letters ) ; a combination of straight and curved

lines : "B," "D," "P" (5 letters ) ; and curved lines : "C " "G." "O." "S,"

"T" (8 letters ) . The straight-line stroke letters are virtually uniden-

tifiable. Those of mixed straight lines and curves are difficult to iden-

tify. The others may be more easy to identify.

(28) The numbers "5-10" on the questioned London note (item 1 )

also fall into a standard writing pattern that is unidentifiable with the

known writings.

(29) The overall writing pattern of the questioned document, the

London robbery note (item 1) , is composed of letter design forms that

have been written in a disguised manner. This disguised writing pat-

tern precludes positive identification . In the case of the specific known

exemplars that have been examined and compared in this report, no

connection has been made between the questioned writing and the writ-

ing of the known exemplars.
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IV . CONCLUSION

(30) 1. The writing on the London robbery note (item 1) could not

be identified with the James Earl Ray exemplar (item 6) . The letters

of the robbery note were written in dual lines and filled in and the note

had no identifiable writing pattern, thus precluding positive

identification.

(31 ) 2. The Bridgman ( item 2 ) and Sneyd (item 3) birth certificate

request letters, and the Sneyd statutory declaration form (item 4) were

written by James Earl Ray, with the exception of the lines of script

at the bottom of the April 10, 1968, Bridgman letter beginning “Pers.

& Conf." and ending "* * * in question," and the writing above the

signature on the statutory declaration form (item 4) . The writing not

identified as that of Ray appeared to have been made by officials who

reviewed the documents.

(32) 3. There is sufficient agreement in the 1978 hand-drawn map

and the other documents to support a conclusion that James Earl Ray

made the map, althoughthe writing on the map was informal, intended

for the writer alone, while the other documents were more formal and

precise. This informality may explain the deviation in writing style

from the more formal documents identified as Ray's writing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

(1) A wide variety of sophisticated devices are used to assist in the

apprehension of suspected criminals and in determination of their

guilt or innocence. The results of tests relating to fingerprints, fire-

arms, and handwriting are among those generally acceptable as

evidence in judicial proceedings. The results of polygraph examina-

tions, however, have not merited such acceptance as evidence at trial .

(2 ) The polygraph is an instrument that records various body

changes that occur as a person is interviewed. This data may serve

as a basis for diagnosis of whether the person is truthful or lying.

Polygraph equipment records responses with pens on a roll of paper,

measuring simultaneously at least three physiological responses :

Breathing patterns, cardio (blood pressure and pulse) , and galvanic

skin response (skin resistance) . From the readings of physiological

activity, a person's psychological set is determined.*

(3) Under rules adopted at the time of the creation of the committee

in 1976, use of polygraph examinations during the investigation was

strictly limited. In fact, reference to either "the failure or agreement

to take a polygraph test," or to the results of a polygraph examina-

tion, was specifically prohibited .

(4) Such restrictions, however, were not provided for confidential

administration of tests or the review and analysis of polygraph tests

taken independently by key figures in the investigation. Consequently,

the committee employed a panel of polygraph consultants to review

the charts and other materials from polygraph examinations of Jack

Ruby and Yuri Nosenko, important witnesses in the investigation of

the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, as well as James

Earl Ray, convicted murderer of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

(5) In 1977, James Earl Ray voluntarily submitted to two poly-

graph examinations : One for a Playboy magazine article, the other

for a television report by newspaper columnist Jack Anderson. Both

examinations were conducted at Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary,

Petros, Tenn. , where Ray is serving a 99-year sentence for the murder

of Dr. King. On June 22, 1977, polygraphist Douglas E. Wicklander

of John E. Reid & Associates, Inc. , Chicago, Ill., tested Ray in con-

nection with a Playboy magazine interview, published in September

1977. Based on this examination, Wicklander formed the opinion that

Ray lied in denying participation in Dr. King's murder but told the

truth when he denied there was a conspiracy to kill the civil rights

leader. Copies of charts, questions, and other materials from this test

were turned over to the committee following authorization by Ray's

lawyer at the time, Jack Kershaw. The committee's polygraph panel

reviewed this material.

*See the introduction to the polygraph panel's analysis of the polygraph

examination of Jack Ruby for more detailed background information.

(145)
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(6) Chris Gugas, director of Professional Security Services, Holly-

wood, Calif. , conducted another polygraph examination of Ray on

December 21 , 1977, for Ralph Andrews Productions. The results of

the test were broadcast in "The Truth With Jack Anderson ," a tele-

vision program presented in January 1978. Gugas agreed to supply

copies of the original test , questions, and related material to the com-

mittee. Gugas, like Wicklander with his Playboy test, formed the

opinion that Ray lied in denying participation in the assassination

but was truthful in denying a conspiracy to kill Dr. King.

II. SELECTION OF THE PANEL

(7) In August 1977, the committee decided to convene a panel of

polygraph experts to review the June 1977 polygraph examination

of James Earl Ray. In its effort to hire the most qualified polyg

raphists, the committee sought panel members who could approach

their work objectively, free of substantial ties with Government

agencies, and of involvement with the investigation of Dr. King's

assassination. Recommendations for panel membership were requested

from officers of the American Polygraph Association . They suggested

nine persons who were then asked to provide résumés to the committee.

Additional information was sought later, and each person was asked

to provide his own list of leading polygraphists. Although some names

appeared with regularity, it was evident that there is no general

agreement about the leading polygraphists.

(8) The committee interviewed 19 prospective panel members and

chose 3 polygraphists :

(9) 1. Richard O. Arther received a B.S. degree, with honors, in

police science from Michigan State University in 1951 , and an M.A.

degree in psychology from Columbia University in 1960. Arther

founded Scientific Lie Detection, Inc., in 1958, and cofounded the

National Training Center of Polygraph Science, also in 1958. He has

taught at Brooklyn College, Seton Hall University, the John Jay

College of Criminal Justice, and the Graduate School of Public Ad-

ministration of New York University.

(10 ) Arther has written over 200 professional articles and 2 books.

He is a member of the Academy of Certified Polygraphists and the

American Polygraph Association.

( 11 ) 2. Charles R. Jones received a B.S. degree in education (major

in social science) and completed the training course at the National

Training Center in New York in 1959. Jones has been an instructor at

the police training school in Charleston, W. Va., and currently teaches

at the Zonn Institute of Polygraphy, Inc. , in Atlanta, Ga. He joined

the Lincoln M. Zonn firm in 1961, and is currently the president of

that organization.

(12) Jones is a member of the American Polygraph Association. In

1976 he was elected a vice president of that organization.

(13) 3. Benjamin Frank Malinowski is a retired U.S. Army war-

rant officer with a career in criminal investigation and polygraph

examinations. He attended the National Training Center in 1966, and

is a graduate of the Provost Marshal School at Fort Gordon, Ga.,

and of the Zonn Institute of Polygraphy. He has been an instructor
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at the U.S. Army Military Police School at Fort Gordon, Ga ., and

from 1967 to 1969 he was an operations officer with the Southern

European Criminal Investigations task force. In 1975 he founded

the Malinowski Polygraph Service.

( 14 ) Malinowski is a member of the Academy of Certified Polyg-

raphists, the American Polygraph Association, and the Georgia

Polygraph Association, as well as a former president of the Georgia

organization. He has written numerous articles and lectured exten-

sively about polygraphy.

III. EVIDENCE EXAMINED

( 15) The committee's panel reviewed both polygraph examinations

that James Earl Ray voluntarily took in 1977. The first examination

actually consisted of two separate examinations, conducted at Brushy

Mountain State Penitentiary on June 22, 1977, by Douglas E. Wick-

lander of John E. Reid & Associates, for Playboy magazine. The

first Wicklander examination went from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. , and

was designed to investigate Ray's personal involvement in the assassi-

nation of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The second examination started

at about 3:15 p.m. that day, after a rest period of about 1 hour 45

minutes, and ended at 4:30 p.m. It was designed to investigate Ray's

possible involvement in a conspiracy to assassinate Dr. King.

( 16) The panel examined the following material :

(1 ) a complete set of the test charts ;

( 2 ) a short summary of the procedures used during the test, written

by the polygraphist ;

(3) the consent form ;

(4) the test questions ;

(5 ) the "polygraph data" sheet reflecting information on the sub-

ject's health and use of medication ; and

(6) a letter sent from John E. Reid & Associates to Playboy maga-

zine summarizing the results of the examination.

(17) The key questions asked during the first examination and Ray's

answers follow:

Question 1. On April 4, 1968, did you shoot Martin Luther

King, Jr.?

Answer. No.

Question 2. Did you kill Martin Luther King, Jr. ?

Answer. No.

Question 3. Did you fire the shot that killed Martin Luther

King, Jr.?

Answer. No.

Question 4. Do you know for sure who killed Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. ?

Answer. No.

(18) Wicklander rendered an opinion that Ray was untruthful in

his response to the four questions. Wicklander noted "significant emo-

tional disturbances indicative of deception on the subject's polygraph

record ***"

( 19) The critical questions asked during the second Wicklander ex-

amination and Ray's answers follow :
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Question 1. Did anyone ask you to kill Martin Luther King,

Jr.?

Answer. No.

Question 2. Did you arrange with anyone to kill Martin

Luther King, Jr.?

Answer. No.

Question 3. Did anyone give you money to kill Martin

Luther King, Jr.?

Answer. No.

(20) Wicklander rendered an opinion that Ray was truthful in his

response to these three questions. Wicklander noted "no significant.

disturbances indicative of deception on this subject's polygraph

records

(21 ) On December 21 , 1977, at about 2:10 p.m., Ray underwent a

second voluntary polygraph examination to investigate his personal

involvement in the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. , and

his possible involvement in a conspiracy. The examination was con-

ducted at Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary by Chris Gugas, Sr.,

director of Professional Security Consultants, for Ralph Andrews

Productions. The panel examined copies of the following material :

(1 ) a complete set of the test charts ;

(2) the test questions ;

(3) information on Ray's consumption of food, drink, aspirin , and

on his blood pressure readings ; and

(4) a letter from Professional Security Consultants to Ralph

Andrews summarizing the examination procedure and results.

(22) The critical questions and Ray's answers follow :

Series 1

Question 1. Do you know who shot Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr.?

Answer. No.

Question 2. Did you shoot Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. ?

Answer. No.

Question 3. Between 1960 and April 4, 1968, do you recall

telling any person in the United States that you were going

to shoot or harm Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. ?

Answer. No.

Question 4. Did you fire any rifle at any person in Memphis

in April 1968 ?

Answer. No.

Series 2

Question 1. Were you involved with any other person or

persons in a conspiracy to shoot Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.?

Answer. No.

Question 2. Did you know Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

was going to be shot ?

Answer. No.

Question 3. Did you ever have any rifle or pistol with you in

the 42212 South Main Street roominghouse in Memphis on

April 4, 1968 ?

Answer. No.
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Question 4. Did you point any weapon toward Dr. Martin

LutherKing, Jr., on April 4, 1968 ?

Answer. No.

(23 ) After reviewing Ray's polygraph charts, Gugas opined that

"Ray answered question No. 1 of test series 2 truthfully when he

denied conspiring with any person or persons to shoot Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr." Gugas also said that Ray "attempted deception to

all the other critical questions" on both series 1 and 2.

IV. EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

(24) On June 27, 1978, the three polygraph panelists, Richard O.

Arther, Charles R. Jones, and Benjamin Frank Malinowski , met with

the committee to review the two 1977 polygraph examinations of

James Earl Ray. Prior to the meeting, the committee provided each

panel member with a set of charts for each of Ray's polygraph exam-

inations, test questions, consent forms, and medical data. Each polyg-

raphist had independently examined the materials before the June 27

meeting.

(25) The panel members were asked to focus on the following four

issues for each polygraph examination they evaluated :

(1 ) Did the circumstances surrounding the administration of the

polygraph examination affect the results ?

(2) Did any characteristics or activities of Ray himself affect the

outcome of the test?

(3 ) Did the procedure, technique, or equipment used by the polyg-

raphist in administering the tests affect the outcome?

(4) What conclusions could be made concerning interpretations of

the charts ?

V. FINDINGS OF THE PANEL

A. Review ofthe June 22, 1977, Douglas E. Wicklander polygraph ex-

amination ofJames Earl Ray-Test 1 and test 2

(1 ) Did the circumstances surrounding the administration of the

polygraph examination affect the results?

(26 ) The panel found indications of outside noises which may have.

created a poor environment for the most reliable polygraph examina-

tion. One interruption occurred at the crucial question , "Did you kill

Martin Luther King, Jr. ?" when Ray's attorney, Jack Kershaw, en-

tered the testing facility. The panel, however, could not determine

the effect the outside noises of Kershaw's interruption had on the test.

(2) Did any characteristics or activities by Ray himself affect the

outcome of the test?

(27) Ray interrupted the examination by talking at various times.

The panel concluded the interruptions had no effect on the test.

(3) Did the procedure, technique or equipment used by the polyg-

raphist in administering the test affect the outcome?

(28) In reviewing the June 22, 1977, Ray polygraph test, the mem-

bers of the panel noted several factors that may have affected the test

results .
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(29) (a ) The panel objected to the use of the words "kill" and

"killed" in test questions such as "Did you kill Martin Luther King,

Jr.?"; "Did you fire the shot that killed Martin Luther King, Jr. ?"

Two of the panel members thought less dramatic words, perhaps

"shoot" and "shot," should have been used, while the third believed

the stronger verb, "murder," should have been used.

(30) (b) The two control questions were inadequate. For example,

the question, "During your escapes from jail , did you take part in or

commit a crime ?" is unnecessarily redundant and should be phrased

differently. Either "take part in" or "commit" should be used, but not

both expressions with "or." The question is also dangerous since it

encompasses the relevant area of inquiry : Ray was an escaped convict

at the time Dr. King was killed .

(31 ) ( c) Stimulus marks were not used to show the beginning or end

of questions. The panel believed such marks were necessary to deter-

mine exactly when the questions were asked and the physiological

activity that occurred as the questions were asked.

(32) (d ) The panel concluded that two questions from test No. 2

("Did anyone ask you to kill Martin Luther King, Jr. ? " and "Did

you arrange with anyone to kill Martin Luther King, Jr. ?") should

have been constructed differently.

(33) (e) Two panel members would have combined the administra-

tion of tests 1 and 2, although under different circumstances they

would not have objected to separate examinations. They believed that

a "fatigue factor" may have affected the results of the second test,

given shortly after the first test. The third panel member, however,

had no objection to giving test 2 later on the same day as test 1.

(34) ( f) The panel members agreed unanimously that different

control questions should have been used in test 2 rather than the same

questions that were used in test 1 .

(4) What conclusions can be made concerning interpretations of

the charts?

(35) The three panel members formed the unanimous opinion that

the test 1 polygraph charts indicated that Ray was lying when he

denied participating inthe murder of Dr. King.

(36) The Wicklander questions in test 2 dealt with the possibility

of conspiracy in the King assassination. All three polygraphists agreed

that Ray reacted somewhat to test 2, question 3 : "Did anyone ask you

to kill Martin Luther King, Jr. ?" The panel members believed, how-

ever, that test 2 was inconclusive.

B. Review ofthe December 21, 1977, Chris Gugas polygraph examina-

tion ofJames Earl Ray-Series 1 and series 2

(1) Did the circumstances surrounding the administration of the

polygraph examination affect the results?

(37) The panel concluded that the testing, which took place at

2:23 p.m., was conducted at an unreasonably late hour. Polygraph

testing should be conducted at an early hour after the examinee has

rested and the body is "fresh." In this case, earlier testing might have

provided more readable tracings.
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(2) Did any characteristics or activities by Ray himself affect the

outcome ofthe test?

(38) In both series 1 and series 2, the panel noted an apparent

attempt by Ray to create artificial reactions to control questions. It

seemed that Ray had studied polygraph technique and attempted to

produce lie-type reactions to the control questions, a ruse used in an

attempt to convince the polygraphist that his answers to relevant

questions were truthful. He did this by depressing his arm on the

cardio cuff, producing an upward swing in his measured blood pres-

sure tracings.

(3) Did the procedure, technique or equipment used by the polyg-

raphists in administering the test affect the outcome?

(39) The panel noted that the galvanic skin resistance component

was improperly adjusted , making the galvanograph tracings difficult

to discern. The pneumograph pens, also improperly adjusted, allowed

the pens to hit the pen stops, producing pneumograph tracings that

the panel found difficult to distinguish. Finally, the blood pressure

change tracings were hard to discern because of improper cardio-

sphymograph pressure in the cardio cuff .

(40) Stimulation testing of Ray, conducted before the relevant is-

sues were introduced to determine if he was a good candidate for

testing, was done to an unnecessary extent. This preliminary testing

could have fatigued Ray, impairing his performance on the relevant

questions.

(41) A relevant question (4) in series 1, "Did you fire a rifle at any

person in Memphis in April 1968 ?" had no value. The purpose of the

series was to determine direct involvement of Ray in the shooting of

Dr. King, so the question should have specifically mentioned Dr. King.

(4) What conclusions can be made concerning interpretations of

the charts?

(42) The polygraph panel had the opinion that Ray was deceptive

when answering in the negative question 3 of series 1 ("Do you know

who shot Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. ?") and question 5 of series 1

("Did you shoot Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.?") . The panel was

unable to reach a definitive conclusion about question 8, which con-

tained two issues : "Between 1960 and April 4, 1968, do you recall

telling any person in the United States that you were going to shoot

or harm Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. ?" They did note that this

question was too long and ambiguous.

(43) The panel was unable to reach a definitive opinion about series

2 because ofRay's attempts to interfere with the test , improper adjust-

ment of the polygraph instrumentation , and weak test question con-

struction. Series 2 was concerned with Ray's possible involvement in

a conspiracy, but only one relevant question was asked in series 2 on

this issue. All other questions touched on direct involvement which

had been dealt with earlier in series 1. Different questions should have

been asked in series 2 to allow a broader base for a conspiracy

conclusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION : THE ISSUES AND THE APPROACH*

(1) Because of the extensive effort made by the FBI in both the

security (Cominfil ) investigations and the COINTELPRO opera-

tions carried out against Dr. King and the SCLC during the 1960's the

House Select Committee on Assassinations was faced with the

troubling question of whether that same agency was either willing or

able to conduct a thorough and far-reaching criminal investigation of

the assassination itself. Stated otherwise, could the FBI abandon the

adversary posture it had assumed toward Dr. King, and carry out an

objective and aggressive investigation of the person (s) responsible for

the murder?

(2) Because of this overriding issue, the committee's review of the

Federal assassination investigation involved a number of additional

important inquiries :

(a) Did the Justice Department, properly exercise its supervisory

authority over the direction and conduct of the investigation?

(b) Were all available investigative resources committed to the task

of identifying and locating the person ( s) responsible for

Dr. King's death?

(c) What was the nature of the FBI's coordination with, and use

of, the facilities and resources of local authorities, including

the Memphis Police Department and the Shelby County

prosecutors ?

(d) Was the investigation conducted with due regard for the con-

stitutional rights of citizens ? Of investigative targets ? Of the

defendant, James Earl Ray?

(3) In order to examine these and other significant issues, the com-

mittee directed staff to undertake, as its first step, a thorough review

of pertinent investigative files from both the Department of Justice

and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

(4) Of primary importance were the FBI Headquarters MURKIN

file (the official designation of the FBI's assassination investigation

was "MURKIN") ; the Memphis FBI Field Office MURKIN file ,

(Memphis was "office of origin" on the investigation ) ; and major

field office reports from 16 separate FBI districts, including the key

cities of Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Chicago, and Los Angeles. In addition , the Justice Department files

on the assassination investigation, a separate Department file on Ray's

extradition, and the 1977 Justice Department Task Force Report were

reviewed.

*This staff report was released on Nov. 27, 1978, during the committee's public

hearings on the King assassination.

(155)
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(5) This file review was followed by a series of lengthy in- person

interviews with former officials of both the Justice Department and

the FBI who played significant roles, either as supervisors or field

agents, in the assassination investigation. The interviews were supple-

mented by executive session testimony from Ramsey Clark, former

Attorney General of the United States ; Cartha DeLoach, former

Assistant to the Director of the FBI ; and Robert Jensen, former

special agent in charge of the FBI's Memphis Field Office.

(6) With the exception of J. Edgar Hoover, FBI Director in 1968 ;

Clyde Tolson, Hoover's Associate Director ; and Thomas Robinson,

U.S. attorney in Memphis in 1968, all of whom are deceased , the

committee was able to interview all individuals whose testimony was

considered necessary for a thorough examination of the quality of the

performance of the FBI and the Justice Department during the

assassination investigation.

(7) The results of the committee's inquiry into the issues described

above and other related areas are included in the following report.

While the report is, in places, critical of both the FBI and the Depart-

ment of Justice, the committee has received the complete cooperation

of these agencies during this aspect of the committee's current investi-

gation. Without ready access both to investigative files, and to

Department and FBI personnel involved in the assassination investi-

gation, the committee's task would have been far more difficult.

II. THE COURSE OF THE INVESTIGATION

A. The investigators-Memphis field office

(8 ) Memphis, Tenn. , city of Dr. King's assassination , was 1 of 58

cities (1) in the United States in 1968 with an FBI "field" or "dis-

trict" office. The Memphis field office was manned by approximately

90 (2) (agents and administrative personnel ) working either out of

Memphis or a resident agent office elsewhere in the district . Because

of the location of the murder, Memphis immediately assumed the

responsibilities of "office of origin," a designation which meant that

Memphis received a copy of most of the paperwork produced by the

Bureau and its various field offices during the investigation, and

assumed, in addition to its daily investigative chores, reporting and

administrative responsibilities. The head of the Memphis office, car-

rying the title of special agent in charge (SAC) , was Robert Jensen.

(9) SAC Jensen's "case agent" for the FBI's assassination investi-

gation was Special Agent (SA) Joseph Hester. As case agent, Hester

assumed immediate responsibility for monitoring all aspects of the

investigation, coordinating investigative leads, and preparing

monthly reports on the progress of the case.

B. The investigators-FBI Headquarters

(10) Because of the significance of the investigation , and its na-

tional and ultimately international dimensions, the direction of the

investigation was shaped in Washington , rather than out of the

Memphis field office ; consequently, a number of FBI headquarters

officials were also closely involved in the investigation .

(11) From the beginning, the MURKIN investigation was classified

as a civil rights investigation . Richard E. Long, an agent supervisor
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assigned in 1968 to the Civil Rights Unit of the Civil Rights Section

of the General Investigation Division, became the headquarters "case

agent" for the MURKIN investigation ; Long received this assignment

because Memphis fell within his area of geographic responsibility. (3)

As case agent, Long received incoming communications from field

offices, worked with others in preparing daily memorandums for his

superiors within the FBI and separate reports for the Department of

Justice, drafted leads to the field , and coordinated interfield office

communications.

( 12 ) Long's immediate supervisor and head of the Civil Rights

Unitwas Edward J. McDonough. Immediately following King's assas-

sination, McDonough assumed Long's outstanding caseload so that

the case agent could devote full time to the paperwork of the MURKIN

investigation. McDonough also screened all communications on the

MURKIN investigation and assisted in preparing the daily summary

memos used to keep FBI superiors informed on progress in the in-

vestigation. Neither Long nor McDonough exercised significant inde-

pendent command authority; McDonough stated in his committee

interview that except on rare occasions, neither he nor Long initiated

leads from headquarters without clearing them with Clem McGowan,

head ofthe Civil Rights Section. (4)

(13) Wilbur Martindale, head of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 Unit

within the Civil Rights Section, worked closely with McDonough and

McGowan in coordinating the MURKIN investigation. While not in

the strict chain of command, (5) Martindale performed a large part of

the daily report writing and recalls meeting on a daily basis with

Clem McGowan, head of the Civil Rights Section, and Alex Rosen,

Assistant Director in charge of the General Investigative Division, (6)

to assess the evidence and direct the field investigation. Martindale

also spent several weeks in London following Ray's apprehension as

headquarters liaison with Scotland Yard, and was one of four FBI

agents who accompanied Ray on his trip to Tennessee following his

formal extradition fromEngland. (7)

(14 ) Clem McGowan, chief of the Civil Rights Section of the Gen-

eral Investigative Division, represented the lowest level of significant

command authority at headquarters during the MURKIN investiga-

tion ; leads to the field generally originated from his office, or that of

Alex Rosen or Cartha DeLoach. (8) McGowan's office reviewed most

incoming airtels and communications initially, and then passed them

up to Alex Rosen or down to Ed McDonough and Richard Long de-

pending on their importance. McGowan recalls meeting on a dailybasis

with the personnel of his section , and almost as frequently with Rosen

and DeLoach, to discuss the MURKIN investigation . He never per-

sonally discussed the case with Hoover. (9) McGowan stated that the

daily memos prepared within the Civil Rights Section were the pri-

marymeans used to brief Hoover. (10)

(15) In 1968, the FBI was divided into nine operational divisions,

each headed by an Assistant Director. ( 11) The General Investigative

Division (Division 6) , which contained McGowan's Civil Rights Sec-

tion as one of four separate sections, was the responsibility of Assistant

Director Alex Rosen. Rosen , who had held this same position since

1942, (12 ) identified his primary function as keeping Director Hoover

42-636-79—11
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informed of the significant case developments. (13) In performing his

functions, Rosen reported directly to Cartha DeLoach. (14)

(16) Rosen stated that active daily and hourly coordination of the

investigation was initially the responsibility of the Memphis office,

followed closely by headquarters. Once evidence was developed on

the international scope of Ray's travels, however, Rosen recalls that

the burden of coordinating the investigation shifted from Memphis to

headquarters. (15)

(17) Rosen's No. 1 man, James R. Malley, kept fully abreast of

MURKIN communications relayed to Rosen's office, and had the au-

thority to act independently on matters he felt Rosen had no need to

see. (16) Malley did not meet with Hoover on the MURKIN investi-

gation ; (17) in-person briefings of the Director were handled by Alex

Rosen or Cartha DeLoach or both.

(18) Cartha DeLoach, one of two Assistants to the Director in 1968,

is the highest-ranked member ofthe MURKIN chain of command still

living. In addition to his direct supervisory responsibility for the

Bureau's investigative and public relations activities, DeLoach was

also responsible for liaison with the Attorney General, Ramsey Clark.

During the MURKIN investigation, as at other times, DeLoach

answered directly to Clyde Tolson, Associate Director, and to J.

Edgar Hoover, Director. In turn, DeLoach dealt primarily with Alex

Rosen, and recalls little contact with Malley or McGowan. (18)

C. Initial Response and the Identification of James Earl Ray

(19) At 6 p.m. on April 4, 1968, Dr. King was struckby a single bullet

fired from a high-powered rifle, while standing on the balcony of the

Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tenn. Approximately 1 hour later. at

7:05 p.m.. King was pronounced dead by attending physicians at St.

Joseph's Hospital in Memphis. Cause of death was a bullet that passed

through the lower right side of Dr. King's jaw before severing the

spinal cord at the root ofthe neck and lodging in the upper back.

(20) Within brief moments after the shot, members of the Memphis

Police Department had saturated the crime scene. A call was placed to

the FBI field office in Memphis and SAC Jensen was notified of the

assassination attempt . (19) Jensen immediately contacted the night

duty man in Division 5 (Domestic Intelligence ) ; (20) shortly there-

afterhe was put through to Cartha DeLoach, Assistant to the Director

of the FBI with supervisory authority over both the Domestic Intelli-

gence Division and the General Investigative Division. DeLoach in

turn notified Hoover. (21)

(21 ) Whilethe news ofthe attempt on Dr. King's life moved through

the FBI's command structure , Attorney General Clark was first con-

tacted, he believed , by Jim Laue, a Justice Department community

relations specialists who was with King when he was shot . (22) Steven

Pollak, head of the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division (soon

to be responsible for supervising the civil rights investigation ) , be-

lieved he was with Attorney General Clark at the time he first heard

of the crime. (23) A short time later, Clark was in telephonic contact

with DeLoach and thereafter with Hoover. A decision was made-

apparently almost instinctively-to involve the FBI completely in

the investigation of the assassination , and later that evening a written

memorandum was sent from Pollakto the Director ofthe FBI ordering
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"a full investigation into a possible violation of 18 U.S.C. 241 "-the

Federal stature barring conspiracies to impede or otherwise interfere

with the constitutional rights of an individual-in this case Dr.

King's. (24)

(22) Back in Memphis, witnesses to the shooting indicated that the

shot had come from the rear of a lower-class roominghouse located at

42212 South Main Street, Memphis. A bundle of evidence contain-

ing, among other things, a 30.06 Remington Game Master rifle, model

760, with scope ; a box of Peters cartridges ; binoculars ; articles of

clothing and various toilet articles, was recovered from the entrance

of Canipe's Amusement Co., at 418 South Main Street. Individuals

inside Canipe's at the time of the assassination recalled seeing a white

male walk quickly away from Canipe's immediately after the bundle

was dropped ; moments later a white Mustang parked just south of

Canipe's drove rapidly north on Main Street and away from the

crime scene.

(23) As the evening passed, the Memphis office initiated a trace of

the weapon by serial number and interviewed witnesses, including

Bessie Brewer, the landlady at 4222 South Main Street who recalled

receiving a $20 bill earlier that day in payment for an $8.50 per week

room from a white male using the name John Willard . (25 ) In addi-

tion, agents were attemptingto locate and interview Charles Stephens,

whom news releases identified as a witness to the assassination.

Finally, arrangements were made with the Memphis Police Depart-

ment to forward all physical evidence to Washington for analysis in

FBI labs. (26) Agent Bob Fitzpatrick of the Memphis office left the

city on a 12:25 a.m. flight to Washington ; the evidence, including the

binoculars, the rifle, the bullet taken from King's body, and a $20

bill given to Bessie Brewer, arrived in FBI laboratories as of 5:16

a.m., April 5 , 1968, and was immediately subjected to analysis. (27)

(24 ) While the FBI's Memphis investigation got off the ground,

Attorney General Clark decided that an immediate visit to Memphis

was in order. Accompanied by Roger Wilkins, Director of the Com-

munity Relations Service ; Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., Director of the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ; and Cartha DeLoach,

Assistant to the Director, FBI, Clark left Andrews Air Force Base

on a 6:45 a.m. flight to Memphis the morning of April 5, 1968. (28)

(25) Several reasons have been offered for this visit of high level

officials to the scene of the crime. Attorney General Clark indicated

some concern over the explosive racial situation in Memphis follow-

ing the assassination . ( 29) He also felt a need to remain immediately

apprised of progress in the FBI's investigation in Memphis, thus

explaining his decision to bring Cartha DeLoach with him. (30)

DeLoach explained his participation in the trip as, in part, "window-

dressing," prompted by a desire to have a high level FBI official on

the scene. In Memphis members of this visiting group visited with

Mayor Loeb(31) and the U.S. Attorney, Thomas Robinson, and made

stops at the FBI field office, Director Holloman's office in the Memphis

Police Department, and the Memphis airport to observe King's body

being placed on a plane for a return trip to Atlanta. (32) Finally,

a press conference was held in which Attorney General Clark ex-

pressed a belief that the assassin's capture was imminent, and that the

available evidence indicated the involvement of only one individual ;
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Clark has explained his remarks in terms of his desire to quell the

racial unrest that erupted throughout the Nation immediately follow-

ing King's death. (35)

(26) Many of the early investigative developments, or leads, re-

sulted from the Bureau's analysis of physical evidence discovered at

the scene of the crime. Both the binoculars and the rifle were traced

to their respective places of purchase. The binoculars had been

bought locally, in the city of Memphis. (34) The suspected murder

weapon, on the other hand, was traced to the Aeromarine Supply Co.,

in Birmingham, Ala. (35) Early ballistics tests conducted on the 30.06

rifle and the bullet fragment taken from Dr. King's body during the

autopsy revealed that while "the bullet could have been fired from

the rifle found near the scene," the mutilation of the bullet made it

impossible to state "that it was actually fired from this one refle. ” (36 )

Interviews with clerks at Aeromarine established that the rifle had

been purchased on March 30, 1968, by an individual using the name

of Harvey Lowmeyer, generally described as a "white male, 36 years

old . 5 feet 8 inches tall, 150-160 pounds, black or dark brown hair."

(37) Laundry marks found on a pair of undershorts and an under-

shirt in the bundle of evidence were traced to a specific machine mod-

el, and efforts started throughout the country to locate a particular

laundry, and a particular machine. (38) One week after the assas

sination, the suspect's use of the Home Service Laundry in Los An-

geles was established. (39) Finally, by April 9, 1969, a pair of duck-

bill pliers found in the bundle was traced to the Rompage Hardware

Co. in Los Angeles. (40)

(27) The FBI's MURKIN investigation was treated fromthe begin-

ning as a "major case" or " special" investigation . Additional admin-

istrative personnel and agents were assigned to Memphis during the

intitial stages, including an accountant to maintain nationwide cost

figures on the investigation. (41) A 24-hour deadline was imposed on

all field offices to check out leads, and a tickler system was implement-

ed by headquarters case agent Richard E. Long to monitor compliance

during the field investigation. (42) On April 7, 1968 , an "All SAC"

memo issued from headquarters with instructions similar to those

normally issued in special investigations :

All investigation must be handled under the personal di-

rection of the SAC. Leads are to be afforded immediate,

thorough investigative attention. You must exhaust all pos-

sibilities from such leads as any one lead could result in the

solution of this most important investigation. SAC will be

held personally responsible for any failure to promptly

and thoroughly handle investigations in this matter. (43) .

(28) Finally, in further recognition of the "special" nature of the

MURKIN investigation , the FBI sent an inspector from headquarters

to oversee the investigation in the crucial field offices. Inspector

Joseph Sullivan, selected for his past experience in civil rights in-

vestigations in the deep South, was sent to Memphis, and remained

there for approximately one week before moving to Atlanta to direct

the investigation there. (44) . While in Memphis and Atlanta, Sullivan

took over the day-to-day direction of the investigation, leaving the
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SAC free to attend to other matters in the office. ( 45 ) The Committee

has been assured that the assignment of Inspector Sullivan to Mem-

phis and Atlanta during the initial stages of the investigation did not

indicate a lack of confidence in the field SAC's, (46) but simply was

evidence of the importance of the investigation in the eyes of the

Bureau. (47)

(29) During the first 2 days of the investigation , the FBI had dis-

covered two aliases used by the suspected assassin-John Willard

(used in renting a room at Bessie Brewer's roominghouse on April

4, 1968 ) and Harvey Lowmeyer (used during the Birmingham rifle

purchase) . On April 9, a third possible alias-Eric S. Galt was added

to a growing list. During a routine motel search in the Memphis area,

agents discovered that an individual using that name, and driving a

Mustang with Alabama license plate "138993", had registered at the

New Rebel Motel on April 3 and checked out on April 4, 1968. (48)

Galt's residence was listed as 2608 Highland Street , Birmingham, Ala.

(noteworthy because it was the same area as the fake residence listed

by "Harvey Lowmeyer" during the rifle purchase on March 29 and

30, 1968 ) .

(30) An investigation of 2608 Highland Street, Birmingham, re-

vealed a roominghouse owned by Peter Cherpes, where Galt had

resided during 1967. Cherpes and other tenants noted similarities

between an artist's conception of the assassin and Galt. Further in-

vestigation in Birmingham disclosed that Galt had purchased the

Mustang in September of the previous year from one William Paisley

for a price of $1,950 . At the time of the car purchase, Galt possessed

a safe-deposit box at the Birmingham Trust National Bank, and a

comparison of writing samples from safe-deposit box documents and

"Lowmeyer" 's rifle purchase receipt revealed " similarities". Galt's

name was added to the list of individuals sought for interview by the

Bureau, (49) and a directive issued to all continental offices to search

records at the local offices of the Selective Service, telephone company,

motor vehicle departments, financial institutions, credit bureaus and

other "logical sources" for information under the new alias. (50 ) In

addition, information on the Mustang was entered into the NCIC (51)

(National Crime Information Center) system, insuring that inquiries

concerningthe vehicle would be directed to the FBI.

(31 ) On April 11 , 1968, the Mustang was located in Atlanta, aban-

doned in the parking lot of the Capital Homes Apartment Building

at the intersection of Memorial Drive and Connally Street. The car

provided a number of leads. An inspection of mileage figures revealed

that it had been driven approximately 19.000 miles since Galt pur-

chased it from William Paisley in September of 1967. A Mexican tour-

ist sticker indicated that the car had entered Mexico, at Nuevo Laredo,

on October 7, 1967. (52 ) The car had been serviced twice in California,

once in Hollywood, and on February 13, 1968, in Los Angeles. In the

trunk, agents located clothing and bedding, floor mats, a hunting knife

and tools, and a piece of cardboard with two names and the address

of "1535 North Serrano" written thereon. (53) Shortly after the car's

discovery, laboratory tests proved that fibers found on a blanket in

the bundle of evidence in Memphis and on a sheet from the vehicle

trunk were identical ; the FBI concluded that "Galt's automobile

(was) involved in the murder."(54)
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(32) Additional evidence on Eric S. Galt, the primary suspect, con-

tinued to accumulate. By April 13, 1968, 9 days after the assassina-

tion, Galt's movements throughout the country had become clearer.

Correspondence with the Locksmithing Institute, Little Falls, N.J.,

showed Galt in Montreal, Canada, on July 31, 1968. Field investiga-

tion in Birmingham disclosed Galt's attendance of classes of the Conti-

nental Dance Studio between September 12 and October 3, 1967, and a

search of post office records in that city revealed his purchase of a sig-

nificant amount of camera equipment in October of 1967 ; letters writ-

ten to the Superior Bulk Film Co. , Chicago, carried return addresses

of Hotel Rio, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico and 1535 North Serrano, Los

Angeles. A second Los Angeles address for Galt-the St. Francis

Hotel on Hollywood Boulevard-was established for the period of

January 21 , 1968 , to March 17, 1968.

(33) Particularly important for purposes of the upcoming prosecu-

tion case against Galt was a Los Angeles postal change of address

card executed and mailed by Galt on March 17, 1968, which gave a

new address of "General Delivery, Atlanta, Ga.", the city of King's

home and SCLC headquarters. Galt's actual Atlanta address- 113

14th Street NE. , was discovered on a change of address implemented

by the Locksmithing Institute, Little Falls, N.J., on March 30, 1968.

Agents were placed in the "hippie" rooming house at that address

in an undercover capacity, hoping to catch Galt if he returned to his

prior residence. (55)

(34) While agents awaited Galt's return to Atlanta, others inter-

viewed two ofthe suspect's chief acquaintances in California : Charles

Stein, an unemployed, self-described " song-writer," and Marie Martin.

a cocktail waitress at the Sultan Room Lounge on Hollywood Boule-

vard. Stein recalled meeting Galt on December 14, 1967 ; the following

day, December 15, Galt prevailed upon Charles Stein, his sister Rita

Stein, and Marie Martin to sign a petition in support of Governor

George Wallace's Presidential campaign. Immediately thereafter Galt

and Stein drove to New Orleans to pick up Stein's niece and nephew.

Stein recalled Galt mentioning a meeting with individuals associated

with an engineering or contracting firm; (56) he met Galt once in

New Orleans on December 18, 1967, the day after their arrival. The

next day they returned to Los Angeles, again driving nonstop. While

in New Orleans, Galt stayed at the Provincial Motel; however, inves-

tigation at the motel revealed no long distance calls, and local tele-

phone call records had been destroyed prior to the agent's arrival.

(35) Using statements of Stein and Marie Martin , as well as those of

other witnesses, the FBI began to document aspects of the suspect's

personality. Martin reported that he was constantly at the Sultan

Room, took a bartending course, drank vodka and sometimes beer,

didn't smoke, and was solemn and emotionless. She also remembered

Galt recounting an incident when he drove his Mustang throngh a

Black neighborhood and was hit by tomatoes thrown by the local

residents. Charles Stein recalled neat dressing habits, a soft-spoken

mannerand a penchant for country western music . (57)

(36) In addition, in California agents located a Los Angeles bartend-

ingschool attended by Galt and discovered two items of interest : First.

the FBI obtained its first photo of the illusive Eric Galt, taken at
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the time of his graduation ; Galt's eyes were closed in the picture.

Second, Thomas Lau, president of the Bartending School, told agents

that on March 2, 1968, Galt turned down an offer of employment, ex-

plaining that he would be leaving town in 2 weeks to visit his

brother. (58) Meanwhile, records were discovered at the Piedmont

Laundry in Atlanta indicating visits by Galt on April 1 , 1968 , fol-

lowing "Lowmeyer's" purchase of the rifle in Birmingham, and on

April5, 1968, the day after the assassination . (59)

(37) On April 17, in order to secure an arrest warrant and additional

publicity in the fugitive search, a Federal complaint was filed with

the U.S. Commissioner in Birmingham, Mildred F. Sprague, charg-

ing Eric S. Galt "and an individual alleged to be his brother" with

conspiracy to interfere with constitutional rights of Martin Luther

King, Jr. (60) A "fugitive press release" was issued with the com-

plaint, (61) and widespread distribution of the information and

accompanying photo throughthe media was encouraged. (62)

( 38) While the Department of Justice and the FBI solicited the

assistance of the public through their press release, a fingerprint

project was in progress at Bureau headquarters which led , on April 19,

1968, to the largest break in the case-the identification of James

Earl Ray as the illusive suspect. Almost immediately after the assas-

sination, the Bureau obtained unidentified latent prints of value from

the rifle, binoculars, beer cans, and a Memphis newspaper-the Com-

mercial Appeal-items found in the bundle of evidence thought to

have been dropped by the assassin shortly after the murder. As the

evidence accumulated, additional latents were obtained, including one

on a map of Mexico discovered in the Atlanta rooming house by Galt

shortly before the assassination. Comparisons revealed that at least

three prints, found on the Mexico map, the rifle, and the binoculars,

were identical, and apparently came from the left thumb ; the print

was identified as "an ulner loop with 12 ridge counts." (63)

(39) After unsuccessfully comparing this and other prints with

known prints of "approximately 400 suspects," the single fingerprint

file and "all outstanding FBI identification orders," (64 ) a systematic

search of fingerprint records of fugitives was initiated. Approximately

1.900 fugitives were identified with "ulnar loops of 10-14 ridge counts

in the left thumb." (65) Fifteen days after the assassination, a manual

comparison of the smaller group with the isolated latent produced a

positive match with the prints of James Earl Ray, a fugitive from

Missouri State Prison. (66)

D. Identification to Arrest

(40) It is clear from a review of the investigatory files that the

identification of James Earl Ray terminated a major phase of the

Bureau's investigation. Inspector Joseph Sullivan, the headquarters

representative assigned to coordinate activities in the Memphis and

Atlanta field offices during the early stages of the investigation, was

taken off the case and sent to Detroit, Mich. to work on the racial in-

formant program in that office. In recommending this move, Assistant

Director Rosen, stated :

In view of current developments, there does not appear to

be any need for Inspector Joe Sullivan to be in Atlanta, Ga.,
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or Memphis, Tenn. We are now engaged in a fugitive in-

vestigation and all offices will have to focus their full attention

to any leads which might develop as a result of our

inquiries. (67)

Simultaneously, Memphis was directed to phase out the 15 agents

and 3 stenographic clerks they had received on the heels of the

assassination. (68)

(41 ) A new press release was issued, with directions to all field

offices to insure "repeated and widespread distribution. " (69) For only

the second time in Bureau history, approval was given to make Ray a

"special addition" to the "Ten Most Wanted List". (70) Finally,

short appeals for public assistance in the fugitive investigation were

drafted and approved for use on the April 21 and April 28 install-

ments of "The FBI" on television, (71) and within a week after the

identification, various institutions and officials had offered a total of

$150,000 for information leading to the apprehension and conviction

ofRay. (72)

(42) With James Earl Ray, a fugitive from Missouri State Prison.

now at the center of the investigation, the Bureau initiated efforts di-

rected both at the family and at inmate and criminal associates of the

suspect. Jerry Ray, the youngest ofthe three brothers, was interviewed

in Chicago on the day of Ray's identification, denied knowledge of and

participation in the assassination, supplied handwriting samples,

photos, and major case prints, and stated that he had not seen his

brother outside of prison since 1952. (73 ) Three days later, John Larry

Ray, the middle brother, who had been located in St. Louis, stated that

he had seen his fugitive brother twice in the last 20 years, and most

recently 3 years back. He expressed surprise to the interviewing

agents that so much effort was being expended in attempting to locate

James, since all he had done was "kill a nigger." (74)

(43) Interviews with Ray's inmate associates produced voluminous

and often contradictory information on a variety of topics, including

the suspect's racial attitudes, the manner of his April 23, 1978 escape

from Missouri State Prison, his involvement in the trafficking and use

of drugs while in prison, assassination plots relating to King, and in-

formation on the suspect's present whereabouts. On several occasions.

and quite predictably, agents attempting these interviews met with

antagonism or outright refusals to cooperate in the investigation.

(44) In addition to the information relating to narcotics, the escape,

and the suspect's racial attitudes, some inmates also told of a prisoner

association known as "Cooley's Organization" alleged to have been

active in the "protection" business during the period of Ray's incar-

ceration at MSP. After receiving one allegation that Ray was a mem-

ber of the organization, (75) and another that Ray said in 1963 that

Cooley or his organization would pay $10,000 to have King killed, (76)

a directive issued from headquarters to the Kansas City Field Office to

"press every effort possible to determine any information whatsoever

concerning the Cooley organization." (77) Extensive field interview?

were conducted. However, no substantial evidence was developed of

the group's involvement in the assassination or of a concrete link be-

tween Ray and the organization. (78)

(45 ) Throughout the country, additional details on Ray's 1967-68

travels were developed.
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(46) Prostitutes, bartenders, and cigarette girls in Puerto Vallarta ,

Mexico, told of the suspects interest in marihuana and of a possible

"racial incident" between Ray and some Black customers at the Casa

Susana in Puerto Vallarta. (79)

(47) Interviews with Dale Rodriguez , Lorraine Calloway, and Mari-

ane DeGrasse established the likelihood of a second visit by Ray to

New Orleans in March 1968, after leaving Los Angeles. (80) Mean-

while, further efforts were made to determine who Ray telephoned

during his first drive to New Orleans with Charles Stein in December

1967. (81)

(48) Nevertheless, while the picture of Ray's preassassination life-

style became clearer, important issues remained a mystery. With the

passage of time, FBI files reflect increasing emphasis on establishing

Ray's source of funding during both the preassassination travels and

the postassassination flight. "All- Sac" directives were issued to con-

tact local narcotic investigative agencies (82 ) to follow up on evidence

of Ray's interest in marijuana in Mexico, and amphetamines in Mis-

souri State Prison. On April 23, 1968 , all offices were instructed to

consider Ray a suspect in the unsolved bank robberies, burglaries and

armed robberies. (83) And on April 29, 1968 , an "All-Sac" memo

issued directing field offices to contact local law enforcement agencies

maintaining latent fingerprint records "for (the) purpose of possibly

establishing Ray's past whereabouts and source of funds." (84)

(49) As the leads came up dry, additional approaches to the funding

issues appeared : Ray's prison financial accounts at Missouri State

Prison were reviewed, (85) and on May 6, 1968 , Atlanta and Birming-

ham were told to check local safety deposit box records for April 4,

1968, to determine whether Ray had withdrawn valuables before flee-

ing. (86) On May 14 , 1968 , following up on the April 23 , 1968 instruc-

tions, Washington directed all offices to display Ray's photograph to

"appropriate witnesses in unsolved bank robberies and bank burglaries

and to consider requesting the assistance of local police in displaying

the picture to witnesses in unsolved robberies." (87) A week later, field

offices in Atlanta, Birmingham, Los Angeles, Memphis, and New Or-

leans were told to investigate withdrawals from local banks exceeding

$10,000, during April 1968, to investigate the "possibility" that Ray

was a hired assassin and received a timely payoff. (88) Finally, the

Springfield Field Office began a thorough reinvestigation of the

July 13, 1967 , robbery of the Bank of Alton in Alton, Ill. The lead

was considered promising because Ray was in the area at the right

time and his description approximated that of the two unidentified

suspects. Ultimately, however, the investigation bore no fruit . (89)

(50) Above and beyond these questions, however, was the overriding

problem of Ray's apprehension itself. Three days after the positive

print identification , a directive was sent to all offices re-emphasizing

the 24-hour lead deadline, and directing contact with all criminal,

racial and security informants to determine whether any possessed

information on James Earl Ray. (90)

(51) In addition, record checks and interviews were performed at

local banks, telephone companies, credit agencies, police departments,

car rental agencies, motor vehicle departments, dancing schools , low

and middle class hotels, laundries, libraries, motels, utility companies,

selective service bureaus, and appropriate unions. (91)
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(52) Beyond these general investigative efforts, specific "Ray-

oriented" leads also appeared. On April 24, 1968, acting on Ray's use

of Garner's low-rent roominghouse and other similar establishments

Washington directed all offices to "conduct appropriate investigations

of all hippie roominghouses and similar establishments to obtain any

information concerning Ray. (92) And on April 25, a check by Ford

Motor Co. of over 1.5 million warranty cards on work done since

August 30, 1969, produced negative results with respect to Ray's

Mustang. (93)

(53) Despite these impressive nationwide efforts, however, it is

clear that the FBI felt the prospect for breaking the fugitive investiga-

tion lay with Ray's family. On April 20, 1968, St. Louis was directed

to obtain all telephone calls from the phones of John Larry Ray,

Carol Ann Pepper ( Ray's sister ) and any phone located in the Grape-

vine Tavern in St. Louis (leased by John Larry Ray and licensed

to Carol Pepper) . (94 ) This was followed up 2 days later by instruc-

tions sent to the four field offices responsible for areas inhabited by

keymembers of the Ray family :

Full coverage is to be afforded relatives of subject residing

in your respective territories. This will include a spot surveil-

lance of these persons as well as a determination of their

associates and individuals making frequent contact with

them. You should also obtain all long distance telephone calls

from their residences for period April 23, 1967, to the present

time. You should make this a continuing project until other-

wise advised by the Bureau *** You should insure that each

relative is adequately covered to possibly assist in the sub-

ject's location and apprehension . (95)

(54) While the Bureau approached Ray's relatives directly in

numerous field interviews in an effort to secure information on the

whereabouts of the fugitive, additional, indirect approaches of the

family were also considered . On May 7, the St. Louis office informed

the Director of discussions with the local U.S. attorney, in which the

latter had agreed to "cooperate fully" in prosecuting Carol Pepper,

Ray's sister, for false responses in an official liquor license question-

naire, "in the event pressure of this nature needed." (96) And on

May 13, 1968 , an official request was sent to the office of the Attorney

General seeking authorization to install microphone and technical sur-

veillance on the residence of John Larry Ray. The purpose of the re-

quested surveillance, as phrased in the May 13 memo, was to "assist

in the early apprehension of the subject." (97) The request was not

approved, and was withdrawn on June 11, 1968, immediately follow-

ing Ray's apprehension in London. (98)

(55) Efforts to secure precise information on Rays location from

the family did not bear immediate fruit. Nevertheless, in a May 9

interview with John Larry Rav in St. Louis, (99) Ray's brother re-

ported that Ray had mentioned an intention to leave the country if

he escaped ; Ray had also indicated, on one occasion, admiration for

Ian Smith, head of the Rhodesian Government. On May 10, 1968,

based on this interview and other independent evidence of Ray's in-

terest in African countries (100) headquarters initiated a U.S. pass-

port reviewin the Washington Field Office, (101) focusing initially on
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the 2,100,000 applications that had been filed since April 1967, the

month of Ray's escape from Missouri State Prison. Thirty-six agents

were assigned to the task (they had completed a review of 700,000 ap-

plications by the time of Ray's apprehension in London exactly 1

month later.)

(56) Other steps were taken to supplement the domestic passport

project. Wanted fliers were sent to the American consulate in Rhodesia

for distribution there, and Washington instructed the FBI legal at-

taché in Ottawa to implement a similar review project of Canadian

passports with the assistance of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police .

(102) A check on flights between Montreal and Rhodesia was also

ordered, (103) and 10 days later, on May 21, 1968, arrangements had

been made with the State Department to provide information on Ray

to the 290 U.S. diplomatic establishments throughout the world. (104)

(57) In addition to these efforts on the international scene, addi-

tional, often major domestic efforts were made in the fugitive investi-

gation. On May 14, membership lists of the John Birch Society were

checked for any ascertainable leads (105) (Ray had left a John Birch

Society pamphlet at Garner's in Atlanta ) . On May 21 , 1968, all do-

mestic offices began a review of drivers license applications for the

months of April and May 1968, for all white males between the ages of

30 to 55 years. (106) On May 22, 1968 (107) headquarters, willing to

attempt every possible device, considered placing an ad for "self-hyp-

nosis" in publications normally read by Ray "in an effort to surface

subject", and sent a directive to various field offices to identify maga-

zines habitually read by Ray. (108) And on May 28, 1968 , in antici-

pation of an extensive project, the Director authorized a request to the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to check all new

social security card applications (received in 1968 at the rate of

110,000 per week) , for a lead to Ray's whereabouts. Despite these ef-

forts, however, the FBI's fugitive investigation in May produced dis-

couraging results. As the days passed, the illusive suspect was proving

an embarrassment to the Bureau.

(58) Then, on June 1 , 1968, a break occurred in Canada when the

RCMP passport review project turned up a possible match of Ray

in the Canadian passport of one George Ramon Sneyd. RCMP offi-

cials determined from the Kennedy Travel Bureau in Toronto that

"Sneyd" had purchased a Toronto-London-Toronto airline ticket

with a scheduled departure of May 6 and return on May 21 , 1968 .

Meanwhile, the FBI ascertained through print comparisons that Ray

and Sneyd were, in fact, the same person, (109) and the trail was once

again hot.

(59) A check with airline authorities revealed that Ray, instead of

using the return portion of his airlines ticket , had exchanged it in Lon-

don and continued on to Lisbon, Portugal. (110) FBI headquarters

sent Unit Chief Wilbur Martindale to Europe to follow the latest

lead. Martindale stopped off in London to meet with the FBI legal

attaché from Paris ; the two then continued on to Lisbon.

(60) Unknown to the FBI, however, Ray had returned to London

on May 17, 1968, after a 10-day stay in Portugal. Approximately 3

weeks after his return to England, and on the same day that Martin-

dale arrived in Lisbon, Ray was arrested at the London International
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Airport. The time in London was 11:15 a.m. , on June 8, 1968, some-

what more than 2 months after the assassination of Dr. King.

E. Arrest to Guilty Plea

(61) A quick review of basic cost information on the MURKIN in-

vestigation reveals that the FBI's nationwide field investigation wound

down dramatically during the month of June 1968. For example, the

overall mileage driven by FBI agents through May 31, 1968, was

placed at 448,775 miles. The mileage figure for June was 24.430, and

for the next 4 months-July through October-4.322 miles. Similarly,

the overall cost of the MURKIN investigation through May 31 , 1968,

was $1,117,870. Expenditures for June ran to $135,375, and for the

next 4 months combined, $34,390. (111)

Arrangements began immediately to bring Ray back to the

United States. Attorney General Clark asked Fred Vinson, Jr. , the

Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division was told by the

Attorney General to handle the extradition proceedings in London,

(112) and in Memphis and Birmingham, Department of Justice attor

neys completed affidavits of key witnesses for possible use in the

English proceedings. (113) At the same time, Vinson's counterpart in

the Civil Rights Division , Assistant Attorney General Stephen Pollak,

was told by the Attorney General to work full time on the King case,

(114) while at the FBI, agents were selected to return with Ray to the

United States (115) and the London legal attaché began to monitor

progress in Ray's various extradition hearings.

(63) In terms of the ongoing investigation, FBI files reflect one

area of lingering concern : The funding of Ray's travels. On June 20,

1968 , the question of funding was raised in a discussion between Attor-

ney General Clark and Director Hoover, and in a memo later written

to summarize the meeting, Hoover wrote :

I stated that in Ray's case, we have not found a single angle

that would indicate a conspiracy. I said the only significant

thing is the money he had and what he spent freely in paying

bills and I thought that could have been obtained from a bank

robbery. The Attorney General said that if we could show

he robbed the Bank of Alton, it would be helpful. I said we

are working on that because he was paying his bills with $50

bills up to his arrest. I said on the other hand he stayed at

flop houses and never stayed at a first-class hotel but at the

same time spent , I thought, $1,200 or more in buying guns

and the car, which I thought was $1,500, and then he took

dancing (116) lessons, bartender lessons, and lessons in pick-

ing locks ***

(64) In search of a solution to the funding problem, investigation

of Ray's involvement in the Alton Bank robbery continued in the

Springfield Office. (117) Meanwhile, the Kansas City Field Office was

instructed to contact the warden at Missouri State Prison for new

information on the "Cooley Organization"-a lead "which may assist

in tracing subject's sources of funds". (118) Finally, on June 24, 1968,

Hoover authorized the liaison section to coordinate with the State

Department in an attempt to ascertain the existence of a Swiss bank
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account in Ray's name. (119) Despite these efforts, a specific answer to

Ray's manner of funding alluded the FBI.

(65) Also apparent, following Ray's apprehension, was some effort

to investigate the possibility of conspiracy in the assassination. On

June 11 , 1968, AAG Pollak asked Assistant Director Rosen, "whether

the FBI was running out all allegations relative to possible conspir-

acy," and was assured that "so far (the FBI had) not been able to

establish that there was any conspiracy (but remained) constantly

alert to this possibility." (120) On June 13, Ray's contact with "a fat

man" in Canada was resolved as an innocent occurrence. (121) . On

June 18, 1968 , FBI headquarters, apparently in response to a second

directive from the Department of Justice to continue to follow out

leads pertaining to a possible Federal violation" (122) (that is , con-

spiracy) , ordered a "specialized recheck" in Birmingham and Mem-

phis of clients at the New Rebel Motel and the Birmingham motels

during what was designated as the relevant conspiratorial period

(Mar. 29, 1968 and Apr. 3, 1968) in search of possible Ray associates.

(66) While a thorough analysis of the Bureau's conspiracy inves-

tigation will be included in a later portion of this report, it can be

noted here that the Bureau's finding that Ray acted alone remained ,

throughout the investigation, constant and unshaken. On July 23, 1968,

the FBI sent a memo to the Justice Department recommending dis-

missal of the conspiracy complaint that had been filed 3 months earlier

in Birmingham "in view of the fact that this offense was not cited in

the order of extradition ." (123 ) Fred Vinson, AAG of the Criminal

Division, concurred with the FBI's recommendation on July 29,

1968 ; (124) however, AAG Stephen Pollak (whose Civil Rights Divi-

sion was responsible for the conspiracy prosecution ) , instructed the

FBI 1 day later that "it would not be appropriate to dismiss the com-

plaint at this time. The conspiracy investigation is still under-

way." (125) Thus, it was not until December 2, 1971 , that the con-

spiracy complaint in Birmingham was ultimately dismissed. (126 )

(67) In Memphis, the Tennessee State murder case against Ray

proceeded slowly to trial. On July 19, Ray returned from London and

was released by the FBI into the custody of local authorities in

Shelby County, Tenn. Sometime before, but after Ray's apprehension,

Memphis FBI case agent Joe Hester's "prosecutive summary report

had been distributed to Phil Canale, district attorney general, for his

use during the prosecution . This was the first major release of FBI

investigative files to the local prosecutors since the assassination . Ten

additional investigative reports from key field offices were sent to

Memphis on August 6, 1978. (127) .

(68) As is indicated from the cost data cited earlier, the FBI's inves-

tigation had by this time been dramatically reduced ; however, some

additional steps were being taken. On August 27, a request was made

by the FBI to the Justice Department to consider a search warrant or

grand jury subpena to obtain the written notes of author William

Bradford Huie. After lengthy consideration, the Department decided

on November 27, 1968 , not to undertake this approach. (128) While

the files contain no explanation for this decision, it is noted that this

memo is dated after the publication of Huie's second Look magazine

article on Ray and the King case ; (129) it seems likely, therefore, that
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the Department did not feel the potential gain would justify risking

an adverse legal ruling on the propriety of a search warrant served to

an author under contract to a criminal defendant, to obtain the product

of his communications with the defendant.

(69) The November 12 trial date was postponed when Ray fired

his first attorney, Arthur Hanes, Sr., and hired Percy Foreman. Mr.

Hugh Stanton, Sr., Shelby County public defender, was assigned

to assist Foreman shortly thereafter, and a March 10, 1969, trial date

was ultimately set.

(70) In the end, however, the trial never occurred . Rather, Ray

pled guilty to the first degree murder of Dr. King and accepted a

sentence of 99 years in the Tennessee State prison. In an interview

with FBI Memphis SAC Jensen, 3 days later, Ray proved generally

uncooperative, and provided no evidence of the involvement of others

in the assassination, (130) and while the FBI MURKIN file remains

open today, to accept incoming leads on the case, nothing has oc-

curred to change the official conclusion reached during the first months

of the investigation : Ray killed King and acted alone.

III. COORDINATION BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND THE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

(71) Because the Federal Bureau of Investigation was, and remains,

only one of several component agencies within the Department of

Justice, the conduct of the MURKIN investigation was ultimately the

responsibility of the Attorney General of the United States, as head

of the Department of Justice, and of the attorneys that the Attorney

General assigned to supervise the investigation .

A. The lawyers

(72) By April 1968, Ramsey Clark had held the office of Attorney

General, either acting or confirmed, for approximately 18 months;

he had spent an additional 18 months as Deputy Attorney General

under Nicholas deB. Katzenbach,

(78) During the administration of the assassination investigation,

Clark's two primary assistants were Stephen Pollak and Fred Vinson,

Jr., Assistant Attorneys General for the Civil Rights Division and

the Criminal Division, respectively. Because Federal investigatory

and prosecutorial jurisdiction was premised on a possible violation of

18 U.S.C. 241 (conspiracy to interfere with the constitutional rights

of another) , (131) , Pollak's Civil Rights Division was formally

responsible for the conduct of the investigation, and for any Federal

prosecutions that might develop. From the beginning, however, Clark

decided to deviate somewhat from the customary Justice Department

practice of maintaining responsibility for an investigation exclusively

within the confines of the appropriate division ; instead he chose to

involve the Criminal Division equally in the investigation, feeling

that it had a better working relationship with the FBI. (132)

Thus, it soon developed that both Pollak and his counterpart, Fred

Vinson, Jr., of the Criminal Division, were reporting on the King

investigation directly to Clark ; moreover, it was Vinson's recollection

that both he and Pollak were kept equally informed on this case and

shared the burden of responsibility for its progress. (133)
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(74) Outside of Washington, the Department of Justice is repre-

sented by local U.S. attorneys, one for each Federal district in the

country. Normally, the actual prosecution of a Federal criminal case

will be the responsibility of the local office, subject only to the super-

vision of the appropriate division of the Department; in 1968, how-

ever, this was not the practice in the area of civil rights prosecutions.

Because of political considerations, together with the need to maintain

working relations with local law enforcement agencies, the resident

U.S. attorney often found it awkward to bring cases against the local

authorities under the various Federal civil rights statutes. Thus, by

1968, Federal civil rights investigations and prosecutions had, with

very few exceptions, become the responsibility of the Civil Rights Di-

vision in Washington ; the local U.S. attorney remained on the side-

lines, uninvolved in the prosecution except perhaps to provide infor-

mation on local courtroom practices, or to assist during the voir dire

of the jury panel . (134)

(75) In the King investigation, this practice did not change. While

the FBI's investigation was carried out by offices throughout the coun-

try, local U.S. attorneys in important cities such as Atlanta, Memphis,

New Orleans, Los Angeles, Chicago, and St. Louis were excluded from

the information flow and therefore from the decisionmaking process.

B. The information flow and the role of the attorneys

(76) The ability of the Justice Department to provide meaningful

input into the daily course of the FBI's investigation depended pri-

marily on their ability to remain fully informed concerning develop-

ments in the case. Ultimately, however, the amount and quality of

investigative information transmitted to the Justice Department de-

pended almost exclusively on the Bureau's willingness to provide the

data.

(77) During his executive session testimony, Ramsey Clark recalled

that he "caused a quite different relationship between the Office ofthe

Attorney General and the Bureau in this (King) assassination * * *

I became personally and directly involved in the investigation, and

received information directly about it in a way and to an extent that

exceeded all others during my term as Attorney General. " (135) Prior

to Ray's arrest , Clark's information came in the form of frequent

briefings, either telephonically or in person, from Assistant to the

Director Cartha DeLoach, as well as from written Bureau memo-

randums. (136) It was Mr. Clark's recollection that AAG's Vinson and

Pollak backed him up on examining the documents that came

through. (137) Despite Mr. Clark's efforts, however, it is clear that

the written information received by the Attorney General and, in many

ways more importantly, by the rest of the Justice Department, was

often both superficial and untimely.

(78) During the course of the FBI's MURKIN investigation, the

paperwork produced in Washington and the field was voluminous. The

various forms of reporting included airtels and teletypes to, from , and

among field offices ; internal field office and headquarters memoran-

dums ; interview reports ; and the more formal letterhead memoran-

dums. In addition, major field offices produced monthly reports

summarizing the previous 30 days of investigation which were in turn

transmitted to Memphis, the office of origin, as well as Washington.
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Finally, a prosecutive summary report was prepared by S. A. Hester,

case agent in the Memphis field office, shortly after Ray's arrest.

(79) Information transmitted to the Department of Justice always

arrived from, or at least with the approval of, FBI headquarters in

Washington. Moreover, it was transmitted, almost without exception,

in sanitized and digested form. During the first days of the investiga-

tion following Dr. King's assassination, FBI memorandums to the

Department contained only the most basic and fundamental facts;

(138) some, such as the April 11 , 1968 , FBI memorandum to the De-

partment quoted below, contained no facts at all, but were merely

assurances that an investigation was being pursued."

The investigation of the murder of Martin Luther King,

Jr., on April 4, 1968, has assumed gigantic proportions.

All field divisions of the FBI are participating in an

around-the-clock operation designed to identify and appre-

hend the person or persons responsible for the killing.

Suspects are being developed and processed on a daily basis

as additional information is developed. Every aspect of the

investigation is being vigorously pursued and the complete

facilities of this Bureau will remain fully committed until

this matter has been fully resolved . (139)

(80) The superficial nature of these initial memorandums was ac-

knowledge during committee interviews with FBI agents who

worked in Washington during the MURKIN investigation ; the situa-

tion was explained in terms of the need to take security precautions,

(140) or to prevent leaks concerning an ongoing fugitive investigation.

(141) Moreover, it was the clearly stated opinion of these FBI head-

quarters personnel that the Bureau had sole responsibility for the on-

going efforts to identify and to locate the assassin, (142) and would

have resented any efforts by Justice Department personnel to get more

deeply involved in the daily investigative process . ( 143)

(81) It is important to note that early involvement by Department

of Justice attorneys in criminal investigations was not common

throughout the Department in 1968 ; (144) thus, none of the Justice

Department officials interviewed by the committee expressed any dis-

satisfaction with the nature of information received from the FBI.

Assistant Attorney General Vinson ofthe Criminal Division expressed

his confidence in the ability of the FBI to determine what, if any, in-

formation should be distributed to the Department, (145) and AAG

Pollak characterized the information received as more than normal,

and consistent with the traditional FBI practice to send digested

material tothe Department. (146)

(82) In addition to the daily memorandums described above, the

Department of Justice also received, starting on May 2, 1968, field

office summary reports submitted by the major offices : Memphis, Bir-

mingham, Los Angeles, and Atlanta. (147) These reports were also

distributed to the office of the Birmingham U.S. attorney, in light of

the fact that a Federal complaint against Eric S. Galt was filed in

that city on April 17, 1968. Those reports were distributed with spe-

cific instructions that they were not to be disseminated to any other

U.S. attorney in the country, thus insuring, from an early point, that
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the local U.S. attorney would play no meaningful note in the investi-

gation. (148) The exclusion of the U.S. attorneys was, of course,

consistent with normal practice on civil rights investigations. (149)

Moreover, Attorney General Clark, when asked about the Bureau's

instructions to exclude the local U.S. attorneys from the information

flow, expressed total agreement with the policy :

The need for all those U.S. attorneys to have all the infor-

mation is not at all clear to me, and you might as well print

it in the newspapers *** I don't know why it would have

enhanced the investigation to have U.S. attorneys all over

the country privy to all the information. (150)

(83) The background role (151) which had been assumed by the

Department of Justice during the 2 months following Dr. King's

assassination changed somewhat with Ray's arrest in London. In a

meeting in the Attorney General Office the day of the arrest, Clark

directed AAG Pollak to put aside other commitments and concen-

trate exclusively on the King case ; Cartha DeLoach was instructed

simultaneously to keep Pollak advised of "any communication, airtel,

or cablegram that might come in connection with this case." (153)

At the same meeting, Clark decided that Vinson would coordinate the

prisoner's extradition and return to the United States. Vinson left

for London shortly thereafter, and Justice Department attorneys

from the Civil Rights Division were sent to Memphis and Birmingham

to prepare affidavits for use in the upcoming British legal pro-

ceedings. (153)

(84) Despite this flurry of activity, however, the files reflected no dis-

cernible change in the depth of involvement of the Justice Depart-

mentinthe investigatory process itself. AG Clark's request that Pollak

immediately receive all communications concerning the case was, on

Hoover's personal instructions, ignored. (154) As an interim measure,

Pollak received a more detailed daily memorandum. However, even

this practice stopped on June 19, after only seven memos had been

sent. (155) Finally, as was noted earlier, both Pollak and Clark indi-

cated a general interest , following the assassination, in the extent to

which the FBI was exploring the possibility of conspiracy. Beyond

these general inquiries, however, the course and direction of the in-

vestigation remained exclusively in the hands of the FBI, with results

conveyed to the Justice Department-after the fact-either in the

form ofmonthly field office reports, or in LHM's concerning the resolu-

tion of specific areas of inquiry. Active and contemporaneous par-

ticipation by Justice Department attorneys, for example through the

use of a grand jury, the identification of possible witnesses, the use

of immunity grants, and the consideration of electronic surveillance ,

lawful after June 19, 1968, was virtually nonexistent. While further

analysis of the grand jury and other investigative tools available to

the Justice Department will be included in a later portion of this

report, it would be appropriate at this point to include the following

excerpt ofMr. Clark's executive session testimony :

Q. Specifically referring to the people in the Department

of Justice, Mr.Vinson and Mr. Pollak, how did you perceive

their relative roles in this investigation ?

42-636-79--12
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A. Well, I guess I didn't see them as having any real role in

the investigation. I saw them as backing me up on examining

the documents that came through, on thinking about what

could and should be done. They were given some special as-

signments. Fred Vinson went over to London to represent

the United States when the arrest was made over there. But

I don't recall thinking that they were or should be involved

in the actual investigation. (156)

C. Personal relations between the Department and the Bureau

(85) Much has been written of the independence of the FBI under

Director Hoover, and the inability of the Department of Justice, and

specific Attorneys General, to control, or even be familiar with, the

scope and nature of the Bureau's operations. The FBI's COINTEL

PRO (counterintelligence program) against Dr. King is one example.

The MURKIN investigation, at least to the extent that it reflects the

arrogance and independence of various agency personnel, is another.

(86) Throughout the committee's analysis of the FBI's assassina-

tion investigation , evidence was disclosed-both in the files during the

extensive interviews with FBI and DOJ personnel which followed-

instances reflecting a poor and often counterproductive relationship

between the investigators of the Bureau and the lawyers at the Justice

Department. Examples range from the inevitable, and normally

healthy, policy disagreements which may be expected during any

lengthy and dynamic criminal investigation, to situations of mutual

distrust between members of the two organizations that seriously un-

dermined the possibility of a productive working relationship .

(87) Perhaps the most significant source of friction between the two

organizations, beyond the Bureau's apparent inbred fear of depart-

mental intrusion into and control of their activities, was the poor rela-

tionship that existed between Attorney General Clark and the FBI

Director J. Edgar Hoover. Much of the friction stemmed from basic

philosophical differences, characterized by Mr. Clark as "dia-

metrically opposing views of the role of law in a free society. "(157)

For example, Clark's opposition to the death penalty and general sup-

port of the Warren Court defendant-oriented decisions, were strictly

at odds with Hoover's more conservative law and order beliefs. (158)

In the same vein, Clark and Hoover differed fundamentally over the

use of electronic surveillance in FBI investigations and the AG's

unwillingness to authorize requests was a constant source of conten-

tion. ( 159) Finally, and probably of equal overall significance, there

was a significant difference in age and experience between the two

men. DeLoach, Assistant to the Director in 1968, recalled that while

Hoover had great respect from Tom C. Clark (Ramsey Clark's father

and a former Attorney General under President Truman before be-

coming a Supreme Court Justice ) , he was disturbed by the idea of

having to deal with his son some 20 years later. (160) As was so often

the case, Hoover's views quickly became those of the FBI rank and

file. In interviews with members of the FBI headquarters chain-of

command, it was readily apparent that the Director's basic philosophi-

cal disagreements with, and lack of respect for, Attorney General

Clark, became prevalent opinions within the Agency. (161)
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(88) With this situation as a background, this report now turned

to specific instances of difficulty that arose in the DOJ/FBI relation-

ship during the MURKIN investigation :

(89) 1. On April 17, a Federal complaint was filed in Birmingham,

Ala., charging Eric S. Galt with conspiracy to interfere with the

civil rights of Dr. King (18 U.S.C. 241 ) . Because the assassination

and a large portion of the initial investigative activity occurred in

Memphis, that city would seem the obvious initial choice for a con-

spiracy complaint relating to the crime ; however, in a memo from

Rosen to DeLoach recommending Birmingham, rather than Memphis,

as the location for filing, the supporting argument for this choice

focused on security considerations and included the statement that

"we cannot rely on the U.S. attorney at Memphis. If we tried to file

there, we would immediately lose control of the situation and the com-

plaint would become public knowledge." (162) Thus the complaint

was filed in Birmingham, city of the rifle purchase.

(90) While Attorney General Clark apparently authorized the filing

itself on April 16, 1968, there is no indication in FBI files that the

selection of a filing location was discussed either withthe AG or with

members of the Civil Rights Division in Washington until after the

fact. In fact, the memorandum itself clearly envisioned informing AG

Clark of the selection of Birmingham and of the circumstances sur-

rounding that decision, only after the filing had occurred. (163)

(91 ) FBI Headquarters personnel have assured the committee first.

that normal procedure required the Justice Department to authorize

the complaint and the location of its filing, and second that proper pro-

cedure was followed in this case. (164) Nevertheless, in interviews with

Mr. Clark, Mr. Pollak, and Mr. Pollak's Deputy Assistant Attorney

General, Mr. D. Robert Owen, none had any specific recollection of

discussing the Birminghamfiling, and Mr. Pollak had a "dim recollec-

tion" (165) of being surprised when the decision to file in Birmingham

was announced, a reaction which would be consistent with the appar-

ent Bureau plans reflected in the April 17, 1968 memo-to inform the

AG of the selection after the filing in Birmingham. (165a) .

(92) 2. Throughout the period prior to Ray's arrest, FBI files re-

flect Hoover's irritation over Attorney General Clark's comment to the

press concerning the progress of the Bureau's investigation. In re-

sponse to a report that Clark promised a progress report "soon" on

the FBI search for the assassin, Hoover noted : "We are not going to

make any progress reports. Our sole objective is to apprehend the

assassin not to give blow-by-blow accounts just to appease a selfish

press and get cheap headlines." (166) After reading a copy of an

April 28, 1968, news article quoting Clark as indicating that there was

"no significant evidence that the assassination ** goes beyond the

single actor, " Hoover penned the following notes : "I do wish the AG

would stop talking about this case until it is solved ." ; (167) and on a

copy of an article written 2 weeks later citing Clark's "optimism over

Ray's imminent capture, Hoover noted : "Still talking !". (168)

(93) Hoover's overall dissatisfaction over Clark's public statements

is found in his reaction to an April 24, 1968, Washington Post article ,

written by Robert Evans and Robert Novak and reporting Hoover's

"deep-seated unhappiness" with the AG, "aggravated by Clark's mis-

leading public optimism about a quick solution to the murder of the
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Rev. Martin Luther King." Hoover's terse note scribbled on a copy of

the article : "Well written." (169)

(94) 3. On June 8, 1968, the day of Ray's arrest in London, rela-

tions between the Department and the Bureau appear to have reached

their nadir, at least in terms of the MURKIN investigation. FBI files

reflect a series of telephone calls and meetings between Attorney Gen-

eral Clark, Cartha DeLoach, and other officials from both Justice and

the FBI. Based on a review of FBI files detailing the incidents, the en-

counters can fairly be characterized as hostile and riddled with mutual

distrust. Attorney General Clark's decision to send AAG Vinson to

London to coordinate extradition proceedings was immediately re-

sented , and Clark was advised that "this was completely unnecessaryif

the representative would be going for the purpose of attempting to

look into FBI activities ;" (170) London Legal Attaché Minnich (171)

was then instructed that "while he should confer with Assistant At-

torney General Vinson, he should not be 'bossed around' by Vinson or

allow Vinson to upset any delicate relations that we have with law en-

forcement authorities in England.”(172)

(95) In addition to the Bureau's resentment of Vinson's role, June S

1968, marked a major breach in the relations of Mr. Clark and Cartha

DeLoach (until that time Clark's primary liaison with the Bureau on

the King investigation ) . FBI memos reflect the Attorney General's

displeasure over the Bureau's failure to keep him fully informed on

the recent developments in the case, a disagreement which ultimately

caused DeLoach to hang up on Clark during a telephone conversation.

Summoned to a meeting in Clark's office immediately after the tele-

phone incident, DeLoach wrote that he brought Assistant Director

Rosen "as a witness"-a clear reflection of the erosion of any trust

which might have existed between the two men. When interviewed con-

cerning the June 8 difficulties, Mr. Clark and Mr. DeLoach differ in

their recollection of the overriding cause of the confrontation. (173 )

Both confirm its occurrence , however, and Mr. Clark recalled directing

Hoover to replace DeLoach immediately with another agent for liaison

purposes. The former Attorney General recalled no further contact

with DeLoach on the King investigation. (174)

(96) 4. Not surprisingly, evidence of a poor Justice Department

FBI relationship continued to appear after the June 8, 1968 , inci-

dents. As was indicated previously, the Attorney General's request of

that daythat his Assistant Attorney General forthe Civil Rights Divi-

sion, Stephen Pollak, receive all communications ( i.e. teletypes, airtels.

cablegrams, etc. ) relating to the case was ignored 4 days later on the

personal direction of Hoover. (175) In addition, internal FBI memos

reflect criticism of the Department of Justice for making direct con-

tact with FBI field offices, and thereby failing to remain in the proper

channels of communications, (176) and for issuing conflicting instruc-

tions to the FBI on the question of dismissing the Birmingham con-

spiracy complaint against Galt. The latter instance is referred to inone

memorandum as a "typical example in the Department of the left hand

not knowing what the right hand is doing." (177) .

(97) The committee reviewed these incidents in some detail not be-

cause the issues raised were of inherent importance, but rather because

they, and other incidents not described herein, were one indication of
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the nature of the overall relationship which existed between the Justice

Department and the FBI in 1968. It is of more than passing signifiance,

for example, that relations between Mr. Clark and Mr. DeLoach were

so strained as to require a curtailment of the latter's liaison functions.

It is perhaps equally significant that FBI headquarters personnel often

viewed the Department as both unnecessarily intrusive and internally

mismanaged. These and other incidents are helpful in gaining an over-

all understanding of the quality of the King investigation , and the

respective roles played therein by the Bureau and the Department.

IV. COORDINATION BETWEEN THE BUREAU AND OTHERS

(98) During the course of its assassination investigation, the FBI

made contact with, or was contacted by, countless individuals, orga-

nizations, and State, Federal, and local authorities throughout the

United States and abroad. Often the contacts were simply routine

stops in a widespread fugitive investigation ; on other occasions, spe-

cific leads were being pursued. In addition, random citizen inquiries

were received almost daily, the White House expected regular brief-

ings, and the media was constantly seeking information , either through

direct requests or investigative reporters.

(99) The Bureau's relationship with these outside individuals and

organizations during the MURKIN investigation reflected a variety

of elements. On the one hand, the FBI took great satisfaction in their

successes-past and present-and relished their reputation as the

country's leading investigative agency. Laudatory remarks from

public officials were filed and circulated, (178) and cooperative authors

were assisted in preparing articles expected to comment favorably on

various aspects of the King investigation. ( 179)

(100 ) On the other hand, however, FBI files reflected a constant-

fear of potentially compromising situations which could tarnish the

Bureau's public image, a fear which resulted at times in a type of

"we-they," or siege mentality. The outside world was divided into

friends and foes : reporters were either for the Bureau (and thereby

members of a "special correspondent list") or against, often becoming

themselves the targets of FBI investigative efforts. A curious conflict

arose in situations where a person possessed potentially valuable

information, but at the same time carried a "questionable," or anti-

Bureau, reputation that was perceived as a threat to the agency's

public image. Through an analysis of these "outside" contacts (which

were normally not unique to the Bureau's MURKIN investigation) , a

clearer picture of the strengths and weaknesses of the agency itself

maybe gained.

A. Local law enforcement agencies

(101 )
The term "one-way" street is often used to characterize

the

FBI's relationship
with local authorities during official investigations

.

The import ofthe phrase is that while the Bureau is willing to receive,

and often solicits information
from local authorities during an on-

going investigation
, it traditionally

has refused to release anything

in return. Two explanations
for this conduct have been offered. First

it reflects a legitimate concern for security, especially in fugitive

investigations
, which dictates that information

be released only on a
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need-to-know basis. Second, the practice manifests the FBI's strong

sense of professional rivalry, resulting during important criminal

investigations in a desire not to assist local police departments, inves-

tigative reporters (180) or any other interested parties.

(102) During the assassination investigation, the FBI received edi

torial criticism concerning the lone role it had assumed vis-a-vis major

metropolitan police departments. (181) In fact, the Bureau did not

totally exclude local authorities from the case . Their assistance was

solicited on a number of matters, including comparison of Ray's de-

scription to those of suspects in local offenses. (182 ) use of local latent

fingerprint files, (183) display of Ray's photos to witnesses in unsolved

crimes (184) and use of local police department investigative files and

photographs. (185)

( 103) Nevertheless, the contacts with local police departments were

made at arms length, and at no time do the files reflect consideration

of the potential for employing a task force approach that might have

been beneficial in areas peculiarly within the expertise of local

authorities. The situation was one in which gains were weighed

against potential losses. To the extent that the FBI chose to conceal

the nature of its investigation even from local police departments, it

insured that no leak would result that could compromise its fugitive

investigation. At the same time, however, the one-way streets estab-

lished by the FBI throughout the country precluded the possibility

of a close-knit working relationship with local authorities on matters

peculiarly within their expertise .

B. Assistance in the Tennessee murder prosecution

(104) Perhaps the best example of the caution with which the FBI

approached local authorities is found in its relationship with the

Shelby County officials responsible for investigating and prosecuting

James Earl Ray. Federal jurisdiction to investigate Dr. King's

assassination was premised on the possible existence of a conspiracy

to violate, or interfere with, his civil rights. (18 U.S.C. 241 ) . Simul-

taneously, local authorities in Tennessee were proceeding with a mur

der investigation carried out by the Memphis Police Department and

scheduled for prosecution by the office of Mr. Phil Canale, district

attorney general for Shelby County, Tenn. Because of the limited

geographical jurisdiction of the Memphis authorities, and the relative

simplicity of their facilities, the FBI's nationwide investigatory

apparatus and sophisticated scientific laboratories were of enormous

potential value to Shelby County authorities. It is, therefore not sur

prising that relations between the two offices were harmonious.

(105) Within hours of the assassination, Inspector Zachery , chief

of the homicide bureau at the Memphis Police Department, released

all available physical evidence to the FBI for analysis in Washing

ton. The evidence remained in the custody of the FBI, either in

Washington or Memphis, for almost exactly 1 month, ( 186) and was

used during much of this time for comparison purposes to further the

FBI's ongoing, fugitive investigation.

(106) However, despite the apparent harmony in relations between

Federal and Tennessee authorities, and the initial cooperation of the

Memphis Police Department in supplying the FBI with all physical

evidence, it is nevertheless apparent that the FBI approached its
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relationship with this local police department with pronounced cau-

tion. When the FBI's Memphis field office was approached by local

authorities on April 18, 1968, with a request for assistance during

Canale's upcoming grand jury proceedings to indict Eric Galt for

murder, FBI Headquarters, concerned perhaps over leaks in the fugi-

tive investigation, informed its field office to limit information re-

leased to the local police department and prosecutors to that which

had already appeared in a public press release. Two weeks later, SAC

Jensen received Bureau authorization to testify in the local grand jury

proceedings ; however, he also received detailed instructions limiting

the permissible areas of testimony to various laboratory tests used to

identifythe fugitive as James Earl Ray.

(107) After the May 7th grand jury proceedings, no additional in-

formation was released to the Shelby County authorities, on a formal

basis, until after Ray's arrest over 1 month later ; then, after the case

was solved and the fugitive located, a copy of the "prosecution sum-

mary report" (187) prepared by the Memphis field office was re-

leased to the local authorities in preparing for trial.

(108) Ultimately, prosecutors in Memphis had access to most of the

investigative files in the case. (188) Nevertheless, the limited distribu-

tion that had occurred during the ongoing investigation remains an

excellent example of the extent to which the FBI has traditionally

guarded the substance of its ongoing cases.

V. PROTECTING THE BUREAU'S IMAGE

(109 ) As was noted previously, FBI files reflect a constant preoccu-

pation with situations which threatened to embarrass the Bureau, or

otherwise jeopardize the agency's public image. This tendency is per-

haps nowhere more apparent that in the FBI's reluctance, even dur-

ing an ongoing and challenging criminal investigation, to pursue leads

which might associate the Bureau with anti-FBI or otherwise con-

troversial individuals. Some examples follow:

A. Kent Courtney

(110) Shortly after Ray's guilty plea in Memphis, Tenn., on March

10, 1969, Kent Courtney, a New Orleans conservative spokesman and

editor of the Conservative Journal, was contacted by Jerry Ray,

brother of the convicted assassin. Jerry Ray asked Courtney to meet

with him in New Orleans to discuss a new attorney to handle his

brother's appeal. Jerry also told Courtney that a conspiracy existed,

and that James did not act alone. (189)

(111) Courtney immediately contacted the local office of the FBI,

seeking "advice as to whether he should meet with Ray or not". (190)

He was told to refer his inquiries to Phil Canale , the State prosecutor.

Informed of these events, FBI headquarters checked their indices,

found information indicating Courtney had opposed the nomination

of Abe Fortas to the Supreme Court and was "a rabble rouser and

hate monger". and concluded-consistent with the action already

taken by its field office-that "the Bureau should in no wav, either by

implication or direct action, be associated with this individual. ” New

Orleans was accordingly instructed "not (to ) have any contact with

Courtney". (191)
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(112) Instructions were sent to Memphis to conduct a field inter-

view with Jerry Ray. Nevertheless, because of Courtney's character,

as reflected in the Bureau's files, the possibility of exploring Jerry

Ray's claimed knowledge of the existence of a conspiracy through the

publisher, or with his cooperation, was foreclosed . This was, of course,

at a time when the FBI's conspiracy investigation was still open. (192)

(113) The FBI's investigation of members of Ray's family will be

explored in greater detail later in this report ; however, it should be

noted here that the Bureau was unsuccessful in its attempt to inter-

view Jerry Ray on this new information . On the advice of J. B. Stoner,

his brother's attorney, Jerry Ray refused to talk. (193)

B. Louis Lomax

(114) A situation similar in many respects to that of Courtney de-

veloped much earlier in the investigation in the Bureau's relationship

with investigative reporter Louis Lomax.

(115) Lomax was an investigative reporter operating out of Los

Angeles and writing for the North American News Alliance at the

time ofthe assassination. Within weeks after the assassination , Lomax

developed a relationship with Charles Stein , Jr. , Ray's driving partner

during a mysterious trip to New Orleans in December 1967. (194)

Lomax began writing stories containing references to Ray's receipt ofa

payoff from a New Orleans industrialist and other intriguing conspir-

acy possibilities. Lomax and Stein also drove to Houston , Tex., in an

effort to recreate the first portion of the New Orleans trip , and to locate

a telephone booth usedby Ray.

(116) FBI files reflected a substantial and time-consuming effort by

Bureau field offices to monitor Lomax's investigative activities, andto

keep abreast of the results of his efforts, through interviews with

Charles Stein, Stein's California relatives, and confidential Bureau

sources in a variety of locations including a radio station , ( 195) &

newspaper, (196) a telephone company, (197) a hotel in Los Angeles,

(198) and a nightclub in Los Angeles. (199) In addition, extensive

memos were written by headquarters personnel. Two such memos, au-

thored on April 30 (200) and May 7 (201) analyzed Lomax's news

articles and defended the product of the Bureau's official investigation

against Lomax's criticism. A third memo written on May 2, 1968, and

including as an attachment Lomax's rap sheet deals with Lomax him-

self and his past, anti-Bureau activities, and concludes that Lomax is

“no good, *** has repeatedly proven his antagonism toward the FBI,

*** (and is using) his articles regarding the King case as a vehicle to

get back in 'big time' television". (202) These memos, written by the

FBI Headquarters personnel during the busiest weeks of the MUR-

KIN investigation, are revealing examples of the Bureau's preoccupa

tion with its image and its enemies. In addition, the files reflect, from

the beginning, a conscious decision to avoid contact with Lomax. (203)

with no apparent consideration given to a field interview, or a
grand

jury subpena, to obtain information he claimed to have developed on

the King investigation.

C. Jim Garrison

(117) Anynumber of theories can be proposed to explain the Lomax

memos discussed above; one explanation is the apparent concern within
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the Bureau that a private investigative reporter would break the case

before the Nation's largest domestic investigative agency. This fear

was also visible in the Bureau's relationship with Jim Garrison, New

Orleans District Attorney and critic of the Bureau's lone assassin the-

ory in the Kennedy assassination , during the MURKIN investigation.

( 118 ) On April 12, 1968, headquarters received notice that "a repre-

sentative of the district attorney, New Orleans, La.," had requested an

interview with Walter Bailey, owner of the Lorraine Motel in Mem-

phis, Tenn. No reason for the interview request was given, and it was

noted that "based onthe information available, it is not known whether

District Attorney Garrison is making an attempt to tie the killing of

King in with his investigation into the assassination of President

Kennedy or whether some ulterior motive exists." (204) Nevertheless, 2

days following the indication of interest by Garrison's office , Alex

Rosen, Assistant Director of the General Investigative Division, con-

tacted the New Orleans FBI field office telephonically, instructing the

agents to be "most circumspect in its investigation in view of the inter-

est of DA Garrison in this case," and directing that there be "no

wholesale showing of photographs in New Orleans." (205) Three days

later, in one example of compliance with these instructions, a decision

was made, with the approval of Clem McGowan, head of the Civil

Rights Section, not to interview one Orlena Miller in the MURKIN

case " as Miller was a very close friend of Jim Garrison." (206)

(119 ) Another, more prolonged example of the Bureau's reluctance to

pursue leads associated in any manner with Garrison occurred in May

1968 in a series of communications between Washington and Denver,

Oklahoma City, Little Rock, Ark., and Los Angeles, concerning the

appropriate manner to pursue a lead on Ray's location involving one

Edgar Eugene Bradley. (207) Bradley, who was then involved in

fighting extradition to New Orleans in connection with Garrison's

Kennedy assassination prosecution , was alleged to have been in recent

contact with Ray in Tulsa , Okla. On May 28, 1968 , after several earlier

memos pertaining to the matter, headquarters directed Los Angeles

not to interview Bradley. (207a) Reasons given included the mental

condition of the original source of the Bradley lead and Bradley's

involvement in the "extradition matter by New Orleans District Attor-

ney James Garrison. " Rather, despite the pressing fugitive investiga-

tion, the less direct and more time-consuming investigative approach

of accounting for Bradley's whereabouts on dates he is alleged to have

talked to the source was chosen. Two days later, Bradley learned of

the Bureau's field investigation into his past whereabouts and con-

tacted the Los Angeles FBI office, offering his assistance. This in turn

prompted a thorough analysis by Los Angeles of the potential em-

barrassment to the Bureau threatened by different investigative

approaches, (208) and a request on June 7, 1968, for headquarters

authority to accept Bradley's offer of assistance ; the request was with-

drawn 3 days later after Ray had been arrested in London.

(120) In retrospect, the committee is in possession of no information

that would indicate that curtailment of the MURKIN investigation to

avoid association with Garrison jeopardized the ultimate results of

the investigation ; however, it is also noted that the perspective of

hindsight was unavailable to agents during the investigation itself.
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D. In search offavorable press

(121 ) Just as the FBI avoided individuals who posed a threat to

their public image, so they courted members of the press and authors

who could be counted on to provide favorable coverage of the Bureau's

activities. Files were maintained on the writings and editorial posi-

tions of correspondents and newspapers, and letters of appreciation

under Hoover's signature were sent to acknowledge specific favorable

articles. (209) In addition , press officials with whomthe Bureau main-

tained particularly cordial relations were placed on a "special corre-

spondent list."

(122) Also demonstrated during the MURKIN investigation was the

FBI's practice of assisting friendly authors in preparing articles or

books covering the FBI investigation. One article scheduled for the

August 1968 edition of Reader's Digest, which described the FBI's

successful fugitive investigation in highly flattering terms, was sub-

mitted to the Bureau's Crime Records Division (210) for "review and

any changes (the FBI) desired made" prior to publication . The manu-

script was reviewed in its entirety, and small changes, including the

insertion of two additional references to the participation of Director

Hoover and Associate Director Tolson, were made.

(123 ) The day following Ray's guilty plea, Assistant to the Direc-

tor Cartha DeLoach proposed a second cooperative effort , with a

friendly, capable author, to produce a carefully written, factual book

on the investigation. DeLoach noted that "while it will not dispel or

put down future rumors, it would certainly help to have a book of this

nature on college and high school library shelves so that the future

would be protected." (211) In response to an inquiry by Associate

Director Clyde Tolson, DeLoach suggested either the Reader's Digest

or author Gerold Frank, noting "Frank is already working on a book

on the Ray case and has asked the Bureau's cooperation in the prep-

aration of the book on a number of occasions." DeLoach added, "we

have nothing derogatory on him in our files, and our relationship with

him hasbeen excellent." (212)

(124) On March 12, 1969, Hoover approached DeLoach's two-part

recommendation. Nevertheless, 1 week later, in response to a second

memorandum directed to Thomas Bishop, Assistant Director of the

Crime Records Division , by a member of his Division, and recommend-

ing "cooperation with the Reader's Digest and (author) Jim Bishop

on his book, Hoover apparently reverses his position, noting "I think

we should wait and see what move Ray makes to reopen his case. ” (213)

(125) In an interview with the committee, Assistant Director Bishop

stated that the Bureau ultimately did not cooperate with any author

on the King case, offering as a reason Hoover's concern that the result-

ing publicity would jeopardize the Government's ability to uphold

Ray's conviction on appeal. (214) In addition, no further evidence of

evidence of active cooperation with any author was found in FBI files.

On the other hand, it is also clear that portions of Frank's 1971 book,

"An American Death." bear striking similarities to the FBI reports

covering the same subject matter. It seems quite likely, therefore, that

the author had access to FBI documents through some source prior to

the preparation of his book. Possible sources include, in addition to the

various offices of the FBI, both the Department of Justice and the
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Shelby County prosecutors in Memphis, Tenn. Frank refused to dis-

close his sources during an interview with the committee. (215)

VI. INVESTIGATIVE METHODOLOGY

(126 ) A variety of investigative techniques were available to the

Department of Justice and its investigative arm-the Federal Bureau

of Investigation-during the assassination investigation. Some, such

as field interviews, record checks, informant coverage, laboratory anal-

ysis of physical evidence, and undercover surveillance-all capable of

being implemented by the FBI and its agents acting on their own—

were used extensively during the investigation.

(127) To this extent, the investigation presents an excellent case

study in traditional FBI police work. Other investigative methods,

specifically those which would have required active coordination with,

and participation of, Department of Justice attorneys, such as search

warrants, electronic surveillance, immunity grants and the grand jury

are conspicuously absent. In the following pages, an attempt will be

made to understand this situation, and to determine whether it reflects

a deficiency in the investigation.

A. Grand jury

(128) In 1968, the early involvement of Department of Justice at-

torneys in the FBI's criminal investigations was comparatively

rare. (216) Traditional roles of the two bodies were clearly defined,

withthe Bureau responsible for the "investigation" of the case and the

attorneys, once presented with a complete investigative package, re-

sponsible for the prosecution . In part, this practice reflected FBI

resistance in any departmental efforts to oversee or intrude upon the

investigative process. In part, it reflected the reluctance of attorneys

to become involved in work outside of the court room.

(129) Perhaps the best example generally of cooperation between

attorneys and agents in the investigative process is in the use of a

grand jury. Reluctant or adverse witneses are summoned before a

group of lay jurors and, in a confidental proceedings, asked to provide

evidence on a specified matter. Grand jury subpenas can be issued for

records, as well as for testimony, and witnesses refusing to answer

questions on fifth amendment grounds can be compelled to testify

through the employment of a grant of immunity. The grand jury has

been particularly effective historically in official corruption , organized

crime and major criminal conspiracy cases, crimes in which the evi-

dence, either because of the reluctance and fear of the witnesses, or

the inherent secrecy of the criminal act, are difficult to crack through

ordinary field interviews, laboratory analysis and a search for the cru-

cial eye witness.

(130) A review of the FBI and Justice Department files reflected

only one instance prior to Ray's plea in which the Bureau and the

Department considered, as an investigative alternative, empaneling

a Federal grand jury to secure the testimony of a witness. (217) In

late Augut 1968, William Bradford Huie, an author who wrote both

magazine articles and a book, "He Slew the Dreamer", about the

assassination, interviewed Harvey and Clara Klingeman, former

employers of James Earl Ray, while doing research for his writings.
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During the interview, Huie indicated that he had entered into a con-

tract with James Earl Ray and Arthur Hanes, Sr., Ray's attorney,

to fund the defense through his writing. Huie showed the Klinge-

mans pieces of paper with Ray's handwriting on it, and gave the

Klingeman's details of a vague conspiracy to kill King in which Ray

was only an unwitting dupe. (218) On August 24, the FBI began

internal consideration of means to secure Huie's evidence, including

seizure of the author's notes, through use of a search warrant or a

grand jury subpena, or the taking of Huie's testimony in a grand jury.

Three days later the matter was raised with D. Robert Owen, Deputy

Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division, (219) and

Federal prosecutors initiated what turned out to be a lengthy and ulti-

mately inconclusive consideration of the Bureau's alternative proposals.

(131) Meanwhile, the Birmingham field office was contacted. ap-

parently coincidentally, by Huie himself, and receive a rather extraor

dinary offer from the author. Huie stated that he was in "constant

contact" with Ray through the defendant's attorney, although he had

been denied personal access to the prisoner bythe trial judge, W. Pres-

ton Battle. The author offered to turn over to the FBI on a confidential

basis all information received from the defendant both in the past and

in the future (including names of cities, States, places, maps and indi-

viduals contacted by Ray, as well as activities from the date of his

escape from prison to his apprehension in England) , if he could be

given current, nonpublicized photographs of Ray of character type

and was afforded personal access to the prisoner. Huie then requested

that the interviewbe kept confidential . (220)

( 132 ) FBI officials conveyed this new information to the Justice

Department on September 10, 1968, along with a request for permis-

sion to inform Mr. Phil M. Canale, Jr., State Attorney General, of

Huie's evidence, and a request that the Department give considera-

tion to the urgency of making a determination as to the course of action

it desires to follow in this matter, in light of the upcoming November

12, 1968, trial date in Memphis. (221 ) The Birmingham field office was

advised not to bargain with Huie, and to keep headquarters informed

ofany further approaches by the author.

(133) Within the Department's Civil Rights Division, which was

ultimately responsible for any Federal conspiracy prosecution . and

therefore most keenly interested in the evidence possibly in Huie's

possession, a lengthy memorandum of law was drawn up exploring

practical and legal problems inherent in the use of the search warrant

or the grand jury subpena. Despite the Bureau's request that the

Department also consider taking oral testimony from Huie before a

grand jury, the memo reflected no consideration of this alternative.

Clearly-and justifiably-concerned over possible damage to the

State and potential Federal prosecutions that would result from an

invalid search warrant, (222) Pollak ultimately recommended cau-

tious use of a search warrant under tight, specifically defined proce

dures including requesting Huie's unconditioned cooperation prior to

use of the warrant. Pollak's memorandum was transmitted to the

Attorney General (223) , and the FBI was asked to postpone any

disclosure of information to the local prosecutors until a decision was

reached bythe Department. (223a)
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(134) On October 4, 1968 , 5 weeks after the matter was first submit-

ted tothe Department, the Bureau sent another memorandum to AAG

Pollak, reminding him that Canale had not yet been informed of

Huie's evidence and asking for a decision concerning the possible

employment of the search warrant or grand jury subpena. No response

of any type was given, however, until November 7, 1968, when, after

circulation of Huie's first Look magazine article, (224) the Depart-

ment asked the Bureau to investigate certain leads suggested by the

article. (225) The same procedure was followed 1 week later, (226) fol-

lowing release of Huie's second, Look magazine article. (227)

( 135) Then, on November 27, 1968, 3 months to the day after the

initial FBI request, a short memo is sent to the FBI :

This responds to an inquiry from your Bureau. We have no

present plans to obtain a search warrant or issue a subpena in

order to obtain the notes and letters in the possession of Wil-

liam Bradford Huie, allegedly received by him from James

Earl Ray through Attorney Arthur Hanes. (228)

No mention was made of the possibility of securing Mr. Huie's oral

testimony before a grand jury, and no steps were taken by Federal

prosecutors then, or at any later time, to secure that testimony. (229)

În February 1969, prior to Ray's plea, IIuie was called before a local

grand jury in Shelby County conducted by District Attorney Gen-

eral Canale to secure testimony concerning a variety of matters, includ-

ing the possibility of co-conspirators in the Tennessee murder case.

(136) Beyond this one instance, the FBI never formally proposed

the use of a grand jury during their assassination investigation. Differ-

ent explanations for this situation were given by various members of

the FBI's headquarters staff during their interviews with the commit-

tee. Alex Rosen, Assistant Director of the General Investigative Divi-

sion, noted that the Bureau traditionally resorted to the grand jury

only after all other investigative methods had failed. Since active leads

existed until Ray's arrest , the grand jury was unnecessary. In addition,

Rosen raised the possibility that an active field investigation and at

simultaneous grand jury investigation could wind up on different

tangents, and expressed some concern over the premature publicity of

confidential information which might result from involvement of a lo-

cal U.S. attorney in a grand jury proceedings. (230)

(137) Additional reasons given by FBI headquarters personnel for

the absence of a grand jury investigation included a general feeling

that people were cooperating during field interviews, neither with-

holding information , nor giving false information ; (231 ) the Bureau's

customary practice of not bringing the prosecutor into the case until

the matter was ripe for indictment ; (232) a concern about the tenuous

jurisdiction supporting the FBI's investigation ; (233) a skepticism

about the value of this investigative approach, considering the prob-

ability that a prospective target would either perjure himself or assert

the fifth amendment ; (234) a fear over loss of control of the investiga-

tion that would result from the participation of Department attor-

neys ; (235) and a feeling that the FBI's field investigation had solved

the case, making a grand jury unnecessary. (236)
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(138) Department of Justice officials interviewed by the committee

were, in many cases, no more impressed with the potential value of the

grand jury in the assassination investigation than were their FBI

counterparts. Assistant Attorney General Vinson of the Criminal Di-

vision noted that the grand jury is, comparatively, an inefficient and

laborious means of investigation, and stated that every effort should

be made to run out the "leg investigation" before resorting to this ap-

proach. (237) Steven Pollak, Assistant Attorney General of the Civil

Rights Division, stated that the grand jury was not used in investiga-

tions where individuals were cooperating, and described the use of

grand jury in civil rights investigations as relatively rare. To the best

of Mr. Pollak's recollection , the use of a grand jury in the assassination

investigation never became an issue.

(139) Attorney General Clark similarly had no recollection of con-

sideration of a grand jury in the investigation ; ( 238 ) in addition , he

was emphatic in his belief that it could not have furthered the investi-

gation :

A grand jury would have no conceivable utility in the in-

vestigation of this case and one in Birmingham (referring to

the Federal complaint filed on April 17, 1968, in Birmingham,

charging Eric S. Galt with conspiracy to interfere with Dr.

King's civil rights. ) It would be hard put to add to our ability

to solve the matter. (239)

(140) In part, Mr. Clark's skepticism concerning the productivity of

a grand jury investigation, is explained by a strong philosophical and

practical opposition to the use of a grant of immunity to compel the

testimony of witnesses asserting their privilege against self-incrimina-

tion under the fifth amendment:

I have, youknow, very strong feelings that the fifth amend-

ment relates fundamentally to the integrity of the individual.

I think that- this would nowadays offend some people but

this is what Christ was talking about when Pilate asked him

whether he was the king of the Jews, and he said "Thou

sayest it." I am not goingto bend my knee. You can't compel

me. I am a human being; I have my rights *** . I think it is

coercive, it is distortive, the abuses that you see under it far

exceed the benefits that you derive from it, but finally, in a

society devoted to freedom and dignity, it is not the way to

determine facts. (240)

( 141 ) Using his own words, Mr. Clark saw the grand jury generally

speaking "as a shield, not a sword", (241 ) in existence to protect the

individual from unwarranted charges of criminal conduct, and not as

a means of supplementing the criminal investigative process.

(142 ) Against this background, and considering the general tension

that existed between the FBI and the Department, the desire of the

Bureau to control the investigation, and the general concern for

security during Ray's fugitive period, it is perhaps not surprising to

observe the absence of consideration of grand jury work reflected by

the files during the first crucial months of the assassination investiga-

tion. Numerous situations arose, however, of uncooperative witnesses.
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such as Charles Stein in Los Angeles, who refused to provide the

Bureau with the names of several of Ray's associates he and investi-

gative reporter Louis Lomax claimed to have located during their

private investigation ; (242) several of Ray's inmate associates, (243)

all potentially capable of providing information on the mysterious

"Cooley Organization" at Missouri State Prison ; or the individual

considered by the FBI as the "most likely suspect" in a search for

the person responsible for the transmission of a false CB broadcast in

Memphis 30 minutes after King's assassination , and who denied mak-

ingthe broadcast in his FBI interview. (244) .

(143) Similarly, a grand jury might have been used to some advan-

tage in tracing the possible involvement of Rav's brothers, John and

Jerry Ray; (245) or in resolving blatant conflicts of testimony be-

tween the source of a conspiratorial allegation, and the parties impli-

cated by that allegation ; (246) or in the investigation of leads per-

taining to members of extremist organizations, such as the National

States Rights Party, the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, or the

Minutemen, individuals who could normally not be relied upon to be

totally candid or cooperative in interviews with agents of the FBI.

B. Electronic Surveillance

(144) At the time of Dr. King's assassination, the FBI was required

to submit all proposed "non-consensual" electronic surveillance-

either by "wiretap" (that is, electrical connection attached to tele-

phone wires ) , or "bug" (a concealed listening device used to pick up

conversations in the immediate vicinity ) , to the Attorney General for

his approval prior to installation . "Consensual" electronic surveil-

lance (for example through a transmitter worn on the body of an

undercover agent during a conversation with the suspect) , although

clearly legal under decided case law, was monitored by the Justice

Department and approved, prior to use, by the appropriate Assistant

Attorney General. (247) Because of these authorization procedures,

electronic surveillance was another tool requiring coordination be-

tween Justice Department attorneys and FBI investigators during

the investigative process.

( 145 ) After assuming the position of Acting Attorney General in

1966, Ramsey Clark devoted much of his time to procedures for moni-

toring and minimizing the FBI's use of electronic surveillance. A

quarterly reporting system was established requiring the FBI to sub-

mit to the Attorney General a "list of all taps installed, all taps taken

off, all taps pending at the beginning ofthe period and in place at the

end ofthe period." (248) In addition , Mr. Clark made it clear in per-

sonal discussions with Mr. Hoover that he did not approve of wire-

tapping except in the national security area, (249) and that their

use would be limited very severely even in that area. (250) .

(146) The committee's file review reflects only very limited consid-

eration, and no actual use, of non-consensual electronic surveillance

(that is wiretap or bug) , during the FBI's assassination investiga-

tion. It seems reasonable to assume that this dearth of activity re-

sulted in large part from Mr. Clark's known opposition to

non-consensual electronic surveillance as an investigative tool except

in the area of national security. In addition , it also undoubtedly re-

flected the limits placed on the use of electronic surveillance by the
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Supreme Court in the decisions of Berger v. State of New York, 388

U.S. 41 ( 1967 ) , and Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967) .

(147) Despite those obstacles, on May 9, 1968 , the FBI, clearly con-

cerned about their inability to locate the illusive Ray, initiated

internal consideration of technical surveillance (that is wiretap) and

"microphone" surveillance (that is bug) against John Larry Ray,

Carol Pepper (Ray's sister) and the Grapevine Tavern, a business

jointly owned and operated by the two relatives. (251) Apparently

trying to fit the request into Attorney General Clark's national secu-

rity preference, the justification used on the May 13, 1968, authoriza-

tion request transmitted to the Justice Department reads as follows :

These installations could assist in the early apprehension

of the subject, which could possibly be instrumental in reduc-

ing the stresses and tension placed on our national security

subsequent to the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. ( Italic

added. ) (252)

( 14 ) There are several, significant aspects to this electronic sur-

veillance request . First, while Dr. King's assassination triggered im-

mediate, nationwide rioting in April 1968, it is clear that these disturb-

ances had widely subsided by the second week in May, the time period

of the FBI's request for electronic surveillance ; thus , it seems fair to

characterize the national security justification as insubstantial.

(149) In addition, however, it is clear that the requested electronic

surveillance, if installed, would almost certainly have been judged

illegal under 1968 constitutional standards. The purpose, stated ex-

plicitly in FBI memoranda discussing the proposal, was to surveil the

family in hopes of catching the fugitive, and not to gather evidence

of the commission of a crime by Carol Pepper or John Larry Ray.

Moreover, as to Carol Pepper at least , there was no significant evidence

in FBIfiles to indicate her involvement in any criminal activity-even

harboring. Absent a clear threat to national security, or probable cause

as to the commission of a crime that might have justified an effort to

secure a judicial warrant, no basis existed for the implementation of

this surveillance. Moreover, it is clear that the FBI recognized their

difficulties, for in an internal memorandum analyzing the legality of

the proposed surveillance, the conclusion was reached that the proposed

in-tallation is unconstitutional as to the Peppers and that they have

at least a theoretical cause of action for damages against those who

have installed the devices by trespass . (253 ) The willingness of the

FBI to proceed with this investigative approach in the face of their

own recognition of its unconstitutional nature, reflects an absence of

concern for the rights of the surveillance targets.

(150) Finally, the FBI's proposal was a clear indication either ofthe

Bureau's failure to seriously consider the possibility of conspiratorial

involvement by members of Ray's family, or of its reckless disregard

for the damage that this investigative approach could have done to any

later prosecution of Ray's brothers. Assuming, as the Bureau appar-

ently did, the illegality of the proposed electronic surveillance, any

evidence of conspiracy intercepted by the tap would have been inad-

missible against individuals with standing to contest that illegality ; in

addition, the installation of an illegal tap or bug would have raised

significant taint problems, and seriously jeopardized the ability to use
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any subsequent developed evidence in a later conspiracy prosecu-

tion. (254)

(151 ) The problems that could have been created by the FBI's pro-

posal never materialized. While Attorney General Clark has no recol-

lection of receiving or acting on the request it seems clear from the files,

and from various interviews, that the proposal, although sent, was

neither authorized nor implemented. (255) Harold F. Dodson,

MURKIN case agent in the St. Louis field office (responsible for the

areas of proposed electronic surveillance) , authorized no electronic

surveillance in the MURKIN investigation, and stated specifically

that there were no surreptitious entries into the Ray family residences

or the grapevine. (256) In addition , a review of the St. Louis field of-

fice files, and of the headquarters MURKIN files, produced no evidence

of the implementation of the proposed electronic surveillance. In a

June 11 , 1968 memorandum (257) to Attorney General Clark, Direc-

tor Hoover withdrew the May 13 request for electronic surveillance in

light of Ray's apprehension in London.

(152) Earlier in this section, it was noted that 1967 Supreme Court

decisions severely limited the use of electronic surveillance in criminal

investigations. This situation changed on June 19 , 1968, with the pas-

sage of title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Acts

of 1968, an act that permitted the use of court-authorized electronic

surveillance by law enforcement officers in the investigation of cer-

tain enumerated crimes, including murder. Despite the potential for

imaginitive investigative efforts offered by the act. President Johnson

publicly announced, in signing title III into law, that the adminis-

tration's established policy of confining wiretapping to national se-

curity cases would continue in force, and instructions were sent to

Attorney General Clark to continue to limit electronic surveillance

accordingly. (257a) Not surprisingly, therefore, FBI files reflect no

further attempts to implement electronic surveillance as part of the

assassination investigation .

VII. JAMES EARL RAY-THE ULTIMATE SOURCE OF INFORMATION

(153) The evidence against James Earl Ray at the time of his arrest

on June 8, 1968, constituted a strong, albeit circumstantial case. A con-

fession would have strengthened the Government's position ; however,

it was certainly not essential to the prosecution.

(154) On the other hand, information which Ray might possess on

the separate question of conspiracy would have been (and remains) ,

potentially invaluable. It is therefore important to determine both the

adequacy, and the legality, of the steps taken by the Department of

Justice and the FBI in pursuing this source of information.

A. Post-arrest interview

(155) At the time of his arrest, Ray was placed in the custody of

Scotland Yard, and was unavailable for interview until after his ar-

raignment on June 10, 1968. (258) A formal FBI request to interview

Ray was lodged with the British Attorney General, who decided as

of June 24, 1968, that the request would not be conveved to the Gov-

ernor of Prisons until after Rav's extradition . (259) Wilbur Martin-

dale, a unit chief in the Civil Rights Section who was in London at

this point because of his knowledge of the case and his potential value

42-636-79- -13
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in interviewing Ray, was sent backto the United States (260) and the

Bureau, along with the Department of Justice, began to consider the

feasibility of interviewing Ray during his trip back from London to

the United States. (261)

(156) On July 11, 1968, the possibility of such an interview dimin-

ished somewhat when Arthur Hanes, Sr., wrote Attorney General

Clark requesting that his client not be interviewed, or interrogated

by any member of the Justice Department, unless done in ( his )

presence. In addition, Hanes asked that he be able to accompany his

client on the trip to the United States, if extradited . (262 ) Concerned

that the presence of an attorney during transportation of a witness

would provide a bad precedent, (263) in addition to posing other po-

tential problems, Attorney General Clark and Director Hoover de-

cided to deny Hanes' request to accompany his client, (264) and on

the following date Assistant Attorney General Vinson, who had been

appointed by Clark to oversee the London extradition proceedings.

formally recommended to the Director that no effort be made to inter-

rogate Ray on his return trip to the United States. The recommenda-

tion was based on Vinson's grave doubts that the prosecution could

demonstrate a knowing and intelligent waiver of Miranda rights by

Ray-regardless of the actual facts-considering Hanes' earlier re-

quest and the added factor that, on his trip back, Ray will be in re-

straining devices on a military aircraft. (265) Vinson did note, how-

ever, that this did not mean that statements volunteered by Ray may

not be used under some circumstances. (266) Following up on this

possibility, Wilbur Martindale was assigned as one of four FBI

agents who would accompany Ray on the return trip. Ray did not

speak, eat or drink, during the flight home, however, and was even

reluctant to take aspirin provided by an accompanying military

physician after he complained of not feeling well. (267) Thus, no

inculpatory or otherwise valuable information was received from Ray

during the trip.

B. The FBI and Ray prior to the guilty plea : attorney/client priv-

ilege problems

(157) Efforts to interview Ray ceased with his return to Tennessee,

and it was not until after the guilty plea in March 1969 that re-

newed consideration was given to a direct approach of the defend-

ant . (268) Nevertheless, FBI files reflect , almost from the moment of

Ray's arrival, a strong interest in the prisoner's activities, visitors,

thoughts and communications. At times, this curiosity was harmless.

At times, however, it reflected a disregard for the prisoner's attorney/

client relationship and for his right to privacy during the preparation

of his defense.

(158) Prior to his return to the United States, Ray retained Arthur

Hanes, Sr., to represent him in the Tennessee murder trial. Hanes

was Ray's primary attorney until November 10, 1968, when Ray

fired him and brought in Percy Foreman.

(159) On September 18, 1968, Hanes filed a motion before trial Judge

Preston Battle seeking to modify various aspects of his client's con-

ditions of confinement. During the evidentiary hearing held on Sep-

tember 30, 1968, to determine the facts underlying the motion, testi-

mony was taken on various subjects, including the methods used to
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monitor Ray's mail ; Capt. Billie J. Smith of the Shelby County

Sheriff's Department stated that Ray's general mail was read and

censored, but then assured the Court that written material passing

between Ray and his attorney was perused for security purposes only,

and was not read to determine the contents. (269) . Following the hear-

ing, Judge Battle memorialized this procedure in the form of a judi-

cial order, and in a teletype sent from the FBI's Memphis field office

to Washington, the essence of the court's ruling was conveyed as

follows:

Judge Battle ruled that written notes exchanged between

Ray and his attorney are privileged . However, the Shelby

County Sheriff or his designated agent has the authority to

peruse these notes to determine if there is any attempt to

breach security of the jail. These notes should not be perused

for the purpose of ascertaining the full contents of the

message. (Emphasis added. ) (270)

(160) Despite this indication of clear understanding of Judge

Battle's order, however, the need of the Memphis FBI Office to

monitor Ray's activities apparently proved overpowering. Within

the month following the order, no less then three letters from Ray

to his attorney, Arthur Hanes, were intercepted at the prison,

photocopied, passed to the FBI's Memphis field office and transmitted

to FBI Headquarters in Washington. (271) In addition, on one occa-

sion, the covering memorandum sent to Washington directed the

reader's attention to particularly interesting parts of the letter :

Of significance, Ray in his letter to Hanes requests that

Mr. Huie not go to any of the addresses in Miami until after

the trial. In this connection, Ray also states "that part of

the story just covers a few days anyhow and is not too

important." (272)

(161 ) Robert Jensen, SAC of the Memphis office, conceded in in-

terviews and executive session testimony that his signature or initials

were on memos transmitting two of the three memos, (273) and

speculated (although he could not recall definitely) , that the source

of the letters was the Shelby County Sheriff. (274) Jensen felt that

the letters were volunteered to him, rather than being solicited by

the Bureau; (275) he had no recollections of informing the State

prosecutor or defense counsel of his receipt of the letters. (276) He did

not consider the possibility that receipt of privileged information

might taint the prosecution , and (277) explained the situation as

follows :

Where the U.S. Government or the FBI or the Justice

Department has an interest in a matter and I am volun-

teered information relative the matter, I am afraid that I

would accept it, and I think this is what happened in this

case. (278)

(162) This was not, it should be noted, the only example of mail in-

terception found in the FBI files, which also contained correspondence.

between Ray and J. B. Stoner, (279) Trial Judge W. Preston Battle,

(280) JerryRay, (281) William Bradford Huie, (282) and Mrs. Carol
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Pepper. (283) Moreover, it was not the only time in which the conduct

of the Memphis office intruded upon the privacy of the defense camp.

On at least one occasion, the office received information concerning

the planned defense strategy of Arthur Hanes, Sr., during the upcom-

ing trial. In conveying the information to Washington, Memphis

added the following caveat : "Above for Bureau's information only

and is not being disseminated to local authorities lest we be accused

of interfering with client/attorney relationship." (284) And on

August 26, 1968, after receiving copies of a map drawn by Ray of his

Missouri State Prison escape and of questions sent to Ray by author

William Bradford Huie, the Memphis field office noted that "since

there is some question that this information may be privileged, it is

not being disseminated and will not be put in a report." (285)

( 163 ) In view of the inherent confidentiality which attaches to

communications between a defendant and his attorney, a privilege

which was not created, but only reinforced, by Judge Battle's order

of September 30, 1968, the knowing involvement of FBI's Memphis

office in the receipt and transmission of Ray's letters to Hanes stands

out as both illegal and potentially injurious to subsequent prosecutions.

(164) On October 31 , 1 month after Judge Battle's order, FBI

Headquarters, using a carefully worded directive initialed by Clyde

Tolson, Cartha Deloach, Alex Rosen, and others, instructed the

Memphis office as follows :

In view ofthe above order of W. Preston Battle (referring

to Sept. 30, 1968, order ) , you should not accept any written

communication from the sheriff regarding correspondence

between Ray and other individuals. If it is not in violation of

the court order you may accept information from the sheriff

if he volunteers this information and it is on an oral basis

only. (286)

(165) With the receipt of this directive the Bureau's practice of re-

ceiving photocopies of Ray's correspondence apparently ceased.

There is no evidence in files reviewed by the committee that knowledge

of the operation, or of information found in the intercepted mail,

spread beyond the Memphis field office and FBI Headquarters in

Washington . (287)

C. Post-guilty plea interview : Miranda problems

(166) Immediately following Ray's guilty plea on March 10, 1969 ,

at the initiative of Assistant Attorney General Jerris Leonard of the

Civil Rights Division (who had replaced Stephen Pollak with the

change in Presidential administrations in January 1969 ) , considera-

tion of various approaches to Ray began. Alternatives considered in-

cluded an immediate interview, (288) an interview at some later date,

and testimony under oath before a Federal grand jury. The action was

being taken in light of President Nixon's reported plan "to take the

position in a future press conference that the Federal Government was

continuing to give intensive interest to the possibility of existence

of a conspiracy." (289)

( 167) An immediate decision was made, following a discussion be-

tween Leonard, Rosen, and Martindale, to clear an interview of Ray

with the appropriate people (290) and by March 12, the Memphis field
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office had contacted Canale, Ray's attorney-of-record Percy Fore-

man, (291) and Harry Avery, Commissioner of the Tennessee Depart-

ment ofCorrections. Foreman, after an informative discussion with the

Houston FBI office concerning his relationship with his client and

various statements Ray had made about the case, approved the inter-

view of his client in his absence. (292) Neither Canale nor Avery in-

terposed any objections.

( 168) The interview itself was conducted by Robert Jensen, SAC of

the Memphis office. Authority for the FBI to conduct the interview on

their own was given by D. Robert Owen, (293) Deputy Assistant At-

torney General of the Civil Rights Division, and in an interview

with the committee Owen recalled no consideration of the possibility

of having a Department attorney present during the interview. Direc-

tor Hoover gave specific instructions that results of the interview be

given first to him prior to dissemination to the Department. (294)

(169 ) Jensen's interview with Ray lasted 50 minutes, and covered a

variety of topics-including Ray's dissatisfaction with his attorneys,

his plans to reopen his case, Charles Stephens, Charles Stein, the FBI

(a TV show) , fingerprints on the rifle and Inspector Butler of Scot-

land Yard. Ray provided no evidence supporting the possibility of a

conspiracy. (295)

(170) Raywasnot accompanied by an attorney during the interview;

nor was he informed specifically of his right to have a lawyer present ;

his right to terminate the interview at will ; his right to remain silent

or the Government's ability to use his statements against him at a

later date (i.e., Miranda rights) . In an interviewwith the committee,

SAC Jensen confirmed that he did not advise Ray formally of his

Miranda rights, explaining that surrounding circumstances, including

Ray's extensive criminal record , indicated that he was aware of his

rights without formal notification . Moreover, Jensen stated that the in-

terview was not a hostile one, that he had called the guard to terminate

the interview when Ray stated he wished to leave, and that he changed

the subject matter of the interview when Ray refused to continue along

a specific line. (296) Accepting, for the moment, the accuracy of Mr.

Jensen's recollections, the fact remains that this interview of Ray was

the first official effort to gain information on the possibility of con-

spiracy from the self-confessed triggerman. The ability to use any

statements Raymay have given, in a subsequent trial ofthe prisoner on

conspiracy charges, would depend on being able to survive a motion to

suppress the statements that would automatically be filed by any de-

fense counsel, certainly a foregone conclusion in light of the failure

of this experienced FBI agent to observe routine interview procedures

throughthe administration of Miranda rights prior to questioning.

(171) Asecond effort was made to interview Ray the following day

and Ray refused . With the interview approach comparatively unpro-

ductive, consideration turned to the possibility of compelling Ray's

testimony before a grand jury. Assistant Attorney General Leonard

recalled extensive consideration of this possibility within his division ,

and felt that his proposal met fairly stiff internal opposition ; (297)

he did not recall whether any of this opposition emanated from the

FBI, and was not certain which specific attorneys objected to this

course. Neither former Attorney General John Mitchell (298) nor

D. Robert Owen, Leonard's Deputy Assistant Attorney General, (299)
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recalled active consideration of the grand jury alternative immediately

following Ray's plea.

D. Official approaches ofJames Earl Ray in 1970 and 1976

(172) In September 1970, Assistant Attorney General Leonard asked

Mr. K. William O'Connor, Chief of the Criminal Section of the Civil

Rights Division, to review the file on the assassination case, and bring

him up to date. (300) Shortly thereafter, a meeting was held between

O'Conner and Bernard Fensterwald, Ray's attorney, and Ray was

offered an opportunity to appear voluntarily before a Federal grand

jury to provide whatever evidence he possessed on the conspiracy issue.

Fensterwald recalled at least the intimation that the Department would

make efforts to get the sentence against Ray reversed and to secure

a new identity for himthrough the witness protection program, (301)

if his client cooperated and provided useful information. O'Connor

did not recall the specifics of the offer he conveyed, but was certain

Fensterwald received the impression that the Department would at-

tempt to better Ray's situation if he provided valuable information.

(302) Ray rejected the offer, explaining to Fensterwald that he did

not believe he could say enough to satisfy the Department and stating

that in testifying he would be signing his death warrant.

(173) After Ray's decision not to cooperate in 1970, no further

efforts were made either by the FBI or the Department of Justice to

talk to Ray until 1976, when the Department, as part of an internal

review of the FBI's MURKIN investigation and Security and COIN

TELPRO operations against King, attempted to conduct an interview.

Ray refused to meet with members of the review force. (303 )

VIII. THE CONSPIRACY INGESTIGATION

A. The official findings

(174) The ultimate conclusion of the Federal assassination investi-

gation performed by the Justice Department and the Federal Bureau

of Investigation was that James Earl Ray, acting alone, killed Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr. Moreover, during the extensive interviews con-

ducted by the committee on the subject of the MURKIN investigation,

no dissent from this conclusion was voiced.

(175) Director Hoover's views on the issue of conspiracy are clearly

stated in a memorandum which he wrote on June 20, 1968, summariz-

ing a discussion with Attorney General Clark. At one point during

this conversation, Hoover told the Attorney General that "in Ray's

case, we have not found a single angle that would indicate a conspir-

acy." Later in the discussion , he added his personal opinion that "he

(Ray) acted entirely alone," but then assured the Attorney General

that "we are not closing our minds that others might be associated

with him and we have to run down every lead." (304)

(176 ) In a recent interview with the committee, Attorney Gen-

eral Clark indicated his agreement with these investigative findings,

and added that the Bureau was probably more inclined to view the

assassination in conspiratorial terms than he was. (305) It was Mr.

Clark's instinctive feeling that Dr. King's death resulted from the

act of an eccentric racist loner, and that Ray's reference to a "broth-
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er" during the rifle exchange in Birmingham the week before the

assassination-the remark which was to provide the factual basis

for a Federal conspiracy complaint filed in that city approximately

2 weeks after the assassination was merely an excuse created by

the assassin on the spur of the moment, rather than sound evidence

of conspiracy.

( 177) Additional evidence of the Department's agreement with the

results of the FBI's investigation is found in an August 20, 1968,

memorandum from AAG Fred Vinson, Jr., of the Criminal Divi-

sion, to the Deputy Chief of the Organized Crime and Racketeering

Section, (306) in which he wrote that :

While we weren't prepared to announce publicly that we

had proved a negative , I was personally satisfied that a thor-

ough job had been done of running out all leads with respect

to any connection Ray might have with any sort of conspi-

racy and that we had come up with nothing. I told him that,

to the contrary, our information indicated that Ray was a

loner, a shy, reticent person who didn't even have many

acquaintances, and that we were pretty well satisfied that

he had no independent source of finances.

(178) Moreover, the opinions of Mr. Clark, Mr. Vinson, and Mr.

Hoover described above represent the consensus of opinion of those

FBI supervisory personnel and Justice Department officials who

participated in the assassination investigation and who were inter-

viewed on the subject by the staff of the committee.

B. The investigation

( 179) It would not be correct to conclude, based on the ultimate

finding of "no conspiracy" reached by the investigators , and the

lawyers who supervised the original investigation, that a conspiracy

investigation was not conducted. In fact, FBI investigative files

reflect, almost from the moment of the assassination , a consciousness

within the Bureau of the possibility of conspiracy surrounding the

crime. During the first 2 weeks of the investigation, the primary

focus was clearly directed toward ascertaining the true identity of

the individual who dropped the bundle of evidence and the 30.06

rifle while fleeing the crime scene. However, even during this initial

period, directives from Washington were phrased in terms of iden-

tifying the "person or persons responsible for the assassination of

Martin Luther King, Jr." (307) (emphasis added) , and it is apparent

that investigators were, even at this early date, sensitive to circum-

stances which suggested the possibility of conspiracy.

(180) Perhaps the best example of the FBI's general awareness

of, and willingness to consider, a conspiracy angle in the assassina-

tion investigation is found in an "All-Sac" teletype issued on April

26, 1968, 3 weeks after Dr. King's assassination. (308) Two days

earlier, headquarters had completed a review of the main Bureau

file on Martin Luther King (ironically created during the security

investigation of the civil rights leader) , and had identified and

documented approximately 50 prior threats on Dr. King's life. (309)

These threats were set out in investigative leads and transmitted to
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the appropriate field office for resolution. Accompanying the leads,

in the April 26 teletype noted above, were the following instructions :

The main file on King has been reviewed at the Bureau

and leads are being sent out concerning persons involved in

prior threats against King. These leads as well as leads

concerning any other suspects developed from any source

must be given immediate and thorough handling on a top

priority basis. Process has been obtained against James Earl

Ray and extensive investigation is continuing to locate Ray

and to establish motive of crime. You have been and will

be furnished information relating to other possible conspir-

ators. These must all be thoroughly resolved no matter how

remote. (Emphasis added. ) (310)

(181 ) The truest indication of the FBI's overall sensitivity to the

conspiracy possibility, however, occurred after Ray's arrest on June 8.

While cost data indicated a significant overall reduction in Bureau

expenditures at approximately the time of Ray's arrest, FBI files

still reflected a limited number of additional, conspiracy-oriented

investigative leads. The major, post-arrest focus, an attempt to deter-

mine the source of Ray's funds through an intensive reinvestigation

of the July 1967 Alton Bank robbery, certainly stemmed almost

entirely from the Bureau's awareness that Ray's extensive expendi-

tures during 14 months of freedom strongly suggested the possi-

bility of association with as-yet-unidentified individuals.

(182) In addition to the funding concern, files reflected efforts over

the months following Ray's arrest to (1 ) identify possible criminal

associates through a recheck of the New Rebel Motel in Memphis ;

and of motels, hotels, and roominghouses in Birmingham for the

time period of the rifle purchase ; (311) (2 ) to investigate the possi-

bility that a Louisiana State Policeman was, in fact, the mysterious

"Raoul"; (312) (3) and to interview Ray himself on the issue of

conspiracy. Thus, while officials in both the Justice Department and

the FBI were rapidly reaching a unanimous no-conspiracy conclu-

sion , this did not prevent at least a limited amount of conspiracy-

oriented field investigation even following Ray's arrest.

(183) Despite these efforts, however, the committee's review of

both the evidence within the FBI files indicating specific conspira-

torial possibilities, and of the investigative techniques employed by

the Bureau and the Department of Justice in resolving these leads.

did not disclose a basis for confidence in the official conclusion that

responsibility for Dr. King's death did not extend beyond the trigger-

man. In fact, the committee's review revealed serious defects in both

the focus, and the method , of the overall conspiracy investigation.

(184) First, conspiracy leads were, at times, resolved solely through

establishing a potential coconspirator's alibi during the period of

March 29, 1968 to April 4, 1968, designated as the pertinent period

for purposes of the assassination investigation. (313) The inadequacy

of this method was demonstrated by the FBI's own investigation , which

had, almost immediately, produced substantial evidence that Ray's

plan to kill Dr. King began to take form while he was still a resident.

of California ; that is prior to March 17, 1968. Moreover, the general

notion that a conspiracy suspect can be eliminated by establishing his
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absence from the scenes of the crime and of one major overt act (the

rifle purchase) , reflected a simplistic view of the law of conspiracy. In

1968, as now, a conspiracy prosecution required only an agreement and

one subsequent overt act by any of the parties in furtherance of that

agreement. Proximity to the scene of the crime, while clearly a relevant

and significant investigative concern, was not, in a conspiracy investi-

gation, the ultimate issue.

(185) Second, FBI files reflected only limited efforts, independent of

specific, positive leads, to investigate the possible involvement of those

extremist organizations (such as the White Knights of the Ku Klux

Klan or the Minutemen) which had demonstrated both a propensity

for violence, and a clear antagonism toward Dr. King. A general can-

vassing of all racial, criminal, and security informants occurred at

various stages during the investigation. (314) Beyond this general

directive, however, and a series of alibi checks on known hate-group

activists during the initial stage of the investigation , the Bureau's

investigation of possible extremist involvement was both limited and

unimaginative.

(186) For example, even after the Bureau had received evidence

of a possible link between the United Klans of America and Ray in

the form of Ray's immediate selection of Arthur Hanes, Sr. (an attor-

ney who had done extensive legal work for the Klan) , and in later

informant information indicating the possibility that the United Klans

of America might become involved in the funding of Ray's de-

fense, (315) no concerted effort was made to pursue the conspiratorial

implications of this information . Additional steps which might have

been considered include a check of Bureau hate-group indices against

Ray's known and potential associates, and the compulsion of sworn

testimony of appropriate Klan officials through the use of a grand jury

subpena and the judicious use of immunity grants.

(187) Third, FBI and Department of Justice files reflected almost

total reliance on the field interview as a means of resolving issues

clearly relevant to the overall conspiracy investigation. At no time was

a grand jury utilized to supplement the FBI's field investigation ofthe

numerous conspiracy allegations, despite situations where it would

clearly have been appropriate. The circumstances surrounding Ray's

escape from Missouri State Prison, for example considered by some

to be the first step in an elaborate, year-long conspiracy to assassinate

Dr. King, was never investigated through the grand jury. Similarly, a

possible association between Ray and a Missouri State Prison inmate

association named the "Cooley Organization" was left essentially un-

resolved after extensive field interviews with MSP inmates and former

inmate-associates of Ray confirmed the existence of the group, but

(failed) to ascertain information concerning its principles or member-

ship or the extent of its network : (316) the use of a grand jury to

explore this issue-a logical step following the unsuccessful interview

process was apparently never considered.

(188 ) Additional examples of conspiratorial allegations or issues

appropriate for grand jury treatment included the false CB broadcast

in Memphis one-half hour after the assassination, seen by some as an

effort to divert police attention from the flight of the true assassin

(317) and allegations received by one John McFerren that the owners

of a Memphis produce company had been involved in directing and
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funding the assassination. (318) . In both situations, however, the

Bureau and the Justice Department were satisfied to resolve the issues

solely through field investigation.

(189) Of far greater potential significance than any of the defects

noted to this point, however, was the almost inexplicable failure of the

FBI and the Justice Department to focus a concerted effort on Ray's

family, and specifically his brothers, during the conspiracy investi-

gation. Absent any extrinsic evidence, family members of the suspected

triggerman deserved at least some investigative attention. Given the

significant amount of direct and circumstantial evidence received br

the FBI during the months following the assassination that strongly

suggested a great deal more contact among the three brothers than any

was willing to admit the failure to pursue this area more aggres-

sively constituted a serious defect in the overall investigative effort.

(190) The single most significant piece of evidence raising the possi-

bility of participation by a brother in the assassination came during

early interviews by the FBI of clerks at the Aeromarine Supply Co.,

in Birmingham. During such an interview, Donald Wood told agents

that Ray, while exchanging rifles on March 30, 1968, 5 days before the

assassination, explained that he had decided to return the initial rifle.

and replace it with a more powerful weapon, after a conversation with

his brother. (319) . This statement was, of course, later used as the

factual basis for a Federal conspiracy complaint charging Ray (then

known as Eric Galt) and "an individual whom he alleged to be his

brother" with a violation of 18 U.S.C. 241. (320) . In addition to this

incident, however, the FBI received additional evidence which overthe

weeks and months to follow created an ever stronger possibility of

family knowledge of, and involvement in, circumstances surrounding

the assassination of Dr. King. Examples follow :

(191 ) On August 4, 1967, Ray told a female acquaintance in Canada

that he had been in Grey Rocks (a resort north of Montreal ) for about

1 week (321 ) and that he would be leaving within the next few days

to meet his brother in Montreal. Three weeks later, Ray told the same

acquaintance that he was currently working with a brother in real

estate, and that he had no problem with money and could always get

some.

(192) In December 1967, immediately before his departure on an

abrupt and never adequately explained trip to New Orleans (322),

Ray told Dr. Mark O. Freeman, a psychologist, that his brother had

found a job for him in the merchant marine based in that city. (323)

In early January 1968, shortly after his return from this trip, Ray

made a $364 payment for dance lessons and told a Los Angeles dance

instructor that he had recently met his brother in Louisiana. (324)

(193) On March 2, 1968, 15 days before his departure from Cali-

fornia and approximately 1 month before the assassination, Ray

stated during a discussion at graduation ceremonies at a Los Angeles

bartending school that he would be visiting his brother in Birming

ham for about 2 weeks. (325 )

(194) On March 9, 1968, Ray turned down an offer of employment

from the president of the same bartending school , explaining that he

was leaving town within 2 weeks to visit his brother. (326) Approxi

mately 3 weeks later, of course, Ray mentioned a conversation with his
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brother while exchanging his rifle at the Aeromarine Supply Co. in

Birmingham .

(195) In and of itself, the coincidence of numerous references by

Ray to a brother during the time period surrounding three important

pre-assassination transactions-the New Orleans trip ; Ray's depar-

ture from California to take up residence in Atlanta, Dr. King's home-

town ; and the Birmingham rifle purchase-presented a strong basis

for directing a major investigative effort toward the family. "More-

over, this was not the full extent of the evidence available to the

Bureau and the Justice Department.

(196 ) In his first interview with FBI agents, John Larry Ray, a

younger brother, exhibited strong signs of racism when he belittled

the crime with which Ray was charged, "all he has done is kill a

nigger ", (327) and stated that there would be no interest in Ray if

King had been white. (328) Moreover, the strong likelihood of John

Larry Ray's involvement in Ray's escape from Missouri State Prison

had been established by the end of April when a review of prison

records ir dicated a visit to the prison by the brother on April 22, 1967,

the day before the escape. (329)

(197) Similar indications of racism were manifested by Ray's sec-

ond brother, Jerry Ray, particularly in his close association with

J. B. Stoner, head of the virulently anti-Black National States Rights

Party, following Ray's London arrest. In addition, information re

ceived by the FBI around the time of Ray's arrest reflected state-

ments by Jerry that his brother was to receive at least $100,000 for

killing Martin Luther King, and that the purchase of the Mustang

and use of the safe deposit box in Birmingham were linked to a con-

spiracy. (330)

(198) Moreover, it was clear almost from the beginning of the

Bureau's investigation of Ray that both brothers were lying to the

interviewing agents concerning contact with James Earl during the

recent past. John Ray's claim during his initial interview that he

had not seen his brother in 3 years was undermined by MSP records

indicating his visit to the prison the day before Ray's 1967 escape.

And Jerry's similar denial of contact with his brother was contra-

dicted by information received by the Bureau shortly before Ray's

arrest, (331) as well as by admissions of James himself to author Wil-

liam Bradford Huie, that he had given a red Plymouth automobile to

Jerry in Chicago in August 1967, and had called Jerry while enroute

to New Orleans in December 1967. (332)

(199 ) In addition to undermining Jerry's official denials of contact

with James during the preassassination period, Ray's story to Huie

also provided a final, major piece of evidence in the growing case

against the brothers. In two Look magazine articles published in No-

vember 1968, 4 months before the guilty plea, large portions of Ray's

story to William Bradford Huie, including the first detailed version

of his early association with "Raoul", appeared for the public to

examine. Following the plea, the entire "Raoul" story, from the first

meeting in Canada to the alleged gun-running operation in Memphis

on the day of King's assassination, was published in Huie's book, "He

Slew the Dreamer". (333) A comparison of the "brother allusions" by

Ray in Canada, California, and Birmingham, with Ray's own Raoul

story revealed remarkable coincidences.
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(200) For example, Ray's known reference to a planned meeting

with a brother in Montreal coincided with his alleged meetings with

Raoul in that city ; Ray's known references to a brother both before

and after the December New Orleans trip coincided with his claim

that he met Raoul in New Orleans to receive money and discuss future

criminal activities. And Ray's known references to his brother imme-

diately prior to his move to Atlanta, and during the rifle purchase,

coincided with his claimed receipt of instructions from Raoul to come

East and to purchase a display weapon for the gun-running negotia-

tions.

(201 ) Thus, within a relatively short period after Dr. King's assassi-

nation the FBI had collected evidence of numerous references by Ray

to a brother during crucial moments in his preassassination activities,

of strong signs of racism in both John and Jerry Ray, of probable in-

volvement by John in the Missouri State Prison escape, of claimed

knowledge by Jerry of an assassination conspiracy and a prospective

$100,000 payoff, and of striking coincidences between Ray's own story

of Raoul, and the independent evidence of association with his brother.

Clearly, this evidence warranted a major and concerted effort by both

the FBI and the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department to

determine both the extent and the nature of Ray's actual preassassina-

tion contact with his brothers. In fact, however, no such concerted ef-

fort was made.

(202) This is not meant to indicate that the Bureau ignored the

family, or the brothers, during their investigation. As has been indi-

cated previously, an intense effort was made to secure assistance and

information from the various family members during the prearrest

fugitive investigation, (334) and during this period the brothers were

interviewed on numerous occasions (334a) concerning knowledge of

the suspect's location . In fact , at one point the Bureau's preoccupation

with the fugitive investigation became so great that a recommendation

wasmade for the use of patently illegal electronic surveillance of John

Larry Ray and Carol Pepper in an effort to locate the subject. (335)

Had such a tactic been implemented, any subsequent conspiracy case

against family members could have been seriously jeopardized . Never-

theless, withthe exception of comparisons of the fingerprints and palm

prints ofthe two brothers with unidentified latents in the case ; (336)

an effort to verify Jerry Ray's alibi for April 4, 1968 : (337) and the

posing of some questions during the above-noted field interviews ar-

guably connected to a conspiracy investigation ; investigative files re-

flect no significant efforts to determine the extent of their criminal

involvement with James.

(203 ) No effort was made, for example, to determine whether the

1967-68 travels of either brother coincided with those of Rav's com-

panion, Raoul. Such an effort might have included motel and airline

canvasses under Ray brother aliases and employment verification for

appropriate periods.

(204) Similarly, no effort was made, other than through direct ques-

tioning of the brothers, themselves, to establish the alibis of either

Jerry or John during the time of the rifle purchase, and John's alibi

went unchecked even for the day of Dr. King's assassination . Ironi-

cally, the Bureau covered this ground routinely with other conspiracy

suspects.
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(205) Further, Jerry Ray's statements concerning a conspiracy in

June 1968, and again in March 1969 during a discussion with Kent

Courtney, a conservative spokesman in New Orleans, were never ade-

quately pursued. Despite a strong indication by Jerry in the latter

situation that he would discuss the conspiracy with Courtney during a

meeting on March 20, 1969, (338) and Courtney's apparent willing-

ness to cooperate with the Bureau, (339) no consideration was given

to the use of consensual electronic surveillance to record Jerry's dis-

cussion with Courtney. Rather, a decision was made-based on Court-

ney's suspect reputation and a fear of Bureau embarrassment-to pur-

sue a field interview with Jerry Ray instead. (340) When Jerry was

ultimately located, however, he refused the interview, and thereafter,

Bureau efforts ceased. (341)

(206) In addition, the files reveal no efforts to investigate the brothers

through interviews with their associates. Given the criminal nature

of many of John's associates, this might well have required the use

of a grand jury, and immunity grants, investigative tools which might

have been useful in the additional areas of John's probable involve-

ment in the MSP escape, and his possible participation in the Alton

Bank robbery in July 1967. Some of this grand jury and immunity

work could have been accomplished, it is noted, without violating a

Justice Department policy against compelling testimony of a family

member, or facing the issue of immunity with either of the brothers.

As at all other times during the investigation, however, the grand

jury and immunity approach was not used.

(207) Finally, the files reveal no efforts to investigate the associates

of Ray's brothers, either through direct, saturation interviews or

through the development of an informant apparatus. Thus, the pos-

sibility that Ray's connection with an active conspiracy with one of

his brothers was never adequately pursued.

IX. HOOVER, COINTELPRO, AND THE ASSASSINATION INVESTIGATION

(208) Not surprisingly, the adversary relationship which had existed

for so long between the FBI and Martin Luther King, Jr., did not

terminate with the assassination of the civil rights leader. To cite only

one example *** FBI files reflect Bureau plans in March 1969 to

brief Congressmen in an effort to defeat the proposed creation of a

national holiday in recognition of Dr. King's birthday. The counter-

intelligence operation was approved by Hoover, who noted at the same

time that it must be handled very cautiously. (342)

(209) Despite this continued animosity, however, the general feeling

of the Justice Department and FBI officials interviewed on the subject

was that Hoover's hatred of King, and the Bureau's extended involve-

ment in security investigations and COINTELPRO activities against

the man and his organization, had the ironic effect (although perhaps

predictable, in light of the Bureau's noted preoccupation with public

image) of increasing the intensity of the investigative effort after the

assassination. The following is an excerpt of testimony given by

Ramsey Clark :

Q. Mr. Clark, given the dislike which Mr. Hoover felt

toward Dr. King and communicated to you in lunches and

other occasions, and given the *** FBI * * * electronic
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surveillance and taps in the early sixties, and the continued

interest in Dr. King in the form of requests to you for addi-

tional electronic surveillance as recently as April 2, only 2

days prior to this assassination, did it ever occur to you that

the FBI *** would not be in a position to objectively carry

out the responsibilities of the investigation itself ?

A. I don't believe it did *** I had the strongest, clearest

conviction that the FBI would do everything in its power to

investigate this case quickly, effectively and successfully, and

it wasn't just logic. It was, I mean, my total being told me

that the thing Mr. Hoover really loved most, the Bureau,

was on the line here, and that if they couldn't produce here

where many would suspect their concern, that their failure

would do more damage to them in the minds of the people

thanany other case they had worked on. (343)

Similar sentiments were expressed by FBI unit Chief Wilbur Martin-

dale, (344) Assistant Attorney General Vinson of the Criminal Divi-

sion, (345 ) and Assistant Attorney General Pollak of the Civil Rights

Division . (346)

(210) In an attempt to determine how great the potential problem

was, the committee, early in its investigation , identified FBI personnel

who were involved in some significant manner in either the preassassi-

nation COINTELPRO and security investigations against Dr. King,

or the postassassination MURKIN investigation. Not surprisingly, a

comparison of the two lists revealed some overlap in personnel both at

headquarters and in the field. Beneath Hoover and Tolson, Assistant

to the Director Cartha DeLoach had overall supervisory responsibility

for the operations of both the Domestic Intelligence Division ( Secu-

rity and COINTELPRO cases) and the General Investigative Divi-

sion (MURKIN investigation) , and was therefore equally involved in

both . In the field, the most significant overlap was in the Atlanta office,

where the case agent forthe King security case (May 21-June 5, 1968 ) ,

and the SCLC security case (Apr. 26 , 1966-Mar. 12 , 1971 ) , was also as-

signed initially as case agent for the MURKIN investigation in that

city.

(211) In light of this Atlanta assignment, it is clear that no official

effort was made either by the Bureau, or the Department of Justice.

to formally preclude the involvement in the assassination investiga-

tion of agents with backgrounds in the King security or COINTEL

PRO operations. (The absence of such an effort was also confirmed

in the committee interviews. ) However, a number of factors indicated

that this use in Atlanta of an agent with extensive King security work

in his background as "case agent" during the MURKIN investigation

did not create significant problems. First, his assignment as Atlanta

MURKIN case agent lasted only for the month of April ; thereafter,

the responsibilities of the position were assumed by another agent in

the office. Moreover, during much of the period prior to Ray's positive

identification on April 19, 1968, the operations in Atlanta's office were

directed by an inspector from Washington with extensive experience

in major civil rights cases. In addition, the position of case agent-

while central because of its function in coordinating, monitoring, and

reporting on the investigation, did not carry command responsibilities.

Thus, while the evidence showed the use of an agent with an extensive
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background in King COINTELPRO and security work as case agent

in Atlanta's MURKIN investigation, there was no additional evidence

that the field office investigation was curtailed or restricted as a result

of the assignment.

(212) Attorney General Clark recalled no concern about a wide-

spread or debilitating prejudice against King within the ranks of

the FBI that would have affected the day-to-day investigation :

I guess I assumed that the agents who were doing any work

that related to Dr. King were just acting in the ordinary

course of their employment *** My sense of the distor-

tion, if there was one or was to be one, was that it came from

the top, which was often the case because Mr. Hoover had

been so dominant so long, and that the prejudice in individual

agents would have been less than the prejudice of the Direc-

tor toward Dr. King, but that once they saw, as I believed.

him making this his first priority investigativewise, they

would, too. (347)

(213) At headquarters the effect that Hoover's hatred for King had

on his personal involvement in the investigation is difficult to gage

from files alone. Nevertheless, certain patterns are clear. Hoover re-

ceived information on the progress of the case primarily through daily

internal FBI memos and briefings with Rosen, DeLoach, and Tolson.

His scribbled comments on various investigative memoranda indi-

cated closest attention to those details of the investigation that re-

flected on the conduct of his (348) agents or an image of the Bu-

reau. (349) A deep-seated distrust of the press, and his displeasure

with agents who broke the no comment rule, also appear on numerous

-occasions :

April 18, 1968.-I want "no comment" strictly adhered

to. We have plenty to still do in this case and no time to en-

gage in chatter with the irresponsible press which is already

printing a lot of "hog-wash". (350) (Emphasis in original.)

April 27, 1968.- Tell Jensen to stop talking. (Emphasis in

original. ) (351)

April 29, 1968.-We must adhere to "no comment". The

avid press will be concocting all kinds of wild stories and if

we start answering them we are "sunk". The press release is

all we have to say at this time. (352)

May 4, 1968.—I must insist that we stop giving off the cuff

comments re Ray case (Emphasis in original. ) (353)

(214) On at least one occasion, Hoover rejected an investigative

proposal, apparently because the source of the information to be

pursued had, in 1947, called Hoover an "SOB." (354) Nevertheless,

as a general rule the files reflect neither positive additions (355) nor

restrictions by Hoover on the scope of the investigation. He main-

tained, apparently, relatively close contact with investigative develop-

ments (Assistant Director Alex Rosen described his primary func-

tion in the assassination investigation as keeping the Director in-

formed) , (356) and clearly developed his own personal theory on

the evidence of the case. specifically that Rav was a "racist and de-

tested negroes and Martin Luther King," (357) but that he was not
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a fanatic in the sense of Sirhan Sirhan. Moreover, while Hoover

believed that "Ray acted entirely alone," he assured Ramsey Clark

on June 20, 1968, that "we are not closing our minds that others

might be associated with him, and we have to run down every

lead." (358) These assurances were then passed on to his chief lieu-

tenants in the MURKIN investigations in the form ofa written memo-

randum to Tolson , DeLoach, and Rosen, among others.

(215) Thus, while there were serious problems with the FBI's

assassination investigation both in its failure to pursue significant

conspiracy possibilities and in a disregard for the constitutional rights

of both citizens and the defendant, James Earl Ray, there was no cur-

rent evidence that these specific deficiencies, or any others were directly

or indirectly caused by Director Hoover's well-documented hatred for

Dr. King and his movement.

Submitted by :

PETER BEESON,

Deputy Chief Counsel.
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a fanatic in the sense of Sirhan Sirhan. Moreover, while Hoover

believed that "Ray acted entirely alone," he assured Ramsey Clark

on June 20, 1968, that "we are not closing our minds that others

might be associated with him, and we have to run down every

lead." (358) These assurances were then passed on to his chief lieu-

tenants in the MURKIN investigations in the form ofa written memo-

randum to Tolson , DeLoach, and Rosen, among others.

(215 ) Thus, while there were serious problems with the FBI's

assassination investigation both in its failure to pursue significant

conspiracy possibilities and in a disregard for the constitutional rights

of both citizens and the defendant, James Earl Ray, there was no cur-

rent evidence that these specific deficiencies, or any others were directly

or indirectly caused by Director Hoover's well-documented hatred for

Dr. King and his movement.

Submitted by:

PETER BEESON,

Deputy Chief Counsel.
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I. INTRODUCTION : THE ISSUES AND THE APPROACH

(1 ) As a result of James Earl Ray's almost immediate repudiation of

his guilty plea, there has been considerable speculation that its entry

was part of an elaborate plot to silence him and prevent the exposure

of other conspirators. Those who subscribe to this theory hold that

these "others" feared the disclosures that might come to light if Ray

was afforded a full trial in open court.

(2 ) The committee endeavored to examine the guilty plea in

depth. It attempted to determine if the trial court had before it

sufficient evidence to warrant its conclusion that James Earl Ray was,

in fact, responsible for the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The

record was reviewed to determine if the trial court should have had

cause to believe that the plea was anything other than voluntarily and

intelligently entered. The nature of the legal representation that Ray

received prior to the entry of his guilty plea was examined and evalu-

ated under the requisite standards for such representation, under the

1978 standard and the standard as it existed at the time of the plea in

1969. Additionally, the committee looked into all of the points that Ray

has raised, or that have been raised on his behalf, in support of his

contention that his guilty plea was the end result of a campaign of offi-

cial harassment, carried out against both himself and his family,

by local Memphis authorities and the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion.

II. CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW

(3) On March 10, 1969 James Earl Ray appeared before the Honor-

able Judge W. Preston Battle of the criminal court of Shelby County,

Tennessee and pleaded guilty to the murder of Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr. (1) The plea was the result of negotiations entered into by

Ray's then chief attorney, Percy Foreman, and the Shelby County

Attorney General Phil Canale. (2 ) Ray was also represented by the

Shelby County Public Defenders ' Office through Hugh Stanton, Sr.,

and Hugh Stanton, Jr., who Judge Battle had appointed to aid Fore-

man inthe defense. (3)

(4) Technically, Ray pleaded guilty to the first degree murder in-

dictment that had previously been returned against him. The maxi-

mum penalty for that crime, under Tennessee law in 1968, was

death. (4) Nevertheless, under the terms of the prosecution's recom-

mendation to the court, which had been the result of the State's nego-

tiations with Ray through Attorney Foreman, Ray was spared the

death penalty, and he was sentenced to a term of 99 years' confinement

in the State penitentiary at Nashville. (5)

(5) During the course of the hearing before Judge Battle, Ray was

extensively questioned by the court to determine the voluntariness of

the tendered plea and if Ray understood the rights that his guilty plea

waived. (6) In addition, as part of the plea, Ray was required to sign

(219)
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a proposed stipulation of material facts. The stipulation contained the

facts relating to Ray's travels and other actions that the State con-

tended supported its case against him. ( 7) Thus, in entering a plea of

guilty, Ray specifically (1 ) waived his rights, both at trial and on

appeal and (2) admitted his role in Dr. King's slaying.

(6) Nevertheless, within 3 days of the guilty plea James Earl Ray, in

a letter to Judge Battle dated March 13, 1968, repudiated the plea and

its stipulation of facts and requested a new trial. (8) In the same letter,

Ray indicated to the judge that Percy Foreman no longer represented

him. This letter was followed by another, dated March 26, 1969, which

was also directed to Judge Battle and which repeated most ofthe state-

ments contained in the letter of March 13, (9) and clarified that his

purpose was to obtain a new trial. (10) By this time, Ray was also in

contact with attorneys Richard J. Ryan, J. B. Stoner, and Robert W.

Hill, Jr., whose services he secured to challenge the guilty plea. Judge

Battle died on March 31 , 1969 , without taking any action on any ofthe

requests contained in Rav's letter.

(7) Following Judge Battle's death , Ray filed a formal petition for

a new trial on April 7, 1968. (11) At the conclusion of the hearing on

the formal petition , the court issued a memorandum finding of facts

and conclusions of law, (12) which held that : ( 1 ) The guilty plea was

properly entered ; (2 ) the guilty plea precluded Ray from filing a

motion for a new trial ; (3 ) Ray knowingly, intelligently and volun-

tarily expressly waived any rights he had to a motion for a new trial

or appeal. (13)

(S) After exhausting his appeals in the State courts of Tennessee,

Ray sought review ofthe trial courts' decision in Federal court by filing

a writ of habeas corpus. (14) The writ addressed itself to a variety of

issues, but was fundamentally two-pronged. First, Ray alleged that

his plea had not been voluntarily and intelligently made. Second,

he contended that he had not received effective assistance from his

counsel prior to the entry of the guilty plea. The U.S. District Court

for the Western District of Tennessee, Western Division , initially de-

nied the writ on March 30, 1973 , without holding an evidentiary hear-

ing. (15) This decision was appealed to the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court

of Appeals, which reversed the District Court on January 29, 1974,

holding that the lower court should have held an evidentiary hearing

before it ruled on Ray's request for relief. (16 ) The State of Tennessee

sought review of the Sixth Circuit's decision in the United States

Supreme Court, which denied the request for a writ of certiorari on

June 3, 1974. (17) The case, therefore, was returned to the District

Court for further proceedings. Upon remand, an evidentiary hearing

was held before the District Court, and on February 27, 1975, Federal

District Court Judge Robert M. McRae ruled that Ray's constitutional

rights had not been violated : consequently, his petition for a writ of

habeas corpus was denied. (18 ) Review of the matter was subsequently

taken up by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. (19) On

May 10, 1976, the Court of Appeals handed down a decision that

affirmed the lower court's judgment. The court's opinion made the

following points :

(1) The evidence sustained a finding that Ray had voluntarily

andknowingly pleaded guilty to murder in State court.
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(2) The evidence supported findings that Ray's attorney (Percy

Foreman) had not made many of the statements attributed to him

by Rayin urging him to plead guilty and that Ray had not reason-

ably believed that he had no alternative to a guilty plea.

(3) Ray did not sustain the necessary burden to show that he

had been prejudiced by contracts with a writer who agreed to sell

Ray's story to finance his defense or by events which occurred

because of the existence of such contracts.

(4) Ray failed to show that the investigation of his case by his

attorneys had been inadequate or below the standards usually

required of a criminal lawyer of ordinary skill.

(5) Ray failed to show that the advice, given to him by his at-

torney ( Percy Foreman) to plead guilty was not within the range

of professional competence demanded of attorneys in criminal

cases.

(6) Ray failed to show that he had been denied effective assist-

ance of counsel because of surveillance, interception of mail and

delivery of attorney-client communication to the prosecution by

law enforcement officials. This failure resulted from Ray's in-

ability to show that the complained-of conduct had affected the

preparation of his defense, prejudiced him or contributed to Ray's

decision to enter a guilty plea.

Ray sought review on this decision to the U.S. Supreme Court. On

December 13, 1976, the Supreme Court denied Ray's request for a

writ of certiorari. (20)

III. THE LEGAL STANDARD

(9) The committee requested the American Law Division of the

Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress to de-

termine the legal standard to be used in evaluating the voluntariness

of the guilty plea. (21 ) This project was undertaken, not to second

guess the district court, but to determine, independently, whether the

factual circumstances of Ray's plea, when measured against the ap-

plicable legal standard, lent any substance to Ray's claims that the

plea was entered involuntarily or unintelligently. In Federal court,

guilty pleas are measured against rule 11 of the Federal Rules of

Criminal Procedure, which, in pertinent part, provides :

(A) Insuring That the Plea is Voluntary.

The court shall not accept a plea of guilty or nolo con-

tendre without first, by addressing the defendant personally

in open court, determining that the plea is voluntary and not

the result of force or threats or promises apart from a plea

agreement. The court shall also inquire as to whether the de-

fendant's willingness to plead guilty or nolo contendre re-

sults from prior discussions between the attorney for the

government and the defendant or his attorney. (22)

The State of Tennessee is currently considering the adoption of

a procedural rule that is substantially identical to the Federal Rule

of Criminal Procedure 11. (23)

(10) Additionally, both the Federal and Tennessee courts have

42-636-79 -15
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handed down decisions relating to the voluntariness of a guilty plea

entered by a defendant in a criminal case. The U.S. Supreme Court

has held that the voluntariness of a guilty plea can be determined only

by considering all of the relevant circumstances surrounding it, and

it is reversible error for a Federal court to accept a tendered guilty

plea unless the record shows that the defendant voluntarily and un-

derstandingly entered it. (24) In addition, the Supreme Court has

determined that the plea must be free of coercion, (25) threats, or

intimidation, (26) and tricks or deception . (27) The Court has also

ruled that a guilty plea must be intelligently made ; that the defendant

must be competent to enter the plea ; and that the defendant must un-

derstand the nature of the charges and consequences of the plea. (28)

(11 ) At the time James Earl Ray entered his plea in 1968, as well as

in 1978, the Tennessee Courts have relied heavily on decisions by

the Federal courts. Tennessee's courts have held, for example, that

the plea must be made voluntarily and with full understanding of its

consequences. (29) Further, they have held that a plea of guilty, un-

derstandingly and voluntarily entered on the advice of counsel, con-

stitutes an admission of all facts alleged and a waiver of all non-

jurisdictional and procedural defects and constitutional infirmities,

if any, in any prior stage of the proceedings. (30) Tennessee law pro-

vides that a guilty plea is not rendered involuntarily when no more

is shown than that the accused is faced with an election between a

possible death sentence on a plea of not guilty and a lesser sentence

on a guilty plea. (31) Under Tennessee law, State action that would

raise a 14th amendment due process grievance is not involved when

the ineffectiveness of a retained attorney is questioned, because a re-

tained attorney does not act as an officer of the State. Additionally,

mere inappropriate advice to plead guilty is not of constitutional

dimensions. (32)

IV. APPLICATION OF THE STANDARD

(12) The committee used these standards to assess Ray's claim

that the guilty plea that he entered to Dr. King's murder was

involuntary. Ray based his claims primarily upon the following points :

(1) Irreconcilable conflicts of interest involving Ray's attorneys and

author William Bradford Huie ; (2) failure of defense counsel to ade-

quately investigate the case ; (3 ) round-the-clock surveillance of Ray

in the Shelby County jail ; (4 ) threats madeto the Ray family designed

to cause them to influence James Earl Ray to plead guilty; and (5)

threats made by Foreman to Ray concerning the type of courtroom

representation Ray could expect if he refused to plead guilty and

forced Foreman to go to trial. (33)

(13 ) The committee examined each of the points Ray raised about

the nature of his guilty plea. The results of that examination follow :

A. Conflicts of interest involving Ray's attorneys

(14) James Earl Ray, first in conjunction with Arthur Hanes, Sr.,

his original attorney, and then with Percy Foreman, Hanes' successor,

entered into contracts with author William Bradford Huie for the

literary rights to Ray's version of the events preceding, during, and

succeeding the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Subse-

quently, Ray maintained that he entered these contracts only at the
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insistence of his attorneys. (34) The committee conducted interviews

with all of the parties to the contracts. Additional information, help-

ful in determining from what perspective the contracts should be

viewed, was found in the pleadings, depositions and other papers filed

in Federal court in Ray v. Foreman and Ray v. Rose. (35) Ray v.

Foreman, a civil suit brought by James Earl Ray against Foreman,

Hanes, and Huie, raised the issue of whether the interests of Fore-

man, Hanes, and Huie so conflicted with Ray's interests as to seriously

hamper or jeopardize Ray's preparation of an adequate defense ofthe

murder charge brought against him in relation to Dr. King's death.

Ray v. Rose was the habeas corpus action brought by Ray in district

court after his efforts to secure his freedom through the Tennessee

judicial system failed.

( 15) The committee's examination revealed that, prior to his first

trip to England to meet with Ray after being retained, Hanes was

approached by Huie, who expressed an interest in writing Ray's story.

(36) As a consequence, on Hanes' second trip to England, he carried

with him written agreement that Huie had provided for Ray's signa-

ture. One of these was a broad power of attorney, authorizing Hanes to

act for Ray. (37) A fee and agency agreement purported to assign to

Hanes 40 percent of any money which James Earl Raymight realize as

a result of his prospective agreement with Huie. It also appointed

Hanes as Ray's exclusive agent and attorney in handling his affairs ,

contracts, negotiations, as well as the sale of the rights for any type

of publication. (38)

(16) Subsequently, Ray was brought a third document to sign. It

was a three-party agreement that had previously been executed by

both Hanes and Huie. By its terms, the three-party agreement pro-

vided that Ray give Huie exclusive literary rights to his story, spe-

cifically his version of the circumstances of Dr. King's assassination

and Ray's alleged participation in it , and the story of his trial ; the

ultimate objective of the agreement was stated to be the establishment

ofthetruth of what occurred. (39)

(17) In September 1968, the attorney fee agreement between Ray

and Hanes was amended at Ray's request. The provision that Hanes

was to receive 40 percent of the money Ray received from Huie was

changed so that the total amount that Hanes would receive was limited

to $20,000 plus expenses. (40)

(18) After Percy Foreman was substituted for Hanes as counsel for

Ray on November 12, 1968, Ray and Hanes, on one hand, and Huie,

on the other, granted to each other on January 29, 1969, and Febru-

ary 3, 1969, the appropriate releases to extinguish the obligations

under the original three-party contract. Hanes then transferred all of

his rights to royalties under the agreements to Ray. (41) Then Ray

transferred, through a new contract, all of his rights to proceeds from

the sale of any of Huie's writings to Foreman. (42 ) Finally, Foreman

reassigned to Ray, conditionally, all of the royalties due from Huie

in excess of $165,000, a sum which Foreman continued to be entitled

to as an attorney's fee. (43) These documents and transactions, there-

fore, were the agreements that Ray maintained placed both Hanes and

Foreman irreconcilably in conflict with his interest. (44)
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(19 ) A review of the statements given during depositions in Ray

v. Rose and Ray v. Foreman showed that Ray was a willing party

to the literary contracts that he and his attorneys entered into

with William Bradford Huie. Ray repeatedly denied that he was

ever interested in the money that he would realize as a result of his

assent to the contractual arrangements with Huie. (45) Hanes and

Ray basically agree, moreover that the original and primary reason

for entering into the contract was to assure enough money to finance

Ray's defense. (46) Nevertheless, their opinions then diverge. In the

deposition he gave in Rayv. Foreman, Ray maintained that Hanes was

in the case solely for the money and that he passed information to Huie,

even though he knew that Huie was, in turn, passing the information

on to the FBI. (47 ) Hanes, while never denying his desire to be paid

for the work he did, just as steadfastly maintained that, without the

literary contract, Ray would have been unable to retain counsel, or

fund the type of investigation that a case of this magnitude re-

quired. (48) Ray claimed that prior to being retained , Foreman was

shown copies of the agreements that Ray had entered into with Wil-

liam Bradford Huic and Arthur J. Hanes, Sr. Ray further stated

that Foreman told him that the literary agreements were not in his

best interest and could be instrumental in putting him in the electric

chair. (49) Ray also claimed in his deposition that Foreman promised

that he would not enter into any contracts until after Ray had gone

to trial, but that he subsequently broke his word by contracting with

Huie. (50) In his deposition in Rayv. Foreman, Foreman said that he

initially had no intention of engaging in any sort of literary arrange-

ment, and it was only after Ray suggested the literary contract as a

means of raising the money necessary for his defense, that Foreman

sought to have his name substituted for that of Arthur Hanes on

the Huie contract. ( 51 ) Foreman also asserted in his deposition , and

in his public testimony before the committee, that the fee arrange-

ment that he and Ray entered, in which Ray assigned all of the

literary royalties to Foreman, was a "trust" arrangement employed

by Ray to protect his potential earnings from the threat of attach-

ment should Dr. King's widow bring a civil suit against him for

Dr. King's wrongful death. (52) During the committee's public hear-

ing Foreman was questioned by Congressman Harold Sawyer about

this assignment :

Mr. SAWYER. The assignment is very specific. It is an out-

right assignment. It makes no reference to any trust agree-

ment or understanding.

Mr. FOREMAN. Well, if it had done so it could have been set

aside bythe same suit that might have been filed against Ray

in accordance with his responsibilities. At least I would so

hold. It would be that way in my home State.

Mr. SAWYER. Weren't you then entering into a fraudulent

concealment of assets knowingly?

Mr. FOREMAN. You can call it that ifyou want to. I accepted

it and I accepted it to protect, at Ray's request. I was the

only person that could accept it for a valuable consideration.

I don't consider it was professionally improper.
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Mr. SAWYER. Aside from a characterization or label, how

could it be anything else but a fraudulent concealment ?

Mr. FOREMAN. Well, if it came down to the lawsuit in testi-

mony, I would have testified then, as I am now, that I was

holding it in trust for Ray and that would not have been

a fraudulent concealment.

Mr. SAWYER. But the purpose of the instrument was to

create a fraudulent concealment. Whether it was later pene-

trated by a lawsuit or testimony, the plan itself was a clear

fraudulent concealment. You as a lawyer certainly were aware

of that.

Mr. FOREMAN. Let's admit it now and can we get on to an-

other question.

Mr. SAWYER. I would like to get an answer to that one.

Mr. FOREMAN. You understood it. You had to answer it be-

forehand. You didn't want an answer. You wanted to make

a speech. Now I am ready for another question.

Mr. SAWYER. You don't care to?

Mr. FOREMAN. I have answered your question. He asked me

to do it, Ray. I did it and I am not sorry for it. I reconveyed

it to him as soon as I finished the case and that was my idea.

(53)

At first Foreman acknowledged the impropriety of the assignment,

but, within minutes recanted, saying he saw nothing professionally

improper in accepting the assignment from Ray. (54)

(20) Review of the court documents also showed that any argument in

support ofthe theory that the financial interest of Huie and Foreman.

in the literary contract was in conflict with Ray's interests is under-

cut by Ray's guilty plea. In Ray v. Foreman, the contractual obliga-

tions were subjected to judicial scrutiny. These obligations included

not only the agreements between Hanes, Foreman, Huie, and Ray, but

also the agreements between Huie and the publishing houses who

paid him to write Ray's story. An examination of these con-

tracts shows vividly that the value of Ray's story depreciated

tremendously once the guilty plea had been entered, (55) lending sup-

port to Foreman's contention that his only concern in pleading Ray

guilty was saving his life and that the money that might have resulted

from the existence of the literary contracts did not color his profes-

sional judgment regarding the wisdom of a guilty plea . (56)

(21) Nothing in the committee's examination ofthe Hanes-Huie-Ray

and Foreman-Huie-Ray literary agreements has led it to reject the

findings made by Judge Robert M. McRae, Jr.. in Ray v. Rose. (57)

There, the court determined that the contract that Hanes negotiated

was an apparent violation of one of the disciplinary rules of the Amer-

ican Bar Association's Code of Professional Responsibility (58) and

Foreman's fee, had it been collectable, would have been unreasonable.

Nevertheless, as Judge McRae found, there was no evidence to support

James Earl Ray's allegation that the conflicts of interest existing be-

tween himself and his attorneys in any way caused him to plead guilty

involuntarily. To the contrary, it appeared that, in both instances , Ray

had an opportunity to, and in fact did, exercise an informed choice in
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engaging in the literary contracts. Hanes appears to have fully dis-

closed to Ray "the contents of all contractual provisions into which he

caused an agreement to be executed on his advice whereby his financial

interest might be in conflict with Ray's best interest in his defenses in

the criminal trial. " (59) Further, according to Foreman, the contract

to which he was party was pursued only after Ray's specific request.

(60) .

(22) Since Ray was fully informed of the provisions of Hanes' con-

tract with Huie, and since Hanes was dismissed by Ray months before

Ray entered the guilty plea, it is hard to assess exactly what detri-

ment Ray suffered as a result of Hanes' "irreconcilable conflict of

interest." That Huie was brought before a grand jury on February 7,

1969, (61 ) and compelled to give testimony concerning what he had

learned as a result of his correspondence with Ray, would, at first blush,

appear to lend credence to Ray's conflict-of-interest concerns. A closer

examination, however, dispels that impression. Hanes indicated in his

deposition in Ray v. Foreman that he did not discuss the defense with

Huie, nor did he give Huie any information that he thought would aid

the defense. (62 ) Huie claimed, for his part, that, at the time the grand

jury subpena was served, he had turned over all of his correspondence

withRayto Foreman. (63) These two facts served to insulate Rayfrom

any harm resulting from the Hanes-Huie agreements. In addition

Ray's distrust of Huie caused him to provide the author with factually

erroneous data. (64) As far as Foreman's contract with Huie, it can be

said that the same violation of the ABA disciplinary rule applies. Nev-

ertheless, Foreman's decision to plead Ray guilty did not appear to

turn on his expectation that it would increase the value of the interest

that he held in the literary contract. Since it is undisputed that Fore-

man warned Ray about the dangers inherent in such agreements, (65) it

seems entirely plausible that Ray sent Foreman to reinstitute the Huie

contracts. Both men have continually maintained that their only pur-

pose for entering the contracts was to provide money for the defense

effort. (66) What may be implausible was Foreman's contention that

Ray's assignment of all literary rights to him was in the nature of a

trust agreement. (67) The document itself revealed no such intention

and, in fact, was a complete relinquishment of all rights which Ray

hadto the proceeds of the literary contracts. (68)

(23) Finding nothing in the interviews, documents, or other in-

vestigation to support Ray's claim of prejudice, it would seem that

while a definite conflict of interest did exist, it did not materially affect

the quality of representation received by Ray.

B. The quality ofRay's legal representation

(24) Since the U.S. Supreme Court has not yet definitively defined

effective assistance, of course, the lower Federal courts have been

left to develop the standards by which to measure the performance

of practicing attorneys in providing the assistance contemplated by

the sixth amendment. As a result, some circuits use reasonable com-

petency as the standard against which to gage effectiveness. Others

require that a defendant have the assistance of a competent attorney

"acting as a diligent and conscientious advocate." (69) Still others

continue to use the traditional test requiring only a level of representa-
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tion that prevents the proceedings from becoming a "farce and mock-

ery ofjustice." (70)

(25) The sixth circuit, which encompasses Memphis, Tenn. , has

abandoned the "farce or mockery" standard in favor of " reasonably

likely to render and rendering reasonably effective assistance." The

court has rejected the "farce or mockery" test, except as it might be

considered a conclusory description of the objective standard of rea-

sonably effective assistance. (71)

(26) In Beasley v. United States, decided in 1974, 5 years after

James Earl Ray's guilty plea, the sixth circuit held that it is in-

effective assistance of counsel for a defense attorney to deprive a

defendant of a substantial defense by his own ineffectiveness or incom-

petence and that defense counsel must perform at least as well as a

lawyer with ordinary training and skill in the field of criminal law.

In addition, the court held that the attorney must conscientiously

protect his clients' interests without regard to conflicting considera-

tions ; must investigate all apparently substantial defenses available

to the defendant and must assert them in a proper and timely manner ;

and must not advise his or her client erroneously on a clear point of

law if this advice leads to the deprivation of the clients rights to a fair

trial. The court noted that the use of defense strategy and

tactics that lawyers of ordinary skill and training in criminal law

would not consider competent would deny a defendant the effective

assistance of counsel if some other action would have better protected

the defendant and was reasonably foreseeable before trial. (72)

(27) The right to effective assistance of counsel required by the

sixth amendment has long been recognized to apply to a criminal case

in which the defendant pleads guilty as well as to a case in which a

trial is conducted (73) . Additionally, since the Supreme Court's de-

cision in Gideon v. Wainright (74), a defendant pleading guilty to

a felony charge in State court has had a right to the assistance of

counsel guaranteed and protected by the sixth amendment. (75)

(28) James Earl Ray became dissatisfied with the representation

that Arthur Hanes, Sr., was affording him. This dissatisfaction sprang

primarily from the relationship that Hanes had established with

Huie. (76) . As a result of this dissatisfaction , and through the efforts

of James' brothers, Jerry and John, Percy Foreman was contacted.

On November 10, 1968 , Foreman replaced Hanes as Ray's attorney.

(77) Two days later, on November 12, 1968, Foreman appeared in

court and succeeded in having the case continued until March 3, 1969,

so thathe would have sufficient time to prepare a defense. ( 78 ) Foreman

had, therefore, approximately 4 months from the time he entered the

case until the time the guilty plea was entered to investigate the fac-

tual allegations and the evidence against Ray.

(29) Ray has alleged that Foreman's investigation was so de-

ficient as to deprive him of the effective assistance of counsel. (79) The

committee has examined the merits of this allegation .

(30) As with the previous issue, the committee was aided in its

inquirybythe deposition, pleadings, and other documents filed in both

Ray v. Rose and Ray v. Foreman. In addition , wherever possible, the

committee interviewed the people who were principally responsible

for the defense investigation of Dr. King's death. The investigation

was matched against the minimum legal standard required of counsel
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conducting a criminal defense to determine if Foreman was ready,

willing, and able to take the case to trial.

(31) Foreman has claimed that, from the time he entered the

case until the time of Ray's guilty plea , he spent between 80 and 90

percent of his time working on Ray's case. (80) In the deposition that

Foreman gave in Ray v. Foreman, Foreman estimated that he spent

from 30 to 75 hours in interviews with Ray (81 ) . He also related that

he used approximately eight senior law students from Memphis State

University as investigators. (82 ) Foreman was vague about what the

students did for him, and could produce none of their work products.

(83) Foreman was also vague about other aspects of his investigation

of the facts. Apparently, he did speak to Huie regarding his investiga-

tion (84) and to Hanes concerning the investigation carried out by

himself, his son, and the investigator they hired, Renfro Hayes (85) .

It also appears that Foreman did speak to some of the potential wit-

nesses. (86)

(32) After reviewing the depositions of Foreman, Hanes, Hugh

Stanton, Jr., and James Earl Ray, as well as committee interviews,

it may be concluded that the independent investigation of Dr. King's

death performed by Percy Foreman left much to be desired . Numerous

witnesses were never contacted by Foreman or any of his representa-

tives. Foreman has refused to give the numbers or identities of all

the witnesses that he claimed to have interviewed. (87) Hugh Stan-

ton, Jr., stated that the public defender's canvass of witnesses was in-

complete at the time that the guilty plea was decided upon. (88)

Additionally, Thomas Emerson Smith, one of Foreman's student in-

vestigators. has told the committee that neither he nor any of the other

students who were chosen to work with Foreman ever conducted a

single interview. In fact, according to Smith, the group was never

asked by Foreman to carry out any type of investigation whatsoever.

(89) It appears that Foreman spent a relatively small amount of time

interviewing Ray; he also failed to avail himself fully of the knowl-

edge of the case possessed by his predecessor, Arthur Hanes, Sr. The

committee reviewed the hourly activity logs that were kept during

James Earl Ray's stay in the Shelby County Jail. They reflected that

Foreman spent somewhat less than 20 hours with Ray during the ap-

proximately 4 months that he represented him. (90) This figure is at

variance with Foreman's own recollection that he spent between 35

and 70 hours interviewing Ray. (91) Ray's recollection of the time

Foreman spent with him comports almost to the hour with the figure

developed by the committee's review. (92 ) An explanation for the

discrepancy between the committee's figure and Foreman's recollec-

tion might be found in the public hearing testimony of Dr. McCarthy

DeMere. Dr. DeMere testified that at some point after Ray was

brought to the Shelby County Jail security was relaxed somewhat. (93)

As a result, Dr. DeMere stopped signing into the jail when he came to

visit Ray. It is unclear from his testimony whether this sign-in proce-

dure was separate and apart from the detailed log kent by Ray's guards.

even though those logs did not bear any signature. Ifthe two logs are,

in fact, one-in-the-same then it is conceivable that some of Foreman's

visits with Ray did not appear.

(33) In an interview with the committee, Hanes maintained that he

made every effort to make his files available to Foreman, but Foreman
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only used a small portion of them and he never used Hanes ' per-

sonal knowledge of the case , although Hanes offered to assist. (94)

(34) EventhoughForeman maybe faulted for not conducting a more

thorough or independent inquiry, he did have at his disposal the fruits

of the investigations conducted by William Bradford Huie, Arthur

Hanes, Sr., and Renfro Hayes, as well as the investigation conducted by

the Shelby County, Tenn. , Public Defender's Office (95) before he

advised Ray to plead guilty. While Foreman's independent investi-

gation might be considered minimal, the scope of the combined

investigations carried out on behalf of the defense was sub-

stantial. (96) The investigation conducted by the public defender's.

office was the most comprehensive. Two full-time and one part-time

investigators for the defender's office interviewed numerous witnesses

and followed up investigative leads. (97) In addition, these investiga-

tors double-checked the investigation that had been done previously

for Arthur Hanes, Sr., by Renfro Hayes, much of which was found to

be unreliable. (98) Photographs taken by Attorney Russell X. Thomp-

son as well as the results of an investigation he had conducted were

obtained . (99) The public defender's work product in Ray's defense

filled between 10 and 12 files. (100) Weaknesses in the State's case were

uncovered and considered . ( 101) Foreman and cocounsels Hugh Stan-

ton, Sr., and Jr. , discussed these weaknesses and decided that they were

not glaring enough to discredit the totality of the case that had been

assembled against Ray. (102 ) Despite Ray's protestations to the con-

trary, it may be concluded that his decision to plead guilty was

based more upon Foreman's recitation of the State's case against

him than any other consideration. (103) While questions may be raised

about the quality of the defense, there is insufficient evidence to con-

clude that the level of representation which Ray received from the

Hanes, the Stantons, and Foreman, fell below the applicable standard.

C. James Earl Ray's stated reasons for pleading guilty

(35) Ray has continuously maintained that the guilty plea he entered

in the King case was involuntary. (104) The reasons given are :

(1 ) That Percy Foreman forced Ray to plead guilty against his

will. (105)

(2) That the conditions of Ray's incarceration in the Shelby

County Jail and his health were so poor that he was unable

to resist the pressure placed on him by Foreman to enter the

plea. (106)

(3) That Foreman and the FBI harassed Ray's family in order to

force the guilty plea. (107)

(4) That Ray believed he would automatically be entitled to a new

trial if he appealed the guilty plea. (108)

(36) The committee examined each of Ray's reasons to determine

if there was any validity to them. Once again, the committee's assess-

ment was aided by a review of the relevant court documents in the

Rayv. Rose and Ray v. Foreman cases. (109) Additionally, whenever

it was appropriate, individuals who figured centrally in Ray's claim

were interviewed by the committee. Treated below are findings about

each of Ray's stated reasons for pleading guilty.
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(a) Percy Foreman forced Ray to plead guilty against his will.

(37) Ray's allegations here deal with factual inaccuracies, misrep-

resentations, threats and bad advice that he imputes to Foreman. The

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reviewed the findings of

the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Tennessee on this

issue. (110) The court of appeals summarized the basis for the dis-

trict court's decision :

The court found that most of Ray's allegations regarding

Foreman's inducement of the guilty plea were not sup-

ported by the proof. Specifically, the court found that Fore-

man did not advise Ray, even if innocent, to plead guilty ; that

Foreman suggested to Ray that Ray would be better off

financially with a guilty plea, but that this statement did

not influence Ray in his decision ; that Foreman did not

advise Ray to plead guilty because he would be pardoned

by John J. Hooker, Jr., who would be the next governor

of Tennessee ; and that Foreman did not attempt to persuade

Ray to plead guilty by telling him that the prosecution was

prepared to bribe a key witness against Ray; by saying that

Foreman would exercise less than his best efforts if Ray in-

sisted on a trial ; or by telling Ray that Judge Battle would

not allow him to change attorneys and that Foreman would

not withdraw.

(38) The allegations that Ray made on this point arose out of

conversations where the only persons present were James Earl Ray and

Percy Foreman. Under the best of circumstances, Ray would be hard

put to prove what he claimed occurred during those conversations, par-

ticularly since Foreman categorically denied all of Ray's claims against

him. (111) Foreman's assertions were, at times, equally self-sving.

During the committee's public hearings, for example, Forcan testi-

fied that he never recommended to Ray that he enter a guilty plea.

(112) That statement is unacceptable when it is measured against the

February 13 , 1969, letter that Foreman sent to Ray and that is inca-

pable of any interpretation other than a strong recommendation that

Ray plead guilty. (113) Nevertheless the seriousness of Ray's charges,

the ease with which they can be made, and Ray's vested interest in

gaining the substantial benefit of a new trial all work to resolve the

issues against Ray, unless he could corroborate or independently

establish them.

(39) James Earl Ray was a career criminal in 1968, who had had

extensive exposure to the criminal justice system both by way of trials

and guilty pleas. Arthur Hanes, Sr., indicated that Ray was coopera-

tive only up to a certain point. (114) In Foreman, however, Ray met

an equally experienced individual. (115) Ray's answers to the ques-

tions posed by Judge Battie at the time of the guilty plea reveal a

man who was convinced of his guilt , and not simply cowed. (116)

That he challenged his plea so quickly (within 3 days after it was

entered) is consistent with a pattern of behavior that he established

years before. In 1959, Ray was arrested for the robbery of a super-

market. Shortly after his arrest he gave a complete statement to the

police in which he admitted his complicity in the crime. By the time

of the trial, Ray had reversed his position, not only maintaining his
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innocence, but also contending that his earlier confession had been the

result of police brutality. (117) On the basis of the evidence, it may be

concluded, that Foreman's recommendation that his client plead guilty

did not overwhelm Ray's will to resist.

(b) The conditions of Ray's incarceration in the Shelby County Jail

and the state of his health were so poor that he was unable to

resist the pressure placed on him by Foreman to enter the guilty

plea.

(40) According to James Earl Ray, his will to resist Percy Fore-

man's demands that he plead guilty was seriously diminished by the

"macabre" conditions that were instituted in the Shelby County Jail

specifically for his incarceration . He further claimed that his health

was adversely affected by those conditions. ( 118)

(41 ) Because of the notoriety of the case and the strong emotions

that had been evoked by the murder of Dr. King, extraordinary meas-

ures were taken by Shelby County sheriff, William Morris, to safe-

guard Ray's life and prevent his escape.

(42) In testimony given during the course of the Federal court hear-

ing on Ray's motion for a writ of habeas corpus, Billy J. Smith, the

officer in charge of the special detail that handled Ray's security, de-

scribed the conditions that Ray lived under during his stay in the

Shelby County Jail. According to Smith, all of the windows in the

cell block where Ray was housed by himself were covered with steel

plating. The doors leading to the cell block were made of steel. Two

officers were assigned to guard Ray at all times, necessitating the

deployment of six officers to cover three 8-hour shifts. The interior

of the cell was surveilled at all times by two closed circuit TV cameras.

A log was kept, by Ray's guards, of his every move. Ray's food was

selected by the supervisors of his security detail, at random, from the

food that was prepared for the other prisoners and the employees of

the jail. Once selected , it was placed in a locked stainless steel box to

prevent anyone from tampering with it before it was given to Ray.

A microphone was placed in the cell and the entire cell block, which

consisted of several cells, was continually illuminated. (119)

(43) The legal memorandum was filed on Ray's behalf in

Ray v. Rose, added this graphic comment : "For 8 months Ray saw no

sunlight; in fact, he was not able to tell night from day." (120)

(44) The person most able to comment on the state of Ray's health

during his stay in Shelby County Jail and the possible effect that the

special precautions that were taken might have had upon his health,

is Dr. McCarthy DeMere, who served as Ray's physician from the time

he was returned to Memphis from England until he was taken to the

Tennessee State Penitentiary at Nashville. Dr. DeMere was inter-

viewed by the committee about the points which Ray raised.

(121) In addition, the committee reviewed Dr. DeMere's testimony

in Ray v. Rose and in its public hearings as it related to these same

charges. (122) Based upon the interview and the review it may be

concluded that:

(1) James Earl Ray was in good health when he arrived in Mem-

phis from England. (123)

(2) Dr. DeMere saw Ray at intervals throughout Ray's stay in the

Shelby County Jail. (124)
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(3) Ray's condition remained excellent during the time he was in

the Shelby County Jail . (125)

(4) Dr. DeMere arranged Ray's diet with the jail's dietician and it

was nutritious. (126)

(5) Ray gained weight while he was in the Shelby County Jail.

(127)

(6) Ray complained to Dr. DeMere about the lights in his cell at

first, but never complained about losing sleep. (128)

(7) The only medical complaints that Ray made during his stay

in Shelby County Jail concerned occasional headaches and nose-

bleeds. (129)

(8) The headaches were treated with aspirin and Dr. DeMere de-

termined that the nosebleeds might have been an after-effect of

the plastic surgery which had been performed on Ray's nose

in California, or perhaps just from picking his nose. (130)

(9) The facilities that Ray occupied were comparable to a good

motel suite and compared favorably to a first grade suite room

in an ordinary hospital. (131)

Additionally, Dr. DeMere stated that he and Ray enjoyed a good

personal relationship and were on a friendly basis throughout Ray's

stay in the Shelby County Jail. (132) He added that he never saw

Ray depressed, and Ray never exhibited any tension or nervousness

during these visits. ( 133 ) Finally, Dr. DeMere said that in his

opinion , Ray was in better health when he left the Shelby County

Jail than when he arrived . (134) It may be concluded, therefore,

that neither the conditions under which Ray was incarcerated in

Shelby County nor the state of his health in any way influenced him

to enter the guilty plea.

(c) Foreman and the FBI harassed Ray's family in order to force

the guilty plea.

(45 ) Ray claimed in the pleadings filed in the habeas corpus

proceedings that his family was harassed and pressured, by both the

FBI and Percy Foreman, prior to the guilty plea. The ultimate aim of

these actions, according to Ray, was to force him to plead guilty rather

than going to trial. Concerning the FBI, Ray maintained that :

(1) The FBI threatened to arrest and rejail his father at

Fort Madison, Iowa, where he had escaped 40 years

earlier. (135)

(2 ) The FBI burglarized the home of his sister, Carol

Pepper. (136)

(3) His brother, John Larry Ray, was sentenced to 18 years

in prison for his role in a bank robbery-an excessive

sentence in comparison to his codefendants. (137)

Concerning Foreman, Ray maintained that :

(1 ) Foreman claimed that Ray's brother, Jerry, would be

arrested and charged with conspiracy to murder Dr.

King if Ray did not plead guilty . (138)

(2) Foreman tried to convince Ray's family to sell him on

the plea. (139)
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(46) The committee attempted to explore Ray's allegations as they

related to both Foreman and the FBI. Here too, however, the sole

support for many of the allegations is Ray's word or that of various

members of his family. Given their bias, the committee was reluctant

to accept their contentions as true without corroboration or inde-

pendent substantiation.

(47) The committee's investigation uncovered no corroboration for

Ray's claims that the FBI had a role in burglarizing his sister's house,

(140) or caused his brother to receive a longer jail sentence. As a

matter of fact, John Ray was not arrested on the charge that brought

the 18-year sentence until almost 11½ years after James Earl Ray

entered his guilty plea, (141) so it must be concluded that John's

sentence was too remote in time to effect James Earl's decision to enter

the guilty plea.

(48) The charge that the FBI threatened Ray's father originated

with James' brother, John Ray. It was impossible to determine,

through independent evidence, whether or not such a threat was ever

made . Further, James Earl Ray was unclear about the impact, if any,

the knowledge of this threat had on his decision to plead.

(49) Ray's claim that Foreman attempted to coerce him into plead-

ing guilty by raising the threat of his brother's incarceration for con-

spiracy in King's death was also examined. Ray said that Foreman

tried to impress upon him that a guilty plea was necessary to prevent

the FBI from involving Jerry in the case. (142) Nevertheless, when he

was pressed on the subject by the committee in an interview at Brushy

Mountain Penitentiary, Ray indicated that Foreman at no time

claimed that the FBI had informed him of Jerry's imminent arrest,

but he had alluded to the possibility that Jerry might be picked up.

(143)

(50) On February 19, 1969, Percy Foreman met with members of

the Ray family at the home of Ray's sister, Carol Pepper, in Maple-

wood, Mo. According to a brief filed on Ray's behalf in Ray v. Rose, at

this meeting

Foreman read aloud the reasons which James Earl Ray

gave for refusing to plead guilty. He tried to ridicule and

refute these reasons and to cajole and threaten the Ray family

into helping him coerce Ray into accepting his deal. AÏ-

though all refused, Foreman then told Ray that the members

ofhis family wanted him to plead guilty. (144)

Once again, the committee was confronted with a situation where no

proof, independent of the Ray family's statements, could be found to

corroborate or substantiate James Earl Ray's allegation. Nevertheless,

since Ray's family refused to urge him to plead guilty, and he had an

opportunity to see and talk to both of his brothers prior to entering

the plea, it is reasonable to assume that any misconception that Fore-

man might have given Ray as to his family's feelings would have been

cleared up bythe time Ray entered Judge Battle's courtroom on March

10, 1969. In fact, under close questioning by the committee in a Brushy

Mountain Penitentiary interview, Ray admitted that to his mind, there

had really only been two instances of any harassment of his family-

the FBI threat against his father, and Foreman's remarks about

Jerry Ray's possible incarceration . (145) .
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(51 ) Even giving Ray the benefit of the doubt regarding all of the

threats that he mentioned, he has still failed to indicate how, or even if,

these threats worked to coerce him into entering the plea.

(52) Additionally, the committee was unable to reconcile Ray's stated

fear that his family would be harassed by the FBI if he did not enter

the guilty plea, with the criticism which he directed at the Bureau's

Director, J. Edgar Hoover, at the time the plea was entered. He would

hardly have criticized the very agency he feared if he were under its

domination.

(d) Raybelieved he would automatically be entitled to a new trial if

he appealed the guilty plea.

(53) Statements made by James Earl Ray both prior to, and subse-

quent to, the guilty plea raise questions as to his grasp of its finality.

(54) The prevailing judicial attitude toward guilty pleas is plainly

laid out in the U.S. Supreme Court's recent ruling in Blackledge v.

Allison, (146) where the Court stated :

Properly administered, guilty pleas can benefit all con-

cerned. The defendent avoids extended pretrial incarceration

and the anxieties and uncertainties of the trial ; he gains a

speedy disposition of his case, the chance to acknowledge his

guilt, and a prompt start in realizing whatever potential

there may be for rehabilitation. Judges and prosecutors con-

serve vital and scarce resources. The public is protected from

the risks posed by those charged with criminal offenses who

are at large on bail while awaiting completion of criminal

proceedings. These advantages can be secured, however, only

if dispositions by guilty plea are accorded a great measure

of finality. To allow indiscriminate hearings in ***
*** post-

conviction proceedings *** would eliminate the chief virtues

of the plea system- speed, economy, and finality.

(55 ) While an important value, finality is sometime difficult to se-

cure. The criminal justice system itself encourages appeals as well as

collateral attacks upon convictions, and particularly so in cases, such

as James Earl Ray's, where the accused is incarcerated . Such an indi-

vidual, generally speaking, has everything to gain and nothing to lose

from filing an attack on his conviction, even if that conviction came

aboutby a guilty plea. (147)

(56) It is not surprising, therefore, that appeals and other efforts to

obtain review are extremely numerous, and that many are what has

been commonly characterized as frivolous. These pleas for relief

cannot, of course, be rejected out of hand. As the American Bar Asso-

ciation put it :

In order to establish that an appeal is frivolous, it is neces-

sary to make an evaluation of its merit. If that evaluation is

done with due process, the case would have been through the

essential steps of an ordinary appeal. (148)

(57) James Earl Ray believed that such an evaluation would result

in the case's reversal. Percy Foreman has said that "*** Mr. Ray's

opinion of an appeal was an unassailable reversal. He equated appeal

with reversal *** He thought he would get an automatic reversal

and keep going up like a rubber ball.” (149) Ray's responses to ques-
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tions put to him about his motivation in entering the guilty plea are

also enlightening. In his interview with the committee, Ray stated

that his main purpose in entering the guilty plea was to get rid of

Foreman. (150) He looked upon the plea as a mere technicality, de-

signed to get him out of Memphis. (151) He believed that Foreman

planned to throwthe case, (152) but because ofthe court's stated atti-

tude at the time he fired Hanes, Ray felt that he would not be allowed

to fire Foreman. (153) Thus, according to Ray, the guilty plea served

as a convenient, harmless alternative to the other options open to him;

namely, going to trial with Foreman, who he no longer trusted, (154)

going to trial with the public defender, who he felt had neither the

skill nor the resources to handle a major case, (155) or going to trial

unrepresented. (156) .

(58) Ray's claimed failure to understand the nature of the guilty

plea calls its validity into question . This question may be resolved ,

however, when the requirements for a valid guilty plea are examined.

The committee conducted just such an examination. It found that the

Constitution of the United States, and the Supreme Court's interpreta-

tion of it, requires that trial courts make a number of determinations

before accepting a defendant's tendered guilty plea. Thus the trial

court must determine, if the plea has been entered voluntarily, under-

standingly, and intelligently ; (157) and its assessment in those regards

must appear affirmatively in the court's record. (158) Under these

guidelines, the minimum requirements for a valid guilty plea are that

it be the voluntary expression of the defendant's own free choice (159)

and that the accused himself must possess a sufficient awareness ofthe

relevant circumstances and likely consequences of his plea. (160) Ray's

past history, moreover, argues strongly in favor of the proposition

that he knew that the guilty plea would effectively extinguish all of his

legal remedies. For example, on December 17, 1959 , Ray was found

guilty,bya St. Louis, Mo. , jury, of robbery. Ray subsequently appealed

that decision to the Missouri Supreme Court, which rejected his appeal

and affirmed the lower court's decision on February 12, 1962. (161) In

light of this previous appellate experience, it is difficult to credit the

theory that Ray, in fact, believed that he had only to appeal from the

guilty plea to replace his lawyer and win a new trial.

V. CONCLUSION

(59) It may be concluded that Ray's plea surpassed the Constitu-

tion's minimum requirements. From the committee's scrutiny of the

circumstances surrounding James Earl Ray's guilty plea it may be

concluded that, although the plea contained troubling issues, Ray was

not coerced into entering it ; that the conflict of interest that Ray

alleged on the part of attorneys Hanes and Foreman did not result

in or influence Ray's decision to plead guilty ; that Percy Foreman's

personal investigation of the facts of the case should have been more

thorough, but the work product of others who investigated the case

provided him with enough information to provide Ray with effective

assistance of counsel ; and finally the reasons which James Earl Ray

gave for pleading guilty were self-serving and in no instance provided

the basis upon which he would be entitled to a new trial.

Submitted by:

RONALD ADRINE,

Senior Staff Counsel.
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INTRODUCTION

(1) The committee's effort to understand Ray's motive was one ofthe

most significant aspects of its investigation . Because Ray has consist-

ently denied his participation in Dr. King's murder, the committee did

not have access to the most probative evidence the assassin's own ex-

planation for the crime. The committee, therefore, necessarily relied

onthetestimony of others and an analysis of Ray's conduct.

(2) The committee's findings on the question of motive were based,

in part, on an exhaustive field investigation of incidents in Ray's past

alleged to support a number of motive possibilities, including racial,

psychological, and financial. The committee's investigation of a num-

ber ofthese incidents is included below.

RAY'S ALLEGED ASSOCIATION WITH A SYMPATHIZER OF THE AMERICAN

NAZI PARTY IN 1944

(3) According to both George McMillan, author of "The Making of

an Assassin," and William Bradford Huie, author of "He Slew the

Dreamer," James Earl Ray developed a close relationship with an

older man, originally from Germany, who was Ray's supervisor at

the International Shoe Co. Tannery, East Hartford, Ill., in 1944. (1)

According to McMillan, this individual, identified in FBI files as

Henry Stumm (2) of Alton, Ill., was an outspoken admirer of Adolf

Hitler who "carried a picture of the German Fuehrer with him ." (3)

Stumm and Ray allegedly frequented an Alton , Ill. , cafe after work

where they would discuss Nazi politics for hours.

(4) Stumm apparently refused to speak with McMillan about his al-

leged relationship with Ray, but the author was able to interview Eric

Duncan, then shop steward at the tannery. Duncan reportedly claimed.

that Ray and his German friend were seen together frequently. The

owner ofthe Alton , Ill. , cafe also spoke with McMillan and remembered

"the two coming in after work *** taking the two back stools ***

and then talking lengthily." (4)

(5) Henry Stumm was interviewed by the FBI on January 10, 1969 ,

and stated he had worked at the leather tannery in Hartford, Ill . , for

almost 30 years but did not recall ever having met James Earl Ray.

Stumm denied all allegations that had been made by members of the

news media during the months following the assassination , including

their suggestions that he was pro-Nazi, that he had given Ray a copy

of Hitler's "Mein Kampf" and that he had met frequently with Ray

in the Alton, Ill. , cafe. Stumm supplied the FBI with the names oftwo

Alton, Ill. , residents who would verify that he had driven to and from

workwiththem every day during that time . Stummentered the United

States from Germany in 1928 and became a citizen in 1936 ; he stated

emphatically that he had always maintained a pro-American atti-

tude. (5)

(243)
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(6 ) Henry Stumm died before committee investigators ap-

proached him for an interview. The committee did, however, interview

William E. Maher, Ray's uncle from Alton , Ill. , who saw Ray often

during this period of time. Maher had previously spoken to the FBI

on April 22, 1968, and reportedly said James Earl Ray had associated

with an individual who had pro-Nazi leanings and "he became anti-

Negro and anti-Jewish as a result." (6) When questioned by the com-

mittee staff regarding this statement, Maher said that although he was

aware Ray associated with Stumm at the tannery, he had no knowledge

that Ray saw him at other times. Maher insisted their relationship

was no more significant than that of fellow tannery employees ; Ray

mentioned him to Maher only once outside of their work. Ray and

Maher were walking together and after they saw Stumm on the street.

Ray turned to his uncle saying, " Henrythinks that Hitler is all right."

Maher replied, "If that's what Henry thinks, he's in trouble around

here." They both laughed and Maher regarded the incident as a joke.

Maher repeatedly denied ever hearing Ray make any pro-Nazi or anti-

Black remarks.(7)

(7) From the information available to the committee, it is evident

that James Earl Ray and Henry Stumm did have contact with one an-

other within the tannery, perhaps on a regular basis. Because the com-

mittee was unable to interview Mr. Stumm, it was difficult to deter-

mine whether his association with Ray might have stirred an interest

in the philosophies of Adolf Hitler. It was apparent, however, that

the passage of more than two decades would erase the effects of a rela-

tionship which was-by any account-short termed. In the absence

of evidence of more recent contact by Ray with members or sympa-

thizers of the Nazi Party, there is an insufficient basis for concluding

that the ideologies of Adolf Hitler or the American Nazi Party had a

discernible effect on his participation in the assassination.

RAY'S REFUSAL TO MOVE TO LEAVENWORTH HONOR FARM IN THE MID - 1950'S

(8) It has been alleged by several authors, particularly George Mc-

Millan in "Making of an Assassin" and Gerold Frank in "An Amer-

ican Death," that James Earl Ray's refusal to move to an integrated

honor farm while incarcerated at Leavenworth Penitentiary. Kans.,

in the mid-1950's was a clear indication of pronounced racial

animosities. (8)

(9) On March 7, 1955, Ray and Walter Terry Rife stole 66 blank

money orders from the Kellerville, Ill., post office and went on a 2-

week spending spree. They were arrested on March 23 , 1955, and

charged with the Federal offense of forging an endorsement on a U.S.

Postal Money Order. Ray was sentenced to 45 months at the Federal

penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kans. , on July 1 , 1955. (9)

(10) On April 5, 1958, Ray was given conditional release from

Leavenworth. His release progress report, dated April 4 , 1958, reflected

the following :

At the time of initial classification , Ray was placed under

medium custody and assigned to the fire department. He re-

mained on such assignment until July 15, 1955, when he was

reassigned to the paint shop. On July 12, 1957, Ray was
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approved for our honor farm but was never actually trans-

ferred to such assignment due to the fact that he did not feel

he could live in an honor farm dormitory because they are

integrated. Due to this fact, he was never placed under such

status. He was assigned to our bakery, where he remained

until released on conditional release (CR) . (10)

(11) James Earl Ray was questioned on his general racial attitudes

in a September 1977 Playboy interview, and gave the following reason

for his refusal to move to the Leavenworth honor farm.

RAY. I did refuse to be transferred to the farm and the

supposedly integrated dormitories. But the overriding reason

was a prison policy of handing out extra time for marihuana

possession-possession being anything found in your immedi-

ate area in the dormitory.

PLAYBOY. You mean you felt the blacks smoked dope and

that you would be punished for it ?

RAY. Maybe. (11)

(12) The committee was unable to determine whether Ray's response

to Playboy was the truth or simply an attempt to draw attention away

from the documented evidence concerning this issue. Even accepting-

on face value-Ray's stated reasons for resisting the transfer, they

nevertheless reflected a tendency to engage in racially oriented gen-

eralizations on human behavior. The incident did not, however, indi-

cate fanatical racism on the part of the assassin-especially in light of

Ray's willingness to enter into close working relations with Blacks

during his employment at Indian Trails in 1967. The incident was

vicwed, therefore, as simply one more example of general lack of

empathy for Blacks.

RAY'S ALLEGED INTEREST IN A BOUNTY ON THE LIFE OF DR. KING WHILE

AT MISSOURI STATE PENITENTIARY

(13) During its investigation, the committee developed convincing

evidence of a St. Louis-based conspiracy involving John Sutherland-

a patent attorney-and John Kauffmann-an associate of Sutherland's

involved in a variety of legal and illegal activities. According to G.

Russell Byers, the committee's primary source of information for the

allegation, Kauffmann brought himto Sutherland in late 1966 or early

1967 ; Sutherland in turn offered Byers $50,000 to murder or arrange

the murder of Dr. King.

(14) During the committee's investigation of Byers and his story,

the committee determined that word of the Sutherland-Kauffmann

offer might have reached Ray through a variety of channels, two of

which involved associates of Ray at Missouri State Prison . The com-

mittee was unable to demonstrate a direct link between Ray and the

St. Louis conspiracy through inmates or officials of the Missouri State

Prison. Nevertheless, it did identify four inmates who claimed per-

sonal knowledge of Ray's interest in collecting on a bounty on the

life of Dr. King.

(15) Thomas Britton, former MSP inmate, was interviewed by the

FBI in May 1968. (12) Britton stated that he and Ray met in MSP
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while Ray worked as a walkboy in Britton's cell block. On one occasion,

Ray reportedly told Britton that "he intended to make a bunch of

money ** there are more ways of making money than robbing

banks." When Britton questioned him on this, Ray told him about an

organization outside the prison called the "Businessman's Association"

which had offered $100,000 for people like Dr. King to be killed. Ray

added, “King is 5 years past due." Britton asked Ray what this group

was and Ray replied, "I don't know but I will find out. " (13)

( 16) Britton could provide no further information on the alleged

"Businessman's Organization." He did indicate, however, that an or-

ganization called "Cooley's Organization" was being operated by a

group of prisoners-perhaps "old cons who were trustees in A hall

during his term of incarceration. Britton described it as a protection

organization that provided assistance to its members against other

prisoners as well as to those in trouble with prison authorities. The

organization also trafficked in contraband, and reportedly could ar-

range an inmate murder. Britton estimated the organization's mem-

bership at five to six inmates. A $10 membership fee was required. ( 14)

(17) Britton explained that he had been approached by another

inmate and asked if he would join "Cooley's" ; a short time after

expressing an interest, Britton was approached by Ray, who gave

him a "membership Cooley's Club" card. He used his card on several

occasions during arguments with inmates over wagers. Although he

and Ray never discussed the organization, Britton assumed that Ray

was a member because he appeared to be well trusted by the group.

Britton did not, however, indicate that a connection existed between

this alleged inmate association and the "Businessman's Organization"

mentioned. (15)

(18) In light of Sutherland's mention of a "secret southern organiza-

tion," and Sutherland's known contact with a businessmen's organiza-

tion, the committee found Britton's information extremely interesting.

Unfortunately, while the staff was able to locate relatives of Britton,

it was unable to locate Britton himself. Thus, his information could

notbe pursued.

(19) Another former MSP inmate, James W. Brown, was inter-

viewed bythe FBI in April 1968. (16 ) Brown stated that he associated

with James Earl Ray in MSP from 1963 until Brown's release in 1965.

In the fall of 1963 , Brown and several other inmates were present

when Ray said that he was going to get Dr. King when he got out.

A "Cooley" organization would pay him $10,000 for the murder.

Brown also told the FBI Ray cursed Dr. King when he read about

civil rights demonstrations in the newspapers. Ray was reportedly

glad when President Kennedy was killed and called him a "nigger

loving s.o.b." (17)

(20) The committee located and interviewed James Brown regard-

ing the above allegation. ( 18 ) Brown stated that he met James Earl

Ray in mid-1959 when he and Ray were working at a mail-order house

in Kansas City, Mo., together. Brown stated he had his next contact

with Ray at Missouri State Penitentiary when he and Ray began

*The FBI devoted a significant amount of time and resources to an investiga-

tion of this organization . While they were satisfied that it existed , they were

unable to identify its members.
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their respective prison terms in 1960. Sometime in 1964, Ray allegedly

told Brown "if he could get out, he had an offer to knock King off."

Brown stated this was the only time Ray spoke of killing King ; they

were in the prison yard with several other inmates. Brown denied

any knowledge of a "Cooley" organization, or of an offer of $10,000

from anygroup to kill Dr. King. (19)

(21 ) The third former Missouri State Penitentiary inmate who

allegedly heard James Earl Ray discussing a bounty on Dr. King's

head was Raymond Louis Curtis. In April 1968, Curtis was inter-

viewed by the FBI after he attempted to publish a story detailing

his association with James Earl Ray at Missouri State Peniten-

tiary. (20) Curtis claimed to have been incarcerated with James Earl

Ray since 1955 in several prisons, their last contact was between 1962-

66 at Jefferson City, Mo. Curtis claimed that he and Ray shared a

cell at Missouri State Penitentiary, along with a third individual

whom he refused to identify. According to Curtis, Dr. King's move-

ments became a topic of discussion among the three cellmates in 1963-

64. Curtis stated the following rumor was circulating in MSP at that

time : The "KK (Kill King, Kill Kennedy) of the South" had raised

$1 million as a bounty on Dr. King's head. A similar bounty had al-

legedly existed on President Kennedy's head and James Earl Ray

mentioned a dozen times he would like to have collected that money.

Ray said a number of times in the presence of Curtis, "If I get out

in time and if King is still alive, I would like to get the bounty on

King." Ray never mentioned who he would contact on the outside but

Curtis explained that criminals knew how to make those contacts.

Curtis detailed the plot which he and Ray had worked on for almost

3 years. Ray, according to Curtis, began to follow Dr. King's move-

ments with maps after he heard of the $1 million bounty on his head.

When asked by the FBI if he would testify to the KK story, Curtis

refused, stating he feared for his life. (21)

(22) James Earl Ray commented on Raymond Curtis' allegations

in a letter to James Lesar in January 1976 which was reprinted in a

national magazine :

Met Raymond Curtis the first time in the Kansas City, Mo.,

jail in 1955, knew him only because blocks were small. After

he was sent to Leavenworth I learned (from Curtis' accom-

plice) that Curtis was an FBI informer and I turned on him.

Next saw Curtis in 1962-64 at Jefferson City when he ap-

proached me in the yard with some escape yarn. I told him

to get away. I never sawhim again but heard that he checked

in a protection building. Next time I was in London jail and

Curtis wrote pretending to know me. I wrote back a sarcastic

letter (Hanes may have letter) only letter I got from anyone

but family and counsel. Last heard Curtis murdered two

people in Georgia and is on death row. FBI got Curtis pa-

roled twice. (22)

(23) The committee located and interviewed Raymond Curtis, (23)

who admitted meeting Ray in 1955 and being incarcerated with him

on three occasions, the last time in MSP. Curtis claimed to know Ray

very well at MSP. During the fall of 1963, Curtis and Ray were

watching a television in the prison yard when news of President
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Kennedy's assassination came on. Ray allegedly said , "Someone made

a big score off of that hit ; every time a big hit is made, I'm not out

to make it. One day I'm going to make one big score like that .” Al-

though Curtis claimed Ray disliked Blacks, he could not point to any

specific act or statement by Ray that led him to this conclusion and

he could not recall Ray ever making any remarks to him about Dr.

King, (24)

(24) In addition to Curtis' criminal record, several other factors

have caused the committee to discount his information . First, Curtis

has attempted to sell his story on more than one occasion . Second, he

refused to name the MSP inmate who might corroborate his informa-

tion to the FBI. Third, he refused to commit himself to sworn testi-

mony. Fourth, his statements to the committee differed significantly

fromthose given to the FBI.

(25) Donald Lee Mitchell was interviewed by the FBI in September

1968 at his own request. (25 ) At that time, Mitchell furnished a hand-

written statement which detailed his relationship with James Earl

Ray. Mitchell claimed that while he and Ray worked together in food

service before Mitchell's release in June 1966, Ray told him in con-

fidence about his plans to escape in the spring of 1966. Ray asked

Mitchell to help him. The following excerpt from Mitchell's statement

reflects what Ray told him about a bounty to kill Dr. King.

Some people ( friends in St. Louis) fixed it with someone

in Philadelphia, for himto kill Dr. King

Ray told me not to worry about a thing. Also how did a

grand sum of $50,000 sound to me? I said great, but what if

we get caught ? He explained we wouldn't and if we did we

would get out of it with a fixer lawyer, besides who in the

South like "niggers" ? (26)

(26) Ray reportedly advised Mitchell that both of them would get

$50,000 for killing King and later on they would get additional money

for killing "one of those stinking Kennedy's." According to Mitchell ,

Ray never told him the identities of those offering this bounty. (27)

(27) During the interview, Mitchell described in detail Ray's plan

forthe assassination and Mitchell's role in it :

He (Mitchell) was to be near the building from which

Ray would shoot King and after the shots were fired and

attention was focused on the building he, Mitchell, was to

run and create attention to get the police to chase him ***

this would give Ray ample time to walk away from the build-

ing. Mitchell was then to tell the police that he heard shots

and since he was an exconvict he got scared and did not want

to get in any trouble so he ran *** Ray was then going to

go "up north" and after awhile purposely get himself picked

up on his jail break from the Missouri State Penitentiary,

because he said that he would have enough money at that time

to hire a lawyer to get himparole. (28)

(28) Mitchell's FBI interview reflected fairly accurate knowledge

of James Earl Ray's second escape attempt from MSP as well as his

habits and associate, and, therefore, indicated Mitchell did have some

contact with Ray. In addition, Ray's alleged mention of "some
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people (friends in St. Louis) " and the sum of $50,000 coincided with

Byers' information on the Sutherland/Kauffmann offer. Unfor-

tunately, the committee was unable to locate and interview Donald

Lee Mitchell. The committee, therefore, was unable to explore fully,

information that he might possess on a conspiracy in the assassination*.

(29) Information provided by convicts must, of course, receive

close scrutiny. The information provided by all four MSP inmates

in their initial FBI interviews was interesting, and potentially sig-

nificant. It cannot, however, be given significant weight without inde-

pendent corroboration . This is particularly true in the case of individ-

uals such as Mr. Curtis, who made efforts to barter his information.

RAY'S ALLEGED INVOLVEMENT IN RACIAL INCIDENTS WHILE AT MISSOURI

STATE PENITENTIARY

(30) During its investigation, the committee noted allegations from

a variety of sources that Ray had been involved in racial incidents

while in custody at Missouri State Penitentiary between 1960 and 1967.

The committee investigated these reported incidents. In addition , the

committee interviewed approximately 30 MSP inmate associates on the

subject of Ray's racial attitudes.

(31) In June 1964, Missouri State Penitentiary was a racially segre-

gated institution, with severe overcrowding in A hall, the all-Black

cellblock. Warden E. V. Nash attempted to relieve this situation by

moving 11 Blacks into the all-white cellblocks F and G halls. (29)

Shortlythereafter, while returning from the prison yard, four of these

Black inmates were attacked by a group of prisoners wearing pillow-

cases over their heads. (30) One Black prisoner died and three others

received severe knife wounds. (31) This incident was followed by sev-

eral beatings and stabbings, mostly racially motivated, in the summer

and fall of 1964. (32)

(32) In his book, "The Making of an Assassin," author George

McMillan wrote that Jerry Ray told him that James had bragged that

he was "one of those who wore a pillowcase that afternoon . "(33) Dur-

ing his investigation of the incident, however, McMillan found no evi-

dence to substantiate Jerry's information. (34) McMillan also noted

that a thorough investigation of the incident by prison authorities in

1964 resulted in the identification and punishment of the responsible

inmates. The officials concluded that James Earl Ray was not among

this group. (35)

(33) The committee was unable to obtain a copy of the report ofthis

incident from either Missouri State Penitentiary officials or the Mis-

souri Division of Corrections. Both offices had destroyed the files dur-

ing the intervening 14 years. (36) The committee did, however, inter-

view Warden Donald W. Wyrick, former Warden Harold R. Swen-

son, and former Deputy Warden Bernard J. Poiry, three prison offi-

cials currently residing in Jefferson City who were well acquainted

with the incident and the followup investigation . (37) To the best of

their current recollections, six white inmates were placed in solitary

confinement pending the outcome of the investigation. No formal

charges were lodged, however, and the inmates were subsequently re-

*Because the FBI did not uncover the Sutherland/Kauffmann plot in 1968, they

did not question Mitchell in this area.
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leased . (38) James Earl Ray was not among those under investiga-

tion. (39)

(34) The FBI interviewed a total of 100 inmate associates, as well

as several other close associates, of James Earl Ray's during their in-

vestigation in 1968. (40) The committee determined from its review

of these 100 interviews, only 22 commented on Ray's racial views and

only 2 mentioned the 1964 racial stabbing incident. (41 ) One of these

inmates, Ernest Bagby, recalled the incident clearly, and stated posi-

tively Ray was not involved. (42) The other inmate, Louis Dowda, told

the FBI that Ray either knew those involved well or was involved

himself. (43)

(35) During the course of its investigation, the committee inter-

viewed 30 former inmate associates of Ray's as well as 5 present and

former prison officials at Missouri State Penitentiary. (44) Of these 35,

26 mentioned Ray's racial views, but only 2 inmates claimed to have

knowledge of the 1964 racial stabbing incident. Joe Hegwood told

the committee staff that he knew all those involved in the incident and

Ray was not among them. In fact, the incident occurred in a cellblock

on the opposite side of the yard, according to Hegwood. (45) The other

inmate who claimed personal knowledge of this incident, Jack Rom-

prey, also advised the committee that he (Romprey) was close to those

who participated in the 1964 stabbing and Ray was not among

them. (46) The majority of inmates indicated James Earl Ray showed

no propensity for violence. (47)

(36) A second incident raised by McMillan dealt with James Earl

Ray's alleged reference to Martin Luther King in a derogatory manner

in the presence of other inmates at Missouri State Penitentiary. (48)

According to McMillan, fellow inmate Raymond Curtis told him that

in 1963-64 when he and Ray were watching Martin Luther King on

the television together, "(Ray) reacted as if King's remarks were di-

rected at him personally. He began to call him Martin 'Lucifer' King

and Martin Luther 'Coon"." (49)

Curtis told the FBI in May 1968, that Ray and he shared a cell along

with a third man at Missouri State Penitentiary. (50) Curtis alleged

further that Ray discussed at length with Curtis and the third uni-

dentified inmate, the details of his plan to kill Dr. King. (51) Ray's

alleged use of derogatory terms toward Dr. King was corroborated by

another MSP inmate, Cecil Clayton Lillibridge, during a 1968 FBI

interview. Lillibridge was reported to have said that Ray disliked

Blacks and although he had no particular feeling toward King, he

had once referred to him as Martin Luther "Coon." (52)

(37) In an attempt to corroborate the above allegations, committee

staff located and interviewed Curtis and Lillibridge . (53) Curtis, cur-

rently incarcerated in Georgia, told the committee during the course

of his interview, that Ray did not like Blacks but could not recall any

specific racial incident in which Ray was involved. Curtis told the com-

mittee that Ray never made any remarks to him about Dr. King. (54)

In addition, the committee's review of cell assignments for Ray and

Curtis failed to reveal any time at which the two shared a cell. (55)

(38) Lillibridge told the committee that he and Ray occupied the

same cell for a short time in 1966 or 1967. He stated that during this

time, James Earl Ray was assigned to a heavy construction detail as

a punishment for refusing to work, and he was required to work along-
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side Black prisoners for many weeks. Lillibridge recalled that the

Blackinmates would joke with himby calling him "gray man" instead

ofRay, and James Earl Ray would in turn refer to Martin Luther King

as Martin Luther "Coon." Lillibridge was positive that Ray viewed

this exchange as a joke and did not believe it reflected animosity be-

tween Ray and these Black inmates. (56) A review of Lillibridge's and

Ray's cell assignments reflected a period of approximately 2 weeks in

December 1966, and January 1967, when they occupied the same cell in

C hall. (57) Ray's work records reflected that he was assigned to in-

side construction during this same time. (58)

(39) The committee received additional evidence on Ray's relations

with Blacks while at MSP from Dr. McCarthy DeMere, Ray's physi-

cian at Shelby County Jail in 1968 and 1969. Dr. DeMere testified in

the habeas corpus proceedings in 1974, that he had questioned Ray

concerning his racial opinions to determine whether Black deputies

should be used to guard Ray. (59) Dr. DeMere stated that Ray told him

he liked blacks and "that he had been in prison with them before and

he had no prejudice whatsoever."

(40) Dr. DeMere was questioned on this subject by the committee

during both an interview and public testimony ; he recalled that Ray

was extremely aggravated by the pretrial publicity with regard to his

purported racial animosity. Ray told Dr. DeMere that some of his

friends in Missouri State Penitentiary were Black and that he resented

the media's gross distortion of his racial attitude. (60)

(41) In addition to its investigation of specific racial incidents at

MSP, the committee reviewed approximately 100 FBI inmate inter-

views(61) for evidence on Ray's racial views during that time period.

The committee identified those individuals who worked closely with

Ray in the bakery, celled near or with him, showed knowledge of his

habits or family, or were identified as associates of Ray. The commit-

tee also identified those inmates who claimed Ray was racially prej-

udiced. Ultimately, the committee was able to locate and interview over

30 of Ray's closer inmate associates. Twenty of these inmates indicated

knowledge of Ray's racial attitudes ; 3 claimed Ray was racist , while

17 told the committee he showed no apparent dislike for Blacks. (62)

Finally, one of those inmates who said Ray did indeed show anti-Black

feelings added that there was a good deal of racial friction throughout

Missouri State Penitentiary during this time and that Ray's attitude

was not an uncommon one among white inmates. (63)

(42) As was noted in the committee's final report, the investigation

at Missouri State Penitentiary produced conflicting evidence on Ray's

racial attitudes, and did not provide a basis on which one might con-

clude that Ray killed Dr. King solely for racial motives.

JAMES EARL RAY'S INQUIRIES CONCERNING IMMIGRATION TO SOUTHERN

AFRICAN NATIONS AND THE POSSIBILITY OF JOINING MERCENARY FORCES

OPERATING IN AFRICA

(43) Several transactions undertaken by James Earl Ray following

his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary evidenced an interest in

racist African regimes. Shortly before his escape from the Missouri

State Penitentiary on April 23, 1967, James told his brother, John

Larry Ray, that he would like to flee the country and, in this connection ,
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he mentioned that he thought former German army officer. Ian Smith,

was doing a good job as Prime Minister of Rhodesia. (64) Once outside

the prison walls. Ray did seek information concerning emigration to

Rhodesia and South Africa, and, following the assassination of Dr.

King, he attempted to arrange transportation to Africa. He wasbound

for Brussels, Belgium, apparently in an effort to make contact with

the remnants of a white mercenary force, at the time of his apprehen-

sion at London's Heathrow Airport on June 8, 1968.

(44) In its attempt to determine whether the assassination of Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr., was motivated by racial hatred, the com-

mittee reviewed these transactions. The committee believed that Ray's

fascination with segregated nations might indicate a general sympathy

for these policies. The first indication of Ray's interest in African

countries following his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary, arose

during his trip to Mexico in late 1967. Ray stayed in Mexico during

late October and early November 1967, and during that time sought

information about emigration to Rhodesia, which he considered a

safe, English-speaking country.

(45) During an interview with the committee, Ray was asked about

his activities while he lived in Puerto Vallarta. He explained:

I tried to get out of the-I attempted to get out of the

United States down there, through, I think this was where the

Rhodesia questions come up. It was an ad in the U.S. News

& World Report wanting immigrants to Rhodesia. They

give an address that you write to, some-and I wrote to them

and I told them that I was, been, I was a U.S. citizen but I

was-I lost it because I was, had been in a foreign army or

something. I put some story on it and I'd like to immigrate to

some English-speaking country * * *.* *. (65)

Ray waited 2 or 3 weeks for an answer to his inquiry. When he re-

ceived none, he decided to leave Mexico and travel to Los Angeles,

Calif. His interest in Rhodesia, however, continued.

(46 ) On December 28, 1967, Ray wrote a letter to the American-

Southern African Council in Washington, D.C., concerning emigration

to Rhodesia. John Acord, chairman of the council, provided this letter

to agents of the FBI on May 9, 1968. (66) The letter read as

follows : (67)

DEAR SIR: I recently read an article in the Los Angeles

Times on your council [sic ] . The John Birch Society* pro-

vided me with your address. My reason for writing is that I

am considering immigratingto Rhodesia, however, their [ sic]

are a couple legal questions involved:

One : The U.S. Government will not issue a passport for

travel to Rhodesia.

Two: Would their [sic ] be any way to enter Rhodesia

legally [from the Rhodesian Government point of

view]?

*Because of the reference to the John Birch Society in the Galt letter to Acord,

the FBI also checked the files of the Los Angeles Birch Society office but their

files reflected no record under the name Galt or any other Ray alias. (FBI Airtel

from Los Angeles to Director, May 10, 1968, Los Angeles Murkin file 44-1574,

serial 1236. )
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I would appreciate any information you could give me on

the above subject or any other information on Rhodesia.

Sincerely,

ERIC STARVO GALT,**

Los Angeles, Calif.

Acord explained to FBI agents that he was in Rhodesia when the coun-

cil received the Galt letter, but his secretary sent Galt a form reply

and some literature on Rhodesia. The purpose ofthe American-South-

ern African Council, according to Acord, was to promote amicable

U.S. relations with South Africa, Rhodesia, Angola, and Gambia. (68)

(47) Ray's letter indicated that he was apparently misinformed

about the requirements for travel to Rhodesia, suggesting that his in-

vestigation of the immigration possibility had been limited. In 1967

a U.S. passport was valid in all countries except the People's Republic

of China, North Korea, and North Vietnam, and travel by citizens of

the United States to Rhodesia was unrestricted. (69)

(48) Ray, again under his Galt alias, next wrote the Orange County

California Chapter of the Friends of Rhodesia, an organization that

attempted to advance friendly United States-Rhodesian relations .

Ronald Hewitson, president of the Orange County Friends of Rho-

desia, gave the FBI a February 4, 1968, letter from Eric S. Galt. (70 )

Galt had written to thank Hewitson for his response to a previous let-

ter, although Hewitson was unable to find any earlier correspondence

from Galt. The Galt letter noted that most of his questions regarding

immigration to Rhodesia had been answered, though he would ap-

preciate any additional information. He also wrote that he did not.

intend to depart for Rhodesia until November 1968. (71 ) The com-

mittee noted that Ray's apparent plan to remain in the United States

until November 1968, would suggest that if he had decided to kill Dr.

King at the time of this letter, his plan did not yet include a definite

timetable. This letter did not, of course, preclude the possibility that

his letters concerning Rhodesia indicated an attempt to establish an

escape plan.

(49) The frequency of incidents reflecting Ray's interest in African

countries increased significantly following the assassination of Dr.

King. Ray wrote author William Bradford Huie that after he reached

Canada, he traveled from Toronto to Montreal to arrange passage on

a ship to Africa from that port in case he was unable to secure a

Canadian passport. ( 72 ) In his account for Huie, Ray described his

efforts :

*** In Montreal I got a room on Notre Dame West all

the way across town from Notre Dame East where I lived in

August 1967. If I didn't get the passport, I was going to rent

passage on a ship that sailed around the coast of South Africa

and try to slip in at one of the stops. I found a Scandinavian

line that had ships going to Mozambique. The price for a

ticket was $600 . But they wanted a passport number, so I gave

up on that. (73)

**"Galt" was the alias used by Ray at this time.

42-636-79- -17
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Ray was unable to find suitable transportation during the 9 days he

maintained he spent in Montreal, so he returned to Toronto. In his

account for Huie, Ray continued :

When I got back to Toronto from Montreal, I had about

$800 . I wanted to go to an English-speaking country in Africa

so I could get employment, but the price of a round trip ticket

was $820. You can't get into one of those countries without a

round trip ticket * * * . (74)

Frustrated in these efforts, Ray left Canada for Europe.

(50) In an interview with the committee, Ray said he traveled to

Europe in an effort to reach Africa ; he added that he hoped particu-

larly to get to an English-speaking country such as South Africa or

Rhodesia. ( 75 ) He landed in London on May 7, 1968, and during that

day, exchanged the return portion of his ticket back to Toronto for

passage from London to Lisbon. Ray told Huie that he made immedi-

ate inquiries concerning travel to Angola.

When I arrived in London I called the Portuguese Embassy

about a visa to Angola. I was told it would take 1 day to pro-

cess. Ithen took a plane to Lisbon. (76)

A review of investigative files indicated that Ray departed for Lisbon

that evening. (77)

(51) Ray spent 10 days in Portugal. He hoped to arrange passage on

a ship from Lisbon to Africa and he thought that he might be able to

make contact with a white mercenary military group in the Portuguese

capital, because of the colonial presence of Portugal in Angola. In

fact, Ray told Huie that most of his time in Portugal was spent look-

ing for a ship to Angola. (78) On his eighth day in Lisbon, according

to this account, Ray found a ship for Angola, but he was unable to

leave on that vessel because it was scheduled to depart in 2 days and

the necessary visa required 7 days to process.

(52) The Portuguese police investigation of Ray's activities in Lis-

bon revealed contacts with other African nations. Some time between

May 8 and May 11, 1968, Ray visited the Rhodesian Diplomatic Mis-

sion in Lisbon . (79) He presented a Canadian passport to prove his

identity and explained to a Mission employee he wanted to write his

brother, a white mercenary in Angola. He requested an address in

Salisbury, Rhodesia, that he could use to forward correspondence to

his brother, but was informed no such service was available. Ray then

asked a few general questions about immigration to Rhodesia and left

the office.

(53) Ray also sought information at the South African Embassy in

Lisbon some time between May 8 and his May 17 return to London.

(80) An embassy employee told Portuguese police that "Sneyd," in an

American accent, said he was interested in finding his brother, and

that he wanted to travel to South Africa in order to make inquiries.

Sneyd explained that his brother had been in the Congo, though his

present location was unknown.

(54) Sneyd was told by an employee at the South African Embassy

that in order for an American to enter South Africa , a visa was re-

quired. Sneyd responded that he was a Canadian citizen and in turn

was informed that a visa was not mandatory, but he would need to
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offer proof of financial responsibility as well as provide his exact des-

tination in South Africa and reason for the journey. The employee also

mentioned to Sneyd that the Johannesburg mercenary army office was

closed and that the embassy did not know of any other organization

that could help Sneyd locate his brother. (81)

(55) One author reported that Ray also contacted the Biafran Office

in Lisbon concernin
g
the possibilit

y
of fighting as a mercenar

y
in Bi-

afra. ( 82 ) The Portugue
se

police found, however, that the purpose

of that office was to purchase arms in Europe and handle their transit

through Lisbon to Biafra, and it did not ordinaril
y
receive inquiries

from prospecti
ve

white mercenari
es

. The office records failed to reflect

any Sneyd visit . (83)

(56) Finally, evidence indicated that Ray visited the South African

Airways office in Lisbon sometime during his stay in Portugal. At the

time of his apprehension at Heathrow Airport in London on June 8,

1968, he had a South African Airways timetable in his possession on

which the Lisbon telephone number ofthe South African Embassy was

written in ink. A pencil mark appeared next to a flight to Salisbury,

Rhodesia. (84)

(57) Following these efforts to reach an African nation from Por-

tugal, Ray returned to London on May 17. On May 30, 1968, he ex-

changed 15 South African Rand for £ 7.13.10 or about $17.50 Ameri-

can, at a London branch of Lloyd's Bank Limited. (85) It seems

likely that he bought the South African currency in Lisbon. His pos-

session of the foreign currency would indicate that he was, at one time,

relatively certain that he would be traveling to South Africa. This

exchange of the currency in London evidences a diminished likelihood

of that journey, as well as Ray's general shortage of funds.

(58) Ian Colvin, reporter for the London DailyTelegraph, told Scot-

land Yard detectives that he was called by a person who identified

himself as Ramon George Sneyd, on Tuesday, June 4, 1968. (86) This

information is consistent with New Earl's Court Hotel proprietress

Janet Nassau's report, that Sneyd made calls to the Daily Telegraph

on that Tuesday, the day before he left her hotel. (87) Colvin said that

Sneyd, who was later identified as James Earl Ray, had called to re-

quest the telephone number of Major Alistair Wicks. Colvin was not

certain where Sneyd got his name, but on May 20 , 1968 , the Daily

Telegraph published an article by Colvin which noted that Wicks,

described as a former mercenary leader in the Congo, returned to Eng-

land on May 18, 1968, following 90 days detention in Lomé, Togo. (88)

(59) Sneyd explained to Colvin that he was a Canadian and he

wanted to locate his brother, a mercenary who fought in Angola, and

was reported missing. Rather than release the telephone number of

Wicks and expose him to possible harassment, Colvin instead offered

to pass Sneyd's message to Wicks and have him return the call . Sneyd

agreed and gave Colvin his telephone number at the New Earl's Court

Hotel. Colvin did pass on Sneyd's number, but Wicks did not pur-

sue the contact because he did not recognize Sneyd's name. (89)

(60) Two days later, on June 6 , 1968, Sneyd made a series of desper-

ate callsto Colvin. (90)

(61 ) According to the account Colvin gave Scotland Yard investi-

gators, Sneyd substantially altered his June 4, 1968, story. Sneyd told

Colvin that he had moved to another hotel and, after he was pressed
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by Colvin, admitted that his brother was not missing in Angola,

though he had not heard from him in a long time. Sneyd said he

wanted to become a mercenary and needed information. Colvin told

Sneyd that he might find the remnants of a mercenary force that had

left Africa in Belgium, and suggested that Sneyd contact M. Jean

Gerard-Liebois, research editor on Congo affairs of the Centre de Re-

searchers et Informations Sociales et Politiques (CRISP) , who might

be able to tell Sneyd where to inquire. Colvin offered to send Sneyd a

postcard with the Gerard-Liebois address, in Brussels, and Sneyd then

told Colvin that he was staying at the Pax Hotel on Warwick Way.

After this conversation, however, Colvin decided not to send Sneyd

any names, and wrote a postcard merely suggesting that Sneyd consult

the Belgian Embassy or Consular Section of the British Foreign Of-

fice about his brother. Colvin heard no more from Sneyd or James

Earl Ray.

(62) In an apparent attempt to follow up on the information he re-

ceived from Ian Colvin, James Earl Ray was about to leave London

for Brussels, Belgium, when he was apprehended at Heathrow Air-

port on June 8, 1968. At the time of his arrest, Ray was carrying a .38

caliber revolver, loaded with five rounds of ammunition. When asked

whyhe had the gun, Ray responded to officers that he planned to travel

from Brussels to Rhodesia and he said "things are not too good there

just now. " (91) Ray also had among his belonging a London Daily

Mail advertisement for cheap flights to South Africa and a South

African Airways timetable that he probably picked up in Lisbon. (92)

(63) The committee undertook its review of Ray's efforts to immi-

grate to African countries to determine whether this behavior reflected

an innate racism that might also explainthe assassination of Dr. King.

No such evidence was found. Ray's interest in Rhodesia was first ex-

pressed prior to his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary, during a

conversation with his brother, John Larry Ray. The committee's in-

vestigation at Missouri State Penitentiary, however, indicated that

considerable discussion about "safe" countries occurred within the

inmate population, and that Rhodesia was often mentioned in this

regard. (93) There is sound reason to believe , therefore, that Rav's in-

quiries concerning Rhodesia in Mexico in late 1967, and in California

in early 1968, stemmed from a desire to reach a safe haven, and not

because of an interest in the country's politics. This interpretation is

supported by Ray's post-assassination conduct. His frantic efforts to

reach a variety of African countries probably reflected a simple desire

to elude his pursuers. Similarly, it seems reasonable to assume that his

mention of interest in joining mercenary forces constituted an attempt

to lend credibility to his inquiries, rather than a desire to continue a

personal war against Blacks.

THE "BIG NIGGER" TELEPHONE CALL

(64) In his book, "The Making of an Assassin," George McMillan

wrote that James Earl Ray called his brother Jerry from Memphis

on the morning of April 4, 1968. Jerry, who worked in Chicago as a

night watchman at a suburban country club, allegedly told McMillan

that this last phone call from James Earl Ray came in the morning

during Jerry's off-time and was less than 3 minutes in length. (94)
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I don't know where he was in Memphis when he called

* ** I don't think it was on the road *** just his voice

and my voice.

Usually when he called, he talked , I talked . But not this

time ! If I tried to tell him anything, he wouldn't let me. He

wasn't wanting any jokes or small talk that day. He was ex-

cited and all worked up. What he said was : "Jerry, tomorrow

it will all be over. I might not see you and Jack for a while.

But don't worry about me. I'll be all right ! Big Nigger has

had it !" (95)

(65) Jerry Ray has repeatedly denied that this phone call ever took

place. (96 ) He filed a suit against McMillan in September 1977, alleg-

ing the author printed numerous untruths in his book about the Ray

family, including this alleged April 4, 1968 phone call . (97)

(66) The committee began its investigation of this allegation with

the realization that its ability to either corroborate or disprove it would

have great significance on the issue of Jerry Ray's foreknowledge ofthe

assassination, as well as on the separate issue of Ray's motive in the

assassination of Dr. King. George McMillan supplied the committee

with copies of his handwritten notes taken immediately following his

interviews with Jerry Ray. (98 ) Mr. McMillan also gave the commit-

tee a sworn affidavit indicating that these notes accurately reflected

his discussions with Jerry Ray. (99) These notes reflected that during

two separate interviews in 1972, Jerry discussed this phone call made

to him by James in Memphis. McMillan did not tape record any inter-

views with Jerry and told the committee on March 15, 1978 , (100) and

again on June 19, 1978, ( 101 ) that Jerry was the sole source of this

information.

(67) McMillan was, therefore , unable to supply the committee with

corroboration for the statement.

(68) In an April 1977, New Times magazine article, Jeff Cohen and

David Lifton claimed author William Bradford Huie had confirmed

McMillan's account of the April 3, 1968 ,* phone call to them. (102)

The committee obtained copies of Lifton's notes of his interview with

Huie which did in fact confirm the call. ( 103) Huie was subsequently

interviewed by the committee on this issue, and advised that Jerry

told him of such a phone call while visiting Huie in Huntsville, Ala. ,

in November 1968. (104) Huie recalled that he and Jerry were drink-

ing that evening, but he did not think Jerry was drunk or unaware

of what he was saying. Jerry allegedly told Huie that James Earl

Ray called him the night before the killing and told him that "Big

Nigger has had it." Huie insisted, however, that he did not believe

Jerry's story then, and did not believe it in 1978. Huie stated that in his

opinion, Jerry would say anything for a few dollars and that he

(Jerry) knew nothing about the case.

(69) Finally, the committee asked McMillan whether he and Huie

had ever discussed this information . McMillan denied any such con-

*Discrepancies exist between McMillan's notes, the Lifton article, and

William B. Huie's recollection regarding the date this alleged phone call was

made to Jerry. McMillan varies the date from April 3, 1968, in his notes and

interviews to April 4, 1968, in his book. Lifton and Huie claim it was made on

April 3, 1968.
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versation. (105) Thus, it would appear that the authors received their

information independently.

(70) The committee was confronted with two separate issues : First ,

whether Jerry Ray told Huie and McMillan of the call ; and, second,

whether the telephone call actually occurred. Mr. McMillan in-

eluded his interview with Jerry in a book, provided the committee with

notes corroborating the interview, and swore to the accuracy of these

notes in an affidavit . In addition, his version was corroborated by the

independent recollection of Huie. While the authors differed on the

date of the alleged phone call , their recall on the content was sub-

stantially similar. There was a legitimate basis, therefore, for conclud-

ing that Jerry's statements occurred.

(71 ) There was no basis, however, for concluding that Jerry's state-

ments reflected the truth. His credibility was highly suspect. In addi-

tion, he was knownto have fabricated bank records which he later sold

to McMillan. (106) It seems reasonable to assume that his comments to

Huie and to McMillan were false and motivated by a simple desire for

financial gain.

Submitted by:

PHOEBE C. ORR,

Researcher.
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INTRODUCTION

( 1) The FBI's investigation, in many ways both thorough and suc-

cessful, nevertheless failed to resolve several significant questions

concerning Ray's preassassination activities. One such question was

the reason for Ray's trip from Los Angeles to New Orleans in Decem-

ber 1967. The task of the committee in the New Orleans investigation

was to determine , first, the nature of James Earl Ray's activities while

in New Orleans and, second, whether these activities might bear on

the assassination or indicate a conspiracy between Ray and another

individual or individuals.

(2) Several separate sources of information on Ray's trip were avail-

able to the committee. These included FBI investigative files ; wit-

nesses in both California and New Orleans ; Ray's own statements to

the committee and other interviewers regarding his trip ; and a variety

of conspiracy allegations that have surfaced since the assassination of-

fering explanations for Ray's New Orleans activities.¹

(3) Much of the FBI's investigation in 1968 involved interviews of

friends and relatives of Charles Stein, individuals who had come

into contact with Ray during his 2-day stay in New Orleans. Where

possible, the committee located these individuals, (1) and conducted

its own interviews. In some cases, the committee also interviewed FBI

agents responsible for the original investigation (2 ) . As could be ex-

pected, the passage of time significantly diminished the amount of

detail that could be furnished by those interviewed. In a few cases,

potential witnesses had died . (3)

(4) Apart from the FBI's investigation, the committee also had

access to Ray's own explanation for his trip. While many of Ray's

statements proved unreliable, the committee, nevertheless, attempted

to investigate any detail furnished by Ray that might shed light on

the purpose of the trip. The information provided by Ray and witness

statements then provided the background for the committee's New

Orleans investigation .

RAY'S ACCOUNT OF THE NEW ORLEANS TRIP 3

(5) On December 15, 1967, James Earl Ray and Charles Stein de-

parted Los Angeles for New Orleans. Ray's own account of his activi-

ties, from December 15, 1967, until his return to Los Angeles remained

relatively consistent throughout his various interviews with the com-

mittee. Sometime subsequent to his arrival in Los Angeles in mid-

November, Ray said that he called his contact [an associate of Raoul]

¹See sec. IIC of Report for a detailed discussion of several New Orleans based

conspiracy allegations .
2

3
Charles Stein was Ray's traveling companion to and from New Orelans.

A more extensive discussion of Ray's accounts on the New Orleans trip can

be found in a separate staff report entitled "Compilation of the Statesments of

James Earl Ray." See, vol. III, HSCA-MLK hearings at pp. 201-206.

(267)
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in New Orleans. (4) He made the call, he said, because he was short

on funds. During the course of this phone call, Ray was instructed

to travel to New Orleans during the month of December to meet with

Raoul, although no precise date for this proposed journey was speci-

fied . Ray maintained that his decision to drive to New Orleans pre-

dated his discussion on December 14 with Marie Martin at the Sultan

Room Bar. It was during this discussion that Ray mentioned to Mar-

tin that he would be traveling to New Orleans. (5) Martin , according

to Ray, expressed interest in Ray's intention to make this trip and

suggested that her cousin, Charles Stein, accompany Ray and share

with the driving.

(6 ) Ray has never provided extensive detail on the drive to New

Orleans, or about Charles Stein, his driving partner. He has stated

that he has no recollection of his discussions with Stein and conceded

that he could have told him anything. Stein and Ray drove straight

through to New Orleans, without stopping at night ; the driving was

split. While en route, Ray made a phone call to his brother, Jerry, the

purpose of which, Ray claimed, was merely to check in with him and

say hello.

(7) After arriving in New Orleans, Ray said he checked into the

Provincial Motel on the recommendation of Charles Stein. Since he

and Raoul had no prearranged meeting place, Ray called the New

Orleans telephone number and was instructed by an individual to

meet Raoul at Le Bunny Lounge on Canal Street. (6 ) After this phone

call-sometime during the afternoon of December 17-Ray met with

Raoul. During this conference, which lasted for only 15 to 20 minutes.

Ray maintained that the prospect of a gunrunning operation was

first discussed. Ray received $500 from Raoul with the promise of

more money in the future. After Ray and Raoul concluded their busi-

ness, Ray informed Stein that he was ready to return to Los Angeles.

but since Stein was visiting relatives and wished to remain in New

Orleans, they stayed 2 additional days.

(8) Ray's explanation for his trip to New Orleans has not varied

throughout his interviews with the committee. He was in need of

money and a passport from Raoul, and because a drive by car would

not be overly expensive, he decided to make the trip. The committee

ultimately rejected Ray's Raoul story ; nevertheless it found his trip

significant for other reasons. Ray's need to transact whatever business

he had in New Orleans must have been pressing. A long-distance car

trip exposed Ray, a fugitive from the law, to the risk of being stopped

by police in a random vehicle check. His willingness to assume this

risk indicated the significance which he attached to the trip.

(9) Charles Stein. Ray's companion during the drive to and from

New Orleans, therefore became a major focal point of the committee's

efforts.

CHARLES JOSEPH STEIN

(10) In December 1967, Stein was a 38-year-old, unemployed, ex-car

salesman enjoying a bohemian lifestyle centered around a personal

cosmic philosophy of life. He resided with a sister, Rita Stein, and

two of her four children at 5666 Franklin Avenue in Los Angeles.

At least superficially, a more improbable associate of Ray would be

difficult to imagine. Nevertheless, several aspects of Stein's back-
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ground raised logical areas of inquiry. First, several witnesses in both

the FBI and the committee investigations had provided evidence indi-

cating Ray's interest in both the use and sales of narcotics (amphet-

amines at Missouri State Prison and marihuana during the year of

freedom after Ray's escape. ) Without evaluating the credibility and

weight attached to this evidence, the fact that Charles Stein's back-

ground (7) reflected occasional involvement in narcotics suggested

this activity as one possible explanation for the association between

Rayand Stein and for their abrupt trip to New Orleans. (8)

(11 ) Other areas that the committee focused on during its investiga-

tions of Stein, and his association with James Earl Ray, included the

possibility, raised by the testimony of several California witnesses,

that Stein and Ray had known each other long before their readily

admitted meeting on December 14 (the day before the New Orleans

trip) ; Stein's registration at American Independent Party Headquar-

ters in Los Angeles on the morning of the New Orleans trip ; and

Stein's knowledge of Ray's activities in New Orleans.

(12) Stein was interviewed initially by the committee in January

1978. Following this extensive 3-day interview, a field investigation

was undertaken in both Los Angeles and New Orleans to establish the

reliability of statements received from Stein during the interview, and

to examine Stein's background, associates, and activities in both cities.

Following these investigative efforts, Stein was brought to Washing-

ton for questioning under oath by the committee. This substantial

investigative commitment was considered necessary because of Stein's

status as one of the few existing primary Ray associates, and because

of his involvement in the New Orleans trip. The results of the inves-

tigation are summarized below. (9)

(13) Charles Joseph Stein was born on May 11 , 1929, in New Orleans

La.; with the exception of one stay in New York in 1952 and travel

with the merchant marine during the late 1940's and early 1950's, he

resided in New Orleans until 1964, when he moved to his 1978

domicile-Los Angeles, Calif. Stein left school after the sixth grade,

and held minor jobs shining shoes and washing dishes until he began

work as a deckhand on a tugboat at the age of 13. Three years later

he took out union membership in the merchant marine, and recalled

visits to South America and Greece during his periods at sea. After

several years with the merchant marine (at least 3 of which were

at sea) , Stein found employment as a longshoreman on the docks of

New Orleans. This was followed by a brief term as a welder's and

pipefitter's helper.

(14) In 1952, Stein went to New York in search of a position with a

company exporting auto parts to Brazil ; the job failed to materialize

when the company's license to ship materials abroad was revoked, and

Stein returned to New Orleans and joined the Army. After 5 months

at Fort Bliss, Tex., Stein suffered an injury to his lower back during

a carpentry detail. Soon after the accident he left the military.

( 15 ) After leaving the Army, Stein returned to New Orleans and

during the next 10 years took positions as barker, waiter, and bartender

with clubs in the French Quarter. Stein managed a club named

Marie's Lounge in the midfifties, and worked at the Silver Frolic in

the early sixties.

42-636-79--18
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(16) As of 1978, Stein had been married four times. He had a son,

Charles Stein, Jr. , by his first wife, Marie Catalana, whom he married

in approximately 1949 or 1950. Marie Catalana was followed by Gloria

Hall (no children ) and, between 1960 and 1964, by Mickey Medina

(no children) . During the 3 to 4 years prior to his departure from

New Orleans in 1964, Stein and Mickey Medina ran a prostitution

business offering the services of Mickey and several other women. (10)

Stein lived off the proceeds of the business.

(17) In addition to prostitution activities in New Orleans, Stein's

criminal activities in that city included, by his own admission, running

dice tables at Marie's Lounge in 1955, and the use of a variety of nar-

cotics. The probability that Stein was involved, at least on a small

scale, in the sale of narcotics in New Orleans also seems high. (11)

(18) After leaving New Orleans in 1964, Stein moved to Los Angeles,

home of his sister Rita and her husband Lino Rosas. He worked as a

car salesman for Felix Chevrolet on Figueroa Street, Brand Motors

on Crenshaw Boulevard, and Burbank Ford on Olive Street, leaving

the last job sometime in 1967. Stein's job with Burbank Ford was his

last official job. Since then he has been supported by unemployment

and social security disability payments.

(19) During his interview with the committee staff, Stein professed

his belief in a cosmic philosophy of life. In addition to a strong belief

in God, Stein's philosophic principles incorporated a belief in an after-

life, in extraterrestial life, and in an ability to communicate with other

forms of life . (12 ) Stein began developing his cosmic philosophy in

1964 with his departure from NewOrleans and relocation in California.

Thus, he abided by these principles during his relationship with James

Earl Ray. While his beliefs were clearly unorthodox, Charles Stein

seemed to be a highly intelligent and essentially rational individual.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHARLES STEIN AND JAMES EARL RAY

(20) Prior to moving to 5660 Franklin Street (his residency on

December 15, the day Stein and Ray departed for New Orleans) , Stein

lived at 3340 Floyd Terrace, the home of Rita and Lino Rosas, Charles'

sister and brother-in-law. During the FBI investigation, three indi-

viduals living in the vicinity of 3340 Floyd Terrace stated that they

had observed a white Mustang outside of Stein's address, during the

period of Thanksgiving 1967. One neighbor, a Mr. Raymond Murphy,

identified the driver of the car as James Earl Ray. (13) If this in fact

occurred, then Stein and Ray met before either are willing to

acknowledge.

(21) During his interview, Stein acknowledged that he lived at 3340

Floyd Terrace in 1966 and 1967, but was certain that he and Rita left

that address and moved to 5666 Franklin Avenue as long as 2 months

before he met Ray. Stein emphatically denied any contact with Ray

at the prior address ; he stated that Lino Rosas, an ex-New Orleans

resident of Mexican heritage, used 3340 Floyd Terrace as a location to

fix up old cars for resale and worked with an unidentified Mexican

mechanic in this business. Lino Rosas also dealt in marihuana at 3340

Floyd Terrace, and Stein, while denying any direct involvement in the

operation, admitted that on one occasion he buried a bottle of mari-

huana in the backyard to improve its quality. Stein denied knowledge
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of Lino's marihuana source, but stated that it was a good one, because

Lino was able to sell the merchandise at reasonable prices. (14)

(22) 3340 Floyd Terrace was used as a crash pad for many of Stein's

friends. Nevertheless, Stein stated that the premises were not used for

hustling, that is, prostitution, and claimed that he would have known if

such a business had been in process. Stein stated that Ray would not

have fit in at 3340 Floyd Terrace, a residence often frequented by

hippies on searching, mind-expansion trips. Stein stated that Ray, a

close-minded individual was not into this at the time. Stein also as-

serted that Ray, if questioned, could provide no information on the

type of people who frequented 3340 Floyd Terrace. Finally, Stein

denied that Ray parked his Mustang there, and recalled no other

Mustangs with Alabama plates in the vicinity of the residence. (15)

(23) During his executive session testimony, Stein again clearly and

emphatically denied Ray's presence at 3340 Floyd Terrace, and noted

that his sister, Rita Rosas, possessed a white Mustang while living at

that address. He stated that anyone suggesting Ray's presence at 3340

Floyd Terrace had lied to the committee. (16)

(24) Mr. Stein's denial of contact with Ray at 3340 Floyd Terrace

was corroborated by the testimony of his sister, Rita Rosas, (17) as

well as by additional field investigation performed by the committee.

Based on available evidence, it can be concluded that Ray and Stein

did not, in fact, meet prior to December 14, 1967, when they were in-

troduced at the Sultan Room, a lounge at the St. Francis Hotel in

San Francisco .

(25) In December of 1967, Charles Stein was living with his sister

Rita and two of her children at 5666 Franklin Street. The weight of

available evidence indicated that he met Ray on December 14, 1967,

at the request of Rita, who had encountered Ray earlier that evening

at the Sultan Room lounge. Rita had been looking for a means of

transporting her two other children from New Orleans to California,

and Ray had indicated his own plans to go to New Orleans. Charles

Stein was persuaded by his sister to drive with Ray to New Orleans

to pick up the children. It was Stein's impression that Ray felt ini-

tially he would be making the trip with Rita, and was both surprised

and suspicious when Stein was substituted.

(26) The committee developed no significant evidence to contradict

this version of Stein's first meeting with Ray. Because Stein was un-

employed at the time, he was free to leave Los Angeles on a moment's

notice. He had extensive family in New Orleans and the trip provided

an opportunity to see them again. (18) Finally, in light of Ray's fugi-

tive status, it is not unreasonable for him to have wanted another pas-

senger in the car during a long drive on the open road ; the chances of

random stop by the police existed, and Stein's presence provided a

legitimate reason for making the trip to New Orleans- that is, to pick

up Stein's niece and nephew. Ray was, however, apparently concerned

about the possibility that he was being set up for a robbery by Rita

Stein and her brother. He suggested to Rita and Marie Martin that he

might bring a gun withhim on the trip. (19) Stein never saw a weapon

on Ray during the trip.

(27) In summary, the credible evidence would seem to indicate that

Stein and Ray came together fortuitously the day before the trip to

New Orleans, that both had separate and independent reasons for
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making the trip, and therefore that no evil purpose existed , at least

initially, for their joint venture.

(28) The day of their departure for NewOrleans, Ray took Stein, his

sister, Rita, and their cousin Marie Martin to Wallace campaign head-

quarters on Lankershim Boulevard. Contrary to Ray's assertions, the

three Stein relatives were unanimous in their statements that Ray

initiated the trip to campaign headquarters. (20) Charles recalled that

Ray offered to pay for the expenses on the trip if all three would agree

to sign up with the Wallace campaign, and added that he agreed readi-

ly. In light of Stein's clearly apolitical nature, and the total absence

of any other evidence linking Stein and the AIP, his denial of involve-

ment in the original decision to visit AIP headquarters was entirely

credible.

(29) After completing their visit to AIP headquarters, Ray drove

Rita and Marie back to 5666 Franklin Avenue and dropped them off.

Ray and Stein then drove to Ray's residence on Serrano Street and

stopped very briefly to pick up mail. Stein did not enter the apartment

then or at any other time.

(30) Stein recalled that Ray was definitely going to New Orleans for

reasons of his own and that he was not making the trip merely to ac-

commodate Rita. Ray mentioned that he was going to see more than

one person- either engineers or contractors. While Ray gave no spe-

cific address for the meeting (other than a reference to Chartres Street.

which Stein cannot recall precisely) , Ray's description of the area

brought to Stein's mind a specific location containing warehouses and

railroad tracks. (21 ) Stein felt that Ray's reference to the meeting

place in New Orleans reflected a certain familiarity with the city.

(31) Stein thought that Ray may have told him that he called New

Orleans, in advance, to let themknow when he would arrive. (22) This

call was made after Ray pulled off the road outside of Houston, Tex.

Stein recalled a liquor store and a candy store in the vicinity. Stein

was never close enough to Ray to observe the number he dialed, or

the amount of money he may have used, or to hear the conversation.

He stated that he observed Ray make phone calls on only one or two

occasions and that the calls never lasted more than 5 or 10 minutes.

In his testimony during committee hearings, Ray admitted making one

call to his brother, Jerry, while en route to New Orleans. (23)

(32) Stein also stated, several times during his initial interview.

that he recalled Ray mentioning the name Raoul. Stein was con-

fronted, during this initial interview, with an FBI interview which

reflected his statement that the person he [ Ray] was going to see-

[had] an Italian-sounding name a well-known name in New Orleans.

(24) Stein agreed that Raoul was not Italian sounding, and stated that

perhaps he was dodging the FBI's questions.

(33) Because of the clear significance of this portion of Stein's inter-

view, Stein was asked again about this matter during his testimony

under oath before the committee in April 1978. At that time he was

also confronted with a February 13, 1969, FBI interview in whichhe

had been asked specifically whether Ray had mentioned a Raoul at

any time during their relationship. Stein's response, as summarized

in the FBI interview : "Stein said he had never heard Ray mention

anyone by the name of Raoul during his contacts with Ray." (25)
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Stein's testimony on the subject, given under oath, became far less

certain :

STAFF COUNSEL. This is the first time you testified about

this matter under oath. I am asking you, is it your testimony

now despite what you told the Bureau, despite your explicit

denial to the Bureau-is it your testimony today that Ray, in

fact, mentioned the name Raoul ?

Mr. STEIN. I think that he did. If I can remember, I think

he did. I don't know.

STAFF COUNSEL. So your memory now is not as precise as it

once was on that issue ?

Mr. STEIN. It was not even precise back then.

(34) In several interviews with the FBI during the months immedi-

ately after the assassination, many covering the New Orleans trip in

great detail, Stein never indicated that Ray had mentioned Raoul.

There is a similar absence of this detail in his interviews with the press,

and in all of reporter Louis Lomax' articles on the New Orleans trip

[written with the assistance of Stein shortly after the assassination] .

In February 1969, as is indicated above, he specifically denied to the

Bureau that Ray had mentioned the name Raoul. Finally, after

initially informing the committee investigators of the incident in Jan-

uary, his recollection became notably uncertain when pressed on the

matter under oath.

(35) Against this background, and considering the fact that Stein

was in contact with individuals attempting to put together a film

documentary on the King assassination in January 1978, and who later

attempted to sell information to the committee for a substantial sum of

money.* Stein's alleged recollection or Ray's mention of Raoul on

the New Orleans trip was prompted, it may be concluded, not by a

specific factual occurrence, but rather by the passing chance offinancial

gain. It would be difficult to credit Stein's testimony on this matter.

(36) Ray stayed in New Orleans for 2 days. After his early after-

noon arrival with Stein, they made two quick stops at the homes of

two of Stein's relatives, to drop off some belongings that Marie Martin

had sent east , and then to reach the residence where Stein himself

would be staying. Ray then asked for suggestions on a place to stay

in the same general area of the city. He gave no indication of the

amount of money he was willing to spend. The Provincial Motel was

suggested, to the best of Stein's current recollection, by one of his

relatives. After agreeing on the Provincial, Stein and Ray proceeded

to the motel. Stein waited outside in the alley while Ray registered.

Ray then brought Stein back to his relatives, and departed with the

Mustang. (26)

(37) In light of the consistency between the stories of Ray and

Stein, and the absence of countervailing evidence, the Provincial

Motel was probably not selected by Ray prior to his arrival. Thus,

any business that Ray may have planned prior to his arrival in New

*This information was later turned over to the committee pursuant to a con-

gressional subpena . It consisted of taped interviews with Stein and Marie Martin

and was generally a repetition of information already provided to the FBI or the

committee.
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Orleans did not involve the motel. This does not preclude the possi-

bility that Ray met with associates at the motel at some later time.

(38) Sometime later the first day, Stein took a walk with his son,

Charles Stein, Jr. They covered approximately 2 miles and passed

by the "merchandise mart" and the Trade Mart building. Later that

afternoon, Ray told Stein that he (Ray) had been drinking beer,

and had seen Stein walking on Canal Street.

(39) Ray's failure to call Stein over to join him at the bar on Canal

Street suggested to Stein the possibility that Ray was with someone

at the time. Ray told Huie that he met "Raoul," in "Le Bunny

Lounge," on the day of his arrival in New Orleans ; "Le Bunny

Lounge" is, in fact, on Canal Street, and thus could have been the

bar where Ray was drinking his beer. Because Stein did not see Ray

he could not tell the committee whether Ray was alone or with another.

Stein had no knowledge of "Le Bunny Lounge," and could recall no

mention ofthis establishment by Ray. (27)

(40) The next day (December 18) sometime during the morning.

Ray came to Stein's sister's (Marie Lee's ) home. Ray told Stein that

he had finished his business and was ready to return to Los Angeles.

The fact that Ray was prepared to return to California so quickly

would indicate, of course, a prompt completion of his business in

New Orleans. Moreover, it would seem to rule out the possibility that

Ray came to New Orleans to enjoy the French Quarter or a change.

of scenery. Rather, he appears to have had some specific and relatively

simple task to accomplish.

(41) In fact, Stein and Ray did not depart until the next day:

Stein's recollection is quite clear that this was his idea, not Ray's.

Stein was apparently able to convince Ray that the weather pre-

cluded an immediate departure ; after a phone call to unidentified

authorities for weather information, Ray agreed to postpone their

departure by 1 day. (28)

(42) Stein emphatically denied two other possible reasons for Ray's

New Orleans trip, both of which had been received by the committee

from Charles DeCarvelho-a close, NewOrleans friend of Stein's. (29)

First, DeCarvelho told the committee that Stein had told him (De-

Carvelho) in 1967 that Galt came to New Orleans to campaign for

Wallace's Presidential bid in Mississippi and Alabama, to distribute

campaign materials, and to solicit campaign funds. Second, DeCar-

velho said Stein had indicated a plan to introduce Ray to some of

his friends, including Papa Joe Conforto. Stein denied making either

statement to DeCarvelho. Stein admitted that he knew Joe Conforto,

but stated that he would never have introduced Ray to him; more-

over, he did not recall seeing Joe Conforto himself while in New

Orleans . (30)

(43) Finally, Stein specifically denied, under oath, involvement

with Ray in "illegal or criminal activity" generally, or in the manu-

facture, purchase or sale of narcotic or non-narcotic drugs. Similarly,

*While the committee rejected Ray's "Raoul" story, it noted the high likeli-

hood that the story was intended to conceal contact with one or both of his

brothers. Ray's reference to a meeting with "Raoul" at "Le Bunny Lounge" may

well be another instance in which he is disguising such contact.
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he denied involvement with Ray in any type of legitimate joint ven-

ture duringthe trip.

(44) In light of several factors, including (a ) the major differences

between the characters and personalities of Stein and Ray; (b) the

strong evidence that Ray and Stein met the day before the New

Orleans trip; (c) Stein's emphatic and specific denials, under oath,

of criminal activity with Ray; (d) an extensive field investigation in

both New Orleans and Los Angeles which included extensive question-

ing, often under oath, of associates and relatives of Charles Stein ;

(31) it appears that Stein's involvement with James Earl Ray both

on the New Orleans trip, and otherwise, was innocent and unrelated

in any way to the assassination of Martin Luther King.

(45 ) Stein's testimony did provide several indications of conspiracy,

or at least association, between Ray and another in New Orleans :

(a ) Ray had a "purpose" for the trip in Stein's mind ;

(b) Ray described a meeting place in New Orleans where he would

contact his associate (s) ;

(c) Stein recalled one or two telephone calls en route to New

Orleans, and thinks nowRay may have been calling NewOrleans

to let his associate (s) knowwhen he would arrive ;*

(d) the circumstances surrounding Ray's sighting of Stein on

Canal Street on the first day (December 17 ) indicated he

was with someone at the time ; and

(e) Ray completed his business in New Orleans rapidly, and was

ready to return to Los Angeles the morning of December 18.

(46) It may be concluded, therefore, that Ray met with someone in

New Orleans on prearranged business. Stein, however, provided no

information to indicate that the business was necessarily connected

to the assassination . **

INVESTIGATION AT THE PROVINCIAL MOTEL

(47) During its investigation in New Orleans, the FBI determined

that Ray registered at the Provincial Motel, 1024 Chartres Street, for

the nights of Sunday and Monday, December 17-18, 1967. Due to the

clear indications of a meeting in New Orleans, the committee inves-

tigated the possibility that the Provincial was the meeting place.

(48) On May 7, 1968, the FBI's New Orleans Field Office circulated

to 18 other field offices a list of all guests who were registered at the

Provincial Motel (32) between December 17-19, 1968, the dates of

Ray's registration. The list contained 25 names. Each field office was

directed to locate and interview the individuals for any knowledge.

they might have pertaining to Ray. Of these 25 individuals, only 10

were located and interviewed by the FBI by the end of May 1968 ;

no one interviewed had any information to assist the FBI's

investigation.

*Stein could provide no specific details or recollections to corroborate his

intriguing speculation on the purpose of the call.

**The committee developed significant evidence indicating a meeting between

Ray and one or both brothers in New Orleans. This is detailed in section IIB

of the final Martin Luther King report.
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(49) In the November 26, 1968 issue of Look magazine, an article by

William Bradford Huie detailed Ray's travels prior to the assassina-

tion. In this article, Huie described Ray's stay at the Provincial Motel.

In response to this information , the Bureau requested the New Orleans

field office to reinvestigate the motel's registrants. (33) Pursuant to

this directive, photostatic copies of the motel records were incorpo-

rated into a report dated November 27, 1968. (34)

(50) In reviewing these investigative files, the committee determined

that there were actually 63 guests registered at the Provincial at the

same time as Ray, as opposed to the 25 registrants originally inves

tigated by the Bureau in April and May. In late November 1968, the

FBI dispatched to the pertinent field offices the additional 38 names

of guests. No positive information was received from these leads.

(51) Records of the Provincial Motel indicated that Ray, using the

alias "Galt," occupied room 126 for the nights of December 17-18.

(35) Galt's registration card also indicated that only one person

occupied room 126 during the pertinent period and that Galt checked

out prior to 1 p.m. on Monday, December 19, 1967. (36) The FBI

interviewed Bryan DuPepe, the owner of the Provincial Motel, in

April 1968. (37) DuPepe advised the Bureau that he had no record

of unusual activity in room 126 on the dates of Ray's occupancy. The

FBI determined that Ray made no long distance phone calls from

room 126 ; the Bureau was unable to make the determination regard-

ing local calls since the log for calls made prior to April 4 , 1968 had

been destroyed. (38) The committee interviewed DuPepe on Feb-

ruary 14, 1978. He advised the staff members that room 126 was.

at the time of Ray's occupancy, the least desirable in the motel, since

it was split-level, with the bath and bedroom on different floors. He

recalled that the room probably was rented at a rate of $14 a day and

that if more than one person were to occupy room 126 they would find

the accommodations very uncomfortable. (39)

(52) The most intriguing information concerning Ray's stay at the

Provincial Motel was developed in the testimony of Anthony Charles

DeCarvelho. (40) His information presented the committee with evi-

dence of a meeting at the Provincial Motel. Because of the importance

of such a revelation and the fact that DeCarvelho's statements alluding

to a meeting were at variance with all other accounts (including his

own interviews with the FBI in 1968 ) DeCarvelho's testimony was

takenunder oath in a field deposition.

(53) DeCarvelho, a close acquaintance of Charles Stein, was

employed as a cab driver in New Orleans in December 1967. In his

statement to the committee, he stated that he arrived at the home of

Stein's mother, Clovina Olonzo, shortly after Stein and Ray's arrival

there on Sunday, December 17. After being introduced to Ray as

"Eric Galt," DeCarvelho recalled that Ray asked DeCarvelho to drive

him to the French Quarter, stating, "There is somewhere I got to go."

(41) DeCarvelho recalled that Ray specifically requested that he drive

him to the Provincial Motel. According to his testimony, DeCarvelho

quoted Ray as saying, "I want you to drive me there and wait for me.

Iwill be about 5 or 10 minutes." (42)

(54) After arriving at the Provincial, Ray got out of the car and

DeCarvelho turned the car around in the motel's courtyard. While

DeCarvelho was making this maneuver he noticed Ray walking along
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the balcony of the second story of the motel. (43) "He was looking

around for a number, you know, like-like trying to locate a number."

(44) DeCarvelho did not see Ray knock on any doors or enter any room .

(45) He recalled that Ray had taken an attaché case with him when he

left the car, which he brought back with him when he returned. Al-

though he could not be certain, DeCarvelho was under the impression

that Ray went to the Provincial Motel to meet someone.

Mr. DECARVELHO. I believe he told me he was meeting some-

body.

STAFF COUNSEL. Are you speculating ?

Mr. DECARVELHO. No, no, I have a pretty good idea that-

that what he told me, that he wanted-he was going to be but

a few minutes. (46) .

( 55) Ray returned to the car approximately 7 minutes later. DeCar-

velho asked, "Did you meet your friend ?" to which Ray replied, "Yeah,

yeah, everything is all right." (47) After leaving the Provincial, Ray

and DeCarvelho drove around New Orleans for approximately 20

minutes. DeCarvelho then dropped Ray off at the home of Clovina

Olonzo, Charles Stein's mother.

(56) DeCarvelho's testimony was unique in its suggestion of a meet-

ing between Ray and an associate at the Provincial. Further, he was a

sincere witness with no ascertainable motive to fabricate his statement.

Nevertheless, the committee's investigation revealed no evidence to

corroborate his testimony.

(57) According to Stein, he drove Ray to the Provincial for Ray's

initial registration. A trip with Stein to the Provincial did not neces-

sarily preclude another trip by Ray and DeCarvelho, but it did make

this second trip appear less plausible. According to Stein, the two men

drove back to the Olonzo home after Ray registered, and Ray departed

only to return shortly thereafter. (48) It is possible that in that interim

period, Ray arranged to meet an associate at the Provincial Motel, re-

turned tothe Olonzo residence and persuaded DeCarvelho to drivehim

back to the motel. What is left unexplained in this scenario is why Ray

needed DeCarvelho to drive him to the motel. He and Stein had been

there shortly before. The Provincial Motel and the Olonzo home are in

the same neighborhood, and it is unlikely that Ray would have needed

DeCarvelho's assistance in finding the motel. It was also improbable

that Ray would deliberately involve DeCarvelho as a possible witness

to a clandestine meeting at the Provincial.

(58) It was also significant that Stein was unaware of Ray's and De-

Carvelho's trip to the motel. In his interview, Stein stated that he knew

of no time during Ray's first day in New Orleans that Ray and DeCar-

velho drove around together. (49) Stein and DeCarvelho saw each other

during the next 2 days and, according to DeCarvelho, discussed Ray

and his purpose for traveling to New Orleans ; it is unusual that De-

Carvelho did not tell Stein of his visit with Ray to the Provincial.

(59) The most significant problem with DeCarvelho's statement,

however, was its inconsistency with prior statements to the FBI. FBI

interviews of DeCarvelho contained no references to the Provincial

Motel visit, a fact which would have been significant in their attempt

to determine the purpose of Ray's trip. The committee considered two

possible explanations for this discrepancy. Either DeCarvelho did not
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relate this information to the FBI or the FBI agents conducting the

interviews failed to include these highly significant details in their

reports.

(60) In a staff interview, Special Agent William F. Kusch, who had

interviewed DeCarvelho in 1968, advised the committee that anything

mentioned by DeCarvelho concerning people or places visited by Ray

would have been thoroughly investigated by the Bureau. (50 ) Kusch

noted that the FBI was attempting to locate Ray at the time of the De-

Carvelho interviews. The possibility of a meeting by Ray with another

at the Provincial would have been of signficant interest, and would

have been documented. A thorough review ofthe New Orleans investi-

gative files reflected no mention of DeCarvelho's information or of a

subsequent investigation of that information.

(61) In view of this and other problems with DeCarvelho's story, it

maybe concluded that his information was unreliable.

(62) The unreliability of DeCarvelho's testimony did not, however,

undermine the conclusion that Ray traveled to New Orleans to meet

someone, and that such a meeting transpired. It is also possible, of

course, that this meeting was at the Provincial Motel . The committee

was simply unable to locate concrete evidence of this possibility.

(63) It must be frankly acknowledged that the mystery that has al-

ways surrounded the New Orleans trip has not been cleared up . Several

aspects ofthe trip are clear, however:

1. Ray's decision to make this trip and his activities in New Orleans

were unrelated to his association with Charles Stein.

2. The decision to travel to New Orleans on Friday, December 15,

1967, was abrupt and without significant planning or foresight.

3. Whatever Ray's business was in NewOrleans, it

(a ) was significant enough to travel nearly 4,000 miles to trans-

act, and

(b) involved a transaction which could not be as readily

accomplished with a phone call or letter.

4. James received money on the trip. A financial analysis of Ray's

spending habits during his fugitive period document a pattern of

significant expenditures after his return from New Orleans.

These included an immediate payment of approximately $350.00

for dance lessons.

5. Ray met with someone in New Orleans. This conclusion was based

on Ray's receipt of money, as well as Stein's testimony to the

committee. *

6. Ray's business in New Orleans was accomplished quickly.

7. There was no evidence of a direct link between Ray's activities

in New Orleans and the assassination of Dr. King. Nevertheless,

it was noted that Ray's next significant criminal activity was the

assassination.

*It is highly probable that Ray met with one or both brothers. Ray mentioned to

two independent sources in Los Angeles that his trip involved his brother. Both

James Earl and Jerry Ray admit that James telephoned Jerry while en route to

New Orleans. Both these references to his brother and New Orleans and this

phone call suggest that the two met in New Orleans. ( See MLK Report, Section

IIB, for additional discussion of the possible involvement of Ray's brother in the

New Orleans trip . )
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(64 ) Two significant questions remained open after the committee's

investigation
: First, the committee was unable to determine why New

Orleans was chosen as the site of Ray's business. If, in fact, Ray met

his brother(s ) , it is difficult to explain why this meeting took place

in New Orleans. Jerry was at the time employed at the Sportsman

Club in Chicago and James was in Los Angeles. A more convenient

meeting place could have been chosen. It seems reasonable to assume,

therefore, that New Orleans itself was connected with the purpose of

the trip. Second, the committee was unable to determine the exact

nature of Ray's activities in the city.

Submitted by:

LISA M. BERLOW,

Researcher.
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( 1) Within moments (1) of the shot that felled Dr. King, two wit-

nesses in the northern wing of Bessie Brewer's roominghouse observed

a man run down the hallway from the area of a common bathroom at

the end of the hall . This bathroom faced to the east of the rooming-

house* and overlooked the Lorraine Motel. (2 ) William Anschutz ,

the tenant from room 4-B, saw the man briefly but could provide only

a general description. On the other hand, Charles Q. Stephens, a tenant

from 6-B, provided a detailed description, and felt that the man he

saw fleeing down the hallway was the same person he had seen check-

ing into room 5-B earlier in the afternoon. (3) Subsequently, Stephens

identified a profile photograph of James Earl Ray as looking very

much like the man he had observed checking into room 5-B. (4) James

Earl Ray has admitted that he checked into room 5-B on the after-

noon of April 4, 1968. (5)

(2) During the investigation following the assassination , authori-

ties were unable to uncover an eyewitness to the assassination who

could make a positive identification of the assassin . Thus , Charles

Stephens quickly became a significant witness.

(3) Questions, however, were raised as to the reliability of Stephen's

tentative identification. The committee, therefore, conducted a full

investigation into his reliability as a witness.

(4) The committee first determined that Stephen's significance as a

witness may have been somewhat exaggerated during the months fol-

lowingthe assassination. Stephens was provided with a police guard for

a period of several months following the assassination and at one time

was jailed as a material witness. (6) Lt. R. A. Cochran, second in com-

mand of the homicide squad in 1968, explained, however, that the

protection was made necessary because of exaggerated newspaper re-

ports concerning Stephens' ability to make such an identification. ( 7)

Cochran added that Stephens could never really identify the assailant.

(5) Phil Canale, the Shelby County Attorney General in 1968 who

prepared the Government's case against James Earl Ray, testified that

Stephens had seen Ray checking into the roominghouse prior to the

assassination, and in the hallway after the assassination . Canale added

that he was considered an important, but not an essential, prosecution

witness. (8)

(6) A substantial issue was raised concerning Stephens' sobriety on

the day of Dr. King's assassination. One witness, a taxi driver named

James McGraw, told the committee that only minutes before the

assassination, he observed Stephens lying on his bed in room 6-B in a

drunken stupor. (9) McGraw's assertions to the committee received

*A diagram of the second floor of Bessie Brewer's roominghouse was intro-

duced into the record during the committee's public hearings. See, MLK exhibit

F-20, vol. 1, HSCA-MLK hearings, p. 79.

42-636 0 - 79 - 19
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support from Capt. Tommy D. Smith of the Memphis Police Depart-

ment. Smith, a lieutenant for the homicide squad on April 4, 1968, re-

ported to the crime scene following the assassination of Dr. King. He

observed both Charles Stephens and his common-law wife, Grace

Walden, after the assassination and told the committee that both

appeared to be intoxicated . (10 ) Smith did not question either

Stephens orWalden at the time.

(7) On the other hand, the first police officer to observe and question

Stephens only minutes after the assassination , Lt. James Papia of the

MPD intelligence section, ( 11) told the committee that although

Stephens had obviously been drinking, he was neither incoherent nor

staggering. (12) . Lt. Glenn King, who was also at the scene within

minutes after the assassination, interviewed Stephens and found him

coherent. ( 13 ) He told the committee, however, that Stephens was well

known on South Main Street for his excessive drinking habits. (14)

(8) These judgments of Lieutenants Papia and King were supported

by the statement of Lloyd Jowers, the owner of Jim's Grill , a bar lo-

cated under the northern wing of the roominghouse . According to

Jowers, Charles Stephens was in his establishment on April 4, drink-

ing-like always. ( 15) Nevertheless, Jowers stated that Stephens was

in control of himself and knew what he was saying or doing. (16)

Jowers added- in a statement that casts some question on the assertion

of James McGraw- that although Stephens drank beer all the time by

the quart, he never saw him passed out. (17)

(9) The committee also questioned J. Harold Flannery, the attorney

for the U.S. Department of Justice who prepared the Ray extradition

affidavit that was executed by Stephens. (18) Flannery stated that he

had carefully questioned Stephens and examined the circumstances

under which Stephens had identified Ray's profile photograph. He

was convinced as to the genuineness of that identification. (19) The

committee was also told by Stephens' attorney, Harvey Gipson, that

he believed Stephens ' April 4, 1968 statements truthfully represented

what Stephens had, in fact , seen on that date. (20)

(10) The committee considered the possibility that Stephens' testi-

mony might have been influenced by the reward offered for informa-

tion leading tothe arrest and conviction of the assassin. Stephens lost

his judicial bid for the $100,000 reward, which had been announced

on April 5, 1968. In the court's ruling, however, the reliability of

Stephens' identification did not become an issue . (21) Rather, the

court's ruling was based on its finding that Stephens had no knowledge

of the reward offer at the time he provided his initial statements on

April 4. The court further found that Stephens' information did not,

in fact, lead to either the arrest or the conviction of James Earl

Ray. (22)

( 11 ) Finally, the committee reviewed a variety of statements by

Stephens, and noted their general consistency over the past 10 years.

(23) In addition, a similarity was noted between the description pro-

vided by Stephens after the assassination and that of James Earl

Ray. (24)

*A complete discussion of Grace Walden's significance as a witness is included

in the committee's final report, sec. IIA.
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(12) To sum up, while it may be concluded that Charles Stephens

did, in fact, see James Earl Ray in the hallway immedia
tely following

the assassinat
ion

, his testimony to that effect was vulnerabl
e on sev-

eral counts had Ray gone to trial. First , the evidence is overwhel
m-

ing that Charles Stephens was drinking on April 4, 1968. Only the

extent of that drinking is at issue. Second , the hallway at Bessie

Brewer's was dimly lighted, and Stephens was separated from the

fleeing assassin by between 40 and 50 feet. Finally, Stephens him-

self has declined to provide an unqualifi
ed identifica

tion of the assas-

sin. In his June 1968 identifica
tion of Ray's profile photogra

ph for

the FBI, he stated only that the profile photo of Ray looked very much

like the man he saw in the roomingh
ouse. (25)

(13 ) Stephens' value to the prosecuti
on's case would, therefore, have

been limited. His testimony that he heard steps between room 5-B and

theroomingh
ouse bathroom on several occasions prior tothe shot would

have provided circumsta
ntial evidence against Ray, since Ray has

admitted renting and occupyin
g room 5-B on the afternoo

n of April 4. *

Beyond this, Stephens ' testimon
y would have contribut

ed little.

Submitted by : JEREMY R. AKERS,

Senior Staff Attorney.

*The assumption is made here that Ray would have taken the stand and re-

peated his basic Raoul story. During interviews with the staff, Ray told the

committee that this was his trial strategy.
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FOREWORD

This comprehensive bibliography consists of every relevant book

citation that could be found in the Library's card catalog and Books

in Print . Periodical literature was identified ( and selectively in-

cluded) from the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature ; Public Affairs

Information Service (P.A.I.S. ) ; International Social Science and Humani-

ties Index ; America : History and Life ; Social Science Citation Index ;

Magazine Index ; Psychology Abstracts ; Sociological Abstracts ; Comprehen-

sive Dissertation Abstracts ; and CRS's Selective Dissemination of

Information computerized bíbiographic data- base ( 1969 to present ) .

of the noted periodical sources are computerized , on- line data bases

external to the Library of Congress . Jeffrey C. Griffith in CRS's

Information Systems Section was instrumental in the retrieval of cita-

tions from those data bases .

Some

Credit is due the following people assisted in the compilation

of this bibliography : Sarah Collins , Nancy Fitch , Karen Keesling ,

Steve Langone , Sherry Shapiro , and Daniel Strickland .

Credit is due Martha Schweitzer for the secretarial production of

the bibliography .
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